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RULES REGARDING BOOKS.

Each student on taking a book from

the Library becomes responsible for the loss

or damage of the same.

The Librarian shall examine every book

returned, and if the same be found marked,

or spotted with ink, with leaves turned down,

or in any way injured, the borrower shall

have the loss deducted from his deposit.

Through the day, books must be re-

turned on leaving the reading room.

From 3.30 to 4 p.m. a book may be

obtained for home reading, but must \te re-

turned by 10 a.m the following morning.

For longer detention a fine of 5 cents per

hour will be imposed.
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' The curtains of Yesterday

drop down, the curtains of

To-morrow roll up; but

Yesterday and To-morrow

both are."

WINE REQUIRES NO BUSH

Kvery succeedinjr generation since it was first
uttered, confirms the truth of this generalization
Modesty, that spiritual element, benign and
Jjentle, which associates itself always with true
achievements, grows increasingly a stranger in
ihis age of egotism and words.
In politics, commerce, even in social and po-

litical relations, men are found claiming everv-
Ihing in sight. I am IT, we are IT, is their un-
ceasing cry. It is not because of actual power
that such e.lrontery passes current for real at-
tainments or outstanding view. They pass cur-
rent simply becau.se in the strain of modern life
men are tco lousy with their own affairs and too
contemptuous of sjlf-asserting mcdiocracies to
disi'ute the mendacious claims they make, and
claims too often are their only asset.

Within the quietude of the editorial sanctum
when .^-erious work has been performed why
should not one amuse oneself in watching the
rvrations of the passing throng. Very easily seenm many sides of life is the substitution of self
for a measure. Words too often substitute them-
selves for deeds. Blatancy also sometimes is con-
fused with originality, so that the observer free
from the turmoil of self-seeking may easily ex-
claim, "All is vanity."

-Alay all this not justify a point of view.' It
does at any rate in respect to the aim of the
Canadian Druggist, both in the past and its aim
to-day. Its duty, as we view it, is to report dis-
passionately as far as may be, the tendency of
the passing months in respect to the interests of
the drug trade, which has so-ught to estimate the
true value of measures, takine cognizance of men
only in so far as they stand for measures that
have the attainment of the greatest good to the
greatest number.
Men of this type have always elicited the in-

terest of this journal, they have always enjoyed
and will enjoy—as they have the right to com-
mand, its active support. The Canadian Drug-
ETist has always aimed to eive full and uncolored
reports of all proceedings of interest to the trade.
It is therefore the very opposite of any personal
journal, because of this it has no pcedilections.
Why should it have? It has no personal aspira-
tions to satisfy, nor has it enemies to revencre.
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Its pages have been freely open to every man

with a message, enabling him to reach the

aip-ple constituency which its large circulation af-

fords.

The Canadian Druggist while standing for this,

and other things equally important to the trade

reserves the right to draw attention to its im-

portance as it deems disadvantageous to trade

interests. This' it has done in the past; in the fu-

ture it will follow precisely the same course.

To every man his measure of right, to every

interest its measure of opportunity, to every man
the privileges of dutv which mav be and often is

the very opposite of personal interest, to every

interest justice, whether it be to the advantage

of the trade or not. In brief, this is a trade

journal, it has ambitions, but these ambitions

are for the trade first, last and alwavs.

REGISTRATION OF PATENT MEDICINES

The Act registering the sale of proprietary and

patent medicines, which will come into force on

April ist, 1909, appeared in full in our columns

in our issue of Sept. ist. It is only necessary

now to call the attention of our readers to the

fact that their preparations can now be register-

ed and it is desirous that this registration should

be made as soon as possible, making application

for a serial number.

This is not a serious or complicated matter, as

some have supposed, all that is necessary being

for the manufacturers to make a list of all prep-

arations which they sell under their own name,

merely the name of the preparations and not the

formulas, and to send this list to the Deputy

Minister of Inland Revenue, enclosing 5i.oo, and

ask him for a serial number. This number will

read as follows: "No. Patent or Propriet-

ary Medicines Act," and this must be printed on

every label and wrapper of the preparation put

up with their own name after April 1st. This

applies only to preparations intended for internal

use, all liniments, ointments, creams, etc.. not

being affected by the Act in any way.
As many druggists have their preparations pre-

pared by pharmaceutical houses all that will be

necessary is that the house from whom they pur-

chase the goods print their serial number on the

package.

It should be borne in mind that any prepara-

tion containing any drug which is included in the

annexed schedule must have the name of such

drug conspicuously mentioned on the wrapper, or

if the dmggist does not care to have it mention-

ed he can write to the Deputy Minister of Inland

Revenue stating that he has a certain prepara-

tion containing in each dose a certain percentage

of the drug or drugs referred to, and the percent-

age in the whole bottle.

The Deputy Minister will immediately grant

permission ' to manufacture this, providing the

doses are not considered by the Department to

be too large, and in that case it would be a com-

paratively easy matter for the druggist to reduce

the quantity in order to comply with the Act.

In sending this to the De])artment it will be ne-

cessary that the list be accompanied bv an afli-

davit, but there will be no expense attached to

the application.

All preparations on the shelves of the druggist

on the 1st of April can lie sold without the serial

number, provided the druggist obtains from the

Deputy IMinister a sufficient number of small la-

bels, which are to be pasted on each bottle.

These labels are sold at a very nominal cost, a

few cents per thousand.

The experience of those who have dealt wilh

the Department in this matter is that they have

been treated with the greatest courtesy, and ex-

planations readily given, and any druggist or

manufacturer who will comply with the require-

ments, as outlined here, will have but little

trouble in registering and • obtaining his certifi-

cate.

The following schedule contains the names of

those articles which must be mentioned on the

wrapper, as stated above:

SCHEDULE.

Acetantlide and other coal tar products.

Aconite and its preparations.

Arsenical preparations.

Atropine.

Belladonna and its preparations.

Cantharides.

Carbolic acid.

Chloral hydrate.

Chloroform.
Conia and compounds thereof.

Corrosive sublimate.

Cotton root.

Croton oil.

Digitalis and derivatives.

Ergot.
Essential oil of mustard.

Ether.

Hellebore.

Heroin.

Hyoscyamin and its preparations.

Indian hemp.
Morphine, and its preparations.

Nnx vomica and derivatives.

Opitrni, its preparations and derivatives.

PeimyroyaJ.
Phenacetine.

Prussic acid.

Savin, and preparations thereof.

Strychnine and its preparations.

Sulphonal.

Tansy.
Tartrate of antimony.
Veratria.
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HOWARDS'
Sodii Phosph GRAN.
Potass Acetas GRAN.
Potass Citras GRAN.

Are three beautiful preparations which all up-
to-date Dru^^ists will find it pay them to push

STRATFORD, LONDON, ENGLAND

CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. 8i S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Canadfan madt Ucorfc©
BRAND

All Druggists.

Hanufacturej

HAumki Ucmct
Moi-treal.

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. Wafers, Lozenges, Powdered Extract and
Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists* uses.

MANUFACTURED BY

N.B.—Place your orders now

with your wholesaler for

yo«r winter requirements

National Licorice Company
Montreal
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

lunerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

3 2 oz. to 4 oz. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
size
iOz.

FOE SALE BY JOBBERS

T. C. WHEATON CO.

39.50 1

Discount to the Trade 60%

Millville, N.J., U.S.A.

REGENT RELIABLE REMEDIES
Prepared by a firm of reliable Chemists and guaranteed to conform with the provisions of the new Patent or Proprietory Act

which goes into effect on April ist, next. These preparations require no registration, give no trouble to the Druggist and offe:

just as good a margin of profit as preparations he makes himself. Moreover the manufacturers assist in the sale with adver-

tising matter of a satisfactory character. See the samples of the All Red Line.

The Recent Pharmacal Co.
TORONTO MONTREAL

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL CO., LIMITED, SOLE CANADIAN FACTORS

STEVENS' OINTMENT

50 YEARS SUCCESS
Ask your wholesale house for " Lameness in

the Horse." It is beautifully illustrated on
art paper

212 Westminster Bridge Road, London, Eng.

For Sale by all Jobbers

National Drug and Chemical Go. of Canada
MONTREAL

COTTO-WAXO
Is a dry Floor vSweeping Compound.

It settles and absorb.s the dust

when sweeping.

The use of it soon Cleans and

Brightens the floor, and will not

injure the most delicate carpet.

It is Non-Combustible and Non-

Inflanimable.

It is an excellent Disinfectant,

aud recommended by physicians for

Sick Rooms, Hospitals, &c.

Its use saves both Money and

Labor.

CANADIAN AGENTS

Douglas (Ei Ratcliff

TORONTO
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A GREAT MISTAKE THE FUTURE OF BUYING CLUBS

It was very unfortunate that the President oi

the Council of the Ontario College of Pharmacy
shiviki, in his address at the recent session, make
luiskading statements about the profession, and
bring discredit on pharmacy as a whole in this

Province. The statement to which we refer, and

which the Council afterwards unanimously con-

demned, was in reference to the use of habit-

lorming drugs and alcohol by pharmacists in this

Province. The words made use of were:

"It is with considerable regret that 1 have to

inform you that the unfortunate aiiiiction of

drug habits is extending amongst the members of

our Province.

"At present there are a number of proprietors

who are known to be addicted to the use of habit-

lorming drugs and alcohol, and under present

regulations there is no machinery for protecting

the public against the possibility of fatal errors,

rendered liable by such incompetents."

We cannot account for the extraordinary action

of the President in thus publicly making a state-

ment which could not but reflect injuriously on

druggists as a body. Were the statements true

there might be some reason for bringing the

matter before the Legislative Committee of the

Council, and thus have the matter entered into

before making any such sweeping condemnation,

as the words quoted from the address show. The

daily press, many of which with their eagerness

to seize on anything which will throw discredit

on druggists, as a bod}-, made much of this ad-

dress, and startling head lines appeared in sev-

eral of the papers, such as "Drug Habit Growing
Amongst Druggists," "Public in Danger," "Drug

Habit is Extending Amongst Druggists." "Pos-

sibilit}- of Fatal Errors," etc.

The trade everywhere cannot but regret the

words spoken and are certainly entitled to an

apology from the President of the Ontario Col-

lege of Pharmacy, not only for the aspersion

cast upon the trade, but also for the injury done

through lowering the prestige of the craft in the

eyes of the general public.

The action taken by the Committee of the

Council in this matter was timely, and although

the report adopted at the meeting was not the

original one, as the President thought it censured

him too strongly, yet it shows very plainly the

feeling of the Council as to the attitude taken by

the President.

A recent issue of the Pharmaceutical Era com
mented on the significance of the action recently

taken Ijy the Philadelphia Retail Grocers' Asso-
ciation, which is practically a club of retail deal-

ers, in deciding to abandon its buying exchange,

and to organize it into a regular wholesale house,

thus justifying the contention of the wholesale
trade, that "the jobbing branch of any business

is distinct from the retail end."

The reason given, we understand, for the

change is that the relations between the mem-
bers and the jobbers had become unsatisfactory,

necessitating some change of method. There is

no doubt that this will be the ultimate outcome
of inany of the buying clubs now- in existence,

and it is quite reasonable that it should be.

The retail and wholesale branches of the drug

business should undoubtedly be conducted separ-

ately, unless in the case of a wholesale house

owning a number of retail stores, something very

probable, if the present condition of affairs con-

tinues.

The retail man cannot do without the whole-

saler for the bulk of his supplies, and it seems
scarcely fair that he should, as is done in many
cases, ask the jobber to furnish him with goods
on credit, while he is p^iying spot cash to the

buying club, through whom he can only obtain a
small proportion of his goods. In doing this the

retailer is doing exactly what he finds fault with

his customers for doing with department stores.

Speak vour mind if you must, but mind how
you speak.

Riches are very eas}- to endure after you get

used to them.

PERSECUTION NOT PROSECUTION

The recent campaign which has been under-

taken at the instigation of the Ontario Medical

Council against druggists for alleged prescribmg,

is one which certainly does not do credit to the

Council nor to the members of the profession

constituting that body.

Under the pretence of acting in the public in-

terests, but really to protect their own pockets,

the Council through their prosecution have made
their plans to entrap several Toronto druggists

into recommending some medicines for a suppos-

ed ailment. It is clearly a case of inducing a

man to break the law, if possible, and merelj' for

the sake of gain. It is morally wrong and to the

lay mind, at least, would appear to be quite

equal to- the man who received stolen goods and
was subject to punishment for his act. Why the

law would protect a man who under false pre-

tences, would endeavor to have another commit
a breach of the law, appears to us remarkable.

We are informed that the leading members of

the medical fraternity of this citv are not at all
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in accord with the action of the Medical Council

in this matter, and certainly those who have

any respect for their own dignity or that of

their profession should not countenance any such

methods. If the cases were flagrant ones in

which druggists diagnosed a disease and then

prescribed for the patient, there might be some

excuse for taking action in the matter, but those

cases which 'have been brought up in the police

courts lately were of a totally different character.

There is no doubt that druggists could if they so

desired retaliate on the medical fraternitv for

their action in these cases, and there are many
instances of breach of the law which could be

brought home to individual members of the med-

ical profession, and which no one is more cogniz-

ant of than druggists.

Probably there is some truth in a statement

made in a daily paper in speaking of the druggist

recommending certain remedies, that the public

"find it less expensive and more beneficial than

going to a doctor." Certainly the Medical Act

was not passed with a view of causing annoyance

to the drug trade any more than the Pharmacy

Act which compels every physician to register as

a pharmacist before he can dispense medicine.

The intention of the Medical Act was to do

away with the prescribing for disease by any

persons who had not the proper education for

the profession and were not licensed physicians,

and were thus imposing upon the sick and suffer-

ing, but the act of the druggist in suggesting the

use of some remedies where the disease has been

stated by the customer does not come under the

actual meaning of the Act, although possibly it

is a contravention of the spirit of it.

If such a man as Prof. Heebner, of the O.C.P.,

Prof. Shuttleworth, formerly connected with the

College, and others of this stamp could be se-

cured, we think it would add greatly to the in-

terest taken in the meetings, and would be con-

ducive to larger attendance.

We notice that this plan has been adopted by

the Ohio Valley Association, who have arranged

for a series of five lectures to be given at the

meetings of the Association. The lecturers in

this case being Professors Lloyd, Beal, Wether-

stroem, Hallbere, and Anderson.

TO AWAKEN INTEREST

From the small attendance at the meetings of

the local Pharmaceutical Boards, such as that of

the Toronto Drug Section and others in various

localities, it would appear that something more

is necessary than the transaction of mere routine

business. The Toronto Drug Section having this

in view held a number of their meetings combin-

ed with a supper at a restaurant where the mem-
bers could gather together for social converse ov-

er the festive board. This had the effect of in-

creasing the attendance somewhat, yet it has not

been what it should be, and we would suggest

that in lieu of some action that in addition to

the other business to be transacted which should,

of course, be sufficient to brin? the members to-

gether for their individual benefit, as well as of

the trade at large, that some lecturer should be

secured to address the members at their regular

meetings, on subjects which would prove both in-

teresting, as well as useful, to all the members.

THE DRUG MARKET IN 1908

The year of 1907 was replete with sensational

changes in values of drugs and chemicals. The

year just closing has been remarkable for the

very few variations in price of a spectacular

nature. Camphor, which during 1907 had reached

high water mark in price, was easing off in the

late months of the year, but during the early

part of 1908 it started up in price, but during

the year it has gradually declined, and may be

still lower in the spring.

Sulphate of Copper during the year has been

easing off and to-day is about normal.

Quinine has been low, and is still cheap.

Bismuths have eased off in price and are about

normal. The United States manufacturers are

selling to-day at a figure supposed to be below

cost of production, with the idea of closing out

some local competitors who have been cutting.

Price abroad is unchanged.

Potass. Iodide is in the same position in the

United States, with no change in primary mar-

kets.

Bromides, whii.h have been sold for a year or

so at cost or less on account of competition,

have just been advanced some loc. per pound.

This has been anticipated for somie time, as it

was felt the day must soon come when producers

would get tired of selling at a loss.

Opium, Morphia and Codeia opened the year

very high in price, but have gradually eased off,

and are at a normal price to-day.

Glycerine late in the year advanced very much
in price, and we understand users of very large

quantities are making contracts at the advanced

figure for 1909 and 19 10, which would indicate

that the high prices are likely to be maintained,

with possibly a further advance. The cause of

this abroad is increased demand and curtailed

production, and in Canada this is accentuated by

the Government applying the dumping clause, al-

though we understand there is not enough pro-

duced here to supply the demand.

Santonine has declined very much during the

year, but may be higher shortly.
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ALLEN'S (g

Essential Oils, Etc.
OAJV JVO\i' UH OUTAllSlEli fROM

Winn & Hoi^i^a^nd, Ltd.
MONTRBA.I.

Almond Oil

Caraway Oil

Cardamom Oil

Celery Oil
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MEGGESON & CO., Limited
LONDON ENGLAND

Manafactorers of

MEDICATED LOZENGES JUJUBES PASTILLES
k^s^i^ ACIDULATED DROPS and TABLETS

1\yr^/4</-afO(4 T r»yoncr^« '^^ Medicated Lozenges, including those of the British Pharmacopfeia and Throat Hospital,
iVlcUlCalca l^O^cngcS ^^^ „f first-class workmanship, prepared with the best and purest Drugs only, and may be
relied on to contain the prescribed quantity of active medicament. Lozenges faithfully prepared in any quantities to private

formulae and stamped with customer's own name. Special Manufacturers to the leading Loudon and Provincial Hospitals.

n all varieties. The original mauu-
num Jujubes. Customer's

P-actilldc 'inA Ji4'niU^c Prepared with picked Gum Arabic and Refined Suga
1 dMliiCa <tllU JUJUUCS facturers of the well-known Delectable Voice and Magnum
private formula; in any selected shape or colour a specialty.

AriAiiU*oA RoJtorl S.<fyar<! DROPS, SLICES OR TABLETS.
/\CiaUlateO OOliea OUgarS p,^^^ Flavors, and are guaranteed
attractively-labelled bottles.

r'Utnfr\]^i-i> 'SSJnfm C-:i\ro'C 6/6 per gross. In boxes containing % and % gross, and attractively decorated tins
V^llUUUidlC W UI 111 V-d-R-Ca containing I gross. Each cake in envelope with directions.

These goods are manufactured with the real

not to stick or become unsaleable. In 5 lb.

CANADIAN AGENTS

T. H. McTAVISH 8^ CO.
74 YONGE STREET ARCADE TORONTO, ONT.

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
*" ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let' s have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=
tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you io%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMDNICATIONS TO THE
Higsinbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.
:r:T:^^^r:r::^r MUton, Ontario T^iTrr^rrrr:^^^

Antikamnia Calendar I

1909 i

DRUGGISTS
j

DRUG^CLERKS i

ATTENTION

!

j

Please send us list |
ofyourfriendsand

j
we will mail each a |

copy of this Anti- j

kamnia Tablet |

Calendar, Free, I

with YOUR com-
I

pliments. 1

— DO IT TODAY— |

Write names and B

addresses plainly.
|

"ANTIKAMNIA TABLETS" and "ANTIKAMNIA I

S CODEINE TABLETS" have attained such well-
j

earned and world-wide popularity for the relief of
|

Headaches, Neuralgias, Women's Aches and Ills, and
|

Pain generally, that all Druggists carry them and |

recommend them. They certainly do the work.
|

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL CO. I

ST. LOUIS, MO., L. S. A. 1
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Paris Green, no prices have been named yet by
the iii.inufacturers for 1909, but it is likely il

will he a few cents cheaper than last season.

IMctliylated and Wood Alcohol are lower, for

uhicli we are thankful, and the Government
would confer a great benefit on the country gen-

erally by giving us pure alcohol at a very much
reduced figure.

Pure Olive Oils, which have been low, have

l)een advancing for some time, and now pure

goods are much higher, look out for cheap goods.

Oils Bergamot, Lemon, Peppermint, and Or-

ange, which have been high, have gradually low-

ered, and now are at fair values.

The Anti-Cocaine Law that came into force

April 15th, is ver)^ decidedly a hles.sing to

man}', and will no doubt decrease the undesirable

sales of Cocaine and Eucaine.

Canada has very quickly recovered from the

financial depression that hovered over her early

in 1907, and the fall business has been up to high

water mark, and the outlook for the new year is

such that should give every Canadian a thankful

heart, and make them proud in the true sen.se of

the word that they live in a countr\' with the

marvellous future that looms up before us.

THE POISONS AND PHARMACY BILL

The Poisons and I'harmacy Bill was finally

passed by the British Parliament, on December

i8th, and it will come into force on April ist

next. We will have further reference to this in

our next issue.

COUGH PASTILES

A subscriber asks for a formula for menthol

cough drops and eucalyptus cough drops.

We would suggest pastiles as the best form for

either of these drugs, being emollient and pleas-

ant. They are made with a base of glyco-gelatin,

which is prepared as follows. (P.J.F.):

Gelatin 2 ounces
Carmine solution Sufficient

Distilled water 5 fl. ounces
Glycerin 5 fl. ounces
Oil of lemon 20 minims

Soak the gelatin in the water, add the glycerin,

and dissolve by a gentle heat in a water bath;

when nearly cold add the carmine solution and

oil of lemon. Mix thoroughly and pour into

moulds to solidify.

For menthol pastiles use from 1-16 to '4 grain

to each pastile; for eucalyptus about one minim
of oil of eucalyptus.

The medicament should be dissolved or sus-

pended in the melted glyco-gelatin and then pour-

ed into travs to solidify, and cut into the requir-

ed number of pastiles.

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

JUNIOR EXAMINATIONS.

The following are the results of the junior ex-

aminations of the Ontario College of Pharmacy,
ending Dec. 5th, 1908:

First class honor list (in order of merit)—
Bruce Mealley, A. Crossland, M. R. Hartley, C.
J. McKeen, H. C. House, A. A. Stokes, H. G.
Porritt. W. T. Kineston. J. G. Patterson, C. M.
Ellis, A. L. Kean, Geo. T. Cunningham, K. J.

Hassard, Fred, caanaei:., R. H. Quinn, C. C.

Chittenden, A. Monkman, H. Mcintosh, E. A.
Jones, F. J. O'Callaghan, M. J. Singer, F. M.
Merritt, M. A. Irving, F. J. Hind, H. Langford,
W. L- McWatters, L. H. Hobson, Miss Coza
Skuse, J. A. McMillan, Orval Byer.

Second class honor list (in order of merit)—A.
A. Langford, W. H. Hardy, D. B. Curtis, W. K.
Huston, Martin Hanson, H. G. Bigelow, L.

Gatenby, Heber Cook, G. L. McWilliams, T. A.
Caughlan, E. E. Penwarden, W. H. Murphy, H.
G. Murphy, Chas. N. Wood, A. J. Coyne, H. M.
Corbett, H. W. Wright, R. C. Sexsmith, J. M.
McCabe, J. N. C. Hill, F. J. Wilson, Geo. Wil-

berg.

Pass list (alphabeticalh- arranged)—E. V.
Arm.strong, Earl Auld, Geo. E. Baker, D. Bax-
ter, J. F. Boylan, W. T. Brannigan, H. Brien,

•T. D. Campbell, G. L. Cardiff, J. A. Craig, J.

S. Gordon, Percy Green, C. W. Haney, A. T.

Harper, A. B. Hashmal, M. J. Isaacs, J. H.
MacDonald, Simeon Mitchell, C. W. Reynolds, W.
C. Richardson, J. N. Sinclair, H. A. Smart,
Reginald Smith, S. Stewart, J. H. Troy, Angus
C. White, F. R. White. •

Starred in the following subjects: W. Dunlop,
pharmacy and chemistry; W. Graydon, chem-
istrj-; W. H. A. Pirie, pharmacj-, physics and
chemistry'; A. G. Schooley, botany and Latin,

posology, etc.; D. W. H. Wilson, Latin, posolo-

gy, etc.

Highest subjects:

Pharmacy—A Crossland, H. C. House, and
^liss Coza Skuse.

Chemistry (theoretical)—C. C. Chittenden C
M. Ellis M. R. Hartley, H. C. Hassard, A L
Kean, W. T. Kingston, Bruce Mealley, F. J

Sanders, and A. A. Stokes, all equal.

Chemistry (practical)—A. L. Kean, M. R.

Hartley, and A. Crossland, all equal.

Latin, posolog}', etc.—Fred. J. Sanders and A.

Crossland, both equal; Bruce Mealley and E. J.

Hassard, both equal.

Botany—Orval Bj^er and Bruce Meallej', both

equal: H. C. House, W. T. Kingston, and R. H.
Ouinn, all equal.

Physics—C. M. Ellis, M. A. Irving, F. J..

Sanders, and H. C. House, all equal.
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Supplemental examinations will be held for

those who failed to pass in any or all subjects,

commencing on Monday morning, Jan. 4th, 1909.

The lecture course for the senior term com-

mences on Tuesday, Jan. 5th, 1909.

BOOKS ETC.

"Tested Reagents, Their Prices and Uses,

1909." This volume of eighty pages is a price

list of Merck's Tested Reagents, and is so ar-

ranged that a glance will show whether a given

chemical can be used for a definite purpose that

may be had in view.

A distinctive blue label is used on all bottles

containing Tested Reagents, in order to help

dealers in distinguishing them from Merck's pho-

tographic, medicinal and technical chemicals.

"Antikamnia Calendar, 1909." As usual the

annual calendar issued by the Antikamnia Chem-
ical Co., St. Ivouis, is "a thing of beauty," and

a favorite both with pharmacists and physicians.

The 1909 issue, "Purity," is an excellent one and

should make a nice gift. See advt. as to copies.

TO PROSPECTIVE BUSINESS MEN

You're not quite ready to start, you say;

The time to be starting is now—to-day.

Don't dally; begin!

No man has ever been ready as yet,

Nor ever will be;

You may fall ere 5-ou reach where your hopes are

set,

But try it and see. —Kiser.

CARD OF THANKS

Mr. H. E. Malone, druggist, Kelliher, Sas-

katchewan, for whom an appeal was made in our
last issue for help from his brother pharmacists
in order to enable him to commence business

again after the disastrous fire which destroyed
his stock, desires to return thanks through these

columns to those of his confreres who have so

kindly responded to the appeal.

NOVA SCOTIA PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY

The semi-annual meeting of the Council of the
Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society was held at
Halifax, Nov. 5th, those present being: E. T.
Power, President; D. Hawkins, E. S. Blackie,
and G. A. Burbidge, of Halifax; J. J. Kinley,
Lunenburg; J. J. Turnbull, Sydney; A. J. Crease

and R. C. Fuller, of Amherst, and G. C. Mac-
Dougall, Kentville.

The Board of Examiners for thf next three

years were selected as follows: Messrs. Buckley,

Burbidge, Kinley, Morrison, Turnbull, and Wad-
dell. The annual meeting of the Society will be

held at Yarmouth, N.S., in June, 1909.

FINED FOR PRESCRIBING

In the Toronto I'olice Courts, on Dec. 2nd,

Mr. J. T. Thompson, of 348 Yonge Street, was
charged with a breach of the Medical Act, in hav-
ing prescribed for a customer. Mr. Thompson
pleaded guilty and was fined I23.00 and costs.

On the following day, Mr. H. M. Kipp, 168 Mc-
Caul Street, was also fined $25.00 and costs on
a charge of practicing medicine. The information

was laid in both cases by Mr. Charles Rose, pro-

secutor for the Medical Council, who has been

very active in his e.Torts, not only to bring

convictions against druggists of this city, but

also through his emissaries, in endeavoring to in-

duce druggists t© make breaches of the law by

prescribing for imaginary complaints.

MUST PAY THEIR FEES

The prosecutor of the Medical Council states

that there are 150 doctors who are far in arrears

with their dues to that body, and of this number
about fifty are in Toronto, and it is his intention

to siummon them all before the courts in order

to compel payment of the medical fees. He
states that in some cases physicians have been

owing for the past twenty years, and others near-

ly as long, and it is the intention of the Medical

Council to have all relinquists pay up. A num-
ber of Toronto ph}'sicians have already been sum-

moned to the courts and have paid their fines.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. A. C. Thompson, 892 Dundas

Street, has just completed the building of a new

drug store, and after going into the fixture mat-

ter thoroughly, decided to pay The Toronto Show
Case Co. their price, as he stated he wanted

nothing but the best, and for the sake of the dif-

ference would prefer entrusting the contract to

them. As well as a number of new features

which are being introduced into wall fixtures, a

complete line of the "Full Crystal" silent, sales-

men and "Trianon Counters" are included. Mr.

Thom^pson intends opening his doors to the pub-

lic about Jan. ist. This is the third drug store

within a radius of a quarter of a mile installed

during December by The Toronto Show Case Co.
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EVERYTHING for the DRUG TRADE

WE THANK YOU
for your patronageJn 1908.

WE WISH YOU
prosperity in 1909.

WE TRUST YOU
will permit us to contribute to your prosperity by making
"DOMINION" goods your motto for this year.

"> DOMINION DRUG CO.

i.A.nxxx.-x'oxa', oxo^r.

C. F BOEHRINGER & SOEHNE
3MC .A. nr mr :i^ zi X no; , t^t .a. x< x» sc o z*

'B & S" BRAND eoeAiNE B & S" BRAND

Sulphate of Quinine and all other Cinchona Preparations ; Ferratlne, Lactophenlne,
Theophylline Atropine; also of AcetaniiW, Caffeine, Chloral- Hydrate, Codeine and
its Salts, Cumarin, Gallic Acid, Gl>eepine, Phenaeetin, Pypogralile Acid, Besorcln,

Strychnine, Terpin Hydrate, Ete.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE DOMINION OF CANADA

Messrs. B. &. S. H. THOMPSON & CO.. Limited, Montreal

Special Export
"House for

of the Province
and of ItalyOLIVE OILS

Registered Trade Mark :
" LA MABIE LAUSE "

Ancient firm, CH. SABATIER & CIE. Established 1876.

Successor, - - CH. BENABEN, at Salon (France).

The firm guarantees their oils absolutely pure and furnishes a certificate of the Laboratory for each shipment.

Sole Agent for Canada THOMAS REID 9 St. Nicholas St., MONTREAL
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Why do Druggists who recommend Lyman's Talcum sell more each week ?

Why do the numbers using it grow larger each quarter ?

Why are there more Druggists selling and recommending it each year?

Why are you not selling it ?

Why don't you write for quotations on a gross lot ?

IT WILL PAY YOU!

Crushed Rose-*
Crushed Violet
Talcum Powder

Manufactured ty-

THE LYMAN BROTHERS & COMPANY, LIMITED
TORONTO

Retailers Attention !

Stock

CaBmentium
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Csementium is not

affected by either water or heat. .
Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED By-
All branches National Drug & Cbenucal Co.

Lyman Bros. &. Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

BROWN-LEE'S
ODORLESS

MOTHINE
Effectual Preventative and Destroyer of

MOTHS
Can be dusted into Furs, Blankets, Carpets,

Couches, or anj' kind of Upholstered Furniture
without the slightest injury to the fabric. It

does not contain poisonous drugs of any kind.

To the BR0WN-I.EE CO., Limited, Guelph, Ont.

Dear Sirs,— I wish to say that I h.-ive used BR0WN-I.HE'S
MOTHINE for the last three years in putting away furs »nd
winter wear, also for dusting on woolen goods and carpets. In

fact. I have used it on everything which the Moths are likely to

destroy, and found it a most effectual thing for dispelling moths.
I never had anything touched which was dusted with the pre-

paration—besides it being so pleasant to use on account of its

perfectly odorless nature.

I would recommend it to every house-keeper.

JANE P. TOI,TON, Guelph, Ont.

Manufactured by

BROWN-LEE CO., Limited
Guelph - Ontario
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Trade Notes

T. W. Goodyear has purchased the drug busi-

ness of R. H. Walton, Woodstock, Ontario.

The proprietors of the Handfield Pharmacy,
Alontreal, Quehec, have dissolved partnership.

.lolin Reed, druggist, of Vancouver, British Co-

hiuihia, died last month.

Michael Ouimet, druggist, at St. Theresc de

Blainville, Quebec, has made an assignment.

W. W. Swain has purchased the drug business

ul F. F. Wilson, 471 Yonge Street, Toronto, On-

tario.

C. W. Teeples has purchased the drug business

of E. C. Fisher, Elkhorn, Manitoba.

Clark Drug Co. have taken over the drug busi-

n-jss of Mrs. W. H. Clark, St. Stephen, New
Brunswick.

A. Davis has purchased the drug business of A.

H. Prust, Grenfell, Saskatchewan.

Dr.Hainmill has purchased the drug business of

A. E. Davis, Creelman, Saskatchewan, and removed
the business to Grenfell, Saskatchewan.

The firm of Bailey Drug Co., I.td., Port Ar-

thur, Ontario, has been incorporated.

C. P. Johnson has taken over the Kenora
Pharmacy, Kenora, Ontario.

The Standard Chemical Co., of Toronto, Ltd.,

has registered as doing business in the Province

of C'aebec.

Reuben Hurd has opened a drug business at

Brookdale, Manitoba.

C. W. Teeples has taken over the drug business

of W. H. Morrison, Dauphin, Manitoba.

The firm of Seely Manufacturing Co., Ltd.,

Windsor, Ontario, drugs, etc., has been incorpor-

ated.

Dr. Elkins has purchased the drug business of

Martin, Bole & Wynne Co., at Theodore, Sas-

katchewan, and is erecting a fine new building.

J. R. Darling, druggist, at Durham, Ontario,

has made an assignment.

Sawyer Medicine Co., patent medicine manu-
facturers, at Montreal, Quebec, have given up

business.

R. T. Chown has purchased the drug and sta-

tionery business of J. F. Johnson, Saskatoon,

Saskatchewan.

W. A. Flowers, druggist, at Halifax, Nova
Scotia, is giving up business.

Sinclair Smith has purchased the drug busi-

ness of the Estate of D. A. Stewart, Ailsa Craig,

Ontario.

John Reed, ])roprietor of the Reed Pharmacy,
649 Granville Street, Vancouver, British Co-
lumbia, died last month.
Dr. -lohannesson has opened a drug business at

Leslie, Saskatchewan.
The Hosnier Drug and Book Store is the new

name of H. F. McLean's Drug and Book Store, at
Hosmer, British Columbia.
Woodland & Co. have opened a drug business at

Grand Forks, British Columbia.
T. G. Carson has opened a drug business in Kd-

monton. Alberta.

Harry Mitchell has purchased the drug business
of R. Hird, Fleming, Saskatchewan.
The City Drug Store, of Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia, has moved to the corner of Granville and
vSmythe Streets.

R. B. Aylesworth has purchased the drug busi-

ness of R. C. Bruce, Calgary, Alberta.

R. H. Gilchrist has purchased the Red Cross
Pharmacy, at Lloydminster, Saskatchewan.
Messrs. Marret & Raid have opened a new store

in the Flack Block, Vancouver, British Columbia.
The Wainwright Pharmacy has purchased the

building recently erected by Dr. A. E. Whitmore,
\\'aimvright, Saskatchewan, and will open a drug,

stationery and fancy goods business very soon.

Foxwell & Thompson, druggists and stationers,

of Stavely, Alberta, have dissolved partnership.

J. P. Rooney has opened a drug and stationery

Inisiness at Swift Current, Saskatchewan.
W. J. Barker & Co. have registered as drug-

gists, at Rivers, Manitoba.
T. B. Taylor & Sons, druggists, at Watford

and London, Ontario, have sold their London
branch.

Gillespie & Campbell, druggists, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, suffered a loss by fire recently.

M. F. Irvine has taken over the drug business

of T. Ct. Carson, Lauder, Manitoba.

Vrooman & McCuUough, druggists, Winnipeg,

Manitoba, have opened a branch at Melita,

Manitoba.

W. E. Hayes has opened a drug business at

Ilolden, Alberta.

W. A. Marshall has started a drug business at

ICntwistie, Alberta.

W. JM. Huston has purchaSv.'d the drug business

of J. H. Clements, Ashcroft, British Columbia.

G. A. Waller has purchased the drug business

of W. E. Mclntyre, Crystal City, Manitoba.

The Bailey Drug Co., Ltd., Port Arthur, On-

tario, has been incorporated.

The Mount Royal Drug Hall has registered as

retail druggists, at Montreal, Quebec.

Tiie Economical Drug Co. has taken over the

drug business of F. W. Xieha-us, of Toronto, On-

tario.
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R. C. Brace, Calgary, Alberta, druggist, has

made an assignment.

The American Floral Perfume Co., Toronto,

has been incorporated, with head office at 88

Wellington Street West.

W. E. Davidson has purchased the Canada Drug

and Book Co., of Nelson, British Columbia.

A SIX MONTHS' RETROSPECT

In order to get an estimate in an independent

way of the change in business prospects during

the past six months "The Druggist" called on

Messrs. Jones Bros. & Co., L,td., the well known

manufacturers of show cases, and asked them

whether they had noticed any difierence.

Messrs. Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., stated that

in their opinion the store fixture business was a

barometer of the condition of trade, as it felt

any depression or increase in general trade before

any other line, and that the six months just

passed has exceeded any previous period of the

same length in two years in increased business.

In reference to the drug trade solely, they have

since July 1st, 1908, sold to druggists alone i,-

270 feet of show cases, or 210 separate cases.

These were divided among exactly 100 druggists

from the Atlantic to the Pacific.

In addition to this they have fitted out com-

plete in the same length of time forty-four drug

stores with fixtures, which would mean about

half as many more show cases.

This business showed an increase of 36 per cent.

over the previous six months, and an increase of

41 per cent, over the same period a year ago.

In the opinion of Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., this

is an evidence of a renewal of prosperity, and

this renewal is general, the tendency toward im-

provement of stores being equally as great in all

branches.

amongst their flocks and herds a really reliable

dip and disinfectant. So much has this demand
increased that that very old established firm,

Wm. Cooper & Nephews, of Berkhamsted, Eng-
land, have during the past few months opened a

branch house in Canada. For sixty-five years

now Cooper's Dips have led the world amongst
agriculturists and stock raisers. The advantage

to retail druggists' that the opening of such a

branch mea:ns is that if they wish they will at

all times be now enabled to deal directly with

the manufacturers, thus undoubtedly assuring

themselves of a fair profit on their outlay, as

Cooper's have always insisted that the retailers

of their goods in any country should be well re-

imbursed for any trouble they may take in their

exploitation. The advertisement in another col-

umn is commended as deserving the attention of

enterprising members of the trade.

FIRE AT THE LYMAN BROS. & CO. CHEMICAL
WORKS AND DRUG MILLS

What might have been a very disastrous fire

occurred in the chemical works and grinding mills

of The Lyman Bros. & Co., Ltd., on Friday

night, the nth December. The fire started in the

grinding room of the mill and had secured a

good hold on the walls and ceiling before the fire

was discovered. It was practically confined to

this room, quite a quantity of drugs were des-

troyed and the drug mills and chases were prac-

tically ruined. The damage is estimated at about

^3,000, but is fully covered by insurance.

CANADIAN BRANCH HOUSE

During the past few years stock raisers and

farmers generally throughout Canada have mani-

fested a very keen desire to obtain for use

HOLIDAY FOR THE EMPLOYEES

The Lvman Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, have

shown their usual thoughtfulness by closing their

establishment and giving all their employees from
the 24th to the 28th inst. This mark of appreci-

ation of the work of all engaged in their ware-

house and laboratories cannot fail to increase

the "entente cordiale" which exists between the

company and its large staff of employees.

ATTRACTIVE PRODUCTIONS

Amongst the leading producers of calendars,

post cards and similar lines that of Raphael

Tuck & Sons Co., Ltd., whose Canadian office is

at 9-17 St. Antoine Street, Montreal, stand

amongst the foremost. Their goods for this sea-

son are new and especially designed for first class

trade, embodying the charm of novelty and su-

periority of production. The trade mark of the

"Easel and Palette" is an assurance not only of

the genuineness of the goods, but as to the dis-

tinctive and high class character of the different

productions on which it appears.

This firm are offering calendars for 1909 from

32% cents per dozen to $18.00 per dozen. They

have also a splendid assortment of block calen-

dars and pocket calendars. These latter some of

them having the customer's imprint on the back.

We have before referred to their splendid as-

sortment of post cards, which are not only

original in conception and faaltless in execution,

but are also of splendid values.

Their new price list of valentines and valentine

post cards has just been issued, and may be ob-

tained for the asking. The dealer who handles

calendars, picture post cards, birthday cards,

valentines and Easter cards, as well as toy

books or art novelties cannot afford to be with-

out an assortment of "Tuck's."
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""" 'TABLOID'

'KEPLER'

'ENULE' "

'VALULE'b.

'VALOID'-

'SOLOID'

'HAZELINE'

'ELIXOID'

'VAPOROLE'

'WELLCOIVIE'

The products bearing these Tkade Marks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent tlie highest perfection yet

attained in manufacturing proces.ses and the

latest development of .scientific research.

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these

brands are specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., London (Enc.)

Bra,Hh^i: New York Svdnev Cape Tow.v.

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT.

PURE
Aerreeine Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Winchester carries our SIgnatu

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, CP., in cans and drams

BORIC ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON , kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 DALH0USIEI.8TSEEX

MONTSEAI.

MERCK'S
Aceto=Salicylic Acid Substance

(Salacetlc Acid)

AMD

Aceto=Salicylic Acid Tablets
(Salacetlc Acid Tablets)

are the best qualities obtainable.

i|« 1, J "y «
I

A are obtainable in bulk and in
ifl.erCK S I aDieiS the usual original packages, i.e.:

Tubes of 10 Tablets, each J gramme (I5 grains)

Tubes of 20 Tablets, each ^^ gramme (7'.' grains)

These tubes are labelled in a new and striking

style and if desired your name or that of your

customer can be printed on the label, provided

-everal hundred tubes are ordered at a time.

To he had through ihe regvlar Trade Channels
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FIVE REASONS
WHY IT PAYS TO BUY
SHOW CASES AND
STORE FIXTURES

FROM

JONES BROS.& CO., Ltd.

II,

III.

IV.

V.

They have the largest plant in Canada and make more
Cases and Fittings than all others combined, con-

sequently must have more experience.

They have been in business 25 years and are of estab-

lished reputation, consequently you take no chances in

ordering from them.

They are acknowledged to make the best work in

Canada, all others being compared with theirs. Other
firms may make as good, but why take any chances ?

They originate every new design, so that you are always
sure of getting the latest improvements in all goods
bought from them.

They are straightforward in their dealings, depending
on the quality of their goods for continued business, in-

stead of endeavouring to get business by libelling other

manufacturers.

WHY NOT SEND FOR THEIR CATALOGUE?

JONES BROS. & CO.
DRUG STORE BUILDERS Limited

HEAD OFFICE :

29-31 ADELAIDE STREET WEST
TORONTO, - ONTARIO
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PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

From Our London Correspondent

THE rOLITICAI, SITUATION.

rhaniiaceutical politics have not yet been dis-

cussed by the Hou.se of Coimnon.s, and, contrary

to expectation, it now seems doubtful whether

the I'oisons and Pharmacy Bill will receive at-

tention at the hands of the Legislature this ses-

sinn. Your readers who may happen to be inter-

rsled in this proposed measure, must understand

that, owing to the heavy programme of national

I business which the Government has under consid-

eration, the only possible chance of the Bill

reaching the floor of the House is for it to come
forward during a spare evening when it could be

read without polemical discussion. With this ob-

ject in view, the various parties interested are

negotiating in order that the Bill might be made,

as far as possible, non-controversial. If some such

arrangement can be made, it would naturally be

a great inducement to the Government to devote

a little time to the suggested measure. At the

present moment, certain amendments proposed

by the Pharmaceutical Society are under the

consideration of the department in charge of the

Bill, and, as stated last month, the Society will

throw the whole weight of its influence against

the Bill if the.se vital amendments are not accept-

ed. Inasmuch as the Society has conceded several

points to those on the other side, it seems only

fair and reasonable to hope that the chemists'

organization should receive similar treatment.

Since writing the aliove, pharmacists have been

much gratified by a statement in Parliament as

to the future of the Bill. Replying to a question

by Mr. Barnard, the Home Secretary (Mr. Her-

bert Gladstone) said: "If, as there now seems

some reason to hope, the Bill can be made prac-

tically non-controversial, I think it uiav be pos-

sible to proceed witli it during the present ses-

sion."

METHYLATED SPIRIT.

A substantial advance in the price of methy-

lated spirit has been introduced by the makers,

whose quotations are now 2s. 5d. per gallon for

the mineralized spirit, and 2s. per gallon for the

speciallv denatured alcohol which is used, free of

duty, for manufacturing purposes. Although an

increase in price was expected, the extent of the

advance has come as a great surprise, and I aui

informed that it is extremely doubtful whether

the rise is altogether due to the increased cost of

raw materials. The methylating industry in this

country is in close aereement on all matters of

mutual interest, and so lone as this is the ca.se,

competition will be conspicuous bv its absence,

and prices will not be entirelv ruled by the law
of supply and demand.

A NEW DEFENCE UNION.

A new chemists' defence union has recently
come into existence under the title of the Phar-
maceutical Defence Union. The objects of the or-

ganization are to protect the interests of chem-
ists and druggists and incidentally to give atten-
tion to members' trade matters; to refute attacks
on chemists in the public press, and to establish

a Pharmaceutical Employment Bureau. There is

undoubtedly a wide sphere of work which the

Union might take up if it is properly supported.
Mr. W. J. Uglow Woolcock, is the energetic Sec-

retary, and the registered ofiices of the Union are

at Cecil House, ii6 High Holborn, London, W.
C.

NO STANDARD FOR LITHIA WATER.

A case which has caused considerable interest

in mineral water manufacturing circles was heard
at Bournemouth, on October 22, when a firm of

aerated water manufacturers were summoned un-

der the vSale of Food and Drugs Act for selling

lithia water which contained 1.2 grains of lithia

to the pint, or only about one-eighth of the al-

leged normal proportion. For the prosecution it

was suggested that relying on the old B.P.

standard, which the latest edition (1898) of that

book omitted, lithia was a medicinal beverage,

and had a recognized standard; in the present

case this standard was not conformed to. For de-

fendants evidence was given to show that there

is no official standard for lithia water and no

general custom as to the proportion of lithia.

Ultimately, the magistrate dismissed the sum-

mons.

ANTI-NEURASTHIN."

William Migge, of Eastcheap, London, the

agent in this country of a widely advertised Ger-

man preparation, called "Anti-neurasthin," 01

"Dr. Hartmann's Brain and Nerve Food," has

had to answer a summons issued at the instance

of the Inland Revenue authorities for an alleged

infringement of the Medicine Stamp Act in sell-

ing this preparation without a paper cover wrap-

per showing that the duty had been paid. "Anti-

neurasthin" is sold at 4s. 6d. per box, and in the

view of the Inland Revenue it requires a stamp
duty of IS. per box. It was submitted for the

prosecutors that as the preparation was stated

to be "prescribed by eminent physicians," and

the tablets described as "doses," it was a medi-

cine and to be used as a medicine. Mr. Horace

Avory, K.C., who led the defence, was able to

convince the magistrate that the preparation was

a food, and Sir Charles Wakefield, who heard the

case, dismissed the proceedings, but without

costs.
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PIIAKMACKUTICAI, SOCI.ETV OF IREI.AND.

Mr. .Tohn Smith, of Dublin, has been re-elected

President of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ire-

land; Sir William Baxter, Vice-President, and Mr.

George D. Beggs, Hon. Treasurer. During the

year, Mr. Smith and Mr. Beggs in particular,

have been unceasing in their eHorts on behalf of

Irish pharmacists, especially in connection with

I'arliamentary matters.

AN IMPORTANT AMALGAMATION.

I understand that three well known London
firms of wholesale druggists and manufacturing

chemists have decided to amalgamate. The

houses concerned are Messrs. Barron, Harveys &
Co., Hearon, Squire & Francis, Ltd., and Davy,

Hill & Hodgkinnons, Ltd., and a private com-

] any has been formed under the name of the

British Drug Houses, Ltd., with Mr. C. A. Hill,

B.Sc, F.G.C., as managing director. The princi-

pals of each constituent firm will continue to de-

vote their time and attention to the affairs oi

their respective businesses, which will be carried

on at the same address for the present.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEMS.

Mr. George Lunan, F.C.S., of Edinburgh, ha's

resigned his position as Chairman of the North

British Branch of the Pharmaceutical Society,

and Mr. J. P. Gilmour, of Glasgow, has been

elected as his successor. Miss Gertrude H.Wren,
the lady pharmacist, who this year won the

Pereria medal, has received an appointment as

demonstrator in the School of Pharmacy,
Bloomsbury Square, London. She is the first

woman, so far as I ami aware, to hold an ap-

pointment on the staff of a pharmaceutical col-

lege in this country.

The Medical Officer of Health for the City of

London thinks that rat virus is not without dan-

ger to human beings. He suggests that restric-

tions should be put apon the sale of such poisons

to the public.

The Chemical Society, of London, has recently

taken a plebiscite of its Fellows on the question

as to whether women should be admitted to the

I'"ellowship of the Society. The result was a ma-
jority in favor of the ladies.

The Royal College of Surgeons has, consequent

upon a poll of Fellows on the subject, decided to

admit women to the examinations of the Con-
joint Examining Board in England,.and to the

examinations for the diploma in public health,

and the Fellowship of the College. It looks as

though the Bar and the Services will soon be the

onfy professions which refuse women admission

to their ranks. (The above was received too late

foi December issue).

POISONS AND PHARMACY BILL.

During the jtasl montli considerable progress

has lieeii made with the Poisons and Pharmacv
Bill, and, to the intense .satisfaction of the

pharmaceutical community, it passed its second

reading in the House of Commons, on December

3. As you recently forecasted, the negotiations

regarding the Bill which have been going on be-

hind the scenes were so successful that coupled

with the fact that it unexpectedly came on after

the postponement of a contentious national

measure there was comparatively little objection,

and an hour and a half sufficed for the second

reading stage. Mr. Herbert Samuel, Under Sec-

retary of the Home Office, explained the various

clauses and incidentally stated that "it was
found to be necessary that companies which con-

ducted the business of drug stores should be li-

able for offences against the Pharmacy Act com-
mitted by their agents. That was a proper

change of the law which drug stores themselves

conceded to be necessary. It arose out of a legal

decision that where an unqualified person was
selling poisons in a shop belonging to a com-

pany which was a drug store company that un-

qualified person was alone to be punished and

the company could not be puni.shed, because it

was not a chemist within the meaning of the

Pharmacy Act. When, however, it was proposed

to amend the law and make the drag store com-
panies liable, a keen controversy at once arose

between the chemists and the driig stores, not on

that particular point, but on another one—vi/..,

whether or not drug stores should be allowed to

use the title of chemists. On the one hand the

qualified chemist said that he had to undergo a

prolonged training, that he had to pay for an ex-

pensive edacatio'U, and that he ought to have a

monopoly of this business of dispensing medi-

cines. On the other hand friends of the drug

stores pointed o.it that they had for many years

past been carrying on their business without in-

terference by the law, and that thej^ supplied a

jjopular need, and were now established, and

that to deprive them of the title would practical-

ly destroy their business. That day he was hap-

py to be in a position to say that all parties

were reconciled with one another, and they all

accepted the Bill in the form in which it was be-

fore the House, subject to some small amend-

ments of a technical character." Sir Frederick

Banbury, Viscount Helmsley, Mr. J. D. Rees,

Mr. W. Hicks-Beach, Mr. A. H. Scott, Mr. F. E.

Smith, Mr. Richard Winfrey, Mr. T. H. W. Idris,

Lord Balcarres, and others took part in the

brief discussion which followed the Government

statement, and after being formally read a sec-

ond time the Bill was referred to a Standing

Committee. I understand that this Committee
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NATIONAL SPECIALTIES
We respectfully call your attention to the following Specialties,

which are money makers for you :

NATIONAL WATER GLASS
" FLUID MAGNESIA
" CONCENTRATED LYE

GRANULAR SODA PHOSPHATE
(In I lb. Decorated Cans)

" MARKING INK

DYSPEPSIA TABLETS

NATIONAL HEADACHE WAFERS
CORN ERADICATOR

" PINE TAR (In Tins:

NA-DRU-CO CHARCOAL LOZENGES
" HERB TABLETS

NATIONAL LANOL OINTMENT
" MILK OF MAGNESIA

Ask our Travellers for prices
; they are worthy of your attention

= TORONTO BRANCH of =
The National Dru^ ^ Chemical Co. o£ Canada

I^IMITBD

A Doctor's Advice
IF YOC WISH TO

KEEP THE BABY HEALTHY

:%

i PlBIANGIE'0

FOOD^Cji

Testimonials
FROM

PHYSICIANS
PROFESSIONAL

NURSES
^ MOTHERS
DRUGGISTS

and othcr.s who have used Triangle Baby
Food for a number of years, and they all

THE BEST BABY FOODS

n°from°
^'°'"". THE MOVES CHEMICAL CO., 96 Jarvls St.. Toronto, Ont.

Or TBIANGLE FOOD CO., HamUton, Ont.

Triangle Food
be sold at Drug Ston
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Medical Batteries
:$'?!77^,','

Send for CATALOGUE of our High
Class Medical Batteries

Faradic Batteries from $3.60 up.

Galvanic Batteries. Class X.

Electric Massage Apparatus.

Electric Belts and Insoles.

J. STEVENS & SON OOMPANY, LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA

w^CANAOIAN OFFICE &SCHOOL
FURNITURE CO -LIMITED.

M/GH GFiA.aE jBAjVH

SC//OOJL. L./J3ftAfnr
& COAfJWEnC/A.1^
Fl/f?/<^/Tl/fi£:. Of>E/lA
& ASSEMBLYCNAim

& /J\rrjS/f/Ofi
//ARDIVOO/?MJV/SH

GEyv£:RALLy:

G^ ESTABLISHED 1840 '^i!

We manufacture
all kinds of Whisks;
from the
dainty Pock-

et Whisks to

the larger
Whisks used

for brushing

coats, com-
monly called

a Barber's Whisk.

Very use-

ful at this

time of

year for

brushing
off snow.

A line of

our goods

would
make
money
for you.

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED LIST

H.W.NELSON&GO.,Lt(i.
TORONTO
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has met and reported to the House. The Bill

will now come on for third reading and then go

back to the House of Lords, with the amend-

ments. At the time of writing (December 9)

there seemed not the slightest doubt but that

within a fortnight the Bill will be added to the

Statute Book of Great Britain.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL MARKET.

Taken as a whole, the drug and chemical mar-
ket has shown little sign of improvement during

liie last few weeks, and the only event of note-

worthy importance has been an advance of about

fifty per cent, in the price of bromides. The mak-
ers have now apparently come to an agreement

after a long period of cut-throat competition.

The present price of potassium salt is io;?4d. per

lb. for wholesale quantities, but as considerable

quantities are in the possession of second-hand

holders business may be done below this figure.

It would not be surprising, however, if, in due

course, there is a further advance in the price, as

no do'abt m;anufacturers will be anxious to make
up for the loss they must have sustained in sell-

ing at the abnormally low prices which have

prevailed during the last two or three years. The
opium market has been quiet during the month,
sales being restricted to purchasers' immediate
requirements, in the hope that there would be a

decline in price, but, up to the present, the mar-
ket in the producing districts and holders on the

spot are firm. The demand for seasonable ar-

ticles has not been beyond the average, but fair

business has been done in oil of star aniseed to

arrive in quote. Glycerin is firm, and in view of

the high cost of the crude article, refiners are not

anxious to sell even at the reasonably advanced

price of ^Gj los. per ton, wdth a possibility of

£,'tO^ which mav have taken place by the time

this reaches you.

IN MEMORY OF C. .1. HEWLETT.

The sum of ^^500 has been transferred to the

Pharmaceutical Society b^^ Mr. John C. Hewlett,

in memory of the founder of the well known firm

of manufacturing chemists, C. J. Hewlett &
Son, Ltd., Charlotte Street, London, the inter-

est to form a prize in the School of Pharmacj-.

The idea of the donor is that the prize may
prove a stimulus to students to continue their

studies through the advanced course and major

examinations.

Melford, essential oil manufacturers, and a nep-

hew of William Allen, F.R.S., the first President

of the Pharmaceutical Society. Mr. Hovenden
was head of Messrs. R. Hovenden &. Sons, Ltd.,

druggists sundriesmen, London; and Mr. Flux
was for forty-five years solicitor to the Pharma-
ceutical Society. All had attained a ripe old

age.

PHARMACY ACT PROCEEDINGS.

At Nottingham County Court recently a youth

named Percy Taylor, aged seventeen, was the de-

fendant in an action brought against him under

Section 15 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, for selling

poison, he lieing unqualified. The case was of un-

usual interest, owing to the fact that defendant

is a minor, and these were the first proceedings

taken against a person under 21. It appeared

that Taylor, who was an assistant in a branch

shop of a qualified chemist, had sold a prepara-

tion which contained morphine. The defence

raised was that defendant being an infant in the

legal sense, was not liable, but counsel for the

prosecution pointed out what a state of affairs

would ensue if this defence was allowed. In the

end the judge found defendant liable, and gave

judgment for ^5, with costs.

PYRO. CRYSTALS

We are in receipt of a sample lot of acid pyro-

gallic, in crj-stals, manufactured by E. Merck,

Darmstadt.

This new form of P}'ro. will be found excellent

in photography, having many things to recom-

mend it. It comes in ver^- brilliant, fine crystals,

almost snow white. The most minute quantity

can be weighed out sufficient to make up a small

quantity of developer, thus obviating the risk of

using a stale developer, which is so apt to pro-

duce stained negatives.

Another advantage is its compactness, and

therefore unlike the resublimed form of pyro.,

which is so bulky, being about twelve times the

bulk of Merck's pvro. crystals, and thus a much
smaller surface is presented for atmospheric in-

fluence.

OBITUARY.

The deaths during the month include William

Clarkson Allen, Robert Hovenden, and William

Flux. Mr. Allen was a director of the firm of

Stafford Allen & Sons, Ltd., London, and Long

The death is announced of Mr. William Clark-

son Allen, of the firm of Stafford, Allen & Sons,

Ltd., London E., with which firm he had been

connected since 186(3. Deceased was in his 62nd

year.
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PHARMACY HONORS MR. ALEX. CAMPBELL

When Mr. Alex. Campbell, who has done more

for pharmacy in Winnipeg and the Province ol

IManitoba, says the Free Press of that city, than

perhaps any other man in the West, decided to

make his home in one of the growing towns ol

the newer provinces, there was general regret ex-

pressed not only by the trade, but by all who
had the best interests of pharmacy at heart. At

a gathering of gentleii.en of the latter class ii

was decided to in some way show their appreci-

ation of the great good Mr. Campbell had in a

quiet, unostentatious way done for pharmacy
during his ten years' residence, and the result

was the other day a beautiful illuminated ad-

dress, accompanied by a handsome gold watch

and solid gold chain were forwarded to him in

Saskatoon. The address speaks for itself and is

as follows:

To Alexander Campbell, Kscj.;

Dear Sir,—While learning with pleasure of

your intention to re-identify yourself with the

retail branch of pharmacy, we, j^our pharma-
ceutical friends of the Province of Manitoba,
nevertheless regret that your decision to do so

necessitates your removal outside the borders of

our Province. We can, however, the more heart-

ily congratulate our sister Province to the west,

in securing your removal to their midst.

In this connection, and as expressive of our

kind regards and full appreciation of your true

worth as a man, and as a pharmacist, and ol

your ever faithful and unselfish eiforts along the

lines of anything pertaining to the higher and
better interests of pharmacy, we ask you to ac-

cept this watch, which we hope maj^ prove not

only a useful, but a "timely" reminder of your

many friends in Manitoba.

We trust that you will remember that in this

Province there are not a few who will cherish a

fond remembrance of the days when we had your

valued companionship, and who will ever watch

with kindly interest, your future progress and

prosperity.

We join in wishing you all possible success in

your new sphere, and hope to hear man}- times

that you are attaining all that your well-wishers

so heartily desire.

Believe us, most sincerely yours.

.Winnipeg, Nov. 15, 1908.

The following reply was received from Mr.

Campbell:

To the Pharmacists of Manitoba:

Gentlem»en,—As it would be almost impossible

to write each individual, I beg to make use of

the press to express to you my deep appreciation

of your kind remembrance of me, now that 1

have severed my active connection with affairs

pertaining to your Association and college.

I am deeply impressed by your flattering and

thoughtful address, and appreciate it and the ac-

companying watch more than I can express.

I feel that you have more than recompensed

me for anything I may have attempted in your

interest, and beg to assure you. that your con-

tinued forbearance at my shortcomings, and con-

stant courtesy to me during my residence in

Manitoba made all co-operation with you in the

interest of pharmacy a very pleasant task in-

deed.

1 will ever cherish and feel proud of this tan-

gible evidence of your friendship, which was so

often made manifest during the sixteen years 1

was with you.

My sincerest wish is for yoar welfare, profes-

sionall)' and otherwise, and feel sure that the

many schemes we have so often discussed to-

gether for the betterment of pharmacy will be-

come facts in the near future.

Believe me, most sincerely yours.

Alexander Campbell.

Saskatoon, Man., Nov. 15.

Mr. Campbell has entered into the retail trade

again at Nutana, the fashionable suburb of Sas-

katoon, and it is interesting to note some of the

connection, social and otherwise, Mr. Campbell

has had with Winnipeg. He was born in Lon-

don, Ont., educated at the Central School, and

apprenticed to William Saunders, of that city, in

1S69. He graduated O.C.P. (first prize), 1873,

and went to Caswill, Huzzard & Co., New York,

for a year; returning he was with Mr. Saunders

for seven years; then went to John Winer & Co.,

Hamilton, as manufacturer for four years. In

18S5 he went with the Seventh Fusiliers * "> assist
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Disinfectants. Tree Sprays
Cattle and Sheep Dips

WM. COOPER AND NEPHEWS, TORONTO,
is the Canadian branch of the world-famous English

firm. The Trade is offered good inducements to

handle these renowned preparations. Write to the

manufacturers direct and ask for particulars

of their offer.

WM. COOPER AND NEPHEWS
MANNING CHAMBERS TORONTO, ONT.

WE PAY YOD IN CASH FOR YOUR WINDOW SPACE

In the centre there
is a reproduction
of a photograph
taken of a window
display of one of

the most enterprising
druggists in Toronto.
This window display

has been a great
business puller. It

requires but a few
minutes to place same
in the window, and
when it is put up you
must admit that it is

very attractive.

How ta Obtain same

By dropping a postal

card to either the

Zam-Buk Company,
Toronto, or your

wholesale house, you

will receive full par-

ticulars, showing how
this SPECIAL CASH
OFFER may be had.

Misbing all tbe DrugQtsts a IFDappg an6 prosperous IRew 13ear
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No. 83, "Progressive"

We do not ask you to risk purchasing cases which may be a doubtful investment, but

we solicit your orders for a line of cases which have been and are now sales makers of

extraordinary merit. Letters of appreciation are constantly being received from

customers who find that a neat display in a choice Display Case is the combination that

disarms the skeptic, intensifies the interest of the observer, and actually makes the sale

to the hesitating ; because the surroundings inspire confidence. Don't risk a line of

talk which may destroy your customer's interest, but let your goods talk through our

silent-salesmakers ; their language is eloquent, expressive and convincing.

For Christmas trade you will find our cases supply just your need. Shipped on short

notice.

DRUG STORE OUTFITTERS

Dominion Office&Store Fitting Co.
LIMITED

LONDON, - - Canada
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE ni5 DUNDAS STREET

m
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in supiircs.siiijr the Ricl rebellion. Rcturninfr he

went into business in Owen Sound, remaining

there three years, but finally returned to Hamil-
ton, entering Archdale Wilson & Co.'s service un-

til I1S92, when he removed with his family to

Winnipeg.

In this cit}- he was with J. F. Howard & Co.,

five years, and with the Martin, Bole & Wynne
Co. as manufacturer nine vears. For two years

he was out of the drug business until he pur-

chased his present business in Saskatoon. Mr.

Campbell was a member of the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Association of Manitoba con-

tinuously from 1896 until the last election, when
he withdrew, being President two years, 1906 and

1907. He was on the Examining Board during

his membership and since. For upwards of ten

years he was professor of pharmacy in Manitoba
Medical College and represented Manitoba College

of Pharmacy on the Council of the University of

Manitoba and also at the first meeting of the

Canadian Pharmaceutical Association, held in

Toronto, in September, 1907. He was also a

veteran member of St. Andrew's Society.

Mr. Campbell is happy in the enjoyment of the

companionship of a worthy wife in all that the

words impl}-, and has three children, two of

w lioin are well known in the musical world: Mrs.

IC. M. Counsell, of Winnipeg; R. Craig Campbell,

New York, and Gordon Campbell, accountant of

the Bank of Xova Scotia, in St. John's, Xfkl.

up a splendid connection. He caters especially

for prescription and family trade, and has one of

the best businesses in this line in the metropol-
itan city.

MR. J. E. TREMBLE

The subject of this sketch was born in St.

Marys, Ontario, in 1867, his parents both being

natives of Ireland. After receiving a thorough

education in the public schools and collegiate in-

stitute of his native town, Mr. Tremble entered

the employ of Mr. Sidney Fraleigh as apprentice

to the drug business, 'in May, 1882. After com-
pleting his course, lie attended the Ontario Col-

lege of Pharmacy, entering in the spring course

of 1886, which was the last session before the

present building of the Ontario College of Phar-

macy was opened, where he profited by the in-

struction given by Prof. E. B. Shuttleworth,

Prof. Avison and Dr. Eadie, and successfully

passed his examinations, being awarded the Avi-

son Materia Medica Medal.

After a month's holiday he entered the em-
ploy of Saunders & Co., of London, with whom
he remained a short time, and then engaged with

Mr. J. A. NicoUe, of Montreal, with whom he

remained for five years. Montreal had its attrac-

tions for Mr. Tremble, and he saw in it the pros-

pect for a good opening at the corner of St.

Catherine and INIountain Streets, where he

established himself in business, and has worked

Mr. Tremble has a hobby, and one which has
been of peculiar ser\ice, not only to his own
Province, but elsewhere, and that is the welfare
of pharmacy as a whole in the Dominion. He
has been most prominent in the Retail Druggists'

Association, of Montreal, and the Montreal Col-

lege of Pharmacy, and also took a great interest

in the Drug Club during its existence in that

city. air. Tremble is now occupying the position

of President of the Pharmaceutical Association
of the Province of Quebec for the fifth time, and
time alone will tell whether he will retire or

seek a renewal from his confreres, when his time
expires in June next.

As Chairman of the Board of Examiners he

has been of valuable service to his fellow-drug-

gists, but of late his principal service in the

pharmaceutical cause has been in his position as

President of the Pharmaceutical Association,

where he is carrying on an effective campaign
against the sale of habit-forming drugs, and also

in looking after the special interests of pharmacy
in that Province. Sir. Tremble also occupies the

position of Secretary-Treasurer of the recently

formed Canadian Pharmaceutical Association,

and no better selection could have been made for

this very important office.

COLORING OF SYRUP IODIDE OF IRON

Dr. IMartenson points out that this syrup,

which is often pre])ared with sugar which has

been tinged with ultramarine, develojis the red

color so often met with, but if jirepared with ab-

solutely pure sugar it does not do so.
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TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The usual luonthl)^ nicetiug of the Toronto

Drug Section was held Dec. 3rd, Mr. W. A. Ellis,

President, in the chair. The Secretary reported

that the Metropolitan Hall could be secured for

the annual reunion of the Association for the ev-

ening of Jan. 15th, and it was resolved that an

"At Home," to consist of progressive euchre

and dancing would be held' on that date. A letter

was received from the Toronto Pharmacal Co.

calling the attention of the members to the ne-

cessity of registering any patent medicines which

were adopted by the Drug Section, naming their

preparation of syrup of linseed and turpentine.

The Committee on Pharmacy presented their

report recommending the adoption of the follow-

ing four formulas and their products and their

incorporation in the Canadian Formularv- On

motion the report of the Committee was adopt-

ed.

LINIMENTUM METHYLETIS COMPOSITUM.

Compound Liniment of Salicylate of Methyl.

Linimentum Betulae Compositum.

Menthol i ounce

Chloral Hydrate I ounce

Alcohol ..". 2 ounces

Tr. Indian Hemp 2 ounces

Essential Oil Camphor 4 ounces

Methyl Salicylate, sufficient to make 20 fid. ounces

Mix.

LIQUOR rETKOL.A.TUM COMPOSITUM.

Compound Liquid Petrolatum.

Blandine Compound.

Camphor 30 grains

Menthol 8 grains

Thymol 4 grains

Eucalyptol 8 grains

Oil Wintergreen 30 grams
Hydrastine % grain

Liquid Petrolatum, white, sufficient

to make 20 fid. ounces

Mix.

VINIM OLEI MORRHUAE CUM KERKI ET CREOSOTE
AROMATICUS.

Aromatic Wine of Cod Liver Oil

With Iron and Creosote.

Morrhual 64 grains

Fid. Extract Licorice I fid. ounce

Glycerine 1% fid. ounces

Tr'. Iron Citro-Chloride 256 minims
Creosote 64 minims
Syr. Wild Cherry 4 fid. ounces

Talcum ".

i ounce

Sherry Wine ( Canadian ) suffi-

cient to make 16 fid. ounces

Mix Morrhual and Creosote and rub in a mortar

with the talcum. Add the glycerine with trituration,

then the remainder of ingredients which have been

previously mixed together. Allow the mixture to

stand 48 hours, then filter through paper adding the

sherry wine sufficient to make up to 16 fluid ounces.

UNGUENTUM ME.NTHOIJS COMROSITUS.

Comiiound Menthol Ointment.
Balm Analgesic.

Chloral Hydras 40 grains
Menthol .-. 80 grains
Oil Wintergreen. 80 grains
Adeps Lanae Hydrosus i ounce av.

Petrolatum Alba, a sufficient quantity to

produce 4 ounces avoir.

Liquify lanoline and white petrolatum l)v aid of

gentle heat. Dissolve chloral and menthol in oil of

wintergreen and stir all together until cool.

UNGUENTUM ZINCI CAREONATIS COMl'OSITI S.

Zinc Carbonate 80 grains
Salicyclic Acid 10 grains
Lanoline 80 grains
Petrolatum, white 4 drachms
Bcnzoated lard to make i ounce

SYRUPUS SULPHATES COMPOSITUM.

Compound Syrup of Sulphate of Magnesium,
Iron and Manganese.

Magnesium Sulphate 120 grs.

Iron Sulphate 4 grs.

Manganese Sulphate 2 grs.

Dil. Sulphuric Acid 20 m.
Liquor Carmini C.F 5 m.
Lemon Syr. B.P., sufficient to
make i fid. ounce

M.S.A.

A committee was appointed consisting of

Messrs. Carnalian, Carrie, Gibbard and Walton
to secure and bring before an early meeting all

the information possible on the subject of cheap-

er alcohol.

A committee was also appointed in reference

to the establishment of a Defence Club, this com-
mittee to be composed of Messrs. Ellis, Cox,

Dow, Struthers, and Wrecks. The Committee then

adjourned to meet on the first Thursday in Jan-

uary.

BRITISH COLUMBIA PHARMACEUTICAL
ASSOCIATION

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING.

The semi-annual Council meetimr of the B. C.

Pharm.aceutical Association was held in Van-

couver, on Wednesday, Nov. 18th, 1908.

President E. S. Knowlton called the meeting

to order, when the following Councillors were

present: John Cochrane (Victoria), R. R. Burns

(Vancouver), F. J. Mackenzie (New Westmin-

ster), Joseph H. Emery (Victoria), and .Tames

W. Browjie, Secretarv-Registrar-Treasurer.

The minutes of the Council meeting, June nth,

and August 15th, were read, and bv motion of

K. R. Burns, seconded by J. H. Emery, adopted.

A communication from M. W. Copeland sub-

mitting fee was read, applying for registration

as apprentice, he having served time and being

registered in Ontario. Also a communication

asking for registration as apprentice from Fred.

Lamey, submitting fee and certificate of appreu-
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For Infancy,

Illness and
advancing

Age.

Benger's Food is for

Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive powers
have become weakened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do

any work at all they should be given work to do lo

the extent of their powers. Exercise strengthens,

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Benger's

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Benger's Food is sold in tins and can be obtained through moat Wholesale

Druggists am" Leading Drug Stares

fi
OR LICK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain
OutdFits will be shipped,

Free and Prepaid, to the

Trade, upon request*

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE On,jiw,tor.-< of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck's Malted MUk
Horllck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets
HorUck's Food, HorUck's Dlastoid, etc.

QILMOIR BROS. & CO. = 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL, CANADA
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA
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The

Sigflature

of

Is on

Every Wrapper

of

55^^J5w^Jcooixcc*c^^^K>^^^^c^^v<SK>^^^^cc^^^J^^

CASTORIA

Jobbers sell less than dozen at $3.00 per dozen.

Jobbers sell 3 dozen or over at $2.80 per dozen,

Send for

Cards, Cartons, and Counter
Wrappers.

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Bears the Signature of

THE CENTAUR COMPANY
77 MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.
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liciship ill OiUario. Moved l.v .Iiio. Cocliraiu-, An a]>iJli>.;aion was considered <.[ A. R. I'.„,k-

setoiuled by Joseph II. luiurv, that lliese appH- for registration as drupijist, the ground taken l)e-

cations be granted. Carried. ing, that Mr. Poole had been in business ten

A communication was read from II. .1. Dam- years in British Columbia. This application had
ley, asking for return of fee which he had i)rev- 1'een referred to the solicitor and his opinion was
iously remitted, Mr. Damley having decided in ^liat registration could not be granted as the ap-

the meantime not to go into business. Moved In plicant had not been in business in Briti.sh Co-
.Tohn Cochrane, seconded bv R. K. Riiriis, that lumbia prior to 189 1. It was moved bv John
the fee be refunded. Cochrane, seconded bv F. J. Mackenzie, that in

A communication was read from C. II. Cowan, accordance with the opinion of our solicitor, the

a irraduate of the O.C.P., who had some ct)nver- application for registration of A. R. Poole can-

sation with the Registrar with reference to tak- "o*- ^'"^ granted. Carried.

mg .steps to register before the annual meeting '^" application for registration as certified

in June, 1908, but having failed to make applica-
^'^'""^ '^^as read from Thygc V. Thygesen, of Den-

lion before the reciprocal fee was raised by i"ark, who furni.shed diploma of College of Phar-

amending the bv-law, was consequently liable to '"acy of Copenhagen, together with certificate of

the twenty dollars fee. Mr. Cowan desired to S°"^^ character with ten years' experience in drug

register under the old reciprocal fee. The Council t-asiness. As there are no reciprocal relations ex-

carefully considered the point raised bv Mr. i-sti"g between this college and our Association

Cowan, hut as no application had been made be- ^^^^ Council decided the request could not be

fore June nth, it was decided that Mr. Cowan's granted, on motion of Joseph H. Emery, second-

request tould not be acceded to. This was, by' ^^ ^Y ^- ^^- Burns,

motion of F. J. Mackenzie and Joseph H. Kmery. The Secretary read the report on expenses of

Communications were read from the Provincial President E. S. Knowlton as delegate from this

Secretary and Deputy Minister of Agriculture in Association to the Canadian Pharmaceutical As-

reply to the letter of Registrar calling attention sociatio,n annual meeting in Toronto, September

to the sale of arsenate of lead bv Brackman & '^t, amounting to S^S"- Moved by John Coch-

Kerr. It was conceded that the Pharmaceutical ^ane, seconded by R. R. Burns, that the report

Association had power to prevent the sale of this ^^^ received. Carried.

and similar poisonous chemicals for agricultural The Secretary then read the report of the

purposes bv other than druegists. After some Board of Examiners. This report has already

discussion, it was moved by R. R. Burns, second- ^een printed in the Record.

ed by John Cochrane, that the question be left The Secretary-Treasurer then read the Treas-

with the Registrar and Councillor F. J. Mac- urer's report for the half vear, as follows:

kenzie, who will take it up with the Government TRIv\SUKKR'S RKTORT
and endeavor to arrive at some amicable sottle-

Dr.

. ,. ^. ,
, T ,~ ,.

Balance in bank as per June audit S 9^,^.28An application was read from J. G. Brown, Amcunt withdrawn from savings ac-
President of the B.C. Drug Compau}-, Ltd., with count : soo 00
reference to the demand made from the Compain Fees and dues 549-75
of S24 due on account of registration of the Com- Amount returned by E. S. Knowlton... 150.00

pany under new regulations. Moved liv F. .1. ,

Mackenzie, seconded bv Joseph H. Emer\-, that (j^.
."'-'•"o

the matter be left in the hands of the Registrar. Council expenses S iSu --

An application for registration was read from Examination expenses 94."'5

Chas. Van Houten, Nanaimo, enclosing sworn B.C. Record, 6 months 201.00

statement of Ed. Pimburv, that applicant had ^-^ '^^ Knowlton, delegate to C.P.A 500.00

been in bu.siness before the passing of the Phai-
^alarie.s-Registrar 250.00

, ^ „
f

>- Sundrv expenses ^^^^2 05macy Act, 1891. Balance in bank, Nov. 18, I9()S 565.68
An application was also read from A. C. Mac- 1—

-

Donald, enclosing diploma from Nova Scotia,
_ .

52,133.03

and certificate as assayer. Mr. MacDonald was Savings Bank Account.

introduced to the Council, and stated the amount Balance as per June audit 53,131.56

of time he had spent in the business.
Interest accrued 44-35

Moved by John Cochrane, seconded bv R. R, ^-^

Burns, that action re applications of Chas. Van A^^^.^t .vithdrawn, delegate to Canad-^
'' ''^'

Houten and A. C. MacDonald be deferred until
,^^„ pharmaceutical Association soo.oo

after further communication with the Associa-

tion's solicitor. Balance in bank, as per bank book 52,675.91
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DRUGGISTS

FRONT VIEW
Showing display space in front and top

BAC
Showing I

TRIANON CRYSTAL
PAT

This is a combination of Silent Salesi]

Everything right at your hand when
j

We outfit a Drug Store from the Sidtj

Toronto Show Cas
5, 7, 9, II, 13, 15, 17,

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R. W. McCLAIN, General Manager (late Gowan
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SHOW CASES

•w
section

DRAWERS AND SUB=D1VISI0NS

COUNTER CABINET
TED

1, Selling Counter and Stock Cabinet,

ir customer says the word.

Jk to the back door.

Company, Limited
21, DEFRIES STREET

at & Co.) W. M. PETERKIN, Sec-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co ) HARRY GHINN, Suoerintendent
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Moved by Joseph H. Emerj^, seconded by K.

R. Burns, that the report be received and spread

on the minutes. Carried.

Moved by John Cochrane, seconded by Joseph

H. Einery, that the balance of the assessment

lor the year 1907-08 hz remitted to the Secre-

tary-Treasurer of the Canadian Pharmaceutical

Association, together with the formal notice of

affiliation and the number of members afliliatinjr.

Carried.

President Knowlton here mentioned that the

next annual meeting of the Canadian Pharma-

ceutical Association to be held in 1909 would be

held in Banff, and arrangements should be enter-

ed into with the N.W.T. Association to make llie

injecting a memorable one.

The Council enthusiastically endorsed the L^resi-

dent's suggestion, and on the question of dele-

gates to the annual meeting being raised John

Cochrane suggested that the appointment of

delegates be made bv a referendum vote, taken at

the same time as the voting for the Council. The

suggestion will be acted upon.

The Secretary-Treasurer notified the Coimcil

that the Board of Examiners for ensuing year

must be nominated for approval of the Lieuten-

ant-Governor-in-Council. Moved hv K. R. Burns,

seconded by F. J. Mackenzie, that Harry IT.

Watson, Vancouver, be nominated for appoint-

ment as examiner in Chemistry and rhanuac}-;

John Cochrane, Victoria, in Dispensing and Pre-

scriptions; F. C. Stearman, Nanaimo, in Materia

Medica and Botan}-. Carried.

NEW DIPLOM.A.S.

The Registrar also reported that the supply of

diplomas would soon be exhaiasted and that new

ones should be obtained. Moved by John Coch-

rane, seconded by F. J. Mackenzie, that Joseph

H. Emery and the Secretary-Registrar be ap-

pointed to obtain new diplomas when required.

Carried.

Moved by Joseph H. Emery, seconded bv Johri

Cochrane, that in consequence of the retirement

of Thomas Morison Henderson from active work
in retail pharmacy we desire to place on record

our deep appreciation of the work he has accom-

plished in furthering the interests of pharmacy in

this Province; in active work to obtain the pass-

ing of the Pharmacy Act, 1891, the consequent

formation of the British Columbia Pharmaceutic-

al Association, and his continued interest for

years in the Association and the retail drug busi-

ness. In slight recognition of this we .hereby elect

Thomas Morison Henderson as an honorary mem-
ber of this Association. Carried.

Joseph H. Emery said that Mr. Henderson

was anxious to show his continued interest in

the B. C. Pharmaceutical Association by do-

nating something that might prove of general

use, and had asked the speaker to let him know
what would prove most acceptable. The Coun-

cillor had suggested a donation of books for the

use of the students particularly, and as a nucleus

of a library'. He asked for the opinion of the

Council. The Council expressed pleasure at the

kind offer of Mr. Henderson and thought it better

not to decide at once, but to leave the matter in

the hands of Messrs. John Cochrane and .Joseph

H. Emerv. This was on motion of R- R- Burns,

seconded by F. J. Mackenzie.

Joseph H. Emery then mioved the following

motion, seconded by F. J. Mackenzie:

"That the Registrar be instructed to enforce

the strict observance of the Pharmacy Act referr-

ing to employing qualified assistants; that .sub-

section (a) of section 12 of the Pharmacy Act be

strictly enforced, this Council being of the opin-

ion that any drug store should not be left in the

charge of an apprentice. Carried.

Mr. Emery said that he had been informed that

in both Vancouver and Victoria and possibly in

manj' other places druggists were employing men

who had not registered and apprentices were do-

ing the work of certified clerks. It was not only

illegal, but unfair to those who observed the law,

and those who had spent time and money in

qualifying to allow such a state of affairs to ex-

ist, and it was with the intention of strengthen-

ing the Registrar's hands that he had brought

the matter before the Council.

The Secretary-Registrar-Treasurcr then read a

number of accounts, amounting to S230.15, which

on motion of R. R. Burns, seconded bv John

Cochrane, were ordered paid.

I\Ioved by John Cochrane, seconded by R. R.

Burns, that the expenses of this Council meeting

be paid. Carried.

The Council expressed sorrow at the death of

one of the pioneers of Vancouver's pharmacy, anil

deep sympathy with the wife and family of llic

deceased druggi.st.

Moved by F. J. Mackenzie, seconded bv John

Cochrane, that the meetine adjourn. Carried.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

FENEI/ON FALLS.—I\lr. W. H. Robson has

placed his order for immediate shipment for a

full line of "All Crystal" silent salesmen and

"Trianon Counters." Patents covering all the

important points in the "Trianon Cabinets" are

owned by The Toronto Show Case Co., and any

other fixture represented as a "Trianon" is mere-

ly an "attempt." All the glass in this order is

to be the best British Plate, as The Toronto

Show Case Co. refuse to cheapen their goods by

substituting common window glass and wavy
mirrors.
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EXTRA FINE

Chocolates
^ To attract and hold a high

class trade you must stock

high class goods.

Everybody knows that Webb's
name on a box of Chocolates is a

synonym of purity and goodness:

besides, our packages are exceed-

ingly attractive and the assortment

more varied than any other line on

the market.

If you are not stocking Webb's
Chocolates drop us a card and our

salesman will call on you.

THE HARRY WEBB CO.

No Dead Stock
MADE BY THIS FIRM

We have catered to druggists with our line of Merrill's

Famous Family Remedies for twenty years and hold the

record for always presenting a selling proposition which

moves the goods. Hence no dead stock accumulates.

Do you sell

MerrlU's System Tonic
A Blood Purifier and Tonic

Merrill's Wizard Lightning
An Internal and External Liniment

Four T's—T.T.T.T.
The Great Guaranteed Cough and Cold Cure

Won't you write and let us give you our proposition ? We
only ask second place in your affections. We make an

interesting and profitable proposition on Patent Medicines

and Toilet preparations. : : Write us to-day.

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Manufacturing Chemists

Merrill Buuaing, Dept. D. TORONTO, ONT,

Ask Your Wholesaler

for

KERR'S
BUTTER
SCOTCH
IHE BROWN TOFFEE
THAT CURES THE

BLUES

KERR BROS.
486 Qoeen Street West, TORONTO

Price 25 cts.jierliiL

MHABD'SLlNIMENTCa
, —LIMITED.—
SlKESSOKSTo C C RICKARDSiCO,

Y^MOUTH.N.S,
>«rfflirii«--

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARE
OF
IMITATIONS

SOLD
ON THE
MERITS OF

MINARD'S

LINIMENT
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WHY PAY $100.00
FOR A TYPEWRITER WHEN YOU CAN BUY ONE FOR HALF THE MONEY ?

We have made an exceptionally satisfactory

arrangement with the manufacturers of

the American Typewriter, so that we are

able to furnish their machines to our sub-

scribers at the same price as charged
in the United States and FREE OF
DUTY. No up-to-date business man
should be without a typewriter when they

can be secured at such a figure. :: ::

SAVE $50.00
A Typewriter Equal and Superior in Many Points

to the $100 Machines Offered to Canadian Druggist

Readers at only $50. Doing all the work of a

$100 Machine at one-half the cost, and SPECIALLY
DESIGNED FOR DRUGGISTS. :: :: :: -

SBB THB POINT ?

The $100 Machines
Universal keyboard

Print from ribbon

Type bar machines

Adaptability for rapid work
Various degrees of complicated mechanism
High quality of work

Carriage action—on some light, on others cumber-
some.

Portability—next to impossible when convenience
is considered

Durability—varied

Price $100.00

The American $30 Typewriter
So has the American

So does the American

So is the American

Speed unlimited on the American

1,200 less parts on the American

A perfectly aligned, clear cut impression from the

American

Extremely light, ball-bearing carriage on the

American

Fewer parts—less weight—a child can carry the

American

That one-piece bar and consequent fewer parts come
in once more—less complex ; result—longer life.

Saving to you $50.00

Are You Goin^ to Spend $100 or Save $30 ?

THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST ^ 15 TORONTO STREET
TORONTO CANADA
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O.C.P. Council Meeting
The lirst session of the annual luceting of the

Ontario College of riiarmaey was held in the

CoiHuil Chamber of the College Building, on
-Aloiulay, December 7th, at 2 p.m., with all the

inemljers present, excepting Mr. H. Watters, of

Ottawa, with the President, G. E. Gibhard, in

the chair.

The minutes of the last semi-annual meeting

were approved as printed in pamphlet form.

The President formally opened the meeting

with the following address:

Toronto, Dec. 6th, 1908.

To the Members of the Council of the O.C.P.

:

Gentlemen,—It appears to me superfluous to

state that I am pleased to again meet you around

the Board of the O.C.P. Our semi-annual gather-

ings are always periods of pleasure and enjoy-

ment, as well as some times laborious work. The

affairs of the O.C.P. are alwaj's of an interesting

character and worth}- of the attention they re-

ceive from the indi\idual members of the Coun-

cil, as well as the collective body. It is with

considerable regret that I inform you that we
will miss the genial personality and mature wis-

dom of Mr. Watters at this meeting, and trust

that his absence maj' not be detrimental to the

interests of the College.

The Council is to be congratulated on having

for its active executive officer a gentleman so in-

terested in its welfare as our Registrar-Treasurer,

and it is w^ith pride that never in the history of

the O.C.P. have the provisions of the Act been

so well observed and the affairs of the Council

as well administered as at the present time. Mr.

Graham is active and earnest in season and out

of season, and no labor too strenuous or detail

too infinitesimal to be shirked by him or escape

his notice and attention. The report he will

present will doubtless be one which will occasion

satisfaction on the part of the Council, and will

show the affairs of the Council in a prosperous

condition.

During the interim since our last meeting, a

number of matters of importance have presented

themselves to the Registrar-Treasurer and my-

self, which I think are worthy of drawing to your

attention, and commend them to 3"our careful

consideration and action.

It is possibly known to you that the standard

of matriculation of the Toronto University has

been altered in the past year. That alteration

very naturally affects our students. Two of the

subjects upon which we have demanded examina-

tion in our matriculation have been eliminated

from the University matriculation, and students

presenting their qualifications lacking these two

subjects have caused the Registrar-Treasurer con-

siderable anxiety and trouble. I commend this

to your attention, and would suggest that our
by-laws be amended to bring them in accordance
with the University matriculation standard.
This can be done without any improvement of

the high standard which we now require.

The rapid expansion of our Province has not
been universal throughout, but rather local in

character, and more noticeable in the northern
districts than in any place except Toronto. This
expansion in the north has had its effect upon
one of our districts. No. 6, which to-day extends
from Lake Ontarjo to the boundaries of Mani-
toba, is all out of proportion both geographical-
ly and numerically. Within its boundaries reside

and do business something like 150 or 160 drug-
gists, being just aboat double the number of

that included in any other district's boundaries.
It appears to me that this matter should receive

3-our attention for proper adjustment, and that
the boundaries of our districts be so arranged as
to bring the number in each as near the uniform
as possible. A special committee has this work
in hand, and will doubtless be in a position to

submit a report, which I trust will commend it-

self to your attention.

One other matter will be brought to N'our at-

tention through some papers in connection with
the registration of a licentiate of Saskatchewan.
This licentiate, who deposited his papers with
us and requested that he be registered under the

reciprocal relations with that Province, proved to

be a resident of Ontario who spent some time in

the Northwest, took their examinations, securtd

their diploma, and returned to Ontario, being en-

gaged in business at the present time. Our Reg-

istrar and myself could not see that we would be

justified in declining to accept, and at his re-

quest he was granted registration under his Sas-

katchewan diploma. This gentleman, who was
not in a position to have complied with the re-

quirements of our standard of professional quali-

fications, nevertheless secured registration in On-

tario, through our relationship with the sister

Province in the Northwest. This appears to me
an injustice to our students and one with which

the Council should deal by adopting some regu-

lations making such action in the future impos-

sible.

In the course of his work through the year,

our Registrar has found some difficult}- in in-

forming himself as to the qualifications of man-
agers of branch stores. It appears to me that

it would be a course of wisdom to demand of such

that they register in the same manner as pro-

prietors, paying the annual fee, and in every
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iiiaiiiier comply with the regulations of the Act

governing owners.

It is with some considerable regret that 1 have

to inform you that the unfortunate affliction of

the drug habit is extending amongst the mem-
bers in O'ur Province, and at present there are a

number of proprietors who are known to be ad-

dicted to the use of habit-forming drugs and al-

cohol. Under present regulations there is no ma-

chinery for protecting the public against the po.s-

sibility of fatal errors rendered liable bv such in-

competents. This subject can very well engage

the serious attention of the Council, so that

some plan may be devised whereby these unfor-

tunates will be subjected to discipline, and their

opportunity for injury to the -public removed. I

would include under such regulations all known

to be addicted to drug habits or afflicted with al-

coholism, or those against whom it may be es-

tablished are in the habit of dispensing aborti-

ficients.

The position occupied by the Council of the O.

C.P. makes it imperative that their first care

shall be the welfare of the public and safeguard-

ing the lives of their patrons. Upon few public

bodies is such a responsibility as that which is

placed upon the Council of the O.C.P. Our law

is far-reaching in its effect, being extended in its

scope, and its administration placed entirely in

our hands. It behooves us then to discharge the

responsibility with an honesty of purpose and de-

termination that the welfare and safety of the

public shall be safe in the care of our meml>ers.

One other matter to which I might direct your

attention is that the C.Ph.A. is liable to meet

earlv in the coming year at Banff, Alta. The

time is left for arrangement by the President and

Secretary, and will be placed at a period most

convenient to the delegates from the various

Provinces. It might just happen that such would

fall in before the next meeting of this Council,

and I would recommend that our delegates be ap-

pointed at this meeting.

I might refer to the position of the C. F., with

the production of which this Council has had al-

most entirely to do. So popular has this work
proved itself to be that the last edition of 2,500

copies is almost exhausted, there being barely

200 copies left on hand. As perhaps you are

aware, responsibility for future publication of

this book was assumed by the C.Ph.A., and the

work left in the hands of our own Chairman of

the Research Committee, Mr. Hargreaves. In

connection with this publication I would sav that

application has been made to the Government at

Ottawa, seeking the approval of the Minister of

the Inland Revenue, thus meeting the require-

ments of the recently enacted Proprietary and

Patent Medicine Ivaw.

These, gentlemen, are but a few of the sub-

jects with which you may be called upon to deal,

and I trust that they and all other business

which niiiv come before vou inav receive vour

careful and earnest attention.

Yours sincerelv,

G. E. Gibljard,

President.

It was moved by Mr. Hargreaves, seconded by

Mr. Southcott, that the address as presented be

referred to the Executive Committee for their

consideration. Carried.

Correspondence was referred to the various

committees for their report.

Moved by Mr. Hargreaves that the iiiceling ad-

journ until 2 p.m., Tuesday. Carried.

TUESDAY, DEC. 8TH, SESSION 2 P.JI.

Communications were referred to the various

committees for their report, and there being no

further business to be disposed of Council ad-

journed to the call of the chair, as Mr. Kipp, the

Toronto druggist, was asked to lay his case be-

fore the Council.

Mr. Kipp arrived at 3.30 p.m., and Council

immediately re-assembled. Mr. Kipp corroborat-

ed the report in the paper as to detail, and had

paid his fine, and would have let the matter drop,

but it was the opinion of the Council that any

druggist would likely have done the same thing

under similar conditions. As the Council was not

in a position to deal with the matter, it was
referred to the solicitor for his investigation of

the law governing such cases, and the course

pursued will be in accordance with his decision.

REPORT NO. I OF COMMITTEE ON BY-LAWS AND
I^EGISLATION.

I. Re the application of Clifton R. Colvtes, of

Exeter, who applied for registration under the

conditions enacted bv the Educational Depart-

ment entrance and the University for matricula-

tion at the regular examinations held in iqo8,

which eliminated arithmetic and English gram-

mar, and accepted certificates of approved schools

in lieu of the regular examinations. We hereby

recommend that his application be granted, act-

ing under section 13, sub-section II. of the

Pharmacy ^Act, which gives the Council power

from time to time to make chan<res when neces-

sary to comply with the requirements of the

Education Department with reference to Univer-

sity matriculation.

IT. Re aoplication of Benjamin Graham, To-

ronto, late of Belfast, Ireland, who asks to have

his apprenticeship in Ireland allowed, and the

privilege of taking the Colleee courses and final

examinations. We recommend that his applica-

tion be granted, he having produced a declaration

from his employer of having served four years'
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BRICK'S TASTELESS
^^^^=^^^=- Preparation of Cod Liver Oil =

Our plan of protecting the price of this Preparation has necessitated us filling all orders
direct, which will keep the output entirely under our control.

In future please order direct,

allowed on all orders.

No order too small and none too large to fill. ',] Freight

The advertising in a great many daily and weekly papers, together with the price we
are offering BRICK'S TASTELESS should be an incentive to place an order at once.

We shall be glad to send circulars and will allow for distributing the same.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, large size, $8.00 per dozen. In 3 doz. lots,

$800 per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, $8.00 per doz., less 12^ percent.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, small size, $4.00 per dozen. In 6 doz. lots,

$4.00 per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, $400 per doz , less, 12^ per cent.

On an order of $24.00, made up of large and small sizes, we allow 10 per cent, discount.

SELLING AGENTS

The Moyes Chemical Company, Limited
84=96 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Australian Druggists
HANDLE

"OXOL"
FOR CATTLE '"^&!r^-

IN IMMENSE QUANTITIES

Canadian Druggists
ARE DOING THE SAME

OXOL" VETERINARY PREPARATIONS

These six very scientific preparations are compounds of the purest and highest quality They FEED FATTEN AND CURE
Horses Cattle, Sheep and Swine. ONE AGENT ONLY will be estabhsbed in each district, and will be advertised as bo e

Supedntendent of our trade in this particular territory. Applications for district agencies are invited to be sent in at once to

S. K. & T. C. WINDSOR, 253 St. Paul and 2 St. Vincent Streets, MONTREAL
AND IN ENGLAND, AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND
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I Free! Free! Free!

DR.PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade }^ Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical
BUFFALO. N.Y. AsSOClatiOIl BUFFALO. N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen

Cough Syrup FREE with a $32.00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still in force.

K)«0K)<0K)KXOCOC»COCO01CO3»;H6<et6ea
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service and educational certificate from the Royal I. We beg to express our rejrret at ths un-
University of Ireland, showing he has passed the avoidable absenie of the Chairman of the Corn-
examinations of that College. mittee. In his absence, the Committee have ap-

III. Re the application of Jas. S. Dyer, of pointed Mr. R. A. Harrison, Chairman, pro tern.
Belleville, who asks that the six months lost dur- n. Re J. Brown's communication asking formg his apprenticeship contract be allowed, on ac- appointment as Examiner in Practical Phar-
count of ill-health. We hereby recommend that „,acy. We recommend that his communication
his request be not allowed.

,,e placed on file for future reference, when a va-
IV. In the matter of H. Robinson, Station caiicy may occur.

Hospital, Kingston, we recommend that the „i. k^ application of S. C. Kirk, of Dawson
Registrar be empowered to deal with his re- Yukon, asking for a new diploma to replace one
'^"^^*'

,
,

damaged by fire. We recommend that his request
V. Re the case of H. H. Grifhs, of Fort Wil- h^ granted on the surrender of the damaged di-

ham, referred to this Committee by the Regis- pionia and the payment of required fee.
trar. We recommend that the Registrar write Tir i> ^i i- .• • ^r^ , „, ^
, ,-.,., ^ 1 , • r

IV. Re the application of Hubert W. C Hen-
to him that he must comply with section 23 of ^ ^^„„ . ^ , ' . ,

• ^ ,. ,

,u -nu A * J •: I.- r ,

derson, of Eden, Ont., asking for a new diploma
the Pharmacy Act, and remit his arrears of dues. +„ ^ 1 j ^ , , ^ „-

i -j 1
irr T, 1- 4.- c o^ 1 n/r -r, .,. ,,t j

to replace one destroyed by fire. We recommend
VI. Re application of Stanley McBeth, Wood- .,, + ,• . , mj

, , . 4 xu ... 1 , .. J r
^''^* °" ^'^^ furnishing an affidavit certifying the

stock, who requests that he be registered from r, , • ,,*' .,, ,

,.-'^^
T 1 , <. , , I^ TT V • A A ^u

^^"^^^ ^"^ paying the required fee that his request
July 1st, 1907, He having produced the neces- igrtd
sary educational certificate from the Department,
and an aflidavit from his employer of time serv- ,.^ ' ^^^ application of R. Lundy, Pentz, for new

ed. We recommend that his request be granted.
^'^Plo^na to replace one destroyed by fire. We re-

VII. Re the application of Oliver Mowat, Pat-
commend that his request be granted on his pro-

terson, who applies to have his apprenticeship
"^"^tion of the required affidavit and payment of

date from Sept. 9, 1907. We recommend his re-
^^^ "^^^^ ^^^- Regarding his application for

quest be granted, he having produced the certifi-
^'^iplicate of special diploma in chemistry. We

cate of educational qaalification of the Depart- recommend that he be advised that owing to the

lucnt, and an affidavit of time served. '

^^'^^ *^^^ ^^^^^^ certificates are no longer issued,

VIII. Re application of Chas. I.. Bicknell, of
^"' "^"^^* '^^"^"^ ^'^ ^'^''^'^

Dunnville, who asks to be registered. We re-
^^- ^^ communication of Isidore Etienne, of

commend that same be granted on production of
^erveirs, Belgium, asking for information re-

liis binding contract with his preceptor, and the
spectmg requirements of one holding a Belgian

payment of the regular fee.
degree to enable him to practise the profession of

All of which is respectfullv submitted.
pharmacy in Canada. We find the Registrar of

J p Tj 1 ,-(
*"^ College lias furnished the information asked

_, \' for.
Chairman.

Moved by J. F. Roberts, seconded 1)y A. ,T

.

'""^^ ^^ ^''"'^'' i'^ respectfully submitted.

Johnson, that report No. i of Committee on By- R- A. Harrison,

Ivaws and I^egislation be adopted. Carried. Chairman.

As there was an abundance of committee work Moved by R. A. Harrison, seconded by Alex,
on hand, it was moved by Mr. Case that Council Stewart, that report No. i of the Educational
adjourn until Wednesday, at 10 a.m. Carried. Committee be received and adopted. Carried.

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 9TH, SEvSSION 10 A.M.
^. ^. , X xu .. J t , .

REPORT OK COMxMITTEE ON EXECUTIVE AND
Meeting opened at the appointed hour, but FLNANCE.

there being no new business on hand it was mov- ^ ^,
, . ^r , , , ^ ., T .-, Dec. 9th, 1908.

ed by Mr. Case that the Council adiourn until 3 „. ,, . ,, .

, , ^. -^^ ^ .0 \\c, vour Committee on Executive and Finance,
p.m., to enable the committees to report. Car- 1, ,

" . •, , ^j , , ,

. '

^ hereby submit report No. i, and recommend that

SESSION, 3 P.M. ^^^'^ following accounts be paid:

As there was no new business on hand, the ,Tohn Ross $ 15.50
meeting was ready to receive reports, the follow- Rochester Germicide 11.25

ing being presented: ^'''*''"1?^ Drug Co 111.54" Drug Trading Co.....' 4.28
REPORT NO. I EDUCATIONAL COMMITTEE. Consumers' Gas Go 29.40

Nov. 9th, 190S. Brown Bros 12.00

To the President and Members of the Ontario Warwick Bros 23.50
„ ,, c Til I.vman Bros. 2.9sCollege of Pharmacy:

Gl^,^^ Printing Co 9.00
Gentlemen,—Your Committee beg to submit

their first report as follows: .^279. 42
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Re request of P. B. Rohcitson, formerly of

Newburg, Ont., after giving tliis matter thoro:igh

consideration, we recommend that his fine be

not remitted.

Referring to the request of Mr. F. L. Fry for

rebate of junior course fees. Your Committee re-

commend that 360.00 be returned to him, retain-

ing S7.00 for registration and deposit fees.

In the matter of Mr. R. Works application for

rebate of fees owing to serious illness. Your

Committee recommend that §60.00 be returned to

him, retaining the §7.00 registration and deposit

fees.

Your Committee recommend that the sum of

Si.00 standing to the credit of Mr. H. M. Smith

be returned to him by the Registrar-Treasurer.

Regarding the application of W. G. Packham.

Your Committee recommend that he be allowed

the usual 40 per cent reduction off the present

fee.

Re request of W. H. Gillespie, Fort William,

the law is very clear regarding the payment of

annual fees. Your Committee feel that it is be-

yond the power of this Council to grant any re-

bate after the first of May.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

W. A. Karn,

Chairman.

Moved by Mr. Karn, seconded by Mr. South-

cott, that this report be received and adopted.

Carried.

REGISTRAR-TREASURER'S REPORT.

To the President and Council of the Ontario Col-

lege of Pharmacy:

Gentlemen,—I beg to submit the semi-annual

report of the finances of the College for the six

months ending Nov. 25th, 1908:

Five physicians have taken out registration,

viz.: James Campbell, Tottenham; Sydney N.

Davis, Parry Sound; A. W. Beattie, Belmont;

Chas. Powell, Port Arthur, and C. J. Glenn,

Wardsville.

The number of renewals issued since the 27th

of May, 1908, is as follows:

1898, I at §4; 1899, I'at $2 and i at S4; i9«>,

2 at $4; 1901, 3 at §4; 1902, 4 at §4; i^o;., 4 at

§4; 1904, 6 at $4: 1905, 8 at $4; 1906, 8 at S4;

1907, I at %2 and 13 at $4; i^oS, 50 at S2 and 83

at f4; 1909, I at S2; total, .S3 at S2 and 13.^ at

54—S638.
I beg to submit the following statements of

receipts and disbursements for the last six

months, ending November 25th, iqoS, vi/..:

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand (last audit) S 24.72

Balance Bank of Commerce
(eeneral account) 51,864.63

Si.SSg.3s

Apprentice registration fees

(76)
Deposit fees (from students J.

C, 190S)

New diplomas
Interest

Infringement, lines and fees

(E. T. Howard). ..§ 138-15
Infringement, lines and fees

(J. B. Grant) 344-73

Lecture fees 5,196.00

Advertisements in Curriculum
i9o8-'o9 172.51'

Iviquor sales registers '.....

Poison sales registers

McGill Street property, rents..

PvUtrance fees

Certificates for file

Reciprocal registration fees....

Druggists' licence fees

M.D. registratio'n fees

IMicroscopes, sale of

Canadian Formulary, sale of

copies

Chartered accountants, rent of

Lecture room S20.00

From studentsfor lenses. 10.05

435.00
5.00

96.89

482.88

,368.50

8.99
27.11

288.00
140.00

25.00
100.00

638.00
20.00

78.50

135-25

30-05

DISBURSEMENTS

Salaries ,

Infringement, Inspector How-
ard's salary and expenses. S

Infringement, Inspec. Grant's
salary and expenses

Repairs to College Building
(ordinary)

Repairs to heating system
Ontario College of Pharmacy,

running expenses
Allowance to Mrs. Gibson, re

fire, per Council minutes..

Publishing list of Druggists

and Cocaine Bill

Binding 16 volumes. Council

minutes
KegistrarrTreasurer's guaran-

tee bond
Fire insurance prem. "Phoenix

Ins. Co., Kngland"
Con.solidated Optical Co., for

students' lenses

Publishing Council minutes
Council meeting, fees and

travelling expenses

Advertising, Council meeting..

Special committee meetings...

Rngrossing new diplomas
IMcGill St. property repairs....

:\IcGill St. property, taxes and
water rates 137-34

§9,844-52
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PARISIAN LAWN

PARISIAN LAWN STATIONERY
promises to become the leading series of

linen-faced Note Papers and Envelopes in

use throughout Canada. From its inception the

demand has grown so rapidly that it is now in

course of manufacture constantly, and the ex-

ceptionally attractive appearance of the goods,

together with the quality and finish of the stock,

make it the most satisfactory series of fine

stationery for the trade to handle

WE MAKE IT

In Note Paper White and Azure

In Envelopes White and Azure

In Tablets 3 Sizes, White and Azure

In Papeteries Regent-Azure

GET SAMPLES FROM

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Htall-QRADE STATIONERY * UKOIN 1 U
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McCrill St. ])r()])erty, lire in-

Canadian I'oni

ami fiivelopes

Ivxani. fee, relurned
Kiluy, Dunnville ....

Ivxaniination expense.s

College medals, P. W
Toronto

ry, cartage--

Publication of announcement,
i9o8-'o9

Opening of College term by
Chairman Watter.s

Auditors
Coal, Conger Coal Co
Divisional Com., expense.s of

Association meeting
Gas Consumers' Co
Postage
Ontario Druggists' meeting,

postage
Canadian Pharmaceutical As-

sociation

Postage on minutes, C.P.A
Water rates
Supplies, Pharmacy

Chemistry
Botany

Cash balance
On deposit in Bank of Com-

merce (general account").-..

Deposited in Bank of Com-
merce (savings account)....
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therein contained may now be reco}:jni/,ed as an

authority equal to any Pharinacoj-.ocia authoriz-

ed in Canada. We feel exceedingly gratified with

such recognition and adoption, forecasting as it

does the dawn of a wider sphere of usefulness for

the C.F. The question of the future publication

and ownership of the C.F. by that body requires

serious consideration.

II. Your Committee approve of the recom-

mendation of the Chairman of ' the Formulary

Committee to the C.Ph.A. regarding representa-

tion of Canadian pharmacists on the Revision

Committee of the British Pharmacopoeia and

the Codex Medicament, and would recommend
that your Chairman, who also represents the

Formulary Committee of the C.Ph.A., with the

assistance of the Research Committee of the

Province of Quebec, should communicate with

these Revision Committees, requesting the recog-

nition of due representation of Canadian pharma-

ceutical bodies possessing power to legalize

standard of the pharmaceutical aiithority for use

in Canada.

III. We recommend that the various Provin-

cial Pharmaceutical Associations in Canada be

requested to appoint a Formiulary Committee to

co-operate with and assist in extending the scope

of interest surrounding the compilation and piib-

lication of the Canadian Formulary. We also

advise that each Province endeavor to have a

committee appointed in their district from the

Medical Association, and that they arrange with

such committee for holding meetings for confer-

ence and consultation on the mutual benefits and

advantage to be expected from the use of a uni-

form book of ethical formulas.

IV. We would suggest that all Canadian col-

leges be requested to assist in the introduction

of the C.F. to the students attending their col-

lege courses by brief demonstrations and elabora-

tions on the lists contained in the book. The
preparation of a sample of the formulas wo^ld be

found exceedingly useful for such purpose and

might be of further usefulness in an exhibit before

any a.s.sociation of pharmacists or physicians.

V. We submit that vour Committee should be

instructed to report their efforts to secure the

appointment of a standing committee from the

College of Physicians and Surgeons of Ontario,

for the purpose of intelligent conference on inat-

ters and questions of equal mutual interest to

physicians and pharmacists, and to impress them
with a true conception of the necessity for ex-

amination and research into present dav methods
of preparing pharmaceuticals. Your Committee
are informed that some pharmaceiiticals present-

ed to the profession are incorrectly or falsely

named, and we respectfully suggest that such a

condition .should receive thorough investigation.

and \\e believe that such a joint committee

should endeavor to secure regulations that will

properly protect the prescriber, dispenser, and
the public if such an unjust condition is found to

exist.

VI. Your Committee have carefully examined
samples of several formula presented to them for

consideration, and beg to approve and recom-

mend them as useful and worthy of a place in the

next edition of the C.F. The formulas recom-
mended, and of which a copy is submitted for

your personal inspection, are: Linimentum,
methylis, salicylates compositus, extractum
morrhulolis, cum. ferri et creosotes aromaticus,

unguentum, mentholis compositiis, syrupus sul-

phatis compositus, tinctura sapo, oinidis unguen-

tum, zinci carbonatis.

VII. We would also approve of the formulas

for the preparations suitable for the practice of

veterinary surgeons as being eligible and worthy
of inclusion in the next edition of the C.F., and

your Committee will be glad to receive such

formulas if in the possession of any member of

the College.

The Chairman is desirous of receiving inquiries

for formulas for preparations in active demand
by physicians in any locality, and will gratefully

receive contributions of formula of local origin

and usefulness in any part of the Dominion.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

John Hargreayes,

Chairman of Research Committee.

Moved by John Hargreaves, seconded by E. R.

Wigle, that the report of the Research Commit-
tee be received and adopted. Carried.

Moved by W. A. Karn, seconded bv K. .'\.

Harrison, that this Council in session send to

our old-time friend and Past Registrar-Treasurer

of the Ontario College of Pharmacy, Mr. J. T.

Lewis, bespeaking for him all the joys and hap-

piness of the Christmas and New Year's season,

and that the Registrar-Treasurer convey these

sentiments to him. Carried.

KEPOKT OF CnwMlTTlJE ON INFRINGEMENT.

To the President and Members of the Council of

the O.C.P.:

Your Committee on Infringement beg leave to

report that during the pa.st six months we have

endeavored to give very careful consideration to

the many ca.ses of violation of the Pharmacy Act

that have come before us, and we feel that the

result will show that very complete and effec-

tual work has been accomplished by your Com-

mittee. We desire to state also that our success

in procuring convictions and in directing the sale

and inirchase of poisonous drugs through the

proper channels, namely the registered pharma-

cist, has been largely made pos.sible by the
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Your

Interests

are closely interwoven with
our interests. Our plant, our

time, our ideas, are always at

your service. We are constantly

striving to make our business a

bigger success by increasing your

trade both with your customers

and with us by giving you honest

value for your money.

** Stearns' Quality*' products

satisfy your customers, and satis-

fied customers are what we both

want.

Let us get closer together dur-

ing the year nineteen naught

nine. It will pay us both.

C3 C3 rVl F3 yOk. f>i^V
WINDSOR, ONTARIO DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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llf E WANT to help you to

find an even greater output

for Kasagra during 1 909.

If there are physicians on your list

who are not using Kasagra, or who
are not using as much as you would

like, send us a list of them.

Always glad to work with you in

making Kasagra more popular and

enabling you to market more of it.

We have a few schemes that will

make you more money and we would

like to help you.

If you are not buying Kasagra to

the best advantage, you should be.

Write us about it at once.

s
r- n E D e:n i cK

'.fi^r^'V8
Windsor, Ontario Detroit, Michigan
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WVBTH'S

STANDARD

Powdered Extracts

Will be found entirely divested of the slightest evi=

dence of oxidation, possessing the well=defined physi=

cal characteristics of the respective drugs from which

they are derived, such as odor, taste and color, and

retaining in a concentrated condition

the original proximate principles of the

drugs^ Too much stress cannot be

laid upon the importance of exercising

the utmost discrimination on the part

of the apothecary in the selection of

Powdered Extracts; if not made by

the vacuum process, they must neces=

sarily suffer much deterioration.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
I PHIUADEUPHIA, PEININSVUVAINIA

LYMAN, SONS & CO., Canadian Factors, Montreal. Canada. I

bAAAAA4 AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAa
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Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

IT DEIES THEM UP

TWO KINDS
RATS AND MICE
ROACHES AND BED=BUQS

URING ihe past few years we

J) have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and book-.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service

and for your need of it ?

R. G. DUN & CO.

fl^nm^cy
stay at home while you

study Pharmacy. It is not
necessary to so to College.

We can teach you by mail.
We give you exactly the

adapted to the individual
needs of Canadian students
who contemplate a change
into the States or take
Pharmacy board examina-
tion. Over 200 graduates
last year who testify to the
great value of our course.
Write for prospectus and

particulars. Our terms
are easy.

The Ohio Institute of Pharmacy, Colambas, Ohio

MERCKS REPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY.

Containing Most Recent Information on
New Remedies, Dosage, etc.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAR.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Address MERCK'S REPORT,

'"""'.tApptatioo Merck Building. University Place.

NEW YORK.

Post Card Views
OF YOUR OWN CITY

T..5 COLORS^O•O3 PrinCed in

By our New Photographic Process. Made frotn any fair

photograph. DELIVERED IN 2 TO 3 WEEKS

Our Hand Colored Cards are the Best Made in America.

Send for Samples. Valentine, Easter, Florals, Comics,

etc., from maker to dealer.

National Colortype Co.
Dept. 5 Cincinnati, Ohio

$100^ poweS

ELEVATOR
F.O.B. WORKS, HAMILTON. LOAD 1500 LBS., CAR 5 FT. X 6 FT.

MONTREAL
I

OTTAWA I
WINNIPEG I

VANCOUVER

OTIS-FENSOM ELEVITOR GOMPINY, umM
HEAD OFFICE, - TORONTO, ONTARIO

ASK FOR
€€ ffCRUSADER

(ItEGISTERED)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts .ind 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Brantlord

WHOLESALE DISTBIBUTEES FOR CANADA
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ainendiuents recently procured in section 2f) of

the Pharmacy Act.

During the above period we have employed the

services of Inspector Grant, and assisted by In-

spector Howard as occasion reciuired.

They have acted under the instructions of the

Registrar-Treasurer and this Committee, and

while below we give a list of convictions obtain-

ed, we wish to state that the list in no measure

indicates the work done through our inspectors.

Mr. Grant's work has been confined to older

Ontario. Very m.uch of his efforts have been di-

rected to the investigation and prosecution of vio-

lations of the Act by retail general merchants.

He has also in so far as was possible devoted

much of his time to seeing that pharmacists

themselves were observing the Act, particularlj-

with reference to the sale of cocaine, and we are

pleased to report that they are not only general-

ly observing this clause, but that it has their

entire sympathy. Mr. Grant has shown much

tact and capability in the discharge of his du-

ties.

Mr. Howard was sent into New Ontario. In

many instances infringements were found, where

it was diflicult and almost impossible to secure

convictions. But we feel that sufficient has been

accomplished to acquaint the unqualified dealers

and the public generally that this Council de-

sires to protect the public in its purchase of poi-

sonous drugs, and will permit of no violation of

the Act. Mr. Howard is to be complimented on

his comprehensive report.

The expenditure in connection with the work of

this Committee has been somewhat large, owing

to the fact that much of the ground covered was

in New Ontario and difficult of access. Your

Committee feel, however, that the expenditure

was wisely incurred. In all, 21 convictions were

secured, and two cases of arrears of dues col-

lected, and we are proud to state that S131.14 of

the amount appropriated to this Committee re-

mains to our credit.

We desire to express our appreciation of the

untiring and persistent services rendered by the

Registrar in seeing that the dues of this College

are collected and that none but qualified men

may conduct the business of a pharmacist in this

Province.

Convictions for violation of the Pharmacy Act

have been obtained in the following cases: M.

Brasher, Earlton; L. J. Lahey, Callender; A. W.

Freeland, Ernsdale; Dr. Oliver (dentist), Near-

mora; W. W. Porte (jeweller), Brighton; J. W.

Chapman, N. Augusta; A. McCrimmon, Brock-

ville; E. H. Broadbent, Bucksten; H. Gill, Ouv-

rey; J. H. Soddington, Hull; Barnsdale Trading

Co.', Stratford; Percy Beattie, Parry Harbor; AV.

H. Glanville, Parry Sound; J. R. Smith, Mor-

peth; Dr. Bell, Palmyra; J. H. E. Jones, Duart;

Dr. Robertson, Newbury; A. J. Pesta, Kent
Bridge; Essie Hales, Northwood; Dr. Glenn,
Wardsville; M. J. Edwards, Cairo.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

A. J. Johnson,

Chairman.
Moved by A. J. Johnson, seconded bv J. R.

Broughton, that the report of the Infringement
Committee be received and adopted. Carried.

RKPOKT NO. 2 OF COMJIITTRE ON BY-L.AWS AND
LEGISLATION.

To the President and Members of the O.C.P.:
I. Re communication of Burton J. Cook, St.

Thomas, asking privilege of registering as a
qualified druggist in the Province of Ontario on
the diploma of the Pharmaceutical Association
of Manitoba. Your Committee recommend that
as we have no reciprocal arrangements with
Manitoba, his request cannot be entertained. And
we further desire to call attention to all con-

cerned to a resolution of the Council of August
3rd, 1898, intimating that this College is pre-

pared to accept reciprocates of diplomas with
other Provinces of the Dominion, but that no
Ontario candidates who have failed to pass either

the preliminary or qualifying examination of this

College shall be entitled to the privilege of reci-

procit)-. And we further recommend that those

who have been refused registration in this Pro-

vince owing to lack of qualification be refused

the same privilege, and that the Registrar send a

marked copj' of the minutes of this resolution to

the Registrars of those Provinces with which we
have reciprocal relations, and call their attention

to this important matter officially.

II. Re the application of Rollin Kutley, Pet-

erboro, who requests that he be registered as an

apprentice from the State Board of Iowa, Ne-

braska, and South Dakota. We recommend that

his request be granted on the production of said

diploma, the usual fee, and his producing a cer-

tificate of having entered into a binding contract

of apprenticeship; and that he also produce evi-

dence of having obtained educational qualification

satisfactory to this Council.

III. Re application of J. H. IMitchell, Toron-

to, who requests to be granted the diploma of

this College on the strength of his holding a di-

ploma from the State Board of Illinois. We re-

commend that his request be not granted.

IV. Re the request of Walter L. Thurtell, oi

Ingersoll, who applies for registration from 14th

September, 1907. Your Committee recommend

that his request be granted on production of

proper educational certificate.

V. Re application of D. W. Campbell, Grand

Vallev, who asks to be registered from Sepiem-
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ber 1st, 1899, he having produced the necessary

educational qualifications and affidavits of time

served. We recommend that his application be

granted.

VI. Re application of W. O. Richardson, of

Woodstock, who asks to be registered as an ap-

prentice from nth July, 1904, he having the re-

quired matriculation certificate, which had been

lost in transit, together with an affidavit of time

served. We recommend that request be granted.

VII. Re the application of Stanley Kerr, who

asks to be registered from July nth, 1906. We
recommend that his application be granted on

production of required educational certificate, he

having already produced affidavit of time served.

VIII. Re application of Creighton Higgin-

botham, Bowmanville, who asks to be registered

from August 31st, 1907. We recommend that his

request be granted on the production of an affi-

davit from his preceptor of time served.

IX. Re application of Harold Farmer, North

Bay, who seeks registration. Your Committee

recommend that his request be not granted, he

not having the necessary educational qualifica-

tions.

X. Re application of Arthur J. Squibb, who

asks to be registered as an apprentice from No-

vember 9, 1907. We recommend that his request

be not granted, as he has not produced evidence

of having the necessary educational qualifications

or affidavit of time served.

XI. Re application of Graham R. Robinson,

Goderich, who asks that his apprenticeship regis-

tration date from June i6th, 1902. We recom-

mend that his registration date from July ist,

1908, that being the time he procured the requir-

ed educational certificate.

XII. Re application of Richard Knight, To-

ronto, who requests admission as a member of

this College, basing his application on the

grounds that he is a graduate in pharmacy of

Great Britain. We recom,mend that his request

be not granted, this college not having reciprocal

relations with Great Britain.

XIII. Re application of Hubert T. Campbell,

Niagara Falls, who applies for registration as an

apprentice, he having produced the necessary edu-

cational Certificate. We recommend that his re-

quest be granted, on production of contract cer-

tificates and necessary fees.

XIV. Re application of Ernest Bolton, To-

ronto, who requests that his apprenticeship be

registered from August 1st, 1907. We recom-

mend that his request be granted, he having pro-

duced the necessary affidavit from his preceptor,

as well as the necessary entrance certificate.

XV. Re application of W. C. Gordon, Strath-

roy, who requests that his registration date from

September ist, 1905. Your Committee recom-

mend that he be registered from the date on

which he passed his matriculation examination,

and that he forward required educational certifi-

cate to the Registrar, he already having produced

alfidavit of time served.

XVI. Re application of S. J. Mitchell, Deser-

onto, who requests that his apprenticeship date

from January ist, 1905. We recommend that his

request be granted, he having produced aflidavits

of time served, and necessary educational certifi-

cates.

XVII. .In the case of H. G. Everett, Windsor,

who applies to have his registration date from

August 1st, 1906. We recommend that his re-

quest be granted, on production of aifidavit of

time served.

XVIII. Re J. A. Kennedy, of Ridgetown, \',ho

asks for registration, he having produced the ne-

cessary educational certificate. We hereby re-

comjmcnd that his request be granted on produc-

tion of an aifidavit from his preceptor of time

served.

XIX. Re application of Jas. Coppen, Elora,

who applied for registration as an apprentice.

We recommend that his request be granted.

XX. Re application of Ernest D. Bonnell,

Owen Sound, who requests registration from

July 27, 1908, he having produced necessary edu-

cational certificate and an affidavit of time serv-

ed. We hereby recommend that his request be

granted.

XXI. Re application of J. R. Howard, Mark-

dale, requesting registration from September 29,

1908. We recommend that his request be granted,

he having produced the necessary educational

certificate.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. F. Roberts,

Chairman.

Moved by J. H. Roberts, seconded by A. J.

Johnson, that report No. 2 of Committee on By-

Laws and Legislation be received and adopted.

Carried.

KKIDAY, DKC. liTH, SESSION, 10 A.M.

Council opened for the final session at 10 a.m.,

with all members present. There being no cor-

respondence, and several reports to be received,

the Council at once proceeded to finish the re-

maining business, and the following reports were

presented: Report No. 3 of Educational Com-

mittee, report of Special Committee on Price of

Alcohol, report on Redistribution of Districts,

report on Sale of Poisons.

RUrOin- NO. 3 EfiUCATIONAI, COMMITTEE.

To the President and Members of the O.C.P.:

Gentlemen,—Your Committee would recom-
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POMONA
FACE CREAM
An elegant toilet cream which is bland, soothing,

antiseptic and non-greasy.

A product that will please the most fastidious.

A package that will be ornamental to anj- dressing

table.

PREPARED BY

The Kenson Pharmacal Co.
MONTREAL

WE have many odd lines which we
will clear otit this month at big

discounts, as stock-taking is now
completed. ^ We would be pleased to

send a list to any enquiring friends.

If Interested drop us a line—

176 KING ST. E.

TOEONTO
Wholesale Druggists and Manufacturing Chemists

We have very Special Prices on Granular Effervescent Salt

£.G.West(&Co.

for Markinc Lincn.Silk&Couoiv 1

ii^^-llH ^ C OM3105 FES,

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diploma at Province of

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, 1S97-

Trade mpplled by all leadine Drug Hoases Id the

MACOOMB. Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

Limit

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST. W. TORONTO. C.\N.\DA

mend that the Registrar-Treasurer get the as-
surance of the Educational Department that ex-

amination papers' in Knglish grammar and arith-

metic at the regular dei)artmental examinations
are as requested by the Council, and that a circu-

lar letter l)e sent by the Registrar-Treasurer to
the Principals of the High Schools and Collegiate

Institutes .stating the subjects necessary for ex-

amination for matriculation in pharmacy.

We have pleasure herewith in submitting the

report of Dean Heebner, the adoption of which
we recommend, and also that it be printed in the

minutes.

R. A. Harrison,

Chairman, Pro Tcm.

DEAN'S REPORT.

Toronto, Dec. 9th, 1908.

To the Committee on Education of the Ontario
College of Pharmacv:

Gentlemen,—I have the honor to present here-

with ni}- report for the 29th session:

The junior term commenced on Tuesday, the

8th of September, 1908.

There were eighty-two students present at the

opening exercises. President Gibbard and Chair-

man Watters, of the Educational Committee, ad-

dressed them in a very able manner on matters
touching their opportunities, duties, responsibil-

ities, and general conduct while undergraduates

and as graduates of the O.C.P. The necessity of

phaniiacj- laws to safeguard the health and lives

of the public, the functions of the Council, its

officers, committees, and teaching staff were fully

discussed.

We were also pleased to have with us on this

iccasion J. E. Tremble, of Montreal, Secretary

of the Dominion Pharmaceutical Association,

who, as well as the Dean of the College, address-

ed the class.

Pughty-seven students were registered on my
books on presentation of lecture tickets issued by

the Registrar for attendance during the junior

term.

Of this number two withdrew early in the

term, one after five davs attendance, for the rea-

son that he feared the work was going to be too

hard for him; the other, R. Work, a very promis-

ing pupil, was stricken with appendicitis, and

had to submit to a hasty operation, which was
followed bv unfortunate complications. This

made it impossible for him to resume his

studies. I would therefore recommend that his

fees for the term be refunded.

The work of the junior term has been carried

on without interruption, excepting for the break

occasioned by the usual Thanksgiving holidays.
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THE IDEAL RAZOR
The Auto-StropSafely Razor

The razor that can be stropped, simply,

surely and automatically, without unscrew-

ing or removing the blade.

The razor whose twelve original blades

will each outlive dozens of the no-stropping

blades, and eliminate the disagreeable and

expensive necessity of continually throw-

ing away old blades and buying new ones.

Its Blades Improve with Use

The razor that gives clean velvet shaves,

without previous experience on the part of

the user. With it the novice becomes an

expert barber, without the expense and annoyance of visiting

the barber's shop.

Safety razors are divided into three classes. Some are good, some
~~

are better, but Ttie Auto-Strop is tbe Best.

The Standard Set consists of : One quadruple silver-plated stropp-

able safety razor, 12 certified blades, one guaranteed horsehide strop, all

.

j
in neat leather case. Retails at $5.00, complete.

^ Be up-to-date and handle

^^ The Auto-Strop Safety Razor

Prices and Terms on Application Write at Once

rOLL SIZE
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In classifying the students, I find that two hail

Iroiii Xova Scotia, one from New Brunswick, one

from Quebec, one from Saskatchewan, one from

Alberta, three from British Columbia, one from

Costa Rico, and seventy-five from Ontario, in-

cluding one lady.

The Faculty has much pleasure in referring to

the deportment of the class and to the harmon-

ious and courteous relations which exist between

both bodies. The students have shown every evi-

dence of intelligent application to their work dur-

ing the term, and should do well at the examina-

tions which are now being held, at which eighty-

five candidates are writing.

It will be necessary to arrange for the next

session of the College at this sitting of the Coun-

cil, inasmuch as the regular meeting will not be

held untU June, 1909-

The staff therefore recommend that the 30t.l1

session shall begin on the 7th of September, 1909,

and continue until the 30th April, 1910. The

junior term to terminate on the i8th of Decem-

ber, 1909, representing approximately fifteen con-

secutixe weeks; the senior term to commence on

the 3rd of Januarv, 1910, continuing for seven-

teen weeks.

It is also desired that authority be given for

printing and mailing of 2,600 copies of the an-

nual announcement for 1909-1910, and that per-

mission be given to publish the same early in

the New Year, instead of waiting until the re-

sults of the O.C.P. and University examinations

have been published, as has been the rule hither-

to followed.

All of which is respectfuUv sulmiitted.

Chas. F. Heebner,

Dean

.

Moved by R. H. Harrison, seconded by Alex.

Stewart, that report No. 3 of the Educational

Committee be received and adopted. Carried.

REPORT OF SPECIAL COMMITTEE RE PRICE
OF ALCOHOL.

December 11, igo8.

Your Special Committee appointed to consider

the matter of cheaper alcohol for the manufactur-

ing of pharmaceuticals, beg to report that we

have given this subject careful consideration and

secured all possible information re the cost of

spirit, the Government tax upon same, and regu-

lations governing the sale and use of alcohol.

As you are aware, there are two grades of

spirits recognized in Canada, potable and non-

potable. The former can be secured by any pur-

chaser who may desire it, the latter can be pro-

cured bv a licensee of the Government holding

a permit and who pays a licence of S50. Such

licensee can only enjoy the privileges accorded
him by purchasing spirit in quantities of not less

than one barrel at a time, paying the inland tax

upon the same, and this spirit must be used un-

der the supervision of a Government inspector,

the minimum cost of said inspecting being 5 10,

up to a maximum of S.So per month.
Your Committee believe it practical for the

Government to vary these regulations in a man-
ner which wull permit the use of spirit at a much
lower price by the pharmacist, without any loss

of revenue or any danger of abase of the privi-

lege, and would recommend that the Government
be approached for the following alterations of the

regulations:

First. The. licence fee charge for small manu-
facturers should be nominal, say from Si 00 to

5500 per year.

Second. The quantit}^ permitted to be taken

out of bond should be reduced for small manufac-

turers to five gallons.

Third. The cost of inspection should be nomi-

nal and fixed at the absolute cost to the depart-

ment of the inspector's time and expenses.

Fourth. The same concessions which are

granted to perfume manufacturers should be, in

justice, extended to the pharmaceutical manufac-

turers. One strong reason for this being the

fact that the product of the pharmaceutical

manufacturer is necessary in the home of the

poorest citizen, while perfume may be looked up-

on as a luxury.

One objection which might be raised by the

Departinent to inspecting in small towns where

the consumption of spirit would be limited,

would be the cost. This objection might be met
in the same manner as was the objection raised

in the Northwest against inspecting small to-

bacco factories. An inspector could be appointed

for a town or district at a nominal salary, the

same being a resident of the district, and em-

ployed in some other line. We would suggest the

collector of customs. This course is pursued in

the appointment of postmasters in small towns.

The pharmacist who desired to take advantage

of these regulations would be required to provide

a sma'l bonded warehouse, or as an equivalent,

provide an apartment in some part of his pre-

mises, with lock and key, suflicieiit to contain

one barrel of alcohol. The kev of such place to

be in the hands of the Government official.

He would further be required to arrange for

the use of at least five gallons under the inspec-

tion of the oflicial, as the entire amount would

have to be mixed with anv drugs or material

from which he required to manufacture products

during the presence of the inspection.

He would, of course, be required to purchase

not less than one barrel of alcohol at a time, but
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as the, distiller's price for this is 40c. per gallon,

the outla}' would be insignificant.

The Government tax wotild lie payable at the

time of using the alcohol, and for the amount
used.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

G. E. Gibbard, Convener,

R. A. Harrison,

John Hargreaves,

J. H. Roberts.

Moved by John Hargreaves, seconded by R. A.

Harrison, that report of Special Committee re

Cheaper Alcohol be received and adopted, and re-

ferred to the Ivegislation Committee of the CPh.
A. Carried.

REPORT OF REDISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE.

Your Committee appointed to take into con-

sideration the redistribution of the Divisional

Districts of the Province, beg to report as fol-

lows:

After giving the matter careful consideration,

we would recommend that no action be taken at

the present time.

Moved by R. A. Harrison, .seconded by H.

Southcott, that the report of the Committee on

Redistribution be received and adopted. Carried.

REPORT OF vSPECIAL COMMITTEE RE S.A.I.E OF
POISONS.

December 10, 1908.

Moved by W. A. Karn, seconded by E. W. Case,

and resolved: That realizing the desirability of

instructing as far as possible for the purpose of

protecting the public, the sale of poisons to im-

qualified retail merchants by wholesale drug-

gists, that the Registrar-Treasurer be, and is

hereby instructed, to interview the different job-

bers, and urge them to discontinue such sale of

poisons, as being unquestionably opposed to the

interest of the general public.

While the Act may not prevent such sales by

wholesalers, it is our opinion that it is highly

important that dang-erous poisons should not in

any way whatever be placed in the hands of ir-

responsible merchants, and we therefore author-

ize our representative (the Registrar-Treasurer)

to urge all wholesale dealers to confine the sales

of tr. aconite, carbolic acid, and other scheduled

poisons to those qualified to sell them under the

Act. Carried.

This report received the unanimous approval of

the whole Council, and it was the opinion in

general that m.an'ufacturers and wholesalers

should be stopped from selling to general stores,

where there was no qualified man to undertake

the responsibility and safeguard the public. Salts,

quinine, acids, etc., should not be sold, except in

being handled by pharmacists, and it was time

to call a xialt to this sort of proceedings.

FRin.W, DEC. iiTH, SESSION, 2 P.M.

The final reiioit to be disposed of was that of

the ExeLUti\c and Finaiue Committee, dealing

with tlie President's address, wjiich is as fol-

lows:

;EP0RT no. I, EXECUTIVE AND
BIITTEE.

[NANCE COM-

To the President and Members of the O.C.P.:

Gentlemen,—Your Committee beg leave to sub-

mit their second report as follows:

We have examined the Registrar-Treasurer's re-

port, including the report of the John Roberts
Scholarship Fund, which have been duly audited,

and also the auditor's report and statement of

assets and liabilities, showing net assets of

^69,395.24, which we recommend for adoption.

The Special Committee composed of the Presi-

dent, Registrar and Chairman of Finance Com-
mittee, appointed at the semi-annual meeting,

held last June, to re-invest the John Roberts

Scholarship Fund, we beg leave to report that

they have succeeded in purchasing 4 per cent, de-

bentures of the Canada Permanent Mortgage
Corporation of Toronto for a term of five years,

which is approved bv this Committee.

Re the communication of W. G. Campbell,

Comber, for refvind of S^28.oo of fees. Your Com-
mittee regrets that his request cannot be grant-

ed.

Your Committee desires to sanction the re-

commendation made in Dean Heebner's report for

the purchase of 2,600 calendars for the year 1908

and 1909.

After considering the communication of Mr. J.

p;. Tremble, Secretary-Treasurer of the C.Ph.A.,

referred to this Committee, in which Le desires

payment of the provincial fees from the members
of the O.C.P. for the encouragement and promo-

tion of the Association, your Committee deem-

ing the formation of the Dominion Pharmaceut-

ical Association to be in the best interests, not

only of the O.C.P. but of all other pharmaceut-

ical colleges in the Dominion, as well as the edu-

cational advancement of all members of the pro-

fession, we therefore recommend. the payment of

the balance of the fees computed on the basis of

50c. per capita for all members of the College in

good standing.

Yotir Committee to whom was referred the

President's semi-annual address, having consider-

ed the various subjects therein contained, take

pleasure in congratulating him upon the many
good suggestions offered to the members of the

Council to be dealt with 'by the different Com-
mittees.

His opportune reference to the financial condi-

tion of College affairs under the careful guidance

of the Registrar, is fully confirmed by the Com-
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WELLINGTON"
Photographic Plates, Papers

and Films

Are now in demand throughout the
Dominion

We can supplj^ you with the most
up-to-date advertising cards yet seen.

WRITE NOW, DIRECT TO US—

WARD & COMPANY - . (3 St. John Street, MONTREAL
Wholesale Distributing Agents for the Dominion

EXTRAORDINARY SPECIAL COURSE
Commencing Tuesday, January 5th, 1909, this College will give a special

four weeks' course to those wishing to enter the Optical field.

Four solid weeks' instruction in Theoretical and Applied Optics by the most practical scientific and painstaking instructors
in a college and class room equipped with every requisite to obtain the best results, and a daily clinic which enables a complete
mastery of the practical work to be obtained. ^

.Actual Lens work, practical anatomy, diseased and abnormal eyes viewed and inspected by direct examination and magnified
in lantern slides to fourteen thousand times the actual size. •

The knowledge gained during this course will be worth thousands of dollars in actual practice
Complete course at the special price of #35.00. Send your name and $5.00 to-day to secure enrolment.

EMPIRE COLLEGE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, Limited, 358 Queen St. W., Toronto, Ont.

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE ^jiip^i COURSE IN OPTICS

has been such a succms that we would like you lo know what those ^T^^sS^
y time. The same diploma is given corresponHence ^^^WNtr ~i

students as class room students. Write for lull paiticulars to

W. B. HAMIL,L, Al.D., Oou/ist ^^^^ ' J^anea Building, TOROI<iTO
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The "Royal Mail" Camera

SPECIFICATION

Camera—Polished mahogany, dovetailed and fitted

with leather carrying strap and two bushes and

T-screws.

Lenses—Fifteen first-class lenses for portraits or

views.

Shutter—Fifteen apertures. Spring plate.

Dark Slide—One single Cameo dark slide with

aluminium shutter.

Price, i^lU«= each

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL

^ "Agfa" Rapid fixing Salt ^
Fixes out the unaffected

silver very much more

rapidly than any other

acid bath. The time of

fixing is not so material-

ly affected with the pro-

gressive use of the bath

as is usual with other

mediums. : s •

Enables the professional

and amateur photographer

to develop and fix success-

fully a larger number of

negatives in considerable

less time. It is only nec-

essary to immerse a plate

in this new bath half the

time as compared with the

usual Hypo. bath. : :

Original Tins :

Size 1 for 15 ozs. of solution, sufficient for 90 negatives 14 pi., price 15c.

Size 2 for 37 ozs. of solution, sufficient for 60 negatives 1/1 pL, price 25c.

Size 3 for 75 ozs. of solution, sufficient for 120 negatives 1/1 pi., price 45c.

Sole Agents - HUPFELD, LUDECKING & CO Montreal
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mittee, who had the fullest confidence in the

Registrar's ability to fittingly manage and
economically conduct the general business of the

College.

Referring, however, to a clause in the address
touching on the question of the use of "habit-

forming drugs" and alcohol by druggists, we de-

sire to protest against what may be implied as

a broad accusation that such a "habit" is gen-

eral among the members of the College. We here-

with unhesitatingly assert that in our ' opinion

such habits are exceedingly rare and that the

President's reference on this point was prompted
by some knowledge of some special cases that

had come under his personal attention, and re-

commend that this Council disclaim any previous

knowledge of any such condition existing among
the qualified druggists of this Province.

It is our conviction that the public trust of

dispensing cocaine, morphine, alcohol, and other

habit-forming drugs, is most carefully performed

by the druggists in general, and any special cases

should not be held to apply to the trade in gen-

eral.

Your Committee recommend that the Presi-

dent's address be printed in the minutes of this

meeting, and that his remarks in reference to the

"drug habit" be taken as a warning to prompt
all members of this College not only to abstain,

but also to do all in their power to discourage

the use of all such vicious drugs, and we recom-

mend the Committee on By-Laws and Legisla-

tion to provide some means of giving the Council

disciplinary power in such cases.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Carried. W. A. Karn,

Chairman.

It should not be amiss to mention that the

above report was the second one submitted. The

first one brought in by the Chairman elicited

quite a heated discussion, for the marked man-
ner in which it censured the President for the

remark that the use of habit-forming drugs and

alcohol was extending amongst the profession,

and also letting the piublic press have access to

the report, and featuring the same, to the detri-

ment of the professional standing of druggists.

The President maintained the position he had

taken, and said the report should not have got

into the public press, and that responsibility was
not his. He knew positively of cases which had

come under his notice and that of the Registrar-

Treasurer, and the Council should devise some

plan whereby the habits should be checked and

the public safeguarded.

The Committee knew of no case and presented

the report from their standpoint, w^hich did not

meet the approval of the Chairman and some of

the Council, and the report as presented, while
slightly modified, is quite practically the same as
the first.

FRIDAY, 2.30 P.M. SESSION.

Appointment of delegates to C.Ph.A. Conven-
tion.

Moved by K. W. Case, seconded by J. F. Rob-
erts, that Messrs. Geo. E. Gibbard and Henry
Watters be appointed delegates to the Canadian
Pharmaceutical Association, and in the event of

either being unable to go the President be au-
thorized to fill the vacancy from among the

members of this Council. Carried.

Moved by Mr. Case that Coxmcil adjourn, and
meet the first week in June, 1909, or at the call

of the chair. Carried.

A FEW KIND WORDS

Mr. Nelson Ball, the well known pharmacist, of

Massey, Ontario, is a believer in the power of

kindness and in giving credit where it is due.

Mr. Ball recently refitted his store, placing the

order for the complete outfit with Jones Bros. &
Co., Ltd., of Toronto, and he was so pleased

uith his fixtures that he immediately wrote
ihat firm in his own kindly way as follows:

Massey, Ont., Nov. 21st, 1908.

IVIessrs. Jones Bros. & Co.,

Toronto, Ont.:

Dear Sirs,—It is with pleasure I acknowledge

the arrival of my drug store fittings complete.

They are certainly well built and of first class

material and workmanship throughout.

I would recommend my fellow-druggists to deal

with you if they want an up-to-date job done. To
me every item is perfectly satisfactory.

Yours respectfully,

N. Ball.

In these strenuous da^s of competition, kindly

words like the above are bright spots that help to

make business more enjoyable.

A PROSPEROUS YEAR

Despite the fact that 1908 has been by many
business men considered a lean year, 'we are

pleased to know that some of the trade at least

have done increased business.

E. G. West & Co., who are now recognized as

a factor in the wholesale drug business of Can-

ada, report business for the year to be consider-

ably above that of any previous year in their

history. There is a reason.
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TALLY CARD PUNCHES

There is always a demand during the winter

months for tally punches. Buntin, Gillies & Co.,

Limjited, Hamilton, are showing a line which is

proving a fast .seller. It is a high grade article

derstand is going to be of such a striking nature

that it will vary extensively increase the great

demand already created.

We trust, by drawing our subscribers' attention

to this fact, it will be the means of greatly in-

creasing their business and stimulate a good

feeling for up-to-date window dressing.

at a reasonable price, and has a reservoir attach-

ment to catch the clippings. Every housekeeper

will appreciate this latter feature, which saves

work the next morning. This punch can also be

supplied without the reservoir.

A NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION

As the New Year has now started, it would be

quite in order to make some very good resolu-

tions.

In our opinion, we do not think that the drug

trade could make a better one than to resolve

that they are going to use a Zam-Buk window

display.

A half page is used in trying to show the drug-

gist how he can make his store attractive. This

window display, from the reports of a most en-

terprising druggist, is a very attractive one and

very profitable to all druggists. It is little or

no trouble to put this display in your window,

and it contains some of the finest work of the

best artists in Canada.

You will notice by reading their advertisement

that the Zam-Buk Company pay you in cash for

the use of your window. This is something very

few firms do, and in our estimation we think

that every druggist is entitled to be reniunerated

for the use of his window.

The advertising campaign laid out by the

Zam-Buk Company for the coming season we un-

THE REGENT PHARMACAL CO.

Attention is drawn to the advertisement of Re-

gent I'harmacal Co., referring to Regent Re-

liable Remedies. This is a line of reliable prep-

arations skilfullv prepared by a firm of reliable

chemists, with large experience in the manufac-

ture of iJharmaceutical preparations. It is the re-

sult of careful study and thought, the object be-

ing to produce remedies which have the highest

medicinal value. Caref.iUv and tastefuUv put up

and ofiering just as good margin of profit as

goods manufactured by the druggist himself,

they avoid all the trouble and inconvenience ol

registration at Ottawa. IMoreover, the manufac-

turers assist very materiallv with interesting ad-

vertising matter.

A HEAVY FINE

A druggist in Kansas City, J. B. Gidinski, has

been fined $3,000; being $3"<' on each of six acts,

for selling cocaine contrary to law. His

clerk has also been fined on six acts for similar

amounts, so that this one drug store has contri-

Inited S6,ooo for its violation of the law.

PRETTY CHRISTMAS CARDS

The National Dr|Ug and Chemical Co. have this

year is.sued a very attractive Christmas card,

which;they have sent to their patrons throughout

Canada, and to the various drug houses ol

ICurope that they represent here. The card shows

the large area that the firm, covers from the At-

lantic to the Pacific, with a complete list of

branches, managers and travelling stall.
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To Canadian Dru^^ists

F you haven't handled photographic materials as a part of

your line, you have missed an opportunity for a generous

profit at a trifling expenditure of time and money.

THE LINE IS

Argo Gaslight Papers

Monox Bromide Papers

Disco Gelatine Printing Out Paper

Ampere Collodion Matte P.OP.
Metalotype

Silver Basic Developing Paper

Sun Spot Blue Print Paper

Defender Dry Plates

Defender Photographic Chemicals
and the

famous

We want the co-operation of druggists in the effort to

spread the fame and sale of our products. We are willing

and anxious to allow very liberal discounts on goods that are

extensively advertised and which are well known to both

the professional and amateur photographic trade. If you
want to participate please communicate with us.

We supply you with advertising matter, catalogues, window bangers

circulars, etc., free of charge. We replace defective slock

—

You cannot lose. Write for our terms.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO
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AN ELEGANT DRUG STORE FOUNTAIN PEN CLIP

'The Dominion Office and Store Fitting Com-

pany, Limited, of London, Ont., have during the

past month completely equipped the drug store

of C. T. Milne, Esq., corner St. Catherine and

Guy Streets, Montreal. This is conceded to be

the most elegantly fitted drug store in the city

of Montreal, the entire store fittings being made

of genuine mahogany, and given the superb pol-

ished finish for which this store-fitting company

are noted."

NEWSPAPER ADVERTISING

Newspaper advertising is the surest and quick-

est method of drawing local trade. Reading the

newspaper is as much a part of our daily life as

sleeping and eating. It is a rare person who does

not at least glance through his daily paper. For

this reason your "ad." goes right to your man,

and at a time when he is in the best position to

listen. Then again, more people will read your

newspaper advertisement than yon could possibly

hope to attract by the strongest window dis-

plays and personal salesmanship. Experience has

taught that the dealer must go after his trade

and not wait for it to come to him.

The modern "B" clip is claimed to be the best

adjustable fountain pen clip ever placed on the

market. The ball on the end firmly grips the

pocket, yet cannot injure the luiest fabric. The

^^O

clip can be adjusted to fit any size of pen, and

any thickness of cloth. For sale by Buntin. Gil-

lies & Co., Ltd., Hamilton and Montreal.

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited, Hamilton, are

willing to supply, free of charge, to those who

will use them, newspaper electros of their lines of

fine stationery. Dimity, Dutch Fabrik and Old

Hampshire Bond, cuts of which are shown here-

with. Retailers should be quick to take advan-

tage of this offer.

THE VALENTINE & SONS PUBLISHING COMPANY
LIMITED.

This important publishing concern owes its

present important status to the energetic and

progressive methods which have characterized its

management, covering the period from 1830 to

the present year. This firm, which has been in

the publishing business for over three-quarters of

a century, has wonderfully revolutionized the

printing and photographic arts. Wherever the

goods of the Valentine & Sons Company have

been exhibited they have received and merited the

highest commendation. The business is conduct-

ed under two different firm names, but both of

the same origin, viz., the Valentine & Sons Pub-

lishing Company, Ivimited, with offices and ware-

rooms located at 77 Bav Street, Toronto, and

the Valentine & Sons, Limited. The firm deals

extensively in pictorial post cards, calen-

dars, souvenir cards, holiday books, birth-

day books, Scotch and Irish song books,

etc. The lines represented are varied in charac-

ter, and to attempt detailed description would

uideed be futile. Suffice to say that the range of

subjects, designs and ciualities in their collection

IS not approached by any other concern this side

(,f the Atlantic.

Tlie "specialties" produced by the firm repre-

sent the very highest type of the printer's, photo-

grapher's and lithographer's art, the finish and

general appearance being so vastly superior to

that of the most of concerns engaged in this line

of manufacture. The firm have also branches in

Montreal, New York, and Boston. In the former,

Mr. George Clark is the resident director. Fo-ur

travellers are kept constantly on the road, in or-

der to keep pace with the Canadian demand. A

complete stock is carried in all the branches and

sold to the trade. Mr. W. Banks, the Toronto

manager, is deservedly popular, and a gentleman

it is a pleasure to meet, either socially or in

business matters.
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
^HOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to
'^^engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position
as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-
ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report
Toronto, Dec. 29, 1908.

Business during December ha.s been very good.
During the month Glycerine has advanced very

materially, with every prospect of the high price

being maintained, and possibly it may go still

higher. The cause is increased demand and de-

creased output in primary markets, and this is

accentuated in Canada by the Go\ernment apply-
ing the "dump" dutv.

Bromides, which have been so cheap for a long
time, have gone up about loc. a pound. This ad-
vance is likely to be maintained, as manufactur-
ers have been selling at a loss.

CHANGES IN PRICES.

.\. Advanced. D. Declined.
D. Morphia Acclate Oz. S2.70
D. Morphia Muriate Oz. $2.70
D. Morphia Sulphate Oz. 52.80
A. Soda Bromide I^b. .45
A. Potass. Bromide Lb. .35
A. Ammonia Ivb. .45
D. lodopin, 10 p.c, 100 grains. Ea. Sj.io
A. Manganese Glycerophos Oz. .35
A. Oil Oumin Oz. .50
D. Cochineal, whole Lb. .80

D. Cochineal, Powd Lb. .85

D. Gum Aloes Socot, whole... Lb. .40
D. Gum Aloes Socot, Powd... Lb. .50

D. Root Burdock, whole Lb. .13

D. Root Burdock, cut Lb. .15

A. Glycerine Lb. .30
A. Oil Cubebs Oz. .25
A. Codeia, cryst Oz. S4.20
A. Soap, \\liite Ca.stile Conti.. Lb. .18

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONTREAL.—Mr. J. A. D. Godbout has found
it necessary to add to his display space and has
ordered a line of the Plate Glass silent salesmen.

These are to be fitted with British Plate Glass

throughout, as The Toronto Show Case Co. re-

fuse to cheapen their goods by using common
window glass and cheap wavy mirrors.

BDSINESS-OPPORTUNITY NOTICES

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
Drug ami Stationery Business to sell in the town of Sliaw-

inigan Falls, Que. Population 4, 50°- Noopposition. Doctors
prescribe. Good location, the best corner in the town Stock
and fixtures fc.ooo.oo. Will sell or rent property.

J. N. Farley, Shawinigan Falls, Que.

Drug Business for sale in the Village of Delta, Ontario,
town of 500. No opposition. Stock and fixtures |2,ooo.
Agent of Telephone Co., which pays the rent.

C. C. CopEland,
Delta, Ontario.

Drug and Stationery Business in good western town, doing
good business. No opposition. Stock Two Thousand. Will
sell or rent store. Good reasons for selling.

Apply to W. W. Hemming,
Swan River, Manitoba.

Drug and Optical Business in a thriving town in Quebec
Province. .411 cash business, good country trade, best location.
Stock and fixtures |4,ooo.

Box "B," Canadian Druggist

SITUATION WANTED
Position as drug apprentice. Have some experience, state

wages.

Bos "D, " Canadian Druggist.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
The right way to buy a drug store, to sell one, to get a posi-

tion or help—whether in US. or Canada, is to write to F. V.
Kniest, R.P., " The Drug Store Man, " Omaha, Neb. U.S.A.
Established 1904. Strictly reliable. Expert and confidential
plans. z.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONTREAL.—Dr. J. A. Champagne has
l)laced a rush order for a new line of silent sales-

men and "Trianon Cabinets." Patents rovering
all essential points in these "Trianon Cabinets"
are owned by The Toronto Show Case Co., and
any other fixture represented as a "Trianon" is

merely an "attempt." All the glass in this order
is British Plate, as The Toronto Show Case Co.
refuse to cheapen their goods by substituting

common window glass instead of British Plate.
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THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MACLKOD, ALTA.—Messrs. A. Yoimg & Co.,

instead of adding new silent salesmen, have de-

cided on a line of the "Patent Trianon Cabinets."

These Trianon Cabinets are gaining favor daily,

and a drug store is now considered almost in-

complete withont them. The Toronto Show

Ci^se Co. have patented these fixtures. The

cabinets are fitted with best British Tlate Glass

throughout, as this firm refiise to cheapen their

goods by fitting with common window glass.

STICKING LABELS^ ON TIN

We do not know how many formulae have been

proposed for a glue that will make paper laliels

stick to tin; that many of them do not yield the

desired results is proved by the fact that in-

quiries for efficient glues of the kind are very

common. A correspondent of the Pharmaceutical

Journal suggests the following: Make a solution

of sheet gelatine in glacial acetic acid, of about

the consistence ofi a thick syrup, warming on a

water bath. Such a solution is applied to an or-

dinary gummed label, the latter applied to the

tin at once, and smoothed down with a cloth.

Treated in this way, the label will adhere under

all ordinary conditions. The .solution keeps al-

most indefinitely.

ANOTHER METHOD OF MAKING PAPER LABELS
STICK TO METAL

The label, which must be thoroughly dried, is

painted with collodium; a thin film of ordinary

turpentine or of the lacquer with which the metal

is covered is then applied, and the label pressed

njion the surface of the container. If the vessels

to be labeled are cylindrical in form, it is ad-

vantageous to add a few drops of castor oil to

the lacquer used for fastening the paper.

PRICE OF PATENT MEDICINES IN FRANCE

Some 7,500 French pharmaci.sts have declared

themselves willing to accept the proposals con-

tained in the recent circular addressed to every

chemist in France, the principal condition in

which was that no specialty should be sold that

did not yield a profit of 25 per cent, upon the

retail price.

the policy of The Toronto Show Case Co. in

fusing to substitute common window glass a

cheap wavy mirrors where Plate Glass should

used.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. W. H. Tee has found it neces-

sary to enlarge his selling space and has placed

his order for a line of the "Full Cry.stal" silent

salesmen, "same as last." Mr. Tee approves of

WINTER PHOTOGRAPHY

The idea that there was a photographic "sea-

son" has no^v become a thing of the past, for

every season with its changes in landscape, and

its varied views of interest, notwithstanding

what the weather may be, is equally suitable for

the use of the camera. Some of the most attrac

ti\e photos which are seen are of outdoor winter

scenes in Canada, and certainly there is nothing

to prevent the steady pursuit of indoor work by

the amateur at this, as well as every season ol

the year.

Thei druggist has come to be recognized as not

only a special dealer in photographic goods, but

also from his knowledge of chemicals, etc., as one

who can readily master the science of photo-

graphy and give to amateurs more information

than others having a smaller knowledge on the

subject.

We are glad to note that a great and growing

interest is being taken in this line by druggists

throughout Canada, and in very uianv localities

the handling of this line of goods falls almost

entirely to the lot of the retail druggist, and it

should be the endeavor of members of the trade

to keep themselves as thoroughly posted as pos-

sible on the requirements of customers for this

class of business.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

NEWCASTI.1C, N.B.—Mr. A. E. Shaw has

telegraphed for a line of silent salesmen, electric

lighted, and fitted throughout with British Plate

Glass. The Toronto Show Case Co. refuse to

cheapen their goods by using common window

glass.

Henceforth I will not be bound by the slavery

of fear because the man around the corner is al-

ways more frightened than I am, even if he

doesn't show it.—Arries.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

ST. .TEROMK, P. Q.—Dr. D. Berthiaume has

placed his order for an entire new outfit all to be

shipped during December. Everything is to be

high grade in every respect, and this promi.ses to

be one of the finest drug stores in Eastern Can-
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PHARMACY LEGISLATION IN GREAT BRITAIN

We conjjratulate the pharmacists of Great Brit-
ain on the passinjr, after many years of contro-
versy, of another leg-islative measure directly ef-

fecting the interests of individual members of the
craft. Our readers who follow the trend of

pharmaceutical affairs in the home country will
at once recognize that we refer to the Poisons
and Pharmacy Bill, which, as the result of an
amicable settlement of what for long seemed an
unsurmountable difference of opinion between the
various parties concerned, finallv emerged into an
Act of Parliament a few days before Christinas.
We congratulate British pharmacists, because it

appears to us they have come out of the con-
flict very creditably. It is true that, in the in-

terests of peace, their representatives have had
to make a few concessions, but so have those on
the other side, and, considering the influence and
wealth of their opponents, we agree with the

pharmaceutical authorities that when the new
Act is critically examined, it will be found to

contain many points greatly to the advantage of

registered chemists. To mention one of the bene-

fits of the Act, we should think Section 3, which
regulates the practice of pharmacy and the use of

the title "chemist" by companies and other

corporate bodies, will be much appreciated by
duly qualified men. Companies have, up to the

present, been free to carry on business in Eng-

land witliout regulation and to use any title they
I hill k fit. After April i, however, when the new
Vet comes into operation they may not carry on
business as chemists unless it is conducted by a
(lualified manager, or assistant, in each shop,
while a qualified superintendent must l)e em-
ployed if a company owns more than one shop.
The Act also requires that the board of direc-
tors of a company must include one registered
person. Further, in the case of a business car-
ried on on behalf of a deceased chemist's widow,
the new measure provides that the manager's cer-
tificate of qualification must be exhibited in a
conspicuous position in the shop. Again, the
title "pharmacist," which hitherto has been
used only by pharmaceutical chemists, is given
to all registered chemists, and hopes are enter-
tained that in time the new title will universally
take the place of the older designation of "chem-
ist and druggist." Finallv, the powers of the
Pharmaceutical Society are considerably extend-
ed, notably to enable that body to accept Colon-
ial diplomas in lieu of examination. A new
.schedule of poisons has been drawn up which
places restrictions on the sale of dangerous sub-
stances such as sulphonal, sulphuric acid, hydro-
chloric acid and nitric acid, which hitherto have
been sold quite freely. On the other hand, the
regulations regarding the sale of poisonous com-
potinds used in the horticultural and agricultural
industries are relaxed in order that persons other
than registered chemists may sell them. The Act
also permits companies or other corporate bodies
to take and use the title chemist. Of course,
time alone will tell whether the Act will operate
in the desired direction, but we think that most
Canadian druggists will join with us in wishing
our brethren in Great Britain a brighter and se-
curer future under the new law.

THE CONTROLLING POWER

Associations and bodies of a similar character
frequently become subject to factional control,
one of the most damaging things which could
happen, and it is well that the mass of people
should be constantly on their guard to pre-
vent any such condition becoming possible. It

will be remembered that at the last annual meet-
ing of the N.A.R.D. an effort was made by an
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organization amongst druggists of the United

States to gain control of the National Associa-

tion, which has proved itself of such ^"que^^ »-

able benefit to the retail trade in the neighbormg

republic, and it is only by the prompt and mas-

terly way that the matter was handled by some

of the older or more conservative members that

the proposed "ticket" which would have given

the organization control was defeated. As a con-

tempoLy has well put it: "There is no men oi

set of men good and strong enough to be trusted

with such power as was sought to be appomted

when this power can be so easily and convemeut-

ly used for the furtherance of their own private

interests."

This is something which it is well for an our

readers to bear in mind, and ia -^r ^^^^^^'^
of which they are members, to ^^^^/'^^''''\'^

person or persons who would seek to use their

^ganized body as a means of lurther.n, tneir

own personal interests.

THE PRESIDENT'S MISTAKE

Our contemporary, in a leading editorial, pro-

tests against the article hi our last issue dealing

with a portion of the President's address deln-

ered at the December session of the Council of

the Ontario College of Pharmacy.

It is not our custom, even were it necessary,

to enter into a controversy with any writer -Jo

deals in personalities and otherwise lowers the

tone of journalism by the character of his ar-

ticles, and we merely take this occasion to show

our readers that the Editor-President practically

acknowledges the "great mistake" both m the

wording of a portion of his address, and m the

time chosen for its deliverv.

Nearly two pages have been taken up, first

with the abuse of some mvthical person called

the sub-editor of the Druggist, but who is un-

known in this office, and in -^^-i"^/^^^'^^^

'

tee who brought in as a report what he t rms

.'such a ridiculouslv. stilted declaration of their

complete ignorance of the matter."

What we charged was that it was a mistake

to make such a sweeping statement which re-

flected in such an unwarranted manner on all the

druggists of Ontario, and that it wa's also a

mistake, even if the facts were as represented

to proclaim it in such a wav that thev could

not fail to appear in the public press and thus

injure the reputation of druggists, and convey a

feeling of distrust in the minds of the general

public We said that the committee's report cen-

sured the President. Here is an extract from it:

"Referring, however, to a clause in the addres.

touching on the question of the use of habit-

lorming drugs" and alcohol by druggists, we de-

sire to protest against what mav be implied as

a broad accusation that such a 'habit' is general

among the members of the College. We herewith

unhesitatingly assert that in our opinion such

habits are exceedingly rare and that the Presi-

dent's reference on this point was prompted by

some knowledge of some special cases that had

come under his personal attention."

Our contemporary says in a portion of his ai-

licle- "This is a pure fabrication, as neither by

vote or otherwise was condemnation expressed,

on the contrary the members were almost unan^

imous in stating that the President was justified

in his statement," but later on he says: The

committee's report contained no censure and

consequently called for no protest, but the Presi-

dent did protest against the Council makmg ^-

self absurd by discrediting its own presiding oth-

er
" And again, "The report as finally allowed

to pass was about as weak an efiort as ever

found place in the records of the Ontario Co lege

of Pharmacv. It is in fact a ridiculouslv stilted

declaration ^of their complete ig^^^^f^^^/^^^'^'
matter, with a final -Amission that the Presi

dent was right." Whv, we would ask, did the

President "protest against the Council, ^vhen

the Council had not censured the President? Why

was the report "a ridiculously- stilted decora-

tion "
if it was as he claims they were almost

unanimous in stating that the President was

justified in his statement?" Why talk n ths

way of the committee and their report if tht>

did not censure the President?

We felt and still feel that the reflection on

members of the craft was unwarranted, uncalled

;:: and untimdv, and as such we characterize it

as a great mistake, and consequently, as a drug-

gist of over thirty years practical experience in

the trade, we felt impelled by a sense of .lusticc

Jo our confreres to enter an emphatic protest

against any such assertion.

THE SUPPLY OF CASCARA SAGRADA

We are told by a contemporarv, ihe PacUk

Pharmacist, that the Y-rly connuuption ot cas

cara sagrada is about one hundred and tucnt>

five car-loads, and the demand is increasing ra-

ther than falling off, as it is now one o the

mSt commonly and extensive-y used laxativ.s

in all civilized countries.

The wasteful method which is used m collect-
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HOWARDS'
Sodii Phosph GRAN.
F'otass Acetas GRAN.
Rotass Citras GRAN.

Are three beautiful preparations which all up-
to-date Dru^^ists will find it pay them to push

STRATFORD, LONDON, ENGLAND

Canadian Made Licorice

A Superlative Quality of Mint Flavored Soft Licorice

N.B.-CUT REPRESENTS EXACT SIZE OF PACKAGE

Manufactured Exclusively bv

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY - MONTREAL
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRU

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

yioz. to 40Z. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST

FOE SALE BY JOBBERS

39.50 1

Discount to the Trade 60",

T. C. WHEATON CO. Millville, N.J., U.S.A.

FIDELITY
One of the cardinal principles laid down in the formation of our Company was that of absolute loyalty

to the drug trade, and this we have kept before us constantly in every line of action. We have been

importuned time and time again to sell to the local departmental stores but have persistently refused, feeling

sure that the best interests of the druggists were conserved by this action.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL CO., Limited

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg

Antikamnia Calendar I

1909 !

DRUGGISTS

DRUG^CLERKS

ATTENTION

!

Please send us list

oiyourinenasana
we will mail each a

copy of this Anti-

kamnia 1 ablet

Calendar, Free,
with YOUR com-

pliments.

— DO IT TODAY—
Write names and

ddresses plainly.

"ANTIKAMNIA TABLETS" and "ANTIKAMNIA
S CODEINE TABLETS" have attained such well-

earned and world-wide popularity for the relief of

Headaches, Neuralgias, Women's Aches and Ills, and

Pain generally, that all Druggists carry them and

recommend them. They certainly do the work.

THE ANTIKAMNIA CHEMICAL CO.
ST. LOIIIS. MO.. II. S. A.

IT LOOKS BAD TO SEE
SECOND-CLASS

Wrapping and
Toilet Papers

IN A FIRST-CLASS
^ DRUG STORE .^

No R.easoii for it !

DOUGLAS & RATCLIFF
L I M I T K D

CAN SUPPLY YOU WITH
FIRST-CLASS GOODS

30 West Market Street - Toronto
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allied t,pecies (Rhamnus Caliloriiica) which is to

some extent substituted for it, being apparently
of equal value, but thinner and costing more to

collect.

The fruit i.s a berry, containing from two to

four seeds, and as each tree produces a great

number of berries, the seeds can easily be ob-

tained in abundance. Birds eat the berries, and
|jy that means the seeds are often conveyed con-

siderable distances. In California, wild pigeons

get fat when feeding largely on the fruits of

Rhanmus Californica. The seeds scattered by-

various means grow readily without cultivation,

and it seems probable that the trees -Trown in

favorable localities where there is suliicient at-

mo.spheric moisture and rain, would (piickW

yield a harvest to the grower.

COMMUNITY OF INTEREST

In a recent article in the Pacific Pharmacist,
Mr. W. ly. Pattiani, dealing with the community
of interest, between wholesaler and retailer,

gives expression to the following:

"I trust I may be pardoned for touching upon
another feature of the business which bears close

relationship to my subject. In more recent years
there has been a tendency toward the formation
of so-called co-operative manufacturing and dis-

tributing associations, having for their object

the relief of the retailer.

"The utility of buying clubs may often also be

questioned on similar lines. Thev bring about a
like condition through an eagerness to save the

jobber's profit or commission, which on the class

of goods generally purchased is oftimes so tril-

ling that the advisability of it at all is question-

able.

"Nearljr all large jobbing houses now make a

specialty of manufacturing and turning out to

order, at low cost and of guaranteed qualitv, al-

most any preparation pertaining to the business,

and, as is well known, on moderate quantity lots

of all staple articles they virtually divide their

profit.

"I have found that many retailers hold a very

erroneous view as to the jobber's profits. They
are prone to lose sight of or underestimate the

cost of doing business, and the promoter of such

l)rojects as are mentioned above is peculiarly

silent on the subject, or at best is carelul to

minimize it. A careful investigation would dis-

pel much of this inipre.ssion of large results in

the jobl)ing line. The handling of a few quick-

moving leading patent medicines or specialties is

not a fair criterion for computing the percentage

of expense in the general drug business, but even

with the.se alone the actual cost of distriljution

would probably surprise some of those who are
particularly sensitive as to the supposed large
returns accruing to the jobber. What adds im-
measurably to the expense, and which consti-

tutes a very material drag upon the item of

profit, is the investment of much capital in the
countless array of miscellaneous articles of limit-

ed sale, but which are absolutely essential to the
proper conduct of the retail business and are
carried for the convenience of that branch of the

trade by the jobber. If such goods and dead
stock could be eliminated and the business con-
fined to only live lines, a dilTerent aspect would
prevail.

"It would seem advisable for the average
dealer to trj- to adjust himself to the conditions
surrounding him, and to make the most of these,

rather than to embark in enterprises which usurp
the functions of another branch of the trade.

There is ample room for both, and there should

be no conflict of interest betw^een them^-each is

necessary for the existence of the other. The
wholesaler wishes pre-eminently the friendship

and confidence of his customer, and in this he

certainly expects to reciprocate, thus bringing

about an attitude which can only end in the

well-being of both. A raore general recognition

of the community of interest and a stronger pull

together cannot but result to mutual advan-

tage."

ADVANCE IN PRICE OF WHISKS

Owing to the failure of the broom corn crop
in the United States, where our manufacturers
obtain their supplies, the output of this com-
modity has fallen short of the yearly average,

and as a consequence the price of whisks has
materially advanced.

The price, owing ' as we have stated, to the

sliortage in crops, as well as the fact that a
number of Chicago firms have endeavored to cor-

ner the market, has advanced about 50 per cent.,

and manufacturers have been compelled to ad-

vance the price of their goods.

The price of the cheaper classes of whisks will

be advanced from 20 per cent, to 40 per cent.,

and on the better class, that is those finished with
celluloid and bone handles, etc., and those which
run up into the higher price, the advance will be

about 10 per cent. We would suggest to the

trade tlie desirability of making earlv purcha.scs

of tlicsc goods, confining their jjurchases as much
as possible to the better class of whisks, as they

will be able to sell them at a small advance on

that of the cheaper grades, and they would be

much more satisfactory to their customers.
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BE ON TIME

The business world is made up of two classes

of men; those who are on time and those who

ha'^e the best of reasons for being late.

The man who meets his engagement at 9.01

misses the Chance that is there at 9.00. The

man who misses his train gives the Large Order

to the other fellow. The man who leaves the

oiTice at 5.59 misses the Great Opportunity that

comes at 6.00.

The Big Opportunity always goes to Hie man

who is on time.

Paste it in your hat; write it on your calendar

pad; engrave it on your clock; carve it on your

desk; emblazon it over your door-

Be on time!

UNWORTHY OF CONFIDENCE

In our last issue there appeared an advertise-

ment of "Osol" preparations, which was sent by

our Montreal representative, and although we

made strict enquiry before inserting the adver-

tisement, and received information which lead us

to believe the firm to be of good standmg, we re-

gret to say that later developments show that

they were unworthy of confidence, and have not

carried ou the promises made bv them.

We feel that this explanation is due to our

readers, as we know that they have, as a rule,

been guided by what appeared in our columns as

a guarantee of reliabilitv.

THE CANADIAN FORMULARY

In another part of this issue we reproduce from

the American Journal of Pharmacy a criticism

by (one of the associate editors of that journal)

of the Canadian Formulary.

In every work of this kind there are apt to be

a number of errors and discrepancies occurring,

principally through oversight, and although

these should not occur, a first edition gotten out

rather hurriedly perhaps, is very apt to have

mistakes. .

A new edition of the Canadian Formulary will,

we understand, shortly be published, and no

doubt any errors will be rectified.

In the meantime perhaps the criticism which

we reproduce will be not only useful in checking

any errors, but also in acting as an incentive for

further research and for careful experimental

work on any formulas to be inserted m the fu-

ture.

Alcohol burned with the Welsbach mantle give;

a light nearly equal to that of electricity, bet

ter than petroleum.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From Our London Correspondent)

POISONS AND PHARMACY BIiLL PASSED.

A few days before Christmas the Poisons and

Pharmacy Bill, about which there has been so

much controversy in this country, received the

final sanction of Parliament and the assent of

His Majesty the King. There have naturally

been many rejoicings in pharmaceutical circles

over the passing of the Bill and the practical ap-

plication of the Act will be watched with great

interest. Your readers are already familiar with

the main provisions of the measure. Limited

companies carrving on business as chemists and

druggists, and unqualified drug store dealers are

brought under its scope; the Poisons Schedule

has been enlarged so as to place greater restric-

tions on the sale of certain substances; the title

"pharmacist" is hencefoirward to be given to all

individual chemists, and the powers of the Phar-

maceutical Society are extended. In the difficult

circumstances in which it was placed the chem-

ists of the country now generally recognize that

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Society has

acted in a highly creditable manner in securing

many valuable concessions for individual pharma-

cists during the negotiations between the Gov-

ernment and the various parties interested in tnc

Bill It was fitting, therefore, that at the Jan-

uary meeting of the Council a motion heartily

thanking the President, Mr. J. Rymer Young, for

his elforts on behalf of pharmacy should have

been passed with much enthusiasm.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL MARKETS.

The Christmas holiday and the annual stock-

taking haMug intervened since I last wrote, busi-

ness in drugs and chemicals has not shown any

marked revival. For some weeks before stock-

taking, buvers are always reluctant to increase

their stocks and so far the pressure of work at

this period of the year was not yet over at the

time ol writing. In spite, however, of the quiet

St lie of trade, a well informed city friend ac-

quaints me that there are indications that the

depression Nxhich has been experienced of late is

not likely to be accentuated; in fact it seems

probable' that things are on the eve of improve-

ment The only articles which have attracted

special attention during the last few weeks are

some of the products of Italy which have ad-

vanced more than fifty per cent, in consequence ol

the earthquake in Sicily. Essence of lemon has

sold at about los. per pound, as against 3s. 6d^

the previous week; oil of bergamot has advanced

from 13s. 6d. to 25s. per pound, and oil of sweet

orangefrom 6s. to 15s. per pound.
_

The citrus in-

dustry in Messina has been practically crippled
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MEGGESON 6t CO., Limited
LONDON ENGLAND

Manufacturers of

MEDICATED LOZENGES JUJUBES PASTILLES
k^s^l^ ACIDULATED DROPS and TABLETS

lVr^(4}rat<»rl T r»r«>ncy*>«
''^'' Jledicated Lozenges, including those of the British PharmacopcEia and Throat Hospital,

iVlcClICa.lcO l^OZCIlgcS gjj, Qf first-class workmanship, prepared with the best and purest Drugs only, and may be

relied on to contain the prescribed quantity of active medicament. Lozenges faithfully prepared in any quantities to private

formul;e and stamped with customer's own name. Special Manufacturers to the leading London and Provincial Hospitals.

all varieties. The original manu-
Magnum Bonum Jujubes. Customer's

I3'.o4-;11/>o ^«/4 ^44i, tUaz! Prepared with picked Gum Arabic and Refined Sugar
r^aSlIlieS anO JUJUOeS facturers of the well-known Delectable Voice and M
private formuUu in any selected shape or colour a specialty.

A/.M<<t'>4-<9/4 R/-vit/>rl *s.<rv^fc DROPS, SLICES OR TABLETS. These goods are manufactured with the real
rVClOUiaicO JDOHea OUgd.r& p^ult Flavors, and are guaranteed not to stick or become unsaleable. In 5 lb.

attractively-labelled bottles.

rUnrn\^i^f Wnrtn C^\rP<i ^'^ P**" S""**"- ^° ''°^" containing -4' and 'A :

V-.lHJCUl<ilC W Ullll v-.<i.r^c.o containing I gross. Each cake in envelope with
;ross, and attractively decorated tins

lirections.

CANADIAN AGENTS

T. H. McTAVISH & CO,
74 YONGE STREET ARCADE TORONTO, ONT.

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
^ ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you 10%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for S&amless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

ADDRESS AH, ORDKRS AND COMMUNICATIONS TO THH

Higginbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.
~ Milton, Ontario -

Medical Batteries

Send for CATALOGUE of our High
Class Medical Batteries

Faradic Batteries from $3.60 up.

Galvanic Batteries. Class X.

Electric Massage Apparatus.

Electric Belts and Insoles.

J. STEVENS & SON COMPANY, LIMITED

TORONTO, CANADA
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by the disaster. -Firmness in the market con-

tinues, and it is curious to note that the ten-

dency in regard to soap is to lower prices.

IN TliK COURTS.

.Several important cases have recently occupied

attention in the Police Courts. One, at Woking-

ham, was taken under the Fertilizers and Feeding

Stufis Act, a person named William Phillips,

trading as Wm. Phillips & Co., City Corn Mills,

Regent Road, Liverpool, was summoned for sell-

ing to a Berkshire firm of millers one hundred-

weight of No. 18 shudes, which on analysis prov-

ed to be sawdust and gypsum. The article was
sold as a feeding stuff, aud according to the ana-

lyst, the ingredients were deleterious and worth-

less for feeding purposes. The magistrates found

that "a gross fraud" had been cited and

heavily fined the defendant, which together with

ccsts, amounted to /;64 odd. I send you this

case because, as the Pharmaceutical Journal

points out, "it is interesting, but none the less

disconcerting, to observe that had this mixture

been sold as food for infants no offence against

the law would have been -cited." In other

w ords if the provisions of the Fertilizers and

Feeding StulTs Act were applied to the sale of

proprietary foods and preparations intended for

consumption by infants the market would be well

rid of a large number of worthless foods.

In another case heard at Marlborough Street,

J<ondon, on December 30, a city amber merchant

has been fined ijio, with five guineas costs, for

selling copal instead of amber. Copal is a na-

tural tree gum, and the article had been sold as

amber, after treatment with a sandv deposit

which made it resemble the genuine substance.

Several minor proceedings have also been taken

under the Sale of Food and Drugs Acts, small

lines being imposed.

BRITISH DRUG HOUSES, LTD.

Further details of the amalgamation of three

prominent and old established London firms of

wholesale druggists are now^ available. The sub-

scribing firms are Messrs. Davy, Hill & Hodg-

kinsons, Ltd., Messrs. Barron, Harveys & Co.,

and Messrs. Hearon, Squire & Francis, Ltd. The

name of the new company is British Drug

Houses, Ltd., and the combination came into

operation on January i. The capital is ;(^2oo,-

ooy, in 140,000 5 per cent, first cumulative pre-

ference, 45,000 5 per cent, second cumulative pre-

ference, and 15,000 ordinary shares, all of ^1

each. Objects: To acquire the business of^ Davy,

Hill & Hodgkinsons, Limited; Barron, Harveys

& Co., and Hearon, Squire & Francis, Limited,

and to carry on the business of chemists, drug-

gists, drysalters, oil and colormen, brew-ers

chemists, spice merchants, soap and cosmetic

manufacturers, oil pressers, wine and spirit

merchants, importers and manufacturers of and
dealers in chemicals for pharmaceutical, techni-

cal, photographic, scientific, and other purposes,

manufacturers of medicinal preparations, and
proprietary articles, etc. The first directors (to

number not less than three nor more than ten)

are C. A. Hill, C. Hodgkinson, F. Clarke, A.

Hicks, R. K. Harvey, R. M. Harvey. W^ L-

Howie, G. B. Francis, A. Francis, and W'. A. H.
Naylor. Qualification, j^ 1,000. The registered of-

fice is 38 Southwark Street, London S.K.

DEATH FROM MUSCARINE POISONING.

An extremely rare case of death from muscar-

ine poisoning has just been reported. It seems

that a Liverpool gentleman named Owen Gilmer

(aged 33), while on a hclidav in North Wales, in

September last, was troubled with gnat bites.

He applied a liniment, but subsequently became
seriously ill and died. The physicians who at-

tended him thought he was suffering from mul-

tiple neuritis, but they eventually came to the

conclusion that he was suffering from muscarine

poisoning, the sj^mptoms being those of acute in-

flammation of the peripheral nerves. It was

stated that after applying liniment at night he

rul)bed oR the scab in the morning, and then aj)-

plied the liniment again on the same spot. Sir

James Barr and Dr. Nathan Row agreed that

they were puzzled as to the exact cause of death,

and that they had not known a previous case like

it. Sir .Tames Barr came to the conclusion that

the cause of death was muscarine poisoning.

Chemical and pihvsiological tests disclosed the

presence of muscarine and the symptoms w-ere

similar to the action of that poi.son. At the in-

qutst the jury accepted the evidence of the doc-

tors and returned a verdict of "Death from mis-

adventure, brought about by the use of muscar-

ine poison."

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

HAMILTON.—Mr. W. B. Smith has placed his

order for a complete new line of Plate Glass Si-

lent Salesmen to match the Trianons shipped a

short time ago. Mr. Smith approves of the pol-

icy of The Toronto Show Case Co. in refusing to

cheapen their goods by substituting common

window glass and cheap wavy mirrors instead of

British Plate.

Rice paper is not made from rice, but from the

membranes of the bread-fruit tree.
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THE MODERN DEPARTMENT STORE

The modern department store is a marvel of

attractive features, combining entertainment and

comfort of the public with retailing of merchan-

dise. This policy is the keynote of popularity

among the successful stores all over the country.

There was recently opened in Baltimore the

new Bernheimer Stores, modeled after the ad-

vanced ideas of other large department stores,

and which appears to include features away be-

vond anything hitherto adopted. In describing

the establishment a local paper says:

"Among the more important features of the

mammoth establishment, which gives the firm an

aggregate floor space of nearly 200,000 square

feet, are to be mentioned a theatre for continuous

performances and seating not less than 300 per-

sons; a roof garden, where free concerts will be

given; a nursery, where Wabies will be left in the

care of competent nurses, while the mothers go

about making purchases with perfect assurance

that their little ones will be well cared for; a

playground for older children, who can be left

there with the knowledge that no harm can pos-

sibly befall them, while their natural guardians

are going through the various departments and

satisfying their wants; a photograph gallery,

where skilled artists will turn out fine portraits

at only a fraction of the price charged by the

camera manipulators who pose society girls; a

dining-room, in which everything from a ham

sandwich to a course dinner may be obtained,

and where moderate charges are combined with

excellence, cleanliness and daintiness of service; a

dairy, with cows milked by electricity "while you

wait," and where attractively attired dairy

maids hand you a glass of fresh milk; bowling

alleys and a merry-go-round; a bakery and con-

fectionery, where cakes and candy will be made

to order; a shoe repairing shop, where footwear

is made whole at short notice and without seri-

ous interruption of shopping tours, and a mini-

ature market."

AN EDMONTON DRT^G STORE

We have pleasure in ijrcscntinu our readcr.s with

a cut showing the interior of JMv. G. H. Gray-

don's "King Rdward Pharmacv " iu Edmonton,

Alberta, which .shows that our "Great West"

has drug stores which iu general appearance and

arrangement of style, are quite up to, and in

many cases ahead of some of the stores in East-

ern Canada. When we remember that compara-

ST, liDWARD PHARMACY,
TA

tively few years ago Edmonton was thought to

be quite on the outskirts of civilization, it is dif-

ficult to realize that it is now a city of between

15,000 and 20,000 population, with all the con-

veniences and up-to-date facilities of modern

cities, and we must go still further afield to

have an idea of the bounds of this vast Domin-

ion, which may be judged somewhat by the an-

nouncement made a few days ago stating that

the winter mail for the Arctic Circles left Ed-

monton by a dog-train, escorted by Mounted

Police, for the northerly destination of Fort Mc-

Pherson, on the Peel River, and which is 2,000

miles north of Edmonton.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

BRANTFORD.—Mr. F. E. Morrison has placed

his order for a full line of the "All Crystal" Si-

lent Salesmen and Trianon Cabinets for immedi-

ate delivery. Mr. Morrison stated when purchas-

ing that he came to The Toronto Show Case Co.

because he had to have the genuine Trianon Cab-

inets. All essential points in the Trianon are pa-

tented by The Toronto Show Case Co., and any

other fixture represented as a Trianon is merely

an "attempt."

CONSISTENCY

were

them

Too much credit

much money.

more dangerous than too

He sat at his desk, opening his mornine mail,

when I entered his office, and had a stack of let-

ters eight inches hi-rh. Among the letters were

many circulars, catalogues, circular letters, etc.,

nearly all under two-cent stamps to convey the

impression that they were "honest Injim" letters.

Every one of these letters, circulars, etc.,

thrown into the waste basket, not one of

being read. Finally, he finished his mail, and after

sending the letters to the various departments,

he turned to me with the remark: ."We have de-

termined to change our method of advertising

this year. We are going to send out circulars and

write soliciting letters, and send out thousands

of handsome catalogues instead of advertising in

trade papers."—The National Advertiser.
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EVERYTHING fori the DRUG TRADE
ThelGrelat Tooth Brush PropcTTiTio'n

rOOTMBJ^C/SH

We have a lot just to hand and can ship all orders- promptly.

The Window Display Sells the Goods

!

Send in your order for a gross to-day. Price $24.00 net.

Give your Tooth Brush Business a push—it will pay you.

DOMINION DRUG CO.
i.i^naixx.rroia', ozo^r.

'*"*^^^'*'*^^*^*^^^^^*^^^^»^%^-»^«>^.^^-«.->^^•».%^5

C. F. BOEHRINGER & SOEHNE
"mr JK. IVr IVr -^S- ^K« -V -y^jaf -m ^-w a -m- .**.3MC.A.Zff-za-

'B & S" BRAND

NOFACT

eoeAiNE B & S" BRAND

Sulphate of Quinine and all other Cinchona Preparations ; Ferratlne, Laetoohenlne

Us^s^i/^^'^f/J^^V^nP*?!;., *''*°.°/ Acetanllld. Caffeine. Chloral-Hydrate, CodeC and
Its Salts, Cumapin. Gallic Acid, Glycerine, Phenaeetin, PyrogralUc Acid, Resoreln

Strychnine, Terpln Hydrate, Ete.

OUR REPRESENT.\TIVES FOR THE DOMINION OF CANADA

Messrs. B. & S. H. THOMPSON <&; CO.. Limited, Montreal

Special Export
House for OLIVE OILS "'i„^\7rr

Registered Trade Mark :

' LA MARIE LAUSE '

Ancient firm, CH. SABATIER & CIE. Established 1876.

Successor, - - CH. BENABEN, at Salon (France).

The firm guarantees their oils absolutely pure and furnishes a certificate of the Laboratory for each shipment.

Sole Agent for Canada :
: THOMAS REID : 9 St. Nicholas St., MO.NTREAL
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There's Money in Fly Paper

!

,-=^r^,-tv Th'e Essentials Necessary are /^^&^
($^^''S) WHEN TO BUY AND WHEN TO SELL ^|3)
X^gSj*^ WHAT TO BUY AND WHAT TO SELL ^^.^^B^

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY OF

Lyman's Lightning Fly-Paper Poison
AS IT IS THE ONLY KIND THAT PAYS

YOU 150 PER CENT. PROFIT

I It. has beei> Killing Flies for nearly SixLy Years

, ^^ <^«u^ MANUFACTURED BY

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO.. Ltd., TORONTO

Stock

CaBmentium
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Csementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY—

AH branches National Drug &. Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

ODORLESS

MOTHINE
Effectual Preventative and '.

Destroyer of

moth|
Can be dusted into Furs, Blankets, Carpets,

Couches, or any kind of Upholstered Furniture

without the slightest injury to the fabric It

does not contain poisonous drugs of any kind.

To the BROWN-I,EK CO., Limited, Guelph. Ont.

Dear Sirs-I wish to say th.t I have l.«ed BROWN-I.HE'

MOTHINE for the last three years in P^""
'I^ ^

,

'/^^
'"" "{

winter wear also for dustiop: on woolen goods and carpets, l

fic I have n^ed it on everything which the Moths are likely 1

destroy, and fonnd it a n,oI(eftect„al thing '"^ dispell,ng moth

I never had anything touched which was o.ifled with the pr

paration-besides it being so pleasant to t se on account oi i

perfectlv odorless nature.

I would recommend it to every house-keeper.

JANK P. TOI^TON, Guelph, Ont.

Manufactured by

BROWN-LEE CO., Limited

Guelph - Ontario
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Trade Notes

The Handfield Pharmacy, of Montreal, Ouebfc,

liave dissolved.

K. W. Williams, druggist. Three Rivers, Oiu-

l)ec, (lied recently.

W. A. Marshall has opened a new drug busi-

ness at Pembina, Alberta.

. The Warne Drug Co. has registered as doing

business at PeVerboro, Ontario.

Grieve & Co., druggists. Red Deer, Alberta,

have made an assignm^ent.

T. B. Willey's drug store, Saltcoats, Saskatch-

ewan, was burned last month.

B. C. Bruce, druggist and stationer, Calgary,

Alberta, has offered compromise.

Samuel Howarth, druggist, at 243 Yongc
Street, Toronto, died on January 17th.

T. J. Watson has taken over the drug imsiness

of T. S. Grimshaw, Sta^-ner, Ontario.

X. B. Lander has sold '-'-jg branch drug store

at 3S2 College Street, Toronco, Ontario.

A. W. Bleasdell has taken over the Palace

Drug Store, at Fernie, British Columbia.

tiillespie & Campbell has purchased the dri'g

business of M. Ruckle, Winnipeg, Manitob.i.

T. W. Goodyear has purchased the drug busi-

ness of R. H. Walton, W'oodstock, Ontario.

The drug stock of J. E. Knippel, at Warman,
Saskatchewan, was destroyed by fire recently.

Walter Herod is opening a new drug store on

Granville Street, Vancouver, British Columbia.

il. W. Johnston has purchased the branch

drug store of W. J. Hilton, at Xinga, Mani-

toba.

Kelley & Co., druggists and stationers, at

Fernie, British Columbia, have sold their Imsi-

ness.

IC. C. Rutherford, druggist at Rossburn,

?i[anit()ba, had his stock destroyed by lire re-

cently.

R. B. Aylesworth has purchased the drug and

stationery business of R. C. Bruce, Calgary, Al-

berta.

F. Teddar, of the drug firm of Teddar &
Fletcher, Granville Street, Vancouver, British

Columbia, died recently-

W. IMervyn Huston has purchased the drug and

stationery business of J. H. Clements, at A.sh-

croft, British Colimibia.

Dr. Hammill has purchased the drug business

of A. R. Davis, Creelman, and moved to Greu-

fell, Saskatchewan.

The Clarendon Pharmacy, Portage Avenue,

Winnipeg, have opened a branch at Fort Rouge,

Manitoba.

I,. McEwen & Co., wholesale druggists, at

Montreal, Quebec, had their stock damaged by

fire recently. The loss was covered by insurance.

J. A. Goyer has coirunenced a drug business at

-Alontreal, Quebec.

Coleman Drug Co., Coleman, Alberta, have

dissolved partnership.

.John Skeith has opened a drug business in Gal-

lery Square, Montreal, Quebec.

•lohnstou Bros, druggists, Thorold, Ontario,

have sold their business.

W. M. Robertson has opened a new drug busi-

ness at Dunchurch, Ontario.

The Fairmount Medical Hall have registered as

doing business at Montreal Quebec.

J. H. Horey has purchased the drug business

of A. McKinnon, Tiverton, Ontario.

M. J. Gadbois has taken over the drug busi-

ness of W. Aubrj-, St. Paul, Quebec.

V. E. Kesley has taken over the branch store

of C. H. Moore, Cobalt, Ontario.

J. U. Lalonde has purchased the drug business

of Jos. Comtois, Montreal, Quebec.

Camrose Drug Co. is the new firm name of the

Red Cross Pharmacy, at Camrose, Alberta.

T: B. Taylor & Sons, druggists, have disposed

of their branch store in London, Ontario.

C. T. Milne has started a drug business on St.

Catherine Street West, Montreal, Quebec.

W. H. Mutrie has purchased the drug business

of F. E. Morrison, Grand Vallev, Ontario.

E. IMullett succeeds X^. B. Lander in his drug

business on College Street, Toronto, Ontario.

H. J. M. Adams has purchased the drug busi-

ness of Dr. Thomjpson, Lion's Head, Ontario.

The drug stock of J. A. D. Godbout, Montreal,

Quebec, was damaged by fire and water recently.

Ct. ViroUe has taken over the drug business of

Dr. W. X. Gadbois, St. Antoine Street, Mon-
treal, Quebec.

Wm. Fitzgerald, formerly of Harriston, has

taken over the business of Dr. O. W^ Fares, Port

Colborne, Ontario.

-T. W. Cinnamon has opened a new drug store

on the corner of Agnes Street and Centre Avenue,

Toronto, Ontario.

Dr. felkins has purchased the drug business of

the Martin, Bole & Wynne Drug Co., at Theo-

dore, Saskatchewan.

H. Spencer Case, Limited, druggists, of Ham-
ilton, Ontario, has been incorporated, with a

capital of Sio,ooo.

H. McKechnie, Manitoba College of Pharmacy
graduate, has registered with the N.W.T. Asso-

ciation, and taken out a license to do business

at Camrose, Alberta.

The stock of drugs, patent medicine, station-

ery, seeds, etc., as well as shop furniture and

fixtures, and soda fountain, belonging to the

estate of Darling's Drug Store, Durham, On-

tario, valued at §3,000, was sold by auction,

Jan. 27th.
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The stock of the Standard Chemical Co., Ltd.,

Hamilton, Ontario, was damaged by fire recent-

ly-

The Hennessey's, Ltd., whose headquarters are

in Hamilton, Ontario, have opened a drug store

at Yonge Street, Toronto, adding still another

to the cut rate stores of this city. Mr. J. R.

Hennessey will manage the business.

WOUND UP

A winding iip order has been granted against

the Chandler & Massey Co., Ltd., chemists and
manufacturers of surgical and dental instru-

ments. Assets are placed at $114,000 and liabil-

ities about $220,000. The stock of the company
is all paid up with the exception of about $29,-

000, and except for a small amount held by the

firm, of which Mr. H. Chandler is President, and

L- J. Harvey, Manager.

PERSONALS

Amongst the visitors at our office last month
was Mr. C. C. McGlashan, of the old-time firm of

Smith & McGlashan, Toronto, but who has for

the past thirteen years been a resident of Winni-

peg, Man. The West has evidently agreed with

Mr. McGlashan, and his many friends were very

glad to welcome him to Toronto again.

The numerous friends of Mr. Alex Stewart,

druggist, of Guelph, Out., and member of the 0.

C.P., have learned with regret the severe injuries

which he received in the recent railway acci-

dent near Guelph, by which both legs were se-

verely crushed. Our sym.pathy and best wishes

for speedy recovery and return to business are ex-

tended to Mr. Stewart.

MARRIAGE

Mr. Harry W. Lister, O.C.P. class '05, who is

doing detail work for Horlick's Malted Milk in

Canada, was married Dec, 28th, at London, On-

tario, to Miss Lena Moyes, of that city. Mr.

Gordon L. Jepson, also of class '05, O.C.P.,, was
groomsman, and Miss Edna Lister, sister of the

groom was bridesmaid. The bride was the hap-

py recipient of numerous and costly presents

from the many friends of the couple.

Good fortune nearly always findf

receptive mood.

MR. SAMUEL HOWARTH.

On Sunday, Jan. 17th, Mr. Samuel Howarth,
druggist, 243 Yonge Street, Toronto, died at his

residence, 83 Charles Street, this city, as a re-

sult of heart failure.

In the lottery of

drawing something.

life the dentist is always

The deceased was at business as usual on the

previous day, but complained times of pain in

the region of the heart. On Sunday afternoon

he was again seized with the pains and a doctor

was called in, but shortly afterwards he expired

quite suddenly.

Mr. Howarth succeeded his father, Mr. John
Howarth, in the business carried on in the same
stand, and was fifty-four years of age.

MR. ALFRED WYATT.

l\Ir. Alfred Wyatt, druggist, Cannington, Out.,

died Dec. 15th, at the ripe old age of 86 years.

Mr. Wyatt was born in Salisbury, England, in

1823, and was the .son of Prof. Benj. Wyatt, of

Cheltenham.

He served his apprenticeship with Mr. Thos.

Basting, of Weymouth, his articles dating 1838.

Alter fiv^e years of apprenticeship, he managed
the drug business of Dr. Maginis, in London, and

at the same time prepared himself for the ex-

amination of the Pharmaceutical Society, which

he passed in 1845.

In 1847, M'^- Wyatt came to Canada, settling

at Cannington, then called Munro's Mills, where

he has remained ever since. He disposed of his

drug business in 1901 to Mr. G. B. Hutchings,
and has since lived retired.

Deceased was an active member of the Church

of England, and for sixteen years acted as organ-

ist in St. Thomas' Church, Cannington. He
leaves a family of two daughters and one son.
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The products bearing these Tkadk Marks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent tl.e highest perfection yet
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HIGH=CUSS GOODS

Confectionery
Is the kind that holds old customers

and gets new ones
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ORDER FR(
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GLYCERINE, C.P., in cans and drums

BORIC. ACID, Merck and Engrlish.
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JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 DALHOUSIE STBEET
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MR. R. W. WILLIAMS

The Province of Quebec, as well as the Domin-
ion as a whole, has lost one of its most promin-
ent and most highly respected pharmacists, in

the person of Mr. Richard Wellington Williams,

who died at his residence at Three Rivers, Que-

bec, on Jan. 20th. Mr. Williams was born in

Montreal in 1853, and received his education at

Nicolet College. The deceased had lived in Three

Rivers for the past twenty-five or thirty years.

He passed his " examinations in pharmacy in

1877, securing the gold medal of that year, and

has been prominent in pharmaceutical circles, we
might say, for his entire lifetime. He was for a

number of years President of the Pharmaceutical

Association for the Province of Quebec, and ex-

aminer for twenty-two years. In connection

with this latter position we would mention that

in September, 1907, the Board of Examiners cele-

brated the twenty-first year of Mr. Williams'

connection with the Board, and made him a pre-

sentation at the time.

He was also for some time President of thr

Chamber of Commerce of Three Rivers, as well

as a member of the Harbor Commission, and a

City Auditor, was also a member of the Health

Association of the United States, of the Amer-
ican Numismatic Society, the Association for

Opticians of the Province of Quebec, and was al-

so connected with the Good Templars, I.O.O.F.,

and the Masonic Order, in which latter he had

risen to a very prominent position.

Mr. Williams was married to Miss Lainblv in

187Q, and leaves a widow, five daughters and

one son.

The fire of last June, and the necessarv anxiel\-

and labor of moving told on his health, and

seemed to hasten his death. The funeral took

place on the 22nd inst., at Montreal, and was
very largely attended, including a splendid re-

presentation of druggists.

Mr. Williams will be verv much missed, espe-

cially in pharmaceutical circles, being' a man of

large ideas, gentle disposition, and yet not afraid

to speak out and give his own opinion.

DRUGGISTS' AT HOME

The Retail Druggists' Association of Toronto

held their second annual at home in the Metro-

])olitan Assembly Rooms, Friday evening, Jan.

15th. The guests were received by the Chairman,

Mr. W. A. Ellis, and the officers of the Associa-

tion. About 100 were present and spent a very

pleasant evening. After progressive euchre was
played, dancing was enjoyed until the early

morning. During the evening Mr. Van Winkle

and Mr. R. Weekes sang. Some of those present

were Mr. and Mrs. F. C. Higgins, Mr. and Mrs.

W. B. Graham, Dr. and Mrs. Paul Scott, Prof.

C. F. Heebner, Dr. A. W. McLennan, Mr. and
Mrs. W. A. Ellis, Mr. and Mrs. John Har-
greaves, Mr. W. A. Hargreaves and Miss Har-
greaves, Mr. G. E. Gibbard, Mr. W. Wright, Mr.
and Mrs. A. C. Thom.son, Mr. J. W. Struthers,

Mr. I. Curry, Mr. and Mrs. G. M. Petrie, Mr.
and Mrs. A. E. Walton, Mr. A. E. Cox, Mr. C.

D. Daniel, Mr. and Mrs. H. Horton, Mr. and
Mrs. H. H. Winter.

MR. ROBERT MARTIN

We have pleasure in this issue in presenting our

readers with the portrait of a prominent member
of the craft who has made his mark in the thriv-

ing city of Regina, Sask. Mr. Robert Martin
was born in Mount Forest, on Jan. 14th, 1858,

and received his early education in his native

town. He entered the drug business as an ap-

prentice with Mr. I,. H. Yeomans, on May 8tli,

1 87 1, and in August, 1876, graduated from the

Ontario College of Pharmacy. In 1883, being

seized with the Western fever, he went to Regina,

then only a comparatively small town, and has

grown up with it. In 1888, he succeeded to the

business of Dawson, Bole & Co., of that city, and

also has branch stores at Nelson and Revelstoke,

both in British Columbia. He does not confine

himself exclusively to drugs, but with the usual

enterprise of Western druggists especially, has

added a number of "side lines," including sta-

tionery, musical and sporting supplies, photo-

graphic goods, seeds, etc. Mr. Martin has been

a member of the Northwest Territory Pharma-
ceutical Council since the Act was passed in

1891, and is also a member of the Canadian

Pharmaceutical Association and Convener of the

Committee on Pharmaceutical Education of the

Association. He has also occupied a seat in the
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Regina City Council for seven years, and is still

a member, having been elected Alderman by ac-

clamation in December last. In 1894 he occupied

the Mayor's chair.

DRUGGISTS AT BOWLS

A bowling match took place on Jan. 27th, at

the Royal Canadian Bowling Alley, between the

West End and East End druggists of Toronto,

resulting in a victory for the East End by 150

points in the three games played. The following

constituted the teams:

For the East, A. E. Walton, Harry Warren,

jfsaac Curry, J. Ross, and Mr. Jupp; for the

West, J. M. Scott, H. Roadhouse, E. Fraleigh,

C. Wilson, and H. G. Sanderson. A return

match will be played on Wednesday, Feb. 3rd, on

the College Bowling Alley.

Materia Medica—Junior class, Wm. AUaster,

H. N. Holland, H. M. Davics, W. J. Casey, W.
M. Bares, J. H. Daigle, E. J. Lyons, J. Geo.

Brown, and M. Freeman.
Materia Medica—Senior class, Jacques de Cori-

oles.

Chemistry—Junior class, Delle. G. St. Georges,

Jules Couillard, Ernest Valiers, J. W. Lessard,

Henri Deguire, Yoland Gauthier, H. P. Bluteau,

M. Freeman, A. Rous.seau, and F. R. Ranson..

Chemistry—Senior class, Wm. Allaster, H. M.
N. Holland.

The points obtained at this examination will

be added to those obtained at the March, 1909,

examination, the total giving the points obtain-

ed for the session of iqoS-q.

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

PHARMACY EXAMINTATIONS.

The Preliminary Board of Examiners held their

quarterly examinations in Montreal and Quebec,

on Thursday, January 7th, 1909, with the fol-

lowing results, namely: Twenty-nine candidates

presented themselves and of these the following

passed, being named in order of merit, and are

entitled to be regi.stered as certified apprentices,

namely: Damien Pare, • 0. E. Gaucher, Louis

Eugene Bedard, Raoul Ouimet, Oscar Martin,

William Bernfeld, Edouard Rochon, Einile Mont-

pellier, and Menard Godbout.

The following passed on all subjects but one,

namelv: Vital Renaud, L. G. Cadieux, Ed. Thi-

bodeau, Rene Trempe, Hector Forget, G. E.

Dagenais, Benoit du Paul, and Leo Ranson (arith-

metic), and J. Bte Brault, J. A, Barolet, J. E.

E. Cotnoir, and Jos. Wilfrid Clavet (Latin).

These gentlemen will be rei|uired to present them-

selves at the April, 1909, examination to be ex-

amined on the subject on which they have failed.

The examiners were I'rofessors J. O. Casse-

grain, of Jacques Cartier Xorinal School, and

Isaac Gammell, of the High School, Montreal,

with Mr. A. J. Laurence as su]!crvisor of pre-

liminary examinations, and -\Ir. Victor Giroux as

supervisor for the city and district of Quebec.

The next examination will be held on April ist,

1909.

PHARMACY EXAMINATIONS

The following are the results of the December

sessional examination of the Montreal College of

Pharmacy, the successful students being named
in order of merit, namelv:

Botany—H. N. Holland, Yoland Gauthier, V.

Richmond,

BUSINESS OPENINGS

The Commercial (Winnipeg) says that there are

openings for drug stores- at the places mentioned

below. It will be well to write to the parties

named for information:

Doctor and druggist, Elstow, Sask. (Apply K.

H. Smith).

Doctor and druggist, Kinley, Sask. (Apply

Board of Trade).

Doctor and druggist, Waseca, Sask. (Applv H.
B. Rowed).

Doctor, Denholm, Sask. (Apply L. F. Dosse).

Druggist, Girvin, Sask. (Apply C. C- Reid).

Drug store. Maple Creek, Sask.

Druggist and stationer, Keeler, Sask. (Apply

T. J. Davis).

Druggist and doctor, Borden, Sask.

Druggist and doctor, Young, Sask. (Apply L.

O. Shouse).

Druggist, Somerset, Man. (Apply Board of

Trade).

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

HAMH/rON.—Mr. H. E. Hawkins, early in

December, placed his order for a complete outfit,

including the "Patent Trianon Cabinets" and

marble base "Full Crystal" Silent Salesmen, as

well as the wall fixtures. These were all of spe-

cial design, and IMr. Hawkins has now sent us

the following letter:

Hamilton, Jan. 12, :909-

The Toronto Show Case Co.,

Toronto, Out.:

Gentlemen,—Your man has just completed the

fixtures in my new store, and I might say I am
more than pleased with the workmanship, style,

finish and promptness with which the contract

was carried out.

Yours respectfully,

(Signed) H. E. Hawkins.
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Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-
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other dusters will.
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The National Drug 6i Chemical Co. of Canada
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BOOKS, ETC. RECEIVED

We have to acknowledge the receipt of the
Chemists' and Druggists' Diary for 1909, this be-

ing the forty-first year of publication. This
hook, which has a mine of advertising in it, con-

tains besides the regular diary pages, a quantity
of very interesting and instructive reading mat-
ter for chemists. The Chemists' and Druggists'

Diary is a welcome publication in our office, and
we doubt not is also valued quite as highly by
the subscribers who receive it free of charge.

The Chemists' Annual Diarv, lyog, has come
to hand. This work which is published by the

Pharmaceutical Press contains as a special feat-

ure a Supplement to the B.P. Codex, including

additions and alterations since the publication of

the Supplement in 1908. There is also embodied
in its pages a quantity of useful information,

principally of interest to the British chemist.

We have been favored with a calendar from the

King Edward Pharmacy, in Edmonton, Alberta,

which exhibits the interior of the store, and
cannot but be pleasing to Mr. Graydon's numer-
ous customers.

A handsome calendar has been issued by the

manufacturers of Wellington's Plates, Papers and
Films at Elstree, Herts, England, and who are

represented in this coimtry by Messrs. Ward &
Co., 13 St. John Street, Montreal. The calendar

is a beautiful piece of workmanship, the centre

piece consisting of a bromide, cream crayon with

perfect lights and shadows. ' This calendar will

be supplied to any of the firm's customers on

application to their Montreal office.

The January edition of the Price List of E.

Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, has come to hand,

and contains nineteen illustrations of the chem-

ical laboratory and warehouse of the firm. It is

a very valuable help to all chemists to have a

work of this kind at hand when prices are desir-

ed of any special chemicals. The illustrations

and the paper used in this work are of superior

order, and altogether it is an excellent publica-

tion.

BURGLARIZED DRUG STORES

Burglars are generally credited w ith a sense of

discrimination, but when we find them going to

a drug store to seek their spoils, it would ap-

pear their knowledge of values was very limited,

and would suppose that they would look for

larger loot, as the result of their energies. Re-

cently the drug store of J. H. Harte, 580 St.

Catherine Street North, Montreal, was broken in-

to, but apart from a small amount of cash be-

longing to the G.N.W. Telegraph branch office,

which is located in this store, Mr. Harte's only
loss was some confectionery taken from the
show cases, and a few odd pieces of change
which were left in the register.

The burglary appears to have taken place after

two o'clock in the morning, as Mr. Harte was
in the store up to that hour.

On the same night the drug store of Mr. Alex-
ander Blinnon, corner of Mount Royal Avenue
and St. Dennis Street, was burglarized and
fancy goods, etc., to the value of about S25.00
were stolen.

SPECIAL TERMS ON CASTORIA

Castoria—"the kind you have always handled"
—is made by The Centaur Co., 77 Murray Street,
New York, of which Charles H. Fletcher is Presi-

dent. Mr. Fletcher thinks that almost anv drug-
gist ought to be able to sell a dozen bottles of

his specialty a month, or one gross a year, and
to induce effort in that direction he authorizes

jobbers to allow a discount of 5 and 2% per cent,

on gross lots.

Druggists are invited to send for counter wrap-
pers, cartons and other advertising matter.

TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto
Drug Section was held on Thursday afternoon,

January 7th, at 3 o'clock, President W. A. Ellis

in the chair.

The minutes of the last meeting were read by
the Secretary, and on motion were received and
adopted.

A letter, with bill, was received from W. II.

Hodges, solicitor, re Kipp appeal.

Several letters were received from wholesale

houses in answer to a resolution of the Section

regarding travellers lending their names to en-

able unqualified men to open drug stores, and
were referred to the Executive Committee.
The attendance being small it was decided to

postpone the election of officers until the next

meeting.

The Treasurer's report was received, and was
held until the Auditor had made his report.

Mr. Hargreaves, Chairman of the Contract

Plan Committee, read the report of this Com-
mittee:

Mr. Chairman and Gentlemen of the Drug Sec-

tion:

The past year has not produ ' aiiv active ad-

vancement in regard to proper r'.-gulation of

prices. We still have a few .-eliables who have

staunchly and loyally displayed their interest in

the welfare of retail pharmacy.
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All the friends of a year ,igo .ire .--vili our

friends. Dr. Pierce's remedies have heen firmly

protected during (and I ma}- whisper, at some
expense to them, too) the year. Euthymol Tooth

Paste is watched closely by the proprietors, the)-

also have found it necessary to use a little dis-

cipline. Foot Elm is a full priced article. San-

itol people do not show their intention .)! recog-

nizing the rights of retailers to demand a Ining

profit and appear not in earnest. Slocum's

goods received an abortive attempt to regain

their place on the contract plan. I consider the

attempt was half-hearted and insincere, and that

it is my duty to recommend that no assistance

be given goods marketed on such an indifferent

plan. May I request you to make a very loud

noise abroad, even as high as the house-tops,

which shall say that all proprietaries are doom-
ed and that no new goods will be bought bv any

of us unless they are to be sold on a plan that

will insure and regulate fair and living profits to

all retailers.

We note with pleasure that Frederick Stearns

& Co. and the Moyes Chemical Co. are protect-

ing the prices of their specialties for druggists.

Their plan is a direct sale to the retailer, by

which they can undoubtedly remain in perfect

control of their output. We understand a num-
ber of proprietors have under consideration the

advisability of adopting a similar plan, feeling

that the indifference of the jobber is a heavy

draft on the tripartite plan. While we entirely

approve of any kind of price protection of a

genuine nature we regret that the action or lack

of action of any channel through which pro-

prietaries should naturally go should compel any

manufacturer to exclude channels that should be

of immense distributing value.

We believe in one price for all retailers. We re-

commend all retailers to shout and sing for one

price. The proprietors can give it to us, the job-

bers can get it for us, then let us demand it

persistently and systematically, one day and all

the dcLVS of 1909. All togetlier in unison, one

soimd, one price for all Canadian druggists.

All of which is respectfullv submitted.

W. H. Hargreaves,

Chairman.

Tlie Special Committee regarding aiding of

druggists unfairly prosecuted reported progress.

It was decided in this connection to appoint a

permanent Defence Committee to be entrusted

with the gathering of funds for this purpose.

Such Committee to act as an advisory Commit-
tee, to advise what action be taken in any case.

This Committee to he selected at the next meet-

ing.

The report of the Bowling Committee was
read and adopted as follows:

ilr. Chairman and Members of Toronto Drug
Section:

Gentlemen,—Your Special Committee appoint-

ed to consider the question of a pharmacist's

bowling club, beg to present the following re-

port:

We would recommend that a I.awn Bowling
Club be organized to be called the Toronto Phar-

macists' Lawn Bowlers.

That all persons actively engaged in manufac-
turing, educational, , wholesale or retail jiliar-

macy shall be eligible for membership.
That the officers shall be a president, vice-

president, secretarj'-treasurer, and an executive

committee composed of the officers and two ad-

ditional members.
That the annual fee for membership shall be

one dollar.

That a schedule of games and all work usually

performed by the officers shall be under the man-
agement of the executive.

The Dominion Lawn Bowling Association rules

shall govern all games conducted by the club.

That the executive shall appoint a representa-

tive or skip from each city club.

That a meeting be called early in April, of all

interested in the game for the purpose of com-
pleting the organization and election of officers.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Isaac Curry,

Chairman Special Committee.

Mr. Gibbard gave some further explanations

re Patent Medicine Act.

The Secretary- was instructed to arrange with

tlie Toronto Pharmacal Co. re registration ol

R. D. Syrup of Linseed and Turpentine.

A resolution re co-operative stores was adopt-

ed as follows:

"Believing that the system of co-operative

trading is antagonistic to all recognized fair

trading principles and one calculated to em-

barrass and demoralize the wholesale, retail and

manufacturing industries throughout the Pro-

vince and thus interfere with the material pro-

gress of man}- municipalities and liable to des-

troy the confidence that is now placed in the

merchants ' by the buying public, we desire to

thank the members of the Ontario Government

for the prompt action thev took in sending do\\n

to Ottawa, Mr. Mulvey, the Assistant Secretary,

to assist our Association in defeating special

legislation, that some co-operative societies en-

deavored to secure. Having assisted us thus

far, we now desire to call their attention to the

fact that Mr. Fraser, who is a paid Ontario

Government official, is using his position to fur-

ther the interests of a co-operative concern in

Toronto, and thus induce the public to invest

their money in enterprises that have proved
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When in Doubt Keep on the Safe Side'

Buy "TRUE FRUIT"
SYRUPS <a CRUSHED FRUITS

NO ONE questions the superior qualities of TRUE FRUIT SODA
FOUNTAIN REQUISITES. It is universally conceded that they

are the best and have always been the best. And they are uniform

in quality, this high standard being maintained throughout the entire list.

Beautiful Illustrated Catalog and Formula Book free on retiuest — New Edition.

"TRUE FRUIT"
ICE CREAM POWDER

Best known thickener for Ice Cream. It is a vegetable

product, absolutely free from any injurious substances.

No gelatine, no eggs, no cooling down. Just mix

"True Fruit" Ice Cream Powder and sugar together

dry, add cream and milk, flavor and freeze. Frozen

products made with Smith's Ice Cream Powder will not

grow icy or coarse, and with it milk or cream will double

every time. It gives that smooth, velvety taste that is

found only in fine creams and ices, and entirely replaces

eggs. Its price is cheaper than good gelatine. Put up in

5 lb. Canisters only. Packed in 10 lb. and 30 lb. cases

Ask Your Jobber
or write us for full information.

The beauty and attractiveness of our display signs for 1909 establishes a

new record—full set free with quantity orders.

J. HUNGERFORD SMITH CO., Limited
TOR.ONTO, ONTARIO
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No. 83, '* Progressive "

The Sales
v^^hiich you failed to make from an
ineffective display, mean^

—

Jst. Loss of profits on those particular sales
;

2nd. Loss of further patronage from the customers who were com-

pelled to purchase elsewhere

;

3rd. Loss of time and effort on 3'our part

;

4th. Loss of expense in rents, taxes, salaries, etc., making an in-

effective effort, which resulted in sales for your competitors.

Stop These Losses Quickly
by an effective display in the " ACTUAL SALES MAKERS "

MADE BY THE

Dominion Office&Store Fitting Co.
LIMITED

LONDON, - - Canada
SEND FOR CATALOGUE JUS- 1125 DUNDAS STREET
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themselves to be injurious to the best conumr-
cial interests of Great Britain, and which is en-

tirely antagonistic to the large body of honest-

dealing and tax paying merchants who are re-

liable citizens of the Province of Ontario."

We request that this matter be taken up at

once by the officers of the executive of the To-

ronto Branch and of the Provincial Board and

laid before Sir James Whitney and the mem-
bers of his Cabinet.

Adjournment.

THE PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION
MANITOBA

Minor Examinations, December, 1908.

PHAliM.^CY.

W. Young, Examiner.

Time—Two hours.

1. How much quinine, strj-chnine and ferric

phosphate would be required to make a pint of

elixir of iron, quinine and strychnine so that each

teaspoonful of finished product should contain

1-64 gr. of strychnine, one grain of quinine and

two grains of ferric phosphate?

2. One pint of an aqucos solution contains 10

drachms of solid matter. What is the percent-

age?

3. (a) How much acacia would you use in

making a 50 per cent, emulsion of cod liver oil?

(b) !How much tragacanth for same?

4. If a merchant offered to exchange 2 ozs. of

grain musk valued at 4 cents per grain for 20! im-

perial gallons of orange flower water valued at

17 cents per gallon, how much would he gain or

lose on the transaction?

5. When the following occur in a R what
would you understand them to mean:

.")i, .5s?, .-,ii, r-,yi min.?

6. (a) What is meant by a chemical incompati-

bility; (b) a pharmaceutical incompatibility?

Give an example of each.

7. Describe briefly what is meant bv the fol-

lowing terms: Dessication, comminution, pre-

cipitation, exccation, percolation?

8. R—Camphor grs. xl.

Pulv. opii grs. viii.

M. Divide into 3-grain pills.

How many will it make, and what dose of opi-

um in each?

9. Express in grains the following:

Morphia Mur I 125

Pulv. ipecac i

Pulv. pot. sulph 2
I s

10. Give B.P. doses of croton oil, tr. aconite,

santonine, argent nit., cocaine mur., tr. nux

vom., saltpetre, creosote, tr. benzoin co., zinc

sulph.

DISPENSING.

E. Nesbitt, Examiner.
Time—Two hours.

John Smith.
H—Tr. ferri. perchlor m. Ixxx.

Sodii. bicarb gr. xxiv.
Acid, citric ^ gr. xx.
Aquae ad

M. Sig. ."i ter in die. P.C.

2.

William Jones.

R— 01. morrhuae rjiv

Creosoti v m x
Pv. acaciae q.s.

Aquae ad T,'n

M. ft. Emuls.
Sig. r,ii. q.q.h.

3-

Miss Johnson.

U—Pv. camph gr. i.

Pv. rhei gr. ii.

Mag. carb gr. iii.

Ft. pulv mitte tales vi

Sig. i bis in die. sumend.

4-

Mrs. Williams.

H— Aloes gr. ii.

Ft. pil mitte xii.

Sig. una hora somni sumenda.

CHEMISTRY.

E. Nesbitt, Examiner.
Time—Two hours.

1. (a) Name the elements of the nitrogen

group, and state their characteristics.

(b) Antimony.—Occurrence, preparation, phy-

sical properties and most important test.

2. Describe the preparation of commercial sul-

phuric acid. Give sp. G. of B.P. acid, probable

impurities, and test.

3. Enumerate some of the more important
methods for the preparation of oxygen.

Describe a process, and explain how ^-ou would
proceed to collect and store the gas.

Show b)^ an equation the reaction which en-

sues when red hot charcoal is plunged into oxy-

gen gas.

4. State Graham's law concerning the diffus-

ion of gases, and Dulong and Petit' s law regard-

ing specific heat.

5. Complete the following equations:

X.7, COs-^2 HC/ =
2 Z>! + 2 H, SO4-I-H, =
H?, SO4 -1-2 Xa C/-1-High Heat =
KHCO,-l-HCj H, 0,=

6. How would you prepare Hs BOs?

7. A quantity of oxygen which measures 230

litres at 140 degrees C. and 740 m..m. will meas-

ure what at o degrees C. and 760 m.m.?
8. Find the formula of a substance containing

nitrogen 26.17, hj^drogen 7.48, and chlorine 66.35

per cent.
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MATERIA MEDICA. 4. Write notes on the following, giving at

M. Westawav, Examiner. ^^^^t °"^ d'^ug example for each producing: A

Time—Two liour.s
myotic, an anaesthetic, a vesicant, a ferment, a

1. Define "active constituent.'' Give at least
^oporific, a narcotic, a diuretic, and a refriger-

three examples of difierent kinds. How are they ^" '

eliminated from the drugs? " > ^^'^^ '^''^^ "^ ^'^^l* °f ^^'^ io\\o^^m^. Ac.

2. Scillae.-(a) Give Svn. B.S.N.O., Gcog. ^alicvlic, camphor, Dover's powder, hq. strych-

source part used, medicinalpropcrties and official
"me, l.q, trmitrmi, mist, fcrri. co., bismuth,

preparations ^"^- "'*' ^"l" arsenicahs, ol. crotonis. phosphor-

lb) Draw a sketeh of the plant. ^^^"' ^'- --^antharides, tr. iodine, calomel, pulv. ipe-

3. Give solvents for-(a) Camphors, gums, ''^''^ ^'y^^- >"''• ^o^-' ^n^ antipyrine.

resins, waxes, rubber, and quinine sulph. ^- ^^o"' ^^"""^f' ^'»" Pi'^'^^ed to dispense the fol-

(b) How soluble are the following in water at lowing:

60 degrees F.? Pot. chlor., iodine, pot.c bitart., (''' '^-Acid salicylic .liv

, , ^ , •
, 1 ,

•
1 I

soda bicarb. .w ovi
zinc sulph., strychnine sulph., benzoic acid, sail- ^^ card
cylic acid, gallic acid, boracic acid, soda bro- Aqua ad Tjvi

mide, tartar emetic, and Roclielle salts. M.

4. Volatile oils.—(a) Name at least six; giv- (b) li— Bismuth sub. nit ,",iv

ing source, characteristics, and how obtained? ooda bicarb ,,\'i

(b) In what war arc they associated with g^-^'
si^i^I'lex

'!''..... ^.^.J^ii

stearoptens? Aqua ad -,iv

(c) Which of the following are volatile and II.

which class do the others belong to? 01. croton- 7. Write short notes on the Act governing the

is, wintergreen, lemon, copaiba, lini, anise, sale of poisons.

cloves, peppermint, morrhuae, eucalyptus, rosae. What restrictions govern those contained in

amygdalae amar., am}'gdalae dulc. vSchedule "A?"

5. Tannic acid.—From what is it obtained? This article was unavoidably held ()\cr from

Trace its presence in other drugs. Give a simple last issue.

test for its detection.

6. Give source of the following: Digitalin, THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN
lupulin, adeps lanae, caflein, codeine, cocaine, _
atropine, cacao butter, pepsin, strychnine, anti- Air. X. K. Suddahy, Fernie, B.C., has placed

pvrine, quinine, brucine, eserin, pilocarpine, ber- an order for an outfit which when completed will

bcrine, and heroin. constilute the finest drug store in America. Mr.

PKICSCKIPTIONS. Suddaby recently visited the larger American

M. Westaway, Kxaminer. "^^^s with the intention of placing his order in

Time—Two hours ^'^'^ United States, but before doing so decided ti.

1. Give Latin translations for the following: ^^me on to Toronto, where he called for plans

(a) Food, water, hot water, strain, filter, ^nd specifications. After receivmg the drawings

gargle, ounce, gallon, bottle, pound, hour, hall, "^ the designs prepared by The Toronto Show

quarter, bedtime, ice, paper, teaspoon and table- Case Co., he decided to place his order m Can-

ada. The size and shape of the store has given

'^oT Kxtend into full Latin and translate into ^he designers extra scope. The store is sufficient-

, .,.
I

1\- wide to permit of mammoth Crystal domeis

H D
'

p.r.n., p.c, q.h., t.i.d.; i\ Cap., Vel., Su- supported on Colonial columns. These are placed

, '
. ' ' TT '„^+ on either side, opposite one another, and backed

mend, D. in P. aeq., Haust.
. .

' ^^^ ^^. ; . ^,
',

, , : i.\„i,v.i,- "P with British Plate Mirrors, making the re-
2. Iranslate into Knglish: '

. , ,-, '
r ., .

(a) R-Arirent nit grs. v.
flection continuous. The end fixture of the store

Aquae ad 3i consists of a series of Colonial pillars support-

M —Fac. coUyrium. i"? the arched woodwork, these in front

Sig.—Stilla ties guttas in oculum bis in of Plate Glass mirrors. As well as the row of

^jjg
* centre display fixtures there will be two rows of

(b) What kind of water and container .should be "Full Crystal" Silent Salesmen and "Trianon

used and why? Cabinets." From one end to -the other the Iix-

3
' Show where any tuo of the following, when tnres consist of solid rich mahogany, British

mixed, will form a chemical incompatibility: Tr. Plate Glass, Polished Plate Mirrors and white

ferri muir., liq. plumbi. acet., ammonia, .sidphur, Italian marble.

iodine, argent, nit., soda bicarb., ac. tannic. P. This is the highest priced contract ever ,,laccd

A. chlor., starch, ac. acetic. in Canada for a drug outfit, and will be a credit
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'Uhe food (hat

"Assists 3\Cature."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and youni,, weak and strong, er.Joy

and benefit by it, and leading

physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Testimony.
••

1 am a thorough behever in the food,

and have had many years' experience

of its excellence."

Brought Up on Benger s.

"
I am sending you a photo of my

three children brought up on your

food, and I am greatly thankful lor the

benefit 1 have received from it."

Benger's Food prepared with

milk is a complete food.

HO RUCK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain
Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade^ upon request,

HORUCK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE ~

Orl,,inato,:^ of WIS., U.S.A.
HorUck's Malted MUk

HorUck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets
HorUck's Food, HorUck's Dlastoid, etc.

GILMOUR BROS. 4 CO. » 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL. CANADA
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

LEVERS BROS. LTD,

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(.MADK IN CANADA

I

In Half Ton Drums
361b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEy FOR AW Q LAMlTV

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Mont.real

Gilletfs Lye
Cleanses.

It cleans thoroughly

whether the dirt is

visible or invisible.

Millions of people use

it every day.

Sold by the best Druggists everywhere.

If your wholesale house will not supply you at

list prices, send order to us, and we will ship

goods direct.

Two other good lines

Gillett's Caustic >Soda.
Gillett's Cream Tartar.

E»min
TORONTO. ONT.
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March with the Tines
and Stock

RADIOL

!

kdiol
^.-DADIOL TREATMENT
H I K prolongs the Me

f ^^ ^ Horse's Legs. Completely

If removes by Raa.a>lon all so^^t

If swellings that d.sfigure and lame

a Horse as Sprained Tendons

Wmdgalis. Bog Spavms. Capped

Elbow. B.g Leg. Enlarged

Glands, &c.

Oadiol Treatment lines down a

,P^r";^'^'t'^'RXDIOI. LEG WASi;-

Be one of the first in the

field, as all Horse owners
Will have RADIOL sooner

or later.

Do not b'

forestalled

by your

neigh-
bour

Write for

that
valuable

little

book the uses
of "Radiol" by Vet. of "The
Farmer and Stockbreeder" of

London, and also ask for full par=

ticulars from your wholesale house, or

THOMAS REID,
9, St. Nicholas Street, MONTREAL.

HanufactureTS ;

The RADIOL C? (wstevens &c9)
212 Westminster BridgeRoad,London ;England.

I (full name)

Address (in full)

Qualification, etc

wish to apply for a full-sized flask of " Radiol" free of charge, and herewith enclose cost of mailing and

packing only, 25c.

Seal down in an envelope and address Thomas Reid, 9 Nichoia. St., Montreal,

our Canadian Agent.
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to the purchaser as well as the manufacturers.

The Toronto Show Case Company's policy "not

how cheap but how good" is securing for them
all of the "higher class" contracts among the

druggists.

USEFUL PRICE LIST

Messrs. Lyman Bros. & Co., conjointly with

their allied house, Messrs. Lyman, Sons & Co.,

Montreal, have issued a price list of drugs, chem-

icals and patent medicines, bound in cloth

board, one of the most complete books of the

kind ever published in Canada. The general ap-

pearance of the book appeals to one at once, and

the arrangement of the interior is remarkably

well arranged, it is very easy to find the various

items enumerated. The blank spaces at the

outer edge of the pages will be found a very

great convenience to retailers, not only for cost

as well as selling prices, and druggists who will

pay attention to this should have a reliable

price list on hand at all times, either for his

own use or by his clerks. The trade evident^'

a])preciate their enterprise in putting such a use-

ful and reliable book free of charge into their

hands.

THE CANADIAN FORMULARY*
By Charles H. LaWall

The .second edition of the Canadian Formulary
of Unofficial Preparations, published by the au-

thority of the Ontario College of Pharmacy, was
issued in the spring of 1908, and as many of the

articles contained therein have been taken from
the U.S.P. or N.F., it is of interest to note the

liberties which have been taken in transposing

and altering these formulas, especiallv as this

same charge was made with reference to the

iqo6 edition of the X. F., when it appeared, in

connection with the formulas taken from the for-

eign Pharmacopoeias.

The Canadian Formulary contains 149 form-

ulas, of which fifty-four have been taken from
the U.S. P. and X. F. Of these fifty-four, eight-

een have been altered in soine respect, not al-

ways in a manner leading to any vital difference

in the finished preparation, but deviations of any
kind in formulas which are given as coming
from another authority are not warranted, un-

less such deviation is stated in a footnote. Sev-

eral other preparations merit criticism in some
respects, and a brief s^-nopsis will be given of

such formulas as seem worthy of comment.
Formula Xo. 2 is for Alcohol Deodoratum, and

the process given is that of the X.F. 1S96 edi-

tion, in which alcohol is deodorized by the use of

*.'\merioan Journal 0: Pharmacy.

quicklime, alum, spirit of nitrous ether and ani-

mal charcoal. The formula is correctly given and
attention is called to it only because of its

questionable utility and the probability of its

being misbranded under the Food and Drugs Act.

Lender Formula Xo. 7, Ceratum Galeni, is giv-

en the synonjm "Cold Cream." This formula
calls for a preparation differing materially from
the cold cream as used in the United States, es-

pecially in that it contains liquid paraffin to the

extent of about 60 per cent., and resembles what
is commonly called "Theatrical Cold Cream."
The use of the term "Cold Cream" for a prepar-

ation containing paraffin oil is hardly justifiable,

as the preparation does not have the same cool-

ing effect as one made from vegetable oils.

In Xo. 13, IJlixir of Ammonium Bromide,

which is claimed to have the same strength as

the X. F. preparation, we find 91.5 Gm. of the

salt in 1,000 c.c, and the statement that each

fluid drachm contains 5 grains of anuiionium
bromide. As the X. F. formula also makes the

statement that cacli fluid drachm contains 5

grains of ammonium bromide, and differs in con-

taining 85 Gm. to the 1,000 c.c, it would seem
that there is a difference in the number of cubic

centimetres calculated to the fluid drachm on

the other side of the Canadian border. The cal-

culation made from this formula would indicate

that instead of 4 c.c. to the fluid drachm, as is or-

dinarily considered the equivalent in this coun-

try, the Canadian formula has ,^.8 c.c. to the

fluid drachm.

Formula 14, Elixir Anisi, has the synonym
Anise Seed Cordial, and while no definite refer-

ence is made to the X.F. preparation, it corres-

ponds exactly with the formula contained in

that work. The same is true of Xo. 13, Aro-
matic Elixir, in which nothing is said with re-

gard to its conformity with the L'.S.P. formula,

with which it agrees perfectly.

X^o. 21, the formula for Elixir of Cinchona and
Iron is given the same as N. F., 1906, but the

quantity of ferric phosphate is changed from 35
Gm. in the X".F. to 36.6 c.c, which is palpalily

an error, and the quantity of boiling water is in-

creased from 60 c.c. to 125 c.c.

In formula Xo. 25, Elixir of Ouinine, Iron and
Strychnine, identical with X.F., 1906, the only

deviation is in the amount of alcohol, which has
been reduced from 35 c.c to 25 c.c.

Compound Digestive Elixir, X"o. 33, is stated

as being the same as the X"^. F., 1906, but an ex-

amination of the formula shows that the amount
of lactic acid has been increased from one-half

gramme to 1.5 c.c, the quantity of hydrochloric

acid from i c.c to 3 c.c, and the quantity of tinc-

ture of cudbear from 15 c.c. to 125 c.c, the lat-

ter quantity being far in excess of that necessary

to produce the desired color in this preparation.
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DRUGGISTS

FRONT VIEW
Showing display space in front and top

TRIANON CRYSTAl
This is a combination of Silent Salesman, Se

Everything right at your hand when your cti

We outfit a Drug Store from the Sidewalk t(

Every essential feature of the above cabinet is

represented as the same is merely an at

Toronto Show Caf
5, 7, 9, II, 13. I5» <7«

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R. W. Mcclain, General Manager (late Gow:^
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HOW CASES

DRAWERS AND SUB=DIVISIONS

:OUNTER CABINET
:D

'ounter and Stock Cabinet,

says the word,

ack door,

d by patents held by us and any other fixture

Company, Limited
I, DEFRIES STREET

^ Co.) w. M. PEIERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co ) HARRY CHINN, Suoerintendent
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The formula for Elixir of Pepsin and Bismulh,

No. 36, similar to that of the N. F., 1906, has

been changed slightly by the use of pepsin and

glycerin instead of the glycerite of pepsin used in

the N. F., and a calculation shows tUe amount

of pepsin in the finished preparation to be slight-

ly different.

Formula No. 37. Elixir of Potassium Bromide,

has the same discrepancy in the amount of salt

as previously mentioned under Elixir of Am-
monium Bromide.

Formula No. 52, Com,pound Essence of Vanil-

lin, stated to be identical with Compound Tinc-

ture of Vanillin, N.F., 1906, has the amounts of

vanillin, coumarin, alcohol and compound tinc-

ture of cudbear, all slightly altered, although no

essential difference will be noted in the finished

preparation.

Formula No. 65, for Lac Humanisatum, N.F.,

1906, has the proportion of three of its constitu-

ents slightlv altered, the cows' milk and distilled

water being decreased from 62 c.c. to 56.8 c.c,

and the quantity of water being decreased from

15 c.c. to 14 c.c, although the amount of milk

powder remains the same.

Under Formula 66, White Liniment, supposed

to be identical with Acetic Turpentine Liniment,

N. F., 1906, the amounts of all the constituents

except the egg have been increased, but not in

uniform ratio.

Formula 76, for Sodium of Carmine, N. F.,

1906, shows a decrease of carmine from 65 Gm.
to 60 Gm., and of solution of ammonia and

glycerin from 365 c.c. each to 350 c.c. each, the

quantity of the end product remaining the same.

Formula No. 80, for Solution of Saccharin,

contains a slightly larger amount of saccharin

and a smaller amount of sodium bicarbonate

than the N. F. solution, although the same

statement is made as to strength, i.e., four

grains to the fluid drachm.

Formula 87, for Solution of Sodium Hydrox-

ide, is stated to be the same as the U.S.P.,i9"5>

but instead of using 5.6 Gm. of sodium hydrox-

ide, so as to give a strength of 5 per cent, abso-

lute sodium hydroxide, the formula calls for 5

Gm. in 100, which would give a strength of 4.50

per cent.

Formula 95, for Pepsinum Saccharatum, con-

tains a statement that it is U.S. P., 1405. This

is an error, as it was dismissed from the last re-

vision and is now in the appendix of the N.F.

Formula 122, for Aromatic Syrup of Black-

berry, N.F., 1906, shows a slight alteration in

the amounts of blackberry root bark, cinnamon

and nutmeg, but no alteration in the amount of

cloves, allspice or sugar.

No. 135, for Compound Tincture of Cudbear,

shows a change in the amount of cudbear from

16.5 Gm. to 17 Gm., the other constituents re-

maining the same.

Formula 147, for Wine of Cocoa, said to be U.

S.P., 1905, has the amount of sugar increased

from 65 to 75 Gm., the other constituents re-

maining the same.

A few comments might also be made upon

other preparations which are not stated to con-

form to any given authority. Formula 132 for

Elixir of Papain, is presumably a digestive

elixir, and the presence of 1.15 Gm. of saccharin

to ],ooo c.c. would certainly, be of doubtful value,

if not actually harmful. It would certainly have

an inhibiting effect upon the digestive power of

papain, which is feeble at its best.

No. 43, Elixir of Terpin Hvdrate and Heroin;

among the ingredients are noted 16 c.c. of brandy

in 1,000 c.c. As this could hardlv have any flav-

oring effect in the presence of 4 c.c. of tincture oi

vanilla, and as it could hardly be used for its

alcoholic value, there being 375 c.c. of alcohol

alread}^ present, the reason for the addition of

this small amount of brandy is not apparent.

Formula No. 49, for Essence of Lemon, gives

a strength of 2.5 per cent, of lemon oil, adding

another to the already growing list of standards

for flavoring extracts which are eagerly seized

upon as authoritative by manufacturers, when,

as in this case, they are below the standards gen-

erally recognised bv the food la\\ s.

Formula 97 is for Compound Powder ol Acacia,

to be used as an emulsifying agent. It contains

5 per cent, of boracic acid, and in the light of

the prohibitory legislation regarding boron

compounds in this country, its presence would

seem to be objectionable, at least on this side

of the border.

No. 105 calls for powder for chalk mixture. It

differs essentially in character from the powder

used officially in this country in that it contains

tragacanth instead of acacia.

No. 120, for Syrup of Tar, prescribes the use

of fifteen times as much tar as is present in the

U.S. P. syrup of tar, although the directions for

its preparation are practically the same. It is

questionable whether this increased amount oi

tar would result in producing a preparation of

any greater efficiency, owing to the comparative

slight solubility of that constituent in the boil-

ing water.

Formula No. 12S, for Tincture of Fresh Sweet

Orange Peel, is half the strength of the U.S. P.

Sth Rev. formula.

No. 140, for Diachylon Ointment, consists of

equal parts of lead plaster and soft paraffin,

flavored with oil of bergamot, and differs ma-

terially from the L'.S.P. preparation, which is

made from lead plaster and olive oil, flavored

with oil of lavender.
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Tborebounb
is one of the popular winter

lines with the druggist. It

yields a handsome profit, and

the quality of WEBB'S HORE-
HOUND insures larger sales.

Send in a trial order bv mail

THE HARRY WEBB CO.
Manufacturing
Confectioners

.?l»35 Buchanan Street

TORONTO

Ask Your Wholesaler

for

KERR'S
BUTTER
SCOTCH
THE BROWN TOFFEE
THAT CURES THE

BLUES

KERR BROS.
486 Queen Street West, TORONTO

No Dead Stock
MADE BY THIS FIRM

We have catered to druggists with our line of Merrill's

Famous Family Remedies for twenty years and hold the

record for always presenting a selling proposition which

moves the goods. Hence no dead stock accumulates.

Merrill's System Tonic
A Blood Purifier «nd Tonic

Merrill's Wizard Lightning

Four T's—T.T.T.T.
The Great Guaranteed Cough and Cold Cure

Won't you write and let us give you our proposition ? We
only ask second place in your affections. We make an

interesling-and profitable proposition on Patent Medicines

and Toilet preparations. Write us to-day.

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
A\anufacturing Chemists

Merrill BuUding, Dept. D. TORONTO, ONT.

Sovereign
Talcum
Powder
In Handsome Glass Jars.

Richly Perfumed.

An Elegant Talc for Family

Trade.

PRICE PROTECTED.

SOVEREIGN PERFUMES
Ll.MITED

Canada's Largest Perfumers :: TORONTO
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Free! Free! Free!

DR.PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade % Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical
BUFFALO, N.Y. AsSOCiatiOIl BUFFALO, N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen

Cough Syrup FREE with a $32 00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still In force.

:bCOCtCOC*CO OCOCO3K>COCOC*X*XOCO^

^S^MM ^sM
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IL is unfortunate that errors and inconsist-

ciK-ies of this kind should find their way into an
authoritative work of this character, which, in

some sections of our country, at least, is of im-
portance, but slig^htl)' inferior to our own F. s.

P. and N.F., and it is to be hoped that any fu-

ture edition will contain corrections of many of

lliesc formulas.

ANOTHER FIRE

Lyman Bros. &. Coiiiipany have been rather un-

fortunate in their experience with fires lately, as

another one occurred in their stable early Fri-

day morning, which started in Burns' coal shed,

next door, and extended to the roof of IvViiian

Bros. & Co. stable, but fortunately the firemen

were able to do splendid work, confining the

damage entirely to the roof. The horses, deliv-

ery rigs, harness, etc., were fortunately gotten

out in safety, so that the loss is only normal.

A HUNDRED-TO-ONE SHOT

It is a dead-sure hundred-to-one-shot, that if

you are a live druggist, you are handling the

/enoleum line, at least Zenoleum Animal Dip

and Disinfectant. Maybe j-ou have not got our

new praparations in stock. If you have not, it

will pay 3'ou to order some Zenoleum Powder
Lice Killer for poultry and a stock of Zenoleum

W orm Powder for hogs, sheep, cattle, and horses.

The two new Zenoleum lines bear the same rock-

ribbed, everlasting guarantee, that Zenoleiim

Animal Dip and Disinfectant is sold under—
money back quick-as-a-wink, if your customer is

not satisfied.

The Zenner Disinfectant Compan\-, makers of

the Zenoleum line of veterinary preparations,

have been doing a splendid business in Canada
for several years, and their connection with the

Canadian drug trade are of a most pleasing na-

ture to all parties. Not only does the Zenner

Disinfectant Company furnish its dealers with a

splendid line of preparations at a liberal profit

to the druggists, but they are enthusiastic and

generous advertisers, continuallv developing new

trade for the druggist.

When it comes to window displays, hangers,

placards, booklets, circulars, etc., the Zenner

Disinfectant Company are right in the swim. Any
druggist who cannot build up a good volume of

trade on the Zenoleum line must have something

wrong with his selling organization. It is time

for him to investigate.

All of the jobbing drug houses .supply Zenoleum,

or correspondence sent direct to the firm at

Windsor, Ontario, will reach the makers of Zen-

oleum.

AN INNOVATION

An innovation that should be a convenience to
the up-to-date druggist is the ofier made by
-Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., the well known tnakers
of .show cases and drug fixtures, of Toronto.
They oiler to prepare absolutely free of charge

detailed plans of any drug store, on being fur-

nished measurements and necessary information.
To the druggist who is thinking of putting in

new fittings or adding to his present outfit, this

will give an opportunity of finding out not only
exactly what the cost will be of such changes,
but also what they would look like.

The object of this olTer is to convince the drug
trade that Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., can supply

newer ideas in fittings, more up-to-date designs,

and better goods for the price than any other
firm in the same line of business.

Inquirers are under no obligation to purchase
unless convinced of the superiority of goods and
price. Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., have a stall of

draftsmen continually employed on this class of

work, so that such plans can be turned out at
the shortest notice, and they place this staff un-

reservedly at the disposal of the trade.

The information they require consists of rough
measurements, a rough floor plan, and a general
idea of the requirements, such as whether soda
fountain is wanted, or any special lines of goods
are carried.

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., have some new ideas

for the present year that are original and are

improvements on anything on the market at the

l^resent time. A new prescription case that thoy
have just designed and in.stalled in two or three

new stores have proved to be a long sought want
and they have a new combination show case and
counter that combines features that add to the

convenience and appearance of every store.

AMMONIUM CARBONATE AS A PRESERVATIVE
OF RUBBER

J. Thai, according to the Drogisten Zeitung,

liiids that rubber articles can be preserved for

many ^ears if they are placed in tinned iron ves-

sels in the bottom of which are shallow dishes

containing pure ammonium carbonate. The am-
monium carbonate is slowly decompo.sed into

ammonia and carbon dioxide, and Thai as.sunies

that the ammonia protects the rubber from oxi-

dation by the air. It is possible, however, that

the carbon dioxide plays a more important part

than the ammonia, for its higher specific gravity

will cause it to remain in the bottom of the

vessel, and thus gradually displace the air.
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Our 15-Foot 1 2-Syrup Hygeia

THE degree of your store's smartness is measured by the character of your Soda Fountain.

A McLaughlin Fountain makes the store, both in the pleasing impression it makes on your
customers and in the satisfaction it gives. The snappy design with its graceful ornamentations

—

the inviting refreshment that greets every visitor— does more than attract the thirsty and sociable—its

comforts are infectious, and serve to loosen the purse strings of all who gather at the counter.

A McLaughlin Fountain at once stamps your store as up-to-date. Passers-by instinctively gravitate

towards it, are drawn in by the memory of clean, wholesome drinks secured at that same Fountain.

Write for particulars and prices. Our special sales agent will call at your request. We pride our-

selves on being perfectly up-to-the-minute on everything we turn out.

J. J. McLaughlin. Limited
145 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Ont. 204 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
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Style No. 10, Silent Salesman

It is safe to say, that not one druggist in a thousand advertises as well or as

much as he profitably can.

The one that says ** I am getting as much as I can from my location." does not

realize what he is saying.

To his eyes the evidence of fact is on his side ; but his eyes see only the product

of his own methods. Up-to-the-minute Store Fixtures arc unquestionably the best

advertisement any druggist can have. We are specialists in store fixtures, have a

complete factory, and have expert draughtsmen and artists, whom we would be very

pleased to get up sketches and specifications for you.

If you are considering a change, let us hear from you. Will show you something

new and novel.

McLaughlin, gourley. Limited
Cor. Albert & Elizabeth Streets, Toronto, Ont.
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THE "LITTLE MARVEL"

Brine Ice Cream Freezer

M2i

P Gallon

Capacity

i
!fei'=
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THE ALL FOUR POWDER MIXER
By Isaac M. Wells, Harrisburg.Pa.

Sly hobby, if you remember, has always been

ou some new device to make lighter the labor of

the pharmacist. Having brought you a "Powder
Folder," "Powder Measure," and "Powdei
Holder," besides several other devices, I now add
a "Powder Mixer," and call it the "All-Four
Powder Mixer," intended for preparing and
ciuickly mixing, tooth, face, and other powders
in quantities. In preparing this device I took an

old chocolate can and had a piece of five-sixteenth

inch thick copper wire soldered on diagonal cor-

ners and on opposite ends of the can; the piece

on the one end is bent to form a journal and

also a crank, while the piece at the other end

acts only as a journal to support the can. I

used the chocolate can because it had a screw

top and allowed the can to be closed perfectly

light, so none of the contents would sift out

wliile being mixed; the can used is nearly square,

labor saver

port.

99

in his establishment.—Merck's Re-

but a long, square, or cylinder can will answer.

The can used will hold about five or six pounds,

but a larger or smaller one will answer just as

well. For the support of the can while in opera-

tion I simply took a wooden packing box, placed

two upright pieces of wood with a slot in the

top to answer as a boxing for the journal to ride

in. A box that was just long and wide enough

to admit the machine so that the sides of it

could be used as a boxing bv letting the journals

rest on it, and a small V-shaped notch cut in the

top of it, would do just as well as the one here

shown.

To operate, simply sift your ingredients, in or-

der to break up any small lumps that mieht be

in them. Place in the can, close the lid, and

turn the crank slowlv, say ten or twelve turns.

The motion of the can will throw the powder

from end to end of the can and at the same time

turn it over and over. I have not applied for a

patent, and do not intend to, and any pharma-

cist can have one made for him.self at small cost,

and it will at the same time prove a time and

PHARMACY COLLEGE ENTERTAINMENT

January 9th, the Highland Park College oi

Pharmacy, Des Moines, Iowa, gave a combined
lecture and experimental entertainment, which
was pronounced a decided success. The even-

ing's programme opened with a lecture by Pro-
lessor Maurice Ricker, Principal of West Des
Moines High School, his subject being "Some
Interesting Adaptation of Plants and Animals."
Dean Nagel and IMr. Roach, of the Musical Con-
servatory of Highland Park College, rendered
pleasing musical numbers.
The audience went from the Chapel Hall to the

Science Building, where the laboratories were
open for inspection to visitors. They were first

introduced to a miniature ice plant, manufactur-
ing ice by the expansion of ammonia. From here

they were introduced to the polariscope and
shown its relation to general analytic work and
the investigation of food products. Next was an
illustration of general points of interest by use

of the spectroscope and lantern, showing how the

spectroscope may be u.sed in connection with
general chemical work. From here the visitors

passed to the next floor. The Pharmaceutical
Laboratory, in charge of Professor Kagv, the

Professor of Pharmacy, exhibited many points

of interest, for example, the manufacture of

compounds of mercur\-, starting with the min-
eral cinnabar from which the metallic mercur\
is obtained. By the use of metallic mercurv
many other compounds were manufactured and
the various stages in the progress of manufac-
turing were shown in a most interesting way.
The purification of iron compounds, starting

with what is ordinarilv known as copperas oi

sulphate of iron. The manufacture of tinctures

and fluid extracts, showing the crude drugs, the

powdered plant parts used, indicating the part of

the plant that contained the acting constituent,

the fineness of the powder used to best enable
the solvent to extract the active constituent and
leave the inactive behind. The relation of this

work to botany and histology was well illus-

trated.

Dr. Parker, with his exhibit of crude drugs, il-

lustrated how he handles the subject of materia
medica and pharmacognosy. Dr. Gabel made use
of some of his microscopes, brought from the

Biological Laboratory in the Main Building, il-

lustrating the examination of powdered drugs
and food products, showing how adulterants

ma)- be detected.

The Chemical Laboratorv was in charge of a

number of students, showing various kinds of
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apparatus from that used by the beginner to

that used in the examination of food pro-

ducts, mineral assaying and investigation ol

poison cases. Some of the following pieces ol

apparatus were in use: Cylinder containing nit-

rous oxid gas carbon dioxide and oxygen; a

miniature gas plant was operated by one of the

advanced students, illustrating the manufacture

of fuel gas, acetylene gas and illuminating gas;

mechanical stirring apparatus, both electrical

and water power, was placed in operation. Tlie

use of the steam bath, supplied with steam from

the steam plant, formed a very interesting ])art

of the exhibit. A series of fountains making use

ol ammonia and hydrochloric acid gases were

in operation. Many pharmacists pronounced

these fountains suitable for window displays.

In fact the whole evening's entertainment from

the beginning of the lecture to the end of the ex-

perimental part, was pronounced a grand suc-

cess.

The spring session of this College will com-

mence Feb. i6th.

CHEMISTRY IN THE STORE WINDOW

At the last meeting of the Pennsylvania Phar-

maceutical Association F. P. Stroup offered some

suggestions for interesting window displays:

Silver Tree.—Dissolve two ten-cent pieces in

two fluid drachms of concentrated nitric acid;

evaporate the solution almost to dryness to drive

off excess of acid. Cool it and dissolve the result-

ing crystalline salts in sufficient distilled water

to make a saturated solution. This solution will

be slightly blue on account of the copper which is

alloyed with coin silver. Place the solution in a

glass vessel with a curved bottom. Add a drop

of mercury the size of a large pea and set the

mixture aside for twenty-four hours, or place it

in the window. An arborescent growth of mer-

cury and silver amalgam will be produced which

may be kept indefinitely.

Ivcad Tree.—Place in a tall jar or wide-mouthed

1)ottle a solution made by dissolving four ounces

of lead acetate' in one quart of water. Place the

vessel where it will not be subject to vibration,

and suspend it in a strip or cylinder of zinc; bat-

tery zinc answers the purpose very well. An abun-

dant growth of crystalline spangles of metallic

lead will collect on the zinc within forty-eight

hours.

Tin Tree.—Dilute commercial tin chloride solu-

tion with forty times its bulk of water and sus-

pend a strip or pencil of zinc in it as in the case

of the lead tree. The growth will he very similar

to that of the latter.

THE AMERICAN FLORAL PERFUME CO.

The American Floral Perfume Co. have opened
a laboratory and offices at 88 Wellington Street

West, from which they are now pcepared to sup-

ply the retail drug trade exclusively with their

goods, which are a positive novelty, as every

bottle contains the real flower corresponding to

the odor. This line of goods is patented, and in-

fringers will be vigorously prosecuted. They re-

port business as opening with a rush, and dupli-

cate orders show the satisfaction with which the

goods are received by the trade. They have en-

gaged a staff of well known travellers to present

their goods to the retail druggists to whom they

cater exclusively.

A NEW JOURNAL

The Amalgamated Press, Ltd., announce that

at the end of February they will publish No. i of

a new fashion journal entitled Fashions for All

Children.

This new journal will be published monthly,

price one penny. It will contain sixteen pages of

letterpress, comprising smart and useful modes
for boys and girls, infants' clothing, hints on the

care and bringing up of children, simple nursery

cooking, children's millinery, and with each

number there will be presented two free patterns;

the cover will be printed in black and red, which

will considerably add to its attractiveness. This

new journal should find a very ready sale in the

Colonies, and I would urge every news agent tp

stock a few copies. A specimen copy will be sent

to any address.

The time to sell any kind of goods is when

there is a demand for them. There may be a de-

mand for any sort of seasonable goods a month

in advance of their need, but there will be no de-

mand for them a day after the season has

passed.
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Sure Death
TO POTATO BUGS

The Strongest and Best PARIS GREEN
is made by the Canada Paint Company.

It KILLS the Colorado Beetle commonly
known as the Potato Bug with certainty and

despatch.

Purity of

The Canada Paint Company's
Paris Qreen

The Inland Revenue Department at

Ottawa have had inspectors going all over

Canada making purchases of PARIS GREEN
for the purpose of analysis in order to safe-

guard the interests of the farmers. Over 40

samples of PARIS GREEN manufactured by

the Canada Paint Company, Montreal, were

procured personally by the inspectors in the

wide range of territory extending from the

Maritime Provinces to British Columbia, and

each sample was certified by A. McGILL,
CHIEF GOVERNMENT ANALYST, as

being ABSOLUTELY PURE. Moreover,

The Canada Paint Company's Paris Green

was shown tu contain more arsenical poison

than anv of the other greens examined.

©6e

CANADA PAINT
COMPANY

POMONA
FACE CREAM
An elegant toilet cream which is bland, soothing,

antiseptic and non-greasy.

A product that will please the most fastidious.

A package that will be ornamental to any dressing
table.

PREPARED BY

The Kenson Pharmacal Co.
MONTREAL

WE have many odd lines which we
will clear ottt this month at big
discounts, as stock-taking is now

completed. ^"We would be pleased to
send a list to any enquiring friends.

II Interested drop us a line-

E.G.West(a.Co. 176 KING ST. E.

TOEONTO
Wholesale Druggists and Manulacturlng Chemists

We have very Special Prices on Granuiar Effervescent Salt

forMarWnff Lmm,Sak& Cotton.

THE OLDEST . THE
Received Medal and Diploma at Provins

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, 1S97.

Trade supplied by all leading Drug Hoanes

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
BROOKLYN - NEW YORK, U.S.A.

On sale by G. Arnold. 191 Clarence S;.. Ellior: Bros.,

Ltd. OConncU St., H. L. Walter & Co., 29 Jamieson St.,

Sydney.: Taylor & College, UiS, Charlotte St., Brisbane.

SAL HEPATICA
EffefYescent Saline Laxative. Uric Acid Solvent.

Salts similar to the celebrated Biner Waters of Europe,
lortified by the addition of Litbia and Sodium Phosphate.
It stimulates the liver, tones intestinal glands, purifies
ilimentar>' tract, improves digestion, assimilation and
metabolism. Especially valuable in

Rheumatism. Gout. Bilious Attacks. Constipation.

Most efficient in eliminating toxic products from the
blood and intestinal tract, and i

Write for fi
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More Novel Than Ever
>•»

Reports from our buyers of

European Art Goods

inform us that we will be able to submit for

your inspection an array of samples that will

include more dainty novelties at moderate prices

than has been shown any previous season. We
will be somewhat later this year in receiving our

samples of the latest designs, but you will not

be disappointed if you put off buying any lines

For Import

until you have the opportunity to inspect our

samples. This year's variety will contain over

10,000 Samples

You will be notified as soon as the line is

complete.

Warwick Bros.& Rutter, Limited
IMPOET DEALERS IN Xr^Dr^MTO
EUROPEAN HOLIDAY GOODS • WK.V^1^ I KJ
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PRACTICAL EXPERIENCE IN DISPENSING*

By J. Leon Lascoff

In dispensing prescriptions, in my long experi-

ence, I noticed that the same mixture or the

same salve dispensed by dill'erent pharmacists ac-

cording to physician's order will often look dif-

ferent. This is partly due to carelessness in

washing out the utensils or not using clean

spatulas, and partly to putting up the prescrip-

tion beginning with the first ingredient and fol-

lowing up to the last (the way the doctor wrote

it), not thinking that some chemicals will not

mix with the others, or some chemical change

will take place. 'I had a good many examples,

but will write as shortly as possible, and but

on a very few. We will begin with the mix-

tures:

I.

Potass, iodid 2 drams
Spir. ether, nitros i ounce
Iviq. ammon. acetatis 2 ounces
Kalii citri i dram
Aq. q. s. ad 6 ounces

If it be dispensed the way the doctor wrote the

prescription it will turn out a reddish-colored

mixture, but when dispensed by dissolving the

kalii citr. in aqua, adding liq. amnion, acetat.,

then adding the spir. ether nitros, dissolving the

pot. iodid. in water and mixing both solutions,

it will be a nice clear mixture.

Zinc, sulph
J4
ounce

Potass, sulphurat % ounce
Aq. rosae 6 ounces

Sig: Use externally.

This lotion is known as lotio alba. If properly

put up it must be white, otherwise it is a gray-

ish color. The best way to dispense this pre-

scription is to dissolve the sulphate of zinc in

three ounces of rose water and filter, then rub up

thoroughly the potass, sulphide in a mortar

( care must be taken that the mortar is clean)

with three ounces rose water and filter, then

mix gradually both solutions in a mortar and

triturate until it forms a white mixture.

3. Very often we hav^e had prescriptions for

zinc sulphate and plumbi acetat. and water. The

best way is to make a solution of sulphate of

zinc and add a little mucilage of acacia, then a

solution of plumbi acetat., and add a little mucil-

age gam arabic, then mix both solutions to-

gether, and it will keep better and the patient

w ill have better results; also it could be better

used with sj-ringe for injection, for there will be

no precipitate.

4. In making a solution of zinc chloride it

never turns out a clear solution, but by adding a

'Read at tlie meeting of the American rharmacciilical

A.ssociation, 1907.

few drops acid inur. dil. you will get a nice,

clear solution.

5. In making an emulsion of creosotal (or

creosote carbonate) sometimes the emulsion gets

a reddish color. This prescription was brought
back, and I put up a new one and it was perfect.

The third time it was reddish color again. The
same experience I learned several of my friend

pharmacists had. After a few experiments with
the creosotal emulsion I found that in making
the emulsion of ol. ainygdal. dulcis first (adding

as much ol. amygdal. dulcis as creosotal) and
then adding the creosotal, the mixture will keep

better and there will be no precipitate, as there

would be in emulsion creosotal without the ol.

amygdal. dulcis.

6. In making ungt. diachylon, the salve is

usually a brownish color and hard. The same
salve could be made white and soft if put up in

the following way: Melt the lead plaster with

the olive oil, strain and put in a clean mortar,

rub well, add a few drops of water, then add the

oil la\ender, and it will turn a nice, white, soft

salve.

7. In eye sahes, when yellow oxide of mer-
cury or red oxide of mercury is prescribed, it is

advisable to u.se a chemical of a reputable house,

for it is much finer, and when prescribed with

\aseline it is adWsable to use vaseline from
tubes, for it is more sterile. We must keep in

mind that it is to be used for granulated eye-

lids, and the salve for such use should be thor-

oughly clean and uniform.

8.

01. amygdal. dulc 4 ounces
Spermaceti , i ounce
Cera alba i ounce
Cucumber juice 2 ounces

M. f. cream.

It is very difficult to make a nice cream, for it

will be too watery, but by adding fifteen or

twenty drops liq. albolene and nibliing thorough-

Iv in the mortar, it turns out perfect and soft.

A few drops of albolene should always be added

to a salve where soine watery solution like sol.

adrenaline chloride or rose water and lanoline is

prescribed, as albolene assi.sts to make an emul-

sion.

Besides the thousand different ready-iiiade tab-

lets which are at present on the market, very

often we have special tablets to make, either

triturates or compressed.

The triturate tablets are not always easy to

make in tablet mould if we do not use the right

solution or excepient. In making tablets of co-

deine pure we must use a solution in alcohol and

water, more water than alcohol, because

the codeine pure is very soluble in the

alcohol. In making tablets codeine sulphate a
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solution containing more alcohol than wati-r

must be used. In making tablets calomel and

soda, pure alcohol only is advisable, even abso-

lute alcohol, else the tablets will turn black.

In making tablet triturates containing extracts

like ergot (% grain), ether must be used; other-

wise a pill mass will be formed and we will nev-

er be able to take the tablets out of the mould.

To make tablets compressed ex tempore, like

lithium l>enzoate 7 gr. (I had very often prescrip-

tions for same) or sodium sulphocarbolate 4'gr.,

we must rub up the ingredients called for in a

mortar with mucilage of acacia, granulate

through a coarse mass sieve, let it dry and com-

press on the tablet machine. The idea of granu-

lating a chemical is that it should not stick to

the mould, and the tablets should all be uniform

and have the right weight.

which are frequently employed in the treatment

of blennorrhagia, and which cause severe irrita-

tion unless accompanied by a local anaesthetic.

PROTARGOL SOLUTIONS MUST BE
PREPARED COLD

The keeping of solutions of protargol is at-

tended by many difficulties, the mode of prepar-

ation apparently exerting a great influence upon

the stability of the product. Goldmann has con-

tributed an article on the subject to the Bulletin

of the Pharmaceutical Society of Charleroi, an

abstract of which appears in the Repertoire ck-

Pharmacie, from which the National Druggist

extracts the following details :

Solutions of protargol should never be prepared

with hot water. Such solutions often cause a

painful irritation of the mucous membrane of the

urethra, which is also true of solutions made by

diluting those of more concentrated form

("mother solutions"), while solutions prepared

in the cold are borne without the slightest dis-

comfort.

The making of solutions with cold water, even

in concentrations as high as 20 per cent., is very

simple, and can be carried out advantageously

in the following manner : The necessary quant-

ity of water is placed in a capacious porcelain

dish, and the protargol powder strewed over the

surface as uniformly as possible ; it should not

be stirred, for aigitation causes the particles of

wet powder to aggregate into lumps, which dis-

solve very slowly.

If the solutions are not to be used immediate-

ly, they must be placed in amber-colored bottles.

If a local anaesthetic is to be added, for ex-

ample, alypin, it is advisable to employ the

nitrate, for alypin itself renders the protargol

solution turbid. Three-tenths of a gramme aly-

pin nitrate is taiken for every gramme of

protargol. The addition of alypin nitrate is to

be recommended in solutions of 5 to 10 per cent..

THE HEALING POWER OF BLUE LIGHT

Dr. T. W. Kime has reached the conclusion

that blue light offers the best means of obtaining

the strongest light for the treatment of- disease

says the Practical Druggist. This, he explains,

is partly due to the fact that the blue light is

cold in comparison with white light. With the

large condenser used by him the white light is so

hot that it instantlj- sets fire to wood. This

same light, after passing through a single thick-

ness of blue glass, is so cold that it c&ai be used

upon the bare bodv of the patient without dis-

comfort.

Dr. Kime also explains that by means of a
series of experiments with the suns rays passing

through strips of glass of different colors, it was
learned that the greatest percentage of actinic

raj-s passed through the blue glass in compar-

ison with the other colored glasses.

LIQUID SULPHUR SOAP

Sarason, a German inventor, has patented a

process for a liquid sulphur soap, which consists

in saponifying 20 parts of linseed oil with 27

parts of caustic potash solution of density 1.128.

Four parts of this soap are dissolved in a mix-

ture composed of 5 parts of glycerine and i part

of qo per cent, alcohol, and into this solution is

passed a stream of hvdrogen sulphide to satura-

tion.

SOAMIN

In a recent clinical lecture by Mr. G. Pugin

Meldon, F.R.C.S.I., on the treatment of syphilis,

the lecturer spoke of the use of "Soamin," a

sodium salt of arylarsonic acid, which had been

used with great success at the Military Hospi-

tal, Rochester Row.
This salt is said to be less toxic and more ra-

pid in its action than atoxyl. A course of this

treatment consists of intra-musealar injections of

6 to 10 gr., given on alternate days, till 80 to

100 gr. have been injected. Under this treatment

svmptoms of svphilis disappear, and in the

great majority of cases there is apparently no

further development of the disease. In the small

percentage of patients who have a recurrence, the

.svmptoms are mild, and disappear under a short

second course. "Soamin" treatment must not be

used simultaneously with mercury, but over two

weeks should be allowed for the elimination of

one drug before beginning treatment by the other.
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"THE PEOPLE of Canada are

- just finding out how good Zymole

Trokeys are.

People find that Zymole
Trokeys will stop a cough-—will relieve

a tickling irritated throat—will take

away that puckered brown taste in the

mouth—will remove breath odors such

as Tobacco, Onions and perhaps Beer.

People find they do their work very quickly

and best ot all, they are perfectly harmless, and

can produce no other habit than that of purchas-

ing a very meritorious article.

Every druggist who ever featured Trokeys

knows how cheerfully the public hands out the

quarter.

Get a gross of them and get the benefit of

a big window display.

You not only make sales, but profits as well.

THE ZYMOLE COMPANY. INC. NEW YORK CITY

FREDERICK STEARNS & CO.
SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

WINDSOR. ONTARIO '

^ DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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HERE are a great many
Toilet articles on the mar-

ket clamoring for your

favorable consideration.

Far too many of these are featured by

the Cutters, to your disadvantage.

Your earnest recommendation of a Toilet

Cream will sell it more quickly than a whole page

advertisement and a cut price.

Then why not confine your efforts to a line

that is protected ; that is bought at a fair price

—

in short, a line that concedes your fair share in

the cost of marketing ?

All Stearns Toilet goods are profit protected

and are goods worthy of your recommendation.

S C3 1=1 IVl i;»/ak.l>l>^

WINDSOR, ONTARIO " DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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GIBSON
MANDOLINS

AND

GUITARS

Used and

Recommended by the

Best Performers

Musical Instruments of Every Description

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

" BERTI" Violin Stritigs are knozcn the

world over as the I ery Best

THE NORDHEIMER PIANO & MUSIC CO.
LI MITED

15 KING ST. EAST TORONTO
|^^^^^*^t^*irt^^^^^^^^^^i^^ir^i^?»v5^vv*»v*«'

Post Card Views
OF YOUR CWN CITY

$6.85 Print,edin4&5 COLOKo
B.v our New Photographic Process. Made from any fair

photograph. DELIVERED IN 2 TO 3 WEEKS
Our Hand-Colored Cards are the Best Made in America.

Send for Samples. Valentine, Ea-ster, Florals, Comics,

etc., from maker to dealer.

National Colortype Co.
Dept. 5 Cincinnati, Ohio

SPECIAL CARDS for SPECIAL OCCASIONS
HAVE THEM DISPLAYED WELL IN ADVANCE ! !

We have an elegant line of

POST CARDS for BIRTHDAY, VALENTINE and EASTER CARDS.

THE GOODS are "up-to-the-minute," artistic and must prove rapid sellers. Large assortment.

You will be more than pleased.

THE PRICE is right. Various prices and grades to suit everybody. SAMPLE ASSORTMENT
FIFTY CENTS.

E. C. KROPP CO. Exclusive Manufacturers of Post Cards
Address Department F. IMilwaukee, Wis.

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and

finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

Established 1895

VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN
HA.MBURG

A. M.\CO0MB. Man.iger relephone MAIN 2377

oritc

Limit

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST. W. TORONTO, CAN.\DA
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Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

IT DEIES THEM UP

,_ fRATS AND MICE
TWO KINDS l^oACHES AND BED=BUQS

URING the past few years we

J_l have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and books.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service

and for your need of it ?

R. G. DUN & CO.

MERCKS REPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY.

Containing Most Recent Information on

New Remedies, Dosage, etc

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAR.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Address MERCK'S REPORT,

Merck Building, University Place.

NEW YORK.

[WENTS
Designs

Copyrights &c.
Anvone sending a sketch and descrlptlnn may

Quickly ascertain our opinion free w net uerai.

invention 19 probably patent able. Conimunica
tlonsstrlctlyconfldentlal. HANDBOOK on Patents

sent free, tildest aeency for necurlng patents.

Patents taken tlirouiih Munn & Co. receive

tpecial notice, without charee, in the

Scientific Hmencan.
A handsomely lllUBtraled "'•"fl'lj

T'-nns'*3"ii

y'ea* :"f oi'i'r months, tl. Suld by all newsdealers.

MUNN &Co.36'B'oadway, New York
Branch Office. 625 F St.. WashinRton. U. C.

f\}^macy
stay at home while you

study Pharmacy. It is not
necessary to go to College.

We can teach you by mail.
We give you eiactly the

same instructions that you
woulo get at a college, and
save vou much time and
money Our course la

adapted to the individual
needs of Canadian students
who contemplate a change
into the States or take
Pharmacy board examina-
tion. Over 200 graduates
last year who testify to the
great value of our course.
Write for prospectus and

particulars. Our terms
are easy.

The Ohio lostitate of Pharmacy, Colombos, Ohio

ASK FOR
66CRUSADERff

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and .4iGE commend it for

medicinal purpo-es. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Branttord

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTEES FOE CANADA

$100^ poweS

ELEVATOR
F.O.B. WORKS, HAMILTON. LOAD 1500 LBS., CAR 5 FT. X 6 FT.

i-

MONTRLAL
I

OTTAWA I
WINNIPEG I

VANCOUVER
ST JAMES ST. I

O'CONNOR ST. | McRAE BLOCH I
ALEXANDER ST.

I
OTIS-FENSOM ELEVITOR COMPINY, lwm

I
HEAD OFFICE, - TORONTO, ONTARIO

|

Dose Table B.P. 1898
This table, which appeared originally in Thr Canadian Drug-

gist, has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet form on

heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, class-room or study.

It has been found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as a ready reference. The drugs and

preparations of the British Phatmacopceia 1898 are all classified under

the dose designated by the Pharmacopneia and are so arranged as to be

seen at a e'^nce. A copy of the table will be mailed to any address on

receipt of 10 Cents.
CANADIAN DRUaaiST, Toronto , Out,
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PRESCRIPTION HINTS FIFTEEN USEFUL THINGS TO KNOW

1. Tincture of senega aids the cmulsification of

any oil.

2. Glucosides should not be disjiensed witli free

acids. Acids decompose them.

3. Potassium iodide and jjotassium chlorate

form at the temperature of the body a poisonous

compound, probably an iodate.

4. Lime is more soluble in syrup than in water,

as it forms soluble saccharates with sugar.

5. Salol can cause carbolic poisoning, since it

breaks up in the stomach into 36 per cent, of car-

bolic acid and 64 per cent, of salicylic acid. It is

decomposed by alkalies.

6. Never filter a rhubarb preparation. Always
shake before using.

7. The stain of chrysarobin may be removed
by a weak solution of sodium hydrate.

8. Potassium permanganate when used for al-

kaloidal poisoning should be given in 5 grain

doses ever}' fifteen minutes until four doses are

taken.

q. Carbolic acid which has turned red ma}- be

purified by adding a little alcohol and subjecting

the resulting solution to a low temperature. The
acid will crystallize out clear, leaving the color-

ing agent in the alcohol.

10. Hydrocyanic acid is formed by the slow

action of jiotassium carbonate and tincture of

hyoscyamus.

11. The official fluid extracts containing acetic

acid are those of sanguinaria, nux vomica, ergot

and conium. This ingredient causes trouble oc-

casionally in compounding. Look out for it.

12. Corrosive sublimate will dissolve in sul-

lihuric, nitric, or hydrochloric acids without al-

teration.

13. Potassium iodide is incompatible with al-

kaloids, and fatal results have sometimes de-

veloped from combining them.

14. PejJsin is insoluble in alcohol. Alcoholic

preparations of pepsin are dreams. The action of

jiepsin as a ferment is inhibited by alcohol.

15. Never be guilty of making an infusion from
a fluid extract. Extracts are usually made with

alcoholic menstruums, and the extractive is dif-

ferent from that obtained in an aqueous infusion.

—L. II. McCosh in the Bulletin of Pharmacy.

Adopt a creed of advertising to-day and stick

to it. Advertise, advertise persistently, and then

advertise again, and back up everv statement to

the last iota. Do this and you cannot fail.

Oliver Wendell Holmes said: "The human r;icc

is divided into two classes: those who go ahead

and do something, and those who sit and inquire:

'Why wasn't it done the other way?' "

1. Tincture of senega aids the eumlsilication

of any oil.

2. Glucosides should not be dispensed \\ ith

free acids. Acids decompose them.

3. Potassium iodide and potassium chlorate

form at the temperature of the body a poisonous

compound, probably an iodate.

4. Lime is more soluble in syrup than in wat-
er, as it forms soluble saccharates with sugar.

5. Salol can cause carbolic poisoning, since

it breaks up in the stomach into 36 per cent, of

carbolic acid and 64 per cent, of salicylic acid.

It is decomposed by alkalies.

6. Never filter a rhubarb preparation. Al-

ways shake before using.

7. The .stain of chrysarobin may be removed
by a weak solution of sodium hydrate.

8. Potassium permanganate when used for

alkaloidal poisoning should be given in 5-grain

doses every fifteen minutes until four doses are

taken.

9. Carbolic acid which has turned red may be

purified by adding a little alcohol and subjecting

the resulting solution to a low temperature.

The acid will crystallize out clear, leaving the

coloring agent in the alcohol.

10. Hydrocyanic acid is formed by the slow

action of potassium carbonate and tincture of

hyoscyamus.
11. The ollicial fluid extracts containing acetic

acid are those sanguinaria, nux vomica, ergot

and conium. This ingredient causes trouble oc-

casionally in compounding. Look out for it.

12. Corrosive sublimate will dissolve in sul-

])huric, nitric, or hvdrochloric acids without al-

teration.

13. Potassium iodide is incompatible with alk-

aloids and fatal results have sometimes develop-

ed from combining them.

14. Pepsin is insoluble in alcohol. Alcoholic

preparations of pepsin are dreams. The action

of pepsin as a ferment is inhibited by alcohol.

15. Never be guilty of making an infusion

from a fluid extract. Extracts are usually made
with alcoholic menstruums, and the extractive is

dilTerent from that obtained in an aqueous infus-

ion.—L. R. McCosh, in Bulletin Pharmacy.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

ST. JOHN, N.B.—Mr. G. A. Moore has order-

ed a line of special silent salesmen, "Full Crys-

lal " construction, rich Tennessee marble ba.sc

and electric lighted. All the gla.ss is best Briti.sh

Plate, as The Toronto Show Case Co. refuse to

use the common window glass and cheap wavy

mirrors in their silent salesmen.
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Formulary

NAIL PREPARATIONS

The best substance that can be found for keep-

ing the finger nails in a healthy condition, says

the Seifenfabrikant, is citric acid. It is best ap-

plied in the form of solution, of which the fol-

lowing is an example:

Orange flower water i,2uo parts
Glycerine 125 parts
Citric acid 85 parts

Frequent washing with this solution is apt to

harden the nails and cause them to crack. It is

therefore, advisable to employ in conjunction

with it a paste of the following composition:

Almond meal 10 parts
Powd. orris root 10 parts
Honey, about 3 parts
Rose water, about 4 parts

The quantit}' of honey and of rose water to be

employed depends upon the consistency it is de-

sired to give the paste.

The following formula yields a good nail-poli.sli:

Oxide of tin 1,200 parts
Powdered orris root 300 parts
Wheat flour 125 parts
Carmine 20 parts

Perfume as desired.

The wheat flower may be replaced by a very

finely-powdered talciim.

An enamel, for use alter tlie nails have been

polished, is prepared as follows:

Japan wax 1,000 parts
Petrolatum ..^ 6,200 parts
Spermaceti 200 parts
Alkannin 25 parts
Turpentine 150 parts
Acetic acid 30 parts

The fatty substances arc melted together, the

alkannin dissolved in the hot liquid and the acetic

acid, mixed with anv suitable perfume, linally

added.—National Druggist.

THEATRICAL FACE PAINTS

BKIGHT RED.

Oxide of zinc 2% ounces
Subnitrate of bismuth 2% ounces
Plumbate of alumina 2% ounces
Eosin 5 grains
Ess. bouquet 2 drams
Camphor 24 grains
Oil of peppermint 20 minims
Almond oil a .sufficiency

Dissolve the eosin in the ess. bouquet and mix
with the camphor and peppermint; add to the

powders, and make into a paste with almond
oil.

DEEP BORDEAUX RED.

Oxide of zinc 2 ounces
Subnitrate of bismuth 2 ounces
Plumbate of alumina 2 ounces
Carmine % dram
Solution of ammonia 1% drams
Camphor 12 grains
Oil of peppermint 10 minims
Ess. bouquet J^ dram
Almond oil a sufficiency-

Dissolve the carmine in the ammonia, and pro-

ceed as for bright red.

SKIN COLOR.

Precipitated chalk 2% ounces
Oxide of zinc 2)^ ounces
Vermillion i dram (orq.s.)
Powdered orris 5 drams
Tinctuce of safiron 2 drams
Camphor 20 grains
Oil of peppermint 15 minims
Ess. bouquet 1% drams
Almond oil a sufficiency

Make a paste.

Theatrical face paints are sold in sticks, and

there are many varieties of colors. Yellows are

obtained with golden ochre, browns with burnt

umber of the finest quality, and blue is made
with ultramarine. These colors should in each

case be levigated finely along with their own
weight of equal parts of precipitated chalk and

oxide of zinc and diluted with the same to the

tint required, then made into sticks with mutton

suet (or vaseline and paraffin, equal parts), well

perfumed.—Phar. Formulas.

LIQUID FACE POWDER OR ENAMEL

Flake white (Engli.sh) 2 lbs.

Glj'cerin 4 ozs.

Bay rum 4 ozs.

Rose water 4 ozs.

Borax 4 ozs.

Oil sweet orange 10 dps.

Distilled water 6 pts.

Sift the flake white (which should be the best

Ivnglish) through cheesecloth several times; add

it to the water in a gallon bottle, with the other

ingredients, and shake well during ^ day. Let it

.stand till clear; skim off the scum.

COMPLEXION WASH

Resorcin A oz.

Wagnesium sulfate A oz.

Zinc sulfocarbolate X oz.

Glycerin 3 ozs.

Extract (any favorite odor) ^4 oz.

Mucilage quince (i:i6) 1 pt.

Water, rose or orange flower, q.s.... 2 pts.

Mix, filter, color green with Tr. grass. To the

above may be added:

Cucumber juice .- , 2 ozs.

J
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BRICK'S TASTELESS
=^^===^ Preparation of Cod Liver ^il

Our plan of protecting the price of this Preparation has necessitated us filling all orders
direct, which will keep the output entirely under our control.

In future please order direct. No order too small and none too large to fill, ^f Freight
allowed on all orders.

The advertising in a great many daily and weekly papers, together with the price we
are offering BRICK'S TASTELESS should be an incentive to place an order at once.

We shall be glad to send circulars and will allow for distributing the same.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, large size, $.S.oo per dozen. In 3 doz. lots,

$8.00 per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, $8.00 per doz., less 12^ percent.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, small size, $4.00 per dozen. In 6 doz. lots,

$4.00 per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, I4.00 per doz., less, 12J per cent.

On an order of $24.00, made up of large and small sizes, we allow 10 per cent, discount.

SELLING agents:

The Moyes Chemical Company, Limited
84=96 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO

"THE STANDARD"

.]^..-. CH. LOONEN
PARIS, PRANCE

TOOTH BRUSHES
All tooth brushes bearing the above trade mark are guaranteed

to be the production of M. Chas. Loonen. and are not (as is often the
case) the pioduction of small makers of inferior goods, bearing ficti-

tious brands. The factory of M. Chas. Loonen. employing over 2.000
people, is the largest in the world for toilet brushes. It 'has been now
for over 50 years noted for the high finish and durability of its goods
and this trade mark is now accepted throughout the world as guar-
antee of superior quality and value.

Above obtain of the wheleuale hoiis

The Largest Import House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LHIDEN AMSTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Milling to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

LBGG BRey. ENGRAVING

JoKst. T§5°yi°-
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THE IDEAL RAZOR
The Auto-StropSafely Razor

The razor that can be stropped, simply,

surely and automatically, without unscrew-

ing or removing the blade.

The razor whose twelve original blades

will each outlive dozens of the no-stropping

blades, and eliminate the disagreeable and

expensive necessity of continually throw-

ing away old blades and buying new ones.

Its Blades Improve with Use

The razor that gives clean velvet shaves,

without previous experience on the part of

the user. With it the novice becomes an

expert barber, without the expense and annoyance of visiting

the barber's shop.
Safety razors are divided into three classes. Some are good, some

are better, but The Auto-Strop is tbe Best.

The Standard Set consists of : One quadruple silver-plated stropp-

able safety razor, 12 certified blades, one guaranteed horsehide strop, all

in neat leather case. Retails at $5.00, complete.

Be up-to-date and handle

The Auto-Strop Safety Razor

FULL SIZE

Prices and Terms on Application Write at Once

The Aulo^trop SafeUj Razor Go., Ltd.
L4 St. Helen St., MONTREAL
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Photography

OUR ILLUSTRATIONS

Our illustrations in this issue arc those of

some Canadian flowers, which grow profusely and

are fit subjects for the camera.

The illustrations have been kindly loaned by

the Ontario Horticultural Societ\'.

REMOVING DEVELOPMENT STAINS

Wla-ii (levelupiiRiil has been prolonged in a

solution containing insuflicient sodium suli)hite

staining is likel}' to occur. Stejjs should be taken

to rtniove it as soon as possible. Although read-

ily done soon after development, it becomes al-

most impossible \\hen considerable time has

clai)sed. Immersion in the following bath for ,i

few minutes will usually prove effective.

Water 2 ounces
Alum I ounce
Hydrochloric acid i draiu

BURNISHING PREPARATIONS

Mounted prints before they are put through a
linrnisher must have their surfaces treated with
a suitable lubricant, such as the following:

Castile .soap 40 grains
Methylated spirit 8 ounces

The soap should be shredded as fine as possible
and placed with the spirit in a bottle which is

stood in a ves.sel of hot water. The cork should
be left out until the water has gone quite cold.

The bottle must be shaken from time to time,
until all the soap has dissolved. It is best kept
in a well-corked bottle, and applied to the face

of the print with a flullless clean rag.

THE SMELL OF "STINKER"

Those who fmd the smell of the sodium sul-

phide solution used for toning bromide prints ob-
jectionable will no doubt have noticed that it is

most offensive when it has been poured down the
sink. Messrs. Griffin pointed out, some time

i; ,;|
DORONICUM PLANTIQINEU.M EXCELSUM (T.VLL LEOPARd's BANE)

TERRA-COTTA TONES ON BROMIDE PRINTS since, that by pouring a little of a weak solu-

^„ , , , .

~" <^ion of permanganate into the dishes and down
Ihe method of toning described below will be

t,,, ^-^^^ immediately after they have had the
found to turn a good black and white bromide g^iphide, the smell is destroyed.
print into one of a rich terr-cotta color. After

fixing and washing free from hypo the print is

immersed in the following solution until it is
WINTER PHOTOGRAPHIC STOCKS*

bleached right through: , . ,

Potassium bichromate 150 grains \\
'' "«* f,l"'^>-^ ^"^

'^'J
^"^"^^ *" »^°°- ^^-

Hydrochloric acid 2 drachms ^'f^^
'''^^^ ^^'

,f
"'^^^"'^ photographer is going to

Water 10 ounces '^^^ '°^' especially during the winter months, but

It is next washed until all trace of yellowness ^''^" ^'^^ always certain products which are in

in the whites has disappeared, and is then demand, and which the up-to-date dealer is oblig-

darkened in ^^ *° ^^^P i^^ady. This year, however, several

Schlippe's salt ^o grains "^^^' Processes and methods of dealing with old

Water 3 ounces
It is then washed. • T. Thome I'.aUr, in I'harniacfulical .Tournal.
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ones are in vogue, and the greatest interest is be-

ing evinced in them, so that the materials re-

quired are all more or less likely to be asked for

by the photographer. Nearly every manufacturer
now makes an extremely rapicj plate for dull

weather, and complaints are frequently heard
with some of them that the speed is not as great
as is represented. It is worth while mentioning
in this respect that the necessary exposure will

vary enormously according to the character of

the light, and that on a day when the atmo-
sphere causes a yellowness in the light the plates

will appear two or even three times slower than
when there is a good white light. Some discre-

tion shaald be observed in choosing these very
fast plates, as they are not so easy to work as

the slower brands, and those which prove most
popular with the amateur are the ones that will

stand development with metol-hydroquinone at a
temperature of about 65 degrees Fahr. These
will be iodnd to possess the best-keeping qual-

ities.

Dealers who supply the lantern plate which
most easily gives a good result will find a big

sale for them during the first three months of the

new year. There are three distinct kinds of lan-

tern plate, and of these the chloro-bromide va-

riety is the most popular, as one can so easily

get warm red tones with it. The bromide plate

is only suitable for black tones, whilst the gas-

light variety can be developed in a special man-
ner if warm tones are wanted.

The rage for warm tones both on lantern

slides and prints is, if anything, greater this sea-

son than last. There is a growing demand also

for a developer which will givje these tones di-

rect, and thus save the bother of after treatment.

The following formula, which is suitable for

chloro-bromide plates and gaslight plates and
papers may therefore prove of use:

Eikonogen 45 grains
Hydroquinone 15 grains
Sodium sulphide 4 drams
Potassium carbonate 2 drams
Citric acid 30 grains
Potassium bromide 22 grains
Water, to make '. i pint

Another solution likely to be "wanted" this

winter is an intensifier, as many photographers
are tempted with the modern rapid plates to at-

tempt almost impossible subjects, and they get

\cry much under-exposed negatives in conse-
quence. The one-solution uranium liath would be

infinitely more popular than any other, if onlv
one could obtain it more easilv. As is well

known it will not keep well, but this difficulty

may be entirely got over by selling it in two
separate solutions to he mixed in equal parts
just before use. The mixed solution then does
the intensification in one operation. Two solu-

tions may be kept indefinitely in stock as fol-

lows:

Uranium nitrate 200 grains
Distilled water 10 ounces
Acetic acid B.P

y^ dram
B.

Potassium ferricyanide
Water '.

200 grams
10 ounces

These solutions give good intensification, and
are no trouble, pro\ided the negative has been
really thoroughly washed beforehand. If they
are to be used for toning bromide or gaslight
prints the mixture should be diluted with an
equal quantity of water. The prints, moreover,
should be made less dense than usual owing to
the intensifying action of the method.
There is no doubt that the sulphide toner has

replaced all others to a very large extent, and
has become extremely popular. Amateur photo-
graphers find difficulties with it simply because
they use stale sodium sulphide. The two solu-

tions to stock are as follows:

Potassium bromide 400 grains
Potassium ferricyanide 400 grains
Water to i pint

And
Sodium sulphide (pure) 200 grains
Water

, 1 quart

The directions for sulphide toning have been
too frequently published to need repetition here,

but the necessary solutions are things for which
there should be a good demand during the win-
ter, especially if some good specimens of toned
bromides are shown.

Carbograph is a new paper which is creating

considerable interest. With it one can enlarge

from a negative just as if using bromide paper,
but it is a carbon tissue which is extremely sen-

sitive, even to artificial light—about the same
speed, in fact, as bromide paper itself. The tissue

contains a silver salt, which, on development,
causes an effect on the chromic .salt, which in-

solubilizes the gelatin in the same way as when
light acts on the bichromate. It is an immense
advance, as one can make with it carbon enlarge-

ments direct, without having to make an enlarg-

ed negative.

• The common sunflower, a native of I'eru and
-Mexico, is gaining favor in parts of Europe, as a

fel)rifuge. In Russia, where the plant is exten-

sively cultivated for its edible seeds and its oil.

fever patients sleep upon beds of sunflower leaves,

and a Russian physician experimenting on one
hundred children between one month and twelve

years of age, has found that alcoholic extracts

of the leaves and flowers cure fever as speedily

as quinine.
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All Druggists Should Stock

WELLINGTON"
Photo Plates, Papers and Films

OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION

Write for terrns and
Our Higti-Class

Advertising Card

WARD & COMPANY ^'^:i?S:^

The Canadian College of Optics,
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

has been such a success thai we would like you to know what those

any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMIL,L, M.D.. Oouliat

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

Janes Building. TORONTO

Pharmacy Highland Park College

Des A\oines, Iowa

-Special Cour
iiMiK t.ir examinatiou before State Boards. The largest and b>

ec|u;i>i..il CDllegeof pharmacy in tlie United States. School the eniii

year, students present from almost every State in the Union. E:

pe'ihos very reaiionftble.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 3:„„-c^,'..rfe°^:,"pZ
niaoy hefore the public. The Course is complete in every .letail, bi

eusy tc master. Students enrolled in all parts oi the United states an
'"aiiada. We can prepare von for your examtnatioti before any sia
Boanl "1 KXHminers. Send for free catalogue. Mention eourse i

High and Park College of Pharmacy, Des Moines, la.

FUN FOR DRUGGISTS

r^VENTRILOQUISM
Taaght Any Man or Boy

by Mail at Home. Tliis is no special gift =

you have supposed, but an art. I bav
taught thousands in all parts of the work
Cost small. Send today, S^:ent stamp !c.

particulars and proofs.

O.A.S.MITH.Room 948 -2040 Knoiyille Av.. PEOKIA.ILL.
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The "Royal Mail" Camera

SPECIFICATION

Camera—Polished mahogany, dovetailed and fitted with

leather carrying strap and two bushes and T-screws.

Lenses—Fifteen first-class lenses for portraits or views.

Shutter—Fifteen apertures. Spring plate.

Dark Slide—One single Cameo dark slide, with alumi-

nium shutter.

Price. $10.00 each

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL limited

AGFA AMIDOL
A quick and powerful devel-

oper.

Bringing out all details and

giving good density.

Is easily soluble in water.

Ranks in a premier position

for developing bromide papers,

giving excellent gradations.

Acts in conjunction with So-

dium Sulphite without the addi-

tion of any alkali. Avoids there-

fore the bad effects of strong

alkali on the operator's hands or

on the deUcate, sensitive material.

In I oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and i6

02. bottles, at 75c., $2.75, $5.25,

and $10.00 each.

Ask your Dealer for the "AGFA" Booklet — Gratis

Sole Agents - HUPFELD, LUDECKING & CO. - Montreal
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A STABLE PHOTOGRAPHIC PASTE CLEANING PRINTS ON ROUGH PAPER

The Pharma?.eutische Zentralhalle gives the fol-

lowing: Rub up 10 parts of corn starch with a

little water; pour into loo c.c. of boiling water

and add a solution of i gram of salicylic acid, or

phenol in lo c.c. alcohol. The film covering the

.surface must be carefullv removed before the

jiaste is used.

A NEW FLASHLIGHT POWDER

German patents have been granted on a series

of slow-combustion ifashlight powders, of the

following composition:

A.

Potassium permanganate 30 parts
Zinc filings 10 parts
Magnesium powder 10 parts
Iron (fine filings) to 100 parts

Kougli-surfacc papers such as platinum, carbon
or Ijroraide readily catch dirt and become soiled.

The best way to restore their original brightness
is to ])repare some thin, llour paste and spread it

over the print with a soft brush. Place the paper,
lace up, on a clean sheet of glass for about ten

minutes, and then wash away the paste with a
spray of cold water. This treatment usually re-

sults in removing all dirt from the pores of the

paper.

WELLCOME'S PHOTOGRAPHIC EXPOSURE
RECORD AND DIARY, 1909

Wellcome's Photographic Kxpo.surc Record and
Diary for 1909, in spite of the apparent perfec-

tion of previous editions, contains several new
and interesting features.

IITH .\ -GR.irE

B.

Potassium nitrate 30 parts
Iron (fine filings) 30 parts
Magnesium powder 20 parts
Aluminum powder, to 100 parts

C.

Barium peroxide 33-3 parts

Magnesium powder 33.3 parts
Aluminum powder 33.3 parts

When any one of these powders is ignited, it

gives, at first, a reddish light, of low actinic

value; the light gradually becomes more and

more intense, until a maximum of actinic effect

is reached. This slow combustion offers an ad-

vantage over the old rapidly-acting flashlight

powders, in that the eyes of sitters become

gradually accustomed to the flash; the pictures,

hence, do not present the staring eyes that are

so offensive in the majority of flashlight photo-

graphs.—Xational Druggist.

The article on exposure is remarkable for the

large amount of definite information condensed
into its twent\--eight pages. This is secured bv
confining attention to points which are of real

importance to the photographer in practice. In

fact, the practical nature of the information
throughout the book is one of its outstanding

features. Obviously, it is compiled by those

who know precisely what information the photo-

grapher needs in his work, and understand the

art of presenthig practical information without

waste of words.

Two new features of the exposure article are

the inclusion of a speed test for over eighty

bromide papers and lantern slides. This list is,

we believe, quite tmique, and gives information

which is not obtainable elsewhere. It will lie of

great utility to photographers who use more

than one make of paper or plate for different
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purposes or effects, because, when once the cor-

rect exposure has been found for any bromide

paper or lantern plate in the list, that for any

other speed or make can be ascertained at a

glance without further trial or waste of ma-

terial.

The illustrations of various subjects which

have been a feature of the book from its first

publication, and which have been of such prac-

tical service in helping the photographer to

make due allowance for his subject in exposure,

are now conveniently grouped together on a

card carried in the wallet of the book. This is a

great improvement because, at a glance, the

photograper is able to see into which class the

subject he is taking comes.

Other items in this section of the book arc

the tables of exposures for interiors, exposures

in telephotography, exposures for copying and

enlarging, exposures for moving objects, ex-

It used to be considered sufficient to alter the

time of development only according to the tem-

perature and the strength of the developer, but

recent scientific research has established the fact

that the character of the plate or film used is at

least of equal importance. Some plates, in fact,

require to be developed three times as long as

others to obtain the same results. Appreciating

this fact, B. W. & Co.'s photographic experts

have made careful experiments with a great

number of plates and films, and are .now able to

give a table showing exactly how long to develop

these different plates at different temperatures

and with different developers.

This "Time and Temperature" card, which is

supplied only to purchasers of Wellcome's Photo-
graphic Exposure Record and Diary for 1909, is

a most valuable addition to the dark room. Its

compilation and issue is a striking example of

the immense amount of labor and skill placed at
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'F you haven't handled photographic materials as a part of

your line, you have missed an opportunity for a generous
profit at a trifling expenditure of time and money.

THE LINE IS

Argo Gaslight Papers

Monox Bromide Papers

Disco Gelatine Printing Out Paper

Ampere Collodion Matte P.OP.
Metalotype

Silver Basic Developing Paper

Sun Spot Blue Print Paper

Defender Dry Plates

famous Defender Photographic Chemicals

We want the co-operation of druggists in the effort to

spread the fame and sale of our products. We are willing

and anxious to allow very liberal discounts on goods that are

extensively advertised and which are well known to both

the professional and amateur photographic trade. If you
want to participate please communicate with us.

We supply you with advertising matter, catalogues, window hangers

circulars, etc., free of charge. We replace defective stock

—

You cannot lose. Write for our terms.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
131 BAY STREET. TORONTO, ONT.
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THE NASMITH LINE OLD-FASHIONED HOREHOUND

A stock of high-class chocolates is nowadays
looked upon as an attractive feature in drug

stores. Recognizing this the National Drug &
Chemical Company liave made arrangements to

handle Nasmith's chocolates and bottled goods.

There is an advantage in such an arrangement

because the retail druggist can sort up his stock

with small quantities which it is difficult to do

buying direct from manufacturers. Nasmith's

have originated a new idea in connection with

acidulated and cough drops by putting these out

in 5 pound sealed tins. In this way they carry

safely without danger of breakage and can be

transferred to stock bottles for counter display.

The use of this tin enables these goods to be

sold at 8oc. in 5 pound packages in place of 90c.

which has been the price of the 5 pound bottle.

This will mean a considerable saving to drug-

gists who handle quantities of the.se drops.

1909 BANNER YEAR FOR POST CARDS

One of our advertisers writes us that a canvass

among their customers, show that the sales in

January of post cards, especiall}' the local view

cards, far exceed the previous years.

James H. Weaver, of the National Colortype

Co., of Cincinnati, makers of view cards, says

that the past year has been the best in their his-

tory, and "what might have been" if general

business had been normal.

As the general business depression of 1Q08 is

passed, the outlook is exceptionally bright, and

the way our orders are being booked, show this

will be the banner year.

Some of our customers, who carry post cards

as a side line, write us that it was actually the

post card business which pulled them through

the hard times of 1908, and that the post card

business for the sumnu-r inoiitlis will be the

wonder of the age.

The German manufacturers say of the post

card business in the United States that they

only get thousands where they used to get mil-

lions.

Why? because the "millions" are now made in

this country, and not as they say, because the

business has dropped off.

I absolutely know that more cards arc being

.sold in the United States now, than when tjie

Europeans were getting their orders by the mil-

lions.

The Atnerican business man is too full of ener-

gy to wait from four to six mouths for cards,

when he can get them at home in two to four

weeks, even if he has to pay a dollar or two

more for the home cards.

The Harry Webb Co., Ltd., call the attention

of the trade in this issue to their "old-fashioned

horehound candy," an article having an especial-

ly large sale at this time uf the year. The
"Harry Webb" make in this line, as well as in

all classes of confectionery, commands the best

trade.

PARIS GREEN

We would call the attention of the trade to the

advertisement of the Canada Paint Co., whose
Paris Green is a standard article, and gives per-

fect satisfaction. Would suggest placing orders

early and name this brand.

MADE IN CANADA

Heretofore it has been necessary to procure

feather dusters in foreign markets, as this class

of goods has not been manufactured in Canada.

We are pleased, however, to learn that Messrs.

H. W. Nelson & Co., Ltd., of Toronto, have

commenced the :nanufacture of this line, and will

be able to supply the trade with a full line of

feather dusters, a class of goods which are par-

ticularly suitable for handling in conjunction

with whisks, etc. If their travellers do not call

in time, ""drop them a line mentioning the Can-

adian Druggist, and get prices, etc.

"ELECTRIC OPHTHALMIA"

A new disease, christened "electric ophthal-

mia," is said to. threaten all users of electric

light. According to two Dresden scientists, the

damage is done the eye tissues by ultra-violet

rays of the electric light, and cataract may ul-

timately be caused. The same investigators have

discovered a simple preventive for electric oph-

thalmia in the shape of yellow or green spec-

tacles, which they prophesy will become universal

as electricity becomes more and more into use as

an illuminant.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONTREAL.—Mr. J. Alb. Picotte has placed

his order for immediate delivery of a line of Si-

lent Salesmen and "Patented Trianpn Cabin-

ets." Patents covering all essentiaP points in

the Trianon Cabinets are held by The Toronto

Show Case Co., and any other fixture represent-

ed as the Trianon is merely an "attempt."
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AN D MARKET STREETS WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

eOMlNG WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-

ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of ser%'ice to any one, desir-

ing'information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, Jan. 27, 1909-

Business during the past month has been quite

up to the mark. There have been several changes

in the market, the most notable having been

caused by the awful disaster in Messina, which

has run up prices of Citric Acid, and Oils of

Lemon, Bergamot and Orange to a high price.

Of course the actual damage done has not yet

been reported, and it will probably be some lime

before this will come to hand, but in the mean-

time stocks are very much exhausted, and it is

quite uncertain when any fresh will come for-

ward. The present prices on these items you will

find in our Price List, and these values are low

as compared with what some of the products are

being sold at in New York in wholesale quan-

tities.

Morphia and Codeia are a little higher in price,

the details of which can be found in the Price

List.

Camphor is a little lower.

Salad Oils are gradually creeping up in price,

consequently it behooves one to watch the qual-

ity they are buying to-day. A pure oil that was

sold a short time ago at S2.50 a gallon to make

the same profit would have to be sold now at

S^.oo or over.

The price of Paris Green has been fixed lor the

year, and is about 5c. a pound lower than last

year.

CHANGES IN PRICES.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

A. Acid Citric Lb-
l^

A. Acid Citric Powd Lb. -W

A. Anti-Toxin Neuralgic Oz. M.-,-,

D. Camphor Bells L ' -70

D. Camphor, % lb. blocks Lb. -7.^

D. Camphor, oz. blocks Lb. ./S

D. Camphor, % oz. blocks Lb. .So

D Camphor Powdered Lb. .»5

A. Codeia Crystals Oz. i.4.40

Codeia Phosphate, 's
oz....Ea.

Codeia Sulphate, '^th Ea.

Iron Citrate and Ammonia. Lb.

Morphia Sulphate Oz.

Morphia Muriate Oz.

Morphia Acetate Oz.

Oil Lemon Lb.

Oil Orange, Bitter Oz.

Oil Orange, Sweet Oz.

Oil Sassafras Lb.

Oil Bergamot O^-

Oil Cinnamon True Oz.

Oil Wintergreen Oz.

Potash Citrate Lb.

Saccharin Oz.

.60

.80

S3-00
S2.90
S2.90
S3.00

•50

• 4.S

Si.00

BDSINESS-OPPORTUNin NOTICES

For SaU, Exchange, Help Wanted,
subsequent insertions 2o cen

BUSINESSES FOR SALE
Drue and Stationery Business to sell in the town of Shaw-

inieanpflls Que. Population j. 500. Nooppos.lion. Doctors

prescribe ciod locadon. the best corner m the town. Stock

and fixtures I5.ooo.oo. Will sell or rent property.

J. N. Farley, Shawinigan Fali3, Qce.

Drug and Stationery Business for sale. Village 900, East-

ern Ont^ Stock about $2400.00. Will stand looking into.

Only store, prices good. Address Box. • 20 (.. u.

Respectfully yours,

S. T. JiACKEY.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
The right way to buy a drug store, to sell one, to get a posi-

tion or help-whether in U.S. or Canada >s t° wnte to F V
Wniest RP "The Drug Store Man, "Omaha, Neb L.b. A.

Istablishrf i'904. Strictll reliable. Expert and confiden^tial

plans.

WANTED
Three Experienced Drug Travellers, state Salary. Exper-

ience and References.

TheCx.^dl^x Druggists Syndicate. LiMrrars

FOR SALE
Tuffs Soda Water Fountain, one of the finest in Central

Canada 5 draught arms, 20 Syrups, Generator Cylinder.

Electrfc Ice Crelm Freezer. Packers. Complete outfit at

a bargain.
^^^^^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^^^^^ Kingston.
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MAKE YOUR SELECTIONS EARLY A CHANGE FOR THE BETTER

Post card dealers exerywlure report ;ui uxiep-

tionall3' good holiday trade. Thi.s new.s is \ery

gratifying and we iliink I he .same will ludd

good eoneerning the \'alenline and Kaster lines.

Tost card dealers .should make their selections

now before the johliers and manufacturers'

slocks are depleted. There is an endless variety

of such cards on the market at prices to suit all

buyers. Our columns contain "ads." of reputable

linns only, whose goods are thoroughly reliable.

One of the oldest firms in the post card business,

the E. C. Kropp Co., advises us that they have

a much better line of goods at lower prices than

ever before.

This firm is well known as a manufacturer of

local view cards, and they .say that 1909 will be

a record breaker in the view card business. In-

formation from other sources points the same
way, and, therefore, it will be well for the deal-

ers to order their supply earlv, so as not to be

di.sappointed in delivery.

PRUNE PULP, AUSTRIAN PHARMACOPOEIA VIH.

Prunes are boiled in water and pulped through

a coarse seive, and the pulp is evaporated in a

porcelain dish to the consistency of a thick ex-

tract. Three parts of the pulp and i part of white

sugar are mixed and evaporated until not more
than 40 per cent, of moisture remains in the

mixture.

CAMPHOR COMPANY ORGANIZED

From statements made recently it appears

that the American Camphor Forest and Pro-

ducts Company, which has just been incorporat-

ed under the laws of the State of New York, with
a capitalization of §200,000, has for its object the

cultivation of camphor trees in Polk County,
Florida. This is the first attempt, it was said,

that has been made for the raising of camphor
trees in this country for commercial purposes.

It is claimed that the company has on its

premises 500,000 trees, ranging from one to three

years old, which are in a healthy, flourishing con-

dition.—Pacific Pharmacist.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

VERNON, B. C—Messrs. S. A. Muir & Co.
have sent in a harr}'-up order by wire for a line

of silent salesmen, all the glass to be British

Plate. The Toronto Show Case Co. do not use

common window glass and cheap wavv mirrors
in anv of their silent salesmen.

The life-long domicile of an old lady was situ-

ated se\eral f.et .south of the dividing line of Vir
ginia and Nnrih Carolina, and when that section

of tiie country was re-surveyed it was discovered

that the Hue ran a few feet .south of the propertv
in question. They broke the news to the old lady

that from then on she was to be a resident of

Virginia. "That's good," she, exclaimed; "I've

always heard that North Carolina was an un-

healthy State to live in."—From Success Maga-

EXPERT EVIDENCE

At the courts a case concerning motor driving

was being heard, when the chauffeur declared that

when driving at forty miles an hour he could, if

necessary, pull up in ten or twelve feet.

"Um!" said the judge.

Then the next witness—an expert—gave his evi-

dence.

Said his lord.ship: "If a motor car were trav-

elling at forty miles an hour and the brakes

coidd be put on in such a manner as to stop it

within ten or twelve feet, where would the driver

go?"

Depends very much on the sort of life he'd been

living," said the expert.—Exchange.

I

TO PRESERVE QUININE HYDROCHLORIDE
SOLUTIONS

Solutions of quinine hydrochloride that are to

be employed for hypodermic injection often de-

posit crystals of quinine when heated for the

purpose of sterilization. In order to prevent this,

Griemsa suggests that ethylurethane be added.

The Pharmazeutische Zentralhalle observes that

the precipitation of the alkaloid may be due to

the fact that alkali is dissolved out of the glass

at the tem.perature required for sterilization,

which decomposes the ciuinine hydrochloride.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. W. H. Lee has placed liis or-

der for an additional line of the "Full Crystal"

Silent Salesmen for his Avenue Road store. All

the glass in these cases is best British Plate.

The Toronto Show Case Co. refuse to cheapen

their goods by substituting common window-

glass and cheap wavv mirrors.

Experience is the cream of life, but age often

sours it.
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COMPETITION IN BUSINESS

Competition in commercial Hie ha.s now
reached such a pitch that an application of the

golden rule is almost unheard of, the maxim to-

day being "every man for himself," and this

being the case it naturally leads to rivalry in

trade that begets in many instances demoralized

conditions. This is not confined to anj' one trade

alone, but is universal, and the policy to under-

sell one's competitor or offer some extra induce-

ment to get hold of the other man's customers

is the predominate motive in most branches of

trade and commerce. The drug trade is perhaps

more strongly effected than any other, and the

"cut rate" druggist is more aggressive in his

plan of doing business. No one can dispute the

right of any man to sell his goods at whatever

figure he pleases, and some men who have the

business acumen and ability can carry on a busi-

ness selling at a smaller margin of profit, where

others would fail.

The "cut rate" druggist is for the most part

adopting the plan of the department store, seek-

ing to do a large volume of business with a small

margin of profit, rather than a small business

with increased profits, and he still further car-

ries out their policy by advertising, both his

plan and his goods to the consumer, a policy

which has proved most effective.

The question seems to resolve itself into this,

whether it pays to openly advertise that you are

selling goods, notably patent medicines, at re-

duced prices, or to quietly conduct business on
the old lines, in cutting the prices wherever it is

necessary to make the sale. The "cut rate"

druggist evidently has come to stay, and al-

though some of them "have gone to the wall,"

others have proved that the business can be car-

ried on successfully if done with due respect to

the cost of doing business.

THE PATENT MEDICINE ACT

The following regulations have been passed by
Order-in-Council, governing the administration of

the Patent Medicine Act:

All the patent or proprietary medicines in

stock in the hands of manufacturers or dealers

at the time the Act comes into force shall

have attached thereto a special stamp provided

by the Department of Inland Revenue. The

stamps may be applied for at any time between

the ist of March and the 15th of April, 1909, and

are to be secured from the Collector of Inland

Revenue of the division within whose territory

the business of such manufacturer or dealer is

located. The charge for the stamps is two cents

per one hundred stamps. Stamps are to be at-

tached to the wrapper of each individual bottle,

box or other package in such manner as to seal

the package.

No medicine containing cocaine or any of its

derivatives or preparations shall have stamps.

Under the provisions of section seven of the Act

the manufacture; importation and sale of all

such medicines is, after the first of April, pro-

hibited.

A Royal proclamation has been issued over the

signature of the Under-Secretary of State in re-

ference to the above Act. The following is the

proclamation which speaks for itself:

"Whereas in and by section nineteen of an Act

of the Parliament of Canada passed in the ses-

sion thereof held in the seventh and eighth years

of our reign, chaptered fifty-six and intituled

"An Act respecting Proprietary or Patent Medi-

cines," ,it is enacted that the said Act shall come

into force upon such day as our Govemor-Geu--

eral by prQclama.tion directs;
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"And whereas it is expedient and our Privy

CouncU has advised that a proclamation do issue

bringing the said Act into force,—

"Now kno>v ye that by and with the advice ol

our Privy Council for Canada, we do hereby pro-

claim and direct that the said Act shall come

into force and eflect upon, from and after the

first day of April in the year of our Lord one

thousand nine hundred and nine.

"Of all which our loving subjects and all

others whom these present may concern, are

hereby required to take notice and to govern

themselves accordingly . '

'

CUTTING PRICES

The addition of several aggressive "cut rate"

stores to the drug trade of Toronto has caused

quite a stir amongst retailers, and the question

is anxiously asked, what will the end be? At

the recent meeting of the Toronto Drug Section,

a full report of which appears elsewhere in this

issue, an attempt was made to stampede the

druggists into a "gigantic slaughter" of prices of

proprietary medicines, but those present, num-

bering somewhere between thirty and forty, de-

cidedly objected to any such policy, feeling that

it would be only a case of cutting their own

throats.

Many plans have been tried to prevent the cut-

ting of prices, but as long as the retail trade are

not unanimous and do not co-operate in the mat-

ter, any attempts of the kind must be futile. It

would appear as if some of those connected with

the Drug Section are more anxious to exploit

their own individual interests than that of the

welfare of the many. This is evident by their re-

peated attempts to boom certain companies or

organizations with which they are connected,,

and it would look as if an attempt was being

made to use an Association as a means of sup-

port for individual ends, and we would give a

word of caution to the retail trade, that in this

age every man must look out for himself and

should not allow himself to be made use of to

further the end of any corporate body.

No solution of the "cut rate" problem can be

effected without the joint co-operation of all

branches of the trade, and it must be from the

combined efforts of the manufacturer, the jobber

and the retailer that any remedy to be offered

can be successful, and it is certainly very poor

policy to do any thing to antagonize any of

these branches of the trade. They are all depen-

dent in a great measure one upon the other, and

what affects one affects another, so that a mutual

understanding and a working together for the

interests of the whole trade would be the only

chance of bringing about better conditions of af-

fairs.

THE EASTER TRADE

Easter Sunday occurs this year on the eleventh

of April, and by the time that this issue reaches

our readers it will be quite time to be making

preparations for Easter trade. Eastertide is now

only second to Christmas with many persons in

respect to giving of presents, and many of the

lines which druggists handle are not only par-

ticularly appropriate for this season, but are

much sought after as forming the ideal present

for this spring season.

One of the best selling lines for Easter is that

of perfumes, and no druggist can make a mistake

in having a large and tastefully arranged dis-

play of perfumery and toilet goods. To add to

this wherever possible there should be a liberal

display of flowering plants in bloom, as well as

cut flowers, which not only add intrinsically to

the beauty of the store, but also can be made

a source of additional profit.

A specialty should be made of having very at-

tractively trimmed windows with goods suitable

for the season, but not confining them exclusive-

ly to any one line of goods, as the druggist must

cater to different tastes, and it is well that there

should be various attractions for the passer-

by. If the retailer would give due attention to

these details and not neglect such an important

season we have no doubt that the results from

sales would be satisfactory, and that the pres-

tige gained at this time by attracting trade

would be the means of holding customers who

might otherwise go elsewhere.

AMENDMENT TO PHARMACY ACT

A Bill has been introduced in the Ontario Leg-

islature and received its first reading February

23rd, which seeks to give general stores the right

to sell "household remedies." The proposed

amendment reads as follows:

1. Section 26 of the Pharmacy Act as amend-

ed by section 9 of chapter 16 of the statutes

passed in the fifth year of His Majesty's reign is

amended by striking out the words "drugs or

medicines, except patent or proprietary medi-

cines, as provided for in section 34 of this Act,

together with turpentine, Epsom salts, senna,

alum, borax, castor oil, sulphur, Glauber's salt,

cream of tartar, carbonate of soda, bi-carbonate

of soda and glycerine" after the word "poisons"

in the second line thereof.

2. Section 30 of the Pharmacy Act is amended

by striking out the words "one moiety to belong

to the prosecutor and the other to be paid to the

Registrar for the use of the College" in the ninth

and tenth lines.
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

^^oz. to 4 oz. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST

FOB SALE BT JOBBERS

T. C. WHEATON CO.

39.50 1 '

Discount to the Trade 60%

Millville, N.J., U.S.A.

TOILET
GOODS
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3. Sdieduic "A" to the Tharmacy Act is

amended by striking out from Part I., the words
"Carbolic Acid" and by striking out of Part II.,

the words "Hellebore" and "Iodine."

A bill permitting others than druggists to sell

poisonous substances to be used exclusively in

agriculture and horticulture has been passed in

the British Columbia Legislature.

THE PHOTOGRAPHIC SEASON

With the month of March we have a near ap-

proach to spring, and the opening of the season

when the camera will be brought into greater

play than ever and plans will be made for the

summer outing. No summer outfit is now com-
plete without a camera of som.e kind, and the

amateur photographer is in evidence everywhere,

both in city and country. Every druggist, there-

fore, who handles photographic materials and

appliances (and there are still a number who do

not do so now, who might do it to advantage)

should go carefully over their stock and see that

it is replete with everything required for this im-

portant branch of their trade. This is one class

of goods which does not pay to wait for the de-

mand before the goods are in stock, as whatever

is required is wanted at once, and the customer

who cannot have his or her wants attended to

promptly will go where the goods can be had,

without waiting for the goods to be ordered.

THE POISON LABEL

Attention has been called to the fact that a too

familiar acquaintance with the "Poison label"

consequent upon the regulation adopted that this

label must appear on every parcel containing any

of the scheduled poisons may be a source of dan-

ger in many instances, owisig to the fact that

remedies which have been freely used for a num-
ber of years have the "Poison label" attached to

the bottle, thus bringing them on a par with the

scheduled poisons, such as carbolic acid and

other drugs which are ordinarily kept in the

household. This has been emphasized in Russia,

where it has been ordered that a "Poison label"

must appear on bottles of "vodka," which is a

strong alcoholic beverage, and the national

drink, and numerous cases of accidental poison-

ing have been reported as a consequence, arising

from the fact that a large proportion of adults

in that country are illiterates, and that the

"Poison label" appearing on any bottle means
to them a bottle of vodka.

Although in this country we have comparative-

ly few illiterates, it may yet become necessary to
devise some distinctive label or mark which shall

dificrentiatc between the remedy for household
use which contains a scheduled poison and any
of the poisons themselves, and thus place do-
mestic remedies or proprietary preparations
which have been in general use in a class by

A GOOD CREED

The following creed hangs in a conspicuous
place in a large Birmingham (Ala.) business
house. Every new man entering the employ of

the firm is asked to read it over and over and
make it his working formula:
"To respect my work, my associates and my-

self. To be honest and fair with them as I ex-
pect them to be honest and fair with me. To be
a man whose word carries weight. To be a boos-
ter, not a knocker; a pusher, not a kicker; a mo-
tor, not a clog.

"To have my expectations of reward on a solid

foundation of service rendered; to be willing to

pay the price of success in honest eflort. To look
upon my work as an opportunity to be seized

with joy and made the most of, and not as a
painful drudgery to be reluctantly endured.

"To remember that success lies within myself;
in my own brain, my own ambition, my own
courage and determination. To expect difficult-

ies and force my way through them; to turn
hard experience into capital for future struggles.

"To interest myself heart and soul in my work,
and aspire to the highest efficiency in the

achievement of results. To be patiently recep-

tive of just criticism and profit by its teachings.

To treat equals and superiors with respect, and
subordinates with kindly encouragement.

"To make a study of my business duties; to

know my work from the ground up. To mix
with my brains my efforts and use system and
method in all I undertake. To find time to do
everything needful by never letting time find me
doing nothing. To hoard days as a miser does

dollars; to make every hour bring me dividends

in specific results accomplished. To steer clear

of dissipation and guard mv health of body and
peace of mind as my most precious stock of

trade.

"Finally, to take a good grip on the joy of

life; to play the game like a gentleman; to fight

against nothing so hard as my own weakness,

and endeavor to grow in business capacity and
as a man with the passage of every day of time."

The more money a man has the harder he

strives for more.
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CONSCIOUSNESS OF WINNING

It is said that if a horse once has the experi-

ence of trying to start a load which he cannot

budge, he is never as good a horse afterward :

to a certain extent, he has lost his confidence in

his own power ; he has been "up against a stone

wall."

The salesman with a signed order in his pocket

has a hundred times the ability of the salesman

who has just had a turn-down. The merchant

whose inventory, shows him that he has made a

substantial profit has a hundred times the mer-

chandising ability of him whose statements

shows a loss.

Furthermore, the world is always ready to

give a man a shove. If he is going up, they are

only too glad to push him ; if he is going down,

there are manj' who will gladly help to acceler-

ate his descent, and gravity makes the speed

greater. People are only too ready to say, "I

understand Smith's having pretty hard sledding.

I don't believe he's making a cent." It isn't

kind or considerate to spread reports like this

abroad, but it's human nature.

There is yet another great truth which has

much to do with ai man's success or failure. He
who makes of himself an uplifting force for

others will himself be lifted up ;
he who helps

others on the downward path cannot ascend.

The m,an who is always ready to give his fellow-

man a shove downward is a poor climber. The

man whose hand is always a helping hand finds

helping hands everywhere reaching down to give

him a pull upward.—Ex.

AN ADDITIONAL SIDE LINE

Amongst the "side lines" which have been tak-

en hold of by a number of druggists in the

United States is that of jewelry, and it has be-

come a leading feature in the business of many
of them. We all know that the profits of jewelry

are large, much larger generally speaking than

the much talked of "high profits" of druggists,

and where a side line can be introduced to ad-

vantage, we do not doubt but that this addi-

tional line of goods will be found an excellent

addition to the stock of the retail druggist.

An exchange has quoted from an article on the

"Jewelry Department in Stores," which was
published in a recent issue of the Dry Goods Re-

porter, which although written more particular-

ly for the dry goods and general merchants are

also applicable to the druggist who is looking

for additional money-making mediums. It says:

THE JEWELRY LINE.

Considered from the standpoint of profit, it is

more attractive than almost any other line. Fif-

ty and one hundred per cent, are only the ordin-

ary profits. Many retailers make as high as

three hundred per cent, on their jewelry.

JEWELRY DEPARTMENT REQUIRES BUT LITTLE
SPACE.

Considered from the standpoint of space occu-

pied, it requires less room than any other line

which brings equal returns. Man}' small mer-

chants are doing a large jewelry business with

one show case no more than six feet long and

four feet high. To be sure, such cases must be

placed in an attractive location. Somewhere near

the entrance of the store is generally considered

best.

THE FALSE ARGUMENT OF SOME MERCHANTS.

Many merchants present the argument that

the local jeweler handles this branch of the busi-

ness. This may be true, but has it not occurred

to you that the ordinary customer will probably

enter your store a hundred times to every visit

to the jeweler? When a customer visits a jewel-

ry store it is generally with the express purpose

of buying jewelry, and how often during a year

will a man after careful thought and meditation

decide to buy a piece of jewelry? On the other

hand, people are entering your store daily to buy

some little article of apparel. You need only

have a neatly displayed line of jewelry to create

a demand. The eye falls upon some unique and

novel scarf-pin, fob or ring, perhaps, and it is

soon bought to satisfy that passion for ornament

and luxury, and j-ou are the one who reaps the

benefit.

SALESMEN MAKE DEAD STOCK.

Some merchants will say that they have tried

handling jewelry, and have found it very unsatis-

factory. They complain of dead stock. There i"^

one hard and fast rule that will need to be put

into operation wherever a successful jewelry line

is carried, namely, keep your jewelry on clean

cards. There is no one thing which so greatly

enhances the selling power of jewelry as clean

cards, clean boxes and clean show cases. Never

allow a soiled card to be placed before your

customer. The most successful local stores give

the strictest interpretation to this rule. Every

thing about the jewelry department is immacu-
lately clean.

WHAT A PROMINENT LOCAL RETAILER SAYS.

In order to get a little better idea of the com-

parative profitableness of the jewelry department

than the heads of departments could give, the

writer interviewed the owner of probably the

m.ost successful clothing and furnishing store in

the city. He was quick with words of highest

commendation for the jewelry department. As
an indication of what this department has done
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THE

"FAIRCHILD" PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50 ; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50 ; large $9.00 per dozen

Peptonising Tubes $4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tubes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. & FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a year ago—also to the fact that Messrs. Holden & Co.,

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the " Fairchild " products for

the Dominion of Canada

Allen's'' Oil of Lavenderu

FIRST-CLASS LAVENDER WATER can only be made with

English oil of lavender. " Allen's " Oil, from plants grown

at Long Melford, Suffolk, is the finest obtainable. The soil

and climate are just right, the methods of manufacture are scientific

and up-to-date, so that the product surpasses even the famous

Mitcham oil.

^£f£^ SPECIFY "ALLEN'S" IN ORIGINAL CONTAINERS j£/ £f J&

STAFFORD ALLEN & SONS
LIMITED

London^ E,C.^ and Long Melford, England

OIL EXPRESSERS,

OIL DISTILLERS,

and Mantijactiirers of

Pharmaceutical Preparations
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WHISKS

kiki
Why not buy direct from the manufacturer ?

Write for our illustrated price list

H. W. NELSON & CO. Limited

TORONTO ...fl-L
92 Adelaide Street West

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

E would like to prove lo YOU how much

we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. L,ots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you io%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty lo

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMCNICATIONS TO THE

Higs>nbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.
r^:r:mr:r:r::= MUion, Ontario TTTrr:::Tr:^r^^^

1
All Druggists should handle

LISTER'S GAUZES
Plain Sterile and all Medications

PRESCRIBED and USED by most Physicians

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Absorbent Cottons, Bandages, Protectives,

Hypodermic Syringes and Nurses' Supplies.

Rubber Goods, Catheters, Electric Batteries.

We give special attention to mail orders for

ELASTIC STOCKINQS and BELTS, Etc.

WRITE us FOR PRICI

GENUINE E/\GLISH MADE
CLINICAL THERMOMETERS
SPECIAL PRICES ON IMPORT ORDERS

>Ve guarantee all goads

J. STEVENS & SON GOMPINY, LIMITED

145 Wellington St. West :: Toronto, Canada
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in his store, he said, "At present my jewelry de-

partment profits almost pay the rent of my
whole building, and within another year I expect

them to not almost but entirely cover that ex-

pense. A department with such possibilities in

it certainly should not be overlooked." \Vhen

asked about dead stock, he answered quickly,

"Salesmen make dead stock." The writer was
not slow to catch the significance of his remark,

which certainly was laden with a great deal of

truth. In other words, if the line is well kept

and well handled there will be no "dead stock."

NEW ENVELOPES

"Many kinds of envelopes, like the letter sheets,

are made of thin paper, so that the}' won't weigh

too much and increase the postage," said a girl

who writes a great many letters.

"With an envelope of thin, plain paper, the

writing on the letter might show through. So
they came to make these envelopes of a paper

that was printed on the inner side with close

lines in a pretty plaid pattern that you couldn't

see through, and that served very well, but now
vou can buy foreip^n letter envelopes that are

made opaque, with a lining of the thinnest tissue

paper of an}- desired color.

"Such envelopes vou will find and with lining

of various colors in stock; envelopes lined with

blue or with red or purple or tan or violet, but

if you don't find among these just what you

want, thev will show vou a book of tissues, with

samples of fifty or more colors or shades, from

which you can select first just the color you do

fancy or the color vou call your own, and then

vou have the envelopes made to order."

WHY HIS ADVERTISING DID NOT PAY

He adopted the policy of running down his com-

petitors.

He did not make his advertisments interesting,

attractive, or convincing.

He was conscious of the superiority of what he

had to sell, but did not know how to bring it to

the attention of others effectively.

He did not know that a fatal reaction always

follows deception.

He did not know how to write an advertise-

ment that would "pull."

He did not know that a brief, graphic descrip-

tion, in a few short, pungent, telling sentences

that will attract and hold the attention, is more
effective than a whole page of fine print, written

in a loose-jointed, haphazard wav.
His advertisements "pulled;" but the effect was

lost in bad handling afterwards; in careless, in-

efficient correspondence.

He never learned that many a good customer
has been lost by a careless letter.

He did not follow up his advertisements until

he got the ear of the public—From Success

Magazine.

POST CARDS A NECESSITY

If you have the impression that the post card
trade is decreasing you have a much mistaken
idea. The post card is no longer a fad, but a ne-

cessity, for the simple reason that most people
are lazy, to a certain extent:, and it is easier to
send a post card than a letter; therefore they will

always be used. Hereafter it will be necessary
for all dealers to use a little more thought in

buying their slock of post cards. The public is

becoming educated to the fact that there are

large quantities of beautiful post cards manufac-
tured to-day, and for that reason will not buy a
great deal of the dirty cheap trash that has been
on the market in the past. You do not buy your
regular stock because it is cheap. You want good
stock, and at a price at which j-ou can make a
fair profit. To say the least, post cards are cer-

tainly cheap enough when one considers that one
can buy excellent cards for one dollar a hundred
and sell them for two dollars and fifty cents,

making a profit of one hundred and fifty per cent.

It must be remembered that post cards are ex-

pensive at any price, provided they are hard to

sell, or that the public does not desire them.

Study ways and means for disposing of post

cards; also the grade of cards your customers de-

sire, and you will be greatly surprised at the end

of the year, when you figure up the large amount
of profit you have made on post cards. Study the

post card business and use business methods to

dispose of your cards, and realize that the public

does not have to buy cards, but is easily led by

the good selling methods used in other lines of

trade.—Playthings.

WILLIAM JENNINGS BRYAN ON ADVERTISING

"A fellow who tries to attract business witii-

out advertising is like the fellow who throws his

sweetheart a silent kiss in the dark; he knows
what he is doing—but nobody else does."

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

FORT WIIJJA:\I.—Mr. M. J. Neville is mak-
ing improvements and alterations in his store

and has placed his contract with The Toronto

Show Case Co. for immediate deliven,-. These

new fixtures are to match an outfit supplied by

the above company a few months ago.
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MONTREAL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

On Thursday evening last the large lecture hall

of the Montreal College of Pharmacy was well

filled with students and pharmacists to listen to

a lecture given by Professor Morrison, Chemist,

to Lyman's, Ltd., on "Perfumes, Artificial and

Natural."

The lecturer described the methods of collec-

tion of the flowers in the great flower gardens of

Grasse and Nice, how the perfumes are extracted

from them by enfleurage, maceration, or by vola-

tile solvents, and the improvements which have

been made in recent years in these methods.

The second part of the lecture was devoted to

the manufacture and chemistry of volatile oils

and the great advances which have been made in

recent years as regards the constitution of these

bodies, the relations of the different classes of

compounds, such as alcohols, phenols, ketones,

esters, etc., which are of such interest to stu-

dents of organic chemistry.

The part devoted to synthetic perfumes was

probably the most interesting. The lecturer de-

scribed the manufacture of coumarin, heliotrop-

in, vanillin, hawthorn, hvaciuth, trefle or clover,

ylang ylang, musk, and other artificial perfumes,

using graphic formulae to show they are obtain-

ed from benzol, phenol, or other organic sources.

At the clo.se of the lecture, Mr. Tremble, Pre-

sident of the Pharmaceutical Association, moved

that a very hearty vote of thanks be tendered to

Professor Morrison for his very interesting lec-

ture. This was seconded by Mr. M. Albert, in a

few happy remarks, and carried by a standing

vote. Mr. David Watson, President of the Col-

lege, in presenting the vote of thanks, thanked

the lecturer for the very interesting manner in

which he had handled the subject.

Through the kindness of Messrs Lyman's, Ltd.,

the lecturer had a large collection of interesting

exhibits, such as an original copper of Otto of

Rose, worth about S200.00, musk pods, amber-

gris, samples of absolute flower odors, volatile

oils and s-smthetic perfumes, which were examin-

ed by those present at the close of the lecture.

latter amounting to about 5boo. Lfe.Cliu it ap-

pears is one of the most intluenlial of the Chinese

community in Montreal, 1)eing the owner of con-

siderable property. A number of witnesses were

called for the defence, but their testimony was
not credited by the judge. The offending China-

man made himself scarce before the conclusion of

the trial, evidently hoping to be out of the way,

but was arrested at Halifax;, N.S., on the i8th

inst. It is said that an appeal will be entered

against the judgment of Judge Bazin, who tried

the case.

FINED $1,000

BACILLUS PRODIGIOSUS

Fy Fides

Some time ago, I secured a cocoanut, and hav-

ing halved it, I placed it in a canister. After

three days I found the interior of the kernel cov-

ered with small circular patches of a vivid red

colored amorphaus substance, of waxy consist-

ence. I strongly suspected the presence of

bacilli as the cause of these phenomena. A bac-

teriological examination revealed the fact that

they were colonies of bacillus prodigiosis. Some
account of this genus may be interesting. The
bacteria themselves are colorless, but small

granules, probably the secreta or excreta of the

organism, are responsible for the brilliant color.

Its chemical analj-sis shows this bacterium to be

composed of fat, protein (nitrogenous matter),

and water. Like many other bacilli it has the

power (by a process as yet unknown) of chang-

ing a solution of sugar into lactic acid. When
the germs of bacillus prodigiosus find their way
into milk it imparts to it its blood-red color.

(Red milk). Curiously enough, this same organ-

ism gives rise to what is known as the "bleeding

host." Some times it appears that the wafers

used in the Roman Eucharist are apparently

sprinkled with blood, and this is no doubt the

explanation. It would appear miraculous, but

for the simple explanation of science, which

shows it to be a perfectly natural occurrence.

The energetic measures taken by the Pharma-

ceutical Association of the Province of Quebec to

bring to justice all parties who have sold cocaine

and drugs of a similar nature contrary to law

have had good effect.

The second batch of offenders has been pro-

ceeded against, the most prominent one being a

Chinaman named Lee Chu, who had been con-

victed of twenty-three charges of selling cocaine

illegally, and was fined 51,025 and costs, the

WHEN TO TAKE 'EM

Military Doctor (to Private Jonas, of the

Buffs)—"Well, my man, what's the matter with

you?"
Private Jonas—"Pains in the back, sir."

Doctor (handing him a few pills)
—"Take one oi

these a quarter of an hour before you feel the pain

coming on."—Cassell's Saturday Journal.

Many a silent man gets credit for being wise

because he can't think of anything to say.
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NA-DRU-CO
SPELLS
SUCCESS

The line of goods being brought out under the above trade mark, will be the

finest goods of the kind obtainable on the market. Do not allow yourself to be
induced to buy any others, until you have fully investigated the above lines. Our
proposition is just ready. It is the greatest, most generous and most far-reaching

proposition ever placed before the Druggists of Canada.

Particulars from our travellers.

DOMINION DRUG CO.

.mxx.rroio', oio^p.

PLAIN TALK TO DRUGGISTS

Administration Building, Peruna Company, Columbus, Ohio.

A few plain words from us to you aud from you to the people, may not be out of place.

For instance something like the following :

If any one tells you that Peruna is a cure-all or intoxicant, say to such people that they are
merely talking nonsense, that thev are peddling pure piffle. The sale of Peruna is as legiti-

mate as the sale of castor oil or stove polish.

Just glance at the label on our bottle. You are familiar with the ingredients, hydrastis,

collinsonia, cubebs, corydalis. These you already know are each one excellent catarrh rem-
edies. Combined and blended as we have them we believe the efficacy of each one is in-

creased. A word from you to those who do not understand the value of Perutia might set

things going in your vicinity.

As a catarrh remedy you can thoroughly recommend it. .\san absolutely safe, legitimate
family medicine Peruna has no superior.

PERUNA, HANALIN AND
LACUPIA

Less than one dozen - $8,75

In cases of one dozen - 8.50

Two dozen - 8.?5

Twelve dzen • - 8.00

Thirty-six dozen - - 7.90

These prices less 5 per
cent, for cash in 30 days.

THE PERUNA COMPANY, COLUMBUS, OHIO
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There's Money in Fly Paper

!

/^;::^>. The Essentials Necessary are

i^^Sfj WHEN TO BUY AND WHEN TO SELL

W?r^^ WHAT TO BUY AND WHAT TO SELL

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY OF

Lyman's Lightning Fly-Paper Poison
AS IT IS THE ONIY KIND THAT PAYS

YOU 150 PER CENT. PEOFIT

[JO has been Killing Flies for nearly Sixt-y Years

MANUFACTURED BY

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO., Ltd.. TORONTO
Mr. /-nv l/IUP On account of extensive advertising an active dfniand is being created for this article,

CEI tnl MNO and we can offer One Dozen free with each order of 6ix dozen of Celery king.

Retailers Attention !

Stock

Caementium
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Csementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED By-

All branches National Drug &. Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOB CANADA

BROWNLEE'S I

SCALPRUB
Is Uneq uaMed for the cure

of Dandruff. Scaly Eruptions, and

Itchins: of the Scalp

IT
acts entirely different to the ordinary dandruff

cure, as it removes all the diseased skin and
dandruff off the scalp in a very short time after

commencing to use it, leaving the hair and scalp in a

perfect, healthy condition.

Stops itching of the scalp in a few applications.

It does not darken fair hair ; is neither greasy nor

sticky.

Brown-Lee's Scalprub does not contain alcohol or

poisonous drugs of any kind.

Retail Price, 35 Cents and $1.00. Prices fuinishfd

on application.

BROWN-LEE CO., Limited
Manufacturers of Toilet Preparations

and Proprietary Medicines

GUELPH - ONTARIO
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Trade Notes

Dr. R. C. Mclutosh has opentd a drug store at

Lauder, Manitoba.

E. P. Stewart has started a drug business at

Wilcox, Saskatchewan.

B. C. Henderson has started a new drug busi-

ness at Eden, Ontario.

J. A. McCoU, druggist, West Lornc, Ontario,

has made an assignment.

B. F. Trask has opened a new drug business at

Yarmouth, Nova Scotia.

The drug business of A. Savard, Montreal,

Quebec, is advertised for sale.

The drug store of the Schreiber Drug Company
was destroyed by fire Feb. ist.

A. E. Roberts has purchased the drug business

of G. W. Ling, Dutton, Ontario.

The drug business of T. Casselman, Emmerson,
Manitoba, was destroyed by fire.

E. W. Roberts has purchased the Regina Phar-

macy, Ltd., Regina, Saskatchewan.

Jos. F. Bardsley has opened a new drug busi-

ness at St. John, New Brunswick.

W. J. Watt has taken over the drug business of

E. J. Williams, Brockville, Ontario.

J. S. Knippel, druggist, Warman, Saskatch-

ewan, suffered a loss by fire recently.

H. Robinson has taken over the drug business

of J. A. McCall, West Lome, Ontario.

M. W. Johnston has purchased the branch drug

store of W. J. Hilton, Ninga, Manitoba.

The drug business of E. Casselman, Emerson,

Manitoba, was destroyed by fire recently.

The drug stock of H. L- Higgs, W^etaskiwin,

Alberta, was damaged by water recently.

The Hygienic Laboratories, Limited, Toronto,

Ontario, have registered as doing business.

P. H. Evans has purchased the drug business

of the Killarney Drug Co., Killarney, Manitoba.

R. B. Aylesworth has purchased the drug

business of R. C. Bruce, Calgary East, Alberta.

F. P. Hartley has purchased the drug business

of R. S. Fleury, 411,'/ Parliament Street, Toron-

to, Ontario.

The drug store of Clifford Sine, Gananoque,

Ontario, was destroyed by fire Jan. 21st. Loss

estimate at Si5,ooo.

Gillis & Fisher, druggists, Bethune, Saskatch-

ewan, have dissolved partnership, H. W. Fisher

continuing the business.

Vrooman & McCuUough, druggists, Melita,

Manitoba, have dissolved partnership, Mr. Wm.
McCullotigh continuing the business.

T. S. Grimshaw, formerly of Stayner, On-

tario, has purchased the drug business of F. C.

Noice, corner of College and Lippincott Streets,

Toronto, Ontario.

The Swain Drug Co., Toronto, has been incor-

porated, with a capital of §io,ooe.

Fred. Morrison has started a new drug busi-

ness in W^est Brantford, Ontario.

J. H. Picotte has started a new drug business

at Point St. Charles, Montreal, Quebec.

E. C. Rutherford, druggist, Rossburn, Mani-

toba, suffered a loss by fire last month.
Messrs. R. B. Carter and L. Wright have open-

ed a drug business in Gowganda, Ontario.

Percy H. Morrison, druggist, 861 Bloor Street

West, Toronto, has made an assignment.

J. E. Piatt & Co. have taken over the branch

drug store of J. B. Taylor & So., at London,
Ontario.

The branch store of Campbell, Harrison, Mills

& Co., at Port Essington, British Colxmibia, was
destroyed by fire recently.

The stock of R. Misener, patent medicine

manufacturer, Windsor, Ontario, was destroyed

by fire Feb. 26th. Loss estimated at $3,000, par-

tially insured.

The T. Malcolm Drug Co., of Dauphin, Mani-

toba, has been organized and has purchased the

business of the Red Cross Pharmacy and A. E.

Munson, of that town. It is the intention of the

company to carry on the three stores as hereto-

fore. The T. T. Malcolm store on Main Street,

the Red Cross Pharmacy at Main and Third

Avenue, and the South Store, also on Main
Street.

CORRECTION

In our issue of February, under the heading of

"Trade Notes," there appeared an item in refer-

ence to the drug firm of Messrs. Grieve & Co., of

Red Deer, Alta., which we are informed was in-

correct, and that the firm had not made an as-

signment or even thought of one.

We gladly make the correction and regret the

insertion of the item.

Dr. O. W. Faris, Port Colborne, Ontario, writes

us that the report that he had sold his drug

business is incorrect.

PERSONAL

Mr. John E. Twigg, for years assistant man-
ager of the Henry Skinner & Co., branch of the

National Drug & Chemical Co., Kingston, on ist

February left the employ of the N. D. & C. Co.

to accept a similar position with N. C. Poison &
Co., wholesale druggists, of the same city. Mr.

Twigg's many friends wish him everv success.

Most commonly a woman argues the same way
she gets off a car.
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OBITUARY

Mr. R. W. Williams, Ex-President Pharmaceut-

ical Association of the Province of Quebec.

We have pleasure in presenting our readers with

an excellent portrait of the late Mr. Richard

Wellington Williams, announcement of whose

death appeared in our last issue. Mr. Williams

had been a resident of Three Rivers, Quebec, for

nearly thirty years, being looked upon as one of

the pioneers, as well as one of the largest-minded

men in pharmaceutical circles in the Province of

Quebec. He also occupied other prominent posi-

tions, outside of the line of pharmacy, and was
in his tifty-sixth year at the time of his death.

BIR. ALFRED WYATT.

Reference was made in a former issue to the

death of Mr. Alfred Wyatt, druggist, of Canning-

ton, Ontario, and we have been furnished with

the following particulars which will be of inter-

est to our readers:

Wyatt, Professor of Languages in the College, a I

Cheltenham, England. The subject of our sketch

began a five years' apprenticeship in 1838 with

^Ir. Thomas Basting, chemist, of Wejmouth,
Eng., and on the completion of his apprentice-

ship went to London, where he spent three years,

managing a drug business for Dr. Maclnis, at

the same time preparing for his examination of

the Pharmaceutical Society, which examination
he passed in 1845. I" 1^47 Mi'- Wyatt came to

Canada, and proceeded at once to Munro's IMills,

known now as Cannington, Ontario, where he

opened a drug store, which he conducted for over

fifty years, retiring in 1901. Deceased was mar-
ried in 1849 to Miss Sarah Charlotte Thompson,
daughter of Major Thompson, H.M. 40th Regt.

He occupied the position of Superintendent of

Public Schools for his township for ten years,

and for a number of years acted as Coroner for

Norlli Ontario. Sir. Wyatt was always very ac-

tive in Church work, and was for sixteen years

organist of St. Thomas' Church. He was one of

the old time surgeon apothecaries, pulling teeth,

bleeding, etc., which formed part of the chemist's

routine when he completed his apprenticeship and

for some time afterwards. He died at the ripe

old age of eighty-six years, lionored by young

and old.

MR. GEORGE .T. SEABURY.

Mr. George J. Seabury, head of the firm of

Seabury & Johnson, died Feb. 13th, after an ill-

ness of about a few daj's from an attack of

pneumonia. Mr. Seabury at the time of his

death was in his sixty-fifth year, and was pro-

minent in pharmaceutical circles, taking an ac-

tive part in securing the passing of State Phar-

macy laws. He was better known to our read-

ers, however, as head of the firm of manufactur-

ers whose goods are known and sold every-

where.

Mr. Wyatt was born at Salisbury, England, in

1S23, and was the son of Mr. Benjamin Webb

NEWS FROM MESSINA

Now that the panic from the earthquake has

subsided, those of the IMessina merchants that

survived the disaster are doing their best to re-

sume business as fast as circumstances will per-

mit.

We karn with regret througli Messrs. Poison &
Co., Canadian agents for the well known lemon,

orange and bergamot exporters, Geo. E. Pierce &
Co., that Mr. Pierce and his family were all kill-

ed and no trace whatever has been found of

them.

i\Ir. Pierce was an imiKjrtant figure in the

commercial life of Messina. In addition to his

extensive essential oil business, Mr. Pierce acted
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iiE. Sachsse & Co.,
DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among our list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the follow-
ing oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

6e8e8^.cc«ccKx:oxcocoxocco3>ococo^^

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Caraway Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

Coriander

Dill Seed

Geranium

Ginger

Juniper Berries

Juniper Wood
Jessamine

Lavander Flowers

Lemon Terpenless

Lilac

Mustard Seed

Nutmeg
Orange Turpenless

Origanum
Pennyroyal

Pimento

Piuus Sylvestris

Rose Artif

Rosemary

Sandalwood, E. I.

Sandalwood, W. I.

Tansy

Thyme
Wintergreen

"We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences, 'i i

i Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners, Bottlers and \\

1
1 Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents, N. C, Poison & Co., 263

1

1

1
1 and 265 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ont.

E. SACHSSE & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Liesing

OCiCOCOCO0iC»COCC<CIC»:OCOC*COC<C*CfJf^^eoK)tooDioeoiooo^ooecootcootcocaoooK)t(>K>K: te»

The

Phoenix Sanitary Duster
Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-

ing five times the price.

It will not scratch furniture or polished surfaces, as

other dusters will.

Moths and other insects will not injure or destroy it.

Owing to its flexibility, dust can be rubbed ofif the

furniture as with a cloth if desired.

It does not smell after being in use. as other dusters do.

It does not contain, nor will it convey any disease germs.

In fact it is the ONLY Sanitary- Duster in use
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE TO LAST ONE YEAR

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA :

The National Dru^ & Chemical Co. of Canada
LIMITED - TORONTO
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as American Consul in Messina, and was largely

interested in transportation and shipping, being

owner of a line of ships plying between New York
and London and Messina.

The oil business will be carried on by the for-

mer manager, under the style of Felice Percia-

bosco & Saya, but is being removed from Mes-

sina to Catania, and will be represented in Can-

ada as heretofore by Messrs. N. C. Poison & Co.,

of Kingston.

TO PREVENT THE CONDENSATION OF MOISTURE
ON WINDOWS

Richard Hogan, priest, St. Patrick's Presby-

tery, Lochgelly, Fife, North Britain, has taken

out a patent on a compound which is claimed to

prevent the condensation of moisture on glass

surfaces. This compound will be found specially

serviceable when applied to mirrors, windows,

and other surfaces of glass when the condensa-

tion of moisture is always objectionable. It con-

sists of two parts of common candle wax to one

part of pure glycerine. These ingredients are

mixed thus: The candle wax is reduced to a

liquid state and the required amount of glycerine

is poured upon a metal tray, which is previously

warmed to prevent too rapid solidification oi the

wax. The liquefied wax is then poured upon the

glycerine in the tray and is rapidly and thor-

oughly mixed therewith. As soon as the mixture

begins to set it is placed in suitable moulds of

any required shape. The candle wax used bv the

inventor is composed of pure beeswax with any

suitable vegetable wax, such as Japan wax, with

a small proportion of paraffin. The glass surface

to be treated should be cleaned and dried, and

the composition is rubbed slightlv over this sur-

face. The glass is then rubbed 1)riskly with a

slightly warm cloth until all traces of the com-

position disappear. The glass will then take on

a highly polished aspect and the condensation of

moisture upon the surfaces so treated is effec-

tively guarded against. Mirrors thus treated

have shown no trace of moisture when breathed

upon. The effect of the compound upon the

glass surface is not destroyed by subsequent

washing of the surface to remove dirt.—Pharma-
ceutical Journal.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Messrs. W. J. A. & H. Carnahan

have placed an additional order with The To-

ronto Show Case Co. for a special "Full Crys-

tal" Wall Cases to match the solid mahogany
outfit supplied them a short time ago.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From Our London Correspondent)

THE QUESTION OF TITLE.

During the past month a good deal of discus-

sion has taken place in pharmaceutical circles

regarding the use of the terms "pharmacy" and
"pharmacist." The subject forms part of the

agenda at most meetings of pharmacists, and
considerable doubt apparently exists as to the

actual meaning of the section which deals with

the question of title in the new Poisons and
Pharmacy Act. In some quarters there is a ten-

dency to think that companies carrying on busi-

ness as chemists and druggists will soon begin

to use the individual pharmacist's new title in

the same way as they used the title "chemist

and druggist." Section three of the new Act,

however, appears to absolutely restrict the use

of the term "pharmacist" to registered indi-

viduals in busine-ss on their own account, re-

serving to companies the description "chemist

and druggist." As far as the word "pharmacy"
is concerned it is contended that this should only

» be applied to the places of business of individual

pharmacists. The Act of Parliament does not

contain the word, but Mr. Herbert Samuel, who
had charge of the measure in the House of Com-
mons, definitely stated, during the proceedings,

that "a person who is not entitled to use the

title 'pharmacist' would not be able to put

'pharmacy' over his place of business any more

than a non-qualified surgeon can put 'surgery'

over his place of business." It is possible that

after March 31, when the Act comes in force,

certain developments may take place which will

remove all possible doubt in regard to the ques-

tion. I may add that opinion among pharma-

cists in all parts of the country is rapidly be-

coming stronger and stronger in favor of the

new Act.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY.

At the monthly meeting of the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society of Great Britain, on

February 3, the Registrar presented his annual

report, which showed that the affairs of the So-

ciety are in a satisfactory condition. The mem-

bership now stands at 6,631, the largest on re-

cord, despite the fact that the number of per-

sons on the Register of Chemists and Druggists

and Pharmaceutical Chemists has decreased from

16,110 to 15,967. During 1908 no less than 453

cases of alleged infringement of the Pharmacy

Act were investigated by the Society, and 164

cases were taken in the courts. A report on the

qualifving examinations held by the Board of

Exam'iners in Loudon and Scotland during Jan-
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uary, 1909, stated that altogether the number of

candidates for the minor was 248; of these 93

passed and 155 failed. The percentage of passes

in Scotland was considerably higher than those

of England and Wales. Mr. John C. Hewlett

also attended at the Society's house to formally

hand over to the Council his gift of ;C5oo i'^

memory of his father, founder of C. J. Hewlett

& Son, Ltd., manufacturing chemists, to found

an exhibition for the Society's School of Phar-

macy.

A YEAR'S DEATH FROM POISON.

According to the recently issued annual state-

ment of the Registrar of Births, Deaths, and

Marriages for England and Wales for the year

1907, the number of deaths from scheduled poi-

sons during the twelve months was 482. Of this

number 340 were cases of suicide and 142 were

fatalities which occurred as the result of acci-

dentally taking poison. There were 296 deaths

(190 suicidal cases and 106 accidents) from non-

scheduled substances. As in former years the re-

port shows that morphine, carbolic acid, hydro-

chloric acid caused the greatest number ol

deaths. <

INFRINGEMENT OF THE PHARMACY ACT.

An order for payment of £5 and costs was
made at Liverpool, on February 3, in an action

brought by the Pharmaceutical Society against

Walter Taylor, a herbalist, for illegally selling

laudanum. Evidence was given to the effect that

defendant had sold the laudanum, together with

a quantity of castor oil and essence of paregoric,

without hesitation to an agent of the Society,

and, not being a registered chemist, he had
thereby committed an offence under Section 15 of

the Pharmacy Act, 1868. Although the bottle

in question, duly labelled, was produced, Taylor

in his defence denied the sale altogether.

THE POSSIBILITIES OF RADIUM.

The fascinating problem of radium research

never fails to interest the world at large, and
pharmacists, in common with members of allied

professions, have naturally had to keep them-

selves informed of the progress of the investiga-

tions which are being made to find out the uses

which radium may be put to. Sir Frederick

Treves, the eminent London surgeon, has lately

been the means of attracting attention to the

subject by a remarkable lecture at the London
Hospital entitled "Radium in Surgery." In the

course of the lecture he said he thought it might
be claimed that radium would cure every form
of naevus, in the widest sense of the word—the

port wine stain, the pigmented mole, and the

Ualry mole. In one ca,se of angioma on the eye-

lid, the size of a plum, which had been twice ex-

cised and twice treated with the actual cautery,

a cure was efiected without pain or discomfort.

Radium had cured another case of angioma ex-

tending over nearly all one side of the face, and
a fibrous angioma, the size of a hen's egg, in

the substance of the arm of a child, was dis-

persed by it in four weeks. Applied on varnished

silk it almost immediately removed the itching

of eczema, which did not return. It would cure

rodent ulcers which had existed for years, and in

which the Finsen light and the X-rays had been

tried without permanent success. Again, it had

cured epitheliomata of the tongue, lip, cheek,

etc., and the results were apparently permanent.

The secret of its successful use lay in the realiza-

tion of the fact that extent of surface was re-

quired—a little radium spread over a wide area

was more powerful than a solid bead composed
of it. It is interesting to note that a British

Radium Institute to carry on research work is

about to be established in London, as a result

of the munificence of Sir Ernest Cassel and Lord
Iveagh.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL MARKETS.

The continued dullness of the drug and chciu-

ical markets is beginning to make some jieopli'

anxious. Early in the year there was a genernl

feeling that things were on the eve of improve-

ment, but, up to the present, these hopes have

not been realized, and a city friend informs me
that he has to go back a good many years to

find a parallel for the current period of slack-

ness. It was expected that when stock-taking

was over buyers would come forward, but un-

fortunately the)' still seem indisposed to buy

more than they actually require for present and

future demands. Changes in value have been ex-

tremely few and the prevailing tendency of prices

is in buyers' favor. The excitement in Messina

products was short lived, and since my last note

prices have receded and before long we may ex-

pect to see them almost on a level with those

which ruled before the earthquake. Quinine, in

spite of the fact that it stands at the lowest

value on record, does not seem to tempt specu-

lators, and manufacturers are depending on the

usual consumptive demand, which does not ap-

pear to be heavy. Opium has not materially

changed, and the market continues firm; buyers

are holding off, however, in the hope that before

long prices will tie easier. The alkaloids of opi-

um are also in much the same position. Ouick-

silver has receded 2s. 6d. per bottle, but this

small reduction does not justify the manufac-

turers of mercurials to make any concession. I

hope to be able to record an improvement in the

markets next month.
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'SOLO.'D'—
u":'HAZELINE'b«.

m: 'ELIXOID'b.k,

r'VAPOROLE'

I?.\k'WELLCOME'

The products bearing these Tkadh Marks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent the highest perfection yet

attained in manufacturing processes and the

latest development of scientific research.

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these

brands are specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

Burroughs Wellcome & Co., Londdn (Eng.)

Bramhci: Ntw York SviiNfv (.ape Town

SOUTHALLS'

SURGICAL
Absorbent Wools, Lints, Bandages, Gauzes,

and Butter Cloths, Aseptic and Antiseptic

Dressings, Boric Lint.

DRESSINGS
SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY

WEAVZSS Ain> BLEACHEBS

Mills—BROMSOROVB and BIRMINQHAM, England

Agent for Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
OASLAW BUILDmaS, Wemngton Btre«t West, TORONTO

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Ae^reeing: Fully ^ith all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Winchester carries our Signature

-

JOHN COWAN COMPANY. LIMITED

GLYCERINE, CP , in cans and drums

BORIC ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMMON. .~> lb and 10 lb cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR AMMON , kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
DALHOUSIE 8TEEET

MONTEEAL

Potassium
Iodide

CRYSTALS OR GRANULAR
VANCO BRAND

Hade In Canada

The Equal of Any

Chemical Laboratories
Limited

148 Van Home Street

Toronto, Ontario
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HE term " Pure Fruit Products " doesn't neces-

sarily mean that the juices are made from the

desi or the best-flavored fruits.

Bear this in mind when the claim
'

'

Pure

Fruit Products" is made.

You can buy an "all-wool" suit of clothes

for ten dollars—or you can pay fifty.

That is the kind we use in " True Fruit
'

, Braud. Nothing cau tempt us to use any fruit that is lacking in fresh-

cost is absolutely no object to,us in -nufaaunng^our good. ^^Tl^ only tW^
get the finest flavor ? This policy during the twenty and more years tl>at True

has been on the market has placed our goods absolutely beyond compel t.on.

In spite of the demand for "something cheap," we have never deviated from t^is pohcy.

We don't seek the trade of those who are looking only for "pnce"; we do seek the trade of the

judge of good fruit products—and we get it and keep it,

If you belong to that class, our interests are mutual.

M

^M^^^

n Ih^ sHghfeA degVee-A>r f^uit th.T^ good looking enough, but is lacking in flavor.

"true fruit" Brana—Pare fruit Proaucts

stand in just the same relation to ordinary " Pure Fruit Products - as fifty dollar clothes stand in relation

'"-•"catnoTglrfhrexquisite delicacy of flavor out of any but the choicest, ripest and most perfect fruits.

Make the test of our goods alongside of any

cannot possibly appreciate the importance of what we are talking about until you do.

J. Hun^erford Smith Co. Toronto, Ont,
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MISCEU.ANEOUS NEWS.

A Local Government Board Report on an ex-

amination of canned foods in order to find out

whether such foods become contaminated bv the

tin, states that there is little probability oi

chronic poisoning being caused by absorption of

relatively small quantities of tin contained in

canned foods. ]\Ieat extracts were found to take

up the most tin, but, broadl}' speaking, there is

no risk to health in the ordinary use of these

popular foods.

'Mr. Charles Bains Bell, a very old member of

the Pharmaceutical Society, and President of

Hull Chemists' Association, died on February 2,

at the age of 72.

The sum of ;{^i 0,000 has been anonj-mously

placed at the disposal of the managers of the

Koj'al Institution, London's chief scientific re-

sort, for the furtherance of the Institution's

work.

A STANDARD FOR DROPS OF MEDICINAL
SUBSTANCES

Some pharmacopoeias contain tables giving

the number of drops required to make one gram
of various liquids. The calculation of weight to

drops and drops to weight is so tedious at times

that Eschbaum, in a communication before the

Deutsche Chemische Gesellschaft, reported in the

Schweizerische Wothenschrift, proposes the adop-

tion of a dropping device so constructed that

twent}- drops of every liquid delivered b}- it may
weigh one gram. In his investigation on the size

and weight of drops, Eschbaum arrived at the

following general principles:

1. The weight of a drop of any given liquid is

directly proportioned to the area of the dropping

surface.

2. The temperature of the liquid and the ve-

locity with which the drops are delivered, may
be neglected in ordinary practice, provided the

delivery be not too rapid.

3. The weight of the drop varies with the na-

ture of the liquid.

4. A drop of a mixture of two liquids has a

weight lying between the weights of the drops of

the components; this property is, however, not

additive.

5. The weight of a drop of a solution of a

solid or liquid substance may, for practical pur-

poses, be taken equal to that of the solvent.

The shape of the dropping surface has no influ-

ence upon the weight of the drop. Thus, it is

immaterial whether a pipette or a dropping bot-

tle be used. The drop does not become detached

from the glass, but from a layer of liquid cover-

ing the latter. The author arranges the pharma-

ceutical liquids investigated by him into four
groups. The first group comprises water and
aqueous solutions; the second. Fowler's solution,

medicinal wines, etc.; the third, bitter almond
water and solutions in the same, opium tinc-

tures, fluid extracts, etc., and the fourth, alco-

hol and alcoholic solutions (tinctures), ether,

chloroform, and similar liquids. The liquids in

any one group give drops of the same size, when
delivered from a bottle or pipette, with the same
area of dropping surface. Eschbaum gives a
table of all the liquids investigated by him, with
a number of the class to which each belongs, so
that all calculation may be dispensed with.—Na-
tional Druggist.

ETHYL ALCOHOL FROM SAWDUST

A distilling plant has been installed, which is

turning out several barrels of alcohol daily,

though no figures are available as to the actual
cost of manufacture compared with wood alco-
hol or that from grain. The interesting point
about the sawdust alcohol is that it is not a
wood alcohol, having none of the properties of

that fluid, but is an ethyl alcohol that cannot
be told from that made from grain. The difier-

ence is that the sawdust alcohol is made after
the sawdust has been treated with an acid,

transforming it into dextrose, and is then dis-

tilled in the regular way. If the work can be
done at a profit, and the indications from the
work of the company point to this being a fact,

it will not only make a valuable by-product out
of the sawdust that has heretofore been an in-

tolerable nuisance to the sawmills, but it will

open up a way to make alcohol profitably from
straw, cane, cornstalks and almost any other
vegetable refuse.—Paint, Oil and Drug Review.

ALCOHOL MADE FROM CACTUS

The El Paso, Gal., fibre plant for the manu-
facture of alcohol from cactus is in first-class

condition and ready for operation, says the Pa-
cific Pharmacist. According to a law governing
the opening of plants of this kind they have to be
started by a Government inspector.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

BATTLEFORD, SASK.—Mr. J. Nicoll has

telegraphed his order for a line of silent salesmen
fitted throughout with British Plate Glass. The
Toronto Show Case Co. will not supply any oi

their silent salesmen with common window glass.
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FRENCH CODEX FORMULAS

Tlie following formulas selected by The Chem-

ist and Druggist, and to wliich journal we are

indebted for the translation, jire taken from the

1908 edition of the French Codex:

ALCOOLAT DE COCHI/EARIA COMPOSE.

Esprit Ardent de Cochlearia.

Fresh cochlearia (scurvy-grass)

leaves 3,000 grams
F'rcsh horse-radish root 400 grams
Alcohol, 80 per cent 3,500 grams

ilacerate the comminuted ingredients in the al-

cohol three days, and distil 3,000 grams.

ALCOOLAT DE FIORAVANTI.

Akoolat de Tereliinthine Compose; Baume de Fi-

oravanti.

Larch turi)cntine 5'''<' grams

Klemi, liquid storax, galbauum,

myrrh, and laurel-berries, of

each Kin grams

Aloes, galangal, ginger, zedoary,

cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, and

dittany of Crete, of each 50 grams
Alcohol, 80 per cent 3,000 grams

Coarsely powder the galangal, ginger, zeodary,

cinnamon, cloves, nutmegs, and laurel-berries,

and place in a water-jacketed still interiorly

coated with paper; add the alcohol, cover and

macerate for four days in the cold; then add the

oleoresins, gum-resin, aloes, and storax. Macer- macerated with 3,000 grams of 80 per cent, alco-

mary, rue, savory, sage, wild
thyme, and common thyme, of

each 100 grams
Flowering-tops of lavender and
hypericum, of each 100 grams

Alcohol, 60 per cent 4, 500 grams
Macerate the cut herbs in the alcohol for six

days, then distil 3,000 grams.

AI.COOI,ATURE D'ACONIT.

Alcoolatura Aconiti.

Fresh young leaves of monks-
hood I, <)(>() grams

Alcohol, 95 per cent 1,000 grams
Bruise the leaves and macerate in the alcohol

for eight days; press, strain, and filter.

In the same manner is prepared Alcoolature

d'Anemone Pulsatille (Alcoolatura Anemonae)
from fresh leaves and flowers.

AI,COOLATURE DE CITRON.

Alcoolatura Citri.

Fresh lemon peel (cut small) 50 grams
Alcohol, 80 per cent 100 grams
Prepare like alcoolature d'aconit.

Alcoolature d'Orange (Alcoolatura Aurantii)

is prepared from fresh sweet orange peel in the

same way.

ALCOOLATURE VULNERAIRE.

Teinture Vulneraire; Eau Vulneraire Rouge.

The solid ingredients of alcoolat vulneraire are

ate for two days more, and distil 2,500 grams.

ALCOOLAT DE GARUS.

Alcoolatum Gari.

Aloes, cloves, and saffron, of

hoi for six days, pressed, and filtered.

APOZEME BLANCO.

Decoction Blanche de Sydenham.

5 grams
2 grams
10 grams
20 grams

5,000 grams

each
Myrrh
Nutmegs
Cinnamon
Alcohol, 80 per cent

Macerate for four days, strain the liquid, add

[,000 grams of water, and distil 4,500 grams.

ALCOOLAT DE MELISSE COMPOSE.

Eau dc Melisse des Carmes.

Fresh balm, in flower 900 grams
Fresh lemon peel 150 grams
Cinnamon, cloves, and nutmegs,

of each 80 grams
Coriander and angelica-root, of

each 40 grams
Alcohol, 80 \icT cent 5,000 grams
Macerate four days and distil 4,250 grams.

ALCOOLAT VULNERAIRE.

Eau Vulneraire Spiritueuse.

Fresh leaves of wormwood, an-
gelica, basilcum, calamiiit, fen-

nel, hyssop, marjoram, l)alm,

peppermint, origanum, rose-

Bicalcium phosphate
Powdered gum
Simple sjTup
Orange-flower water
Distilled water to
Distilled water to

10 grams
20 grams
100 grams
20 grams

I litre

I litre

Triturate the gum and bicalcium phosphate

with cold water to make a cream, add the syrup

and the orange-flower water, and make up to a

litre with distilled water.

APOZEME DE COUSSO.

Apozema Cousso.

Cusso, in No. 26 powder 20 grams
Boiling distilled water 150 grams
Suspend the powder in the water.

APOZEME D'ECORCE DE RACINE DE GRENADIEK

Apozema Granati Cortex.

Pomegranate-bark, in No. 6

powder 60 grams
Distilled water 750 grams
Macerate for six hours; evaporate on a water-

bath to two-thirds, strain, and filter.
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The Science of Perfect Bottling

Here's

what were

doing for

YOU
c-^^f^^ What are you doin^

to do for Yourself ?
That sounds sharp, but it's not-it's business. Here's the point : We are advertising extensively Magi

Water-the only original Caledonia Water, and the most meritorious and delicious natural mineral water in
Canada. Fhe only water in all of Canada that is handled in a cleanlv. careful and scientific manner from
the time it leaves the earth until the label is put on the bottle. Bottled in the most modem and highly sanitary
bottlmg plant m America, every particle of the natural deliciousness and healthful value of the water is retained.

Now, the question is, are you going to take advantage of this great advertising campaign-newspapers
magazines posters, street cars, bulletin boards, hangers and booklets, and the trade compelling goodness of the
water by havmg it in stock and supplying

MAGI fVATCR
First" To those that ask for it by name.

Second - To those that ask for "Caledonia Water"-they mean Magi Water, but have not yet learned
that there is an imitation of Magi called Caledonia Water—just "Caledonia Water."

Third — To any and every customer who asks for a mineral water without mentioning a name—you will
please the customer and bring him back.

A Split of Magi Wafer sells for lOc.—it makes more profit
tor you than any other Mineral Water you can sell.

Write us for information—booklets, dealer's prices and discounts, copy
of our big sheet showing newspaper ads, bulletins, hangers, posters,
street car ads, etc., that are now being done for Magi Water.

M3

Do Not Delay
CALEDONIA SPRINGS CO., Ltd.

Write To-day
Caledonia Spnngs, Ontario
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No. 83, "Progressive

The Sales
wtiich you failed to make from an
ineffective display, nnean

—

1st. Loss of profits on those particular sales
;

2nd. Loss of further patronage from the customers who were com-

pelled to purchase elsewhere

;

3rd. Loss of time and effort on your part

;

4th. Loss of expense in rents, taxes, salaries, etc., making an in-

effective effort, which resulted in sales for your competitors.

Stop TL^tiese Losses Quickly
by an effective display in the " ACTUAL SALES MAKERS "

MADE BY THE

Dominion Office&Store Fitting Co.

( i SEND FOR CATALOGUE
LONDON, Canada

n 15 -1125 DUNDAS STREET i
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APOZEME PURGATIF.

Medecine Noire.

Senna lo grams
Rhubarb, in small pieces 5 grams
Sodium .sul{)hate 15 grams
Manna 60 grams
Boiling distilled water 100 grains

Infuse the senna and rhubarb in the water for

half an hour and press; add the sulphate and

manna, dissolve with gentle heat, strain, allow

to settle, and decant. Should produce 180 grams.

CATAPLASME.

The following are included:

Cataplasme de Farine de Lin.—Linseed meal
and water.

Cataplasme de Fecule.—Potato starch, i, and

water, 10.

CAUSTIQUE AU CHLORURE DE ZINC.

Pate de Canquoin.

Zinc chloride 32 grams
Zinc oxide
Flour dried at 100 degrees C.

Distilled water

8 grams
24 grams
4 grams

Triturate the chloride and the water in a mor-

tar, add the oxide and the flour, previously mix-

ed, and make into a smooth paste. Transfer to a

marble slab sprinkled with starch, roll out flat,

and cut into triangles or roll into cylinders. Dry
in an oven, gradually raising the heat from 50

degrees to 100 degrees. Preserve in a well-stop-

pered bottle containing quicklime.

CAUSTIQUE DE POTASSE ET DE CHAUX.

Caustique de Vienne; Poudre de Vienne.

Caustic potash 50 grams
Quicklime 60 grams

Triturate the quicklime in a warmed iron mor-
tar, and transfer to a dry wide-mouthed bottle;

powder the potash in the cold mortar, add the

lime, and mix intimately. Keep in hermetically

sealed bottles. When using, the powder is made
into a thin paste with 95 per cent, alcohol.

CIGARETTES DE BELLADONE.

Cigarettae Belladonae.

Dried belladonna Jeaves are shredded and made
into cigarettes with paper, each containing one

gram of the drug.

Cigarettes de Stramoine are prepared with

stramonium leaves in the same manner.

COLLODION.

Collodium.

Pyroxylin ,

Alcohol, 95 per cent
Purified ether

Made in the B.P. manner.
The following are also given:

5 grams
20 grams
75 grams

Collodion Elastique.—Collodion, 95; castor oil

5-

Collodion lodoforme.—Powdered iodoform, i;

flexible collodion, 9.

Collodion Salicyle.—Salicylic acid, i; flexible

collodion, 9.

COLLUTOIRE AU BORATE DE SODIUM.

Collutoire au Borate de Soude; Collutoire Bor-
ate.

Powdered borax 5 grams
Honey of roses 20 grams
Triturate in a mortar.

COLLYKE A LA PIERRE DIVINE.

CoUyrium Lapis Divini.

Collyre au Sulfate de Zinc.
Blue wound-stone 40 centigrams
Distilled water 100 grams
Dissolve and filter.

COLLYRE AU SULFATE DE ZINC.

Collyrium Zinci Sulfurici.

Zinc sulphate 15 centigrams
Rose water 100 grams
Dissolve and filter.

COTON lODE.

Gossypium lodatum.

Cotton wool, dried at 30 degrees
C 25 grams

Finely powdered iodine 2 grams

Immerse a i-litre stoppered wide-mouthed
flask in hot water to expel air, then introduce

the cotton uniformly sprinkled with the iodine,

close the flask, immerse to the neck in boiling

water for two hours, or place in a steam-bath at

100 degrees C. Allow to cool before opening.

CRAYONS D'AZOTATE D'ARGENT.

Pierre Infernule.

Silver nitrate 90 grams
Potassium nitrate 10 grams

Triturate, melt in a silver or porcelain capsule,

and mould.

Prepare in the same way pencils containing

one-half, one-third, and one-fourth of their

weight of lunar caustic; the last named are spe-

cially designated Crayons d'Azotate d'Argent

Mitige.

CRAYONS DE TANIN.

Styli Acid Tannici.

Prepared in the same wa^' as crayons d'iodo-

forme.

CRAYONS D'IODOFORMS.

Styli lodoformii.

Powdered iodoform 10 grams
Powdered gum 50 centigrams

Water and glycerin, equal

parts ....>..,,...^,..,......^.,,^.. a sufficiency
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Mix the powders and mass with glj^ceriiiated

water to pihilar cousistenc}'; roll and divide into

pencils.

KAU ALBUMINKUSK.

Aqua Albnuiinosa.

White of lonr eggs
Distilled water 1,000 giauis

Orange flower water 10 grams

Thin the albumen with a little of the water,

then add the remainder of the liquid, pass

through a tammy cloth, and llavor with the or-

ange flower water.

EAU CHLOROFOUJIKK.

Acpui Chloroformii.

Chloroform 5 gi'ams

Distilled water 1,000 grams
Dissolve by shaking.

EAU DISTILIvEE DE CANNEI.LE.

Hydrolatum Cinnamomi.

'^innamon (bruised) 1,000 grams
(Vater 10,000 grams

Macerate for twelve hours and distil 5,000

grams. After tweutv-four hours lilter through

wet paper.

EAU DISTII.I.E DE Fr,EUR D'OKANGER.

Hydrolatum Floris Citri Vulgaris.

Freshly gathered orange flowers. 1,000 grams
Water a sulliciency

Di.stil 2,000 grams bv steam-heat, removing the

separated oil.

EAU DISTILLE I)E I.AURIEK-CERISE.

Hydrolatum I,aurocerasi.

Fresh eherrv-laurel leaves, cut

and bruised 1,000 grams
Water l,no() grams

Distil 1,000 grams; shake the distillate and

pass through a damp fdter.

EAU niSTIIJ.ICE DE MENTII]': I'OIVKEE.

Hydrolatum Mcnthae Tipcritae

Fresh pepi)ermint tops, cut 1,000 grams
Water a sufllciency

Distil 1,000 grams. Dried i)e])i)crmint (200

grams) may also be used.

EAU distii,l]<;e Di': rose.

Hvdrolatum Rosac.

While rose petals, frcshh- ga-

thered 1,000 grams
Water a sulliciency

Distil by steam-heat 1,000 grams.

EAU DISTIIJjaC DE TIIJ,EUL.

II\(lndatum Tiliae.

Dried lime (lowers 1,000 grams
Water a sulliciencA-

Distil 5,000 grains by steam-heat.

DRUGGIST.

EAU DE GOUDRON.

Aqua Picis 1/iquidae.

Tar 5 grains

Dried sand ingrains
Di.stilled water .* 1,000 grams

l\Iix in. the above order, and after twenty-four

lu)urs I shaking occasionally) filter.

. EAU DISTIIvLEE DE VALERAINE.

Hydrolatum Valerianae.

Prt-jiared with the dry root in the same man-

ner as linnamon water.

EAU SAIJNE PURGATIVE.

V.aix dite de Hun)adi-Janos.

Magnesium sulphate 10 grams
Sodium sulphate 10 grams
Distilled water 650 grams
Dissolve and filter.

ELECTUAIRE DIASCORDIUM.

Ivlectuariuiu Diascordinm.

Dried leaves of water germander. 50 grams
Red rose petals 20 grams
Bistort, gentian, and tormeiitil

roots, of each 10 grams
Barberries 10 grains

Ginger and long pepper, of each. 5 grains

Cinnamon 20 grams
Siam benzoin, galbanum, and

jjowdered gum acacia, of each. 10 grams
Ferrous carbonate 20 grams
Kxtract of opium 5 grams
Honey of roses 650 grams
Malaga wine 100 grams

Evaporate the honey to 500 grams, and, while

still hot, add the opium extract dissolved in the

wine; then add , little by little, all the other in-

gredients in fine powder; beat the mass into a

homogeneous mixture. Keep in a china jar.

ELIXIR DE GARUS.

Klixirium Gari.

"Alcoolat de Garus" 1,000 grams
Vanilla i gram
Sailron 50 centigrams
Macerate for six davs and filter.

Adiantum pedatum 20 grams
Boiling distilled water 300 grams
Infuse for half an hour, press, and strain. Add
Orange flower water 200 grains
White sugar 1,000 grams

Dissolve and add to the sallron macerate; filter.

EUXIR PAREGORIQUE.

Teinture d'Opiuiii Ben/.oique; Teinturc d'Oi)iuin

Camphree.

Powdered o])ium and benzoic

acid, of each 5 grams
Oilof anise 5 grams
Camphor , 2 grams
Alcohol, 60 ]5cr Cent 985 grams

INIaceratc for eight davs, and filter.
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For Infancy

Illness and
advancing

Age.

Benger's Food is for
Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive powers
have become weeikened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do
any work at all they should be given work to do to

the extent of their powers. Exercise strengthens,

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Benger's

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Benger's Food u 3old in lins and can be obtained through most Wholesale
Druggists anc Leading Drug Stores

LEVERS BROS. LTD,

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
361b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEX FOR A\Y QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Mont-real Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Montreal

C. F. BOEHRINGER Sc SOEHNE
IICA. ZS" »r EC XI X AX , "V^ .A. X. 33^O Z*

'B & S" BRAND eoeAiNE B&S" BRAND

Sulphate of Quinine and all other Cinchona Preparations ; Ferratlne, Laetophenlne,
Theophylline, Atropine ; also of Aeetanllid, Caffeine, Chloral-Hydrate, Codeine and
Its Salts, Cumarin, Gallic Acid, Glycerine, Phenaeetln, PyrogalUe Acid, Resorcin,

Strychnine, Terpln Hydrate, Ete.

OUR REPRESENTATIVES FOR THE DOMINION OF CANADA

Messrs. B. & S. H. THOMPSON & CO.. Limited, Montreal

'-Hll^Lr OLIVE OILS
Registered Trade

of the Province
and of Italy

LA MAEIE LAUEE '

Ancient firm, CH. SABATIER & CIE. Established 1S76.

Successor, - - CH. BENABEN, at Salon (France-,

The firm guarantees their oils absolutely pure and furnishes a certificate of the Laboratory for each shipment.

Sole Agent for Canada THOMAS REID 9 St. Nicholas St., MONTREAL
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The

Signature

of

CANADIAN DRUGGIST.

Is on

^:& '"".!"""

KWJCK?«i^CJ^KN;K^ ^^^eij^sig^^!^!^^^^^^^

CASTOR I

A

Jobbers sell less than dozen at $3.00 per dozen.

Jobbers sell 3 dozen or over at $2.80 per dozen.

Send for

Cards, Cartons, and Counter
Wrappers.

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Bears the Signature of

THE CENTAUR COMPANY
77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.

#
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EMPLATRE BRUN.

Onguent de la Mere Thecle.

Olive oil i,ooo grams
Lard, butter, yellow wax, pow-
dered litharge, and purified

mutton suet, of each 500 grams
Pitch 100 grams

Place the fatty substances in a large copper

pan and warm to remove moisture; sift in the

litharge, stirring continuoiisly with a wooden
spatula. Place over the fire, stirring till the

mixture has become deep brown in color; add the

pitch, mix carefully, and withdraw from heat.

When cool, pour into a jar or paper moulds.

EMPLATRE DE CANTHARIDE MITIGE.

Mouches de Milan

Burgundy pitch, yellow wax,

and cantliarides (in No. 37

powderj, of each 50 grams
Venice turpentine 10 grams
Oils of lavender and thyme, of

each I gram
Prepared in a similar manner to emp. cale-

faciens, B.P.

EMPLATRE DIACHYLON GOMME.

Emplastrum Diachylum Gummatum.
Powdered litharge 620 grains
Lard and olive oil, of each 620 grams
Water 1,250 grams

Yellow wax. Burgundy pitch,

and Venice turpentine, of each. 120 grams
Gum ammoniacum and galban-

um of each 100 grams
Oil of turpentine 60 grams

With the first four ingredients prepare "em-
platre simple" (q.v.); then warm on a water-

bath the ammoniacum, galbanum, and oil of

turpentine with four times their weight of water;

stir continuously until the gum resins are emul-
sified as completely as possible; strain through
cloth. Evaporate this emulsion to the consist-

ency of thick honey, and mix with the plaster

previously liquefied by gentle heat. Melt to-

gether the wax, pitch, and turpentine, pass
through a cloth, and add to the plaster, stirring

till the mass is cool. Divide into plaster-rolls.

EMPLATRE D'EXTRAIT DE BELLADONE.

Emplastrum Belladonae.

Belladonna extract 25 grams
Elemi 25 grams
Diachylon plaster 50 grams
Melt the resin and plaster at a gentle heat, and

incorporate the extract.

EMPLATRE D'EXTRAIT DE CIGUE.

Em,plastrum Conii.

Prepared with extract of hemlock in the same
manner as for belladonna extract.

EMPLATRE D'EXTRAIT D'OPIUM.

Emplastrum Opii.

Prepared with extract of opium as the preced-
ing.

EMPLATRE MERCURIEL.

Emplatre de Vigo cum Mercuric.

Simple plaster 2,000 grams
Yellow wax and resin, of each... 100 grams
Bdellium, ammoniacum, oliban-

um, and myrrh, of each 35 grams
Saffron 20 grams
Mercury 700 grams
Liquid storax 300 grams
Venice turpentine 130 grams
Oil of lavender 10 grams
Powder the bdellium, olibanmn, myrrh, and

saffron. Triturate the storax, turpentine, and oil

in a warm iron mortar, adding the mercury little

by little to "kill" it. Melt the remaining ingred-
ents and incorporate the powdered substances.
When cooled to the consistency of a soft oint-

ment, add the mercurial mixture, stirring till

homogeneous. When cold, divide into plaster

roUs.

EMPLATRE DE POIX DE BOURGOGNE.

Emplastrum Picis.

Yellow wax 1,000 grams.
Burgundy pitch 3,000 grams
Melt by gentle heat and strain through linen.

The new French Codex will become official on
May 5th, 1909.

PREPARATION OF STERILIZED DRUGS IN THE
PHARMACY

The use of "ampules" or sealed glass tubes for

the preservation and dispensing of sterilized so-

lutions for hypodermic injections is a growing
one, and to meet the demand enterprising whole-

sale firms are supplying a com^plete series of such

preparations, thus taking out of the hands of the

retail pharmacist a remunerative branch of his

work that with very little practice he might suc-

cessfully perform himself. This, at least, is the

opinion of 1,. Kroeber, pharmaceutical chemist

in the dispensary of the Munich Provident Club,

who gives some useful hints upon the prepararion

of sterilized solutions (v. Apoth. Ztg., 1908,

458).

Before proceeding to undertake such work, the

chemist is advised to lay in a stock of suitable

glass (v. infra), and to procure a copy of the

very excellent instructions upon sterilization

published in the new Swiss Pharmacopoeia. With

regard to the quality of the glass it is of the ut-

most importance to examine its degree of alkal-

inity before use, for, if alkali is liberated in per-

ceptible amoimt during the sterilization process
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WYBTH'S

STANDARD

Powdered Extracts

Will be found entirely divested of the slightest evi=

dence of oxidation, possessing the well=defined physi=

cal characteristics of the respective drugs from which

they are derived, such as odor, taste and color, and

retaining in a concentrated condition

the original proximate principles of the

drugs^ Too much stress cannot be

laid upon the importance of exercising

the utmost discrimination on the part

of the apothecary in the selection of

Powdered Extracts; if not made by

the vacuum process, they must neces=

sarily suffer much deterioration*

Wl POWDERED EXTRACT t

Six VOMICA, L.&i

l_ Strychno, .\„r V-mi.-a
J

N»i!Halcidals!ar,tisrdU,S,P.,Wz.;5(src5W

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
PHILADELPHIA,

IlTOOB.E»OIfcA.XED

PEISrNSVUVAISIA

LYMAN, SONS & CO., Canadian Factors, Montreal. Canada.
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it will 1)C inipossihk' to nsu Ihu glass for alka-

loidal sohiliuiis. Very (k-licalt- tests lor this

imrposc have l)een devistd by K. Baroni (tiiorii.

Farm. Chitn., 1904, 53), and consist in sterilizing

in specimens of the tnbes to be examined, soln-

lions of morphine hydrochloride (I in 2 per

tent.), strychnine nitrate (0.5 per cent.), and
mercnric chloride (i per cent.) respectively, the

sealed vessels containing these solutions l)eing

placed in a current of steam for half an hour. In

the presence of free alkali the morphia solution

turns lyrown, the strychnine is in part thrown
out in the cr3-stalline form, while from the cor-

rosive sublimate yellow, red or brown oxides. ap-

pear. I'henolphlhalein (0.5 per cent.) mav be al-

so used, the development of a red color proving

presence of free alkali.

As a matter of fact most varieties of glass fail

under these tests which in descending order of

sensitiveness stand in the following order:
"

Strychnine, pheuolphthalein, nurcuric chloride,

morphine. Strj-chnine nitrate is almost too

sensitive, the author having found that JSiS. per

cent, of the white glass ampoules examined by

him threw out free strychnine during steriliza-

tion, the same being the case with 77 per cent,

of the brown glass tubes. In consequence of the

possible formation from morphine of oxvdimor-

phine during heating, even in the absence of al-

kali, color being produced (as distinguished

from the actual precipitation caused by alkali),

the author considers morphine salts should not

lie heated. P'rom the instability of nearly all

ordinary glass it is better to • rely solelj- upon

.Jena Normal Glass 16 III., although some Bo-

hemian; glass is as good. Tlie ampoules mo.st

generally employed hold from I'z to 2 c.c. A con-

venient volume of fluid is 1.2 c.c, as on break-

ing the neck of the tube I c.c. may be readily

discharged from it.

As to filling, several devices are deseri1)ed. If

a filter pump and tubulated dessieator be avail-

able, the cleaned and sterilized tubes are inverted

in the fluid contained in a beaker, which is stood

in the dessieator. On pumping out the air while

the tubes are in that position and then cautious-

ly allowing air to re-enter, all the tubes are fill-

ed simultaneously. In the absence of these ap-

jiliances, the tubes may be held lor a few mo-

ments in boiling water and then qviickly inverted

over the fluid. After sealing, the ampoules are

either heated for half an hour in steam at 100

degrees C. or for fifteen minutes in an autoclave

at 115 C, provided, of course, that the solutions

are such as will bear this heat without injury.

Some fluids which may not be heated to such

high temperatures may be preserved by warming

to 56-60 degrees' C"., maintaining them at that

point for one or two hours on several successive

days (four to seven).

A chemist's training will mostlv .suliice to in-

dicate to him which are the drugs that mav be

heated safely. The following specially important
instances abstracted from the Swiss Pharma-
copoeia) may, however, prove useful: Solutions
of sodium arsenite, .sodium cacodylate, quinine,

caHeine, strychnine, alypinc, acoine, B-eucaiue,

novocaine, stovaine, tropacocaine and adrenaline
may be stcralized at loo degrees C. in a current
of steam. Morphine .solutions al.so (.see, however,
remark above). Cocaine liydi'ochloride, phjso.s-

tigmine salicylate, atropine, hyoscine, scopola-

mine, duboisine
. and ergot extract may not be

sterilized at 100 degrees. (Merck considers that,

tiie very small proportion, about 0.6. per cent,

of the cocaine which is converted into benzoyl-
ecgonine during sterilization, is of no moment,
and that sterilization of cocaine solutions is,

therefore, permissible).—Brit, and Col. Druggist.

AN OINTMENT DILUTER

-Made by Mr. Martindale, at the suggestion of

Mr. Charles Wray, F.R.C.S., ol Croydon, con-

sists of a hollow cylinder marked off in equal

])arts and fitted with a glass piston. To dilute

an ointment, say one in four, the instrument is

put into the pot of diluent base and contents

drawn up to three, then into the unguent and
drawn up to four, the expelled contents being

mixed on ointment pot lid with the glass piston.

Lotions are similar!}- diluted by placing, on the

lotion cap,' a metal disc perforated in the centre.

It is intended to be used when various patches of

disease require applications of difTerent strengths.

SUGAR AS A DISINFECTANT

In many i)arts of Europe it is customary
among the peojjle to Imrn sugar in sick rooms, a

practice which is considered by phvsicians as an
innocent superstition, neither beneficial nor

harmful. Prof. Trilbert, of the Pasteur Institute,

at Paris, has, however, demonstrated recently

that burning sugar develops formic acetylene-

hydrogen, one of the most powerful antiseptic

gases known. Five grammes of sugar (77.16

grains! were burned imder a glass bell holding

ten c|uarts. After the vapor had cooled bacilli of

typhus, tuberculosis, cholera, .smallpox, etc.,

were placed in the bell in open glass tubes and
within half an hour all the microbes were dead.

If sugar is burnt in a closed vessel containing

putrified meat or the contents of rotten eggs, the

olTensive odor disappears at once. The popular

faith in the disinfecting qualities of burnt sugar

appears, therefore, as well founded.—Scientific

American.
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DRUGGISTS

FRONT VIEW
Showing display space in front and top

TRIANON CRYSTAL
PJT

This is a combination of Silent Salesman, Sjlii

Everything right at your hand when your cistc

We outfit a Drug Store from the Sidewalk t t

Every essential feature of the above cabinet ii'co

represented as the same is merely an aX^va

Toronto Show Caii
5, 7» 9» II. I3t I5» ijli

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R, w. Mcclain, General Manager (late GowiisJ

--''==i
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HOW CASES

DRAWERS AND SUB-DIVISIONS

OUNTER CABINET
ED

unter and Stock Cabinet,

lays the word.

:k door,

by patents held by us and any other fixture

Company, Limited
, DEFRIES STREET
^0.) W. M. PETERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) HARRY GHINN, Superintendent
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CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. & S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Canadian made Ocorlce
BRAND

manufactured

NATiONAL LfCORJCE CO.
Montreal.

FOR SALE BY ALL-

5 WHOLESALEI

\ DRUGGISTS-

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. "Wafers, Lozenges, Powdered Extract and
Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists* uses.

MANtTFACTURED BY

N.B.—Place your orders now

with your wholesaler for

your winter requirements

National Licorice Company
Montreal

"THE STANDARD

... CH. LOONEN
PARIS, PRANCE

TOOTH BRUSHES
All tooth brushes bearlDg the above trade mark are guaranteed

to be the production of M. Chaa, Loonen, and are not (as is often the
case) the ptoduction of small makers of inferior goods, bearing 6cti-

tious brands. The factory of M. Chas. Loonen, employing over 2.000
people, is the largest in the world for toilet brushes. It has been now
for over 50 years noted for the high finish and durability of its goods
and this trade mark is now accepted throughout the world as guar-
antee of superior quality and value.

Above brushas can b« obtained from any of the whal«sale houses

Dose Table B.P. 1898
This table, which appeared originally in The Canadian Drug-

gist, has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet foim on
heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, class-room or sluHy.

It has been found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as a ready reference. The drugs and
preparations of the Briiish Pharmacopoeia 189S are all c^as^iBed under

the dose designated by the Pharmacopoeia and are so arranged as to be

seen at a gUnce. A copy of the table will be mailed to any address on

leceipt of 10 Cents.
CANADIAN DRUQQIST, Torontc,Ont.

LBGG BRSy. ENGRAVING
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TORONTO DRUG SECTION R. M. A.

The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto

])ru}j Section, whieli was also the annual meet-

ing, was held on February 4th, and took the

form of a business meeting, combined with a

supper, which was served at the St. Charles

Cafe. The President, Mr. W . A. Ellis, occupied

the chair. The minutes of the previous meeting

being read and adopted, the auditor's report

was submitted, and on motion was also adopted.

The election of the oHicers then took ijlace re-

sulting as follows: Tresident, J. W. Sirnthers;

First "Vice-President, G. Henderson; Second Vice-

President, A. .Jewell; Secretary, A. E. Cox;

Treasurer, W. Wright; Auditor, \V. C. Avery.

The Chairmen of the various conmiittecs were

also named as follows: Contract Committee, J.

Hargreaves; Trade Improvement, \V. J. A. Car-

nahan; Membership, T. M. Winter. A motion

was passed naming the Protective Fund Commit-
tee, which was to be composed of one member
from each ward of the city', together with the

Chairman, Mr. Isaac Curry, who should elect

the members for his committee. Messrs. T. N.

Winter and W. H. Andrew were appointed dele-

gates to the Provincial Convention of the Retail

Merchants' Association.

The notice calling the meeting contained a re-

solution wliich was to be brought before the

members, and wliich was instrumental in bring-

ing together a good assemblage. This resolution

wliich was moved by Mr. J. Hargreaves and sec-

onded by ilr. M. A. CoUett, reads as follows:

"That the present is a particularly opportune

time for the druggists of Toronto to formulate

and i)lan for a gigantic slaughter of prices of

proprietary medicines to demonstrate to the

jo1)1)ers and jiroprietary medicine manufacturers

()[ Toronto and Hamilton how the 'cut rate

war' reboniids on those responsible for its con-

linuame." ,1 letter was read from IMr. E. H.
Bauld, in wliich he expressed his inability to be

at the meeting and at the same time his entire

disapproval of the resolution, and which he said

"would be suicidal. It would be a boomerang
recoiling upon ourselves, the manufacturers

would benefit by the movement and more of the

nostrums would be sold. That a very weighty

or serious objection would be the dii&culty, if

not impossibilitj-, of raising again the prices if

the\- were cut down, as proposed."

Mr. Hargreaves, in opening the discussion,

.said:

I would like to go into a little history. I need

not retail that the cut rate movement originated

in Toronto, and the jobbing houses of Canada

w^ere responsible for its origin, and I say in all

fairness that the jobbing druggists of Canada
are to-day responsible for the maintenance and

continuance of the cut rate evil. I have not

changed my opinion from what it was fifteen

years ago, when the cut rate evil commenced. We
thought the proprietors and jobbers on whom we
could rely to co-operate in any undertaking which

was projected for the best interests of the trade;

and that we would have no difficulty in arrang-

ing a plan that would prevent the spread of the

cut rate evil outside of Toronto. By fighting

with our local, provincial and Dominion conven-

tions as hard as possible, we are no farther

ahead than we were fifteen years ago.

There is no question as to how we should

manipulate this question. We do not feel the dif-

ficulty of cut rate prices as we did in times past;

we have become accu.stomed to them. You can

get accustomed to almost anything. But I am
not satisfied to continue in this way for another

fifteen years, if it is possible to conceive a plan

by which we can check it.

We have before us to-day a new cut rate store

coming direct from the jobber of an outside

town to enter into competition with the business

of Toronto. Looking at it from the outside it

would seem that these stores are making money
and are more prosperous than the rest of us.

And we see other stores starting with very simi-

lar tactics. It looks as if they had pretty well

lost their heads, which is a good sign and will

serve to bring matters to a crisis earlier.

When I started in business expenses were less

than they are to-day, and no druggist was satis-

fied with a profit of less than 100 per cent., but

vou hear men say to-day that they are satisfied

with 50 per cent, profit. The drug business can-

not be conducted on a 50 per cent, profit.

Two instances occur to me by which we can

take this matter up. We could all enter into a

"cut throat" business. We could establi.sh this

on some uniform basis. We could appoint a

committee to indicate what article would be cut

during the coming week or month, and that

committee could make arrangements to procure

advertising in different lines. We could get

newspaper advertisements by joining together.

We could have cards printed on which the prices

of particular articles could be shown. In this

way the cost would be about one-quarter of what

it would cost otherwise. We also have jobbers

who are doing business in the interest of the re-

tail druggists, and I think with a little consider-

ation of the question these jobbers could arrange

to carry on a "cut throat" jobbing business. The

rest of the jobbing houses—the Drug Trading

Co., the Western Drug Trading Co. (and there is

a movement on foot to start one in INIontreal;
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fk^rm&tif
stay at home while you

study Pharmftcy. It is not
necessary to go to College.
We can teach you by mail.
We give you exactly the

woulo get at a college, and
ave you much time and
money. Our course it

adapted to the individual
needs of Canadian students
who contemplate a change
into the States or take
Pharmacy board examina-
tion. Over 200 graduates
last year who testify to the
great value of our course.
Write for prospectus and

particulars. Our terms
are easy.^E^iAJOLm

The Ohio Institate of Pharmacy, Colombas, Ohio

T//C Largest Import House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firraa, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HA.\G LEIDEN AMSTERDAAl

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4tb Edition used

Willing to place all 7iew Medical Specialties

on the Market

PAYSON'3
SIJJEJJX^BB SEE*

I

for Markinc Linen, Silk fc Cotton

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diploma at Provini

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, 1897.

Trade supplied by all leading Drug Houses

11

URING the past few years we

I

J

.have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and books.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service

and for your need of it?

R. G. DUN & CO.

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

NO SMELL

TWO KINDS

IT DEIES THEM UP

fRATS AND MICE
IROACHESAND BED-BUGS

ASK FOR
€€CRUSADER99

(RECISTKRED

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

[

Us PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Branltord
WHOLESALE DISTEIBUTEBS FOB CANADA

STEVENS' OINTMENT

50 YEARS SUCCESS
Ask your wholesale house for " Lameness in
the Horse." It is beautifully illustrated on

art paper

212 Westminster Bridge Road, London, Eng.

For Sale by all Jobbers

National Drug and Chemical Co. of Canada
MONTREAL
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1Doreboun6
is one of the popular winter

lines with the druggist. It

yields a handsome profit, and

the quality of WEBB'S HORE-
HOUND insures larger sales.

Send in a trial order by mail

THE HARRY WEBB CO.
Manufacturing

Confectioners

31-35 Buchanan Street

TORONTO

Ask Your Wholesaler

for

KERR'S
BUTTER
SCOTCH
THE BROWN TOFFEE
THAT CURES THE

BLUES

KERR BROS.
486 Queen Street West, TORONTO

Important Notice
Owing to reasons beyond our control, we are

compelled to remodel the prices on some of our
well known specialties.

The new schedule will come into force on
March ist, 1909, when the following prices and
terms will apply to all goods known to the trade as:

Merrill's Family Remedies
Royal Fngllsh Toilet Goods
Merrill's Huusehold Necessities

PRICES
IOC. preparations Per Dozen 80 cts.

15c. " " '• 120 cts.

asc-
" " " 200 cts.

50c. " " " 400 cts.
looc. " •' •' 800 cts.

TERMS
On order of $ 20.00 5% discount for cash in 30 days

50.0010%
" " loo.co 15% " " " "
" " 200.00 20% " " " "

Freight charges credited on all orders of »20.00 or over. only, on
condition that the freight bill is mailed to us immedialely upon re-
ceipt of same. We h.ve already complied with the New Patent

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Manufacturing Chemists

Merrin BuUdlng, Dept. D. TORONTO, ONT.

The Time to Sell
certain goods is at the time there is a de-

mand for those goods. The demand now is

Easter Cards
.A.RE YOU PREPARED? THEN PUT YOUR
ORDER IN NOW FOR OUR EXCLUSIVE

"For the Empire" Series
from the St. Luke's Press, Hills & Co., Ltd.,
London, England. There are upwards of 125
varieties, replete with original designs, artistic

printing, appropriate verses, and well-chosen
thoughts, typifying Easter in its true, or
"Church," sense. Dainty productions in

Chromogravnre, Gold and Silver Blocking,
and Hand Painting.

They are quick sellers, retailing at from 5c.

to 50c. We quote you a rate of from $2 50 per
hundred to I25.00 per hundred. Interested ?

BETTER ORDER THEil NOW!

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
64 and 66 Front Street West

TORONTO - - ONTARIO
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^ ^ Free! Free! Free!m
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DR.PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade }{ Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical

BUFFALO, N.Y. AsSOCiatiOO BUFFALO, N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen

Cough Syrup FREE with a $32 00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still in force.

m

MMX
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To the Retail Druy^ist;

The American Floral Perfume Co., Limited
OF TORONTO

Manufacturers of the Celebrated FLORAL PERFUMES under Blocki's Cana-

dian Patent No. 103203, granted January 27th, 1907, wish to announce to the

RETAIL DRUQQISTS that they are now ready to supply the Canadian trade

from their New Laboratory at 88 West Wellington St., Toronto, with their

full line of PERFUMES and TOILET WATERS.

These Goods are a Positive Novelty, as every bottle contains a Real

Flower corresponding to the odor, presenting a very attractive appearance to

your customers, and we wish to call your attention to the fact that they are

SOLD TO THE RETAIL DRUGGISTS EXCLUSIVELY
Empress Perfumes

BeaulifulCut Glass Stoppers

The True "Otto" of the
Flower. Never before -pro-

duced. They are clinging' and
diffusive.

CARNATION ROSE
CLOVER SENSATION
CRAB APPLE SWEET PEA
HYACINTH UNIQUE
LILAC VIOLETS
LILIES( Volley I Etc., Etc.

" as above,

9 Huid i

5

i;4 "

bottles, each..$.^.7S

' .. 2.S0

doz . . 10.00

Empress Toilet

Waters

ROSE
LILAC
SWEET PEA

LILIES
SENSATION
ADALIA

Small size (4 oz ) doz . .$ 6.00

Largejsize (8 oz.) doz . . 10.00

Real Flowers in each Bottle

Grand Opera
Perfumes

Eraprcss. Ad.Hlia, Allinitv Sweet
Violets

Put up in the following sizes :

9 oz. bottles, beau' iful cut
stopper, each $6.00

5 cz. bottles, beautiful cut
stopper, each 3.75

I '2 oz. bottles, Nouveau
cut stopper, each 1.25
The " Grand Opera " odors arc

being used by the most exclusive
members of Society at parties, re-
ceptions, etc. In offering these odors
we especially ask you to con6ne your
efforts to a very few of your most
discriminating customers ;' by so do
ing and advising them of vour inten-
tions, the sale of thrt e odors will be
more than satisfactory to all.

Empress Sachets
Put up in the handsomest screw top

EMPRESS ROSE
HELIOTROPE
SENSATION
VIOLET
CLOVER
CARNATION

'yi lbs. put up in hand-
some package, lb $8.00

Large size (retail $1) S.C.

package, doz 8.00
Small size (retail 50c.)

S.C. package, doz 4.00
Ideal Sachet, all odors, '+

lb. G.S. bottle, lb ... 3.75

t^j Any other brand of perfumes containing flowers are infringements on our patent.s,

and the dealer is liable. Any infringement will be vigorously prosecuted.

m
m
m
m
m

HAVE YOU SEEN THIS NOVELTY ?

Send Us a Samp'e Order and WATCH YOUR PfcRFUMb TRADE GROW! fi

m
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Our 15-Foot J 2-Syrup Hygeia

THE degree of your store's smartness is measured by the character of your Soda Fountain.

A McLaughlin Fountain makes the store, both in the pleasing impression it makes on your

custom^s and in the satisfaction it gives. The snappy design with its graceful ornamentations

—

the inviting refreshment that greets every visitor -does more than attract the thirsty and sociable— its

comforts are infectious, and serve to loosen the purse strings of all who gather at the counter.

A McLaughlin Fountain at once stamps your store as up to date. Passers-by instinctively gravitate

towards it, are drawn in by the memory of clean, wholesome drinks secured at that same Fountain.

Write for particulars and prices. Our special sales agent will call at your request. We pride our-

selves on being perfectly up-to-the-minute on everything we turn out.

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Ont. 204 Princess St., Winnipeg, Man.
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Style No. 10, Silent Salesman

Great Advertisers are of Two
Kinds-Persistent and Consistent
In rare cases both are united—among the latter we find phenomenal successes.

Persistent, poorly-devised advertising has won many a success.

The consistent advertiser, however, chooses carefully his means and methods. He it is

who gets the greatest returns for money expended.

There are, to-day, thousands of undeveloped opportunities in the country. Thousands
of you do not realize what lies within your immediate grasp.

You lack just the impetus necessary to launch you on that tide which "taken at its

flood, leads on to fortune." " 'Tis hesitancy, not action, that keeps men poor."

It is our business to grasp and weigh these opportunities at their true worth and

advise accordingly.

It is our business to increase the earning power of your drug store from one to ten

times its present earning power.

It is our business to know when, why and how to expend money for these requirements.

Almost any good carpenter can equip your store with some kind of fixtures, but this is

only one of the links in the chain built strong enough to pull you to the topmost heights

of succcess. IVe furnish the lacking links.

Send us a rough sketch of your store and we will supply you with special sketches.

McLaughlin, gourley. Limited
Cor. Albert & Elizabeth Streets, Toronto, Ont.
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Ice Breaking Machines

Opening takes ice lo x 12 inches. Capacity 2^ tons

per hour. Tight and loose pulleys n X2i inches. Fly
wheel 22 inches, should run 150 revolutions per min-
ute. Height over all 31 inches. Occupies floor space
of 25x25 inches over all. Shipping weight about 400 lbs.
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could join together also. The time seems oppor-

tune to make the move. All we want in carrying

out such a plan is a little backbone.

Mr. Worden—I followed closely the remarks of

ilr. Hargreaves, and consider at the outset

many of the points he made. On the other hand

is the time opportune to start the programme
he has spoken of. Some years ago a similar

thing happened in Peterborough, and the drug-

gists there started a cut rate business. We can

follow their example. It cost one man at least

5i,ooo, and demoralized prices.

We have iSo druggists in Toronto, and it seems

to me that if we formulated a plan on the lines

suggested, the policy would be suicidal. At what

cost would this be carried out; it would simply

concentrate the business in the hands of a few.

The cut rate evil has had the elTect of introduc-

ing substitution in almost every case. A man
who sells at cut rate prices will substitute some-

thing else. I maintain that we should frown

down substitution. By introducing a cut rate

campaign we would be booming substitution, and

bv so doing, we would have the physicians down
on us.

The mover of the resolution claims that 50 per

cent, profit is not su,fFicient to carry on a busi-

ness. On the other hand does he know the ex-

pense of advertising, and how does he propose to

get 100 per cent, profit. If we let the cut rate

stores alone it will be a case of dog eat dog, and

we can sit by and watch them fight it out them-

selves. Let the druggists take advantage of fluc-

tuations in prices and buy from the jobber who
studies his interest. This, I think, would be

much better than embarking on a campaign the

success of which is problematical, and will be

certain to hurt the man who is doing business in

a small way.

The letter which has been read is from a gen-

tleman of ripe experience, and I hope wc shall

consider the reasons he has advanced. I do not

think the present is an opportune time to start

a campaign such as the mover has spoken of.

A. E. Cox—We can all see good points in ilr.

Hargreaves suggestions. There is no doubt

something should be done. It is a question to

find the better of the two plans. I do not think

it would do a great deal of good if we entered

into the cut rate fight. Everyone knows it would

be almost impossible to finance such an under-

taking as is proposed. There are too many con-

flicting interests. A suggestion was made that il

we could all get together and agree to cut a few

special articles and advertise them at lower

prices than the ordinarj- cut rate men are adver-

tising them, and follow it with a list of drug-

gists who will sell at these prices, it might do

good. I do not think it would work at all well,

because when we started to lower our prices it

would not take the cut rate druggists long to re-

duce theirs, and in a short time we would have
every article in the place selling at less than
cost. Very few of us are situated like the down-
town stores, where a great many people go to

purchase other articles, and thus get the benefit

of a great number passing.

Some of the manufacturers and jobbers ha» e

already seen the result of the down-town mei'

cutting prices so low.

G. E. Gibbard—Mr. Chairman, there seems to

be a reminiscent feeling in the air to-night. When
the Ontario Society of Retail Druggists was
formed, a strenuous campaign followed against

cut rate methods, which resulted in disastrous

failure, and taught a lesson which we have re-

membered ever since. The gentlemen who took a
leading part at that time found that there was
only one way of maintaining ])rices, and that

was to buy altogether on the contract plan

basis. This is the only method which will stand

the test of law.

From my observations, I woula say there are

two great constituents in a city like Toronto,

that is the bargain hunting constituent and the

constituent composed of those people who are

willing to do business in a legitimate way. From
the first class I am satisfied the retail druggist

will get very little support, and for a number of

years I have felt we could do without their sup-

port. Shall it be, then, sacrifice the benefit of

our dealings with that large class of constitu-

ents who are prepared to do business in a legiti-

mate way. The bargain hunters want a large

stock and are looking for cheap goods, and it

would be disastrous for the retail druggist to

attempt to cater to that class of trade. It has

been impressed upon me that those who expect

success to come from cut rate practices are very

poor creatures, and are doomed to disappoint-

ment and failure.

One means of meeting this difliculty as I see it,

let the druggists co-operate and impress upon

the travellers of the houses whose goods are cut

that they will not encourage the sale of their

goods. We are obliged to sell some of their

goods, but we are not obliged to sell all that

thev would like us to sell.

I trust every retail druggist here will listen to

Mr. Bauld's letter. He is a man of ripe experi-

ence, and we can depend upon what he says.

Regarding a suggestion from Mr. Hargreaves

to endeavor to induce somebody to engage in job-

ber's cutting,! would suggest that every retailer,

when possible, take advantage of the jobber's

prices, and what he cannot make at the selling

end to make at the bujing end.
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I am satisfied in mv mind that the matter can

be worked if the druggists throughout the Do-

minion of Canada, Province of Ontario, and the

city of Toronto will set themselves to the task,

that they will not assist the sale of any prepara-

tion of a manufacturer who is disregarding the

interests of the trade at large, and encourage

those who are doing business on consistent

lines.

I think the time has arrived when the retail

druggists of Canada should get together and set-

tle upon a line of preparations which thej- can

control. By establishing a line of meritorious

preparations you will find a solution of the cut

rate problem and patent medicine problem.

The retail trade in Toronto to-day is in as

prosperous a condition as it ever was. There is

a proportion of the retail trade in Toronto who
are cutting into the cut rate .business, but there

are others who are maintaining a more dignified

position and are conducting their business on

straight business principles.

I have taJcen stock recently, and find, notwith-

standing the rate cutting in Toronto, the busi-

ness which I control is greatly improved, and I

am satisfied to leave the cut rate business alone,

and we will do better than by following the

movement.
Mr. Ellis—I do not think there is much for

me to say. I deplore the conditions now, as 1

feel to a certain extent the effect of the cutting

of prices, but I do not want to enter into that

sort of life. I have grave doubts about the suc-

cess of the movement.
Mr. Andrews—I do not think it would do any

good. I rather think the best method to pursue

is to keep all proprietary articles aside and not

show them, getting the best prices we can, and

in this way we will do more than we would by

engaging in the fight along the lines indicated.

Mr. Harris—I do not know all the gentlemen

here, but I represent some who are not here—the

little fellows. A movement like this would

swamp the little fellows. We would be the little

dog in the fight.

Mr. Jewell—Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, this

discussion seems to be favoring one side of the

question, and I might say I am rather in favor

of the points made by Mr. Gibbard. They are to

keep the cut rate goods out of sight and pu.sh the

goods you make a profit on.

Mr. Carnahan^—When I received a copy of the

circular I took it into consideration for a few

minutes, and then concluded it was a joke on the

part of Mr. Hargreaves to get the druggists out

to-night. If we could always plan a little scheme

like this we would have good meetings. But it

is impossible to get the druggist to agree to a

plan such as is proposed. It would ruin the

prescription trade. Sensible people have no in-

terest in the cut rate druggists. A number of

people have taken prescriptions to the cut rate

stores and afterwards brought them back to

know what was the matter. The only way to do
with the cut rate people is to keep the goods in

the back of the store and do not encourage the

traveller. I have made enemies of many travel-

lers in this way, and jvidge from the tone of

some that they have been getting it hard from
most of tlie druggists. The jobbers have been

getting their "bumps," too, and some jobbing

house travellers have been knocked so hard by
the retailer that they are getting sore. I have

no hope of our being successful in a cut rate war.

The situation is different from that of a depart-

mental store, and you cannot work the plan

with patent medicines. It would be folly to re-

duce prices.

Mr. Jury—One idea which occurred to me
which we might adopt, is to have one uniform
sign. Get up an original design, and advertise a

certain line of our own preparations which can

be had where it is shown.

Mr. Currie—I came here in a doubtful mood,
for I am practically in the midst of a hotbed of

cutters. For a long time I have considered the

advisabilit}- of entering into the cut rate busi-

ness because my place is so contiguous to them.

After hearing the remarks of gentlemen here to-

night I am fully convinced that the cutting of

prices indiscriminately would be a serious mat-
ter. I am well aware of the fact that the cut-

rater downtown can make a fairly good business,

but is my friend Mr. Carnahan aware that B. P.

& Co. were compelled to discontinue their

business downtown on account of the high

rents, and procure premises where lower rental

would prevail.

Mr. Gil)bard—Do you know anything ol the

business they were doing?

Mr. Currie—Cut rate business; proprietary

remedies.

I have come to the conclusion that it would be

impossible for the majority of us, who are dis-

tributed through the residential district of the

city, to carry on a successful cut rate business,

and we know that when prices are once reduced

it would be impossible to advance them to their

present position again. Mr. Gibbard has thrown

out suggestions which, in my opinion, are first-

class. If we would adopt a certain line of goods

of our own, which we could control, and get a

sale for them, I think it would help towards a

solution of the cut rate problem. But we must

control that business ourselves. It might be

handled by a concern similar to the Drug Trad-

ing Co., in which all would have an equal share.

Tak«> then the methods followed by large
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At iEaat^r (Emt
it is most opportune to make some extra effort to

secure your share of the perfume trade.

&^e STEARNS PERFUMES
will not only help you to get new customers, but

every drop of Stearns Perfumes you sell

Makes Permanent Customers

and yields you a Liberal Profit

We have a particularly liberal offer with three

pound lots, with which we also include a handsome

polished oak Perfume Rack.

Are you interested? If you are, write the Per-

fume Department of

Frederick Steams & Co.
WINDSOR - ONTARIO
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The Spring Store Cleaning
SHOULD MAKE ROOM FOR MANY MORE

Nyal's Family Remedies
The Nyal line contains many popular prepara-

tions for which there is an active demand at Spring

time, and right now is the time to stock up such lines

as

Nyal's Spring Tonic

Springs Sarsaparilla

Nyal's Quinine and Iron Tonic

Nyal's Blood Purifier

Nyal's Beef, Iron and Wine
Nyal's Mountain Herbs

Nyals's Digestive Tonic

Nyal's Rheumatic Cure

Nyal's Stone Root Compound

Etc., Etc.

Use one for a leader and keep a reserve of the

others. It shouldn't be any trouble for you to make

up a bonus assortment of the above lines alone.

Send in an order now while you think of it.

Selling Agents for Canada.
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Sure Death
TO POTATO BUGS

The Strongest and Best PARIS GREEN
is made by the Canada Paint Company.

It KILLS the Colorado Beetle commonly

known as the Potato Bug with certainty and

despatch.

Purify of

The Canada Paint Company's
Paris Green

The Inland Revenue Department at

Ottawa have had inspectors going all over

Canada making purchases of PARIS GREEN
for the purpose of analysis in order to safe-

guard the interests of the farmers. Over 40

samples of PARIS GREEN manufactured by

the Canada Paint Company, Montreal, were

procured personally by the inspectors in the

wide range of territory extending from the

^Maritime Provinces to British Columbia, and

each sample was certified by A. McGILL,
CHIEF GOVERNMENT ANALYST, as

being ABSOLUTELY PURE. Moreover,

The Canada Paint Company's Paris Green

was shown to contain more arsenical poison

than any of the other greens examined.

CANADA PAINT
COMPANY

The Time Demands
"the" articles appropriate to theoccasion.

Easter-time demands among other things

that you carry a complete line of attractive

EASTER POST CARDS
You are in time if you order these now.
Our stock is comprised of particularly

seasonable designs, appropriate thoughts,

and symbolic emblems. Tastefully em-
bossed, gold and silver blocking, etc.

—

not "splashy."

We quote you a rate of $1.00 per
hundred, to retail at 2 for 5c. We
specify Easter Post Cards in particular.

We would like to interest you in vaiied

lines in general. Better Write Us.

THE COPP, CLARK COMPANY, LIMITED
64 and 06 Front Street West

TORO.NTO - - ONTARIO

EWING'S
Seeds of "QUALITY"

•[ No Seeds in the Country- have

more growing ability to the pound

<^Get Our Wholesale List^

WRITE FOR QCOTATIONS ON

Whole Linseed

Pure Ground Linseed

Sunflower, Canary, Hemp, Rape

Timothy and Clovers

(OUR FAMOUS BR.A.NDSJ

WM. EWING ^ CO.
MONTRE.^L

SEEDSMEN
.McQill Street
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Gathering Momentum
Down the Years

1879_Xhirty-one years ago we started our import fancy goods business in a small and unpretentious way.

We felt that the idea of bringing in samples of the best European goods and selling to the Canadian trade from the

samples was a good one, which the trade would appreciate because it would give them a greater variety to choose

from than if we carried a stockwhich must necessarily be limited . The idea caught on , the trade was pleased and by

1889 our foresight had been justified. Year by year we increased the number of our samples

and made the opening in March more and more of an event. Dealers came in from all parts

of the country in increasing numbers, realizing that our scheme was the only satisfactory one.

By and by we had to open sample rooms in other centres throughout the Dominion and by

1899 our accommodation became too small. The great fire

came at an opportune time and in our new building what we

considered ample space was provided. To-day this space is

absolutely inadequate to house the thou-

sands and thousands of samples and we

have engaged still more commodious quarters

for the business that will be transacted in

1909, which will be the best of all.

NO DEALER IN CANADA CAN AFFORD TO MISS THIS SHOW
DISPLAYS READY ABOUT MARCH 15tK

WARWICK BROS. £i RUTTER
LIMITED

TORONTO
European Art Goods
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manufacturers, especially by those who make the

Oil Remedies. These people are getting the busi-

ness and you are working for them. The

druggists should join together and establish a

line of goods, and in a very short time there

would be a current demand.

Mr. Reid—I am in favor of Mr. Hargreaves

motion.

Mr. Avery—I do not think the cut rate store is

doing the harm which the retail druggist thinks

it is. They have made considerable money
through getting agencies, which concentrates the

trade in their hands.

Mr. Carnahan—One cut rate store is bound to

stay. I spoke to him the other day, and from

what he said they will stay at least fifteen years.

He pays both salary and commission.

Mr. Samson—I do not approve of entering up-

on a cut rate war. It would react upon the dig-

nity of the profession, and could not result in

good being accomplished. It is beneath our dig-

nity, gentlemen. Don't do it.

Mr. Evans—I would not go into the cut rate

business simply because I would not adv'ertise

the miserable nostrums that they handle. The

first thing to do is to get these nostrums out of

sight. If we followed this plan faithfully we

would soon be able to throw out some of the

nostrums. I have heard it said that you can sell

your own preparations nine times out of ten.

When I try to sell my own preparations I in-

variably sell them. I do not think the radical

measures proposed should be adopted. The

scheme Mr. Gibbard referred to is a splendid one.

We are selling goods to-day over which we have

no control.

Mr. Petrie—I am carrying on business in a

residential locality, and would not like to see a

cutting campaign established. I do not agree

with Mr. Hargreaves that conditions are no bet-

ter than they were fifteen years ago. The trade

is in better shape than it ever has been before.

THE METRIC SYSTEM

In a communication in the Therapeutic Ga-
zette, Dr. E. Quin Thornton, of Jefferson Medi-

cal College, called attention to "the difficuities

and dangers attending the use of the Metric Sys-

tem in prescribing," pointing out the merits and

demerits of the system. The article is one which
will be of interest to our readers, and we quote

a portion of it.

"The merits claimed for the metric system are:

"That every weight and measure bears a rela-

tion to the initial unit, the Metre, which is a
fixed and unvarying measure of length, being the

1-40,000,000 part of the polar circumference of

the earth. Measures based upon such a natural
and indestructible standard, if lost or destroyed,

could be restored without fear of alteration.

"The second claim is that the ready method of

changing from one denomination to another by
the use of the decimal point makes the system
both simple and convenient to use.

"The third claim is that the nomenclature used
in designating the multiples and divisions of the

several units is uniform, and that the name de-

notes the position of the measure or weight in

the decimal scale.

"The fourth advantage claimed is that its al-

most universal adoption makes it an interna-

tional system.

"Discussine in order these several claims, it

must be admitted that the standard measures
preserved in all countries might be lost or des-

troyed, and that in case of such an occurrence

the metric measures are the only ones which
could be restored with certaintj- and precision.

Such accidents have happened to the weights and
measures heretofore in use, but they are ex-

tremely unlikely to recur.

"The claim of simplicity and convenience in

changing from one denomination to the other by
the use of the decimal point is to inv mind more
than counterbalanced by the possibility of mak-
ing serious errors by misplacing the decimal.

Such errors have occurred not only from lack of

care, but from defects upon the paper written

upon. Few of us would sacrifice safet\- for con-

\enience. Furthermore, that the number ten

cannot be divided more than once without pro-

ducing a fraction is a defect of the metric system
which inheres to the decimal principles of arith-

metic. Thus: 10—5—2.5—1.25—.625.

"The uniformity in the nomenclature, so far as

it applies to the names and the position in the

decimal scale of the multiples and divisions of

the several units, is interfered with by changing

the name of the miililitre. The thousandth part

of a metre is called a millimetre; the thousandth
part of a Gramme is called a milligramme; but

the thousandth part of a Litre, which in reality

is a miililitre, is called a cubic centimetre. This

name is entireljr imsuited for a measure of capa-

city'. Furthermore, there are no names which ap-

ply to quantities less than a cubic centimetre,

which is about 16 minims. The approximate

equivalent of the minim being .061 Cc, it must
be read sixty-one one-thousandths of a cubic cen-

timetre, a rather cumbersome term.

"The decimal point followed by numerals is

usually understood to indicate a definite sub-

division of the metric units, whereas in the

measurement of capacity- it is usually employed

to indicate sub-divisions of the cubic centimetre,

which is not the unit of capacity. The litre i^
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the unit of capacity, but is too gross a quantity

for convenient use in prescribing.

"With the fourth contention, that its almost

universal adoption makes it an international sys-

tem, we agree.

"Another disadvantaee of no little consequence

is to be found in fhe similarity of the abbrevia-

tions used to designate different denominations

of the several units: Mm. is the abbreviation for

myriametre, ten thousand metres, while mm. is

the abbreviation for millimetre; Dm. signifies ten

metres, and dm. a tenth of a metre; Mg. is the

abbreviation for ten thousand grammes, and

mg. a thousandth part of a gramme; Dg. for

dekagramme, and dg. for decigramme. Not only

are the same letters used in abbreviating these

different denominations, but there is considerable

similarity in the sounds of the terms when spok-

en. Mistakes are therefore likely to occur when

the terms are written in an abbreviated form,

and also when spoken.

"The strongest argument against the use of the

system by those of us now practicing medicine is

that we have learned our doses in the apothe-

caries' system, and should we decide to discard

that and use the decimal system, we should still

continue to think in the older system, but

transpose to the newer. In prescribing, this would

immediately involve a double set of calculations,

a condition attended by a degree of uncertainty.

"As it is almost impossible to convert either

system into the other with exactness, we must

employ approximate equivalents. None but an

expert mathematician can make the calculation

mentally if the closest approximate equivalents

are used; therefore convenient approximate

equivalents less difficult of calculation are usual-

ly selected.

"The following tables give the nearest exact

equivalents, and also the commonly used quan-

tities employed:

Approximate Table of Weights

Convenient Approximate Nearest Approximate

igr. =Gm. .065 Gm. .0648

15 gr. =Gm. 1.00
I 3 =Gm. 4.00

I 3 =Gm. 30.00

Gm .972

Gm. 3.888

Gm. 31.103

Approximate Table of Measurement of Capacity

Convenient Approximate Nearest Approximate

I minim = Cc. .06 Co. .0616

15 minim = Cc. i.oo Cc. .924

I fl3 = Cc. 4.00 Cc. 3.697
I fl,5 = Cc. 30.00 Cc. 29.573

Weights

Loss and Gain in Single and Multiple Doses

I gr., a gain of 2/10 mg. = 1/320 gr. in each do?e, in

ten doses 1/30 gr.

15 gr., a gain of 28 mg. = 7/16 gr. in each dose, in

ten doses 45.^! gr.

I 5, a gain of 112 mg. = i 9/10 gr. in each dose, in

ten doses 19 gr.

I .5, a loss of 1.103 Gm. = i7 gr. in each dose, in

ten doses 170 gr.

Measure of Capacity.

Loss and Gain in Single and Multiple Doses

I minim, a loss of .0016 Cc. = 1/40 minim in each
dose, in ten doses }{ minim.

15 minims, a gain of .076CC. = iJ4^ minims in each
dose, in ten doses 121^ minims.

I flrj, again of .303 Cc. = 5 minims in each dose, in

ten doses 50 minims.
1 fl,i, a gain of .427 Cc. = 7!.? minims in each dose, in

ten doses 73 minims.

. "By referring to the tables it will be noted

that in converting grains and drachms into their

approximate metric equivalents there is an in

crease in quantity, while there is a decrease when
ounces are converted into grammes. In using the

measures of capacity, the quantities substituted

for minims are less, and those for the fluid

drachm and fluid ounce are greater. If we use

both solids and liquids in the same prescription,

we create still further uncertainty as to the ex-

act doses prescribed, thereby sacrificing accuracy

and precision.

"If the metric is to be used in prescribing, we
must learn and teach the doses in that system,

and discard the old; we must think in .that sys-

tem, and not attempt to transpose from one to

lo the other.

RHACHISAN

According to the Pharmazeutische Zentralhallc,

rliachisan has the following percentage composi-

tion: Cod liver oil, 30; free fatty acids obtained

by the saponification of cod liver oil, i; iodine, in

combination with free fatty acids, o.i; lecithin,

0.8; nucleins, 1.75; iron, in combination with ovo-

vilellin, 0.3; mannite, 12; glycerin and alcohol,

each, 5, and the remainder distilled water. It is

recommended as a substitute for phosphorated

cod liver oil. Dose, 10 grams, three times daily.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

FREDERICTON, N. B.—Mr. Geo. Y. Dibblee

has improved his store and enlarged his display

space and has placed his order for a line of the

"Trianon Cabinets" with The Toronto Show
|

Case Co. All essential points in these cases are '

covered by patents held by this Company and

any other fixture represented as the same is

merely an "attem^pt."
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GIBSON
MAINDOLIINS

AND

GUITARS

Used and

Recommended by the

Best Performers

Musical Instruments of Every Description

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

" BE/JT/" Violin Strings are knoum the

world oi'cr as the I 'ery Best

THE NORDHEIMER PIANO & MUSIC CO.
.

LIMITED ^
15 KING ST. EAST - TORONTO |

Our Easter Cards

Are Now Ready
Newest Designs

Over 250 Excellent Subjects

The Assortment is better than

ever. It's distinctly different

from other Hnes. It's clear-

ly in the lead. The Price
will appeal to you strongly,

affording you a good margin
of profit, and the quality of

the goods guarantees quick

sales. Why not order a 50-

cent assortment, at once, to-

day ? Vou will be pleased.

E. C. Kropp Company
Manufacturers

Add Department F. Milwaukee, Wis.

PostCardViews »':;rr£'^

Two Color $5.00 for 1000. I!S?i.e°''

Natural Colors $7.20 for 1000. ?o"£?e<i

OUR HAND-COLORED CARDS are the best made in America
Cards made from any fair photo, delivered in two to three weeks

HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY, FLORAL, COMIC, etc.

Direct from Maker to Dealer

DEPT. 6 National Colortype Co. ^'^^^,1'''''

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send fi^

finest German
e dollars for the newest and
novelties at wholesale rates.

Established 1895 ==^===
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

I.\CO0MB. Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

ULlxe

Umlt

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

TORONTO, C.^X.\D.\
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BRICK'S TASTELESS=== Preparation of Cod Liver Oil

Our plan of protecting the price of this Preparation has necessitated us filling all orders

direct, which will keep the output entirely under our control.

In future please order direct. No order too small and none too large to fill. % Freight

allowed on all orders.

The advertising in a great many daily and weekly papers, together with the price we

are offer"n| BRICK'S TASTELESS should be an incentive to place an order at once.

We shall be glad to send circulars and will allow for distributing the same.

The Drice of BRICK'S TASTELESS, large size, $8.00 per dozen. In 3 doz. lots,

$8"o per doz., less 10 per cent. In i. doz. lots, $8.00 per doz., less 12^ percent.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS,
$4.00 per doz., less 10 per cent. In

lall size, $4.00 per dozen. In 6 doz. lots,

2 doz. lots, I4 00 per doz ,
less, 12^ per cent.

On an order of $24.00, made up of large and small sizes, we allow .0 per cent, discount,

= SELLING AGENTS

The Moyes Chemical Company, Limited
84=96 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain

Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid, to the

Trade, upon request*

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.

RACINE Oriijinaiim of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck's Malted Milk
Horllck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets

HoTlick's Food, HorUck's Dlastold, etc.

GILMOUR BROS. & CO. - 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL, CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

Just Read

_ The DirectionsJ

M Retail

Druggists

get familiar with the many uses of GiUett's Lye
and recommend it to your customers for making

soap, cleaning of all kinds, and as a disinfectant

—it's a sure trade bringer.

If your wholesale house will not
supply you at list prices, send order

to us, and we will ship goods direct.

rwGiLLETT
P-JSSpany LIMTTeH

TORONTO. ONT.

Awarded highest honors at all Expositions
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SUPPOSITORIES OF GLYCERINE AND CHLORAL
HYDRATE

I. GI.VCKKINK SUPrUSITOKUCS.

A. Stearin soap, dialyzcd, dried and powder-

ed, is rubbed up with an equal weight of water.

Glycerine is now added, nine parts to every one

part of soap, and the mass warmed until com-
plete solution is eflected, and all the water ha.s

Ijcen evaporated.

B. Five parts stearin soap are mixed with 95
parts glycerine, and the mixture warmed until

solution is effected.

C. Thirty grams of glycerine are allowed to

soak in water for several minutes; 270 grams of

glycerine are then added, and the mixture heated

until the water is completely evaporated.

D. A mass is made of

Glycerine 120.0 parts
Medicinal soap 1.2 parts
01. cacao 6.0 parts

2. SUPPOSITORIES WITH CHLORAL HYDRATE.

A. In a wide-necked flask, placed on a water-

bath, are melted 3.75 grams white wax; 11.25

grams powdered chloral hydrate; 3.75 grams
cacao butter are added, and the flask clos-

ed and shaken until a uniform mixture is obtain-

ed. Five parts of this mixture represent three

parts chloral hydrate.

B. Equal parts of stearic acid and chloral

hydrate are melted together in a stoppered flask.

—.Tourji. de Med. de Paris. (National Druggist).

SUPPOSITORIES OF SODIUM SALICYLATE AND
GLYCERINE

P. Lemaire calls attention, in the Repertoire

de Pharmacie, to the difficulties encountered in

preparing suppositories according to the prescriij-

and the whole cooled with ice. A suppository is

thus obtained, consisting of a core of sodium
salicylate surrounded by a coat of the base. It

must be prepared only shortly before it is to be

used, for the sodium salicylate soons begins to

react with the glycerine, and liquefaction ensues.

The advantage of the foregoing mode of prepara-

tion lies in the fact that the conditions of the

prescription are strictly fulfilled, no foreign sub-

stance being added in order to produce the desir-

ed result.

INCOMPATIBLES OF ARGYROL

Dr. V. Demandre (Repert de Pharm.) has in-

vestigated the incompatibility of argyrol, with

the following results: Argyrol is not precipitated

by caustic alkalies or albumin, or by acetic acid

in the cold. Acetic acid with heat causes its

precipitation. Tannin precipitates it. Hydro-
chloric aad trichloracetic acid decompose argy-

rol, liberating metallic silver in the form of a

flufiy powder of brownish-black color. The alka-

line chlorides in small quantities after a while

yield a slight white deposit of silver chloride,

and in saturated solution they precipitate the

argyrol in the cold without decomposing it,

while with the aid of heat they form silver

chloride and set free the albuminoid matter,

which can be found in the filtered liquid. Am-
monium sulphate in saturated solution complete-

ly precipitates argyrol in the cold without de-

composing it. The substance is also incompat-

ible with the hydrochlorides of a number of al-

kaloids, and with copper sulphate. Solutions

containing only argyrol keej) without change if

preserved in amber-colored bottles and protected

against light.

TANNYL

Sodium salicylate 1 gram
Glj-cerine, gelatinized 4 grams

If the suppositories be made in the usual man-
ner, with glycerine, gelatine, water and sodium

salicylate, the sodium salicylate will prevent the

liardening of the mass, even if the suppository

mould containing the mixture be cooled with ice.

The desired result is attained by adopting the

following method of procedure: 0.2 gram of the

glycerine-gelatine base is rul>bed uj) in a mortar,

in small portions at a time, ^\ ith 1 gram of fine-

ly pulverized sodium salicvlate, until a homo-
geneous mass is obtained. The mass is then

worked up in the hand into a cone about 2 cm. in

height. A quantity of the glycerine-gelatine base

is now melted and poured into the mould, which,

with its contents, is slightly cooled. The cone is

now introduced as near the middle as possible,

This is a compound of tannin and oxychlorcase-

in. A vellowish-brown powder, nearly tasteless,

insoluble in water. Employed as intestinal as-

tringent, and best administered in doses of i to

2 or 3 grams, three times daily, before meals,

until normal evacuations take place.—Pharm.

Zentralh.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

PORT HOPE.—Mr. W.,T.B.Davidson is another

convert to the "Trianon Cabinets" and has plac-

ed his order with The Toronto Show Case Co.

Patents covering all essential points in these

cabinets are held by The Toronto Show Case

Co., and anv other fixture represented as the

same is merely an "attempt."
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Formulary

SYRUP OF VIOLETS.

The Apotheker Zeitung recommends the follow-

ing formula:

Fresh violet flowers 8 ounces
Alcohol 4 ounces
Syrup and distilled water, of each a suffi-

cient quantity.

The violets are allowed to macerate in the

alcohol in a closed vessel for six or eight hours.

They are then pressed and sufficient water added

to make eight ounces. Filter, and add nine parts

of syrup to each part of the essence thus obtain-

ed.

NON-ASTRINGENT SVRUP OF FERRIC CHLORIDE.

Solution ferric chlor..., i6o min.
Solution soda 2% A- oz.

Syrup, to make i6 fl. oz..

Comp. spt. orange 30 min.

Mix the iron solution with 12 fl. oz. of syrup,

and add, in small portions at a time, enough so-

lution of soda (about 20 fl. dr.) to leave the mix-

ture faintly yet distinctly acid; then add enough

s)<rup to maJce 16 fl. oz.; and admix the flavoring

previously diluted with a little alcohol. A
syrup thus prepared contains ferric oxychloride

and sodium chloride.

SYRUP OF YOLK OF EGG.

Brissemort (Petit Journal de Medecine) pro-

poses the following formula:
Yolk of egg 300 grams
Water 60 grams

Beat, strain with expression and add:

Glycerine 300 grams.

Cherry laurel water 10 grams
Sugar 130 grams
Sodium chloride 12 grams

Dissolve without heat.

In order to prevent the increase in the quantity

of uric acid, which is caused in arthritic patients

by the ingestion of the yolk of eggs, it is recom-

mended that four grams of sodium quinate be

added to the preparation, quinic acid and its

salts preventing the formation of uric acid.—Na-

tional Druggist.

IODOFORM EMULSION.

Iodoform 48 Gm.
Potato starch 25 Gm.
Glycerin 400 Gm.
Distilled water 240 Cc.

Triturate the iodoform and the .starch to a

fine powder; then mix the glycerin and the water.

To the former add a small quantity ol the lat-

ter, and triturate into a smooth paste, adding

the Remainder of the glycerin and water mixture

gradually, with continual stirring. Heat slowly

up to TOO degrees C, stirring constantly. Keep

the mixture at this temperature for several min-
utes, and then allo\\- it to cool. Triturate brisk-

1}' until cold.

Care must be exercised in heating the mixture,

in order to prevent the unnecessary decomposi-

tion of the iodoform, which would discolor the

emulsion.—Merck's Report.

A GOOD REMEDY FOR BURNS.

The formulary of Nouveaux Remedes recom-

mends the following application for the relief of

extensive burns, as they often occur in work-

shops, factories, foundries, etc.:

Carbolic acid (liquid) 25 drops
Dextrin, finely powdered 125 grams
Tincture of aloes 65 grams
Dilute spirits of camphor

(1:39) 30 grams
Lead nitrate, pure i gram
Tannin i gram
Cherry laurel water 150 grams

The dextrin is mixed with the spirit of cam-
phor and the tincture. The lead nitrate and tan-

nin are dissolved separately in the cherry laurel

water, and mixed. This mixture is gradually

added to the dextrin suspension, and the whole

thoroughly mixed to a homogeneous mass.

When this mixture is spread upon the burned

surface it gives immediate relief from pain, and

at the same time forms a protective layer.—Na-

tional Druggist.

LIQUID IODOFORM.

Blanchi prepares iodoform in solution, the ad-

vantage possessed by this mixture over the dry

substance being the greater ease with which ab-

sorption takes place. He takes:

Caustic potash 35 parts
Water 25 parts

And adds to the solution:

Oleic acid 50 parts
Alcohol, 95 per cent 30 parts

To this mixture is added, with constant agi-

tation:

Iodine, resublimed 30 parts

A few drops of caustic potash solution are

added to decolorize the mixture, which is allowed

to stand several days in a dark place. The super-

natant liquid is then decanted, and is ready for

use. It is of a syrupy consistence, yellowish in

color, with the odor of iodoform, miscible with

water, alcohol, ether, chloroform, carbon bisul-

phide terpinol, eucalyptol and creosote.

It dissolves guaiacol readily. Applied to the

skin, it is rapidly absorbed.—L'Union Pharma-

ceutique.

Never look backward—unless you can profit by

the mistakes vou have made.
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There are strong reasons why you should

sell The Aulo^Arop Safely Razor—better than ;

any other on the market.

IT is the only SELF-STROPPING RAZOR in existence.

^ f,
strops itself sharp in half the time it takes

The /imO-Olrop to place a new blade in any other razor.

A trwAffwn ^^ thoroughly well made, exquisitely finished,

The AuKrSlrOp

and cannot get out of order.

blades last many times longer than those of

other razors.

The cleaning is simplicity itself. It can be done in a second,

without removing the blade or taking apart.

will positively give your customer satisfaction, and will make him your

The rUa<yStrOp friend

We solicit your investigation, and ask you to try the AuiO'StrOp
yourself. Let us hear from you, and we will gladly

send you one on approval.

The Standard Set retails at $5.00, and gives you a handsome profit.

Send us your enquiries, and then your order,

and we'll help you to sell the goods.

The Auto-Strop Safety Razor Go.. Ltd.
14 St. Helen St., MONTREAL

m i »i.«..«..»ii»ii» .»«« >i f II,, , .«..»..«, »! tm i.
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Canadian Made Licorice

N.B.—CUT REPRESENTS EXACT SIZE OF PACKAGE

Manufactured Exclusively by =

NATIONAL LICORICE COMPANY - MONTREAL

MA^lfrA.Crl/FtEffS OF
J HIGH gjra.de HAjVH

=1 & OfY^/C/S- f/XTC/ftES.
SC/fOOL.jL/BjRAfrr-

ri//fjV/TL/iE. OI^E/iA
& ASSBAfBLVC//A//iS
& lysrrEJt/Ofi

//ARD}VOOl?r/N/SH
aEJVJSHALLY.

I0m &BBflsy

Price 25 cts.|ie[li*

MINMSLINIMEKTCO.— LIMITED —
:CESS05STO CC RICHAROSSCO

ttRMOUTH.N.S.

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARB
OF
IMITATIONS

SOLD
ON THE
MERITS OF

MINARD'S

LINIMENT
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SELF-SHAVING OR DEPILATORY CREAM

This is an article for which some demand has

been created, and the following formula has been

puljlished as answering the purpose:

(a).

Powdered starch 2o parts
Water 120 parts

(b).

Sodium sulphide .34 parts
Barium sulphide 30 parts
Water 180 parts
Palm oil

, 36 parts
Glycerin 21 parts

Stir the starch in tepid water in one vessel,

and mark a. In a second vessel dissolve the

sodium sulpliide (crystals), and stir it and the

barium sulphide in the water, add the glycerin,

and mark b. In another vessel melt the palm
oil.

To mix the compounds, make the solution b

boiling hot; stir up the starch solution a, and

then gradually stir it into the solution b; keep

stirring until the starch thickens, add the melt-

ed palm oil, mix all well together, and then

add the perfume (oils of citronella, mirbane,

lavender, etc.).

Before the mass congeals pour it into porcelain

pots or wide-mouthed bottles. For use, rub the

cream into the hair to be removed until the hair

loses its crispness and filamentous form and be-

comes a pulpy mass; then wash the part well

with water.

Lases of sun-

MASSAGE EMOLLIENT

Oil sweet almonds 3 ounces
Oil bitter almonds 15 drops
Balsam tolu 30 grains
Benzoin 30 grains
Ess. lemon 2 drops
Kss. bergamot 2 drops

Powder the resins and rub up with the oils.

Keep at a gentle heat for 24 hours, then decant

from the sediment and add the ])erfume. To be

massaged into the face, throat and neck after the

bath.

Tannin 8 grains
Lanoline 480 grains
Oil sweet almonds 320 grains

Melt the lanoline and oil; when cooling beat in

the tannin.

SACH'S SOOTHING, COOLING OINTMENT

A correspondent of Merck's Report sends the

following formula, and states that it has given

him exceedingly good results

burn and prickly heat:

Yolk of egg ....: i ~

Lanum , ;... 30 Gm.
Cold cream , 30 Gm.
Solution lead subacelate 10 Gm.

LEMON FORMULAS

The following formulas arc recommended:

Yellow peel of lemons,
grated ., 15

Concentrated oil lemon 2^^ drachms
Alcohol 4" pints
Water 4 pjnts

Macerate 24 hours and express. If necessary
filter through magnesium carljonate.

2.

Yellow peel of lemons 15
Citral 2 drachms
Oil lemon 2 ounces
Alcohol 4 pints
Water 4 pints

Treat as above.

Concentrated oil lemon 24 minims
Citral 3b minims
Oil lemon 4 ounces
Tinct. curcuma 4 ounces
Alcohol 3 pints
Water 5 pints
Magnesium carbonate 2 ounces

Shake together occasionallv during 24 hours
and filter, returning the first portions to the fil-

ter until the liquid comes through clear. By
varying the proportions of concentrated oil, na-
tural oil and citral extracts can be made of al-

most any desired strength and delicacv of flavor.

Citral undoubtedly enjoys some popular flavor,

in just the same way that cumarin and tonka
do. It serves much the same purpose in supply-

ing a "strong" flavor at a low price. It is plain-

h- discernible either in cooked or uncooked ar-

ticles.

PREPARATION OF MERCURY OINTMENT

An improvement upon the rather tedious pro-

cess of making this ointment is suggested by G.

H. Roener (Pharmaz. Journ.). He proceeds as

follows: One grain of oleate of mcrcurv (con-

taining 10 per cent, of mercury), is triturated

with four ounces of metallic mercurv, and after a

few minutes . the necessary quantitv of fat is

added. The oleate of mercurv used in this pro-

cess is made by triturating the washed and dried

oxide of mercury from 271 parts of mercuric

chloride with 1.800 parts of commercial oleic

acid, and heating until the mixture becomes

homogeneous.
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r)l|^4-^Q«|««]r«l^ !/-• llic process of value to chemists who do develop-

* '^ ing for their customers. The orij^inal formulae of

Joanovich are:

PHOTOGRAPHIC NOTES No. i.

By A Pharmacist Photographer Metol 5 grammes— Hydroquiuone 5 grammes
"SEPARATR " DEVELOPEMENT. Sodium sulphite 100 grammes

Water to 1,000 C.c.

In October of last year Herr Paul von Joano- -^^ 2.

vich, of Budapest, suggested a method of develop- Potassium carbonate 100 grammes
ing plates by the separate action of the two so- Water to 1,000 C.c.

lutions forming the -developer. His suggestion Dr- Sturenberg recommends the use of hydro-

was to immerse the exposed plate in the solution '1"^"^^'^^°^ '^'""^- "'" ^""""^^
'J^^^ ^ ^

of the reducing agent proper, e.g., pyrogallol. Sodium' sulphite
''.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.

' 60 grammes
metol, etc., and at the end of thirty seconds to Hvdroquinone 18 grammes
remove, and, without intermediate washing. Or edinol 8 grammes
transfer it to the alkaline solution, which was to Dealing with the same subject (in the Amateur

be allowed to act for a similar length of time. Photographer and Photographic News), Mr. II

The idea was not new, but the method of appli-
*

Brenchley says that he has obtained equally good

cation was to use a grooved tank of the "stand" results with a two-solution developer of unknown

develojMiient pattern, and by this means to en- composition, and has found that a preliminary

FOUR FRIENDS.

able the operator to turn out negatives at the

rate of twelve a minute. The process was tried

by several photographers of my acquaintance,

with more or less success. For my own part, I

found the time of immersion in the No. i bath

to be too short, and when using the method I al-

ways allowed one minute instead of thirty sec-

onds. Dr. Sturenberg, in a recent article, contri-

buted to the Photographisch Rundschau on the

subject, also gives it as his opinion that one

minute is the better time of immersion, and sug-

gests the use of a 20 per cent, solution of potas-

sium carbonate to fortify the No. 2 in cases of

gross under-exposure. The process is worth

studying, as, although it will never take

the place of controlled development for the pic-

torialist, it is a most economical method of turn-

ing out negatives from plates of varying ex-

posure. This, in fact, is the point likely to make

soaking in water for thirty second, followed hy

thirty seconds' immersion in each of the two so-

lutions, gives better results than development of

the dry film.—(Phar. Jl.).

CLEANING PHOTOGRAPHIC LENSES

The lenses of photographic apparatus, and of

other optical instruments, become covered with

dust or with a bluish film, even when they arc

carefully kept in proper receptacles away from

outside influences. A dry cloth, or one moistened

with water, does not .suffice to remove the de-

posit. Alcohol or ammonia water is recommend-

ed as an excellent cleaning material. The liquids

can not be poured on the objective, as they are

apt to exert a solvent action upon the cement. It

is advisable, therefore, to moisten a piece of soft

linen cloth with the liquid and gently wipe the

glass with this.—Neueste Eef. u. Erfahr.
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All Druggists Should Stock

WELLINGTON"
Photo Plates, Papers and Films

OF WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION

Write for terms and
Our High-Class

Advertising Card

WARD & COMPANY ^srS£ToreL7-

The Canadian College of Optics,
OT7R CORRESPONDENCE

been such a success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. hamuli:,, M.D., OouHat

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

dents as class room students. Write for full particulars to

^anea BuUdins. TORONTO

POMONA
FACE CREAM
An elegant toilet cream which is bland, soothing,

antiseptic and non-greasy.
A product that will please the most fastidious.
A package that will be ornamental to any dressing

table.

PREPARED BY
The Kenson Pharmacal Co.

MONTREAL

WE have many odd lines which we
will clear out this month at big

discounts, as stock-taking is now
completed. ^ We would be pleased to

send a list to any enquiring friends.

If Interested drop us a line—
176 KING ST. E.
TOBONTO

Wholesale Druggists and Manufacturing Chemists

E.G.West(a>Co.

We have very Special Prices on Branular Effervescint Salt
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The "Royal Mail'' Camera

SPECIFICATION

Camera-Polished mahogany, dovetailed and fjtted with

leather carrying strap and two bushes and 1 -screws.

Lenses—Fifteen first-class lenses for portraits or views.

Shutter—Fifteen apertures. Spring plate.

Dark Slide—One single Cameo dark slide, with alumi-

nium shutter.

Price, $10.00 each

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL

AGFA AMIDOL
A quick and powerful devel-

oper.

Bringing out all details and

giving good density.

Is easily soluble in water.

Ranks in a premier position

for developing bromide papers,

giving excellent gradations.

Acts in conjunction with So-

dium Sulphite without the addi-

tion of any alkali. Avoids there-

fore the bad effects of strong

alkali on the operator's hands or

on the delicate, sensitive material.

In I oz., 4 oz., 8 oz. and i6

oz. bottles, at 75c., $2.75, $5.25i

and $10.00 each.

Ask your Dealer for the "AGFA" Booklet - Gratis

Sole Agents - HUPFELD. LUDECKING & CO. - Montreal
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THE DEVELOPMENT OF HIGH SPEED EXPOSURES

^79

I remember that when a beginner at focal plane
pliotography I argued that it would be desir-

able to shun the good old-fashioned pyro, and
turn to the youthful reducing agents which
boasted more vigor. My assumption was that
the improvement in speed of the dry plate should
be accompanied by a corresponding evolution in

developers. I have no doubt that all focal plane
workers in their novitiate try, one after another,
the various developing agents recommended, the

best known of which are pyro-metol, metol-
hydroquinone, glycin, and eikonogen-hydroquin-
one.

For the man with limited time and patience,

pyro-metol is without doubt the best developer
to use; but my chief objections to it are the ex-

Probably a great deal might be achieved by
cooking a badly under-exposed plate to a tem-
perature above 75 degrees Fahr., but fog is very
readily- produced.

The developer must be diluted; nearly all
formulae advised are in much too concentrated a
form. The dilution should be twice or three
times the strength usually recommended for nor-
mal exposures, but we must remember that it

must be so conducted that the necessary mini-
mum of reducing agent is present.

For example, if the developer is so compounded
that one grain of pyro is used in each ounce of
developer, then three ounces of developer as used
for a half-plate will contain three grains of pyro.
The developer must therefore be diluted to six
ounces, so that the three grains are not decreas-
ed. I use these figures arbitrarily, because no-

'Whcre the purple-vestured mountains
Rear their summits crowned with snow.

cessive contrasts produced and the coarseness of
the deposit. The developers compounded with
hydroquinone are favored for their cleanness of

working, but the "pretty" negatives produced
are not good printers.

Personally, I invariably use pyro-soda, which
everyone is agreed is unequalled for well-exposed
subjects—and even a fast shutter exposure may
be quite a full one—whilst for under-exposed
work it will, on the whole, give a better result
than any other developer I know. The temper-
ature of the developer should not be below 65
degrees Fahr., nor, in the case of nearly all

plates, above 70 degrees Fahr. In the winter
one's fast shutter work improves enormously if

the dark room has been well heated some time
before development is begun.

body knows accurately what minimum of pyro
is sufficient to effect reduction on a given area

of emulsion.

I recommend a solution containing two ounces

each of sodium sulphite and sodium carbonate to

the pint of water; I never use potassium brom-
ide. I take one ounce of this, two ounces of

warm water, and three grains of dry pyro added
at the time of development. In extreme cases

less pyro is added and rather more soda solu-

tion and water. Development takes from a quar-

ter of an hour to an hour.

An extension of dilution is stand development,

to which glycin and rodinal are best adapted.

Unless one has a dozen negatives to develop, an

inconveniently large amount of solution must be

used; and I have always found that all sorts of
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mysterious scratches appear as a result of the

vicissitudes to which the plates are subjected. I

do not think that better negatives are procurable

by greater dilution than three times.—Adolphc

Abraham, B.A., in Photography and Focus.

A WOODLAND WALK.

A STABLE PYRO DEVELOPER

Edwards, in the British Journal of Photo-

graphy, gives a formula for a pyrogallic acid de-

veloper, which is far more stable than those or-

dinarily used, and which possesses the advantage

of always being in a fresh condition for use.

Two solutions are made: One of 30 parts each

of pyrogallic acid and sodium bisulphite dissolv-

ed in enough distilled water to make 2,400 parts;,

the other of 300 parts each of sodium sulphite

and sodium carbonate in water to make 2,400

parts. Equal parts of the solutions are mixed

just before using, and diluted if necessary. The
addition of a bromide ensures sharp contrasts in

the negative. The time required for development

is not increased. The author claims that it pro-

duces no pyro spots.

WATER-GLASS

There's a difference between a solution of silica

in caustic soda and a combination of soda with

silica. A compound of alkali and silica may ex-

ist in the proportion of i Na02 to i or 2 Si02.

Such compounds are true sodium silicates. When
3 or 4 of silica exist in solution to i of Na02 the

mixture contains silica in solution, and is a true

water-glass.

A faint heart hasn't the ghost of a show where

there is a strong arm rival.

MAKING THE NAME GOOD

The president of one of our largest manufactur-

ing concerns has said: "Give me the good-will

and the trade mark of this business, and, with-

out a dollar, I'll duplicate this success."

The good will is good because of the great pub-

licity that has been given the trade mark and
the trade mark is good because of the goodness

behind it, because it has stood for service and
quality. In these days of publicity no real, per-

manent success can be builded without just such

a foundation.

Reviewing the advertising of recent }-ears it

seems remarkable that the magazines of general

circulation are at once responsible for a great

deal of the advertising being done by big manu-
facturers and at the same time that they are re-

sponsible in a great measure for the high quality

of goods advertised. This is an odd statement,

but it is a fact.

At one time magazine advertising was a highly

refined method of piracy. The whole plan of

campaign was to get the dollar away from the

man who had it—and this was done by the most

alluringly painted word pictures, inany of which

had not the slightest foundation in fact.

This deception at last started the public howl-

ing and in the public's interest and in their own
interest the magazines a few years ago took up

the cudgels and have at last driven the fakirs

out of their pages. This has cost many a dollar,

but it has renewed the faith of the public, so

that to-day a trade tuark may stand for "honor

and faith and good intent," and be the founda-

tion of a good will which in turn may grow to

be a big business asset.

The bad faith of the old line advertisers offered

excuse enough, once upon a time, to many hon-

orable men to "stay out," but recent years have

seen a keener, livelier interest, and majiy of the

big, old, honest houses are now regularly and

consistently using space in the magazines.

In the confectionery trade we have a striking

example—The New England Confectionery Co.,

of Boston, a comparatively recent combination

of three of the oldest candy manufacturers in this

country.
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F you haven't handled photographic materials as a part of

your line, you have missed an opportunity for a generous
profit at a trifling expenditure of time and money.

THE LINE IS:i

Argo Gaslight Papers

Monox Bromide Papers

Disco Gelatine Printing Out Paper

Ampere Collodion Matte P.OP.
Metalotype

Silver Basic Developing Paper

Sun Spot Blue Print Paper

Defender Dry Plates

famous Defender Photographic Chemicals

We want the co-operation of druggists in the effort to

spread the fame and sale of our products. We are willing

and anxious to allow very liberal discounts on goods that are

extensively advertised and which are well known to both

the professional and amateur photographic trade. If you
want to participate please communicate with us.

We supply you with advertising matter, catalogues, window hangers

circulars, etc., free of charge. We replace defective stock

—

You cannot lose. Write for our terms.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
; 131 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONT. <;
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Two of their products—Chase Mints and Peer-

less Wafers—were staple, standard confectionery

as long ago as forty or fifty years.

To-day they claim (without contradiction) to

be the biggest concern in the business and their

maminoth factory seemingly bears out their as-

sertion.

They are among the leading advertisers in the

publications to-day and their publicity state-

ments are of an exceptionally high class, and in

their bid for patronage they make sharp, definite

claims for goodness. It is reported their trade

is increasing wonderfully under this impetus,

dealers report increased sales, and the factory

reports a large addition to the number of deal-

ers.

The goodness they have established for their

product and the successful advertising of their

trade mark has created a wonderful good will for

their business—an asset that will grow larger

and larger each successive season—an asset that

becomes the property and part of the prosperity

of every dealer who handles Necco Sweets and

enjoys the sales created by Necco advertising.

TIME TO INVESTIGATE

This is the season when it is time to look up

your stock of Zenoleum Disinfectant and Animal

dip. Your farmer customers are needing Zenol-

eum every day, and as spring comes on they will

need more of it. In fact, just as soon as the

cleaning up time is at hand, every farmer and

stockman in your neighborhood will have im-

mediate use for Zenoleum, and you do not want

to be caught without enough on hand to take

care of the demand. Check up your Zenoleum

stock to-day, and make up your order for next

shipment. You can send it to any jobbing drug

house or to the Zenner Disinfectant Company,

Windsor, Ontario. In either event you will re-

ceive prompt and careful attention.

Just a word about advertising matter. The

nine piece Zenoleum window display is certainly

a dandy. It shows prize winning live stock in

natural colors. The best animals to be procured

were used for making the illustrations. Every

one is a true type of the very highest character.

It is a display that is bound to attract attention

in your window. A farmer or an owner of any

kind of live stock, whether it is a horse, a cow, a

chick, a sheep, or a pig, cannot pass by a Zen-

oleiim window display, without stopping to look

and read. The Zenoleum booklets, circulars,

etc., are every one of them first class business

bringers for the dealer who has Zlenoleum in

stock. Look up your Zenoleum to-day, and send

in your order quick.

THE VALUE OF THE MAILING LIST.

It is doubtful if any druggist fully appreciates

the many advantages of having his name on a

wholesale's mailing list.

He reads his newspaper every day in order Lo

keep abreast of the times; but when it comes to

keeping posted as to what specials the wholesale

trade offers, he takes no action.

Every druggist should be on the wholesales'

mailing list. Being there, he will from time to

time receive their letters, pamphlets, literature,

and special inducements, of which it will often

pay him to avail himself. The Copp, Clark Co.,

Ltd., Toronto, Ont., frequently have interesting

propositions to make to druggists, bearing on

side-lines which it would be profitable for them

to handle—stationery, cards, picture post cards,

fancy goods, etc. Why not suggest to them di-

rect that it would be well to have your name on

their mailing list?

ANOTHER SUCCESSFUL SEASON FOR LOCAL
VIEW CARDS

Judging from the reports of leading post card

manufacturers, we conclude that local view post

cards are still steadily gaining public favor. The

reasons are many and very obvious. Fancy cards

are of value only during specific time of the

year, whereas, view cards are at all times most
desirable, because they sell all the year around.

The tourist trade especially' should be carefully

watched by local merchants. Those using the

best methods for attracting this class of trade

are the live ones; their post card sales will pay'

more than the rent. Just now is the time to

prepare stock for the spring and sun^mer season.

Have your most attractive home scenery repro-

duced on post cards, but be sure to order the

best possible grade goods, for quality counts in

competition. Start early so that cards will be in

your hands before the season opens; and by all

means have your goods made in this country.

American manufacturers, especially the E. C.

Kropp Co., of Milwaukee, now produce card.s

fully equal, if not superior, to the imported.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

WINNIPEG, MAN.—Mr. C. W. Campbell is an-

other druggist who has decided that he must

have a line of the "Patent Trianon Cabinets"

and has placed his order with The Toronto Show

Case Co. for imrnediate shipment. Patents cov-

ering all essential points in these cabinets are

held by The Toronto Show Case Co., and any!

other fixture represented as the same is merely
j

an "attempt."
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES
CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
^HOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to
-^^engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position
as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-
ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

When man starts out to look for fun he man-
ages to uncover a lot of trouble.

Some people would never attract anv attention
in the world if it wasn't for their impudence.

NATIONAL LICORICE AGENTS

Toronto, Feb. 27, 1909.

Business during the past month has opened up
very well. The high price that Citric Acid and
Oils Lemon, Bergamot and Orange reached on ac-
count of the disaster at Messina have given way
on account of present favorable conditions, and
the prices are lower, particularly on Lemon and
Orange. Bergamot will likely be high for some
little time, as the source of supply is very lim-
ited. Outside of these items there has been prac-
tically no change of any account at all in the
market.

CHANGES IN PRICES.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

D. Acetone Commercial Lb. .30
A. Balsam Copaiba, American. Lb. .75
A. Balsam Copaiba, English.... Lb. .go
D. Beans Vanilla, Mexican Oz. .35
D. Beans Vanilla, Bourbon Oz. .25
D. Calcium Metal Oz. .50
D. Cadmium Sulphate Oz. .20
A. Copper Nitrate Oz. .20
A. Cowhage Oz. $1.10
A. Cocoa Butter Lb. .55
D. Oil Bergamot, Engli-sh Oz. .50
D. Oil Spearmint Oz. .35
D. Oil Orange, Bitter Oz. .30
D. Oil Orange, Sweet Oz. .20
D. Oil Lemon Lb. S2.00
A. Soda Permanganate Oz. .60

NEW GOODS.

Kresol Crvstals Oz. .50
Kresol, Para Oz. Si. 00
Lead Chromate, Fused Oz. .20
Lead Sesquioxide Oz. .30

Mr. Wm. H. Dunn, 394 and 396 St. Paul
Street, Montreal, has been appointed sales repre-
sentative for the city of Montreal and Ottawa,
and also the Province of Quebec and the Mari-
time Provinces for the National Licorice Co. Mr.
Dunn and his associates will make regular calls
upon the trade in the interests of the company,
and no doubt will be able to largelv increase the
sales of these reliable brands of licorice in Can-

INCREASED PRODUCTION OF CAMPHOR IN
CEYLON

Vice-Consul W. H. Doyle, writing from Colom-
bo, says that an early and appreciable contribu-
tion to the world's supply of camphor is promis-
ed as the result of recent and current planting
operations in Ceylon. In 1907 the camphor acre-
age of the island was increased from 142 to 1,106,
and the indications are that the new acreage of

1908 will have produced greater results. The
situation is so favorable to its profitable produc-
tion that enthusiastic planters entertain the be-
lief that Ceylon in a few years will produce cam-
phor in quantity greater than the world's pre-
sent demand. The rapid growth of the twigs and
the cheapness of land and labor are the factors
depended upon by planters to give Ceylon an ad-
vantage over other camphor-producing countries.
The figures given by planters to represent the
cost of a pound of Ceylon camphor are much be-
low the figures representing the reputed cost of

.s^-nthetic camphor produced in the Fnited States
from turpentine oil.

Oshawa
Galvanized
Steel

Vou can t afford to roof a
Ihing without Oshawa Gal-

vanized Steel Shingle*.
_ . , . Good for a hundred years.

SningleS I Send for the <h» booklet.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

It is specially requested that anyone answering any of the following ^advertisements, will

mention that it was "Seen in the Canadian Druggist."

DRUG CLERK—Graduate; optical knowledge;

for Eastern Ontario town. Box 30, Canadian

Druggist.

four years experi-DRUG CLERK—Three or . ^ ,•—- good dispenser. Box 32, Canadian
ence;

Druggist.

DRUG CLERK WANTED—Graduate and good

dispenser; for Vancouver city. Charles Wood-

ward, Walker House.

FJRUG APPRENTICE—One or two years' ex-

perience; county town; state salary and send

references. Box 55, Canadian Druggist.

r)RUG ASSISTANT—Three years' experience;'^ state age, qualifications, wages. W. H. Field,

673 Spadina Avenue, Toronto.

FOR SALE.—Sioo Canadian Druggists' Syndi-'

cate Stock for 573. Box 22, Canadian Drug-

gist, Toronto.

r)RUGGIST'S ASSISTANT WANTED-Box 35,

^Canadian Druegist.

DRUG BUSINESS—Best chance in city for the

money; good location, Yonge Street; dent

speak unless you mean business; if interested

turn the searchlight on; facts will appeal to any-

one. Box 42, Canadian Druggist.

P OR SALE.
Business.

caygeon, Ont.

-Drug, Wall Paper, and Paint I

Full particulars. A. Baker, Bob- i

huu-DRUG BUSINESS—In nice village; three

dred will get possession; balance easy; no op-

position; young man can make rich; act quickly.

Box 45, Canadian Druggist.

AMONG THE RECENT CALLERS AT O.C.P.

H. L. Francis, Langdon, North Dakota; E. F.

Cody, Wolsely, Saskatchewan, and W. A. Carter,

druggist, of New Rochelle, New York, who has

been visiting his old home in Thorold, Ontario.

Mr. Carter came in for a fortune last year.

K. M. Roberts, of Park Hill, Ontario, Chair-

man of the By-Law Committee of the O.C.P.,

was in Toronto last month.

DRUGS—If you are seriously looking for a

good business, with a medium stock, write to

Box 47, Canadian Druggist.

AWELL ESTABLISHED wholesale patent

medicine business for sale; a monej^-maker;

will .sell at a sacrifice; goods sold all over

Dominion; five thousand cash will buy;

ten; act quick; any man with ordinary

can handle
gist.

the
,'orth

ability

Apply Box 4«, Canadian Drug-

FOR SALE—Drug Business; in Waterford;

stock $2,200. For further particulars, apply

Dominion Drug Company, Hamilton.

FOR SALE—Drug, Wall Paper and Paint Busi-

ness; full particular.s. Box 45, Bobcaygeon,

Ont.

r\RUG BUSINESS FOR SALE—In village of^ twelve hundred, in Eastern Ontario; no op-

po.sition; good reasons for selling; full particu-

lars upon application,

gist.

Box 30, Canadian Drug-

r)RUG BUSINESS—Good county town;
•^ inviting; stock clean and up-to-date;

man can make four thousand yearly; fifteen hun

dred will finance. Box 32, Canadian Druggist.

$2
rr\r\ —DRUG BUSINESS;

f>J\J\J £„g location; doing good, steady

business; clean stock; good

lin & Stoddart, Toronto.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

PORTAGE LA PRAIRIE, MAN.—Mr. B. M.

Canniff is altering and improving his premises

and has placed his order with The Toronto Show-

case Co. for a line of the new "Imperial" Plate

Glass Show Cases, as well as a line of the "Tri-

anon Cabinets." Patents covering all essential

points in these fixtures are controlled bv The

Toronto Show Case Co., and any other fixture

represented as the same is merely an "attempt."

very
good

County Bruce;

good, steady
fixtures, Cap-

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

EMERSON, MAN.—Mr. E. Casselman hasj

placed his order for the complete interior of a|

very handsome drug store with The Toronto

Show Case Co. for immediate shipment. Special

features are being introduced in the patent medi

cine Cases, also the Tincture Shelving. In the

centre of each of these fixtures the canopy top i

raised a considerable distance above the balancti

of the fixtures. They are also fitted with Plate,

Glass Mirrors, these opposite each other, so thai

the reflection is^ continuous. The farther end o

the store is fitted with one of the newest design

of Perfume Cabinets. The whole outfit is in riclj

quartered oak, golden finish, and promises to b|

one of the handsomest drug stores in Wester.

Canada.
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LEGISLATION

Every little while there occurs a sort of peri-

odical attack on what have heretofore been con-

sidered as the prerogatives of the druggist. The
College of Physicians in their prosecutions for

so-called counter prescribing, the Government
with its restriction on the sale of patent medi-

cines, and the general storekeeper for the privi-

lege of selling goods not heretofore accorded to

them, all "keep the pot simmering," and phar-

maceutical legislators have consequently to be on

the "qui vive" in order to safeguard as far as

possible the interests of the retail druggists,

who at the same time aim to 'protect the general

public. The amendment to the Ontario Pharmacy
Act which has passed its first and second read-

ings and also gone through committee is of the

character of legislation which a legislative body
which aims to be paternal in its legislation

should not endorse, inasmuch as it gives to the

general storekeeper the privilege of selling cer-

tain poisonous drugs ' which should never be al-

lowed to be sold, except by those who fully un-

derstand their nature and properties.

It is certainly a case of retrograde legislation,

and although many may look on it as just to the

general merchant, yet looking at all aspects of
it, it cannot fail to be seen how unwise any sucb
legislation is that allows the indiscriminate sale
of some of the articles mentioned in the list of

drugs permitted to be sold, as given in the
amendment, which we publi.sh elsewhere in this

issue.

No doubt this is the result of the energetic ac-
tion taken by the detective of the College of

Pharmacy, and which has aroused a strong an-
tagonistic feeling on the part of the general
merchant, and which has been voiced in the Lo-
cal Legislature by members representing rural

constituencies. Whether the prosecution has been
advisable or not, certainly in this case it has
resulted in a loss to the retail druggist in some
districts by curtailment of his sales.

We venture to predict as a result of this

amendment, many additions to the list of "acci-

dental poisonings," etc.

Last month we mentioned the fact that the

British Colimibia Legislature had passed an

amendment to the Pharmacy Act of that Pro-

vince, which permits others than druggists to

sell poisonous substances to be used exclusively,

in agriculture and horticulture.

From the full text of the amendment, which

we give elsewhere in this issue, it is seen that it

is a case of legalizing a condition of affairs

which has existed for a long time, as many poi-

sonous drugs which are used for agricultural and

horticultural purposes have been sold by the gen-

eral store, and this merely makes these sales

legal.

The Act, it will be noticed, confirms the sale

of certain poisonous drugs, namely:

Arsenate of lead, Paris green, London purple,

hellebore, tobacco extract, sulphate of copper,

and sulphur of iron, to be sold only by such per-

sons as are licensed by the Minister of Agricul-

ture. The pharmacists of the Province evidently

offered no objection to this amendment, as it

stands.
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FORMALDEHYDE IN THE WEST

Formaldehyde is being used almost imiversally

now in the Western Provinces, particularly for

the treatment of grain, to prevent smut. Smut
is a fungus disease which attacks the grain, ad-

hering to the seed, and when it is planted grows

up in the stalk as a parasite, and when the, grain

is due to ripen, instead of being clear grain, the

kernels are replaced by the smut spores or dust.

When this grain is threshed these smut spores

adhere to the seed which is to be sown next year.

Agricultural colleges and experimental farms

throughout the Dominion recommend as the best

treatment to prevent smut the following:

One pound of formaldehyde, 40 per cent, to, be

mixed with 32 to 40 Imperial gallons of water.

Immerse or sprinkle the seed grain, then shovel

over on the floor so that every particle of each

grain is entirely moistened. Then cover over

with cloths or blankets for a couple of hours so

the gas will penetrate the pile, then spread out

to dry and sow within twenty-four hours if pos-

sible.

Formaldehyde is sold principally by druggists,

who buy it in bulk in barrels, but on account of

their being a number of small settlements where

there are no druggists, it has been called for by

the general store merchants and hardware mer-

chants, who buy it from their wholesale dealers

put up for them in sealed bottles and jugs. On
account of various chemical changes that are li-

able to take place in formaldehvde it is not ad-

visable that it be sold by others than properly

qualified druggists in bulk. For this reason the

general store merchants buy what small quantity

they require in bottles.

In some towns druggists have resented the

hardware merchants in their town selling a small

quantity in bottles, and have on that account

cut the price to such a low^ figure that it does not

pay the hardware merchant to buy the sealed

bottle for which he pays a higher price. Instead

of this practice having the desired result, of driv-

ing the hardware merchant out of the formalde-

hyde business, it is forcing him into buying it so

that he can sell it at the same price the druggist

is charging or, in other words, is forcing him to

buy it in bulk. In this manner the druggist will

be losing the profit on another lucrative com-
modity.

It would be much better for the druggist to

maintain his price and thus secure for himself the

full margin of profit, for not only is he antagon-
izing the hardware man and provoking him to

buy in bulk, but he is losing a substantial profit

on an article for which there is a large demand,

and a demand which will increase the more it is

distributed.

By purchasing in bulk the druggist has a de-

cided advantage over anj- other dealer and the

profit is considerably larger, and we strongly ad-

vise against the practice which has sprung up in

so many cases of cutting the price.

THE SOCIAL FACTOR IN BUSINESS

Among the newer developments in the getting

and holding of business in all lines is the art of

cultivating social traits. There is an old adage

that business is business, or, stated differently,

that business is cold-blooded, a matter of getting

the most for the least, of giving no more than

has to be given for a given price. The old-time

attitude of buyer and Seller was that for the

time being they were enemies, each watching to

secure some advantage over the other. That
thought was universal in retail channels before

the establishment of the one-price system, which

followed the establishment of department stores.

The one-price syste:n has manv well-established

advantages, and it is to be regretted that it is

not universally established. Conditions make it

impossible at times, but there is a drift in tlie

right direction. Competition of house with house

virtually secures to purchasers the advantages of

the one-price system, but the system itself re-

mains impracticable in many lines.

Competition pure and simple has its limita-

tions. Nowadays it is restricted by the neces-

sity of coming out at the end of the vear on the

right side of the ledger. Some new features to

attract and hold business had to be introduced

in many retail channels, and that new feature is

the social feature, more or less disguised. And
especially in the smaller towns it is coimting for

more and more.

Personality is becoming a more dominant and

a more prominent factor in retail dealings. Big

houses recognize this in their selling system, in

their care in the selection of salesmen who know
how to discreetly unite the social and the busi-

ness getting features. Retailers have of late been

realizing that the heart as well as the head has

something to do with business. Human nature

instinctively recognizes the man with a heart in

Ms bosom. That wholesome out-giving of human
instincts of the higher sort always tells. People

are flattered by attentions. The successful re-

tailer is now infusing into his business more of

what might be termed a Christian spirit, a

square deal spirit, and it is this quality of mind

and policy of business that stands the best chance

of success, other things being equal.
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HOWARDS & SONS, Ltd
STRATFORD (Established 1797) LONDON, Eng.

Notice to Chemists
In the accompanying list of our principal preparations you
will observe that a few articles are printed in italics.
This is to indicate that they command a somewhat higher
price than is usually charged by other makers, but the excep-
tional degree of purity, for which they are so well known,
fully justifies the extra charge, and the same quality cannot
be obtained at lower prices. With these few exceptions,

We Meet the Market for All Goods Made bx Us!

Our name has been a guarantee for over a century, and it

cannot but be to your advantage to safeguard yourselves
and also to have the satisfaction of knowing that you are
handling the Finest Pharmaceutical Preparations in the
World by specifying "HOWARDS'" when ordering the
goods from your Wholesale Druggists.

.\CETATES.
ACID BKXZOIC EX GL'M.
ACID BORIC (Special).
ACtD CITRIC, PUR.
ACID HYDROBROMIC PUR.
ACID HYDROCHLOR., PUR.
ACID NITRIC. PUR.
ACID PHOSPHORIC, PUR.
ACID SULPHUROS PUR.
A3I.V0X. BEXZOAS

(from Xatural Acid).
AMMOX. GARB. (Special).
ANTIMONY PREPARATIONS.
ARGEXr XITRAS (Special).
BISMUTH PREPARATIONS.
BORAX [Special).

BROMIDES.
CAFFEINE.
CALCIS CARB. PRAECIP., P.E
CAMPHOR, BELLS. BLOCKS

AND FLOWERS.
CINCHONA ALKALOIDS.

COCA IXE (Special).

EP.^O.U SALTS (Special).

FERRI ET AMMON. CITRAS.
FERRI ET QUININ. CITRAS.
GLAUBER SALTS.
GLYCEROPHOSPHATES.
IODIDES.
IODOFORM.
LIQ. BISMUTH ET AMMON CIT.

LIQ. FERRI PERCHLOR, FORT.
LITHII CARB.
MAGXE.-?. FOXDEROSA. P.B.

(Special).

MAGXES. CARB. POXD.. P.B.
(Special).

MALOUREA.
MERCURIALS.
POTASS. ACETAS GRAN.
POTASS. BICARB. {Special).

POTASS. CITRAS. GRAN.
POTASS. SULPHUR \T.

PCLV. SEIDLITZ
(M'ide u-illi HovardB' Soda).

QUININE TABLETS AND PILLS.
SULPH.\TE OF QUININE.
SALTS OF QUININE.
SODA TART . P.B.
SODII BEXZOAS ( from Xatural Acid).
SODII BICARB. (Special).
SODII CARB. CRYST., P.B.
SODII PHOSPH. GR.AN.
SODII PHOSPH , P B.

SPIRIT AMMON. AROMAT.
SPIRIT AETHER NIT
STRONTIUM BROMIDE.
SULPH. PRAECIP., VER., P.B.
TEREBENE. PURISS.
THORIUM NITRATE.
THYMOL IODIDE.
URANIU.M SALTS.
ZINC PREPAR.ATIONS.
AND MANY OTHER PHARMACEU-

TICAL CHEMICALS.

Grand Prix, Paris, 1900. Grand Prix, St. Louis, 1904. Grand Prix, London, 1908.

Sole Affents for Canada - SCHEAK & PRINGLE, Toronto

****^***^^l?l?5?S?i?^^1p1?^^^t^^*^**^*?fe****************V****^^**»^f*i?V*^^^*^^^^
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"Ideal"
Orchids

The fastest -selling Per-

fume on the market, is

being extensively adver-

tised.

It will pay you to have

it in stock. Order from

your jobber or direct.

SOVEREIGN PERFUMES
LIMITED

TORONTOCanada's Largest Perfumers

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
', ^ ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you io%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Robber Co., New flaYen, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMCNICATIONS TO THE

Higginbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.
^^^^^^^^^^ Milton, Ontario I^^TT^^^^^^^

All Druggists should handle

LISTER'S GAUZES
Plain Sterile and all Medications

PRESCRIBED and USED by most Physicians

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Absorbent Cottons, Bandages, Protectives

Hypodermic Syringes and Nurses' Supplies

Rubber Goods, Catheters, Electric Batteries

We give special attention to mail orders for

ELASTIC STOCKINGS and BELTS, Etc.

WRITE rs FOR PRICES ON

GENUINE E/MGLISH MADE
CLINICAL THERMOMETERS
SPECIAL PRICES ON IMPORT ORDERS

•W« guarantee all goods

J. STEVENS & SON GOMMNY, LIMITE

145 Wellington St. West :: Toronto, Canai
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PRICE CUTTING

In our last issue we referred to the increasing

number of stores who are advertising as "cut

;
rate druggists," and deplored the fact that there

I

seems at present to be no feasible way of pre-

I

venting this demoralizing feature of the business.

I

Since that date a plan has been set before the

I druggists of Canada by the National Drug and

1
Chemical Company, of Canada, Iviniited,

[

which they claim is a solution of the

problem, and that through it the retail drug-

i gist will secure the annual profit in dollars

I which he enjoyed before the price cutting started.

We have read some of the literature sent , out by
the National Drug and Chemical Co. with regard

to their proposition, and we must say that the

plan they propose is one which shi>uld suggest it-

' self to the retail trade, as a good one, and meet-

ing in some measure, at least the needs of the

trade.

Any plan to be successful requires the co-opera-

j

tion of all branches of the trade, viz., the manu-
facturer, the wholesaler and the retailer. For-

mer plans have failed because it has been impos-

sible to get com^plete co-operation of these three

branches of the trade. The National plan, how-
i ever, simplifies this considerably because inas-

i

much as they will be both the manufacturer and

I wholesaler it requires only the co-operation of

I

the retail druggist to make the circle complete,

. because it is the intention of the National to

sell these goods only through their branches di-

rect to the retail trade.

One special feature of this scheme which seems
to commend itself is that a minimum price will

j

be established under \\ hich none of their goods
I can be sold, this being along the lines of the P.

j

A.T.A., of England. For example, certain adver-

itised pills on which the advertised price is 25

I

cents, but are to be obtained almost anywhere for

15 cents, allow but a very small margin for the re-

tailer, and under the proposed plan a package of

pills similarly put up will be retailed at a mini-

;mum price, which will allow the retail druggist

lq,uite as large a profit, as the other pills would if

sold at the full advertised price of 25 cents, and
by this we do not mean the percentage, but the

actual profit in monev will be quite as large, and

this, we understand, will apph" to all lines.

In order to protect prices and prevent extreme
I cutters from getting these goods and selling be-

low stipulated prices, the numbering system has
been adopted in order that all goods may be

traced.

The National Association of Retail Druggists

of the United States will hold its annual meet-

ling at l,ousiville,Ky.,on September 6, 7, 8 and 9.

PROSECUTION FOR ILLEGAL SELLING OF
MEDICINE

The Queljec Pharmaceutical Association has
shown a determination to stop the illegal

sale of cocaine and other habit-forming drugs and
following up the cases mentioned in our last

issue, action was brought against Doctors Aime
Handfield and J. A..Handfield, as proprietors of

the Mount Royal Pharmacy, in the town of St.

Louis, on a charge of selling cocaine, without
fulfilling the formalities required by law.

The defence submitted that inasmuch as the

defendants had disposed of the Mount Royal
Pharmacy on Sept. 4th of last year to the

Polyclinique de Montreal, Ltd., that they were
not the proprietors at the time the alleged of-

fence had been committed, and could not, there-

fore, be held responsi])le.

The counsel for the Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion on the other hand claimed that as the disso-

lution of the Handfield Association as proprie-

tors was not registered until December subse-

quent of the sale, that the defendants should be

held responsible.

Judge Bazin, however, who was on the bench,

gave judgment for the defendants, on the crround

that the case was one for a civil and not a

criminal action, and the sale had been a straight

commercial transaction between buyer and sell-

er, and that under the circumstances the statute

held that the proprietors should be held respon-

sible and not the defendants, who were not pro-

prietors at the time of sale.

Arthur Noel was also charged with the sale of

cocaine on Dec. 24th, and was convicted.

Arising out of this case an interesting situation

has arisen, where the Montreal Polyclinic have

taken a writ of mandatnus against the Pharma-
ceutical Association to compel the Association

to accept their fee and grant them a license as

retail druggists, this having been refused on the

ground that an incorporated body cannot retail

drugs, the Association interpreting the Act that

onty a duly qualified party or group of persons,

all of whom have the necessary qualifications,

may be licensed to dispense drugs, whereas a cor-

poration might have amongst its members men
who were not qualified.

We understand that the Pharmaceutical Associ-

ation are aiming at having a bill introduced at

Quebec this session imposing registration, the

proper entry of all sales made, and a system of

Government inspection on all wholesale dealers

in the Province of Quebec. They also seek to

have the present law amended, so that each sale

made by any druggist can only be valid on re-

ceipt of a separate and duly dated, order, from a

qualified physician.
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PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From our London Correspondent)

MAKING THE BEST OF IT.

Although the Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908,

ivill only have just couae into force by the time

these notes reach you, the pharmacists of Lon-

don and the provinces are already adapting

themselves to the new conditions which will

shortly issue. The new title "pharmacist" is ra-

pidly taking the place of the older designation,

"chemist and druggist;" local "chemists" asso-

ciations are henceforth to be known as pharma-

cists' associations, and in many other ways the

public are being educated to appreciate the dis-

tinction between the two titles. A commendable

attitude has also been taken in reference to what

is regarded as a regrettable section of the Act

from the pharmaceutical point of view, namely,

that which provides for the licensing of unquali-

fied traders to sell horticultural and agricultural

poisons in districts where it is claimed that sui-

licient facilities do not exist for obtaining these

poisons. The various pharmaceutical bodies

have been at pains to find out the exact position

in each locality concerning this matter, and the

result has been that in many parts of the coun-

try pharmacists have approached the authorities

which are to license the unqualified dealers,

pointing out that the needs of the dis-

trict for obtaining the articles are amply

served by qualified pharmacists. In some

instances the local authorities have agreed with

views of the pharmacists, but up to the present

the tendency of the authorities has been to wait

until the Act comes in force and then consider

each application for a license on its merits. With

very few exceptions, pharmacists should have lit-

tle difhculty in convincing the authorities of the

justice of their case. I may add there is a grow-

ing feeling that the Act will benefit pharmacy

much more than was at first anticipated, and the

question as how to make the best of the measure

is deservedh- receiving widespread attention.

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF APPLIED
CHEMISTRY.

The programme has been published of the sev-

enth International Congress of Applied Chem-
istry, which will be held in London, from May
27 to June 2. The Congress will open officially,

under the presidency of Sir William Ramsay,
with a meeting in the Albert Hall, on May 27.

During the Congress lectures will be delivered by
Professors Haller, Paterno, and Witt, and Sir

Boverton Redwood, and, by permission of the

King, a visit will be paid to Windsor Castle. The
visitors will also be the guests of the Coporation
of the citv of London at a conversazione in the

Guildhall. The Congress will deal with a number

of subjects, including analytical and inorganic

cheniistry, metallurgy and mining explosives, or-

ganic chemistry, physiological chemistrj', agri-

cultural chemistry, pharmaceutical chemistry,

law, political economy, and legislation affecting

the chemistry industry. In addition to many
prominent men from the United Kingdom, there

will be delegates present from all parts of tin-

world.

DEATH OF MR. A. B. HIU..

The death has recently occurred at the age of

Si of Mr. Arthur Bowdler Hill, who was for

many years prominently connected with the Lon-

don wholesale drug trade. He succeeded his fa-

ther as proprietor of the business of A. S. Hill &
Son,' and was subsequently joined bj^ his second

son, Mr. Charles A. Hill. In 1897 the firm was

amalgamated with Messrs. Davy, Hill & Yates,

and later on the business was turned into a lim-

ited company, under the title of Davy, Hill & 1

Hodgkinsons, Ltd. Mr. Hill, who had lived in j

retirement for several years, was one of the old- '

est members of the Pharmaceutical Society, hav-

ing joined that body in 1853. During his career

he had rendered the Society very considerable 1

service, and his death is much regretted.
|

A PHARMACIST'S ADVERTISING METHODS.

The attempt of a Newcastle pharmacist to in

troduce a form of advertising which, I believe, is

very popular in America, led to a charge being
|

brought against John William Crake, at New-

castle Police Court, for "having sold certain

chances in a lottery not authorized by Parlia-

ment, in which he ollered as prizes a silver water

jug, a silver and oak biscuit basket and other

articles." It appeared that the defendant dis-

tributed circulars intimating that every custom- I

er purchasing on a certain date goods! to the
|

value of one shilling would be given a numbered '

ticket which would entitle the holder to share

one of six handsome presents. Two police offi-

cials had purchased goods, but their tickets did

not win anything. The magistrate having been

informed that the defendant was not aware that

his enterprise constituted an offence, decided to

dismiss the case on payment of costs.

THE GOVERNMENT AND CHILDREN'S FOODS.

Some remarks of Mr. John Burns, President d

the Local Government Board, on the subject i

children's foods and infantile mortality, in repl

to a deputation from the National Conference on

Infantile Mortality, have received careful consid-

eration from pharmacists and others interested

in this important question. You are aware that
^

Great Britain is far behind many other countries I

in safeguarding the infant life of the nation bv
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THE
"NA-DRU-CO."
PROPOSITION—

This is the most important proposition ever made to the Retail Drug Trade of Canada. ||
It is the only practical proposition that has ever been made whereby, in the face of the cut

rate evil, the profits of the Retail Druggist may be conserved.
It is made by the only company in Canada so situated as to be able to successfully carry

it out to ALL Druggists in Canada.

The Calendar part of the proposition is most liberal, being equal to a discount of at
least 40 per cent.

We want your co-operation to make this a great big success.

Help us to help you. We will both make money out of it.

DOMINION DRUG CO.

:.^]»Kix.^roiiar, ovst^m*.

Administration Building, RERUNA COMPANY, Columbus, Ohio

'im.

^^(

IR ~\"1
iJ|l fP'

||^~"

*^*i*«i^''ls*
Retailers Never Make a Mistake by Having a Large Stock of Pe=ru=na

on Hand
Probably no other medicine in the world is so extensively used in the home as PE-RU-X.\

Where Crip and Catarrh prevail Peruna is recognized as a
standard remedy for these ailments. Don't make a mis-
take by not having a full supply to meet the demands.

Druggists should order at least two dozen to avail themselves of Lower Rates.

PERUNA, HANALIN
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Wdlol

RADIOL TREATMENT
prolongs the hfe ol a

, HorseUegs. Completely

li removes by Raa.allon all solt

If swellings that aisfigure and laroe

a Horse as Sprained Tendons.

Wmdgalls, Bog Spavins. Capped

Elbow, Big Leg. Enlarged

Glands. &c.

NoBli-ter; No Laying Up ;

No Hair RemovedR~ndiol Treatment tines do.vn a

worn Hores legs, and .. .

*» cer.ain.cure for Puffy Jomts and

.,S^r„t';'f"'He'^'K\plOI. LEG W.S,,-

HELP

!

Yes—We wish to help Qiemists to become
familiar with the greatest advance in the

treatment of Leg troubles, O^ Ji-^t
etc., in horses, namely,— lx3.0101«

Below you will find a coupon entitling one bona fide

Chemist to a full-sized flask of RADIOL, the minimum
price of ''^ which
is $2.00.

These fl^as^ks

are full-sized
(12 oz.), because

we believe that

whether you use

it yourself or

send to a friend

or customer it

will give full

opportunit}- to

thorough
test it.

V \A to test some trial bottles of 1

p"»moL.'°inc»"el of WmJgalK. .plints. and Fu fl v

^S.U^"d.\'ha.'e''a.fo'fS;'Su usef" ^ ."^i

You can purchase RADIOL in quantity

from your wholesale house, or

THOMAS REID

9 St/Nicholas St. Montreal

if&nufactureTS

:

The RADIOL C9 (w.stevens 6>C9)
212 We^ttninjter Bridge Road^ London ; England,

I (full name)

Address (in full)

Qualification, etc

wish to apply for a full-sized flask of " Radiol" free of charge, »nd herewith enclose cost of mailing and
packing only, 25c.

Seal down in an envelope and address Thomas Reid, 9 St. Nicholas St., Montreal,
our Canadian A^ent.
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requiring that the constituent parts of all in-

fants' foods shall be stated on the label of the

package and by enacting that these foods shall

only contain certain ingredients. At present the

child life of the nation is vitally endangered by

the indiscriminate use of certain patent foods,

and it has for long been apparent that the Gov-
ernment must take some action in regard to the

problem. Mr. Burns, in replying to the Na-
tional Conference, indicated that he had not ov-

erlooked the question, and stated that he had

specially remitted to the two skilled doctors at

the head of the sub-department which is inquir-

ing into the quality and character of food, the

subject of the character, quality and constituent

elements of infants' foods. This announcement

has caused considerable gratification and it is

hoped that much good will result from the in-

quiry.

PHARMACY ACT : HEAVY PENALTY FOR
INFRINGEMENT.

The maximum penalty of £5 and ;^5 5s. costs

was imposed on Christopher Bedford, a city of

London pharmacist, at the Mansion House Police

Court recently, for selling hydrocyamic acid,

without complying with the provisions of section

17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868, he having omitted

to secure the signature of the purchaser. The

proceedings were instituted by the Pharmaceut-

ical Society, and Mr. W. S. Glyn-Jones, who re-

presented the Society, said the facts in the case

were brought to the notice of the Society as the

result of an inquest on the body of a young man

who committed suicide by swallowing prussic

acid, purchased at the defendant's shop. Subse-

quent inquiry showed that the poisons book in

which the entry of the sale had been made had

not been signed by the purchaser

BUSINESS IN DRUGS AND CHEMICAI-S.

In the drug and chemical markets business still

shows no sign of improvement, and depression is

particularly marked in the home trade. The busi-

ness which is done beyond that actually required

for consumptive purposes appears to be mainly

for account of America. Changes in value dur-

ing the month have been remarkably few.

Cocaine has advanced 8d. per ounce, but even at

this figure it may be considered as low; cod liver

oil is quiet, and buyers seem to have put off their

purchases in the hope that prices will recede, but

the present indications are that they will be dis-

appointed, as the market lately has hardened,

owing to the inclemency of the weather in the

Norwegian fishing grounds. Holders of opium

are still firm in their views, and steady business

is being done in morphine and cocaine.

PHARMACY LEGISLATION

Last month we published the full text of a

proposed amendment to the Ontario Pharmacy
Act, which had at that time secured its first

reading in the Local Legislature. Since that the

Bill has been up before the House for its second

reading, after which it was referred to the

Municipal Committee, where the objections to

the amendment were urged by Mr. E. W. Case
and Mr. Henry Watters, both of whom, speaking

for a large deputation which waited upon the

Committee, presented the pharmacists' side very

ably, and finally the Bill was left over to a sub-

committee.

This sub-committee, after a prolonged discus-

sion, arrived at a compromise with the repre-

sentatives of the College of Pharmacy. Here-

after country storekeepers will be allowed to sell

carbonate of magnesia, rochelle salts, blue-

stone, copperas, rhubarb root, saltpetre, spirits

of nitre, solution of ammonia, phosphate of

soda, chloride of lime, gum camphor, nitrate of

magnesia, quinine, also Paris green, tincture of

iodine, hellebore, solution of carbolic acid (not

to exceed 5 per cent.), and arsenate of lead. A
record of all sales must be kept for the latter

five.

Schedule "A" of dangerous drugs and poisons

is still enforced. No compounding of medicines is

allowed.

The third reading had not been reached at the

time of going to press.

A NEW SOURCE OF CAJUPUT OIL

Cajuput oil has heretofore been siipposed to be

exclusively a product of Java, but a Government
officer in New South Wales, Australia, has lately

demonstrated that it exists in one of the trees

of that country, known as the "ti-tree" (Mela-

euca LTncinata). United States Consul Orlando

H. Baker, who reports the discovery of the new

source of the oil from Sydney, says that the oil

exists in globules iu the leaves, and quotes a

member of the Technicological Museum of New
South Wales, as follows: Regarded as an oil,

the ti-tree cajuput resembles the Java product,

but its stearopten, or solid alcohol, is a new

substance not hitherto described or investigated.

Nor does it agree with any known substance

previously obtained from plants. It may be that

this discovery will have profound importance.

Eucalyptus oil has attained world-wide repute,

and it is likely that the Australian cajuput will

soon be recognized as a useful agent by medical

men and chemists. Its eSect upon humanity is
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expected to be beneficial in certain cases. Ti-

trees of the variety inelaleuca uncinata are plen-

tiful near Sydney. The leaves are tiny spikes,

and there is a berrv-like fruit."

NUMBER 23

The Dodds Medicine Company, Limited, To-

ronto, manufacturers of "Dodd's Kidney Pills,"

"Dodd's Dj'spepsia Tablets," and "Diamond
Dinner Pills," as will be seen from the lowness of

Liu- certificate, number "23," early complied

with the new regulations. All these preparations

have been put up with the new label for some

months past, and the trade may feel assured

that all Government requirements have been

fuUv met and satisfied in regard to the medi-

cines of this \\ell known company.

BITTERLESS FLUID EXTRACT OF CASCARA
SAGRADA

In a paper read before the 1408 meeting uf the

British Pharmaceutical Conference, Krnest

Ouant proposed the following formula for mak-

ing a "tasteless liquid extract of cascara sag-

rada:"

Cascara sagrada, in No. 20

powder 20 ounces
Solution of magnesium hydrox-
ide, 24 grains per ounce 16 ounces

Glycerin 4 oiuices

Alcohol 4 ounces
Distilled water, enough to make. 20 ounces

Moisten the cascara sagrada with the solution

of magnesium h-s'droxide and glycerin; set the

mixture aside for three days, then place in a per-

' colator; exhaust with water, evaporate the per-

colate to 16 ounces, and when cold add the alco-

hol, and water if necessary, to make the volume
measure 20 ounces.

The author states that the resulting product

possesses a faintly acid reaction, and the per-

sistent bitter taste is just sufTiciently eliminat-

ed. He savs: "In mv experience it does not lose

its activity bv keeping for several months, and
no disadvantage need be feared on that account,

for the method of manufacture is so simple that

c\cry retail pharmacist can make according to

his requirements, and sujiplv with a personal

guarantee.

"Having obtained so excellent a result with
magnesium hydroxide in the manner already de-

scribed, I made a trial in another direction, by
first exhausting the cascara sagrada as the Brit-

ish Pliarmaco])oeia directs, and adding the same
pro])ortion of magnesium hvdroxide to the lic|uid

extract while liot, continuing the evaporation

to the requisite volume, and allowing it to stand
for three days, as in the other case, but I found

the bitterness was in no way eliminated; it was
thereupon heated for several hours on a water
bath, but the bitterness ])ersisted, only producing
what can be termed a miscible preparation. The
failure I experienced bv working in this direction

was so complete that attempts to "debitteri/.e"

by adding alkalies to the extracted fluid aiincar

to me a hopeless procedure."

"MADE IN CANADA" PAPETERIES

As has ])een noted before in a previous

issue, the call last Christmas was decidedly in

favor of home-made articles and this was true

to a great extent in the papeteries business. Im-
ported lines were frequently carried over when
Canadian lines were cleared out.

Bcliexing that tliere will be a continuous and

increasing demand for "IMade in Canada" i)ape-

teries, tlie W. J. Gage Company, Toronto, have

prepared a still larger and more varied line for

the season of 1909. An opportunity to view

samples of the new goods was afforded Bookseller

and Stationer the other day and here are a few

of the impressions received.

In the finer grades there is being shown a ])ro-

fusion of hand-jjaintcd boxes, which are excep-

tionallv handsome. These are filled with the

highest grade of paper and the latest long-point-

ed flap em-elopes, all tied with ribbons and witli

greeting card enclosed.

A striking design, shown in two or three si/.cs

and shapes, is the hammered brass effect, giving

a distinctly tonv impression. This design should

prove particularlv attractive to the better class

of trade.

An exclusive line with the Gage Company is a

series of boxes, simple in design, covered with

brilliant .shades of red, green, purple and cerese

paper. For the intermediate trade and for win-

dow displays, these will be favorites.

The floral series—orchids, jonquils, way.side

rose, etc.—and such special characteristic designs

as Nilene cloth, embrace a variety of standard

papeteries that will suit all tastes.

In novelty boxes, there are designs which mav
be raised from the cover, affording excellent dis-

pla-\- qualities. The juveniles are also numerous

and [ileasing.

W iicther you are buying or selling goods, re-

member that a square deal is the finst essential

to the satisfaction of both parties of a transac-
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THE

"FAIRCHILD" PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25 ; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50 ; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50; large $9.00 per dozen

Peptonising Tubes S4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tubes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. & FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a j'ear ago—also to the fact that Messrs. Holden & Co.,

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the "Fairchild" products for

the Dominion of Canada

66

"ALLEN^S" OIL OF LAVENDER
FIRST-CLASS LAVENDER WATER can only be made with English Oil

of Lavender. "Allen's" Oil, from plants grown at Long Melford, Suffolk,

is the finest obtainable. The soil and climate are just right, the methods
of manufacture are scientific and up-to-date, so that the product surpasses

even the famous Mitcham Oil.

SPECIFY "ALLEN'S" IN ORIGINAL CONTAINERS

STAFFORD ALLEN & SONS, limited
London, E.G., and Long Melford, Eng.

on KXPnKSSERf:

- ESSENTIAL-OILS -
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SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY

SBASONTOO» BEX/L'S MOTH BAGS IKASnn JOtif)

54 X 28 $3 40 per dozen

60x 28 3 75

65x28 4 50

lg X 28 5' SO per dozen

36 X 28'!!!^;" 2 25
"

45x28 3 00

Usual Terms - Buy early to insure getting your stock, as there is always a shortage at end of season

Layman's Blackberry and Jamaica Ginger
FOR SUMMER COMPLAINTS, DIARRHOEA ETC.

Retails 25c. - - Good Profit to Retailer

Shepherd's Sheep Dip in Quart Bottles - Retails 25o

Shepherds' Sheep Dip in 1 Gallon Tins - Retails ^1,00

L,yman*s JLightning Bly Paper Poison

Lyman's Hydrogen Peroxide^ 1 lb,, h lb. and h lb.

Lyman's Walk: Basy Boot JPowder

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO.. Limited, TORONTO
WHOL^BSAL^B DRUGGISTS

VANCO
(BRAND)

Lead Arsenate

I
HIGHEST TEStH

Write us for price on the

different sized packages of

this new insecticide, which

is superior to and rapidly

replacing Paris Green.

Made in Canada only by

Chemicai Laboratories

TORONTO, ONT.

For Infancy,

Illness and
advancing

Age.

I Benger's Food is for
' Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive powers

have become weakened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do

any work at all they should be given work to do io

the extent of their powers. Exercise strengthens,

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Banger t

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Btnger't Food it told in lint and can be obtained through moti Wholetali

Druggittt anc Leading Drug Storet
\
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Trade Notes

W. H. Morrison has started a drug and sta-

tionery business at Dauphin,
i
Manitoba.

G. C. Fordyce has discontinued his drug busi-

ness at St. James, Manitoba.

There is said to be|a good opening for a drug-

gist at Guernsey. Saskatchewan.

J. VV. Crooks has succeeded J. W. Crooks &
Co. in their drug business at Port Arthur, On-
tario.

A. C. Robertson has taken over the drug busi-

ness of W. H. Hewgill, Moosotnin, Saskatch-

ewan.

G. S. Merrifield has purchased the drug busi-

ness of J. T. White, Victoria, British Columbia.

Dr. Carthew is opening a new drug business at

Wabamine, I Alberta.

L. Baker, Bobcaygeon, Ontario, is offering his

drug business for sale.

Dr. H. W. Paddell is starting a new drug busi-

ness in Bender, Saskatchewan.

E. A. Robertson has taken over the drug busi-

ness of E. A. Rea, Stratford, Ontario.

I F.
,
D. Keeley has opened a drug store at Elk

I

City, Ontario.

I

The Central Drug Store have taken over the

business of J. A. Darling estate, Durham, On-

tario.

I H. A. Morrisey, St. John's, Newfoundland, has

made an assignment.

Harvey Nixon has purchased the drug business

of E. A. Robertson, Acton, Ontario.

Allen & Cochrane have taken over the drug

business of G. E. Watson, Ottawa, Ontario.

C. W. Helmes has opened a drug store at Mark-

ham, Ontario.

The stock of J. B. Martin, Lachine Locks,

Quebec, was damaged bv fire recently.

C. H. Vowen, formerly of Toronto, has opened

a drug business in Chilliwack, British Columbia.

E. B. K. Foster, druggist, Thessalon, Ontario,

has sold his business.

C.J. Cunningham has purchased the drug busi-

ness of B. G. Hunt, Waterford, Ontario.

A. Savard, drugeist, Montreal, Quebec, has

made an assignment.
The Empire Chemical Co., of St. John, New

Brunswick, has been registered, with a capital of

Si3,ooo, for the manufacture and sale of drugs

and druggists' sundries.

;

Campbell & Love are opening a new drug busi-

ness at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan.
R. W. Thompson has purchased the Red Cross

Drug Store, at Elgin, Manitoba.

Chas. Hudson is opening a n^w drug store «t

Zelandi, Saskatchewan.
Mr. F. E. Arkell has been appointed manager

of the E. A. Mitchell Co., druggists, Winnipeg,

Manitoba.

Geo. Dewart has purchased the drug business

of H. D. McWhirter, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Dr. Carter has purchased the drug and sta-

tionery business of W. J. Hilton, Boissevain,

Manitoba.

R. 0. Coghlan has opened a drug business at

Elbow, Saskatchewan.

PERSONALS

Amongst the callers at the office of the Can-
adian Druggist last month was Mr. P. Brom-
wich, representing Messrs. Howards & Sons,

Ltd., Stratford, London, Eng. Mr. Bromwich
will remain for a few weeks in Toronto, making
his headquarters at the Elliot House. He is do-

ing detail work amongst physicians, emphasizing

the excellence and purity of "Howards" chem-

icals—facts already well known to all pharma-
cists everywhere.

Another caller was Mr. Kenneth C. Allen, of

Messrs. Stafford, Allen & Sons, Ltd., Cowper
Street, London, England, the well known manu-
facturers of essential oils. This is Mr. Allen's

second visit to Canada, and he notes the rapid

strides which this Dominion is making, both in

its commercial development, as well as in its

increasing population.

Mr. Archdale Wilson and family, of Hamilton,

Ontario, have returned from a four months' tour

iu Italy, France, and England.

The drug store of Messrs. E. Poliquin & Co.,

at the comer of Lagauchetiere and St. Denis

Streets, Montreal, was entered by burglars, who
broke the plate glass window in the front of the

store, and made quite a large haul. A great

amount of loss was sustained in the shape of

broken as well as stolen perfume bottles with

which the window was stocked.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

PENTICTON, B.C.—Mr. Henry Main has or-

dered by wire additional salesmen, "exactly the

same as last." The last, cases, of course, were

British Plate Glass throughout. Mr. Main evi-

dently approves of the policy of The Toronto

Show Case Co. in refusing to substitute common
window glass and cheap wavy mirrors instead of

British Plate.
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Prominent Pharmacists

MR. JOHN COCHRANE

We have pleasure in this issue in presenting

a short sketch of a graduate of the Ontario Col-

lege of Pharmacy, who not only reflects credit

upon his Alma mater, but is a prominent figure

in pharmaceutical circles in his adopted Pro-

vince, as well as in the Dominion at large.

The subject of our sketch commenced the study

of pharmacy in 1882, in Kingston, Ontario, un-

der the tuition of Mr. W. T. C. Bethel, when he

was about fifteen years old, and remained in the

same store under Dr. A. Chown, tintil 1886, dur-

ing which time he took a theoretical course at

Queen's University, Kingston.

Entering the O.C.P., Toronto, in the fall of

1886, Mr. Cochrane passed the qualifying exami-

nation held in December of that year, securing

the general proficiency gold medal and the Shut-

tleworth gold medal in chemistry.

He went west to Victoria, B.C., in 1888, and

after one year there and one in Seattle, Wash, V.

S. A., formed a partnership under the name of

Cochrane & Munn and bought out a business in

Victoria. In 1895 he purchased Mr. Munn's share

and has since continued business on his own ac-

count.

Mr. Cochrane has been a member of the Board

of Examiners of the B. C. Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation since 1896, and a member of the Council

almost continuou.sly during the same period,

liaving been President in 1900 and 1905. He was
selected as British Columbia representative to

thC' inauguration meeting of the Canadian Phar-

maceutical Association, held in Toronto in 1907.

While there he was chosen Chairman of the spe-

cial Committee on Patent Medicine Legislation,

whosi- rcciniiuiencialions lia\c to a great extent

been ailoj)ted ]>\ the Doniinion Government in

the new Prt)prietary and Patent Medicine Act.

He was also at this meeting chosen Convener of

the Committee on Legislation of the C. P. A.,

and re-elected to the same position last year.

MR. JOHN HARGREAVES

We have pleasure in presenting our readers with

a portrait and a sketch of one who is an acknow-

ledged leader in pharmacy, and who has been

jirominent in the research work of the Council of

the Ontario College of Pharmacy, and is prac-

tically the father of the Canadian Formulary,

which has been so well received by' the drug

trade, not onh' in Ontario, but throughout the

Dominion.

Mr. .Tohn Hargreaves was born in London, On-

tario, in 1855, and was educated at the public

and high schools in Walkerton, Ontario. He com-

menced his pharmaceutical education in 1880,

serving his apprenticeship with Mr. W. A. Har-

greaves, at Paisley, and graduated at the O.C.

P., in March, 18S3. He commenced business on

his own account in Brussels, in the Coimty of

Huron, in August, 1883, and in 1889 moved to

Toronto, where he has been in business ever

since.

j\lr. Hargreaves is a valued member of the

Council of the O.C. P., having now been a mem-

ber of that Board for ten vears, and at present

occupies the position of Vice-President, with an

almost certainty of being the next President of

the Council. He is also Chairman of the Re-

search Committee, as mentioned before, as well

as of the Formulary Committee of the Canadian

Pharmaceutical Association.
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RETAILER'S
PROFITS^^

Vou can make ten times as mncli money
ill a season by selling

WILSON'S
FLY PADS

than any of the unsatisfactory imitations

offered at lower prices.

WILSON'S FLY PADS are the

only advertised Fly Killers, by
far the best made, and the kind

vour customers want. :: ::

Sold by all Wholesale Druggists

ALL IN ROLLS OR SHEETS

69 ^

V V ^
' A A

/

Toilet Papers Splendid

Values

A LARGE ASSORTMENT

jERGAMYN
'OWDER

TWINES
SEA ISLAND
MEDICAL, DRUG

Douglas 8i Ratcl iff. Limited

THE PAPER MEN
TORONTO- and WINNIPEG

The
Phoenix Sanitary Duster

Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-

ing five times the price.

It will not scratch furniture or polished surfaces, as

other dusters will.

Moths and other insects will not injure or destroy it.

Owing to its flexibility, dust can be rubbed off the

furniture as with a cloth if desired.

It does not smell after being in use, as other dusters do.

It does not contain, nor will it convey any disease germs.

In fact it is the ONLY Sanitarx Duster in use
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE TO LAST ONE YEAR

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA :

The National Dru^ ^ Chemical Co. of Canada
LIMITED - TORONTO
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ITRpSEi ALL GLASS CASE

THE CRYSTAL CENTURY
(Kade Patent)

No wood rails, no holes in the glass, no clanger of breakage

by uneven floors or uneven temperature.

Made with rich quartered oak base, mounted on handsome
metal legs. Fitted throughout with polished plate glass, all

patented devices, including new patent roller bottom.

A Few Recent Purchasers of Kade Patent Crystal Cases
WEITE THEM FOE THEIB OPINIONS

A. Archibald, Edmonton, Alta.
Alberta Drug Co., Lethbridge, Alta.
A. Galloway, Kamloops, B.C.
Newdale Pharmacy, Newdale, Man.
W. F. C. Braithwaite, Winnipeg, Man.
A. J. Brooking, Winnipeg, Man.
R. J. Phillips, Halifax, N.S.
R. D. Devlin & Co., Cobalt, Ont.

I. W. Crooks & Co., Port .Arthur, Ont.
Niagara Falls Drug Co., Niagara Falls, Ont

W. J. Graham, Ottawa, Ont.

E D. Storey, Ottawa, Ont.

G. M. Matthews, Toronto, Ont.

J. H. Hallett, Toronto, Ont.
Hennessy Drug Stores, Toronto, Ont.

E. Duguay, Hull, P.Q.
R. E. Bryson, Montreal, P.Q.
Lecours & Decary, Montreal, P.Q.
Dr. Leduc & Co., Montreal, P.Q.

A. Dulmage, Saskatoon, Sask.

Send for Catalogue giving full description and prices

JONES BROS. & CO., LIMITED
DRUG STORE BUILDERS 29-31 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTO
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Just Why the Kade Patent
Crystal Cases are Better
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QUEBEC PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

At a meeting of the Coimcil of the Pharmaceut-

ical Association of the Province of Quebec, the

following changes were made in the Major and

Minor Board of Etsaminers, made necessary by

the death of Mr. R. W. Williams, of Three Riv-

ers, and the resignation of Mr. J. E. Dube, of

Quebec, when JMr. Henry Willi.s, of Quebec, and

Mr. Omer St. Amour, of St. Agathe des Monts,

were appointed to fill the above vacancies. The

Board of Examiners will therefore be composed

of the following gentlemen, namely: Alex. B. J.

Moore, Henri Lanctot, Leo G. Ryan, Achille

Goyette, of Montreal, Henry Willis, of Quebec,

and Omer St. Amour, of St. Agathe des Monts,

with J. E. Tremble, President, as Chairman of

the Board, and E. Muir, Secretary.

N. W. T. PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

The election of the Council of the Northwest

Territories' Pharmaceutical Association was held

at Regina, when the following were elected:

Robert Martin, Regina; W. Pennington, Mooso-

min; J. D. Higginbotham, Lethbridge; James
Fundlay, Calgary; G. H. Graydon, Edmonton;
A. D. Ferguson, Wolseley; John Nicol, Battle-

ford.

The following were successful candidates out of

nineteen who presented themselves at the recent

examinations of the N.W.T. Pharmaceutical As-

sociation: E. Guy Bate, Winnipeg; E. Earle

Hardistv, Edmonton; Arthur Mitchell, Leth-

bridge; Ira C. Fletcher, Magrath.

TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The regular meeting of the Toronto Drug Sec-

tion was held on the first Tuesday in March, Mr.

Struthers, President, in the chair. After reading

the minutes, the reports of the committees

which were in charge of the annual "At Home"
was read, showing a deficit of 54-96, which will

be paid out of the general funds.

The following were named as the Membership
Committee for the coming year: Messrs. Weeks,

Marshall, Struthers, Curry, Avery, Walton, Bor-

land, Mclntyre, Taj^lor, Austin, Rodehouse, Pet-

rie, and Thomp.son. The Contract Plan Commit-
tee of last year was continued.

Mr. Hargreaves made some explanation in re-

ference to the working of the new Patent Medi-

cine Act, and Mr. Gibbard called the attention

of those present to the amendment to the Phar-
macy Act, which had been introduced into the

Local Legislature bv Mr. Bowyer.

The following chairmen of committees were ap-

pointed for the Electoral Districts of Toronto,

who will choose their own committees from the

druggists in their representative districts: North
Toronto, Mr. G. A. Evans; South Toronto, Mr.

J. Hargreaves; East Toronto, Mr. J. Curry;

and West Toronto, Mr. W. Wright. It was de-

cided to ask the co-operation of the Retail

Merchants' Association in preventing the passing

of the amendments to the I'harmacy Act.

Mr. Evans gave a demonstration of his me-

thods of standardizing spirits etheris nitrosi. He
also urged upon the members the importance of

taking up such work.

THE B. C. PHARMACY ACT

We also alluded in our last issue to the fact

that an amendment to the Pharmacy Act of

British Columbia had been passed, which grant-

ed the privilege of selling certain poisonous

substances for agricultural and horticultural

purposes by persons other than qualified pharma-
cists. The following is the text of the Bill:

An Act to regulate the sale of certain poison-

ous substances to be used exclusively in agricul-

ture and horticulture.

His Majesty, by and with the advice and con-

sent of the Legislative Asscmbl}^ of the Province i

of British Columbia, enacts as follows:

1. This Act may be cited as the "Poisons Act,

igoq."

2. So much of the "Pharmacy Act," being

chapter 27 of the Revised Statutes, 1897, 'i^

makes it an offence for any person to keep open

shop for the sale of and to sell poisons, unless

such person is registered as a Licentiate of Phar-

macy xmder said Act and conforms to the pro-

visions thereof, shall not apply in the case of the

following poisonous substances when they are to

be used exclusively in agriculture or horticulture !

for the destruction of insects, fungi or bacteria,

or as sheep dips or weed killers, namely: Arsen-

ate of lead, Paris green, London purple, helle-

bore, tobacco extract, sulphate of copper and I

iron, if the person so selling or keeping open shop
1

is licensed by the Minister of Agriculture for the

purpose under this Act, and conforms to an-

regulations as to the keeping, transporting and

selling of poisons made under this Act; but

nothing in this Act shall exempt any person so

licensed from the requirements of any other pro-

vision of the Pharmacy Act relating to poi-

sons.

:\. The Lieutenant-Governor in Council may bv

Order-in-Council make regulations as to:

(a) The granting of licenses under this section:
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If :«: 'TABLOID'

I?:;: 'KEPLER'

m.«:'ENULE'b«

1u"k'VALULE' =

^k'VALOID'b

Mr'SOLOID' -
i:f:::'HAZELmE'.

jr'ELIXOID'-

^":;;k'vaporole'.

Jr^ 'WELLCOME'.

The products bearing these Tkade Makks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent the highest perfection yet

attained in manufacturing processes and the

latest development of scientific research.

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these

brands are specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

Burroughs Wellcome ic Co., London (Enc.)

Branches: New York Sydney Cape Town

El^l!i;Ki§iiliBB:rijJumi

ThcHVelkome' Chemical Works and Laboratories, Dartford, near London (Eng.)

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Afi^reeine Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P,

See that every WInchesler carries our SlEnatur

JOHN COWAN COMPANY. LIMITED

GLYCERINE, C-P., in cans and drams

BORIC ACID, Merck and English

.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb. Cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON . kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 DALHOUSIE STREET

MONTEEAL

WE WANT YOUR PERFUME TRADE
Send us aii ui-der for eight bottles, selected I'r

HvACi.NTH. Lilac, Lilies, Kose. Sensation, !

any of the foUowing odors : (_

ET Pea, Unique or \'iolets.

rioN, Clover, Crab .-Vpple,

WE WILL GIVE YOU THIS HANDSOME SHOW CASE

$375
PER BOTTLE

OF
NINE
FLUID
OUNCES

$3,75
PER BOTTLE

OF
NINE
FLUID
OUNCES

bcauliful bottle,'^, cut-gia

illustrated above

rw, —.. » T» p r~i ¥ • •* J Laboratory—88 M^est
The American Floral Periume Co., Limited Wellington St., Toronto
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No. 83, "Progressive"

TEN YEARS AGO
Show Cases were thought to be a luxury, quite unnecessary in many

retail stores.

TO-DAY
the store without its goods well displayed in modern cases is like a

watch without hands— time goes just as fast, but the main purpose

is not accomplished. Your store may be paying, but is it paying the

maximum profits possible ? Show goods well and sales will

result.

WE MAKE OTHER STYLES OF CASES, AND

WILL FORWARD CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKIXG.

Dominion Office& Store Fitting Co.
LIMITED

n 15- 1125 DUNDAS STREET LONDON, CANADA
J()
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(b) The duration, renewal, revocation, sus-

pension, extent and production of such licenses:

(c) The keeping-, inspection and copying of

rcjristers of licenses:

(d) The fees to be charged for licenses and for

inspection and copying of registers:

(e) The keeping, transporting, and selling of

the poisonous substances to which this Act ap-

plies: and generally for the purposes of carrying

this Act into eflect.

HARMONIZING COLORS FOR WINDOW DISPLAY

blue,

bulT,

White contrasts with black, brov

purple and green; harmonizes with gr

sky blue, rose and pea green.

Cold green contrasts with crimson, purple,

white, pink, gold and orange; harmonizes with

olive, citrines, blues, brown, black and gray.

Warm green contrasts with crimson, maroon,
red, pink, white, black and lavender; harmonizes

with yellow, orange, sky bhu', gray, white,

brown and bull.

Orange contrasts with purple, bbtes, black,

olive, crimson and gray; harmonizes with yellow,

red, warm green, brown, white and bull.

Citrine contrasts with purple, blue, black,

brown and crimson; harmonizes with yellow,

orange, white, green and bull.

Russet contrasts with green, black, olive and

gray; harmonizes with red, yellow, orange and

brown.

Olive contrasts with orange, red, white and

maroon; harmonizes with green, blue, Vilack and

brown.

Greens contrast with colors containing red and

harmonize with colors containing yellow or blue.

Orange requires blue, black, purple or dark col-

ors for contrast and warm colors for harmony.

Gold contrasts with any dark color, but looks

i

richer with purple, green, blue, black and brown

I

than with other colors.

Gold harmonizes with all light colors, but

least with yellow.

Gold's best harmony is with white.

Dark, bright colors are usually warm.—Ex-

change.

GLYCETRACTS

W. H. Martindale, a pharmaceutical chemist of

well known repute in England, has introduced a

new class of galenical preparations into phar-

macy, to which he gives the name, "Glyce-

tracts." These preparations are made by ex-

hausting various drugs with glycerine, no alcohol

being employed. The finished products usually

contain 50 per cent, of the solvent, are miscible

with water in all proportions, and are very

stable. Drugs whose theraj)cutic action does not

depend upon the presence of alkaloids, may be

exhaiisted in two ways, according as they can or

can not be easily percolated. Those drugs that

do not cake in a percolator are treated as fol-

lows: One hundred parts of the jiowdered drug
arc macerated twenty-four hours with a mixture
of 50 parts glycerine and 200 parts water, and
then percolated. The first fifty jjarts of the per-

colate are set aside, and the drug is completely

exhausted with chloroform water (1:1,000). This
last percolate is evaporated to fifty parts and
mixed with tlie first. In this way colpmbo, cas-

cara (with i per cent, ammonia solution added),

digitalis, gentian, hamamelis, Ihatany, rhubarb,

sarsaparilla, senega, taraxacum, valerian and
wild cherry can be exhausted. Those drugs which
are apt to cake in a percolator must be treated

in a different manner. One hundred parts of the

drug, cut in small pieces are macerated six

hours in a hot mixture of fift)^ parts glycerine

and 200 parts water, and expressed. The macera-

tion is repeated twice with hot water, and the

united liquids are evaporated to J 00 parts. The
glj'cetracts of chiretta, glycyrrhiza (to be macer-

ated cold), quassia, senna ' (cold), and squill

(cold), are prepared in this way.
For the preparation of glycetracts of drugs

containing alkaloids, the menstruum must be

acidified with acetic acid. One hundred parts of

the finely-divided drug are macerated wjth a mix-

ture of 50 parts glycerine, 9 parts acetic acid,

and 191 parts water and then percolated. One

hundred parts of the finished product contain

about three per cent, acetic acid. Mr. Martindale

recommends this process, especiallj' for aconite,

belladonna, cinchona, colchicum, conium, gelse-

mium, hydrastis, hyoscyamus, jaborandi, ipecac,

ergot and nux vomica.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

KIXGSVi;.LE.—Mr. H. C. Layman a few

weeks ago placed his contract with The Toronto

Show Case Co. for a line of "All Plate Gla.ss"

silent salesmen and patent "Trianon Cabinets."

Following is a copy of Mr. Layman's letter of

March 8th:

The Toronto Show Case Co.,

Toronto:

Gentlemen,—Enclosed please find cheque to

cover amount due on cases. "I can imagine no

wav in which they can b^ improved upon."

Yours truly,

H. C. Lavman.
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CUTTING PRICES

(With Apologies to "Hamlet.")

To cut or not to cut. That is the question.

Whether it is better in the end

To let the chap who knows not the worth,

Have the business at cut-throat prices, or

To take up arms against his compelition.

And by opposing cut for cut, end it.

To cut—and, by cutting put the other cutter

Out of business—'tis a consummation

Devoutly to be wished. To cut—to slash-

Perchance myself to get it in the neck-

Aye—there's the rub; for when one starts to meet

The other fellow's prices, 'tis like as not

He's up against it good and hard.

To cut and to slash is not to end the confusion.

And the many evils the trade is pestered with.

Nay, nay, Pauline; 'tis but the forerunner

Of debt and mortgage such a course portends;

'Tis well to get the price the goods are worth

And not be bluffed into selling them for what

So-and-so will sell his goods for.

Price cutting doth appear unseemly

And fit only for the man who knows not

What his goods are worth, and who, ere long,

By stress of making vain comparison

'Twixt bank account and liabilities,

Will make his exit from the business.

—Anon.

ATTACHING LETTERS TO GLASS

A contemporary gives the following formulas,

which are said to have been thoroughly tested

and proven reliable:

FOR GLASS LETTERS.

Make a thick solution of marine glue in alco-

hol. The glass, as in all such cases, must be

made clean. A rubber cement may be made for

the same purpose as follows: Take of India rub-

ber one part; gum mastic, three parts; chloro-

form, fifty parts. Let the mass stand several

days to dissolve. As this cement soon becomes
thick, you must make haste in its application. It

is particularly useful against water.

FOR PORCELAIN LETTERS.

White lead in oil, two parts; dry white lead,

three parts; mix with copal varnish to the con-

sistency of putty, then work on a stone or glass
plate with a knife until perfectly smooth and
homogenous. Don't get it too thin when vou use

it. It makes a verv practical cement.

FOR METAL LETTERS.

Take of copal varnish thirty parts; oil of tur-

pentine, ten parts; glue dissolved in a little

warm water, ten parts; pulverized slaked lime,

twenty parts. This cement is very plastic, but

it soon hardens.

Or, try litharpre, two parts; white lead, one

part; boiled linseed oil, three parts; copal var-

nish, one part; mix just before using. This ce-

ment dries very rapidly.

TO REPAIR KNAMELED LETTERS.

Enameled letters bend and crack very easily,

and it is well to know how to save one that is

not beyond all hope of saving. If you will mix
together five parts each of dammar and copal

varnish with four parts of turpentine and enough

alcohol to form a thick liquid, then let the mass
stand for a few weeks, after which add six parts

of zinc, white, dry, and mix in well, you will

have the necessary repairing cement at hand.

When you require it for use, heat it until all the

alcohol has been driven off, then apply it to the

fracture, and smooth it out while warm. When
it becomes cool you may polish it by rubbing.

DRUG CLERK DEFINED

The drug clerk of the present is a compound
tincture of variable quality and ordinary

strength. He is not recognized as a standard

pharmaceutical preparation until he becomes a

registered pharmacist. His therapeutic value is

determined, first, by his employer; second, by the

trade or general public whom he serves. Since he

is a compound tincture, he is composed of vari-

ous attributes, such as honest}-, integrity, intel-

ligence, ambition and ability. He is held in so-

lution, i.e., to his work, by his salary; and is

warranted not to degenerate in any climate.

Dose by the month from $40 to $75; dose by the

year, from S900 to 5i,2oo. If the faculties of his

mind are chemically well balanced, he will not be

easily precipitated by the acid of a difficult and

exacting trade. In character he is tonic, non-

irritant; without acid reaction; unrestricted in

utility and of uniform sustained action. He in-

vites your critical analysis.—B. C. Heliman, in

the Annual Report of the St. Louis Drug Clerks'

Society.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

WINDSOR, N.S.—Mr. H. E. Wilson after con-

sidering the merits of different makes of show

cases has now placed his order with The Toronto

Show Case Co. for a line of silent salesmen and

"Trianon Cabinets." The Trianon is a. patent

fixture and can only be secured from The Toronto

Show Case Co., as all important points in ils

construction and design are registered by them

in Ottawa.
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Iborcbounb
is one of the popular winter

lines with the druggist. It

yields a handsome profit, and

the quality of WEBB'S HORE-
HOUND insures larger sales.

Send in a trial order bv mail

THE HARRY WEBB CO,
Manufacturing

Confectioners

31-35 Buchanan Street

TORONTO

Quality Counts

Our CHECKERED DRUG PAPER,
in White and Tints, is a sheet of

exceptional strength and appearance.

We are the largest direct importers

of foreign papers.

Our TOILET PAPERS are of splen-

did value.

Write us for Samples and Prices.

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

Successors to EUBBS li HOWE CO.

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

A SODA FOUNTAINS

CYLINDERS

CHARGING OUTFITS

AND A FULL LINE OF

SODA WATER AND
ICE CREAM UTENSILS

MANUFACTURED

GEO. SPARROW & CO.
118 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
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Free! Free! Free!

DR. PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade ^ Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical
BUFFALO, N.Y. AsSOCiatiOIl BUFFALO. N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen
Cougli Syrup FREE witli a $32.00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still in force.
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Druggists' Tin Cans and Boxes

We make a more complete line of Druggists' Tinware than any other
manufacturer In Canada. Write for new catalogue now on the press

Macdonald Manufacturing Co.
TORONTO LIMITED

I
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

i/^oz. to 40Z. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST

I Oz.

FOB SALE BY JOBBEBS

9.90 3
•'

r2.75 2
•

1.=>.00 2 "

20.00 1
"

•27.00 1
"

3950 1
'

Discount to the Trade 60%

T. C. WHEATON CO.

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diploma at Province of

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, 1897.

Trade lupplied by all leading Drag Houses in the

Dose Table B.P. 1898

This table, which appesred originally in The Canadian Drug-

gist has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet form on

heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, class room or s'.udy.

It has been found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as

prepi of the British Phatmacopoei;

ready reference. The drugs and

1898 are all classified under

the dose designated by the Pharmacopoeia and are so arranged as to be

seen at a e'lnc''- A copy of the table will be mailed to any address on

leceipt oflOCents.

CANADIAN DRUQQIST, Torontc , Oct.

MACOOMB, Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

Limited

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST. TORONTO, CANADA

Millville, N J., U.S.A.

ASK FOR

"CRUSADER"
(KHGISTKRED)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE couimend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale iu cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, BranW
WHOLESALE DISTEIBUTEB3 FOE CANADA

^{jmrnacy
Stav xt liome while you

studv Phirmaey. Itisnot
ncce'ssaiy to ro to College.

We can teacli you by mail.

We give you exactly the

Bame liistnietioiis that you
woiil get at a college, and
save you much time and
niniiey Our course is

adapted to the individual

needs of Canadian students

wlio contemplate a change
into the States or take

Fharmacv board examiim-
tion. Over 200 graduates

last year who testify to the

great value of our course.

Write for prospectus and
particulars. Our terms

are easy.

The Ohio Institute of Pharmacy, Columbns, Ohio

URING the past few years we

T\ have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and book'^.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service;

and for your need of it ? I

R. G. DUN & CO,
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WORTH REMEMBERING

The druggist with a narrow view of his \busi-

ness is not the one to whom success comes.

j

Successful merchandizing consists in discerning
' needs and then filling them.

It is possible to be so busv with the li^Hc

things that the big things get away.
Your power is wasted by not finishing the

thing started.

The progressive druggist has nothing to fear

and nothing to regret.

Lack of success for the druggist or anyone else

is largely the result of neglected opportunities.

Everything well done is good advertising.

Utilizing the knowledge and experience of

others will save you years of work. Be in touch
with the remainder of the drug world. Get out-

side vour own little sphere.

Letting well enough alone is not a good motto
for the druggist who wishes to reach, the top.

Handling only the best goods is both econoiuv

and good business.

Freak advertising mav amuse voii, but it will

not sell 3'our goods.

Don't turn down a good proposition because it

comes in the form of a circular or form letter.

The druggist should acquire the habit of ana-

lyzing every problem that confronts him. Single

problems may be readily solved, but a lot of

them may prove too strong for him.

Every druggist should acquire salesmanship
qualities: Courtesy, tact, knowledge of goods,

judgment, accuracy, energy, appearance, dignitv

—if he lacks anv of them.
If you have an ideal, the non-essential things

will not overburden you.

The druegist is the captain of his ship—his

business. It onb- shows progress when he or-

ders.

When the first ring at the door bell is not an-

swered, don't conclude that the folks are not at

home. This applies to drug store advertising.

Ring again.—Retail Druggist.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

LETHBRIDGE, ALTA.—The Alberta Drug &
Book Co. have placed their contract with The
Toronto Show Case Co. for new fixtures. The
outfit includes the "Full Crystal" Silent Sales-
men, with marble base, and the patent "Trianon
Cabinets," also with marble base. As all es-

sential points in the design and construction of

the "Trianons" are patented by The Toronto
Show Case Co. any other fixture represented as

the same is merely an "attempt."

Pharmacy Abroad*
A GENEROUS PARISH.

The village of Gelenau in Saxony felt itself in
need of a pharmacy, and petitioned the Govern-
ment to grant a concession for the same. The
Government sanctioned the opening of a phar-
macy on the condition that the village make
good to the owner the dillerence required to en-
sure him an mcome of Si. 200 per annum, should
the business not yield that amount. The village
accepted the condition and the parish will erect
the premises destined to receive the pharmacy.

FINNISH PHARMACISTS WISH TO BAR PROPRIE-
TARIES.

The pharmacists of Finland evidently do not
care to handle proprietary medicines, for the
Association of Pharmacists have petitioned the
Government to prohibit the importation of secret
remedies. If the composition is given by the
manufacturers, such proprietaries as dietetic
remedies may be imported, but the petitioners
urge that their sale should be restricted to the
pharmacists. The Association is supported in the
matter by the physicians of Finland, but the
Government has taken no action in the matter
as yet.

SUNDAY CLOSING IN FRANCE.
The towns of Poitiers and Besancon have made

experiments in the Sunday closing of pharmacies,
Besancon for seventeen years, Poitiers but for
one year. The system adopted in both places is

that of closing all pharmacies, a centrally locat-

ed special Sunday pharmacy, supported by sub-
scriptions, catering to the needs of the public,

and served by each pharmacist of the town in

turn. The weekly receipts of the Sunday phar-
macy, divided by the number of pharmacists in

the respective towns, amoimt to three francs,

about sixty cents, which sum is received by each
individual pharmacist as his share.

In Bordeaux, the closing of pharmacies at noon
on Sunday has become general. Of 150 pharma-
cists five only refused to close. The others close

regularly by turns, and the whole arrangement is

effected by mutual agreement, no attempts at
coercion being made. It may be remarked that
Bordeaux is a town with a population of 260,-

000.

WOMEN PHARMACISTS IN HOLLAND.

Pharmaceutical statistics lately published in

Holland show a decided increase in the number
of women assistants in that country-; indeed, the

women seem to be steadilv displacing the men.
In 654 public pharmacies in existence on Januarj'
first, there were employed 1,122 assistants, of

whom 841 were women; while in the 1,006 dis-

•Abstracts from National Druggist and other Journals.
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pensaries in the hands of physicians, employing

151 assistants, there were 136 women.
The total number of assistants employed in

the pharmacies of Holland was 1,273, of whom
977, or 76 per cent, were women. Only 25 candi-

dates passed the State examination for licensed

pharmacists last year, eight of them being wo-

men, while of 210 who passed the assistants' ex-

amination the men claimed 165.

The women are beginning to take up pharmacy

as a profession in this country to a greater ex-

tent every year, as vide class pictures of colleges

of pharmacy, but we doubt that they can make
as great a showing in numbers as their Datch

sisters.

THE ICELANDIC PHARMACOPOEIA.

The oldest medical document in the ancient

Norse language is the "Icelandic Pharma-

copoeia" of the thirteenth century. The original

document, according to the "Tidsskrift for Kemi
og Farmaci," forms part of the Arnamagnae col-

lection of manuscripts in the Roval Library in

Copenhagen. It consists of five octavo pages; the

contents are written in a \erv clear, lucid style

for the use of the people. It was intended as a

book of counsel to which thev could go in times

of illness or accident, and belongs to the class of

literature termed "Old wives' books." It con-

tains fifty-one prescriptions of all kinds of ail-

ments, enumerated without any attempt at or-

der. The remedies were drawn mostly from

plants, some from the animal, and but few from

the mineral kingdom. At the time the book was
written, the art of healing was entirelv in the

hands of the monks, and they cultivated most of

the medicinal herbs in the gardens of the monas-

tery. Rue, mecon and sorrel were plants much
used. The blood of cats and eels was employed,

and also the gall of eels, cats and oxen. In the

compounding, salt, pepper, oil and eggs, as well

as beer and sour wine.

BULGARIA SHORT ON PHARMACISTS

According to the Chemist and Druggist, Bul-

garia is sadly in need of pharmaceutical assist-

ants. The population of that country is four

millions, and yet this large number of people

has its needs supplied bv but no pharmacies and

II branches, managed by 224 qualified pharma-
cists, 1^; assistants, and 21 apprentices.

Kleven positions are vacant in various public

institutions, and no pharmacists can be found to

fill them.

There is no pharmaceutical school in the coun-

try, and as a result students go to other coun-

tries, mainly Russia, to get their technical

training. Only thirty-four such students are re-

ported to be studying at foreign universities.

The smallness of the number seems to indicate

that pharmacy does not offer an attractive career

in Bulgaria.

SAXONY ALSO.

At the annual meeting of the Union of Working
Pharmacists, recently held at Berlin, a resolution

was adopted requesting the Council to take

steps toward an increase in the number of phar-

macies. While the population has increased ra-

pidly in Germany, the number of pharmacies

has practically stood still, and public interest

demands that more be created. The authorities

of the States had announced an intention of car-

rying out an extension of pharmacies, but so far

nothing has been done. The Prussian and Saxon
authorities were especially criticized for their

failure to meet the demands of more efficient

public service in the pharmaceutical field.

JAPANESE MEDICINE REGULATIONS

The .Japanese Government has decided, accord-

ing to a report of the United States Consul at

Kobe, to regulate the sale of medicines in Ja-

pan, and a Bill will probably be introduced at

the next issue of the Diet, looking to the taking

over of the sale of all medicines. The authority

writes as follows:

"The reason given in favor of the scheme is

that owing to the progress made in medical sci-

ence a great variety of medicines are on the mar-

ket, but in most cases the concoctions are very

poor in quality, and matters have arrived at

such a condition that, for the protection of the

public health, they can not be allowed to go un-

checked any further. The medicine dealers are

said to be in a state of consternation at the rc-

l)ort of a proposed monopoly. It is stated that

the leading merchants in this Consular district,

especially at Osaka, maintain that medicines of

spurious quality have not yet been cleared from

the market, but since the new pharmacopoeia has

been in operation, a more stringent watch has

been kept by the authorities on medicinal pro-

ductions, the Government inspector constantly

visiting the various medicine stores for the pur-

pose of making investigations. The presence in

the market of medicines of inferior quality has

consequently been much reduced. The new regu-

lation, which came into operation on July i,

last, for the control of the business in medicines,

has almost entirely put a stop to the practice in-

dulged in by dishonest dealers of mixing inferior

concoctions with their medicines. In view of

this vigilant attitude the dealers in medicines do

not believe that the Government will take over

the sale of medicines for the reason stated, espe-

cially at the present time."
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GiLLETrJ SATISFACTION

in the highest sense,

to you as a druggist

and to your custom-

ers, is obtained when
vou sell

CILLETTS' CAUSTIC SODA,
CILLETT'S LYE,

GILLETT'S CREAM TARTAR, Etc.

If your wholesale house will not supply

you at List prices, send order to us, and

we will ship goods direct.

EW.61LLETTWoWm LIMITci I

Awarded Gold Medal Toronto Eipositlon,

j*«**********«***«*****»***««*«««**

GIBSON
I
MANDOLINS

AND

GUITARS

Used and

Recommended by the

Best Performers

Musical Instruments of Every Description |
SEND FOR CATALOGUES *

"BERTI" Violin Strings are knozvn the S

world over as the Very Best 5

THE NORDHEIMER PIANO & MUSIC CO. I
LIMITED *

15 KING ST. EAST TORONTO
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ESTABLISHED 1848

/T^IhISKS are high in

III price but they will

'
be higher before they

are lower, :: ** ** **

When you have to pay

more money anyway^ why
not get the very best?

Buy direct from the makers

H.W. NELSON & CO.
TORONTO LIMITED

Sure Death
TO

POTATO BUGS !

!

The Strongest and Best PARIS

GREEN is made by The Canada

Paint Company.

It is unquestionably the most

economical Bug destroyer known.

It KILLS the Colorado Beetle

commonly known as the Potato Bug

with certainty and despatch.

The Canada Paint Company's

Paris Green contains more arsenical

poison than any other Paris Green.

U^e

CANADA PAINT COMPANY
Limited

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg

CASAUA
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JAPANESE PHARMACY^

Phaxmacy has been allied with medicine in

Japan, as in other countries, from time immem-
orial. The first medical man of note was brought
from China in the era of Tenji-tenno, a famous
Japanese reformer. In that day and up .till re-

cently the pharmacist was also the physician.

In Japan to-day anyone who takes out the li-

cense issued by the Government may practise as

a chemist and drug-p-ist. Drugs and medicines are

sold freely in groceries, dry goods stores, and
other establishments in Japanese towns and
cities. A knowledge of pharmaceutical science or

of chemistry is unnecessary so far as Government
restriction is concerned, although dispensing of

prescriptions and compounding for medical men
must be done by pharmacists qualified according

Osaka houses im|)ori goods from foreign coun-

tries direct, but most of them import through
foreign agencies in Japan. Considerable adulter-

ation in drugs and chemicals is still practised.

Patent medicine vendors are found in every town
and even village. Some of their signboards are

rather weird; pictures of monsters, giants, men
with dragon faces, boys with abnormal heads be-

ing some of the variations employed. The pro-

prietaries sold by these vendors are probably
thirty or forty in variety, but the names and
titles imder which they are sold are so difierent

(although the ingredients are mostly the same)
that it gives one the impression that there are

hundreds. The ordinary Japanese proprietary

medicine possesses little or no efficacy, and the

Government forbids the use of dangerous or poi-

sonous ingredients in these medicines. No mix-

A ,T.A.PAXESK

to the regulations. The dispensers employed by

doctors have, however, usually no scientilic

training; they depend upon the experience picked

up in dispensaries. Modern pharmacy in Japan
may be divided into three classes—manufacturing

chemists, proprietary vendors, and dispensers.

The last mentioned are few in number, manufac-

turing chemists and wholesale druggists are

ntmierous, but vendors of proprietaries are to be

foxmd ever^rwhere. The business of the whole-

salers, so to speak, is mainly confined to manu-
facturing chemicals and medicines and selling

drugs for home supply, but there are a few large

factories springing up in Tokyo and Osaka equip-

ped with modern machinery, and although at

present they are small and few in comparison

with European and American factories, they are

growing in importance. Some of the Tokyo and

•By "A Japanese Pharmacist," in The Chem-
ist and Druggist.

PHARMACY.

tures are employed, the ijrejjarations being pills,

tablets, lotions, ointments, or powders. An in-

ternal stamp-tax of 10 per cent, ad valorem is

imposed on patent medicines, but a rebate of the

stamp duty is allowed on medicines for export.

The directions for the administration of the

medicines are printed in English, Corean, and
Chinese, as well as in Japanese. The adminis-

tration of the pharmacy regulations and the Gov-
ernment inspection of drugs and chemicals are by
no means ideal.

PATENT MEDICINES IN JAPAN

Some idea of the development of the patent

medicine industry in Japan is recorded by the

correspondent of a London (Eng.) paper, who
says:

We have got into the way of thinking that all,

or anyw^ay by far tlie greater part of Japan's
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newly acquired interest in such thisngs as modern

methods of hygiene and medicine has been bor-

rowed or adapted from us. It will probably

therefore surprise most of us to be informed that

that very modern and especially American insti-

tution the patent medicine monger, instead of

originating in the land of the Stars and Stripes

flourished in the Land of the Rising Sun long be-

fore he was seen or heard of in the far west.

When Shakespeare yvas hardly cold in his grave

they were making patent medicines in the coun-

try of the Mikado, and, moreover, were devising

for them names which for lurid effectiveness

would make the names given to our patent nos-

trums seem fiat and feeble.

Did even Cousin Jonathan—that adept at in-

venting shockers in the way of labels for his

wares—ever hit on one so likely to fetch the coin

out of the pocket of the credulous as that in-

vented by the physician Bandai-Jokan in the year

1682, and called by him Han-Gon-Tan, which

translated into English means "Medicine Which

Calls. Back the Dead to Life?" This medicine is

sold in Japan to-day, it has been selling there

steadily for two centuries and a quarter, and if

that is not a testimony to its powers what

would be?

Whether the makers believed in the curative

powers of suggestion—likely enough they knew

all about its virtues long before we got hold of

the first notion of it—they certainly showed a

vivid imagination in finding names which should

catch and hold the public attention and woo the

pence from the public purse. Here are some of

themr—they are used in the Island Kingdom to-

day: "Heal Everything Powders," "Spirit

Cheering Pills," "Brain Healing Pills," "One

Dose Healing Powders," "Poison Expelling

Pills," "Second-to-None Plasters" and "Heal

All Pills."

They are all in the shape of powders, pills and

ointments. Patent medicines in Japan are never

sold in fluid form. Probably the reason for this

is the very curious method employed for their

distribution among the people which began in the

times of Prince Seiho Maeda, who died more

than two hundred years ago.

This Prince was as much attracted by medicine

making as many modern royalties are by horse

racing. It was a craze with him; he might indeed

be called the father of the modern patent medi-

cine man. During epidemics he used with his own
hands to make up and give to the poor drugs

and medications of various kinds, and it was he

who started the credit system for the obtaining

of medicines which has existed in Japan from his

time down to the present day.

This system is simple in the extreme. The

medicine monger comes with the regularity of

clockwork to every Japanese door bringing his

stock of "medicine which calls back the dead to

life" and all the others with him. No doubt he

expatiates with all the skill of an advertising

agent upon their varied and wonderful merits

and, most seductive plan of all, he asks for no

money

!

Not yet! He receives a large order, for the

Jap is as willing to be called back from the dead

as his brothers and sisters of the West, especially

when he can do it on tick, and then the medicine

man goes on his way. He comes back again the

following year and—he is certainly most accom-

modating—he takes away whatever drugs have

not been consumed, obtains payment for those

that have been iised and leaves a supply of fresh

medicine to go on with for another year, when
he will call again and repeat the same procedure.

History does not hint what he does with the

stale drugs that he takes back. Whether he, like

the thrifty housewife who reboils last year's

jams and maintains that the process makes it as

good as new, remakes his medicines, we do not

know; but there may in these days be a way out

of the difficulty, for the Japanese now export

their patent medicines to foreign countries, and

this exported medicine is—since the end of the

Russo-Japanese war in 1905—exempt from tax-

ation, for Japanese patent medicines have to

pay duty to the government just as ours have.

It is hardly necessary to say that this free

trade in drugs—in exported drugs, that is to say

—has given a great stimulus to the outgoing of

medicines from the shores of Japan,- and as a

consequence has increased their manufacture to a

large extent.

There are now nearly a thousand different kinds

of medicines made in the country—m^ore, the un-

initiated would suppose, than there were diseases

calling for treatment. The medicine makers have

increased in number from some hundreds until

now there are over three thousand licensed mak-
ers of drugs, and the dealers in them are so num-
erous that in Toyama there is a patent medicine

dealers' club with 3,000 members.

There are patent medicine industry guilds, one

which has for its special object the lending of

money to dealers who want to develop their

business, and there is a Toyama patent medicine

magazine. But perhaps the most curious and

disturbing touch in the whole matter is that the

Japanese, although they did not borrow the idea

of making patent medicines from us, are borrow-

ing some of our bad exam.ples in the way of

making them known. They have actually taken

to the plan of putting up big boards in the

meadows along the railway lines, just as we

have been doing for years.
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|E. Sachsse & Co.,
I DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among our list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the follow-

ing oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Carawa\- Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

Coriander

Dill Seed

( ieranium

( linger

Juniper Berries

Juniper Wood
Jessamine

Lavander Flowers

Lemon Terpenless

Lilac

?ilustard Seed

Nutmeg
Oranje Turpenless

Origanum
Penn\Toyal

Pinientci

Pinus Sylvestris

Rose Artif

Rosemary

Sandalwood, E. I.

Sandnhvood, \V. L
Tansy

Thyme
Wintergreen

I

I We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences,
i

i ^> Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners. Bottlers and :

i Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents, N. C. Poison & Co., 263;

^ and 265 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ont.

j E. SACHSSE & Co., Leipzig
Branch Factorie.s, Vienna, Liesing

;»^

'4 Established 1859

• ^1609K^S«?K»e(fis908*-^*^^?fe

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES-The Original and Best.

Southalls' Accouchement Sets

Containing All Requisites, in Tliree Sizes

Southalls' Sheets lor Accouchement

And Otiier Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LIMITED

BIRMINGHAM, ENG.

Agent for Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CARLAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

HORLICK's

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain
Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid; to the

Trade; upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE o,

, , ,( > , r WIS., U.S
HorUck's Malted MUk

HorUck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets
HorUck's Food, HorUck's Diastoid. etc.

GILMOIR BROS. & CO. = 25 St. Peter Street
AtONTREAL. CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA
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WRITE FOR CATALOGUE-
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IRLL QRSBS

^ASE CO., LiniTED
I

DEFRIES STREET
IT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR
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'^t^r^r* OLIVE OILS of the Province
and of Italy

' LA MARIE LAURE •

Ancient firm, CH. SABATIER & CIE. Established 1876.

Successor, - - CH. BENABEN, at Salon (France,.

The firm guarantees their oils absolutelj' pure and furnishes a certificate of the Laboratory for each shipment.

Sole Agent for Canada : : ; : : THOMAS REID 9 St. Nicholas St., MONTREAL

///, Luro
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REVISION OF THE BRITISH PHARMACOPOEIA

The following is the report of the Cominittee

of Reference to the Pharmacopoeia Committee of

the General Medical Council up to October 29th,

1908:

Acaciae Gummi.—The description should be

made more terse: the tests with lead subacetate

and with borax should be omitted, as they do
not appear to serve any useful purpose; the gum
should be entirely soluble in cold water; for the

test with lead acetate 10 c.c. of a 10 per cent,

aqueous solution of gum and 0.2 c.c. of test so-

lution of lead acetate should be used; for the test

with ferric chloride 10 c.c. with o.i c.c. of test

solution of ferric chloride. In the test for starch

a cooled decoction should be employed, as other-

wise the characteristic blue coloration is not pro-

duced.

As good gums generally give a red precipitate

when a 10 per cent, aqueous solution is boiled

with an equal volume of solution of potassiocup-

ric tartrate, this test should be replaced by the

following: A 10 per cent, aqueous solution of

gum should exhibit slight laevorotation when ex-

amined in a tube i dcin. long; this would exclude

dextrin, certain sugars, and other dextrorotatory

substances.

Acetanilidum.—The empirical formula onlj-

should be given; constitutional formulae should

not, as a rule, be introduced into the Pharma-
copoeia. The ferric chloride test should be omit-

ted, as the reaction occurs even when acetanilide

is not present; the melting point should be 113

degrees C, and in the test with sulphuric acid

the use of cold acid should be specified.

Acetum Cantharidis.—The following formulary

was experimentally confirmed and agreed to; the

name to be altered to Acetum Cantharidini:

Cantharidin i Gm.
Glacial acetic acid 200 c.c.

Acetic acid, sufficient to pro-
duce 2,000 c.c.

Dissolve the cantharidin in the glacial acetic

acid with the aid of a gentle heat, and add the

acetic acid. This preparation has the advantage

of being definite in strength and more easily

made than the present official Acetum Canthar-

idis.

Acetum Ipecacuanhae.—The discussion of this

preparation was postponed in view of its pos-

sible omission.

Acetum Scillae.—The product should be made
up to a pint with diluted acetic acid, as in the

process for preparing tinctures by maceration

the product is not made up to a definite volimie.

Acidum Aceticum.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, by using 10 Gm. in each
Nessler glass, no difference in color should be
observed upon the addition of the sodium sul-

phide to one of the solutions showing absence of

lead.

Acidum Arseniosum.—The formula should be
As20.3, not As406.

Acidum Boricum.—It should form a clear solu-

tion with water (to exclude carelessly prepared
acids). Titration b}-^ Thomson's method should
indicate at least 98 per cent, of boric acid.

When tested for lead according to the quanti-
tative colorimetric test described in the Appen-
dix (solution being effected by the addition of

ammonia), using 7 Gm. in the primary solution,

not more than 5 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dummy solution, show-
ing that the proportion of lead present does not
exceed 10 parts per million.

Acidimi Carbolicum Liquefactum.—Sufficient

water should be added to produce i fluid drachm
from 50 grains of phenol; the additional water
thus introduced is useful in preventing crystal-

lization of the acid.

Acidum Chromicum.—The process given does

not yield a product complying with the tests; it

contains an excessive quantity of sulphuric acid.

Further work on this substance is now being

carried out with the view of improving the tests.

Acidum Citricum.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than 5 c.c. of the di-

lute lead solution should be required in the dum-
my solution, showing that the proportion of lead

present does not exceed five parts per million.

Acidum Galliciim.—As the aqueous solution of

this acid does not precipitate tartarated anti-

mony-, the statement that it does should be cor-

rected.

Acidum Hydrobromicum.—When tested for lead

according to the quantitative colorimetric test

described in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than 5 c.c. of the di-

lute lead solution should be required in the dum-

my solution, showing that the proportion of lead

present does not exceed five parts per million.

Acidum Hydrochloricum.—The examination of

several samples of hydrochloric, nitric, and sul-

phuric acids has shown a considerable variation

in the solid residue. This residue in the case of

hydrochloric acid should not exceed o.oi per

cent.

When tested for lead according to the quanti-

tative colorimetric test described in the Appen-

dix, using 12 Gm. in the priman,' solution, not

more than 10 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dummy solution, show-
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ing that the proportion of lead present does not

exceed lo parts per million.

Acidum Lacticum.—For the words "when heat-

ed .. . remains," substitute "when burned with

free access of air not more than 0.5 per cent, of

solid residue should remain." There is no object

in so minutely describing what takes place dur-

ing incineration as is done in the present official

monograph.

When tested for lead according to the quanti-

tative colormetric test described in the Appen-

dix, using 7 Gm. in the primary solution, not

more than 5 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dummy solution, show-

ion that the proportion of lead present does not

exceed 10 parts per million.

Acidum Xitricum.—The solid residue should

not exceed 0.05 per cent.

When tested for lead according to the quanti-

tative colorimetric test described in the Appen-
dix, using 7 Gm. in the primary solution, not

more than 10 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dumjny solution, show-

ing that the proportion of lead present does not

exceed 20 parts per million.

Acidum Oleicum.—The official tests are too

stringent; they exclude acid of sufficient purity

for medicinal use. Experiments on these tests

are now in progress.

Acidum Phosphoricum Concentratum.—It is

not desirable to substitute an acid of sp. gr.

1.75; the strength should be determined by titra-

tion with alkali, as this method is both more
convenient and more accurate than the present

lead process. When tested for lead according to

the quantitative colorimetric test described in

the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the primary so-

lution, not more than 10 c.c. of the dilute lead

solution should be required in the dummy solu-

tion, showing that the proportion of lead does

not exceed 10 parts per million.

Acidum Salicylicum.—The test with ammoni-
um citrate should be omitted; it serves no useful

purpose.

Acidum Sulphuricum.—The solid residue should

not exceed 0.05 per cent. When tested for lead

according to the quantitative colorimetric test

described in the Appendix, using 7 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing that the proportion of

lead present does not exceed 20 parts per mil-

lion.

Acidum Sulphurosum.—When tested for lead

according to the quantitative colorimetric test

described in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing that the proportion

of lead present does not exceed 10 parts per mil-

lion.

Acidum Tannicum.—The water of crystalliza-

tion should be omitted; tannic acid does not oc-

cur in crystalline form.

Acidum Tartaricum.—A stringent limit should

be placed on the amount of total sulphates in

tartaric acid, since these in the dissolved, or even

moist, acid liberate sulphuric acid, traces even of

which are very objectionable. The following test

is sufficiently stringent for practical purposes, is

easily performed, and can readily be complied

with by manufacturers:

"One Gm. dissolved in 5b c.c. of distilled wa-
ter, should not yield a greater opalescence with

0.5 c.c. of barium chloride test solution, than is

caused by i c.c. of centinormal sulphuric acid in

50 c.c. of distilled water, when precipitated un-

der the same conditions. The opalescence is best

viewed in a Nessler glass placed on a black sur-

face."

The amount of sulphate being thus limited, the

ash might safely be raised to o.i per cent., as

the ash other than sulphate is less objectionable

than the sulphate; this standard can also be

readily complied with.

When tested for lead according to the quanti-

tative colorimetric test described in the Appen-

dix, using 12 Gm. in the primary solution, not

more than 10 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dummy solution, show-

ing that the proportion of lead present does not

exceed 10 parts per million.

MAKING TINCTURES BY MACERATION

Nicolai Bjerre (Archiv. for Pharmaci og

Chemie) advocates maceration in the making of

tinctures, as against percolation. The content of

extractive in tinctures made by maceration is al-

ways constant. Much alcohol is lost through

evaporation in the process of percolation, for

more evaporates than while filtering after ma-

ceration. The success of percolation depends up-

on the skill of the operator, which is not the

case to so great an extent if maceration be re-

sorted to; for example, if the liquid be allowed

to drop too rapidly from the orifice of the per-

colator, a tincture is obtained of lower strength

than is obtained by maceration.—Apoth. Ztg.

The 1909 meeting of the American Pharma-

ceutical Association will be held at Los Angeles,

Cal., early in September.
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THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, Limited

BISMUTH

SALTS

GOLD MEDAL, ST. LOUIS. I904

•* PURE MERCURIALS

ACID PHOvSPHORIC
SCALE

PREPARATIONS

(Made from Pliosphon

^Lr^ ^ All strength

* 'Vtehd free

ETHERS

HYPO-

PHOSPHITE

STRATFORD, LONDON. E N G.

POST CARDS
$3.00 per thousand

That's all we charge for them. All

assorted comics, views, colored, black

and white. Send for a sample order.

DOMINION JOBBING & SPECIALTY COMPANY
260 YONOE STREET - - TORONTO, ONTARIO

BROWN-LEE'S
ODORLESS

MOTHINE
Effectual Preventative and

DRSTROYER OF MOTHS

This preparation does not contain poisonous

drugs, and has given perfect satisfaction in

every case where it has been sold. It is

also proven a great seller for the retail

trade. Cards and advertising matter sup-

plied for a window displa3^

Write for Terms, etc.

BROWN-LEE CO., Limited
GUELPH ONTARIO

ENDORSED BY PURE FOOD AUTHORITIES I

Ilie Bohner Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

requ

the
PRODUCTS. Fly. bug, aud <li»t

proof. These are reiponsible for

no end of trouble and watte, and
the BOHNER SERVICE BOWL
remedies the defects so apparent
in the old style notched bowl.

SPECIFY "BOH.SER'S" when you
order. All jobbers supply them.

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CO., 42 State St., Ghicago

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and
finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

==^== Established 1895 ====^=
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

WE have many odd lines which we
will clear out this month at big

discounts, as stock-taking is now
completed. ^ We would be pleased to

send a list to any enquiring friends.

II interested drop us a line—

E.G. West (©> Co. "T^o^i^'d"
Wholesale Druggists and Manulacturing Chemists

We have very Special Prices on Granular Effervescent Salt

POMONA
FACE CREAM
An elegant toilet cream which is blaud, soothing,

antiseptic and non-greasy.

A product that will please the most fastidious.

A package that will be ornamental to any dressing

table.

PREPARED BY

The Kenson Pharmacal Co.
MONTREAL
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Ybur Windooc/

IS UPON OUR MIND
We want to use it for a short period, but wouSd like the
desire to be mutual. We can make it worth your while-
shall we ^et together? A postcard addressed to us will
brin^ you a valuable proposition. You are, of course,
carrying a ^ood supply of our ^oods, but more especially
PSYCHINE and CUROL, both of which are splendid
sellers and have considerable merit. Don't fail to drop us
that postcard to-day. Address

DR. T. A. SLOCUM, limited
SLOCUM BLDG., SPADINA AVE. . . TORONTO
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ATROPINE NITRITE AND COCAINE NITRITE FOR
ASTHMA SPRAYS

Atropine nitrite, C17H23NO3HXO:;, forms al-

most white crystals, very soluble in water and in

alcohol. Cocaine nitrite, C17H21NO4HNO2, oc-

curs in pale yellowish water-soluble crystals. In

the solid condition it parts with a part of the
acid and becomes insoluble. It is therefore sup-
plied in the shape of a concentrated aqueous so-

lution. From these salts the following asthma
spray may be prepared: Cocaine nitrite, 1.028;

atropine nitrite, 0.581; glycerin, 32.16; distilled

water to roo.—Pharm. .Tourn.

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE IN ERYSIPELAS

Dr. Henry Tucker (Therap. Gazette, .Uine. 15,

p. 381) has applied the method of treating in-

llammation with saturated .solution of magnesi-
um sulphate to cases of erysipelas. The technique
in facial cases consists in the application of fif-

teen to twenty thicknesses of ordinary gauze ov-
er the area involved, one aperture only being
made to permit breathing. The mask is saturat-
ed with the solution, covered with oiled silk or

wax-paper, and kept wet by applying more solu-

tion as required. The dressing is removed not
oftener than every twelve hours to ascertain

progress and reapplied immediately. The in-

fected area is not washed during treatment. In

thirty-five uncomplicated but severe cases, with
milk diet until normal temperature was attain-

ed, all recovered in from two to seven days, and
relief from pain was given in a few hours. No
internal or so-called specific treatment was given.

LIQUOR CRESOLIS COMPOSITUS

The drug journals have contained numerous ar-

ticles expressing difficulty with this preparation.

This is an example of a good formula spoiled by
faulty directions for manipulation. The official

directions for soft soap verv properly direct that

the linseed oil be saponified by the potassium
hydroxide in solution with the aid of heat and
the addition of a small quantity of alcohol. Yet
in compound solution of cresol, which is only a

fifty per cent, solution of cresol and soft soap,

it is directed that the linseed oil shall be saponi-

fied cold and without any alcohol. If the official

method for making soft soap be carried out in

the preparation of the compound solution of

cresol, there will he no trouble in obtaining a

satisfactory product. It is noteworthy that the

British Pharmaceutical Codex has exactly fol-

lowed this suggestion in copying the formula.

—

G. M. Kringer, Ph. Era.

FILLING COLLAPSIBLE TUBES

D. W. Rich, .Middletown, N.Y., in the Bulletin
of Pharmacy .says: The filling of a collapsible
tube with an ointment, the composition of which
IS such as to preclude the possibility of luelting
and pouring it into the container, is neatly ac-
complished in this manner: Lay a sheet of paper
of convenient size on the table and upon it near
one edge place the ointment shaped in the form
of a cylinder similar to that of a pill mass
rolled and ready to divide. The diameter must
vary according to that of the tube used. Now
roll the paper about the ointment, making it of
such size that it can be inserted into the open
end of the tube and to the bottom. vSqueeze the
paper, withdrawing it gradually, and thus trans-
ferring the ointment to the tube, which may
then be sealed in the usual way.

WATER ABSORBENT PETROLATUM

According to a patent granted to Dr. Lip-
schutz, says the National Druggist, the hygro-
scopic properties of petrolatum can be greatly in-

creased by previously oxidizing with salts of

chromic, permanganic or chloric acid. The oxi-

dation is effected by boiling 100 parts of petrol-

atum with 50 parts of a five per cent, solution,

or an equivalent quantity of a solution of a per-

manganate or a chromate to which the calculated
quantity of sulphuric acid has been added. When
the greater part of the water has been evapor-
ated and the chlorous fumes appear, 25 parts of

water are added, and the boiling continued. The
operation is repeated until the petrolatum will

take up three times its weight of water. The
acid liquid is then removed and the vaseline

washed. Mixtures of the product with water are

yellow in color, and are adapted to the prepara-

tion of ointments.

HOW TO FILL JARS WITH COLD CREAM

In filling jars with cold cream level the con-

tents across the top. Do it in this way: Press

the edge of the spatula blade firmly along the

top of the jar; the spatula, being flexible, will re-

mo\e enough of the cream to make the upper sur-

face concave and to eliminate any unsightly ap-

pearance when the container is opened. Then in-

vert the jar o^er an alcohol lamp for a moment
to produce a shiny appearance in the product.

—

Paul McConomv, in Bulletin of Pharmacy.

Read Archdale Wilson's advertisement regard-

ing profits on Fly Killers.
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PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR THE REVISION
OF THE NATIONAL FORMULARY*

While the Act of Congress legalized the Na-

tional Formulary, it takes but an ordinary pe-

rusal of the work to discover that the nomen-

clature of many preparations contained therein

is erroneous, and if so labelled are clearly mis-

branded under the provisions of section 8 of the

Act, if it were not for the proviso contained in

section 6, which specifically recognizes all medi-

cines and preparations of the National Formu-
lary. With this condition existing, it is the duty

of the next committee of revision to change the

nomenclature of these preparations so that no

question could arise in regard to misbranding,

although this may be covered by the terms of

section 6.

The following preparations are a few of those

that are apparently misbranded: Compound anise

powder, Canada liniment, catarrh powder, com-

pound elixir of tar, glycerinated elixir of gen-

tian, pectoral syrup, tinct. iodine decolorized.

Compound anise powder is by no means a

proper name for a mixture of rhubarb and heavy

magnesia that contains but a small amount of

oil anise that is added only for flavoring. It has

little if any medicinal effect and certainly there

is no justification in continuing the use of this

name, the word anise according to the Pharma-
copoeia means the seed.

Compound elixir of tar is clearly misbranded.

Tar is not present in this elixir, only the soluble

constituents obtained therefrom; they are not tar

and certainly this does not jiLstify naming the

preparation as at present. Further, the title

does not disclose that the compoui^d contains

morphine. I have had no demand for this prep-

aration in more than ten years.

Canada liniment. There is no good reason for

the use of the word Canada and this word should

be dropped as a synonym for the regular title in

future revision. Further, the note for the guid-

ance of the compounder I consider objectionable.

It suggests the addition of tr. quillaja to prevent

separation; this should be added to the formula

if it is to be used or the note should be elimin-

ated.

Glycerinated elixir of gentian. What reason

can be given for the application of this title to a

preparation that is nothing but a conglomera-

tion of various medicines? It is not an elixir in

its true sense. Further, what justification is

there in the use of saccharin in this or any other

* From a paper read at the meeting of the
Washington City Branch of the American Phar-
maceutical Association,March Q, iqop, by Samuel
L. Hilton, Chairman of the Committee on Na-
tional and State Legi.slation of the A.Ph.A.

preparation as a sweetening agent? Saccharin

has not been shown to be inocuous. I believe we
should proceed carefully in using such prepara-

tions until after a thorough investigation they

have been proven harmless beyond all question.

Catarrh powder. This to say the least is a

very dangerous preparation, for it contains a

habit-forming drug in considerable quantity. This

formula should be eliminated in the next re-

vision. There is no justification in retaining a

preparation of this kind which has never demon-
strated its utility. Physicians desiring such

compounds can readily write for what they want.

It cannot be dispensed to the general public ex-

cept on non-renewable prescriptions.

Pectoral syrup is another case of misbranding.

The name should be changed, and if it is desired

to retain the preparation in the Formulary, the

original formula with sassafras pith is far pre-

ferable to the present formula made with oil of

sassafras. Further, the title does not disclose

that it contains morphine.

Decolorized tincture of iodine. Why should this

preparation be called tr. iodine when it has lost

all of the properties of iodine by converting it

into an iodide and iodate of ammonium and

sodium? Pharmacy would lose nothing if it were

dropped.

Since the last edition of the National Formu-
lary I have found many formulas that are not

perfectly satisfactory and require revising, some
of which I will name and call attention to some

of the objectionable features.

All preparations such as liquor aiitisepticus al-

kalinus and elixir digestivum compositum, con-

taining coloring matter like cudbear, should have

the formula so adjusted that the drug cudbear

should be used instead of the tincture of cudbear.

Experience has shown that no matter how care-

fully tincture of cudbear is prepared, it is not

possible with the quantity of menstruum used to

extract all of the coloring matter, so that a

more uniform color can be obtained by macerat-

ing the coloring matter in the liquid for twenty-

four hours before filtration than by the use of a

previously prepared tincture.

The addition of coloring matter to many of the

preparations could well be omitted. In those

preparations where coloring is desirable to im-

prove appearance the amount of coloring in its

natural state rather than a preparation thereof

should be .specifically stated, so that no matter

who makes the preparation or where it is ob-

tained it will be found to have the same general

appearance.

Emulsion of petroleum is not satisfactory, for

it does not keep, the tragacanth seeming to be

the disturbing factor. Acacia and tragacanth

mucilages when mixed become less viscous than
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what each is before mixing, due to some appar-
ent chemical change, possibly by the action of

oxydase, a ferment that has been shown to l)e

present in acacia. If made with acacia it keeps
better and makes a more satisfactory prepara-
tion.

Phosphatic emulsion. This formula is far dif-

ferent from the original formula that was origin-

ated in this city by Dr. S. C. Busev and Mr. W.
S. Thompson. It contains too much oil bitter

almond. There is no necessity to use Jamaica
rum. New Eugland rum answers ever}- purpose.
The method of making, by shaking in a bottle,

will not make as perfect an emulsion as if it was
made iti a mortar by reducing the yolk of egg to

a smooth paste and gradually adding the oil un-

til it is thoroughly emulsified. There is probably
no place in this country where there is as much
of .this preparation made and consumed as in

this city; therefore I think the original formula
should be adhered to. The name mistura phos-

phatica should be changed.

Essence of pepsin is a very satisfactory prep-

aration if properly made, but care must be exer-

cised in preparing the same and the directions

should be more explicit in regard to the methods
of solving the pepsin and rennin. The wine used

should be free from tannin, verv light in color

and of full alcoholic strength or fermentation

will likeh- occur.

A detannated fluid extract of gentian would be

very acceptable for making elixir of gentian in-

stead of detannating the finished elixir.

Elixir terpin hydrate is not a satisfactory

formula. The addition of syrup is the disturbing

factor; if this is eliminated and a larger amount
of glycerin used, there will be no trouble with

precipitation of crystals of sugar. Further, sac-

charin should not be used, as the preparation is

sweet enough and the point previously made
against the use of this drug applies equally well

here.

Solution of peptonate of iron and manganese is

most unsatisfactory, for the finished product is

ollensive in odor, unpleasant in taste, and does

not represent what is claimed. The formula and
process of Mr. H. A. B. Dunning, as published in

the proceedings of the American Pharmaceutical

Association, 1905, and frequently spoken of as

the Harrison formula, makes a better prepara-

tion without any of the above objections. If the

formula cannot be made satisfactory it had bet-

ter be eliminated. I have found most of the pep-

tonate of iron on the market unsatisfactory and
not perfectly soluble.

Antiseptic powder. This formula should be re-

constructed. Powdered dried zinc sulphate should

be used in place of the granular salt of the Phar-
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macopoeia, due allowance being made for loss of
water in drying the zinc salt.

Syrup actaea compound. The formula for this
preparation is unsatisfactory, for the reason that
It is almost impossible to obtain a clear prepar-
ation. Some experimenting should be done to
see if this objection cannot be overcome; possibly
the use of glycerin will have the desired efiect.

Compound syrup of Irish moss. The same ob-
jections can be raised against this preparation,
for while clear when first made it does not re-

main so. It contains the mucilagmous principles
from I gm. of Irish moss to 1,000 cc. of finished
syrup, too small amount of the drug for tlie

preparation to receive the above name.
Syrup white pine compound. All of the drugs

in this preparation with the exception of the
morphine have been increased in the last revision
without any apparent justification. All of the

pharmaceutical manufacturers, with one excep-
tion, make the preparation much weaker. The
morphine sulphate should be reduced to 3-16 grain
to the fluid ounce. The addition of coloring is

an improvement.

Compound resorcin ointment. Some changes
are desirable in the manipulation of this prepar-
ation. The trituration of resorcin, zinc sulphate,
and bismuth subnitrate with the hydrous wool
fat should be made in a warmed mortar, before
incorporating the paraffin and petrolatum, and
after melting together they should be allowed to

cool to about the same temperature of the mix-
ture first prepared.

Another very desirable addition to the formu-
lary and one that I consider absolutely necessary
since the Food and Drugs Act is that directly

under the name of each preparation containing

alcohol, a statement should be made of the aver-

age amount of absolute alcohol, by volume, in

the finished preparation to conform to this Act.

If the preparations contain any of the other

drugs that are required by the Act to be stated

on the label, they also should be stated so that

no question could arise about the properly label-

ling all National Formulary preparations.

OXYGEN FOR INTERNAL AND EXTERNAL USE

A new line of medicinal and toilet prepara-

tions under the name of Peroxygen are being ex-

ploited by The Moj^es Chemical Co. The entire

line has for its active ingredients one or more of

the oxygen products which are becoming more
popular every day.

The therapeutic as well as the dermatologic

value of these preparations are recognized by the

medical profession as being the most useful of re-

cent pharmacology.
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SPONGES—THEIR HISTORY

The accompan\-ing illustration, which gives a

very clear idea of the interior life of the sponge,

will enable our readers to grasp the following

brief account of the sponge's life-historJ^

When the sponge is brought up alive out of the

sea it does not at all resemble the sponge of com-

merce. It is then surrounded by an outer skin, a

simple, unorganized membrane, in which the

pores appear or disappear at the animal's will,

or supposing that a sponge has no will, owing to

local environment. It is intersected with canals

dure of Sponge.

EXPLANATION.
A. Vertical section of outer layer, magnified 75 times

;

p, pores or openings of canals for conducting water which
flows to a, sacs ; e, canal for expulsion of water; g, early
stages of spores.
B. Sac, transversely divided, 800 diameters, showing

sponge particles w^ith cilia.

C. Sponge particle, highly magnified ; 1, ciliiun
;

m,
collar

; n, nucleus ; c, contractile vesicle.

and cavities, lined throughout by a sticky glutin-

ous substance called sarcode, of a greyish brown
color and of the consistency of treacle. This the

fishermen call the "milk" of the sponge. By the

peculiar properties of digestion and reproduction

which it possesses it sustains the life of the ani-

mal and propagates its species.

THE ONLY LIVE PART OK THE SPONGE.

The sarcode is the only part of the sponge that

is alive, the flexible skeleton to which it is at-

tached being inorganic. It is this skeleton which

is commonly known as the sponge. This fibrous

material is chemically allied to that spun by silk-

worms. Through the numerous exterior small

pores the surrounding water is drawn, carrying

with it the food of the sponge in the form of par-

ticles of animal and vegetable matters. This

stream of water passes along the interstitial

canals to the innermost part of the sponge, thus

passing over a large area of the sarcode, which

constantly draws to itself the particles of mat-
ter to be presently digested. The water is then

taken up by a similar series of catials, the min-

ute vessels gradually branching of! into larger

ducts, and forced out through the osculae at its

surface.

A SUBMARINE VENICE.

It has been aptly said that the whole sponge

represents a kind of submarine Venice, "where
the people are ranged about the streets and
roads in such a manner that each can easily ap-

jjropriate food from the water as it passes

along." The osculae are the larger holes at the

surface of the sponge skeleton. The movements
in the sponge which cause currents of water to

pass through it are produced by ciliary action—
that is, the waving in one direction of tiny fila-

ments like eye-lashes. (See C and B in illustra-

tion).

PROPAGATION OF THE SPONGE.

Propagation of the dillerent varieties takes

place in two ways: by the formation of gem-
mules, or by the division of the creature. The

little gemmule, which is a yellowish capsule,

floats out of the parent sponge and attaches it-

self to any suitable neighboring object, such as

a stone or rock, and here it grows, slowly be-

coming larger by adding to that marvellous

skeleton which we daily use in our bath or at our

toilet.

The outer membrance in which the sponge is

found has to be removed soon after the sponge

is fished. If this be not done, fermentation, fol-

lowed by speedy putrefaction, sets in, and from

being tough and elastic, it becomes soft and flab-

by, and with the least pressure the fermented

juice oozes out, giving off a most offensive odor.

It is then no longer of anv use. The organic part

of the sponge, it will thus be seen, has to be

taken from it shortly after it is taken from its

bed. This has to be done on the fishing-grounds,

sometimes long before the boats return to port.

As this process is necessarily rude and incom-

plete, it has to be suppleinented by a more care-

ful bleaching process when the sponge is received

by the merchant.

When sponges are first torn from the sea-bed,

they are of a dark color and living. By tramping

and pressing them with the feet a milky sub-

stance oozes out, whereupon the sponge dies.

They are then immersed in the sea for the space

of eight or ten hours. The dark, skinny substance

is then removed by scraping, and gradually,

through cleaning, drying and bleaching, they

take on the fine vellow color which characterizes

many of them. It is said that the sponges taken
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ABSOLUTE SATISFACTION IS ASSURED

TO ALL USERS OF

"True Fruit"
SODA FOUNTAIN REQUISITES

Now, as always, the Standard of Quality

The Most Important Question in

Fruit Products is QUALITY
JYTB cannot impress upon you too strongly this all-important fact—that* we stand absolutely alone in the care which we exercise in buying
only the choicest fruits the market affords without regard to price.

That is how we get our unapproachable quality—it can be obtainedm no other way; for quality depends entirely upon the best raw material,
properly prepared.

This is the great question, and the only question—Quality.
"TRUE FRUIT" PRODUCTS for the soda fountain have stood

the test.

"TRUE FRUIT" Ice Cream Powder
Best kno\yn thickener for Ice Cream. It is a vegetable product, absolutely

free from any injurious substances. No gelatine, no eggs, no cooling down. Just
mix " True Fruit" Ice Cream Powder and sugar together dry, add cream and milk,
flavor and freeze. Frozen products made with Smith's Ice Cream Powder will not
grow icy or coarse, and with it milk or cream will double every time. It gives
that smooth, velvety taste that is found only in fine creams and ices, and entirely
replaces eggs. Its price is cheaper than good gelatine. Put up in s-lb. canisters
only. Packed in lo-Ib. and 30-lb. cases. : : : ASK YOUR JOBBER

J. HUNGERFORD SMITH CO. \^^^.
TORONTO ONTARIO
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m^^^^^^
-THIS beauliful Hygeia apparatus has been recently ^f^^^ ^wfrtf'Lt^' Te
1 of R H Brvson, corner St. Catherine and Peel Streets, Montreal Que. Ihe

original ty of design ^nd 'striking beauty has been the subject of many f--'?^!-"';^^

and wepHde ouxselves on the fact that the construction and workmanship were highly

"'^''t^ounting the white Itahan marble counter, with its German -Ijer sanita^^

workboard are the two onyx draft columns, which for richness of design and appearance

rnnot be surpassed. These are fiUingly topped with Tiffany art glass shades, which,

when illuminated, add a very pretty effect to the entire ^VV^'^\'''-
, ^^^ ^^^^

The superstructure, or wall fixture, is a symphony m minored glass and ^^M

mahogany, with two beauliful art glass domes, in which electric lights are --P-d d -c

Tconcedek to be the most effective design of any of the large fountains in the leading

'''"^' Ouitusiness extends from coast to coast, and our special salesmen will be glad to

submit specifications and call on you if you are mterested.

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
Toronto, OnLario

145-155 Sherbourne St.. -
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It illustrates.a solid.mahogany Cash Desk of original and striking
installed—with the Fountain on opposite page -in the Drug Store

01 K. U. orvion. Montreal. The Desk 'S placed in the centre of the Store and wiih its
handsome panels and brushed brass grillwork makes a very artistic and practical fiiting.
The Cashier Section is fitted complete, with cash drawers and shelves conveniently arranged
to the best advantage.

UR FACILITIES for turning out this sort of work are unsurpassed. If you contemplate

refitting or adding to your fixtures, give us the opportunity to present sketches with an
estimate of the cost.

We are not amateurs in this line of business. We have spent some years in studying how
to best serve your requirements.

Our tasteful designs, our workmanship and our prices will appeal to you. Attractive store

fittings are a profitable investment, and your business can be increased by appealing to the eye

of your customers with a modem up-to-date store interior.

Your enquiries will receive prompt and careful attention.

McLaughlin, gourley. Limited
Cor. Albert & Elizabeth Streets, Toronto, Ont.
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Refrigerator

Ice Cream ^
\

Cabinets i

Improperly insulated Cabinets are dear at any price.

They are very unsatisfactory and waste their cost in

excessive ice consumption.

When we say "Refrigerator Ice Cream Cabinets"

WE ME.^N IT. In our selected oak cabinets the

insulation is perfect, non-absorbent sheet cork being

used between the lining and the outer wall, with a

three-quarter-inch air space, making absolutely perfect

insulation and preventing sweating.

There is no guess-work about their construction.

We have them in ONE, TWO, THREE, FOUR and

FIVE Can capacity, and shall be glad to demonstrate

them at our show-rooms.

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 SHERBOURNE ST. TORONTO

ICE CREAM
It Pays Always to Serve the Best

• CREAM-FIRM makes perfect Ice

Cream because it is a carefully com-

pounded Ice Cream Powder from purely

vegetable bases. Added to your Ice

Cream Mixture, it produces Richness,

Body Smooihness, Expansion and

Creamy Texture. No other prepara-

tion can give CREAM-FIRM results.

•; We know just what CREAM-FIRM
will do, and if a fair test will convince

you, we shall be glad to send you a

su^cient quantity for a trial.

I

Mail Us Your Request for a Sample

I

In 5 lb. Tins : : 35c per pound

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 Sherbourne St. TORONTO

The "Little Marvel" Brine Ice Cream Freezer

Manufactured Expressly
FOR THE

Soda Fountain Trade

There has been a great demand for a brine freezer of a

small size which would turn out a small amount of different
,

flavored ice cream at a reasonable expense, and eliminate the '

the labor and " sloppy " floors incident to the old style freezer.
|

The " Little Marvel " is especially adapted to this trade,
^

will save on ice and salt in proportion to the large brine freezer, I

will save about 75 per cent, on labor, will turn out two and orip-

half gallons of cream every ten minutes, or fifteen gallons
1

•

hour.

The machine is self-ejecting, which eliminates the labor ni

handling the cream necessary in other machines.

WRITE FOR PRICE AND FURTHER DESCRIPTION TO

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
,r.L .. c* - - Toronto, Ontario

145-155 Sherbourne St., - - - ^^
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" There is only one satisfactory
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Study

Propo-
sitions

Before

Buying

Do not let anyone chloroform your

buying judgment, or attempt to stam-

pede you into any scheme until you

have had an opportunity to study it

from all points of view.

In family remedies for counter sale

there are some cardinal points that

must be observed.

1st. Is the quality of the very best,

and worthy of your recom-
mendation.

2nd. Are your profits fully protected
now and for the future.

3rd. Are your services in finding a
market properly recognized.
Are you getting your fair

share of the cost of market-
ing the goods.

There are perhaps a hundred other

points less important, but unless you

know that you are safe on at least these

three, you are simply workmg for

another and building no solid future for

yourself.

Study them all and you will decide

that the Nyal's Family Remedies have

more to offer than all the rest.

Become a Nyalist. It

now and always.

ITn E D Em OK

pays you

5 S
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 4 09 DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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from thu deep beds are better than those found
in shallow water.

Sponges are a. product of the Aegean Sea, es-

pecially about the islands of Rhodes, Synie,

Kalymnos, and Cos, while Smyrna is usually the

place of market. Sponges are also found near
Sicily, on the north coast of Africa, and in the

Red Sea. All these not only compete with each
other in the world's markets, but they have some
clifHoUlty in holding their own against the

sponges found among the West Indian Islands.

ADVERTISING SCHOOL SUPPLIES

SUGGESTION FOR THE DRUGGIST.

After the first of the year, when schools have
re-opened for the last long term, school supplies

should be again brought to the fore and featured

for at least two weeks. Should it be necessary

to add to the stock on hand, care should be taken
to purchase different lines from those which were
stocked in the fall, different at least in appear-

ance. The colors of pencils, the covers of tablets

and the novelty of pen-holders are much to a

child and will often induce purchases that might
otherwise be lost. Did you stock any of those

scholars' companions consisting of a flimsy box
which contained a holder that would not hold a

pen, a pencil that could not be sharpened and a

chip called a ruler? Do not buy any more, or in

any way fool the little ones. Many a druggist

has failed to succeed with school supplies be-

cause he bought and sold mere gaudy trash. Re-

member that though the child may not appreci-

ate quality in an article, the parent who furnishes

the money does do so.

It is hardly necessary to make another distri-

bution of advertising rulers, pen-wipers, blotters

and other novelties such as you used in the fall,

unless you have some of your stock left over. If

so, any of these articles may be advantageously

used. At this season the best method to adver-

tise school supplies is with window trimming. It

pays to elaborate in windowis that are trimmed
especially for children, because they will examine
and appreciate details as adults do not. The la-

bor involved in making such displays is not diffi-

cult and we give descriptions of a few which have

been successfully used bv druggists.

THE LITTLE RED SCHOOL-HOUSE.

At the right of the window, to the rear, make
a model of the "little red school-house." This

may be made in various ways. A log house may
be made of pencils by simple arrangement, red,

octagon, rubberless pencils being best for piling.

A more perfect model may Vie made bv taking a

cardboard box about twelve inches wide, eight-
een long and nine deep. Cut openings in the front
of the box for door and windows. Then take
several cheap pencils, so cheap that you can af-

ford to cut up a few, and sew them closely to
the four sides of the box so that they resemble
logs. It will be necessary to cut these pencils in

various lengths when covering the front around
door and windows. Make a sloping roof of card-
board and cover it with cotton in imitation of

snow. Midway through the window from front
to rear place glass to imitate a frozen stream.
Cover the rest of the window with cotton snow.
At proper points stand twigs to represent leaf-

less trees and sprigs of pine for evergreens. Upon
these place small pieces of cotton in imitation of

clinging snow. Span the stream with a bridge
of pen-holders. From the door of the school-

house, to and across the bridge sprinkle sand or

any yellow percolation dregs to simulate a trod-

den path. Before the school-house erect a Hag-
]iolc of two pencils with a small flag at the top.

At the opposite side of the window from the

school-house, at the end of the path, erect a

small dwelling with pen boxes, rubber erasers

and other small supplies. Roof it with white
chalk from the eaves of which hang cotton flakes

like over-dropping snow. Before the house build

a well curb of pens piled in octagonal form and
above it erect a well-sweep of pencils or pen-

holders with a pencil sharpener for a bucket.

Across the rear of the window make an irregular

pile of the larger articles, such as tablets, com-
position books, scholars' com.panions, and so on.

So far as possible, give these the appearance ol

a bluff or range of hills and place cotton snow
thereon, but not so heavily as to hide the iden-

tity of the articles. Use such announcement
cards as may be deemed best. Tlie following be-

ing intended as mere suggestions: At home or

abroad, in little red school-house or college, the

work of the scholar or student demands good
tools. Our supplies of students' materials are

the best that can be bought. A dull pencil makes
a dull scholar. Our pencils sharpen well and the

lead does not easily break. It is easy to fool

children with poor quality, showy school sup-

plies. We do not sell that sort. Our school goods

are made for use.

VAKIATIONS.

By roofing the buildings with jiencils, sul)sti-

tuting green sawdust for cotton and minor
changes, which will suggest themselves, the fore-

going may be arranged as a summer scene.

Instead of the dwelling, erect a large building

with stacks of tablets, with a portico over the

entrance supported on pillars of do^en packages

of lead pencils. By making gables and cupolas of
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ink bottles one maj- be able to simulate a college

building.

THE BRIDGE OF KNOWLEDGE.

Through the centre of the window from front

to rear make a wide river of glass. Cover bal-

ance of window with green sawdust with river

banks of sand. At each side of the window, their

height dependent upon the window's breadth,

erect bridge towers of stacks of tablets. With

strong thread fasten a number of pencils end to

end so that they answer as bridge cables.. There

must be two cables of sufficient length to go over

the tops of the towers and sag at the centre to

the level of the bridge floor. At the floor level,

extending from pier to pier, place a thin, strong

board. This should be covered with paper and

upon the top of it place tablets to form the vis-

ible bridge floor. Run twine from the bridge

floor to the pencil cables at intervals of a few

inches, in imitation of the floor supporting

cables. Finish off the tops of the bridge piers

with cupolas of ink bottles. On the floor of the

bridge display small supplies, such as rubber

and steel erasers, pens, pencil sharpeners, pen-

wipers, and so on.

Upon the glass river place boats of scholars'

companions, pen and pencil boxes, drawing sets,

and so on, with masts and funnels of pencils,

pen-holders, pencil sharpeners and chalk. Make
background similar to that in little red school-

house display-.

BUCKETS FULL OF KNOWLEDGE TOOLS.

Cover the floor of the window with the regular

drapery cloth or crepe paper and then take four

or five, or such number as the window will prop-

erly accommodate, of candy buckets. Cover these

buckets with bright colored tissue, each different

from the others. Cut out as many cardboard

circles as there are buckets. The inner diameter

of these circles should be the same as the inner

diameter of the tops of the buckets, the outward

diameter being about four inches more. Tack

these circles to the tops of the buckets and then

cover the circles with white, crepe paper ruffles,

about six inches wide. Ram clean waste paper

into the buckets until they are filled to within

four or six inches of the top, and then fill the

balance of the buckets with supplies. Place the

supplies without order so thev will appear as

though the buckets were entirelv filled. Then ar-

range the buckets tastefuUv so that their tops

are tilted slightlv towards the front of the win-

dow.

Each bucket may be filled with goods of the

same line and price, with proper card attached.

It is best, however, to fill each bucket with a

variety of goods of the same price. Thus, one

bucket may have an assortment of penny goods,

the next of nickel goods, the next dime goods,

and so on.

If there are anv false faces in stock arrange one
in each bucket so that it will appear like a head

protruding from the mass of school supplies.

Such an arrangement taken in connection with
the white ruffle makes a most anmsing display.

THE SCHOLARS' WORKSHOP AND TOOLS.

Erect a long, low, open-front structure of pack-

ages of tablets, boxes of chalk or other easily

piled goods. If there is not sufficient stock on

hand to do this, make the .shed or shop of thin

boards and cover with tablets. Within this shed

arrange an assortment of machine and hand
tools made of supplies.

A circular saw may be made bv sewing pens to

a round piece of cardboard with the points pro-

truding. This may be mounted on a run made
of pen boxes with pencil logs readv to be sawed.

A power hammer mav be made of a pencil with

a rubber eraser head and swung- between two
pen-holders and descending upon the head of a

steel eraser. Similarlv, a drill mav be made of

a holder containing two pens, edges toward

edges, swung between uprights of pencils and

the points resting upon a bar of sealing wax. A
forge may be simulated by filling a small box

with red paper for fire, upon this scatter pens for

coal. Place this partlv beneath or against a

cone-.shaped ink bottle for a chimney. A bellows

may be made of a small, triangiilarlv chipped

sponge with pen-holders for handles and pencil

sharpeners for a nozzle. The anvil is made of a

conical ink bottle resting upon its side upon a

round piece of wood. Similar tools, such as

hammers, tongs, planes, and so on, mav be made

in the manner suggested bv the ideas outlined in

the foregoing.—Pharmaceutical Era.

CLOVES—A NEGLECTED REMEDY

Tn the choice between two remedies, the

simplest, least toxic and most economic should

always be utilized, provided it mav be depended

upon to vield equally good results. This, we take

for granted, no one would care to refuse. But if

the milder remedv happens to suffer somewhat in

the comparison, it mav still be a proper question

which of the two should be emploved. The na-

ture of the effect of the stronger remedv may be

.such as to amount to a score aeaiu.st the remedv

Finally, the mere matter of cost to the patient

mav assume such importance that the conscien-

tious practitioner feels bv dutv bound to use the

cheaper, though the results be secured less pleas-

antlv and rapidly. An eminent therapeutist was

wont to say to the college classes: "Gentlemen,
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NOTICE
Serial No. 39, The Proprietry or Patent Medicine Act is on all of Dr. A. W. Chase's FamUy

Medicines. Druggists need not hesitate to stock Dr. Chase's preparations as the Government number is on
the labels and wrappers of all goods now being shipped.

Pla'-o — Date

EDMANSON, BATES & CO., TORONTO, ONT.

Please ship the following goods through

Terms. . . .5 per cent. 30 days.

Syrup of I,. AT 2.00

Ointment 4.80

Nerve Food 4.00

Catarrh Cure 2.00

Liver Cure 4.00

Backache Plaster 2.00

Syrup of L. & T., family size.

.

4.80

One million of Dr. Chase's Recipe
Books are now being printed, each book
containing i,ooo special recipes. This
valuable book when handed out to the

farmer, mechanic and housekeeper will

bring trade to your store in order to get

these prescriptions filled.

Cut out the Price List below, fill in

jobber's name, and with your order for

one dozen, or more assorted, we will send

you loo or more copies of this valuable

book according to the size of your order.

Yours truly,

EDMANSON, BATES & CO.

TORONTO
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TheName is

MAGI WATCa
The full mime—MAGI Caledonia Water. Don't forget this please.

Keep before you always the very important fact that it is Magi

Water that is being so generally advertised. That it is this adver-

tising and the goodness of the Water itself that are bringing people

into the store with the request for

riAGI WAT€R
That Magi Water is a real money maker for you. That Magi Water

has genuine therapeutic value and potent deliciousness so perfectly

combined that you cannot afford to mistake the reason for the de-

mand on you or accidentally or purposely offer or serve any other

water of a different or similar name in place of Magi Water.

Your restaurateur might just as well serve you "steak" for bear

steak as for you to serve one of the so-called "Caledonia" waters

for Magi Caledonia Water.

Are you prepared to serve the genuine Magi Water

on demand? If not, you should be, for the sake of

your cash balance as well as your standing as a high

grade dealer.

A Split of Magi Water Sells For lOc—
it makes more profit for you than will any other mineral water you can sell.

Write us for information—booklets, dealers' prices

and discounts, copy of our big sheet showing news-

paper advertisements, bulletins, hangers, posters,

street car cards and other advertising that is now

being done for Magi Water.

CALEDONIA SPRINGS CO., Ltd., Caledonia Springs, Ont.
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don't iJiescribe i)ouud cakf to palii'iits wlujcan'L
t\cn allord corn pone."

The drugs which l)est ilUistrati.- ilu- .sul)ic«.i lov-

ticd by the foregoing sweeping generalizations

are the imngeiit spices and their antiseptic oils,

as applitable in the treatment of ailments oi the

gastro-intestinal tract. We mav cite cloves, gin-

ger and cinnamon, but wish to dwell ])articularl\

upon the former.

In the past, a powder was much used by some
of the foremost practitioners under the classical

term "Pulvis Caryophylli Comp." Gradually,

through the growing disuse of powders and the

almost mechanical choice of opiates, the value ul

cloves has well-nigh been lost sight of; and a

real loss and a great pity it is.

We have not before us the old formula of com-
pound clove powder, but submit one as a good
working prescription for use in ofhce and field

dispensing;

R I'owd. cloves i to 2 parts
I'owd. chalk i part
Sugar of milk i part
Mi see.

The dose, when einployed alone or as a vehicle,

may range from three to ten grains, according

to the condition treated, for adults, and less for

children. The uses are manv and the eilects

l)romi)t and pleasant.

Cloves is anodyne, antiseptic and a stimulant

of digestion. It does not lock the secretions like

opium, nor constringe the mucous surfaces like

the astringents. In more gastro-intestinal con-

ditions that call for treatment than any other

remedy of which we have any knowledge, cloves

will be found to act as a simijle, direct correct-

ant.

Of course, cloves cannot be expected to con-

trol actual cramp pains, but in such, when the

pcssibility of all further irritation has been re-

moved by a proper cathartic, the remedy that

will most promptly and pleasanth- restore the

tone and function of the bowel is powdered

cloves, or the oil, if a fluid mixture is prescribed.

We are partial to the powder form, since it is

sure to spread o\er a larger surface of the bowel

lining, yield a longer continued action, and, on

the whole, act much more speedily. Then, what
is more, the dry form is the best, if not the onlv,

form in which to use certain remedies which it

may be found desirable to administer with the

cloves powder; or, what is not a whit less effec-

tive, plain powdered cloves. Such remedies are

pepsin, calomel, bismuth and sulphocarbolate of

zinc.

That feeling of uneasiness, shading off toward

real distress, that monopolizes the whole sphere

of consciousness and presages impending di-

arrhoea—if undue fecal accumulation may be rul-

DRUCCIST. 2V,

ed from the list of possilile caus.-s--calls (or ]>u\\

dered cloves. If there is constipation, mild aperi-
ents may be comiiined, with advantage. If there
is an indiilerent loo.seiiess of the bowels, that
other old but now too-much-di.scarded remedy,
rhubarl), is strongly indicated. Beyond these
conditions are the diarrhoeas, scarcely two ca.ses

alike, Init in all cloves is one of our very best
correct! \e remedies.

Tlie use of opiates in so many of these ca.ses is

not good practice. In reaching the spot they first

allect the cerebrum and lock uj) the .secretions

generally. Why not reach the cerebrum with the

comforts of the relief by directly touching the

spot with the corrective anodyne.' Opiates are in

no sense corrective of any errors of function in

the alimentary canal. Cloves are coorective, and a
stimulator of functions as well.

The jjresent free resort to opiates in gastro-

intestinal diseases that are not in any marked
degree painful is as antiquated as it is irrational.

It antedates the discovery of the relation to dis-

ease of germs, which was effective in placing the

use of calomel on a rational basis. In what
manner the latter remedy acts upon the liver and
the liberation of bile will perhaps always remain
a disj.»;ited que^stion. But what does that matter,

since we know the nature and uses of the second-

ary ellects of calomel as a corrective and stimu-

lant of gastro-intestinal functions?

Cloves and calomel are our best remedies for

reducing a too luxuriant germ flora in the food

canal. Frequently they arc well used in combi-

nation. The conjoint use of cloves takes from
lalomel much or all of that tcmi)orarv discom-

fort that attends calomel stools.

Next to cloves in point of merit we would
jilace ginger, a remedy always more or less es-

teemed in diarrhoea mixtures. In this connection

we desire to republish one of our old favorite pre-

scriptions, which is the best general diarrhoea

mixture we have ever found:

R Bismuth subnit .")iv

Pulv nutmeg .lii

Powdered chalk ."jij

Zinc sulphocarbolate gr. vi.

Svr. ginger ^ f^iij

Mix.

S. One teasj)oonful alter each passage.

"This makes a good thick mixture which is not

unpleasant to take. Physicians who wish to car-

ry their medicine will find it convenient to sub-

stitute the powder of ginger for the syrup. If

.syrup be objectionable, substitute for it tincture

of ginger with water and mucilage of acacia."

That these simple remedies arc household items

should not weigh against a rational, scientific

treatment.—Medical Council.
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Formulary

PREPARATIONS OF TUMENOL-AMMONIUM

Tumenol, a dark-colored, acid liquid of syrupy

consistence, obtained from purified mineral oils

by the action of concentrated sulphuric acid, has

been successfully employed for some time in

eczema, pruritis, etc. A derivative, tumenol-

ammonium, has recently been put upon the mar-

ket, and has been found to possess decided ad-

vantages over the original substance.

It is best employed in the form of the follow-

ing preparations:

TUMENOL TINCTURE.

Tumenol-ammon lo to 20 grams
Ether, alcohol, distilled

water, of each equal

parts, to make 100 grams
The distilled water may be replaced by glycer-

ine.

TUMENUL-ZINC PASTE.

Tumenol-ammon 5 to 20 grams

Zinc oxide 25 grams

Starch 25 grams

Yellow vaselin 50 grams

AHNING'S LOTION.

Tumenol-aminon 8 grams

Anthrarobin 2 grams

Tinct. benzoin 30 grams

Ether 20 grams
—National Druggist.

MOUTHWASH TABLETS.

The following formula is stated to yield a lab-

let which, thrown into a glas.s of water, affords

a pleasant mouthwash;
Heliotropin 0.01 Gm.
Garantose o.oi Gm.
Salicylic acid o.i Gm.
Menthol 1 Gm.
Milk sugar 5 Gm.
Spirit rose sufficient

Divide into 100 tablets.

In order that the tablets may yield a nicely

colored solution, they are colored with eosine,

chlorophyll, or indigo-carmine.

HONEY OF FENNEL.

Paul Stoepel publishes the following formula in

the Apotheker Zeitung:

Fennel, bruised 75 parts

Honey 750 parts

Sugar 7,So parts

Distilled water 1,100 parts

The four substances are mixed in a capacious

dish, fifty parts finely-powdered fullers' earth

added, the mixture boiled, strained, expressed

and the resulting liquid filtered hot .-—National

Druggist.

COD LIVER OIL EMULSION WITH HYPOPHOSPHITES.

The Swiss Pharmacopoeia gives the following

formula for the emulsion of cod liver oil;

Cod liver oil 1,000 grams
Gum arabic 10 grams
Gum tragacanth 10 grams
White gelatine 2 grams
Calcium hypophosphite 5 grams
Sodium hypophosphite 5 grams
Saccharin 0.2 gram
Oil of cassia 4 drops

Alcohol 50 grams
Orange flower water 40 grams
Water 878 grams

Shake together in a flask the cod liver oil, the

gum arabic and the gum tragacanth; add a solu-

tion of the gelatine in 700 grams of water and

agitate vigorously to obtain an emulsion. Then

add, little by little, with constant shaking, the

orange-flower water, the saccharin, and the hy-

pophosphites dissolved in 178 grams of water

and, finally, the oil of cassia dissolved in the al-

cohol. The mixture is to be vigorously shaken

after several hours. The resulting emulsion is

said to be a perfectly white and thick liquid,

containing 50 per cent, of cod liver oil.

LAXATIVE LOZENGES.

Powdered senna 40 grains

Powdered jalap 40 grains

Oil of anise :. i drop

Oil of lemon 1 drop

Powdered white sugar 40 grains

Tamarind paste 4 drams

:\Iake a mass and divide into eight lozenges,

which may be coated with chocolate.

MILK OF GLYCERIN.

The following formula is given in Pharma-

ceutische Zeitung:

Quince seeds, 15, arc macerated for twenty-

four hours in 4 per cent, aqueous solution of bor-

ic acid, 500; after straining through muslin,

without pressing, glycerin, 500, is added. To the

mixture is then added simple tincture of benzoin,

15; vanillin, 0.25; oil of bergamot, 2. After

thorough shaking, the mixture is set aside for

twenty-four hours, then again strained through

muslin.

AUSTRALIAN PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULARY

The following additional formulas have been in-

corporated in the A.P.F. at the instance of the

Pharmaceutical Society of South Australia:
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All roads now lead to our Warehouses, where we have on exhibition our

THIRTY-FOURTH ANNUAL DISPLAY OF

Holiday Goods for Import

We have assembled a finer and larger assortment of samples of moderate

priced Novelties than ever before. Announcements of openings at other

centres will be made later. Come and see—^jou will not be disappointed.

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER
Importers of
European Art Goods

LIMITED

Toronto
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MERCKSRFPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY,

Containing Most Recent Information on
New Remedies, Dosage, etc

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAK.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Address MERCK'S REPORT,
Merck Bnildiog, University Place,

NEW YORK.

j/WW^^^^^^^V^^^^WVV^^V^^V^Ai

WHITE & HUMPHREYS
'
'Phartnacot>edia'

'

is the only book which contains satisfactory explanations of all

doubtful points in the British Pharmacopoeia. It is also the

latest and most practical Text- book of Pharmaceutical Chemis-

try, Official Materia Medica, and Pharmacy. The work is

indispensable to Students preparing for Phatmaceuticil Ex-

aminations,

PRICE, $4.00 POSTPAID

CANADIAN DKUQOIST - - TORONTO, CAN.

Important Notice
Owing to reasons beyond our control, we are

compelled to remodel the prices on some of our
well known specialties.

The new schedule will come into force on
March ist, 1909, when the following prices and
terms will apply to all goods known to the trade as:

Merrill's Family Remedies
Royal English Toilet Qoods
Merrill's Household Necessities

PRICES
IOC. preparations Per Dozen 80 cts.

25c.

50c.

looc.

120 cts.

200 cts.

400 cts.

Soo cts.

TERM S
On order of $ 20.00 5% discount for cash in 30 days

50.00 io%
" " 100.00 15% " " " "

1.00 20%

Freight charges crrdited on all orders of $20.00 or over. only,
ndition that the freight bill is mailed to us immediately upon
ipt of same. We have already complied with the New Pati
edicine Act and will prote • ' -^tu LaU

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Manufacturing Chemists

Merrill BuUdlng, Dept. D. TORONTO, ONT.

SPECIAL CARDS for SPECIAL OCCASIONS
HAVE THEM DISPLAYED WELL IN ADVANCE ! 1

We have an elegant line of

POST CARDS for BIRTHDAY, VALENTINE and EASTER CARDS.

THE GOODS are "up-to-the-minute," artistic and must prove rapid sellers. Large assortment.

You will be more than pleased.

THE. PRICE is right. Various prices and grades to suit everybody. SAMPLE ASSORTMENT
FIFTY CENTS.

E. C. KROPP CO.
E.xclusive Manufacturers of Post Cards

Address Department F. Milwaukee, Wis.

PostCardViews ^:!ri?T2^

Natural Colors $7.20 for 1000. fo^??ed

OUR HAND=COLORnD CARDS are the best made in America
Cards made from any fair photo, delivered in two to three weeks

HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY, FLORAL. COMIC, etc.

Direct from Maker to Dealer

National Colortype Co. ^'^^^^S^^'
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WNIMKNTUM AI.13UM. PERBOLIN SALVE

Sapo mollis 511
—

01. tereb 3viii The name applied lo a proprietarv oiiilnient

J4q. amiii. fort ^viii compound, would appear to be a perborate ap-
Ac. acetic 3iv plication or a compound containinjr one of the
01. origani ^i new peroxides, but its formula is said to read as
-^'^1"^'^ '^'^ ~->^ follows: Olive oil, 4 parts; wax, 2 parts; talc, 2

Tlie soap is di.s.solved in hoi uatcr, the oils and parts; colophony resin, \i part; oil of turpentine,
aniiaonia added, the whole well shaken, and the % part; rosemary oil, i-io part; begamot oil, I-

acid added. 100 part.

JMISTURA BUCHU, JUNIPEIil CO.
RIGHT GOODS AT THE RIGHT PRICES

Pot acetas ,iii

Scc'^Se^^Nr^o.:.:.:.:.:, fr .

'';-
'r^. ^-f

-^ ^--^- -^^^ <1^ -eU to keep

Syrupi sirnp.! .=,v
'" >""'"'' ''^'^'^ ^^^^ -^^">«^^ Chemical Co. Although

01. sassafras ........................... mv '^''•"* ^"'" started in business only a short time

Aquae dest., to produce i : . ,

'^^^ they have demonstrated that by fair treat-

Alcohol to produce )
''^'^ ment, together with the right quality of goods,

Alo.slen the powders with equal parts of alco-
^^^^y.-ill "'^eive a share of the trade that they

, , , . , , . ,, ^re justly entitled to.
hoi and water and percolate with 20 per cent. ,,,, .

alcohol to 14 ounces. Dissolve oU m i of alcohol. ,

^'"^' ^''"'^.'' '""^ ^' ^^"'^'^ ^" ^^^ '^' I'^^ding

Add svrup
"^ stores in Ontario, and are rapidly growing

Do.se: I to 2 fluid drachms.
"^ popularity ni other parts of Canada. Thi^ is

certainly a sign of prosperity of The Moyes
EI.IXIR ClvYCKKOPHOSPHATTM COMPOSITUS. Chemical Co. Right goods at right prices will

<;,•., , , ,
always get the business,

bodii glycerophosph grs. lxx.\

Calcii glycerophosph grs. xl

Alanganesii glycerophosph grs. xl
THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

vSyrupi simp ,-,iss —
GIvcerini f.iss MEDICIXK HAT, AI.TA.—Mr. B. F. Souch
Acid, phosph. cone ~,i has placed his order for a line of the new drug-
vSacch. ust oss gist's "Regal" centre store fixtures. These iix-
Vin. xericum ad oX tures are a combination of clear Plate Glass,

Dissolve the glycerophosphates in six ounces of polished Plate Mirrors and quarter-cut oak, and
the wine, add the acid, then the syrup, glycerin, are specially designed for the centre of a drug
and l)urnt sugar. Make up the required quantity store. This is one of The Toronto Show Case
with the wine. Filter if necessary.—Pharma- Company's new specials. Mr. Souch already has
ceutical .Tournal. a line of the patent "Trianon Cabinets."

CONCENTRATED SOLUTIONS OF PHENOL

According to the Bulletin des Sciences Pharma-
cologiqnes, concentrated aqueous solutions of

phenol may be obtained Ijy the aid of a small

quantity of soap. In a litre of water containing
but I gram (i.e., J:i,o(X)) of soap, 90 grams of

phenol may be dissolved; with 2 grams of soap,

46 grams of phenol; with 4 grams of soap, loS,

t'tc, AAitli 50 grams of soap, a litre of water
will lake u]) 600 grams of phenol. The solutions

are clear.

DKNTAl, WAX.

\ ellow wax ', pniiiul

I-tosin

Dammar resin of each i', ounces

^Iclt together. Roll into cylinderical tubes or

saturate cotton and di\-ide into small pieces.

Mann Drug Co. have taken over the drug busi-

ness of Mann & Rutherford, Grand Forks, Brit-

ish Columbia.

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

Small size, Per doz. $2.85
Medium " " 6 80
Large " " 14.50
$20.00 lots less 5<-r trade discount
50.00 • 10^; ••

Terms, 5'~c 3» days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
277-279 GREINI Ave.

BROOKLYN - NEW YORK
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THINGS TO KNOW ABOUT WALL PAPER DECREASING THE DIFFERENCE IN ANISOME-
TROPIA

For those of our readers who deal in wall

paper the foUowinp will he found of service:

One single roll of common wall paper is S vd.

long bv i8 in. wide, and one single roll of in-

grain, felt or cartridge paper is 8 yd. long h^- 3"

in. wide. One sinple roll of one strip border is 8

yd. long by i8 in. wide and contains 8 vd of bor-

der. One .single roll of two strip border is 8 vd.

long by i8 in. wide and contains i6 vd. of border.

Common wall paper is put up in double rolls;

and ingrain, felt or cartridge paper is put in

triple rolls. Prices are quoted on single rolls.

To find the quantitv of common paper neces-

sary to cover a room multiply the height of the

room by the length of the four sides and divide

by 36, which will give the number of sinele

rolls required. For each single roll of common

paper iV vd. of border will be necessary.

For ingrain, felt or cartride paper, multiply

the height of the room bv the length of the four

sides and divide by 49, which will give the num-

ber of single rolls required. Deduct one single

roll of common paper for every 50 square feet of

opening.

Multiply the length of the ceiling by the width

and divide by 3b for common paper and divide bv

49 for ingrain, felt or cartridge paper to obtain

the quantity of single rolls required for the ceil-

THE MARCH ARENA

It is difficult to establish a "Society" magaz-

ine in any city. But no periodical has attained

the reputation amongst the best classes which

has given popular vogue to The Elite Monthly.

The March number is particularly striking in

special features that should attract all Canadian

readers. The magazine is printed in pica on ex-

cellent calendared paper, and from cover to cover

exhibits the quality of high-class editing.

A notable distinction of The Klite Monthly is

the inset page, a pen and ink sketch by T. M.

Grover, "The Ornaments of a Home Are the

Friends That Frequent It," a clever piece of art

work, somewhat after the style of C. D. Gibson.

The department of "Literary Notes" is also ex-

cellent. But what will appeal most to Canad-

ians are the departments devoted especially to

society, art, music. The matter is well-written

and the topics throughout are timely. Hereafter

the magazine will appear under the title. The

.\rena.

Those druggists who are handling periodicals

will do well to add this popular monthly to their

list. A sample copy will be forwarded on ap-

plication by mentioning this paper.

In some cases of anisometropia the vision in

one eye is poor because its refraction is such that

it is easy to see with the other eye, but not eas-

ily with the proper one. Such cases, says a

writer, can often be given full correction and the

result will be satisfactory, but only because the

poorer eye is so poor that it does not make

much difference what correction is given to it.

But where the difference between the two eyis

is not great so that they are continually trying

to function together, then the giving of a full
j

correction at the beginning is rarely satisfactory,

and this is the reason why a compromise is

usually recommended. Practically all cases of

anisometropia where vision is good in both eyes

can be taught to wear full correction for both

eyes, but the start must be made with a pair of

glasses that correct the better eye, or the one

with the least error, and then gradual changes

should be made until each eve is wearing its own

proper correction.

A SIGN OF PROSPERITY

The Moyes Chemical Co. are presenting to the

trade a very complete and useful price list. It is

j

a credit to this enterprising firm, who know how

to do things right.

In most catalogues and price lists there has

always been the difficulty of finding at once the !

article required. The Moyes Chemical Co. has

overcome this and simplified their index.

STILL EXPANDING

The Toronto Pharmacal Company, Limited, is

again building, adding to the already large

premises a building that will nearly double their

present structure, and the completed building

will have a floor area of nearly thirty thousand^

square feet. The new building will front on Kingj

Street, and will be constructed of brick andl

stone to correspond with the present one. The,

additional space will give the company a better!

opportunity to handle the large and increasing!

business and to develop some lines that lack ol

space has hitherto interfered with.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONCTON, N.B.—Mr. W. R. Williams is anj

other convert to the "Trianon Cabinets" an<|

has placed his order for a line of these for imj

mediate delivery. All essential points in th<

Trianons are patented by The Toronto Shov

Case Co. and any other fixture represented a

the same is merely an "attempt."
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All Druggists Should Stock

WELLINGTON
PHOTO PLATES
PAPERS & FILMS
(Known Throughout the World)

OF ALL WHOLESALE HOUSES^ OR

WARD & COMPANY ^ 13 St. John Street, MONTREALIMPORT AGENTS

'*^'®^*®>®'^s*ee(^t^^ei6»t*^:4se6»e*^ss^^e{e^^^

CAMERAS
Now is the time to place your spring
order. Camera as illustrated,
fitted Rapid Rectilinear Lens, Auto-
Shutter, takes pictures y,i x ^Yx,
Reversible Finder, Focussing Screen ';

adapted to carry Plates or Films.
Camera complete with Double Plate
Holder and Instruction Book.

$6.50 NET
To the Trade Only.

Whe-' LENOX HOTEL
IN

BUFFALO

DOMINION JOBBING & SPEGKLTY GO, I
260 YONQE STREET . TORONTO, ONT.

OTTB RAPID MOTOR CARRIAGES EXCLUSIVELY
FOR OTTR PATRONS operate continuously every few
minutes from Hotel, through the Business District and to

all Depots for principal trains.

EUROPEAN PLAN
$1.50 ptrday and up

GEORQE DUCHSCHERER Proprietor
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We Stand Behind the Dealer that Sells Our Photographic Goods

Every dealer that handles our photographic goods is entitled to send

to us" a list of all interested in photography in his town or district, to

these we will mail free each month a copy of our " Photo Bulletin,"

which contains much information valuable lo photographers,

including description of all the very latest appliances and methods.

Na-Dru-Co Photo Goods
give satisfaction to the dealer because they give full satisfaction to the

photographer, whether professional or amateur. They are prepared

from the purest ingredients and are accurately weighed, thus insuring

the same results every time they are used.

Na-Dru-Co goods are packed in attractive boxes that sell at

sight, and bring repeat orders because tne qualities give the required

results are there.

A window display of Na-Dru-Co photo goods means increased

profits for yon—try it. Ask our nearest branch for particulai-s.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL

The Canadian College of Optics.

OUR CORRESPONDENCE .^^^fe COURSE IN OPTICS
, , , , . , , , .1 . S^-'' liCl^tei „hn have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can beg

w R w^M/r.r. Af.O. OouHst ^^KT^ Janea Building, TORONTU

Goods Made in Canada by Canadians

^ Don't forget we manufacture a full line of Pharmaceutical and Non-Secret Preparations.

We have exceptional facilities for turning out private formute.

We are the largest manufacturers of Non-Secret Preparations in Canada

We execute Mail Orders promptly.
We carry a full stock in both Montreal and Winnipeg.

We consider Quality always before price.

WE WANT YOUR TRADE, AND WILL DO OUR BEST TO SERVE \0U.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL CO., LIMITED^
.

Toronto ^'P'*
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Photography

MAKING THE MOST OF UNDER-EXPOSURES

In tentative methods of development under-

exposure hecouies evident when the image is very

slow in appearing. If development be prolonged

to force detail out of the shadows the high-lights

become over-developed and their opacity unduly

increased. By far the best method of procedure

when under-exposure is indicated liy the slow

appearance of the image is to pour off the nor-

mal developer and flood the plate with water at

about 70 degrees Fahr., or a little warmer, the
plate should be left covered in this for ten or fif-

teen minutes, during which time the developer in

the gelatine and that adhering to the plate, di-

luted by the tepid water, will slowly bring up
the shadow-details without appreciablv adding

to the opacity of the high-lights.

CLEANING GLASS AND PORCELAIN

If graduates and dishes are not cleaned regu-

larly after use, the stains and marks thus caus-

ed are not easily removed. The following is a

good formula:

Water 5 ounces
Potassium bichromate % ounce
Sulphuric acid V^ ounce

The acid should be added slowly to the bichro-

mate solution, which is stirred with a glass rod

meantime. Avoid getting this solution on the

hands or clothes. For removing black silver

stains, such as are found on porcelain dishes

when devehjping ga.slight prints, nitric acid is

best.

MIXED ALUM AND FIXING BATHS

Two solutions are prepared, one ct)nsisting of

1,000 c.c. of a saturated alum solution and 300

c.c. of a similar solution of sodium sxilphite, the

other of 250 grams sodium carbonate in 1,000

c.c. of water. For use, equal parts of the solu-

tions are mixed. The bath prevents the curling

of the film in summer. Fixing by this solution

requires a longer time, however, than when the

ordinary neutral or acid baths are used.

RENOVATING HAND CAMERAS

With the advent of spring photographers will

do well to have their cameras in perfect trim,

and the following taken from Photography will

be found timely:

If the leather covering of a hand camera begins
to look shabby and discolored it can be brighton-

od up by the application of a little restorer or

leather varnisli. Preparations for the purpose are

on the market, but if one cannot be purchased a
very eflective one can be made from the following

ingredients:

Methylated spirit 5 ounces
Shellac '.jounce
Glycerine i drachm

The shellac should be allowed to dissolve in the

spirit, which takes a few days, with occasional

shaking. There will be some sediment, and the

solution may be carefully decanted from it, put

"THK LOVKK.S' \V.-\I<K, ROSKD.ILE.

in another bottle, and the glycerine added. Fifty

grains of Castile soap should be shredded and put

in a bottle with an ounce of methylated spirit,

and the bottle stood in hot water until the soap
has dissolved, when this is added to the shellac

solution. A packet of black or brown aniline dye
may be purchased, some of its contents dissolved

in an ounce of methylated spirit, and added to

the mixture before use, to bring it to the color of

the leather. The mixture should be stood for a

few minutes in hot water, and then be applied to

the leather with a soft rag. Only a very little

should be used.
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FLASHLIGHT SHEETS

Writing in the Camera, Mr. A. J. Jariuan

gives the following particulars of his method of

preparing a simple and effective flashlight, where

the light is not necessarily an instantaneous one.

In the first ])lace, several lo by 8 glass plates

should be thoroughly cleaned, dusted with French

clialk, and polislied. The following mixture is

then prepared:

Flexible collodion 5 ounces
I'owdercd magnesium 2 ounces

Potassium chlorate (twenty grains pow-

dered and dissolved in an ounce of al-

cohol).

The magnesium is added to the collodion, and

llien the chlorate solution. The mixture is put

into a- wide mouth bottle, corked, and well shak-

en. A pool of this licjuid is iiouir.i upon the cen-

tre of one of the lo by S plates, , ill. .wed to flow

all over, so as to extend to each corner, and the

plate is then laid on a s-lab of slate or marble

that has previouslv been levelled, so that its

coatinjg may become well set. Several plates

may be coated in this way, and when their coat-

ings are set may be placed on edge in an ordin-

ary pl&te rack to dry. All these operations

should be carried out by davlight, and at no

time must the work be done near a naked flame,

as the vapdt of thecpllodion is very inflammable.

When the ,coating is quite dry, a Cut is made all

round the glass with a sharp knife one-eighth of

an inch from each edge; the film is lifted by one

corner and will come clean away from the glass.

Each .<iH%et can be cut in half and stored away be-

tween 'sheets of thin paper for use. All that is

then necessary is to attach two ends of the sheet

to the centre of a thick pice of cardboard, and to

apply a match to one corner of the sheet.

REPLACING BROKEN NEGATIVES

When a negative has been broken there is a very

natural tendency to regard the occurrence as

bringing to an end all prospects of dealing with

the subject on it. But if it is onewhich cannot eas-

ily be replaced—and somehow it always seems as

if these alone are the negatives which get broken

—there is always a possibility of recovering it,

provided we have got a good P.O. P. print from

it. The fact 'that a very fair negative indeed can

be made from a glossy surface P.O. P. print is

one which is frequently overlooked. The second

negative will not be quite so good as the first.

That is not possible; as every photographic oper-

ation involves a certain loss of quality, but it

ought not to be so much wor^e as to make any

very great difference.

There are two ways of utilizing the print as

the basis for a new negative. One is to place a

piece of clean glass in a i)rinting frame, to put

the unmounted print on it, face upwards, to put

down upon it a dry plate, a slow one, or, better

still, a lantern plate, to replace the back of the

frame, and to make an exposure in this way^
using the print as a negative. With a slow lan-

tern plate the exposure to an ordinary gas burn-

er at a distance of eighteen inches will generally

be about three or four minutes, but this must not

be taken too definitely, as the depth of the print,

the thickness and opacity of the paper on which
it is made, and the extent to which it was toned

will all influence the result. The frame should be

moved about during the exposure, so as to mini-

mize the chance of an,y grain of the paper show-

ing. Some is sure to be visible in the fresh nega-

tive, but if it is printed on a matt surface paper

this need not be very prominent. The plate after

exposure is developed in the usual way, taking

care to carry on the development long enought

to give a sufficiency of contrast; and thus a sec-

ond negative may be made very simply and very

quickly without any of the ordinary troubles of

copying.—Photography.

PEOPLE WILL TALK

You may get through the world, but 'twill be

very slow,

If j-ou listen to all that is said as 3-ou go:

You'll be worried and fretted and kept in a stew.

For meddlesome tontrues must have something to

do.

And people will talk.

If quiet and modest, vou'll have it presumed

That your humble position is only assumed—
You're a wolf in sheep's clothing, or else you're

a fool;

But don't get excited—keep perfectly cool

—

For people will talk.

And then if you show the least boldness of heart,

Or a slight inclination to take your own part,

Thev will call you an upstart, conceited and

vain.

But keep straight ahead—don't stop to explain.

For peo]de will talk.

Now, the best way to do is to do as you please,

For your mind, if vou have one, will then be at

ease;

Of course you will meet with all sorts of abuse;

But don't think to stop them—it is of no use.

For people \vill talk.

—Selected.
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F you haven't handled photographic materials as a part of

your line, you have missed an opportunity for a generous
profit at a trifling expenditure of time and money.

THE LINE IS

Argo Gaslight Papers

Monox Bromide Papers

Disco Gelatine Printing Out Paper

Ampere Collodion Matte P.OP.
Metalotype

Silver Basic Developing Paper

Sun Spot Blue Print Paper

Defender Dry Plates

Defender Photographic Chemicals
and the

famous

We want the co-operation of druggists in the effort to

spread the fame and sale of our products. We are willing

and anxious to allow very liberal discounts on goods that are

extensively advertised and which are well known to both

the professional and amateur photographic trade. If you

want to participate please communicate with us.

We supply you with advertising matter, catalogues, window hangers

circulars, etc., free of charge. We replace defective stock

—

You cannot lose. Write for our terms.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
131 BAY STREET, TORONTO, ONT.
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The Canadian Arena
The Latest, the Brightest, the Best Incorporating The Elite Monthly

A Society Journal which

is taking.

Secure the Agency Now.

Treating of

Art, Music, Literature,

Drama, Military & Sport-

ing News.

1 Oc a copy. $ 1 a year.

Druggists will do well to

ha\te a regular supply of

this popular monthly. A
two-color design on cover

every month and a double

page pen and ink sketch,

together with numerous

other illustrations.

Liberal terms to dealers.

THE CANADIAN ARENA
SEND FOR SAMPLE

15 TORONTO STREET, TORONTO, CANADA

HOW TO MIX CERTAIN COLORS TO PRODUCE
OTHER TINTS

(The first named color always predoiiiinales.)

Mixing dark green and purple makes bottle

green.

Mixing white and medium yellow makes buR
tint.

Mixing red, black and blue makes dark brown.
Mixing white, medium yellow and black makes

drab tint.

Mixing while, lake and lemon vellow makes
flesh tint.

Mixing lemon yellow and bronze blue makes
grass green.

Mixing white and black makes gray tint.

Mixing white and purple makes lavender tint.

Mixing red, black and medium yellow makes
maroon.

Mixing medium yellow and purple makes olive

green.

Mixing medium yellow and red makes orange.
Mixing white and lake makes pink.

Mixing ultramarine blue and lake makes
purple.

Mixing orange, lake and purple makes russet.

Mixing white and ultramarine blue makes skv
blue.

Mixing ultramarine blue, black and white

makes slate.

Mixing Vermillion and black makes turkey red.

Mixing white, vellow, red and black makes um-
ber.

OINTMENT ABSORPTION

Dr. Sutton finds by an original method that

lard, benzoinated lard, and goose grease are the

most rapidly absorbed bv the skin of all the oint-

ment bases. Petrolatum can be rubbed in, but

unless friction is applied it does not penetrate

the skin. Anhydrous wool-fat is very slowlv ab-

sorbed, but when mixed with a vegetable oil it

enters the skin readilv. These experiments do

not applv to the quantitv of fats absorbed, but

onlv to their rapidity of absorjUion.—Exchange.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONTREAL.—Mr. J. Gadbois has placed his

contract with The Toronto Show Case Co., which
includes British Plate Glass Silent Salesmen and
"Trianon Cabinets." All essential points in the

Trianons are patented by The Toronto Show
Case Co. and any other fixture repre.sented as

the same is merelv ;ui "attempt."
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUQQISTS' SUNDRIES
CORNER OF PRINCESS AN D MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
^HOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to
-^engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position
as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-
ing mformation, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, March 25th, 1909.

Business during the past month has been ac-
iv6, and orders are coming in freely from all

jiarts of Canada. Business in Western Canada
.;hows an increasine activity, and with the num-
i)er of new drug stores opening, the volume of
pusiness shows a marked increase, and indica-
lions point to a good business year. Each
;nonth showing an advance on the previous one.
There have been but few changes in prices to
lote during the month.
Opium has declined, and is now .sold for Si. 00

: pound less than in previous quotations,
i
Buchu leaves are lower.

1
Oil of Lemon has now somewhat declined, after
he decided advance, consequent upon the dam-
ge done to the lemon crop.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TREHERNE, MAN.-Mr. Geo. Graham, has
laced his order with The Toronto Show Case
o. for a line of the patent Trianon Cabinets,
i^gether with the Plate Glass Silent Salesmen,
.atents covering all essential points of the
rianon Cabinets are held by The Toronto Show
ase Co., and any other fixture represented as
le same is merelv an "attempt."

MONTREAL.—Mr. L. .T. Lafontaine has placed

1 additional order for Silent Salesmen, "exact-
the same as those shipped last June." Mr.

ifontaine approves of the policv of The Toron-
' Show Case Co. in refusing to cheapen their
ses by substituting cheap window glass and
avy mirrors instead of British Plate.

BUSINESS OPENING
_^BUSINESS OPENING.-Good opening for

druggist. New building next door to post
office. Physician in same building, will give
patronage. No opposition. Apply to Post Mas-
ter, Earlscourt, Ontario.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
gUSINESS FOR SALE.-Drug .store to sell;

fine locality; good family trade; in Mon-
treal, Que. Doctors prescribe. Steady business.
Clean stock. Stock and fixtures, $5,000. Apply
to V. A., care of Canadian Druggist, Toronto.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
YTTANTED — New Medicinal Preparation, soft

drink formula or household specialty to make
and introduce. Have great advertising advantages.
Describe fully. Address, Box 744, St Louis, Mo.

SOMETHING NEW
pHOTO STAMPS, the latest souvenir novelty.

Small stamps illustrating the principal scenes in
your town. Put up in book form, twenty-four gum-
med and perforated stamps in each book. Used as
envelope corners, letter-seals, etc. Retail at five
cents per book. Be the first to introduce them in
your locality. Samples free. Photo Stamp Co.,
West Saginaw, Michigan.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
'T'HE right way to buy a drug store, to sell one, to

get a position or help—whether in U.S or Can-
ada—is to write to F. V. Kniest, R.P., " The Drug
Store Man," Omaha, Neb., U.S.A. Established
1904. Strictly reliable. Expert and confidential
plans. 2

O S h aW a Vou cant afford to roof a

Galvanized '^<"e without Oshawa Gal-

Steel "'""^•^ Steel Shingles.

_^ _ , _ Good for a hundred years.

Shingles . send for the free booklet.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
Uoutreal. Toronto, HalUax, SL J
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FORMULAE FOR DEXTRIN GLUES

Neueste Rrfindungen und Erfahrungen gives

the following methods for the preparation of

dextrin solutions for various purposes:

1. One kg. is stirred ten minutes, with 0.45

kg. of cold water. When the water is completely

absorbed, the mass is kept over an open fire, un-

der constant stirring for about five minutes, un-

til a milky liquid results. Care must be taken to

keep the mixture from boiling. The liquid is

then cooled by placing the vessel and its con-

tents in cold water, upon which about 50 grams

of glycerine and a knife pointful of salicylic acid

are added for every litre of liquid. It is prefer-

able to add the salicylic acid to the water at the

beginning of the operation. If the solution is

too thick, it may be diluted with water which

has been pre\aously boiled and cooled. A larger

quantity of glycerine will prevent the drying out

of the solution.

2. . White dextrin—175 grams—is allowed to

soak in cold water, 250 grams of boiling water

added, the mixture boiled five minutes, and 30

grams dilute acetic acid, 30 grams of glycerine,

and a small quantity of oil of cloves added.

3. Two aqueous solutions of 200 grams light

colored or white dextrin, and 150 grams gum

arable, respectively, are prepared and mixed, 5

grams glycerine, 10 grams sugar and % gram

salicylic acid dissolved in 85 grams of water are

then added, and the whole filtered through cellu-

lose.

4. Four hundred grams of coarsely powdered

dextrin are dissolved in 600 grams of water, 20

grams glycerine and 10 grams glucose added, and

the mixture heated to qo degrees C.

5. Four hundred grams of coarsely powdered

uith a small quantity of water, and 200 grams

more of water added, 20 grams glucose and 10

grams aluminum sulphate are added and the

mixture heated to 90 degrees C. in A steam bath.

The mass, which at first was thick, becomes thin

and transparent.

The last two methods yield a product well

adapted to the gumming of labels, thouorh the

product according to method one is still better.

6. Two parts of dextrin, 5 parts of water, i

part acetic acid and i part alcohol are heated to-

gether, until complete solution takes place.

7. One hundred parts of glue (of the kind used

bv gilders) arc dissolved in 200 parts of water,

and 2 parts of shellac, dissolved in 10 parts of

alcohol, are added. A solution of 50 grams dex-

trin in 50 parts water is prepared, with the aid

of heat, and added to the mixture of glue and

shellac. The liquid is strained into a flat dish,

and allowed to solidify. When required for use a

piece of the required size is broken oil the ma.ss

and melted, with the addition of a little water,

if necessary.

8. Ten parts dextrin are stirred with water to

a thick paste, then warmed over a slow fire, and

25 parts sodium silicate added.—National Drug-

gist.

POST CARD DISPLAY

It is interesting to see the various ways deal-

ers have of displaying post cards in their win-

dows, says an exchange. Some have them hang-

ing in strips fastened together with clips, others

stretch strings or wires horizontally across the
i

windows and hang the cards from these with

clips; others expose them in wire racks and in

other ways.

When the horizontal wires or strings are used,

the weight of the cards cause the supports to

sag, and, if the windows are wide, the sag is in-

tensified. The neatest arrangement we have no-

ticed is accomplished by stretching doubled Sea

Island twine perpendicularly two and three-

fourths inches apart. The cards are placed be-

tween the individual strings of two pairs of

strings and by cris-crossing the strings above

each card a stable display is secured. This will

accommodate cards placed perpendicularly or

horizontally. Differences in the space between the

strings will give a variety of effects.

VALUABLE AND USEFUL BOOK FREE

"Aid to Shippers" is the title of a 72 page book

containing a quantity of information of value to

all engaged in the export or import trade. The

book is issued by Oelrichs & Co , of New York,

for more than forty years the American repr.e-

sentatives pf the North German Lloyd Steam-

ship Company, who by reason of long experience

are qualified to advise.

The table of foreign moneys, with United

States equivalents, together with weights, meas-

urements, tariffs, customs requirements, etc.,

etc., will be found of great value.

"Aids lo Shippers" will be sent, postpaid, on

request to Oelrichs & Co., Forwarding Depart-

ment, 5 Greenwich Street, New York.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. W. H. Field, 675 Spadina

Avenue, has found it necessary to enlarge his-

di.splay .space and has placed his order for a line

of the "Full Crvstal" Silent Salesmen with The]

Toronto Show Case Co. All the glass is best]

Briti.sh Plate as The Toronto Show Case Co. re-j

fuse to cheapen their cases bv using the commoni

glass.
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THE LACK OF APPRENTICES

The scarcity of drug apprentices is proving a

.source of great inconvenience, and at present

there appears to be but little hope of a change.

The prospects held out by the drug business do

not prove sufficiently alluring to the young man
who has attained the requisite education for the

task, as the remiuieration is not at all commen-
surate with the qualifications required by law,-

and it is only a love of the actual work of the

profession which entices a youth, in the large

majority of cases, to undertake an apprenticeship

of four years and a college course of one year in

order to qualify himself as a chemist or drug-

gist.

Even then when he is supposed to have both the

practical and theoretical knowledge necessary to

assume a clerkship or to launch out into business

for himself he is met with the fact that in the

older portions of Canada at least, and especially

in the larger cities, competition is very keen, ow-

ing to the number of druggists already in busi-

ness, so that he has to choose either to "go

West" where there will be an abundance of open-

ings and there grow up with the country as it

develops, or else take his chances in working up

a business in opposition to those who have al-

ready established themselves.

Now we do not wish to appear pessimistic as
to the prospects of the drag trade in Canada, for
we are on the contrary quite ojjtiinistic, for by
the adoption of a policy more directly on com-
inertial than professional lines, in the addition of
luimerous side-lines as adjuncts to the stock, the
druggists of Canada are doing well, and proba1)ly
on the whole as successful as any other business
men, but what we wish to point out is that the
returns to be expected as the outcome of study
and ai>prenticeship are not at all adequate to
those of other professions, con.sequently the num-
ber (jf apprentices ollering is far below the de-

mand for them, and druggists have in a large
number of cases to employ help which although
perhaps proving satisfactory in the way of sales-

inan.ship, does not meet the requirements that
the thoroughly competent assistant can.

What is to be the outcome? Must it be a re-

duction of the length of the term required to be
served and a higher wage for the apprentice, or
shall it be the employment of the "salesman"
who will not be a druggist "de facto?"
This is a question which must be faced, and

the sooner it is dealt with the better. Those
druggists who have had experience of the diffi-

culty which wc have named and others cognizant
of the existing conditions should through our col-

umns get together for some suggestions and
plans for a prompt solution.

COMPETITION

This is something that does and ever shall ex-
ist, and well enough that it does, but it is a
business problem every merchant should en-

dea\or to solve to the best of his ability. There
is no one other trade condition that throttles
your profit account 01 deserves more earnest at-

tention than does this matter of competition.
\^herever people buy and sell, the same prin-

ciples of human nature enter into the transac-
tion. Quality influences, but price decides. The
situation is the same in a little town as it is in

a big city.

It is by overcoming our adversaries that we
grow strong and achieve success that can be had
in no other way, but at the same time competi-
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tion should be based on ethical principle, and we

should always remember that if it were not £or

competition our achievements would not be so

great.

Competition does not mean that j^ou should ro

out of business, or that your competition with

your neighboring dealer should be of a vindictive

nature; but to the contrary, you should in your

business dealings and as far as possible apply

the Golden Rule, and instead of having to watch

the other fellow so closely you will have more

time to watch your own business. Do not decry

your fellow-merchant, but strive to increase

your profits and uplift the cause of the retail

business.

It is a question sometimes whether it is ex-

pedient to let the cutter, who apparently is not

disposed to get a fair price for his goods, have

the business at prices you know to be unprofit-

able or to undertake to meet him cut for cut,

even though it means a loss to j'ou. Continuous

price cutting beyond a legitimate profit only por-

tends bankruptcy, therefore in the long run you

will be benefited by letting him reel out his line,

for the end will come sooner or later.

On the other hand, if you decide to clean out a

line for any reason, be bold. Cut down so low

that you will sell out with a rush before your

competitor can change his price tags. You'll

make friends, get good advertising, and last, but

not least, you get some real money that you can

put into more profitable goods at once.

mistaken ideas. We really ought to look at

business matters difierently from time to time

if we intend to keep mentallj^ abreast of our op-

portunities.

If we are at all progressive and desire to

think progressively, we are sure to be continual-

ly taking a fresh view of things—as the judges

say, we are sure to reverse ourselves. The very

things that to-day we catalogue as unreasonable

we are to-morrow likely to maintain as the

soimdest kind of reasoning. It is all in the point

of view.

It is a good mind exercise for the man of busi-

ness to take inventory of his opinions from time

to time, and judge for himself if a fresh view of

things is not necessary to his business well-

being.

TAKING A FRESH VIEW OF THINGS

It is well for us if we keep sufficiently abreast

of business life to be always able to take a fresh

view of circumstances.

We ought not to be criticized as having a lack

of stability if we change our mind often.

There are probably few of us who cannot recall

instances in our experience in which our most

cherished opinions have in time undergone very

substantial changes.

The ideas of certain business matters which,

to-day, we hold most positively may be so al-

tered in a few months that we will wonder how
we ever entertained the old irrational position.

But we m.ust not expect to make a continual

change of mind a virtue, because it is not such.

However, it is a wrong assumption that because

a man holds one opinion to-day, he should never

take a fresh view of matters as thev affect his

welfare. We all object to the man of vacillating

mind, who never exactly knows what his posi-

tion is long at a time, but we ought not to car-

ry that objection to the extent of denying to

anybody the privilege of correcting his possibly

B. C. LEGISLATION

A Bill has been passed in the British Columbia

Legislature, which in part at least has an inter-

est for the druggists of all provinces. We append

those sections which refer to pharmacy. It will

thus be seen that an effort was being made to

put a stop to the physician receiving a commis-

sion on the prescriptions, by being sent to a par-

ticular druggist; the Bill also preventing the

placing of the name of any druggist on the pre-

scription blank:

(4). It shall be deemed "unprofessional con-

duct" on the part of an}-- medical practitioner

registered under this Act to place or permit to

be placed the name of any druggist, or drug

store, or association for the sale of drugs or

medicine upon any prescription issued by him.

Section 62 enacts that unregistered physicians

ctuinot recover fees, and concludes with the fol-

lowing: "But this section shall not extend to

the sale of any drug or medicine by any duly li-

censed chemist or druggist."

ANTI-OPIUM LAW IN FORCE
STATES

IN THE UNITED

On April ist a law came into force prohibiting

the importation of opium or any of its prepara-

tions and derivations into the United States, ex-

cept for medicinal purposes.

The Secretary of the Treasury has issued regu-

lations in which it is declared that the term

"opium" shall cover all of the forms, including

the following named alkaloids, their salts or

combinations, and such others as it may be

found necessary to include in the future: Mor-

phine, codeine, dionine, diacetyl, morphone,

heroin, peronine, their chlorides, sulphates, phos-
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Ideal Orchids
THE PERFUME OF REFINEMENT

" Ideal " Orchid Perfume is being ad-

vertised in all leading magazines.

Your customers are enquiring for it,

why not supply them?

We wouldn't spend hundreds of dol-

lars advertising this odor if it were

not all we say it is.

We have a special "Orchid" pro-

position that advertises your perfume

business and sells the goods. Write

us about it.

SOVEREIGN PERFUMES
LIMITED

Canada's Largest Perfumers :: TORONTO

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

WE would like to prove to YOU how much

we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let' s have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you io%. Try us. We

pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Robber Co., New Baven, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMCNICATIONS TO THE

HigginboLham Rubber Goods Co.
Milton, Ontorio

lAre You Satisfied

With the quality of Rubber and other materials

used in making the Abdominal Supporters and

Elastic Stockings, etc., which you are ordermg?

I

IF NOT
When you have another order for above lines

REMEMBER
We guarantee that we put in the best

Rubber and other materials used

in producing ELASTIC GOODS.

This GUARANTEE entitles us to 90% of your

orders for Abdominal Supporters running m
prices from $12.00 to $5400. and Elastic Stock-

ings, Knee Caps and Bandages at very close

prices. Also Full Line of Felt. Canvas and

Flannel Belts for Riding, Lumbago, etc., etc.

Measurement Blanks sent on receipt of postal

J. Stevens & Sons Co.
TORONTO

LIMITED

145 Wellington St. West
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phates, etc., and all mixtures or preparations
containing them.

The term "for medicinal purposes only" used
in the law is declared to mean for the treatment
or prevention of disease of man or other ani-

mals. Smoking opium will be seized forthwith
and destroyed, as an illegal importation.

Opium, other than smoking opium, and its

preparations and derivatives, imported for medi-
cal purposes, may be entered for immediate
transportation in bond to and for consumption
or for warehouse in specified positions, and no
other. Importers are required to file with the

collector a declaration stating that the im3)orta-

tion is made in good faith, and giving the name
of the firm by whom it is to be used in the prep-

aration of medicine. They are required also to

keep complete records as to the persons to whom
their articles are sold.

PHARMACEUTICAL EXAMINATIONS

The pharmaceutical exaiiiinatiuns of the vari-

ous colleges and examining boards of Canada
have been under way during the past month.

Both the senior and junior of the British Co-

lumbia Pharmaceutical Association were held on

the 7th and 8th inst., but results have not yet

come to hand. Those of the Quebec Association

were held on the 19th inst., and results are given

elsewhere, as are also those of the Laval College

of Pharmacj-.

The examinations at the Ontario College of

Pharmacy began on April 29th, and will not be

concluded until the 7th of May. About loo can-

didates presented themselves for thesfe examina-

tions, this including a few who had failed in

some subjects in previous examinations. There

were eighty-five students in attendance at the

session of the O.C.P. which had just closed. The
Council will meet for its regular session on Mon-
dav, June 7th.

AMENDMENT TO ONTARIO PHARMACY ACT

The following is the full text of the amend-
ment to the Ontario Pharmacy Act, which we
referred to in our last issue, and which has now
become a portion of the Act, having received its

third reading:

1. Section 26 of the Pharmacy Act, as amend-
ed by section 9 of the Act passed in the fifth

year of His Majesty's reign, chaptered 16, is

amended by striking out the word "and" before

the word "glycerine" in the seventh line of the

said amending section and by inserting after the

said word "glycerine" the words "Carbonate of

magnesia, citrate of magnesia, Rochelle salts,

blue stone, copperas, saltpetre, spirits of nitre,

rhubarb root, solution of ammonia, phosphate of

soda, gum. camphor, quinine, and chloride of

lime."

2. The said section 26 is further amended by
adding after the words "Paris green" in the

fourth line from the end "Hellebore, tincture of

iodine, arsenate of lead, carbolic acid, not ex-

ceeding a 5 per cent, solution," and by adding at

the end of the said section the words "and pro-

vided further that a record shall be kept by the

vendor in a book for such purpose of the name
and address of each person to whom carbolic

acid is sold."

3. Schedule "A" of the Pharmacy Act is

amended by adding after the words "Carbolic
acid" in Part I., the words "Not exceeding a 5
per cent, solution," and by striking out the

word "hellebore" in Part II.

JAP PHARMACISTS IN AMERICA

According to the Japanese Consul-General,
there are five qualified pharmacists, sixteen drug-
gists, and seventy-seven patent medicine vendors
of Japanese nationality in San Francisco.

ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE A. PH. A.

As previously announced, the annual Conven-
tion of the American Pharmaceutical Associa-
tion will be held at Los Angeles, California,

commencing -Mondaj', August i6th, to conclude

on the 20th.

The Executive Committee of the Los Angeles

Retail Drug Association are making strenuous

elTorts to have this meeting a record one, and
are quite enthusiastic as to the prospect. The
place selected for this Convention is an ideal one,

and notwithstanding the supposition that the

temperature is uncomfortably warm, we are as-

sured that the average temperature during the

month of August for the past thirty-one years
has been only 70 degrees.

The trip besides being an educative one should

prove an ideal holiday outing, and those drug-

gists who will avail themselves of it may rest

assured of a hearty welcome and ever5^hing be-

ing done for their entertainment during their

visit to Los Angeles.

"Like father, like son," said the Knowing One.

"In what way were they alike?" asked the

Curious One.

"First, the old man, when the boy was a child,

tried to break the boy's will. Now that he is

dead the boy is trying to break the old man's

will."
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PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From our London Correspondent)

THE NEW ERA.

No fanfare of trumpets announced the coming
into ojseration of the Poisons and Pharmacy Act
on April 1st, and, indeed, beyond a few straj-

paragraphs in some of the daily papers, but lit-

tle public notice was taken of the event. Lon-
don pharmacists, however, did not let the occa-

sion pass without holding a festival dinner in

celebration of a day of such historic interest to

their craft. The banquet took place at the Hol-
born Restaurant, within almost a stone's throw
of the Pharmaceutical Society's premises, and
the chief guests of the evening were Mr. T. H. W.
Idris and Mr. R. Winfrey, the two pharmaceut-
ical members of Parliament, who took a promi-

nent part in the passing of the new Act. Gener-

ous eulogiums on the work of Mr. Idris and Mr.
Winfrey were delivered by Mr. R. A. Rob-
inson, past Chairman of the London Coun-
ty Council, Mr. J. C. Pentney, and others,

and the sentiments expressed were feeling-

ly acknowledged by the guests of the even-

ing. Everyone present seemed in high spirits and
the optimism which prevailed clearly indicated

that pharmacists intend to make the best of the

new conditions.

PROPOSED PHARMACEUTICAL WAR RESERVE.

At a time when the question of national de-

fence is occupying considerable attention, it is in-

teresting to note that a movement is afoot to

form a corps of pharmacists who will be pre-

pared to accept service with the Territorial

army with the honorary rank of lieutenant on
joining, and graduating to captain and major,

according to the number of years service. The
proposal has been received with enthusiasm and
the number of pharm.acists who expressed their

willingness to join the Territorial Force greatly

exceeded the number asked for. I understand

that there is every probability of a pharmaceut-
ical service being formed.

EXPENSIVE NEGLIGENCE.

A somewhat unusual case came before the Bow
Street (London) magistrate recently, when John
E. Jewell, chemist and druggist, trading as Hep-
pell & Co., with shops in Chandos Street, Hav-
market, and Piccadilly, London, was summoned
at the instance of the Inland Revenue Commis-
sioners for selling proprietary medicines liable to

stamp duty without being stamped. It appeared

that a Somerset House official went to the de-

fendant's establishment in Chandos Street and
purchased a box of pastilles. The assistant asked

him if he would like to take one of the pastilles

there. The officer said he would and the assist-

ant then took off the wrappings, including the

stamp, and threw them on the floor. The box,

minus the stamp, was then handed to the officer.

The Inland Revenue officer noticed that a large

proportion of the medicines in the shop whicli

ought to have been stamped were without

stamps. The defendant's version was that imtil

this case arose he thought a chemist was at

liberty to take a stamp from a soiled wrapper
and use it on another one. He now knew that

he ought to have old stamps exchanged for new
ones at Somerset House. He had done nothing

to avoid the payment of stamp dutv, and if any
offence had been committed it was throug-h inat-

tention. The magistrate said the defendant who
was liable to a penalty of i^i2o would have to

pay lines and costs amounting to ;^;.^i 4s.

THE TERM "PHARMACY."

As you have already forecasted, the use of the

term "Pharmacy" in connection with a business

carried on by other than a duly registered per-

son has occupied the attention of the courts, the

result being a noteworthy expression of opinion

by His Honor Judge Shand, of St. Helen's

County Court, that "the use of the word (phar-

macy) is a sign , implying that the person who
carries on business in that place is one registered

under the Act or a person duly qualified to dis-

pense medicines as required by the Act." This

decision arose as the outcome of proceedings in-
j

stituted by the Piharmaceutical Society at St.

Helens County Court, on March 31, against

Richard Mercer, Church Road, Haydock, Lan-
|

cashire, to recover a penalty of £5 under section

12 of the Pharmacy Act, 1S52, for describing his

premises as "Mercer's Pharmacies" and using

that description on his labels, he not being a reg-

istered person. Much interest was taken in the

proceedings, which were regarded as a test case.

The defence was that "pharmacy" simply meant
a place where drugs were sold, but the judge took

the view that there had been a contravention of

the Act, uttered the remarks quoted, and gave

judgment for the Society for £s, with costs.

Notice of appeal was given, so it is possible that^

more may be heard of the case.

CHEMICAL SOCIETY.

The annual meeting of the Chemical Society

was held at Burlington House, London, on

March 24, Sir William Ramsay, K.C.B., Presi-

dent, in the chair. Officers elected for the ensu-

ing year included the following: President, Hax-

old B. Dixon, F.R.S.; Vice-Presidents H. E.

Armstrong, A. Crum Brown, A. V. Harcourt,

Raphael Meldola, W'. Olding, Sir William Ram-
say, J. E. Reynolds, Sir Henry Roscoe, Mr. W.

J. Russell, and T. E. Thorpe, C. B. In his Presi-
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THE
"NA-DRU-CO."
PROPOSITION—

This is the most important proposition ever made to the Retail Drug Trade of Canada.
It is the only practical proposition that has ever been made whereby, in the face of the cut

rate evil, the profits of the Retail Druggist may be conserved.
It is made by the only company in Canada so situated as to be able to successfully carry

It out to^AIvL Druggists in Canada.

The Calendar part of the proposition
least 40 per cent.

We want your co-operation to make this a great big success
Help us to help you. We will both make money out of it.

most liberal, being equal to a discount of at

DOMINION DRUG CO.

.nxxxiTroBa-, oiira>.

MERCK'S

Hydrogen Peroxide
3 PER CENT. BY WEIGHT (10 VOLUMES^

Is FREE FROM ACID, therefore non-irritant-PUREST AND BEST

MERCK'S HYDROGEN PEROXIDE is supplied in i lb. and

MERCK'S HYDROGEN PEROXIDE is a powerful as well

deodorant.

lb. patent bottles with lever stoppers.

5 perfectly harmless disinfectant and

MEDICINAL USES :—The ideal disinfectant for the treatment of wounds and ulcers ; to remove surgical

dressings which adhere obstinately ; for checking bleeding ; as a gargle in diphtheria and sore

throat
; relieving stings, as a depilatory, and for the treatment of discharges from the ear. Diluted

with water it forms an ideal mouth wash, being perfectly harmless yet exerting a powerful dis-

infectant action, refreshes the mouth, removes foetid breath and bleaches the teeth.

DOMESTIC USES:—For bleaching hair, silk, feathers,

ivory, bone, lace, curtains, sponges, etc. ; to remove
fruit, wine and other stains from linen ; diluted

with water and placed in an open dish, it piurifies

the air of dwellings and sick rooms.

\-
SPECIFY MERCK'S HYDROGEN PEROXIDE
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Whisks
-&?«. -a^A ^fe A
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TO meet the altered conditions

due to the enormous rise in

the price of broomcorn, we

are getting out a lot of new styles

and sizes. With the exception of

the very lowest price goods, we can

now supply Whisks at all the popular

prices.

A new issue of our illustrated

price list is now on the press. Write

for a copy.

Buy direct from the maker.

OMfl
( ||;y||(y|

[||Mk lA

H. W. NELSON 6; CO.
Limited

TORONTO ONTARIO
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dential address Sir Wm. Ramsay spoke on "Kle-
ments and Elections," and related the experi-
ments which led to the discovery that helium
could be evolved from thorium nitrate solution.

DRUGS AND CHEMICALS.

Generally speaking there has been a little im-
provement in Business in drugs and chemicals
since I last wrote. There has been increased ac-
tivity in spices, a fair amount of buying having
been done for the United States by buyers who
anticipate that the proposed new tariff, by which
taxes would be placed on some of these products,
will be enacted. The severe weather which we
have lately experienced has naturally created a
consumptive demand for such articles as quinine
and other remedies for winter ailments, but so
far this retail demand has not affected, to aiiv
appreciable extent, the primary markets.
Changes in value are few, the most noteworthy
perhaps being a reduction in the price of carbon-
ate of soda of 25s. per ton on April i. Opium is

easier, and as a natural consequence, manufac-
turers of morphine have reduced their prices ^d.
per ounce, and codeine has also dropped sd. per
ounce. The cod liver oil market has been free
from excitement and buyers have shown a ten-
dency to hold off in the hope that prices will i,o

lower.

my next

A DRUGGIST IN INDIA
By Anthony W. Blondeau

It was in the drug bazaar at Bombay, and 1

was being shown round by an American friend
who knows his India. Getting out of the gharri
I followed up a filthy lane like entrance to one
of the many drug stores that exist in the bazaar
quarters of every Indian trade centre, and was
duly introduced to the proprietor, who could
speak no English, but who had a son that could.
To show, I suppose, that he was not only an In-
dian merchant, but an English one as well, the
son was sent for. He salaamed profusely, and
looked as learned as he could. Here is what he
broke out with:

"I speek de Engleesh very good; I know everj'-
theeng. Man-nee yeers since I go with Engleesh-
man Sahib Calcutta side; Madras side; every side
—I know everytheeng. Sahib ask me."
As I did not know "everytheeng" and was won-

dering who the Governor of Bombay could be to
allow such filthy conditions to exist, I put the
question.

"Who is the Governor of the BohiIkiv Presi-
dency?"

He thought for a few moments; then blushed,
if it is possible for a native to blush, and ad-
mitted that he did not know.

'Well, wlio do you know, tlun?'
•liustion.

I know While Sahil); I know Martin Sahilj—
t«<. Burrah Sahibs of deese biz-i-nees in fine
nicdicines."

-Mr. Chas. W. White, F.R.G.S., I will explain
to my readers, is the representative of Messrs.
Burgoyne, Burbidges & Co., manufacturing chem-
ists, London, Eng., and the other Sahib is no
other than Mr. Robert Rowlette Martin, of
Messrs. Frederick Stearns & Co., Detroit, Mich.,
and Windsor, Ont., two of the oldest and best
liked men on the road. They know India, speak
most of the local languages, and the native
dealers hold them up to the *chota Sahibs (new-
comers) as a standard to work upon in all their
dealing. Down in these hovels that our folks
would not keep hogs in, the drug business of In-
dia is done. Each native is his own banker, too,
and I am assured that it is nothing for a native
dealer to have locked up in his safe two lacs of
rupees, or 570,00,,. 00 in our inoiu-v. On one side

of the narroxv si net llie Mohammedans were lo-
cated, while on the other side the Hindoos, with
here and there a Parsi thrown in—the Jew of the
East. Plague, .smallpox, and most other con-
tagions are rampant, but what of that. The na-
tive believes in fate, and leaves it all to Allah.
If a rat dies in his den he is almost too lazy to
move the body. I actually saw a street inspec-
tor chase a rat into one of these places, kill it,

and the proprietor deplored its death.
"Why kill anything? Hindoo no kill."

And then down on his hands and knees lie bow-
ed ;,nd chanted to Allah, probably asking for-
giveness for the infidel, the Christian, who killed
a rat that in ninety-nine chances ont of a hun-
dred was already dying of plague. Should anv
member of the Hindoos family succnmb,the body
is simply hoisted shoulder-high and carried
tlirough the streets of the cilv to the burn-
ing ground in full public view. It is India. It
is the Ea.st. W^herc, as .some have it. vou can

'Literally "small" Saliib is "Ph."
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raise a glorious thirst, and the marriage laws

are not restricted. No country for Canadians or

Americans. Withal, though, one can but admire

the trans-Atlantic man who risks his life every

day a hundred-fold compared with the risks in

his own country, in the interests of his firm.

Leaving our English friend for the moment, at

the same time remembering that he is "King of

the Drug Travelling Men" in all the East, I will

write about Stearns' and P.D. men. Mr. R. R.

Martin has just returned to the East to continue

his life long work. He is a geography lesson in

himself. A vital link that grips the trade of the

East for a Detroit firm. It is pathetic to re-

member how many such men have lost their

lives carrying the merchandise of their firms to

the remotest corners of the earth, have made
themselves widowers and childless in the inter-

ests of Canadian and American commerce. I

wonder; but naturally tliej'- say nothing to me
of such things. It is their business and thev are

doing it. Duty has to be done at the proper time

and place. It has to be done in spite of all things

—a standing rebuke to the East, where nothing is

done at the proper time if it is possible to put

it off. Life in the East is one long dream of

luxury—it is wonderful, 1 read somewhere. My
day consists of taking chota hazri (small break-

fast) at 7 o'clock. At 7.3,0 my carriage and pair

is at the hotel door, and a small army of na-

tives to salaam me out as I start off for busi-

ness. My interpreter and my "Bearer" (body ser-

vant) are in attendance, as if their lives depended

on saving mine from all sorts of imaginary pit-

falls. As for myself, I am dressed in just as few

clothes as decency admits, while my headgear

consists of a pith hat that I will bring back to

Canada, and use to cross rivers in, or go fishing

in. It will carry me safely and all the fish I

catch.

Tiffin at 1.30, thereafter till 4.30 it is too hot

to go out. Then more work till 8.00—dinner—

and a drive along the sea front. Now any Can-

adian or American that needs to run up against

luxury—that wants to be a Burrah Sahib can

have the whole outfit, including servants and

carriage, not forgetting the "topee," if he will

hand me at once a good porterhouse steak and a

good helping of pork and beans. I am a starved

community- English cooking as done in India is

the limit. Why even the hens in India get back

at you by laying eggs the size of a pigeon's, and

the fre.sh ones I have been able to corner are

just as old as they dare be. They must be a

month old when they are laid.

I have been in most every coimtry on

earth during the past fifteen years. When I left

Port Natal, South Africa, one of the many good

friends to see me off was a P. D. man. When I

got to Madras, the second da}^ after landing I

met another P. D. man. Half way across South-

ern India I travelled with a P. D. man, and the

second exhibit I went to at the Bombay Medical

Congress was that of P. D. & Co., where I met
Dr. Coleman, formerly at New Orleans. In my
votmger days I used to look upon P. D. & Co.,

as a part of a necessary organization of Amer-
ica; a kind of machine that gathered up the

drugs of the world and turned them into fluid

extracts. It hardly ever occurred to me that P.

D. & Co. were really men. They are. And their

wives, what I have seen of them, are women. In

tliis coimtry they don't have any women—they

have ladies. I hope our women will refrain from

using the word "ladies" when they travel East,

at least. The Bombay Medical Congress is under

the control of a committee, the Governor of

Bombay being the president. An ofTicial notice

to exhibitors informs them that "Purdah and

other ladies" will visit the grounds on such and

such a date; in other words the "ladies" of the

zenanas (harems) will grace the show with their

presence, and presumablv some "white ladies"

will attend, too. It may be right enough for all

I know, and I hope they will hereafter use

Euthymole tooth paste. That's all. But the use

of the word "Ladies," Ugh!
Almiost next door to P. D. & Co.'s stand is the

booth of the Kny Sheerer Co., under the direct

supervision of their Eastern representative, Mr.

C. E. Bryant, who at the time of my call was
talking to a native so-called medical man. Said

the native, pointing to a very fine operating

table:

"Pleese explaine what thees reely ees?"

"Are you a medical man?" asked Mr. Bryant.

"Noo—not exakly."

"Well," came the answer from Mr. Bryant,

"this is one of the latest fire escapes from

America," as he operated the mechanism show-

ing the different positions.

The native walked off thinking hard—thinking

doubtless what wonderful folks the Americans

are.

Another American stand I visited was that of

.Tohnson & Johnson, New Brunswick, N. J. A
very fair range of their products was in evidence,

Red Cross cotton being specially featured, side

by side with Sjmol soap, lint, and dressings.

Over in the model operating theatre, built by a

local Indian concern, I noticed this firm's liga-

tures, cotton, lint, dressings; ligatiires figured

exclusively. Who can gainsav that if the best

was wanted the Indian concern could do better

than use "J. & J." lines.

Besides the visit of the "Purdah ladies and

other ladies" there are other laughable sides to

the Medical Congress of Bombay. Laughable at
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THE

*'FAIRCHILD" PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25 ; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50 ; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50; large $9.00 per dozen

Peptonising Ttibes $4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tubes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. & FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a year ago—also to the fact that MESSRS. Holden & Co.,

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the " Fairchild " products for

the Dominion of Canada

E. Sachsse & Co.,
DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among oar list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the foUow-

Qg oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Caraway Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences,

^ine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners, Bottlers and ^
druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents, N. C. Poison & Co., 263

;

ind 265 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ont.

E. SACH55E & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Liesing

Coriander

Dill Seed

Geranium
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SEND YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY

SEASON ISOB BJBLL'S MOTH BA.GS SHASnK IO»

18x28 $1 50 per dozen
36x28 2 25
45 X 28 3 00

Usual Terms ~ Buy early to insure getting your stock, as there is always a shortage at end of season

54 X 28 $3 40 per dozen
60x 28 3 75
65 X 28 4 50 "

Lyman's Hlackberiy and Jamaica Ginger
FOR SUMMER COMPLAINTS, DIARRHOEA ETC.

Retails 25c. - - Good Profit to Retailer

Shepherd's Sheep Dip in Quart Bottles - Retails 25c
Shepherds' Sheep Dip in 1 Gallon Tins - Retails ^1,00

L,yman*s Lightning Bly Paper F*oison

Lyman's Hydrogen Peroxide, 1 lb., h lb, and H lb.

Lyman's Walk Basy Foot Powder

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO., Limited, TORONTO
WHOI.BSAL,B DRUGGISTS

Ask Your Wholesaler
=== FOR ===^

VANCO
Hydrogen Peroxide

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY
BY

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES
LIMITED

TORONTO CANADA

Sizes Price per doz.

2 ozs. . - 85c
4 " $L05
8 " .-_.. $1.80

16 " $2.60

'C/ie food thai

'Assists S^Caiure."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and young, weak and strong, enjoy

and benefit by it, and leading

physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Testimony.
"

I am a thorough believer in the food,

and have had many years" experience

of its excellence."

Brought up on Benger's.
"

I am sending you a photo of my
three children brought up on your

food, and I am greatly thankful for the

benefit 1 have received from it."

Benger's Food prepared with

milk is a complete food.
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least from my point of view. In the centre of
the grounds a canteen is located, back of this
several side-shows, including a "laughing mir-
ror" establishment, and a fortune teller's tent,
the latter being run by a real live professor from
Europe. He omits to say he has been com-
manded to appear before all the crowned heads
of Europe—a great omission surelv. Then there
is a switchback railroad. As for the other side-

shows—they are there, though I did not go in-

side of them^but they all go to make up the
Bombay Medical Congress. The professions of

medicine and surgery are serious after all—in the
East.

Trade Notes

DON'T TALK TOO MUCH

One of the attributes of good salesmanship in'

any line of business is frequently overlooked by
the zealous business representative. That is the
danger of talking too much. It is a point which
may well be considered and as its importance
has not been emphasized in the trade press we
quote from an exchange some timely advice on
the subject.

There are salesmen who never seem to realize

that a salesman can talk too much. IMany a
customer has been talked into a sale and out of

it again. I have known salesmen who have talk-

ed clear up to the mountain top, and, instead of

closing up the .sale when they got to the crest,

they talked over the peak and down the other

side and then could not figure out whv thev did

not sell their goods.

A big buyer in- a certain line of goods once told

nie that on one occasion he was ready to sign a

contract, and actually had a pen in his fingers,

but was prevented by the endless argument of

the salesman, who did not perceive that his point

was won and that action, not talk, was his dut}-.

There is such a thing as having one's appetite

spoiled by a trifle, with the food untouched be-

fore us. The salesman had talked too long.—Ex.

DON'T HURRY

Few business men in America are content to

spend their lives in building success. They want
to accom,plish it in a j^ear or two. Business men
do not fail because of lack of markets, nor be-

cause business requires extraordinary^ ability. I

have long been convinced that business failure is

largely due to extravagance and hurrj' to achieve

success. The fault of extravagance covers not

only the conduct of business itself but the busi-

ness man's personal life. Men plunge headlong

into wanton expenditures instead of husbanding

their resources for times of emergency.—Leon

Mandel.

•los. S. Badsley has opened a new drug store
on Richmond Street, St. John, New Brunswick.

\V. J. Ilinton has purchased the drug and
stationery business of J. W. Fleming, Brandon,
Manitoba.

Austin Francis has opened a drug business at
High River, Alberta.

Allen & Cochrane have purchased the drug
business of G. E. Watson, Ottawa, Ontario.

E. A. Robert.son, druggist, of Acton, Ontario,
has moved to Stratford, Ontario.

J. W. Crooks & Co., druggists. Port Arthur,
Ontario, have dissolved partnership, J. W.
Crooks continuing the business.

Chevalier's Drug Store, at Sorel, Quebec, was
destroyed by fire on March 3rd. It was partly
insured.

W. H. Rogers, druggist, Ottawa, Ontario, died

last month.
J. M. Flaunt, Ltd., druggists, have been incor-

porated and registered as doing business at Ren-
frew, Ontario.

\V. Thrasher, druggist, at Hedley, has entered
into partnership with H. E. Woodland, Grand
Forks, British Columbia. The firm will be
known as The Woodland Drug Co., Ltd.

IC P. Stewart has opened a drug business at
Wilcox, Saskatchewan.

Gillis & Fisher, druggists and stationers, at
Bethune, Saskatchewan, have dissolved partner-
shi]), H. W. J. F'isher continuing the business.

E. W. Roberts has taken over the Broad
Street branch of the Regina Pharmacy, Regina,
Saskatchewan.

There is said to I)e a good opening for a drug
business at Ba.s.swood, Manitoba. Applv to

Paine & Myrick.

P. H. Evans has purchased the drug business

of The Killarney Drug Co., Killarnev, Manitoba.
H. O. Markley, druggist and stationer, Dryden,

Ontario, has moved into a larger building.

S. E. Porter has taken over the drug business

of the estate of G. E. Price, St. John, New
Brunswick.

R. H. Brown, druggist, Red Deer, Alberta, has
made an assignment.

Luke Peareon has purchased the drug business

of Dr. Gra)', Caron, Saskatchewan.
G. S. Merrj-field, druggist, Victoria, British

Columbia, has purchased the business of J. T.

A^Tiite.

W. M. Braund, druggist and stationer, Dundas,
Ontario, has sold his business.

Poliquin, Edmour & Cie, patent medicine

jnauufacturers, Montreal, Quebec, have made an

assignment.
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C. Sine has purchased the drug business of I.

W. Harrison, Gananoque, Ontario.

M. W. Johnston has purchased the drug busi-

ness of W. J. Hilton, Ninga, Manitoba.

C. J. Macintosh has started a drug and sta-

tionery business at Lauder, Manitoba.

The Bruce Hamlyn Drug Co. have purchased

the business of S. H. Smyth, druggist Winnipeg,

Manitoba.

Dr. Kieler has opened a drug and stationery

business at Sterling, Alberta.

White Bros., druggists, at Greenwood, British

Columbia, have dissolved partnership, J. L-

White continuing the business.

The Broadway Drug Co. has been incorporated,

and is carrying on a business in Toronto, On-

tario.

Jackson & Roberts have started a drug and

stationery business at Shepard, Alberta.

A. B. Campbell, druggist and stationer, at

Hosmer, British Columbia, suffered a loss by fire

recently.

G. A. Parr has taken over the drug business of

A. H. Box, Cobden, Ontario.

C. A. Weaver has purchased the drug business

of J. G. Wright, Schomberg, Ontario.

The Kensom Pharmacal Co., of Montreal, Que-

bec, have given up business.

, Walker & Co. have purchased the drug business

of J. M. Eaton, Carberry, Manitoba.

J. A. S. Wilson, of Sherbrooke, Quebec, has

purchased the drug stock of Frank Middlemas,

Berwick, Nova Scotia.

The Dainty Drug Co., Outlook, Saskatchewan,

has been incorporated.

The Paris Perfume Co. have registered as doing

business at Montreal, Quebec.

J. L. H. Valves has registered as doing busi-

ness as a retail druggist, at Montreal, Quebec.

Geo. Dewart has purchased the drug business of

H. D. McWhirter, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

Dr. Carter has purchased the drug business of

W. J. Hilton, Boissevain, Manitoba.

Dr. R. Macintosh has opened a new drug store

at Lauder, Manitoba.

The West End Pharmacy is the name of a new
drug store at Calgary, Alberta.

The Vegreville Drug Co. have opened a branch

drug store at Viking, Alberta.

A. Stephens has opened a new drug store at

Mission City, British Columbia.

Dr. Gordon has purchased the drug business of

George Draper, Mount Pleasant, Vancouver,
British Columbia.

C. D. Gillanders is opening a new branch drug

store at Cedar Cottage, British Columbia.

G. H. Cowan, formerly of Toronto, Ontario,

has opened a new drug store at Chilliwack, Brit-

ish Columbia.

A. Francis has oponed a new drug store at

High River, Alberta.

The following have opened new drug stores in

the infant city of Gowganda, Ontario: E- L-

Taylor, formerly of Englehart, R. B. Carter, of

Toronto, and W. A. Hurtell, oi Toronto, the-

latter being a branch store.

Giles & Co. have opened a drug store at Elk

City, Ontario.

The Strong Drug Co., of Haileybury, have op-

ened a branch drug store at Elk City, Ontario.

W. H. Cummins has purchased the drug busi-

ness of W. M. Braund, Dundas, Ontario.

V. G. Cummins has opened a drug store at

North Bay, Ontario.

P. B. Moore has purchased the drug business of

W. H. Cummins, Paisley, Ontario.

E. Pimbury, of the retail drug firm of E- Pim-

bury & Co., Nanaimo, British Columbia, died

last month.
Tamblyn & Co., the "cut rate" druggists,

have purchased the business of The Worthington

Drug Co., corner Brimswick Avenue and College

Street, Toronto, Ontario.

L,. B. Cook has disposed of his drug business at

Tara, Ontario.

The Broadway Drug Co., Spadina Avenue, To-

ronto, Ontario, has been incorporated; capital

stock, §40,000. Mr. W. A. Grifllths, formerly of

the Griffiths, Dixon Co., is managing director.

Dr. Percy's Remedy Co. has been registered,

with place of business Montreal, Quebec.

A. McDonald has purchased the drug business

of S. R. Davey, Fergus, Ontario.

S. R. Davey has purchased the drug business of

J. O. Stinson, Chesley, Ontario.

The Algoma Lumber and Chemical Company,
Limited, Toronto, has been incorporated; capital

§300,000. Besides doing a genera! lumber
business, this company is authorized to manu-
facture and deal in charcoal, wood alcohol and
all essences, extracts and by-products of wood.

Chester Kemp has opened a new drug store at

McLeod River, Alberta.

The Universal Drug Co., of Montreal, has been

incorporated.

C. J. Cunningham has taken over the drug

business of B. G. Hunt, of Waterford, Ontario.

P. H. Beattie has opened a drug business at

Gowganda, Ontario.

The Ducasse Drug Co., of Montreal, Quebec, has

been incorporated.

James Grant, Victoria Road, Ontario, is ad-

vertising his business for sale.

Tamblyn & Co. have purchased the business of

the Worthington Drug Co., College Street, To-

ronto, Ontario. .
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The Spring demand for

WILSON'S

FLY PADS
has far exceeded that

of any previous season.

WHY??

ALL IN ROLLS OR SHEETS

-^ '^ i^ ^^J^
/ / A^ J^ ^

Toilet Papers
I

Splendid

Values

A LARGE ASSORTMENT

kERGAMYN) TWINES
'OWDER I SEA ISLAND
APERS MEDICAL, DRUG

Douglas & Ratcliff, Limited

THE PAPER MEN

TORONTO and WINNIPEG

w Phoenix Sanitary Duster
Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-

ing five times the price.

It will not scratch furniture or polished surfaces, as

other dusters will.

Moths and other insects will not injure or destroy it.

Owin^ to its flexibility, dust can be rubbed off the

furniture as with a cloth if desired.

It does not smell after being in use, as other dusters do.

It does not contain, nor will it convey any disease germs.

In fact it is the ONLY Sanitary Duster in use

SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE TO LAST ONE YEAR

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA :

The National Drug ^ Chemical Co. of Canada
LIMITED TORONTO
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ITRpSci ALL GLASS CASE

THE CRYSTAL CENTURY
(K«de Patent)

No wood rails, no holes in the glass, no danger of breakage

by uneven floors or uneven temperature.

Made with rich quartered oak base, mounted on handsome
metal legs. Fitted throughout with polished plate glass, all

patented devices, including new patent roller bottom.

A Few Recent Purchasers of Kade Patent Crystal Cases
WEITE THEM FOE THEIE OPINIONS

A. Archibald, Edmonton, Alta.
Alberta Drug Co., Lethbridge, Alta.

A. Galloway, Kamloops, B.C.
Newdalc Pharmacy, Newdale, Man.
W. F. C. Braithwaite, Winnipeg, Man.
A. J. Brooking, Winnipeg, Man.
R. J. Phillips, Halifax, N.S.
R. D. JJevlin & Co., Cobalt, Ont.

J. W. Crooks & Co., Port Arthur, Ont.
Niagara Falls Drug Co.; Niagara Falls, Ont.

W. J. Graham, Ottawa, Ont.

E. D. Storey, Ottawa, Ont.
G. M. Matthews, Toronto, Ont.

J. H. Hallett, Toronto, Ont.
Hennessy Drug Storei, Toronto, Ont.

E. Duguay, Hull, P,Q.
R. E. Bryson, Montreal, P.Q.
Lecours & Decary, Montreal, P.Q.
Dr. Leduc & Co., Montreal, P.Q.
A. Dulmage, Saskatoon, Sask.

Se>/ci for Catalogue giving full description and prices

JONES BROS. & CO., LIMITED
' 29-31 ADELAIDE ST. W., TORONTODRUG STORE BUILDERS

See page 277 in thi.s issue under " Interesting Correspondence

'
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Just Why the Kade Patent
Crystal Cases are Better
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C. Kempt has opened a drug business at Mc-

Leod River, Alberta.

The Mann Drug Co. has taken over the drug

Inisiness of Rutherford & Mason, of Grand
Forks, British Columbia.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

COBAIvT.—Messrs. Norman B. Strong and

Jno. Woodhouse from Haileybury are about to

open a magnificent store in Cobalt. These gentle-

men have already had some experience in

buying interior fixtures and know well what they

are about. They came to the King Edward Ho-
tel, and from there made a canvass of the city,

inspecting all the newer outfits, in order to be

thoroughly posted. They then called for plans,

.specifications and prices and a\\arded the corf-

tract to The Toronto Show Case Co., although

the price quoted by this concern was the highest

they received. These gentlemen when placing the

contract stated that after seeing the designs

drawn up by The Toronto Show Case Co., "there

was no further argument." The contract calls

for the best of workmanship and material

throughout, and embodies some entirely new
features. One of the aims of The Toronto Show
Case Co. is to give individualitv to every con-

tract, which accounts to a large extent for them
having received practically all the better class

contracts during the last three years. This work
will be placed in a couple or three weeks, and
then Cobalt will be able to boast of one of the

finest drug stores in America. The Trianon
Cabinets are largely in evidence, together with
the "Full Crystal" silent salesmen.

A CONUNDRUM

We are inclined to think that each of our read-

ers can satisfactorily answer the question asked
in Archdale Wilson's Fly Pad advertisement on
another page.

BOOKS

"The Desk Book of Facts for Physicians and
Pharmacists," by Ralph Walsh, M.D., Washing-
ton, D.C.

This book serves a very tiseful purpose, em-
bracing as it does the list of the newer remedies,

giving the action, solubility and dosage of drugs,

together with a list of imiportant official rem-
edies, dealing with some of the older remedies
and their action and dosage, to which is added a

list of poisons and their antidotes and incom-
patibles. The whole work is well arranged and
worth being the companion of everv dispensing

pharmacist.

NEWS OF THE TRADE

Gowganda, the latest mining town, under
twelve months old, is now the possessor of three

drug stores, and Elk City, another of Northern
Ontario's "mining camps," boasts of two drug
stores.

At an informal meeting of the retail druggists

of Vancouver, B. C, it was decided to form an

association of the city druggists, the primary
object being a closer acquaintance, the regula-

tion of prices and adjustment of anj- differences

which might arise. H. H. Watson was elected

President and J W. Brown, Secretary-, to whom
were delegated power to name a committee for

the drafting of by-laws to be submitted at the

next meeting.

Miss Cora Dow, owner of nine retail drug

stores in Cincinnati, has bought tlie property at

the northwest corner of Fourth and Main Streets

in that city for Si 2 1, 500. She has a fine store on
the first floor.

J. Jungmann, Inc., who operate a chain of re-

tail drug stores in New York, are fitting up a

drug store that will be famous for the double

reason that it is in the tallest office building in

the world, and that the rental per square foot of

floor space is probably greater than is paid by

any other drug store in America. This drug

store is on the main floor of the fifty-story Met-

ropolitan Life Insurance Building, at 23rd Street

and IMadison Avenue, INIadison Square, New
York.

OBITUARY

Mr. George Yoimg, formerly a partner in the

firm of Young & Smjdie, licorice manufacturers,

Brooklyn, N. Y., died in New York, aged 8.^

years. Mr. Young withdrew from the. firm in

1886. The firm was afterwards merged into the

National Licorice Co.

Mr. Thomas J. Maclntyre, a traveller for Ly-

man Bros., of Toronto, died at the Alexandra

Apartments, Toronto, on April 25th. The deceas-

ed suffered a severe attack of grippe, followed by

pleurisy. He was fifty-one years of age, and

was born in St. Mary's, Ontario. He is is sur-

vived by his widow and a brother, Gilbert H.

Maclntyre, M.P., Deputy Speaker of the Hou.se

of Commons.

NEW SELLING AGENTS

Messrs. Stafford Allen & Sons, Ltd., of Lon-

don, England, have appointed Messrs. Cornell &

Sillig, of Montreal, as their Canadian agents for

the sale of their essential and expressed oils.
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The products bearing these Trade Marks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent the highest perfection yet
attained in manufacturing processes and the
latest development of scientific research.

The aale of articles of other manufacture when any of theae
brands are specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

Burroughs Wellcome & Co.,

Branchu: New York Svdne

and

IO.-IO + , CORISTINE Bi

St. Nicho, ,= .t Sx, r.,., <:,

London (Eng.)

Cape Town-

out 3 ft. long

I

P.\CKED THREE DOZEN TO THE CARTON I

The Flycatcher that Everybody

Is Talking About Now !

OF ALL JOBBERS
OR FROM

T. A. M.\cNab & Co. - - St. Johns, N.F.
W. S. Clawson & Co. - - St. John, N.B.
IUcLaren Imp. Cheese Co. - - Toronto
WiNGATB Chem. Co. - - - . Montreal
G. C. Warrhn Regina, Sask.
Standard Brok. Co. - - Vancouver, B.C.

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT.

PURE
Ae:reejne: Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Wlochestep carries our Slfnature-

JOHN COWAN COMPAUT. LIMITED

GLYCERINE. C.P., in cans and drums
BORIC ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 1b cans, kees
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON . kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
DALHOUSIE STEEET

MONTREAl

KNOWN FOR GENERATIONS

"BLACK CAPSULES''

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINCE 1836

One of the Oldest and Best Remedies for

QONORRH(EA, GLEET, URETHRITIS,
ETC., ETC.

There is nothing " Just as Good ."

Beware of imitations

Manufactured !

H. PLANTEN & SON
93 HENRY ST. Ectaliish.d l-w BROOKLYN, N.Y.

" The Pioneer American Capsule House "
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No. 85, "Progressive

TEN YEARS AGO
Show Cases were thought to be a luxary, quite unnecessary in many

retail stores.;

TO-DAY
the store without its goods well displayed in modern cases is like a

watch without hands -time goes just as fast, but the main purpose

is not accomplished. Your store may be paying, but is it paying the
j

maximum profits possible? Show: goods weU and sales wifl

result.

WE MAKE OTHER STYLES OF£CASES. AND

WILL FORWARD CATALOGUE FOR THE ASKING.

DOMINION Office&StoreFitting Co.

J 1 15 -1125 DUNDAS STREET LONDON, Canada (

m
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PHARMACEUTICAL EXAMINATIONS

The major and minor examinations of the

Pharmaceutical Association of the Province of

Quebec, which have been in progress since the

19th instant, at Montreal, concluded April 23rd,

1909. Twenty-five candidates presented them-

selves for the major and twenty-nine for the min-

or examination and the following passed in order

of merit, namely:

Major—Louis Lacasse,Sylvio Choquette, I. A.

G. Michon, H. A. E. Walley.

Minor—A. H. Jassky (silver medalist), Leo-

pold Moreau, Emile Bombonniais, H. Courville,

H. N. Holland, Chas. Albert, Paul Bergeron, I.

E. Prevost, Elzear St. Onge.

The Examiners were A. B. J. Moore, H. R.

Lanctot, Leo G. Ryan, Achille Goyette, Mon-
treal; Henry Willis, Quebec; Omer St. Amour, St.

Agathe, with J. E. Tremble, Chairman, and E.

Muir, Secretary-.

The following is the result of the combined,
December and March, sessional examinations of

the Montreal College of Pharmacy, held in the

College building, Ontario Street West, the names
of the successful students being given in order of

merit:

Botany—H. X. Holland, Melle Yoland
Gauthier.

Junior Materia Medica—W. Allaster, H. M.
Davies, H. X. Holland. W. J. Caseu, W. M.

Barnes, J. Geo. Brown, J. H. Daigle. I'd. Free-

man.

Senior Materia Medica—Jacques de Coriales.

Junior Chemistrj-—^ilelle Georgianna St.

Georges, Jules CouUard, W. Lessard, Melle Yo-
land Gauthier, Ernest Valliers, H. P. Bluteau,

Elddie Ranson, H. Degurre, A. Ouantil, A. Rous-

,seau.

Senior Chemistry—Wm. Allaster.

Analytical chemistry—Armand Pruneau, Sylvio

Choquette, J. Oscar Houle, L. A. A. Giroiix,

Thomas Duchesne, Joe Desmarais.

EXAMINATIONS IN PHARMACY AT LAVAL
LTNIVERSITY

The annual examinations at the Pharmaceut-

ical School of Laval Universit}' are now finish-

ed. The following are the names of the candi-

dates admitted in the different classes:

Primary course in medico-pharmacological .sci-

ences—Victor Cote, Louis LeCorre, Adrien Ber-

geron, Ferd. Frs. Robin. Final coxirse—H. La-

plante-Courville, Arthur B. Doray.

Primary course in physico-chemical sciences

—

Louis E. Bedard (purse), Victor Cote, Chas. H.
' Blouin, Alf. D. Landry, Louis LeCorre,

Botany—Joseph Desmarais (purse), Thomas
Duchesne, Chas. A. Blouin.

j

Pharmaceutical practice—H. Laplante-Cour-

! ville (purse).

TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The regular monthly meeting of the Toronto

Drug Suction was held April 1st, Mr. Struthers

in the chair. After the reading and confirmation

of the minutes of the previous meeting, the mat-
ter of the organization of the Druggists Bowling
Club, of Toronto, was taken up and the follow-

ing oflicers were elected: President, I. Curry;

vSecretary V. W. Meek, and Treasurer, A. C.

Thompson. The Executive Committee to be com-
posed of Messrs. Wright, Warren, and the offi-

cers.

Mr. C. W. Tinling, General Manager of the Na-

tional Drug & Chemical Co., Ltd., addressed

those present in reference to the Na-Dni-Co.

preparations, to which we referred at some
length in our last issue. The address was a very

comprehensive one and showed the great atten-

tion paid even to the most minute details of the

scheme. A vote of thanks was tendered to Mr.

Tinlmg for his address.

An interested visitor was Mr. R. Martin, of

Regina, Sask.

A SILVER WEDDING

The residence of Mr. J. H. H. Jury, druggist,

Bowmanville, Ont., was the scene of a very hap-

pv gathering recently, when the immediate rela-

tives and some friends took occasion on the 25th

anniversary of the wedding of iLr. and IMrs. Jury

to present them with an appropriate address, to-

gether with a beautiful candelabra and silver

tray.

THE ART OF CAPSULATING

We are in receipt of a neat little booklet deal-

ing with the Art of Capsulating, which has been

furnished by H. Planten & Son, of "The Pioneer

American Capsule House," founded in 1836. It

deals with the art of capsule making since their

invention by Mr. A. Mothes, a French pharma-

cist, in 1833, aJ^d furnishes very interesting read-

ing. The "seal of quality-" appearing on the

package of capsules made by the firm above men-

tioned stands for what is best and most reliable

in this line of goods.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

PIXCHER CREEK, ALTA.—Mr. E. J. Mit-

chell has also placed his order for the patent

Trianon fixtures with The Toronto Show Case

Co. for immediate deliverv.
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MAGAZINES

Casst'U's 'I\Iaga^.ihe is as usual up to the excel-

lent standard of the publications issued by this

established firm, and is looked upon as one of

the leading English publications.

The Oiiiver, published by the same firm, is a

magazine more especially for Sunday reading,

and is deservedly popular with a large clientele

of subscribers.

The New Magazine is the latest edition of the

list of publications of this firm, and it seeiiis to

be one of the most popular of the series of

magazines now being issued. It is a magazine of

articles well illustrated, and the contents of the

first number before us would indicate a imblica-

tion of real merit.

The Acton Co., I,td., are the Canadian repre-

sentatives.

NOT GENUINE ICHTHYOL, SAY APPRAISERS

trying to stanup out the sale of cocaine, which in

his mind was worse than liquor. On the other

hand, he thought they should have employed bet-

ter spotters, as the majority of the witnesses

were unreliable,

A bench warrant was served on lyce Chu before

he was allowed his liberty, in connection with

the charges on which he was found guilty—in the

Police Court.

Counsel for the Pharmaceutical Association,

Messrs. Brosseau and Tansey, said they would

appeal from the decision of Judge Choquet, and

asked for a reserve case.

In tlie case of the Crown on complaint of E.

Muir, Secretary of the Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion of the Province of Quebec, against Arthur

Noel, judgment was rendered by Judge Bazin at

Montreal. Ten charges of the illegal sale of co-

caine were brought against Noel, and he was
condemned to pay S25 and costs for each of the

ten cases, being a total fine of S250 and costs.

The Board of United States General Apprais-

ers, which has already passed upon a number of

Ichthyol substitutes, recently handed down an
interesting decision relating to another one of

this class of products, which is being marketed
under the name of Ichtosulfol, by a Chicago
dealer.

The legal questions involved turned upon the

chemical character of the preparation. On this

point the Board says:

"The merchandise is not Ichthyol. Ichthyol is

a commercial name and is a well known product,

while the article in ciuestion, although resembling

Ichthyol in composition and appearance, is not
chemically identical with the genuine Ichthyol,

which fact is borne out bv the United States

chemist's report at the port of New York."—The
Pharmaceutical Era.

THE PROSECUTIONS FOR THE SALE OF COCAINE

Lee Chu, the former Chinese interpreter and
special constable, who was condemned by Judge
Bazin a few months ago in the Montreal Police

Court, on twent3'-three charges of selling cocaine

without a license, was acquitted by Judge Cho-
quet in the Court of Special Sessions on the

charge of perjurj-.

In rendering his judgment, Judge Choquet said

there was a question as to whether Lee Chu knew
what cocaine was. There was some doubt in his

mind as to whether Lee Chu knew that the pow-
der found in his store was cocaine, and in the ab-
sence of proof on this point he would give the
accused the benefit of the doubt.

Judge Choquet congratulated the Pharmaceut-
ical Association on the ground they had taken in

THE DISINFECTION OF TOILET ARTICLES

The proper disinfection of toilet articles is

often a matter of importance, especially when
these have been used by persons afflicted with

contagious diseases. At the temperature of boil-

ing water, combs, hair brushes, clothes brushes,

etc., would be injured, if not destroyed, hence the

disinfection must be accomplished at the ordin-

ary temperature. Nouveaux Remedes recom-

mends the following for this purpose: ^

Formol, commercial 40 grams
Alcohol 560 grams
Water 400 grams

A five per cent, solution of Ivsoform ensures

the sterilization of brushes charged with staphy-

lococcus or the bacillus of Ebertli, after a con-

tact of six hours. A five per cent, solution of

hydrogen peroxide also answers very well; en-

sures disinfection after an hour's contact. Not

only are the articles disinfected by this process,

but also thoroughly cleaned.—National DiWggist.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. G.M. Petrie,57 Avenue Road,

some few months ago placed his order for spedal

"bent end" cases with The Toronto Show Case

Co., and has now decided to equip one of his

stores entirel}' with "Trianon Cabinets." Pa-

tents covering all essential points in these Tri-

anons are controlled hj The Toronto Show Case

Co., and any other fixture represented as the

same is merely an "attempt."
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Iborebounb
is one of the popular winter

lines with the druggist. It

\-ields a handsome profit, and

the quality of WEBB'S HORE-
HOTJND insures larger sales.

Send in a trial order by mail

THE HARRY WEBB CO,
Alanufacturing

Confectioners

31-35 Buchanan Street

TORONTO

We're on the Move
To Our New Warehouse at

4 1 5-4 1 7-4 1 9 King Street West

You will find us

"ALWAYS READY" (IfrY/cI)

To Supply Your Requiremeuts in

PAPER m TWINE
Foreign and Domestic

Samples and Prices gladly given

In the meantime there will be no delay
with Orders or Inquiries

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

Successors to HUBBS tc HOWE CO.

415=419 KING STREET W., TORONTO, CANADA
Phone M. 4961 Branch at Montreal

SODA FOUNTAINS

CYLINDERS

CHARGING OUTFITS

AND A FULL LINE OF

SODA WATER AND
ICE CREAM UTENSILS

MANUF.^CTCRED BY

GEO. SPARROW & CO.
n 8 KING ST. EAST, - TORONTO, ONT.

CATALOGUE ON APPLICATION
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School Supplies
^ \Y/E venture to say tliat there isn't a dealer in Canada

I
W handling school supplies who doesn't want to make

! 1909 his banner year. There isn't a dealer who won't

I be delighted to see bigger crowds of school children buying

t tlieir necessities at his store. The question is, how is it

t to be done ? The first essential is undoubtedly to get the

I goods that will attract buyers. If you can secure the

* newest, brightest and most novel goods on the market,

I business is bound to come to your store. We can con-

I fidently state that our 1909 collection of school goods

t fulfills all these requirements. And why shouldn't it ?

"• We have the artists, the equipment arid the men to turn

I
out the very best.

Xmas Papeteries
pAPETERIES liave become one of the essentials of

the htlidcay s'cck. Pspeleries are not slaples, how-

ever, and unless a dealer buys wisely, he is liable to end

(he year wi;h v. surplus of unsaleable goods. If he will

be guided in his buying by the experience of men who I

know and will patronize a house that leads the styles, he

is reasonably safe. Without undue boasting, we lay claim

to being leaders is papeterie styles in Canada, simply

because we are spending lots of money to retain the

services of men who know how to make the most novel

and artistic goods.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers at Toronto
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Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of
these columns for anything of a general interest to the trade.

THE PRICE-CUTTING EVIL

Dunuvillu, Out., April 9, lyuv.

Editor Canadian Druggist:

Dear Sir,—I have read the editorial in the

April number of your esteemed joiirnal, on the

"Price Cutting E\41," and of thej-emedy for

that trouble offered by the National Drug and
Chemical Company of Canada, Limited, through
its complete and excellent line of proprietary

remedies. Like many other retail druggists who
have given the matter consideration, I have
watched the many plans suggested during the

past eight or ten years for the amelioration of

the ditliculty; all of which have practically fail-

ed, and none in my opinion have presented so

feasible a way to success as the Na-Dru-Co.
scheme, with its attractive calendar offer. This

firm, the largest, wealthiest, and most influen-

tial in Canada, with its extensive connections,

should be able to handle the question, if anyone

can, and being in the position of both manufac-

turer and wholesaler, gives them a decided ad-

vantage. The features of this scheme of a mini-

imim price at which their remedies shall be sold,

copied from the English plan—a serial numbering

system for tracing purposes—as well as the fact

that the National people will sell direct to the

retail trade onlv, and further, will not sell to

anyone fotmd cutting below this minimum scale,

looks like the death knell of the "cutter" if this

plan is adopted.

There is only one way to put a stop to price

cutting, and that is co-operation of the three

branches of the trade—manufacturer, wholesaler,

and retailer. Without a perfect plan of this kind

the evil will go on. Now the National proposi-

tion embodies this very idea of "mutual under-

standing," and being in the' position of both

manufacturer and wholesaler their plan renders

the problem easier, because one unit being dis-

posed of, there will be but two parties to con-

sult. I have such confidence in the Na-Dru-Co.

plan that I have given a large order for their

goods, and find on enquiry that the idea is tak-

ing well with the trade all over the cotmtry, and

large orders are going in for their lines.

Why should we go outside for our proprietaries

when a purely Cajiadian firm of undoubted en-

ergy and business integrity, closely allied to

the retail trade of Canada, from the Atlantic to

the Pacific, is willing to go hand in hand with

us and help us out of our dilemma by providing

a line of goods, which for workmanship, quality

and price cannot be excelled, or even approached,
which they promise to keep out of the hands of

the "greedy cutter," and which will put back
into our pockets the hundreds of thousands of

dollars now lost every year through the" throw-
ing away of profits, to meet an emergency,

which is not altogether our fault?

By all means let us give the Na-Dru-Co. plan a
trial, and let us get aiway from the "octopus"
which has held us in its grasp and has been

sapping our vitals for these long years.

Yours, &c.,

J.-H. Smith,

Retail Druggist.

INTERESTING CORRESPONDENCE

THE LETTER.

Toronto, April 12th, 1909.

W. F. C. Braithwaite<

Winnipeg, Man.:

Dear Sir,—We note that you have ordered an-

other of our Cr\-stal Gem Cases, and as we
know you have cases from three different firms,

one American and one Canadian firm, besides

those you purchased from us, we would like, if

not too much trouble, for you to give us your

candid opinion, for publication if necessary, of

the three different kinds of cases you have had
experience with.

The reason why we ask this is, while we know
you must have had satisfaction from our make
of case, we would like to know wherein they dif-

fer from the other two styles, in your opinion.

We would be pleased to hear from you.

Yours very truly,

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.

THE ANSWER.

Winnipeg, April 14. 1909.

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

;Manfrs. Show Cases,

Toronto:

Gentlemen,—Replying to your favor of the

1 2th inst., enquiring as to my opinion of the

relative merits of the different makes of show
cases which I have purchased, I would sav:

First. That the fact of mj- having placed an
additional order for the "Crystal Gem" case is

evidence of lay preference for your case.

Secondly. That this preference is most decided

over both the American and the other Canadian
case. 1 simply would not compare you case with
either.

Indeed, I am most anxious to dispose of the

four cases not your manufacture, in order to re-

place them all with "Crystal Gems," and I will

willingly dispose of them at five dollars per foot
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

(])pal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

i<oz. to 4 oz. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST

T. C. WHEATON CO
tOE SALE BY JOBBERS

Per Gross
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less than they cost me. They cost exactly the
same price as you have charged nic for the
"Crystal Gems."
When I first got them, I thought them all

right, but placed beside yours (which were the
la.st purchased) they are so completely "in the
shade," that I have made up my mind to replace
I hem as soon as I can.

You ask "wherein the 'Crj-stal Gems' differ

from the, other two styles." Well, briefly; in ap-
pearance, by general acknowledgment, they make
the others look cheap; in the quality of the doors
and the ease of manipulation, the "Crystal
Gems" are a continual comfort, and the others a
continual vexation; then the drilled glass fasten-

ings have not been a success in in}' experience

—

one of mine is broken already, although I have
not had the case two years yet. Yours are as

perfect as the day they arrived.

I trust the above will be of use to you, and am
Yours truly,

W. F. C. Brathwaite.

P. S.—Ivast September I paid a visit to St.

Paul, Minneapolis, and other cities, and gave a

good deal of attention to the class of fixtures 'in

the stores over there; but saw none I liked as

well as the "Crystal Gem."

THE NYAL GOODS

The goods manufactured by the New York and

London Drug Co., of New York, are being vigor-

ousl}' pushed and are having a remarkably active

sale. The \vindow display used in advertising

these goods has done a great deal towards draw-

ing public attention to them, and the quality of

the article keeps the customer which has once

tried them.

IMPORTANT NOTICE

F. Stearns & Co. have issued a notice that on

and after April ist, 1909, "Shac" must not be

sold at retail at less than 25 cents per box. The

manufacturers have determined that the full price

must be maintained on this article.

Mrs. Blender has just received a telegram from

India. "What an admirable invention the tele-

gram is!" she exclaim.ed, "when you come to

consider that this message has come a distance

of thousands of miles, and the gum on the enve-

lope isn't dry 3'et."

The good salesman's method of selling is usual-

ly direct, forcible and simple. He shows and

describes the goods to the probable customer, ac-

centuating the leading points.

FIRST AID TO THE INJURED AND WHAT TO
DO IN EMERGENCY CASES*

Dr. J. M. Aumont

MRMBER OF BOARD OP DIRECTORS OF MONTREAL COLLEGE
OF PHARMACY

Connected with, although not inherent to your
profession or trade, are things which you are ex-
pected to know. For instance, in cases of acci-

dent on the street, the injured person is carried
immediately to the nearest drug store, and there,
while waiting for the surgeon or ambulance, you
are requested to do something for the patient.
It is j'our duty. And to do it, you must not
only be willing, but also be able, because there
are many Don'ts which also are to be taken note
of. I will mention first "Don'ts for Bleeding:"
Don't forget to elevate the limb and make the

patient as comfortable as possible.

Don't put cobwebs, tobacco, styptics, balsam
or salve, soiled cloth or bandage.
Don't touch the wound with the hands.

Don't disturb blood-clots.

Don't get excited.

Don't leave a wound uncovered.

Don't make pressure stronger than i.ccessary.

Don't leave foreign substances in the wound.
Don't forget, when "phoning" for a physician,

to explain summarily the case to him, so he

might bring with him the necessary appliances.

Bystanders should be ordered out of the room.
If the patient be faint, put his head lower than

his feet; if he has congestion of the 'orain or

bleeding from the head, put his head a good deal

higher.

Loosen the collar, waistband, corsets and
belt.

If vomiting turn on side and give coffee or

caliein.

If the patient is too weak to take tonics by the

mouth, inject hypodermically strychnine, gr.

1-60; caffein sulf., gr. %; for pains, morphine
sulf.,gr.

J^; atropine, 1-150 gr.; scopalamine, i-ioo,

or cocaine hydroch.,gr. %. In case of poisoning,

apomorphine, gr. i-io. In case of hemorrhage,
adrenaline sol., 1-1,000, 5 to 10 drops. In case

of fainting, you will also make the patient smell

ammonia, and use artificial respiration.

Get the following ready for the doctor: Boil-

ing water, cold boiled or sterilized water, tem-

porary splints, absorbent cotton, sterilized gauze,

cotton roller bandages, antiseptic solutions

made with bichloride, carbolic or lusoform, curv-

ed needles, silk and catgut thread (sterilized),

forceps clean for arteries, if there is bleeding.

* From a lecture delivered before the students

of the Montreal College of Pharmacy, and con-

tributed to the Canadian Druggist.
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Now about bleeding, you will understand and

remember better how to stop it after you have

studied the anatomy of the organs of circula-

tion.

General remarks. Arterial blecdmg, blood

bright red, comes in spurts, leaps in jets.

Elevate the limb or part. Apply pressure

along the course of the artery and between the

wound and the heart, with the hand, a rubber

tube, a handkerchief, a pair of braces, or a

"tourniquet."

Venous Bleeding.—Less dangerous than ar-

terial. Blood purple or blue-black, comes m a

steady stream. Elevate the part, remove tight

clothing, garters and everything between the

wound and the heart. Just the opposite wav of

dealing with arterial bleeding. Applv pressure

directlv to the wormd.

Capillary Bleeding.-Oozing. Apply bandage

direct to the wound. Verv cold or very hot ap-

plications of boiled water are also verv useful.

To understand blood circulation, compare the

arterial system to a tree. The heart is the trunk

(body), the arteries are the branches spreadmg

and dividing; and compare the venous system to

creeks and little canals called capillaries pmmg
together to form larger rivers, all coming to the

deep ocean, which is the human heart.

DRESSING OF WOUNDS.

Until the doctor comes, wash the wound with

a lukewarm, antiseptic solution, apply a steril-

ized gauze, cover with aseptic absorbent cotton,

and bandage well.

SPECIAL PARTS.

Scalp.—Press down directly upon the scalp

near the edge of the wound on the side from

which the bleeding proceeds.

grasp the cheek just below the wound between

the thumb and fingers, thus compressing the ar-

tery leading to the wound.

Neck.—Grasp the patient's neck with the

thumb below or in the woimd, and the fingers on

the spine (cervical portion), alongside and not

on the windpipe. Press vessels against spme.

Armpit.-Roll a towel about a wine or beer

bottle or other hard substance, or tie a go.od

knot in a towel and crowd it into the armpit.

Then bring the arm firmly to the side and fasten

with a cotton roller bandage. At the same time

press with your thumb behind the collar bone,

directly upon the artery.

Arm.—A tourniquet made with a pair of

braces, rubber tubing, a stick tourniquet, a Span-

ish windlass.

Temple.—Press with thumb upon the bone just

front of the ear.

Face.—Press firmly against the jawbone or

the thumb into the patient's mouth andpass
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GILLETT'S LYE.
HAS MANY USES.

It makes soap. It cleans

baths, sinks, pans, cans,

dishes, drains, closets, etc.,

and everything pertaining

to the home. It's a fine

disinfectant.

GILLETT'S CAUSTIC SODA.

eiLLETT'S GREAM TARTAR.
I Chemically Pure.)

Should be sold by every druggist in Canada.

If vour wholesale house will not supply you at list
prices, send order to us and we will

ship goods direct.

GIBSON
I

MANDOLINS
AND

GUITARS

Used and

Recommended by the

Best Performers

Musical Instruments of Every Description

SEND FOR CATALOGUES

"BERT/" Violin Strings are knowti the

world over as the Very Best

THE NORDHEIMER PIANO & MUSIC CO
LIMITED

15 KING ST. EAST - TORONTO

LEVERS BROS. LTD,
Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(.MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
361b. Cans. 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVKX FOR AXY QIWyTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Montreal

I, ':^^CANADIANO-FICE&SCHOOL
i FURNITURE CO -LIMITED.

& 0/=-J^/C/3r /^/XTt/riES.

& Ass£^. %/BLi r//A/m
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Sure Death
TO

POTATO BUGS !

!

The Strongest and Best PARIS

GREEN is made by The Canada

Paint Company.

It is unquestionably the most

economical Bug destroyer known.

It KILLS the Colorado Beetle

commonly known as the Potato Bug

with certainty and despatch.

The Canada Paint Company's

Paris Green contains more arsenical

poison than any other Paris Green.

C^c

CANADA PAINT COMPANY

Montreal

Limited

Toronto

CANADA
Winnipeg

-OiHette
KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

THE

AII-the-Year-Round

Money Maker

All seasons are good for the GILLETTE
Safety Razor. Make your GILLEi IE

business a steady source of income.

Keep vour stock on display. Let your

store be known as a GILLETTE head-

quarters.

r„"/,p."is'sri.fG3£S'flE, "Sol'se
in comfort, convenience and economy.

You wU find it pavs to tell every man who enters

your store about the GILLETTE. The only hm.t on

Lies is the enthusiasm you and your staff put^nto

your talks.

What about sign and trade helps ? Have you

„lenty for your store and «-indows ? Have you cuts

or your local paper ? Liberal supphes of good ad-

vertising matter are freely dispensed to promote sales.

Watch our advertising campaign in the most pro-

mment mediums of the Dommion. It is sendmg

purchasers to the dealers everj' day.

Your energy behind such a live and well-known

proposUion af^he GILLETTE will increase your

profits.

Che

Gilktt? Safety Razor Co
of eanada, CiitiiUd

Office and Factory :

63 ST. ALEXANDER STREET
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Forearm.—Raise the forearm above the head.

Pressure above the wound. Place a hard pad

(bottle or stick) in front of the elbow, then bend

the forearm at the elbow and bandage firmly to

the upper arm.

Wrist.—Raise the arm above the head. Make
the patient grasp some round, hard object like a

baseball, smooth stone, etc?, covered with aseptic

gauze. Bind the hand strongly in that position.

Fingers.—Raise . . . and apply pressure to

wrist.

Chest and Abdomen.—Pressure can only be ap-

plied here directly upon the wound itself. Take
a few yards of clean gauze, crumple it up and

apply pressure and bandage until surgeon ar-

rives.

Thigh.—Pressure upon the inner surface of the

thigh just below the groin, where the femoral

comes out of body, between first, second, and

third. Place in the groin a round, hard object,

double the leg back on the thigh and the thigh

on the abdomen.

the leg back, double the thigh up towards the

abdomen.
Bleeding from the Nose.—Lay patient on back,

arms above the head, make him snufl a solution

of salt in water or vinegar and water, and put

pieces of absorbent cotton soaked in adrenalin

solution, 1-1,000; and apply pressure specially on

the inside wall, near the edge of the nose, and

make a tight plug.

From Stomach.—(Blood dark cofiee color)

comes while vomiting. Give ice water, or broken

ice, teaspoonful of vinegar, adrenalin solution,

:-i,ooo; half a teaspoonful.

From the Lungs.—(Blood bright red) comes

while coughing. Place patient near a sitting pos-

ture. Give lumps of ice, and apply cold wet

cloths to the chest. Small quantities of salt and

vinegar and cold water and ergot, antipyrine.

Internal Bleeding.—Apply ice to abdomen.

N. B.—If a finger or part is nearly cut off, or

even completely cut off, put on again, after

washing carefully with mild antiseptics, and ban-

dage and wait for surgeon.

If wounded with a fish-hook, never draw it

back, but push foward and break the point off.

Leg Below Knee.—Apply firm pressure in the

hollow just behind the knee (above the calf of

the leg) with a roimd object or a stick, double

In case of bruises or sprains, use cold or hot

water—the one which affords most relief. Begin

by cold applications.

In cases of bites by insects (venomous), apply

hartshorn, ice, salt and vinegar; cauterize the

wound.
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DRUGGISTS

This is the front view showing display space

in front and top of our

Trianon (Cabinet
Every essential point of which is covered by our

j

patents, and we cannot allow any infringement.

If you have not a "Trianon" order at once. They

make money for you every day.

TORONTO SHOW
5. 7. 9i X' >3' «5» >7» 19. 2i

JAMES 6. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R.W. McCLAIN, Gen.Manager (late Gowans, Kent & c|
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FIXTURES
The following entirely unsolicited letter just received

speaks for itself

6.- SUDo^^
DRUGGIST AND STATIONER <

%
FERNIE, B c. April, 9/809. 195

Tha Toronto Show Case Co.

Toronto, Ont

.

Dear Sire,

My fixtures are fully inatallad and I wish to congratulate

you n-.ost heartily upon tha result.

3a fore, placing tha order with you I Inspected the fixtures

of many manufaoturere in the Eas-: and was confidant that you were

able to turn out the highest grade of work in the market.

I will admit, however, that in high class workmanship and in

attention to detail, my expectations were more than Justified.

Your treatment of the domes and introduction of the diffusing

glasses is exceptionally clever and is admired by everyone.

I have yet to meet anyone who has seen these ideas introduced

before and many of the travellers calling upon ma represeVit firms in

other countries than our own. The special display cabinets, down the

centre of tha store, are particularly useful for stationery and fancy

goods and are increasing my sales daily.

The G.P.R. supplemented your prompt shipment by a fast delivei:.

covering the three thousand odd miles in eight days.

Assuring you of my complete satisfaction with every detail

of tha order, believe me to be.

Yours vary truly,

3ASE CO., Limited
>EFRIES STREET

< M. PETERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) HARRY CHINN. Suoerintendent
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BeckoningThem I

^urSoda
Over $500,000 will be spent t

drinkers to your store and the stoi

article. It will be spent on the kind of ad

and nothing but Coca-Cola. Once they've ^

wholesome a beverage it is, you will have li

Have you a generous jp

on hand ? If not, yof(

fine tonic for any caii

is made in

Xanoda

The Codi
TORCN
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to
SODA FOUNTAIN

e
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mntain
3n in beckoning Coca-Cola

]

hers who serve the genuine ^""^

I

that will make people want

1-have learned how delicious, refreshing and

jleased and satisfied customer in every case.

he genuine Coca-Cola

iget busy at once ---a

Jmpany
)A

Whenever
you see an

Arrow think

of Coca-Cola.
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THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, Li.i..a

r-'w » /^(TTc- lorkAGOLD MEDAL, ST. LOUI5. 1904

BISMUTH

SALTS

^^Ri-iNG B«^w. MERCURIALS
•'* PURE •

ACID PHOSPHORIC
(Made from Phosphc

\ll Strength HYPO-

PHOSPHITE

ANALTTIOAL. PHABMAOEUTIOAL. PHOTOQEAPHIO.
TEOHNioSrAND SPECIAL OHEMIOALS

STRATFORD, LONDON, E N G.

T/ie Largest Import House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AAlSTERDAAl

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Willing to place all neiv Medical Specialties

on the Market

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored

Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and

finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

===== Established 1895 =^===
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

MBKCKS REPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY,

Containing Most Recent Information on
New Remedies, Dosage, etc-

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAR.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Address MERCK'S REPORT,
Merck Building, UniversUy Place,

NEW YORK.

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Botiner's Paient Cmslied Frnit Bowl
is constructed in accord

.ure fooJ laws. It is im-

mst liies. bugs, du&l and
other contaminatin
makes for cleanliness, purity, the

preservation of your product It pro-

tects your fountain and your patron,

and builds confidence for you in the

minds of an intelligent public. Better

be safe and serve from a

Batiner Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

ALL JOBBER? HAVE IT

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CO , 42 State St„ Chicago

"THE STANDARD'

A'.... CH. LOONEN
PARIS, FRANCE

TOOTH BRUSHES
All tooth brushes bearing the above trade mark are guaranteed

to be the production of M. Chas. Loonen, and are not (as is often the

case) the pioduction of small makers of inferior goods, bearing ficti-

tious brands. The factory of M. Chas. Loonen. employing over 2,000

people, is the largest in the world for toilet brushes. It has been now

for over 50 years noted for the high finish and durability of its goods

and thi« trade mark is now accepted throughout the world as guar-

autee of superior quality and value.

Above brushes can be obtained from any of the wheleaale houses

Post Cards
$3.00 PER THOUSAND

That's all we charge for them. All

assorted comics, views, colored, black

and white. Send for a sample order.

IDominion Jobbinc} S. Specialty Company

260 YONGE STREET - TORONTO. ONTARIO

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

NO SMELL

IT DEIES THEM UP

fRATS AND MICE
1

T^^« '^""°" {roaches and BED-BUGS!
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In case of broki^u bones, place theui straiirlit
and make a teinimrarv splint with anvlhinjr ,,,1

hand.

In case of fits, or unconsciousness, cold water
in face, inhalation of ammonia or ether.
In case of electricity accidents, never touch the

wires or patient 1,are handed, take jjloves or
paper.

Dislocation.—Pull on part and replace; if in the
shoulder, and if you feel head of humerus in the
armpit, take your boot oil and apply heel in
armpit and pull on arm until the bone jjoes back
in its place.

For Sunstroke.—Put an ice bag on head.
In case of burns and scalds: Do not pull off

clothing, cut around and apply carron oil, baking
soda solution or picric solution, and cover with
gaw-e and absorbent cotton.
In case of drowning: Turn patient on abdomen

to get water out, and immediately turn on back
and begin and keep on for hours regular trac-
tion of tongue and artificial respiration by put-
ting up both arms and afterwards pressing them
down on chest regularly, taking time from your
own respiration.

In case of suilocation: Don't take a light in
any place where gas has escaped. Take the pa-
tient out, and apply cold water on face, make
him smell vinegar and ammonia. Practice arti-
ficial respiration, and put hot water bottle
around body. Bandage thus: (This has to be
demonstrated).

Transportation of Wounded.—If patient is ly-
ing on the ground, put one knee down and lift

the patient up on your other knee, which is form-
ing a rectangle, then rise up with him. If pa-
tient can stand up, and if possible, take a crotch
and wrist hold, and put the patient on your
shoulders. If there are more than one assistant,
make a four-handed seat, or a stretcher with
anything on hand.

Freezing.—Rub the frozen parts with snow,
never apply heat until circulation is well restor-
ed.

As for emergency medicines, poisons and their
antidotes, they will form part of a .second lec-

ture if it suits vou.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

VICTORIA HARBOR.—Mr. T. W. Brown is

making improvements and enlarging. His con-
tract has been placed with The Toronto Show
Case Co. for the new set of silent salesmen. All
the glass is best British Plate. The Toronto
Show Case Co. refuse to cheapen their cases by
fitting with the common window glass and cheap
wavy mirrors.

RULES AND REGULATIONS A SATIRE
Relevant to the Successful Life

ittii nonsense rtli.shcdnow antl the

wisest men."

1. Make it a point to ri.se by 9 a.m., at least;
most really great men are up by that hour.

2. If you have decided to make your mark in
the world, act as though life was one unceasing
round of pleasure. This will greatly facilitate
the process.

3- Seek a soft snap of a job, if you aim at a
fully-rounded manhood. If you are learning how
to "do things," it is important to start right.
Assume from the first that you "know it all."
This is especially desirable in the presence of
your teacher.

4. Always take advantage of a bargain, even
if 30U have "no use for it." When you buy a
thing for nothing, it is usually worth it.

5- Live up to the limit of your income, or a
little beyond. This will establish your reputation
for square dealing.

6. When you meet a dilficulty put your work
aside until such time as "you feel like" facing

^hat you can put ofi till
7. Never do to-day

to-morrow.

8. When you receive a letter, shelve it, to be
answered later on. It is a unique experience lor
your friend to carry on a one-sided correspon-
dence, and will no doubt increase his confidence
in 3'ou.

9- Do not trouble to carry either knife, watch,
pencil, or cash. In case of emergency, friends
will always be glad to oblige you, especially
with the latter.

10. Retire not later than 2 a.m., if you wish
to avoid "that tired feeling" in the morning. Be-
fore you fall into the hands of Morpheus, review
the events of the day, and plan your work for
the next. This tends to refreshing sleep.

KELEVANT TO THE SOCIAL UFE.

1. ^^"hen you meet an acquaintance, slap him
on the back, and grip his hand as in a vice. This
will simply make him squeal with delight.

2. Ahvays suggest to another how he should
conduct his business, as your intimate knowledge
of his allairs enables you to do this.

3- Make good use of your friends. Ask them
to do you "little favors" that in the ordinary
way j'ou would pay for. This will cement their
good-will, and heighten their esteem for you.

4. In company, always air your pet ailments,
if you wish to create a helpful atmosphere. They
will surely dwindle others into insignificance.

5. When you receive a call, leave the caller on
the step, while he states his object. When he is
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sufficiently rested, look bored, tell him you are

engaged, and close the door before he has oppor-

tunity to reply. If he tenders his card gently

toe it out.

6. When you make a call, walk right m, and

give the impression that you have come to stay.

Remark how empty you feel, and how hot and

dusty your journey was. This generally has the

desired effect. It is advisable to "make yourself

at home," especially if your host is writmg an

important letter. Begin by asking him to read

the letter aloud, meanwhile suggesting improve-

ments. If he declines, light your pipe, ask his

opinion on the latest topic, and lean heavily on

the table. The efiect of this is to stimulate his

thought, concentrate his attention, improve his

script, and sometimes his vocabulary.

Author's Note.-The above have been compiled

from careful observance of. and actual contact

with, the cream of society! Hence my parting

word is this—experto crede.

George Tester.

CLAIMS VICHY WATER IMITATED

Oni behalf of La, Compagnie Fermiere de

I'Etablisseme'nt Thermale de Vichy, of Vichy,

France, Messrs. Gouin, Lemieux, Murphy and

Berard, represented by Mr. Antonio Perrault,

have made application to Mr. Justice Fortin, in

Practice Court, Montreal, for the issuing of a

writ of interlocutory injunction against Mr. R.

Francis Gauvin, doing business under the name

of National Extracts Company, Montreal.

The petitioners allege that they are the own-

ers of the Vichy Water spring known the world

over as Vichy-Celestins; that the respondent

bottles and offers for sale a certain imitation of

their product, and that the label and bottle

used by the respondent are an imitation of their

own; that the product itself offered for sale by

the defendant is not that of the Vichy springs,

but one that is manufactured in Montreal. They

therefore claim that the acts of the respondent

are injurious to their trade, inasmuch as they

are deceitful in this way of imitating the real

product sold by the petitioners.

The case was continued to give the respondent

an opportunity to answer in writing.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

HAMILTON.—Mr. J. A. Zimmennan has in-

creased his display space by adding a new line of

the "Full Crystal" marble base silent salesmen.

All of the glass is best British Plate. This con-

tract has just been filled by The Toronto Show

Case Co.

REVISION OF THE BRITISH PHARMACOPOEIA

(CONTINUED FROM PAGE 222.)

Adeps.—A number of experiments have been

made with the object of revising this monograph.

It has been agreed that the method of prepara-

tion should be "by washing, melting and strain-

ing the abdominal fat of the hog;" that the melt-

ing point should fall between 38 degrees and .^i

degrees C; that in the description the word

"homogeneous" should be inserted after

"white." These alterations are desirable to ex-

clude such lard as is prepared from or contains

the fat obtained from other parts of the animal;

such fat is wanting in the consistence and homo-

geneity that lard should possess. Starch should

be omitted from the substances to be tested for.

The best means of detecting cotton-seed oil is

now engaging the attention of the Comanittee,

and experiments are being carried out on this

point.

Adeps Benzoatus.-A number of experiments

have been made on the best method of benzoating

lard The Committee recommends that Sumatra

benzoin in coarse powder be stirred continuously

for one hour with lard at 60 degrees C; it having

been found that this procedure gives the best re-

sult.

Adeps Lanae.-If the name "lanolin" is free the

synonym "Anhydrous lanolin" should be given.

The melting point should be about 40 degrees C.

Experiments have shown the following to be

suitable tests:

Melting point about 40 degrees C; o.i Gm. dis-

solved in 5 c.c. of chloroform with 0.5 cc. of

acetic anhydride poured upon the surface of 5 c.c.

of sulphuric acid in a test tube develops at the

point of contact a purplish brown rmg, the up-

per layer gradually turning green.

If 0.2 Gm. of wool fat be dissolved in 10 c.c.

of ether and 2 drops of test solution of phenolph-

thalein added, a colorless liquid should be ob-

tained (absence of free alkali), which on the ad-

dition of one drop of normal solution of potas-

sium hydroxide should develop a deep red color

(absence of free fatty acids).

The present ash limit (0.3 per cent.) and sodi-

um hydroxide test (for nitrogenous animal mat-

ter) should remain.

Aether.-The description of its production

should read "may be prepared." This modifica-

tion is desirable to permit the use of ether pre-

pared in this country from industrial alcohol;

such ether can be and is prepared on the com-

mercial scale of such purity as to be indistin-

guishable from ether made from dutiable alcohol,

it should boil at a temperature not lower than

34 degrees C. (to exclude the presence of methjl

oxide).
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Under the name of "Aether Anaestheticus" an
ether for anaesthetic purposes with more strin-

gent tests should be introduced.

Experiments have shown that the solid potash
lest of the German Pharmacopoeia for aether pro

nafcosi is too stringent. It should be replaced

by the following: "If cau.stic potash in small
fragments be kept in contact with the ether in a

well-stoppered bottle protected from the light no
yellow coloration should be developed within one

hour."

Aether Aceticus.—The method of manufacture
should be abbreviated; the liquid should be kept

in small well-stoppered bottles in a cool dark
place to avoid decomposition. When tested by
the following process not less than 90 per cent,

of ethyl acetate should be indicated.

"Weigh about 5 Gm. in a 100 c.c. stoppered

flask and dilute to loo c.c. with distilled water.

Place 10 c.c. of this solution in a titration flask,

add solution of phenolphthalein, and neutralize

with normal solution of potassium hydroxide.

Then add 20 c.c. of the latter reagent and set

aside for five minutes, rotating occasionally. Di-

lute with distilled water, and titrate back with

normal sulphuric acid."

As acetic ether kept under unsuitable con-

ditions decomposes with rapidity, an assay pro-

cess and limitation of the ethyl acetate present

is desirable. The boiling point should be ad-

justed to correspond with the specific gravity.

The rapidity of the action upon litmus, and the

permissible extent of coloration with sulphuric

acid, should be determined. These three points

are being investigated. The ofiicial test of ab-

sence of odor on evaporation should be replaced

by the test of the United States Pharmacopoeia

for ethyl butj-rate.

Aloe Barbadensis and Aloe Socotrina.—After

discussion it was agreed that it was desirable to

embody the descriptions of both these drugs in

one monograph, with the object of discouraging

the use of Socotrine and Zanzibar aloes, and en-

couraging that of the better prepared Curacao

(Barbados) varietv, but allowing the use of both

varieties in the possible event of scarcity of

either. The following monograph was adopted:

ALOE.
ALOES.

The juice tliat flows from the transversely cut

leaves of aloe chinensis, Baker, A. Perryi, Baker,

and probablv other species, evaporated to dry-

ness. Known in commerce as Curacao, Soco-

trine, or Zanzibar aloes.

Characters and Tests.—In hard masses, vary-

ing in color from yellowish-brown to dark or

chocolate-brown. Fractured surface dull, waxy
and uniform (Curacao and Zanzibar aloes), or

uneven and somewhat porous (Socotrine aloes).

Small splinters examined under the microscope
exhibit minute crystals embedded in a transpar-

ent mass. Odor characteristic, taste nauseous
and bitter.

The solution obtained by dissolving o.i Gm. of

aloes in 10 c.c. of boiling water and adding 0.5

Gm. of borax should acquire a green fluores-

cence.

Nitric acid dropped on a little crushed aloes

should acquire a reddish (Socotrine and Zanzibar
aloes), or crimson color (Curacao aloes).

Aloes should lo.se not more than 10 per cent.

of water when dried at J 00 degrees C, and leave

not more than 3 per cent, of ash on incineration.

It should be almost entirclv soluble in 60 per

cent, alcohol.

Aloinum.—As commercial aloin is always ob-

tained from Curacao aloes, the official drug

should be limited to that varietv. The charac-

ters and tests should be corrected and amplified.

The following monograph should replace the pre-

sent one:

ALOINUM.
-ALOIN.

A crystalline principle obtained from Curacao
aloes.

Characters and Tests.—A pale yellow, micro-
crystalline powder, almost inodorous but posses-

sing an intensely bitter taste. Almost entirely

soluble in 130 parts of water, 18 of alcohol (90
per cent.), and 50 of acetone; very sparingly
soluble in ether, chloroform, and benzine; readily

soluble in dilute .solution of ammonia, the liquid

bcoming red and acquiring a greenish red fluores-

cence.

0.5 Gm. of aloin gently warmed with 25 c.c.

of water forms an almost clear solution; the fil-

tered liquid remains clear on cooling, but on
long standing slowly deposits pale yellow cr^-s-

tals of aloin.

One drop of solution of copper sulphate added
to 20 c.c. of a 0.1 per cent, aqueous solution of

aloin produces a bright j^ellow coloration, which
is changed to red by the addition of 0.5 c.c. of a
saturated aqueous solution of sodium chloride,

and to violet on the further addition of 10 c.c.

of alcohol (90 per cent.) (distinction from other

aloins).

Aloin should leave no appreciable residue on
incineration.

Alumen.—Both potassium and ammonium alum
should be retained. Alum should yield a clear

solution with water. The tests are being veri-

fied.

Ammoniacum.—The ash should not exceed 7

per cent. A limit for substances insoluble in al-

cohol is not necessarj-, as the drug is official in

the form of tears only.
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Ainmonii Benzoas.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, using 7 Gm. in the prim-

ary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the dilute

lead solution should be required in the dummv
solution, showing that the proportion of lead

present does not exceed 10 parts per million.

Ammonii Bromidum.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummv solution, showing that the proportion of

lead present does not exceed 10 parts per mil-

lion.

Ammonii Carbonas.—The titration value is

too high. Experiments on this are being carried

out. When tested for lead according to the

quantitative colorimetric test describe in the Ap-
pendix, using 12 Gm. for the primary solution

(which may be boiled down so as to measure 50

c.c), not more than 5 c.c. of the dilute lead so-

lution should be required in the dummy solution,

showing that the proportion of lead present does

not exceed 5 parts per million.

Ammonii Chloridum.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primary solution, not more than s c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing that the proportion of

lead present does not exceed 5 parts per mil-

lion.

Ammonii Phosphas.—When tested for lead ac-

cording to the quantitative colorimetric test de-

scribed in the Appendix, using 12 Gm. in the

primarv solxition, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing that the proportion of

lead present does not exceed to parts per mil-

lion.

Amyl Nitris.—Experiments are being carried

out with this substance with the view of im-

proving the description and tests.

Amvlum.—All three varieties of starch should

remain official as at present. Not more than the

slightest reaction to litmus paper should be al-

lowed. An ash limit is not necessary. A modi-
fication of the reaction to litmus is necessary, as

starch reacts either faintly alkaline or faintly

acid according to the method by which it is

prepared.

Anethi Fructus.—Experiments are being con-

ducted with the view of devising some process for

the detection of exhausted fruits in these and
certain other umbelliferous fruits.

Anisi Fructus..—The use of the lens in the ex-

amination of these fruits .should be directed in

order to detect added mineral matter. The use

of an ash limit for this purpose appears undesir-

able, as fruits very rich in oil were found to

yield a very high percentage of ash.

Antim.onii Oxidum.—The confirmation of Al-

cock's modification of the official test is being

proceeded with.

Antimonium Sulpliuratum.—It has been shown
that the product obtained by exactly following

the official process does not comply with the offi-

cial tests. Antimonium sulphuratum consists

principally of the sulphides of antimony, Sb2S3

and Sb2S-5, together with a large excess of sul-

phur. The characters and tests should be modi-
fied on the following lines: An orange red pow-
der readily dissolved by hot hydrochloric acid,

with evolution of hydrogen sulphide and separa-

tion of sulphur. On treating with hot water and

filtering, the clear solution should not contain

more than a trace of sulphate. Three Gm. moist-

ened with dilute nitric acid and treated with suc-

cessive portions of fuming nitric acid until red

fumes cease to be evolved, then evaporated to

drive off excess of water, and carefullv heated to

redness to expel sulphuric acid, .should leave a

whitish residue weighing not less than 1.6 and

not more than 1.8 Gm. Sulphurated antimony
should not yield more than the slightest charac-

teristic reaction for arsenium when heated with

stannous chloride."

This alteration is desirable since .sulphurated

antimony made by the official process has been

shown not to comply with the official require-

ments either as regards the residue obtained af-

ter treatment with nitric acid, or as regards the

solubility in^solution of sodium hydroxide.

Antimonium Tartaratum.—The formula should

be halved. The test with gallic acid should be

omitted, and also those with tannic acid, alka-

lies, and alkaline carbonates, unless their utility

can be shown. Alcock's modification of the offi-

cial test, if confirmed, should be adopted.

Apomorphinae Hydrochloridum.—The sentence

"If the salt .... should be rejected" should be

omitted, it not being necessary within the ex-

perience of the Committee to reject the salt un-

der these conditions.

The description should read: "The salt, CkHit

NO2HCI, obtained by heating morphine with wa-

ter and hydrochloric acid under pressure."

Characters and tests.—In small prismatic grey-

ish white or cream-colored crystals, turning

green on exposure; soluble in 60 parts of water

and in 50 parts of alcohol (90 per cent.), the so-

lutions tending to become green by slight de-

composition. Solution of sodium bicarbonate

produces a nearly white precipitate of apomor-

phine in aqueous solutions of the salt, the pre-

cipitate becoming green on standing; on shaking

this mixture with ether, the latter dissolves the
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alkaloid, forming a purple solution. The salt
gives with test solution of ferric chloride a deep
red and with nitric acid a blood-red coloration.
Aquae Aroinaticae.—After numerous experi-

ments it was agreed that the processes for mak-
ing aromatic waters should remain as at pre-

sent, as the products are of far more agreeable
flavor than those made from the corres])onding
volatile oils.

Aqua .\urantii Floris.—The word "yellowish"
should be substituted for "greenish-yellow;" the
words "and copper" should be inserted after the

word "lead;" the distilled water is largely im-
ported in coppers and may become contaminated
with that metal.

Aqua Destillata.—The following characters and
tests were agreed to:

"Colorless, tasteless, and odorless, yielding no
reaction for sulphates, chlorides, or nitrates.

"loo c.c. evaporated to dr^-ness on a water-
bath should leave not more than 0.005 Gm. of

solid residue.

"50 c.c. with one drop of a 10 per cent, solu-

tion of sodium sulphide should remain colorless

when viewed in a Nessler glass standing on a

white tile.

"250 c.c. with 3 c.c. of sulphuric acid and o.i

c.c. of decinormal solution of potassium perman-

ganate after standing for three hours at about 15

degrees C. should be colored blue on the addition

of a crystal of potassium iodide and a few drops

of starch mucilage.

"50 c.c. with 2 c.c. of Xessler's solution when
viewed in a Xessler glass standing on a white

tile should, after five minutes, not yield a more
intense color than that afforded by 30 c.c. of am-
monia-free water with 0.5 c.c. of diluted am-
monium chloride solution when tested under

.similar conditions."

Diluted solution of ammonium
chloride (Nessler's) solution of

ammonium cMoride, 3.15
grammes in 1,000 c.c...: i^ca

Ammonia free distilled water
to produce i,ouoc.c.

Test solution of potassio-mercuric iodide

should be called alkaline solution of potassio-

mercuric iodide (Nessler's).

Argenti Oxidum.—The method of preparation

should read "by precipitation of silver nitrate

with a caustic alkali;" calcitim hydroxide is not

coinmercially used for this purpose; the weight

of silver left after heating the oxide should be

introduced as a quantitative test.

Arnicae Rhizoma.—An ash limit should be in-

troduced; 10 per cent, would be a reasonable

maximum limit.

Arsenii lodidum.—The words "in crs'stalline

masses" should be deleted, as arj'^Hium iodide in

this form is of varying composition; the words
"is acid to litmus" should be substituted for the
words "should not change the color of solution
of litmus," as the solution in water is always
acid owing to the production of arsenious acid
when the salt dissolves.

Asafetida.—The ash should *not exceed 15 per

cent., nor the substances insoluble in alcohol soper
cent.; this relaxation of the tests is necessary in

\ iew of the extremei difliculty of procuring asa-
fetida that will pass the present stringent tests;

the umbelliferone test might be omitted as the

varieties distinguished by this test do not ap-

pear on the London market.
Atropina.—The source to be "Atropa belladon-

na and other plants of the same natural order;"

much of the alkaloid is at present manufactured
from Scopola rhizome.

Balsamum Peruvianum.—The lime test is un-

satisfactory and should be omitted; the specific

gravitj- should be narrowed to 1.140 to 1.150; the

balsam should be stated to be soluble in abso-

lute alcohol, in chloroform and in glacial acetic

acid. The cinnamein determination should take

the following improved form:

Dissolve I Gm. of the balsam in 30 c.c. of puri-

fied ether and shake in a separating funnel with

two successive quantities of 20 and 10 c.c. of

semi-normal solution of sodium hydroxide. Sep-

arate the alkaline solution and shake it with 10

c.c. of ether. Mix the ethereal solutions thus ob-

tained and shake them with two successive

quantities of 3 c.c. of water. Transfer the wash-

ed ethereal solution to a tared wide-mouthed

flask, evaporate at a gentle heat until the odor

of ether has disappeared, add i c.c. of absolute

alcohol, dry in a water-oven for half an hour

and weigh. The weight of the residue should not

he less than 0.57 Gm.
Tu this residue add 2o c.c. of semi-normal alco-

holic solution of potassium hydroxide and 20 c.c.

of alcohol (90 per cent.); attach a reversed con-

denser, boil for half an hour, and titrate back

with semi-normal sulphuric acid, using phenolph-

thalein as indicator. Each gramme of the residue

tlius heated should require not less than 0.235

Gm. of potas.sium hydroxide for saponification.

Belladonnae Folia.—In view of the introduction

of dried belladonna leaves and of a tincture and

extract made from them but not standardized,

as contained in the International Agreement, it

is desirable that dried belladonna leaves contain-

ing from 0.3 to 0.4 per cent, of alkaloid should

be made official. From these leaves a tincture

should be made as directed in the International

Agreement; the alkaloidal strength of the tinc-

ture would thus be regulated by the regulation

of the alkaloidal strength of the leaves as above

indicated. From the same drug »»• alcoholic ex-
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tract should also be made as directed in the In-

ternational Agreement, but this extract should

be standardized tc contain l.o per cent, of alka-

loid. Such' standardization appears necessary.

The strength of the extract would be the same as

that of the present extractum belladonnae alco-

holicum, and approximately the same as that of

extractum belladonnae viride, which is not

standardized. It would difler from the extract-

um belladonnae of the Dutch Pharmacopoeia (not

under 1.15 per cent, of alkaloid), of the U. S.

Pharmacopoeia (1.4 per cent.), of the Belgian

and Swiss Pharmacopoeias (,1.5 per cent.), and

of the Austrian Pharmacopoeia (2.0 per cent.),

as well as possibly from the Danish and Spanish

Pharmacopoeias (not standardized).

A liquid extract of the root should be retained

in the Pharmacopoeia as at present, but its

strength should be 0.5 per cent, of alkaloid.

From this standardized liquid extract of the

root, the liniment, ointment, plaster, and sup-

pository of belladonnai should be prepared.

The present extractum belladonnae alcoholicum

and extractum belladonnae viride should be

omitted from the Pharmacopoeia, their place be-

ing taken by the new standardized extract made

from the dried leaves.

Benzoinum.—Experiments made by the Com-

mittee of Reference have shown that Sumatra

benzoin is preferable to Siam for making adeps

benzoatus. The Sumatra variety is also almost

exclusively used in this country for making tinc-

tura benzoini composita, and a change to Siam

benzoin would be most undesirable. Sumatra

benzoin should be the only official variety, the

Siam being used to so small an extent that it

might well be omitted. The following mono-

graph should be substituted for the present one:

BENZOINUM.
BENZOIN.

A resin obtained from the wounded stem of

"Styrax Benzoin," Dryander.

Characters and Tests.—In hard brittle masses

consisting of numerous whitish tears embedded in

a greyish brown, translucent resin. It has an

agreeable odor, recalling that of storax, and

when cautiously heated in a dry test-tube, melts

and evolves whitish fumes with an irritating

odor.

If 0.3 Gm. of coarsely powdered benzoin is

slowh^ lieated to about 40 degrees C. with 10 c.c.

of solution of potassium permai'.sxanate, an odor

of benzaldehyde should be devtloped (distinction

from Siam benzoin).

5.0 Gm. exhausted with hot akohol should

leave not more than 0.5 Gm. of insoluble residue.

5.0 Gm. should not leave more than 0.25 Gm.
of ash on incineration.

Benzol.—The name should be changed to "Ben-

zenimi." It .should be of greater purity than that

at present official. The following monograph
should replace the present one:

BENZENUM.
BENZENE.

A hydrocarbon, CuHe, obtained from light coal-

tar oil.

Characters.—A colorless mobile inflammable

liquid insoluble in water but easilv miscible with

absolute alcohol or ether. Specific gravity 0.880

to 0.887. \\Tien submitted to fractional distilla-

tion 95 per cent, should distil between 79 degrees

C. and 82 degrees C. It solidifies when cooled to

o degrees C, and if the temperature be allowed

to rise should not entirely remelt below 4 degrees

C.

Bismuthi Subnitras.—The determination of the

bismuth as oxide should be substituted for that

as sulphide, since it is more convenient and more
accurate. Bism.uth subnitrate should yield be-

tween 79 and 82 per cent, of oxide.

Bismuthi Carbonas.—This preparation should

yield from 89 to 91 per cent, of oxide.

Bismuthi Salicylas.—This preparation should

yield from 62 to 65 per cent, of oxide. The pre-

sent test for free salicylic acid is defective, as al-

cohol causes partial decomposition of the salt;

it should be replaced by the following: "Shake

5 Gm. of the salt with 50 c.c. of dry ether, filter

and evaporate the ethereal solution to dryness;

the residue should not exceed 0.005 Gm. in

weight . '

'

Borax.—When tested for lead according to the

quantitative colorimetric test described in the

Appendix, using 7 Gm. in the primary solution,

not more than 2.5 c.c. of the dilute lead solution

should be required in the dummy solution, show-

ing that the proportion of lead present does not

exceed 5 parts per million.

Butyl Chloral Hydras.—The solubility in water

should be stated as i in 40; the solubilities in

glycerin and alcohol should remain as at pre-

sent, but the solubility in chloroform should be

omitted, as it serves no useful purpose.

Cafleina.—As caffeine gradually loses water of

crystallization, a maximum of 8.5 per cent,

should be fixed in place of the present definite re-

quirement of 8.49 per cent., which cannot prac-

tically be complied with. The solubility in a

mixture of chloroform and alcohol might be

omitted, as it appears to serve no useful pur-

pose.



Xmas Papeteries
'JhE barber & ELLIS COMPANY, LLMITED, beg leave to advise the Drug

and Stationery trade that their complete line of Papeteries for the Holiday trade

is now ready for inspection.

In TORONTO at 63 Wellington Street West
" BRANTFORD

. . . . : at the Factory, Elgin Street

" WINNIPEG at 121 Princess Street

For the QUEBEC and EASTERN trade by C. C. PEARSON
" WESTERN ONTARIO trade by R. T. HUNTER
" EASTERN and NORTHERN ONTARIO trade . . A. FOOLER
" BRITISH COLUMBIA trade and WEST . .. . W. MURPHY

We hope the usual courtesy will be shown

certain the line is well worth examining.

our representatives, and we feel

BRICK'S TASTELESS
^^^^^^^^=. Preparation of Cod Liver ^^^

Our plan of protecting the price of this Preparation has necessitated us filling all orders
direct, which will keep the output entirely under our control.

In future please order direct. No order too small and none too large to fill. •"Freight
allowed on all orders.

The advertising in a great many daily and weekly papers, together with the price we
are offering BRICK'S TASTELESS should be an incentive to place an order at once.

We shall be glad to send circulars and will allow for distributing the same.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, large size, $8.00 per dozen. In 3 doz. lots,

$S.oo per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, $8.00 per doz., less i2i percent.

The price of BRICK'S TASTELESS, small size, $4.00 per dozen. In 6 doz. lots,

$4.00 per doz., less 10 per cent. In 12 doz. lots, I4 00 per doz., less, 12^ per cent.

On an order of $24.00, made up of large and small sizes, we allow 10 per cent, discount.

SELLING AGENTS

The Moyes Chemical Company, Limited
84=96 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO, ONTARIO
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TlTf DEGREE OF YOUR STORE.'S SMARTNESS ^^^^X^^^ZT.:!,^^il^t^L^ff^.A Fountain makes the store, both mthe pleasing '°>P^'^-^« °° ^* ""XsZe7 that greets every ^•isitor-does more than

ItLtThrLStailhitir^^^^^^^^^^^^^
« t^Jotp Paiisprs-bv instinctively Era^^tate towards it, are dra^Ti

A McLaughUn Fountain at once stamps your store as up-to-date. I'assers bj mstmctiveij g

in by tlie memory of clean, wholesome drinks secured at that same Fountam.

Write for particulars and prices. Our special sales agent will call at your request.

up-to-the-minute on everything we turn out.

We pride ourselves on being perfectly

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145 Sherbourne St.., TORONTO, Ont. 204 Princess St., WINNIPEG, Man.
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IN FULL VIEW

STYLE 10 SILENT SALESMAN

V/V/ E are perfectly safe in saying that not one Druggist
^ ^ in a thousand advertises as well or as much as he

profitably can. By advertising we mean the dis-

playing of goods attractively and to the best advantage

within the store itself. Are you getting as much as

you can from your location?

Up-to-the-minute store fixtures are unquestionably the

best advertisement any druggist can have. Interior fittings

of the right kind create a favorable impression. We are

specialists in store fixtures, have a completely equipped

plant and we also have expert draughtsmen and artists

who will give you of their best in sketches and specifications.

We will show you something new and novel if you are

considering any changes or additions.

McLaughlin, gourley. Limited
Cor. Albert & Elizabeth Streets, Toronto, Ont.
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One o£ the bestSummerDrinks
IS

SUNSET ORANGEADE
The BEST way to serve this refreshing beverage is from a SUNSET

ORANGEADE COOLER.

A great many Dealers—even those who have no Soda Fountain—are

handling Sunset Orangeade from the Cooler and making a handsome profit.

It costs one cent a glass ready to serve at five cents—the dealer makes

a profit of four cents on each glass. Does this not appeal to you.

The liquid does not come in contact with the cooling ice—a block

tin pipe coil runs from the neck to outlet—a very small quantity of ice is

required.

The proceeds from the first gallon will pay for the Cooler.

Simple to serve, and a genuine repeater.

One gallon concentrated makes eighteen (iS) gallons ready to serve.

WRITE US WITHOUT DELAY

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 Sherbourne St., Toronto, Ontario

STEVENS' OINTMENT
Royal Stables.

J
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Formulary

LINOI,EUM POIJ.SII.

Carnauba wax 2 ounces
Hard paraffin , i ounce
Oil of turpentine 16 ounces

Melt all together and stir luitil cold.

CLOTHES CLEANING COMPOUND.
White Castile soap 1% dr.

Alcohol 4 dr.

Glycerin 1 oz.

Solution of ammonia i oz.

Ether i oz.

Soft water to 16 oz.

Mix. Add 3 dr. of this mixture to a 4 oz. bot-

tle and add petrol, a little at a time, shaking

thoroughly after each addition, until bottle is

full; the result will be a thick white cream.

GLOVE CLEANING PASTE.

Shredded curd soap i ounce
Water 4 ounces
Oil of lemon % dram
Saponin i dram
Talc sufficient

Dissolve the shredded soap in the water, add

the saponin and perfutne, and then enough talc

to make a stiff paste. Powdered orris is a useful

addition.

Directions for use: Put the glove upon the

hand, and apply the paste with a piece of flannel,

rubbing the kid from the wrist to the tij>s of the

finger.

FURNITURE POLISH.

Turpentine i pint

Boiled linseed oil 2 pints

Paraffin oil 2 pints

Mix.
ANOTHER

.

Balsam of fir 4 oz.

Ether 3 oz.

Turpentine 1 oz.

Dammar varnish 3 oz.

Raw linseed oil to i quart

Mix.
POLISHING CLOTH.

1. Jewelers' rouge 5 parts

Castile soap 10 parts

Water qs.

Dissolve the soap in the water and thoroughly

mix in the powder, soak the cloths in square

pieces in the solution, wring out and dry. The

coarser cloth sliould be used first and finish with

chamois.

2. Prepared chalk 90 parts

\^liite bole 5 parts

Armenian bole 5 parts

Water, q.s. to make thick paste.

3. Dip flannel rags into a solution of 20 parts

of dextrin and 130 parts of oxalic acid in 20 parts

of logwood decoction, wring them gently and sift

over them, a mixture of finely powdered tripoli

and whiting. The moist rags are then piled up-

on each other, placing a layer of powder be-

tween thean, then pressed, taken apart and dried.

4. (iasoline 1 quart
Whiting J^ pound
Oleic acid . }^ ounce

'Mix. In the mixture soak woolen cloths, and

dry them in the air and shade.

GENERAL DISINFECTANT.

Cresol 62.5 parts
Resin 12.5 parts
Caustic potash 2 parts
Water to 100 parts

Heat the resin in the cresol until dissolved.

Dissolve the potash in about 8 parts of water

and add to the resin solution; boil the whole un-

til saponification is complete, cool, and add

enough water to make loo parts.

SILVER POLISH PASTE.

Whiting 2 oz.

Prepared chalk i oz.

Hyposulphite of sodium % oz.

Water to form a thick paste.

Mix.

FURNITURE POLISH.

Turpentine, dilute acetic acid, alcohol, linseed

oil, of each equal parts. Shake before applying.

AIMMONTA SOAP.

Ammonia water 7 oz.

Oleic acid 32 oz.

Mix thoroughl}-.

This soap is useful for removing oily matter
from woodwork and for loosening paint, etc.

POLISH FOR WOODEN FLOORS.

The Drogisten Zeitung gives the following: Two
hundred and fifty grams yellow beeswax, 123

grams stearin, 500 grams turpentine and a knife

pointful of silver litharge, are gently melted in

an earthenware vessel; a litre of hot water con-

taining 30 grams of potash in solution is added

to the still hot mass, and the whole brisklv stir-

red until cool. The mixture is applied to the

floor by means of a brush.

SILVER POLISH PASTE.

Whiting 2 oz.

Prepared chalk i. oz.

Hyposulphite of sodiimi '., oz.

Water to form a thick paste. Mix.

BEDBUG KILLERS.

1. Resin 1 oz.

Benzine 32 oz.

Oil amber, crude 2 dr.

Dissolve the resin in the benzine and add the

oil.

2. Oil of amber i dr.

Oil of cedar i dr.

Oil of eucalj-ptus 1 dr.

Resin i oz.

Benzine '2 gal.

Mix and dissolve.
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AN OINTMENT FOR INSECT BITES. The plant now in operation, which is but a

.t t 1 small one as vet, will treat forty cords per dav,

Quale, in the Chemiker Zeitung, gives the fol- ^^^ .^ ^^ .^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^ ^^^^^^ ^^^^^ -^

lowing: ^^^ -^^ manufacture by this process.

Zinc oxide 100 parts
^^^ richness of the pitchv fir wood of the Pa-

Lard 900 parts
^.^^ ^^^^^ .^ turpentine and by-products is well

Oil of eucalyptus 30 drops
^^ ^^^ .^ ^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^ ^^

?':IT
.'.

20 drops mventive minds to extract these profitablv but

until the Vancouver process was perfected all

MISTUR.^ OLEI LINI." failed for the reason that the heating of the re-

rn_,n lini ^00 Cc. lorts-always heretofore attempted from the

Oleum gaulthcriae
^

5 Cc. outside of the furnace by direct fire, or by super-

Oleum cinnam 5 Cc. heated steam^could never be successfully attam-

Acidi hydrocvan. dil 5 Cc. ed. Electricity has done the trick for the Van-

Glvcerium ...'. ^5 Cc. couver men—has solved the problem by electric

Synipus 200 Cc.
current introduced inside the retort by means of

Mucil. chondri (N.F.) q.s., ad.. 1,000 Cc.
resistance strips of ordinary iron inset in the

Dose: i to 4 fluid drams. heavy brick walls of the retort, and the temper-

„ , „.^TTXTnc ature can be raised and maintained at any de-

AN OINTMENT FOR WOUNDS. cii.u.ic a^

The Bolletino Chimico-Phannaceutico publishes S^ee^

^he mitset of the experiments there was di-

the following: •

^.^^^ conflict of opinion among electrical engineers

Antipyrine 5 grams
^^^ ^^ ^^^ possibility of electrically heating the

Boric acid 3 grams
retorts at a cost for current which would not be

Salo| ^
f^J^^ prohibitive. This looked like a stumbling block,

?if° ^Wr^.t'^llized I eram but the phantom of failure vanished when prac-

?:^::'^!^.Z:::=.. iVam tical tests showed that in an eight-inch brick

Vaseline 200 grams wall there was practically no radiation of heat.

. . . J r n 1 ; ^4.,-^^ i.i» The whole secret of economy lay in the preven-

If the presence of the iodoform be °
^1^^^ °-^ ^ [.^^ ,, ..^i.tion of heat-a possibility some en-

on account of the odor it may be repla ed by to
^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

iodol. For very painful wounds three o five g -e
^^^^^^g^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^_

grains of orthoform may be added to the oint-
^.^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^ commercial basis.

™^"*'
To ascertain accurately the consumption and

PILL EXCIPIENT.
^^^^ ^j electricity, based on $25 per kilowatt per

Powdered tragacanth % ounce annum, it was decided bv the Electric Turpentine

Water jounce Company to make a continuous run night and

Glycerine 1% ounces ^^^ ^^ -^^ two-cord plant for a week. This was

Glucose .3'2 ounces
^^^^^ ^^ j^^^^ ^^^,8^ ^^der the supervision of Cecil

Mix. ^i Bryant, A.R.S.M., A.I.M.M., who reports the

cost of current at $1.76 per cord. In a larger

PITCHWOOD TURPENTINE plant there will be less radiation and still fur-

_ Iher reduction in the cost of fuel.

The manufacture of turpentine has been begun The experimental tests which have been going

in Canada, and is quite a new industry in this on for years proved that pure turpenUne^
^f^

country. It bids fair, however, to develop into equal to the best product of the Southern States

something worth while, principallv on account of could be obtained from the pine trees of Bntish

t.. r;b:^ '"''"""= "" "' """" ^^^ :,r '1t ;';:rsi" :° ss,":.

The Electric Turpentine Co. of Canada, Ltd., the Research Department of the Massachu.setts

whose base of operation is in Vancouver, B. C, Institute of Technology who spent several

are now manufacturing turpentine bv an entirelv months making an exhaustive
^-^l^-^'^^J^^^^

new process, utilizing electricity in its manufac- process, and its resultant commerial products^

ture. Bv their process the cord of pitchv wood As a result a product has been ^^'t-med which

which can be purchased for S5.00, will produce practical tests have shown to be the best on

a chemicallv pure turpentine, tar oil, rosin, char- the market, being superior m many -spe-s t°

coal and pitch to the aggregate value of S2_i.To, the best Southern turpentine, .diich has heret^

and all this at an expense of onlv S12.00, thus fore been recognized as the standard of com

leaving a profit of $12.70 per cord. merce.
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Important Notice
Owing to reasons beyond our control we are

compelled to remodel the prices on some of our
well known specialties.

The new schedule will come into force on
March ist, 1909, when the following prices and
terms will apply to all goods known to the trade as:

Merrill's Family Remedies
Koyal English Toilet Qoods
Merrill's Household Necessities

PRICES
IOC. preparations Per Dozen 80 cts.
15c. •' " '• 120 cts.
25c. " " " 200 cts.
50C- " " "400 cts.
^°°c- " " " 800 cts.

TERMS
On order of $ 20.00 5% discount for cash in 30 days

50.0010%
" " 100.0015% " " " "
' " 200.0020% " " " "

Freight charges credited on all orders of J20 00
condition that the freight bill is mailed to us imt

mIhL" ^^".'- ,^''*., ,•>»"' a'l-eady complied wit
Medicine Act and will protect all dealers thereon.

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Manufacturing Chemists

MerrUl BuUdlng, Dept. D. TORONTO, ONT.

Holland
Linen

Trade Mark Registered

««F

W.J.Gage & Co., Limited
Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO = ONTARIO
Paper Mills = St. Catharines, Ontario

STEVENS
DON'T BUY A GUN
until }-o;i have seen onr New
Double Barrel Models fitted

with Stevens Compressed Forged
Steel Barrels—

DEMI-BLOC SYSTEM
The mode of constructing these
superb Trap and Field Guns is

fully set forth in our New Shot-
gun Pamphlet. Send two-cent
stamp for it.

Ask your Dealer

for Ste

Demi-Bloc Guns.

The best known, best selling and most popular

Correspondence Stationery
in Canada

SALES CONSTANTLY LNCRnASINO

Holland Linen Note Paper & Envelopes

Holland Linen Papeteries

Holland Linen Tablets
All .sizes in the leading tints

Holland Linen Invitation Cabinets

Holland Linen Visiting Cards

Holland Linen Mourning Stationery

Send for one of our $10.00 assortments,
containing a selection of all the above styles.

J
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Retailers Attention!

Stock

CsBmeiitiuin
R.egd.

"Sticks Evervthine. but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new-it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe.
.
In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. C^mentium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY—

All branches National Drug &- Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. &. Co.. Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOE CANADA

AHTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONSH" "*" REGISTERED SEPT.3 1830.

J ANTiKAMN^& Codeine^

^ANTIKAI^M HEROIN^

ANTIKAMNIA&QUININE

ANTIKAI^^^SALOL

ANTIKAMNI^^NE&SALOL^

LAXATIVE yyriKAMNIA ^p
LAXATIVE ANTIKAMNIA&QUININE^P

Fhe Antikamnia Chemical COMPANY. ST.Loui

Highland Park College of Pharmacy

and Chemistry.

The largest and best equipped College of Pharmacy

•ind Chemistry' ;n the country. Courses of study

comply in every respect with the requirements o

the American Pharmaceutical Association and of

the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties.

COURSES OFFERED
, nFC.REE COUPSF-S IN PHARMACY

p„.nOATE IN PHARMACY or PH. G. CODRSE

T°ds1s the standard Ph. G. Course and may be com-

nleted in 6fty weeks-two sessions of twenty-five w«k.

^ach Min mun, expenses for the full course, including

trnt^on, board, room, light, heat, library and gynasmm fee,

.-&'u\xK:N^'pH"R-cH'n;ic°i. CHHMrsXKV or PH. C.

This^fthe standard Ph. C. Course and '"-T b^^^^-
|

nleted in seventy-two weeks-two sessions of th.rty-six

weeks each Minimum expenses for the full course, m-
I

dud^^g uition, board, ro'om, light, heat, hbrary anrt

gymnasium fee, payable in advance, are $300.00.

^-'°Yhif cou'^rseTmade to meet the requirements of the

jre^in:^^^:.rtr^:^i^o-drr^,
whether they have ever had any experience m a drug

j

store or not.

11 PllPF. FOOD COURSES

^-''''Thl"''cour^°m"aTbe completed in one year of forty-

eight week/ an? finishes 'a very practical elementary

course for pure food inspectors under the United States

and State laws.

^-"""TWrc'oursrnfay'be'completed in two years of forty-

eiJt'^wee^k^aiid le/ds to the P>^. C. degre. is a^cou^e
,

^:^!^LS:^^:^^^^^-^^^' States laws.

... rniiP^FS IN CHEMISTRY

IV PPt.^TITIONER'' '-"""<'' '" PHARMACY

V THE FVTFNSION COURSE .

^
This course is the same a s the Practitioner's coum and.

Address: O. H. LONGWELL.Pres.de..

Highland Park College of Pharmacy and Chemistry,
Hignianu

^^^^ ^^
„ ^^^ Momes, Iowa.

0«5ha.Wak, You can gain buying from us

S n<XW <».
^^^^^^,^^.^^ ;„ the line of Fire-

FireprOOI p^^f Building Materials for

Building Exteriors and Interiors. Free

Materials catalogue for the ask>ng.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
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MORE ROOM WANTED

The Toronto I'hanuacal Company, Limited,
needs more room, and is again building, adding
to the already large premises a new building,

which will nearly double theii present structure.

Tlie comipleted building will have a floor area of

nearly thirty thousand feet. The new edifice will

front on King Street, and will be of brick and
stone to correspond with the present building.

The additional space will give the Company a
))etter opportunity to handle their large and in-

creasing business and to develop some lines

which lack of space has hitherto interfered with.

Systematic study during api)renticeship is an
absolute necessity.

The young man with the Savings Bank habit
is the one who never gets "laid od." The Saving-
Bank book is a guarantee of good behavior.
Do not borrow small sums of money^—antici-

pating pay day—it is a pernicious practice.

Date and sign in full your letters and memoran-
dum-s—it is a good business habit.

There are valuable positions always opening up
in a large concern. Be ready to be promoted.
Promotions go straight to the cheery, intelligent

worker who has qualified himself bv his past
work.

This illustration shows one of a range of eight-
een wood base library and office ink stands being
shown by Buntin, Gillies & Company, Limited.
The bases are of solid oak, finished in two col-

ors, and are mounted with heavy twisted bank-
ers glass ink bottles, glass sponge bowls and pen
blocks. Full particulars will be sent on request.

HELPFUL HINTS TO ASSISTANTS

(With Apologies to Elbert Hubbard and others.)

Be earnest in business if you want to be suc-

cessful.

The "chronic late" is always marked for a
"lay off" when times get "slack." So is the un-

satisfactorj' and the discontented.

Work as if you owned the place—and perhaps

you may.

As to the habit of getting ready before the bell

rings, it does not mean a raise for you.

In scores of cases a little attention vvill prevent

a mistake.

Interest yourself in your work and you will

find much in your work that is interesting.

Those employes who never do any more than

they get paid for, never get paid for any more

than they do-

In our giving and taking of criticism do let us

all be courteous.—Jolm Attfield, F.R.S.

Prompt decision, to be a valuable business

habit, must be associated with accurate judg-

ment.

Learn from your mistakes but don't cry over

them—we best redeem the past by forgetting il.

Cultivate the habit of observation and indepen-

dent reflection.

Cultivate also the good will and friendship of

your colleagues in business. Don't worry.

The "hints" have been issued recently by the

National Chemical Works, IVfontreal, • and they

strike us as being very good and to the point.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

VICTORIA, B.C.—:Messrs. Geo. A. Fraser &
Co. have placed their entire contract for a new

outfit with The Toronto Show Case Co. for im-

mediate delivery. They have selected the "Full

Crystal" Silent Salesmen and "Trianon Cabin-

ets." Patents covering all essential points in

these are controlled by The Toronto Show Case

Co., and any other fixtures represented as the

same are merely "attempts."
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AN AGGRESSIVE ENTERPRISE HOLLAND LINEN

It has been said that the measure of success

depends upon the measure of aggressiveness and

enthusiasm put into the enterprise. Surelj' upon

these conditions there has been every reason to

anticipate the enormous business success enjoyed

by the New England Confectionery Co., of Bos-

ton. If ever a firm has shown aggressiveness and

enthusiasm, tempered with fine judgment in lit-

tle and big things, it is our New England

friends.

Take for instance their advertising—ever since

its inception it has been attractive and forceful

and has followed unceasinglj' a beaten track—it

has aimed at one objective and held to it with-

out a swerve to one side or another, and the re-

sult is that to-day Necco Sweets are doubtless

the best nationally known line of confectionery

in the United States. There are local brands

that enjoy local popularity, but for a large na-

tional trade and distribution and public de-

mand Necco Sweets lead them all. It is not diffi-

cult to find the reason for this prosperity. A peep

behind the scenes will disclose the two essentials

that are always necessary to sustained success

—

merit and the man—or men in this case. The

goods certainly have merit. The men who have

mapped out the selling and advertising cam-

paigns have won their title to clean insight by

the business they have built.

Here, on the one hand, was a wonderfully fine

line of sweets. Here, on the other, was the pub-

lic who was not aware of the existence of this

confectionery concern. Presto—a trade mark, the

charming Necco Seal, is devised to give a cliar-

acter and a name to the goods and to identifv

the package—a convincing line of publicity is in-

augurated, and in a remarkably short period

people everywhere are asking for Necco Sweets.

The whole scheme is ingenious, but the carrv-

ing out of the details is more ingenious still.

Have you observed the advertising running in

the magazines this winter? It's clever—well and

good, but it's more than clever—it's human,

perhaps it's clever because it is so human, but

the appeal is certainly right into the home, to

the highest class of trade and to penny trade as

well. It entreats people on their better side and

it will—it must without question—influence the

confectionery buying public in their tastes and

preferments.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

MONTREAL.—Mr. J. W. Elcome is enlarging

his display space and is adding a line of the

"Trianon Cabinets." These are The Toronto

Show Case Company's patent fixtures, and any

other fixture represented as the same is merely

an "attempt."

Corresipondence is in itself an art and writing

to one's friends is a pleasure when the quality

and surface of the paper used offer no cause for

complaint or regret. Perfection is not reached

until many processes of experiment are under-

gone but in the end a satisfactory product is

attained. W. J. Gage & Co., Limited, who
made a most attractive display in the Manufac-

turers' Building, at the Canadian National Ex-

hibition, of their popular and high-class brand of

writing paper, known as Holland Linen, believe

they have reached the acme in a standard brand

of stationery. Sample papeteries of this fine line

were presented to many visitors to demonstrate

the superiority of Holland Linen, which, in the

wav of society stationery, has achieved a recog-

nition that must be gratifyinsr to the makers. It

is manufactured in three shades—white, amirette

and grey—and in six convenient sizes, with en-

velopes to match. For fashionable correspon-

dence no medium-priced note paper has given

such general satisfaction. Holland Linen is a

paper of splendid finish with a beautiful velvet

writing surface. Its texture is everything that

the most exacting can desire, possessing all the

refinement and attractiveness of anv linen paper

and at the same time affording a smooth, even

surface that makes letter-writing a iiositive de-

light instead of an irksome or disagreeable task.
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Where
do
you
come
in

9

nnHIS IS the vital que^ion in every
-^ proposition put up to you.

Don't forget that all the schemes to

sell goods do not honestly consider

your intere^ or your future.

Don't be blinded with the glittering

bait with the first order.

Settle on a line that from the first

concedes your interests and guarantees

it to you for the future.

The Nyal proposition is admitted to

to be a square deal all around.

Every possible safeguard has been

given for your present profit and future

security.

Nothing short of this feeling of loy-

alty and enthusiasm for a line can make
it a complete success.

The Nyal line is for you.

Become a cheerful Nyalist right now.

Frederick Stearns
WINDSOR
ONTARIO and Company DETROIT

MICHIGAN
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Have you secured one of

the Stearns Biilk

Perfume Backs?

i»fBW^^^^

This rack makes a handsome and convenient

addition to your show case or counter and is

given free with orders for three pounds of the

Stearns Perfumes.

As a special inducement to get you more

interested in this Hne, we will also give you one

half pound of perfume free, in other words we

will send you the rark filled with seven bottles

for the price of six bottles of any of the Stearns

odors. Make your choice of odors and let us

have your order to-day.

If you havnt our Perfume and Toilet Specially catalog, ask for

one. We want you to have it.

5 Windsor
Ontario

.Vc9

Detroit

t^M,^^ - MichiganS
rn Ep E w> I o »*
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During the past few years we have se-

cured many increased contracts from our
old subscribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and books. Can you
imagine a stronger argument for the

quality of our service and for your need
of it?

R. G. DUN & CO.
Canadian Offices at Toronto, Halifax, Hamilton, London, Ottawa,

Quebec, St. John, Montreal, Winnipeg, Vancover, Calvary.

WHITE & HUMPHREY'S

"Phartnacot)cdia''
is the only book which contains satisfactory explanations of all

doubtful points in the British Pharmacopoeia. It is also the

latest and most practical Text-book of Pharmaceutical Chemis-
try, Official Materia Medica, and Pharmacy. The work is

indispensable to Students preparing for Pharmaceutical Ex-
aminations.

PRICE. $4.00 POSTPAID

CANADIAN DKUGdIST TORONTO, CAN

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARE
OF

IMITATIONS

SOLD
0.\ THE
MERITS OF

MINARD'S

LINIMENT

PostCardViews ^^1'^''''',
Made To Order !

Two Color $5.00 for 1000. |^•^•;?LE;''

Natural Colors $7.20 for 1000. fS^,a

OUR HAND-COLORED CARDS are the best made in .\merica
Cards made from any fair photo, delivered in two to three weeks

HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY, FLORAL. COMIC, etc.

Direct from Maker to Dealer

°-^' National Colortype Co. ^'^^/i^.^^^'
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VETERINARY REMEDIES

2'^ oz.

6 oz.

BAKBED-WIHK I.INIME

(For Stock.)

Carbolic acid J^^
°^

Turpentine
Stockholm tar

Fish oil to

Mix.

FAKMERS' STOCK I.INIMENT.

Gum camphor
I T\y

Carbolic acid ^
A- o^-

Oil origanum ^ n. oz.

10 fl. oz.

2 fl. oz.

16 fl. oz.

Pme tar
Turpentine
Kerosene ..

Fish oil ....

>()\vnEU

.

Foenugreek
Cream tartar

Powd. gentian ....

Powd. sulphur ....

Powd. potassium
Powd. resin

Black antimony

RURAL CONDITION

3 oz.

3 oz.

3 oz.

3 oz.

nitrate 3 oz.

3 oz.
' 3 oz.

Flaxseed meal ^^ oz.

Tablespoonful in feed night and morning.

TONIC CATTLE SPICE.

Seedcake 12 pounds

Salt 24 ounces

Powdered gentian 8 ounces

Powdered licorice » ounces

Powdered ginger 4 ounces

Powdered black pepper i oimce

Powdered fenugreek 3 oimces

The seed cake is a mixture of cottonseed cake

and linseed cake, containing from 8 to 10 per

cent, of oil.

FOR COLIC IN HORSES.

Sweet spirits nitre ^
oz-

Laudanum ^ j^"

F E. belladonna 30 dps.

F E. Aconite '^^ dps.

Water 4 ozs.

One dose. Repeat in forty minutes if not re-

lieved.

oz.
Spirits nitre ether

Tinct. opii

Tinct. aconite 60 mms.

Water ^ P^-

Give at one dose, repeat in one hour if not re-

lieved.

3.

Arom. spts. amonia M o^-

Turpentine ^ °^-

Linseed oil ^ P*-

One dose, repeat in one hour if necessary.

Laudanum ••

Spirits turpentir

Give at one dose.

: oz.

\% ozs.

5-
i>2 ozs.

1 oz.

2 ozs.

16 ozs.

48 parts

4 parts

Sulphuric ether

Laudanum
Ess. peppermint
Water

One dose.

IIKAVE REMEDIES.

1.

Licorice root [tl^'Vll
Fenugreek
Elecampane
Blood root 4 parts

Ginger Spars
Capsicum.... » P^fJTartar emetic 2 partb

Mix. Tablespoonful in feed.

Asafoetida
' « P^^f

Gum camphor 4 parts

Resin ^P^^-f
Capsicum 4 parts

Elecampane ^
Pa^^^s

Skunk cabbage « Parts

Tartar emetic 4 parts.

Mix. Two tablespoonfuls in feed.

Sodium sulphate .....' 8° Pa^ts

Elecampane bo parts

Lobelia «°P^^^^

Rosin SOP'^^J^

Gentian ^4 parts

Bloodroot 24 parts

Tartar emetic 8 parts

Alum 40 parts

Fenugreek 4o parts

Linseed 120 parts

CONTRACTED HOOF OR SORE FEET.

Lard, yellow wax, linseed oil, Venice turper

tine, tar, equal parts.

Apply to the edge of the hair once day.

Resm
Lard

Melt and add

Powd. verdigris

Stir well, when partly cool add

Turpentine

Apply to hoof about one inch down

hair.

3.

Benzine
Saltpetre
Alcohol
Aq. ammonia
Venice turpentine

Apply to edge of hair and all

once a day for ten days

while.

SCRATCHES AND GREASE HEEL

Tinct. myrrh
Glycerine

Tinct. arnica

Apply two or three times dail

with soap and water.

4 ozs.

8 ozs.

2 ozs.

from the

I oz.

I oz.

3 o^s

2 ozs.

8 ozs.

over the hoof

then twice a week for a

2 ozs.

4 ozs.

2 OZS.'

after washing
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF OBJEC-
TIVE AND SUBJECTIVE METHODS OF

SIGHT-TESTING *

As you are aware, there are many methods de-

scribed in the books for discovering whether the

eye requires assistance by means of lenses, all of

which are classed mider two heads, objective and
subjective.

The former includes all those methods by

means of which the observer is able to estimate

the kind and amount of ametropia, by observa-

tion alone, and the following are some of them:

Corneal reflex (Placido's disc), the ophthalmo-

meter or keratometer, direct ophthalnioscopv, in-

direct ophthalmoscopy, retinoscopy, and the

stigmatorneter.

The latter includes all those methods wherebv

the optician is able onlv to estimate the kind

and amount of ametropia from replies to ques-

tions judiciously asked. The following are some

of them: Confusion letters, stenopaic slit, test

charts and lenses, pointed line or perforated disc

for astigmatism, Pray's letters for astigmatism,

Scheiner's test, cobalt blue glass test, Thomp-
son's ametrometer, pin-hole test, Tweedy's opto-

meter, and the stigmatorneter.

Besides these tests for refractive errors, we
have the perimeter for testing the field of vision,

Maddox rod, grooves and double prisms, the

various phorometers, ' the optomyometer, the

tropometer for measuring rotation of eye and the

prism verger. These last named instruments,

with the exception of the perimeter, are for

testing the ocular muscles, and will not be dealt

with in this lecture.

Refractive errors can be classed under three

heads, as hypermetropia, myopia, and astigma-

tism; and as I wish to deal with the methods of

testing these three defects separately, with the

endeavor to select that method most suitable to

the conditions associated with each particular

defect.

HYPERMETROPI.A..

Hypermetropia is a refractive error which, for

the save of simplicity, can be considered as an

eye too weak, but owing to the function of ac-

commodation, the eye can, with muscular effort,

be raised to the proper strength, \\ith the result

that good vision, generally normal, is obtained.

Owing to the long hours spent in close vision as

compared with distant vision, this nuiscular ef-

fort often exceeds the amount required to over-

come the h^T^ermetropic condition, even when

wi.shing to look in the distance; and when such is

the case, we call it spasm of accommodation.

* From a lecture by Mr. W. ,T. Wright before

the Optical Society, England.— (.The Optician).

Now, I am convinced that the majority of hy-

permetropic eyes are more or less bordering on

spasm of accommodation, or, in other words,

they are unable to instantly relax their accommo-
dation, even with the persuasion of a convex

lens. It is therefore essential not to make the

eye accommodate until the very end of the test.

With this conclusion, if accepted, we must at

once condemn all subjective tests unless the fog-

ging s^^stcm is adopted. The objective tests I

have mentioned, with the exception of retino-

scopy, would also have to be discarded, unless

made in conjimction with the fogging .system;

and even retinoscopy would be more reliable

tlierewith. I will a.sk vou to assume, therefore,

that all tests are made in conjunction with the

fogging system.

The first subjective test from the list suitable

for testing hvpermetropia, is the test chart and
lenses. The best procedure to overcome the diffi-

culty of accommodation is to seat vour client in

the chair and, without taking the V.A., put in

front of the eyes your fogging lenses. I speak of

the eyes and lenses here in the plural, for I have
a wav of fogging the vision which mav be of in-

terest. Instead of putting a fogging lens over the

eye to be tested and a blank disc over the other,

I place a fogging lens over both eves, each lens

being comliined with a prism, which I place

base-in. My reason for doing this is to make the

eyes diverge; and the nerve stimuli causing the

divergence will then tend to relax any accommo-
dation similar to the convergence exciting same.

When the fogging lenses are in position vou mav
direct your client to the chart and determine the

V.A. at six meters; and the same thing can be

done in 90 per cent, of cases without stimulat-

ing the accommodation. The test with the charts

and lenses in this wav is, in mv opinion, as sat-

isfactory as any; but without the aid of the fog-

ging system, an optician can never be certain of

his results.

The next test on the list is Scheiner's disc,

which, although obsolete, is, nevertheless, quite

as accurate as the test with the charts and
lenses, if used in conjunction with the fosr^ing

svstem; but without this adjunct, it is cqu-^llv

uncertain.

The cobalt blue glass test is fairlv certain with

the fogging system, but vcr\- uncertain without.

I must say I have found it a most unreliable

test, especially with people not knowing the

theory upon which the test is based; and mv own
practical experience urges me to advise such not

to attempt testing with it.

THE -MirETROMETER.

Thompson's ametrometer is, in mv opinion, a

very ingenious test, although I must admit I
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have not at any time used it, otherwise than ex-

perinientally^I think from the simple reason of

it not having been brought to the front sufficient-

ly. 1 am not sure that everyone present is aware

of the principle of this test, so will briefly explain

it, with the hope that those who do already

know the the facts will pardon me. From the

diagram (illustrating) you will see that this test

consists of two lights of a definite size which

form diffusion circles on the retina in ametropia.

One light is a fixture at the end of a bar, and the

other can be moved along same. When the cir-

cumferences of each circle of diffusion are just

touching, you read the degree of error, in diop-

ters, from a scale marked on the bar. By rotat-

ing the bar with the lights in different meridians,

you are able to determine the degree of error in

any particular one. This should also be used

with the fogging system, or otherwise it will

break down in cases of hypermetropia.

Tlie next test to be dealt with is the pin-hole

which, as 3-ou all know, is an opaque disc with a

small hole in the centre, through which you di-

rect your client to look. The chief use that has

been made of the pin-hole is, I believe, to dis-

tinguish between errors of refraction and disease

as the cause of low V.A.; and it is rarely consid-

ered as a means of estimating the kind and de-

gree of ametropia. It can, however, be used to

give fairly accurate results in this sense. If you

look at a black dot on a white surface at a dis-

tance of six meters, through a pin-hole, and

move the latter up and down, in front of the

pupil, the dot ^\•iIl appear stationary if the eye

is emmetrojMc, will move against the movement
of the piii-liolc in hvpermctropia, and with the

movement of the jjin-liole in myopia. Although a

subjective test, I find this is unlike the others in-

asmuch as that, if one is hypermetropic to either

a low or high degree, he will get movement
"against" the use of accommodation seeming to

have no influence. You will readilv understand,

therefore, that with respect to the accommoda-
tion, it is superior to all other tests; but it is sel-

dom you find a client .sufficiently intelligent to ob-

serve the direction of the movement, and this

alone is quite enough to ])revcnt it from becom-

ing a popular test.

Tweedy's optometer is the next test on the

list, and must, if anything, be condemned to a

greater extent than the previous tests, because

your client has to converge, which alone is suffi-

cient to excite the accommodation.

THE RTIGM.'VTOMETER.

The stigmatometer is an instrument which, had

accommodation been an casv item to deal with,

would have certainly been considered one of the

best; but accomim.odation not being easily over-

come, it is not, I find, used much in England.

Like the optometer, the use of the instrument

just named necessitates your client looking at

something within infinity, which will at once ex-

cite the accommodation,

It will be seen, therefore, that with all the sub-

jective tests, with the exception of the pin-hole,

an optician is greatly handicapped; and with the

pin-hole you have even greater difliculty to make

vour client understand what you want.

The objective tests mentioned—i.e., direct oph-

thalmoscopy, retinoscopy, and the stigmatometer

—are all similarly robbed of their usefulness. It

is therefore essential that no test should be at-

tempted, no matter which method you use, unless

some fogging system is employed.

I will eliminate from the list various tests

wliich, from practice, I have found the least re-

liable, and will do so in the inverse order of

their value, briefly stating why:

Pin-hole test.—Great difficulty of the client to

observe the movement with or against.

Cobalt blue glass test.—Trouble of accommo-

dation and difficulty of client to observe the phe-

nomena.

Tweedv's optometer.—Trouble of accommoda-

tion accentuated by the use of convergence.

The stigmatometer.—Trouble of accommoda-

tion accentuated by the use of convero-ence.

Scheiner's test.—Trouble of accommodation

and diflicultv of an imaginarv line joining two

perforations in the disc, bisecting the centre of

the pupil.

Thompson's anietrometcr—Difficulty of ac-

commodation—and that a little intelligence on

the ])art of vour ])alient is required.

Test charts and k'nses.—-Trouble of accommo-

dation.

These are the conclu.sions 1 have come to with

respect to the subjective tests for hypermetropia.

As for the objective tests, I submit the following

remarks:

Indirect Ophthalmoscopy.—Here is trouble of

accommodation; and only a verv wide approxi-

mation of the degree of error can be arrived at,

even after long experience.

Direct ophthalmoscopy.—Trouble of accommo-

dation in both the observer and the observed, and

insufficient arteries to decide if only simple hy-

permetropia.

The stigmatometer —Trouble of the accommo-

dation accelerated by convergence.

Iietino.scopv.—Trouble of the accommodation.

THE BEST METHODS.

I therefore conclude that the best method of

testing hypermetropia is with the test chart and

lenses, for a subjective test, and with the retino-

scope for an objective test; and as I consider
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ENSIGN
Films and Cameras

Amateur Photo Supplies Protitable tor \^mmh
We can supply exerylhing needed, catalogues, etc., and the

best goocis in the world.

With our Eight Stores we always have at our fingers' ends
the needs, and these stores are creating a demand for UPS
Ensign goods. Write us for particulars.

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
J MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

as been such a success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMILL,, M.D., OouHst ^#k
COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begii
students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

Varies Bui/ding". TORONTO

WELLINGTON

Plates, Papers and Films are acknowledged to be the
best

GOOD PROFIT S—Carry them as a side line

WARD & CO.
Import Agents

13 St. John St., Montreal

CAMERAS
We are the only
firm in Canada
that can quote
you as low a fig-

ure on this par-
ticular Camera.
It is fitted with
Achromatic

Lens, Automatic Shutter, Univer-
sal Focus, takes pictures 3 yi by
3^2, double plate holder, instruc-
tion book.

All complete k}>^ • OO To the trade only.

DOMINION JOBBING & SPECIALTY CO.

260 VONaC STRISET TORONTO, ONTARIO
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We Stand Behind the Dealer that Sells Our Photos[raphlc Goods

Every dealer that handles our.pliotograpliic gocds is entitled to send

to us a list of all interested in photography in his town or district, to

these we will mail free each month a copy of our " Photo Bulletin,"

which contains much information valuable to photographers,

including description of all the very latest appliances and methods.

Na-Dru-Co Photo Goods
give satisfaction to the dealer because they give full satisfaction to the

photographer, whether professional or amateur. They are prepared

from the purest ingredients and are accurately weighed, thus insuring

the same results every time they are used.

Na-Dru-Co goods are packed in attractive boxes that sell at

sight, and bring repeat orders because tne qualities give the required

results are there.

A window display of Na-Dru-Co photo goods means increased

profits for yon—try it. Ask our nearest branch for particulars.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF CANADA
MONTREAL "'"^^^

CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. 6i S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

eanadlart made Ucoric©

Y&l BRAND
All Druggists.

manufacture^

National LiOHtfCE Oft
Montreal.

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. Wafers, Lozenges, Powdered Extract and

Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists' uses.

MANUFACTURED BY

N.B.—Place your orders now

with your wholesaler for

your winter requirements

National Licorice Company
Montreal
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that each should be adopted, so that one may
check the other, I have endeavored to perfect

myself as much as possible in same, even to the

exclusion of other tests, with the exception of

experimenting.

Uliat I have mentioned about accommodation
as a check to the straightforward testing of hy-

permetropia, applies to a less extent, in com-
parison, to the degrees of myopia,, up to, say,

3D; but in myopic cases of over this amount j-ou

can expect to get a straightforward test. The
fogging systemi is not required, and most of the

tests mentioned in the list will serve equally

well. I will, as before, tabulate same in inverse

order of their value, in my own opinion, and
briefly state my reasons:

SUBJECTIVE TESTS.

Pin-hole test.—Great difficulty of client to re-

cognize the phenomena.

Cobalt blue test.—Difficulty of client to ob-

serve phenomena.

Scheiner's test.—Difficulty of bisecting the pu-

pil.

Thompson's ametrometer.—Some little intelli-

gence of the patient required.

Tweedy's optometer.—Possibility of accommo-
dation due to the convergence.

Stigmatometer.—Possibility of accommodation
due to the convergence.

Test charts and lenses.—No disadvantage.

(To be continued.)

Photography

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

NORTH BAY.—Mr. H. S. Campbell has placed

his contract with The Toronto Show Case Co.

for a line of new fixtures. The wall fixtures in-

clude a section for the back of the fountain, as

well as the regular Patent Medicine section. The

finish and stj-le is ordered to correspond with

the cases already shipped to Mr. Campbell some

few months ago.

An Irishman was painting a house and working

with great rapidity. Some one asked him why
he was in such a rush. "I'm trying to get

through," the Irishman replied, "before the paint

gives out."—Success Magazine.

If the wheels of business drag, see if you

haven't absent-mindedly set the brakes.

It is every man's business to see that he gets

out of his hours all there is in them.

The business that grows is the business wath

the strongest men pushing it—the best force of

employes.

DEAD BLACK,

A paint which will dry a dead black, and is,

therefore, useful for blacking any bright parts in

cameras, dark slides, etc.f may be made by tak-
ing about a teaspoonful of lamp black or vege-

table black, adding to it three or four drops of

gold size, not more, and working it up with a
thin knife on a piece of glass until it is a per-

fectly smooth stiff paste. This paste mav then
be transferred to a bottle, two drams of turpen-
tine added, the bottle corked, and very thorough-
ly shaken. The paint dries quicklv, without anv
gloss.

MAGNESIUM RIBBON.

We are often told that magnesium ribbon
should be scraped with a knife or rubbed with
sand paper before being burned, in order to re-

move the film of oxide on its surface, which pre-
vents it from burning regularly. But it is even
less trouble to prevent that film from forming.
If the ribbon is bought in a tight coil, in the
way it is usually sold, it will generally be found
to be perfefctly bright on the inside of the coil;

and if it is kept, when not in use, wrapped up in

a piece of waxed paper, it will be found to keep
bright.—Photography.

BURNISHING PREPARATIONS.

Mounted prints, before they are put through a
burnisher, must have their surfaces treated with
a suitable lubricant such as the following:

Castile soap 40 grains
Methylated spirit 8 ounces

The soap should be shredded as fine as possible

and placed with the spirit in a bottle, which is

stood in a vessel of hot water. The cork should
be left out until the water has gone quite cold.

The bottle must be shaken from time to time,

until all the soap has dissolved. It is best kept

in a well-corked bottle, and applied to the face

of the print with a fluffless clean rag.

A COPYING HINT.

One of the tasks which the amateur photo-
grapher is sometimes asked to undertake is the

photography of a single figure or portrait out of

a group. There was a practical note by "Re-
flex" on this subject which appeared in the East-
ern Morning News, from which we quote: "When
the other figures in the group are not required to

show the}' have to be blocked out either on the

original or on the negative. In the former case

one or two methods may be used. The usual

plan is to paint over the print with opaque color

before photographing. This has two serious dis-

advantages. First, in washing it off it is pos-

sible that the retouching done on the print will
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be washed off also; secondly, being on the same
plane as the image itself, it is photographed

sharply, and gives a very unpleasant appearance.

"A far better method, although one very little

practised, is that of copying the print under

glass and applying the color to the outside of

the glass. This not pnly gets rid of the exces-

sive sharpness, but also prevents a hard line

round the figure. Sometimes the blocking out is

best done with a No. i retouching pencil, having

previously given the glass a good coating of

medium, but it is generally better to use Chinese

white, to which may be added sufficient of the

other colors to match the print, if desired, but

this is not always necessary. In skilled hands it

is even possible to introdii,ce a new background

in this way. The background is painted out

IMPORTANT FOR DEALERS IN PHOTOGRAPHIC
GOODS

A very important step in connection with the

Canadian world of photographic goods has just

taken place, when the United Photographic

Stores, Limited, have taken an independent po-

sition with reference to the trade, and in conse-

quence will buy and sell in the open market.

They have heretofore carried only goods con-

trolled by the Kodak Company, but will now en-

ter the jobbing field in a vigorous manner.

To those interested in photography their posi-

tion in the market will be well defined when it is

mentioned that they have accepted the agency

for Canada for the Ensign Film, Messrs. Hough-

tons, Ltd., Ensign Cameras and Products, Im-

By Homer Wat

white on the print, and then the new background

is sketched on the glass. The advantage of this

is that the body color below is not disturbed by

putting in the detail."

SIIvVER STAINS ON NEGATIVKS.

The black or brown stains caused by damp
when printing negatives on P.O.P. or other silver

paper, it is said, can be removed by first soaking

the negative for two or three minutes in five

grains of potassium bichromate and twenty

grains of com.mon salt, dissolved in an ounce of

water. It is then washed for five minutes, and

placed for a minute or two in a solution of 20

grains of ammonium sulphocyanide in an ounce

of water.

perial Drj- Plates, etc., and will be selling agents

in the district .surrounding their stores for the

Artura Paper Co., and Wellington & Ward, Ltd.,

Plates and Papers.

This Company has eight {S) stores under their

control all doing an active business, and will

doubtless stimulate the demand for any goods

included in their selling lines, and dealers and

consumers will be glad to know that these goods

can now be secured in anj' quantity quite prompt-

ly from them.

A man's riches on earth are in inverse ratio to

his retrenchments toward humanity.
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Answer These Questions,
Dru^^ist

!

When cottgh syrups and spring tonics are no longer in

demand, have you anything to take their place as sales

possibilities ?

Of course you have. You have a Soda Fountain and

—

oh, plenty of things.

But we're persistent. Have you anything that will show

a good, clean profit— say a profit of one-fifth on a dollar—
or one-quarter ? In these days of cut rates how much margin

have you got to do business on ?

That's none of our business.

Very well ; one more try. Have you ever investigated

photographic supplies as a side line ? Do you know how much

money there is in little bulk ? Do you realize that half the

world is making photographs and someone is selling them the

paper to make 'em on ? Is it too much trouble to pick up

money that lies beside your door ? Finally, will you let us

explain what it means to carry photographic supplies as a

side line ?

A postal request will bring the information. We are

manufacturers of Argo Gaslight Papers, Disco gelatine P.O.P.,

Ampere collodion P.O.P., Monox bromide papers, Metalotype,

all sorts of photographic chemicals, and also the famous Defender

Dry Plates.

Drop us a line. You cannot lose.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
t3l BAY STREET TORONTO, ONTARIO

VVWy^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^M^^^^A^^^^^^^^^^^^AAA^AA^A^^^A^^N^^AA^^A^^MVv
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FLIES WON'T THRIVE ON THIS FEED. IT IS VERY UNHEALTHY FOR THEM.

Sweet Fly Poison Discs
Neatly put up in a- neat wooden display box containing loo envelopes. Printed with Druggist's name

$2.00 per box.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Toronto Montreal ^Winnipeg

ALUMINUM FLASHLIGHT THE MAN WHO WINS

Aluminum appears to be gaining popularity as

a substitute for magnesium in flashlight photo-

graphy. The chief advantage of the former metal

is that it is obtainable in very fine powder—much
finer than is possible with magnesium. The finest

aluminum is that known as aluminum bronze,

and is used for making "aluminum paint." The
powder is much more easily ignited when mixed
with one-and-a-quarter times its own weight of

chlorate of potash, but the mixing must be ver}'

carefully done with a feather, as friction will

sometimes cause it to explode spontaneously.

The duration of the flash is about the same as

magnesium, but the actinic value of the light is

rather higher, chiefly on account of the more
complete combustion of the fine powder. Many
mixtures have been recommended from time to

time in order to produce a rapid magnesium
flash, possibly the best being a mixture of mag-
nesium powder, chlorate, of potash, and the black

sulphide of antimony. The following are good
proportions:

Magnesium ....24 grains

Potassium chlorate 36 grains

Black antimony sulphide 4 grains

Of course, such a mixture should never be

stored; it should only be prepared as required for

use.—Pharmaceutical Journal.

He who gives for gain alwavs gains disap-

pointment.

Dfxsvd a. *'"'"' lietter ceilings. T»^lls of^^**' two thousand designs for every
from a c.ithe-

>veswhy
yfc #\ r> It ^"^ ceilings cost less. Get the

FREE

The man who wins is the man who does.

The man who makes things hum and buzz,

The man who works and the man who acts.

Who builds on a basis of solid facts;

Who doesn't sit down to mope and dream,
Who humps ahead with the force of steam,

Who hasn't the time to fuss and fret.

But (rets there everj^ time—you bet.

The man who wins is the man who wears

A smile to cover his burden of cares;

Who knows that the sun will shine again,

That the clouds will pass, and we need the rain.

Who buckles down to a pile of work
And never gives up and never will shirk

'Till the task is done, and the toil is sweet.

While the temples throb with red blood's heat.

The man who wins is the man who climbs

The ladder of life to the cheery chimes

Of the bells of labor, the bells of toil.

And isn't afraid his skin will spoil,

If he faces that shine of the glaring sun

And works in the liffht till his task is done;

A human engine with triple beam
And a hundred and fifty pounds of steam.

—Success Magazine.

^ 4 book. Ask

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
Montreal. Toronto. HaJifax. St. Jobn, Winnipeg. Vwicouver

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

WINGHAM.—Mr. J. Walter McKibbon is re-

modelling his store and has placed his contract

for his new fixtures with The Toronto Show Case

Co. The silent salesmen are of the new "Im-

perial" design and are in combination with the

patent "Trianon Cabinets." All the glass in

these silent salesmen is best British Plate as The

Toronto Show Case Co. will not consent to

cheapening their work by substituting common
window glass and cheap wavy mirrors instead of

British Plate.

A hot head makes no warm fricndsliips.
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-

ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, April 26, 1909.

Business during the last month has been very

good. There have only been some minor changes

in value, which you will note elsewhere.

The principal manufacturers of pharmaceuticals

manufacturing fluid extracts will only put them

up in future in % pounds and i poimds, cutting

out the % pounds.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

D. Antimony Liver Lb. .25

A. Beans Tonquin, Angustura.. Lb. Si. 7

5

D. Bayberry Wax Lb. .35

A. Balsam Copaiba, American. Lb. .85

A. Balsam Copaiba, English... Lb. Si.00

A. Buchu Leaves Lb. .45

A. Flowers Chamomiles, Ger-

man Lb. .43

A. Gum Ammoniac Lb. .60

D. Japan Wax Lb. .20

A. Ointment Hvd. Nitratus Lb. .45

D. Oil Pennyroyal Oz. .25

D. Oil Sassafras, Artificial Lb. .65

D. Wintergreen, Artificial Oz. .5

A. Oil Spearmint Oz. .50

A. Root jalap Lb. .55

A. Root Jalap, Powder Lb. .60

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

LACOMBE, ALTA.—Mr. N. I. McDermid has

placed his contract with The Toronto Show Case

Co. for a line of the new "Imperial", silent sales-

men for immediate delivery. All the glass in

these silent salesmen is best British Plate as The

Toronto Show Case Co. will not consent to

cheapening their work by substituting common
window glass and cheap wavy
British Plate.

irrors instead of

BUSINESS OPENING
A BUSINESS OPENING.—Good opening for

druggist. New building next door to post

office. Physician in same building, will give

patronage. No opposition. Apply to Post Mas-
ter, Earlscourt, Ontario.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
QUSINESS FOR SALE.—Drug store to sell;

fine locality; good family trade; in Mon-
treal, Que. Doctors prescribe. Steady business.

Clean stock. Stock and fLxtures, S5,ooo. Apply
to V. A., care of Canadian Druggist, Toronto.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
'T'HE right way to buy a drug store, to sell one, to
•* get a position or help—whether in U.S or Can
ada—is to write to F. V. Kniest, R.P., " The Drug
Store Man," Omaha, N^b., U.S.A. Established

1904. Strictly reliable. Expert and confidential

plans. Z

POR SALE—Shelf Bottles, Drawers, Mortars, Pill
'^ Machine. Show Bottles For particulars apply

to E Gregory, Lindsay, Ontario

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

NELSON, B.C.—Mr. W. Rutherford has also

heard of the "Trianon Cabinets" and has placed

his order for a line of these, together with the

"Full Cry.stal" silent salesmen, with The Toron-

to Show Case Co. Patents covering all essential

points in these fixtures are owned by The Toron-

to Show Case Co., and any other fixture repre-

sented as the same is merely an "attempt."

The grouchv gospel soon brings its preacher to

grief.

O S h aW a you cant afford to roof a

Galvanized «hing without O.shawa Gal-

Si- <3 1 vanired Steel Shingles.
I C C 1 Q^^^ f^^ ^ hundred years.

Shingles send for the free booklet.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
Uontrr.il. T,.i\.nt.... H.dif.x. St. John. Winnipeg. VaocoDver
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THE A. PH. A. MEETING

The official lieadquarters for the coining Con-

ventions of the A.Ph.A. and the California Ph.

A., from August 13th to 20th inclu.sive, at Los

Angeles, Cal., has been settled hy the selection

of the Hotel Alexandria.

This hotel is centrally located, and is one of

the finest in the country. It is absolutely fire-

proof; its furnishings arid equipment arc unexcel-

led in any citj-, and its service is of the highest

standard.

Special convention rates have been secured for

those attending the Conventions; the rates ob-

tained are as follows. Two persons to a room
without bathi, $1.50 and $2.00 per person; two

persons to a room with bath, S2.00, S2.50, and

S3.00 per person. The Committee has secured

special rates from five other splendid hotels,

prices ranging from Si.00 to S2.50 per person.

All prices quoted being on the European plan.

Railroad rates: The Committee on Transpor-

tation have secured a rate of one and one-third

fare for round trips from all points on the South-

ern Pacific, Santa Fe and Salt Lake Routes. This

should help many to settle the vexed question of

where they will spend their summer vacation.

The rates quoted from the East are given to us

as follows: Special excursion dates, July 27 to

August 6th inclusive; from Missouri River

points, $50.00: St. Louis, S57.50; Chicago, S62.50;

with stop over privileges good to return via San
Francisco and Ogden; to return via San Fran-

cisco, Portland and Seattle the rate is: St.

Louis, S72.50; Chicago, S7.7.25; after August 6th

there is an increase of about Sio.oo for the re-

mainder of the month.

This is an opportunity of a lifetime to make a

journey as extended as this, under circumstances

both pleasant and instructive. A journey over

the broad fields of the Middle West, across the

Rockies to the Grand Canon of the Colorado,

over the sandy desert plains to the orange

groves and vineyards of Southern California,

thence along the Pacific Ocean or through the

Yosemite Valley with its giant trees, towering

cliffs and gleaming waters, to San Francisco

with its magnificent bay, the world renowned
Golden Gate of the Pacific. Thence northward,
passing the snow-covered Mount Shasta to Port-

land, the beautiful inland city on the great Co-
lumbia, thence to the growing city of Seattle,

on Puget Sound, where the Yukon Exposition
will be open, thence eastward through the Yel-

lowstone Park and its wondrous works of na-

ture; such a journey will cause you to become
acquainted with the vastness of your own coun-

try, widen your sphere of knowledge, acquaint

you with facts that will broaden vour views and

make you better satisfied with your own condi-

tion, and grateful that you had taken such a
journey.

Space at this time will not permit us to speci-

f}^ more, but in later issues we shall elaborate on
them.

ASBESTOS WEALTH OF QUEBEC,

As a mineral country Canada is gradually get-

ting a well deserved recognition. This not only

applies to minerals which are scattered through-

out the world, but to those which appear to be

almost inherent in the Dominion.
A practical monopolv of the world's output of

nickel is controlled in Ontario and now Quebec is

believed to be about to occupy a similar position

in regard to asbestos.

It is only within recent years that the inanv

uses to which asbestos can be put has been dis-

covered, and it is still thought that manv new
methods for its use will develop with modern
achievements. A certain and increased demand
for the incombustible mineral is promised from

the building trade.

The asbestos mines of Quebec arc situated

about 100 miles from Montreal, along the lini- of

the Quebec railway. The first discoverv was
made b}' a farmer named Johnston, in the Black

Lake district, in the year 1877.

At the time of the discovery asbestos had lit-

tle commercial value, but the original discoverer

held on to his claim and by steady development

has accumulated a big fortune.

With the introduction of inachinerv by which

the asbestos rock can be readilv converted into a

commercial product, the output from the Quebec

field has been vastly increased.

Last year this output totalled 62,000 tons, of

a value of $2,500,000, and represented about qo

per cent, of the whole asbestos outpiut of the

world for that period.

Russia sent out the onlv other quantitv worth

recoimting, but the qualitv of this was far below

that of the Canadian, and was used principallv

as an adulterant of the Canadian to cheapen the

cost.

The capacity of the Canadian mills has in-

creased from 4,500 tons of rock per day to 8,000

tons within a vear, and the value of the com-

moditv has increased 100 \wr cent, in the last 25

vears.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

PINCHER CREEK. ALTA.—Mr. D. L. Mc-

Crea is enlarging his display space and has or-

dered a line of silent salesmen of special design

and construction from The Toronto Show Case

Co. for immediate deliverv.
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OUR GRADUATES

The last few weeks have witnessed a consider-

able addition to the ranks of pharmacists in

those who have graduated from the various col-

leges and pharmaceutical governing bodies and
have received certificates as full-fledged chemists

and druggists.

An event of this kind, although appearing as a

mere matter of course to the majorityof our read-

ers, has however, a strong significance for those

who have joined the ranks of pharmacy, and will

now take up their life-work in that calling, pass-

ing as they do from the educational stage to the

more practical, either as certified chemists or as

proprietors. They have before them a future full

of uncertainty and yet full of promise, and it is

to be hoped, and we confidently believe that it will

be the case, that graduates of iqoq will not only

do themselves honor, but will also reflect credit

on their Alma Maters. There is, however, a still

higher aspect which everv graduate should have

fn mind, and that in the retaining and still fur-

ther elevating the prestige of the profession in

which he has become a junior member.
It is the plain duty of everv pharmacist to

maintain a high standard both as to the charac-

ter and as to the ideals of the profession of

pharmacy, and it rests with the younger gradu-
ates to carry the highest ideals, and to make the

jjrofession as lofty and honorable in its character
as can possibly be done.

We congratulate the graduates on their .suc-

cess and welcome them into the ranks of phar-
macy, knowing that Canadian pharmacists can
hold their own with those of any portion of the
civilized world.

ELECTION OF COUNCIL OF 0. C. P.

This is the year when a new Council for the O.

C.P. is to be elected, the by-laws providing that
the elections will take place "every second year
and the persons qualified to vote at the election

w ill be such persons as are members of the said

college." No one is entitled to vote if they are

in default in respect to any fees payable by them
under the Act. The present Council has now al-

most completed its second term, and the mem-
Iters elegible for said election.

On the whole the Council has been a good one,

and the members have looked carefully after the

interests of the trade, but it is always desirable

that new blood should be added, not only to

give others an opportunity of serving their con-

freres, but also to infuse new ideas into the

Council meetings, as well as to retire any mem-
bers who have been cither negligent in their dutv,

or have done anything to the detriment of the

Council or to pharmacy at large.

Such a matter as the election of Council, should

not be allowed to pass unheeded, as it frequently

is by a majority of the members of the Province.

Every druggist has an individual interest in the

legislation passed, and it certainly is his duty as

well as his privilege to take an active interest by
putting forward the best men in each district to

represent them at the Council.

We trust that the forthcoming election will see

a much greater interest taken than has been for

some time.

Lethargv means selfish indifference and a neglect

of that interest in the trade which should be

evinced by every druggist in th^ Province,
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BE A TRUE PHARMACIST

The pharmacist should above all things be true,

self-respecting, and honest towards all men.

It is not sufficient to cover one's self with the

degree of Phm.B.., or any other title which may

be conferred on him, but to carry out the prin-

ciples of pharmacy, as they should be exhibited

towards the physician and towards the general

public, and it is also necessary to elevate the

profession to such a position that he is sure that

no slur can be cast upon it from any act of his,

whether intentional or not.

The great desire to make money, honestly if

possible, but to make it any way, is always a

temptation, even to the man who stands high in

his profession, and it requires a sincerity of pur-

pose and a determination to do only the right

thing to keep himself straight in his dealings

with others. Even where intentions are apparent-

ly of the best, acts may be committed which

when analyzed cannot but reveal something sav-

oring of unprofessionalism and dishonest deal-

ing.

Pharmacy stands high amongst the professions

and has its own high ideals of right and wrong,

and in no walk of life should there he a more de-

termined effort to observe the golden rule than

in that of pharmacy.

The inviolable secrecy of the physician's pre-

scription, the confidence imposed by the customer

in the integrity and secretiveness of the proprie-

tor or his assistants, and the opportunity given

to the pharmacist to be the faithful co-worker

with the physician in relieving sickness and suf-

fering, all these cannot but bring out the highest

ideals of responsibility and of a desire to "Do

unto others as we would they should di) unto

FORMULAS -WANTED

A subscriber, E.B.S., asks for two formulas.

One for a cough mixture and the other for a

diarrhoea remedy. ("Best that can be procur-

ed"). We might give a number of formulas, but

we prefer in this instance to ask our readers to

supply the demand. An interchange of formulas

and of ideas generally in pharmacy is very help-

ful, and the one who gives is sure to get ample
returns by what he will receive from others. Let

us hear from some of our readers.

In our last issue of the advertisement of Cas-

sell's Magazine, we inadvertently stated that

The Acton Co. were the Canadian representatives,

whereas Cassell & Co., Ltd., of 42 Adelaide

Street West, Toronto, a branch of the house of

Cassell, are the representatives for Canada.

- MANUFACTURING COSTS

By George Tonthieu, F. C. S.

The manufacturing chemists can determine the

cost of any chemical or pharmaceutical prepara-

tion by means of the following general formula;

M+L+O+I+G
Cost TKT unit = r^-

yield

I\I., being the price of the crude material.

L., the cost of labor to make the preparation.

O., the operating or fixed charges of the labor-

atory in proportion to L,.

I., the incidental expenses.

G., the general expenses of the concern.

In the case of a patent medicine manufacturer

handling only one proprietary article and desir-

ous to ascertain its cost, or in the case of a sec-

tion in a factory where one product only is

manufactured, each one of the items of the

formula can be readily figured out. The unit and

yield will be either gross, gallon or pound as the

case may be, and the other items are estimated

at will for a certain period of time.

But if the laboratory of the average manufac-

turing druggist is taken as an example, in which

a great many different preparations are dealt

witli practically at the same time, passing

through different hands, it does not seem quite

as easy a priori to determine the different pro-

portions of M. L. O. I. and G., which compo.se

the general formula of cost just given.

It is, however, obviously of the greatest im-

portance that the manufacturer should be able

to prove bej'ond a doubt whether he makes
money or not on a preparation, as he certainly

has no desire to tie his capital and waste his

energy on unprofitalilc articles. While the natur-

al standpoint is that the value of a laboratory

operated for financial returns is measured by the

ratio between expense and output, it is some-
time a matter of difliculty for the management
in a large business to analyze expenditures by
items and to know for a certainty whether a de-

partment is running on as economical a basis as

it .should. I dare say that in many laboratories

a number of articles made currently would l)e

dropped immediately if an accurate cost system

was to show that their manufacture does not

pay.

The various items of cost may l>c thus deter-

mined:

M.—^^laterial. The price of the crude material

which must be figured laid down at the factory

must include such incidentals as duty (if any),

packing, freight and shortage paid for (if anvi.

Clerical work, expenses in connection with tlic

handling and storage of the crude material in the

warehouse, interest on stock, &c., come usually

under G, general expenses, or might come in cer-
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Ideal Orchids
EXCEPTIONAL OFFER! |

NOTICE.—Besides the Cash Discount, free

goods and advertising, we prepay the freight

on this assortment.

Freight will be prepaid on this FIRST Order
ONLY.

2 bottles "Ideal" Orchid Perfume, 9 oz., at

$4.00 each $ 8 00
4 doz. "Ideal" Orchid Toilet Water, 5 oz.

bottles, at $7 00 doz 1 ')5

yi doz. "Ideal" Orchid Sachet Powder (dis-

play box), J5.00 doz 2 50
1 doz. "Ideal" Orchid Cream (an elegant

preparation) $2.00 doz ^ 0<>

$14 '^5

With Lhe above order we will include FREE
'2 doz. "Ideal" Orchid Cream, retails at 25 cents each y
I filled Atomizer for demonstrating v

12 perfumed Orchid Cards
I large hand-painted display card for window

TFRMS --5% cash discount-if paid within thiitydays. Vsual
L-iy. ic. .

jjjjijijjjg discount allowed to Druggists who arc on

_^

Sovereign Perfumes, LmUed
TORONTO

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
^ ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let' s have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=
tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you 10%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New Daven, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDKRS AND COMMDNIC ATIONS TO THE
Higginbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.

* Milton, Ontario T^^^^^^^:^^

Sure Death
TO

POTATO BUGS I

!

The Strongest and Best PARIS
GREEN is made by The Canada

Paint Company.

It is unquestionably the most

economical Bug destroyer known.

It KILLS the Colorado Beetle

commonly known as the Potato Bug

with certainty and despatch.

The Canada Paint Company's

Paris Green contains more arsenical

poison than any other Paris Green.

CANADA PAINT COMPANY

Montreal

Limited

Toronto

CAI^AUA
Winnipeg
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tain cases under O, operating expenses. Wherever

they come, they enter in some form in the

formula of cost.

Iv.—I/abor. In factory work the labor is sub-

divided into "Executive," "Productive," and

"Auxiliary." The "executive" embracing the

superintendent and heads of departments; the

"productive" the foremen and laborers under

them, and the "auxiliary" those who assi.st in

the manufacturing in some secondary manner,

such as youth learning the trade, janitors, &c.

The executive employes and the auxiliary-help

are non-producing as far as the manual output

is concerned, but their time nevertheless must

enter in a certain proportion into the manufac-

turing cost, their expense being added to the

cost of the producing help

If the total amount paid as' wages during the

year to all the employes (jiroductive and non-

productive) is divided by the total number ol

working hours of the producing employes alone,

the quotient will give the "average total wages
cost per hour and per producing employe," this

factor being used in the formula of cost as I/.

Other interesting factors could be got in the

same way, which will be useful to compare the

results of one year with another, such as the

average executive wages cost and the average

auxiliary wages cost per hour and per producing

employe.

O.—Operating Expenses. Tliese are calculated

on the basis of a }-ear's time, and they include all

expenditures in connection with the running of

the factory .such as: Depreciation of machinery,

depreciation of fixtures and ajiparatxis, rent, in-

surance, taxes, electric light, power, steam,
heat, water, night watchman, telephone, &c.

Depreciation. The investment on machinery

and fixtures and apparatus being known, it- is

customary to allow tor vveai and tear a depreci-

ation of 5 to 7 per cent, a year on machinery and

10 per cent, on fixtures and apparatus. Every
year the figure for investment is necessarily al-

tered, owing to deducting depreciation for the

previous year, or adding any increase to the in-

vestment that might have been made during the

year.

Rent is known for the year. In case the build-

ing is owned by the manufacturer, take instead

of rent the interest on capital which the property

represents, improvements and depreciation being

duly accounted for.

Insurance, Taxes. Use the yearly figures.

Electric light and power are very accurately

determined by means of meters for a period of

twelve months.

Steam is estimated for a year at so much per

horse-power, heat at so nmch per square foot,

and water by meter.

Watchman protection and telephone, also at so

much a year.

The total of these different figures divided by

the total number of working hours of the pro-

ducing employes gives the "average operating

exjienses cost per hour and per producing em-
plo\e," which factor will be used in tlie formula

as b.

I.—Incidental expenses. These include gas bill,

repairs to machinery, fixtures and apparatus,

miscellaneous supplies, stationery and any other

incidentals, such as reagents, &c. The figures are

added up every month for twelve m.onths to serve

as a basis for the following year. It m.ust be un-

derstood that under this heading are included

those supplies and expenditures which cannot be

charged to any particular preparation. If, for in-

stance, a considerable amount of cheese cloth, or

fdter paper, or coal is employed specially and en-

tirely for one particular batch, it will naturally

come in the figuring of cost of that batch under

the heading "material" instead of "incidentals."

While the "fixed charges" can be very accurately

calculated and vary little from one month to an-

other, employes naturally regulate the incidental

expense bill, owing to using more or less of the

various articles as glass and crockeryware, filter-

ing cloth, stationery, and by being more or less

careful in the use of the machinery and appar-

atus, necessitating more or less repairs. It must
also be noted that the repair bill will be larger

after some years than when the machinery and

apparatus are new. It is therefore difficult to

control and to itemize the account otherwise than

by a "limip sum" at the end of every month.

The total of the incidental expenses divided by

the total number of working hours of the produc-

ing employes will give the "average incidental

expenses cost per hour and per producing em-

ploye," I in the formula of cost.

G.,—General expenses of the concern. These in-

clude the management expenses, o(ffice, ware-

house and shipping expenses, analytical and ad-

vertising departments, travelling expenses, in-

terest on capital, interest on stock, and a num-
ber of other charges similar to the factory oper-

ating and incidental expenses. The manufactur-

ing departments must contribute in a certain

proportion to these charges, which vary some-

what according to business conditions and nature

of the work.

In wholesale pharmaceutical work it is cu.s-

lomary to add to the manufacturing cost either

5 or 10 per cent, of the value of the crude ma-
terial, or 25 per cent, of the total labor charge

(including expenses). When the cost of the ma-
terial is very high as it is the case with the fine

chemicals and alkaloids, 25 per cent, of the la-

bor rate is applied and appears to be sufficient.
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while with pharmaceiiticals 5 to 10 per cent, of

the value of the material is also satisfactory.

These charges afford ample opportunity for dis-

cussion, but the head chemist must in the end ac-

cept them as they are imposed by the manage-

ment.

The formula of cost niay now be illustrated

with a few practical figures, taking, for instance,

the case of a pharmaceutical laboratory where

fifteen persons are employed. The classification

of these employes shows: One head of depart-

ment, ten i>roducing employes, and four auxiliary

employes.

The total wages paid during last year to these

fifteen employes were $8, 640.00.

The operating expenses for the year were I3,-

780.00 and the incidental expenses j?i,o8o.oo. On

tlie other hand the time-keeper reports 27,000

working hours for the ten producing employes,

therefore:

The average total wages cost per hour and per

producing employe is:

$8640 = 12 cents
27000 ^

The average operating expenses cost per hour and

jjer producing employe is:

S3780
27000

= ^4 --^nts

And the average incidental expenses cost per

hour and per producing employe is:

$1080

27000

The total 32 -h 14 +4 (50 cents) is the "aver-

age total working cost, per hour and per produc-

ing employe," covering labor charges and ex-

penses, which will be used as a shorter factor for

(L + O+I) in the formula of cost.

' Suppose that 200 pounds of a product was
manufacti:red and that the preparation was made
l)y two of the employes, the first one reporting

his time as being thirty hours and the second one

us ten liours, making forty hours altogether, and
that the value of the material itself, price net-

factory, is $100,00.

The cost per pound will be obtained in two dif-

ferent ways:

1. When taking as general expenses 5 per cent.

of the cost of material, it will be:

^ ,
$ioo + (4oX.So) + ; , ,

Cost per pound = ^^ =62 J cents
200

2. And when taking as general expenses 25 per

cent, of the labor rate:

$ioo + (4oX.5o)+(^^°^^°)

Cost per pound = = 62 ic
200

It is evident that this .system of figuring

manufacturing costs is accurate only if the help

is well supplied witli work and if the full time of

the producing employes has been accounted for.

- 4 cents

If there is a shortage in the amount of time re-

ported, the average total working cost will be

higher. It is also of the utmost importance that

the supply of the crude material to the manufac-

turing rooms should be so regulated as to pre-

vent waste, as if it is necessary to report for the

full amount of time, it is a great deal more im-

portant to account for more or less expensive

material. It must be a rule in manufacturing

that not an ounce of anything must be allowed

to go astray without due report being made and

the loss or shortage accounted for. If there is

neglect or laxity in the regulations of the house

regarding the supj^ly of material, and if the em-

ployes are permitted to help themselves fromi the

stock without any checking or supervision, it is

an utter impossibility to estimate accurate costs.

As has been mentioned, the various items of

expenses can be calculated every year to serve as

a basis for the following year. In some institu-

tions, the operations of the laboratory are re-

ported to the. management in the form of montli-

ly statements, which are intended to indicate

only the relative output of work without making
reference to the cost of batches. The figures

obtained by this method are useful to compare

the working results of a month or of a year with

another corresponding one.

Monthly statements can be made this way:

Wages and incidental expenses are known for the

month, as well also as the fixed charge (obtained

in dividing the yearly total of the operating ex-

penses by 12). With the "average total working
cost per hour" factor, it is easy to charge with

fair accuracy every preparation made, during the

month with a certain labor rate for which the

department is credited (labor credit).

The amount of work done, in the department is

measured by the ratio between wages plus ex-

penses and labor credit, the fornmla in this case

being:

wa^£;es + fixed charge + incidental expenses

labor credit

In my experience I have found it extremely

valuable for the good results of the work to .sub-

divide the factory in a number of sections for

which separate accounts of salaries, fixed charge,

supplies and output are kept. Such items as

rent, insurance, taxes, heat, &c., are figured at

so much per square foot in proportion to the

total floor space of the laboratory', while the av-

erage working cost of any piece of machinery can

be estimated on the hour-basis.

I think it is also very important to accustom

the help to keep a record of their time and of the

work done, and to be able to account when re-

quested for the exact number of working hours

for which they receive salary. It impresses em-

ployes with the fact that they are not hired
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Make a

Window

Display

with

WINDOW DISPLAY WITH ONE GROSS

SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY-

DOMINION DRUG CO.

.AXxx^TFOur, ozo^xr.

|*8fC48CCOC»COC«CCCCOC*COCOCOCOCCOCOCOC«.O0*C»CK:o:>CO^

E. Sachsse & Co.,
DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

ing oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter Coriander

Amber Rect Dill Seed
Anise Seed Geranium
^^y Leaves ^.
Cayeput ^ ? „ .

Caraway Seed J^^^P^'' ^^"'^'

Cardamom Juniper Wood
Cassia Jessamine

Cloves Lavander Flowers

We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences, ^
Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners. Bottlers and i^

Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents, N. C. Poison & Co., 263

.

and 265 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ont.

E. SACHSSE & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Liesing

n particular excellence,
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For School Opening Time

Map Drawing Competition
In connection with the Canadian Art Series of School Practice Books

—

Our 1909 Specials

We are this year offering to the school children of Canada as prizes, 250 Boys' Own
Annuals and 250 Girls' Own Annuals, valued at One Thousand Dollars, for the best

finished map of the Division of Canada in which the pupil resides.

So that all may compete on equal terms the Dominion is divided into three divisions

(i) The West, comprising Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia; (2)

The Middle, comprising Ontario
; (3) The East, compiising New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia and P.E.I.

A drawing sheet is given free with each copy of the Canadian Art Series of School

Practice Books and on this sheet maps must be drawn.

The covers of the series are reproduced from original paintings by four of Canada's

most famous artists, as follows:—" Sweet Peas" by Mary H. Reid, A.R.C.A.; "Mount
Hugabee," by F. M. Bell-Smith; "Cape Blomidon," by C. M. Manly, and "Queenston

Heights," by C. W. Jefferys.

The result of the competition will be made known through the booksellers, and the

prizes will be distributed by them.

Write for full information about the competition and
lay in an adequate supply of the practice books.

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Toronto
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merely to fill in time and that a certain output

is expected from everyone. When these working

results have been on record for some time, they

show the respective value of the employes, and

afford a very jrood basis for their advancement.

Furthermore this method promotes emulation,

and is a good preventative against possible fac-

tory melancholia, a di.sease of a contagious na-

ture, which is a serious "pockct-lcak" for the

manufacturer.

National Cliciiiical Works, Montreal.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN
(From Our London Correspondent)

INCREASICD DUTY ON SPIRIT.

The far-reaching clTect on the practice of phar-

macy of an increased duty of 3s. 9d. per gallon

on proof spirit, as indicated in the recent budget

speech of the Chancellor of the LCxchequer in the

House of Commons, overshadows in importance

all other news items this month. When it is

stated that as the result of this additional duty

the prices of an immense range of medicinal

preparations will be very materially raised, your

readers will understand that the pharmacists of

this country have been -hardly hit, and all their

ingenuity will be needed to find a way out of the

difficulty. Wholesale houses have, of course, met

the situation by at once sending up their prices

and the following may be quoted as examples:

Absolute alcohol has been advanced lod. per

pound; rectified spirit, 7s. per gallon; ether, is.

8d. per pound; sweet spirit of nitre, lod. per

pound; aromatic spirit of ammonia, 8d. per

pound; rectified tinctures, lod. per pound; proof

tinctures, 7d. per pound; infusions, 2d. per

pound; and liquid extracts, liniments, decoctions,

etc., in proportion. In the case of perfumed

spirits there has also been an additional duty to

the extent of 6s. per gallon. How is the problem

to be overcome from the point of view of the

man behind the counter? The obvious answer is

that he must raise his prices to the public pro-

portionate to the cost of the new duty. If this

can be done then all well and good, but, in the

opinion of many prominent pharmacists, there

will be inseparable difficulty in getting back this

extra fraction for medicines. However, the Pre-

sident of the Pharmaceutical Society has told

chemists that if they do not meet the tax b)'

charging more for tinctures and medicines "they

are outside the pale of ordinary business capa-

city." There is some talk of a deputation to the

Chancellor of the Exchequer to urge a rebate in

the duty as far as spirit used for medicinal prep-

arations is concerned.

POISON LICENSES.

Several hundred seedsmen, ironmongers, flor-

ists, etc., have applied to the local authorities

for licenses to sell poisons used in the horticul-

tural and agricultural trades, as provided by Sec-

lion 2 of the Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908. It

is early yet to .say what view the majority of the

authorities are taking, but a fair number of li-

censes have been granted. In some notable in-

stances the representations of pharmacists to

sliow that such licenses were unnecessary have
been successful, and several important Councils
ha\e refused to grant licenses.

SYNTHIvTIC CAMPHOR IN CAMPHORATED Oil..

Some interesting ])roceedings under the Sale ol

Food and Drugs Act took i)lace at Oldbury, 011

Jlay 4, when a local pharmacist named W. W.
Deakin was summoned for selling camphorated
oil manufactured from synthetic camphor, in-

stead of from natural camphor, as ordered by the

Briti.sh Pharmacopoeia. It is well known and
generally recognized that the therapeutic effect of

synthetic camphor is equal to that obtained from
"Cinnamomum camphora," and the solicitor for

defendant was ready with evidence to support
this contention. The magistrates, however, ac-

cepted the warranty defence, as the article had
been delivered wholesale as a B.P. product, and
dismissed the case.

PHARMACEUTICAL COUNCIL.

The annual election of members of the Council

of the Pharmaceutical Society took place in May,
and I hope to send you the result for the next

issue. There were eight candidates for seven va-

cancies. Messrs. C. B. Allen (London), A. S.

Campkin (Cambridge), W. G. Cross (Shrews-

bury), D. Gilmour (Dunfermline), Walter Hills

(London), and C. Symes (Liverpool), offered

themselves for re-election, and for the other va-

cancy cau.sed by the retirement of Mr. A. C.

Wootton, Messrs. E. T. Neathercoat (London)

and F. J. Gibson (Wolverhampton) sought the

suffrages of the electors. A spirited contest was
anticipated.

A NEW ASSISTANTS' UNION.

During the last few weeks active measures have

been taken by a band of enthusiastic young phar-

macists' assistants to form themselves into a un-

ion. The result of these efforts has been the in-

auguration of the National Union of Assistant

Pharmacists, with Mr. J. M. Dowty (Bristol)

as President, and Mr. S. C. Farrer, 10 Showell

Green Lane, Sparkhill, Birmingham, as Hon.

Secretary. The objects, as adopted at a meeting

in Birmingham, are: (i) The fixing and main-

taining of a minimum wage for qualified assist-

ants. (2) The limitation of xonstitutional

means of the hours of labor, and to support leg-

islation by Imperial Parliament to that end. (3)

To deal with the living-in system. (4) To deal

with the illegal encroachment of unqualified la-
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bor upon the duties and privileges of qualified

employees. (5) The limitation of dispensing in

public institutions to the supervision of a phar-

macist. (6) To secure the extension of the privi-

lege of exemption from jurj' service to minor

pharmacists. (7) To secure direct representation

of the ITnion upon the Council of the Pharmaceut-

ical Societ3^ Branches have been formed at New-

castle, Manchester, Bristol, Birmingham, Shef-

field and other towns, and there seems a possibil-

ity that the new organization will maie a splash

in the world of pharmacy-.

CHEMISTS' EXHIBITION.

The fifteenth of the series of annual chemists'

exhibition, organized by the British and Colonial

Druggist, was held in the Royal Horticultural

Hall, London, during the week ending May 15.

There was a very good display of all that is new-

est in phaniiacv, most of the big wholesale

houses being represented. Among the exhibiting

firms well known to your readers were Messrs.

A. H. Cox & Co., Ltd. (Brighton), British Drug

Houses, Ltd., Evans Sons, Lescher & Webb, Ltd.,

W. J. Bush & Co., Bangers, and Parke, Davis &
Co. As usual P. D. & Co.'s display attracted a

large amount of attention, and when I called at

their stand brisk business seemed to be the order

of the dav. To induce chemists to attend the ex-

hibition, the promoters paid the cab fares of

London members of the craft to the hall and half

tliL- railway fares of provincial pharmacists. In

a word, the exhibition was an even greater suc-

cess than ill former vears.

argued at great length. The charge is the illegal

sale of cocaine.

The Polyclinic Institute, represented by Mr. D.

McAvoy, K.C., claimed that they had a right to

dispense the drug under a charter granted to the

companj' by the Dominion Government.

air. T. M. Tansey, acting for the Pharmaceut-

ical Association, argued that such a charter was

not valid, as the Provincial Government had ex-

clusive rights to deal with such matters.

The charter so granted might allow the Poly-

clinic to run a drug store; but special require-

ments were necessary, under the provincial law,

to dispense poisons, which, it is alleged, the

members of the Polyclinic Institute have not ful-

filled. The question is, which of the two enact-

ments is to rule in such a matter.

Judge Bazin took the case en delibere.

The case against C. E. Scarfi, for sale of car-

bolic acid, was heard at length, and was dis-

missed b}- Judge Ba7-in, the witnesses for tlie

prosecution being pronounced unreli^-ble by the

judge.

DRUGGISTS CHARGED WITH INFRINGEMENT
OF PHARMACY ACT

The prosecution of certain parties for selling

poisons, etc., not being registered chemists, has

awakened a feeling of resentment apparently

against the Pharmaceutical Association of the

Province of Quebec and individual members of

it, as seen in the fact that action has been taken

against a number of the leading druggists of

Montreal, including some members of the Associ-

ation, the President himself being amongst the

number, charging them with infringement of the

Act, principally in reference to sales of poisons

in various forms, and of which it is claimed no

registration was made as required by law. The

cases were set down for hearing on May 26th, at

the same time as twenty-nine ca.ses against the

Polyclinic, Ltd., for the sale of cocaine and mor-
phine.

Before Judge Bazin May 2Sth, at Montreal, the

case of the Pharmaceutical Association of Quebec

against the Mount Royal Polyclinic Institute was

FIRE AT PLANTEN & SONS

On Friday, May 14th, the plant of H. Planten

& Sons, Brooklyn, N.Y., was completely des-

troyed by fire and water. We are advised, how-
ever, that as a surplus stock is carried in theware-

house to guard against any such calamity, that

there will be no delay in filling orders for "Air-

less" Filling Capsules and Pearls, the specialties

manufactured by this firm. They hope to have

their plant rebuilt and in full running order with-

in the next two months, and will then be in a

position to take up the work of capsulating spe-

cial formulas.

A NEW FILTER FAUCET

The Anti-Splash Filter F'aucet advertised in

this issue possesses original features, embodying
as it does a device which allows a quick, non-

splashing delivery of water, at the same time

filtering it so perfectly that physicians earnestly

advise its adoption in every house, hotel, restaur-

ant, hospital and public building. See advt.

PROGRESSIVE METHODS

The new rule of E. G. West & Co., wholesale

druggists, to take back at their own expense,

without question, any goods shipped by them,

means that they practically guarantee quality

and price of each and everj' article sent out by

them. This looks as though they meant business.
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THE

**FAIRCHILD" PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50 ; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50; large $9.00 per dozen

Pcptonising Tubes $4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tubes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. Sl FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a year ago—also to the fact that Messrs. Holden & Co.

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the " Fairchild " products for

the Dominion of Canada

w Phoenix Sanitary Duster
Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-

ing five times the price.

It will not scratch furniture or polished surfaces, as

other dusters will.

Moths and other insects will not injure or destroy it.

Owing to its flexibility, dust can be rubbed off" the

furniture as with a cloth if desired.

It does not smell after being in use, as other dusters do.

It does not contain, nor will it convey any disease germs.

In fact it is the ONLY Sanitar?' Duster in use
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE TO LAST ONE YEAR

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANAD.A. :

The National Dru^ & Chemical Co. of Canada
LIMITED TORONTO
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There's Money in Fly Paper !

,,-,^;^^ The Essentials Necessary are r'^'^^\

^fe?B)f) WHEN TO ];UY AND WHEN TO SELL if^'^-^^i^^0/ WHAT TO BUY AND WHAT TO SELL ^^Sf^^-^'

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY OF

Lyman's Lightning Fly Paper Poison
AS IT IS THE ONLY KIND THAT PAYS

YOU ISO PER CENT. PROFIT
P^y/
>y I It has been killing Flies for nearly Sixty Years

MANUFACTURED

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO., Ltd., TORONTO
LYMAN'S WATER-GLASS EGG PRESERVER, in i lb. and 5 lb. Tins

ik

Departmental
Store Methods

While we do not approve of ever>'-

thing done by department stores, in the

name of business—we have taken one

leaf from their books—namely

GOODS BACK AT OUR EX-
PENSE, IF NOT RIGHT

Give us a trial order, and if Quality or Price

is not as it should be—send back at our expense

—any or every article which you think wrong.

We will gladly credit you.

E. G. WEST & COMPANY
— Wkolcsalc Drui;i;ifits ami Manujacturing Chemists—

Toronto, Ontario

EXPONENTS OF PROGRESSIVE BUSINESS

The Spring demand for

WILSON'S

FLY PADS
has far exceeded that

of any previous season.

WHY??
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Trade Notes

W. J. Hilton, druggist, Ninga, Manitoba, has

sold his business to M. W. Johnston.

C. K. Macintosh has started a drug and sta-

tionery store at Lauder, Manitoba.

S. H. Smyth, of Winnipeg, Manitoba, is ne-

gotiating the sale of his drug business to the

Bruce Hamlyn Drug Co.

N. H. Brown, druggist, has registered as doing

business at Toronto.

J. A. Picotte, druggist, Montreal, Quebec, has

made an assignment.

E. Poliquin & Co., wholesale patent medicine

dealers, at Montreal, Quebec, have sold out.

R. W. Thompson has purchased the drug busi-

ness of A. E. Finley, Elgin, Manitoba.

Mr. Miller has purchased the drug business of

F. P. Sanderson, Wallaceburg, Ontario.

Arnold & Co., druggists, at Dubuc, Manitoba,

have dissolved partnership, Mr. W. C. Arnold

cotitinuing the business.

A. McDonald has purchased the drug l)usiness

of S. R. Davey, Guelph, Ontario.

Golding & Co., druggists, at Tottenham, On-

tario, are olTering a compromise.

The Paris Perfume Co. has been incorporated,

and is doing business at Montreal, Quebec.

J. L. H. Valois, druggist, has opened a busi-

ness at Montreal, Quebec.

Chester Kemp has started a drug business at

McLeod River, Alberta.

Dr. C. D. Hewitt, druggist, at Antler, Sa.s-

katchewan, has discontinued his bu.siness.

The Red Cross Drug Co., Ltd., Yorkton, Sas-

katchewan, suffered a loss by fire recently.

E. Pimbury, of the firm of E. Pimbury & Co.,

druggists, at Nanaimo, British Columbia, died

recently.

The West End Pharmacy is the name of a new
drug store at Calgary, Alberta.

The Vegreville Drug Co., of Vegreville, Alberta,

have opened a branch store at Viking, Alberta.

Walker & Co. have purchased the drug business

of J. M. Eaton, Carberry, Manitoba.

The Daintry Drug Co., of Outlook, Saskatch-

ewan, has been incorporated, and is doing busi-

ness.

S. J. Watson has opened a branch drug and
confectionery store at Blairmore, Alberta.

F. M. Kerr, druggist, Toronto, Ontario, has
made an assignment.

G. E. -Kennedy, druggist, at Carstairs, Al-

berta, has sold his business.

W; E. Foxwell has purchased the drug business

of W'. J. Robertson, Russell Station, British

Columbia.

Herod & Strachan, druggist, at Vancouver,

British Columbia, have made an assignment.

G. M. Gemmell is opening a drug store at Hed-

ley, British Columbia.

Pharmacie de Cantons du Nord, at St. Jerome,

Quebec, has made an assignment.

Ur. Kieler has opened a drug and stationery

lousiness at Stirling, ADjerta.

K. H. Brown, druggist and stationer, at Red
Deer, Alberta, has made an assignment.

C. D. Gilanders has opened a branch drug

store at Cedar Cottage, Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia.

P. S. Thomas is opening a drug store at North
Vancouver, British Columbia.

M. W. Johnston has purchased the drug busi-

ness of W. J. Hilton, Lauder, Manitoba.

C. K. Macintosh has opened a drug and sta-

tionery business at Lauder, Manitoba.

We are informed that there is a good opening
for a druggist in the town of Landis, Saskatch-
ewan. This town is situated on the Grand Trunk
Pacific, eighteen- miles west of Saskatoon. A doc-

tor is now erecting a building suitable for a

drug store. Any further information can be had
from Mr. C. A. Arnold, Secretary Board of

Trade.

The Dunlap Drug Co., Ltd., of Stettler, intend

opening a drug and stationery store at Castor,
Alberta.

F. J. McCallum has purchased the drug busi-

ness of Joseph Rinn, Elm Creek, Manitoba.
The drug business of D. A. Dudderidge, Frank-

lin, Manitoba, has been transferred to W. E. R.
Coade.

Geo. E. Kennedy, druggist, at Calgary, Al-
berta, has sold his business.

Robt. Sage, druggist and stationer, has taken
into partnership T. H. McCready, Fernie, British
Columbia. They will do bu.siness under the firm
name of "The Red Cross Drug & Book Co.,"
Lethbridge, Alberta.

V. F. Forgues, druggist, at Montreal, Quebec,
has made an assignment.

R. H. Morrison & Co., druggist, at Vancouver,
Hriti.sh Columbia, have di.s.solved partnership.

J. Millar has taken over the drug business of

F. P. Sanderson, Wallaceburg, Ontario.

S. H. Smyth succeeds the Bruce Hamlyn Drug
Co., at Winnipeg, Manitoba.
The Newton H. Brown, Limited, has been in-

corporated as manufacturing chemist, at Toron-
to, Ontario.

The St. Nicholas Chemical Co. are opening a

branch store at Barnet, British Columbia.

W. T. Pearce has taken over the drug business

of C. Smuck, DeGra.ssi and Queen Streets, To-

ronto, Ontario.
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PERSONAL

Mr. \V. vS. Hlliot, of the National Drut;- and

Chemical Co., Ltd., Toronto, has secured leave

of absence of two or three months, and will visit

the Channel Islands, and then go on to London

and other points in England. Mr. Elliot's health

has not been the best of late, and in company

with his many friends we trust this deserved

rest and outing will fully restore his health and

vigor.

Mr. H. McDowell, one of the most prominent

men connected with the drug business in British

Columbia, has practically retired from the retail

drug business, having disposed of his interest in

the McDowell-Burns Drug Co., in Vancouver, to

Mr. G. W. Campbell.

We are pleased to note by an item in the Van-

couver Province, that Mr. J. N. Henderson, who
spent the winter in Southern California for the

benefit of his health, has returned to British Co-

lumbia. His stay in California was marred by

tile prevalence of rain during the winter season,

the fall having been much heavier than usual.

James Finley, druggist, of Calgary, Alberta,

who was also President of the N. W. Pharma-
ceutical Association, is taking a much needed

rest in Southern California, where he has gone

mainly for the benefit of his health. Mr. Finley

will probably be absent for some months.

Thomas Shotbolt, a pioneer of the drug busi-

nes.si in British Columbia, celebrated the fifty-

second anniversary of his apprenticeship to the

business on April 23rd. ]\Ir. Shotbolt commenced
his pharmaceutical career in Horncastle, Lin-

colnshire, England.

Mr. Daniel Hocken, formerly assistant manag-
er of the Halifax branch of the National Drug

and Chemical Co., was banqueted at the Queen's

Hotel, in that city, on the occasion of his leav-

ing to assume the managership of the Vancouver

branch of the company. Mr. Hocken was a mem-
ber of the Pharmaceutical Association of Nova
Scotia, and has been a leading spirit in drug

circles in Halifax. The banquet was largely at-

tended, and was a fitting send off to the guest of

the evening. Mr. Hocken was also presented with
a handsome gold watch and chain bv the stall of

the coinpan}'.

OBITUARY

E. N. PIMBURY.

Mr. Edwin Pimliury, druggist, aiid one of the

oldest citizens of Nanaimo, B.C., died April dth,

after a long illness. Mr. Pombury was born at

Hyde, Gloucestershire, England, in 1834. The

deceased served his apprenticeship to the drug

business in England, and in 1855 came to Amer-

ica, remaining a few years in the United States,

and then moving to Victoria, B.C., where he re-

mained for eleven years, as ckrk in the drug firm

of Langley & Co., of that city.

Mr. Pimbury took a very active part in all

matters connected with pharmacy in his adopted

Province, and was a member of the first Council

of the B. C. Association. He was very success-

ful in business, and was also interested in a

number of enterprises in Nanaimo. He repre-

sented the riding of Cowishan for two terms in

the Local Legislature of the Province.

\V. R. HOUSE.

Mr. W. K. House, formerly in the drug business

at Whitby, Ontario, died May lith, at his resi-

dence in Toronto, in his fifty-eighth }-ear. Mr.

House served his apprenticeship in Oakville, and

afterwards came to Toronto, managing the drug

business of Mr. J. R. Lee, Oueen Street East,

for a number of years, after which he purchased

the business at Whitby, and from which he

eventually retired to take up a different line of

work. Mr. House was a former Coimcillor of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy, occupying a posi-

tion on the Board for two terms.

DR. C. E. MERCK.

Dr. Carl Emanuel Merck, partner in the firm ol

E. Merck, manufacturing chemists, Darmstadt,

Germany, died in that city April nth, aged 47

years.

Dr. Merck was born on March 19th, 1862, and

after completion of his studies at the University

of Kiel travelled abroad. He entered the firm in

1889, and became a partner in 1900. His energies

were chiefly devoted to improving the welfare not

only of the employees of the firm, but also of his

fellow-citizens. His untiring elTorts in the latter

direction found recognition in the numerous civil

dignities he occupied.

Our sympathy is extended to Mr. Herbert Ry-

all, druggist, of New Westminster, B.C., in the

death of his 30ungest son, Arthur, which occur-

red April 22nd, as the result of an operation lo

remove an obstruction in his throat.

Mrs. Theresa H. Kelly, mother of Joseph J.

Kelly, druggist, 544 Queen Street West, Toronto,

died at her residence, 27 Bellevue Place, on April

24th. She had been ill for about a month with .1

general break up of the system, which brought on

her death. Mrs. Kelly formerly lived in Port

Hope, Ontario.

Dr. H. Irwin, Pembroke, has placed his order

with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for their

latest style of Display Counters.
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An Essential for Success Worth Acting Upon

aTARTiNG in 1892 with a small retail drug business with sales less than $700 per

month, by the application of proper business methods— viz., all Lhe publiciLy
possible, the writer of this " ad." was able to show his successor to said business

sales of $2,000 per month for the last six years of his possession.

^i One of the most successful features of this aforesaid publicity was his name attached to

good patent medicine ads. This cost him nothing, and he made from 50 to 100 per cent,

on the money invested in the medicines made by the firms who advertised over his name.

^i He was not after "professionalism," including a frock suit and plug hat, but after

t»he long green, and he got about as much of it in thirteen years as most druggists get

in a lifetime

•i Any druggist in Canada can do the same who will wake up and change his wishbone for

a real live backbone and write us about the " want more " kind of goods we make.

^ Our object is to sell the public—not the druggist. But we work through live druggists

and sell our goods for them, giving them newspaper and house-to-house publicity. Ycu
won't find any dead stocks of our goods around the country, and that's more than some
firms who are giving "stock in their companies" free can say. Write us to-day about

MERRILL'S FAMILY REMEDIES THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

tddress: THE MERRILL MEDICAL CO., Maflfg. Chemists, Merrill Riilldlng, Toronto

WE SOLICIT YOUR
^BUSINESS FOR^

Checkered Dru^
In rolls and sheets. White and Tints

Parchmyn
Various weights in white and colors

Twines
Large assortment

Toilet Papers
Unequalled values

The Largest Direct Importers of Foreign Papers

Sampler ami Prices glaJly ^ivcn.

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

Successors to HTJBBS & HOWE CO.

4IS=419 KINQ STREET W., TORONTO, CANADA
Phone M. 4961 Branch at Montreal

"Anti=Splasli"
THE MAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms Agents Wanted

riLTEKS THE WATER
PEEVXNTS SPLASHING

Polished Brass, 15c; Nickel plated, 20c

Anti-Splash Filter Co. ^

WHITE & HUMPHREYS
^^Pha rtnacQt)cdia'

'

is the only book which contains satisfactory explanations of all

doubtful points in the Briiis^h Pharmacopceia. It is also lhe

latest and most practical Textbook of Phaimacentical Chemis-

try, Official Materia Medica, and Pharmacy. The work -is

indispeniable to Students preparing for Pbarmaceuiicil Ex-

aminations.

PRICE, $*.00 POSTPAID

CxNADIAN DKUOdlST - - TOKONTO, CAN
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The New Century Display Counter

(FRONT OF CASE)

Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

by other companies.

MADE of Ricli Quartered 0:ik, Selected Birch or Figured Mahogany,

with display space in front fitted with sliding plate-glass doors,

plate-glass shelves and British plate mirror back, display space on

top with either bevelled plate top or overlaid plate top with polislied edges

and without holes in the glass, corners fastened with Kade metal fastening.

Dimensions: HeigHt 36 ins., Depth 28 ins., any length.

4 and 6 foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See next page for further description.

Price per foot*, Oak or Birch, $10.00; Mal\ogany, $12.00.

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited
Drug Store Builders ^ 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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The New Century Display Counter

(BACK OF CASE)

Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

by other companies.

FRONT as described on preceding page. Back consists of two

shallow drawers under display space, either lined with felt or polish-

ed wood. Below tliese are subdivided drawers for stock with a few

new "Jones" ideas, such as twine drawer, cash drawer and label drawer

for package labels. A combined show case, counter and stock cabinet-

Dimensions: Height 3(5 ins.. Depth ^28 ins., any length.

4 and 6 foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See preceding page for further description.

Price per foot, Oak or Birch, $10.00; Mahogany, $12.00.

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited
Dru^ Store Builders ^ 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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MONTREAL COLLEGE OF PHARMACY ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

The animal meeting of the Montreal College of

Pharmacy was held in the College bnilding, cor-

ner of Ontario and Mance Streets, on Thnrsday,

May 6th, 1909, at 3 p.m., a goodly numlier of

members being present.

Mr. David Watson, President, occupied the

chair, and in opening the meeting, gave some

reasons why he was withdrawing from the Presi-

dency of the College for the year just commenc-

ing.

The Secretary read the annual report and treas-

urer's financial statement, both of which were

satisfactory, and augured well for the future oi

the College.

During the progress of the meeting the follow-

ing letter was presented to Mr. Watson, namely:

Mr. David Watson having declined re-election by

acclamation, was presented with a very numerous-

ly signed requisition asking him to withdraw his

resignation, and grant the College his further

valued services. As very many old and valued

friends amongst the retail druggists had signed

this request, Mr. Watson consented, and was re-

elected as President for the ensuing year.

LICENSE REFUSED

The Montreal Polyclinic, Ltd., a duly incor-

porated company, made application in the Prac-

tice Court before Mr. Justice Fortin, for a writ

of mandamus, to compel the Pharmaceutical As-

sociation, through its Secretary-Registrar, to

issue a druggist's license to the Company, au-

thorizing them, as a Company, to carry on the

business of a chemist and druggist in Quebec

Province. .After hearing arguments on both

sides, the judge took the matter en delibre, and

later rendered a judgment dismissing this appli-

cation, and stating that a corporation could not

be a druggist, and refused to order the Pharma-

ceutical Association to issue a license to the

Polyclinic, Ltd. Mr. T. M. Tansey, of Brosseau,

Brosseau & Tan.sey, was the advocate for the

Pharmaceutical lA.ssociation, and Mr. A. W.

Handfield, of Rivet, Handfield, Handfield & Siil-

livan, was the advocate for the Polyclinic, Ltd.

We beg to acknowledge the kindness of the St.

Louis College of Pharmacj' class, 1909, for their

invitation to the commencement exercises of that

College. Also the Philadelphia College of Phar-

macy have favored us with an an invitation, and

our regret is that we cannot be with them in

person.

OPTICAL ASSOCIATION OF QUEBEC

The following oflficers were elected for the en-

.suing year at the annual meeting of the Optical

Association 01 Quebec, held in their rooms, 2070

St. Catherine Street, Montreal: President, J.

Lewis William; Vice-President, H. Senecal; Treas-

tirer. Rod. Carrier; Secretary, H. L. Heureux;

Council, DP. C. Lacasse, E. E. Du Verger, N.

Beoudry, P G. Mount, R. D. Vur.sle, and Audit-

ors, F. C. Fox and J. C. Nouv.

60TH ANNIVERSARY

Prof. .Tohn Uri Lloyd, of Cincinnati, on his

60th birthday anniversary, has sent the following

offering to the Tuesday Club, of that city. Prof.

Lloyd is known to our readers, not only as a

chemist of high repute and lecturer in the Col-

lege of Pharmacy of Cincinnati, but also as an

-author. We wish Dr. Lloyd many years yet of

happiness and usefulness in the sphere in which

he is so prominent a leader.

The following is a portion of the "offering:"

"On his Sixtieth Birthday an offering

To the Tuesday Club by

John Uri Lloyd.

West Bloomfield, New York, April 14th, 7849

Cincinnati, Ohio, April 19th, 1909.

To the Tuesday Club.

LISTEN!
The Man Who Wants to Know,
But Don't Know,
And Yet

Tries to Learn How to Know,
WILL KNOW.

But

The Man Who Thinks He Knows,

And Rests Content

In What He Thinks He Knows,

WILL NEVER KNOW.
John Uri Lloyd.

As drifting logs of wood may haply meet

On ocean's waters surging to and fro,

And having met, drift once again apart.

So, fleeting, is the intercourse of men.

E'en as a traveller meeting with the .shade

Of some o'erhung tree, awhile reposes.

Then leaves its shelter to pursue his way.

So men meet friends, then part with them for

ever. Hitopadesa."

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

GRAVENHURST.—Dr. L. McLeay visited To-

ronto recently for the purpose of selecting his

new outfit, and after examining everything new

on the market placed his contract with The To-

ronto Show Case Co. The order includes the

"Trianon fixtures," patents for which are con-

trolled by The Toronto Show Case Co.
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'TABLOID

'KEPLER'

'ENULE'

'VALULE'

'VALOID'

m:":'SOLOID'b n

'?:::'HAZELINE'h

ir:r:'ELlXOID'

':r 'VAPOROLE'

'u\k 'WELLCOME'

The products bearing these Trade Makks
are issued by Burroughs Wellcome & Co.

They represent the highest perfection yet

attained in manufacturing processes and the -

latest development of scientific research.

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these

rands are specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

BlRROUC.HS VVl & Co., Losr (Enc.)

=^W«T^^=-

i£1.1 ^!!!!!mieiiiill lHiiiii
IISISI!M«8ili:lllil8niii

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON, FORT.

PURE
AKreeinK Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

Sm tbat every Wlochester carries our Slcoature-

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, CP., in cans and drums

BORIC ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb. cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON., kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 OALHOUSIE STREET

MONTEEAL

PEROXYGEN SOAP
®

Contains lo per cent. PEROXIDE of

ZINC, which upon use liberates^^^ active OXYGEN. ^^^
This Soap combines the properties of a High-Grade Toilet Soap with the

properties of HYDROGEN PEROXIDE and ZINC OXIDE.

LITERATURE SENT ON APPLICATION

Manufactured by

THE MOVES CHEMICAL COMPANY, LIMITED
84-96 JARVIS STREET, TORONTO, CANADA
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THE BEST WAY TO SERVE

Golden Orangeade
IS FROM ONE OF OUR

SPECIAL GOLDEN ORANGEADE COOLERS

The most successful, sanitary and satisfactory Dispensing
Apparatus on the market.

With one of these Coolers you can serve Golden Orangeade
that is always uniform in flavor, always cold, and perfectly

delicious.

THE SIZES—Three gallon or five gallon.

THE COST of a Cooler is equivalent to only thirteen cents

per day for one hundred days.

THE PROFITS from one gallon of Concentrated Golden
Orangeade will pay for the Cooler, for it is the most profitable

as well as the most delightful and popular drink on the market.
It costs but i/^c. per glass ready to serve. At 5c. per glass it

will pay you a profit of 500 per cent.

These coolers are practical, handsome and simple in con-
struction. They never fail to attract attention wherever they
are displayed, constituting a splendid advertisement for the dealer
who is selling Golden Orangeade, and thereby increasing his sales. It has been
proven over and over again that the Coolers will increase the sales of Golden
Orangeade tenfold.

They are so inexpensive that you could afford to buy a nev/ one every year
if necessary. Require but little ice— 16 pounds per day is ample, even in hot
weather. Closed connections from bottle to faucet. Ice does not come in contact
with beverage.

Don't use a cheap and unsatisfactory Cooler simply because somebody will

give you one !

You are losing mouey if you are not operating one or more of our Golden
Orangeade Coolers. Ask Your Jobber !

J. HUNGERFORD SMITH CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO ONTARIO
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PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PROV-
INCE OF MANITOBA

The Kcpislrar has just coinpletc-d a thoroui^h

survey of the Province in llie interests of the

Association, and has found the business through-

out being conducted generally in accordance with

the requirements of the law.

A number of cases were put on a proper basis,

and one prosecution was taken where the defen-

dant was fined §20.00 and costs for conducting an

unlicensed business, with an unqualified man in

charge. It is the intention of the Association to

follow up this course and see that the law is

complied with in every particular. There are a

number of cases through Province of On-

tario men going to Manitoba and tak-

ing positions without having first regis-

tered with the Association. This is a regu-

lation which must be complied with, otherwise

the individual is rendering himself liable to pro-

secution, as graduates from outside colleges or

as.sociations have no standing in the Province

until registered.

The major examinations of the Association

took place on April 26 to 29. There were eighteen

students for their graduating examination and

four for license examination.

The annual banquet of the College of Pharmacy
was held in Manitoba Hall, and the occasion was
a memorable one. After full justice was done to

the menu, a succession of short, bright speeches

were given, some of them reflecting the feelings

of the graduating class, whose fate still hangs iu

the balance, and others replete with the sound
advice of professors and full-fledged pharmaceut-
ists. A strong sentiment was manifested in fav-

or of a provincial druggists' association, which,

it was thought, was urgently needed to maintain
the profession in the full enjoyment of its rights

and privileges. Young pharmaceutists were urg-

ed to set before themselves a high commercial
ideal.

Mr. R. D. Walker, one of the graduating class,

presided over the banquet with all the ease of an
old hand. After welcoming the banqueters and
proposing the loyal toast, which was heartily

drunk, Mr. Walker asked Mr. F. J. McCallum to

propose the toast of "Tlie Faculty," wliich he did

in a neat speech.

Professor Bletcher, of the College of Pharmacy,
responded to the toast, and expressed his satis-

faction with the class of that year. The young
men passing through his hands were reaching a

constantly higher standard.

^Ir. S. Taylor proposed the toast of the

"Board of Examiners," which was responded to

by Mr. M. Westaway, of Miami, and Mr. C.

Campbell. Mr. Westaway promised, amid cheers,

to give the graduating class every consideration.

He wished to emphasize tlie Druggists' Conven-
tion to be held during the summer, and hoped il

w ould be given hearty support in all quarters.

Mr. Charles Campbell caused much laughter by
citing some examples from the recent oral ex-

amination. Later in the evening Sir. E. Nes-
bitt also responded ably to this toast.

The toast of "Our Own Profession," after be-

ing proposed by G. Bates, was responded to by
Thornton Andrews, S. Hall, and Mr. Erb.

In responding to the toast of "The Wholesale

Drug Trade," Mr. E. D. Martin put in a strong

plea for a world's fair in 1912. Within 500 miles

of Winnipeg, said- Mr. Martin, there was a
greater population than there was within 500

miles of Portland, Ore., when it held its interna-

tional fair. Such a fair in Winnipeg would mean
the advent of an immen.se number of settlers of

good stock and possessed of considerable capital.

Mr. A. E. Argue, of Roland, who also spoke
to this toast, believed that no trade in Manitoba
had more to contend with than had the drug
trade. He hoped the young pharmaceutists would
remember that they might make money at the

expense of something of greater value. The)-

should have some representative association to

take, if necessary, political action. It was not
in the interests of the trade that the liquor and
drug business should be synonymous terms.

A few words were also spoken to the toast bv
I\Ir. Hill and b\^ ilx. Brummidge, the latter gen-

tleman happening to be in the city as the agent
of a manufacturer of London, Eng. He made a
sympathetic speech, and was cordially received.

Mr. McGlashan responded to the toast of the

"Knights of the Grip." The toast of "The
Ladies" was proposed by Mr. T. Sexsmith and
responded to by Mr. D. W. Bradshaw. The toast

of "The Press" was proposed and duly honored,

after vvhich came the final toast of the evening,

that of "The Graduating Class." This was pro-

posed by C. Cranston and responded to by R. L.

Davidson.

During the evening musical items were furnished

by Mr. McGlashan, Tom Thompson, and Mr. R.
I,. Davidson.
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PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF MANITOBA

Major Examinations

CHEMISTRY.

Time—Two hours.

Examiner—E). Nesbitt.

1. Define esters, ethers, and phenols, and give

two examples of each.

2. What is the difference between primary, sec-

ondary, and tertiary alcohols, and how do Ihcy

respectively behave under oxidation?

3. Phenol—source, preparation, chemical char-

acteristics, medicinal properties, antidotes.

4. What is an alkaloid? What are the chem-

ical properties of alkaloids? How would you

prove their presence in a solution?

5. Write a short article on the composition,

manufacture, and uses of bleaching powder. Give

chemical formula and test. P<xplain the bleach-

ing action.

6. Write notes on fermentation. Explain the

production of ethylic alcohol.

7. Mercury^—occurrence, preparation and pro-

porties. How would you prepare calom.el?

S. Outline method of preparation of the fol-

lowing, showing equations: KI, K2CO3, Feels.

PRACTICAL.

(a) Identification of a salt.

(b) Separation of bases in a mixture of salt.

(c) Volumetric determination.

PRESCRIPTIONS.

Time—Two hours.

Examiner—M. Westaway.

1. Describe the method of arriving at com-

parative dosage between adults and infants.

Apply the rule giving maximum doses of the

following: Tr. Camph. Co.; Pulv. Ipecac Co.; Tr.

Opii; Vin. Ipecac; Pot. Brom.; Bismuth Sub Nit.;

Tr. Catochu; Antipyrine; Xdq. Arsenicalis; Tr.

Cannabis Ind.; Santonin; Antim. et Pot. Tart.

2. How much Bromide of Potassium will (a)

be required to saturate 6 ozs. of water at 60 de-

grees F.?

(b) Estimate quantity of nitrate of silver to

prepare 100 c.c. of a 12 per cent, sol.?

(c) What quantity of soda bicarb, will be re-

quired to neutralize I oz.. of salicylic acid?

3. (a) Criticize closely the following prescrip-

tions:

R L,iq. Arsenical Tjiv

I,iq. strych ,",iiss

Tr. gent, co ^i

Tr. card, co 5ss

Aq. menth. pip. ad vv
M. Sig. 5 ii. t.i.d. P.C.

R Hyd. bichlor grs. iv.

Kalii iodid 7>\i

Tr. cinchon. co >i

Syr. sarsap. co. ad .^vi

M. 7> i, P.C. et. h.s.

(b) What is the meaning of the term: "Neut-

ralize?" Give examples.

(c) Give an example of "Solution by interven-

tion."

4. How are the following cared for, and in

what way may they deteriorate if not preserved

according to B.P. rules: Santonin, sol. argent,

nit., hydrogen peroxide, formalin, cai-istic potash,

amnion, carb. , hydrargyri iod. flav. ae. hydro-

cyanic dil.

5. Give ailult dose, and in case of poisoning

an antidote for the following: Phosphorus, calo-

mel, croton oil, atropine, tr. jaborandi, digitalin,

tartar-emetic, zinc sulphate, acid sulphuric, io-

dine, arsenious acid, chloral h^-drate and tr mix

vomica.

6. Convert this prescription into the apothe-

cary system, show dose of strychnine and quin-

ine prescribed:

R Syr. ferri. phos. cum. quin. et

strych 30
Tr. gentian co 10

Elix. simplicis ad 200

M. Sig. 2 c.c. t.i.d. a.c.

7. Interpret the signs: 7>. R, 9, O, C, M, and

the abbreviations—Ad. lib.. Cap., Cib., Cal.,

Dinn., F.H., Haust., H.S., Mag., P.r.n., Sim.,

Stat.

Convert into Latin: Grain, ounce, pound, quar-

ter, half, day, niglit, liour, food, drink, hot, cold,

large, small, liefore, after, ej-e wash, poultice.

PRACTICAL PH.'VRMACY.

Time—Two hours.

Examiner—Charles W. Campbell, Phm.B.

1. Prepare and exhiltit 2 o/,s. liniment from

the following formula, and state on the label tlie

amount of each ingredient you have used;

UNIMENTUM TEREBINTHINAE.

Soft soap i/^ ounces
Distilled water... 5 fl. ounces or a .sulli-

cient quantity
Camphor i ounce
Oil of turpentine. 13 fl. ounces

Mix the soft soap with two ounces of the dis-

tilled water; dissolve the camphor in the oil of

turpentine; gradually add the latter solution to

the former, triturating until the mixture be-

comes a thick creamy emulsion, lastly mix with

sufficient distilled water to produce one pint.

2. Prepare and exhibit 2 ozs. syrup from the

following formula, and state on the label the

amount of each ingredient you have used:
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Retailers Attention !

Stock

Cffimentiuin
Kegd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Csementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY-
AIl branches National Drug &. Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS rrORTCANADA

THE "OLD RELIABLE"
PLANTEN'S

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINCE 1836

93 HENRY ST. Established 1S36 BROOKLYN, N.Y.
" The Pioneer American Capsule House "

EEOENTLT ADDED, 25,000 NEW WOEDS & PHEASES
New Gazetteer of the World 2380 Quarto Pages New Biographical Dictionary

EJitc: in Chief. «,r.H,\KRI^.l'H.D..I.L.D..l-.f.C. ::.. ;f E ;.-. v.. ;.

ChierJaiiticeF'CI.I.EK, V. S. Supreme Court, 4i>ii 1 rr^ir 1 1: <^

International as of the utmost ^-aiue ia accuia.;) of deanition, and ha\e toun 1 u in ali
respecu complete and thorough.

_^ Also, Webster's Collegiate Dictionary
^ JUtest and Largest Abridgmeni o f ihe Interniiionil. Two Ediiions-

(^ FREE, "Dictionary ^Trinkles." Also illustrated pamphlets.
"

G. 6 C. MERRIA.M CO., Springfield, Mass., U.S.A.
,0, GE.T THE, BEST ^

About 3 ft. long

I

PACKED THRKK DOZEN" TO THE CARTON
|

The Flycatcher that Everybody

Is Talking About iNow !

OF ALL JOBBCRS
OR FROM

T. A. MacNxb & Co. - - St. Johns, N.F.

W. S. Clawson & Co. - - St. John, N.B.

MacLaren Imp. Cheese Co. - - Toronto

WiNGATB Chem. Co. - - - . Montreal

G. C. Warren ----- Regina, Sask.

Standard Brok. Co. - - Vancouver. B.C.

ANTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONS
REGISTERED U.S. PAT.orriCE.

^^ Anti KA i^lA& Heroin
,

^^ ANTIKAMNIA^ QUININE '^

^^ ANTIKAMjSIA& SALOL ,

"'^ ANTIKAMNIA QUININE &SALOL '^^

^^ LAXATIVE yyriKAMNIA ^^
^^ LAXATIVE AN^piA&QUININE ^p
TheANTIKAMNIACHEMICALC0MPANY,5tL0UIS. U.S.A.
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I
. -QADIOL TREATMENT

i i iX rrolongs the

I g • 'HeWorses Legs. Completely

_- ...Tioves by Radalon all solt

If swellings that disfigure and lame

a Horse, a-. Sprained Tendons,

Windgalh, Bog Spavins, Capped

Elbow Bin Leg, Enlarged

Glands. &
No Bli 1

K't:

No Hair Rem
Treatm :nt

No Laying Up;

worn noi <;s <.s>^ .-

cure (or Pufi/ Join

illei Less.

Uigent use of 'he •'
K'^I>'?,J;

,]-f^„.

"'RimJuLEG WASH
^^,'^4j°;;'/3^p".iM.

the D^ln'. anJ neals th abr.iiion. ^r\]
One flas't of " RA.D101-' "i'' matce a GAI

valuable Leg Wasli.

Ask your Ohemlst

HELP!
Yes—We wish to help Chemists to become
familiar with the greatest advance in the

treatment of Leg troubles, T^^Ji^l
etc, in horses, namely,— tvd-OlOK

Below you will find a coupon entitling one bona fide
Chemist to a full-sized flask of RADIOL, the ;

price of which
is $2. GO.

These flasks
are full-sized
(i2 oz. ), because

we believe that

whether you use

it yourself or
send to a friend

or customer it

will give fu

opportunity to

thoroughly
test it.

You can purchase RADIOL in quantity
from your wholesale house, or

THOMAS REID

9 St. Nicholas St. Montreal

J^anvfaGtBrer^

:

The RADIOL C9 (w:^tevens e-c?)
2J2 Westminster BridgeRoad,London ; England,

I (full name)

Addres8 (in full)

Qualification, etc

wish to apply for a full-sized flask of " Radiol" free of charge, and herewith enclose cost of mailing and
packing only, 25c.

Seal down in an envelope and address Thomas Reid, 9 St. Nicholas St., Montreal,
our Canadian Agent.
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SYRUPUS CALCII I.ACTOPHOSPIIATIS. 5. Tliyroideuin siccum: From what is it ob-

Precipitated cakiiiin tained? Describe method of preparation. To what
carbonate 2% ozs. constituent does it owe its medicinal properties."

Concentrated phos- Give therapeutical value.
phoric acid 4 fl. ozs. and 2(S2 minims z- ,,-. . „ ,„ . i> yn * 41 j-

Lactic acid 6 fl. ozs. „.f-
^^^'""^'^ an umbel.> Illustrate by a diagram.

Simple syrup q.s
What are the ofUcial B.P. drugs belonging to this

class.''

Gradually add the calcium carbonate to the lac- „. . ,

., • 1 JM . 1 ti, f * •. 7- \\ rite short concise notes on the reuuire-
tic acid previousK' diluted with four times its ' ^

1 f 1- ill J i ments of the Provincial Anti-Narcotic Law,
volume of distilled water.

, , , . , ,

„,, 1 - • 1 . 11 .1 4 . about habit-forming drugs and of the PharmacvWhen solution IS complete, add the concentrat-
, ,.,*',!'.

, , , . • 1 , ., , .1 41 • -4 .
Act regarding the sale of poisons,

ed phosphoric acid, triturate until tlie precipitate & b r

which at first forms is dissolved, fdtcr; lastlv, ^- Santonin. Classify, from what obtained.

add sufficient syrup to make five pints. " (a) Give medicinal properties, physiological ac-

BOTANY ^^°^ ^" large doses. How stored?

(b) Cocaine. Distinguish from above as to
Time—Two hours. classification, action and usage.

Examiner—E. Nesbitt.
PHARMACY.

1. Name, describe, and give the functions of

the several parts of a typical flower. Examiner—Charles W. Campbell, Phm.B.

2. By what means is fertilization effected (i) Time allowed—2j^ hours.

in phanerogams; (2) in cryptograms? i_ (a) Define the terms: Precipitate, impal-

3. Distinguish between definite and indefinite pable, saturated solution, super-saturated solu-

inflorescence. tion, dialysis, menstruum, and give one example
4. Explain how the position of buds affects the jn each case illustrating meaning applied,

arrangement of branches. (b) Define incompatibility and give one ex-

5. Write notes on special forms of leaves, and ample each of chemical incompatibility, physical
give examples. incompatibilitv, and therapeutic incompatibility.

6. Explain the terms "complete," "regular," , ^..^.^ synonyms for, dose and composition
and "symmetrical," as applied to a flower.

^f tincturae camphorae composita, liquor arsen-
7. Roots-Bnefly outline structure, and mode

i^^jj^^ p^^^.j^ ipecacuanhae compositus, hydrargy-
of growth, and give examples of different vari- ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^ p^l^.^^ ^.j^^j compositus.

,,., , . 1 4 1 t -45 TT f -4 3- In a prescription, calling for powders, each
8. \\ hat is a botanical fruit? How are fruits ^... '^

. , f.
.^ containing six grains of pulv. ipecac co., how

much powdered opium is being administered at
MATERIA MEDICA. ^^ch dose?

Time—Two hours. 4. Describe briefly the method of preparing

Examiner—i\I. Westaway. syrupus ferri iodidi. State causes liable to pro-

1. Aloe. Classify and give characteristics of duce dark color, and how it should be stored,

drug, official name, habitat, varieties, adulter- 5. Name two official infusions made with cold

ants, medicinal properties and official prepara- water and state why boiling water is not u.sed.

tions. Which variety is the more active medicin- 6. Give short definition of specific gravity anil

ally? give sp. gr. of hydrochloric acid, nitric acid and

2. Give the official Latin names for: Winter- glycerine.

green, fox glove, calomel, squirting cucumber, 7. Give the official name for spirits menderer-

cohosh, licorice, dandelion, Indian hemp, wild us, explaining briefly method of manufacture,

cherr)-, golden seal, logwood, witch hazel, male why the carbonate of ammonium is used instead

fern, yellow jasmine. of solution of ammonia, what reaction the fin-

3. WTiat is cellulose? In what wav is it (a) ished product should give, and how the reaction

Valuable as nourishment for animal life? Wherein is tested for.

does it difler from starch? 8. (a) Name five poisons listed in Part One,

(b) Define: Chlorophyll, ferment, glucoside, Schedule A, of the Poison Act, give the anti-

proximate principle, synthetic alkaloid. dotes for each, and explain the requirements of

4. (a) What are the B.P. standard require- the Act respecting their sale.

ments for gum opium, cinchona bark, aconite (b) Stipulate the specific requirements of the

root, cantharides? Act regarding the sale of cocaine and salts there-

(b) Give source of: Eserine, veratrine, carmine, of.

brucine, creosote, codeine, amylum, pyroxylin- 9 and 10. Orals and recognition of pharma-

um, chrysarobinum, adeps lanae. ceutical specimens.
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BRITIST COLUMBIA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCI-
ATION

The annual meeting of the British Cohuuhia

Pharmaceutical Association will be held at Vic-

toria, June loth, and it is expected that this

will be a meeting of more than ordinary interest.

One question which will be brought up will be

that of dividing the Province into electoral dis-

tricts for the election of members of the Council,

on a similar plan to that in vogue in the Pro-

vince of Ontario.

The following letter from the President of the

Coimcil has been sent to the druggi.st throughout

the Province:

To the Druggists of British Columbia:

At our last annual meeting the question of di-

viding the Province into electoral districts for

the purpose of electing members to the Council

was referred to a special committee who were

to bring in a report at the next annual meeting

recommending a change for or against the pre-

sent mode. Being a member of this committee,

I am very desirous for a free expression of opin-

ion from the druggists of this Province, whether

or not in their minds a change is advisable. I

should like to hear from everyone, if they so feel

disposed to communicate with me giving reasons

why a change is desirable or otherwise, and 1

should like to have these as soon as possible that

I may lay these opinions before this committee

to enable them to bring an intelligent report be-

fore the Council meeting at Victoria, which con-

venes early in June.

During the past few years the representative of

the Upper Country on the Council has been very

painstaking in bringing any grievance to the

attention of the Council and Association, and 1

think the Council has always been disposed to

give attention to any complaint or remedy any

condition that it is in their power to do under

the very limited power given us under the Phar-

macy Act, as we have it.

The committee ha\e decided to take a plebi-

scite. This will be done by marking a ballot for

or against. My object in asking for these letters

is to get reasons which a ballot will not give.

A separate envelope from that of the ballot for

election is being provided for by the Regi-strar,

and I trust the members will avail themselves of

it promptly.

Trusting to have a generous response to this

appeal, I am,

Vours truly,

E. S. Knowlton,

President B. C. Pharm. Association.

KXAWIN.M'ION KEvSUI/rS.

The following are the results of the recent ex-

aminations of the B. C. Pharmaceutical As.socia-

tion:

Senior: Passed—G. P. Rogers, Vancouver, B.

C. Passed in part subjects—G. A. I<aidlaw, Van-

couver, B.C.

Junior: Passed—M. AVare Copeland, Chilli-

wack, B.C. Passed now and on previous occa-

sions—Earl Harcus, Vancouver. Passed in part

subjects—G. R. Smith, Vancouver, B.C.; Leslie

A. Manuel, New AVestminster, B.C.; Stanley

Bergmann, Victoria, B.C.; Leo. Christian, Arm-'
strong, B.C.

Registered as apprentices: \\. Iv. RlacKenzie,

Geo. E. Beatty, B. H. 0. Harry, John Leamy,
Albert J. Mutlow, L. Pusey, F. W. Steacy, E. .1.

B. Tepoorten, \V. Walkley, F. W. Schneider, Fred.

Creelman, ^\. C. Urquhart, E. Mason, David

Dick, E. R. Gordon, E. A. Mann, J. H. Walford,

and W. A. Ingram.

Registered as certilicd clerks: \V. W. jMacdon-

ald, J. P. Dolan, F. J. W. Boles, A. K. Golight-

Iv, and Thos. Kearne}-.

Registered as licentiates: Ernest Scholf, W. E.

Foxwell, Geo. M. Gemmill, A. C. Na.sh, W. McK.
Ivel, IC. A. Mitchell, M. W. Huston, A. A. Keir,

Walter Heroid, R. G. Strachan, J. W. Currie,

and Albert J. West.

.SENIOR KXAMIN.A.TIONS.

The following papers were set at the senior ex-

aminations:

MATElilA MEDICA.

Examiner—F. C. Stearman, Phm.B.

Time—Two hours.

1. (a) Ginger—from a botanical name what is

it? (b) What is the therapeutic value of it? (c)

State plant name; (d) Natural order; (e) Prin-

cipal source; (f) Mention the diHerent varieties

and most of the B.P. official preparations. Value

(lo).

2. Give plant name and geographical source oi

the following: (a) Dill fruit; (b) Cloves; (c) Nut-

meg; (d) Ca.ssia; (e) Burgundy pitch and log-

wood. Value (lo).

3. (a) Write full materia medica notes on

golden seal and myrrh; (b) Describe the rhizome

of the former and detect some impurities of tlie

latter as found in commerce. Value (10).

4. (a) Indian hemp—describe briefly as found

in commerce; (b) \^'here principally obtained;

(,c) Name the official preparations and give med-

ical properties; (d) Name three other drugs pro-

ducing similar efiects. Value (15).

5. (a) Castor oil—describe fully the manner

of production; (b) Give plant name; ,(:c) From

what source would von consider tlie best oil was
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Millions of

People Dse

Gillett's Lye.

The fact that Gillett's Lye
is so favorably known and
well advertised makes it

one of the very best cleaners for Druggists to sell

Gillett's Lye Eats Dirt!
If your wholesale house will not supply you at list

prices, send order to us and we will ship goods
direct.

Gillett's Chemical Works Established 1852.

For Infancy,

Illness and
advancing

Age.

Benger's Food is for

Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive pov/ers

have become weeikened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do

any work at all they should be given work to do to

the extent of their powers. Exercise strengthens,

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Benger's

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Benger'g Food i

"^

Brown-Lee'S
ODORLESS

MOTHINE
Effectual Preventative and
DESTROYER OF MOTMS

This preparation does not contain poisonous

drugs, and has given perfect satisfaction in

every case where it has been sold. It is

also proven a great seller for the retail

trade. Cards and advertising matter sup-

plied for a window display.

Write for Terms, etc.

BROWN-LEE CO.. Limited
GUELPH - ONTARIO

4^********************^*************

TOWER'S PATENT ROUND'

Physicians and dentists re-
' commend toothpicks as pro-
tection against dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They

?rve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Full size box sent for

ISc. postage and coupon below. We are the larg-'

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.

cintR TowtR ce., "Sf^r" b»s'w. »•«'
Correspondence invited with dealers, hotel m

dentists and pbysicians.
We waat dealeri and agents everywhere. Agenti

are making from S3 to SIO a day. ,
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obtained and give percentage yield; (d) Name a 3 What general change takes place in the

common adulteration and of which class of oils manufacture of soaps?

does the above come under. Value (10). 4- Prepare acid sulphurous. How is arsenic

6. Describe brief!}- the source of (a) Oil win- separated from its ores?

tergreen; (b) Gutta percha; (c) Catechu; (d) Oil 5. What is hydrofluoric acid and describe its

almonds and gum acacia. Value fio). most remarkable property?

7. (a) Digitalis—What are its medical proper- 6. Give the chemistry of bismuth and describe

ties? (b) Where principally .obtained? (c) To the preparation of the two principal salts,

what natural order does it belong? (d) Name the 7. What will it cost to make a pound of sodi-

official B. P. preparations; give strengths and um salicylate if salicylic acid costs 50 cents a

doses of the latter. Value (15). pound and sodium carbonate 10 cents a pound?

8. Give plant name and medical properties of . phakmacY.
the following: (a) Tamarinds; (b) Manna and

blue cohosh; (c) What are vegetable acids? (d) Examiner—H. H. Watson.

Balsams and oleo resins? Value (10). Time—Two hours.

Oral. (10). I. Describe Marsh's test for arsenic.

BOTANY. 2- Give tests for (i) Morphia, (2) Strychnine,

(3) Atropine.
E-xaminer-F. C. Stearman, Phm.B.

^ Describe preparation of the following: (a)
Time—Two hours. ^^^^^ ^^p-j^ ^^^ ^-j^^^ ^^^ ^,^^^^ ^^-^ ^q chloro-

1. (a) Of what use are waxes as regards the formi, (d) Aq. menth. pip., (e) Inj. ergot hypo-
growth and protection of a plant? Value (po). dermic, (f) spt. ammon. arom., (g) spt. aeth

2. What do you understand by the following nitrosi.

terms: (a) Runner; (b) Involute; (c) Stamen;
^ pj^^^, ^|q ^.^^ ^^^^ {,^j. ^^^^.^^ .^^^^ albumen in

(d) Rejuvenescence; (e) Prefoleation and legume; urine? What is the active principal of ipecac,

(f) Where necessary draw diagrams of each ap- tobacco, calabar bean?
plied form. Value (15). 5. what are the following: (a)Fonnaldehyde.

3. (a) Explain generally what the term cryp- (bf Adrenalin, (c) Proturgol, (d) Heroin,' (e)

tograms refers to and name the divisions coming Aristol, (f) Veronal.
under this head. Value (10). 6. Write a .short article on leeches, canthar-

4. (a) Illustrate by diggrams, conate leaf; (b) jfieg^ anti-diphtheric serum.
Cymose inflorescence; (c) Catkin; (d) What are -_ Describe hydrometer and barometer,
the essential parts of a flower and what is neces-

, \ ^ J J5 T7- 7 /, ^
DISPENSING,

sary in a plant to produce seed? Value (13).

5. Explain fully what you understand by: (a) Examiner— .John Cochrane.

Aggregate and multiple fruit; (b) Draw diagrams Time—Two hours.

of each and mention a sample fruit that would
Candidates will dispense, label and wrap these

come under each head; (c) What do you under-
pj-e^.^iptions as if they were intended for pa-

stand by the terms cone and achene? Value (^3)- tie„ts. Neatness, cleanliness and despatch will
6. (a) Name some of the most important or-

^^^ rated
ganic constituents foimd in plants; (b) What are

stomata and chlorophyl? Value (12).
I- ^l'"'^' li'>l'i"«on.

7. (a) What are the characteristics of the ' ^

fruit of the composite family and the flower of F^'";" «"lp'j- ^'^^i'-' S^' i;

the umbciiiferae family? (1,) Name some of the
strycir'suiph::::;::::::::;::::::;;:::;;::' gl'. So

B.P. ollicial drugs under those orders. Value jjgg podophvH gr. 1-4

(12). Pil. rhei co..". gr. ii-

8. Under what division of fruits would the M. Ft. Pil. Mittc X.

following be classified: (a) Apple; (b) Lemon; (c) Sig. Pil. una b. i. d. per hebdom. sumend.
Grape; (d) Give definitions for each applied term. J. T. C, M.D.
^'^'"^ ^'^^-

2. .las. T. O.sborne.

CHEMISTRY. r_
Examiner-H. H. Watson. Kxt. filic. liq gi

Time-Two hours.
^"l^'- ^^^^^'^: g^; ^^
Ess. menth. pip gtt. x.

J. Illustrate the preparation of (a) Boracic Aq., ad 5iii

acid; (b) Laughing gas. Ft. Mist.

2. Describe the preparation of li(|. jiluinbi sub- ^ig- Diniid. ])ro dosis sum.

acet. A. S. D., M.D.
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Tind-a-Lind I

Ting-a-Ling I

There never was prettier music than the ring of the busy

cash register. Do you want to keep it up so that it will

be a regular cash concert ? Serve the genuine

Display signs saying that you serve it. That's the way to get the

benefit of the $500,000 we are spending this season in telling the

public how delicious, refreshing, wholesome and thirst-quenching

Coca-Cola is.

If you're not ready to-day to supply any and every de-

mand for Coca-Cola, telephone, wire or write your jobber

so you'll be ready tomorrow or as close to tomorrow as

possible.

The Coca-Cola Company
TORONTO. CANADA

Whenever

you see an

Arrow think

of Coca-Cola.
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DRUGGISTS

TORONTO SHOW
5, 7. 9. "i I3» »5. I7» »<

WRITE FOR CA.TALOGUE.
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STALL eASES

3ASE CO., Limited
I, DEFRIES STREET
DUTFIT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR
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Free! Free! Free! m

m

DR.PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade
}:l

Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical
BUFFALO, N.Y. AsSOCiatiOIl BUFFALO, N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen

Cougli Syrup FREE with a $32.00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still in force.

m
W

m

wm MmMmM
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3. Mrs. W. T. Harniaii.

R—
Phimbi acet E) i

Picis liq "jss

P. opii 7>\

Ung. parafi. alb .->i

M. Ft. Ung.

Sig. Hor. dfiub. indies utend.

L. C. X., M.D.

4. Thomas Ilcimiiing.

Acid tannic gr. x.

Ext. bellad. alch gr. v.

01. theobromat q. s.

M. Div. in Suppos. No. VI.

Sig. IMore diet, ac nocte injic.

H. M. P., M.D.

5. Miss Whittier.

Pepsin, (scale) 9i

P. zingib "jss

Magnes. carb "jii

M. Div. in pulv. No. XII.

Sig. Cap. uniim sciuih. p.c. si op. sit.

G. T. B., M.D.

I'RKSCRIPTIONS.

Time—Two hours.

Examiner—John Cochrane.

1. (a) How would you prepare

—

R—
Thj'mol 3i

Magnes. carl), levis gr. x.

Spt. chloroform
Tinct. benzoin, co., aa oiii

Aquae, ad 5"
Fiat vapor.

(b)-
R—
Ung. hydrarg ^i

Liq. amnion, fort min. CLX
Lin. cami)h., cj.s. ad .-,iii

M. Ft. Liiiim.

2. l':xlend into full Latin and give English

translation of:

P. rhei rad ?) i

Aloes socot gr. xv.

P. Myrrh
Sapo. dur., aa Jss
01. menth. pip gtt. ii

Syr. glucosi, q.s. ut liant pil. XX quarum II.

deglut. hor. decub.; diluculo, pulv. sod. tart. efi.

sum.

3. Define the following terms as applied to

medicines, and give names of two medicines in

each class: Diuretics, myotics, soporifics, styp-

tics, desisicants, rubifacients, sternutatories,

emollients, sudorilics, epispastics.

4. A prescription reads

R—
Potass, iodid "iiss

Ammon. chlor .'>iss'

Tr. camph. co .",iv

Sy^r. pruni virg ,-,iii

Aq. chloroformi, ad .^jviii

Transpose the above into the metric system of

weights and measures, giving the exact equival-

ent of the quantities prescribed. Show in the

metric system the amount of potassium iodide

contained in each teaspoonful of the mixture.

5. (a) Extend into full Latin and give English

translation of: Dieb. alt.; C.m.s.; Sisunc; Scat.;

Hor. interm.; Octarius; Cuj.; Indies; P. ae.; F.

S.A.

(b) Give I/atin translation for: Everv two

hours; A cup; By spoonfuls; On the side that is

painful; Let the patient take one like this.

6. (a) How many grains HgCl2 are required

to make oi of a solution of such strength that

7)1 of the solution with water to Oi. will make
1-4000 HgCla.

(b) Show where a chemical incompatibility

may occur between any two of the following when

mixed, and explain its nature: Ac. tannic; Amy-
lum hydrarg. submur.; Liq. plumbi acet.; Tinct.

iodi.; Liq. calcis; Potass, bicarb.; Liq. ferri

perch.; Zinc, sulph.; Ac. mur. dil.

TV Write a complete prescription for, and

state how you would make eight fluid ounces of

an emulsion of oil of turpentine, containing 12'j

per cent, of oil and the requisite flavorings.

S. Give dose of: Acid, benzoic; Aloin.; Butyl-

chloral hydras.; Creasotum; Ext. nuc vomic
liq.; Zinc, acet.; Salol; Menthol; Cocain. hydroch.

By- subcutaneous injection of: Inject, apo-

morph.

q and In.—Oral examinations.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

VAXCOrVER, B. C—:\Ir. A. J. Gordon has

ordered a line of the patent "Trianon fixtures."

These are to be finished in antique oak to corres-

pond with the balance of his outfit. [Patents cov-

ering all essential points in the Trianon are own-

ed by The Toronto Show Case Co., and any

other fixture represented as the same is merely

an "attempt."

EVERY LETTER

The following sentence includes every letter of

the alphabet and with only "a," "o" and "ii"

repeated: . "A quick brown fox jumps over the

lazy dog."
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THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, u.m
GOLD MEDAL. ST. LOUIS. 1904

BIS^MUTH
.S^^^'^'^l^^^^^,, MERCURIALS

ACID PHOvSPHORIC
SCALE

PREPARATIONS

(Made from Phosphorus)

All Strength

^'VTeeD FREE A*

ETHERS

HYPO-

PHOSPHITE

STRATFORD, LONDON. E N G.

T/ie Largest Import House in Hol/aiid in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AAISTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Willing to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and
finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

====== Established 1895 ======
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

MEECKSRFPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY.

Containing Most Recent Information on
New Remedies, Dosage, etc
SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAR.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Advertisine Rates
Address MERCK'S REPORT.

Merck Bailding, University Place.

NEW YORK.

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Bohner's Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl
Because it is constructed in accord
with ilie pure food laws. It is im-
mune against Hies, bugs, dust and
other contaminating influences and
makes for cleanliness, purity, the
preservation of your product. It pro-

tects you» fountain and your patron,
and builds confidence for you in the
minds of an intelligent public. Better
be safe and serve from a

Bohner Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

BOHNER MANUFACTURING GO , 42 State St., Chicago

"THE STANDARD

CH. LOONEN
PARIS, FRANCE

TOOTH BRUSHES
All tooth brushes bearing the above trade mark are guaranteed

to be the production of M. Chas, Loonen. and are not (as is often the
case) the pioduction of small makers of inferior goods, bearing ficti-

tious brand3. The factory of M. Chas. Loonen, employing over 2,000
people, is the largest In the world for toilet brushes. It has been now
for over 60 years noted for the high finish and durability of its goods
and this trade mark is now accepted throughout the world a« guar-
antee of superior quality and value.

Above brushes c be obtained from any of the wheleuale houses

Post Cards
$3.00 PER THOUSAMD

That's all we charge for them. All

assorted comics, views, colored, black
and white. Send for a sample order.

©ominton Sobbtno Si Spccialtii Compauii
260 VONGE STREET - TORONTO, ONT.VRIO

ESTABLISHED

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

-TWO KINDS-
NO SMELL

MICE

IT DBIES THEM DP

Most infallible remedy known Retains its strength for years

Sold in every Country in the World

Sold by aU Jobbers : TORONTO, Ont. BUFFALO, N.Y., LONDON, Eng.
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ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

The session ol the O.C.I', just closed has been

an uneventful one, but has kept up to the record

of past years. A class iu attendance numbered

87. At the minor examinations, 97 candidates

presented themselves, of these, three totally failed

in their examinations, and two others failed in

some subjects.

The next session of the College will ojjcn Sept.

7th, and there are already in the neighborhood of

tweiit)- registrations by students. The usual

students' class was organized and carried on

with considerable enthusiasm. There was also a

Y.M.C.A. class amongst the students, but this

year it was not quite as large as usuid. One lady

student attended the College during the last

term.

The examinations for the degree of Phiu. B.

closed at the University, May 2!st, but results

will not l)e known until about the second w'cek

in June.

The number of druggists qualified to keep open

shop in the Province of Ontario up to May 20th

was 1,107, .leaving quite a number who have not

yet paid their annual fees.

Dean Heebner, who has been on the professorial

staff of the College for fourteen years, spent the

last couple of weeks at his summer home in

Muskoka, where he will take his wife and four

children later on, to enjoy the bracing air of

"the Northern Highlands of Ontario," and for

the Dean to obtain a well earned rest.

The next session of the Council will be held

Monday, June 7th, and following days. The elec-

tion for members of the Council will take place

this 3'ear, and nominations can be sent iu at

any time. The election closes on tlie first Wed-
nesday in August (August 4th).

The Ontario College of Pharmacy are the re-

cipients of a large number of the Pharmaceutical

Journals, of London, England, running back as

far as thirt}' to forty years ago, which will

prove an interesting addition to the library of

the College. The donors are the National Drug
and Chemical Co., of Toronto.

I'lIAinLACKU'lICVL EXAMINATIONS.

The following are the results of the examina-

tions of the Ontario College of Pharmacy:
Tlie John Roberts Scliolarship—A. A. Stokes,

AUiston.

Tlie John Roberts Gold Medal—G. H. Borritt,

C'Travenhurst, by reversion from A. A. Stokes.

The College Gold Medal—A. A. Stokes, AUis-

ton.

The College Silver Medal—A. L. Kean, Whitby.

U'Avignon Medal, dispensing— J. N. C. Hill,

kigina, Sask.

Pharmacy Medal—C. M. KUis, Toronto.

Chemistry Medal—A. S. Monkman, Barrie, by
reversion from A. A. Stokes.

Materia Medica Medal—E- B. Meally, Spring-

vale.

Botany Medal—E. A. Jones, Calgary, Alta.,

and E. B. Meally, equal.

Prescription IMedal—Alfred Crossland, Barrie,

In' reversion from A. I,. Kean.
Passed with honors (in order of merit)—A. A.

Stokes, Alliston; A. L- Kean, Whitby; E. B.

Meally, Springvale; Ernest A. Jones, Calgary;
Vi. T. Cunningham, Vancouver, B.C.; h- H. Hob-
.son, Niagara Falls; A. Crossland, Barrie; M. J.

Singer, Toronto; H. G. Mcintosh, Ottawa; G. H.
Porritt, Gravenhurst; J. N. C. Hill, Regina,

Sask.; C. J. McKeen, Orono; Fred. J. Sanders,

Exeter; R. II. Ouinn, Peterborough; M. R. Hart-
ley, Niagara Falls South; E. V. Armstrong, To-
ronto; C. M. Ellis, Toronto; E. J. Hassard, Mo-
no Mills; J. G. Patterson, Alvinston; F. M.
Merritt, Toronto; M. A. Irving, Gore Bay; A. S.

Monkman, Barrie; H. C. House, Brantford; W.
11. Murphy, Owen Sound; J. A. Macmillan, Alex-
andria; Heber Cook, Guelph; Chas. N. Wood,
Dundalk; Earl S. Auld, Sydney, N.S.; A. A.
Langford, Wiarton; H. M. Corbett, Creemore; J.

H. Beattie, Ottawa; W. C. Haney, Woodstock;
H. A. Smart, Renfrew; A. T. Harper, Toronto;
W. T. Kingston, Prescott; C. C. Chittenden,
Brantford; H. O. Langford, Owen Sound; J. F.

Boylan, Dresden; S. J. Mitchell, Deseronto; J.

M. McCabe, Merrickville; L- Gatenby, Hamilton;
W. L. McWaters, Watford; Miss Coza Skuse, In-

gersoU; R. W. Riley, Dunnville; Fred. J. Wilson,
Parkhill; Sebastian Stewart, Guelph.
Pass li.st (alphabetically arranged)—C. T. Al-

len, London; G. E. Baker, Gormley; D. Baxter,
Caledon; H. C. Bigelow, Wales; W. T. Brannig-
an, Owen Sound; H. W. Brien, Ridgetown; Orval
Byer, Atha; J. C. Butler, Belleville; G. L. Card-
ilf, Arnprior; T. A. Coughlan, Hastings; A. J.

Coyne, St. Thomas; J. A. Craig, Kemptville; D.

B. Curtis, Barrie; Percy H. Green, Cornwall;
Ra3^mond Grooms, Napanee; W. E. Gould, Col-
borne; Martin T. Hanson, St. Marv's; A. B.

Hashmall, Toronto; Fred. O. Henr^-, Arthur;
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Fred. Hind, Brantford; W. K. Huston, Peter- DISPENSING,

borough; M. J. Isaacs, Montreal; D. C. Jones, Examiner—T. N. Sampson.

London; J. H. Macdonald, Parkhill; F. G. Time allowed—Three hours.

Murphy, Cranbrook, B.C.; G. Lloyd McWilliams,
j^ B.—Candidates will dispense the following

Summerland, B.C.; F. J. 0. Callaghan, AlUston; prescriptions with neatness, accuracy and dis-

E. E. Penwarden, St. Thomas; C. W. Reynolds, p^t^h, labelling and finishing the medicines as if

Randall; W. O. Richardson, Woodstock; A. G. designed foj- patients. The order and cleanliness

Schooley, Springfield; R. C. Sexsmith, Hamilton;
^^.j^j^ ^^.jj-^,jj ^j^^ candidate does his work, as well

J. N. Sinclair, Sarnia; S. R. Smith, Hamilton; ^^ ^j^^, condition in which the dispensing desk

J. H. Troy, Newcastle, N.B.; Richard M. Tut-
^^.-^j^ j^^ utensils is left, will be rated. Candidates

hill, Toronto; Angus C. White, Collingwood; F.
^^^jj ^^.^^^ ^j^^, number and pseudonym as.signed

R. White, Ailsa Craig; George Wiberg, Weyburn,
^jj^^^^ ^„ i^,,^,i ^f ^^^^^ prescription dispensed.

Sask.; D. W. H. Wilson, Toronto; H. W. Wright, Value.
Madoc. I. i\ Acidi salicylici

Passed in subjects as follows: J. D. Campbell, Sodii bicarbonatis, aa oi

Owen Sound, dispensing prescriptions, chemistry, Tmct. guaiaci ,ii

pharmacy, materia medica; J. S. Gordon, To- I'^l^'- tragacanthae q.s.
'^

, ,. . . ^. .• 1 V, Aquam, ad ,-,11

ronto, dispensing, prescriptions, practical cheiii-

istrv, pharmacy, practical pharmacy, materia ^,. ' ^ .".'.:; ,, , , „ 1 , J- bigne. Capiat cochleare modicum quar-
inedica; C. A. Loatherdale, Newmarket, dispen.s- "

. , .

tis lions. 2o
ing.

. , „ . ^. ,, 2. R Ferri sulphatis exsiccat gr. xvi
Annual Examinations, May igog ^ . . ^.

, , ,Pulveris aloes barbad gr. xvi
— Glycerini glucosi q.s.

TIIEOKETICAL CHEMISTRY. Fiat massa, in pilulas octo dividenda.

Signe. Una ter in die post cibos su-

Examiner—M. R. MacFarlane, Phm. B. menda. 25

Time allowed—Two hours. 3. R Zinci oxidi 3ii -

Yj^j^g
Pulv. camphorae ,~,ss

^ n T^--i 11 J 1- Adipis benzoati .Ivss
1. Define—Empirical, molecular and graphic ^^. ^ .

- , ^ • r 1 ^ Misce, nat unguentum.
formula. One grain 01 an organic substance r,- i.t .

,
°.

, J- ••> „., Signe. Nocte maneciue applicandum. 15
gave on combustion carbon dioxide 1.193, wa- '=

> 11

ter 1.173. The vapor density is 23. Calculate 4- R Plumbi acetatis gr. xviii

the percentage of C.H.O. Give the empirical ^,^^''^f
^ belladonnae gr. iii

J 1 , r 1 ,., Olei theobromatis gr. xc
and molecular formula. 12

. . "
Plant suppositoria sex.

;

2. Give an equation showing the preparation Signe. Uno omni nocte utator. 25
of arsine, sulphuric acid, nitric oxide, potassi- 5 n Pulveris rhei gr. v
um iodide, sulphuric ether, mercuric iodide, Sodii bicarbonatis gr. x
lead plaster. 14 Olei menthae piperitae in i

3. Sketch the chemistry of sodium. Describe
^"^" ^^^^ P"!^'^-'^' ^^ mitte tales decern,

a practical method for the preparation of sod.
^^g"^" '^""^ q""^^"^ 1^°^"^^' =^i °P"^ «i^'

carb. 12
sumendus. 15

4. Apply the periodic law to group V.—N.P. 100

As. Sb. Bi. Show that there is a transition PRACTICAL CHEMISTRY.
from acid forming to basic formine oxides in ^^ • , „r •" " Examiner—A. Moir.
this group. 10 ,,,. ,, J „,, ,lime allowed—Ihree hours.

5. Describe briefly the chemistry of hydrogen i. A is a simple salt. Determine acid and base
peroxide, acetic acid, hydriodic acid. 12 present.

6. Describe the nomenclature, preparation, 2. Determine bases and acid present in speci-

physical and chemical properties of the paraf^ ™en B.

fins. 10 3- What alkaloid is present in specimen C?

„ ,. , 1 ,, ,• r N.B.—All work must be neatly tabulated and
7. Draw a diagram and explain the action of _ . -^

,, conhnnatory tests given.
the common i)nmp. 10 -^ "

PHARMACY".
S, 9, 10. Oral.

_ Examiner—F. R. Curry.

•So Time allowed—Two hours.
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HEADQUARTEf^S
FOR

Lead Arsenate

Hydrogen Peroxide

Potassium Iodide

Iodine Resublimed

Iodoform

Chloroform

Bromides

Mercurials

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
Manufacturing Chemists 148 Van Home Street, Toronto

Qualitv Counts -
over twelve years we have catered to the Druggists of Canada, and

our thanks are due to them for loyal support, which we have tried to show
our appreciation of by giving good prices, good goods, fair and honorable

treatment. We do not get all the trade, but what we do get we strive to merit, so as to continue in stead\-,

healthful business growth. Our oldest customers are our best friends. They have tried us, proved us, and
we are still the recipients of their orders and, we believe, their confidence If we are not sometimes seemingly
able to meet competitors' prices, it is simply because we will not meet their (juality, not because we cannot.
Anyone can manufacture cheap goods, but it takes an expert to manufacture good goods cheaply. Try us,

anti be convinced that QUALITY COUNTS.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPAINY, LIMITED

PostCardViews Trr'^nT'=^=^=^^=^:^=^^=^== Made To Order !

Two Color $5.00 for 1000. lE^^
Natural Colors $7.20 for 1000. ?o*i^?e<i

OUR HAND-COLORED CARDS are the best made in America
Canis made from any fair photo, delivered in two to three weeks

HOLIDAY, BIRTHDAY, FLORAL, COMIC, etc.

Direct from Maker to Dealer

^^' National Colortype Co. ^'^^^^,S^^'
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Value.

1

.

Give the official process for preparing am-

inoniated tincture of quinine. Describe how
you would obtain the alkaloid (juinine from the

sulphate. S

2. A physician desires an ointiiieut made to

contain: Milk of sulphur, 2o per cent.; .salt of

tartar, lo per cent.; water, 5 per cent.; ben.zo-

•iled hird, 65 per cent. State how you would

])re[)arL- the above, giving the quantities of

liicli re(|uired to make four ounces Tfroy

weight). Write llu- formula in abbreviated

I.atin. 13

:\. A quantity of ollicial sulphuric acid

ueiglis fifteen grammes. How many cubic cen-

timeters does it measure? A quantity of puri-

lied ether measures 250 cubic centimeters. How
much does it weigh in grammes? lo

4. Name the best excipient for making a pill

mass with each of the following: A volatile

oil^ pot. permanganate, balsam of copaiba, cor-

rosive sublimate. 10

5. From the following data calculate the

e(»st of eightv fluid ounces of liniment of

elilorofonn, and give the weight of each article

used

:

Flowers of camjjlior 90 per lb.

Olive oil ^2.40 per gal.

Cliloroform 60 per lb.

I oz. camphor dissolved in four fluid ounces of

olive oil measures five fluid ounces. Specific

gravity of olive oil may be taken as .920. 15

6. Describe the following: Distillation, vap-

orization, sublimation, and explain what is

meant by fractional distillation and destruc-

tive distillation. 7

7. State how the following solutions are

made: Goulard's extract, Labarraque's solu-

tion, lime water. Give official Latin titles,

and state the effects of high temperatures and

exjjosure to the air and light on them. 12

S. Describe method of estimating strength of

solution of hj^drogen peroxide. h

9 and 10. Oral and recognition of speci-

mens. 20

rhiimni purshiani cortex, prunum Virj^iniann

marrubiiuii, quillaiae cortex.

3. (a) Natural order, (b) Where is the olli-

cial Vhubarb collected? (c) What is the part

used? (d) Medical properties, (e) Give official

])reparations and their doses, (f) What are

the common adulterants of powdered rhubarb,

and how would you test it? 1

4. Give the antin(jtes for the following poi-

sons: Prussic acid, carbolic acid, chloroffjfm,

laudanum, strychnine.

OLEUM MOKRHUAK.

5. (a) From what obtained? (b) Natural

order? (c) Habitat? (d) Descril)e method of

extraction? (e) Describe the oil? (i) Give im-

purities and tests, if any? (g) Name principal

constituents? (h) What are (its medicinal

properties? (i) Is it a fixed or volatile oil? 1

6. Make drawings and explain the distinc-

tive characteristics of the following starches:

Potato, maranta, maize.

BELLADONNA.

7. (a)What part of plant is official? (\,i

Describe it? (c) Where is it found? (d) When
should it be collected, and why? (e) Name
and give percentage of chief constituents? (f)

Medical properties? (g) Give the oflicial prep-

arations? (h) Give antidotes, if any? 1

8. Caryophyllum, pimenta, cinnamomi cor-

tex, anisi fructus, myristica, piper nigrum,

capsici fructus, zingiber, sinapis albae se-

mina, coriandri fructus.

(a) Describe what 30U would consider a

good sample of each? (b) Give habitat of

each? (c) From which of these do we obtain

volatile oils? (d) Do any of these require any
special care in keeping? If so name them and

explain why. 2

9 and 10. Oral examination and recognition

of specimens. j

MATEKIA MEDICA.

Examiner—J. S. Armitage, Phm.B.

Time allowed—Two hours.

Value.

SANTONIN.

1. (a) What is it? (b) From what obtain-

ed? (c) Describe it. (d) Give the habitat, (e)

(live its medical properties and dose, (f) Does

it require any special care in keeping? If so,

why?
2. Give the common English names and

habitat of the following: Aspidium filix-mas,

Examiner—P. Bawden.

Time allowed—Two hours.

Value

1. (a) Trace the growth of a plant from

seed to maturity. 7

(b) State the essentials to pTaot growth. 3

2. (a) What is phyllotaxy? 5

(b) Explain the % arrangement, 10

3. (a) Describe the process of cell forma-

tion. 5

(b) Show the microscopical structure of a

typical \egetable cell. lu
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SPECIALLY DESIGNED FOR THE MILRAIi CO., MONTREAL

TThE IDEGREE OF YOURISTORE'S SMARTNESS is measured by the diaracter of your Soda Fountain. A McLaughlin
*~ Fountain makes the store, both in the pleasing impression it makes on your customers and in the satisfaction it gives.

The snappy design with its graceful ornamentations—the invitmg refreshment that greets every \isitor—does more than

attract the thirsty and sociable—iU comforts are infectious, and serve to loosen the purse strings of all who gather at the counter.

A McLaughUn Fountain at once stamps your store as up-to-date. Passers-by instinctively gra-^-itate towards it, are drawn

n by the memory of clean, wholesome drinks secured at that same Fountain.

Write for particulars and prices. Our special sales agent will call at your request. We pride ourselves on being perfectly

up-to-the-minute on everything we turn out.

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 Sherbourne St... TORONTO, Ont. 204 Princess St., WINNIPEG, Man.
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One of the bestSummer Drinks
IS

SUNSET ORANGEADE
Tlie BEST way to serve this refreshing beverage is from a SUNSET

ORANGEADE COOLER.
A great many Dealers—even those who have no So<5a Fountain—are

liandling Sunset Orangeade from the Cooler and making a handsome profit.

It costs one cent a glass ready to serve at five cents—the dealer makes
a profit of four cents on each glass. Does this not appeal to you.

The liquid does not come in contact with the cooling ice—a block
tin pipe coil runs from the neck to outlet—a very small quantity of ice is

required.

The proceeds from the first gallon will pay for the Cooler.

Simple to serve, and a genuine repeater.

One gallon concentrated makes eighteen (j8) gallons ready to .serve.

WRITE US WITHOUT DELAY

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 Sherbouri\e St., Toronto, Ontario

ECONOMIC SYRUP PERCOLATOR
To the busy Soda Fountain Dispenser, the Druggist, the

Bottler, and any others using Syrup, we offer the Economic
Syrup Percolator—the most scientific, simple, economical and
satisfactory solution of the problem of converting granu-

lated sugar into a bright, pure and uniform quality of syrup.

No heat, no weighing of sugar, no
measuring of water is necessary

Keep the Percolator filled with sugar and the sugar covered

with cold, pure water—time does the rest. The operation is

automatic and continuous, clean and thorough. The Perco-

lator is not expensive. You should have one. We shall

be glad to quote prices.

J. J. McLaughlin, limited
145-155 SHERBOURNE ST., TORONTO
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HO R LICK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain

Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade^ upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.

RACINE OrHiinaton of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck's Malted Milk
Horllck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets

HoTllck's Food, Horllck's Dlastold, etc.

OILMOIR BROS. & CO. = 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL, CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARE
OF
IMITATIONS

SOLD
ON THE
MERITS OF

MINARD'S

LINIMENT

SOUTHALUS

SURGICAL
Absorbent Wools, Lints, Bandages, Gauzes,

and Butter Cloths, Aseptic and Antiseptic

Dressings, Bofic Lint.

DRESSINGS
SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY

WEAVEBS AND BLEACHERS

Mills—BROMSQROVE and BIRMINGHAM, England

Agent for Canada—J. M. SCHEAK
CAELAW BUILDINGS, Wellington Street West, TORONTO

LEVERS BROS. LTD.

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
561b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEN FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - MonLreai
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4. What is muaiit by the following terms:

Medullary rays, synearpous pistils, parenchy-

matous tissue, multiple fruit, gainapetaloius

corolla, versatile anthers? 15

5. What is fertilization, and state the dif-

ferent means by which it is effected? id

6. Name the jirincipal characteristics of liie

following orders: K ainuiculacae, (tramineae—
Pulse family. 15
Oral examination. 20

80
PRACTICAL PHARMACY.

Examiner—W. W. Gib.son.

Time allowed—Three hours.

Value.

I. (a) Syrupus Ferri Phosphatis,

—

Iron wire 75 grains
Phosphoric acid (cone.) lodrs.
.Simple syrup 14 oz.

Distilled water a suflicient quantity

Dilute the concentrated phosphoric acid with

an equal volume of water, and place in a small

flask with the iron wire. Close the neck with

cotton wool, and heat gently until the iron

wire is dissolved. When cold filter into the

syrup, and pass a sufTicient quantity of dis-

tilled water through the filter to make the

product measure one pint.

Prepare and exhibit two ounces of the

above syrup according to the above direc-

tions. 30

2. (a) Magnesii Sulphas Effervescens,

—

Magnesium sulphate in crystals... 50 oz.

Sodium bicarbonate 46 oz.

Tartaric acid in powder 19 oz.

Citric acid in powder 12)^ oz.

Refined sugar in powder 10% oz.

Dry the magnesium sulphate at about 130

degrees F., until it has lost about one-fourth

its weight. Powder the product, mix with

the refined sugar and then mix with the other

ingredients. Place the mixture in a suitable

pan and heat to about 2(X) degrees F. When
the mixture by the aid of careful manipula-

tion has assumed a granular form dry it at

a temperature not exceeding 130 degrees F.

Prepare according to the above directions

one ounce and exhibit the same in a 2 ounce

W.M. bottle.

3. (a) Cream of Tartar,—

The sample of cream of tartar submitted

contains calcium tartrate and other saline im-

purities. Determine the percentage of acid

potassium tartrate present, and explain how
the presence of calcium acid phosphate or

alum would be shown, and the method em-

ployed.

How much pure sodium bicarbonate would

100 grains of this cream of tartar neutralize. 30

1. (b) How many grains phosphate of iron

in one ounce of the .syrup?

2. (b) In order to have a granular product
is it necessary to stir it all the time it is

evaporating?

Why is it first necessary to treat the mag-
nesium sulphate v.ith heal?

3. (b) What would you understand by the

following symbols:

N 2 N

I, 2,

PKIvSCIUI'TIOKS. 75

Examiner— .1. A. Cairncross.
Time allowed—Two hours.

Value.
I. Give the dose in minims or grains of

each of the following in a four ounce prescrip-

tion with a one tea.spoonful dose:

(a) Liquor potassae arsenitis .",iii

(b) Cerium oxalate 6 grammes
(c) Tinct. opii deod 4 c.c.

(d) Potassium bromide r,v

Are any of these doses excessive? 10

- Robert Munro, Ivsq.

R I^ulvis ipecac grs. ii

Hydrargri Subchlor grs. iv

Ext. hyoscyami grs. ii

Pulv. Pil. rhei co .",i

Mi see.

Fiat in Pil. no. xxiv.

Sig.—Take one pill at bedtime every other

night, followed in tho' morning by
a seidlitz powder.

(a) Write the above prescription in metric.

(b) Give the maximum dose of the four in-

gredients of this pill.

(c) Give ten (10) important poisons in

Schedule A. 12

3. Cyril Murray, Esq.

11 Acid tannic 2.4
Pulv. opii 1.

01. theobrom 12.

Misce.

Divide in suppos. no. xii.

Sig.—Use one every other night.

F. R. Eccles.

(a) Describe fully how you would prepare

these.

(b) How many grains each of opium and
tannin in each suppository?

(c)What per cent, of morphine in each. S

4. Translate into Latin the following pre-

scription:

Ii INIagues. sulpli .^i

Inf. gent, co., ad .-,vi

Misce et ft. mist.

Sig.—Let the patient take daily two table-

spoonfuls in water after breakfast and

dinner. Jno. D. Wilson. S
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5. A physician orders a 12 ounce bottle to commending the preparations of the Formulary

contain 12 per cent, of boracic acid, 5 per cent. be kept in non-actinic bottles.

of glycothymoline and 1 per cent, of Trice's (2) That simple syrup be boiled.

glycerin with distilled water as the solvent.
^^^ ^.j^^^ detannated wine be used in the prep-

(a) Give quantities of each required showing aration of wine of pepsin.

work. ^^ Omit from Formulary Liq. Viburni.

(b) State how you would prepare this pre-
^^^ jj^^^j.^ ^ formula for Compound Syrup of

scription. 10 Figs.

6. Norman Leishman. (6) That the British Pharmaceutical Codex be

R Cocainae Mur grs. viii taken as a basis of new formulae.
Sodii^Wboratis grs. xx

^.^^ ,j.^^^ ^1^ g^^^^^ making suggestions for

,^ , ,.,,"! j --. new formulae shall experiment on these formulae,
Aquae destiUatae, ad 5ii •

, , r , , r , r .1
,.. . n 4. : t

and make for placmg before members oi the
Misce et hat mist.

. ^. . ^ , , , ,,

p ^ ,, committee quantities of not less than % pound.

Sig.—More dicto utend. 0^) '^^^^^ ^11 preparations and reports on them

(a) Point out any incompatibility in this be ready by first June next.

prescription. C9) That samples be exchanged for approval

(b) How may same be remedied without in " necessary.

any way affecting the value of the prescrip- (10) All drugs shall be of B.P. standard,

tion? (11) That formulae found necessary in any

(c) Describe how vou would prepare tliis State be inserted on the recommendation of the

prescription. 10 Pharmaceutical Society of that State.

7 Write a prescription for an 8 oz. mixture (I12) That new flavoring agents for prescrib-

containing five (5) ingredients found in the B. ing be experimented on.

P. and having peppermint water as the vehicle. (13) That formulae for Elixir Pini et Terpini

The patient is to take one teaspoonful in wa- and Elixir Heroni Pini et Terpini be added to

ter three times a day after meals, and each those already suggested for inclusion in the

teaspoonful is to contain the maximum dose Formular}'.

of each of the five ingredients found therein. (14) States recommending preparations shall

Write the prescription just as you would if ^ork up formulae therefor.
called upon to hand your customer a copy. If j^ addition to the formulae at present includ-
you find it necessary to have an incompatibil-

g^_ ^^^ following were submitted at the confer-
ity state what causes it and what effect it ^^^^ ^^ worthy of inclusion:
will have on the mixture. 12 Umulsio Magnesiae (347)-

8. Re-write the prescription below, and Elixir Pini et Terpin (334).
state in grain, drachms and ounces the exact Collodium Acetonum (271).
quantities you would use. Show work. Elixir Heroin et Terpin (323).

R Ammon. mur 8. giixir Formatum (328).
Codeia phos.. 40 gyr. Ficus (1,119).
Ant. pot. tart 06

i^ o ju
Syr. cocillana co. (P.D. cS.- Co.). 10.

^r. Cudbear.

Syrup tollutan, ad 128. Syr. Glycerophosphatum Compositus (1,120).

M. 10 Acidum Hydriodicum (28).

9 and 10. Oral examination. 20 Syrupus Acidi Hydriodici (1,109).— Liquor Bromo-Chloral Compositus (606).

^°° Sapo Cresolis Liquidus (614 and U.S. P. 261).

Pasta Hamamelis (837).

AUSTRALIAN PHARMACEUTICAL FORMULARY Parogenum (832).
— Cataplasma Kaolini (227).

It has been decided to publish an Australian Unguentum Resorcini Coinposituin (1,258).

Pharmaceutical Formulary, and the committee Liquor Viburni Compositus (337).

have been actively at work preparing for its pub- Cremor Mercurialis (Squire's Companion),
lication, which it is expected will be completed Syrupus Acidi Citrici (1,108).

during this month. The recommendations of the A short monograph on Phenol-phthalein (854).

conference, according to the Australian Journal The figures in brackets after each formulae re-

of Pharmacy, are as follows: present the page in the B.P. Codex in which the

(U) That a paragraph be inserted in the intro- formulae appears). These formulae indicate the

duction of the new issue of the Formulary re- nature of these preparations which it is proposed
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ATTENTION!
Mr. Druggist : We want your attention on
our lines of Clinical Tliermometers, English

make, with larjje magnifying lens, and all

fully guaranteed. We send carrying cases

with every order. Note a few of our lines—
No. 5^1—Belleview, One Minute (a

good Nunes'line) $ 3.80 doz.

No. 534—Facile, One Minute... 6.00 doz.

No. 536—Crystal " Lens," Half-Min-
~

ute (Hand Finished) .... 8.00 doz.

Mo 537—Crystal " Lens," One Min-
ute (Hand Finished) 8.00 doz.

No. 540—Rapide, Half-AIinute 12.00 doz.

A sample order for above lines will soon convince yon
and your customers that Stevens' goods are right in price

and quality.
'

Specify " LISTERIAN " when ordering your surgical

dressings.

J. Stevens Sl Sons Co.
LIMITED

145 Wellington St. West TORONTO

Mclaughlins unfermented grape juice

A RECENT REPORT on the analysis of some seventy different

samples of unfermented grape juice by the Inland Revenue Department

places our product in the foremost rank.

MCLAUGHLIN'S GRAPE JUtCE has always been recognised as the

standard brand for Medicinal, Sacramental and Household uses.

Quality has always been our first consideration, and this quality

has sustained a large and growing demand.

The juice is pressed and sterilized in -onr own- laboratorj* from

Choicest Canadian Concords, and will be found the most satisfactory-

product to offer your patrons.

Marketed in two sizes, packed and ready for shipment, as

follows :

—

One Case (two dozen small) $2.25 per dozen

One Case (one dozen large) $4.50 per dozen

J. J. Mclaughlin, limited, 145=155 Sherboume street, Toronto
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market, We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Kmerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

' i oz. to 4 oz. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
Size

i Oz.

\ ::

16 "

FOB SALE BY JOBBERS

T. C. WHEATON CO.

39.50 1 '

Discount to the Trade 607a

Millville, N.J., U.S.A.

PATSON*a
for Matldng Linen.SUk& Cottoiv

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diploma at Provinse of

Quebec Expo<iition, Montreal, 1897.

Trade tnppUed by all leading Drag Homes in the

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir. PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Articles: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega herb,

French Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and
alkaloids (Eserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & SILLIG, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited.

MACOOMB, Matiager Telephone MAIN 2377

mxe

Limit

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST TORONTO, CANADA

ASK FOR.

"CRUSADERff

(REGISTERED)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal pnrpo es. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Brantford
WHOLESALE DISTBIBUTEBS FOB CANADA
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to include—namely, those in common use in with the object of informing the druggists as to

everyday practice, and as there must be nuiiur- who are responsible for the existing dishonorable

ous other preparations w hich come under this and demoralizing conditions, and also what pro-

category, the committee liojie that individual prietary articles should receive honorable treat-

pharmacists will show their interest in the mat- ment by retail druggis'ts, and that the Trade Im-
ter by forwarding their suggestions as early as provement Committee be instructed to take

possible. charge of this question and assist in and endeav-
or to carry the object to a successful issue."

TORONTO DRUG SECTION '^^^ Kxecutive Committee was empowered to

_ arrange for the summer excursion or picnic. The
following additional formulas were submitted as

The regular monthlv meeting of the Toronto ,„ „j,i;,;, „ t t\ n t- v 1*> - '^ an amlition to the Canadian formulary:
Drug Section of the R.JI.A., was held on Tucs-
, ,, ,,, . , .1 I < 1

LOTIO SULPIIURIS COMl'OSITUS.
day, May 6th. Amongst the busmess taken up
was a communication'" from the Toronto Phar- Compound Sulphur I,otion.

macal Compan}- in reference to the registration (Alba Sulphide).
of Syrup of Linseed and Turpentine, as manu- Sulphate of zinc 20 drachms
factured by them for the Retail Druggists' Asso- Sulphuretted potash 20 drachms
ciation. Precipitated sulphur 20 drachms

It was subsequently moved bv Mr. Geo. Evans Glycerin 20 fi. drachms
and seconded by Mr.G. M. Petrie, that the Sec- ^°^^ water...sufficient to make 80 fl. oz.

retary be instructed to request the Toronto Dissolve the sulphate of zinc in 20 fluid ounces

Pharmacal Company to put up these preparations o^ rose water and filter. Dissolve the jjotassium

under their own name, with endorsation of the sulphuret in 20 fluid ounces of rose water and fil-

Drug Section. ter. Mix the two solutions by pouring carefully

The Secretarv announced the receipt of $55.00 ^he solution of zinc sulphate into the solution of

in partial payment of the Canadian Formulary potassium sulphuret. Rub up the sulphur with

supplied to the members of the Section, and he '•''*^ glycerin, then add the mixed solution and

was in.structed to take means to collect the bal- s"11i-cient rose water to make 80 fluid ounces.

''^"'^'^- SYRUPUS PRUNI VIRGINIAE, OI^I MORRHUAE ET
Mr. Kvans spoke of the success that he had MALTI.

in sampling physicians with the Canadian Form- s^.^up of Wild Cherry, Cod Liver Oil and Malt.
ulary preparations, and urged all members of the Cod liver oil 40 fl. drachms
Section to unite in this work, thus familiarizing Extract of malt 40 fl. drachms
the physicians of the city with regard to these Glycerin i fl. ounce

preparations. Powdered acacia 1 ounce (avoir.)

After a discussion, it was moved and seconded ^'^ of peppermint % fl. drachm

that a committee be appointed to' draft a letter
^^Tup of wild cherry... Sufficient to make

r :, r. • • .1 20 fluid ounces,
to all members of the Section urging upon them

the advisabilitv of getting the physicians to pre- ^^^^ together the two oils and prepare an emul-

scribe the preparations. It was also moved bv ^^o" '>>' rubbing up with the acacia, adding six

Mr. Walton and seconded by Mr. Currie, that ^'^^'^ """'^es of syrup of wild cherry,

this committee be appointed to arrange with ^^»^ together the extract of malt, glycerin and

some firm of manufacturers by whom a complete ''glance of wild cherry, add to the emulsion and

line of the Canadian Formulary should be made '-"turate well, adding syrup wild cherry sufl.cient

and put into stock, and also plans adopted for ^" "^^ke 20 fluid ounces,

doing detail work amongst the physicians. SYRUPUS THYMI COMPOSITUS.

Mr. Hargreaves made an announcement that Compound Syrup of Thvme.
the Druggists' Corporation had arranged with

(Pertussin),
the Drug Trading Co. to handle their prepara-

Liquid extract of garden

,, J , TT T TT J thyme (Vulgare) 8 fl. drachms
It was moved bv Mr. J. Hargreaves and sec- ^ • -j \. I t 11

- «• Liquid extract of wild
onded by Mr. A. E. \\alton:

^j^^.^^^ (Serpvllum) 8 fl. drachms
"That the trade journals of Toronto be request- Alcohol, 90 per cent 4 fl. drachms

ed to devote one column monthly for the purpose Potassium bromide 200 grams
of printing the prices at which certain patent Simple syrup 60 drachms
medicines are offered for sale in Toronto, giving Distilled water 4 drachms

the names of the retailers making the offer, and Each drachm contains approximately 2 2-3

the wholesale jobbers who provide the .supplies, grains potassium bromide.
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SCHOOL SUPPLIES FOR DRUGGISTS LIQUID SULPHUR SOAP

Druggists who are handling stationery and

school supplies, and they form a very large pro-

portion of the drug trade of Canada, are con-

stantly on the, "qui vive" for something special

to .attract the attention of their customers. W.

J. Gage & Co., Ltd., Toronto, call attention in

this' issue to their assorted lots of pencils and

pen holders manufactured by the Eagle Pencil Co.

The accompanying cut gives an accurate idea of

the display.

Sarason, a German inventor, has patented a

process for a liquid sulphur soap, which consists

in saponifying 20 parts of linseed oil with 27

parts of caustic potash solution of density 1.128.

Four parts of this soap are dissolved in a mix-

ture com.posed of 5 parts of glycerine and i part

of 90 per cent, alcohol, and into this solution is

passed a stream of hydrogen sulphide to satur-

ation.

: '-h:MM^m^^^
^̂3m^M VorVM.SA,

"The Alhamlpra," an assoiluu-iil of Pencils to

retail at 5c., put up in ;i luw .style of display

stand, containing 6 doz. a.ssorled round fancy

finished Pencils.

"The. Pin Wheel," a new display box of Pen

Holders, which revolves on a centre pi\<)t. It is

furnished with 3, doz. extra quality rul)l)iT, cork

iijUd other .style Pen Holders,, all of which retail

"The Tunnel," another new style display box

of assorted Pen Holders, very attractive shape,

containing 3 doz. assorted 5c. Pen holders, diHer-

ent styles, with tip, rubber, cork, etc.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

LETHBRID.GE, ALTA.—Messrs. J. D. Higin-

botham & Co. are among the latest converts to

the Trianon -Cabinets, and have placed their or-

der for immediate delivery. Patents coverinjj;

these frittures are held by The Toronto Show
Case Co., and any other fixture represented as

the same is merely an "attempt."

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

The National Drug & Cliemical Co. have placed

the contract for fitting up their new Toronto-

sample rooms with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., To-

ronto. They will have the finest equipped show

rooms in Canada, in mahogany finish, with spe-

ciallv designed Show Cases and Wall Cases.

PEN ASSORTMENT SHOWN BY \V. J, GAG
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READY PAPETERIE ASSORTMENT No. 10 NOW
READY

The tichvsl JcM'i^HS. rcry attractive, filloi with Ucavyiceivjit superfine papers in the latest Fabric Finish.

This makes a beau counter display and retails for $20.50

12 Boxes Merry Widow, No. 1. 6 Boxes Merry \Vi

6 Boies 301 Violets. 6 Boxes CoIoni,il Girls, No. 1.

2 Display Columns.

ow. No. 2. 6 Boxes 7801. Embossed Violets. 12 Boxes 5741. 6 Boxes 5742. 6 Boxes B
6BoxesCanadiaiiGirls, No. 2, Gibson Head. 6 Boxes Maple Leaf, No. 1. SBoiesOri.

Price. $10.00 1
Packed in Case.

The Barber 6i Ellis Co., Limited 67-71 Wellington St. W.
" Toronto

E. H. Harcourt Co., Limited

Publishers of the

Ontario Copy Books
Quebec Copy BooKs

New Brunsw^icK Copy BooKs

MANUFACTURERS OF

Exercise Books

Scribbling Books
AND ALL

School Blanks*^

Special terms offered to the trade

ordering Copy Books with School

Supplies. Write us for quotations.

Office and Factory:

255 Wellington Street W„ Toronto, Ont.

Dose Table B.P. 1898
This table, which appeared originally in The Canadian Drug-

Gist, has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet foim on
heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, class-room or study.
It has been found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as a ready reference. The drugs and
preparations of the Briiish Phaimacopceia 1898 are all classified under
the dose designated by the Pharmacopc^ia snd are so arranged as to be
seen at a glance. A copy of the talile will be mailed to any address on
leceipt of 10 Cents.

CANADIAN DRUaaiST, Torontc, Ont.

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

Small size, Per.'.o?. $2.85
Medium " " 6 80
Large " ' 14.50

$20.00 lots less 5% trade discount
60.00 • • 10^^ •

Terms, S'~c 31 days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

BROOKLYN - NEW YORK
'SAUfJfSlVE

J
UWCACIDSOLVEKI
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EXPRESS" PENCILS

The accompanying illustration shows the "Ex-

press," a new hexagon, rubber-tipped pencil of-

fered by Buntin, Gillies & Company, Limited.

tistic covers done in conventional design. Sonic

of these are: "Plastic," "The Essay," "The Lin-

ette," "The Mystic," "Beauty," "Thistle,"

"High Flyer," "Autumn Leaves," "Butterfly,"

"Scenic," and "Starlight," a striking cover,

The price makes it an ideal two-for-five pencil.

This is one of the many recent additions to the

range of school supplies being shown by this

house.

WHAT WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER PROVIDE

There is a strikingly beautiful series of exercise

books and scribblers now being shown by War-

wick Bros. & Rutter. It is called the "Canadian

Art Series" and, as the name perhaps would in-

dicate, exhibits examples of some of the best

works of our most noted Canadian artists and

academicians, including F. M. Bell-Smith, A.R.

C.A., who contributes one of his picturesque

scenes of the Rockies, entitled "Mount Huga-

bee," which gives a vivid idea of the primeval

grandeur of these famous mountains. A water

color scene of "Queenston Heights" by C. W. Jef-

ferys, O.S.A., shows a sunlit view of that histor-

ic old battlefield, with Brock's Monument in the

distance, and in the foreground the rushing,

swirling waters of the impetuous Niagara. The

soft, rich tones of the water color and the warm,
blushing atmosphere of the bright clear day are

admirably conveyed in the realistic handling of

the subject. CM. Manly, A.R.C.A., goes to the

romantic land of Evangeline for his "Cape Blomi-
don," a beautiful spring landscape, showing an
apple orchard in full blossom and sheep grazing

in the pasture. This is treated in Mr. Manly'

s

masterly style and displays a deft touch in the

handling of colors. It makes a most attractive

cover and its genuine artistic value should make
it a popular seller. For those who like flowers,

an oil study, "Sweet Peas," by Mary H. Reid,

A.R.C.A., who is noted throughout Canada and
elsewhere for her natural and sympathetic treat-

ment of floral subjects, is shown in this series.

The flowers are reproduced in fresh, natural col-

ors, are a life-like reproduction of the original.

They make a bright and pretty cover.

In connection with the four covers there is a

drawing competition, open to all purchasers of

these books, which closes on December 31, igoq,

when Warwick Bros. & Rutter distribute among
the prize winners $1,000 worth of books.

Besides the above handsome series, Warwick
Bros. & Rutter's stock includes a number of ar-

showing a bright, clear winter's night with a

"school closing" in the foreground and the pupils

and others arriving in sleighs. The school is bril-

liantly lit up and the contrast with the darkness

gives it a certain luminous quality which should

make it effective for a window display.

Something new in notebooks is the Science

Note Book and Science Scribbler. These are

made in a new size, 6/2 inch x 7)2 inch, and open

at the end. They are ruled and plain and are

made particularly for those engaged in scientific

work.

VETERINARY FORMULAS

GAIJv POWDEK.

(For Saddle and Harness Gall).

Powdered camphor i oz.

Prepared chalk
., 6 oz.

Burnt alum 4 oz.

Mix.

OIL OF CAUSTIC.

It is an old German formula used by veterin-

arians.

Oleum tiglii 16 parts
Oleum gossypii seminis 144 parts
Oleum camphora 6 parts
Oleum terebinthinae 12 parts
Oleum thyinae 3 parts
Oleum petrolati 24 parts
Acidum sulphuricum 3 parts

Mix.—Era.

LICE OINTMENT.

(Unguentum Contra Pediculos).

Powdered stavesacre seeds 30 parts
Ointment of mercury 10 parts
Simple ointment 70 parts

In this formula the simple ointment may be ad-

vantageously substituted by petrolatum, which
has a tendency to prevent the absorption and
consequent constitutional elTects of the medica-

ments.

LICE POWDER.

(Pulvis Contra Pediculos).

Sabadilla seeds 2 parts
Stavesacre seeds 2 parts
AVhite hellebore rhizomes 1 part
Tobacco leaves 3 ])arts

Reduce the drugs to a coarse powder and mix
well. -

.
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This powder is used as a lice wash for domestic

animals, which is prepared as follf)Ws:

Ivicc powder nx) jrm.

Vinegar 200 gm.
Water...suilicicnt to make five liters of de-

coction.

A tobacco lice wash for domestic animals is

prepared as follows;

Tobacco leaves 50 gm.
Denatured alcohol i.oooc.c.

Naphtlialin 25 gm.
Oil of turjjentine 50 c.c.

Nitrobenzol 50 c.c.

Water enough to make 6,000 c.c.

Infuse the tobacco in sufficient boiling water;

strain and express the infusion from the dregs,

and add tJie other ingredients, previously mixed.

USEFUL FORMULAS FOR USEFUL PEOPLE*
By. W. C. Kirchgessner

ELI.XIR DIHTIIYI,B.\RBITURIC
.'\CID.

Diethylbarbituric acid iS grams
Compound tincture of vanilin

(N. F.) 16 c.c.

Alcohol 175 c.c.

Glycerin, s sufficient quantity-

to make 500 c.c.

Dissolve the diethvlbarbiUiric acid in tlie alco-

I'.ol, add the compound tincture of vanillin, and

enough glycerin to make 50 c.c.

SOLUTION Of IRON, MANGANESE AND PEPSIN.

Iron and ammonium citrate... 30 grams
Manganese sulphate 3 grams
Glycerole of pepsin ( 1-10) 30 c.c.

Alcohol loo c.c.

Simple syrup 100 c.c

Tincture of orange 4 c.c.

Tincture of vanilla 4 c.c.

Aromatic fluid extract 2 c.c.

Acetic ether 0.5 c.c

Ammonia water a sufficient quantity
Distilled water, a sufficient

quantity to make 1,000 c.c.

Dissolve the iron and ammonia citrate, and the

manganese sulphate in 500 c.c. of distilled wa-

ter, add the glycerole of pepsin and a sufficient

quantity of ammonia water to neutralize the so-

lution, making a clear solution. Mix the alcohol,

simple svrup, tincture of orange, tincture of

vanilla, aromatic fluid extract and acetic ether.

Add to the above solution, then add a sufficient

quantity of distilled water to make 1,000 c.c.

Filter if necessary.

ELIXIR HEXAMETHYLENAMINE
COilPO-UND.

Saw palmetto berries, granu-
lated 125 grams

Corn silk, ground 125 grams

.Sandalwood, ground 31.25 grams
Hexamethylenaminc 41 grams
.Simple syrup 125 c.c.

Comjjound spirits' of orange
(U. S. P.) 10 c.c.

.\lcohol

Distilled water, of each a suf-

ficient quantity to make. 500 c.c.

-Alix the drugs and moisten them with 8 fluid

ounces of a mixture of alcohol i part, and water
two parts, and allow to macerate for forty-eight

hours. Pack into a percolator; then add enough
menstruum of the same proportions as aforemen-
tioned to make 360 c.c. of percolate. In this

dis.solve the hexaniLthyknamine, then add the

compoimd spirits of orange and simple .syrup.

Filter if necessary.

MALTED MILK DRINKS

The following are some formulas for fountain

beverages contributed by the Horlick's Malted
-Milk Company, of Racine, Wis.:

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK ICE CREAM SODA.

Vanilla syrup 2 teaspoonfuls

L^ncharged water or milk 4 ounces

Ice cream 2 tablespoonfuls

Horlick's malted milk i tablespoonful

Put in a shaker, shake thoroughly, strain and

fill the glass with plain soda, line stream.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK WITH EGG.

Vanilla syrup i ounce
Plain cream i ounce
Kgg I only
Shaved ice enough
Plain water 2 ounces

Horlick's malted milk.... 2 tablespoonfuls

Put in a shaker, shake thoroughly, strain and

fill the glass with the fine stream; sprinkle with

nutmeg.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK FAVORITE.

Vanilla syrup 2 tablespoonfuls
Uncharged water or milk. 2 tablespoonfuls

Cream, plain 2 tablespoonfuls

Cracked ice enough
Horlick's malted milk i tablespoonful

Put in a .shaker, shake thoroughly, strain and

fill the glass with plain soda, fine stream.

* Read before the Committee on Practical

Pharmacy and Dispensing of the American Phar-
maceutical Association, at the meeting in Hot
Springs, Ark., Sept. 7-12, 1908.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

R. A. Patrick, Yorkton, Sask., has placed two
additional orders with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, for Patent Medicine and Book and

Stationery Wall Cases, after experimenting with

other makes.

Mr. Patrick's store will have pos.'ibly the

largest storage space of anj- Canadian Drug

Store, as it consists of practicall)- t\vo stpries

connected bv circular iron stairways.
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Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of

these columns for anything of a general interest to the trade.

PRICE CUTTING

Welland, Out., May lotli, 1909.

Editor Canadian Druggist:

Dear Sir,—There has been much discussion of

late in the Canadian drug journals over some

plan to put a stop to the great evil the retail

druggist has to meet nowadays namely, "price

cutting," and of all the schemes placed before

the trade I heartily endorse that of the National

Drug and Chemical, Co. It has several features

which should commend it to the trade. There is

first of all the two price idea, namely a maxi-

mum or full price, to be used where there is no

need to "cut," and the minimmn, which is de-

signed to meet the "cutter." Both give a large

profit. It seems impossible to check cutting,

even when the proprietor insists on full price by

contract or otherwise, because the person who
determines to ".slash" is alwa;ys able to obtain

substitutes which he is able to "cut," and when
your hands are tied you are at his mercy. The

Nadruco goods even at minimum rates give such

a good profit that you have a splendid weapon
with which to fight the "cutter." Another good

feature of the National plan is the serial number-

ing, whereby the person who breaks the rules

laid down, can be easily traced.

Some writers advance the .scheme of handling

a fixed line of proprietaries and pushing theiii at

full price, hoping to smash the "cutter" by get-

ting them into general demand, but this is ab-

surd. It would only strengthen that individual

by giving him a free hand, for people will go

where goods are advertised at low prices. We see

this every day in the case of the big departmental

stores. It is price nowadays that counts with

everybody, rich or poor.

There is only one way to successfully fight the

"cutter,'' and that is with his own weapons.

Then again the National people will sell only di-

rect to the trade, so that they arc in constant

touch with the retailer, and knowing his needs,

are ever ready to do anything to further his in-

terests. In every sense of the word the Nadruco

lines are "price protected," as the proprietors re-

quire a signed contract from the dealer who
liandles them. They are of the very best quality,

made under the eyes of the best pharmacists and
chemists in Canada, from the best formulas, and

the wrappers and containers are very handsome,

making them sell at sight. As the National

people are the manufacturers, you are saved the

profit of the middle-man, a considerable item. A
very strong argument in favor of the Nadruco
line is thai it is entirely Canadian, which should

appeal to our patriotism. The National Com-
pany is a large and wealthy concern, having their

branch houses convenientl}' located in different

parts of the country fr9m ocean to ocean. These
branches will be constantly stocked with their

lines, so that it will always be convenient for the

retailer to keep up his supply. I consider the

handsome and liberal calendar offer of this firm

an additional inducement to handle their goods.

In conclusion, then I believe we should second

the efforts of these people, inasmuch as they are

determined to push their plan for all it is worth,

having the energy and means to do so, and are

willing to link the interests of the retail trade

with their own, and improve the condition of

both, thereby saving the hundreds of thousands

of dollars thrown away every year for the benefit

of the man who wants to "cut."

Respectfully yours,

W. J. J. Brennan.

BE A BUILDER

Constructive salesmanship is the highest point

in the salesman's art. To be a salesman of this

kind is to be a man who sells, not for the tem-

porary advantage of to-day, but for the business

of to-morrow and next year and the years to

come. To build up permanency in business de-

mands something more than the superficial arts

of the seller of goods. It demands character,

knowledge, integrity, perfect reliability and
business acumen of a high order.—Retailers'
Journal.

FIREPROOF PAPER

To render paper fireproof immerse it in a solu-

tion of ammonium sulphate, 8 parts; boric acid,

3 parts; borax, 2 parts, in 100 parts of water.

After immersing, press off superfluous liauid and

pass a hot iron over the surface of the paper. In

manufacture on a large scale, the paper is car-

ried, in a long band, first through the solution,

from which it passes under rollers to remove sur-

plus liquid, and then under rollers kept hot by a

gas flame on the inside.—Popular Science.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

HIGH -RIVER, ALTA.—Mr. Austin Francis is

making improvements, and has placed his con-

tract with The Toronto Show Case Co. for a line

of the "Trianon Cabinets." These fixtures are

patented by The Toronto Show Case Co., and

any other fixture represented as the same is

merely an "attempt."
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Photo Supplies Profitable

^
We cau set you up in this line completely with

the best selling goods. Our eight retail stores carry

the same line. ENSIGN Films, Cameras, etc.

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTREAL OTTANNA QIIIBEC

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

has been such a success ihat we would like you to know what those

any time.

IT.

The same diploma is given correspondence

B. HAMILL,, M.D., Ooulist

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken ii have to say. Correspondence Course can begin
students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

JTanes Buildintg. TOROJSTO

WELLINGTON

Plates, Papers and Films are acknowledged to be the
best

GOOD PROFIT S—Carry them as a side line

WARD & CO.
Import Agents

13 St. John St., Montreal

CAMERAS
We are the only
lirm in Canada
that can quote
you as low a fig-

ure on this par-

ticular Camera.
It is fitted with
Achromatic

Lens, Automatic Shutter, Univer-
sal Focus, takes pictures 3'i by
3'.', double plate holder, instruc-

tion book.

AU complete $^ • 3O To the trade only.

DOMINION JOBBING & SPECIALTY GO.

260 VONQE STREF.T TORONTO, ONTARIO
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The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

nformation for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we wall send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

e;raphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal

SCHOOL BLANKS
SAMPLES of our new lines of Practice Books, Exercise Books and Note Books

for School opening are now in the hands of our Travellers. We are showing

better value and a greater variety of choice new designs than have ever before

been offered to the trade, and it will pay you w'ell to reserve oiders until you have

seen them.

We are also showing a full range of the newest and best things procurable in

Stationery Sundries of all kinds for School Opening, and at close figures.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Limited
Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO, Ont.
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Supposing
YOU needed aromatic cascara for

your personal or family use, and you

had to go to some other Druggist to

buy it, wouldn't you naturally insist on

having Kasagra ?

Don't you think your customers

know the difference, too ? Wouldn't

they be apt to go to the drug store that

sold Kasagra and didn't offer them any

other kind ?

The public to-day know Kasagra.

Think it over.

Frederick Stearns

& Company
WINDSOR. ONTARIO .„ DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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Nyal

Boom

The past couple of months

have produced the largest busi-

ness in Nyal's Remedies than

any two months heretofore.

It has been the healthiest kind

of a boom, based upon enthusiasm

over the present profit and ample

faith in the future protection and

prosperity.

One Nyalist says

:

''The Nyal proposition is some-

' 'thing more than a line of goods

''with a good selling plan, --it is

''simply the retail druggist's
'

' salvation. '

'

The future of Nyals is based

on the sure foundation of a square

deal to everybody.

iOtt jabj=irrvti;»iq^i!Si::v ^^
SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA
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PROPRIETORY MEDICINE PRICES CANNOT BE
"CUT" IN BELGIUM

Ilniled Stales Consul ,Joliiis«n nixirls a ruAfiil

court decision in reference to the rej^ulation of

prices of proprietary inedicinesi;

"It ajjjK'ars tiial tlu- inventor of a certain pro-

prietary medicine, in the shape of pills known as

T'ilules Rouges,' marked the boxes containing

these pills with the retail price of 125 francs

(So. 24) each. A pharmacist at lyiege sold these

boxes at 90 centimes (igo.iS) each, having taken

tlie precaution of removing the label attached to

the boxes by the manufacturers. This transac-

tion having come to the knowledge of the inven-

tor, he immediately brought suit against the

pliarmacist for damages. The first trial resulted

111 a verdict for the defendant, but the affair was
(.arried to a higher court. This court reversed

the decision, declaring that the inventor of pro-

prietary or any pharmaceutical specialty had a

legal right to establish under what form and

conditions this specialty should be sold and to

fix the retail price.

"The pharmacist maintained that he had en-

tered into no contract with the maimfacturer of

this specialty, and that he was perfectly jnsti-

fied in removing the label from the boxes, and

selling them at whatever price he pleased. The

court maintained, however, that the proprietor

was within his rights in establishing the price,

and in order to eflect this no special con-

tract or agreement was necessarj'; that the phar-

macist was perfectly aware of the conditions of

sale imposed by the manufacturer in placing his

label on the boxes, and that he was not in any

way justified in removing this label or in selling

the article under any other conditions than those

prescribed by the proprietor. The court, there-

fore, condemned the defendant to pay damages

to the amount of 50 francs (§9.65); and forbid

his selling in the future these boxes of 'Pilules

Rouges.' after removal of the label attached bv

the plaintiff. This decision may be interesting

to those firms who export pharmaceutical prep-

arations, or who contemplate exporting such

preparations into Belgium."

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

S. Moisan, Montreal, has placed his order with

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for special fit-

tings for his pharmacy.

the new things and con.stantly keeps the names
of business before the trade that it is desired to

rcacli. It will call on a score of business men
while a human being salesman is opening his

grips to show liis goods; it will go home with

the buyer at night and stay with him, appear-

ing at his breakfast table in the morning. In

fact, it is a salesman who never sleeps and is al-

ways ".Johnny on the spot."—L'x.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

C. S. Webb, Montreal, has placed his order witli

.Tones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for a complete

(Hitfit in their well known B. P. design and the

original design of New Century Cases.

THE TRADE PAPER

The trade paper is a travelling salesman, not

calling on the trade occasionally, but instead it

calls every month in the year. It shows up all

PROTARGOL SOLUTIONS MUST BE PREPARED
COLD

The keeping of solutions of protargol is at-

tended by many difficulties, the mode of prepara-

tion apparently exerting a great influence upon

the stability of the product. Goldmann has con-

tributed an article on the subject to the Bulletin

of the Pharmaceutical Society of Charleroi, an

abstract of which appears in the Repertoire de

Pharmacie, from which we extract the following

details:

Solutions of protargol should never be prepar-

ed with hot water. Such solutions often cause a

painful irritation of the mucous membrane of

tile urethra, which is also true of solutions made
by diluting those of more concentrated form
("mother solutions"), while solutions prepared

in the cold are borne without the slightest dis-

comfort.

The making of solutions with cold water, even

in concentrations as high as 20 per cent., is very

simple, and can be carried out advantageously in

the following manner: The necessary quantity of

water is placed in a capacious porcelain dish, and

the protargal powder s'trewed over the surface as

uniformly as possible; it should not be stirred,

for agitation causes the particles of wet powder
to aggregate into lumps which dissolve very

slowly.

If the solutions are not to be used immediate-

1}% they must be placed in amber-colored bottles.

If a local anesthetic is to be added, for example,

alypin, it is advisable to emplo}- the nitrate, for

alypin itself renders the protargol solution tur-

bid. Three-tenths of a gram of alypin nitrate is

taken for every gram of protargol. The addition

of alypin nitrate is to be recommended in solu-

tions of 5 to 10 per cent., which are frequently-

employed in the treatment of blennorrhagia, and

which cause severe irritation unless accompanied

by a local anesthetic.—National Druggist.
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Photography

THE LATEST COLOR PLATE

THE OMNICOLORE.

The last few weeks have seen the long an-

nounced Omnicolore plates of Messrs. Jougla put

on the French market, and we have had an op-

portunity recently of working with them, says

Photography, from which this article and illus-

trations are reproduced. The plates, which are

made under patents, are prepared on lines worked

out by Ducos du Hauron and dc Bercegol, and

have been made in experimental batches for some

time. As our readers will remember, we re-

ported as long ago as October last on some ex-

cellent results which were then shown to us by

M. Jougla; but at that time, although one or

these long exposures for us to get any very defin-

ite data.

Tlie developer recommended is a metol-hydro-

kinone one of the following composition, and ihe

lirst development, it is advised, should be con-

ducted in complete darkness:

Distilled water 35 ounces

-Aletol 1 dram
Sodium sulphite (anhydrous). 1% ounces
(Or sodium sulphite (crys-

tals) 3 ounces)

Hydrokinone X ^Iram

Potassium carbonate (dry)... i ounce
Pota.ssium bromide 15 grains

Hypo (one per cent, solu-

tion) 3X drams

The ingredients are dissolved in the order nam-
ed, and after using the developer for the first de-

velopment it may be put on one side and em-

ployed for the second development of the plate

THE THREE-COLOR PLATES COMPARED,

of the Screens Have Had the Same Magnification x

*,••

Plate.

two batches had been made on a commercial

scale, the plates were not ready for the market.

The manipulation presents no great difficulties.

The plates are packed in boxes of four, and a spe-

cial color screen is provided—a screen, by the

way, which is distinctly lighter in tone than the

Autochrome screen. Exposure, of course, is

through the back, and the sensitiveness of the

plates is such that an exposure on an open land-

scape at mid-day in summer is said to be about

a fifth of a second, with a lens working at f|6 or

f|8. Our first experiments were made on still life

.subjects in an ordinary room in the poor London
light of January. At mid-day, with f|ii, tinder

these circumstances we found an exposure of

very nearly an hour some eight feet from the

window was required. The exposure for the

"Thames" color plate was practically the same,

while under identical conditions with its own
screen the Autochrome required about twice as

long. The light varied too nmch, however, in

also. After developing for five minutes the plate

is rinsed for twenty seconds, and then is placed

in the reversing bath.

The reversal in the case of the Omnicolore plate

is effected with an acid-bichromate solution i.t

the following composition:

Distilled water 35 ounces

Potassium bichromate 120 grains

Sulphuric acid 3 drams

In this bath the plate is left for a couple of

minutes. It may be brought out into daylight

before that time has fully elap.sed, and the rest

of the proceedings shotild be carried out in full

daylight. These consist of a washing for half a

minute, after which the plate is placed for three

minutes in the solution used for the first develop-

ment. It rapidly darkens in this, and in about

three minutes it may be assumed that the action

is complete. Three or four minutes in an acid

fixing bath, followed by twenty or thirty min-
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Photographic Supplies
leaog^^osl as a Side Line

is a money-making proposition for the wide-

awake druggist of to-day*

With discounts to the trade which allow a

clean margin of profit, and half the world in-

terested in photography, don't you think you

could make a few dollars with the expenditure

of little time and trouble?

Have you ever tried to sell sensitized

POST CARDS
to the host of people who are taking pictures in

your vicinity ?

Our line of photographic supplies is well

advertised, and popular because of the real quality

of the products* One sale means another order

when the first batch is used. Do you understand

the value of ^^ repeat '^ orders? That's the kind

our goods bring to our dealers.

investigate! It. will be time well spent* to

make the inquiry at least..

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
t3I BAY STREET TORONTO, ONTARIO
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utes' washing in running water, complfle the

operation.

It will be seen that the makers of the new col-

or plates favor a comparatively simple treat-

ment. Intensification is not regarded as a regu-

lar feature of the proceedings, and the various

solutions are got rid of by simple washing. In

fact, one of the most noteworthy characteristics

of the Omnicolore plate is the extent to which it

can be washed without its screen coating being

in any way affected. Although half an hour is

given as sufficient for the final washing, it is

pointed out that as much longer may be given

as may seem to be desirable.

The final fixing is said to be optional. After the

negative has been destroyed by means of the

acid-bichromate, the plate after rinsing may
have the bichromate stain removed by means of

a dilute (i in 20) liquid sodium bisulphite or a

five per cent, solution of potassium metabisul-

phite. After one minute in this it is rinsed for a

few seconds and then redeveloped; but the ordin-

ary' operations, above descril)ed, .seem to remove

and the screen as a whole is \ery transparent.

This is well shown by the smaller illustration on

this page, which is reproduced from a single ex-

posure, with a low magnification. The Omni-

colore screen is the centre one, and is seen to be

much more transparent than the others. This

was taken on an Ilford Chromatic plate, with a

yellow screen, but an eje examination gives a

similar result. The emulsion is clearly a gela-

tine one, and, although it showed no signs of

frilling in our hands, it is quite easy to strip

it right off when one wishes to examine the

screen plate beneath.

The photomicrographs on the previous page

will serve to show the arrangement of the lines,

and for comparison purposes we reproduce, side

by side with the Omnicolore, the Thames and the

Autochrome screens with the same degree of mag-
nification. In the Thames plate, we might point

out, the dots are red and green, the blue-violet

being the intervening groundwork.

There is issued with the plates a little booklet

of instructions, in French, which are clear and to

iSiri >^ ;i<«;fe?K4'<:*w? ?.

Strips of the Autochrome, the Omnicolore, and the Tlianics .screen plates
photographed simultaneously on one plate to show the relative trans-

part-ncv i.f the different screens.

the bicliromate stain witlujut the necessil%- cjf

tfiis .separate sulphite treatment.

l^nder-expo-sed plates or those which are too

dense may be reduced with ferricj'onide and hypo,

wfiile those which are over-exposed or too thin

may be intensified in the usual way with mer-
cury, followed by a five per cent, solution of sul-

phite. For varnishing, gum dammar or mastic
dissolved in benzine is recommended.
The details of the manufacture of these plates

are not made public, but a general idea can be

gained from an examination in the microscope.
In the photomicrograph reproduced on the prev-
ious page it will be noticed that there are un-
broken dark lines running in one direction—these
form tlie blue-violet element—while across them
are two sets of parallel lines, which are altern-

ately red and green. The violet lines average
about 230 to the inch, the green and red each
about 210. Seen under a strong power, the struc-

ture of the lines appears coar.se and irregular,

hardly any perceptible overlapping,

the point. As they are based on the as.suniption

that the user is not familiar with the Auto-

chrome procedure, they are necessarily more
lengthy than the summary of them which lias

been given abo\e; but nothing has been omitted

by us that need be quoted to anyone who has

worked the Autochrome. The proceedings in the

two cases are closely similar.

The plates, as far as we are aware, are not yet

obtainable commercially in Great Britain, but

are on sale at the Paris establishment of the

Jougla Co., 45 Rue de Rivoli. The prices are a
little less than is charged for Autochromes, be-

ing, per box of four, 3 fr. 50 c. for quarter-plates,

4 fr. for 9 by 12 cm., 7 fr. 50 c. for half-plates,

5 fr. for 13 by 18 cm., and 14 Ir. for whole-

plates. The color screens, 6 by 6 cm., cost 3 fr.

but tb^

,T. H. Woods, Toronto, has placed an addition- !
',

al order for the original design of New Centurj' ;

';-'

Cases from .Tones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto.. ,,^»
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THE MARTIN, BOYLE & WYNNE CO.

WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS
AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-

ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

M. A. A. A. CAMERA CLUB EMPLOYEES AND LOYALTY

At the annual meeting of the Montreal A. A. A.

Camera Club a very eneoura},nng report was read

to its members.

Prizes were distriljuted to those who had won

tlie Iionors in the rueent exhibitions, and Mr.

.Ml". Rrigdeii was i)rcsenled with a medal, the

prize olTercd l)y the Peterborough Camera Club,

he being one of the club's members to submit

work for the exhilntiou just closed in Peterbor-

ough.

The following ollieers were elected for the en-

suing year:

President—C. P. C leghorn.

Vice-President— .\. M. Bryson.

Secretary—P. S. Robinson.

Treasurer— .\lf. Prigden.

Committee— 1<. .1. Potter, B. B. Pinkerton, and

I,. .T. Drummond.

Drug Report

Toronto, May 25, 1909.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

A. Berries Cubeb Lb. .35

.\. Buchu Leaves Lb. .45

D. Casein Oz. .15

D. Cochineal, Whole Lb. 65
D. Cochineal, Powder Lb. .70

A. Licorice Powder Extract Lb. .40

D. Oil CitroncUa, Commercial.... Lb. .60

D. Oil Citronella, Opt Lb. .75

A. Prickly A.sh Bark Lb. .40

NEW GOODS

Acid Tungstic Oz. .50

Krcsol (from Tar Oil) Oz. .20

Bromipin Tablets (boxes of 25)..;. Ka. .65

I<ead Arsenate, Commercial.....:.... I/b. .18

Business during the past month has been very

good, but there have been no special -changes in

value, except the few items mentioned.

If you work for a man, in licaven's name work
for him. If he pays you wages which .supply you

your bread and butter, work for him, stand by

him, and stand by the institution he represents.

I think if I worked for a man I would work for

him. I would not work for him a part of his

time, Init all of his time. I would give an un-

divided service or none. If jiut to a pinch, an

ounce of loyalty is w'orth a pound of cleverness.

If you must vilify, condemn and eternallv dis-

courage, why resign your position, and when

you are outside kick to your heart's content. But

I pray you, so long as }ou are a part of an insti-

tution do not condemn it. Not that you injure

the institution, not that, but when you dispar-

age the concern of which you are a part, you dis-

parage yourself—Elbert Hubbard.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

F. M. DockriH is establishing a new Drug Store

in Smith's Falls, Out., and has placed his order

with .Tones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, including

in same the latest ".Tones" idea, the Eureka

Display Conntir.

SPECIAL ATTENTION
'T'HE right way to buy a drug store, to sell one, to
^ get a position or help—whether iu U.S. or Can
ada—is to write to F. V. Kniest, R.P., " The Drug
Store Man," Omaha, Neb., U.S.A. Established

1904. Strictly reliable. Expert and coufidential

plans. Z

^oc^n fKo about 100-ycar shingles? Sho\vs
»3C^?ll lllC how to get most for your money

f r» IT" T' in roofing anything that s worth

JF H L t» roofingnght. Provesthesavmg
well make voii. News tor you a-

B_ _ |_ bout shingles that last a centuryO O K Get a copy. Ask nearest office.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
U^nlreal. Toiuiito. Halifax. St, John. ^Mnmpeg. \ Anoouver
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THE TRAVELLING MAN

By T. Tyon Kamecke

A rushing young man, with face aglow,

Eager for chances his line to show;

Carrying grips as large as trunks,

Eyes capable of doing things at a jump.

But fully aware it's no sinecure,

To handle the trade and orders secure.

Nervous and anxious he is to win;

In the game he's listed and will stay in.

With feverish haste lie schemes and plans

To make of himself a travelling man.

An older man now, with face more sedate;

Character written in his ways and gait;

Eyes that see, biit hard to read

—

Takes his time, but yet he leads.

Speech and lips are imder control;

Easy and suave, yet tactly bold.

His trade's established, yet harder works

—

Knows easy money is where danger lurTiS,

But while earning he's learning and stays in

The game, where energv and viu)

Give him a business well in hand,

For he is a hustling travelling man.

An old man, whose face is wreathed in smiles,

Whose money has John D.'s beat for miles;

Houses in the city and country estates,

Loaning surplus money at an easy rate,

A man who enjoys life and good health—
Everything he wants and barrels of wealth.
He does not care to add more to the load;
A successful traveller, who has quit the road.
At least, so say the story books.
But travellers say this is how it looks!

An old man, with care lines on liis face.

Struggling to hold his place in the rjvcc;

Eyes dim, and thoughtful mein profoniid;

But when stories are told the old man's around.
His gait is slow, yet he likes to stay
In the game, but he has had his day.
He lives -in the past and will soon stay in—
The house will no longer have use for him.
But they both made money from his plans.
Because he was a travelling man.

-Ex.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

E. Duguay, Hull, P.O., has refitted his phar-
macy and placed the order with Jones Bros. &
Co., ttd., Toronto. The features of the outfit

are the Crystal Century Cases, without holes in

the glass and the latest style of Di.splay Coun-

A READY-MADE VERDICT

Fargo, North Dakota, once boasted a compos-

ite postmaster and coroner. He was called one

day to give his verdict upon the case of a

stranger who had been the victim of a fit on the

main street. As the man was known to nobody,

he was hurried to the much-prized new "City

Hospital." There the case was diagnosed as ap-

pendicitis, but when the operation took place the

attending surgeon discovered that the patient

had been previously relieved of his aplpendix. The

doctor endeavored to retract his steps, but the

strange man died from the effects of the opera-

tion.

The postmaster-coroner, in rendering his ver-

dict, filled in the space after "Cause of Death"

with a rubber stamp which read, "Opened by

Mistake."—Success Magazine.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

J. E. Livernois, Quebec, P.O., has ])laced two

additional orders with Jones Bros. & Co., I/td
,

Toronto, for the original design of New Century

Silent Salesman Cases.

A NEWS-STAND ROMANCE

An American Bov, weary of Sporting I/ife, was
on an Outing, when he met the Modern Priscilla,

a Popular member of the vSmart Set. He declar-

ed his love at Sunset and told her how much he

longed for Suburban Life and Good Housekeep-

ing. She was at that time impressed with ai

Scientific American, an ardent exponent of Phy-

sical Culture. The other Outlook seemed more

favorable, however, and she decided to become

the Youth's Companion and have her own House
and Garden, even though it should entail Dress-

making at Tlonic. Thev went to the Judpe and

were married. Thev then decided to Travel, and

set out across the Pacific, followed by Every-

body's good ^\•islu's for Success in life.—Success

Magazine.

ANOTHER " JONES " DR^^G STORE

J. R. Giles & Co., Elk Lake, Ont., have placed

an order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto,

for a complete New Century Outfit of the orignal

design.

|~V_l-_ ^;,.j. Fit for the finest building, CostV/bliaWO
little „ough. Reduce fire-risk..

]Nf 6 t 8c 1 Twothouaanddesigntforatarei.

t^ 111 w hctlli, wareroomi,churchti,reRl<VelllngS
J den«i,etc. Write for handiomc

ly illuttrated book thowlng exclutive Pedlar denicni.

PEDLAR People of Oshawa
Molitroil. Toronto. Unllfax, 8l. Joliu, Whmlpej, Vancouvar
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MONTREAL PROSECUTIONS

The prosciu lions in the police courts {lircclcd

against a number of the leading retail druggists

of Montreal have awakened a good deal of inter-

est, not only in that city, but throughout the

Province.

There is no doubt that druggists are apt to be-

come a little ]ax in carr\-ing out the law to the

letter as should be done, especially in the case of

registration of sales of poisons, and this awaken-
ing cannot but be of benefit.

The outcome of these prosecutions have estab-

lished a precedent which is of decided importance

to the interests of I'harmacj', and that is the re-

cognition of the Provincial Pharmacy Act by the

courts as being supreme, and that a charter

granted by the Dominion does not in anv way in-

terfere with the law as defined bv the Pharmacy
Act of Quebec.

For some time past the Pharmaceutical Asso-

ciation of the Province of Quebec has taken de-

cisive measures to have the sales of Cocaine and
other drugs of a similar nature conducted strict-

ly in accordance with the law, and this action on
their part seems to have aroused a feeling of an-

tagonism which appears to have culminated in a
num])er of pro.secutions having been taken
against members of the Pharmaceutical Associ-
ation for alleged infringement of the Act. But
we are glad to see that the courts have taken a
sane view of the cases as represented, and have
shown an inclination to uphold the law without
dealing with the technicalities as being the lead-

ing feature.

Elsewhere in this issue there appears a letter

from Mr. Tremble, who desires to state the case
correctly before the druggists of Canada in order
that no wrong im]>ression may be obtained.

THE VALUE OF A HOLIDAY

Men of affairs who have accomplished things
thoroughly approve of holidays. They have
learned that it is not the amount of time they
spend in their ofiices which counts so much as
the quality of the efforts put forth while there.

They know the value and necessity of concen-
tration. A successful business man must have
the mental ability to grapple with difficult prob-
lems. He should be able to think logically and
comprehen.sively on one thing at a time. This
ability to concentrate on one subject at a time
enaliles men to handle manv interests success-
fully.

A trained mind cajmhle of clear thought and
close application is not produced by constant
grinding. There must be diversion. Nearlv
everyone agrees that it is desirable at times for

a man to get away from his business. Getting
away from business, however, means something
besides leaving the office. If a man is interested

in his business he is not likely to forget about it,

but he can at least drop it for the time being if

he has something else w ith which to occupv his

mind.

This is one of the objects of a holidav and every

druggist would do well to observe the time-hon-

ored adage regarding "all work and no plav,"

and, for a time each year, seek an environment
least suggestive of merchandise, customers and
salesmen.
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PURE METHYL ALCOHOL

The price of alcohol continues lo advance until

it is one of the most expensive articles the drug-

gist has to purchase aside from the loss sustam-

ed from evaporation.

Many druggists do not appear to realitze that

more than half the alcohol used is for external

purposes, and although quite a number are now

making use of Columbian Spirits, there are still

druggists who do not take advantage of this very

pure Methyl Alcohol for preparations intended for

external use.

This spirit is far superior to alcohol as a sol-

vent, and the product now on the market is en-

tirely odorless. It has been used for several

years in all the principal hospitals throughout

Canada for bathing and other purposes, and its

benefits have been very successfully demonstrat-

ed.

One of the most important points in regard to

this spirit is that the cost is about half that oi

Spts. Vini. Rcct. Squire's Companion to the

British Pharmacopoeia prescribes ordinary wood

alcohol internally in doses at 5 to 10 minims

and the British rhannaceutical Codex prescribes

Pure methvl Alcohol internally from 30 to 60

minims, and while we do not suggest the internal

use of Methyl Alcohol, we would mention this

fact to prove the claims of the manufacturers

that the use of chemically pure Methyl Alcohol

Columnian Spirits is perfectly satisfactory for ex-

ternal use. This fact should not be lost sight of,

as these spirits can be constantly utilized phar-

maceutically, as well as in the arts.

EGOTISM ESSENTIAL TO SUCCESS

Every man who ever did anything really great

did it by himself. Success can't be gained witli-

out confidence. Half the fibre of achievement is

egotism, says Herbert KauRus, in the Midland

Druggist. It is the force that carries the

struggler to his goal. He must believe in his

ability—he must possess so much tenacity and

courage that others become infected with his as-

surance. When he meets with disbelief and dis-

couragement, his own faith has to support and

sustain him. And such faith is only to be arrived

at by training; just as the athlete's stride is the

result of months of eiiort and khe hammer

thrower's form is the outcome of untiring prac-

tice.

Self-confidence is

quires development,

other thew and sinew—it can only grow strong

through use. If you never try, no one will ever

try for you. If you don't make a start, no one

will give you the impetus. The world is selfish—

every individual is endeavoring to the best of his

might to utilize his (knowledge and experience

and advantages to his own profit.

THE ETHICS OF DISPENSING

In a recent number of The rhannaceutical

Journal there is, says the Medical Press, the re-

port of an interesting paper on the relations

that should exist between prescriber and dis-

penser in cases where difliculties arise. In some

cases—less numerous than the article in question

seems to imply—a dispenser is presented with a

prescription which, either by reason of incom-

patibility or of massive dose, seems to him to

present elements of danger. What is his duty un-

der such circumstances? The obvious answer is

that he should communicate with the prescriber.

It seems, however, that some dispensers are

chary of doing this, in view of the possible snub

they may receive. Mr. McEwan relates the case

of a dispenser to whom was presented a prescrip-

tion ordering 20 minim doses of dilute hydro-

cyanic acid. He communicated with the pre-

scriber, who requested him to dispense the pre-

scription as it stood. He did so, but the pre-

scriber wisely called on the patient at once and

altered the dose. It seems to be impossible to

lay down any absolute rule on the point. Every

case must be decided on its merits. With a sin-

cere desire on the part of the pharmacist to pro-

tect the public, and at the same time to main-

tain the confidence of the patient in his phy-

sician, few real difficulties will arise. While a

dispenser has in most cases done his duty in

drawing the attention of the prescriber to any

possible danger, yet there is no doubt that, if

still unsatisfied, he has the right to refuse to dis-

pense. In his own interests he is not likely to

enforce this right at all frequently, but a phar-

macist is no more bound to dispense every pre-

scription presented to him than a medical man

to advise every patient who demands his ser-

vices.

a moral muscle w^hich re-

It is no different from any

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

OWEN SOUND.—Messrs. I^aing & Gilchrist

have just had installed their complete new outfit

supplied by The Toronto Show Case Co. Immedi-

ately the fixtures were placed. Dr. Laing 'phoned

from Owen Sound stating that everything arrived

without a scratch or a break and that allwas more

than satisfactory, at the same time ordering an

additional 6 ft. ""Trianon Cabinet." These gen-

tlemen appreciate the difference between the

genuine Trianons and the cheap "imitations" re-

presented as the same.
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That CANADA is rapidly becoming one of the most important marke's of the World is recognized by the
manufacturers of all nations.

Americans, Germans, and other foreigners are doing their utmost to flood the Dominion with their goods.

Are you going to buy Foreign Chemicals when you can obtain the finest Pharmacentical Preparations in
the World, manufactured in Ivngland and laid down in Canada at prices to compete with all rivals ?

Maine ^uvG by Specifying,

HOWARDS'
CMBMICAL^S

HOWARDS & SONS, LIMITED (Stratford, London, Eng.), now have a Depot ii

Canada, so that your wholesaler need never keep you waiting when you order-

HOWARDS' ACID BORIC
HOWARDS' SODII BICARB.

HOWARDS' MERCURIALS
HOWARDS' POT. ACETAS GRAN.

HOWARDS' BISMUTHS
HOWARDS' CAMPHOR
HOWARDS' POT. IODIDE

HOWARDS' SEIDLITZ

HOWARDS^ QUININE SALTS

66

Ti Especially when biiyinij SANDALWOOD OIL, it is important to insist

on "ALLEN'S." By so doing, you ensure an oil that is absolutely pure.

1 Few oils are more adulterated, and the Pharmacist who cares for

the activity of his drugs, bu>s "ALLEN'S," which gives the best results.

STAFFORD ALLEN & SONS, limited
London, E.G., and Long Melford, Eng. Z'^'TfLZ^n'-^l'-^'Z.^:^

Canadian Agents: Messrs. CORNELL & SILLING, Montreal

^ ESSENTIAL-OILS -
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Ideal Orchids
I EXCEPTIONAL OFFERJ

NOTICE.—Besides the Cash Discount, free

goods and advertising, we prepay the freight

on this assortment.

Freight will be prepaid on this FIRST Order

ONLY.

2 bottles "Ideal" Orchid Perfume, 9 oz., at

$4.00 each $ S 00
;4 do?,. "Ideal" Orchid Toilet Water, 5 oz.

bottles, at $7 00 do7. 175
'/i doz. "Ideal" Orchid Sachet Powder (dis-

play box), $5.00 doz S '50

I doz. "Ideal" Orchid Cream (an elegant

preparation) $2.00 doz 'i OO
$14 '^5

Wit>h t>he above order we will include FREE
^ doz. "Ideal" Orchid Cream, retails at 25 cents each

I filled Atomizer for demonstrating
12 perfumed Orchid Cards
I large hand-painted display card for window

TERMS :-5% cash discount-if paid within thiity days. Isual
-Liili jobbing discount allowed to Druggists who n.c on

Sovereign Perfumes, LimUed
TORONTO

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
* ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let' s have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=
tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you 10%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Seiliflg Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New Haven, Conn.

ADDRESS ALL ORDHRS AND COMMUNICATIONS TO TH1-;

HigsinboLham Rubber Goods Co.
T::^^rT^^^^T Millon, Ontario =:^^^rT^^T

Paris Green For
Potato Bugs!

WARRANTED
STRICTLY PURE

PARIS GREEN
POISON)

THE

CANADA PAINT
COMPANY

Limited

Montreal = Toronto - Winnipeg
CAAAZJA

H^K* Speci.vl Notk to the Drug
^^^ Trade :—There is no " Quack
Medicine" about the C. P. Co.'s Paris Green
-— it is "efiicacious" ever\- time!
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PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN
(From Our London Correspondent)

THE INTERNATIONAI, CONGRESS.

Remarkable success has attended the London
meeting of the International Congress of Applied

Chemistry, which has attracted a great amount
of attention during the past month. Many of

the delegates who were present at the Rome and
other meetings of the Congress declare that they

have never been better entertained, and that, as

far as the attendance and the quality of the

papers are concerned, this year's gathering will

long be remembered as one of the best. The

speeches at the opening meeting in the Albert

Hall, on May 27, were particular,y cordial, and

the' inaugural address pf the I'riuce of Wales

roused the large audience to a high pitch of en-

thusiasm. On their arrival, the Prince and Prin-

cess of Wales were received by Sir Henry Roscoe,

Honorary President of the Congress, and Sir

William Ramsay, the President. Several speeches

ofiering the delegates a hearty welcome were de-

livered, and Dr. Harvey W. Wiley, Chief Gover-

inent Chemist of the United States, suitably ac-

knowledged the addresses of welcome on behalf of

America. Dr. Wiley, who frequently had to sub-

mit to the ubiquitous newspaper interviewer dur-

ing his sojourn on our shores, alluded to the

productive importance of the science of chemistry

because it was applied in all sciences. It also

exposed the manufacturer and dealer who made
and .sold any article deleterious to man or under

a false name or representation, to public scorn

and to the jjcnalties of the law. Scientific papers

recording the progress made in the various

branches of chemistry kept the members busy

each day and the evenings were devoted to social

functions. At the Crystal Palace, on the evening

of May 28, two thousand guests were present at

a banquet, with Sir Wm. Ramsay in the chair.

A fitting conclusion to the Congress on June 3

was the garden party given by King Kdward VII.

at Windsor Castle. The result of the meetings

cannot fail to be of real service to the world of

science. An invitation to hold the next meeting

in America was unanimously accepted.

l>nAKM.\CEUTlCAL SOCIETY.

The election of members of the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society has resulted in two new
men being returned in the persons of Messrs.

F. J. Gibson (Wolverhampton) and E. T. Neath-
ercoat (W'e5M)ridge). Mes.srs. Walter Hills, C. B.

Allen, W. G. Cross, A. S. Campkin, and D. Gil-

mour (retiring Councillors) were re-elected, but

Dr. Symes (Liverpool) lost his seat by a narrow-

margin of votes. Those who talk about "the dry
bones of i)lianiiacy" wanting an awakening will

watch the future operations of the Comicil with
increasing interest. Mr. J. F. Harrington (Vice-

President) succeeds Mr. J. Rymer Young, the

President, on the latter's retirement this month.
The annual dinner of the Pharmaceutical Society

on May 19, was a very propitious gathering. Vis-

count Hill, Mr. Thomas Lough, M.P., Sir Dyce
Duckworth (the Treasurer of the Royal College of

Physicians), Mr. Henry Morris (Royal College of

Surgeons), Professor 'Meldola, Mr. Thomas Ty-
rer, and Messrs. T. II. W. Idris, M.P., and R.

Winfrey, M.P., .were among the guests. The
sixty-eighth annual meeting of the Society was
held on the day following, when the report and

financial statement—both highly satisfactory

—

were adopted.

POISON LICENSES.

Your readers are fully acquainted with the new
conditions regarding the practice of pharmacy in

this coujitry consequent on the passing of the

Poisons and Pharmacy Act, 1908. One result has

been that a large number of unqualified traders,

chiefly ironmongers, seedsmen and florists, have

applied for licenses to sell poisonous substances

used in agriculture and horticulture. When prev-

iously writing you on this matter I hesitated to

indicate the amomit of success these applicants

for licenses would have, but it now appears that

an immense nmiiber of licenses have been granted

them. When it is remembered that the section of

the Act which deals with the question clearly

states that the licenses are only intended to be

granted in districts where the reasonable , re-

quirements of the public for the supply of these

articles arc not already met, whereas licenses

have been granted in large cities such as Man-
chester, Liverpool, Glasgow, and Edinburgh, in

many cases almost next door to chemists who
stock the articles, 3'ou can understand the alarm
which is felt in some quarters regarding the mat-
ter. Local authorities in granting licenses whole-

sale seem to take delight in breaking down what
they call a "trade monopoly." For the sake of

the public, one may hope those who are so loudly

shouting about the ability of ironmongers and
seedsmen to take the necessary precautions in

selling these dangerous poisons, will never have

cause to change their minds.

THE DESCRIPTION •PAREGORIC."

Under the Merchandise Marks Act important

proceedings were heard at Walsall recently, when
Thomas F. Turner, proprietor of the Green Lane
Drug Stores, Walsall, was summoned at the in-

stigation of the Pharmaceutical Societj- for sell-

ing a liquid to which a false trade description

was applied, namely "paregoric." It appeared

that defendant had retailed a bottle of a prepara-
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tion labelled "paregoric," whereas it did not con-

tain opium, the principal ingredient of paregoric.

His excuse was that he omitted to tell the pur-

chaser at the time of the sale that there was no

opium in the article. The magistrates directed

defendant to pay a fine of 2os., and £4 towards

the costs, as the penalty for his offence.

OBITUARY.

Mr. Isaac Thomas Lewis, who formerly held

the position of Registrar and Trea.surer of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy, died at Plymouth,

on May 26, at the age of S2. After serving his

apprenticeship to a Plymouth pharmacist, Mr.

Lewis emigrated to Canada in 1855, and obtained

a post as assi-stant to iMr. Hooper, of King

Street, Toronto. Subsequently he became a part-

ner in this business, and later on opened a new

pharmacy at the corner of Carlton and Yonge

Streets in the same city. The venture proved

highly successful. In 1888 he accepted a unanim-

ous invitation to become Registrar and Treasurer

of Ontario College of I'harmacy, and he did much

towards making the College a flourishing educa-

tional centre. A few years ago he retired, and in

1907 he returned to his native town, Plymouth,

where he hail many friends.

MISCELLANEOUS ITEBIS.

p"or infringement of the Medicine Stamp Act

by selling Glyco-Thymoline in a bottle which had

the stamp torn from it, a Hoxton (London)

chemist has been ordered to pay a fine of £5 and

4s. costs. The offence was admitted.

The General Medical Council has held its half

yearly .session this month, iseveral dentists were

struck off the Dental Register for "disgraceful

conduct in a professional respect." The British

Pharmacopoeia Committee reported that valu-

able suggestions for the better adaptation of the

Pharmacopoeia to local requirements in distant

parts of [His Majesty's dominions continue to

reach the Committee, and these are being ana-

lyzed and incorporated in the statement which is

in coxirse of preparation by the Secretary.

The British Pharmaceutical Conference will

hold its annual meeting at Newcastle-on-Tyne

during the week qoaiimencing July 26 next. The
arrangements are already well in hand.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL MARKETS.

The outstanding feature of the month has been

the increase in the price of preparations contain-

ing spirit, or in the manufacture of which spirit

is used. There seems little likelihood that the

Chancellor of the Exchequer will see his way to

allow a rebate of the spirit duty on alcohol

used for medicinal purposes, when the Board of

Customs and Excise is unable to devise a

plan by means of which such spirit could be fol-

lowed up after it has been taken out of bond.

Therefore, as far as possible, the increased tax

must be extracted from the pockets of the public.

The Convention between the makers of mor-

phine which has existed for some years, came to

an end a few weeks ago, owing to competition

from a Continental manufacturer. Notwithstand-

ing the fact that each maker is now in a position

to quote prices without consulting his competi-

tors, prices up to the present are maintained on

the old scale. One maker has taken up the posi-

tit)n of a free lance, and presumably the future

market will depend on the actual law of supply

and demand. Generally speaking, business in

drugs and chemicals has been remarkably quiet,

and changes of value of any importance liave been

few. There was a fairly strong demand for cam-

phor a week or two back, but at the time of writ-

ing the market is quiet. The position of codeine

is uncertain, and a city friend informs me that

llu-rc is nothing (k-rmile to report regarding this

INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS OF APPLIED
CHEMISTRY

Meeting in London

The annual assembly of the International Con-

gress of Ajjplied Chemistry was held in London,

from May 27 to June 3. Delegates were present

from all parts of the world, and at the opening

gathering in the Albert Hall, the Prince of Wales,

who was accompanied by the Princess of Wales,

presided. In an inaugural address. His Royal
Highness, who was received with 'iprolonged

cheers, said:

"It gives me much plea.sure as vice-patron to

preside over the first meeting of this important

International Congress of Applied Chemistry,

and the Princess of Wales is very glad to accom-

pan}^ me on this occasion. (Cheers.) Delegates

and members, including many ladies, have come
not only from every country in Europe, but from

all parts of the woild—literally 'from China to

Peru.' These Congresses have already been held

in the various capitals of Europe. This is the

first time that you have assembled in London,

and, in the name of the King, who is patron of

this Congress, I offer j^ou His Majesty's most
hearty welcome. (Cheers.) His Majesty is very

glad to think that the foreign representatives

will be able to visit Windsor Castle during their

stay in this couatry. (Cheers.) The main object

which you all have in view is, I assume, to dis-

cuss in your numerous sections the many topics

of interest and importance that are continually

arising owing to the marvellous discoveries which

the science of chemistry both pure and applied is

making from day to day. Those interested in
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WINDOW DISPLAY WITH ONE GROSS

SEND IN YOUR ORDER TO-DAY

DOMINION DRUG CO.
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n E. Sachsse & Co.
DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among our list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the follow-

ing oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Caraway Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

Coriander

Dill Seed

Geranium
Ginger

Juniper Berries

Juniper Wood
Jessamine

Lavander Flowers

Lemon Terpeuless

Lilac

Mustard Seed

Nutmeg
Orange Turpenless

Origanum
Pennyroyal

Pimento

Pinus Sylvestris

Rose Artif

Rosemary

Sandalwood, E. I.

Sandalwood, W. L
Tansy

Thyme
Wintergreen

We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences,

Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners. Bottlers and *

Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents, N. C. Poison & Co., 263

and 265 Ontario Street, Kingston, Ont.

E. SACHSSE & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Liesins:
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, _
WYETH'S

STANDARD

I

Powdered Extracts

Will be found entirely divested of the slightest evi=

dence of oxidation, possessing the well=defined physi=

cal characteristics of the respective drugs from which

they are derived, such as odor, taste and color, and

retaining in a concentrated condition

the original proximate principles of the

drugs* Too much stress cannot be

laid upon the importance of exercising

the utmost discrimination on the part

pi^^SS^Siills of the apothecary in the selection of

' Powdered Extracts; if not made by

the vacuum process, they must neces=

sarily suffer much deterioration.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
PHIUADEUPMIA, PEININSYLVAINIA

LYMAN, SONS & CO., Canadian Factors, Montreal. Canada.

.^Hb^^AA(<bAAAAAAAAAJbl.AAAA.t.A>A.^
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some siHcial branch meet in the (lilliTLnt scetions

ihfir K)nfrLii.s Irom other lands to their mutual

henelit. In the larger gatherings, wliieh I am
glad to see have been arranged by the CtMumit-

lee, members will have further oj)portunity of

soeial meeting. These eonfcrcnees, whether of a

-scientific or a more intimate character, between

men living in distant lands, all working for the

same object, although under dillerent conditions,

cannot but be favorable to the progress of science

and to tile industries to which many of you have

devoted your lives, as well as to the general

jjcace of the world. (Cheers.) 1 killy appreciate

the important part which chemistry plays in al-

most every branch of our modern industry. We
all recognize that without a scientific foundation

no permanent super-structure can be raised. Does

not experience warn us that the rule of thumb is

dead, and the rule of science has taken its place

—(cheers)—that to-day we cannot be satisfied

with crude methods which were sufficient for our

forefathers, and that those great industries

which cannot keep abreast to the advance of sci-

ence must .surely and rapidly decline? On behalf

of the Princess of Wales and for myself I offer

our cordial greeting to the members of the Con-
gress, and I earnestly trust that great results

may accrue from your deliberations. I now have
much pleasure, in declaring the seventh Interna-

tional Congress of Applied Chemistry open."

(Cheers.)

vSir Henry Ro.scoe olTeied a warm welcome to

the visitors.

Sir William Ramsay said, it was impossible to

draw a hard and fast line 1)etwccn scientific and

technical chemistry. Chemistry was, above all, a

practical science, aH hough in recent years it had
tended to become more and more a branch of

applied mathematics. The principles remained

the same, and, indeed, tlie methods were only

slightly varied, >vhetlu-r the apparatus used were

beakers, test-tubes, funnels and flasks, or tanks,

filter-])resses, and autoclaves. The chief difference

between the pure science and its application con-

sisted in a .satisfactory answer to the question

—

all important to the technical chemi.st, but whol-

ly irrelevant to the man of science—Will it pay?
On the answer to that question the commercial
success of a process depended; but in its essence

chemistry, whether scientific or industrial, was
one. That, he thought, had hardlv been realized

in a practical manner on this .side of the Channel,
or, indeed, on the other side of the Atlantic. But
their Continental friends had long seen and acted

on the conviction that the industrial prosperity

of a country could best be advaaced bv a close

friendship and constant association between the

technical and the practical workers, between the

university and the factory, between the pure and

the a])plied .science. M. Berthelot had pointed out
how far the comfort, prosperity, and advance-
iiunl of 'the human race depended on their sci-

ence. Originally confined to alchemists and to

-so-called ])hilosophers, there \rcre now few re-

gions not illuminated by the light of chemistry.
Its ultimate goal was to render an intelligible

account of the nature of the universe, and the
composition of the stars had been revealed by its

clTorts. Still, while striving to reach that somc-
wliat transcendental goal, they were able to
pluck many flowers by the way—flowers which
not only pleased them by their beauty and frag-
rance, hut which, in many ca.ses, were of prac-
tical u.se in alle\-iating their suffering and admin-
istering to their comfort. It had often been said
that -science was co.smopolitan and knew no coun-
try. The existence of such a Congress as that
was in itself a proof of the truth of the saying.
They were favored by the presence of representa-
tives from every civilized State in the world.
(Applause.) They were met to discuss how best
to develop the special branches of chemistry to
wliich they devoted their lives, how to further
their progress, and to mark the level to which
they had already attained. (Applau.se.)

Dr. Harvey W. Wiley (Chief Government Chem-
ist, America), said the as.sembling of that Coii-
gre-ss was illustrative of the progress of the age.
Chemistry was the fundamental science, in
that it treated of the ultimate nature of things.
It was aLso the -science of most productive im-
portance, because it was applied in all the indus-
tries. So far as he knew, there was not a single
industry of any importance to man that did not
claim tribute of chemistry. The art of agricul-
ture, most of all, lay at the very foundation of

human hai)ii>iness and existence. There was no
more apt illustration of the utility of chemistry
tiian to say that were its gifts to agriculture
suddenly withdrawn, the teeming millions of the
globe would, in a -short time, be half clad and
starving. But there was a more impwrtant ser-

vice of chemistry to man even than that. In
later years the science had been utilized not only
to improve the engines of war, but far more to
develop new services for man. The great strides
now being made to apply the principles of pro-
phylaxis in medical science were largely due to
the services of chemistry. In fact, sanitation
was principally a chemical problem—pure food,

pure air, pure water insuring pure activity of

mind and body, and curing disease bv evading it

and prolonging by many years the most valuable

part of human life,—viz., its period of maximum
endeavor. To this great work chemistrv was giv-

ing its most precious contributions. In another

important particular chemistry was rendering

service to humanity. It had undertaken to im-
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prove the morality of man. All science had a

stimulating efiect on morality, because science

sought only the truth, but chemistry had al-

ready made great progress in improving the mor-

ality of trade. It detected frauds and adulter-

ations in all articles bought and sold. It exposed

the manufacturer and dealer who made and sold

any article deleterious to man or under a false

name or representation, to public scorn, and to

the penalties of the law. The members of that

Congress had assembled to compare notes of

progress, to be mutually helpful in the work for

the benefit of man which they were trying to do.

Their purpose was to mitigate, if possible, the

suffering of the poor, to lighten, to some extent,

the task of labor by making it more fruitful, to

prevent sickness and promote health, to prevent

crime and pxmish wrong-doing, to eliminate from

commerce every species of fraud and misrepre-

sentations, and in this great work they were in-

spired by the patronage of His Royal Highness.

(Applause.)

LEE CHU AND DRUGGISTS PLAY WAITING GAME

Lee Chu, ex-Montreal constable, ex-court house

interpreter, is still much wanted by the Montreal

police, and there is now quite a game being

played in Halifax for his apprehension, says the

Montreal Star. Lee, it will be remembered, was
fined to the extent of one thousand and fifty dol-

lars for selling cocaine. He escaped to Halifax,

was brought back on a charge of perjuiy, was
liberated, and then escaped again to Halifax,

where he got into a row with one of his fellow-

countrymen, and was arrested for that ofience.

Having gone to considerable expense, the Phar-

maceutical Association is not disposed to let

Lee get away without paying his fines. Hence
the}' had a new warrant, for subornation of per-

jury', sworn out and sent lo Halifax. An ofTicer

of the Canadian Detective Agency is on the wait,

and as soon as Lee Chu leaves the Halifax
jail he will be re-arrested and once more brought
back to Montreal. Meanwhile Lee is playing the

waiting game. He has so far elected to stay
comfortably in jail and wait, in the hope that
the Montreal druggists will get tired waiting
for him.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

J. H. Puley, Stoney Plain, Alta., has added
New Century Cases of the original design, to his

present outfit, of course buying them from the
original manufacturers, Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,
Toronto.

THE CANADIAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

Office of the Secretary,

612 St. Catherine St.,

President—G. E. Gibbard, Toronto Montreal

Vice-President—G. A. Burbidge. Halifax, N.S.

Sec.-Treas.—J. E. Tremble, Montreal, Que.

NOTICE.

The Second Aiimuil Convention of the Canad-

ian Pharmaceutical Association will be held at

BanJI, on August 3rd and following days. Dele-

gates from the different Provincial Associations

will please note the date.

Full particulars as to R. R. rates will be pub-

lished in next month's Canadian Druggist. All

druggists will be welcome.

J E. Tremble,

Sec.-Treas.

SIXTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY

Messrs. W. J. Gage & Co., Limited, wholesale

and niannufacturing stationers, Toronto, are this

year celebrating the sixty-fifth anniversary of the

founding of their business by the late Adam Mil-

ler.

This was made the occasion June 7th of pre-

senting to Mr. W. J. Gage, who has been head of

the firm for the past thirty-five years, an address

beautifully illuminated by A. H. Howard, R.C.

A., and handsomely bound in motocco. Accom-
panying this was a special copy of the handsome
booklet which the firm has issued to mark the

completion of so m.any successful years in busi-

ness.

Mr. Gage replied in very appropriate terms,

and in referring to the plan of profit-sharing that

has been in existence for several years in their

business, expressed a desire to have the principle

of mutual help and co-operation still further ex-

tended by the establishment of a Benefit Fund,
and, if possible, a Pension Fund. To carry this

into effect Mr. Gage proposed that he would place

the sum of ^5,000, 00 at the disposal of a com-
mittee whose duty it would be to work out a

satisfactory plan.

CHEWING GUM MERGER

The organization has been effected of the Sen-

Sen Chiclet Co., with a capital of |6,70o,(X)o, in-

corporated under the laws of the State of Maine.

This compa:ny will take over the business of six

of the largest factories of chewing gum in the

LTnited States and Canada, namely:

The T. B. Dunn Company, of Rochester; the

Frank H. Fleeler Company, of Philadelphia; C.

R. Somerville, of London, Out.; tlie After Dinner

Gum Company, of Rochester; the Grove Com-
pany, of Salem, Ohio, and the George B. Curtis

Company, of Portland, Maine.
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THK

'*FAIRCHILD*' PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25 ; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50 ; large $9.00 per dozen

Peptonising Tttbes $4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tubes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. & FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a year ago—also to the fact that Messrs. Holden & Co.,

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the "Fairchild" products for

the Dominion of Canada

w Phoenix Sanitary Duster
Is made from Rope Manilla.

It will outwear any duster of any other material cost-

ing; five times the price.

It will not scratch furniture or polished surfaces, as

other dusters will.

Moths and other insects will not injure or destroy it.

Owin^ to its flexibility, dust can be rubbed off the

furniture as with a cloth if desired.

It does not smell after being in use, as other dusters do.

It does not contain, nor will it convey any disease germs.

In fact it is t K e O N L. Y Sanitar?' Duster in use
SOLD UNDER A GUARANTEE TO LAST ONE YEAR

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA :

The National Drug ^ Chemical Co. of Canada
LIMITED - TORONTO
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There's Money in Fly Paper !

The Essentials Necessary are

^iStW) WHEN TO BUY AND WHEN TO SELL ^^^gj)
^^^ WHAT TO BUY AND WHAT TO SELL ^-^^^^

PLACE YOUR ORDERS NOW FOR YOUR SEASON'S SUPPLY OF

Lyman's Li^htnin^ Fly Paper Poison
AS IT IS THE ONLY KIND THAT PAYS /«

YOU ISO PER CENT. PROFIT M\4^

J I It has been killing Flies for nearly Sixty Years
j Jl^^

MANUFACTURED BY V *t^^g|^

THE LYMAN BROS. & CO., Ltd., TORONTO
LYMAN'S WATER-GLASS EGG PRESERVER, in i lb. and 5 lb. Tins

fjPAjjnvtf

BROWN-LEE'S
ODORLESS

MOTHINE
Effectual Preventative and

DESTROYER OF MOTHS

This preparation does not contain poisonous

drugs, and has given perfect satisfaction in

every case where it has been sold. It is

also proven a great seller for the retail

trade. Cards and advertising matter sup-

plied for a window display.

Write for Terms, etc.

BROWN-LEE CO., Limited
GUELPH - ONTARIO

The Sale of

WILSON'S

PLY PADS
is many times larger than all other tly poisons combined

And It's Still Growinir
Wilson's Fly Pads pay a very uinch larger profit

than any other well advertised proprietary article.
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Trade Notes

Beattie & Argue liii\e purcliasLcl the drug busi-

ness of W. F. Garland, llinlonburg, Ontario.

.1. M. Koulston has piuchased the l)raneh drug

Inisiness of G. W. IIol)eu, St. John, New Bruns-

wick.

Clias. Hudson has oi)cned a drug store at Zeal-

andia, .Saskatchewan.

W. C. Hancs, druggist, at Ottawa, Ontario,

died recently.

G. W. & A. M. CaniphcU have purchased thr

interest of II. 1\I. McDowell in the McDowell-

Burns Drug Co., I4d., at Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia.

W. F. Stevenson has started a drug business at

Belmont, Manitoba.

F. E. Campbell has purchased the drug busi-

ness of A. J. Ryson, Holland, JManitol)a.

Dr. M. G. Dundas has taken over the drug

business of A. :\I. Kane & Co., Rathwell, Mani-

toba.

(ieorge K. Bean has jjurchased the drug business

of Thomas I^ittle, Quill I.ake, Saskatchewan.

H. A. Davidson, late traveller for the Bole

Drug Co., Winnipeg, is opening a drug store in

Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.
R. W. Grieve has started a drug and stati(jnery

business at Castor, Alberta.

10. Sholf has commenced a drug l>usiness in

Vancouver, British Columbi;)..

R. H. Morrison & Co., Ltd., druggists, Van-
couver, British Columbia, have dissolved part-

nership, R. H. Morrison continuing the business.

Thomas Little has opened a new drug store at

Carmangay, Alberta.

Chas. Lugsdin, druggist, at North Augusta,

Ontario, is moving to Toronto.

I/. W. Biggar, druggist and stationer, is open-

ing a branch store at Lenity, Saskatchewan.

The North Ward Drug Store is the name of a

new drug firm at Lethbridge, Alberta.

In a fire at Cartwright, IManitoba, recently the

drug store of H. J. Graham was completely des-

troyed by fire. The stock on which there was a

small insurance was mostly carried out to safety,

Init was greatly damaged by smoke and rain,

which fell heavily. Mr. Graham's loss is prob-

ably So,5"o, with in.stiraucc of about $i,5(K).

J. R. Darling & Co., druggists, at Siiucoe, On-

tario, iiave given up business.

R. C. Jamieson iS.- Co. have purchased the

Speer-Slevensou Drug Co., Ltd., Winnipeg,

Manitoba.

G. M. Gemmille has started a drug business at

Merritt, British Columbia.

Dr. Ed. Morin, wholesale druggist, at Quebec,

Quebec, died recently.

C. Morrison, druggi.st, at Virden, Manitoba,

has sold his business.

Win. Teeter, druggist, at Hamilton, Ontario,

has sold out his business.

Wilson Drug Co. has taken over the drug

business of the late John Reid, Vancouver, Brit-

isii Columbia.

De Silva Institute Comi)any, patent medicines,

has been registered as doing business at Mon-
treal, Quebec.

F. A. Wilson, formerly of Morden, Manitoba,

has purchased the drug stock of John Reed,

Granville Street, Vancouver, British Columbia.
A. G. Kalbolleisch, druggist, has inirchased the

Red Cross Drug Co., Vancouver, British Co-

lumbia.

S. J. Watson, druggist, has opened a branch
store at Blairmore, Alberta.

Dr. C. D. Hewitt has discontinued his drug
business at Antler, Saskatchewan.
W. C. Arnold lias taken over the drug business

of Arnold & Co., Dubuc, Sa.skatchewan.

R. W. Thompson has purchased the drug busi-

ness of A. E. Finiey, Elgin, Manitoba.
F. J. McCallum has purchased the drug busi-

ness of Joseph Rinn, Elm Creek, Manitoba.
Win. E. Foxwell has purchased the drug busi-

ness of Wm. J. Robertson, Victoria, Briti.sh Co-
lumbia.

O. W. Fares, druggist, at Port Colborne, On-

tario, has sold his business.

G. A. Aiken, formerly of Beattie tuid Argue
Streets, Ottawa, Ontario, has opened a new drug
store at Fiuch, Ontario.

F. DriscoU, druggist, at Calgary, Alberta, has
sold his business.

W. C. R. Allan, druggist, at St. John, New
Brunswick, has given up business.

S. R. Davey succeeds J. O. Stinson in the drug
business at Cheslcy, Ontario.

W. T. Armour has purchased the drug business

of O. W. Fares, Port CoITjorne, Ontario.

Dr. I,aug has opened a new drug business at

Owen Sound, Ontario.

W. E. R. Coade has taken over the drug busi-

ness of D. A. Dudderidge, of Franklin, Manitoba.
K. Poiilncy is opening a new drug store at

Bathurst and Dupont Streets, Toronto, On-
tario.

L. Armstrong, recently with the King Edward
Pharmacv, has taken over the business at the

corner of Queen and DeGrassi Streets, Toronto,

Ontario.

DIGBY, X.S.—Mr. R. W. Hold.sworth is plac-

ing his order for an outfit with The Toronto

Show Case Co. The fixtures are of the "Na-
tional" design and are ordered for immediate de-

liverv.
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MONTREAL NOTES

Michael Lafferty was fined 5^25 and costs on

June 4th for selling cocaine, opimn and other

drugs in contravention ol the Pharmacy Act of

the Province of Quebec.

Burglars broke into the drug store of J. R.

Parkin, on Bleury Street, gaining an entrance

through the back shop, and stole all the opium in

stock, as well as $2 in money.

Dr. Neil Gunn died June 6th from injuries re-

ceived in a drug, store at Pacific Grove, Cali-

fornia, where he had gone for the benefit of his

healtli. Deceased was a graduate of McGill Uni-

versity, and was for a number of years lecturer

in the Medical School. He was 50 years of age.

The druggists of Montreal and the members of

the Council of the Pharmaceutical Association in

particular have been experiencing troublesome

times lately, being subject to petty charges made

against them for supposed infractions of the

Pharmacy Act, as well as the License Act of the

Province.

We referred to a number of these in our last

issue, and during the past month there have been

additional cases, which on the whole have re-

sulted favorably to the drug trade.

The case against the Polyclinic, Ltd., of Mon-

treal, was before the courts on June 2nd. This

company had obtained a charter for doing busi-

ness from the Dominion Government, and they

claimed that their charter over-rode the Provin-

cial Pharmaceutical Act, which provided that a

company cannot be allowed to do business as re-

tail druggists. Judgment was given in favor of

the Pharmaceutical Association, and the Mon-
treal Polyclinic was fined $25.00 and costs. This

decision was one which was hailed with pleasure

by pharmacists, as it fully established the au-

thority of the Pharmaceutical Association as

governed by the Pharmacy Act of the Province.

On Jime 4th, several druggists were charged in

the Police Courts with alleged illegal sale of poi-

sons, one against Mr. W. H. Chapman being for

the sale of Calomel Tablets. The prosecutors

claimed that they should not be supplied without

the formality of a doctor's prescription, unless

registered as a poison. Judgment in this case

was rendered June i8th by Judge Leet, who held

that Calomel Tablets as sold were "a prepara-

tion," and the sale was ncft contrary to the

Pharmacy Act of the Province.

Another case was that against Mr. Scarfi for

the alleged sale of Carbolic Acid without regis-

tration, but this was dismissed on account of the

unreliable and contradictory evidence of the wit-

Ouite a number of other cases have still to be

dealt with.

ACTION AGAINvST DRUGGISTS.

A series of actions for alleged illegal sale of

liquor have been instituted against a number of

leading druggists of Montreal by the Messrs.

Handfield, druggists, of Mount Royal Avenue.

The charge was made that liquor has been sold

without a doctor's certificate and without the

registration of the sale as required by law.

The license laws of the Province of Quebec for-

bid the sale of liquor except for medicinal pur-

poses, on the order of a physician, if for sacra-

mental purposes on the order of a clergyman, or

for mechanical purposes on an order of a justice

of the peace.

It also stipulates that druggists must not sell

more than a pint of liquor at any one time, and

also must keep a register of his sales, giving the

date of sale, the quantity, the name of the pur-

chaser, and of the physician, clergyman or justice

of the peace who authorizes the sale.

The fine for contravention of the law is from

$50.00 to $100,000, of which three-quarters goes

to the Government, and one-quarter to the in-

formant. The cases referred to were, we imder-

stand, for the sale of alcohol witliont registra-

tion.

BACHELORS OF PHARMACY

The following candidates have passed their ex-

aminations in pharmacy of the University of To-

ronto, with which the Ontario College of Phar-

macy is affiliated. They are now eligible for the

degree of Phm.B.:

E. V. Arm.strong, G. E. Baker, H. G. Bigelow,

J. F. Boylan, H. W. Brien, 0. Byer, C. C. Chit-

tenden, H. Cooke, H. M. Corbett, A. J. Coyne,

J. A. Craig, C. M. PUlis, L. Gatenby, W. N. R.

Grooms, M. T. Hanson, J. N. C. Hill, F. J.

Hind, L. H. Hobson, W. T. Kingston, J. M. Mc-

Cabe, C. J. McKeen, G. L. McWilliams, E. B.

Mealley, S. J. Mitchell, F. G. Murphy, W. H.

Murphy, F. J. O'Callaghan, G. H. Porritt, C.

W. Reynokks, R. W. Riley, F. J. Sanders, R. C.

Sexsmith, Miss C. Skuse, A. A. Stokes, F. R.

White, C. N. Wood.
The following candidates must pass supple-

mental examinations in the subjects indicated be-

fore being admitted to the degree: P. H. Green,

prescriptions; J. N. Sinclair, pharmacy.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

Tlie drug store of W. H. Stepler, Strathroy,

Out., was burglarized May 7th and about 5l25 in

cash was taken.
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The New Century Display Counter

(FRONT OF CASE)

Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

by other companies.

MADE of Rich Quartered Oak, Selected Bircli or Figured Mahogany,

with display space in front fitted with sliding plate-glass doors^

plate-glass shelves and British plate mirror back, display space on

top with eidier bevelled plate top or overlaid plate top with polished edges

and without holes in the glass, corners fastened with Kade metal fastening.

Dimensions: Height 36 ins.. Depth 28 ins., any length.

4 and G foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See next page for further description.

Price per foot. Oak or Birch, $10.00; MaI\ogany, $12.00.

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited
Dru^ Store Builders 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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The New Century Display Counter

(BACK OF CASE)

Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

by other companies.

FRONT as described on preceding page. Back consists of two

sliallow drawers under display space, either lined with felt or polish-

ed wood. Below these are subdivided drawers for slock with a few

new " Jones " ideas, such as twine drawer, cash drawer and label drawer

for package labels. A combined show case, counter and stock cabinet.

Dimensions: Height 36 ins., Depth 28 ins., any length.

4 and 6 foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See preceding page for further description.

Price per foot>, Oak or Birch, $10.00; Mahogany, $12.00.

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited
Drug Store Builders .« 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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INCE OF MANITOBA

CAiNADlAN DRlUUnST.

P. E. I. PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

The following is a list of the successful camli-

dates at the recent major examinations of the

Pharmgceutical Association of Manitoba:

Graduates^T. A. Sexsmith, Carman, Man.;

Agnes vStuart, Rivers, Man.; F. J. McCallum,

Rolan, Man.; E. G. Bate, Winnipeg, Man.; S. E.

Taylor, Brandon, Man.; R;. L- Davidson, Swan
Lake, Man.; D. R. Walker, Carberry Man.; J.

Faye, Gretna, Man.; W. MacFarlane, Portage La
Prairie, Man.; F. E. Campbell, Holland, Man.;

F. W. Whiles, Carberry, Man.; F. B. Fenwick,

Alexander, Man.; R. R. Magee, Manitou, Man.;

G. S. Metcalfe, Treherne, Man.; E. H. Bate,

Winnipeg, Man.; E. A. Wakeline, Scott, Sask.;

W. J. McNeill, Holland, Man.
Mr. D. Inches, Winnipeg, is re(juircd to take

supplementarics Ln Chemistry and Theoretical

Pharmacy.

P^xamination for License—W. IC. Arens, Minne-

dosa; H. L. Ciamble, Boissevain; D. C. Maddox,
Melita; O. S. Smith, Winnipeg.

There were twenty-three candidates presented

themselves for examination. T. A. Sexsmith
was awarded the Association silver medal for

general proficiency, and Miss Agnes vStuart the

Flexon medal in chemistry.

31-cl,

The

the

MANITOBA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

The next session of this college will open for

the minor course on Wednesday, Se])t. ist, 1909,

and continue imtil the Christmas vacation. The
major course session . will commence Jan.

1910, and continue until the end of April,

examinations in each course to be held at

close of that course.

The degree of Bachelor of I'harmaey is con-

ferred by the University of Manitolia on gradu-

ates of the Manitoba College of Pharmacy who
shall pass the University examinations for that

purpose, the subjects for this examination being

Botany, Theoretical and Practical Chemistry,

Physics, Materia Medica, Toxicology, and Theory
and Practice of PJiarmacy.

The Board of Examiners of the M.P.A. are W.
Young, E. Nesbitt, A, Campbell, M. Westaway,

and A. R. Leonard.

The

Annual Meeting,

uinual meeting of the P. E. Island Ph;

maceutical Association was held in the Council

Chambers, Summerside, at 2.30 p.m., on June

9th. There was a good representation of mem-
bers present, espeeiall)- from Prince County.

Dr. A. A. McLellan, on behalf of Llis Worship

I\Iavor Saunders, who was unable to be present,

extended to the visiting members a hearty wel-

come to the town, and hoped that they would

all enjoy their outing and have a successful meet-

ing.

Hon. George E. Ilnglies, on behalf of the visit-

ing members, thanked the doctor for his hearty

welcome, and assured him that the members had

enjoyed their bhort stay in Summerside, and

hoped that at teome future date our meeting

would be held there again.

The President, Mr. A. W. P. Gourlie, in his ad-

dress, re^'iewed the work of the year, and sug-

gested some important measures \vhich ,he

thought might well come before the meeting,

and which were subsequently acted upon.

The report from the delegates to the first an-

nual meeting of the Canadian Pharnnaceuticil

Association, held in Toronto last Septemlier,

was then read by Hon. Geo. E. Hughes. Mention
was made of several important measures which

had been discussed, especially those brought in

by the Committee on Education.

The Secretary-Registrar, in his report, review-

ed the work transacted during the year, which is,

briefly, as follows: The ai)pointment of G. A. B.

McDonald and R. M. Johnson as examiners to

take the place of the former examiners elected by
the Council, whose term ceased through lajxse of

time. Mr. Hume Ilopgood was appointed exam-
iner by the Government. Hon. Geo. E. Hughes
and A. W. P. Gourlie were appointed as dele-

gates to attend the meeting of the Canadian
Pharmaceutical Association, held in Toronto,
September, 1908. During the year an informa-
tion was laid against P. P. Gillis, of Charlotte-
town, for violation of the Pharmacy Act, and re-
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"""'TABLOID'"

;-'KEPLER'»-

L-'ENULE'—
i-'VALULE'—

r«^'VALOID'—

i; 'SOLOID'—
LV 'HAZELINE'-

r;:'ELIXOID'»-

"::'YAPOROLE'—

-r'WELLCOME'-

these Tkaijk Marks areThe products bearin_

issued by :

—

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & Co., London (Eng ;

Branches: Sydney Cai'E Town Shanghai

101-104, CORISTINE BriLDING

St. Nichol.vs & St. Pai'l Sts., Montreal
AND 45. Lafayette Street, New York City

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these
brands arc specified in ordering is an infringement and unlawful.

Full stocks of these and other B. W. & Co.

products are held at the iinii's Branches, and at

the following depots :

—

St. John, N.B.—A. Cliipiiian-Smith & Co.

Toronto—\V. ]. A. & H. Carnahan, Cor. Yonge and Bloor
Streets and cor. Carlton and Church Streets

Vancouver, B.C.—W. M. Harrison & Co.

Winnipeg, Man.—W. F. C. Brathwaite

•„ The Gordon Mitchell Drug Co.

DcM^ '"•'II t-riiicifnl citus llinvighoiil CaiiciLi Z~ USA.

Ask Your Wholesaler

VANCO
Hydrogen Peroxide

MANUFACTURED EXCLUSIVELY
BY

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES
LIMITED

TORONTO CANADA

Sizes Price per doz.

2 ozs. 85c
4 » „ $1.05

8 " $1.80

16 " __ $2.60

COWAN'S
LIQ, AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Aereeine Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Wlachisler carries our Signature—

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, C P , in cans and drums

BORIC ACID, Merck and Enprlish.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON . kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3. J)AIJHOUSIE 8TEEET

MONTEEAl

Did You Ever Notice
that the druggists throughout the country

who do the largest trade are always the fel-

lows who are not afraid to buy enough of any

good patent medicine in order to get a lot of

free advertising.

On the other hand did you ever notice the

shiney coat and frayed at the bottom pants on

the man who is always knocking patent

medicines and talking about the profes^sional

aspect of the drug business.

That ought to be enough to convince you of

the wisdom of writing The Merrill Medical

Co., M'f'g Chemists, Toronto, regarding ex-

clusive advertising proposition for

MERRILL'S RELIABLE FAMILY REMEDIES

THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

Don't wait for a traveller. Write to-day

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Merrill Building, Toronio, Ont.
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SOME REASONS WHY QUALITY WINS

"True Fruit" Soda- Fountain Requisites

are Absolutely Unequalled ' in Purity,

Quality, Strength and Richness of Flavor

The enormous and steadily increasing popularity of the "True

Fruit" line gives us a volume of business larger than any other

four manufacturers combined. This enables us to buy our

Fruits and other supplies in immense quantities at the best

prices. Our bujdng power enables us to select our fruits with

the most discriminating care ; only the choicest, selected, ripe

fruits are used in the manufacture of our producls.

Our factory is not only the largest of its kind, but has the

lai"gest and most complete equipment of special machinery and

up-to-date facilities.'

YOU GET THE BENEFIT OF THIS AND MORE
WHEN YOU BUY THE "TRUE FRUIT" LINE

Every product we list is manufactured especially for the

Soda Foimtain, and has been perfected by years of study and

experiment for that special purpose. We try to make every

package so superior in quality that it will compel your exclusive

preference in future.

IF YOU WANT THE BEST— IF YOU WANT
SQUARE DEALINGS AND SATISFACTION-

BUY THE "TRUE FRUIT" LINE:

J. HUNGERFORD SMITH CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO ONTARIO
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suUcd ill a victory for the Association, Mr. Gil-

lis having been fined $20.00 and costs. No ex-

aminations were held during the year. For the

year ended June ist, 1909, there were 51 names
on our register, as compared witli 55 for the

previous year.

At the annual meeting a resolution was pass-

id appointing a L,egislative Committee of three

members for the purpose of studying our Act,

comparing it with other jjrovincial Pharmacy
Acts, and suggesting desired improvements for

the consideration of our Association. The com-

mittee consists of A. W. P. Gourlic, B. R. Mc-

Fadyen, and H. J. Mabon.

The Council was also authorised to appoint,

at any time it deemed necessary, an inspector to

see that the provisions of the Pharmacy Act

were carried out and enforced.

A resolution was also passed placing our As-

sociation on record as approving of the recipro-

city of diplomas or certificates between provin-

cial Pharmaceutical Societies, and urging upon
all provincial societies to take the same action.

A vote of thanks was passed to the retiring

President, Mr. A. \V. P. Gourlic, expressing the

appreciation with whiih his services were held by
the Association; to which Mr. Gourlie made a

brief reply.

The election for seven members of the Council

for the year 1909-10 resulted as follows: G. A.

B. McDonald, President; J. F.. Gallant, Vice-

President; R. M. Johnson, Secretary-Registrar;

Geo. E. Hughes, Treasurer; A. \V. Reddiu, A. J.

Matheson, J. \V. Carruthers.

R. M. Johnson,

Secretarv-Rcijistrar.

In reply to a request of "A Reader" re qualifi-

cations necessary to keep open drug store in

Prince Edward Island, would say that this is d»-

fined in the Act of incorporation of the Pharma-
ceutical Association of that Province, and re-

cjuires that anyone desiring to open a business

must be a registered member of the Association,

and shall either have passed the examinations of

the Board of Examiners of that Association or

the Council may at their discretion accept the

diploma of any other competent body outside

the Province as suflicient evidence of qualifica-

tion.

The examinations are held twice a year. The

general meetings of the Association are held an-

nually on such day in the month of June as the

Council may appoint.

The Poison Schedule is verj' similar to that

which is in force in the other provinces.

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE PRO-
VINCE OF QUEBEC

Annual Meeting

The annual meeting of the Pharmaceutical As-

sociation of the Province of Quebec, was held in

the Montreal College of Pharmacy, corner of On-
tario and Mance Streets, on Tuesday, June 8th,

1909, with a good attendance of members.
The meeting was one of considerable interest,

and there was a lively discussion on several

points which were brought before the meeting.

It was decided that in view of the advanced age

of the present Secretary-Registrar, Mr. E. Muir,

that he be allowed to retire on a superannuation

allowance.

There were thirteen nominations for the six

vacant seats on the new Council Board, to act

as members of the Council for the coming two
years. The nominations were: Messrs. J. E.

Tremble, A. J. Laurence, M. Albert, J. E. W.
Lecours, H. J. Pilon, Jos. Contant, S. H. Tan-

sey, J. A. D. Godbout, A. Lebeau, I'ierre Leduc,

Victor Levesque, Paul J. Leduc, all of Montreal,

and Mr. P. LaRoche, Quebec. In adition to

these a number of others were nominated who
declined to stand for election, and twenty others

who were nominated having failecl to comply

with the by-law giving , could not be

included in the list of nominees. The following

were elected: Messrs. Cont;>nt, Tremble, Laur-

ence, Lecours, Tansey, and AlU^rt, who together

with Messrs. A. E. DuBerger, C. E. Scajff, W. H.

Chapman, F. L. Jolicoeur, E. C. Fraser, and one

to be named instead of L. A. Bernard, recently

deceased, v^ill form the Council for 1909 and

1910.

COUNCIL ELECTION

The following have been nominated up to date,

June 23rd, as candidates for election to the next

Council of the Ontario College of Pharmacy and
have accepted nomination and will stand for elec-

tion:

No. I District—Henry Watters, Ottawa.
No. 2 District—E. W. Case, Picton.

No. 3 District—J. H. H. Jury, Bowmanville.
No. 5 District—John Hargreaves, Toronto.

No. 7 District—T. F. Brown, Shelburne.

No. 8 District—H. Southcott, St. Cathar-

ines.

No. 9 District—R. A. Harrison, Dunnville.

No. 10 District—W. A. Karn, Woodstock.

No. II District—J. F. Roberts, Parkhill.

No. 12 District—E. R. Wigle, Wiarton.

No. i^ District—A. J. Johnston, Sarnia.
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ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

The semi-annual meeting of the Council of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy was held in the

Council room of the College, Gerrard Street,

Toronto, from June 7 to June 11, 1404.

SESSION, MONDAY, ,IUNK 7

The Council met at 2.30 p.m., with the Presi-

dent, Geo. E. Gibbard, in the chair. All the

members were present, with the exception of

Alex. Stewart.

Moved by H. Southcott, .sccoiulcd by K. K.

Wigle, that the minutes as printed be taken as

read iUid adopted. Carried.

The President then delivered his address as fol-

lows;

rRESIDKNT'S ADDRKSS.

"Gentleimen,—It is imnecessary for me to as-

sure you of my pleasirre on again assembling at

our semi-annual meeting, even though this feeling

is teinjMjred somewhat by the fact of it teiug the

last gathering of the present Council, and whe-

ther we shall again all meet around this Board

is knowledge hid by the veil of the future. It is

however, a matter for congratuU>ition that the

end of the term finds our ranks unbroken either

by adverse circimistance or the mandate of the

grim reaper.

"The term just closing is entitled to rank as

a prosperous and successful period during which

Canadian i>harmacy has taken up and holds ad-

vanced ground, commercially, professionally, and

fraternally. Commercially I believe it to be a

safe statement that the trade is in a better fi-

nancial condition than during any period of its

history, and while fortunes may not be made in

pkarmacy, at least a comfortable comi>etency is

assured to those who industriously a]>ply them-

selves to a business and calling which possesses

many advantages and attractions.

"Professionally, we have made many advances,

and pharmacy is more in evidence to-day with

the members than ever, and is beginning to be

looked U)pon as the only way out of and over the

difficulties and evils which beset the craft. One

of the chief features of the term was the publica-

tion of the second edition of the Canadian Form-

ulary, and the inauguration of a propaganda for

extending its use by Canadian pharmacists, and

for securing recognition of its merits by the

medical profession. A large measure of the work

attending this publication and the pro-{>agaMda

can be credited to the imtiring industry of the

Chairman of the Research Committee of this

Council.

"It is to be regretted that the Crovernment at

Otta\\ a has not accorded this work the approval

which should have been extended to it and which

we confidently look for. I am confident that this

approval has been withheld due to the lack of

knowledge of the jmrpose of the Formulary and a

mistaken notion that it is a book of recijjes for

the manufacture of proprietary articles and nos-

trums. When this mistaken notion shall have

been removed from the minds of those in author-

it}-, I have no doubt that the Formulary will be

accorded the position it deserves as that of the

first Canadian standard authorit)-.

"A cause of sincere gratification is to be found

in the resolution adopted by the Ontario IMedical

As.sociation at its recent meeting authorizing a

committee of that Association to meet a com-

mittee of this Council, with the object of devis-

ing the best means of overcoming the evil created

by the multiplicity of proprietary remedies, and

which to-day has imposed upon both professions

a burden too intolerable to be borne. This reso-

lution and the spirit which promoted it I sincere-

Iv hope is the beginning of a con.snjmmation

earnestly anticipated and labored for by this

Council and in aiding to accomplish the ])ur-

pose in view our Research Committee will find

congenial labor.

"Fraternally, conditions have vastly improved

during this term, mainly through the organiza-

tion of the Canadian Pharmaceutical Association,

with the establishing of which the Council had

much to do, and to the permanency of which, its

moral and financial sujpport will more largely

contribute than that of any other body. In this

Association the members of the different Pro-

vinces have ])een brought appreciably near when

a imiform standard shall prevail throughout

Canadian pharmacy and our profession advance

along broader lines in a wide sphere of useful-

ness.

"During the term our school has .shared in the

general prosperity and recovered the strong i>osi-

tion maintained by it for so many years. True,

the number of students does not reach the high

water mark touched at one time under abnormal
conditions, but the higher standard of attainment

possessed by the present students is a feature

which more than com,pensates for the loss in

numbers. This higher qualification is manifested

in the higher percentages of passes at our ex-
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Retailers Attention !

Stock

Caementiuin
R.egd.

" Sticks Everything, but is not sticky

"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Ccementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY-
All branches National Drug &. Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LLMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOB CANADA

All Druggists should handle

LISTER'S GAUZES
Plain Sterile and all A\edications

PRESCRIBED and USED by most Physicians

HEADQUARTERS FOR
Absorbent Cottons, Bandages, Protectives,

Mvpodermic Syringes and Nurses' Supplies.

Rubber Goods, Catbeters, Electric Batteries.

We give special attention to mail orders for

ELASTIC STOCKINGS and BELTS, Etc.

.-RITE fS FOR TRICES ON

GENUINE E/\GLISH MADE
CLINICAL THERMOMETERS
SPECIAL PRICES ON IMPORT ORHERS

MTe guarantee all goods

J. STEVENS & SON COMPANY, LiMIFED

1 45 Wellington St. West :; Toronto. Canada

This
is y^'i

"II'V^TLKO

About 3 ft. long

The Flycatcher that Everybody

Is Talking About Now !

OF ALL JOBBERS
OR FROM

T. A. MacNab & Co. - - St, Johns, N.F.

W. S. Clawson & Co. - - St. John, N B.

MacLaren Imp. Cheese Co. - - Toronto

WiNGATB Cbem. Co . - - . Montreal

G. C. Warren Repina, Sask.

Standard Brok. Co. - - Vancouver, B.C.

PACKED THREE DOZEN TO THE CARTON

Pyro^raphic Burning
OUTFITS

PLATINUM POINTS
RUBBER BLLBS

WOOD BLANKS
SOL\ ENIRS

And No% cities of all kinds.

Send for catalogue and t'Tms to the trade.

Special Annouocemeiit
To those who have not

engaged in this branch of the
Fancy Goods trade send for our
special f35.oo, $50.00 or I75.00
Sample order for October delivery.
Orders for Fall delivery must be booked within the next
thirty days or we cannot guarantee prompt delivery at

any date between September 15th ar.d January ist.

The Acme Supply Co. Limited
118=120 DLKE STREET

TORONTO, ONT.
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Is on^& B,.r, wrapper

CASTOR I

A

Jobbers sell less than dozen at $3.00 per dozen.

Jobbers sell 3 dozen or over at $2.80 per dozen.

Send for

Cards, Cartons, and Counter
Wrappers.

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Bears the Signature of

rM^c^.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY

77 MJURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.
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ainiiialioiis, in Uk- iiuiiasccl value of the gradu-
ates in their capacity as pharmacists and in the

higher reiiuineration w hich they are able to coiu-

luand for their services.

"The addition of a new set ol microscopes to

the appliances of the school placed the equipment
of our college in a satisfactory condition, bring-

ing it up to the requirements of the work de-

manded. In one feature, however, the Ontario

College of Pharmacy is lacking, and this I look

upon as important. The standing and importance

of this institution would warrant a first class

library and museuui, together with a bureau of

records, and there are urgent reasons why this

subject should rcceixe attention in the near fu-

ture.

"Canadian pharmacy has now been organized

for over forty years, and during the period which

has elapsed, considerable history has been made,
and this history should be on record. There is also

the fact that in this Province there doubtless ex-

ist many valuable documenfs and publications,

which for lack of a proper repository are in dan-

ger of being lost. My conviction is that the On-

tario College of Pharmacy should contain this re-

pository. In this connection, permit me to sug-

gest that this Council place on record its appreci-

ation of the valuable donation made by the Na-

tional Drug and Chemical Co., \vhich presented

the Council with a complete bound edition of the

British Pharmajceutical Journal from its first

issue almost up to date, and six volumes of

Watt's Reference Dictionary.

"The Council and members of the College are

to be congratulated on the outcome of the

amendment to the Act proposed by Mr. P.

Bowv-er during the last session of Parliament.

Misconception of the purpose of the Act and ig-

norance of the scope of the amendment intro-

duced on the part of the legislators for a time

threatened to seriously impair liie enecliveness of

the Act as a safeguard to j)uhlic health and safe-

ty. The information, howe\er, which vour Com-
mittee on By-Laws and Legislation was able to

furnish to the Government and Legislature ap-

pealed to the sound common sense of the mem-
bers, and the amendment as linally adopted was
of a character to satisfy the needs of the general
{lublic without weakening the Act.

"Proper respect is being accorded the Act
throughout the Province, and ofiences against its

general provisions are becoming less frequent, a
condition no doubt due to the industry and per-

sistence exercised by our Inspector in prosecuting

offenders. The number of delin([uents in payment
of fees has also been reduced to the minimum
and to-day almost the entire number of indi-

\iiluals engaged in p-harmacy in the Province
arc ])roi)erly qualified.

"Referring to our school again and the course
of instriKtion imparled there, it appears to me
tiiat the time has arrived when the scope of this
should be enlarged to include a thorough course
in analytical chemistry, especially the analysis of
water, milk and urine. The analytical chemist is

becoming more and more a necessajy adjunct to
the succes.sful practice of medicine aiid the up-to-
date physician is feeling the handicap more keen-
ly as medical science advances. The qualified
plianuacist is the man to supply this need, and
every graduate of this school should be capable
of making the required examination of these
liquids.

"Another suggestion, and I am done. The
ICcjuipment, Faculty and Course of Instruction
of our school are of such high standard that it

api>ears to me the Council would be justified in
conducting a special publicity campaign, placing
at the disjxjsal of every student in pharmacy the
advantages we oiler in jireparing them for tlieir

qualifying examinations and subsequent career.
"B)^ the very comprehensive repwrt of our

Registrar-Treasurer now in your hands, you will
see that the College occupies a most satisfactory
financial position with the prospects bright for
the continuation of this desirable situation.
"The matters then that I would recommend to

your special attention are:

"(a) The appointment of a committee of
conference with the committee of medical
men recently appointed by the Ontario Med-
ical Society.

"(b) The appointment of a special library
committee for carrying out the purposes sug-
gested in this address.

"(c) An active publicity campaign in tlic in-
terest of our school."

Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by J. R. Y.
Broughton: "That the President's address be re-
ferred to a speciiil committee consisting of
Messrs. Harrison, Karn, Southcott, Johnson,
and Watters to report at this session of the
Council. Carried.

CommunJcations were read and referred to
their several committees.

Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by E. W.
Case: "That the commmiication of Mr. Thorn
for a position on the examining board be placed
on file for reference, and that his application be
given favorable consideration when a vacancy
has to be filled." Carrie<l.

Moved by John Hargreavcs, seconded by W. A.

Karn: "That the letter received from our late

Registrar-Treasurer, 3Ir. Isaac P. Lewis, ac-
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knowledging the Christinas giti-tiiigs whith was

forwarded from this Council in December last, be

most sincerely acknowledged and placed on the

minutes of this Council meeting." Carried.

The Registrar called the attention of the

Council to the recent discussion in the Univer-

sity Senate on matriculation in Arts and Medi-

cine. He pointed out the necessity of waiting

on Hon. Dr. Pyne, Minister of Education, at the

earliest opportunity to make arrangements for

next year's matriculation, as no provision now

exists for examination in Arithmetic and Eng-

li.sh Grammar as required by the Council for ad-

mission to the Ontario College of Pharmacy.

A New Year's greeting from the Pharmacy

Board of Queensland, Australia, bearing the in-

scription: "Let us turn over a new leaf. Sug-

gestion: This certificate entitles to practice

anj'where in the British dominions," was referred

to the Education Committee.

A nitmber of accormts were read by the Regis-

trar and referred to the Committee on Executive

and Finance.

Attention was called to the dinner to be given

by the Mies Medicine Co., of Elkhart, Indiana,

to ])harmacists, in the St. Charles Cafe.

Moved by E. W. Case that the Council adjourn

until Tuesday, at 2 p.m. Carried.

SESSION, TUESDAY, JUNE 8.

The Council met at 2 p.m., the President in

the chair. All the members were present.

Moved by A. J. Johnston, seconded by E. W.

Case: "That the cormmunication of Andrew B.

Johnston, Sarnia, that his application be placed

on file for future reference and favorable consid-

eration. Carried.

KRl'OKT OF SPECI.M. COMMITTEE ON THE PRESI-

DENT'S ADDRESS.

Your committee appointed to consider the re-

port of our President, begs to record its appreci-

ation of the thoughtful and appropriate references

and suggestions embodied therein, and would

recommend that action be taken to carry out the

salient points indicated in the address.

i._We deem it fitting and proper that the

name of Mr. John Hargreavcs, Chairman of the

Kcseai-ch Committee, be emphasized in connec-

tion with the successful promotion of the Canad-

ian Formulary.

2.^We commend the steps taken to bring

about a conference with the representative med-

ical body of the Province with a view to lessen

the multiplicity of remedies of a proprietary

pharmaceutical character and promote a recog-

nition of official standards, and we would recom-

mend that the Research Committee be authorized

to repiresent this Council) in conference.

3.—Regarding the rcconinundatiou for a spc-

ci.il librarv committee, w c would suggest that

the (huies falling to such a committee could

pro])iTly be undertaken by the Education Com-
mittee.

4.—We iiighly commend the publicity campaign

ad\ised by the President, and would .suggest

that the facts bearing on our institution as set

forth in the annual announcement be condensed

nad recast in conspicuous form and distributed

to students and others looking for the educa-

tional advantages provided by our College, and

that the preparation of suitable material be en-

trusted to the Dean, Registrar and Chairman of

the Education Committee.

5.—As to instruction in chemical analysis to

qualify our graduates for advanced work in

scientific examination of water, urine, milk, etc.,

we beg to report that this phase of the address

will be dealt with by the Education Committee.

All of whicli is respectfully submitted.

R. A. Hargreaves, Chairman.

Moved by li . A. Harrison, seconded by Henry
Watlcrs, that tlie report of the committee be re-

ceived and adopted. Carried.

Isaac Curry, a former member of the Council

appeared and urged the claims of the newly form-

ed Toronto Pharmacal Bowling Association.

Moved by V. P. Hargreaves, seconded by R. A.

Harrison: "That the question of founding a cor-

res]5ondcnce course for students of the Ontario

College of Pharmacy in conformance with the

curriculum of study for apprentices outlined in

the regular annual calendar be referred to the

Committee on Pxbication to report at the meet-

ing of the Council. Carried.

Mr. Watters, in supporting the motion, said

that the scheme should extend beyond the Pro-

vince. It should be taken up by the Canadian
Pharmaceutical Association. He would like to

see it so arranged that it would be open to ap-

prentices throughout the whole Dominion.

Moved by E. W. Ca.se: "That the Council ad-

journ until 2 p.m. Wednesday." Carried.

SESSION, WEDNESDAY, .TUNE g.

The Council met at 2 p.m. All present.

Correspondence was read, and referred to the

several committees.

REPORT NO. I OF EDUCATION COMMITTEE.

To the Members of the Council of the O.C.P.:

Gentlemen,—The Educational Committee begs

to submit their fir.st report as follows:

I.—We herewith submit names of successful

candidates at the recent May examinations, and

recommend that diplomas be issued in conform-

ity with report of Examining Board.
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Philadelphia College of Pharmacy
FOUNDED 1821

If you are lookiiij,' for an education in Pharmacy the proper criterion is not " how quickly can I get
through, but how good an education can I get?"

The College that educated Parrish, Procter, Ebert, Remington, Good, Power, Kraenier, Eberle, and
other well known men, many of them Professors in other Colleges of Pharmacy and heads of large manu-
facturing establishments, still stands at the head of Pharmacy Colleges in the World.

For detailed information, write to

—

J. S. BEETEM, Rn,i..irar, 145 N. Tenth St., Phlladeli hia

WE HAVE MOVED
From 33 Church Street to 1 and 3 Jarvis Street

We now occupy this three story building with light on three sides. Are in a better
po.iition to handle business, and more business than ever before. Send in your
orders, they will be promptly and carefully filled.

WRITE for OUR LATEST POST CARD CATALOGUE.

The PUGH MFG. Co., land 3 Jarvis St., Toronto,Ont.

PRESTON^S FOOT COMFORT^^^
Neatly put up in sprinkler containers. Gives ease to tired feet.

Cooling and Soothing. It acts quickly. Sweetens and deodorizes.

Large Package $1.00 per dozen Special Prices in Quantities

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Toronto >Vir»nipeg

THE 6ENDR0N MFG. CO., Limited
Torontc - Canada

.MAKERS OF ALL KINDS

Invalid

Rolling, Reclining and

Our Catalogue. Grade "C. " Shows Carrying ChalrS*
the Ent 'e Line. This Trade Mark is Your Guarantee
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2.—We aekiunvletlge with kwii pleasure the

timely greetings of the riiarmacy Board of

Queensland and would record our approval of the

sentiment of reciprocity conveyed thcreliy and

would further express the hope that the time is

not far distant when the spirit of the greeting

may become embodied in an enactment by the

Motherland and each and all of the representa-

tive pharmaceutical bodies of the British Km-
pire, providing for interchange of registration,

and record our readiness to enter into negotia-

tion to give practical effect to the doctrine and

in cverj^ way to secure its realization.

3.—Re the application of J. Fred. Howell, who

applies for certificate under reciprocal arrange-

ment with the Pharmaceutical Society of Al-

berta and Saskatchewan, we recommend that the

same be granted.

4.—Re the application of W. J. Lalonde, of Los

Angeles, we recommend that it be not entertain-

ed until such time as evidence requested by the

Registrar and required liy the Council in similar

cases be forthcoming.

5.—Re application of Fred. R. Price, Sault Ste.

Marie, for a diploma to replace one damaged by

fire, we would recommend that a new one be

issued on receijit of the damaged one and the pay-

ment of the required fee of S5.00.

6.—Re the application of ClilTord Sine for di-

ploma to replace one destroyed by fire, we re-

commend the recpiest be granted, he having com-

plied with all necessary rc(|uirements.

All of which is respectfullv submitted.

Henrv Watters, Chairman.

Moved bv Henry Watters, seconded by Alex.

Stewart: "That report number one of the ICdu-

cation Committee be received and adopted."

Carried.

John Hargreaves read corresiJondence which

had passed between himself and the Secretary of

the British Pharmaceutical Conference, as to

whether the members of the Council could become

members of the Conference. Canada, he said, was

under the Briti.sh Pharmacopoeia, and should

have some legal status on the committee of re-

vision of that work. The rei)ly received from the

Assistant Secretary of the Conference,' dated

May 30th, stated that he saw no difficulty in the

election of individual members of the Council to

membership in the Conference. It was pointed

out that the compilation of the Pharmacopoeia

was in the hands of the General Medical Council,

assisted by a comitiittee of the British Pharma-

ceutical Conference. It was recommended that a

pajier be written setting forth any suggestions

which miglit seem advisable in the Pharma-

copoeia from the standpoint of Canadian prac-

tice. This, the writer stated, he would under-

take to have read at the forthcoming meeting of

the Conference in July. This would gi\e a desir-

able publicity to the vie\\s of Canadian pharma-

cists.

In the discussion on the following motion, Hen-

rv Watters said that he would be opposed to any

action which might seem like suggesting formulas

to the medical profession. It was generally

agreed upon that no such suggestion was im-

plied.

IMoved bv A. J. Johnston, seconded by J. H.

II. Jur}-: "That the question of the preparation

and submission of a jiaper to the Secretary of the

British Pharmaceutical Association, embodying

the views of this College re the representation ol

Canadian pharmacists on the revision of the Brit-

ish Pharmacopoeia, be placed in the hands of the

Research Committee. Carried.

Moved by R. A. Harrison, seconded by W. A.

Kam: "That the Registrar-Treasurer be in-

structed to forward the names of the individual

members of the Ontario College of Pharmacy for

the time being to the General Secretary of the

British Pharmaceutical Conference, asking iur

mcmbership in that body." Carried.

JMoved by Henry Watters, seconded by II.

Southcott: "That the attention of the proper

authorities be directed to the ])ub]icil\ given in

newspapers and otherwise, to the hurtful promin-

ence given to advertisements of medicines and

medical treatment of a nature calculated to do

harm to those impressed by such advertising,

and to take steps to render such publicity illegal

and criminal."

In sujjporting his motion, Mr. Walters said

that the Ontario College of Pliavmacv should put

itself on record as altogether unfriendly to such

advertisements as those with which they w ere fa-

miliar. The matter had been brought to their

attention by E- B. Shell, of Alliston, who en-

closed clijjpings of advertisements and of the

enactment dealing with such subjects of the

vSlate of IMassachusetts. The matter had been

taken up at the recent meeting of the Ontario

Medical Association. "I don't think," said I\Ir.

Watters, "we should \vithhold our support from

tlie commendable stand taken by the doctors in

their motion."

:Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by J. F.

Roberts: "That the Council revert to the order

of pjresentation of reports, to enable the Regis-

trar-Treasurer to present the financial statement

of the College. Carried.

REGISTRAR-TREASUKER'S REPORT.

T(i the PrenUktil and Council of the Ontcirin

College oj Pharmricy :

Gentlemen,—I beg to submit the Semi-Annual Report of

the finances of the College for sLx months, ending May 26th, 1909.

Four physicians have -taken out registration, viz.: W.N.
Robertson. Dunehurch ; H. J. Adams, Lion's Head ;

Charles

A. Wigle, Lion's Head ; and J. A. Evans, Islington.
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E. H. Harcourt Co., Limited

Publishers of the

Ontario Copy BooKs
Quebec Copy BooKs

New BrunswicH Copy BooKs

MANUFACTURERS OF •

Exercise Books

Scribbling Books

School Blanks «^

Writing Tablets

Special terms offered to the trade
ordering Copy Books with School
Supplies. Write us for quotations.

Office and Factory:

255 Wellington Street W., Toronto, Ont.

THE "OLD RELIABLE"
PLANTEN'S

CStC
Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINCE 1836

93 HENRY ST. KMaMished im,; BROOKLYN, NY.
" The Pioneer American Capsule House "

"Anti=SpIash"
THE MAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms .Agents Wanted

FILTERS THE WATEE
PEEVENTS SPLASHING

Polished Brass, J5c; Nickel plated, 2oc

Anti-Splash Filter Co. ^ roSiSl??

A^iewjiook DRUGGISTS and DISPENSERS
Practical Show Card Instructor

CHIS book contains a thorough, progressive course of instruction for making all styles of show cards required by the
Up=to.Dato Druggist and Soda Fountain Dispenser. The alphabets and exercises for practice are presented in an
easy and attractive form of graded lessons, fully illustrated in every detail. This book tells you how to get the

best results, aiul then shows you how. You first read the way to do it and then see how it is done by the illustrations.

Everything is simple and easy to understand, showing how to

begin, use of materials, and inexpensive methods for making an
endltss variety of high class show cards designed expressly for

Drug Store and Soda Fountain use, and the same can be made at a

fraction above the cost of common, blank cardboard.

The book contains fifty full page lettering exercises and new
show card alphabet charts that are up-to-the-minute with practical

instruction. Over 200 show card and price ticket illustrations are

reproduced from plain rapid work to artistic designs. Many are

finished with scroll and background designs in air brush effect,

(\
:

together with explicit instnictions how to do the work in all

branches in a neat and satisfactory manner.

This Ijook will enable any Druggist or Dispenser to become an expert in show card publicity,—the kind that at-

tracts attention and increases business. The interior of every store and show window represents valuable advertising
space of unlimited possibilities, end neat show cards are assistant clerks.

Page size of book 6 by 9 inches, 112 pages. ORDER NOW and get a copy of this new book. Price (i.oo, postpaid
direct from the Publishers.

Selling Agents—THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST, Toronto, Canada

DRlltf.lSrS DISPENSERS

fit;:. I Sllim tUMlv
' 'L}
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IS^-i ir»<-u a.^O'7

THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, u.»ed

GOLD MEDAL. ST. LOUIS. 1904

BISMUTH
>^^^^^^^ ^^^^j, MERCURIALS

SALTS
••* PURE ^"

ACID PHOSPHORIC
SCALE ^'^^Af

PREPARATIONS

(Made from Phosphorus

All Strength

' 'Vreeo preb ^

ETHERS

HYPO-

PHOSPHITE

STRATFORD. LONDON, E N G.

T/ic Largest Import House in Holland in

I'atent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ AAISTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Willing to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored

Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and

finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

Established 1895

VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN
HAMBURG

MERCKS REPORT
A PRACTICAL JOURNAL OF PHARMACY,

Containing Most Recent Information on
New Remedies, Dosage, etc.

SUBSCRIPTION PRICE, $2.00 PER YEAR.

Sample Copy
Upon Request

Address MERCK'S REPORT,
Merck Building, University Place,

NEW YORK.

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Bohner's Patent Crnslied Fruit Bowl

\\^
islde under Cov<

Because it is constructed in accord
with the pure food lawa. It is im-

mune against Hies, bugs, dust and
other contaminating inliuences and
makes for cleanliness, purity, the

preservation of your product It pro-

tects your fountain and your patron.
and builds confidence for you in the
minds of an intelligent public. Better

be safe and werve from a

Bohner Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

ALL JOBBEKS HAVE IT

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CO , 42 State St., Chicago

for Markintf Lmcn.SUk&CoUon
I

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diploma at Pro

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, il

Trade •luppHed by all leading Drag Ho

ASK FOR
6€CRUSADER99

(KKGISTEKED)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purpo.'es. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Branltord

WHOLESALE DISTEIBUTERS FOE CANADA

ESTABLISHED 1891

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

-TWO KINDS-
NO SMELL

IT DBIES THEM UP

Jlost infallible remedy known Retains its strength for years

Sold in every Country in the World

Sold by aU Jobbers : TORONTO, Ont. BUFFALO, N.Y., LONDON, Eng.
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Gage's "CENTRIC" Loose Leaf System
Patented 1909

For Schools and Colleges

Gages
CENTRIC

Loose Leaf System
^P»TI.NTCD 1909 ^

The Best, Simplest, and Cheapest series of Loose Leaf

Note Books in the market,' Made in Cloth extra. Imitation

Morocco, and American Russia bindings and in a variety of

sizes. Open Knd and Open Side.

These have an easily adjusted "Centric" Binder that

can be opened or closed by simply partly turning a button.

Each book contains a filler of. loo leaves, including

color subject-dividing sheets.

Separate fillers supplied for all sizes.

Vou will want these for your school opening tradej

W. J. GAGE & CO., Limited
Manufacturing Stationers

82-94 5padina Avenue TORONTO, Ont.

MCLAUGHLIN'S MARSHMALLOW CREAM

Anew and delightful MALLOW WHIPPED CREAM for

all kinds of Ice Creatns, Sundaes, Ices, Frajjpes and niilk drinks.

A ]mrely vegetable product, white and creamy, keeps indefinite-

h* and can be used to advantage in place of ordinary whipped

cream.

Get your trade started on this delicately delicious novelt\-

and it will be the talk of the towri. Though comparitively new
it has sprvmg into wide-spread favor and is deservedly popular.

Order a jar of McLAUGHLIN'S MARSHMALLOW CREAM
and let your customers try it.

In 64-ounce glass jars, ;>12.00 per dozen

J. J. McLaughlin, limited
145=155 SHERBOURNE STREET TORONTO, CANADA
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DRUGGISTS

TORONTO SHOW
5» 7, 9. II, I3» 15, I7» »

WRITE FOR CA.TALOGUE_^—1^

JAMES G. KENT, President {late Gowans, Kent & Co.) r. w. McCLAIN, Gen. Manager (late Cowans, K
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STALL CASES

^ASE CO., Limited
, DEFRIES STREET
UTFIT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR

) W. M. PEFERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co

)

HARRY GHINN, Superintendent
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Free! Free! Free!

DR. PIERCE'S COUGH SYRUP

FREE OFFER

For a limited time we are offering to

the Retail Drug Trade X Dozen Bottles

of DOCTOR PIERCE'S COUGH
SYRUP with every dozen purchased

from your Jobber.

Send your order direct to your

Jobber, and then send us his invoice to

you showing purchase made, and we will

ship the free goods with some adver-

tising matter, express charges prepaid

World's Dispensary Medical
BUFFALO, N.Y. AsSOCiatlOn BUFFALO. N.Y.

Our Window Display Offer of One Dozen

Cough Syrup FREE with a $32.00 quantity

purchase of our remedies is still in force.

Ag*^Wj*Q|O^WW^iQ|Q|^

M^w

m

M
M
m
M
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The number of renewals issued since the 25th November,

1908, is as follows :

1894 J at SI 00

189.3 J at t 00

189G. •-' at I 00

1S97. J at 1 00

189S.- -' at 4 00

1.S99 -' at 4 00

1900 1 at 2 00

1900 4 at 4 00

1901. 1 at J 00

1901. '' at 4 00

1902.. :{ at 4 00

1908.. :> at 4 00

1904.. :! at 4 00

190.5.. .
i; at 4 00

1906.. . (i at 4 00

1907 Tat 4 00

1908 16 at 2 00

1908 32 at 4 00

1909 1086 at 2 00

1909 32 at 4 00

1910 1 at 2 00

S2,654 00

(1910) Dividend from estate of late Dr.

Eastwood 3 74

S2,657 74

I beg to submit the following statements of Receipts and

Disbui-semonts for the last sue months, ending May 26th, 1909,

viz.

:

RECEIPTS.

Cash on hand (last audit) S 24 15

Balance Bank of Commerce (General ac.)

.

2,361 51

$2,3S5 66

.\pprentice Registration Fees (54) 54 00

Microscopes, Sale of 78 00

Deposit Fees (from students S. C. '09)
.

. 431 00

New Diplomas 10 00

Examination Fees, 98 applicants at $10

each 9.80 00

Interest 131 14

Infringement. 1' ines .and Fees (.1. B. Grant

)

20(3 00

lecture Fees S7.729 .50

.\dv. in Curriculum. 1909-10. .. 45 (M)

7,774 .50

Liquor Sales Registers 7 03

Poison Sales Registers :!1 92

.McGill Street Property, Rent?. .
-'>^S 00

Entrance Fees 32 00

Certificates for File 20 00

Reciprocal Registration Fees 50 00

Druggists' License Fees 2,635 74

M. D. Registration Fees 16 00

Canadian Formulary, sale of copies 25 25

DISBURSEMENTS.

Salaries S7,165 52

Infringement, J. B. Grant, salary and ex-

penses 174 85

Repaii-s to College Building 33 64

Repairs to Electric Bells 8 75

Bank Exchange 5 oO

Office, Books, Stationery and Printing 111 63

Car Tickets '> 00

Bell Telephone Co., Rent 31 00

Ontario Gazette (yearly subscription). ... 4 00

Janitors' Supplies 2>^ IJ'S

-Auditors' Fees S 10 00

Council Meeting, Fees and Travelling Ex-

penses 499 30

ICnvelopes (charged to students) 13 20

Replacing Glass Broken (charged to stud-

ents) :'. <)5

-Apprentice Registration Fees returned. .
. 3 00

Final Examinations.

—

Express on Papers S 2 35

Rent of Victoria Hall -50 00

Janitor's Work 29 75

Supplies 19 72

Stationery and Printing 40 20

Monitors 64 00

Examiners' Fees .502 00

Board of Examitiers 155 20

JuniorExaminations. Monitors. . .S 70 00

Junior Examinations. Printing and

Stationery 23 46

99 46

Junior Course, Lecture Fees returned 120 00

Printing and Publishing .Announcement,

1909-10 316 45

F. S. Meams, Barrister, retainer 300 00

Gas and Electric Light 71 63

Books for Library 4 00

Repairs to McGill Street Houses 5 61

Postage 53 60

Supplies, Pharmacy .$213 59

Chemistry '-'3 71

' Botany 5 70

Materia Medica 44 26

Microscopy 112 23

4.88 49

Canadian Pharmaceutical Association 392 50

Water Rates 64 83

By-Laws and Legislation Committee {re

BowjerBill) 4.36 35

Deposited in Savings .Account (Bank of

Commerce) 1-000 00

Interest paid to Sa\'ings .Acfount (Bank

of Commerce) 106 09

Cash balance S 1- 32

On deposit in Bank of Commerce

(General .\c.) 2.724 62

2.736 94

ST.ATKMENTS PER LEDGER.
RECEIPTS.

To May 26th, 1909.

To Ca.sh Balance S 24 15

To Bank of Commerce (General Ac.) 2,361 51

To Bank of Commerce (Sa\nngs Ac.) 7,090 69

To .Apprentice Registration Fees

To Apparatus and Appliances, Sale of

Microscopes.

—

A. V. Armstrong, Tara S 13 00

H. A. Crooks, Paris 13 00

Bishop's College Lennox\ille 52 00

To Deposit Fees.—

S. C. 1909. 86 at S5.00. . . . S430 00

R. W. Rilev, Dunnville 1 00

S 431 00

Less Envelopes for Students S13 20

D. McLean, glass. ... 3 05

1.476 35

51 00
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To Diplomas.

—

V. E. Kecley. (."obalt..

Clifford Sine, Gananoqii

To Evaniinatioii Account.

—

9S E.Kamination Fees at $10 each S980 00

Less H. Waters. Presiding

Examiner $ 105 10

II. Waters. Chairman

of Board 40 10

G. E. Bibbard. B'd. ') 00

T. X. Sampson. B'd 5 00

Examiners.

—

T. N. Sampson.. 51 00

F.R.Curry 69 24

J. S. Armitage 57 48

P. Bawden 66 60

.\. Moir. M.D 56 84

J. A. Cairncross . . 66 84

W. W. Gibson. ... 64 20

M. R. MacFarlane. 69 80

Rent of Victoria Hall 50 00

Service of Caretaker. 5 (X)

Monitors 64 00

Printing Ex. Papers. 39 25

Express on Examin-

ation Paiwrs 2 35

Suiiplies, Blotters. • 95

Supplies, Drugs 19 72

Cartage and Cleaning

Seats 24 75

863 22

To Interest. Bank of Commerce S122 84

Lyman Bros. & Co 3 59

National Drug and Chemical Co 3 77

John Macdonald & Co 94

Loss Lecture Fees refunded

R. Work, F. L. Frj'. $120 00

Less Expenses, Junior Examinations,-

Monitors ?76 00

Brown Bros. ... 9 00

Blotters 1 50

Printing 12 96

.S 99 46

Cost of Announcement, 1909-10.

—

Bryant Press, Publg. . . . S316 45

Less Received for Advertisements.

—

Lyman, Sons A:

Co S 7 .>0

R. L. Gibson. . 7 50

Whital'l, Tatuni

&Co 15 00

Whitall, Tatum
& Co.. for 'OS. 15 00

45 00

To Infringement,

—

Moiety and Costs, Miss Fran-

cis Jones, Marmora (sell-

ing poison) S 11 50

Fine on above, B.C. Hubble, w^

J.P., Marmora 10 00

Moiety and Costs, Dr. Oliver,

Dentist, Marmora, second

offence, two charges 51 50

Fine on above, B. C. Hubble,

J. P., Marmora 50 00

Fine, two charges, W. W.
Swain, Toronto, selling

poi.son and keeping open

shop 40 00

Fine, Adam Young, Toronto 20 00

Fine, Moiety and Costs, C.

W. Robinson, Kalader

(strj'chnine) 23 00

Less, J. B. Grant, salary and

expenses.. S173 60

J. B. Grant, postage ... 1 00
Telegram 25

To Lecture Fees.

—

85 at S90.00 §7650 00
1 at 54.00 .54 00

1 at 13..50 13 50

1 at 7.00 7 00

1 at 5.00 5 00

To License Sales Registers,—
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KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

The Man on His Holidays

—whether he is the tourist visiting

your town, or one of your own citizens

preparing for a trip—is about the
likehest man in the world to buv a

GILLETTE Safety Razor.

For, while to the man at home it

is a convenience, a comfort and an
economy, to the man who is travel-

ling the

Gillette

Safety Razor
IS A NECESSITY

On train or boat, where the old-style

razor or the make-shift safety is useless, and
even dangerous, a man can enjoy a clean,

quick, safe shave every morning with the

GILLETTE.

The tourist in your town has time on his

hands to "shop", and an attractive display

of GILLETTES in your window will interest

him Since the high quality of our advertis-

ing has already convinced him that the

GILLETTE is the best razor made, your
window display will prove a strong magnet
for his trade— in other lines as well as razors.

In the same way your GILLETTE dis-

play will attract the man who is fitting out
for his holiday jaunt, and is in a buying
mood.

Our advertising directs buyers to the

stores which show GILLETTE signs These
stores get the business. Get your signs out

and up. Display the razors, the " New
Process" blades and the combination sets.

If you are short of signs, write us.

Che

Gilletre $ms Razor Co
of Canada, Cimitcd

Office and Factory

:

63 ST. ALEXANDER STREET - MONTREAL

LEVERS BROS. LTD,

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
361b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEN FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
MonCreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Montreal

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES—The Original and Best.

Soutlialls' Accouchement Sets

Containing All Requisites, In Three Sizes.

SoutliaiJs' Sheets tor Accouchement

And other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
LIMITED

BIRMINQHAM, ENG.

Agent for Canada—J. M. 5CHEAK
CABLAW BUTLDINGS. Wellington Street West, TOEONTO
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One of the bestSummerDrinks
IS

SUNSET ORANGEADE
The BEST way to serve this refreshing beverage is from a SUNSliT

ORANGEADE COOLER.
A great many Dealers—even those who have no Soda Fountain— are

handling Sunset Orangeade from the Cooler and making a handsome profit.

It costs one cent a glass ready to serve at five cents—the dealer makes

a profit of four cents on each glass. Does this not appeal to you.

The liquid does not come in contact with the cooling ice—a block

tin pipe coil runs from the neck to outlet—a very small quantity of ice is

required.

The proceeds from the first gallon will pay for the Cooler.

Simple to serve, and a genuine repealer.

One gallon concentrated makes eighteen (iS) gallons ready to serve.

WRITE US WITHOUT DELAY

J. J. McLaughlin, Limited
145-155 Sherboume St. Toronto, Ontario

SUj-JS

r
'Mi

ECONOMIC SYRUP PERCOLATOR
To the busy Soda Fountain Dispenser, the Druggist, the

Bottler, and any others using Syrup, we offer the Economic

Syrup Percolator—the most scientific, simple, economical and

satisfactory solution of the problem of converting granu-

lated sugar into a bright, pure and uniform quality of syrup.

No heat, no weighing of sugar, no

measuring of water is necessary

Keep the Percolator filled with sugar and the sugar covered

with cold, pure water—time does the rest. The operation is

automatic and continuous, clean and thorough. The Perco-

lator is not expensive. You should have one. We shall

be glad to quote prices.

J. J. McLaughlin, limited
145-155 SHERBOURNE ST., TORONTO
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A. II. W:
.Idliii W .

i-ks(.iivillr. Moritl

•Iniil, Mk'h

To Reciprocal Registration Fees.-

J. Fred, Howell ; Montreal (N.W.T.

Dip.)

To DrunKist.s' l,ici'n.<(' Fcc->.

As ItPTIliscl. ....

Loss Kebatcs

To M. I). Registration I'Vc

As Iteniisecl

To Canadian Formulary,--

50 at SOc, and 1 at 21

Books and btationery 'ii) O.i

Repairs to Building.

.

16 25

Roch. Gerniacide Co.. 11 25

Car Tickets 1 00

Jan., '09—Bank Exchange $ 40

Canadian Almanac. 50

Repairs to Building.

.

9 04

Repairs to Bells \i 00

Janitor's Supplies 9 37

l"eb., '09- -Hank E.vcbange 8 40

Car Tickets 1 00

Office Printing 3 50

Bell Tele., Co. Rent.. :51 00

Mar., '09— Car Tickets $ 1 00

Repairs to Building.

.

2 45

Repairs to Bolls 2 00

Toilet Paper 7 00

Books and Stationery 29 30

Notices, re Druggists'

Fees 1 1 00

Apr., '09—Bank Exchange $ 1 65

Car Tickets '1 00

liooks and Stationery 42 10

Repairs to Building.. 5 90

Janitor's Supplies. ... 76

DISBURSEMENTS.

By Auditors,

—

Messrs. Watt and MacKonzio

By Council Meeting,

—

By Council Pay Sheet .15411]

Advertising, Globe « 9 00

.Vdvertising, Ont. (iazct'.c . 3 50

Publi.-^liing Minutes 71

Ky (;:i~ :iii.l i'.lrctric Light...

I'.\- l,:av \r,-,.iint,—

1'. S. .Mr:iiiis, Retaining Fee

By Library,

—

J. A. Carveth & Co

By Ontario College of Pharmacy,-

Dec.,'OS—Bank Exchange. $ 45

— 22 31

May, '09—Bank Exchange. .
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s:co 00

ISO 00

\M 09

17 05

42 90

4:i 00

>T> oO

8 84

Bank Interest. General Account (estimated)
^t

^^

Bank Interest, Savings Account (estimated). .

.

117 94

Cash 1- '^'~

Bank Balance (General Account) "-.7-4 62

Bank Balance (Savings Account) 8.196 78

Supplies

License Fees, outstanding (estimal

Liquor Sales Registers

Poison Sales Registers

Conger Coal Co. (Credit Note). .

Rentals

Outstanding Accounts, Dr

Canadian Formulary (copies on hand).

MAP.ILTIKS.

Salaries

Lecture Fees (to refund)

Deposit Fees (to refund)

Outstanding .\ccounts. Cr

Balance

370.615 23

Sn~ 00

95 00

290 67

92 05

69,814 51

S70,615 23

May 27tli. 1909. \V. B. Gu.-VHbVM, Rajislrar-Trcasurer.

THE JOHN lU)BEirrS' SCHOLARSHIP FUND.

To May 26th, 1909.

Statement as per 2,5th November, 1908 §3,37128

Interest on Bank Account to 30th November.

1908 4 80

$3,376 OS

J. H. M.VCKKNZIE,
)

W. U. Gk.^ham,

.James Watt. (
'' '" '

'"'"'
Rqiistrar-Treasurer.

Toronto May 27ih, 1909.

Moved In- .1. V- Rnben.s, seconded by IC. Wiglo:

"That the report of the Regi.strar-Treasurer be

received and referred to the Finance Coininittee."

Carried.

:\I<)ved by Alex. vStewart, seconded by J. H. H.

,Tnry: "That this Council in session assembled

has learned with deep regret of the death at

Plymouth, Kng., of Mr. Isaac T. Lewis, who for

many years was an esteemed member of the

]3harmaceutical profession of this rro\ince, and

subsequently for a period of eighteen years was

the capable and cflieient Registrar-Treasurer of

the Ontario College of Pharmacy-. That we de-

sire to place on record our high appreciation of

his services and devotion to duty in his olBcial

capacity, of his efTorts to promote the best in-

terests of the profession in which he was for so

many years engaged, of his courteous, kindly and
gentlemanly bearing in all his dealings w-ith his

fellows, and of his sterling character and integ-

rity as a man.
"That we extend our heartfelt sympathy- to

Mr. Albert Lewis, his son, and the relatives of

the deceased in the loss and bereavement thev

have sustained; that a copy of this resohition be

forwarded 1iy the Registrar to them, and further,

that it be recorded in the minutes of this Conn-

Moved by .Tohn Ilargreaics that the Ctnmcil

adjourn till 9.,^u a.m. on Thursday. Carried.

SESSION, THURSDAY, JUNE lo.

The Council met at 9.30 a.m. All present.

Accounts were read and referred to the I'^xecu-

tive and Finance Committee.

KI<:P01iT NO. I i)V COMMITTEE ON BY-LAWS A.\l)

LEGISLATION.

To the President and Members of the Council of

the O.C.P.:

I.—Re the request of R. S. Thomas, of Parry

Sound, who asks to be registered as an appren-

tice, on the grounds that he had served a term of

apprenticeship in British Columbia. Your com-

mittee recommend that his request be not com-

]5lied with, and the action of the Registrar in his

letter of June 4 in declining the same be sus-

tained.

II.—Re the request of S. \\. F'reure, Welland,

asking to be registered as an apprentice. We re-

])ort that we are unable to grant his request un-

til he has completed the full matriculation re-

quired by this College.

III.—Re the application of Seymour Cornwall

Cooper, Lion's Head, to be registered as an ap-

prentice from .Tan. Jst, 1906. We recommend
that his application be granted, he having pro-

duced an affidavit from David Thompson, M.D.,

his jireceptor, of service dating from .Tan. 1st,

1906.

IV.—Re the application of Francis Maloncy.

Peterboro, who asks to be registered from Oct.,

1 90S. We recommend that his request be grant-

ed, he having produced an afTulavit of time served

and the necessary educational qualifications.

v.—Re the application of John Reginald Piatt,

of Goderich, who asks to be registered as an ap-

])rentice dating Sept. 7th, 190S. Your commit-
tee recoinjnend that his request be granted, he

ha\ing produced the necessary educational c(U;ili-

fications and alFidavit of time served.

VI.—Re the application of R. M. Collie, Mat-
tawa, asking to be registered as an apprentice.

Your committee recommend that he be registered

as Aug. 15th, 19",S, he having produced .statutory

declaration from Herbert G. Robertson, of Bar-

rie, as to his having been in his employ at that

date.

A A whicl

The motion was carried standing \ote.

respectfully submitted.

.1. F. Roberts, Chairman.
Moved by ,1. F. Roberts, seconded by A. J.

.Tohnston: "That re])ort No. I of the Bj--Laws

and lycgislation Committee be received and

adopted." Carried.

On motion of .lohn ILirgreaves, an adjourn-

ment was made to permit the committees to

meet.

The Council re-assembled at i 1 o'clock.
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Soluble, Elastic and Hard

Capsules and Perles
ITH additions of the latest improved
capsule machinery recently made to our
'equipment, we now have the most complete

—modern capsule plant in Canada.

Many new lines have been added to our list and we
are better able than ever to handle private or special

formula orders with every satisfaction to our
customers.

Our new style Blaud Capsules are now ready and
show a decided improvement over any Blaud Cap-
sules heretofore offered.

Here with improved machinery we have cheapened

the cost of manufacture and purpose sharing this

saving with you.

We want you to couple our name with your capsule

requirements and write to us for any special infor-

mation or samples.

Frosst's capsules are furnished by your wholesaler

when specified and your order so filled brings with

it our guarantee of satisfaction.

Charles E. Frosst & Company
Montreal, Canada
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HO R LICK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain

Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade^ upon request*

HORUCK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE (>n.,„u,lors ,./ WIS., U.S.A.

Horllck's Malted Milk
Horllck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets

Horllck's Food, Horllck's Dlastold, etc.

GILMOIR BROS. & CO. 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL, CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

frice25cts.jierli(ii'.

Mmm'SLlNFMENTCO.
- LIMITED —

"tssOBSTO C C RICHAROSECO.

.URMOUTHJ-S.

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARE
OF
IVIITATIONS

SOLD
ON THE
MERITS OF

MiNARO'S

LINIMENT

Highland Park College of Pharmacy

and Chemistry.

The largest and best equipped College of Phanimcy
and Cliemistr)' in the country. Courses of study

comply in every respect 'with the requirements of

the American Pharmaceutical Association and of

the American Conference of Pharmaceutical Faculties.

COURSES OFFERED
I. DEGREE COURSES IN PHARMACY

I

—

Graduate in Pharmacy or Ph. G. Course
This is the standard Ph. G. Course and may be com-

pleted in fifty weeks—two sessions of twenty-five week»
each. Minimum expenses for the full course, including
tuition, board, room, light, heat, library and gynasium fee,

payable in advance, are $210.05.
2

—

Graduate in Pharmaceutical Chemistry or Ph. C.

Course
This is the standard Ph. C. Course and may be com-

pleted in seventy-two weeks— two sessions of thirty-six

weeks each. Minimum expenses for the full course, in-

cluding tuition, board, room, light, heat, library and
gymnasium fee, payable in advance, are $300,00.

3—Iowa Ph. G. Course
This course is made to meet the requirements of the

Iowa law, and those who complete it are eligible to take
the examination before the Iowa Board of Pharmacy,
whether they have ever had any experience in a drug
store or not.

n. pure: food courses
I

—

The Short Course
This course may be completed in one year of forty-

eight weeks and furnishes a very practical elementary
course for pure food inspectors under the United States
and State laws.

2

—

The Standard Course
This course may be completed in two years of forty-

eight weeks and leads to the Ph. C. degree. It is a course
especially prepared lo meet all the requirements for pure
food chemists both under State and the United Slates laws.

IM. COURSES IN CHEMISTRY
I

—

The One Year Course
This course is intended to give a very practical course

in elementary Chemistry. It includes elementary Physics
and is a splendid course for those intending to become
teachers in high schools or colleges,

2

—

Bachelor ok Science in Chemi.stry (B. S. in C.)

This is a regular college course, and the course in

Chemistry is as complete as can be found in any collt-ge in

the country. Students in this course get a full course in

Mineral Assaying, Melallurgy and the like.

I\. PRACTITIONER'S COURSE IN PHARMACY
This course is intended for those who have had the re-

quired experience in a drug store and who wish simply to

take a systematic review in all subjects in which they are

required to take the examination. This course may usual-

ly be completed in about three months. It is open to stu-

dents from all States. The tuition for three months is $50.

V. THE EXTENSION COURSE
This course is the same as the Practitioner's course and

fits druggists in any State to pass the examination for

registration. It is the most simple and at the .same time
the most complete course of the kind ever placed before

the public. With this course, the druggist can prepare for

the examination right in his own store. We shall be glad

to send ourcomplete catalogues of PhaTinacy and Chemistry
to anyone interested in any of the work outlined above.

Address: O. H. LONGWELL, President

Highland Park College of Pharmacy and Chemistry,
Dept. " A," Des Moines, Iowa.

FREE
D O O K 3 send for book. Asknearestoffice

PEDLAR People of Oshawa

rst to last—talis why or
the cheapest it's safe t

Vo matter what you mea
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REPORT NO. I OF INFRINGEMENT COMMITTEE.

To the President and Wenihers of the Council of

the O.C.P.:

Gentlemen,—Your Inlringciucnt Couuuittec

beg to submit their first report as follows:

I.—We are pleased to report that not many of-

fences under the Act have been brought to the

notice of the Committee since the last report. In

several of these that have been reported it has

not been necessary to prosecute, as the olTenders

at once complied with the requirements of the

Act.

II.—Prosecutions have been made in the fol-

lowing cases, resulting in a conviction in each

case: Miss Francis Jones, Marmora; W. W.

Swain, Toronto, for keeping open shop and sell-

ing poisons without proper qualifications; Adam
Yoimg, Toronto, selling poisons without regis-

tration of sale; C. W. Robinson, general merch-

ant,- Kaladar, selling strychnine. In the case of

Frederick Littlewood, of Hamilton, information

was laid for keeping open shop without qualifica-

tions. On finding the business belonged to his

mother and uipon their agreeing to at once di.s-

pose of it, the charge was withdrawn, and infor-

mation laid against their clerk, Theo. S. Dawe,

for selling poison without proper registration, in

which case a conviction was secured, and arrears

of fees to the amount of S24 was collected, Mr.

Dawe purchasing the business.

III.—The financial standing of the Committee
shows an expenditure of S201.20, with receipts

from fines of §250, leaving a balance on haJid of

$38.80.

IV.—This Council has already taken action by

way of promoting and. having enacted amend-

ments to the Pharmac}- Act whereby the sale of

cocaine and other habit-forming drugs have been

restricted and the pubfic safeguarded. In order

to give the fullest eflect to the requirements of

the law respecting the sale of such drugs, we re-

commend that the Committee be authorized to

take whatever coiir.se may be found necessaxy to

effectively stop and prevent any violation of the

recent Act in respect to the sale of such drugs.

V.—We further recommend that an appropria-

tion of the sum of 5500.00 lie placed to the credit

of this Committee to be used if necessary for the

abov^e purpose.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

A. J. .lohnston, Chairman.

Moved bj' A. J. Johnston, seconded by J. R. Y.

Broughton: "That report No. i of the Commit-
tee on Infringement be received, and that the

Council go into a committee of the whole on the

report, and that it be discussed clause bv
clause." Carried.

Wiien the Council resumed, it was moved by A.
J. Johnston, .seconded by Alex. Stewart: "That
the report of the Infringement Committee as

pas.sed in committee of the whole be adopted.'"

Carried.

REPORT OF PRKSIDINC. EXA.MINEH.

1 beg to report having performed the duties as-

signed to presiding examiners at May exami-

nations of the College. Details of cxaminatioi?

as to number of candidates, names of successful

ones, and prize winners arc presented in separate

rei)()rt of Rxamining Board. I have much ])leas-

ure in informing you that the duties falling to

examiners and monitors were most satisfactorilv

performed, the monitors having exhibited a
marked improvement in intelligence and general

character over former individuals. The conduct
of candidates was most exemplar^', and their

standing at examination reflecting the thorough
training imparted by every department of our

school, the members of your Faculty being there-

fore entitled to unqualified commendation for the

consistent manner in which their duties were

discharged. It is only right to mentiou the un-

stinted aid given to the work of examinations by
every official of our College from the Registrar-

Trea.surer through all ranks. The College build-

ing and property in all its appointments betrays

the close oversight accorded by Mr. Croutch, the

janitor. Never before has it shown so clean and
orderly an appearance as it does at the present

time. In carrNing out the practical exercises in

Chemistry and Pharmacy much annoj-ance was
and always has been caused by the defective ven-

tilation. This l)ecomes so serious that it would
not be surprising if quite dangerous consequences

to our students were caused by it. In co-opera-

Lion with R. Evans, head of the laboratorv of

Practical Chemistry, I have ascertained that a

remedy could be found involving only moderate
expenditure, and I earnestly urge your Council to

make the needful improvement.

I would be lax in performance of mj- duties if

I failed -to direct youi practical attention to the

urgent need) for immediate extension of your
College term, to two full years of lectures and
tuition. Any observant spectator of the candi-

dates who presented themselves for examination
could not fail to be impressed with the evidence

of over-work and consequent nerve strain plainly

apparent. They were doubtless perfectly prepar-

ed for examination tests, but it is questionable

if we are giWng our students the soimd foimda-

tion for a pharmaceutical education which we
aim to give, and which our Faculty is com-
petent to provide. This important question has

engaged your attention on several occasions,

but has not been attacked with proper determi-
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nation and energy. Let us accept the responsibil- 5—Re the request of W. H. Hardy, of Tees-

ity resting upon us and transform oux present water, a student wlio had paid his college fees,

equipment into the most thorough and inviting and was prevented on account of illness from

institution for the teaching and training of pro- continuing his course, we recommend that his

fessional pharmacists, and thus endow the di- request be granted, less the amount of his de-

ploma of our College with enlarged distinction, posit fees of 37-

All of which is respectfully submitted. 6.—Re request of W. G. Packham, of Toronto,

Henrv Watters ^ student who attended lectures during 1905—06,

Presiding Examiner. an^ now applying for permission to attend the

next College course at the former fees, we recom-
Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by R. A.

^^^^^ ^j^^^ j^.^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ granted.
Harrison: "That the report of the Presiding Ex-

^ _^^ reference to the application of Robert
aminer be referred to the Education Committee ^-^^-^^^ ^^^ ^„ increase of salary, we recom-
for consideration." Carried.

^^^^^^ ^j^^^ j^.^ ^^1 ^^ increased to $15 per
Moved by John Hargreaves that the Council

adjourn until Friday, at 9 a.m. Carried.
''g'-We recommend that in addition to the sal-

SESSION, FRIDAY, JUNE n. ary of $720 per annum paid C. F. Crouth, that

The Council met at 9 a.m. All present. he be allowed to occupy the house at 65 McGill

Correspondence was read and referred to the Street free of rental, making a salary equivalent

Committee on By-Laws and Legislation. to $864.

The death of the former Registrar, Mr. Isaac 9.—With reference to the request of Mary L.

T. Lewis, was again referred to, and the Regis- Na.smyth for the return of her entrance fee of I2,

trar was instructed to convey the condolence of we recommend that owing to the extenuating

the Council to his nephew, Mr. W. H. Ryder, as circumstances, that her request be granted,

well as to his son, Mr. Albert Lewis, as prev- 10.—Your Coininittee recommend that the Reg-

iously ordered. istrar-Treasurer (be authorized to jjrovide ina-

Rl.;PORT NO. I OF THE EXECUTIVE AND FINANCE Serial for oiling the floors of the laboratories.

COMMITTEE. All of which is respectfully submitted.

To the President and Members of the Council of W. A. Karn, Chairman.

the O.C.P.: Moved by W. A. Karn, seconded by Alex.

Gentlemen,—Your Committee on Executive Stewart: "That report number one of the Com-
and Finance beg to report as follows: mittee on Executive and Finance be received and

I.—Your Committee has gone over the report adopted. Carried,

of the Registrar-Treasurer, the John Roberts Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by IC. R.

Scholarship Fund, and the report of the audit- wigle: "That the Council adjourn until 11

ors, and finding them correct recommend their o'clock." Carried,

adoption. At it a.m. the Council re-assembled.

2.-The following accounts being duly certified rrport NO. 2 OF EDUCATION COMMITTEE,
by the Registrar-Trea.surer are recommended for

vment-
'^'° '"'^'^ President and Members of the Council of

"

Mail and Empire |;i3-8o
the O.C.P.:

^,
. ^

Globe Printing Co 5.40 Gentlemen,—Your P.ducation Committee beg

Addison & Mainprice 3.25 to submit their second report as follows:

The Brown Bros., Ltd 10.00 I.—We submit the semi-annual report of the
Rice, Lewis & Co 70 Dean, and recommend that the same be adopted.

?"l ^Su^SnrLtd::::::::::::::::;;
'

2:05
"-^'^ recommend that a suitable New Year-s

Toronto Pharmacal Co I.io greeting from this College be prepared and mail-

Consumers' Gas Co.—$23.40,114.85 41.25 ed to all sister pharmaceutical bodies.

James R. MiU.s 24.90 m.—Re correspondence course of instrujctiou

3.—Re communication of S. Campbell, of Hep- for apprentices in pharmacy, your Committee

worth, requesting rebate of fees amounting to heartily approves of a system of instruction by

$112, your Committee recommend thafthe request this means and so better prepare our students foi

be not granted, as it is contrary to the require- the course of studies in our College, and also

nients of the Act. render them more useful to their employers. We

4.—Re communication of Carter & Wright, of recommend that this Committee be instructed

Gowganda, asking for refund of $4, being fee re- to formulate a plan and report to the Council,

mitted for opening of a second store, which in- IV.—Re the matter of advanced analytical

tention was abandoned, we recommend that their chemistry, referred to this Committee for treat-

request be granted. ment, we beg to report that while fully realizing
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To Maintain and Increase Permanent

Trade Stock

CANDIES
We aim to please our customers and our

customers' customers.

Whj' are our sales on the increase ?

Because we watch the manufacture as

closely as the proverbial cat watches the mouse.

INCREASE YOUR TRADE.

THE NASMITH COMPANY, LIMITED

66 Jarvis St. Toronto, Ont.

ATTENTION!
Mr. Druggist : We want your attention on
our lines of Clinical Thermometers, English

make, with large magnifying lens, and all

fully guaranteed. We send carrying cases

with every order. Note a few of our lines

—

No. 531—Belleview, One Minute (a

good Nurses' line) { 3.80 doz.

No. 534—Facile, One Minute 6.00 doz.

No. 536—Crystal " Lens," Half-Min-
ute (Hand Finished) 8.00 doz.

No 537—Crystal " Lens," One Min-
ute (Hand Finished) S.oo doz.

No. 540—Rapide, Half-Minute 12.00 doz.

A sample order for above lines will soon convince you
and your customers that Stevens' goods are right in price

and qualit}'.

Specify " LISTERIAN " when ordering your surgical

dressings.

-THE=

J. Stevens Sl Sons Co.
LIMITED

145 Wellington St. West TORONTO

T/ie food that

"Assists U^alure."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and younf,, weak and strong, enjoy

and benefit by it, and leading

physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Testimony.
*'

I am a thorough believer in the food,

and have had many years' experience

of its excellence."

Brought Up on Benger's.
"

1 am sending you a photo of my
three children brought up on your

food, and 1 am greatly thankful for the

benefit 1 have received from it."

Benger's Food prepared with milk
is a complete food.

MANUFACTUKRS: BENCES'S FOOO,LTD., MANCHESTER, ENO.
'

Bm(KT's Food ;« tntrl in (me and can be obtained thTm^h
most ir/iofcjxi/f Drugjisli and Leading Drug Stores.

t

TOWER'S PATENT ROUND CNO">

Physicians and dentists re-

' commend toothpicks as pro-
tection against dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They
preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Full size box sent for

15c. postage and coupon below. We are the larg-,

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.

CUnER TOWtR CO.. '"s-tT" B«StOI. MIS'
Correspondence invited with dealers, hotel ID

dentists and physicians.
W© want deaUn and agents eveTywhere. AgeBts

are making from S3 to SIO a day. .

CBHER TOWER CO., 184 Summer SC Boston. Ha:
I Enclozed find 15c for which please tend me o,

jbo^mmetie^nUstpticVcottipidt'-

Afy ffiBcer J name b „ „

i^^^^*^#^^^^*^*^^^^^*^^^^^^*^irv»***l»
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

merald Green. We now furnish it in

pal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

:
oz. to 4 oz. sizes.

T. C. WHEATON CO.
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
Per Gross Original Package

z. $ 5 35 5 gross
6.25 5 "
7.50 3 "

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS Discount to the Trade 60%

Millville, N.J., U.S.A;

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir, PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Articles: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega lierb,

French Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and
alkaloids (Kserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & SILLIG, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited.

SAL HEPATICA
IIEVISED PRICES FOR MNAOH.

Small size,
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tlu iiiipoitaiKu of the suggestion, we feel unable

at till present nioiiient, since it is impossible to

find a place in our College curriculum for addi-

tional work of the character indicated, to make
a recommendation this session.

V.—We beg to report that we have given full

consideration to the report of the Presiding Kx-

amincr, and recommend that the suggestion to

improve the ventilation of the laboratory at an

exjiensc of about S200 be approved, and that the

Registrar lie instructed to have the work com-
pleted in time for the opening of the College

next term.

\'I.—With regard to tlie recommendation of the

Board of Kxaminers contained in his rei)ort that

steps be taken to carry out a scheme for

the establishment of a two vears' course of in-

struction for students, we recognize emphatically

the marked advantages that would accrue to

liie students of such an enlarged course, and also

tlie necessit}- of it in order to keep the College

abreast of the best educational methods and pro-

mote the advanced standing of our graduates, we
therefore recommend that the matter be referred

back to the Committee for fuller information,

with instructions to report to the Council.

VM.—We recommend that a suflicient number
of stools be ]iro\ided for iise in microscopic de-

monstrations and tluit the Registrar be instruct-

ed to purchase the same.

VLII.—Your Committee would recommend
that the President and Registrar be recommended
to arrange for the regular formal opening of the

school bv inviting to be present on such occa-

sion the Minister of ICducation of Ontario Leg-

islative Assembly, the President of Toronto Uni-

versity, the heads of the other educational de-

IKirtments atliliated v\ ith the Toronto University,

and such members of the Council desiring to be

present, and we recommend that invitations be

suitably drafted and engraved.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

Plenry Watters, Chairman.

Moved by Henry Watters, seconded by R- A.

Harrison: "That report number two of the Edu-

cation Committee be received and adopted. Car-

ried .

REPORT NO. 2 BY-I,.\\VS .-VND I.liC.ISbATIVE COM-
MITTEE.

To the President and Members of the Council of

the O.C.P.:

I.—In the matter of Arthur F. Squibb, Toron-

to, who asks to be registered as an apprentice,

dating from Nov. 29, 1907, your Committee re-

commend that his request be granted, he having

produced satisfactory evidence of educational

qualification and evidence of time served.

II.—In the matter of Tome Dann, London, who

asks to be registered as an apprentice, your Com-

mittee would recommend tliat on his presenting

to the Registrar-Treasurer a departmental cer-

tificate of his pharmacy matriculation and an

aHidavit from his preccjjtor as to time served,

his request be granted.

III.—In the matter of Ira R. P. Robinson, To-

ronto, who asks for registration as an appren-

tice, your Committee recommends that his re-

quest be not granted, on account of insufTicient

evidence of qualification.

IV.—In the matter of Sterling Crooker,

Brantford, who a.sks to be registered as an ap-

prentice, dating from Se])teiiiber 15th, 190S, your

Committee reconrmend that his request be

granted, he having produced the necessary cer-

tificate of educational (jualification, and an alli-

davit from his employer as to the time served.

V.—In the matter of IC. Buchanan, Leaming-
ton, who asks to be registered as an apprentice,

your Committee would recommend his request be

granted upon jiroduction of educational qualifica-

tions, and an affidavit from his precei)tor as to

time of ser\-ice

VI.—Re Norman V.. jMcHardy, Woodstock,
your Committee recommend that he be registered

as an apprentice from April 1st, 1908, he having

produced satisfactory qualifications.

VII.—Re Whitvvorth Boyd, of Port Arthur,

having produced satisfactory qualifications as to

educational qualifications and time served, we
recommend that his request be granted, he hav-

ing produced the necessary ciualifications.

VI,ItI-—Re John R. Si)earman, of Gananoque,

who asks to be registered as an apprentice from

.lulv loth, 190S, your Committee would recom-

iiund his request be granted, he having ]>roduced

the necessary allidavit of time served and proper

educational qualifications.

IX."—Re Sydney O. Smith, Toronto, who asks

to be registered as an apprentice, having pro-

duced required educational qualifications, we re-

commend that his request be granted and his

registration date from Nov. 1st, 190(1, upon his

]iroducing affidavit of time served from his pre-

ceptors.

X.—Re application of .lames O. Gill, Ingersoll,

who asks to be registered as an apprentice, your

Committee reconiiuend that his request be grant-

ed on his ])roducing affidavit of time served and

payment of registration fee, he having produced

the necessarj' educational certificate.

XI.—In compliance with a request from this

Council that this Committee prepare and present

a more binding form of apprenticeship contract,

after much careful search and consideration by

the College solicitor, Mr. Meams, he has sub-

mitted the following draft, which your Commit-

tee approve of, and recommend that the Council
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do now adopt and instruct the Registr

the same printed for future use.

XII.—Your Committtce have one other matter

to lay before this Council. At the last session

of the Legislature of this Trovincc a hill was in-

troduced to amend the Phannacy Act, the terms

of which struck at the very root of the said Act,

thereby imperilling most vitally the safety of the

l>ublic. Our Committee, through the Chairman,

individual members of the Committee and others

put up a most strenuous opposition to the pro-

posed amendment, and we are pleased to report

now that in view of all the conditions, the mem-

bers of the Council have every reason to be

giatified at the result.

It was deemed wise by your Couimittee to

make some few concessions permitting the gen-

eral merchant to handle certain common drugs.

This was pnractically rendered necessary by the

fact that our Act or any Act must be one for all

parts of the Province, and as some of the more

remote parts of the Province are far from a

qualified druggist, it was made to appear that

to many, the prohibition of the sale of these

commoner drugs was a hardship. Inasmuch then

as our efforts have succeeded in protecting the

general public, in practically maintaining our

Act intact, we recommend that this Council do

now approve of the action of said committee.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

J. F. Roberts, Chairman.

A. J. Johnston.

E. W. Case.

H. Watters.

K. A. Harrison.

Moved b)- Henry Watters, seconded by A. J.

Johnston: "That notice of motion changing by-

law number 12 providing for indenture of appren-

tices be waived. Carried by unanimous vote.

Mo\ed by Henry Watters, seconded by A. J.

Joluiston: "That bj'-law number 12 be amended
by substituting for form of indenture the form
submitted and substituting the following:

INDENTURE.

THIS AGREEMENT made in duplicate the —
day of O19 )

BETWEEN
of the

in the County of years of

age, with the consent of his legal guardian,

as signified by his signature hereto.

Of the First Part, and

of the in

the county of Druggist,

Of the vSecond Part.

WITNESSETH that the said party of the first

part of his own free will, and with the consent

and approbation of his guardian as testified by

CANADIAN DRUGGIST,

o have liis execution of these presents, doth place and

bind himself as apprentice to the said party of

the Second Part to serve him for and during the

full term of four years from the day of date

hereof.

AND the said ]>arty of the first part doth here-

by for himself, covenant witli the said party of

the second part that he will remain in the ser-

vice of the said party of the second part during

the aforesaid period to the full expiration there-

of, and will not quit the service of the said party

of the second part until the term of this agree-

ment expires, except with the written consent of

the said party of the second part, first had and

obtained and upon the party of the first part

having first given notice to the Registrar of the

College, and -that he will not engage in the ser-

vice of any other druggist or pharmaceutical

chemist during the aforesaid period, except upon
tlie written consent and approval of the said

party of the second part, first had and obtained.

AND the said part)' of the first part further

binds him.self to faithfully serve, keep the secrets

of, and obe}' the lawful commands at all times,

of the said party of the second part.

AND the said part)- of the second part agrees

to teach and instruct, or cause to be instructed

the said party of the first part, in the art, trade

or business of a pharmaceutical chemist during

the period of service under this agreement of the

said party of the first part.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF the said parties

hereto have hereunto set their hands and seals

the day and year first above mentioned.

Signed, sealed and delivered in the presence

of

I hereby consent to the above named
quitting my service and entering the service of

xinder this agreement.

Dated at the day of 1909.

Carried.

R. A. Harrison said that some men were un-

fair to their apprentices and that an appeal to

the Council should be possible.

A. J. Johnston stated that there was alwavs

the recourse of appeal to the courts.

Geo. E. Gibbard pointed out that the contract

came under common law. It had no legal bear-

ing as far as the Council was concerned.

Moved by J. F. Roberts, seconded by A. J.

Joluiston: "That report number 2 of the By-

Laws and Legislation Committee be received and

adopted. Carried.

REPORT OF RESEARCH COMMITTEE.

To the President and Members of the Council of

O.C.P.:

Gentlemen.—Your Research Committee beg to

submit the following report;
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We have recognized for some time the import-

ance and necessity for the appointment ol a

joint committee from the Medical Association

and our College to take into consideration the

growing evil arising from the multiplicity of

remedies of a proprietary nature, and we are

pleased to report that at the recent meeting of

the Ontario Medical Association such a Commit-
tee for conference was appointed by that body to

meet with a similar committee from this College,

and we feel confident that such consultation be-

tween these two committees will result in a

great degree of usefulness in the field of medi-

cine and pharmacy by the adoption of definite

standards for many pharmaceutical prepara-

tions.

We present herewith formulas for Syrupis

Thymi Compositus, Emulsio Olei Morrhuae Cum
Malto, Ung. Capsici Compositum, I,otio Sul-

phuris Compositum, which it is proposed to in-

clude in the next edition of the Canadian Form-
ulary, after submitting same to the Research

Committees from the other provinces.

The stock of the last edition of the Formulary
is almost exhausted, so that the publishing of a

new edition is urgently required.

Your Committee therefore recommend that the

Chairman be instructed to undertake such pro-

ceedings as are necessary to have a new edition

printed, which shall include any new formulas

approved of by the Committee, with siich cor-

rections and modifications as have been found

advisable to be made to the present edition.

We also suggest, at the instance or desire of

some members of our College, that for the pur-

pose of presenting to the physicians a somewhat

more dignified and impressive document, your

Committee be recommended to secure a limited

number of copies of the Canadian Formulary

bound in a more substantial and pretentious co\-

er and binding.

Your Committee find that where the work of

introducing the C. F. preparations to the med-

ical profession has been undertaken by the local

druggist, it has been most successful and satis-

factory, and physicians use the preparations in

preference to the products of pharmaceutical

houses, but we regret the work has not been

more largely undertaken, chiefly we believe from

apathy and lack of appreciation of the advan-

tages to the pharmacist from this work. We be-

lieve the local druggist can best do this work in

his own locality by preparing the preparations

and doing detail work with the local physicians,

but to further his efforts we would recommend

that the Chairman of the Research Committee be

instructed to attend meetings of the country

organization of physicians when requested to do

so by the druggist of any county and explain the

advantages of using the C. F. preparations and

exhibit samples of the products.

We would also recommend that the Research

Comanittee be instructed to prepare a full set of

samples of the C. F. preparations for the use of

this College and of the Chairman of this Com-
mittee when attending meetings.

We would further recommend that the drug

journal be requested to open a department

devoted to this work, and would urge the drug-

gists to take an active interest in this work, as

it not only tends to the uplifting of our profes-

sion, but is destined to become one of our best

commercial assets.

Your Committee gratefully acknowledge re-

ceipts of formulas from E. J. Mitchell, South-

ampton, and Jas. R. Gun, ol Durham, and Fred.

N. Flett, of Toronto, which are receiving careful

consideration.

Regarding s'trictures imposed on some form-

ulas of Canadian Formulary by the Department

of Inland Revenue, we would recommend that

Mr. Watters be em,powered to interview the Min-

ister and endeavor to correct the erroneous im-

pression as to the functions of the Canadian

Formulary, which is intended solely for the use

and guidance of the physician in the practice of

his profession, and to furnish him with eligible

and attractive exhibits of remedies required by

his practice.

To meet any necessary expenditure to be in-

curred in carrying out the instructions contained

herein, we recommend that the sum of S400 be

placed to the credit of this Committee.

We would also recommend that one copy of tlie

new edition of the Canadian Formulary be sup-

plied to any member of the College apjilying for

the same free of cost.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

John Hargreaves, Chairman.

Moved by John Hargreaves, seconded by J. H.

H. Jury: "That the report of the Research Com-
mittee be received and adopted." Carried.

Several members took exception to members

of the College receiving the Formulary free.

REPORT OF DIVISION.\L COMMITTEES.

To the President and Meml)crs of the Council of

O.C.P.:

Gentlemen,—Your Divisional Committee beg to

report that as an experiment last year the sev-

eral districts of the Province were called to-

gether at Toronto at the same date as the Can-

adian Pharmaceutical Association meeting, hop-

ing that in this way, a large number of drug-

gists could be interested. Your Committee were,

however, disappointed with the small response to

the invitation sent out, and would recommend
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thai local meetings be resumed at each district

as formerly.

As a means of creating deeper interest in such

meetings aiid making them as valuable as pos-

sible both from a coumiercial and scientific

standpoint, we would suggest that each district

represented be requested to secure when possible

the services of Mr. John Hargreaves, Chairman

of the Research Committee, to give an address

on the formulas contained in the Canadian Form-

ulary and the general work of the Research

Conuiiittee.

We are pleased to report that some of the

members of the Council have had enquiries in re-

spect to resmning district meetings, which is an

evidence that where these meetings were held,

they were of great value to members of our Col-

lege and much appreciated by those in attend-

ance. Your Committee would therefore recom-

iiRiul that a sum not exceeding S25 be placed to

liie credit of the representatives of each district

for tlie above ]>ur])()se.

-All ol which is lespectluliy subiiiitled.

.1. H. II. Jury, Chairman.

Moved by J. II. 11. .lur)', seconded by 11.

Southeott: "That the report of the Divisional

Committee be recei\ed and adopted." Carried.

REPORT NO. 2 OF KXECUTIVK AND FIN.-VNCK COM-
MITTKK.

To the President and Members of the Council of

O.C.P.:

Cientlemen,—In presenting report No. II. of the

Committee of Executive and Finance, we desire

to recommend that section 26 of the Act as

amended be printed on the back of the minutes.

II.—Your Committee would recommend the ne-

cessity for the better convenience of the Registrar

that an invoice cabinet be provided at an expense

not exceeding fifty dollars.

III.—In the best judgment of your Committee,

it is nece.ssary that both upper and lower lecture

rooms be kalsomined and the inner vestibule

iniinted to correspond with the lower vestibule,

and the Registrar-Treasurer is hereby authorized

to have the work completed at the best possible

price.

lY.—Your Committee further recommend that

tlie Registrar be instructed to purchase 60 tons

of coal at S6.50 ix;r ton, less S42.90 now at the

credit of the College.

Y.—Your Committee also recommend that the

Registrar be authorized to purchase 300 poison

books and 2,000 copies of the Act as amended, at

the lowest possible price.

VI.—It is a great pleasure to your Committee

to be able to report that since the closing of the

books of the Registrar-Trea.surer to compile this

report for the last half year, the outstanding

fees of Si 80 have been reduced to S36 through the

aggressive collecting policj' of the Registrar.

Yll.—After considering the report of the Com-

mittee on Pharmaceutical Research, your Com-
mittee feel in duty bound to recommend that the

sum of $400 be apparopriated for the issue of the

Canadian Formulary, realizing the fact that a

large portion of this amount will be returned to

the College through the sale of books.

Your Executive and Finance Committee recom-

niciul that the approximations suggested in the

rejH)rt of the Education Committee be confirmed.

All of which is respectfully submitted.

W. A. Karn, Chairman.

Moved by \\. A. Karn, seconded by J. H. II.

Jury: "That report number 2 of the Committee
on Executive and Finance be received and adopt-

ed." Carried.

Moved bv- PI. Southcott, seconded by IC. R.

Wigle: "That the minutes of this meeting of the

Council be printed in pamphlet form, and a copy

sent to each registered druggist." Carried.

KKPOKT NO. 3 OF EXECUTIVE AND FINANCE COM-
MITTEE.

To the President and IMembers of the Coiiiicil of

O.C.P.:

Geiilleineii,—Yoitr Committee beg to recom-

ineiul tiiat an appropriation of S500 be placed to

the credit of the Infringement Coininiltee, in ac-

cordance with the request contained in the last

rejjort of this Committee.

W. A. Karn, Chairman.

-Moved by W. A. Karn, seconded by Alex.

Stewart: That report number 3 of the Commit-
tee on Executive and Finance be received and

adopted." Carried.

JMoved by E. R. Wigle, seconded by E. W. Case:

"That this Council do now adjourn, to uieet on

the first iloiuUn- in December, or at the call of

the President." Carried.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. J. H. Poutney, who has been

for some 3-ears with Mr. J. R. Lee, is branching

out for hinivself, and has secured premises at the

corner of Bathurst and Dupont Streets. Mr.

Poutney after inspecting all the new otitfits sup-

plied in Toronto, decided to place his order with

The Toronto Show Case Co., as he stated their

"quality" was what he desired. Everything ne-

cessary for the equipment of a thoroughly u])-to-

date drug store is included in this outfit. Tlie

ca.ses are of the "Full Cry-stal" construction, to-

gether \vith the "Trianon Cabinets." Patents

covering all essential points on these are owned

and controlled by The Toronto Show Ca.se Co.,

and anv other fixttire represented as the same is

merely a cheap "attempt."
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Hi^h Grade

CAMERAS
FITTED WITH THE

Best Lenses and Shutters

Quality Guaranteed

Discount to Dealers

Complete Line of Supplies

and Camera Accessories

CANADIAN CAMERA COMPANY
LIMITED

^ 60-62 Front Street West - Toronto

WELLINGTON

Photographic Plates, Papers and Films
are acknowledged the best

GOOD PROFITS—Carry them as a side line

Your Wholesaler WADH X: CO 13 St. John St.

r.r.r"':-"' IMPORT IIenVs MONTREAL

Gillett s Lye
Cleanses.

It cleans thoroughly

whether the dirt is

visible or invisible.

Millions of people use

it every day.

Sold by the best Druggists everywhere.

If your wholesale house will not supply you at

list prices, send order to us, and we will ship

goods direct.

Two other good lines

Gillett's Caustic Soda.
Gillett's Cream Tartar.

KWpaNY LTMrri i
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Photo Supplies Profitable

n
We can set you up in this line completely with

the best selling goods. Our eight retail stores carry

the same line. ENSIGN Films, Cameras, etc.

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTF^KAL OTTAWA QLTZBHC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR GORRESPOND£NC£

has been such a success that we would like you to know what those

any time. The same diploma is given corresponde

W. JB. HAMILL, M.D., OotiHat

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

»7anes Baildine, TORONTO

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

graphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal
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We need your help

and you need ours
That is the strongest safeguard to

your interests in a line like Nyals.

We could not find a market today

without your help, and we know how
soon a demand dies when your assist-

ance is withdrawn.

You need our facilities, knowledge

and manufacturing experience, to secure

goods of quality and appearance, with

the necessary selling helps, which you

can buy at a price which will give you

a proper share in the profits.

The selling price coula not be protected un-

less both you and we work hand in hand with

determination to succeed.

That is the truest and most effective form of

co-operation, based upon the need of mutual

assistance.

What is most important it does succeed, and
you are making more money on Nyal'i to-day than ever before.

Frederick Stearns & Company
Windsor, Ontario « Detroit, Michigan
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One of the essential aids to successful salesmanship,

is to know your goods. Just to make an enthus-

iastic salesman of you we want you to try a

Crystal Velvet Bath
We will furnish the Crystal Velvet,

you can supply the water. If after

you have had the bath you don't sell

more Crystal Velvet in one week

than you have sold in ten previous

weeks, then we miss our guess.

Crystal Velvet not only softens the

water but it delightfully perfumes it

and its use invigorates and tones up

the tired muscles.

Retails at 25 cents and 50 cents

the package. Costs you $1.50 and

$3.00 the dozen.

You double your money on every

sale.

Ask us for that sample.

5rr:EA»NrS
Perfume and Toilet Department.
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"Repeat" Orders

That's the kind of business that our

Defender Products
bring to our dealers—big and little.

Photographic Supplies

is a natural side line for the Drug

business. Approximately one half

of the Druggists of the country are

carrying the supplies as an advertise-

ment for their regular line, as well as

for the cash profit there is in them.

Investigate ! A postal request

will bring you information which

may be worth money to you.

DEFENDER PHOTO SUPPLY CO.
131 BAY STREET TORONTO, ONTARIO
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ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF OBJEC-
TIVE AND SUBJECTIVE METHODS OF

SIGHT-TESTING *

C Con tinned from page ;^I5)

OBJECTIVE TESTS.

Indirect ophthaliuoscopy.—Only a very wide

approximation of degree of error can be arrived

at even after long experience.

Direct o])hllialnio.scopy.—Trouble of acconiiiio-

dation in both the observer and the observed,

and difficulty to decide if only simple myopia.

vStigmatomcter.—Possibility of accommodation

due to convergence.

Retinoscopy.—No trouble.

While, therefore, one has a good selection of

tests for myopia, I think, on consideration of

them all, your decision will again be given in

favor of the test charts and lenses for the sub-

jective test, and the rctinoscope for the objective

tests.

Although astigmatism can be considered as a

definite amount of hypermctropia or myopia in

a particular chief meridian, and a greater, or

less, degree of the same or opposite power in the

meridian at right angle.s—also as accommodation
is a factor to be considered in a similar way in

all kinds of hypermetropic astigmatism, and in

low degrees of myopic astigmatism—you will, I

believe, if you agree with me as to the best test

for simple hypermetro])ia and myopia, agree

also that the same tests will be best in astig-

matism.

The chief cau.se of astigmatism, however, being

the faulty shape of the cornea, has enabled other

tests to be made, which deal with this exterior

portion of the eye alone; and the optician's

bogey, accommodation, does not affect the re-

sults in any way. All tests of this description

depend on our being able to use the cornea as a

convex mirror; and the simplest test is the Pla-

cido disc, which will onlv, however, tell vou that

the curvatures of the cornea are different, and

not denote the amplitude of the difference.

The other tests are the ophthalmometer, which
term I u.se to denote a two-position instrument,

and the keratometer, which is a one-position in-

strument.

Of the former there are several different makes,
the Inskeep being perhaps the most favored, al-

though the Kttles-Curties instrument, being of

English manufacture, with every care taken to

make it a perfect instrument, will, I hope, soon
come to the fore, at least in England.

The latter is, as you are all aware, the latest

invention for measuring the curvature f)f the

cornea, and has so recently been exhibited and
explained to members of the Optical Society by

*From a lecture by Mr. W. .7. Wright before the
Optical Societj^, England.—(The Optician).

our President, that no remarks of mine are need-

ed. Speaking, howc\'er, of ophtlialmometry or

keratometer)' generally, I would mention apain

that only the cornea is considered; and although

astigmatism may seldom be due to other rea-

sons than the elliptical shape of the cornea, the

findings of the ophlhalmometer should never be

relied upon without corroboration by means ol

some other test.

Charts having lines composed of i)oints or per-

forations, al.so charts containing letters of .simi-

lar forms, and Pray's letters, are specially de-

.signcd for indicating the presence of astigmatism;

but the usefulness of all these is restricted Ijv

reason of the function of accouimodation, and I

find their particular design is of no more value

than tlie ordinary fan type.

THE STENOPAIC.

The stcnopaic slit is a favorite test for astig-

matism in conjunction with the fan of lines, but

it has difficulties with respect to the trouble of

rotating it in front of the eye, to obtain the

best or worst meridians; al.so there is the doubt

a client has in deciding the exact positions of

those meridians. In mixed astigmatism, if the

fogging system is not adopted, it is the best of

our subjective tests. Employing the fogging sys-

tem, however, enables one to test mixed astig-

matism with, much greater ease and with ecjual

accuracy', l)csides being a straightforward test;

for the refractive condition of the eye is eon-

verted from mixed astigmatism to coiii])ound

mvopic astigmatism.

You could criticize the various tests we have,

almost indefinitely, because, practically speaking,

we have not really an infallible one when used by

itself; but I think that retinoscopy with the fog-

ging system, also the charts and lenses, are as

good, if not better, than any tests yet devised,

and if properly manipulated, will secure as good

results as can be obtained when the eve is under

the influence of a mydriatic.

The best form of dealing with your .set of trial

lenses is by means of circular discs to contain

the different power lenses, ^yhich can be rotated

one after another in front of the eye. There have

been various attempts to enable this to be done,

but the best, and practically perfect, form is

that known as Fournet's refractometer. The es-

.sential points about it are, that there are two

discs, one containing sphericals and another cy-

lindricals, which can be used separately or con-

jointly in front of the client's eye; and after

setting the cylinder at a partictilar axis, each

cylinder of a different power, as it is rotated in-

to position, will assume the .same axis.

Having come to these conclu.sions some years

ago, I have endeavored to get the best conditions

for testing with the retinoscope and with lenses,

and at the present time I have a reversed chart
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For School Opening Time

MAF" DRAWING
COMPKriTION
In connection with the Canadian Art Series of School Practice BooI<s

—

Our 1909 Specials

We are this year offering to the school children of Canada as prizes, 250 Boys' Own
Annuals and 250 Girls' Own Annuals, valued at One Thousand Dollars, for the best

finished map of the Division of Canada in which the pupil resides.

So that all may compete on equal terms the Dominion is divided into three divisions

(i) The West, comprising Manitoba, Saskatchewan, Alberta and British Columbia; (2)

The Middle, comprising Ontario
; (3) The East, comprising New Brunswick, Nova

Scotia and P.E.I.

A drawing sheet is given free with each copy of the Canadian Art Series of School

Practice Books and on this sheet maps must be drawn.

The covers of the series are reproduced from original paintings by four of Canada's

most 'famous artists, as follows:—" Sweet Peas" by Mary H. Reid, .\.R.C.A.; "Mount
Hugabee," by F. M. Bell-Smith; "Cape Blomidon,"by C. M. Manly, and "Queenston

Heights," by C. W. Jefferys.

Write for full information about the competition and

lay in an adequate supply of the practice books.

We are Headquarters for everything in School Supplies

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited

Toronto
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which includes the Snellen's letters, the astig-

matic lines and scale for testing the phorias,

illuminated with four Nernst lamps each having

a power of 36 candles, so that the illumination

docs not make much dillercncc in the V.A. be-

tween 40 and 200 units, and the arrangement of

the lights gives as equal an illumination over

the chart as I have previously been able to ob-

tain. It is, however, still far from perfect, and a

lino-light with a metallic filament would be as

near to perfection as possible. I also have a

Nernst lamp entirely covered, with the excep-

tion of a circular aperture three-quarters of an

inch in diameter, just above my client's head,

and bisecting the scale for testing the ocular

muscles, for which purpose I use it, and also for

retinoscopy. There is a particular astigmatic

chart which I should welcome if it was at-

tached to the letter type and nmscle scale. It

is called the Jameson facile astigmatic chart;

and when I used it a great deal some years back

I obtained very good results.

Although one may select those tests which he

thinks the best, there are many accessories and

devices tending to make the results more accur-

ate. It often happens, also, that however accur-

ate you may be with the test, you may, if not

careful, cause trouble by reason of the shape of

the lens you prescribe; for it must be remember-

ed that as the inner surface of the lens is, theor-

etically, always in one position in front of the

eyes, you are dealing with the back focus of the

lens. Also, care must be given to the presbyopic

correction in cases of high degrees of astigma-

tism, and in anisometropia when there is a

great difference in the power of the two eyes.

It is said that the greatest safeguard in de-

tecting .'ipasm of accommodation is the V. 1'.,

aiul, undoubtedly, such is the case, but it is very

dilHcult to tell in low cases of hypermetropia

and myopia, as to whether the P.P. is within or

beyond the normal distance. As an example, if

the age of your client was 20 years, the P. P.

should be 10 cm. if emmetropic, and 11 cm. if

hypermetropic by i D. Now, I think you will

agree with me that it will be very difllcult to

tell whether the type is read at to or 11 cm. If,

however, you place a minus 6D lens in front of

the eye, the P.P. of your emmetrope will then be

25 cm. and of your hypermetrope at 33.3 cm.;

and I think vou will be better able to judge if

the ])rint is held within or beyond the normal.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

E. E. Macpherson, Wadena, Sask., is a con-

vert to the new Eureka Display Counter and

placed his order by wire with Jones Bros. & Co.,

I,td.

Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of

these columns for anything of a general interest to the trade.

TO THE DRUGGISTS OF CANADA

Editor Canadian Druggi.st:

Gentlemen,—My attention has been drawn sev-

eral times during the past month to a most ex-

traordinary news item which was copied from

the Star, of this city, and which has ap|peared in

some of the papers of Hamilton, Ottawa, and

Toronto, to the effect that eleven of the leading

druggists of Montreal were to be prosecuted for

the sale of Cocaine. That such an error could

creep into a leading journal and be copied by

other responsible papers is one of the things hard

to understand. Nevertheless one of the druggists

named on a visit to his native town on Victoria

Day was taunted by all the druggists as being a

Cocaine seller. Of course the Star corrected the

error the next day partially, and fully later, not

a word of which these same papers saw fit to

publish. The object of this note is to assure our

fellow-druggists that we have done nothing of

which we are ashamed, and that the druggists of

this city and Province are as conscientious and

law-abiding as any in the whole world. Our prt)-

secutions have given us much unsought notoriety

and have shown us some weaJiuesses in our Phar-

macy Act, which we will endeavor to remedy as

soon as possible. Report of recent decisions pub-

lished elsewhere will exi)lain our "sins," so it is

imnecessarv to enlarge here.

On behalf of the "sacrifices."

Yours, &c.,

J. E. Tremble.

P. S.—The eleven named comprised the city

mi>mbers of our Council and two others, who lor

reasons of business and relationship to our pro-

secuting attornev, seemed to merit the "spot

light."

THE LETTERS OF THE ALPHABET

Mitchell, Out., 7th June, 1909-

Editor Canadian Druggist:

Toronto:

Dear Sir,—In your June number, under the

heading "Every Letter," you mention the short

sentence: "A quick brown fox jumps over the lazy

dog,''' as containing all the letters of the alpha-

bet.

Here is another: "Pack with mj' rag box five

dozen jonquils."
Yours truly,

S. A. Hodge.
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FOR THE STATIONERY DEPARTMENT

Buntin, Gillies & Co., Limited, have several

new pencil assortments ior the school trade.

One is the Arena displaj- box shown herewith. It

contains six dozen assorted rubber tipped pencils,

all good sellers, to retail for 5 cents. The range

of school supplies being .shown by tliis house is

complete in every way.

er)-, sold everywhere in this country, is without

doubt Necco Sweets, made by the New England

Confectionery Company, of Boston.

We venture to say there isn't a town or a vil-

lage or a home of any degree of refinement in all

this broad land where the Necco message of

goodness, vvholesomeness and reliability has not

been read and where the Necco Seal is not known
by sight. It is safe to assume there is not a

PROFITABLE CONFECTIONERY

Ehiring the last vear the public of this coun-

try spent millions of dollars for confectionery.

How much of this money went into your till?

Confectionery can be made a very profitable

part of your business, if it isn't showing a profit

there is something wrong—you aren't handling it

right or you aren't handling the right kinds.

If you want your candy counter to lead, you
have got to work up a name for good goods. If

you don't it is going to be a trailer—a catch

penny counter that is taking up valuable room.
Tlie easiest way to get a name for good con-

fectionery is to handle the kind that already has

a good name with people of good taste. In other

words the most profitable confectionery for the

wideawake dealer is the advertised kind. The
best advertised kind of first quality confection-

better known line of confectionery in the Unit-

ed States, and that Necco Sweets are profitable

is attested bj- the thousands who carry the line

and who are taking advantage of the splendid

publicity put out by the New England Con-

fectionery- Company. Furthermore, we are posi-

tive there isn't a trade mark (certainh^ not in

the confectionery trade) that so unquestionably

stands for goodness in the minds of the public at

large.

This is a wonderful state of aftairs when you

stop to think of it. It is surprising that Necco

Sweets, made in Boston, should be known as re-

liable, delicious and wholesome by the people of

Georgia and Texas and California, as well as the

people of Boston. It is wonderful to think that

even the cross-roads dealer who handles Necco

Sweets has as good a reputation for fine confec-

tionery as the dealer in the biggest metropolis.
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It's wonderful for the public to know, to be ab-

solutely sure, that a box of confectionery with

the Necco Seal on it contains the same good,

delicate, healthful sweets, whether it's found for

sale in Waco, Texas, or New York city. There

is a certain satisfaction, measurable in dollars

and cents, in handling a well known, well dis-

tributed, well advertised line of confectionery

like Necco Sweets.

of its simplicity. Any one can learn it, and lit-

tle or no instnictions are required. H^mdreds of

beautiful boxes, picture frames, placques, and in

fact furniture and all useful and ornamental ar-

ticles can now be obtained from fancy goods

dealers all over the country, beautifully designed

read)' for burning.

These good can be obtained from the Acme

vSupplv Co., whcse advt. appears in this issue.

Thev manufacture a comi)lete assortment.

PYROGRAPHY

The burning of designs on wood is a very old

art. Many centuries ago our ancestors used to

heat small iron pencils in a cliarcoal lire, using

A SPLENDID LINE

An excellent line for druggists to handle is that

of Invalid Chairs, such as are manufactured by

the Gendron Manufacturing Co., Ltd., Toronto,

and are advertised elsewhere in this issue.

This firm are large manufacturers in these

goods, and Jt is a line which should appeal es-

pecially to the drug trade. Our suggestion is to

write at once to this firm asking them for their

catalogue of Invalids' Chairs, show it to your

plij'sicians, and tell them that you can procure

these for them at shortest notice. They know
that you can supply the goods, and there will be

no sending away for them by the physician or

l)atient.

The chair herewith represents No. 1,751, and is

a pojjular divided kg rest chair, and is intended

one for tracing fancy designs on pieces of white

wood with a smooth surface, while others were

getting hot. By this criule i)rocess they pro-

duced some very beautiful work.

Science and invention have given to our mod-
ern times a more complete and efficient method

of doing this work. Amateurs can now purchase,

at a very small CP-st, complete burning outfits

with platinum points, which, by means of a small

rubber pump, worked by the hand or foot, forces

a spray of vaporized gasoline through the point,

keeping it permanently red hot. This point is

manipulated by the right hand, and with a little

practise, beautiful outlines and groundwork of

artistic designs can be produced on innumerable

articles for use and decoration of the home.

Many people, especially ladies, have been culti-

vating this art for several years in Europe, the

United States and Canada, and owing to the

great variety of articles of utility and excellent

beauty, articles which do not readily soil, the

art is constantly and permanently growing, and
becoming more and more widely cultivated. It

is now being taught in many schools and colleges

in the same manner as painting, etc. But pjro-

grapjiy is an art that is nearer to the reach of

all classes of people than any other art, l)ecause

for a patient more disabled in one leg than in

the other. This is but a sample of the many
chairs which are manufactured by this firm.

Druggists will do well not to neglect an oppor-

tunity for adding to their business such a .suit-

able, as well as ])rofitable line.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

T. Little, Clareholm, Alta., has placed his or-

der with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for

a complete outfit of Fixtures, including the fa-

mous Crj'stal Century Cases and the New Cen-

tury Di.splay Counter.
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Photography

DEVELOPING FIXED PLATES

Dr.Neuliauss recommends the following as a de-

\elopei" for plates that have l)ciu prcvionsly

lixed:

Ammonium sulphoeyaiiide 24 grams
Silver nitrate 4 grams
Sodium suli)hile (crystals) 24 grams
Sodium thiosulphate 5 grams
Potassium bromide ( 10 per cent.

solution) 6 drops
Distilled water 100 c.c.

For development take 6 c.c. of this mixture,

dilute with 54 c.c. of distilled water, and add 2

c.c. of rodinal. The solution should be quite

bright; if at all turbid it should be filtered. De-

velopment is preferably carried out in an upright

Printers' Ink.—Rub well with olive oil and fol-

low with benzine.

Resin or Varnish Stains.—Use oil of turpentine

or benzine.

Flj' spots are removed by washing with a piece

of cotton wool soaked in an alcoholic solution of

soap.—By a Pharmaceutical Camerist, in Chem-
ist and Druggist.

THE "WELLINGTON"

The "Wellington" si)ecialties in photographic

supplies which are manufactured by Wellington &
Ward, at Elstree, Herts, England, are represent-

ed dn Canada by Messrs. Ward & Co., 13 St.

John Street, Montreal, are lines which commend
themselves to photographers the world over.

The druggists who carry these lines of goods

vGLISH VILL.\GE SCEN

'a Co/s Noted Cameras

grooved tank, and takes about twelve hours. All

that is necessary afterwards is a thorough wash.

STAINS ON PRINTS.

A short time ago L'Echo Photographique gave

the following methods for removing various

stains and markings from prints, etc.:

Pyrogallic Acid stains are removed by apply-

ing a i-in-20 solution of potassium permangan-

ate, rinsing in water, and treating with a 10 per

cent, solution of sodium bisulphite.

Silver Nitrate.—Use any ordinary reducer (such

as Farmer's or bleaching powder solution) fol-

lowed by hypo.

Rust or other Iron Stains.—Treat with dilute

hj-drochloric or sulphuric acid, afterwards wash-

ing with water made slightly alkaline with soda.

Ink.—Treat as for Pyrogallic acid.

and cater both to the amateur, as well as pro-

fessional photograi)hers, should bear in mind the

specialties of this house when completing their

stocks. They are as follows:

"Wellington" Bromide Papers, made both on
ordinary substance paper and on thin card, with
platinomatt, highljr glazed, or ordinary or car-

bon surfaces.

"Wellington" P.O. P., made in four brands:

"Ordinary for the phosphate or formate toning

baths, "Special" for sulphocyanide toning, Car-

bon and Self-toning.

"Wellington" Plates, made in six brands

—

Speedy, Iso-Speedy, Landscape, Lantern, S.C.P.
Lantern and Ortho-Process—to suit all require-

ments.

"Wellington" Films.—Celluloid, Anti-curling,

Ordinary and Isochromatic Roll Film supplied in
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daylight-loading cartridges, to suit all daylight-

loading cameras. The ideal hand camera iihn.

"Wellington" S.C.P. (Slow Contact Paper),

considered the finest paper of its kind. It is

made in eleven grades: Matt, Glossy, Art White,

Art Tinted, Porcelaine, Thick Matt and Thick

Glossy for brilliant prints. Portrait Matt, Por-

trait Glossy and Portrait Semi-Matt, for soft

delicate effects. Carbon for prints of superb vigor.

"Wellington" Post Cards ( Sensitive).—These

are manufactured in four brands.

REMOVAL

The Pugli Manufacturing Co. binding their

{M-emises too small for their expanding business,

have moved to numbers i and 3 Jarvis Street,

Toronto, where they arc in a better position to

attend to the wants of their largely increasing

trade. This comijjany are amongst the largest

dealers in I'ictoiial Post Cards, etc., in Canada,
and are in a |)<)sili()n to supplv tiie trade with
everything in that line. Send a t a.r(l for a copy
of their latest catalogue, and uunlion the Can-
adian Druggist.

PRINTING SIGNS ON GLASS

Here are some liints for lettering on glass,

given by a show card writer, which will be found
useful where the dealer desires to utilize a por-
tion of his show window for either special or

regular signs.

The words should be set up in the desired style

and size of type and several impressions made
on transparent paper. One of the imiwessions

should be placed with its back to the glass and
lightly attached to it at the edges. From the

other sheets the letters should be separatelv and
neatly cut and stuck on the glass with the print-

ed surface in contact with it. The paste used

for this purpose may be mixed with color re-

sembling that of the printing. The lettering

showing through to the other side gives the

right position for the lettering to be applied. Air

bubbles must be well rubbed out or, if necessary,

picked open with a needle. When the letters

pasted on are dry, all the paste adhering to the

polished glass is removed with the aid of a clean

cloth. To secure the letters zinc white is rubbed

down with linseed oil varnish to make a i)aint,

with which the surface, including the letters,

must be painted over. When everything is dry,

the centre sheet is removed and the lettering ap-

pears in black, red, blue, or i)arti-colors on a

gray background.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

BAIiRIl?.—Win. Cro.ssland has placed his order

for a line of "Trianon Cabinets" with The To-

ronto Show Case Co. In these cabinets nothing

l)ut the best British Plate Glass is used. Patents

covering all essential points are owned by The

Toronto Show Case Co., and any other fixture

represented as the same is merely a cheap "imi-

tation."

THE VALUABLE CLERK

The follow ing i)ai)er won the second prize in an

U'nglish competition:

"A man's life should enter thoroughly into his

work; not only to think of that work to the ex-

clusion of all else during business hours, but

think of it constantly before and after olhce

hours.

"Study carefnllv the duties of yt)ur position.

Keep your eyes open and learn the duties per-

formed by those above you, so that should a va-

cancy occur, your employer can put his hand up-

on the man qualified for the position.

"Make it a point abo\e all else to make more
salary than yon are securing. Strive to do the

day's work in the hours allotted to that work,

but in any e\enl linish in e\ery detail all the

day's business in your department before leaving

the office, if permitted to do so. In other words,

have your heart in your work.

"A man holding any ])osition in an ofhce or

counting room should be very careful and abso-

lutely correct in details of his work. Mistakes

by la comptetent man with his heart and his

head in his work is unnecessary and unpardon-

able.

"Strict industry, honesty, integrity, and faith-

fulness and, I will add, intelligence, are abso-

lutely necessary qualifications to fill a position

of any kind."

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

L. P. Normand, Three Rivers, P.Q., has placed

his order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., for a

complete outfit of Fixtures and Showcases.
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THE MARTIN, BOYLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position
as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, June 21, 1909-

Business during the jjast month lias been fairly

good.

Paris Green has been reduced l)y the manufac-

turers since the opening of the season.

Buchu Leaves are very scarce and very much
higher.

Gum Asafoetida is advancing.

Cilycerine is higher and still higher prices are

looked for.

Insect Powder, Pure, is advancing.

Gum Shellac is lower.

Other minor changes, kindly note in the Price

List.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

D. Camphor, in Bells Lb. .65

D. Camphor, in '4 lb. blocks Lb. .68

D. Campilior, in oz. blocks Lb. .70

D. Camphor, in ', oz. blocks... Lb. .75
D. Camphor, Powdered Lb. .So

D. Gum Shellac, Orange Lb. .30

D. Gmu Shellac, Bleached Lb. .30

D. Gum Shellac, Powdered Lb. .40
D. Iodoform, Crystal or Pow-

der Oiz. .30
D. Iodine, Resublimed Oz. .30
A. Leaves Buchu Lb. .so
D. Potass. Iodide Lb. S2.40
D. Saccharine Oz. .is

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

NORTH BAY.—Mr. A. C. Rorabeck having ar-

ranged for a new lease of his premises is having
the whole interior torn out and an entire

new outfit installed. Mr. Rorabeck inspected a

number of the drug outfits sujiplied bv different

makers during the last few months and decided

to place his order with The Toronto Show Case
Co., stating that their designs and class of

workmanship represented just what he wanted,
as he was determined when making a change to
have an outfit second to none in the Dominion.
The out-of-the-ordinary shape of Mr. Rorabeck 's

premises made it necessary to produce entirelv

new designs for each department. Two of the
sections he is having fitted with "Full Crystal"
cut-glass domes, backed witli British Plate Mir-
ror. His silent salesmen are of the "Full Crys-
tal" construction. A number of the genuine
"Trianon iCabinets" are included, as Mr. Rora-
beck was quite satisfied to pay the price for the
genuine article, patents for which are held by The
Toronto Show Case Co. The outfit will be in-

stalled in about a week's time.

PURE WATER

The attention of druggists is directed to the
advertisement of the Anti-Splash Filter Co., of

Owen Sound, who are offering to the trade a P'il-

ter which must commend itself to evervone de-
siring pure water. The Filter is a very simple
device and at the same time verv effective in re-

taining the sediment and purifying the water.
It is perfectly hygienic and non-corrosive, and
has been supplied to all the London (Eng.) and
provincial hospitals, as well as to the Royal
residences of England, and we are informed that
over eight million of these filters are now in use
in Great Britain. It is an excellent article for
the druggist's stock.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
QRUG AND STATIONERY BUSINESS FOR"^ SALE, also Solid Brick Store and Dwelling
attached, in first class condition. Easy terms. This
is an old-established business in Western Ontario
Village. Rare chance for Druggist, or for Doctor
wanting to carry on Drug business in connection
with practice.

Box C, Canadian Druggist.
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ANSWERS TO CORRESPONDENTS

Dr. Michaud a.sks for foniuilas for "Biirl)ers'

preparations," wliich is rather a large order. We
give a few "samjiles:"

HRII,U.'\NTI.\K.

Almond Oil : .. 14 II. drachms
Castor Oil 2 11. drachms
Essence of Jockey Club... I'^ll. drachms
Glycerin 6 11. drachms
Alcohol (90 i)er cent.) a
sullicient quantity to
produce 4 fl. ounces

Mix.

Alcohol (90 ])er cent.) 10

Oil of Bay Laurel i

Rum 10

Burnt 'Sugar, a sufhcient quan
or suitably.

Distilled Water, a sullicient

quantity to produce 40
Mi:

Alcohol (90 per cent.) 4
Oil of Bay Laurel I

Oil of Orange 1

Oil f)[ Pimento 1

Kuin 1

DistilK'd water, a sullicient

i|U:intilv to ])roduce I

Iix.

B.^RIUCR'S I'OMADK.

Castor Oil 1%
()li\e Oil 4;/.

l.ard 3
Spermaceti I

11. ounces
11. drachm
fl. ounces
tity to col-

pints

11. drachm
II. drachm
fl. drachm
pint

illc

II. ounces
II. ounces
ounces
ounce

Aseptic Shaving Cream

EMUI.SIO TARAFl'lNI, 11. PC.

Hard Paraflin 22 parts
Prepared Suet 3 parts
Soft Soap 2 parts
Tragacanth, in Powder 2 parts
Glycerin 2 parts
Oil of Lavender 1 part
Distilled Water, boiling 68 parts

Place the hard parafTm and suet in a vessel sur-

rounded by hot water, add the soap and bf)iling

water and vigorously beat the mixture until a

smooth white emulsion is obtained. Remove the

surrounding hot water and gradually add the

tragacanth, continuing the beating and stirring

until the temperature has fallen below 50 de-

grees. When nearly cold add the glycerin and oil

of lavender. The product should have the con-

sistency of a smooth, soft paste.

NON-GREASY SKIN CREAM.

Pure Stearic Acid 30 grms.

Cacao Butter , 5 grms.

Sodium Carbonate- 20 grms.

Borax 5 gnns.
Glycerine 25 c.c.

Water , 4"" t-c.

Mucilage Tragacanth 100 c.c.

Place the ingredients in a capsule over a water

bath, and heat until effervescence ceases. Remove
the mixture from the heat, and when it begins to

harden, add alcohol 30 c.c, containing desired

quantity of perfume, and mix well. Permit the

preparation to harden. Now apply the heat

again, and beat up vigorously until the prepara-

tion becomes fluify and creamy and fill into

tubes.

FACE POWDER.

Powdered Talc 5 ounces
Rice Flour 7% ounces
Precipitated Chalk (Fine) 5 ounces
Corn starch 25 ounces
Po\\dered Orris 4 ounces
Perfume a sufficiency

DANDRUFF CURE.

Resorcin i dram
Castor Oil V/^ fl. oz.

Alcohol y% fl. oz.

Oil Lavender 20 drops
Apply locally.

ALMOND MEAL FROM TRUE ALMONDS

Stailord Allen iS: Son's Almond Meal consists

simply of the ground cake from which Allen's re-

nowned Oil Almonds, true, is expressed.

As the Almond Cake coming from the presses

is untouched by water Allen's Meal excels all

others in keeping quality. The color is a clear

cream, much lighter than most others. Then,

too,manyother so-called AlmondMeals are ground

from peach kernels which have l)een un-duly heat-

ed and treated with water in extracting the oil.

This accounts for their frecjuent dark and uneven

color.

Not only are our prices interesting; but every-

thing considered our Almond Meal is really the

cheapest. Ask us for special quotations on your

requirements for spot delivery or contracts.

Packed in 25 pound sealed tins; bearing the Al-

len signature. When ordering specify "Allen's."

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

RAINY RIVER.—Mr. S. G. Atkinson has

])laced his order for an outfit with The Toronto

Show Case Co. The silent salesmen are of the

"Full Crystal" design. Mr. Atkinson has also

included the Trianon, patents of which are owned

and controlled by The Toronto Show Case Co.,

and any other imitations on the market are

merely "attempts."
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THE FALL NUMBER.

Our next issue, September first, will be our

Autumn number and will be of special in-

terest to the drug trade.

Besides the usual quantity of interesting

reading matter, there will be a report of the

Annual Meeting of The Canadian Pharma-

ceutical Association to be held at Banff, and

other matters equally valuable to Canadian

pharmacists. It will also contain the full

" Price Current " of Drugs and Chemicals,

including the " New Remedies," corrected up

to date, and on this account alone the Sep-

tember issue will be preserved as reference

for months to come.

Advertisers will please have new copy or

changes reach us if possible by August fif-

teenth to prevent omission and to secure

proper position.

THE PRACTICAL PHARMACIST

This is a practical age, and the man who is all

theory has but little chance to succeed in any
department of life. Specialists, no matter in

w hat vocation they may be, are commanding the

larger portion of success, and justly so, so long
as their specializing is carried on on strictly

business and ethical principles. So it is in Phar-
macy, and the pharmacist who makes a specialty

of his vocation both as a study and matter of re-

search for the future benefit of the craft and for

his own financial gain, is bound to be amongst
tlie successful men of his age.

In speaking of the practical pharmacist at this

time, however, we are inclined to dwell particu-

larly on the commercial ability of the pharmacist
rather than his actual knowledge of pharmacy
and his application of that knowledge.

Possibly in this connection the word "expedi-

ent," although not sounding as well, would be a

more correct expression than the word "prac-

tical," as many things in the course of business

are expedient in order to make them a success

which may not be altogether in accord with the

professional idea of the pharmacist.

It is therefore a matter of necessity for the

pliarmacist to be a practical man, and conduct

his business according to practical methods, if he

is to make it a financial success.

The keen competition of the cut-rate store, the

department stores, and the numerovis other

classes of merchants whose policy draws away
a great deal of the trade heretofore done by the

legitimate pharmacist, makes it a necessity that

the business side of the drug store has to be

made a practical study, and the wants of the

individual customer must be given practical at-

tention. Or in other words the profession must
be commercialized to such an extent as to bring

in the best results, and not only prevent the loss

of trade, but to develop still further business.

The addition of suitable "side lines" which will

cater to the manv needs of the customer, the

question of what manner of publicitj- is to be

adopted in order to keep the goods and the store

prominently before the public, and the dozen of
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other problems which appear from time to time,

all go to show that the pharmacist quite as much

as any other business man must be jwactical in

all his methods.

THE CANADIAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

The annual meeting of the Canadiiui Pharma-

ceutical Association will bi' held at BanlTi, Al-

berta, commencing August 3rd.

The place is an ideal one for the tourist and

sightseer, but too far West to secure any consid-

erable attendance.

The delegates of the various pharmaceutical or-

ganizations of the different Trovinces will no

doubt be in attendance, and it is hoped that as

many additional members as can spare the time

will also make a point of attending.

Bvery registered pharmacist in Canada is a

member of the Association and as such is en-

titled to take part in the proceedings.

We would suggest that future meetings be held

in more central places in order to secure as large

an attendance as possible.

The larger the attendance the more interest

will be taken in the working of the Association

and the meetings will be more productive of wise

and profitable legislation than if confined to the

few.

THE SALE OF CIGARS ON SUNDAY

A Toronto druggist has been charged before the

Police Magistrate with selling cigars on Sunday
and thus violating the "Lord's Day Act."

The defence submitted that "Cigars and tobac-

co are drugs," and therefore may be legally sold.

The case was adjourned, and in the meantime we
learn that it is the intention of the counsel for

the defence to fight the case on a technicality.

At a special meeting of the Dnig Section of the

M,, R. A., which was very slimly attended, the

matter of taking concerted action to defend the

case was discussed, but ultimately it was decided

that the Drug Section as a whole would not act,

but the matter was left to the Defence Commit-
tee.

Mr. B'auld took the ground that no concerted

action should be taken, and clearly showed the

baneful effect which any such action would have
not only in making the sale of cigars and tobacco
a part of the Sunday work, but also the moral
effect it would have on the public, creating the

impression that druggists desired the privilege,

whereas they did not, those who did being in a
very small minority.

Messrs. Hargreaves and Gibbard also urged

that the law was very explicit and that cigars

and tobacco did not come within the category ol

goods that were permitted to be sold on Sunday.

It certainly would be vcrv unfortunate in many
respects if the law should be so construed that

the sale of cigars and tobacco should be allowed

on Sunday.

Looking at it from every point of view, moral,

religious, professional or ethical, there is every-

thing to condemn it and very little certainly to

be said in its favor.

The legitimate tobacco store is not allowed to

sell, wh}- then should the law discriminate and

give to the druggist a privilege which is denied

to other members of the community.

COUNCIL ELECTION

The biennial nomination for members of the

Council of the Ontario College of Pharmacy has

resulted so far in the return of the majority of

the old members. Those who have been elected

by acclamation are:

District No. i.—H. Watters, Ottawa.

District No. 2.—E. W. Case, Picton.

District No. 3.—J. H. H. Jury, Bowmanville.

District No. 4.^.!. F. Taylor, Toronto.

District No. 8.—H. Southcott, St. Cathar-

ines.

District No. 9.—R. A. Harrison, Dimnville.

District No. 10.—W. A. Karn, Woodstock.
District No. 11.—J. F. Roberts, Parkhill.

District No. 13.—A. J. Johnston, Sarnia.

There is a contest in four districts, viz.:

No. 5.—John Hargreaves, Toronto; G. D.

Reid, Toronto.

No. 6.—J. R. Y. Broughton, Newmarket; C. T.

Adams, Sault Ste. Marie.

No. 7.—A. Stewart, Guelph; T. F. Brown,

Shelburne.

No. 12.—H. R. Wigle, Wiarton; R. C. Craw-
ford, Port Elgin.

The results in the districts where a contest is

held will not be known until August fifth.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

C. P. Hickey, Chatliam, N.B., is installing the

original design of New Century Cases, purchasing

them from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd. Mr. Hickey

prefers the original style to the cheap imitations

made by other concerns.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry Watters, of Ottawa, were

callers at the Ontario College of Pharmacy, en

route to the Canadian Pharmaceutical Society,

at Banff, Mr. Watters being one of the delegates

of the College.
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That CANADA is rapidly becoming one of the most important markets of the World is recognized by the
manufacturers of all nations.

Americans, Geimans, and other foreigners are doing their utmost to flood the Dominion with their goods.
Are you going to buy Foreign Chemicals when you can obtain the finest Pharmaceutical Preparations in

the World, manufactured in England and laid down in Canada at prices to compete with all rivals ?

Mali:o ^urG by Specifyino,

HOWARDS'
CHBMICA.L^S

HOWARDS & SONS, UMITJED (Stratford, Loudon, Eng.), now have a Depot in
Canada, so that your wholesaler need never keep you waiting when you order

HOWARDS' ACID BORIC HOWARDS' BISMUTHS
HOWARDS' SODII BICARB. HOWARDS' CAMPHOR
HOWARDS' MERCURIALS HOWARDS' POT. IODIDE

HOWARDS' POT. ACETAS GRAN. HOWARDS' SEIDLITZ

HOWARDS' QUININE SALTS

Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris

ALLEN'S0,^5^5^ ^-^^^^

There are two different ways of distilling Orris Root, viz :—
(i) To get a good yield; and
(2) To get a good oil.

The first is easy, and produces an oil which can be bought anywhere, and at
almost any price.

The second is more difficult, but it is ALLEN'S way. They have perfected
the special apparatus in which it is distilled, so that the characteristic perfume of
the root is retained unimpaired, and the oil is free from excess of valueless fattv
acids.

The finest Florentine root attainable is used because of its fine odour, and
ALLEN'S have proved that good oil cannot be made from poor root.

As a natural consequence, "ALLEN'S" Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris is

the cheapest in the long run, for even when diluted to the same "price-strength"
as others, its "perfume value" is higher.

Stafford Allen & Sons, Limited '"tSf'' London, Eng.
ALLEN'S PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Canadian Agents :- CORNELL «& SILLIG, Montreal
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PYROGRAPHY
Wood Stamped for Home Burning

OUTFITS AND SUPPLIES

Get on our mailing list. Send for illustrated catalogue

We manufacture a complete line of Stamped
Bass Wood and Outfits. All the staple articles

as well as many new and clever novelties.= WE SAVE YOU THE DUTY =
YOUNG BROS.

Largest Man'f'rs of Fancy Goods in Canada

107- 109 Church St. TORONTO ISO King St. East

American Branch- Falls St., Niagara Falls, N.T.

ANTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONS

WW Anti k a m n I aM M I A *iW

I ANTIKAMNIA & Codeine

Antika^ia& Heroin^H
ANTI KAMNI^^ QUININE^^
ANTIKAMNIA& SALOL ^^
ANTIKAMNIA QUININE&SALOL

LAXATIVE AJJTIKAMNIA ^^
LAXATIVE ANTrKAMNIA&QUININE

SOUTHALLS'

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES—The Orixltuil and Best.

Souttialls' Accouctiement Sets

Contalnlns All RequUltes, In Three Sizes.

Souttialls' Stieets tor Accouctiemont

And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
UMITBD

BIRMINQHAM. ENQ.

Asent for Canada—J. M. 5CHEAK
OABUIW BUILDINaS, Welllncton BtTMt W*lt. TOBONTO

Did You Ever Stop
to think that we carry one of the most com-
plete lines of Druggists' Sundries— Rubber
Goods, Surgical, Veterinar}- and Nurses'

Supplies— that you will find in Canada ?

A Few Suggestions

LISTERIAN GAUZE—ALL MEDICATIONS
GAUZE AND COTTON BANDAGES
ABSORBENT COTTONS, LINTS, Etc.

CLINICAL THERMOMETERS
LISTERIAN GAUZE—The Only Dressing

HYPODERMIC SYRINGES
SURGICAL STEEL RAZORS—Are Good Sellers

ELASTIC STOCKINGS and ABDOMINAL BELTS
Faultless WATER BOTTLES and COMBINATIONS

Faultless ENEMA SYRINGES—Never Fail

LISTERIAN SURGICAL GAUZE DRESSING

THINK OF

STEVENS COMPANY
WHEN IN NEED OF ANY SUPPLIES

145 Wellington St. West, TORONTO
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ORIGINALITY OR IMITATION

Elsewhere in this issue we reproduce from the

Pharmaceutical Era a paper read before one of

the State Pharmaceutical Associations on the

U.S. P. and N.P". Propaganda, and it is a paper

with which we believe our readers will agree in

manj^ points. It has all along occurred to us

tliat both the National Formulary and the Cana-
(liiui Formulary were not altogether along the

lines which should commend themselves to phar-

macists generally, inasmuch as so many of the

formuJae appearing in both these publications

aim to be imitations of proprietary specialties,

which have been placed on the market by leading

pharmaceutical houses, rather than original

formulas of preparations not already manuiac-
tuxed, and which physicians might find of value

to them in their practice.

It is to be hoped that in any further additions

to either of these formularies originality rather

than imitation will be the ruling feature, and

that those chemists and druggists who are quite

capable of originating excellent formulas will

not allow comjm«rcialism to dull their sense of

justice to other men's brains and enterprise, but

rather that they may give full play to their in-

ventive genius, and give to their brother phar-

macists as well as to phj-sicians something orig-

inal which would be to their mutual benefit.

We commend the article mentioned to our

readers for their careful thought, and trust that

as we said before, any future additions v.ill

show originalit}' rather than imitation.

COCAINE SALES

A daily Toronto paper has had several articles

lately dealing with ithe sale of Cocaine to

habitual users of the drug, and claiming that

several druggists in Toronto make these sales

contrary to the Act.

These sensational articles which have appeared

probably have some foundation in fact, and it is

charged that two druggists, at least, ar» guilty.

The difficulty -which has been experienced in

bringing home the sale of tliese noxious drugs to

an individual druggist, makes it necessary to

employ private detectives, who will be con-

stantly on the look out for the guilty party, and
although the wording of the Ontario Pharmacy
Act would seem to imply that the onus of prose-

cuting the party lies with the Council of the O.

C. P., yet we think it is only fair that the At-

torney-General's department should take up this

matter, and either by their own efforts or in con-

jimction with the College authorities endeavor

to bring the offenders to justice.

It is certainly to be regretted if any druggist
is lending him.self to this nefarious traffic, and it

is a great pity the law does not provide that
where a druggist has been proven guilty of sell-

ing cocaine and similar drugs contrary to the

provisions of the Act, he should be punished by
tlie usual fine, but also have his liccn.se to do
business taken away from him.

Such a course, would, we believe, have a better

effect than merely the fine or even an imprison-

ment would have.

U.S.?. AND N.F. PROPAGANDA RUN MAD*
By A. 0. Kaczoroski, Ph. G.

After 'considering all that has been said and
done in reference to this much vaunted propa-
ganda work, I am prompted to take issue with
those who look upon it as a panacea for everj--

thing that is wrong in the drug business at the

present time. In taking up this discussion, I do
not wish to speak disparagingly' of anj- individual

or set of individuals, because I believe that those

who have taken part in the work have done their

best, but I simply wish to point out to the ad-

vocates of this work the absolute fallacy, im-
practicability and injustice of the entire methods
pursued and ultimate object aimed at.

Before enteaing into the discussion proper,

however, I want to say that there is one great

fault with druggists,- an.d that is they are too

prone to follow a few leaders who happen to

stand high in Association matters, and they do
not give their individual thought to subjects

which come up for consideration. In other words,
they allow a few individuals to do their thinking

and to execute matters in which, perhaps, a great

'

many do not concur, and simply because they
will allow themselves to be led. Now this does
not bnly apply to propaganda work, but to

everything pertaining to Association matters,
and particularly as applies to the workings of

this Association. In other words, gentlemen,
have an opinion of your own, and do not allow
yourselves to be led by others, unless you really

believe as the)- do. If you would only practice

this doctrine of thinking, speaking and acting
for yourselves, I predict that we would have a
greater, more influential and better Association
than you have ever dreamed of before.

Now, to go back to the subject matter of this

paper, I want to say that there are three funda-

mental reasons why the propaganda work can-

not be successful. In the first place, gentlemen,

you must not lose sight of the fact that doctors

are constituted the same as anybody else, and,

*Read before the Louisiana x-harmacetitical As-

sociation, New Orleans, May 11-14, 1909.
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tlierefore, do not like to be told what they should

do and what they should use in the practice of

their profession, anj- more than you would like

for them to tell you how to conduct your busi-

ness. This being the case, I hold to the opinion

th.ic you cannot expect to go to physicians who
have been practising medicine for years and get

them to take up the study of the U.S.P. and

N.F. and familiarize themselves with something

which should liave been taught to them as stu-

dents. Do not lose sight of the fact that doctors

are governed by what they have been taught at

college, and also bj- keeping up with current lit-

erature as obtained through the medical journals

of this country and of Europe; that is' the reason

why the pharmaceutical houses spend so much
money to introduce their specialties by advertis-

ing in such mediums. I claim, therefore, that the

only practical waj- of introducing those two
standard works to the medical profession is by
the combined efforts of the American Medical As-

sociation and the American Pharniaceutical As-

sociation, which should see to it that these

works are adopted as text-books b)^ every school

of medicine in this country and thereby educate

the future doctors to formulating their own
prescriptions. This, I say, is the only practical

way to proceed with a work of this kind, and
those behind the scheme should not try to ac-

complish wonders in a day b}' adopting the plan

of pharmaceutical houses of detailing the doctors

and only making a faint attempt at accomplish-

ing re.sults. In other words, this work is not

diilerent from any other, and therefore j-ou must
begin at the beginning and instil into the em-
bryonic doctor that which you think is right and
^which ought to be part of his make-up.

Had this work been started ten years ago in

the manner I have described, you would have to-

day a lai-ge percentage of practising physicians

following your plan and who would be thorough-

ly familiar with it in every detail. But instead

of doing that, you rush in on a campaign of edu-

cation only to meet with failure, and, worse yet,

to have your very motive and sincerity question-

ed, as was done a short time ago right here in

this city, and that editorially by the New Or-

leans Medical and Surgical Journal. Now, 1 have
no doubt that some of you will say that if the

pharmaceutical houses do detail work success-

fully, wh}^ can we not do it? In answer to the

question I will say, because they are original in

what they detail,' because you have not gone at

it in the right way, and because j-ou have no
money back of the movement; three very good
reasons, I believe. So much for the introduc-

tion.

We now come to the next obstacle in the way
of .success, and that is originality. Utnuinber,

I said a moment ago that the specialty houses

were .successful in their work because they were

original. What a contrast between that and what

the propagandists are attempting. You go to

the doctor and tell him that he should not pre-

scribe proprietary remedies, but you offer him

instead, as a substitute, an imitation of the real

article which you condemn, and you actually ex-

pect a practitioner to discard remedies which he

has used for years with good success and adopt

your imitations, just simply because you present

them.

Now, gentlemen, above all things, let us be

fair and jxist to those who originally de\'ised and

discovered those new formulas and give them

credit for tlieir discovery, the same as yon would

expect to receive if you had a preparation which

was being used by the medical p^^ofession; but do

not condemn such remedies and then ask to have

the same thing prescribed under another naihe.

In other words, the editors of the U.S. P. and

N.F., with all due respect to their high attain-

ments, should be original; they should not rely

on imitations of standard proprietary remedies

to make the works as successful as they would

like to have them. You must either recognize or

ignore those remedies, and I tell you that the

physicians will never ignore or discard them, be-

cause they have merit, have given results, and
that is what counts with practitioners. Re-

member, too, that no article is imitated unless

it possesses merit, and the moment you imitate

it you acknowledge it to be good.

I am one of those who believe in giving credit

where credit belongs, and therefore I cannot ap-

l)rove of this propaganda movement which con-

sists chiefly in knocking meritorious articles and

olTering poor imitations as substitutes. You
know as well as I do, that all those remedies

have come to stay, so have the pharmaceutical
houses with all their specialties. So that in or-

der to get the co-operation of our medical friends

we must offer them something original and not
lay stress on the fact that most of our formulas
are inte»ded as substitutes for standard propri-

etary remedies. ,When we do that we defeat the

very object that we aim to accomplish, by
admitting that these very remedies possess

merit. I want to emphasize the fact

that I believe in the N.F. as much as any of you,

but I do not believe in copying all the most pro-

minent proprietary preparations and then openly
boasting of it. .\t any rate, there is no limit to

where this thing will end; the object being, evi-

dently, to' imitate any new preparation which
doctors seem to take to and accordingly, to dis-

courage investigatioit and research instead of en-

couraging them.
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^^/ E take pleasure in advising our friends of the Drug Trade

that the two Hamilton Branches of National Drug and

Chemical Co. have been amalgamated and will henceforth conduct

business at the premises of the Dominion Drug Co.. l9-2t McNab

St. South, Hamilton.

IN UNION THERE IS STRENGTH.

We look forward to filling orders with increased efficiency and

promptness.

DOMINION DRUG CO.

:.A^]Mcxx.rrosr, ouro*.

IsTlVKir" 'fy'^TfCrt^^^vlv^i^^i^^si^^rj

E. SACH5SE & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Lieaing

DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among oar list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the follow-

ing oils ander guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Caraway Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences,

Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners. Bottlers and ;

Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents,

N. C. POLSON & CO., Kingston

Coriander
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Mm

Conditions for Selling

Dr. Pierce's Medicines
BY THE

Retail Druggists iQ the Dominion

Were Never Better

!

Owins[ to the Piotection Afforded lir

Our Serial Number Contract Plan

which has cost us a great deal of

money, the Druggists 'can get Full Price

for these old-time Favorite Remedies,

and he can make a fair legitimate profit,

because Dr. Piercers are

THE ONLY POPOLAR MEDICINES

which are not universally sold at cut

prices. We have done our best to

protect you. Why not push for Dr.

Pierce and the World's Dispensary ?
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Can it be possible that we are going backward
instead of forward, and becoming imitators in-

stead of originators? Don't you know that this

condition of which you complain is a natural

condition which you cannot stop, but one which
will continue to grow in spite of your efforts to

ciu'tail it? Wake up to the fact that we are do-

ing business in an advanced age and according to

advanced methods, and do not expect to carry

on your business as your forefathers did. Do
not be blind to the fact, that as long as pharma-
ceutical or specialty houses continue to put up

high-class preparations and to place them be-

fore the physicians in the proper way with their

reputation back of them, that preparations will

be very much in demand, because doctors will

not hesitate to specify what they want, any
more than j^ou will \\hen you give out your daily

wants.

The next reason why you will not meet with

the success you anticipate is, that while you
have made a feature of substitutes for well-

known and largely used proprietary remedies,

your Formulary contains but an infinitesimal part

of the number of s^'-h preparations used by the

medical practitioners of to-day; therefore, even if

it was the intention of doctors to discontinue the

use of all such remedies, you could not offer a

substitute for each and every one of these prep-

arations, and as a consequence j'our efforts would
only be in vain. Therefore, I reiterate what I

have said before, that I cannot approve of this

work, and in the name of justice and fair play I

challenge any of you to tell me that those rem-

edies should not be used because they are not

good, or not reliable. In conclusion, I will say

that whatever you do, confront the is.sue, but

speak the truth.

BIG MANUFACTURERS' DISPLAY

The display in the Manufacturers' Building at

the Canadian National Exhibition this year pro-

mises to eclipse anything ever seen there before.

Every inch of space in the big building, which

covers two acres of ground, was applied for three

months before the opening of the Fair, and as

more applications are pouring in every day, the

management have been able to select exhibitors

who put in an attractive display. There is

no better evidence of the growing popularity of

the Canadian National than the anxiety of the

manufacturers to display their wares there.

H. Currie, Little Current, Ont., is adding to

his fixtures of display space, and has placed his

order for same with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., of

Toronto.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN
(From our London Correspondent.)

THE PROBLEM OF THE DAY

The Poisons and /Pharmacy Act, 1908, which
has now been in force for over three months, con-
tinues to occupy a very prominent place in the
discussions at pharmaceutical gatherings, and
it appears obvious that the intricacies and pit-

falls which surround the measure are not yet
properly understood by the majority of members
of the craft. The question of 'poison licenses

granted under Section 2 of the Act has also been
much in the limelight, chiefly on account of the
extraordinary attitude which many local au-

thorities have taken up in regard to the intention

of this section. You have already pointed out
that in numerous instances local bodies have
issued licenses to seedsmen and florists or iron-

mongers, to sell certain poisons used in agricul-

ture or horticulture in districts where there are
ample facilities for the purchase of these articles.

That this is a distinct contravention of the mean-
ing of the section there can be no doubt. Since I

last wrote inany more of these licenses have been
granted—illegally as the pharmacists contend—
and the situation is now so acute that chemists'

associations are urging the Pharmaceutical So-
ciety to test the validity of such licenses. Indeed,

at the July meeting of the Council of the Society
a long discussion took place on the subject, and
the resolution was passed which proposed that

the Law Committee .should immediately consider

the question of taking a' test case to the law
courts. It need hardly be added that in ap-

proaching this matter the Society does so in the

interests of the public and in view of the danger
which may accrue as the result of the sale of

deadly poisons by unqualified persons. On the

other hand local authorities in many cases look

upon the agitation as one of trade rivalrv be-

tween chemists and seedsmen.

M.^RCHING WITH THE TIMES

Another topic which has received a fair share

of attention during the month is the proposal to

have a direct representative of pharmacy in the

House of Commons. For some considerable time

this matter has been talked about and the sug-

gestion has met with such favor that a commit-
tee has now been formed for the express purpose

of promoting a fund which shall have as its ob-

ject the furtherance of the candidature of a gen-

tleman who will, if elected, act as the representa-

tive of pharmacists in Parliament. The move-

ment has the active support of all the principal

pharmacists of the country and chemists gener-

ally recognize that it is a step in the right dircc-
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tion. The usefulness of a "Chemists' M.P. can-

not be questioned. Had there heen such a person

in existence during the session of 1908 pharma-

ceutical legislation might be in a better state

than it is at present. I may mention that the

name of Mr. W. S. Glyn Jones is suggested as

tlie prospective candidate to represent pharmacy,

and he is in every way a most eligible person.

IN THE COUB.TS

There have been several noteworthy cases need-

ing inquiry in the courts during the last few

weeks. At Ipswich, on July i, Messrs. Cornell &

Cornell, Ltd., carrying on business as chemists

were summoned at the instance of the Pharma-

ceutical Society for supplying laudanum and soap

liniment in a bottle which was not labelled with

the word "Poison," nor the name or address of

the seller of the poison, contrary to the provis-

ions of Section 17 of the Pharmacy Act, 1868.

Defendants' excuse was that they kept a qualified

manager in the shop and if the proper label kept

in stock was not used it was due to an accident.

The magistrates took a serious view of the case

and imposed a penalty of £1, with £7 is. costs.

At Edinburgh Court of Session, the Interna-

tional Sponge Importers, Ltd., London, were the

plaintiffs in an action against Andrew Watt &

Sons, Edinburgh, for delivery of parcels of Tur-

key sponges or failing delivery, for payment of

;^3I4, their value. It appeared that the sponges

were sold to defendants by one of tlie Company's

travellers below cost prices and defendants were

induced to make out cheq,ues in payment to the

traveller in his own name. Plaintiffs, who had

taken criminal proceedings against the traveller,

contended that the goods were stolen from them

and that the traveller had no right to sell them,

neither did the goods pass to defendants. In the

end Lord Salvesen gave judgment for the plaint-

iffs.

ALCOHOL IN PRESCRIPTIONS

In a recent issue The Lancet published an in-

teresting note on the use of alcohol in prescrip-

tions.

"There is no room," says your contemporary,

"for doubt that many of the tinctures and other

spirituous preparations of the British Pharma-

copoeia contain substantially more alcohol than

is for any purpose necessary, and in nearly all

cases the cost of a tincture depends far more on

the. solvent or menstruum than on the drug em-

ployed. Some tinctures are nothing but alcoholic

solutions of definite substances—e.g., tincture of

iodine, tincture of iron perchloride, and ammoni-

ated tincture of quinine. The spirit in these three

preparations can readily be dispensed with. Io-

dine is freely soluble in an aqueous, as well as in
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a spirituous, solution of potas.sium iodide; liquor

ferri percliloridi of suitably modified strength

may well replace its alcoholic equivalent; and

even in ammoniated tincture of quinine the pro-

I>ortion of alcohol can be considerably reduced on

the lines of the more agreeably flavored ammoni-

ated elixir of quinine of the British Pharmaceut-

ical Codex. The majority of the Pharmacopoeial

tinctures are not, however, solutions of definite

substances, but are dilute alcoholic extracts of

various crude drugs. In many instances they con-

tain much more alcohol than is necessary for the

thorough extraction of the amount of drug which

is ordered, and with respect to such no practical

pharmacist would experience dilficulty in prepar-

ing them in concentrated form for subsequent di-

lution with water. Examples of preparations of

this tvpe are the compound tinctures of camphor,

cardamoms, gentian, and lavender."

UNION OF ASSISTANT PHARMACISTS

The inauguration of a National Union of As-

sistant Pharmacists has led to branches being

formed 'in Glasgow, Birmingham, Manchester,

Bristol, and other large centres and the move-

ment continues to expand. Last month, the Un-

ion sent a deputation to wait upon the Home
Secretary to urge the inclusion of chemists'

shops in the proposed Shop Hours Bill which the

Government has promised to introduce. Mr. Her-

bert Gladstone gave the deputation a courteous

hearing and promised to carefully consider the

matter.

PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY

monthly meeting of the Council ofThe monthly meeting ol the L;ouncii 01 the

Pharmaceuitical Society of Great Britain was

held on July 7, Mr. J. F. Harrington, President,

in the chair. It was decided to re-appoint Mr. W.

S. Glyn-J ones as Parliamentary Secretary for a

further twelve months, and several speakers tes-

tified to the useful services which Mr. Glyn-J ones

had rendered the Society in the past. Messrs.

Wm. Honne\niian, Hartlepool, and A. L. David-

son, of Montrose, were declared to be the win-

ners in the Jacob Bell Memorial Scholarship and

Mr. Herbert Booth, of Crewe, was awarded the

Manchester Scholarship. Mr. James Small, of

Brechin, was announced as the winner of the

Society's medal in the Herbarium competition.

A formal report was also received 'intimating

that the adj-udication of the Hanbury gold medal

had awarded ithe medal to Professor W. O. A.

Tschirch, of Bern.

STRYCHNINE IN MISTAKE FOR TEETHING
POWDERS

At Aberdeen the seven months' son of Robert

t^rquhart Gall, gardener, Ballater, has died as

the result of the mother administering strychnine
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REDUCED PRICES
OF THE

"FAIRCHILD** PRODUCTS
IN CANADA

Peptogenic Milk Powder small $5.25; large $9.00 per dozen

Fairchild's Essence of Pepsine small $4.50 ; large $8.50 per dozen

Panopepton small $4.50; large $9.00 per dozen

Peptonising Tubes $4.50 per dozen boxes, twelve tabes each

FAIRCHILD BROS. & FOSTER
again desire to call attention to the above reduced prices of the " Fairchild " products

which were made more than a year ago—also to the fact that Messrs. Holden & Co.,

103 Lagauchetiere Street, Montreal, are sole agents for the "Fairchild" products for

the Dominion of Canada

NA'UKU'GO.
Sensonable Goods
FRUIT SALINE, FOOT POWDER,
WILD STRAWBERRY, RENNET TABLETS,
MOSQUITO OIL, TALCUM POWDER, BABY TABLETS

AHB NOW RBA.DY
The most haudsonie goods on the market, and the quality in keeping with the wrappers

COST NO MORE THAN OTHER LINES

TAKE UP THE NA-DRU-CO. LINE AND MAKE MONEY

The National Dru^ and Chemical Co.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.
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1909

Canada's National Exhibition

The Greatest Event of the Season

Note the Date. August 28th, 1909

E CORDIALLY INVITE ALL DRUGGISTS
and Drug Clerks to make our offices their head-

quarters, use our phones and writing material, leave

your parcels and valises here, send your enclosures

for shipment, and make yourselves at home with us.

tn.

THE LYMAN BROS. & COMPANY
LIMITED

71-73 FRONT ST. EAST, TORONTO WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

KEEP A BOX OF

WILSON'S

FLY PADS
on your counter where your

customers can see it, and my
advertising will sell them for yon.

8@- Your profit on Wilson's Fly Pads is

greater than upon any other well ad-
vertised proprietary article.

Dualop Beauty Brush

TI The best seller among all the

toilet articles in its class. Made of

fine soft rubber with vacuum cups

and inner pencils, or articulators.

PRICES ARE RIGHT. LET US HEAR FROM YOU

The Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods
Company, Limited

i§^Ei''^^§lKr' : Booth Ave., TORONTO
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to it in mistake for teething powder. The facts

showed that the child had sullered from teething,

and the mother took from a drawer what she

thought was a teething powder and gave it to the

infant. It appeared that in tlie house formerly

occupied by Gall there was some strychnine used

as rat poison on a high shelf, but in the course

of moving operations the poison packet—from
which the label had been worn oil—was put into

a drawer in which teething powder had been

kept. The jury foimd that the death of the child

was cau-sed by the accidental administration by
the mother, of strychnine under the impression

that it was teething powder.

UNREGISTERED DENTISTS

The (British Dental Association has lately

been on the warpath against unregistered dental

practitioners describing themselves as qualified

dentists, and in several towns severe penalties

with heavy costs have been imposed. A typical

case was that of Henry Newman, in the service

of a "London Hygienic Institute," who went

about extracting teeth on the "painless prin-

ciple," whereas the operation was associated

with considerable pain. The luagistrate found

that Newman had contravened the Dentists Act,

and the fine was £5, with five guineas costs.

Trade Notes

BATTLE OF THE NORTH SEA

Kver see a Dreadnought vomiting flame and

destruction? That's what is going to be shown
at the Canadian National Exhibition, Toronto,

this year. A fleet of these monsters of the sea

will sail into view at one end of the arena and

open fire on coast defence vessels and forts at the

other end, and for the first time you will be able

to realize what a naval battle means. It will be

the most striking spectacle ever put on at the

Canadian National and will give you a correct

idea of what all this Dreadnought talk in Eng-
land means.

INFRACTION OF THE LICENCE ACT

George CoUard, druggist, Stouifville, Ont.,

was fined $100 and costs by the Police Magis-

trate for selling whisky in contravention of the

License Act.

CoUard 's defence was that the whisky had been

verbally ordered by Dr. Saiigster, who confirmed

the statement. It was pointed out, however,

that it was a clear infringement of the Act.

Nothing succeeds like success. The 1909 sales

of Wilson's Fly Pads to July 5th were larger

than for the whole of last season.

Neepawa Pharmacy, at Neepawa, Manitoba,
are giving up business.

Dr. J. C. McMillan has purchased the drug
business of A. F. Gledhill, Dubrea, Manitoba.
R. H. Porteous has purchased the Cajlyle Drug

Co., of Carlyle, Saskatchewan.
F. Driscoll, druggist, at Calgary, Alberta, has

sold his business.

W. P. K. Alexander has started a drug business
at Lethbridge, Alberta.

Dr. H. A. McDonald has purchased the drug
business of Dr. Hammon, Heward, Saskatch-
ewan.

Dr. C. E. Chandler is starting a drug business
at Keeler, Saskatchewan.

U. M. Mitton, formerly of Detroit, Michigan,
has purchased the drug business of T. N. Jarvis,

at Ridgetown, Ontario.

D. S. Curtis & Co., druggists, at New West-
minster, British Columbia, have given up busi-

ness.

E. Schoff has opened a drug business on West-
minster Avenue, corner Barnard Street, Van-
couver, British Columbia.
Laidlaw & Campbell have opened a new drug

business on Thurlow vStHreet, Vancouver, British

Columbia.

R. W. Grieve has started a new drug and sta-

tionery business at Monarch, Alberta.

Geo. E. Kennedy, druggist, at Calgary, Al-

berta, has sold his business.

Dr. Dare has opened a drug business at Bow
Island, Alberta.

Purvis Bros, have opened a drug store at Inna,
Alberta.

H. A. Davidson has opened a new drug store

on Main Street, Moose Jaw, Saskatchewan.

L. W. Biggar, druggist and stationer, at

Adanac, has opened a branch drug store at Un-
ity, Saskatchewan.

Geo. R. Bean has purchased the drug business

of Thomas Little, Quill Lake, Saskatchewan.
Dr. George Hilts has opened a drug business at

Kipling, Saskatchewan.

Chas. Hudson has commenced a new drug busi-

ness at Zealandia, Saskatchewan.

W. F. Stevenson has started a drug store at

Belmont, Manitoba.

F. E. Campbell has purchased the drug busi-

ness of A. J. Tyson, Holland, Manitoba.

Dr. M. G. Dunas has purchased the drug busi-

ness of A. M. Kane & Co., at Rathwell, Mani-

toba.

C. Morrison, druggist, of Virden, Manitoba,

has sold his business.

(Continued on page 491.)
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PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

The annual meeting of the rharmaceutical As-

sociation of the Province of Quebec was held in

Montreal, with an attendance of about forty

members. Those present were from Quebec

city, Sherbrooke, Thetford Mines, and Sorel, the

latter place being represented by Madame Tur-

geon (nee Adxiemie Prevost), whom it is con-

ceded has been one of the best students who ever

passed through the IMontreal College of Phar-

macy.

A good deal of business was brought before

the meeting, but as the annual meeting is only

one which recommends a certain line of ac-

tion of the Council, all matters which were
brought u^ were taken up at the first meeting
of the Council of the Association.

Regret was expressed at the failing health of

Mr. E. Muir, the respected Secretary-Treasurer.

At the inaugural meeting of the new Council in

July, new officers and members of the Associa-
tion were appointed.

COUNCIL MEETING

At the first meeting of the new Council of llie

Pharmaceutical Association of the Province of

Quebec, held on Wednesday, July 7II1, in the Mon-
treal College of Pharmacy Euilding, corner of

Ontai-io and Mance Streets, the following oflicers

and committees were duly appointed for the en-

suing year, namely:

President—John E. Tremble, Montreal.

First Vice-President—A. F. DuBerger, Thetford
Mines.

Second Vice-President—A. J. Laurence, Mon-
treal.

Treasurer—C. E. Scarfi, Montreal.

Major and Minor Board of P^xaininers—Alex.
B. J. Moore, Henri Lanctot, Leo G. Ryan,Achille
Goyette, of Montreal, Henry Willis, of Quebec,
and Omer St. Amour, of St. Agathe des Monts.
Preliminary Board of lCxaniiner.s—Professors

J. O. Ca^segrain, of Jacques Cartier Normal
School, and Isaac Gammell, of the High School,
Montreal, with A. J. Laurence as delegate from
the Council to take charge of the preliminary ex-

aiuinalions and Victor Giroux as Supervisor for

(Juebec city and district.

Board of Examiners re applications for regis-

tration—^IMessrs. J. F. Tremble, A. .T. Laurence,

W. H. Chapman, and E. Muir.

Auditors—F. R. Spearman and E. Vadbonceur.

Pn.\KM.'\CY EX.-VMINATIONS

The cpiarterly preliminary examinations of the

Pharmaceutical Association of the Province of

Quebec were held in the Montreal College of

Pharmacy-, 155 Ontario Street West, and in Laval

University, Quebec, on Thursday, July 8th, with

the following results: Twenty-six candidates pre-

sented themselves and of these the following

passed on all siibjects, being named in order of

merit and entitled to their certificate as certified

apprentice, namely: J. H. Robert, Arthur Cof-

sky, Paul Sicotte, Albert Beaubien, E. Carrierre,

J. Ernest Marcoux, Omer Frizon, John Chaffers,

J. H. Riopel, Roger Huot, and Edmond Morin.

The following candidates passed on all sub-

jects Init one, which subject they will be required

to be examined ujran at the October examination,

namely: Romio Martcl and Leonide Beaunoyer

(Latin), Necolis Cleroux and Arniond Roy
(Arithmetic), A. Perrin (French), and Sarah
Masse (English).

The examiners were Professors J. O. Casse-

grain, of Jacques Cartier Normal School, and F.

C. Smiley, of the High School, Montreal.

The next examination will take place on Thurs-

day, October 7th, i9og.

THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE CANADIAN
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS' ASSOCIATION

On June 23rd and 24111, the annual meeting of

the Canadian Whcilcsale Druggists' Association

was held in the city of Quebec, the Chateau Fron-

tenac being the headquarters.

The following are the oilicers elected for the

coming year: Hon. I'resident, H. H. Lyman,
Montreal; President, T. iV. Henderson, Toronto;

Vice-President, L. J. Mylius, Halifax; Second
Vice-Pre.sident, Chas. McD. Hay, Toronto; Treas-

urer, N. C. Xiblett, Hamilton; Secretary, James
Mattinson, Montreal.

Committee of Management—A. B. Evans, I\Ion-

treal; George IJ. Clarkson, Toronto; D. Hockin,

Vancouver; H. L- Ganter, St. John; W. :\IcA.

Stewart, Hamilton; E. D. Martin, Winnipeg; W.
B. Gerow, Kingston.

Executive Committee—Arthur Lyman, T. W.
Knox, C. W. Tinling, Montreal; E. C. Mitchell,

London; M. MacPherson, Ottawa; President and
Secretary ex-ofHcio.
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For rubbing, bathing, liniments and

external preparations,

Physicians are prescribing and

Hospitals are using

COLUMNIAN SPIRITS
FOR SALE BY

THE STANDARD CHEMICAL CO.
MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

SPIRITS yETHERlS NITROSI B.P.

MAKE YOUR OWN BY USING

VANCO
= BRAND=^—

Concentrated Nitrous Ether 1-20
GUARANTEED STRENGTH MADE IN CANADA

PRICES :

4 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.40 8 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.20 16 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.10

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
148 Van Home Street Toronto, Ontario
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The New Century Display Counter

(FRONT OF CASE)

'!

~
Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

, i
.

by other companies.

MADE of Rich Quartered Oak, Selected Birch or Figured Mahogany,

with display -space in front fitted with sliding plate-glass doors,

plate-glass shelves and British plate mirror back, display space on

top with either bevelled plate top or overlaid plate top with pohshed edges

xnd without holes in the glass, corners fastened with Kade metal fastening.

Dimensions: Height 36 ins., Depth 28 ins., any length.

4 and 6 foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See next page for further description.

Price per foot. Oak or Birch, $ 1 0.00 ; Mal\ogany, $ 1 2.00.

JONES BROS. & CO., Limited
Drug Store Builders at 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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The New Century Display Counter

(BACK OF CASE)

Designed by us in 1904, copied and exploited

by otlier companies.

FRONT as described on preceding page. Back consists of two

shallow drawers under display space, either lined with felt or polish-

ed wood. Below these are subdivided drawers for stock with a few

new " Jones " ideas, such as twine drawer, cash drawer and label drawer

for package labels. A combined show case, counter and stock cabinet.

Dimensions: Height 36 ins., Depth 28 ins., any length.

4 and 6 foot lengths in Oak kept in stock.

See preceding page for further description.

Price per fooL, Oak or Birch, $10.00; Mahogany, $12.00.

JONES BROS. 61 CO., Limited
Dru^ Store Builders dt 29-31 Adelaide St. W., Toronto
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NEW BRUNSWICK PHARMACEUTICAL SOCIETY

ANNUAL MEETING

The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the New
Brunswick Pharmaceutical Society was held in

the City Council Chambers, St. John, N.B., at

2.30 p.m., President R. W. Rodd (Sackville) in

the chair. Members present: C. A. Burchill

(Fredericton), S. A. R. MacDonald (Fredericton),

F. Sharpe (St. Stephen), G. M. Fairweather

(Sussex), H. J. Movvatt (St. John), R. Leger

(Shediac), (George J. Dibblee (Fredericton), H.

H. Woodworth (Shediac), E. R. W. Ingraham

(St. John West), P. J. Donohoe (St. John), M.

V. Paddock (St. John), Geo. Allen (St. John),

E. Clinton Brown (St. John), S. H. Hawker (St.

John), E. J. Mahoney (St. John North), N. Ber-

ry Smith (St. John), Cieo. R. Reicker (St.

John), E. W. Moir (Woodstock), Dr. Ellis

(Fairville), I. H. Wilson (Fairville), R. H. Robb
(St. John), J. H. Hawker (Centreville), W. S.

Jones (Albert), T. C. Donald (Hampton), F.

Smith (St. Stephen), J. McD. Cooke (Moncton),

C. F. Wade (St. John), R. E. Coupe (St. John
North), S. M. Wetmore (St. John), H. J. Dick

(St. John), Struan Robertson (St. John), Wm.
Hawker (St. John), W. C. Hawker (Waterville,

(Me.), J. D. B. F. Mackenzie (Chatham), R. B.

Travis (St. John North).

Minutes of last annual meeting (June 18, 1908)

read and no objections or alterations stood as re-

corded.

SECRETARY'S REPORT

To the President, OOicers and Members of the

New Brunswick Pharmaceutical Society:

Greetings:

You are all aware, through the circular and
programme received, that this is the twenty-fifth

anniversary of the New Brunswick Pharmaceut-
ical Society, and your Council has made it a fit-

ting time for a little extra celebrating, and hope
you will all enjoy it.

It is a great pleasure i to be in the position of

Secretary for this year and to give an outline of

what your Council has been doing.

During the year just ended we have had ten (10)

meetings, about the average number, and all
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have been well attended, and business done that

has been helpful and beneficial to the Society all

over the Province.

The regular number of examinations have been

held, one in January, 1909, and one in Jime (pre-

sent month). At the January examinations thir-

teen presented themselves, four passed general,

two in all subjects, three partial, four failed.

June (present month) examinations: Twenty
came up, five received diplomas, twelve passed

partially, and three failed.
.
As you can see by

the number attending examinations, the boys
still keep trying, and that list takes in quite a

number of different places through the Province.

One member of the Society, H. M. Fairweather,

(Moncton), crossed the great divide about the

middle of April.

The Pharmacy Act is working well, and very

few complaints are heard.

Some work has been done re the Poison and
I/iquor Acts, and no doubt in time both will be

working satisfactorily.

This being the year for the appointment of Ex-
aminers, the Council re-appointed M. V. Paddock
(St. John), Chemistry; E. R. W. Ingraham (St.

John West), Materia Medica;,H. S. Wildman (St.

John), Pharmacy; Aubrey Johnston (St. Ste-

phen), Di.'Spensing, and G. U. Hay (St. John),
General.

The last two named were recommended by your
Council for re-appointment by the Government,
which was done. Mr. H. G. Wildman having left

the jurisdiction, Mr. N. Berry Smith (St. John),

was appointed to fill the vacancy.

Your Council again give you a hearty welcome,
and hope that the time spent in business and
pleasure will be long pleasantly remembered.

Yours respectfully,

Charles F. Wade,
Secretary N. B. Pharmaceutical Society.

TREASURER'S REIPORT

Dr.

1908-09.

Cash in Bank of New Brunswick at be-

ginning of year 795-21
Received from Registrar 378.00

Cr. 11,173.21
1908-09.

Paid out for various accounts 353-59
Cash in Bank of New Brunswick at pre-

sent 819.62

fi, 173-21
P. J. Donohoe,

Treasurer.
REGISTRAR'S REPORT

West St. John, N.B., Jime 16, 1909.

Mr. President, Officers and Members:
Your Registrar herewith presents his annual

report.
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--'TABLOID'"

-'KEPLER'—
^.'ENULE'—
^•'YALULE'—

:-'YALOID'—

-^r'SOLOID' -

^^^^'HAZELINE'

^'ELIXOID'

i-'VAPOROLE'

si-'WELLCOME'

The products bearing these Trade Marks a;

issued by :

—

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & Co., London (Ex.
Branches: Sydney Cape Town Shanghai

101-104, CoRisTiNE Building
St. Nicholas & St. Paul Sts., Montreal

AND 45, Lafayette Street, New York City

Full stocks of these and other B. W. & Cc
products are held at the firm's Branches, and a

the following depots :

—

St. John, N'.B.—A. Cliipman-Smith & Co.

Toronto—W.
J. A. & H. Carnahan, Cor. Yonge and Bloor

Streets and cor. Carlton and Church Streets

Vancouver, B.C.—W. M. Harrison & Co.

Winnipeg, Man.—W. F. C. Brathwaite

„ „ The Gordon Mitchell Drug Co.

Depots ill all frincit'al cities tinoiighout Canada & U.S.A.

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT.

PURE
Aereeine Fully with ail the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every WincbMter carries our Slfnaturt—

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, C.P., in cans and drums

BORIC. ACID, Merck and EnRlish.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb. cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON , kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3. ^DALBOVSIE STREET

MONTEEAl

MR. RETAIL DRUGGIST: ^Sh wSr.2?"J"'i'J".^"i^

DR. MARTEL'S PULS »iiii bonus, brought down 10 $a.40 per dozen !

8^" READ THIS CAREFULLY READ THIS CAREFXTLLT '^ij

1st Offer—With your purchase of i dozen Martel's Pills at $17 00
You receive from your Jobber, FREE

—

1/6 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $4 00
1/12 " Special Martel's Pills, uettiug you S 00
7 pound.s Assorted Herbs (112 ozs. at 5c), netting you 5 60 — 14 60

Your iuTCstment of J17 thus brings you I38.60, or 227%. jj^f Cost^ 7. $2 40
2nd Offer—If the above is too large, invest I8.50 for Half Dozen and receive through your Jobber

—

1/2 dozen Regular Martel's Pills $8 50
1/6 " Regular Martel's Pills. FREE, netting you $4 00
4 pounds Assorted Herbs, FREE, netting you 3 20 — 7 20

Y'our investment of I8.50 thus brings yon ^19.20, or 225%. j^g^ Cost $1^0
3rd Offer- With your purchase of 1/3 dozen Mattel's Pills $5 67

You receive from your Jobber, FREE

—

1/12 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $2 00
2'2 pounds Assorted Herbs, netting you 2 00 — 4

Net Cost $1 67
Goods cost you $5 67. Goods sell for $12 00. \''our profit over 100%.

8®» NO MARTEL REMEDIES OR PREPARATIONS SOLD TO THE CONSUMER DIRECT -®8

They can be had OXLY OF THE RETAIL DRUGGISTS. You buy ONLY of the Jobber—
the People MUST BUY OF YOU. :: :: :: :: For medical purposes only

THE SPECIAL MARTEL'S PILLS, a New Product, SELL FOR $5.00 A BOX

KNICKERBOCKER RE.MEDY COMPANY, 36 East 23rd Street, NEW \ ORK, N.\

.

The Lyman Bros & Co., Limited ^niiTRiBTroRs^ Toronto
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Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy

Founded 1821

J. S. BEETEM, Registrar, 145

TO THE PROSPnCTIVK PHARMACY STUDENT:

If it is your intention to attend a College of Pharmacy,

why not attend the one which has turned out more suc-

cessful Pharmacists than any other ?

The PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

has had eighty-eight 1881 years of uninterrupted success.

Her graduates are found among the leaders every-

where and in every line of Pharmaceutical work, and the

thoroughness of the course of instruction at P. C. P. is

admittedly responsibile for their subsequent success.

For detailed information write to

N. Tenth St., Philadelphia

PHARMACY, Highland Park College
Des Moines, Iowa

RESIDENT COURSES U. special course to prepare students for examination

rTT^^ate Bot^ds Thei^rgest and best .qu.pped Colkge of Pharmacy in the United States School the

entire v^ar Students present^rom almost every State :„ the Union. Expenses very reasonable.

The best Correspondence Course in Phar- CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
'"^^^'t^t^itn-^aail- btu:as'To"t:as\er\ru^^^ parts of the United States. We can

rrrp-fyorforjourExamination before any State Board of Examiners. Send for free catalogue. Mention

course in which vou are interested. Address,

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, Des Moines, Iowa.

Samples; Signs^Window

Displays or Fountain

Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade; upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.

RACINE Originators of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck's Malted Milk
HorUck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets

Horllck's Food, HorUck"« Diastold, etc.

GILMOIR BROS. & CO. • 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL, CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

Just Read

The Directions.

get familiar with the many uses of Cillett'S Lye,
and recommend it to your customers for making

soap, cleaning of all kinds, and as a disinfectant

—it's a sure trade bringer.

If your wholesale house will not
supply you at list prices, send order

to us and we will ship goods direct.
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The total luimbcr of persons qualified to engage

in the drug business in the Province of New
Brunswiek is 166, divided as follows;

Business qualification 31

Diploma 5<J

Servitude 6

Physicians 19

Diploma holders not in business 60

Total ite

Durinji; the past year our list of charter

members has been reduced by two, by the death

of Mr. Herbert M. Fairweather, of Moncton, and

the retirement of Mr. George C. Hunt, of Fred-

ericton, our first Vice-President, in whose em-

ploy it was nn^ privilege to pass the first three

years of my apprenticeship, and to whose ster-

ling qualities as a man, ias a druggist, and as an

employer and friend, I cannot pay too high a

tribute.

In regard to the part of my duties which em-

powers mc to collect the moneys of the Society,

I may say that the receipts for the year are

slightly in advance of last year. The demand for

the annual fee met with the usual ready response,

only a very few requiring more than the second

notice. In one or two cases objection was taken

by some of the members regarding the amount of

the fee, but in all cases paid up, and there are no

outstandings to date.

FINANCIAL STATEMENT
Cash Received

103 registrations at S3.00 S309.00
10 applications at SS-oo 50.00

4 diplomas at S5.00 20.00

17 re-examinations at Si.00 17.00

$396.00
Cash Paid

To Treasurer (per receipt) S378.00

To Royal Gazette (per bill) 18.00

S396.00

Front row, left to right—C. A. Burchill, Fredericton; H. H. Woodworth, Shediac, X. B.; S.

Robertson, St.' John, N.b"^; W. R. Rodd,Sackviilt, N.B.; P. J. Donohue, St. John, N. B.; E. J.

Mahoney, St. John, President; Charles F. Wade, St. John, N. B., Secretary; Thos. H. Wilson

Fairville, Me.; M. V. Paddock, St. John, N.B.

Second row, left to right—H. J. Dick, St. John, X.B.; F. A. Sharpe, St. Stephen; S. A. R.

MacDonald, Fredericton, Vice-President; t:. C. Brown, St. John; W. C. Hawker, Maine, U.S.A.;

S. H. Hawker, St. John; N. Barry Smith, St. John; E. R. W. Ingraham, St. John West; T. C.

Donald, Halifax, N.S.; R. A. Leger, Sediac; H. T. Mowatt, St. John, X.B.

Third row, left to right—F. Smith, St. Stephen; W. E. Jones, Albert; J. McD. Cooke,

Moncton; G. Y. Dibblee, Fredericton; Wm. Hawker, St. John, X.B.; J. E. Hawker, Centreville,

U.S.A.; E. W. Mair, Woodstock; G. W. Fairweather, Sussex.

P.S.—This does not include all the members that were present at the meetings.
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Regarding the enforcement of tlie Plianiiacy

Act, it will soon be necessary lor the Society to

take some active measures. Both the spirit and

the letter of the law have been violated in the

past, in several parts of the Trovince, and while

some have lately complied with the requirements

of. the Act, there still remains work to be done.

The section regarding the registration of poi-

sons sold seems to be ignored by many of our

otherwise law-abiding druggists. The Poison

Registers can be procured at a very small cost

and there is no time like the present to make a

start to remedy this irregularity.

Respectfully submitted,

E. R. W. Ingraham,

Registrar.

The item of Sioo.oo expense account re the

Canadian Pharmaceutical delegates' trip started

some discussion. After quite a number had spok-

en, and it had been discussed and explained, it

was thoroughly satisfactory.

AUDITORS' REPOK-T

June 15th, 1909.

We, the Auditors appointed by the Council to

examine the books of the Registrar and Treasur-

er of the N. B. Pharmaceutical Society, report

them correct.

Burpee E. Brown.

R. Harry Robb.

On motion the reports were received and en-

tered on the minutes. (Carried.)

Report of delegates to C.P.A. were read, and

on motion received and entered on the minutes.

President R. W. Rodd, in his retiring address,

said in part: That the year just finished as Pre-

sident of the N. B. Pharmaceutical Society had

been spent very pleasantly. He had not been able

to attend the Council meetings as often as he

would have liked, but he had found the members
all hard-working and painstaking in their Society

work, and always ready and most willing to do

anything to advance the interests of the Society

at large. A large number of meetings had been

held, at which a lot of hard work had been done,

which benefited the whole Province. The usual

number of examinations had been held (two in

the year), and these had been very satisfactory.

Two vacancies had occurred in the membership,
one by death and the other by retirement, so that
the Society had about its regular number. He
thanked the Society and Council for the help
given him in' the year just ending, and would
bespeak the same degree of assistance to his suc-

cessor, which he knew would be given cheerfully

and faithfully. (Applause.)

The Secretary read a telegram from the Nova
Scotia Pharmaceutical Society saying: "That M.
A. J. Crease (Amherts, N.S.) would be the bearer

of greeting and good wishes to the N. B. Pharma-

ceutical Society on their 25th anniversary."

Mr. G. M. Fairweather (Sussex) brought up

the point of country stores handling poisons.

After a lengthy discussion, on motion of G. M.

Fairweather, seconded by I. C. Donald (Hamp-
ton): "That a circular letter with the drugs on

the Poison Schedule Act, stating the section vio-

lated, and punishment liable, be sent to the

comitry stores through the Province." The fol-

lowing spoke to the motion: R. Leger, Struan

Robertson, G. H. Plawker, T. H. Wilson, T. C.

Donald, E. Clinton Brown, J. E. Hawker, E. W.

Mair, and others. Moved in amendment by

Struan Rol>ertson, seconded by J. McD. Cooke:

"That the regulation of the sale of poisons in

country stores be left in the hands of the new
Council." Amendment to the amendment, moved
by H. J. Dick, seconded by G. H. Hawker: "That

at the evening session we reconsider the poison

sale question." (Carried.)

On motion the meeting adjourned.

At 8 p.m. the President called the meeting to

order. On motion we proceed to the election of

Comicil for 1909-10, all members named were put

in nomination, and the election be by majority

vote.

The President named T. C. Donald, H. H.
Woodworth, J. E. Hawker, and F. Sharpe as

scrutineers.

Mr. W. C. Plawker (Waterville, Me.), a mem-
ber of the State of Maine Pharmaceutical So-

ciet)', was welcomed, and given a seat at the

right of the President.

While the ballots were being counted, the sale

of poisons question was again taken up. Mr. G.

M. Fairweather (Sussex) opened the discussion,

and it was taken part in by a great many pre-

sent.

Mr. A. .1. Crease (Amherst, N.S.), repjresenta-

tive of the Nova Scotia Pharmaceutical Society,

on entering was given a hearty welcome and a

seat by the President. In responding, he pre-

sented the greetings and good wishes of the Nova
Scotia Pharmaceutiaal Society, and also ten-

dered an invitation to the President and members
of the N. B. Pharmaceutical Society to the an-

nual meeting of the N.S.P.S., which would be

held at Yarmouth, June 22 and 25, and kindly

explained how the sale of poisons was regulated

in the neighboring Province of Nova Scotia.

After some further discussion, it was moved by
G. M. Fairweather, seconded by H. J. Dick:

"That the Council for 1909-10 take up the matter
of the sale of poisons by country stores." (Car-

ried. )

The Secretary read a letter from Mr. G. A.

Burbridge to Mr. S. H. Hawker, giving his ideas of
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ALaMort!!!
The Strongest

and Best

PARIS GREEN
is made by The Canada Paint

Company.

It is unquestionably the
most economical Bug D e -

stroyer known.

It KILLS the Colorado

Bee le, commonly known as

the Potato Bug, with certainty

and despatch.

Be sure that each label
bears the name of the manu-
facturers

THE

CANADA PAINT
COMPANY

Limited

Montreal = Toronto - Winnipeg
CANADA.

WHILE AT THE

TORONTO EXHIBITION

VISIT THE DISPLAY OF

Sovereign
lP>erfume0

limttcb

IN THE

MANUFACTURERS' BUILDING

HLL, Druggists Welcomed, and presented

with a suitable Souvenir.

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
^ ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun-

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you 10%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New Hayen, Conn,

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMUNICATIONS TO THE

HigsinboLham Rubber Goods Co.
^^^^r^r^^^ MUlon, Ontario ^^^r:=^^=^^^
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Soluble, Elastic and Hard

Capsules and Perles
ITH additions of the latest improved

capsule machinery recently made to our

'equipment, we now have the most complete

—modern capsule plant in Canada.

Many new lines have been added to our list and we
are better able than ever to handle private or special

formula orders with every satisfaction to our
customers.

Our new style Blaud Capsules are now ready and

show a decided improvement over any Plaud Cap-
sules heretofore offered.

Here with improved machinery we have cheapened

the cost of manufacture and purpose sharing this

saving with you.

We want you to couple our name with your"capsule

requirements and write to us for any special infor-

mation or samples.

Frosst's capsules are furnished by your wholesaler
when specified and your order so filled brings with
it our guarantee of satisfaction.

Charles E. Frosst & Company
Montreal, Canada
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a College of Pharmacy for the Maritime Prov-

inces, and also enclosing plans for running same.

The scrutineers' report was read giving the

Council for 1909-10, viz.: Messrs. Struan Robert-

son (St. John), S. A. R. MacDonald (Frederic-

ton), Chas. F. Wade, B. J. Mahoney, E. Clinton

Brown (St. John), E. W. Mair (Woodstock), R.

E. Coupe (St. John), E. R. W. Ingraham (St.

John), T. C. Donald (Hampton), J. McD. Cooke
(iVIoncton) S. H. Hawker and H. J. Dick (St.

John).

The Council-elect for 1909-10 met and elected

the following officers; E. J. Mahoney (St. John),

President; S. A. R. MacDonald (Fredericton),

Vice-President; E. R. W. Ingraham (St. John
West), Registrar; R. E. Coupe (St. John North),

Treasurer, and Chas. F. Wade (St. John), Secre-

tary.

I\Ir. Btirbridge's paper re College of Pharmacy
scheme was then taken up for discussion.

Mr. S. H. Hawker explained that Mr. Bur-

bridge's letter to him had been before the Coun-
cil, and it had been sent up to the annual meet-

ing for discussion.

E. C. Brown, M. V. Paddock, and other mem-
bers spoke.

i\Iir. Crease (N. S. representative) said that it

gave him great pleasure to be with the N. B.

Pharmaceutical Society at its 25th anniversar)-,

and as Mr. Burbridge was not present he would

like to say a few words re the College of Phar-

macy scheme. As far as Nova Scotia was con-

cerned it needed the college or something of that

sort, for the proprietors could not teach the

clerks for want of time. He was very much in

favor of the scheme, and thought the committee
formed might be continued, and take time on it

as to location, etc.

Mr. S. H. Hawker thanked Mr. Crease for his

remarks on the subject, and thought it was a ne-

cessity for our 3-oimg men to have more advan-

tages, he also would like to see the committee

continue their work.

Mr. Wtm. Hawker asked if it was necessary for

all to pass the Ontario College of Pharmacy.

Mr. Crease said it was compulsory to pass the

O.C.P., and they must attend the final course at

the O.C.P.

Moved by T. C. Donald, seconded by E. R. W.
Ingraham: "That the Committee on the College

of Pharmacy scheme be continued, and work with

Conunittee from other Provinces." (Carried.)

Moved by T. C. Donald, seconded by Wm.
Hawker, and carried: "That the Secretary's sal-

ary be fifty dollars."
'

Under the head of new business, Mr. E. C.

Brown said that as we had a verj^ representative

gathering from different parts of the Province

they might be able to suggest some points for

the new Council to work on.

Moved by C. A. Burchill (Fredericton), second-

ed by Geo. T. Dibblee (Fredericton): "That the

Coimcil arrange the annual meeting in 19^10 to be

held in Fredericton." (Carried.)

ilr. Crease thought the idea was good to

change the place of the annual meetings, and if

it worked as well in New Brunswick as it did in

Nova Scotia it would ])rove very beneficial to

all.

The matter of illegal store-keeping was then

brought up. Mr. Wm. Hawker thought that a

committee consisting of the President, Registrar,

and Secretary would be a good Legal Commit-
tee.

Mr. Crease said that Nova Scotia had a Legal

Committee consisting of the President, Regis-

trar, and one other member, who did all of that

work.

Messrs. MacDonald, Paddock, Fairweathcr, In-

graham, Brown, and others spoke on the ques-

tion.

On motion of G. T. Dibblee, seconded by R. B.

Travis, and carried: "That in case of any com-

plaint of any member of the N.B.P. Society

made to the Council of said Society that a drug

business is being illegally carried on, it shall be

the duty of the Council to at once investigate the

complaint, and if it is well founded to at once in-

stitute legal proceedings against the parties vio-

lating the law. The commimication of the mem-
ber to the Council of the Society as to the fact

of a violation of the law to be considered pri-

vate."

The President said ,that we had Mr. W. C.

Hawker, of the State of Maine Pharmaceutical

Society, with us, and would like him to make a

few remarks.

]Mr. W. C. Hawker said in part: It gave him

great pleasure to be with the N. B. Pharmaceut-

ical Society at its annual meeting, during the

business meeting, voting, etc., for whiah he felt

very grateful to the N.B.P.S. He said in the

State of Maine a committee of three examined

candidates and did all the prosecuting, and it

,vas cheir business to see that shops were run

according to the law and had certified help. The

scheme worked well, and they had no trouble.

Mr. E. R. W. Ingraham read his paper on the

"History of the N.. B. Pharmaceutical Society."

It was very much enjoyed.

On motion Mr. Ingraham' s paper was entered

on the minutes, and a vote of thanks tendered to

the author.

Mr. Wm. Mowatt's paper, "History of Phar-

macy," was read by S. H. Hawker, as Mr.

Mowatt was not able to be present.
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On motion Mr. IMowatt's paper was entered on

the minutes and a vote of thanks sent to the

author.

On motion W. R. Rodd (Sackville) was elected

representative with E. Clinton Brown (St. John)

this year to the Canadian rharmaceutical Asso-

ciation meeting at Banfi. M. V. Paddock (St.

Jolui) and C. A. Burchill (Fredericton) as alter-

nates.

Mr. Burchill explained his great satisfaction in

the way the visiting members had been used, and

thanked the Society for this appointment.

The Secretary was instructed to send a vote of

thajiks to the Mayor of St. John for kindly plac-

ing the City Council Chambers at the use of the

New Bnmswick Pharmaceutical Society.

On motion the President's address was received

and entered on the minutes.

Mr. W. R. Rodd thanked the Society for his

appointment as delegate to the C.P.A., and also

for the position he had held for the year just

ending as President. His remembrance of it would

always be very pleasant.

No further business, on motion Society ad-

journed.

Charles F. Wade,

Secretary N. B. Pharmaceutical Society.

Thursday afternoon the visiting members, with

their wives and lady friends were entertained by

the St. John brothers to a sail up the beautiful

Kennebecasis. The day was all that could be de-

sired, and at 2.30 the steamer "Hampton" left

Indiantown with a very jolly crowd. Refresh-

ments, including cake, coffee, ice cream and fruit

were served, and colored minstrels entertained on

the trip. St. John was reached again about six

in the evening, and everybody voted the ailair a

complete success. In the evening a dinner at the

Union Club brought this highly successful anni-

versary to a finish. Covers were laid for forty-

five, and the dinner was served in that stjde

which is in keeping with the "Union Club, of

St. Jolm.''' The guests present were: A. J.

Crease (Amherst, N.S.), W. C. Hawker (Water-

ville. Me.), Mr. T. Gibbord, 11. I^. Gouter, L. W.
Barker, F. Fraser, and F. Moore.

Toasts and speeches were in order, and if any-

one ever thought the New Brunswick druggists

were poor speech-makers it was completely dis-

pelled at this time. The "wee sma' hours" saw
the finish, and the druggists and their guests dis-

persed feeling that the 25th anniversary of the

New Brunswick Pharmaceutical Society had been

fittingly observed.

The toasts were proposed and responded to by

the following members:

"The King" (God bless him)—By the Presi-

dent.

"Sister Societies"—Proposed by R. W. Rodd;

responded to by \V. C. Hawker, State of Maine

Pharmaceutical Society, and A. J. Crease, repre-

.sentative of the N. S. Pharmaceutical Society.

"Visiting Members"—Proposed by S. H.

Hawker; responded to by J. McD. Cooke (Monc-

ton) and H. H. Woodworth (Shediac).

"Charter Members"-Proposed by J. McD.

Cooke; responded to by C. P. Clarke (St. John)

and J. D. B. F. Mackenzie (Chatham).

"Wholesale Trade"—Proposed by H. J. Dick;

responded to by H. L. Gaulis (N. D. Chemical

Co., St. John) and T. Gibbard (Canada Drug

Co., St. John).

"Retail Trade"—Proposed by 1,. W. Barker; re-

.sponded to by R. E. Coupe (St. John).

"The President"-Proposed by J. D. B. F. Mac-

kenzie; responded to by E. J. Mahoney.

"The Ladies"—Proposed by R. H. Robb; re-

sponded to by R. Leger (Shediac) and W. S.

Jones (Albert).

"Nestors of the Drug Trade"—Proposed by S.

Robertson; responded to bj- C. P. Clarke (St.

Jolui) and Wm. Hawker.

"Chairman of Entertainment Committee"

—

Proposed by M. V. Paddock, in some feeling re-

marks whicii told what had been done all through

the existence of the Society by Mr. Robertson,

always ready, always willing to help in every

way, and never seems to tire of helping the N. B.

Pharmaceutical Society to advance. The present

gathering was an item in this respect, and a

sample of Mr. Robertson's untiring zeal; respond-

ed to by Struan Robertson.

"Entertainment Committee"—Proposed bj' R.

Leger; responded to by H. J. Dick, G. H. Haw-
ker, Geo. Allen, and S. M. Wetmore (all of St.

John).

"First Candidate"—Proposed by G. S. Allen;

responded to "by R. H. Robb, N. Berry Smith,

and Chas. F. Wade (St. John).

"Travellers"—Proposed by R. H. Robb; re-

sponded to by Fred. Monroe (St. John).

"St. John Druggist"—Proposed by J. D. B. F.

Mackenzie; responded to by Struan Robertson

and H. I,. Gauter.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

W. H. Cmnmings, Dundas, Out., is installing a

complete outfit in rich quarter cut oak and pur-

chased same from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., after

fully investigating and getting prices from other

manufacturer's, but preferred this malce of fix-

tures, knowing that their ideas were original,

and having had experience with them in other

stores that he fitted out.
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Did You Ever Notice
that the druggists throughout the country

who do the largest trade are always the fel-

lows who are not afraid to buy enough of any

good patent medicine in order to get a lot of

free advertising.

On the other hand did you ever notice the

shiney coat and frayed at the bottom pants on

the man who is always knocking patent

medicines and talking about the professional

aspect of the drug business.

That ought to be enough to convince you of

the wisdom of writing The Merrill Medical

Co., M'f'g Chemists, Toronto, regarding ex-

clusive advertising proposition for

MERRILL'S RELIABLE FAMILY REMEDIES

THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

Don't wait for a traveller. Write to-day

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
JVlerrill Building, Toronto, Ont.

OUR No. I BURNING OUTFIT
SEE THIS LIST OF OUR RETAIL PRICES

No. 1 complete $ 1.80

No. 2 " 3.60

No. 3 " 6.00

We are putting the best outfits on the market that

have ever been made and our prices are the lowest.

Send for catalogue and trade discount.

The Acme Supply Co., Ltd.
118-120 Duke St. TORONTO, Ont.

E. H. Harcourt Co., Limited

Publishers of the

Ontario Copy BooKs
Quebec Copy BooKs

Ne^v BrunsAvicK Copy Books

MANUFACTURERS OF

Exercise Books

Scribbling Books

School Blanks e^

Writing Tablets

Special terms offered to the trade
ordering Copy Books with School
Supplies. Write us for quotations.

Office and Factory:

255 Wellington Street W., Toronto, Ont.

THE OLDEST THE BEST

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

$2.85Small size,

Medium "

Large "
6 80
14.50

$20.00 lots less 6% trade discount
60.00 • •' 10% "

Terms, 6<"o 30 days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.

BROOKLYr
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^ALL CASES

^ASE CO., Limited
DEFRIES STREET

JTFIT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR

) W. M. PEIERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) HARRY CHINN, Superintendent
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GAGE'S PAPETERIES
THE STANDARD OF VALUE

We make in our factory a complete range of Papeteries from the smallest

Juvenile size to our large Holiday Gift Boxes, \^hich are works of art.

We put up special assortments of Papeteries at any price and to suit any
class of trade.

The values are without doubt the best in the market.

The celebrated Holland Linen line of Correspondence Stationery is made
us.

W. J. GAGE & CO., Limited

PAPER MILLS AT
^2-94 Spadina Ave.

ST. CATHARLNES, ONT. TorOlltO, Ont.

f**********************************

J

, TO*EB'S PATENTi^r»OUNO-CNO^

15c. posURe and coupon below. We are the larg.;

«st manufacturers of tooihpicks in the country.

cuntR TowiR CO.. "\,t;~' Bostoa, Mar
Correspondrnce invited with de&l«rs, hotel m

^•Btijtl and physiciftDt.

W« vft&t de»leri and agsats ererrwhere. Agentt
-r» mftktoK from $3 to $10 ft day. ^
(^ E»cl^€d find 15c /or uhlch pltate mJ me one hot <^

300 JinincHc JtntatptWCoothptck,. fia»t.

l*W***»*»»******»*^******^*^^^^^^i

?), '•'^^CANADIAN OFFICE ASCHOOL
FURNITURE CO -LIMITED.

MAf^VFA^CrC/nEftS OF
HfGM GRADE I3AM/(
& O/^/^/O/T f^IXTC/nES,
5C//0 0£^. I./BftAfTk^
A COAfJVfEPiC-/A.Lj
rt/RjV/TC/^aE.OPERA
6ASSEMBLYC//A/m

& /jvrEJfzo/i
NARDWOOlf jT/mSH

G£:/V£;jiALLY.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA PHARMACEUTICAL ASSO-
CIATION ANNUAL MEETING

The annual meeting of the British Columbia

Pharmaceutical Association was held at Victoria,

B.C., President E. S. Knowlton in the chair. The

following members were present: From Victoria,

Thos. Shotbolt, W. E. Foxwell, W. W.. Gardiner,

John Cochrane, F. W. Fawcett, and J. H. Em-
er;y. From, Vancouver, R. iR. Burns, E. S.

Knowlton, J. N. Henderson. New Westminster,

F. J. MacKenzie. The annual report of the Coun-

cil was read and on motion adopted. The Secre-

tarj'-Registrar-Treasurer presented his annual re-

port, wliich on motion, was received and adopt-

ed. The report is as follows:

Vancouver, B.C., May ist, 1909.

To the British Columbia Pharmaceutical Associ-

ation:

Gentlemen,—I beg to make the following Reg-

istrar's and Treasurer's report:

Receipts for Year Ending May 1st, 1909.

Balance in Royal Bank, May 1st, 1908,

as per last audit $ 933.28
Sale of Poison Books il-5o

Fees and Dues 12,400.25

53,345-03

Exjienditure for Year Ending May 1st, 1909.

Council Expenses $ 230.40
Examination Expenses 248.45
B. C. Record Account 402.00
Expenses Delegate C.P. Association 35o.oo
Printing and Stationery 76.05
OfHce Fixtures 38.00
Per Capita Tax C.P. Association 70.75
Smidry Disbursements 1,042.00
Balance in Royal Bank, May ist, 1909.. 887.38

S3,345 -03

I beg to state that wlwle the balance in cur-

rent bank account is $45.90 less than at time of

1908 audit oiur bills payable is only §239.95, as

compared with §412.25 of last year.

H. W. Ferguson, Auditors.

Chas. Nelson.

During the year ending May ist, 1909, twenty-

five have been registered as Licentiates of Phar-

macy with our Association by affiliation, seven

Certified Clerks by affiliation, and tliirty-one ap-

prentices.

Eleven candidates presented themselves for the

Major examination and fourteen for the Minor.

Of this number five were successful in the Senior

and six in the Jimior.

Seven applications have been received from

members of our Association asking that their

named be placed on the Retired List.

The response to all letters and circulars sent

out from the Registrar's office was all that could

be desired, and I feel that you as an Association,

and your Council in particular, have good reason

to believ-e that the druggists in the interior as

well as those on the coast take every interest in

the workings and doings of the B.C. P.A.

(Signed) Jas. W. Browne,

Sec.-Reg.-Treas.

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS

President Knowlton then read his annual ad-

dress, as follows:

Duxing the years of 1908 and 1909 the affairs of

the B. C. Pharmaceutical Association have run

very sm.oothly. We have had no litigation, but

some slight legislation which may make a differ-

ence to some who have done business in insecti-

cide, but as this legislation is similar to that

obtained in Ontario, and 1 believe, in England,

and was firmly determined on by the local Gov-
ernment, we could do nothing to stop it, when it

was deemed to be in the interest of the fruit

growing industry of this Province, and as the re-

presentatives of our Council who waited upon thq

Minister of Agriculture were assured by him
that our Council would be consulted when the

Government was forming the regulations under

the Act, we have reasonable assurance that our

interests will be protected to as great an extent

as it is piossible.

On April ist of this year the Proprietary or

Patent Medicine Act came into force, and it

does not seem thus far to have made a great deal

of difference to the druggists. The courtesy and

kindly treatment accorded the druggists by the

Inland Revenue officers made the task of stamp-

ing the goods on hand as light as possible.

The resolution re patent medicines to the eflect

that we discourage as far as possible the sale of

remedies which wholesale for more than §2.00,

§4.00 and §8.00 per dozen, and retail at 25c., 50c.

and $1.00 each, recognizing the fact that many
manufactuirers use the druggists to create a de-

mand for their nostrums, and as soon as the de-

mand is created, they set an arbitrary price on

their preparations, and if the druggists simply

took a firm stand these prices could not be main-

tained.

At the forthcoming meeting of the C.P.A. the

Committee on Commercial Interests will endeav-

or to submit a set of formulae for simple house-

hold remedies to take the place of the much ad-

vertised nostrums.

The conditions of the trade in this country' thus

far have remained fairly good, but it should be

our effort to keep them in that condition. One

of the means of so doing, which I consider abso-

lutely essential, is to trust one another. Quite

recently in two of the large cities of the Province

the coming together of the druggists having a
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mutual understanding as to the universal prices

on some of the remedies on whicJi there was no

regular price has resulted in much good. This is

HOt an effort to raise the prices by any means,

but simply that one druggist shoiild not be sell-

ing at one price and another at another price,

which often results in bad feelings, and must

eventuallj' tend to price cutting.

The development of this couutry thus far has

been largelj^ in increased population in the exist-

ing cities, towns and villages, but shortly a new

section will develop along the Grand Tnnik Pa-

cific Railway and will require attention, and in

arranging aJi}- change in representation by dis-

tricts, this should be kept in mind.

I think that it might be a wise move if our

Registrar, or some one else, preferably the for-

mer, were empowered to pay a visit to all parts

of the Province and visit every store, not in the

capacity of a detective, but to get into touch

with the druggists and find out if their interests

are properly imderstood and jjrotected, and to

give instructions to clerks and apprentices re ex-

aminations, registration, etc., and information

re preparing for examinations. Thus our bond

of union, I think, would be materially strength-

ened; and there may be some places where per-

sistent and flagrant violation of our Act is made,

and our druggists may not wish to make any

complaint to the authorities, but could be

pointed out on such a visit and he could try to

have such matters righted, and thus good results

would come to the druggists in some of the

smaller communities. This would be carrying

out some of the ideas expressed by Mr. Emery in

his address a few years ago. I also think it

would be a financial benefit to our Association.

There is one thing that I think the druggists

could help towards in building up our country,

and that is patronize as far as possible other

lines of business in their own community, letting

them know why it is done, and in turn to encour-

age them to exchange. It may cost iis a little

more temporarily, but it will pay us in the end;

such as patronizing the local printer, the local

post card dealer and the local jobber and manu-
facturer and conunission men. If their lines of

business axe doing well, it helps otur business.

Next, I thiiLk it is incumbent for the druggist to

sell his own preparations. Whether he makes
them himself or has them made for him, is a

question for him to determine, but we must see

tO' it that the bulk of the preparations and sun-

dry articles that we deal in shall bear as large a
percentage of profit as it is possible to get out of

them. This will largely be the solution of the

price-cutting, for I think one of the greatest in-

centives of price-cutting is to get the greater vol-

ume of business when the marginal profit is

lower. Get paving side lines and advertise ju-

diciouslv. This may be leaning to the commer-

cial side, but we must pay our bills, and ways

and means must be considered.

Our finances are in very good shape.

During the year we have lost two old members

of the Association. Mr. J. Reed, of Vancouver,

ha\-ing been in the drug business for twenty

years, }>assed away on November I2, 1904, in his

sixt^'-seventh year; and Mr. Pimburj-, of Na-

naimo, B.C., who died in his seventy-foiirth year.

Mr. Pimburj^ was a member of the first B. C.

Council in the year 1891.

I trust many members of our Association will

make it their business to attend the meeting of

the C.P.A. to be held in Banff, and endeavor to

make the meeting in the West the most success-

ful that has yet been held. Most of the Eastern
members will doubtless visit the Coast after the

meeting, and I trust that individually and col-

lectively we will give them as good a time as it

is possible.

In conclusion, I must thank )ou for the cour-

tesy extended to me during my term of office as

President of this Association. The Registrar has

been courtesy and attention itself, and also I

umst thani the Editor of the Record for the pro-

minence lie has given to any request made of him
and the energy he has displayed in all pharma-
ceutical matters in this Pro\ince. The very best

of harmonj- has existed in the Council during the

past year, and I bespeak for mj' successor in of-

fice the same kindly treatment.

Thanking you one and all.

(Signed) E. S. Knowlton.

John Cochrane, in moving a hearty vote of

thanks to the President for his able address, said

he felt sure that the pleasure with which he had
listened to the President's words of counsel and
commendation had been the experience of all pre-

sent. He had no doubt but that many of the

suggestions it contained would prove of material

and commercial advantage. As to the subject of

price-cutting, this was indeed a verj- serious ques-

tion, but he felt sure that if the druggists

throughout the country would but stand to-

gether they could regulate the prices upon all

proprietaries to the mutual advantage of manu-
facturer and retailer.

Joseph H. Emery, in seconding the motion,
briefly referred to the benefit arising from stand-
ing shoulder to shoulder on questions affecting

the interests of the trade.

The resolution was then put by the Secretary-

Registrar-Treasurer to the meeting and carried

with apijJause.

President Knowlton, in reply, said he thanked
the members for their demonstration of appreci-
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'Che food that

"Assists 3\Cature."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and young, weak and strong, enjoy

and benefit by it, and leading

physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Testimony.
" 1 am a thorough believer in the food,

and have had many years' experience

of its excellence."

Brought up on Benger's.
*'

1 am sending you a photo of my
three children brought up on your

food, and 1 am greatly thankful for the

benefit i have received from it.

Benger's Food prepared with milk
is a complete food.

Manufacturers: Bencebs Food,Ltd.,Ma(ichestir, Eno.

Benoer-s Food i« »"'/ in tine and can be obtoined thrawjli

most Wholemlf Dnujr;isti and Leading Drug Stores.

Mr. Druggist !

You can make )our counters

and show cases even more attrac-

tive by selling

^ CANDIES
and at the same time you can

please your customers and pocket

the profits.

Order through

The National Drug and
Chemical Co.

LEVERS BROS. LTD,

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
561b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEN FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Montreal

Retailers Attention !

Stock

Casmentium
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Caementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY—
All branches National Drug &. Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA
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STUDENTS OF PHARMACY
We give you a CORRESPONDENCE COURSE in Chemistry, Botany, Alateria Medica,

Pharmacy, Prescription Reading and Instruction in Practical Dispensing, which is invalu-

able to all Canadian students of Pharmacy. Terms reasonable. Write for particulars.

The Retina Correspondence Course of Pharmacy
A NUTTALL, Ph.C, Canada and United States Room 12, Wiliamson's Chambers, REQINA

PRESTON'S FOOT COMFORT^^e^
Gives ease to tired feet.

.Sweetens and deodorizes.

Large Package $1.00 per dozen

Cooling and Soothing. It acts quickly.

Neatly put up in sprinkler containers.

Special Prices in Quantities

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Toronto AVinnipeg

* New Bo.k DRUGGISTS and DISPENSERS
Practical Show Card Instructor

CHIS book contains a thorough, progressive course of instruction for making all styles of show cards required by the

Lp-to-Date Druggist and Soda Fountain Dispenser. The alphabets and exercises for practice are presented in an

easy and attractive form of graded lessons, fully illustrated in every detail. This book tells you how to get the

best results, and then shows you how. You first read the way to do it and then see how it is done by the illustrations.

— 11 ..juiiiji^ -L . -

-

..^..^ . ::.. .. -I, .

.

Everything is simple and easy to understand, showing how to

begin, use of materials, and inexpensive methods for making an

nRUGGI!rfs''ilDfSPENSERS' ^"<^' ss variety of high class show cards designed expressly for

^B^ in||l T^'"'"^.! <&\ "'^"g Store and Soda Fountain use, and the same can be made at

|v pit';i5 ^): ^ wM fraction above the cost of common, blank cardboard.

nRllGGISrS "DISPENSERS

The book contains fifty full page lettering exercises and new
show card alphabet charts that are up-to-the-minute with practical

instruction. Over 200 show card and price ticket illustrations are

reproduced from plain rapid work to artistic designs. Many are

finished with scroll and background designs in air brush effect,

I I together with explicit instructions how to do the work in all

~ ~ "^
branches in a neat and satisfactory manner.

This book will enable any Druggist or Dispenser to become an expert in show card publicity,—the kind that at-

tracts attention and increases businesi. The interior of every store and show window represents valuable advertising

space of unlimited possibilities, end neat show cards are assistant clerks.

Page size of book 6 by 9 inches, 112 pages. ORDER NOW and get a copy of this new book,
direct from the Publishers.

Price $1.00, postpaid

Selling Agents—THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST, Toronto, Canada
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ation of his efiorts. He had just tried to do his

duty in his office as President, and must say that

lie had passed through one of the most unevent-

ful years in the history of the Association, a

tranquility due probably to the efforts of his pre-

decessors. With reference to the annual meeting

of the Canadian Pharmaceutical Association to

be held at Banff in August, he would like to see

as many as possible representatives of this Pro-

vince. He could assure them that tliey would not

regret the time and expense incurred by taking

the trip to attend the meeting. He had no doubt

but that a large nimiber of those attending the

Canadian Pharmaceutical Association at Banff

would come through to the Coast, and he felt

sure it needed no urging from him to assure these

visiting pharmacists a good time and that they

may carry back with them the impression that

the druggists on the Coast are alive.

ELECTION OF COUNCIL FOR 1909-11

The scrutineers made their report of the result

of the ballot as follows:

John Coclirane (Victoria) 86

R. R. Burns (Vancouver) 83
J. Iv. White (Greenwood) 48
W. W. Harrison (Vancouver) 45
Walter Bews (Revelstoke) 42
N. E. Suddaby (Fernie) 32
C. J. Ouinan (Kaslo) 6

E. H. Hall (Eburne) 5

Number of ballots cast 129
Spoiled ballots 2

The President then declared the first three gen-

tlemen, namely, Messrs. John Cochrane, R. B.

Burns, and J. L,. White, elected to the Council

for the next two ensuing years.

KEPORT OF COMMIl^TEE ON ELECTORAL DISTRICTS

The chairman of the Committee, R. R. Burns,

then read the report of his committee appointed

to consider the advisability of dividing the Pro-

vince into electoral districts, as follows:

We beg to report as follows: We considered

that the better way to obtain the view of the

whole Association upon tliis question was to call

for a plebiscite. The question asked by the ballot

was as follows:

"Are you in favor of dividing the Pro-

vince into Electoral Districts for the pur-

pose of electing the Coimcil?"

Number of ballots sent out 152

Number of ballots returned in favor. 82

Number of ballots returned unfavor-
able 35

Majority in favor of division 47
Total number of votes returned 117

We therefore beg to advise the expressed view

of the Association and would recommend that a

committee be appointed to make necessary ar-

rangements.
R. R. Burns,

E. S. Knowlton,

Joseph H. Emery.

The report as l)rought in contained the follow-

ing closing sentence: "We therefore beg to ad-

vise the expressed view of the Association and

would recommend that, as legislation will be ne-

cessary to accom]>lish the desire of the Associa-

tion, a committee be appointed to make neces-

stiry arrangements."

It was moved by R. R. Burns, seconded by J.

N. Henderson, that tlie report of the committee

be received and adopted.

After some discussion, it was moved by James
W. Browne, seconded by W. W. Gardiner ^ that

this report be referred to the Council, with the

request to draft an amendment to Secti(jn 4 of

the by-laws of this Association with the view of

dividing the Province into Electoral Districts.

(Carried.)

Messrs. J. H. Emery and .lohn Cochrane were

appointed delegates to the annual meeting of the

Canadian Pharmaceutical Association, to be

held at Bariff, August 3rd. Mr. Emery presented

the annual report of the B. C. Pharmaceutical

Record, which showed disbursements of S636.25

and the amount loaned by the Association of

§402.00, and it was resolved that the appropria-

tion be continued for the ensuing year.

THE NEW COUNCIL

Immediately upon the adjournment of the an-

nual meeting the first meeting of the new Coun-

cil was held, and the following officers were

elected: President, F. J. MacKenzie, New West-

minster; Vice-President, John Cochrane, Vic-

toria; Secretary-Treasurer, Jas. W. Browne, Van-

couver.

THE LUNCHEON

The annual luncheon of the Association, which

has become a very enjoyable feature of the meet-

ing, took place at the close of the regular meet-

ing, and was well attended. Various toasts were

proposed and responded to by those present.

SEMI-ANNUAL COUNCIL MEETINGS

The semi-annual meeting of the Council of the

British Columbia Pharmaceutical Association

was held at Victoria, B.C., the following mem-

bers being present: E. S. Knowlton, R. R.

Burns, F. J. MacKenzie, New Westminster; J.

Cochrane, J. H. Emery, Victoria. Several com-

munications were read and ordered to be filed.

Apq>lication of Walter Herod for remission of

part of the affiliation fee was granted. Mr.
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Thomas Henderson tliankid the incmbeis for ihe

honor conferred on him by elecling him an hon-

orary member.

The report of the special committee, presented

by Mr. Cochrane, stated that Mr. F. M. Hender-

son had decided to oiler a gold medal annually to

the candidate obtaining highest total of marks

at the major examinations of each year.

The report of the special committee on the sale

of arsenate of lead, etc., was presented by Mr.

F. .1. MacKen/.ie, and on motion was adopted.

The following is the report: "That the propo.sed

regxUation to govern the issuing of licenses for

the sale of certain poisons exclusively for agri-

cultural and horticultural purposes be adopted."

The Treasurer's report was read, as was also

that of the Auditors, Messrs. Nelson and Fer-

guson, and adopted.

The applications of A. C. Van Houghton, Na-

naimo, tuid A. C. McDonald for registration un-

der .section 12 of the Pharmacy Act were granted.

Tlie following members were placed on the re-

tired list: Messrs. K. A. McDonald, K. W. Ma-

son, II. B. Howell, vS. L. Howe, R. B. White, H.

McDowell, G. L. Brown, and L. V. Newton.

The following was moved by Mr. John Coch-

rane, .seconded by Mr. ,T . II. Kmery.: "Tliat it

having been brought to the attention of the

Council tliat the provisions of the Pharmacy Act

as to tlie sale and registration of poisons such

as Corrosive Sublimate Tablets, are not being

complied with as they should be, the Council

wishes to impress upon the members the desir-

ability of a strict compliance w ith the same, and

their determination to enforce the Act in this re-

s])ect."

THE SIEGE OF KAWDAHAR

Lord Roberts' march to Kandahar furni.shes

one of the brightest pages in British history and

the fall of the Afghan stronghold furnishes un-

equalled scenic effects for a great pyrotechnic

production. One thousand men in all the bril-

liant costumes of the East will make this one of

the big attractions at the Canadian National Ex-
hibition this year. It will be entertainment and
education in one and will help make your even-

ing at tlie Fair one long to be remembered.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

L. W. Bigger & Co., Unity, Sa.sk., have placed

their order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., for a

line of the New Century Display Counter, with

all the latest Jones ideas, preferring this to the

imitation advertised as being patented in order

to deceive their profession.

NEW LINE OF DISPLAY CABINETS MEETS WITH
WONDERFUL SUCCESS

There probably lias never been a line of displa}'

fixtures placed on the market in recent years

that has met with such wonderful sale as the

Sectional Display Cabinets manufactured by the

Gier & Dail Manufacturing Co., of Lansing,

Mich. Although their goods are opening an en-

tirel}- new field and have been on the market only

ten months, they have sold over 7,000 of these

cabinets in this short time.

This line of fixtures is Iniilt up on a verj- simple

invention of pressing a continuous formation or

series of pockets from one piece of steel. This

pocket was first used in building a line of large

lloor post card racks that holds as many post

cards as a half dozen small counter racks and

makes the finest display of post cards that has

ever been devised. These cabinets met with such

remarkable sale that the manufacturers have
built similar ones for displaying magazines, Lab-

kts, dime iio\eLs, slieet music and newspapers,

ill fact the}- now have a line comprising some
thirty dillerent sizes and styles, so that they can

olTer the retailer a fixture that will suit the con-

ditions of his store. They also furnish slecl

pockets for fitting up side w a

ous lines.

These fixtures are valuabU
cause they give him a disp

every one entering his store, which, of course, in-

creases his sales, but there is still a greater ad-

vantage, and that is saving of space—for example
one of their cabinets occupying only one square

foot of space displays more magazines or tablets

than can be shown on a table fifteen feet long.

The one shown below carries a stock of 400 tab-

lets on only twenty-three inches of floor space.

Retailers that have put in these cabinets say

that their sales have increased enough to pay for

the fixture in sixty days. The fact that over 7,-

000 of these cabinets have gone into use in less

than ten months is an indication that these fix-

so
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(4,4- cr^'~~u 190V

THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, Limited

GOLD MEDAL. ST. LOUIS, 1904

BISMUTH

SALTS
••* PURE ^*-

MERCURIALS

ACID PHOSPHORIC
SCALE "^"i?^,

PREPARATIONS
^^''^'' •^«"

ETHERS

HYPO-

PHOSPHITE

STRATFORD, I^ONDON. E N G.

T/ie Largest Ii)tport House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AMSTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Willing to place all nezv Medical Specialties

on the Market

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored

Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and

finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

===^= Established 1895 ====^==
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

ASK FOR.

(SCRUSADERff

I

The Choicest Invalid Port
|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Brantford

WHOLESALE DISTKIEUTEES FOB CANADA

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Boliner's Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl
^L Because it is constrncttci in accord^ with the pure food lawt. It is im-

mane against tlies, buga, dust and
other contaminating influences and
maltes for cleanliness, purity, the

preservation of your product It pro-

your fountain and your patron,

and builds contidenee for you In the

minds of an intelligent public. Better

be safe and serve from a

Bohner Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

ALL JOBBERS HAVE IT

^^:

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CU , 42 Stale St , Cliicago

"Anti=Splash"
THEMAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms :: Agents Wanted

FILTERS THE WATEE
PEEVENTS SPLASHING

Polisbed Brass, 150; Nickel plated, 20c

Sell

Anti-Splash Filter Co. ^ "^otaeio

THE'OLD RELIABLE
PLANTEN'S

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SJNCE 183

The Formula oj our lale Mr. li yianlen

93 HENRY ST. Established 1836 BROOKLYN, N.Y.

• The Pioneer American Capsule House "

ESTABLISHED 1891

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

TWO KINDS-
NO SMELL

LIT DEIES THEM UP

Most infallible remedy known Retains its strength for years

Sold in every Country in the World

Sold by all Jobbers : TOROHTO, Ont. BUFFALO, N.Y., LONDON, Eng
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

^3 0z. to 4 oz. sizes.

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST

FOE SALE BY JOBBERS

T. C. WHEATON CO.
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

39.50 1

Discount to the Trade 60%

Millville, N J., U.S.A.

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir, PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Articles: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega herb,
Freuch Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and
alkaloids ( Eserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & 8ILLIG, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited.

Mmmw MfcCQLTp
TORONTO,C7VNADA

MAKER& OF ALL KINDS

INVALID.
RPWNC,

Made in Canada
OUR CATALOGUE

GRADE C
SHOWS THE ENTIRE LINE

A. MACOOMB, Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

Limited

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST. TORONTO, CANADA
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tures have their merit and that the retailer is

taking to this way of displaying goods. The

Gier & Dail Manufacturing Co. will be glad to

give you suggestions concerning the best way to

economize space in your store. Write for their

catalogue, it has valuable information for any re-

tailer.

SPECIAL LINES

Among the special values being shown by Bun-

tin, Gillies & Co., Limited, for school opening,

are the following:

No. 7,332, a new line of colored pencils, red and

blue, to retail at one cent each. The same style

of pencil is also stocked in a larger size, No. 7,-

132, retailing at two cents.

A pencil of remarkable value is the El Mayor,
No. 92, rubber tipped and conic in shape, with a

mottled finish which is sure to attract the chil-

dren. The lead is better than found in most live

cent pencils, and the low price should malce it a

leader.

No. 710, a display box, containing six do/.en

one cent penholders, is one of the best values ever

shown by this house. The holders are finished in

black, red and natural polish, with nickled tijis,,

and compare favorably with any two cent line

on the market.

AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

Fiftj'-seventh annual meeting at Los Angeles,

California, August i6th to 23rd, 1909.

Arrangements have been completed for operat-

ing a special train from Chicago via the Santa
Fe route, leaving at 8.10 ]).m., Tuesday, August
loth, 1909.

Special sleeping cars will lea\e from St. Louis

via the Missouri Pacific Railway on train No.
II, at 11.30 p.m., Tuesday, August loth, connect-

ing at Kansas City with the Pharmaceutical
Special from Chicago running through to Los
Angeles without change.

Delegates from the North and Northeast will

route their tickets by way of Chicago and the

Santa Fe beyond. Delegates from the East and
Southeast should have their tickets routed via

St. Louis and the Missouri Pacific Railway to

Kansas City, thence the Santa Fe.

For further information and sleeping car reser-

vations in cars from Chicago, application should

be made through ;Mr. G. T. Gunnip, General

Agent, Passenger Department, Santa Fe Route,

Chicago, Ills. For space in cars from St. Louis,

application should be made to Mr. C. B. Gaus-
sen. Passenger and Ticket Agent, Missouri Pa-

cific Railway, or Mr. Geo. C. Chambers, General

Agent, Passenger Department, Santa Fe Route,

St. Louis, Mo.
Trusting that you will lend your hearty co-

operation, and help make this meeting the larg-

est in our history, I beg to remain,

Yours truly,

Henry M. Whelpley,

St. Louis Member, Committee on Transporta-
tion.

A PLEA FOR REAL PHARMACY*
By William Mittelbach, Boonville, Mo.

In this age of mad experimentation, pharmacy
is fast becoming a lost art, and a hand-me-down
vocation. Ready made preparations is the goal
toward which we are drifting, and which once
reached will mean the quietus of our acti\4ties as
artisans.

The Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary
are both being filled up with compound formulas

that will only end in increasing the manufactur-

er's business and lessen the .pharmacist's oppor-

tunity to practice his art. The advocate of com-
pound forniulas will at once say that such cotri-

pound formulas as are contained in our official

guide books are intended to help the pharmacist.

Do they do this? Is it not a fact that the great

majority of those in business never think of mak-
ing even the simplest elixirs, and rely on the

manufacturer to make them, thereby educating

the physician to specify certain brands? Already
our shelves are being filled up with new proprie-

taries—those of the Pharmacopoeia and the Na-
tional Formulary.

Is it necessary that we shall have fixed for-

mulas at all, except in a very few instances?

Is it professional to advocate and promulgate

such simple things as elix. potass, brom., elix.

pepsin, and others of that class? Wouldn't it be

better for the pharmacist, if his physician friend

didn't know of these formulas, and would write

out in detail his prescriptions? Wouldn't it be

more satisfactory to the physician? He cares

very little for the vehicle used in his prescrip-

tions, and often would prefer to change the taste

of his medicines. It is the active principle that

he is concerned about. The Sase or vehicle of

our elixirs may be pleasant to one patient and

distasteful to another. Let the physician deter-

mine what is most acceptable, and trust to the

pharmacist to make the combination extempor-

aneously.

Any prescription—and the great majority of

our official compound preparations are nothing

* Read before the Committee on Practical Pharmacy and
Dispensing of the American Pharmaceutical Association at

the last annual meeting.
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more nor less than prescriptions—that can read-

ily be compounded as called for, should not be so

advertised as to make it a fixed or proprietary

article. The idea of making such a simple mix-

ture as compound acetanilid powder official is

wrong. It is certainly not ethical. Kven such

preparations as the elix. phos. iron quinine and

strychnine, and the comp. syrup of hypophos-

phites could be made up as called for, the phy-

sician writing out the prescription, varying the

several ingredients as suits his case. He would

then not be troubled with changes of color and

dei)Osits of the salts.

It docs therefore seem that if wc advocated the

writing of prescriptions in detail, instead of

pushing and building up these ready-made things,

the pharmacist would be able to practise his art

more in accordance with the teachings of our

colleges.

The manufacture of preparations from fixed

formulas is bound to go into the hands of the

skilled manufacturing firms. They are equipped

for it, and have the very best and most skilful

manipulators. So let us get back to the old way,

and give the pharmacist a chance to practice real

pharmacy.

REPORT ON MEDICINAL CROPS AND ESSENTIAL
OIL

Yielding Plants Cultivated by Stafford Allen and Sons

Ltd., of London and Long Metford, Suffolk.

The late spring has kept growth back, but

there has been an absence of frosts, which has

been very beneficial. The crops made rather slow

progress in the early part of May, owing to the

excessive warmth without moisture, but the

recent rains came just in time, and have greatly

improved prospects all round.

Aconite (Aconiti Napellus).—The cultivation in

England is onl}- on a small scale. We look for

an average crop.

Belladonna.—We look for quite a good crop.

The growth has been delayed owing to the late

spring, but the plants have not suffered by May
frosts, as is so often the case with this rather

delicate plant.

Camomile.—This looks well so far, and we hope

for an average crop. Owing to the poor crop last

season, the output of oil was not sufficient for

the demand, and we expect a ready sale for the

oil this season

Dandelion.—Last autumn produced a very

heavy supply, and prices of the manufactured

products have declined. There seems every pros-

])ect of a good crop in the coming autumn.

Dill.—Looks likely to be up to the average,

provided we do not have too much of this heavy

rain.

Foxglove.—The second year ])lants have stood

the winter well, and should bear a fair crop of

leaf. The prospects for the first year plants are

also good.

Hemlock.—An average crop, but late.

Henbane.—It is always diflicult to forecast

what this plant will do. If we have too much sun

it does not grow; if we have too much rain it all

runs to stalk. It has suHered rather from the

one late frost which we had in the spring, and

owing to the drought the plants have come on

to bloom much earlier than usual, the growth be-

ing considerably stunted in consequence. There

should be a good crop of flowers, though not so

large as anticipated earlier iu the season.

Lavender.—It is too eaxlj- to say much as re-

gards this, but the bushes look well and green,

especially the younger ones.

Lettuce (Lactucae \'iros).—Promises well for a

fair average crop.

Peppermint.—Owing to the dry spell in IMay,

the i>lanting out of this was much hindered, but

the recent heavy rains have greatly improved

prospects, and we look for a fair croj).

Red Poppy Petals.—The crop will probably be

u]) to the average, but we shall require waim
weather to bring these on to best advantage.

Kosemary.—This suffered very considerably

from the sharp frost we had during the winter.

Roses.—Promise well, and we look to a good

supply of dry petals.

Rhubarb.—The young plantations look healthy

and strong, and do not seem to have suilered at

all from the cold winter.

Stramontum.— If the weather conditions con-

tinue favorable, we shall have a nice crop this

season.

Valerian.—Greatly needed rain, and is very

backward.

0. C. P. NOTES

The Ontario College of Pharmacy will com-

mence its session on Sept. 7th. Up to the time

of writing fifty-three students have registered.

Mr. H. Bull, druggist, of Gore Vale, Ontario,

was a caller at the College last month.

Dean Heebner, together with his family, is

spending a well earned holiday at his cottage at

Cecebe Lake.

Prof. G. A. K\ans, with his family, are at

their cottage on Si)arrow Lake, Muskoka.

The College is undergoing a renovating, and

the decorators are, busy at work freshening up

the class rooms, etc.
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Druggists' Tin Cans and Boxes

A complete Iine[*of Drtiggists*

Tinware will be on exhibit at

Toronto Exhibition. Oar booth

is centrally located—under the

large dome in Process Building.

We invite you to make it your

meeting place.

Macdonald Manufacturing Co.
LiMnrEo

Montreal Toronto Winnipeg
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HELP!
Yes—We wish to help Chemists to become
familiar with the greatest advance in the

treatment of Leg troubles, O^ Ji^t
etc., in horses,_ namely,— -tVaCllOl^

Below you will find a coupon entitling one bona fide

Chemist to a full-sized flask of R.ADIOL, the minimum
price of which
is $2.00.

These flasks
are full-sized
(12 oz. ), because

we believe that

whether you use

it yourself or

send to a friend

or customer it

will give full

opportunity to

thoroughly
test it.

You can purchase RADIOL
from your wholesale house, or

THOMAS REID

9 St. Nicholas St. Mont^real

J^anufacfureT^

The RADIOL C9 (w:stevens6>C9)
212 Westminster BridgeRoad\ London ; England,

I (full name) ,

Address (in full)

Qualification, etc ^

wish to apply for a full-sized flask of " Radiol " free of charge, and herewith enclose cost of mailing and
packing only, 25c.

Seal down in an envelope and address Thomas Reid, 9 St. Nicholas St., Montreal,
our Canadian Agent.

i
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TABLET MAKING FOR THE RETAILER
By A. Schleimer. Ph. G.*

There is one thing that has alwaj-s been a

stnnibling block in the course of average pre-

scriptionists, and that is the manuracture of tab-

lets on a small scale for stock, and for occasion-

al calls on prescriptions.

Many methods and processes have been recom-

mended from time to time, and while most of

them have features more or less good, they are

not practical as a whole.

I have spent considerable time in experiment-

ing on tablet-makiuF, with a view to enable me
to make tablets as they might be called for, on

])rescription or otherwise, and to devise a me-
thod both practical and expedient. After a thor-

ough trial, I am convinced that the average tab-

let machine is not in anv way suited to the pur-

pose, and a number of them that I tried gave no

satisfaction whatever.

A perfect talilet should be hard and compact
enough to hold its shape with the ordinary

handling that it will receive, and yet be sulli-

ciently brittle to crumble between the fingers un-

der pressure. I doubt very much if the ordinary

hard tablet, such as is made by machinery on a

large .scale, and w ith which the market is flood-

ed, is as soluble in the svstem as it should be.

Now this is a point that is often overlooked by
the pharmacist when placing a preparation be-

fore a doctor, with the intention of having him
prescribe it. Don't allow the argument that ii

"tastes good and looks good," to cover too

much ground. Always bear in mind the fact

that solubility and action are the main things.

I am speaking now of preparations that you are

likely to submit to your doctor. When you oiler

him a preparation that looks nice and tastes

pleasant, it, of course, appeals to him; but when
\ou can submit to him proof that it is more
soluble and acts better than the "regular" line,

you are offering him something for which he is

looking, and the use of which he can see will be

to his own advantage. He may prescribe a cer-

tain article because it looks good, but if he is

convinced that an article is better in its action

than any other he will use that article, irrespec-

tive ©f appearance.

TABLET TRITURATES.

In making the triturates, the principal knack
is in having the condition of the powder just

right, when it is pressed into the mould. LTse

the ordinary hard rubber mould that is carried

in stock by your sundry house, that makes fifty

i-grain tablets. The first thing to consider is

the proper calculation of the amounts of the in-

*National Druggist.

gredients, .so that the fini.shed tablet will repre-

sent the exact strength.

Of course, it is almost impossible to have a
tablet exact as to the quantities of the in-

gredients, theoretically; but Vou can get them so
correct, practically, that the dirterence is not
worth considering.

Ivet us take, for instance, the ordinary tablet
of calomel and .soda. Now the mould is suppos-
ed to hold exactly one grain in each hole. A lit-

tle thought will show you that as different sub-
stances have different . specific gravities, a space
which holds one grain of one powder, must ne-

cessarily hold more or less than one grain of an-
other. For example, take a mould and pack it

carefully with calomel; remove the calomel and
weigh. Repeat the process with sugar of milk,
and then with magnesium carbonate. We find

that the calomel will weigh in the neighborhood
of four grains, the sugar of milk about one
grain, and the magnesia about one-fourth grain.

The standard taken by the maker of the mould
is sugar of milk, and the difference between the

specific gravities of the powders ordinarilv used,

such as cane sugar, sodium bi-carbonate, etc., is

so slight, considering the physiological action,

as to be not worth considering. It is onlv when
one or more of the ingredients show a vast dif-

ference in specific gravit}^ such as the mercury
salts, that it is necessary to take note of it.

For example, if the mould holds four grains of

calomel and onlv one grain of sugar of milk, and
you wanted to make i-io grain tablets, you can

readily see that to make them with any de-

gree of accuracy it would not do to weigh out

ten grains of calomel and ninetv grains of sugar

of milk. A little figuring will show that in order

to bring out the finished tablet of the pro])er

weight, it will take ten grains of calomel and

92';, grains of sugar of milk.

This tablet of calomel or calomel and soda is

a verj- important one, as it is not onlv most fre-

quently used, but one that most easilv goes

wrong, if not made and kept with proper precau-

tions.

In the first place, light acts upon it, tending

to partially convert the calomel into an oxide,

hence the dark color so often seen. The same ef-

fect is also produced by heat, developed in

trituration, for example, and also bv the action

of alkalies.

As calomel is commonlv used together with

sodium bicarbonate, which is an alkaline salt, it

is necessary to be more careful in making these

tablets than the ordinary ones.

To begin with, always use more material than

is called for; do not weigh out the exact amount.

In fact, when making onlv 50 or 100 tablets it is
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a wise precaution to weigh out sulHcient material

to make double the quantity.

This is a very important point to remember,

for two reasons: First, by having more tablets

than you need you do not have to repeat the

operation in case a few break or get soiled. Sec-

ond, in case of a prescription for a special

formula, you have them on hand in case of a re-

newal, which makes the price of the renewal

practically all profit, as the cost of the tablets

in most cases is simply the time involved.

Place the calomel and sugar of milk (or soda)

in the mortar, replacing in all cases, where the

bulk of the vehicle is sugar of milk, with lo per

cent, of cane sugar, powdered. The advantage of

this is a firmer tablet that not only dries more

quickly, but makes a more clean cut, whiter tab-

let, and is more soluble.

Triturate the ingredients in the mortar slowly

and thoroughly, but with little pressure. After

they have been thoroughly incorporated, add a

little alcohol, drop by drop, just suflicient to

dampen the powder so that it will cohere. The

liquid used to dampen any powder to be made

into tablets must always be one in which the in-

gredients are least soluble. Should the powder

be an alcohol soluble one, such as salol, acetanil-

id, etc., water should be used. The idea is not

to dissolve, but simply to moisten the particles

so that they will pack.

If the liquid used has a solvent action on one

or more of the ingredients, it will partially dis-

solve some of the powder, cause it to dry out be-

fore it can be handled, result in an uneven granu-

lation in the mortar that cannot be reduced to

the proper fineness.

The slightly dampened powder should be pour-

ed on the mould, which should lie on a glass or

porcelain tile. The powder should then be work-

ed into the holes, and firmly packed with a

spatula. The best spatula for this purpose is a

flat, wide one, made of horn, about two inches

in width.

After the powder is thoroughly packed in the

holes, a perfectly clean-cut tablet may be made
by going over the mould with a clean piece of

absorbent cotton, dampened with the liquid. The
under side of the mould is then exposed for a

second to a flame or draught of warm air, to en-

sure the tablets not sticking, and the tablets re-

moved by pressing in the pins, after which they

may be handled or dispensed in a few minutes.

In all cases, however, where they are made to

be kept in stock for some time, in bottles, it is

advisable to expose them in a warm place for

about fifteen minutes. Keep tablets containing

chemicals affected by light in a dark glass bottle

or in a bottle covered with paper.

THE NEW CANADIAN NEWSPAPER DIRECTORY

We have just received from the publishers, A.

McKim, Limited, of Montreal and Toronto, a

copy of the 1909 edition of the Canadian News-

paper Director3^

This is the sixth edition of this valuable work,

which fills a very real need in Canada, and de-

serv^es a place on the desk of every business man,

whether he is an advertiser or not.

The Canadian Newspaper Directory lists and
describes 1,426 periodicals in Canada and New-
foundland. Of these 135 are daily, 1,015 weekly

or semi-weekly, 262 monthly or semi-monthly,

and 14 are published less frequently. This is a

considerable increase over the last edition.

In addition to this, the Directory supplies a

comprehensive Gazeteer giving the population,

the chief industries, the railway, telegraph and

banking facilities and other interesting features

of every newspaper citj-, town and' village in

Canada.

A. McKim, Limited, are particularly well

qualified to edit and publish this, the standard

book of reference on Canadian publications. They
are the pioneers in the advertising agency field in

the Dominion, the McKim Agency having been

founded in Montreal, in January, 1889, twenty

years ago, by Mr. Anson McKim, who is still at

the head of the business.

The price of the 1909 Director)- is S2.00.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. W. K. C. Summerfeldt, of

Bloor Street West, has ordered two new drug

outfits. Mr. Summerfeldt is disposing of the

fixtures now in his present store and replacing

with new ones, and has also ordered an outfit

for his Dovercourt Road store, which is well un-

der way. After seeing the plans submitted by

The Toronto Show Case Co., Mr. Summerfeldt

felt that there was no further argument, and

placed his order for the two outfits at the same
time. These include many new Jeatures. All wall

fixtures are of special design. The silent sales-

men and "Trianon Cabinets" are of the "Full

Crystal" construction, all the glass being best

British Plate. Patents covering these fixtures

"are owned and controlled by The Toronto Show
Case Co., who.se reputation for quality will not

allow of using cheap materials and supplying

poor workmanship.

E. Merck, Darmstadt, Germany, has been

awarded two gold medals and a certificate of

merit for his exhibit at the Bombay Medical

Congress.
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Hi^h Grade

CAMERAS
FITTED WITH THE

Best Lenses and Shutters

Quality Guaranteed

Discount to Dealers

Complete Line of Supplies

and Camera Accessories

CANADIAN CAMERA COMPANY
LIMITED

^ 60-62 Front Street West - Toronto

WELLINGTON

Photographic Plates, Papers and Films
are acknowledged the best

QOOD PROFITS—Carry them as a side line

^^.TsZX'foV WARD & CO. 13 St. John St.

or write :: ::' IMPORT AGENTS MOTNTREAL
Handsome Adnrtisifin Mntfrr on avvUcaiion

Appearance Counts
EVEN IN PAPER !!!

Are you using a Drug Paper
that is

Attractive, Neat
Strong, Economical?

All these qualities are combined

CHECKERED DRUG
In \V hite and Tints, Blue, Pink and Green

ROLLS AND SHEETS
ALL SIZES

SAMPLES AND PRICES
GLADLY GIVEN

Call and See Us During Exhibition

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LiMireo

415, 416, 419 King Street West
Branch at >\ontreal. TORONTO, CAN.
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Ensign Goods Huie Success
Properly placed on the market our Agents and Dealers have found

perfect satisfaction and good profits.

INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS—PROFITABLE TO YOURSELF

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

has been such a success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. JB. HAMIL^L, M.D., Oculist

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

students as class room students. Write for full particulars lo

E3^- ^anea BiaUdlngr, TORONTO

TAX

#HOTO
iULLETlN

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

graphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal
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TRADE NOTES

(Continued from page 457.)

R. C. Jamieson & Co. have purchased the bu.si-

ne.ss of the Speer-Stevenson Drug Co., I,td., Win-

nipeg, Manitoba.

W. T. Conner ha.s purchased the Red Cross

Pharmacy, at Gladstone, Manitoba.

Story & Baker, druggists, at Viking, Alberta,

have given up business.

Dr. Dale has opened a new drug business at

Bow Island, Alberta.

W. F. Stevens has opened a drug store at Bel-

mont, Manitoba.

h. Hall has taken over the drug business of C.

H. Morrison, of Virden, Manitoba.

W. M. Ivel has opened a new drug business at

Broderick, Saskatchewan.

F. D. Keeley, recently with Keeley & Co., of

Fernie, British Columbia, has started a drug

business at Prince Rupert.

W. R. Lutz has taken over the drug business of

C. G. Perry, London, Ontario.

Hawkins, Ltd., have purchased the drug busi-

ness of Wm. Teeter, Hamilton, Ontario.

S. H. Webb has opened a new drug store on
Danforth Road, Toronto, Ontario.

According to the Winnipeg Commercial, there

is said to be an opening for a druggist at Young,
Sa.skatchewan.

T. A. Hobbs has purchased the drug depart-

ment of the general store of R. Pedlar, at Spar-

ling, Manitoba.

.1. Hilton and Mr. McFee have purchased the

Fleming Dnig Store, being one of the oldest es-

tablished businesses in Brandon, Manitoba. Mr.

J. W. Fleming, who for twenty years has been

manager of the business, will in future devote all

his tinu' to optical work.

U. il. Milton has purchased the drug l)usiiiess

of T. N. Jarvis, Ridgetown, Ontario.

Dr. G. H. L. Arm.strong is opening a drug

store at Richard's Landing, Ontario.

E. D. Briggs is opening a new drug store at

Steelton, Ontario.

Seth B. Stevenson has purchased the drug

business of W. A. Hurtell, corner of Batlmrst

and Ulster Streets, Toronto, Ontario.

Dr. ,Tohn L. Wall is opening a drug business in

Trenton, Ontario.

J. H. Pounteuey is opening a new drug store

at 1,091 Bathurst Street, Toronto, Ontario.

W. T. Kingston, of Prescott, Ontario, is start-

ing a new business in Cardinal, Ontario.

Hawkins, Ltd., druggists, of Hamilton, On-

tario, sufiered a loss bj' fire recently.

Dr. W. H. Cameron has taken out a license for

Victoria Mines, Ontario.

E. A. Richiuds, druggist, of Aylmer, Ontario,

called on his old friend the Registrar of the

College during the month.
Fred. W. & Roy A. Bond have taken over the

drug bu.siness of their father, J. R. Bond, .-',53

Yonge Street, Toronto, Ontario.

R. C. Porter, Phm.B., has been appointed man-
ager of the drug business of the late Henry Wade,

Kingston, Out.

The wholesale branches of the National Drug

and Chemical Co., Limited, in Hamilton, On-

tario, known as The Dominion Drug Co. and J.

Winer & Co., have been merged into one busi-

ness, which will be carried on at the warehouses

of The Dominion Drug Co., McNab Street, and
the business will be conducted under the name of

the National Drug and Chemical Co., Ltd.

J. A. Teepoorten & Co. are opening a new
\\holesale drug house in Vancouver, B. C. Mr.
Teeporten was for twenty-one years connected

with the wholesale drug firm of Henderson Bros.,

Victoria and Vancouver, and was one of the old-

est travellers in British Columbia. The firm's

warehouse will be situated at 330-2-4 Cordova
Street, and expect to commence business about

Sept. 1st.

COD LIVER OIL EMULSION

Dr. Natalio de Fuentes (Pharm. Ztg.) proceeds

as follows: 100 grams of starch is heated with

900 gratas of water, until a homogeneous paste

results. The paste is then mixed with 400 grams
of gum acacia by stirring briskly in a mortar;

when all lumps have disappeared, 400 grams of

glycerin of 30 degrees are added. Fort^- grains

each of sodium and potassium hypophosphite are

dissolved in 600 grams distilled water. This so-

lution is added, alternately, to 400 grams of

syrup and 2,400 grams of cod liver oil, and these

portions rubbed up with the mucilage base. Fin-

ally, 80 drops of oil of cinnamon and 20 drops of

oil of bitter almond are added.

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

D. Campbell, Gravenhurst, Out., writes Jones

Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Toronto, to the effect that

after trjang other manufacturers he has decided

that their goods are the best, and has ordered a

l.irge addition to his present style fitting store.

The importation of ha.shish into Egypt is pro-

hibited, and the practice of smuggling the drug is

now resorted to. According to the London Daily

Jlail a large quantity of the drug was discovered

in the possession of British soldiers arriving iu

an army transport. Large quantities were later

found in British barracks at Alexandria and

Cairo. The entire lots were confiscated.
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Formulary

MERCURIC CYANIDE SOLUTION FOR SURGICAL
PURPOSES.

A solution of mercuric cyanide (i:i,ooo) is fre

quently employed for surgical purposes. Dr. Le-

maire proposes the following formula:

Mercuric cyanide i gram
Sodium borate 2 grams
Potassium chromate 0.05-0.075 gram
Fluorescein o.ooi gram
Distilled water, to make. 1,000 c.c.

This solution can be diluted as required at the

moment of use.

SALOL PILL VARNISH.

Solutio Salolis Aetherea, B.P.C.

Salol 20 parts

Shellac 30 parts

Ether 30 parts

Absolute alcohol, sufficient to

produce 100 parts

This solution is used for coating pills, which it

is desired should act in the intestines only.

EMULSITE.

This is a basis for the preparation of emul-

sions. It consists of powdered tragacanth, 10;

powdered acacia, 5; gluten, 5; glycerin, 20; dis-

tilled water, 50; alcohol, 10. The tragacanth,

acacia and gluten are mixed, then rubbed with

the glycerin and water and finally with the al-

cohol. From this strong preparation a 10 per

cent, dilution may be made thus: Strong emul-

sile, as above, 10; glycerin, 10; water, 80. This

is used for the preparation of emulsions, 30 parts

being taken for every 10 parts of oil.

COMPOUND SOLUTION OF COTTON SEED OIL.

Cotton seed oil 8 ozs.

Guaiacol 2 drs.

Acacia 2% ozs.

Glycerin i oz.

Syr. orange 4 drs.

Calcium hypophosphite 128 grs.

Sodium hypophosphite 128 grs.

Wintergrcen oil % dr.

Sassafras oil % dr.

Cinnamon oil 14 dr.

Distilled water to make 16 ozs.

Mix the cotton seed oil, guaiacol, and essential

oils, with the acacia, in a dry mortar; dissolve

the hypophosphites in three ounces of warm wa-
ter, pour the solution, all at once, into the mix-
ture of oils, guaiacol, and acacia and stir briskly

in one direction with the pestle until emulsified;

then add the gl3-cerin, syrup and enough water

to make sixteen ounces, and strain through a

cloth.

Creosote might be added to this formula if de-

sired, though the advantage is doubtful, as its

therapeutic effect is similar to that of guaiacol,

which latter is less objectionable.

SOLUTION OF ALBUMINATE OF IRON.

Egg albumin, fresh 220 parts
Solution of iron oxychloride

(dialyzed iron^ 120 parts
Solution of caustic soda (den-

sity 1.33) sufficient

Aromatic tincture 2 parts
Cinnamon water 100 parts
Alcohol 150 parts
Water, sufficient to inake 1,000 parts

Dissolve the egg albumin in 2,000 parts of

water. Strain through a linen cloth, and pour
quickly into a mixture consisting of the solution

of oxychloride of iron and 2,000 parts of water.

Neutralize the resulting liquid exactly with the

caustic soda solution diluted one himdred times.

Allow the precipitate to settle, decant the liquid,

and wash the precipitate until the wash-water
gives but a faint opalescence with silver nitrate.

Decant, collect the precipitate upon a piece of

linen cloth, let it drain well, and then place it

in a tared flask with 2.5 parts of caustic soda

solution. When solution is complete add a mix-

ture comiposed of 2 parts of aromatic tincture,

TOO parts of ciimamon water, and 150 parts of

alcohol, and, finally, enough water to make the

whole weigh 1,000 parts.

This solution, which is official in the Swiss

Pharmacopoeia, should contain from 0.39 per

cent, to 0.40 per cent, of iron. The iron is de-

termined as follows: 10 grams of the solution

are mixed with 10 grams of hvdrochloric acid,

the liquid heated to boiling, cooled and filtered,

after the addition of sufficient water to make
100 c.c. to 50 c.c. of the filtered liquid is added

I gram potassium iodide; the whole is allowed

to stand for half an hour in a closed flask, pro-

tected from the light. The iodine liberated

should require from 3.5 to 3-6 c.c. of tenth-nor-

mal solution of sodium thiosulphate.

WITCH HAZEL TRAGACANTH.

Tragacanth 160 grains
Glycerin 5% ounces
Water 5'^ ounces
Witch hazel water 5'-{ ounces
Perfume enough

LATHERING BAY RUM.

The Pharmaceutische Zeitung through the

Pharmaceutical Journal gives the following:

Myrcia acris oil, 16; lemon oil, concrete oil of

nutmeg, clove oil, sweet orange oil, of each, i;

e.ssence of rum, 75; alcohol, qo per cent., 2,650.

Dissolve. Meanwhile, dissolve ammonium car-

bonate, 45 or 90, in cold water, 4,500. Mix the

solutions, set aside for a week, then filter

throiigh asbestos.
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We Have 157 New Lines
of School Practice Books, Note Books, Exercise

Books, Scribblers, College Books, Scientific Note

Books, etc., in a variety of sizes and designs.

Beautiful covers, designed by some of Canada's

most noted artists, add to the attractiveness

and selling qualities of these lines. We have

always maintained a considerable lead in the

character and quality of our School Supplies, and

this season is no exception to the rule. As there

is quite a run being made on these lines, the

trade generally are advised to order as early as

possible. Prompt shipments promised.

All Lines o£ School Sundries
are mcluded in our asssortment. School Bags,

Pencil Boxes, Crayons, Paints, Rulers,

Slates, Slate Pencils, etc.

These goods contain all the latest novelties and are guaranteed to

be up-to-the-minute in every respect. Your critical inspection will

confirm these statements.

Do not omit to have a supply

of the. New Germ Proof Slates.

Samples and quotations on

application to

Warwick Bros. & Rutter, Limited
Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers Toronto, Canada
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Photography

REDUCING THE DENSITY OF NEGATIVES

The method of reducing the densitj- of a nega-

tive at present in vogue consists of treating the

image with a solution which is capable of dis-

solving away some of the superfluous silver.

Now, this proceeding is all very well where we

want to reduce the lighter parts of the image

more than the darker, or even where we want to

reduce the image equally all over. But far more
often we want to reduce the darker parts with-

out affecting the lighter ones. For this purpose,

the standard methods seem to be useless, but I

can thorough!}- recommend the proceedings de-

scribed below.

The negative to be reduced is first well soaked

in water. It is then bleached. I recommend the

bichromate-chloride bleaching solution I have

often described in Photograph)-:

Potassium bichromate 65 grains
Concentrated sulphuric acid... 400 minims
Common salt i ounce
Water to 10 ounces

This bath is not used as it stands here, but half

an ounce is taken and added to one and a half

or two ounces of water.

Into this diluted bleaching solution the nega-

tive is ptut, and the progress of the bleaching

operation is carefully watched, chieflj' by looking

at the back of the negative. When the lighter

parts have been chlorinated completely it will

be found that a lot of unchanged silver remains
in the darker ones. When the darker parts have
been sufficiently bleaclied—the degree, of course,

depending on the special circumstances of the

particular negative—the plate is taken out of the

solution and washed.

After washing is complete the remaining sil-

ver can be removed by a suitable reducing solu-

tion, i.e., one which dissolves silver without dis-

.solving silver chloride. Howard Farmer's re-

ducer, of course, will not do. I advised-

Potassium permanganate 4 grains

Concentrated sulphuric acid... 30 minims
Water 5 ounces

Or,

Basic eerie sulphate 30 grains
Concentrated sulphuric acid... 45 minims
Water 5 ounces

The action of both these solutions is very

quick, and a few minutes' treatment only is re-

quired.

After till the remaining siher has been dissolv-

ed out the negative is again washed, and then

redeveloped. 1 know of no better redeveloper

than

—

Metol 15 grains
Sodium sulphite (cryst.) 45 grains
Sodium carbonate (cryst.).... % ounce
Water 5 ounces

This solution keeps well enough for a month
or more if it be stored in a stoppered bottle and
the stopper greased with a little vaseline.

I do not think the bleaching, if the solution I

have recommended be used, will be foimd to go

unevenW, except very seldom indeed. If, how-
ever, such shoiuld be the case, the bleaching must
be carried to coirxpletiou all over the negative,

and then, after washing, the negative miust be re-

developed. The fact that if things go wrong the

operation can be stopped and the negative saved

is a great thing in favor of the process. The re-

development process opens up another possibility.

We can stop redevelopment before all the high

lights are blackened, and, after w^ashing, fix, if

such is desirable.

In the case in which the action of the bleach-

ing solution has been uneven, and we have had

to bleach the negative completely, this is our

only alternative, unless w-e like to redevelop

cotivpletel}- and try the bleaching again. I find

that this method of incomplete redevelopment

will give satisfactory results practically always,

but I hardly like it as well as incomplete bleach-

ing and reducing.

The bleacher seems always to act from the sur-

face downwards; the redeveloper seems to act

roimd the particles of the image to a greater ex-

tent. The centres of the particles appear to offer

difficulties to the redeveloper. The already de-

posited silver on the outside seems to protect

the silver chloride inside it.

Thus we find that before all the lighter parts

of the negative have been completely redeveloped

nearly all the silver has been deposited in the

darker ones. To get any appreciable effect by

this method,, therefore, we generally have to re-

duce the lighter parts of the negative to some

small extent as well as the darker ones.

I perhaps ought to add that if the perman-

ganate reducer is used, one may get a yellow

stain on the negative. This stain will disappear

in the redeveloper, but I think it is best to put

such a negative into

—

Sodium sulphite (cryst.) 4 grains

Concentrated sulphuric acid.... 5 minims

Water 2 ounces

After it has been washed free from the red per-

manganate solution this sulphurous acid bath

will very rapidly get rid of the yellow stain.

After this treatment the negative is washed, and

the process as described above continued, i.e., the

negative is redeveloped.—R. K. Blake Smith, in

Photography.
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WHY?
DO THE LEADING DRUGGISTS

STOCK PHOTO GOODS?

THERE'S MONEY
IN THEM,

AND ALSO A DEMAND THAT
MUST BE SUPPLIED IF YOU WISH
TO RETAIN YOUR CUSTOMERS.

Y©U WILL
obtain full particulars by sending us a

postal request to-day.

Defender Photo Supply Co.
Factory, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 131 Bay St., ToFOntO, Ont.
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ROBERT GIBSON & SONS
LIMITED

MANCHESTER and LONDON

EJ,'G°K"i:f/ss°
."!'° LOZENCx

.llilllll'l I

CACHOU LOZENGES "fl^f""^''
^"' °^ ^""""^ ^°'°^

GIBSON'S VOCAL LOZENGES aop Note Prcuccr.,

MANUFACTORY-Carlton Works, Hulme, MANCHESTER
London Address — 4 New Zealand Avenue, Barbican, London, E.C.

L
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Optical Notes

THE SCOPE AND LIMITATIONS OF AN OPTICAL
PRACTICE

At the annual meeting of the Society of Chciu-

ist-Opticians, of ^London, England, held May
3rd, an excellent paper on the above subject was

read by Mr. Lionel Laurance, whom our readers

will remember as having for a length of time

edited the Optical Department of the Canadian

Druggist, but who has now found a much wider

and more profitable field for his talents and ener-

gy in the metropolis of the world. We append

Mr. Laurance's address, for which we arc in-

debted to the Optical and Photographic Trade

Journal:

MR. LAURANCE'S ADURKSvS

I have no intention to-day of dealing with the

treatment of cases for the optician, but shall en-

deavor rather to mention some conditions which,

if met with, should cause the optician to refrain

from giving glasses on his own responsibility.

The definition of the word optician is "one who
makes or sells glasses," or "one versed in op-

tics." This good old name is varied by others

such as Fefractionist, optometrist, optologist,

doctor of optics, and bachelor of optics. Hdo not

think that we gain anything by such attempts to

show that we are other than what we axe; and I

personally like the name of optician, qualified by
"ophthalmic," thus indicating that we axe versed

in optics and that our specialty is that of the

optics of the eye, and that we may be consulted

about these matters.

For an optician to supply proper lenses it is

absolutely necessary that he should be able to

test the sight. The dealer in spectacles who sells

glasses without so doing, runs the risk, and his

customer runs the risk, of improper lenses being

supplied; also the risk is rim of there being a pa-

thological condition which, if neglected, might

cause more serious trouble, even perhaps loss of

sight or life.

There is no justification whatever for the claim

that it is wrong for an optician to test the sight

and sell glasses, but not wrong to sell glasses

without testing the sight. Even the excuse that

the purchaser takes the responsibility in the lat-

ter case, does not exonerate the seller from the

onus of selling what he should not.

Among the conditions the optician is likely to

meet with, and which, if met with, should cause

him to send the case to an oculist are:

Conical cornea. Loss of accommodation in

young people.

Undue degree of presbyopia. Kajndly increas-

ing presbyopia.

High muscular insulliciency not due to refrac-

tive errors, but to anatomical conditions or ab-

normal muscular action.

vSquint. Double vi.sion. Reduced field (J visi(jn.

Muscae and floating bodies.

Recent aphakia—unless tested under direction

of the surgeon.

Large pupils. Unequal pupils. Pupils whicli do

not respond to light.

Abnormalities of the eye.

B^xcessive or disproportionate ])ain or severe

headache.

Se\er photophobi;i . Seeing Hashes of- light.

Ivachrjination.

Stabbing pains.

Inflammatory conditions. Discolored or ob-

scured irides.

Color blindness.

Cases where one eye is blind.

Nictitation. Nystagmus.

Nyctalopia. Hemeralopia.

Hemiopia. Tobacco amblyopia.

When the sight comes and goes. Sudden or

transitory loss or diminution of sight.

Quivering or flickering ;ight.

Metamorphopsia. Megalopsia. Mycropsia.

Cases not understood.

The main safeguard for the optician is the

visual acuity after correction. That is to say,

normal vision should be attained in all cases

where lenses are prescribed by the optician. The

pin-hole, used effectively, is useful for deciding

between reduced vision due to refractive error

and that due to disease. This is a decisive test,

although sometimes the optical results are not

good owing to conical cornea, irreguJar astig-

matism, etc., when vision is improved by the

pin-hole.

THE BORDER UNE
There are cases in which eye trouble is but a

symptom of organic or nervous disorder, and

other cases in which the refraction is but part of

an eye trouble. With respect to purely optical

cases, I think unsuitable for the optician:

Ametropia in children generally.

Hvpermetropia when excessively latent.

High and progressive myopia.

Spasm of accommodation.

The list I have given may be considered excep-

tionally large by some, but I believe that the

greater the knowledge of the optician the more

does he appreciate the limitations to the work of

any non-medical optician, in that there are very

many cases where not only the action of the

light has to be modified by lenses, but treatment,

local or general, is also required, or may be re-
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quired, and only a medically trained man can de-

cide whether it is or is not.

Again, some optical cases, alllu)Ugh they can

he treated without drugs, yet are better correct-

ed under paralysis of the ciliary muscle.

Thus, the more skilled the optician, the small-

er does the proportion of cases that he does not

treat become, on the one hand, and the larger

does it become on the other. For while the num-

ber of cases in which normal vision is not ob-

tained by correction, and of those which are not

fully understood, become smaller, the number in

which the optician perceives conditions which

should be examined and pronounced upon by an

oculist becomes larger, as the optician becomes

more experienced and trained.

It is clear that if a case be referred to a med-

ical man and no medical or surgical treatment is

needed, at least no harm results; but if a case

which does require medical or surgical treatment

is not so sent harm may result, and no sensible

optician, who understands his work will take on

himself the responsibility of deciding in doubtful

cases.

Selling glasses where it is known that a condi-

tion cannot be remedied, or selling them when

one is ignorant as to whether they will remedy

the condition, is really unjustifiable. The client

expects, if not the skill of the physician and sur-

geon, at least the skill of one who can differenti-

ate between a condition pirrely optical and one

which is not.

sujuiing up

One might perhaps think that with these lim-

itations to an optical practice on the part of the

optician, there would hardly be any cases left for

him to treat. Such is far from being the fact,

for all included, they do not form a large per-

centage of the total number of cases that are

likely to come into his hands; and apart from

this aspect, it is but right that the optician

should not attempt to deal with cases which are

beyond his scope, and where he runs the smallest

chance, I will not say of doing harm, but even of

not doing all the good that might be done.

Also, I am sure that the best and most lucra-

tive businesses are built up on the confidence of

the public, the feeling being engendered that .such

a man is a safe man, a man who can be consult-

ed and trusted with confidence.

The beginning and the end of an optician's

work is optics. The optician works on light, he

bends it and moulds it, before it enters the eye,

so that on entry it has that direction or direc-

tions suitable for the eye it is provided for. If,

however, he perceives or suspects conditions

which are not the direct result of an optical

error, the case is one which he should not treat

on his own responsibilit}-. The optician works
on light as an artisan works on metal, only lu

requires more technical and scientific knowledge

than optical conditions.

The optician needs to know not only the science

of optics, but also, to .^ome extent, anatomy,
and physiologj', even if this be local, to an extent

at least that may enable him to understand the

organ he has to adapt the light for, and enable

him to appreciate that there are conditions other

than optical conditions.

The oculist and the optician are together en-

gaged in looking after the nation's eyesight, and

they should work in harmony. Opticians are try-

ing to raise their status; but this can only be

done by genuine work. I would like to see done

away with the advertising of one's own personal

merits—the advertising of being the only this,

that, or the other—tlie claim of being capable of

treating all cases of defective vision. Finally, I

would like to see the medical profession recog-

nize, appreciate and co-operate in, the good wo'k
done by opticians. I believe that if the oculist

were invariably to send his prescription back tn

the optician who sent him the case, a far larger

number of purely optical cases would be trans-

ferred to his care.

It is unreasonable to expect the optician, how-

ever conscientious he may be, to deliberately de-

prive himself of a customer for the benefit of a

trade competitor, if he can help it; and, unfor-

tunately for all, the oculist so very frequently

sends his prescription elsewhere than to the man
to whom he is indebted for the case.

At the conclusion of Mx. Laurence's lecture, a

very hearty vote of thanks was accorded him on

the motion of the Chairman, supported by several

members. The proceedings then terminated.

"MaJve it a Million" is the motto of the Canad-

ian National Fair, Toronto, this year, and they

are raking the world for exhibits and attractions

that will make a million people pass between

the turnstiles between August 28th and Septem-

ber 13th.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
rvRUG AND STATIONERY BUSINESS FOR
'-' SALE, also Solid Brick Store and Dwelling
attached, in first-class condition. Easy terms. This
is an old-established business in Western Ontario

Village. Rare chance for Druggist, or for Doctor
wanting to carry on Drug business in connection

with practice.

Box C, Canadian Druggist.

WANTED
SITUATION as clerk by lady graduate of O.C.P.

Box^2 Canadian Druggist.
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THIS YEAR MARKS OUR SILVER JUBILEE,
FOR THE CANADIAN HOUSE OF
STEARNS WAS ESTABLISHED IN 1884.

TWENTY-FIVE CONSECUTIVE YEARS OF
UNCHANGED MANAGEMENT AND UNCHANGED
POLICY HAVE, WE ARE GLAD TO SAY, BROUGHT
US A FAIR MEASURE OF SUCCESS.

BUT WHAT WE VALUE MORE HIGHLY IS

THE OFT EXPRESSED CONFIDENCE OF THE
RETAIL TRADE IN THE INTEGRITY OF OUR
POLICY AND OUR ABILITY TO CARRY IT TO
A SUCCESSFUL CONCLUSION.

SUCCESS IS VITAL, BUT HONEST AND
HEARTY APPROVAL MAKES AN ACKNOWLED-
GEMENT OF OUR DEBT TO YOU FOR CO-

OPERATION, A PLEASING DUTY.

LET US GO ON WORKING TOGETHER TO
OUR MUTUAL BENEFIT.

BiniiBor, ©utario ietrolt, ^irljigaM
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"A guaranteed living profit

not subject to change."

These words by a prominent Can-

adian Druggist strike the keynote of

the Nyal proposition.

There are other considerations

too,—

The quality of the goods.

The style of the packages.

The selling helps supplied.

The proportionate profit.

But unless you have a guarantee of the

continuance of that profit of what avail

to you are the other considerations.

Build right from the bottom up and
your future business structure will

stand.

With Nyafs it is a clear case of

working together—and it pays.

S
F WE.D En IC K. g^

€lc f3 C3 IVI W^/=^f^^^ ^^
Selling Agents for Canada

Windsor, Ontario Detroit, Michigan
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THE MARTIN, BOYLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, Jul}' 16, igoq.

Business during the past month has been very

good for the summer season. There have been no

material changes in price, \\ ith the exception of

Glycerine, which is steadily advancing, and the

present outlook is for still higlier price. It would
not be .surprising if it should reach the price of

3,0c. in 56 pound tin.s. Other changes are of a

fractional nature, and a complete list of leading

drugs and chemicals and new patents will be

found in next issue.

THE ANTISEPTIC VALUE OF SPICES

By E. W. Duckwall, M.S., in "The Canner."

The antisejitic projierties of spices have long

been recognized and the use of spices for pre-

servative purposes, so far as desirable, on account
of their condimental value, is well recognized by
food legislation and common use. While all of

the spices have more or less antiseptic value

their general use is prevented for several reasons,

chief among which is the impossibility of using

sulHcicnt for preservative purposes without im-

parting an undesirable or too pronounced flavor.

Other factors are their cost and the sparing

solubility of the active principles. Also, when
used in very appreciable quantities, as with

other preservatives, thev arc held to exert a

xery injurious action on digestion. Conseciuent-

ly, spices are valued most for condimental pur-

poses. The antiseptic properties of the various

spices are found to reside for the most part in

volatile or essential oils, which are important

constituents of most of the spices, the preserva-

tive action being due to various constituents of

the volatile oils, such as aldehydes, phenols and

terpenes. The various volatile oils and pungent

substances found in spices have received consider-

able investigation, so that the composition of

many is quite well known. The literature on

the subject, however, shows the anti.septic value

of only comparatively few, the value of the differ-

ent spices for this purpose of course depending

upon the antiseptic action of the active bodies

present as well as upon their amount. The fol-

lowihg discussion of the spices commonly em-
ployed will show the substances present having

antiseptic value and in a general way the com-
l)arative preserv ative action, though, as stated,

this has not been very closely determined.

Cinnamon.—As with most spices, the pungencj'

and antiseptic value of cinnamon is due to the

volatile oil, consisting chiefly of cinnaniic alde-

hvde, of which about 75 per cent, should be

present. This oil is one of the most activelv

antiseptic of anv of the spice oils, being classed

by some investigators as equal or e\en superior

to corrosive sublimate. Investigations of several

spice oils by Peek, published some time ago in

Merck's Report, also show a very marked anti-

septic value for the volatile oil of cinnamon
;

Peek's work indicating it to act antiseptically in

about I part of 2,100. The antiseptic value of

the spice would of course depend upon the per-

centage of oil present, which in the bark varies

from '2 per cent, while cassia buds contain about

twice this amount. This would give an antisep-

tic vahie for the .spice from bark of i to 40 and

twice that for the buds.

Cloves.—The volatile oil of cloves, to which

the antiseptic value is due, consists chiefly of a

phenol called eugenol, of which about 80 per

cent, should be present. Other constituents are

a liquid terpene and a body resembling camphor

called caryophyllin. Oil of cloves is somewhat

heavier than most c.s.sential oils and more soluble

in water, making it better adapted for these

reasons for preservative purposes. Peek estimat-

ed the antiseptic value of oil of cloves as 1 to

1,000, and as good cloves cont.-.in from 16-19 pel

\
^^

\
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cent, of volatile oil they wo'.kl act antiseptical-

Iv, if Peek's figures are acceptable, in i part tc

160, or possess about four times the preservativt

power of cinnamon.

All.spice.—The volatile oil very clo.scly resem-

bles that of cloves, being composed chiefly of

cugenol, together with a sesquiterpene not de-

termined. The antiseptic value of the oil would

probably compare with that of cloves on account

of similarity of composition, but as much less

volatile oil is present, the content being from

3-4% per cent., the antiseptic value of allspice

would be much less than that of cloves, being

about the same as that of cinnamon.

Nutmeg and Mace—The volatile oils dilTer

somewhat in the amount, the content being 3-4

per cent, for nutmeg and about 8 per cent, for

mace. The composition of the oils, however, is

very similar, though the specific gravity of oil of

mace is somewhat heavier and the specific rotary

power somewhat less than that of nutmeg. The

oils consist chiefly of piene, with some dipentine.

Myrsticol asnd niyrsticin are also present. As

the oils consist chiefly of terpenes the antiseptic

action of the vohttile oil would probably com-

pare with that of turpentine, which has been

found to have quite marked antiseptic properties,

and these spices would probably compare with

cinnamon for preservative purposes.

Pepper.—We have no record of the antiseptic

value of pepper being investigated. Its pungency

is due in large part to the volatile oil which is

present to the extent of from about 5-1./ per

cent. This volatile oil consists of a terpene and

a body called phellandrene. Another constituent

is the crystalline base, piperin, which contributes

to its pungenc)-. While we have no record of an

investigation of the antiseptic value of pepper,

yet it probably compares with other spices.

Cayenne.—The pungency of cayenne is due to a

crystalline alkaloid called capsicin which is pre-

sent in both seed and pods, but more abundant

in the latter, where it is dissolved in the oil. As

with pepi)er, we have no record of the antiseptic

action being determined, though it doubtless acts

to considerable extent as an antiseptic.

Ginger.—Ginger contains about 2 per cent, of

a \ery aromatic volatile oil. Little, however, is

known of its composition or of its antiseptic

value.

Mustard.—The composition of black mustard

and white mustard varies somewhat. Black mus-

tard contains a body, sinigrim or niyronate of

potash, which when moistened with water forms

by hydrolysis the volatile oil of black mustard,

which consists chiefly of allylisothiocyanate.

White mustard differs from the black in contain-

ing a sulphur compound, sinalbin. This is a

glucocide and like the sinigrim of black mustard

form bv hydrolysis a volatile oil which, how-

ever, differs in composition from the volatile oil

of black mustard and is but sparingly volatile

with steam, so that it cannot be obtained by

distillation of the white mustard. While we do

not have a record of the determination of the

antiseptic value of mustard it is known to have

considerable preservative power, Rideall stating

that it is capable of destroying several varieties

of bacteria.

Caraway.—The pungency and antiseptic action

are due to the volatile oil, investigation of

which shows the oil to really consist of two oils

having dificrent boiling points and capable of

separation by fractional distillation. The first

of these is a hydrocarbon, carvene, and the other

carvol is an oxidized body, isomeric with thy-

mol. The volatile oil has about the same anti-

septic power as oil of cloves, but as the fre.sh

fruit contains only from 4-6 per cent, of the

volatile oil the spice would have somewhat less

antiseptic value than cloves.

Anise.—Anise contains from 2-3 per cent, of a

volatile oil containing a hydrocarbon but con-

sisting chiefly of anethol, which on oxidization

yields anesic acid, a substance possessing quite

marked antiseptic power. This spice would com-

pare with cinnamon in antiseptic value.

As seen from the above discus.sion, cloves pos-

sess much greater antiseptic power than most

spices, due to the much larger content of volatile

oil. While not closely determined it would ap-

pear that most of the spices would act antisep-

ticallv in about i part in 50, while cloves would

possess about three times this preservative pow-

er and cassia buds about twice. While the value

of spices consists chiefly in their condimental

properties, yet the antiseptic value as shown

abo\ e is suOicienti to be taken into consideration

in their use in various condimeivtal foods, where

the amount which can be employed will exert

quite an appreciable antiseptic action, though in

most cases not sufficient for completely inhibit-

ing the growth of organisms present.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

COBALT.—Mr. C. H. Moore, in ordering his

"Trianon Cabinets" from The Toronto Show

Case Co., stated that he was about to order an

"imitation," but after seeing the genuine article

he changed his mind. Patents covering all essen-

tial points in the Trianon Cabinets are owned

and controlled by The Toronto Show Case Co.,

and anv other frxture represented as the same is

onh' a cheap "imitation."
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TRADE PROSPECTS

In a country such as Canada where agriculture

is prohably the leading source ol revenue ti) the

majority of its inhabitants, crop prospects are

always anxiously awaited, and keen interest is

taken in the outlook of the harvest; although the

resources of Canada are not by any means con-

lined to agricultural products, but in its mines,

lumber, fish and other products there is a source

of wealth, which is probably when taken alto-

gether unequalled in anv other country en the

face of the globe.

The great wheat belt of Canada is undoubtcdly

in the Western Provinces, and the reports from

that section of the Dominion point to a very

large increase in the crop returns over any pre-

ceding year, not only as a consequence from the

increased acreage, but also from the favorable

conditions which have been very general, not

only throughout the West, but through the great-

er portion of Canada. An estimate which ap-

.

pears to be quite reasonable gives the vneld of

\vheat alone in that section as likely to be in the

neighborhood of one hundred million bushels, and

as mixed farming has been largely adopted by

agriculturists instead of confming themselves to

wheat alone, the output of the grain crops will be

far bej'ond that of any previous year, and the

amount of money in circulation consequently will

be also large in proportion. This is not taking

into account the very large revenue derived from
llie ranching industry in the West.

This means a great deal not only to Canada as

a whole, but to every individual \Vithin its bor-

ders, and the retail merchant cannot but benefit

accordingly. Ordinarily speaking, we can see no

reason why the coining fall and winter should

not witness the best year of business that Canada
has ever seen, and the stability of its business

people has been strengthened by the last few

years of comparative financial stringency, which

on the whole has proved a blessing rather tliaii

otiierwise.

Klsewhere in this issue we publish a communi-
cation from the President of the National Drug

and Chemical Co., Ltd., speaking of trade pros-

pects throughout Canada. This Company with

its branch houses in all the provinces from ocean

*o ocean is in a position to speak authoritatively

and from actual observation "on the ground,"

and the \iews expressed correspond with those

which we have given above.

EARLY CLOSING

The communication which appears elsewhere

from a drug clerk in Baklur, Manitoba, brings to

the front a question which has long been agitated

amongst druggists, that of early closing, or

rather, we would sa}' closing at reasonable hours;

because the w'ord "early" has a different meaning

to difierent people.

The difficulty, of course, has been that there is

too often in the smaller town perhaps, one drug-

gist, and in the large places possibly more, who
obstinately refuses to be guided by any set rule

as to the hour of closing, and who has but little

regard for the health and the comfort, either of

himself or his employees, to say nothing of the

estrangement from his own family, and persist-

entlv keeps open as long as he thinks there is a

customer to be served; especially if that customer

can be draw-n away from the competitor.

This unfortunately has been the case in the

past, but we believe things are righting them-

selves, and druggists are getting closer together

and becoming more united in all their business
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transactions, and there is less of that feeling of

greed and selfishness that formerly existed.

There is no doubt that tlic only solution to the

difficulty is in the individual town where drug-

gists and their clerks will get together and come

to a mutual understanding which will be for the

benefit of all, lessening the hours of labor and

still ser\-ing the public quite as well as inidcr

other conditions.

It is well that the subject should be agitated,

and that the attention of employers as well as

emploj'ees be called to the undesirability and the

unprofitableness of late hours where a mutual un-

derstanding will bring about a more desirable

condition.

A MUCH NEEDED CHANGE

In order that the druggist should take his

proper position in the commercial world he must

be fully equipped for his work. And many of the

drug clerks who come to our colleges for the

completion of their educational work are severely

handicapped from the fact that in the lai'ge ma-

jority of cases they have served their apprentice-

ship in towns, where they have not all the ad-

vantages, educational and otherwise, which they

should enjo}' in order to make them successful in

their calling.

We have from time to time spoken of the neces-

sity for a more thorough training along real

business lines, and have urged the 'adoption of a

commercial course, such as is now given in the

Philadelphia College of Pharmacy, and we be-

lieve in one or two other colleges in the United

States, thus fitting every man for the business-

side of his calling.

Another fact which is equally and perhaps

more important, is that the student in pharmacy
nmst go out into the world throughly equipped

for undertaking everything that a chemist and
druggist should do. The present system by which

the college course is confined to one year does

not allord ample time to obtain the thorough

knowledge which is an actual necessity in these

days, and although our graduates come out of

the college well versed in their different studies,

yet too much of it has been a matter of "cram,"
owing to the limited time for imparting instruc-

tion, and, of cour.se, not as thorough as might
be under other conditions.

One feature wiiicli we would lay sjjecial stress

on is that of analytical c!iemistr\-, in which

every student sliould be thoroughly grounckd and
become an expert before leaving- the college. Take
for instance, the ca.se of the O.C.P. At the pre-

sent time the course given is a very good one,

but as we mentioned before, the, time at the dis-

posal of the instructors does not allow him that

completeness of study which is necessary to make

the student a complete master of this important

subject, and it is a matter of regret that in or-

der to get this analytical course as it should be

imparted, the iSchool of Practical Science is

really the only school where the student can ob-

tain such instruction as will enable him to com-

pletely master analysis in all its details.

Nothing could be more useful to the druggists

of to-day than to have .such a complete know-

ledge of analytical chemistry as to be able to

give a correct analysis of any article which

might be brought to them, and not onlv would

this prove a source of decided profit, as the

analyst's fee would l)e in proportion to his

ability, but it would also give the druggist such

a standing in the community, that he should be

looked upon not as a person onh- to hand out, it

might be, a bottle of patent medicine, or any
other article, which requires no special know-

ledge, but as a jjrofessional man with the quali-

fication of chemist, which entitles him to take

liis proper place, and to receive ])roper fees lor

any work done.

The remedy for this, of cour.se, must be in mak-
ing the course of the college two years in place

of one, and this would not be a hardship if the

term of apprenticeship was reduced from four

years to three, the latter being practically all

that should be required of any v'ovith of ordinary

capabilities to serve in the drug store before

taking up the college cour.se. The present term

of four years' apprenticeship prevents many de-

sirable young men from entering the drug busi-

ness, and if the term were reduced to three

years with the college course of two years, the

time consunied would be the same as it is at pre-

sent, and there is no question that the students

would, go out into the world much better cciuip-

])ed as druggists than the present svstem can ever

do for them.

THE TREND OF BUSINESS

Notwithstanding the number of pessimists that

predict all kinds of rocks ahead in the drug trade

we are inclined to be optimistic. The changes

that have taken place in the last few years in the

business world generally have of course atlected

the retail druggist, and it has had the effect of

sifting out those that have not the natural com-
mercial instinct, and the result lias been, that the

nuijority of those in business to-day are doing

well from a monev i)oint of view, and that is

what we are all in business for. The druggist

who is buying as well as he can and getting a

fair profit, and keeps his store clean and tidy,

tries to please his customers, and takes advan-

tage of all judicious advertising is not at all dis-
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That CANADA is rapidly becoming one of the most important markets of the World is recognized by the
manufacturers of all nations.

Americans, Germans, and other foreigners are doing their utmost to flood the Dominion with their goods.
Are you going to buy Foreign Chemicals when you can obtain the finest Pharmaceutical Preparations in

the World, manufactured in England and laid down in Canada at prices to compete with all rivals ?

Make ^ure by Specifying,

HOWARDS'
CMBMIGA^I^S

HOWARDS' & SONS, LIMITED (Stratford, London, Eng.), now have a Depot in

Canada, &o that your wholesaler need never keep you waiting when you order

—

HOWARDS' ACID BORIC HOWARDS' BISMUTHS
HOWARDS' SODII BICARB. HOWARDS' CAMPHOR
HOWARDS' MERCURIALS HOWARDS' POT. IODIDE

HOWARDS' POT. ACETAS GRAN. HOWARDS' SEIDLITZ

HOWARDS^ QUININE SALTS

Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris

ALLEN'SC^5-^-i c^^Lp

There are two different ways of distilling Orris Root, viz :

—

(i) To get a good yield; and

(2) To get a good oil.

The first is easy, and produces an oil which can be bought anywhere, and at

almost any price.

The second is more difficult, but it is ALLEN'S way. They have perfected

the special apparatus in which it is distilled, so that the characteristic perfume of

the root is retained unimpaired, and the oil is free from excess of valueless fatty

acids.

The finest Florentine root attainable is used because of its fine odour, and
ALLEN'S have proved that good oil cannot be made from poor root.

As a natural consequence, "ALLEN'S" Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris is

the cheapest in the long run, for even when diluted to the same " price-strength "

as others, its " perfume value " is higher.

Stafford Allen & Sons, Limited '^ISr London, Eng.
ALLEN'S PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Canadian Agents: CORNELL & SILLIQ, Montreal
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silisliiil willi ])ievrtilin}^ conditions, in Tail

would not rt'lurn to the old machine way of do-

infj business. The [act tluit the professional

stand of the trade has gradually disappeared in

this distinctly coiiimercial age is perhaps to be

regretted, hut the fact, which is a stubborn one,

must be accepted, and the druggist must get his

business in line with others and handle side lines

that are j)rofitable, to overcome the loss of busi-

ness that he had in the past. Druggists have

large co-oi)erative buying clubs, from which source

I hey are enabled to buy at less than from the regu-

lar wholesale houses, while they have naturally lost

the co-oi)eration of the wholesaler in carrying on

their Inisine.ss, so that each branch of the busi-

ness, viz., the wholesaler, proprietarv medicine

man, and retailer are all running on their own
lines, and as a consequence the contract plan

which promised .so well is practically a dead let-

ter, and it is a problem under which conditions

eventually the retailer would be better olT.

Time only can tell this.

The cut-rate store is to be deplored, but thev

are evidently here to stay, as the men running

them are making mone}', but the retail druggist

who attempts to sell at their prices and run

long accounts will soon discover his mistake, as

it is the cash principle that enables goods to be

.sold at the price they are. Our advice to all

fl'u&bists is to get their business down to a cash

Inisis. It has been figured that a man running a

cash business and doing 25 per cent, less business

than he did under the old credit system is quite

as well oR, and our advice to all druggists is to

do everything in their power to get their business

on such a basis, so that when goods are sold

they will have the monev for them.

LETTER BOX THIEF CAUGHT

E. G. West & Co., wholesale druggists, mailed

a check to Scott & Bowne. It is presumed a let-

ter box thief got hold of this, had it marked at

ihe bank, forged the endorsement, and bought a

ticket to New York at the C.P.R. ticket office,

getting about S85.00 change. The clerk in the

ticket office did a little detective work on his own
account, and finding the man who bought the

ticket had him arrested. He is a man already

well known to the police across the border, and
is at present in jail awaiting trial not only on a

charge of forgery, but also of robbing His Ma-
jestv's mails.

We are indebted to our contemporary. The

Pharmaceutical Joiirnal, for the major portion of

the report of the C.P.A. proceedings, our reporter

having failed to .send in his "notes" in time.

THE NEW OFFICERS

There can be no doubt as In the w isdom of the

choice made in the selection i>f the ollicers for the

C.P.A. for the en.suing year. llr. Ilenrv Watters
is probably one of tlie best know n and most de-

.servedly popular i)harmacists in Canaila. and his

election as President reflects credit on the board
over which he has been chosen to preside.

Mr. Watter's was born in Ottawa in 1853, and

has been engaged in business in that citj- for

nearly thirty years, being still an active member
of the craft. He is a prize graduate of the O.C.

P., and was Chairman of the Educational Com-
mittee of the Council of that College, and takes

a very deep interest in everything pertaining to

his Alma Mater.

The Vice-President, Mr. Robert Martin, com-

menced his pharmaceutical career in 187 1. He is

also a graduate of the O.C. P., and has been in

Saskatchewan since 188.^. In 1888 he became the

proprietor of the business which he now conducts.
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Mr. Martin was also a incniber of the Council oi

the N.W.T. Pharmaceutical Association.

The position oi Secretary-Treasurer is one that

requires a man of good judgment and large re-

sources, and in Mr. J. E. Tremble the Associa-

tion has that man. Mr. Tremble is another

graduate of the O.C.P., and has been engaged in

pharmacy since he was fifteen years of age, hav-

ing started in business for himself in 1901. IMr.

Tremble is the President of the Pharmaceutical

Association of the Province of Quebec, this being

his sixth term in that position.

We look for splendid work from the newly

elected officers and of the Association being in

such excellent hands. The pharmacists of Canada

are to be congratulated on their representative

executive.

PRICES CURRENT

With this issue we give the full PRICES CUR-
RENT and list of NEW REMEDIES. This has

been corrected up to date of publication, and can

be depended u])on for accuracy. Our readers will

do well to have this number of the Canadian

Druggist in a convenient place for reference, as

our "Prices Current" have proved to be a ver^-

valuable help to the trade.

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

The result of the election of Councillors of the

Ontario College of Pharmacy is as follows:

District No. i—H. Watters, Ottawa.

District No. 2—E. W. Case, Picton.

District No. 3—J. H. H. Jury, Bowmanville.

District No. 4—J. F. Taylor, Toronto.

District No. 5—John Hargreaves, Toronto.

District No. 6—C. T. Adams, Sault Ste. Marie.

District No. 7—A. Stewart, Guelph.

District No. 8—H. Southcott, St. Catharines.

District No. 9

—

R. A. Harrison, Dunnville.

District No. 10—Wm. Karn, Woodstock.

District No. 11—J. F. Roberts, Parkhill.

District No. 12—E. R. Wigle, Wiarton.

District No. 13—Albert J. Johnston, Sarnia.

All the old members with the exception of

Messrs. Gibbard and Broughton have been re-

elected.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO, AGAIN

HAMII,TON.—Mr. W. A. Howell is ordering a

line of the patent "Trianon Cabinets." Mr. How-
ell was satisfied to pay for the genuine patented

article rather than jnirchase the cheap "imita-

tions."

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From Our London Correspondent)

A vSUCCESGFUL CONKKKKNCK

This year's meeting of the Pharmaceutical Con-

ference, which was held at Newcastle-on-Tyne,

during the last week in July, was a very success-

ful gathering. The President, Mr. J. F. Tocher,

acquitted himself well in the Presidential chair,

and his thoughtful and masterly addres.s will long

be remembered by those who were privileged to

hear it. As a practising pharmacist Mr. Tocher

confined himself mainly to problems of the day

concerning the craft of which he himself is such a

distinguished member. Plis timely remarks on

the questions of the increased duly on sjiirit

and the granting of licences to sell poisons by un-

registered persons attracted much attention in

the press and among the craft generally. The

number of delegates attending the Conference

was well up to the average and the papers read

bv members were of a high standard of excel-

lence. A new departure was made this year in

including in the Conference proceedings, a discus-

sion on the question "Should the dispensing of

medical prescriptions be exclusively confined to

pharmacists?" The President and other pharma-

cists, in addition to several medical men, took

part in the debate, and in the end the matter was
referred to the Executive Committee of the Con-

ference to consider and if thought advisable, to

confer with the Briti.sli Medical Association on

the subject. There was a consen.sus of opinion

that it would be in the interests of the public if

the dispensing of prescriptions was restricted to

pharmacists. Mr. F. Ransom, who was elected

President for 1909-10, may be relied upon to

worthily uphold the traditions of this honorable

oflice.

REORGANIZING THE FEDERATION

You reported last year an attempt to infu.se

new blood into the Federation of Local Pharma-
ceutical Associations and to run it on lines which

would make the Federation of -more practical use-

fulness to the craft as a whole. At a meeting of

delegates from afliliated associations at New-

castle during the Conference week two schemes

were considered having for their object the re-

organization of the Federation on modern prin-

ciples. As a result of the discussion a scheme

suggested by the Edinburgh District Chemists'

Trade Association was adopted. This proposes

that as the primary functions of the Federation

are to focus collective opinion, and promote un-

ion and concerted action on matters of common
interest to pharmacists outside the scope of the

scientific and technical .subjects to which the
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A DRUGGIST IS KNOWN BY THE DRUGS HE KEEPS
THEREFORE

Specify

in youf Orders

MERCK'S ARE THE STANDARD AND COST NO MORE

£eSfC»COXCOCXXXX)K)>COCO OCOC»CO »COC^CO:!^^

E. SACHSSE & Co., Leipzig
Established 1859. Branch Factories, Vienna, Liesing

DISTILLERS OF ESSENTIAL OILS

Among our list of specialties for which we claim particular excellence, we offer the follow-

ing oils under guarantee of absolute purity.

Almonds, Bitter

Amber Rect
Anise Seed
Bay Leaves
Cayeput
Caraway Seed
Cardamom
Cassia

Cloves

We offer a full range of Essential Oils, Fruit Oils, Flower Oils, Colors, Liquor Essences,

Wine Flavors, Artificial Perfumes, base materials for Soap Makers, Confectioners, Bottlers and
Druggists. Send for prices, samples and list to our Canadian Agents,

N. C. POLSON & CO., Kingston

Coriander
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MmM

Conditions for Selling

Dr. Pierce's Medicines
BY THE

Retail Druggists ia the Dominion

Were Never Better!

Owinff to the Protection Atforded br

Our Serial Number Contract Plan

wtiicli has cost us a great deal ot

money, tlie Druggist can get Full Price

for these old-time Favorite Remedies,

and he can make a fair legitimate profit,

because Dr. Pierce's are

THE ONLY POPULAR MEDICINES

which are not universally sold at cut

prices. We have done our best to

protect you. Why not push for Dr.

Pierce and the World's Dispensary?

Can we send you a Window Display
or can you use our Memorandum Books
to advantage?

m
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British rharniaceut.ical Conference proper is con-

fined, the chief duty of the Federation should be

the arranging of a joint annual meeting during

Conference week, at which members of all local

associations and pharmacists generally should

have an opportunity for free discussion of topics

conveniently distinguishable under the designa-

tion of trade interests. If any change was to be

made in the direction of promoting assimilation

b}- the Conference, and initiating a "commercial
section" of that body, it should be on the lines

followed by the American Pharmaceutical Asso-
ciation. If the reorganization is carried out effi-

ciently there is no reason why the Federation

should not be of real service to pharm^acv in this

country.

THE .A.N'TTNEUR.A.STHIN CASE

Following the dismissal by the Mansion House
Police Court magistrate of a summons under the

Medicine Stamp Act against William Migge, of

Eastcheap, London, for selling "anti-neurasthin"

without a revenue stamp on the ground that it

was food and not a medicine, the prosecution

took the case to the High Court and on appeal

the magistrate's decision was reversed, the court

finding that as the substance was represented to

be a cure for, or as affording relief to human
ailments, it was liable to stamp duty. On the

case again coming before the magistrate a fine of

£1, with £^ 5s. costs was imposed, "in obedience

to the order of the High Court." The initial

proceedings in this case were reported in the

Druggist after the hearing of the summons in Oc-

tober last.

IXCKE.'VSED SPIRIT DUTY

At the August meeting of the Council of the

Pharmaceutical Society a report was received

from the Parliamentary Secretary, Mr. W. S.

Glyn-Jones, embod^-ing the result of his attempts

to obtain a rebate on the increased spirit duty, as

proposed in the recent budget statement, in the

case of spirit used for and in the compounding of

medicines. Mr. Glyn-Jones stated that he had

found the Chancellor of the Excheljuer very sym-

pathetic, and had requested him to confer with

the Commissioners of Inland Revenue as to the

practicability of |the scheme. The Commissioners

expressed a desire to hear the views of those en-

gaged in the wholesale trade as well as the retail,

and accordingly a conference was arranged be-

'tween representative manufacturers and five re-

presentatives of the Council. The manufacturers

expressed strong doubt whether it was possible to

obtain a rebate on medicines which are potable

(a class including many of the tinctures in large

demand), or preparations which although not

potable, were such that the alcohol could be

easily recoverable. The representatives of the

Society were unable to offer definite evidence of

anything like a universal agitation on the part

of their members for a reduction of the duty, and
the}- were impressed by the statement as to the

relatively small amount of trade in the articles

which could be regarded as non-potable, and as
not offering the temptation to recover the alcohol
from which they were made. The Council of the

vSociety decided that under the circumstance it

was scarceh- justifiable to ask the Chancellor to

take further action in the matter. The conclusion

. forced upon one is that pharmacists are wiselv
meeting the situation by recovering the cost of

the extra duty from their customers.

TROCEEDINGS UNDER THE PHARM.^CY ACT

Two important cases under the Pharmacv Act,

1868, have been decided during the month. At
Bradford, T. H. Walton & Co., Ltd., of Cleck-

heaton, were .sued for a penalty of £^, under sec-

tion 15, for selling a poison namely morphine,

contained in a cough mixture, defendants not be-

ing registered chemists. Walton & Co. carried

on business as wholesale druggists and chemists'

packers, calling themselves almost anything, so

it was alleged, except chemists and druggists,

the use of which title would have constituted an
offence, although they had a retail business. A
preparation purchased from their shop was found

to contain 0.58 grains of morphine, hence the

proceedings. The defence set up was a denial

that there was poison in the article sold and it

was suggested that the morphine was put in

the bottle after it had left defendants' shop. The
judge, however, imposed the full penalty claimed

and allowed costs.

At Brentford Police Court, a seedsman and

nurserj-man named Erne.st Ponpard, of Twicken-

ham, was summoned imder Section 17 of the

Pharmacy Act for selling nicotine contained in a

bottle of XI All Nicotine Insecticide, without

labelling the bottle with the name and address

of the seller. The total amount of nicotine in the

half-pint bottle alleged to have been sold by de-

fendant was 150 grains, but the sale was denied

altogether, defendant saying that he had abso-

lutely no record of it at all. He admitted keep-

ing a supply of the insecticide in stock, but this

was only for the use of his gardeners. The magis-

trates found that the sale had taken place and

fined Ponpard 40s., with 63s. costs.

DEATH WHILE BEING SHAMPOOED

An unusual case of a lady dying while being

shampooed has been investigated at Kensington.

The ladv visited the hairdressing department of

Harrod's Stores and asked for a dry shampoo.

The process of shampooing was to apply lotion,
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tetrachloride of carbon, to the back of the head.

Within two minutes of the lotion being applied

the lady collapsed, and death took place shortly

afterwards. Medical evidence suggested that

death was due to tlie condition known as status

lyniphaticus, ])ossibly accelerated b}' inhaling the

vapor of the tetrachloride of carbon. The jury

incorporated this view in its verdict.

DRUG AND CHEMICAL MARKETS
The holiday season has greatly interfered in

bu.siness in drugs and chemicals this month, and

since my last report changes in value have been

very few. There has been a further drop in the

price of morphine salts, the makers having re-

duced their charges to 3d. per oz. At the liegin-

ning of August citrates were also reduced as a

consequence of the slack demand for citric acid

caused bj^ the absence of seasonable weather, but

at the time of writing (August 11) all London
is sweltering under almost tropical heat and the

liigh temperature should occasion a welcome

boom in citrates. Glvcerin continues firm, and

white refiners' pine remains at ^^84 per ton pack-

ed in tins and cases. The jirophets, however, pre-

dict a rise in price of glycerin. The opium market
remains quiet, buyers apparently holding off in

the liope of being able to secure better terms
later on.

OBITUARY
The deaths liave recently occurred of Dr. Au-

gust Vogl, an honorary member of the Pharma-
ceutical Society; Mr. Charles Ekin, Ph.C, F.I.C.,

of Messrs. Savory & Moore, London; Mr. T. V.

Gostling, formerly a member of the Pharmaceut-
ical Council, and 'Sir. George K. Perr}-, a well

known Hinniiigham pharmacist.

BOOKS

"A Text Book of Materia Medica," being an
account of the more important crude drugs of

vegetable and animal origin, designed for stu-

dents of Pharmacy and Medicine. By Henry G.
Greenish, F.L.C, F.L.S., Professor of Pharma-
ceutics to the Pharmaceutical Society of Great
Britain.

^This work, which lias now reached a second edi-
tion, the first one having been publi.shed under the
name of "Introduction to the Study of Materia
Medica," has been largely added "to, and its

scope considerably broadened.

Each section is prefaced by a short introduc-
tion, and the book includes a section which is of
very great interest at the present time, dealing
with Animals and Animal Glands and Secretions,'
and which consists of a brief outline of modern
zoological classification.

It is a volume of over 600 pages and has 269
illustrations. A chapter on the History and

Commerce of Drugs has been added in this edi-

tion, which will be found very helpful, especially

to the student in Pharmacy.

The work is one which commends itself very

highly, dealing as it does with all branches of

Materia Medica in such a way as to furnish

students with a complete knowledge of this

branch of their study.

Published by J. & S. Churchill, 7 Gt. Marl-

borough Street, London. The price is fifteen

shillings net.

"Third Report of the Welcome Research La-

boratories at the Gordon Memorial College,

Khartoum," by Andrew Balfour, M.D., B.Sc,

F.R.C.P. Edin., D.P.H. Cam., Director.

This third report of the Welcome Research La-

boratories which has just been published by Bail-

liere, Tindall & Cox, London, England, is one

that is far in advance of any previous report,

not only as to the quantity of matter and size of

the volume, but also in dealing with the largely

increased number of subjects.

The object of these Laboratories which have

been established in the Gordon Memorial Col-

lege, Khartoum, are distinctly scientific. The
aim being to promote technical education and the

study, both bacteriologically and physiologically,

of tropical disorders, to aid experimental inves-

tigations in poison cases, to carry out chemical

and bacteriological tests in connection with

water, to promote the study of disorders and pests

which attack foods, etc., in the Soudan, and to

undertake the testing and assaying of substances

of practical interest in the industrial develop-

ment in the Soudan.

The present volume is one of nearly 300 pages,

and is profusely illustrated. On account of the

great cost of production of this report the pub-

lishers now find it necessary to make a charge

in each case as moderate as is consistent

with the cost of publication, and any profit

made is to be devoted by the Soudan Department
of p;ducatiion to a special fund for future publica-

tions.

The work before us is one which will be found

of very great interest to those who are interested

in research, and the completeness of the text

makes it a desiral)le volume for bacteriological

students.

The price of the report is $5.00, for which it

will be sent carriage paid to any address in Can-

ada on application to the Toga Publishing Co.,^

roi Coristine Building, St. Nicholas Street,

Montreal, Que.

F. M. Murch, Toronto, has placed an addition-

al order for the latest style of Display Counter

with the old reliable firm, Jones Bros. & Co.,

Ltd., Toronto.
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HIGHEST AVARD, TAMESTOWTV

The Charles E. Sholes Company
Manufacturing Chemists and Perfumers

H^S THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT A VERY COMPLETE LIST OF NEW

SYNTHESSENCES
These are s..Ied

^-^^-^i: -^^^^^J^^,o^ best essentials, .to

YOU CAN NOW MAKE YOyR_pWN PERFUMES
of a W.y e.«al to ^^ ^^o...n^-^^^

EARNING A REPUTATION
for goods of yoar own make and label, which should become a valuable assetAll enquiries cheerfully and painstakingly attended.

THE CHARLES E. SHOLES COMPANY
164 FRONT STREET = NEW YORK

SeBsonnble Goods
FRUIT SALINE, FOOT POWDER,
WILD STRAWBERRY, RENNET TABLETS,
MOSQUITO OIL, TALCUM POWDER, BABY TABLETS

A.RB NOW HBA.1JY
The most handsome goods on the market, and the qnality in keeping with the wrappers

COST NO MORE THAN OTHER LINES
TAKE UP THE NA-DRU-CO. LINE AND MAKE MONEY

The National Dru^ and Chemical Co.
TORONTO, ONT.

OF CANADA, LIMITED
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Why not handle a Soap whose Sale is Restricted to the Drug Trade ?

MAPLE LEAF CASTILE SOAP
60 PER CENT. OLIVE OIL

I Cast 15 only 2h lb. bars - $3.15 Case 11 I Case of 100 large oval oakes ] each

5 Cases In one shipment - 3.05 Case I Case of 200 small oval cakes J $4,00 Case

10 Cases In one shipment - 3.00 Gase II 5 Cases, assorted - - - 3.80 Case

LESS 5 PER CENT. FOR CASH, 30 DAYS

LYMAN'S EXT. LICORICE, in Sticks—4, 6, 8, 12 and 16 to a lb.

LYMAN'S OLIVE OIL, in Small, Medium and Large

LYMAN'S HEALTH SALTS, lOc. Tins

The Lyman Bros. Sk Co. Ltd., Toronto
Wholesale Druggists and Manufacturing Chemists

KEEP A BOX OF

WILSON'S

FLY PADS
on your counter where your

customers can see it, and my
advertising will sell them for you.

S@~ Your profit on Wilson's Fly Pads is

ereater than upon any other well ad-
vertised proprietary article.

Dunlop Beauty Brush

T[ The best seller among all the

toilet articles in its class. Made of

fine soft rubber with vacuum cups

and inner pencils, or articulators.

LICES ARE RIGHT. LET US HEAR FROM YOU

The Dunlop Tire & Rubber Goods

j Company, Limited

i^t?Ei^^'§lKf^ : Booth Ave., TORONTO
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Trade Notes

F. A. German has opened a drug business in

Montreal, Quebec.

W. M. Ivel has started a drug business at Brod-

erick, Saskatchewan.

Dr. H. \V. Paddcll has opened a drug store at

Young, Saskatchewan.

J. A. Gallagher, druggist, Toronto, has sold

his King Street store.

Dr. Brown has started a new drug business at

High River, Alberta.

J. A. Monknian has started a drug business at

Loreburn, Saskatchewan.

The Sanitary iMiarinacy has registered as doing

business in Montreal, Oue.

F. 0. Henry has purchased the drug business of

.1 . Lucas, Arthur, Ontario.

E. Grant has purchased the drug business of R.

Allen, of Roblin, Manitoba.

J. S. Mclvart}', druggist, at Thessalou, On-

tario, has given up business.

A. E. Ahrens succeeds M. Davey in the drug

business at Fergus, Ontario.

G. A. Ramsden, druggist, at Georgetown, On-
tario, has sold his business.

The Alberta Drug & Stationery Co., of Taber,

Alberta, have given up business.

U. McMitton succeeds T. N. Jarvis in the drug

business at Ridgetown, Ontario.

E. Iv- Taylor has purchased the drug business of

P. I,. Beattie, C^owganda, Ontario.

D. D. Keeley has started a drug business at

Prince Rupert, British Columbia.
The Gladstone Drug Co. has taken over the Red

Cross Pharmacy, at Gladstone, Manitoba.

E. A. Rea has purchased the drug business of

J. H. Nasmyth & Co., Wood.stock, Ontario.

C. G. Gillanders, druggist, at Vancouver, Brit-

ish Colinnbia, has sold the Cedar Cottage branch.

Harold Baker has purchased the drug business

of Dr. Gallagher, King Street East, Toronto.

W. T. Kingston, of Prescott, has purchased the

drug business of C. S. Prouse, Cardinal Ontario.

J. A. Thompson, druggist, has sold his branch

drug store on College Street, Toronto, Ontario.

A. W. Lawrence has purchased the estate of the

Dr. Bellman Medicine Co., Collingwood, Ontario.

The stock of the drug store of S. Oldham, Brad-
ford, Ontario, is to be sold bv auction on Sept.

4th.

Wni. J. McCutcheon has started a drug and
stationery business at Prince Rupert, British Co-

lumbia.

Dr. MacPherson has purchased the Red Cross

Drug Store from Hill & Saunders, at Ryley, Al-

berta, the latter having removed to Camrose,

Alberta.

Dr. A. E. Gordon, Vancouver, British Co-
lumbia, has opened a branch store in Granville

Street.

C. S. Prouse, formerly of Cardinal, has jiur-

cha-sed the drug business of W. H. ;Medley, King-
ston, Ontario.

E. C. Chandles, druggist, at Brownlee, Sas-
katchewan, has opened a branch store at Keeler,

Saskatchewan.

W. Hertel, of Bathurst Street, is opening a
branch drug store at Yonge Street and Woodland
Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

W. H. Twidd}- has purchased the drug business

of J. Albert Thompson, corner of Parliament
vStreet and Wilton Avenue, Toronto, Ontario.

F. W. Miller and W. Iv. Arens, proprietors of

the Shoal Lake Pharmacy, at Shoal Lake, Man.,
have dissolved partnership, Mr. W. E. Arens con-

tinuing the business.

NEWS ITEMS

Jas. P. Richards, the representative- of the

Beaver Flint Glass Co., has just returned from
p;urope, after visiting some of the principal glass

centres. We think that the drug trade of Canada
may look for some new ideas in glassware, as

no doubt they are always ready to adopt any
new lines.

Henry Schofield, druggist, corner of Elm and
Teraula}- Streets, was fined S20.00 and costs for

selling cocaine without a prescription. The drug
was sold to a nurse whom it appears has be-

come addicted to its use. The fine imposed was
the minimum one.

D. L. Thompson, 394 Yonge Street, Toronto,

has been charged liefore the Police Court with
practising medicine without the necessary quali-

fications.

An important change in wholesale drug circles

is the closing of the old firm of J. Winer & Co.,

Hamilton, the pioneer firm in the drug business
in Western Ontario. The business being now a

branch of the National Drug & Chemical Co.,

Ltd., will be conducted under that name.

It is stated that the American Druggists' Syn-
dicate will shortly establish a Canadian branch

in Toronto. This company is a co-operative con-

cern, and is said to have some 12,000 druggists

of the United States amongst its shareholders.

The annual Pharmacists' Lawn Bowling Club

Tournament is in progress as we go to press,

having commenced on Monda}-, August 30th, and

will last for .several davs. The tournament last
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year was a splendid success and the present

year's games will undoubtedly be quite as inter-

esting. Druggists, doctors and dentists are elig-

ible for membership in this Club.

Tlie Brown-Lee Chemical Co., manufacturers of

patent medicines and other specialties at Guelph,

Ontario, have gone into liquidation.

\\ . A. Twiddy, druggist, Eglinton, Ontario,

was lined S20.00 and costs on the charge of em-

ploying as manager of a branch store in North

Toronto, a person who is not a graduate of the

College of Pharmacy.

The Waters Bill introduced into the State Leg-

islature of Michigan, requiring manufacturers of

paint to print on the labels of their ])ackagc the

formulas of the contents, has been killed in the

House. Not because the legislators were con-

vinced of the injustice of a measure reqjuiriug the

manufacturer to give away his most valuable

business asset—his formula—but because they

feared that the bill would benefit the "white lead

trust." .

A number of well known English manufacUirers

of proprietary preparations have been unable to

secure the admittance of their products into Aus-

tralia, the Australian authorities basing the ex-

clusion on the ground that the wrappers of the

preparations in question contained extravagant

claims as to their curative value. The article

will be delivered to the consignee, however, if

the importers 'will remove the objectionable

wrappers and circulars.

OBITUARY

G. S. Pepper.

We regret to have to record the death of

Gordon Stanley Pepper, only son of Mr. T. J.

Pepper, the well known druggist, of Woodstock,

Ontario, which occurred on August 20th.

The deceased was a graduate of the O. C. P.,

aiid has been associated with his father in the

drug busine.ss since his graduation. Since the

formation lof the City Regiment he has also

taken an active interest in local military affairs,

and was First I/ieutenant of D.C. of the 22nd Ox-

ford Rifles.

"Stan.," as ho was known to a host of friends,

was a very popular ^oung man, and liked by all,

and the sad news was received with deep regret.

Complying with one of his later wishes, the

funeral was one of a military character. The

funeral cortege was a very imposing one. The

services were conducted at New St. Paul's

Church bv Dean Wallace, Rector, assisted by the

Rev. J. B. Pengelly, of Chicago, and the Rev. J.

Granger, of Okohama.

PRESENTATION

Mr. James M. Hargreaves, the popular manag-

er of the Western Drug Trading Co., Winnipeg,

Manitoba, was the recipient of a handsome kit-

bag, with an engraved brass plate on it, by the

members of the company.

The accompanying address, which we give here-

with, speaks for itself:

Winnipeg, August, 1909.

Dear Mr. Hargreaves:

We, the undersigned Directors of the Western

Drug Trading Co., desire to express our appreci-

ation of your faithful and untiring services and

efforts on behalf of the Company. As a token of

our appreciation we would ask your acceptance of

the accompanjdng kit-bag, presented to you with

our united best wi.shes for 3'our future success.

We are,

Yours very sincerely,

Thornton Andrews, A. T. Connell,

R. .1. Pelton, A. J. Brooking,

J. K. Brown, K. Ne.sbill,

Frank Whakv.

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We are indebted to the President of the Coun-

cil of the Pharmaceutical Association, Mani-

toba, for their kind invitation to a luncheon and

social outing in connection with their annual con-

vention, which was held August 12th, which we
were unable to accept.

W'e are in receipt of college announcements

from the Manitoba College of Pharmacy, Ontario

College of Pharmacy, Montreal College of Phar-

macy, Kan.sas City College of Pharmacy, Buffalo

College of Pharmacy, Chicago College of Phar-

macy of the University of Illinois, Ohio State

University College of Pharmacy, Albany College

of Pharmacy.

REACTION OF IODOFORM IN THE PRESENCE
OF CHLOROFORM

A small quantity of iodoform is dis.solved in a

slight excess of chloroform and a crystal of lead

nitrate dropped into the mixture. Almost im-

mediately a light rose color is developed, which

passes into dark rose and iinally into Solferino

red.

With bromoform in place of chloroform no col-

or is produjced in the cold; this fact enables the

difierentiation between the two liquids. Upon

wanning slightlv a wine red color appears, which

gradually darkens imtil it passes into a reddish

brown. The reaction is remarkably sensitive. It

enables one to characterize iodoform and to dis-

tinguish between chloroform and bromoform.

I
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For rubbing, bathing, liniments and

external preparations,

Physicians are prescribing and

Hospitals are using

COLUMNIAN SPIRITS
FOR SALE BY

THE STANDARD CHEMICAL CO
MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

SPIRITS tETHERIS NITROSI B.P.

MAKE YOUR OWN BY USING

VANCO
BRAND

Concentrated Nitrous Ether 1-20
GUARANTEED STRENGTH MADE IN CANADA

PRICES :

4 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.40 8 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.20 16 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.10

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
148 Van Home Street Toronto, Ontario
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TORONTO PHARMACAL CO., LIMITED

Laboratories : 449 to 457 King Street West

This illustration represents the newly enlarged

Laboratories of the Toronto Pharmacal Co., Lim-

ited, recently erected on West King Street, near

MODERN INTERIOR HARDWOOD FINISH

Spadina A\enuc, '1 01 unto s new wholesale and

manufacturing section. This building has a floor

space of nearly thirty thousand square feet and

forms the home of a most complete and up-to-

date Laboratory. It is quite artistically con-

structed of stone and brick and is an ornament

to the city. It is well lighted and possesses many
advantages over the average I^aboratory. It is

worth a visit.

SEND FOR CIRCULAR

The illustrations .shown here represent two of

a range of Lace Paper Doylies shown by Buntin,

Gillies cSj Co., Limited. These are made of fine

white paper, embo.ssed and cut into many beauti-

ful designs, and, containing no coloring matter,

are absolutely sanitary. The full line is describ-

ed in an illustrated circular which will be mailed

on request.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

FORT WILLIAM.—Mr. M. J. Neville has in-

stalled a new set of fixtures and has ordered a

complete line of the "P'ull Crystal" Silent Sales-

men for immediate delivery from The Toronto

Show Case Co.

ve your ollice or store

ind attractive style and
Now is the time to ht;

fitted up in an artistic

up-to-date.

The Waterloo School & OlUce Furniture Co.,

Limited, of Waterloo, Out., whose advertisement

appears on another i)age of thi.'y issue, make a

specialty of all kinds of line woodwork. Parties

intending building or refitting their places will

do well to communicate with this firm before

placing their orders. Their extensive plant is

equipped with the most modern machinery and

labor-saving dexices, and in the construction of

their product the very best materials and work-

men are employed. Their facilities and wide ex-

perience in their line enables them to manufac-

ture high class work at a minimum cost.

You will do well to write them when you re-

quire their services. They will be pleased to sub-

mit their best prices with suggestions at your

command.

INTERNATIONAL AERONAUTIC EXHIBITION,
FRANKFURT

The obvious necessity of avoiding unnecessary

weight in the construction and equipment of air-

ships and aeroplanes would on first thoughts ap-

pear to render sux^h an accessory as a medicine

case quite superfluous. When it is remembered,

however, that at the present time the practical

work connected with the science of aNnation is

often attended with consideraljle risk, the need

of some provision for first aid treatment in the

event of accident is obvious.

For such purposes ordinary medicine cases are

quite im.suitable, owing to their weight. The well

known firm of Burroughs, Wellcome & Co., of Lon-

don, now issue Tabloid First Aid Equipments,

specially designed for use of aviators. These

equipments are marvellously compact and light,

and within the space of a few square inches con-

tain a comprehensive selection of Tabloid Com-
pressed Bandages and Dressings, and other suit-

able accessories for use in case of accident.

Japanese pharmacy is making rapid strides, as

is evidenced by J. Shimida's book entitled "The

Pharmaceutical Cyclopaedia." The work ton-

tains particulars of the pharmacopoeias of all

countries, with formulas of many kinds of unof-

ficial i.preparations, and numerous articles on

pharmacy, chemistry and pharmacognosy. It is

the first book of the kind published in the coun-

try, and is to the -Japanese pharmacist what our

Dispensatory is to the druggists of the United

States.
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THE FEATURE
OF THH

Canadian National Exhibition
AN EXHIBIT FOR DRUGGISTS

The New Innovation Silent Salesman Wall Case

The New Artistic Prescription Case

The New Monarch Show Case The New Craftsman Show Case

The New Eureka Display Counter The New Century Display Counter

All at our Exhibit in the Process Building
IF YOU ARE NOT ATTENDING THE EXHIBITION SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE AND SUPPLEMENTS

JONES BROS. & COMPANY, Limited
HEAD OFFICE:

31 Adelaide St. West
TORONTO
Canada

DRUG STORE BUILDERS
TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCHES:
MONTREAL

OTTAWA
WINNIPEG
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SPIRIT OF NITROUS ETHER

Some few months ago the DeparlmeiU of In-

land Revenue issued Bulletin No. 167 on Spiritus

Aetheris Nitrosi, being a report on the analysis

of seventy-seven samples collected in different

parts of Canada, and it showed that forty-nine

out of this number were not up to the standard.

Of this forty-nine, four contained no Ethyl Nit-

rite (Nitrous Kther), and fifteen others less than

one-half of one per cent., which indeed is a very

poor showing. It has been proven beyond doubt

by such men as the late Professor Harrison, of

London, and Dr. Squibb, of New^ York, that Nit-

rous Kther, when properly made and if kept in

full l>ottles tightly corked, will be of standard

strength even after standing months, and for this

reason it would seem advisable for the druggist

to adopt some method of making this article just

as required, and store in small bottles tightly

corked, away from the light, and heat.

We draw our readers attention to the advertise-

ment in lliis issue of Chemical Laboratories,

Limited, who are now advertising this commod-

ity and making tlie same right here in Canada.

The article as sent out b}' them is guaranteed to

be practically pure Nitrous Kther or Ethyl Nit-

rite, containing a small percentage of alcohol,

and is sufficiently strong to produce a spirit of

B. P. strength bv diluting one in thirty, but they

advocate diluting one in twenty and allowing the

excess for deterioration after mixing, for con-

centrated Nitre itself will not deteriorate if kept

tightly corked. Care must be exercised in hand-

ling this article, as it boils at below 100 degrees

F., and should be cooled well with ice before at-

temipting in anv way to handle it.

Should any of the readers desire to see the

bulletin we mention above, bj- writing to the

Department of Inland Revenue at Ottawa and

asking for a copv of Bulletin No. 167, in due time

the same will come to them.

ADULTERATION OF CREAM OF TARTAR

The adulteration of branded articles is claiming

more attention at the present time than ever be-

fore. Although considerable has already been

done to jjrotect the buyer, there yet remains a

great amount of care to be exercised by the drug

trade as well as those in other lines, to discrim-

inate between the pure and the adulterated ar-

ticles thev put into their stocks. The recent Bul-

letin No. 180 issued by the Inland Revenue De-

partment deals with Cream of Tartar. Every

merchant that handles Cream of Tartar should

carefully study this report. This journal calls

attention to the large number of samples that

were adulterated. Some did not contain anv

kl I. CIST.

Cream of Tartar at all, but were composed of a

mixture of alum and phosphate. There were a

number marked genuine, the percentage running

as low as 81 p'er cent. The fact that Gillett's

Cream of Tartar is rated as absolutely pure 100

per cent, is worthy of the attention of all drug-

gists that aim to carry only the best. Pure

Cream of Tartar costs no more than the adulter-

ated kind, and it is the duty of every druggist to

protect his customers. As a man is known by

the company he keeps, so is a druggist known by

the goods he keeps.

GREAT PROGRAMME THIS

Finest Bill of Special Attractions the Canadian

National Ever Presented

The programme of special attractions at the

Canadian National Exhibition which has just

been issued shows that the entertainment part of

the big Fair is to be more extensive than ever

before.

The programme in front of the Grand Stand is

divided into three parts of an hour each. The first

hour is given to vaudeville and the bill has to

be well squeezed to get it in on to the four stages

in that space of time.

The second part is given over to the Military

Tournament, which includes the musical drive by

the Artillery, the musical ride by the Dragoons,

and a dozen competitions in many of which the

corps will be matched against corps.

The third hour is filled to overflowing with the

British Army Quadrilles and Tattoo with ten

massed military bands, the march past, the Siege

of Kandahar and the Battle of the North Sea.

The whole concludes with a fifteen minute dis-

play of everything that is new in firew^orks.

Add to this bill, the model military camp, the

blowing up of ships by submarine mines on the

waterfront, harness horse races, dailv displays of

Japanese day fireworks, athletic sports, etc.,

and it will be readily admitted that this is the

greatest bill of specials the Canadian National

ever presented.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

.los. Cadieux, Ottawa, has placed his order

with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for,their

well known B. P. outfit and the original design of

New Century Cases.

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

W. H. G. Gibbs, Selkirk, Man., has placed his

order for a complete outfit of Crystal Century

Cases and Eureka Display Counters with the old

reliable house, Jones Bros. &Co., Ltd., Toronto.
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Druggists' Tin Cans and Boxes

Holiday season through,

your attention will now be

devoted to fall and winter

lines. Your requests for

samples and prices will

receive our best attention.

Macdonald Manufacturing Co., Limited
MONTREAL:

39 St. Antoine Street

TORONTO:
Spadina Avenue and Richmond Street

WINNIPEG:
1 1 1 Lombard Street
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ESTABLISHED 1840

The NORDHEIMER Co., Limited
CAN SUPPLY

Everything in MUSIC and MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Victor and Berliner Gramophones

HOHNER HARMONICAS GUITARS STRINGS AND FITTINGS
MANDOLINS BANJOS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

Senri For Catalogues

The NORDHEIMER PIANO 6i MUSIC CO., Limited
13 Kin^ St., East, TORONTO

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir, PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Articles: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega herb,

French Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and
alkaloids (Eserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & 8ILLIG, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited

TO OUR DRUGGIST FRIENDS

Come in and get acquainted during

Exhibition—make use of us. Send

your enclosures and mail in our care.

We will welcome old and new friends.

E. G. West &. Company
Wholesale Druggists and Manulacturing Chemists

176 Kin^ St. East, Toronto

TJ f * f '

ooiioay ro3T

Lines

VALEiSTlJSEb S'CRIES

CARDa

ORLO

Now
Ready

hallowe'en
thanksgiving!
christmas

i

NEW YEAR Post Cards
CHRISTMAS BOOKLETS

CHILDREN'S TOY BOOKS and MERRY TIMES ANNUAL
SCOTTISH SONG BOOKS IRISH SONG BOOKS

Bound in Silk Clan Tartan Bound in Green SUK

The Valentine & Sons United Publishing Co. Limited
1 CORISTINE BUILDING, MONTREAL 77 BAY STREET, TORONTO
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BRITISH PHARMACEUTICAL CONFERENCE

Annual Meeting

The forty-sixth annual meeting of the British

Pharmaceutical Conference took place at Nevv-

castle-on-Tyne, during the week cominencing on

July 26 last. I\Ir. James Fowler Tocher, of Pet-

erhead, whose photograph is herewith reproduced.

JAMES FOWLER TOCHER

presided over the various gatherings. The Presi-

dent is a representative ol the best type of Brit-

ish pharmacists. He was educated at Aberdeen

University and at Birmingham, and passed the

minor examination of the Pharmaceutical So-

ciety in 1890. He is also B.Sc. (Aberdeen), Fel-

low of the Institute of Chemistry, Fellow of the

Chemical Society, and a well known pharmaceut-

ical research worker. In addition to a lucrative

dispensing business, he has a large practice as an

analyst, and although only forty-five years of

age he is already one of the most successful

|iliarmacists in Scotland.

The business portion of the Conference opened

on the morning of July 27 at Armstrong College,

the President being supported by Sir Edward

Evans (Liverpool), Mr. J. Smith (President of

the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland), Mr. W .

A. H. Naylor, Mr. E. S. Peck, and Mr. E.

White (London), Mr. D. Lloyd Howard, Mr. N.

H. Martin, and others. A cordial welcome hav-

ing been given to the delegates by the local

pharmacists, the University, and the medical

profession, Mr. Tocher delivered his

PRESIDENTIAL ADDRESS

Taking as the title of his remarks "Some Prob-

lems of Interest to Pharmacists To-day," Mr.

Tocher first pointed out that it was at New-

castle-on-Tyne that the Conference was inaugur-

ated forty-six years ago. This was an event of

the greatest importance to pharmacists.

The fundamental dillerence, he continued, be-

tween the British Pharmaceutical Conference—an

assembly of pharmacists meeting annually in

dilTerent places for friendly intercourse in an un-

ollicial manner and promoting pharmaceutical re-

.search in all its branches on the one hand—and

the Pharmaceutical Society—a statutory body,

with official residence in London, and in posses-

sion of a charter with powers and duties under

various Acts of Parliament, on the other hand

—

cannot be too often emphasized. The unofficial

body, for one thing (without considering its in-

estimable services in research), unencumbered

with legal resj)onsibilities and duties as a body,

can discuss freely if it cares, problems which a

body like the Pharmaceutical Society, and its

Council particularly, cannot do, because the lat-

ter body has to administer Acts of Parliament,

and in doing so is in a quasi-judicial position.

Here we are advocates, pleaders in court, with a

cause which we deem a righteous one, and we can

enter into negotiations with outside persons or

bodies of persons at any time, whenever we find

it necessary for our own protection or for the

safety of the public so to do. For instance, in

an unofficial and friendly manner we could dis-

cuss questions of mutual interest with unofficial

groups of members of the medical profession

—

questions which are scarcely ripe for treatment

bv the official bodies. We could thus often facili-

tate a change in the laws and leave the Pharma-

ceutical Society and its Council to deal with the

problems in their riper form, and to administer

(as it is their duty to do) the new laws brought

about by combined action and public opinion.

Proceeding, the speaker took a brief retrospect

of pharmaceutical events since 1S41; he described

how the great object of Jacob Bell was achieved

when the Pharmacy Bill of 1852 was passed. The

rate of growth had been slow but sure. Alluding

to the passing of the 1868 Pharmacy Act, he

said the company problem came before them as

the result of a defect in this Act. It could not

be reasonably expected of the Legislature to fore-

see the probable advent of companies and to di-

vine the legal judgment with respect to a "per-

son." "The licence problem," he added, "was

forced upon our attention in quite a different way.

We were told that the facilities for the purchase
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of arsenical and other preparations in large de-

mand for agricultural and horticultural purposes

were inadequate in many parts of the

kingdom. A .sort of an investigation was held,

the outcome of which was that Parliament gave

power in April, 1908, to local authorities to

grant licences (where they consider necessary) to

sell mi.xtures of one or two very potent poisons,

namely, arsenic and nicotine. The number of the

poisons is restricted to two; the purpose for

which the poisons are to be used is restricted to

one, namely, the destruction of weeds and of

parasitic life in the domains of agriculture and

horticulture; and finally the licence for the sale

of such poisons is presumed to be given only in

cases where, through there being no chemists

and druggists in the vicinity willing to sell, the

facilities were inadequate for their purchase by

the public."

He expressed hiniself in favor of an auiendment

of the Toisons and Pharmacy Act, lyoS, provid-

ing that no licence be granted to any unregister-

ed person, whose place of business was less than

six miles from any chemist and druggist who

could meet the requirements of the public in re-

spect of the preparations mentioned in Section 2

of the Act.

Discussing some economic problems of the day,

he did not .suppose that they as pharmacists

would seriousl}' dispute the validity of the prin-

ciple of imposing a tax on alcohol as a beverage,

but when the tax operated upon the ailing and

weak poor, as well as on the healthy rich, the

tax became at once just and unjust—just to the

pleasure-seekers and unjust and cruel to the sick.

As long as alcohol is used as a solvent of active

constituents of drugs, so long will this tax have

an injurious economic effect on hospitals, friend-

ly societies, and the sick poor generally. If, in-

stead of taxing necessary medicines ordered

through the legitimate channel—the medical pro-

fession—the Government would place a heavier

tax on nostrums, and a heavy tax on proprietary

medicines not so ordered, and not based on a

combination of novelty and worth, the State

would not only do a service to humanity Vij' lim-

iting the misuse of drugs, but would also furnish

the Pharmaceutical Society with funds to en-

force the law and protect the pul)lic. The average

price of drugs and the character of prescribing

a hundred j-ears ago and to-day have engaged my
attention. Mr. Tocher proceeded: .AH I have

time to say here is that the pharmacist pays on

an average almost exactly one-half what he paid

a hundred years ago for the same drugs. As far

as prescribing is concerned, the character of the

prescribing in 1810 is equal to, if not distinctly

superior to, that of 1909. I invite members to

compare the samples I give of both, and consider

whether the time has not come for a thorough-

going agitation as to methods of prescribing.

The fact that medicine is now less empirical and

is becoming more scientific in its practice is not

a V'alid reason for predicting the decay of pre-

scribing. This is one of the problems which such

a body as a joint committee of the^ British Med-

ical Association and the Conference miight fitly

take in hand. It is the best thing and not the

handiest thing the patient ought to get.

In conclusion, he referred to the revision of the

British Pharmacopoeia, and suggested that in

such minor matters as the use of the word "part"

and the definition of the word "minim" precision

of language is desirable. It should always be

clear to the reader that either parts by weight

or parts by measure is meant when "parts" are

stated, and on more than one occasion it is not

quite clear which is meant in the present edition.

The student also, who wishes to verify that

"minim" is the volume at 60 degrees F. of

0.91 14583 grain of water must after trial look

with admiration and awe on the chemist who
makes such wonderful weighings. An indication

that this relation of volume to mass is arrived

at b\- computation after observation rather than

by direct observation would be more consistent

with scientific method.

A hearty vote of thanks was passed to the

President for his address, on motion of IMr. N.

H. Martin, seconded by Mr. J. Smith. The secre-

tarial report and financial were next read, con-

sidered satisfactorj', and adopted.

PAPERS COMMUNICATED TO THE MEETING

Among the papers communicated were the

following:

"Some Kx])cricnces in tiie Testing of Drugs by

Bio-Chemical Methods, with Special Reference to

Digitalis, Squill, and Strophanthus," by William

Martin, M.A., M.D.; "The Estimation of Ex-
tractive and Glycerin in Spirituous Galenicals,"

by W. A. H. isTaylor, F.I.C., F.C.S., and E. J.

Chappell; "The Chemical Constituents of Cimi-
cifuga Racemosa," by Horace Finnemore, B.Sc,
F.I.C.; "Commercial Emulsions," by E. W. Pol-

lard, B.Sc; "Antimonium Sulphuratum," by F.

H. Alcock; "The Determination of Antimony in

its Sulphide Preparations," by D. Lloyd Howard
and J. B. P. Harrison, F.I.C.; "Concerning the

Quantitative Determination of Free Salicylic

in Bi.smuth Salicylate," by J. B. P. Har-

rison, F. I. C; "Ung. Paraflini," by J. H.

Franklin; "Note on Fluid Extract of Cas-

cara Sagrada," by C. S5'mes, Ph.D.; "Cacao
Butter," by W. B. Cowie and B. M. Brander;

"Refractometric Examination of Galenical Prep-

arations," by W. B. Cowie and T. 0. Broadbent;

"The Chemistrj^ of Euphorbia Pilulifera," by J.
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KNOWN THE WORLD OVER

We're Sending Men to

the "Gillette" Stores

Is your store one of these ?

And will they know it ?

We spend every year, iu advertising, a

sum greater than the combined sales of

all the other safety razors in America.
Behind that advertising is the best razor

in the world — the razor that always
makes good.

You know the result. Men every-

where—in every section of Canada, as

well as throughout the world—are con-

vinced that the GILLETTE is the razor

they want.

4,000 of them, on an average, buy
GILLETTES every day. Are you sell-

ing your share, and getting your share

of the profits ?

Identify your store with the GIL-
LETTE ! Display it in your windows
and on your counters ! Keep your
GILLETTE signs in plain sight ! Show
the Pocket Edition at every opportunity !

There's money in it. No specialty in

your store will pay you better for your
work.

If you are coming "Back to Montreal"
this month don't fail to come and see us.

We want to shake hands with you, hear
your GILLETTE experiences and sug-

gestions, and show you the Canadian
home of the GILLETTE. It is by far

the largest safety razor factory in Canada,
and a credit to the thriving, busy old

City of ^Montreal — the manufacturing
and commercial metropolis of Canada.

Che

8Hktte Safety Razor Co
of Canada, Cimitcd

Osace and Factory :

63 ST. ALEXANDER STREET - MONTREAL

STEVENS' OITMENT
As used In the

50 YEARS SUCCESS
Ask your wholesale house for " Lameness in
the Horse." It is beautifully illustrated on

art paper

' I have always had splendid results

212 Westminster Bridge Road, London, Eng.

For Sale by all Jobbers

National Drug and Ghemical Go. of Canada
MONTREAL

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
^ ^ we can save you on 3 our rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their order9, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun-
tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomisers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you 10%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selliog igents for Seamless Robber Co., New Daren, Conn.

ADDRESS AI.I, ORDERS .\ND COMMrNICATIO.NS TO THE
Higginbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.

' Milton, Ontario ^^^^^^^^^^T
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Soluble, ESastic and Hard

Capsules and Perles

^ XJr ;.

I
^ I T H additions of the latest improved

mm |4*^^P^^^^ machinery recently made to our

L O^LJt'^equipment, we now have the most complete

—modern capsule plant in Canada.

Many new lines have been added to our list and we
are better able than ever to handle private or special

formula orders with every satisfaction to our
customers.

Our new style Blaud Capsules are now ready and
show a decided improvement over any Plaud Cap-
sules heretofore offered.

Here with improved machinery we have cheapened
the cost of manufacture and purpose sharing this

saving with you.

We want you to couple our name with your capsule

requirements and write to us for any special infor-

mation or samples.

Frosst's capsules are furnished by your wholesaler
when specified and your order so filled brings with
it our guarantee of satisfaction.

Charles E. Frosst & Company
Montreal, Canada
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S. Hill; "Note on the Separation of Strychnine

from Brucinc," b}^ G. Pinchbeck, F.C.S.; "The

Use of Alcohol in Pharmacy," by D. B. Dott, F.

R.S.E.; "P-Hydroxyphenylcthylamine, an Active

Principle of Ergot, Soluble in Water," by Dr. G.

Barger. B.Sc; "On Malt Extract with Cod Liver

Oil," by E. F. Harrison, B.Sc. (Lond.), F.I.C.;

"The Comparative Examination of the Halogen

Ab-sorption of Oils by the Methods of Hubl, W'ijs,

Hanus, and Mcllheney," by J. S. Remington and

H. Lancaster; "Note on the Determination of

Gingerol in Ginger," by H. Garnett and J. Grier.

It was decided to hold next year's meeting at

Cambridge, and Mr. F. Ransom, F.C.S. (Hitch-

in), was elected as the new President.

SWEET OIL OF ALMONDS

Messrs. Stafford Allen & Sons, Ltd., London

and Long Melford, England, advise us as fol-

lows:

Owing to the great scarcity of almonds, and

to the high prices asked (and obtained) for the

small consignments that come on the market we

have, with regret, to again advance our price and

now quote 01. Amygdalae PB. at 2s. 2d. per

pound, and the "Pallid" Oil at 2s. 4d. per pound,

subject to our usual discount of 2)^ per cent, for

cash. New crop almonds should begin to ar-

rive about the end of September, when we expect

to materially reduce our price.

ICHTHYOL COMPANY'S JUBILEE

This companv celebrated last month the com-

pletion of their first twenty-five years' existence.

It may be recalled that when their sulphur-pre-

parations "Ichthyol" (the ammonium-prepara-

tion and "Ichthyolate" (the sodium-preparation)

were put on the market they were regarded with

a good deal of suspicion; but Professor Unna's en-

dorsement of their value paved the way to gen-

eral recognition, and ichthyol is now a recognized

part of the materia medica.—Chemist and Drug-

gist, July 17, 1909.

MORE "JONES" DRUG STORES

C. W. Campbell, Winnipeg, has placed his order

for some specially designed fittings with Jones

Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, after experimenting

with other makers.

The CuUen Drug Store, Toronto, has placed an

additional order for more wall fixtures with

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, to enable them
to cope with their rapidly increasing business.

Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of

these columns for anything of a general interest to the trade.

NATIONAL DRUG AND CHEMICAL COMPANY OF
CANADA LIMITED

Montreal, August 24th, 1909.

The Editor, Canadian Druggist,

Toronto, Out.:

Dear Sjir,—Replying to your enquiry of the

9th inst. for our opinion with respect to the

prospect of the drug trade for the earning season,

we beg to reply as follows:

The drug trade, like every other trade, is influ-

enced by prevailing conditions. The statement

you frequently hear, that people must have drugs

anyway and that business must be good in con-

sequence, is an exploded idea. Perhaps no line of

business feels more quickly than the drug trade

good or hard times.

Speaking for this company, trade has steadily

increased, each month showing better than the

same month last year, and we think we have
now arrived at the period in the year when we
can state with confidence that the prospects for

the autumn and coming winter were never bright-

er in the history of this country. The state of

development in the Western Provinces has now
assumed such large proportions that all the rest

of the Dominion feels the effect, more or less, of

the crop output of that country, and as reports

now to hand are of a most sanguine nature, and
conditions in all other Provinces are in most
cases above the average, it looks as if the drug
trade of Canada was in line to enjoy a period of

good trade if not prosperity.

Commencing with the Maritime Provinces.

They have labor troubles there which will very

materially affect districts, but, on the other

hand, the apple crop in the Province of Nova
Scotia, lumbering operations in New Brunswick,

and an average year for the fishermen promise at

least an average year for these Provinces. Our
own trade is increasing quite satisfactorily in the

Provinces named, and we do not see any reason

why favorable conditions should not be maia-
tained vmtil next spring at least.

In Ontario and Quebec our representatives re-

port favorable conditions as to crops. In some
districts fruit is exceedingly good, while generally

speaking the field crops are fair. Our own busi-

ness in Ontario and Quebec is increasing, and we
look for an even greater volume of trade during

the autumn and winter.

The most conser\ative estimate we have heard

within the last few days gives the wheat crop of

the West as one hundred and five million bushels.

This tremendous quantity of this staple product
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at the high prices now prevailing, should give to

the farmers of the West more cash in hand than

they have ever enjo3-ed before; in round figures it

means one hundred million dollars more money

set in circulation in Canada.

A fair crop and high prices are not the only

tilings to be considered in coimection with West-

ern development; the transportation companies

are this year in better position than ever before

to handle the crop; storage facilities have even

increased beyond the increased production, and

tile banks are this jear iu position to assist in

the movement of the crop to a greater extent

than during the past three years at least.

All these things combine to make the autumn
and winter easy, and it is to be hoped that the

drug trade will make hay while the sun shines

and not indulge, as is too often the case, in

speculation or too extravagant living.

The Provinces of Manitoba, Saskatchewan and

Alberta appear to be equally favored. Damage by

hail is reported in all three Provinces, but if we
accept a recent statement of the Regina Leader

that only thirteen places out of two hundred and
seventy-one heard from suffered damage averag-

ing lo to 25 per cent., and sixty-one points were
damaged from 2 to 5 per cent., as representing

the average of all the Provinces, the total dam-
age would not lie appreciable in so large an out-

put of grain.

Another good feature with respect to the West
is the fact that the wheat is not so much de-

pended upon as formerly. Oats, barley and other

crops are raised in increasing proportions: the

Province of Saskatchewan alone expects this year

a crop of fifty million bushels of oats.

With respect to British Columbia—reports seem
to be somewhat conflicting. In the newspapers
we read accounts of shortage in the salmon pack,

while other accounts indicate exceptional runs of

salmon, on certain days at least. Other branches
of industry are active beyond normal, and no-
where in the Dominion is there greater activity

in nearly every line of trade as is shown in Brit-

i.sh Columbia's towns and cities. Vancouver is

going ahead with leaps and bounds, and property
of all kinds is increasing rapidly in value, indi-

cating favorable conditions throughout the Pro-
vince.

Reviewed therefore from the Atlantic to the
Pacific, we think we are justified in our prophecy
that the coming fall and winter will be the best
experienced by the drug trade in many years.

Yours truly,

National Drug & Chemical Co., of Canada, Lim-
ited.

D. W. Bole,

President.

EARLY CLOSING

Baldur, Manitoba, July 29, 1909.

Editor Canadian Druggist,

Toronto, Ontario:

Dear Editor,—I have here a problem which I

understand has been a subject of much discussion

amongst the fellow-druggists and clerks of the

W«stem towns. It is that of whether the drug

stores in towns of five hundred population and

under should keep open until 10 and 11 o'clock at

night, or if they would be justified in closing at

eight.

I think it is very unfair to clerks and drug-

gists where there is only one or two in the

store, especially when, as I think, it iri unneces-

sary. Of course I am only one, and this is open

to discussion.

If drug stores in Western towns woidd close at

8 o'clock, I think they would make it paj' just

as well without any great inconvenience to the

public. There are cases where calls for drugs

are necessary after 8 o'clock, but such is not

often the case, and if so there is generally some-

one aroimd who can supply their wants, if they

take a little trouble to find them. During one

year's clerking in a store only once has a call

after 8 o'clock been necessary.

Now if the drug stores in these small towns

would close at 7 or 8 o'clock five nights in the

week the public would form the habit of coming

to the store before that hour. This would also

give the clerks a chance to enjoy a little more
fresh air and sleep, instead of being inside from

7 to 10 or ,11 o'clock at night. I think it is a

great mistake and entirely unnecessary for drug-

gists to keep open so late at night. I have talked

with man)' clerks and travellers, and all seem to

think it a wise proposition.

I hope the readers of the Canadian Druggist

will give this their kind consideration. I would
also like to have the opinion of the Editor of the

Canadian Druggist. Thanking you,

I remain yours sincerely,

H. E. Ramage,

Drug Clerk,

Baldur, Manitoba, Canada.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

OLDS, ALTA.—The Olds Drug Co. are extend-

ing their display space by equipping a new sec-

tion with the Trianon Cabinets. These are the

fixtures, patents of which are controlled by The

Toronto Show Case Co., and anv imitations on

the market are merely "attempts."
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Did You Ever Notice
that the druggists throughout the country

who do the largest trade are always the fel-

lows who are not -afraid to buy enough of any

good patent medicine in order to get a lot of

free advertising.

On the other hand did you ever notice the

shiney coat and frayed at the bottom pants on

the man who is always knocking patent

medicines and talking about the professional

aspect of the drug business.

That ought to be enough to convince you of

the wisdom of writing The Merrill Medical

Co., M'f'g Chemists, Toronto, regarding ex-

clusive advertising proposition for

MERRILL'S RELIABLE FAMILY REMEDIES

THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

Don't wait for a traveller. Write to-day

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Merrill Building, Toronto, Ont.

European Agency

INDENTS promptly executed at lowest

cash prices for all kinds of British and

Continental goods, including

Books and Stationery,
Boots, Shoes and Leather,
Chetnicals and Druggists' Sundries,
China, Earthenware and Glassware,
Cycles, Motors and Accessories,
Drapery, Millinery and Piece Goods,
Fancy Goods and Perfumery,
Furniture and Upholstery,
Hardware, Machinery and Metals,
Imitation Jewellery and Precious Stones,
Jewellery, Plate and Watches,
Pnotographic and Optical Goods,
Provisions and Oilmen's Stores,

etc., etc.

(,w„„i,,ion 2i% lo 5%.
Trade l>i.<couiits aUoired.
S/jtridl (^luolations on Diinand.
S(tmi>h- Viises from £10 upwards.
CunsHiniiiails „f Prudnre Suhi on Account.

WILLL\M WILSON & SONS
(Established 1814)

25, Abchurch Lane, London, E.G.

Cable Address :
" Annuaire, London."

OUR No. I BURNING OUTFIT
SEE THIS LIST OF OUR RETAIL PRICES

No. 1 complete $ 1.80

No. 2 " 3.60

No. 3 " 5.00

We are putting the best outfits on the market that

have ever been made and our prices are the lowest.

Send for catalogue and trade discount.

The Acme Supply Co., Ltd.
118-120 Duke St. rOR-ONTO, Ont.

t<^fjp<,«>nn.,>„ln,</,Ai^lMl

PATSON'S
rkm« Linen, Sakfc Cotton

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Received Medal and Diplonik at Pre

Quebec Exposition, Montreal, i

Trade supplied by all teadine Dme Ho
Dominion

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

Small size, Per Jo.. $2.85
Medium " " 6 80
Large " ' 14.50
$20.00 lots less 6% trade discount
50.00 • " 10% "

Terms, 6% 30 days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
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CHRISTMAS PAPETERIES

On calling at the show rooms of Messrs. War-

wick Bros. & Rutter our attention was directed

to a magnificent display of Christmas papeteries

in packages of many designs and colors, of which

the following are a few: Trunk designs in dificr-

Tlie attention of the trade is directed to the

above firm's ad. on another

ent shades and material; Bug, Juvenile, Sweet

Peas, Poppy, Minuette, Holly, English Holly,

Roses, Holly with Buds, Medallions, Pansies,

Baskets, and very many beautiful water scenes,

also marine scenes; a number of packages service-

able for Handkerchief Boxes and Ribbon Boxes.

They also .show some pretty designs in black and

white. The papers are put up in linen of different

shades, white, cream, etc., also kept in azures of

cream and white, all ranging in prices from 15c.

to 50c. per package. A few of their best designs

are shown in the illustrations on this page.

page.

VALENTINE & SONS

The Valentine & Sons Publishing Co., Limited,

of Montreal and Toronto, have now become a

Canadian company, working under a Dominion

charter, as The Valentine & Sons United Pub-

lishing Company, Limited, and greater develop-

ments ma)'^ be looked for by this concern in the

near future.

Their work is already known throughout the

Dominion, and from what we have seen and the

private information we have had given us, many
new and attractive lines will be added to their

already extensi\e range of goods.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

J. A. Peltier, Three I'iivers, P.O., has ordered

an entire outfit in the Ijeautiful O.C.P. design

from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto.

The silent Salesman Cases are of the well-

known New. Centurj- style, which has a well-

earned reputation of being one of the most beau-

tiful cases on the market.

CANADA'S TRADE WITH THE UNITED STATES

The following figures concerning our trade with

the United States will be of interest:

In 1S69, merchandise from the United States

formed 34 per cent, of the imports of Canada. In

1889, 45.86 per cent., and in 1909, fiscal year end-

ing March 31st, 60.4 per cent.

The total value of Canadian imports from the

United States in the year 1905 was $152,000,000,

of which eighty-nine million were manufacttrres.

Ill 1906, imports amounted to $169,000,000,

of which one hundred millions were manufactures.

The imports at the same time from Great Brit-

ain being in 1906 fiftj-seven millions, and in 1907

fifty-four millions. Of tli^ eighty-nine millions

classified as manufactures amongst the imports
from the United States we find that the drugs,

dj^es, chemicals and medicines amounted to three

and three-quarter million dollars.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

They also show a complete line of special

Post Cards, such as Ocean to Ocean, local views

in Northwest Territories, views from all the pro-

vinces, a complete line of new comics, a com-
plete line in New Year's and Christmas Post
Cards of the verj- latest designs, liesides a spe-

cially selected line .suitable lor all other holidays.

OLDS, ALTA.—Mr. O. S. Moore is another re-

cent convert to the Trianon Cabinets, and is hav-

ing a line of these installed. The Toronto Show
Case Co. control the patents covering everv es-

sential point in these fixtures, and any other fix-

tures represented as the same aJe mereh' "at-

tempts."
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Canadian Pharmaceutical Association
ANNUAL MEETING AT BANFF. ALBERTA

The selection of Banlli fur Llie place of auiuial

meeting of the Canadian Pharmaceutical Associa-

tion showed wisdom in choosing a spot uneciualled

anywhere for the grandness and beauty of its

scenery, and those who were privileged to attend

the meeting found it a delightful spot most pic-

turesquely situated. Here in the very heart

of the mountains, the C. P. R. has built an
excellent hotel for the use of visitors. It nestles

at the foot of Mount Ri^ndle, a great giant, the

two peaks of which tower nearly 10,000 feet high,

and is the junction of the Rivers Bow and Spray.
On Sulphur Mountain are natural springs of un-

doubted medicinal value, and the views are far

C.P.R. HOTEL

stream between its^banks, the snow-capped Cas-
cade closes the vista in the distance.

:ational park

more extensive th;

region.

Close by the hotel verandah
foams and boils over its falls,

:oinnion in a mountam

the River Bow
and looking up

A few yards lower down, the actual junction of

the Rivers Bow and Spray takes place peacefully

and picturesquely.

At Banff the Canadian Government has set

aside some 5,000 square miles as a reserve, to be

kept for all time as a National Park in its na-

tural condition. In it is every kind of scenerv,

and some idea of its beaut}' may be gained from
this \-iew. We are gazing down the valley of the

Lower Bow. We see the water cutting its way
through steep banks, beautifully wooded; we see

on all sides the huge mountains thrusting their

liare, precipitous sides through the trees and
dwarfing all beneath, and, above all, the snow
peaks jagged against the sky, but touched with
the clouds, and shining pure and white in their

everlasting mantle of snow.
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The

Signature

of

Is on^& B,.ry wrapper
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CASTORIA
// 1\^\^^^®i^i2>O^^NSS^^^®©sa«Sa®N^^KVV5S>a00ia0S^3^^

Jobbers sell less than dozen at $3.00 per dozen.

Jobbers sell 3 dozen or over at $2.80 per dozen.

Send for

Cards, Cartons, and Counter
Wrappers,

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Bears the Signature of

y/z^/^^^c&z.
THE CENTAUR COMPANY

77 MURRAY STREET. NEW YORK CITY.
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In the National Park the Canadian Government
has taken steps to preserve some of the typical

animals of the Dominion from extinction. In a

corral of 800 acres is a herd of bulTalo, a mere
remnant of the thousands that once covered the

plains, and even stopped trains bj' their numbers.

Now indiscriminate slaughter has killed them oil,

and the only survivors of the race are the herd at

Ban IT. They seem increasing and thriving and
luAv number in the hundreds, so that the breed

may yet be saved from destruction.

The second annual meeting of the Canadian

Pharmaceutical Association was held at Banfi,

Alberta, commencing August 4th, with President

G. E. Gibbard, Toronto, in the chair.

The President's address, which was afterwards

referred to a special committee, commenced by

congratulating the Association on the selection

of Banfi for its annual ineeting, and for the ex-

cellent attendance. Reference was made to vari-

ous matters of interest to pharmacists which had

happened during the past year. The matter of

legislation which had been enacted in various

provinces was commended, as was also the gen-

eral standard of education throughout Canada.
The President also advocated reciprocity of

diplomas as a step towards imperial reciprocity,

thus making pharmacists throughout the Empire
on equal footing.

The I'atent I\ledicine Act passed by the Domin-

ion Parliament which was now in force was

also referred to, as well as other matters geucr-

allv affecting the interests of pharmacy.

It was decided to limit all speeches to five and

ten minutes each, in order that the session

should not be unnecessarily prolonged.

A special committee was appointed to amend
the constitution in reference to the standing of

pharmacists present at any annual meeting, but

who are not delegates from their various provin-

cial associations, the question having arisen from

a query from Mr. W. Hawker, of St. John, N.B.,

as to the standing of non-delegates; and the

President ruled that all matters mentioned in the

clause governing the action of the Council was
under the exclusive control of the Council, but in

all other matters everv member enjoy equal

privileges.

Mr. H. Watters, Ottawa, moved a resolution,

which was seconded by Mr. A. R. Leonard, Win-

nipeg, pledging the Association to use its influ-

ence in securing for pharmacists in military and

marine services and the N.W.T. Mounted Police

Force proper recognition and standing as com-

missioned officers.

The Treasurer, Mr. .T. E. Tremble, Montreal,

presented the financial report.

The report of the Canadian Formulary Commit-
tee was presented by Mr. Watters, in the absence

of Mr. John Hargreaves. It reviewed the work
done during the past year, and suggested the ap-

pointment of a Research Committee by each pro-

vincial pharmaceutical association.

The report of the Educational Comxnittee was
presented byMr.Robt. Martin, Regina. It stated

that but little had been done during the last

year, and advised continued attention to the pro-

curing of uniform standards, such a course being

vital in view of "Reciprocity in Diplomas."

Mr. Watters, Chairman of the Education Com-
mittee of the O.C.P., presented a system of in-

struction by preceptors, which appeared to meet

with the hearty approval of the members.

ilr. J. H. Emery, Victoria, in the absence of

Mr. Cochrane, presented the report of the Legis-

lative Committee, which dealt with the opera-

Lions of the Patent Medicine Act, and outlined

some of the weaknesses of that Act, alTecting

both pharmacist and the general public.

The matter of cheaper alcohol was also referred

to, as was the sale of carbolic acid, some valu-

able suggestions in reference to the latter subject

being made in the report.

Mr. E. S. Knowlton, Vancouver, reported on

commercial interests, which dealt with the drug

market during the past twelve months, and also

on the matter of "price protection," calling at-

tention to the great need of a satisfactory con-

tract between the manufacturer and distributor.

It also suggested the adoption of an uniform line

of household remedies by pharmacists. The vari-

ous reports were then referred to the Committee

on Riesolutions.

It was moved by Mr. R. M. Johnston, Char-

lottetowTi, seconded by Mr. R. Martin, Regina,

that a committee to consist of a delegate from

each of the provinces be appointed to carefully

consider the financial standing of the Association.

The motion was carried, and the President named
the following committee: Messrs. J. E. Tremble,

H. Watters, E. C. Brown, J. W. Morrison, R. M.

Johnston, J. H. Emery, J. Young, J. Findlay.

Mr. H. Watters moved a resolution dealing

with the "cut-rate" problem, which was as fol-

lows:

"That whereas the merchandising of articles of

commerce at prices inconsistent with sound

economic principles is detrimental to correct

business methods and immoral in its effects on

the trading community; Be it resolved that this

Association strongly condemns the tendencj- to

market goods at prices bearing no relationship to

the cost of supplying them to the consumer, and

would urgently exhort pharmacists to cultivate

more just and self-respecting methods, and would
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also place itself on record as opposed to the dis-

tribution and sale of any article of merchandise

on which the manufacturer refuses to guarantee a

fair legitimate profit; and in the matter of pro-

prietary medicines would urge the members to

decline to handle any article marked to sell at 25

cents and costing more than S2.00 per dozen, and

similar proportional rates for 50c. and §1.00 ar-

ticles, and requiring a guarantee from manufac-

turers that these prices will be rigidly observed

and protected. We further express disapproval of

any recognition of the necessity for cut-rate tac-

tics, and pledge this Association to oppose every

manifestation of it."

Considerable discussion took place on this reso-

lution, and the delegates appeared to be unanim-

ously in accord with its principles. The resolu-

tion was referred to a special committee which

brought in the following recommendation, and

which was carried on motion of Messrs. Watters

and Leonard.

Your committee to which was referred the mo-

tion of Mr. Watters dealing with the cut-rate

evil, begs to approve the policj' there set forth

for the better conduct of commercial pharmacy,

and further' beg to recommend the prosecution of

a vigorous campaign in promotion of that policy.

Conformably with this view we recommend the

adoption of the following resolution: "That the

C. Ph. A. now in session assembled has duly and

fully considered the existing and increasing cut-

rate evil, and having concluded that a policy of

exclusion is th« only method of effectually ter-

minating this condition of trade, and as a pro-

cess of testing this plan, do recommend that each

and every Provincial and Territorial Association

in the Dominion of Canada do seek to have all

druggists or members in their several territories

exclude from their business and cease to sell the

Dr. Chase remedies from January 1st, 1910, un-

less these remedies be placed on a contract plan

basis that will effectually stop price cutting and

afford the retailer a proper rate of profit on or

before October ist, 1909, and that the Commei"-

cial Section of the C.P.A. be authorized to amend
this resolution from time to time as may be re-

quired in order to cover any other articles or

products demanding similar recommendations."

Second Day.

The report of the special committee on amend-
ment to the Constitution and By-Laws was pre-

sented by Mr. Watters, who recommended an
amendment to Section 2 of the Executive Coun-
cil, adding an additional clause as follows: "To
give final decision and effect to all resolutions

passed by the Association in session."

It was deemed necessary in this way to estab-

lish the status of the Executive Council.

The section on finance was amended to declare

that the per capita tax is payable by all paying

members in business in the provinces.

The quorum was fixed at ten.

The special committee on the President's ad-

dress made several recommendations. These re-

ports were on motion adopted.

The financial statement as presented by the

Secretary showed receipts, $994.15; expenditure,

S675.05, leaving a balance on hand of §453.10.

The Auditor's report was also attached.

A paper on "Some I'hannaceutical Uses of

Oleic Acid" was presented by Mr. Henry Watters,

and ordered to be printed in the report of the

proceedings.

A very interesting paper was also presented by

Mr. J. H. Emery reviewing the progress of phar-

macy during the last year. This paper was also

ordered to be printed in the minutes.

The Committee on Resolutions presented a re-

port dealing with the matter of the Canadian

Formulary, and approved of the action of the

O.C.P. Council instructing Mr. Watters to inter-

view the Minister of Inland Revenue in regard to

the object of the work, and it recommended that

Messrs. Gibbard, Tremble, and Watters be a com-
mittee for the purpose.

A committee consisting of Messrs. Hargreaves,
Gibbard, and Tremble was appointed to continue

the efforts already begun to have Canada repre-

sented cm the next revision of the Briti.sh Phar-
macopoeia.

The report also recommended a strong propa-

ganda in reference to the Canadian Formula,
and advised delay in the publication of a new
edition of the Canadian Formulary.
Amongst other recommendations was one that

no action should be taken in the matter of manu-
facturing a line of "Ethical Formula" domestic
remedies until the pharmacists throughout the

Dominion signified their strong desire for such a

line.

A resolution by Messrs. Martin and Johnston
was carried, instructing the Secretary to cor-

respond with the various colleges of pharmacy
with a view to having one of them inaugurate a

correspondence course in pharmacy available for

students throughout the Dominion.
A resolution was also pa.ssed which condemned

the evil influence of indecent and misleading ad-

vertisements, and calling upon the Federal Gov-
ernment to adopt regulations regarding said ad-
vertising.

It was decided to hold the next meeting in

Halifax, Nova Scotia, in 19 10.

Third Day.

On the opening of the session a resolution was
presented by Mr. Martin, seconded "by Mr. J.
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WVETH'S

STANDARD

I

Powdered Extracts

Will be found entirely divested of the slightest evi=

dence of oxidation, possessing the well=defined physi=

cal characteristics of the respective drugs from which

they are derived, such as odor, taste and color, and

retaining in a concentrated condition

the original proximate principles of the

drugs^ Too much stress cannot be

laid upon the importance of exercising

the utmost discrimination on the part

of the apothecary in the selection of

Powdered Extracts; if not made by

the vacuum process, they must neces=

sarily suffer much deterioration*

POWDERED EXTRACT 1

r VOMICA, US
Stryihius \i(j 1 mt o

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
PHIUADEUPHIA,

IITOOB.I»OH..A.TB!D
PEININSVUVAINIA

\ SPLYMANS, LIMITED, Canadian Factors, Montreal, Canadan!

b^^^b^^^^^>^A^AAAAA t AAAA AAAAAAA AAAAAA^fc^i*
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The Waterloo School & Office Furniture Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Pactorv at WATHRLOO, ONT.

Manufacturers of High

Class Modern Interior

Hardwood Finish of

All Kinds -jc -m -m -m -m

Our Specialties:

BANK FITTINGS
OFFICE FITTINGS
STORE FITTINGS
HOTEL FITTINGS
POST OFFICE FITTINGS

Also Fittings and Furniture for

Public and Private Buildings of

every description. Estimates fur-

nished on application.

NOTE—We liave a large stock of

modern Show Cases, similar to cut, on

liami. These we will sell at a (onsitier-

able reduction. List of sizes and prices

sent on application.

THE WATERLOO SCHOOL & OFFICE FURNITURE CO., LTD.

IJ********A**^l**A**4i^*A************* f

TOWER'S PATENT ROUND-CNB>

Physicians and dentists re-

commend toothpicks as pro-
tection against dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They
preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Full size box sent for

ISc. postage and coupon bi-low. We are the larg-;

£st manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.

cintR TowiR CO., 'M::r Boston, Mas-
Correspondence invited with dealers, hotel Dl

dentists and physicians.
We want dealers and agents everywhere. Agents

king from S3 to SIO a day. -

COniR TOWEB CO., 184 Siimn^er St'. Boston. M.
<^

&C/O.C,/MJISc /or wH.h efe.« .en,/ /nr

300J,.r,oUcJ)n,i,.m'Coolhp,d,^
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Voiiiig, "That the election of rnsideiit be the

lirst order of business alter the retiring I'resi-

(lent's address in all future meetings." The reso-

lution, however, was lost on a di\ision.

J. H. Emery, in the point of order, asked for

the sense (of the meeting on the status of the

A'iee-President, and said that the ofTice should

earry its own responsibility and duties, and not
be looked upon as in the least committing the

Association of the policj^ of following into the

Presidency which was concurred in by those pre-

sent. The election of oHicers then took place and
resulted as follows:

President—:\Ir. H. \Vatters, Ottawa.
Vice-President—Mr. R. Martin, Regina.

Secretary Trea.surer— :\Ir. J. E. Tremble, Mon-
treal.

Auditors—ilessrs. .T. G. A. Filion and C. E.

Scarff, Montreal.

Finance Committee—Messrs. J. E. W. Lecours,

^Montreal; G. Iv tiibbard, .Tohn Hargreaves, To-

ronto.

Chairmen of Committees:

Legislation—John Cochrane, Victoria.

Canadian Foniiularv— Jolin J. Hargreaves, To-

ronto.

Progress Pharmacy— J. H. Emery, Victoria.

Education—G. E. Gibbard, Toronto.

Commerce—J. A. Burbidge, Halifax.

Committee on I'ublication of Canadian Formul-

ary—^Messrs. Hargr.eaves, Watters, ^lartin, Gib-

bard, Tremble.

Among those present at the meeting were: Cr.

E. Gibbard, Toronto, Ontario; Henry Watters,

Ottawa, Out.; J. E. Tremble, Montreal, One.;

Hon. G. E. Hughes, R. M. Johnson, Charlotte-

town, P. I'M.; Will. Hawkes, IC. Clinton Brown,

St. John, X.B.; W. R. Rodd, Sackville, N.B.; J.

W. Morrison, Amherst, N. S.; A. R. Leonard,

Winni])eg, 3Ian.; Mr. Young, Neepawa, l\Ian.;

Robert Martin, Regina, Sask.; A. D. Ferguson,

Wolseley, Sask.; G. H. Graydon, Edmonton,

Alta.; J. McFarlane, Esterlui/.y, Sask.; J. Nicoll,

Battleford, Sask.; Miss Simpson, Innisfail, Alta.;

J. D. Higinbotham, Lethbridge, Alta.; C. S.

Priiiffle, :\Iedicine Hat, Alta.; A. Young,

McLeod, Alberta; J. Fiiidlay, Calgary,

Alta.; E. S. Kiiowlti.ii, \.uicouver, B.C.; J. H.

Emery, Victoria, B.C.; C. Nelson, Vancouver,

B.C.
"

ANOTHER '• JONES " DRUG STORE

W. J. P. Alexander, Lethbridge, Alta., has

placed his order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, for a line of Silent Salesman Case and

N'ew Century Display Counters of the original

design with the "Jones" improvements.

MEETING OF PHARMACISTS OF DISTRICT No. 13

A Highly Successful Gathering

Tlie druggists of No. i,t, District, which com-
prises the Counties of Ivs.sex, Kent and Lambton,
were called together at Windsor, on Augu.st lotli

and nth, by their representative on the Council
of the Ontario College of Pharmacy, Mr. A. J.

Johnston, of Sarnia. The gathering was a grand
success, as druggists from all parts of the dis-

trict were present, to the number of 25.

The meeting was held at 3 p.m. in the parlor

of the Crawford House, and was presided over by
Mr. A. J. Johnston, who gave a very interesting

address on the work done recently by the Council
in protecting the rights of the Ontario druggists.

Mr. J. F. Roberts, of Parkhill, another repre-

sentative of the Council, gave a talk on the ad-
vantages of such meetings as this, to draw the

trade closer together, with the idea of having
their profession more full}- recognized, and to be

more able to help fight for the rights of their

calling when circumstances such as the proposed
amendment of the Pharmacy Act, introduced by
ilr. P. li. Boyer at the last session of the Legis-
lature aire forced upon the druggists. Other drug-
gists pre.sent discussed many topics of interest to
all, which were fully explained by Mr. Roberts.

At this juncture those present decided on form-
ing an association of the members of the Thir-

teenth District, and the following oflicers were
elected:

President—Anhur Wilkinson, Windsor.

Vice-President—C. H. Gunn, Chatham.

Secretary—A. B. Johnston, Sarnia.

Lreasurer—A. D. Brander, Wallaceburg.

Executive Committee—H. O. Fleming, Wind-
.sor; P. T. MctUbbon, Sarnia; W. A. McLaren,
Watford; W. W. Turner, Wallaceburg; A. F. Stew-
art, Wheatley.

Mr! John Hargreaves, of Toronto, Chairman of

the Researcli Committee of the College of Phar-
macy, then gave an hour's talk on the manufac-
turing of the preparations in the new Canadian
forrmilary, exhibiting samples of each. This prov-

ed very interesting and instructive to all, and
ever}- minute was enjoyed by those present, as

was shown by the hearty way in which \.hex re-

sponded to the vote of thanks tendered Mr. Har-
greaves, and several present expressed their in-

tention of getting busy on these formulae in their

own laboratories. Any district would be well re-

paid in securing the services of ^[r. Hargreaves
for a similar lecture.

It was here decided to meet again in Windsor
in 1910, at the call of the President. The meet-

ing was then adjourned.
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DRCGGISXS

TORONTO SHO\
5» 7» 9i l»» I3» J5» »

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE wr

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R, W. Mcclain, Gen. Manager (late Gow;
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^ALL eASES

^ASE CO., Limited
DEFRIES STREET

TFIT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR

) W. M, PETERKIN Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co

)

HARRY CHINN, Superintendent
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Iniinediately ul'ttr tlic close of this session,

Messrs. Bert Smith and Geo. Rason, of Frederick

Stearns & Co., invited all to take a launch ride

around Belle Isle. On returning theji were enter-

tained at sup])er in the handsome casino on the

island. The rest of the evening was spent enjoy-

ing the sights at the electric park.

On Wednesday morning at nine o'clock a visit

was made to the laboratories of F. Stearns & Cu.

in Detroit, and an hour and a half spent in view-

ing the interesting home of Kasagra and The

Nyal Remedies. The rest of the morning was
taken U]) inspecting the laboratories of I'arke,

Davis & Co. During the walk through the differ-

ent buildings the able guides pointed out all the

interesting and instructive points in connection

with the manufacture of P. D. & Co.'s products.

At 12.30 all journeyed by yacht, under direc-

tion of Mr. W. Grant, to the Detroit Canoe Club,

where they were entertained at a sumptuous din-

ner. After this they were given an auto ride to

all the interesting parts of Detroit and Grosse

Point, returning to the Tuller Hotel, more than

satisfied with their outing.

This gathering will be remembered ])V all i)re-

sent as one of the most enjoyable two days' out-

ings they had ever had. Much credit for the suc-

cess is due to the hospitality and good fellowship

of Messrs. Bert Smith and George Rason, of

Frederick Stearns & Co., and Mr. W. Grant, Can-
adian manager of Parke, Davis & Co.

SHORTEN THE HOURS IN YOUR STORE

In justice to yourself, your family, vour clerks,

your calling and the public, shorten the hours in

your store; you can if yt)U want to, and if vou
are the right sort of a man al heart, vou will—
and you'll make just as much money, if not
more, tlian you have been making. .lust try it

and see. This thing of spending sixteen and
seventeen hours a dav at one's business is foolish

in the extreme. I.ong lionr.s have been the curse

of the drug business for vears, and the main
thing which has retarded its progress in the

past. Our calling is centuries behind the times
in this respect, and present tendencies demand
that we do something towanl shortening our
working hours, or else sulTer the consequences;

for, as it is, it is next thing to impossiljle to get

desirable boys to learn the drug business, as
other lines are ofTering manv more flattering in-

ducements. It is present conditions we have to
deal with and not those of the past. The exces-

sive long hours in the average drug store are

unnecessary and uncalled for, and it will not be

long before steps will 1)e taken tliat will put a

stop to this ancient and barbarous custom.—
Pharmaceutical Era.

MEDICAL ADVERTISING IN MINNESOTA

Tlie Legislature of Minnesota has enacted a

law prohibiting the advertising of specialists

who claim to cure venereal and other diseases of

the sexual organs. The text of the statute is as

follows;

"Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State

of Minnesota:

Sec, 1. Any ])crson who shall advertise,

in his own name or the name of another person,

firm or pretended firm, association, corporation

or pretended corporation, in any newspaper,

pamphlet, circular or other written or printed

paper, or the owner, publisher or manager of

any newspaper or periodical who shall permit to

be inserted or published in any newspaper or

periodical owned or controlled Ijy him, the treat-

ment or curing of venereal diseases, the restora-

tion of 'lost manhood' or 'lost vitality,' or

shall advertise in any manner that he is a spe-

cialist in diseases of the sexual organs, or dis-

eases caused bj- sexual weakness, self-abuse, 01

excessive sexual indulgence, or in any disease of

like causes, or who shall advertise in any man-
ner any medicine, drug compound, appliance or

any means whatever whereby it is claimed that

sexual disease of men and women may be cured

or relieved, or miscarriage or abortion produced,

shall l)e guilty of a gross misdemeanor and shall

lie punished by a fine of not less than fifty dollars

nor more than fi\ e hundred dollars, or by im-

piisoiinicnt in the county jail for not more tlian

six months.

"Sec. 2. Any ]>crson publishing, distributing

or causing to be distributed or circulated any of

the a,<lvertising matter lierein above prohibited

sliall be guilty of a misdemeanor and i)nnislied

as prescribed in Section 1 of this Act.

"Sec. 3. The production of anj- advertisement

or advertising matter published or distributed

contrary to the provisions of this Act shall be

of itself prima facie evidence of the guilt of the

person or persons advertising to cure any such

disease hereinabove mentioned, or of the pub-

lishers who iniblish any matter such as herein

jirohibited.

"Sec. 4. This Act shall take elTcct and lie in

force and effect from and after its ]>assage and

approval."

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

K. Ilyman, of Gerrard St., Toronto, has jjlace

an additional order with .Tones Krt)s. \- Co
Ltd., for Silent Salesman Cases of the origin;

New Century design, which has been copied s

often by imitators.
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T/ie food that

"Assists U^ature."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and young, weak and strong, enjoy

and benefit by it, and leading

physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Teslimony.
" 1 am a thorough believer in the food,

and have had many years' experience

of its excellence."

Brought up on Benger's.
"

1 am sending you a photo of my
three children brought up on your

food, and I am greatly thankful for the

benefll 1 have received from it.

Benger's Food prepared with milk
is a complete food-

Manufacturers: Bencer's Food.Ltd., Manchester, Eno.

Benner's Food i.s- enld in line and can be ohlnined through

most Wkoh-salr Drucigisli and Leading Drug Stores.

For Fall and Winter Trade

stock up with

CHOCOLATES

It is gratifying to the retailer

to know that every purchaser

will be pleased.

Order tfirough the

National Drug & Chemical Co ,

or direct from

THE NASMITH CO., Limited,

66 Jarvis St., TORONTO

LEVERS BROS. LTD.

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
56Ib. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEN FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Mont,real Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - MonLreal

Retailers Attention

!

Stock

CaBmentium
Regd.

" Sticks Everything, but is not sticky

"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. CEementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY-
All branches National Drug & Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. &. Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOS CANADA
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STUDENTS OF PHARMACY
We give you a CORRESPONDENCE COURSE in Chemistry, Botany, Materia Medica,

Pharmacy, Prescription Reading and Instruction in Practical Dispensing, which is invalu-

able to all Canadian students of Pharmacy. Terms reasonable. Write for particulars.

The Retina Correspondence Course of Pharmacy
A. NUTTALL, Ph.C, Canada and United States Room 12, Williams Cliambers, REGINA

Goods Made in Canada by Canadians
Don't forget we inaimfacture a full line of Pharmaceutical and Nonsecret preparations.

We have exceptional facilities for turning out private We execute mail orders promptly.

formulas. We carry a full stock both in Montreal and Winnipeg.

We are the largest manufacturers of Non-Secret pre- We consider quality always before price.

parations in Canada. We want your trade and will do our best to serve you.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Montreal V^innipeg

A New B»ok DRUGGISTS and DISPENSERS
Practical Show Card Instructor

CHIS book contains a thorough, progressive course of instruction for making all styles of show cards required by the

Up-to-Date Druggist and Soda Fountain Dispenser. The alphabets and exercises for practice are presented in an

easy and attractive form of graded lessons, fully illustrated in every detail. This book tells you how to get the

best results, and then shows you how. You first read the way to do it and then see how it is done by the illustrations.

Everything is simple and easy to understand, showing how to

begin, use of materials, and inexpensive methods for making an

eudltss variety of high class show cards designed expressly for

Drug Store and Soda Fountain use, and the same can be made at a

fraction above the cost of common, blank cardboard.

The book contains fifty full page lettering exercises and new
show card alphabet charts that are up-to-the-minute with practical

instruction. Over 200 show card and price ticket illustrations are

reproduced from plain rapid work to artistic designs. Many are

finished with scroll and background designs in air brush effect,

together with explicit instructions how to do the work in all

branches in k neat and satisfactory manner.

Tliis Ijook will enable any Druggist or Dispenser to become an expert in show card publicity,—the kind that at-

tracts attention and increases business. The interior of every store and show window represents valuable advertising

space of unlimited possibilities, end neat show cards are assistant cle:ks.

Page size of book 6 by 9 inches, 112 pages. ORDER NOW and get a copy of this new book. Price |i.oo, postpaid

direct from the Publishers.

Selling Agents—THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST, Toronto, Canada
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N.W.T. PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION The minihcr of new members registered during
the year was:

The annual meeting of the Northwest Tern-
g^ examination .o

lories Pharmaceutical Association was held at
g^ reciprocal diploma ^9

Banff, Alberta, on August 3rd. The auditors report all accounts correct^ with
Ihe meetmg opened with President Findlay, oi

,.^,,,^,^,, ^„,1 ^^^^^^^^^^
.

adjusted.
Caleary, Vice-President Graydon, Edmonton, and c^,, ^„x; ., r- -i j-

*' •''
. ^ ,T .• r T, • ^ *^" motion the Council adjourned until 2 p.m.

Secretary-Registrar Martin, of Regma, in at-

tendance, and also Messrs. J. D. Higinbotham, Afternoon Meeting,

of Lethbridge; A. D. Ferguson, Wolseley, Sask.; The Association re-assembled at 3 p.m., all the

J. Nicoll, Battleford, Sask.; H. W. Chambers, attending members present.

Dicksbury, Alta.; J. G. McFarlane, Esterhazy, Mr. Ferguson, for the Resolution Committee,
Alta. recommended that the Council report be adopted;
President Findlay called the meeting to order that the retiring officers be accorded the thanks

and asked for the minutes of the last meeting, of the Association; that a cheque for the per
which were read, and on motion were adopted, capita of the Association be drawn in favor of

The next order was election of ofTicers, which was the C. Ph. A., the same to cover two years' as-

taken up with the following results: sessment, and that the Secretarj'-Registrar's sal-

President— .T. D. Higinbotham. ary be increased to S600 per year; the by-laws to
Vice-President—G. A. Graydon. •

be amended in accordance. On motion the report
Secretary-Regi-strar-R. Martin. was adopted.

Auditors—Messrs. Gibbard, Toronto; Tremble, Mr. Ferguson then moved, seconded bv Mr.
Montreal; Emery, Victoria, and Knowlton, Van- Graydon, that the rule governing notices of mo-
couver, being present as visitors. On motion of tion be waived, which was carried unanimously,
Mr. Martin, seconded by Mr. Ferguson, they were and the motion to amend the by-law fixing the
elected as corresponding members. Secretary-Registrar's salary at 56oo was adopt-
Mr. Higinbotham, the new President, having ed.

taken the chair, called for the Council report for On motion of Mr. Graydon, seconded by Mr
the year. The Secretary presented it. This report Findlay, a cheque for 5134 was drawn in favor
outlined in detail the operations of the Council of the C. Ph. A.

for the year, including the financial statement On motion of Mr. Ferguson, seconded bv Mr
and the auditors' report. McFarlane, a committee compo.sed of the Presi-
This report was, on motion, received, and after dent, the Secretary-Registrar and the examiners

a lengthened discussion referred to the Resolu- wa.s appointed to consider the education of ap-
lion Committee. The discussion centred around prentices during their time of service and report
the schedule of poisons appended to the Act at the next meeting.
which the general merchants are permitted to On motion of Mr. Findlay, seconded bv Mr.
.sell under restrictions. Mr. Chambers pointed Fergu.son, Messrs. Martin, Higinbotham and the
out the lax conditions under which strychnine is mover and .seconder were appointed delegates to
distributed by officers of "improvement districts" the C. Ph. A. convention.
as imperilling the safety of the public and en- Mr. Martin, seconded by Mr. McFarlane, moved
quired as to just what the regulations called for. the waiving of the rule governing notices of ino-
Ncarly all the members and Messrs. Knowlton tion, which was carried, and the same gentleman
and Gibbard took part in the discussion. moved the amending of the by-law fixing the pay
The financial statement showed as follows: of examiners, making the same 52o per day for

Receipts. examiners and Sro for presiding examiners, which
Balance on hand ^15,290.23 ^.^j, adopted.
Annual fees 1,128.00 . , . .

Exam, fees 450.00 "" '"0*1°"' '^"e financial statement as presented

Registration fees 1,975.00 ^^V the Secretary-Registrar and also the auditors'

InteresT. 476.29 report, were adopted.

$i9i3i9-5-
'^'^^ Association then adjourned to the call of

Disbursements. the President.

Salary account $ 433-32
Delegates to C. Ph. A 400.00 ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE
Annual meeting 270.93 '

Express, etc 60.16
~

Printing, postage, etc I55-20 W. F. C. Brathwaite, Winnipeg, Man., has plac-

Balance 17,999.89 ed two additional orders for fixtures and Crj^s-

§19^319.52 tal Gem Cases, with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Profits for year 2,067.52 Toronto, after experimenting with other makes.
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A DRUGGISTS' EXHIBIT

The main feature at the Canadian National Ex-

hibition of interest to pharmacists is the mag-

nificent display of Drug Fixtures and Show Cases

in the Process Building, made by Jones Bros. &
Co., Ltd., of Toronto.

The booth that displays the beautiful cases is

the finest in the whole exhibition, and of coursewas

made l)y themselves, it is made of solid quar-

tered oak in their new Silver Gray finish and is

enriched bj' mahogany panels and carving.

They show a magnificent Prescription Case,

known as the "Artistic," and it does not belie

its name, as the rich wood, handsome carving

and bright glass effect form a whole that is a

gem.

They also show sections of Patent Medicine and

Tincture Cases to match their well known O.C.P.

Design.

The feature of the exhibit, however, is what

they call the "Innovation" Silent Salesman Wall

Cases, which is certainly an innovation, as it

consists of a Silent Salesman and Wall Cases

combined, and completely solves the problem of

the narrow store. It must be seen to be appreci-

ated.

Their two new Display Counters, the "New
Century" and the "Eureka" are also in advance

of any other styles, particularly the latter, which

seems to fill a long felt want, as it is a counter

that looks like a show case.

The new designs of Silent Salesman, the "Mon-

arch" and the "Craftsman" are perhaps the

most artistic designs in cases ever put on the

market and appeal to lovers of the beautiful at

once.

Messrs. Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., were award-

ed the Silver Medal for tlieir last year's exhibit,

and if there were a higher award should get

same for their magnificent showing this year.

THE OTTAWA FAIR

The Central Canada Exhibition at Ottawa is

next to the Canadian National, the finest in Can-

ada, and this year will be greater than ever, as

the Government have lent a helping hand.

To druggists one of the most interesting ex-

hibits will be that of Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., of

Toronto, the well known drug .store builders, who
have a branch at 178 Bank Street, Ottawa.

Their exhibit in the Main Building will consist

of fixtures especially for Druggists, including Pa-

tent Medicine Cases, Tincture Shelving, Dis-

play Counters, etc., and a full line of their beau-

tiful stvles of Silent Salesman Cases.

They are showing their new Eureka Display

Connter, especially for Druggists, for the first

time in Ottawa, and it is worthy of a careful ex-

amination, being the most complete fixture of its

kind.

The Central Canada Exhibition opens on Sep-

tember loth and lasts till September 1 8th.

SCIENTIFIC SCINTILLATIONS

In making dialyzed iron, the potassium of am-
monium chloride, newly formed, aids in forming

the soluble hydroxide of iron.

A dry mjixture of sodium bicarbonate and alum

will give off carbon dioxide when added to

water, according to an English patent.

Gold leaf is 1-300,000th inch thick, silver leaf

i-i2o,(x>oth inch, and aluminum leaf 1-60,000th

inch. All become transparent when heated.

Metallic gold is slightly soluble in a mixture

of hydrochloric acid and alcohol or glycerin, but

not in the pure acid.

Aluminum is now cheaper than copper and pro-

mises to replace the latter for many purposes,

such as electric wiring, cooking vessels, sheath-

ing, etc.

Hop soap is not a Chinaman but a toilet r,oap

containing hop extract or oil to act as a "tonic

to the skin."

Gelatin which is entirel}' free from solulile

salts cannot be precipitated by tannin, and albu-

min free from inorganic salts cannot be coagu-

lated by heat.

Borax entirely prevents the precipitation of

gelatin by tanning.

Polishing leather for use on steel and hard

metals is made from walrus or buffalo hides, by

special processes of tanning.

"ttTiisky is "aged" and at the same time de-

prived of a portion of its fusel oil and foreign

flavors by filtration through long columns of

wood charcoal.

A French chemist says that bread containing

cane sugar is more palatable, more nutritious,

more digestible, and lighter than ordinary bread.

He wants the French bakers to add from 5 to 15

per cent, of sugar to their bread.

Bodies insoluble in alcohol are sometimes more
soluble in water containing a little alcohol than

in pure water, contradictory though it may
seem. This is tnie, particularly of colloidal sub-

.stances.—By Prof. W. L. Scovillc, in Bulletin of

Pharmacy.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

J. S. McKeown, Belleville, Ont., has placed

;in additional order with .Tones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, for the original design of New Century

Display Cases.
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GOLD MEDA.L, ST. LOUIS. 1904

FHOMAS TYRER & CO'Y, u.m
PTRATFORD, LONDON, E N G.

XCELLENCE "Stcvlino REUABIUTY

<r^ SECOND TO NONE =^^
PHARMACEUTICAL ChCIUiCalS INDUSTRIAL

MERCURIALS HYPOPHOSPHITES
CALE PREPARAT ONS BISMUTH SALTS ETHERS

PHOSPHORIC ACID
ESSENCES SICCATIVES ACIDS COLLODIONS

T/ie Lm-gcst Import House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AMSTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4Ih Edition used

Willing to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and
finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

^===== Established 1895 =====
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG

ASK FOR
€< ffCRUSADER

(REGISTERED)

I

The Choicest Invalid Fort
|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Brantlord

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTEKS FOE CANADA

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Bohner's Patent Crashed Frnit Bowl

\^ V/

Became it is constructed in accord
with ttie pure food laws. It is im-
mune against flies, bugs, dust and
other contaminating intluences and
makes for cleanliness, purity, the
preservation of your product It pro-
tects your fountain and your patron.
and builds conBdence for you in the
mindsof an intelligent public. Better
be safe and serve from a

Bohner Patent Crustied Fruit Bowl

ALL JOBBERS HAVE IT

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CO , 42 State St„ Chicago

"AntiSplash"
THE MAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms Agents Wanted

FILTERS THE WATEE
PREVENTS SPLASHING

Polished Brass, J5c; Nickel plated, 20c

Anti-Splash Filter Co. 'M

THE "OLD RELIABLE"
PLANTEN'S

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINCE 1836

rtu Formuki ol our UUt Mr. H. I'larUen

93 HENRY ST. Established 1S3« BROO K LYN, N. Y.
" The Pioneer American Capstile House "

ESTABLISHED 1891

Common Sense
Vermin ExtermiDators

IT DEIES THEM UP

Most infallible remedy known Retains its strength for years

Sold in every Country in the World

Sold by all Jobbers : TORONTO, Ont. BUFFALO, N.Y., LONDON.'Eng
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

Siie

^

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in \
'..

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes, \ .

Vioz. to 4 oz. sizes.
Z'' ^ FOR SALE BY JOBBERS

T. C. WHEaTON CO
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
Per Gross Original

% 5.35 5 grc

6.!» 5

7.50 3 "

9.90 3 •

12.75 2 •

15.00 2 •

20.00 1 '

27.00 1 •

39.60 1 '

Discount to the Trade 60%

Millviile, N J., U.S.A.

WiENDRONUfCCoLT?
Toronto.Ctvnada

MAKER& OFAU KINDS , , ...^

Made in Canada

OUR CATALOGUE
GRADE C

SHOWS THE ENTIRE LINE

THIS ItTS"
TRADE MARK 15 YOUR GUARANTEE

Appearance Counts
EVEN IN PAPER ! !

!

Are you using a Drug Paper

that is

Attractive, Neat

Strong, Economical?

All these qualities are combined

CHECKERED DRUG
In White and Tints, Blue, Pink and Green

ROLLS AND SHEETS SAMPLES AND PRICES
ALL SIZES GLADLY GIVEN

Call and See Us During Exhibition

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

415, 416, 419 King Street West

Branch at Montreal. TORONTO, CAN.

flf«nna0
stay at home while you

study Pharmacy. It is not
necessary to go to College.

We can teach you by mail.

We give you exactly the

same instructions that you
would get at a college, and
save you much time and
monev Our course is

adapted to the individual

needs of Canadian students
who contemplate a change
into the States or Uke
Pharmacy board examina-
tion. Over 200 graduates
last year who testify to the
great value of our course.

Write for prospectus and
particulars. Out terms
are easy.

The Ohio lastitute of Pharmacy, Colombas, Ohio

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

The following letter from W. H. 0, .
Gihbs, Sel-

kirk, Man., explains it.self:

Jones Bros. & Co.,

Toronto:

Dear Sirs,—Your cases came to hand a week

ago and opened up very satisfactorily. They are

being admired by everyone coming into the

store. I know I did not make any mistake by

placing my order with you.

The Crystal Century Cases are beautiful cases.

I am also well pleased with the Eureka Dis-

play Counter. As well as being ornamental, it

is one of the most convenient counters a Druggist

could have for his small packages.

Yours truly,

W. H. G. Gibbs.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

The Warne Drug Co., Peterboro, Out., have

placed their order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, for specially designed fittings and the

original design of New Century Cases.
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Formulary

LICORICE PREPARATIONS OF THE SWISS
PHARMACOPOEIA

SYRUP OK UCORICE

Licorice root 20 part^
Ammonia water 5 parts
Water 100 parts
Alcohol 10 parts
Syrup, a sufficient quantity to

make 100 parts

Macerate the licorice twenty-four hours with 5

parts of ammonia water and 100 parts of water.

Evaporate down the strained liquid on a water-

l)ath to 10 parts, and after cooling, add 10 parts

of alcohol. Let stand twenty-four hours, filter

and add sufficient syrup to make 100 parts.

SOLUTION OF LICORICE EXTRACT

Licorice extract (in sticks), anj^ desired quan-

tity.

Chloroform water, a sufficient quantity.

Alcohol, a sufficient quantity.

The sticks of licorice extract, in fragments, are

allowed to reinain in contact two days with

chloroform water. The liquid is decanted and

the operation, repeated as long as the decanted

liquid is strongly colored. Unite the clear

liquids and determine the content of dissolved

matter by evaporating 10 grams on a water-bath

and drying the residue carefully at 100 degrees

F. Then evaporate down the total solution to

such a volume that a solution may be obtained

containing 45 per cent, of dissolved extract. Af-

ter cooling, add 10 parts of 90 per cent, alcohol.

LIQUID IODOFORM

Potassium hydroxide 35 grams
Water 25 grams
Oleic acid 50 grams
Alcohol, 95 per cent 30 grams
Iodine 30 grams

Dissolve the potassium hydroxide in the water,

then pour the oleic acid and alcohol into this so-

lution of potassa. With continued stirring, add

the iodine, and, finally, a few drops of potassium

liydroxide solution to discharge the reddish color

of the liquid. Let the mixture stand for several

days in a dark place, when it will separate into

well-defined layers. The upper aqueous layer is

decanted. The lower layer is sj'rupy liquid, hav-

ing a pronounced }'ellow color and a strong odor

of iodoform.

This syrupy liquid is so-called "liquid iodo-

form," it is miscible with water, alcohol, ether,

chloroform, carbon bisulphide, terpinol, eucalyp-

tol and creosote; it dissolves guaiacol, and is

readily absorbed bv the skin. These peculiar and

varied solubilities are likely to give this liquid

iodoform a wide range of application.

PARAPHENO

Camphor
Menthol
Soft paraffin ...

Liquid paraffin

Phenol

2 oz.

20 grains
30Z.
6 11. oz.

I 07,.

Rub the camphor, menthol, and phenol to-

gether. Melt the paraffin on a water-bath; when
melted add the petroleum, and when it begins to

cool add the camphor mixture and stir well.

FOR DISGUISING QUININE

Chocolate 2 av. oz., 90 gr.

Ext. of licorice, purified. 2 av. oz., 90 gr.

Fluid ext. of yerba San-
ta I fl. oz.

Honey 5 fl. oz.

Potassium carbonate.... 60 gr.

Saccharin 16 gr.

Oil of sassafras 6 drops
Oil of anise 6 drops
Oil of cinnamon 10 drops
Oil of wintergreen 15 drops
Water, to make 16 fl. oz.

FORMALDEHYDE FOR INSECT STINGS

A mixture which is very effective in allaying

the irritation resulting upon the stings of insects

is prepared according to the following formula:

Formaldehyde (40 per cent. sol.). 15.0 parts
Acetic acid 0.5 part
Canada balsam i.o part
Xylene 5.0 parts
Oil of star anise sufficient

The mixture may be put up in small bottles,

and it is applied by means of the stopper, which
is preferably of glass.

In place of the acetic acid, 0.4 gm. of acetone

may be used.—Apoth. Ztg.

CAMPHOR TOILET WATER

Menthol 12 grains
Camphor ^ o^n'^^

Oil of orange 10 minims
Oil of orange flowers 15 minims
Oil of lemon 25 minims
Oil of bergamot 50 minims
Oil of rosemary 10 minims
Tincture of benzoin i drachm
Orange flower water 2 drachms
Alcohol 6% ounces

LIQUID AND PASTE FACE ENAMEL

A contemporary gives the following formulas
for such preparations:

LIQUID

Precipitated chalk i oz.

Zinc white i oz.

Glycerin 1 fl. oz.

Bay rum 3 A- oz.

Ext. white rose % fl. oz.

Rose watei*, to make 20 fl. oz.
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PASTE
Precipitated chalk 2 oz.

Zinc water 2 oz.

Glycerin 6 11. dr.

Ext. white rose 2 11. dr.

Rose water sufficient

TAR SHAMPOO

Tar 1 oz..

Linseed oil 10 drs.

Potassium hydroxide 2^ drs.

Alcohol 75 minims
Oil of rosemary )^ dr.

Water • q.s.

Mix the tar with the linseed oil, and heat on

a water bath to 140 degrees F. Dissolve the po-

tassium hydroxide in the alcohol and one and

one-half ounces of water; add the solution to the

heated oil with constant stirring. Continue the

heat until saponification is complete, and make

up to four ounces with water. Stir gently until

cool, and add the oil of rosemary.

PEROXIDE VANISHING CREAM

The formula given below is furnished by a

manufacturing chemist, who markets a peroxide

cream made according to it. His cream is white,

flaky and smooth; it is a trille softer than the

average cream, which, the maker says, prevents

it from drying out and cracking. It disappears

after a few moments when rubbed upon the skin,

leaving no greasy feel. It is said to whiten the

skin and retard the growth of hair. Here is the

formula:

Stearic acid
-^

3 ozs.

Sodium carbonate, crystal, C.P.. 2'^ dr.s.

Anhydrous wool fat 4 drs.

(ilycerin ...'. 3 ozs.

Sodium borate 1 dr.

Solution of hydrogen dioxide 4 drs.

Water 16 ozs.

Perfimie as desired.

Mi.x the water and the glycerin and heat to

about 90 degjrees C; in this mixture dissolve the

sodimn carbonate and the sodium borate. iMelt

together the stearic acid and the wool fat on a

water-bath. Having the two mixtures at the

same temperature, about yo degrees C, pour the

solution of the sodium salts into the melted fat

and acid, gradually, stirring constantly. Heat

this mixture on the water-bath for half an hour,

or until effervescence ceases, stirring gently the

while. Set aside until cool; then beat in the

solution of hydrogen dioxide, and the desired

perfume. Again set aside for twenty-four hours;

beat up fiuify and put into jars, taking care that

it does not come into contact with metallic

The Soda Fountain

CALISAYA PHOSPHATE.

Chas. Hudson, (Zelandia, Sask., is ordering a

complete line of the original design of New Cen-

tury Cases from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.

Elixir calisaya, N. F 4 oz.

Cinnamon water 4 oz.

Rose water 13 oz.

Solution of acid phosphates 2 oz.

Sugar 18 oz.

Dissolve sugar by percolation.

ACID PHOSPHATES.

Potassium phosphate 80 grains

Magnesium phosphate 160 grains

Sodium phosphate 80 grains

Calcium phosphate 240 grains

Orthophosphoric acid 8 oz.

Water, to make 128 oz.

M.

BANANA SYRUP.

Bananas Two
Simple syrup (10 pounds to gal-

lon) 2 pints

Slice the bananas and bray them in a mortar

until all lumps are reduced, and add the syrup

in small quantities, mixing thoroughly after

each addition. Care should be taken to employ

ripe fruit and to peel it thoroughly. This syrup

is to be made fresh every day, and what is Icfi

over at night should be thrown away. If cus-

tomers are informed of this fact by a small sign

placed in a conspicuous position near the soda

fountain it will serve as a first class advertise-

ment and convince them of the excellent quality

of your syrups.

When drawn with cream only a small quantity

of the latter should be used, but with ice cream

it forms a very palatable mixtiire.

EGG PHOSPHATES.

Orange, lemon or other syrup.

Phosphate a generous dash
Chopped ice scoop i

Kgg No. I

Plain soda...enough to fill 14-ounce glass

The orange, lemon or other syrup should be

poured into a mixing glass, and the dash of

phosphate added. Then the ice should be inserted,

and the egg broken over this. The mixture then

should be placed in a shaker and agitated vigor-

ously for about fifteen seconds. The mixture

then should be poured into a glass, and a little

of the thin soda stream squirted into it, but the

dispenser should complete the drink by filling the

glass with the large stream. It should then be

strained into a clean, highly-polished fourteen-

ounce glass, with or without nutmeg on the top,

as desired. This beverage should be served with

two straws.

The milk egg drinks should be sweeter than the

phosphate egg drinks. The following formula

will show that more syrup should be used:
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•'TABLOID'-

'KEPLER'—
'ENULE'—
'VALULE'"-

'YALOID'—

L-'SOLOID'

^i::^'HAZELINE'

:-'ELIXOID'

-'YAPOROLE'

^-'WELLCOME'

The pioducts bearing these Trade Marks a:

issued by :

—

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & Co., London (En(
Branches: Sydney Cape Town Shanghai

101-104, CoRisTiNE Building
St. Nicholas & St. Paul Sts., Montreal

AND 45, Lafayette Street, New York City

Full stocks of these and other B. W. & Ct

products are held at the firm's Branches, and a

the following depots :

—

St. John, N.B.—A. Chipman-Sinith & Co.

Toronto—W.
J. A. & H. Carnahan, Cor. Yonge and Bloor

Streets and cor. Carlton and Cluirch Streets

Vancouver, B.C.—W. M. Harrison & Co.

Winnipeg, Man.—W. F. C. Brathwaite

„ The Gordon Mitchell Drug Co.

D,-h'l< ill nil fi-inci/-n! cities tliioiiSlioiit Cnii,i,l,i & I'S.A.

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Aereeiner Fully with ail the
Requirements of the B. P.

Se« that every Wlochcfter carrlea our Signature

-

JOHN COWAN COMPAlfT. LIMITED

GLYCERINE, C.P., in cans and drnms

BORIC. ACID, Merck and EnRlisb.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb. cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON , kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 .DAI^OUSIE 8TEEET

MONTKEAI,

MR. RETAIL DRUGGIST: I:,Th':-.3'rrj'"i^i"'^'"i^

DR. MARTEL'S PILLS with bonus, brought down to $2.40 per dozen !

gfeg" READ THIS CAREFULLY READ THIS CAREFULLY ^^^wg

1st Offer—With 3'our purchase of i dozen Martel's Pills at $17 00
You receive from your Jobber, FRER

—

1/6 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $4 00
1/12 " Special Martel's Pills, netting you 5 00
7 pounds Assorted Herbs {112 ozs. at 5c), netting you 5 60 — 14 60

Your investment of I17 thus brings you $38.60, or 227%.
j,}^^ q^^^ $2~40

2nd Offer—If the above is too large, invest I8.50 for Half Dozen and receive through your Jobber—
1/2 dozen Regular Martel's Pills $8 50
1/6 " Regular Martel's Pills, FREE, netting you $4 00
4 pounds Assorted Herbs, FREE, netting you 8 20 — 7 2u

Y'our investment of fS.50 thus brings yon J19 20, or 225% j^^^ q^^ $1 30
3rd Offer—With your purchase of 1/3 dozen Martel's Pills $5 67

Y'ou receive from your Jobber, FREE

—

1/12 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $2 00
2}i pounds Assorted Herbs, netting you 2 00 — 4 00

Net Cost $1 67
Goods cost you $5 67. Goods sell for $12 00. Your profit over 100%.

8®" NO MARTEL REMEDIES OR PREPARATIONS SOLD TO THE CONSUMER DIRECT "^s
They can be had ONLY" OF THE RETAIL DRUGGISTS You buv ONLY of the Jobber—
the People MUST BUY OF YOU. :: :: :: :: For medical purposes only

THE SPECIAL MARTEL'S PILLS, a New Product, SELL FOR $5.00 A BOX

KNICKERBOCKER REMEDY COMPANY, 36 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK, N.Y.

The Lyman Bros & Co., Limited ^DiiTRmtTORs^ Toronto
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Philadelphia College

of Pharmacy

Founded 1821

TO THE PROSPECTIVE PHAmLACY STUDENT:
If it is your intention to attend a College of Pharmacy,

why not attend the one which has turned out more suc-

cessful Pharmacists than any other ?

The PHILADELPHIA COLLEGE OF PHARMACY
has had eighty-eight (88) years of uninterrupted success.

Her graduates are found among the leaders every-

= where and in every line of Pharmaceutical work, and the

thoroughness of the course of instruction at P. C. P. is

admittedly responsibile for their subsequent success.

For detailed information write to

J. S. BEETEM, Registrar, 145 N. Tenth St., Philadelphia

PHARMACY, Highland Park College
Des Moines, Iowa

KJljijIIJI-jI^ 1. V-<UU1\iJ11jiJ II. special Course to prepare students for examination

before State Boards. The largest and best equipped College of Pharmacy in the United States. School the

entire year Students present from almost every State in the Union. Expenses very reasonable.

r:c,'sw?/ «rpl,r "rsrctri-; correspondence course
complete in every detail, but easy to master. Students enrolled in all part

prepare you for your examination before any State Board of Examiners

course in which you are interested. Address,

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, Des Moines, Iowa.

of the United States.

Send for free catalogue.

We can
Mention

HO R LICK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples, Signs,Window
Displays or Fountain
Outfits will be shipped,

Free and Prepaid, to the

Trade, upon request.

HORUCK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINE Orifiinnlon of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck-s Malted Milk

GILMOUR BROS. & CO. - 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL. CANADA
SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

Pure Cream of Tartar

I

DPI irim^T^ ^^ ^°" "^ interested in knowing
Lyi\.UVJUI.3l.3

^^^^^ ^jjg quality of goods which

you are supplying to your Customers we recommend

that you get a copy of Bulletin No. 180, issued in June by

Inland Revenue Department of Dominion Government.

It will show you that claim we always make of having

chemically pure goods is correct.

GILLETT'S CREAM TARTAR
Yoo need not take oar word for it—see what the

Chemists employed by the Government say on the ques-

tion. There is possibly no article adulterated and tam-

pered with as much as Cream of Tartar. The Govern-

ment Chemists report that many samples examined did

not contain any Cream Tartar at all, but were com-

posed of a mixture of phosphate and alum.

GILLETT'S CREAM TARTAR is the only

brand reported in the bulletin as being 100% pure.

E. W. GILLETT COMPANY LIMITED,

TORONTO, ONT.
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MILK EGG DRINKS

Chocolate, cofiee, or other
syrup

Chopped ice

Egg
Milk

scoop I

No. I

The syrup should be placed in a mixing glass,

the ice and milk added, and the mixture should"

be shaken for about fifteen seconds, and finished

with the thin soda stream. It then should be

strained into a fourteen-ounce glass and topped

oil with nutmeg, if desired. Straws and a napkin

should be served with this beverage.

PINEAPPLE SUNDAE

Cut a slice of pineapple in four pieces, place

points together in a sundae dish, place a No. t:

scoop of vanilla cream and pineapple ice mixed

on the pineapple, over this pour a ladle of crush-

ed pineapple, then quarter one-half of a banana
and place over the cream, bringing points to-

gether at the top. Top with cherrv.

MISSION SPECIAL

On a special round dish place three half pears,

in centre of same use one No. 12 disher of vanilla

cream, pour over this juice from pears; then one

small scoop of nuts and top with whipped cream
and clierrv.

DOLLY DIMPLE

Cut in halves a fresh peach; place them on u

special dish and place between them a disher oi

vanilla cream over which poiir a ladle of crushed

raspberries, top with whipped cream and cherry.

GRAPE DE CLARE

In a six ounce stein glass place one conical dish

of vanilla cream, pour around it pure grape

juice, and top with cherry.

FLORODORA SUNDAE

Quarter a banana, put ends together in deep

sundae dish; use one No. 12 disher of vanilla

cream; pour over this a ladle of crushed pine-

apple; top with whipped cream and cherry.

MERRY WIDOW SUNDAE

Take a six ounce stem glass in which place

four lady fingers; add one^'^o. 12 di.sher of walnut

or pecan cream; on this place a spoon of me-

ringue; top with nutmeg and cherry. (Below we
give formula for the meringue).

MERINGUE

Take the whites of six eggs beaten stiff and

beat in one quart simple syrup; flavor with va-

nilla.

CERISE PUNCH

Take a plain pineapple and float pure grape

juice on top. This should be served in a twelve

ounce lemonade or stem glass.

FLORIDA FRUIT

Prepare a syrup as follows:
Vanilla extract i dr.

Orange essence i dr.

Lemon essence i dr.

Pineapple juice i oz.

Strawberry juice i oz.

Soda foam suflicient

Syrup, enough to make 32 ozs.

Tincture of cudbear sufficient to color

This may be served in i2-ounce glasses.

FRUIT PUNCH

Strawberry syrup 10 ozs.

Orange syrup 10 ozs.

Pineapple syrup 10 ozs.

Lemon juice , 2 ozs.

L".se one and a half ounces of this to large

glass one-third full of shaved ice, then fill glass

with soda, add a few strawberries, a slice of

pineapple and a slice of orange, and serve with
.straws.

GINGER FIZZ

Prepare a syrup as follows:

Ginger essence i to 2 ozs.
Lemon essence 2 drs.
Solution of citric acid 2 drs.
Syrup, enough to make 32 ozs.

Serve "solid" like ginger ale syrup, adding a
small spoonful of finely powdered sugar to the
drink when serving.

EXCELLENT ORANGE SY'RUP

Grate the orange peel into some sugar, using

only the outer or oily part of the peel; then rub

it into the sugar, letting the sugar absorb the

oil. Cut the oil with an ounce of alcohol to every

half gallon of finished product. Then let the

sugar, orange peel and alcohol stand for two
hours, and finally add the orange juice and
enough water to make the required amount.
Eight oranges will make a gallon of splendid

orange syrup if this formula is used.

Lemon syrup is made in the same way as

orange syrup, but I have found that in making
lime phosphates it is better to use the prepared

lime juice than to attempt to make it in the

store.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

F. E. Livingstone, of Dundurn, Sask., writes

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., as below:

Messrs. Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, Ont.:

Gentlemen,—I have already purchased two of

your 8 ft. New Centurj- Show Cases and have

been entirely satisfied.

I would ask vou to book me for another 8 ft.

case of the same kind, terms as per last order.

Ship Knock Down.
Yours very truly,

F. E. Livingstone.
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Photography

MAKING PRINTS FOR PRESS PURPOSES, ETC.,

QUICKLY

The following method of working may be found

useful to those who want to make a print in a

great hurry from a negative that is not yet de-

veloped. The developer and hypo should be kept

in solution form ready for immediate use, and a

dark iroom accessible at any time will be re-

quired. When the negative has been exposed, it

is developed and fixed in the usual way, and

then is washed in running water for about three

minutes. The sheet of bromide or gaslight paper

is placed in a bowl of water with the negative,

until limp; the film of the paper is brought into

contact with the film of the negative, and the

two are taken out together and gently squeegeed

into contact with the aid of a blotting pad.

When any surplus water on the glass side of the

plate has been wiped off, the exposure may be

made in the usual way. Negative and paper are

then put back into the water, the paper is gently

peeled oil, and developed. For this purpose we

may use the same developer used for the nega-

tive if this is of a non-staining character. The

print is washed for about six minutes and pinned

up to dry. A good way of drying it quickly is

to raise the window about a foot and pin the

print by one corner to the bottom of the window^

frame. The draught thus caused will generally

dry the print in from ten to twenty minutes, the

whole process taking about an hour.—F. F.

Wells, in Photography-

.

DROPS FROM A BOTTLE

Photography suggests an easy method by which

a liquid may be prevented from running down the

side of a bottle instead of dropping from it as

desired. The bottle should be made repellent

with a little vaseline on one side, except on the

lip or rim whence the drops must fall. White wax
dissolved in benzine, painted on to the bottle

and allowed to drj^ gives a nmch neater result.

SEPIA TONES ON BROMIDE PAPER

A very jileasing sepia torn- may be obtained on

a bromide print by toning it in platinotype solu-

tion and then redeveloping it in a weak develop-

er. Make up a developer as follows:

Potassium chloroplatiuite 20 grains

Bichloride of mercury 10 grains

Citric acid 90 grains

Water lo ounces

When readv to develop add to this not quite

half a dram of a ten per cent, solution of bro-

mide of pota.ssium. Place the print in this solu-

tion and rock the tray gentlj' till the right tone

is obtained. Wash well in running water and then

redevelop in the developer used for bromide

prints—any formula which one is accustomed to

use will answer—diluting the developer by adding

to it water, four times the quantity of the de-

veloper.

The tone will be a very pleasing shade of sepia,

and ma}- be made warmer by omitting the bro-

mide of potassium from the developer.

Amidol is one of the most satisfactory devel-

opers for bromide prints. A formula which gives

excellent results is made of three hundred grains

of sulphite of soda, five grains potassium bro-

mide, five grains of citric acid, thirty grains of

amidol and twenty ounces of water.

The image comes up very quickly, but this does

not indicate o\er-exposure, and the print should

be allowed to remain in the solution till it gains

densit)-.

It is a very clean developer and produces prints

of fine black, resembling engravings in quality.

Amidol does not keep well in solution, so it is

not advisable to mix more than is to be used at

the one time of developing.

A GOOD COMBINED BATH

The print may then be toned in the following

combined bath: One pound of hypo and 160

grains of lead acetate are dissolved in two quarts

of water. The solution is allowed to stand for

two or three days, and is then filtered, and fifteen

grains of gold chloride are added, and the bath

will then be ready for immediate use.

The following advantages are claimed for this

bath for the amateur worker: It is cheap and is

easily made. It can be used over and over again.

Whether newly mixed or after use, it may be

kept for months. It will give tones ranging from

red to a deep purple. It is free from double ton-

ing.—Photography.

MAKING THE MOST OF EVERY EXPOSURE

In a recent is.sue of Photo-Revue those tireless

experimenters, the Messrs. I,umiere, made public

their new method of factorial development, which

is certain to win for it many advocates among

those who have hitherto eschewed this line of

procedure. The method permits of correcting

over-exposure and ameliorating under-exposure,

and is dependent upon the variation of the time

of development and the quantity of alkaline so-

lution added to the developer according to the

time of exposure. It differs from the method of
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Hi^h Grade

CAMERAS
FITTED WITH THE

Best Lenses and Shutters

Quality Guaranteed

Discount to Dealers

Complete Line of Supplies

and Camera Accessories

CANADIAN CAMERA COMPANY
LIMITED

"^ 10 Front Street West - - Toronto

WELLINGTON

Photographic Plates, Papers and Films
are acknowledged the best

GOOD PROFITS—Carry them as a side line

cLrs^p'p'j^^'ir WARD & CO. '^A*:JI?!'"fI-
IMPORT AGS

Handsome Advertising Mattel

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

H. A. Davidson, of Moose Jaw, Sask., ordered

a complete outfit by mail from Jones Bros. &
Co., Ivtd., for one of the largest Drug Stores in

the West and wrote the following letter:

Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto:

Dear Sirs,—Car of fixtures and cases opened

out on IMonday, July 2Sth, in fine shape and

everything satisfactory.

Thanking you for the treatment 1 have receiv-

ed, I remain, Yours respectfully,

H. A. Davidson..

The same day the letter was received Mr. Dav-

idson called at the Head Oflice in Toronto and

reported personally that he was more than plea.s-

ed with the outfit in everj' respect and also that

another large outfit for the same city for an-

other business had been equally satisfacton,', and

as a proof placed an additional order for more
fixtures for still another business in whicli he

was interested.

W. P. J. Alexander, Lethl)ridge, Alta., is pur-

clia.sing from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Toron-

to, a complete line of Silent Salesmen, also'

a

line of the New Century Display Counter, the

original design, which is being copied and ex-

ploited under another name by imitators.
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Ensign Goods H^^e Success
Properly placed on the market our Agents and Dealers have found

perfect satisfaction and good profits.

INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS—PROFITABLE TO YOURSELF

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR OORR£8POND£NCE

, been such a Success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMILL, M.D., OotiUat

COURS£ IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

students as class room students. Write for (ull particulars to

Janes JBuildlug, TORONTO

NATIONAL
PHOTO

BULLETIN

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

2;raphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
o£ Canada, Limited

Montreal
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Watkins in that the initial developer is very weak
in alkali.

In the Watkins method a normal developer is

employed, with the result that the times re-

quired for the appearance of images show but

slight variations for great difference in exposure.

Thus it becomes very difficult, if not impossible,

in the case of over-exposure, especiallj' if slight,

to determine the exact time of first appearance

of the image. Moreover, the composition of the

bath being constant, the time of development pre-

sents the only means of correcting the effects of

under and over-exposure, and it is impossible

with this limited means of control to make the

most out of every exposure.

In the Lumiere method an initial developer con-

taining only half strength of alkali is used to ac-

centuate differences in the times of appearance of

images according to the various times of ex-

posure. The time elapsing between the applica-

tion of the developer and the first appearance of

the image determines the exact relative propor-

tions of the reducer and alkali which should be

present in the developer to produce the best pos-

sible result from any particular exposure; and,

likewise, the exact quantity of one or the other

which should be added to the initial or trial so-

lution to produce those proportions. This infor-

mation has been arrived at experimentally by the

Messrs. lyumiere, and since the time of appear-

ance varies with different brands of plates, it has

been calculated for three different Lumiere emul-

sions, the results for Sigma plates being recorded

in the table below. A little careful experiment,

however, would enable one to adapt the method
to any brand of plates. This cotdd be done to ad-

vantage, especially by the beginner—not only be-

cause it is possible to secure from a plate eight

times over-exposed practically as much brilliance

in the negative as from one which has received

correct exposure, but also because of the edu-

cative value of knowing approximateh' the degree

of over or under-exposure.

The formula advocated by Messrs. Lumiere is

made up as follows.

Water i,ooo c.c.

Pyro 30 grams
Commercial sodium bisulphite. in c.c.

Water 1,000 c.c.

Anhydrous sodium carbonate... 35 grams
Anhydrous sodium sulphite 75 grams
Potassium bromide 5 grams

The normal developer contains one part of A,

two parts of B and nine parts of water; but for

this new method only one part each of A and B
are used with nine parts of water for the trial

solution.

DEVELOPMENT TABI/E

Temperature 59 degrees to 63 degrees Fahr.

ll'^-i^ fill
u c i'

cgreeof F„\i m
v c

ll

ll
2.25 to 2.40 8 times normal
2.41 to 3.15 4 times normal
3.16 to 3.30 2 times normal Noth
3.31 to 3.50 normal
3.51 to 4.15 % normal
Longer % normal

20 parts A
10 parts A

ing
10 parts B
15 parts B
20 parts B
—Photo I'

PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES IN THE DRUG STORE

When the Canadian Druggist first proposed the

sale of photographic supplies by druggists, which
was some years ago, many of our readers were
incredulous as to the desirability of making this

addition to their stock. Time, however, has jus-

tified the suggestion made, and druggists all

over Canada are now handling this line of goods,
thus .ser\-ing a doul)le purpose. In the first place

handling goods which afford a fair margin of

profit and are yet in keeping with the druggists'

stock in trade, and in the second place, bringing
in customers for these goods who perhaps would
never enter a drug store for any other purpose,
with the result that purchases in other lines are
verjr frequent.

To those druggists who have not yet added
jiliotographic supplies, we would suggest giving

the matter consideration, as the camera has
come to be almost a necessity with a large pro-

portion of the people, whether they are travellers

or stay-at-homes. The outlay need not be large,

and it is a branch of trade which, can be easily

learned, and just as easily developed, if proper

attention is given to it.

It is also a department which can be well ad-

\ertised, as amateur photographers usually are

very proud of successful work, and would willing-

ly have their finished products exhibited in the

store windows.

A window practically devoted to photographic

supplies interspersed with some photographic

\ iews of local scenes is always a source of at-

traction. Druggists both in cities as well as in

smaller towns find this side line one of the most
attractive that can be added to the general

stock.

R. H. Norris, Nokomis, Sask., has placed an

order with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for

an extensive outfit of Silent Salesmen Show
Cases.
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PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
PROVINCE OF MANITOBA

The annual meeting of the Phanuaceutical As-

sociation of the Province of Manitoba was held

at Manitoba Hall, 291% Portage Avenue, in the

city of Winnipeg, on Thursday, August 12th, at

the hour of nine o'clock in the morning. The

following members were present:

J. F. Scott, Brandon; Henry Brenton, Winni-

peg; C. C. Parker, Manitou; E. M. Sanders, Car-

man; Frank Whaley, Winnipeg; S. I. Cumming,

Manitou; |W. Young, Neepawa; Walter Pulford,

Winnipeg; R. T. Butchart, Minnedosa; D. E. Cle-

ment, Brandon; J. Mooney, Elkhorn; J. L- Ger-

ow, Winnipeg; J. P. Benge, IWinnipeg; F. L-

Brown, Winnipeg; F. E. Arkell, Winnipeg; J. A.

Fulkerson, Arden; G. C. Fordyce, Winnipeg; E.

Casselman, Emerson; E. Nesbitt, Winnipeg; P. F.

Braund, Winnipeg; C. H. Cranston, Winnipeg; A.I.

Brooking, Winnipeg; R. T. Hoskin, Winnipeg; C.

A. Baird, Winnipeg; E. H. Bate, Winnipeg; R.

Shaw, Winnipeg; C. D. Sutherland, Winnipeg; T.

T. Malcolm, Dauphin; A. R. Leonard, Winnipeg;

R. A. McRuer, St. Boniface; 0. S. Smith, Winni-

peg; J. A. Hobbs, Mordeu; R. C. Jamieson, Win-

nipeg; R. J. Pelton, Winnipeg; A. M. Sutherland,

Elmwood; A. T. Andrews, Winnipeg; G. W.

Bartlett, Arden; M. Westaway, Miami; A. T.

Connell, Winnipeg; C. W. Campbell, Winnipeg.

Financial Statement for Year Ending May 31st,

1909.

Income.

To balance on hand, F'eb. 13, 1908 S 2,352.68
" Arrears of fees 1,256.00
" Arrears of Lecture F"ees 945-oo
" Examination F^ees, '-Major," 1908. 435-"o

Current Year:—
" Registrations and Renewals

—

Licentiates Si, 750. 00

Licentiates' Clerks iio.oo

Clerks 107.00

A]>prentices 106.00

Assets.

Cash on hand S 2,431.84

Arrears of Fees 342.00

Poison Books 86.00

Diplomas -7-5"

Furniture and Fixtures 1,808.75

College Properly i3,i7f>-53

2,073.00

Lecture Fees 1,720.00

Pvxamination F'ecs 4o5-oo

Poison Books 60.10

Prosecutions 65.00

Interest 68.99

S 9,380.77

Expenditure.

By H. E. Bletcher
" W. C. Graham
" Pvxaminers' Fees, "Major," 1908...

" Examiners' Mileage, "Major," 1908
" ICxamination Exp., "Major," 1908
" H. LC. Bletcher Bonus
" H. E. Bletcher, May, 140.S

" Registrar's Salary, 3 months, 1408

Current Year:—
" Printing and Stationery
" Postage
" vSupplies
" Legal Expenses
" P^xchange
" Diplomas
" Furniture and Fixtures
" Medals •.

" Pvxpenses Delegate to C.P.A
" Annual Dues, C.P.A
" Poison Books
" Prosecutions
" Registrar's Salary
" P^xaminers' F"ees
" Examiners' Mileage
" PIxamination PIxpenses
" Mileage Council Meetings
" Registrars' Trip Covering the Pn

vince
" General Expenses
" Auditor

College:

—

" Principal's Salary
" Caretaker
" Fuel
" I^iglit

" Water ;

" Books and Apparatus
" Supplies
" Announcements
" Insurance—Three vears
" Taxes , ;

" General Expense
" Balance

I17,

150.
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Holiday Papeteries

The most satisfactory circumstance

about our range of Holiday Papet-

eries for this year is the size of the

orders placed by the Trade who

have had the opportunity of seeing

them. Do not be persuaded into

placing orders for American or other

lines until you compare our values and

designs. Over one hundred different

numbers of our own manufacture.

OUR TRAVELLERS ARE NOW SHOWING SAMPLES

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER, Limited

Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO

Hi
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business, and 31 acting in the capacity of clerks,

also sixteen branch stores are operated by mem-

bers. Of this number eight members in business,

nine members acting as clerks, and five branch

stores are in arrears to the Association, as per

the list of arrears attached to the financial state-

ment. The number of certified clerks enrolled is

27, of which 12 are in good standing, and 38 ap-

prentices appear in good standing. As to the

clerks and apprentices, it is impossible to state

definitely how many are engaged in the Province,

as we have repeated registrations where the ap-

plicant does not continue in the business or re-

moves from the Province, and no notification is

given to your Registrar in the matter. To en-

able a more accurate list to be compiled, your

Council amended the By-I^aws to provide for a

demand being made on all members to furnish

the Registrar with a list of their employees, ;ind

in accordance therewith a form was mailed to

each member in June last requesting this infor-

mation, but up to the present the returns have

been verj- indifferent. It is the intention to con

tinue urging replies until all members respond.

During the year a thorough survey of the Pro-

vince was made, in accordance with the instruc-

tions of the Council, and 79 towns were visited.

A very considerable amount of outstandings

were collected, together with securing some new

i-egistrations, also in three instances where

stores were being run by unqualified individuals,

arrangements were effected for the disposition oi

the businesses to qualified men. One prosecution

was instituted and a conviction secured, the de-

fendant being fined S20.00 and costs of the court.

During the year one conviction was secured in the

city by the Association, and also two cases were

prosecuted by the Department of Police for the

sale of carbolic acid.

During the year 16 students attended the Minor
Course of Lectures and 18 the Major Course; 15

candidates presented themselves for the Minor ex-

amination and 23 for the Major. Of the latter 18

were students of the college and four were gradu-

ates of outside colleges who took the license ex-

amination. The number of successful cand^'ates
were 14 at the Minor and 21 at the Major The
Association Silver Medal was awarded Mr. T. A.
Sexsmith at the Minor, who was also successful

in securing it at the Major; Miss Agnes Stuart
was awarded the Flexon Chemistry Medal at tht

Major examination.

A much greater amount of time has been de-

voted to the affairs of the Association during the

past year, and it is the earnest desire of the Regis-

trar to aRord every possible attention as to en-

quiries and information, and with all due respect

he would say that to successfully conduct the

business of the As.'^ociation , the co-operation o)

the members is necessary.

Sgd." W. D. Macdougall,

Registrar.

Moved by Mr. K. Nesbitt, and seconded by Mi.

A. R. Leonard, that the Registrar's report as

read be adopted. Carried.

The Auditor's report was read as follows:

To the President and Council of the Phanuaceul

ical Association of the Province of Manitoba.

Gentlemen,— I liave niutli pleasure in submit-

ting herewith the report of an audit of the book.s

of the Association kept b}' the Registrar, name-

l}^ Cash Book, Bank Pass Books and vouchers,

and the minute book as to expenditures author

ized by the resolution of the Council, also the

Registrar's statement of cash receipts and ex-

penditures prepared for this annual meeting, all

of which I find correct.

I have verified the cash balances as shown by

this statement of June ist with the pass Ixjuks

of the Banque d'Hochelaga and the balances on

hand in the bank are certified to by the account

ant of the said bank by certificate dated August

loth, 1909, which is attached to this report.

The bank pass books show the following bal-

ances on hand June 1st:

Current Account $ 240.(10

Saving's Account 2,163.19

$2,403.19

In addition to the above mentioned, the Regis-

trar had cash on hand to the amount of S-8.65,

making a total cash balance on hand and in bank

of §2,431.84, as shown by the Registrar's state-

ment.

I find that all expenditures shown by this state-

ment have been dulj^ authorized by the Council

as shown by the minute book.

TITLE TO COLUJGE PROPERTY

I find in the possession of the Registrar a cer-

tificate of title in the name of the Pharmaceutical

Association of the Province of Manitoba, issued

by the Winnipeg Land Titles Office as No. 88,513,

covering the following described property:

West half of lot 37 and east half of lot 38, all

in block four (4). Plan of survey of part of lot

one. Parish of St. John, registered in Winnipeg

Land Titles Office Division as 129.

INStJRANCE

I find on hand fire insurance policy. No. 7,992,-

288, in the Commercial Union Fire Insurance

Company, issued for three years, expiring August

31, 191 1, covering the following property:

College Building §3,000. 00

Furniture, Fixtures, Utensils, etc. 1,000.00

^4,000.00
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WHY?
DO THE LEADING DRUGGISTS

STOCK PHOTO GOODS?

THERE'S M©NEY
IN THEM,

AND ALSO A DEMAND THAT
MUST BE SUPPLIED IF YOU WISH
TO RETAIN YOUR CUSTOMERS.

Y©U WILL
obtain full particulars by sending us a

postal request to-day.

Defender Photo Supply Co.
Factory, ROCHESTER, N.Y. 131 Bay St., ToFOntO, Ont.
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ROBERT GIBSON & SONS
LIMITED

MANCHESTER & LONDON

J.BC.mmmmm
SELL WELL! PLEASE EVERYBODY!

SENT OUT IN 411). GLASS SHOW JARS

A. B.C. Pastilles, also Glycerine Pastilles, Voice Jujubes,

Delectable Jujubes, Magnum Bonum Jujubes, Menthol
Pastilles, Menthol and Eucalyptus, Glycerine and Black
Currant, Cinnamon Pastilles and many others.

TO BE OBTAINED FROM ALL WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS IN CANADA
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AfeSETS AND LIABILITIES

All accounts against the Association being paid,

there are no liabilities, so that the amount shown

as ,assets, $17,^72.62, represents the present

worth of the Association, as compared with a

present worth of 517,178.71, shown by the last

statement. It will be noted, however, that in the

previous statement no amount was put in for ar-

rears of fees, and in the present statement of as-

sets the item of arrears of fees amounts to

S342.00.

I have pleasure in drawing your attention to

the very large amount collected during the year

from these arrears, the total amount collected by
way of arrearages was Si,256.cx3. Since the

statement showing the arrears of fees on June

1st was issued, the sum of S65.00 has been col-

lected, so that at the present date the amount
outstanding in arrearages is S277.00.

FUkNITUKE AND FIXTURES

This item has been increased during the year by
the purchase of a safe and other office fixtures,

amounting to S308.75, making a total charged

against furniture and fixtures of $1,808.75. In

view of the fact that a large part of this amount
is made up of small fixtures which will show

sume depreciation from year to year, I would

suggest that 5 or 10 per cent, be deducted an-

laiall}- to cover depreciation.

I have much pleasure in stating that I have

found the books of the Association neatly and

larefully written up by vour Registrar, Mr. Mac-

ilougall, and am indebted to him for valuable as-

sistance given me during the audit.

Respectfully submitted,

(Sgd.) E. E. Lightcap,

Auditor.

Moved bv Mr. E. Casselman, seconded bv Mr.

T. T. Malcolm, that the Auditor's report as sub-

mitted be adopted. Carried.

The President's address and report of the Coun-

cil was read by the President:

Gentlemen,—It is my pleasure to address the

members of our Pharmaceutical Association at

this your annual meeting, and I need scarcely

state, that to do so in the presence of such a re-

presentative gathering, affords me very much
pleasure.

With the permission of the members and my
colleagues on the Council Board, I will deviate

somewhat from the regular procedure, and incor-

porate the report of the Council along with the

few remarks which might ordinarily be consider-

ed as constituting an address from your Presi-

dent.

First, therefore, regarding the Council meet-
ings, and the deliberations* of this body during

the past year, I would say, that we have held

seven regular and two special meetings, all of

which have been regularly attended by jour
Councillors. In this connection I might also say,
that I take it as a significant fact, that at none
of the meetings held in other years has there been
such a full attendance as during the past twelve
months.

Before proceeding to draw your attention to
one or two features which particularly come to
my mind this morning, I am going to tell you a
few homely truths; I refer to the indillerence
which many members maintain to the delibera-
tions of your Council. Now, gentlemen, I feel
sure that it is not due to a real lack of interest
in the proceedings, but rather to an attitude that
many are content to sit back and watch with an
indifferent eye the action of those which you
have called upon to act as your Executive.

I need not tell you, gentlemen, that in many
cases, where a criticism of the judgment of jour
officers may have been felt or expressed, it is due
more frequently than otherwise to the fact that
the criticizing member has not made himself con-
versant with the conditions, nor of the many
circumstances which may have surrounded som'e
particular line of action. Now I sav this in all
good feeling, and only do so in the 'hope that ]

may thereby stimulate a greater interest in oui
Association, and encourage the fullest possible
criticism in all cases where some real efiort has
been made to familiarize one's self with the af-
fair under discussion. In this connection let me
just cite one instance which shows the lackadais-
ical attitude which some members maintain:
The Registrar, acting under the instructions of
the Council, addressed a letter to every member
of the Association, asking for replies on a printed
form, giving the names of all clerks and appren-
tices in their employ, and incredible though it

may seem, more than sixty per cent, of the mem-
bers so addressed failed to extend the courtesy of

a reply. Now I need not tell you, gentlemen,
that there arise occasions when just such infor-

mation is needed, else it would not be sought,
and if a complete record of your books is to be
kept, it is absolutely essential that the members
do this, their very little part, to facilitate the
work.

Your Council delegated as their representatives

to attend the Banlf meeting of the C.P.A., j'our

President and Mr. A. R. Leonard. I will not en-

large at this time on the work accomplished.

Suffice it to say that it was a splendid meeting
and the deliberations augur well for manv helpful

reforms in Canadian pharmacy during the next

twelve months. If, however, there is one feature

that should appeal more readily to the members
than another, it might be the more general use
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of the Canadian Formularj- as a text book to be

found in every phannacy. It should appeal to

the pharmacist first of all from an ethical stand-

point, for it at once enjoins the ph\-sician to

look at the pharmacist as a man capable of pre-

paring for his prescribing preparations of thera-

peutic worth, as palatable and uiiscible as those

now marketed by pharmaceutical houses on a

larger scale. It should, secondly, appeal to you

from a monetary standpoint, for it is evident

that the profit accruing from such manufacture
would thereby revert to the retail druggist.

In this connection I might say that Mr. C. W.

Campbell, who represents Manitoba on the Can-

adian Formulary Committee, as appointed at the

1 90S meeting of the C.P.A., has provided us with

a set of samples of many of the products of this

fornmlary, and the members will have the privi-

lege of examining these for themselves, the)' be-

ing kindly loaned from the O.C.P., upon request
to Mr. John Hargreaves, of Toronto, in whose
store these preparations were manufactured.

During the past year your Council has arranged

to place in the hands of each member, a copy of

the Proprietary' or Patent Medicine Act, the

workings of which have now become familiar to

you all.

Regarding the promiscuous sale of certain poi-

sons, such as Paris green, by other than registered

pharmacists, I might say that the Registrar was
instructed to write a letter to the press in an-

swer to a query appearing therein, that the sale

was in fact contrary to the Pharmaceutical Act.

At a later meeting of the Council it was decided
that while there was recognized hardship to some
retail druggists, on the other hand it would be

unwise to attempt any extreme pressure of the

Act in this connection, for it was felt that these

few articles had come to be such largely used
drugs, particularly in the agricultural districts,

in many of which there might even be no quali-
fied druggist, thereby necessitating the sale by
hardware or other merchants, and in view of the
fact that we have reason, to believe that a
strong feeling existed in the minds of some of our
lawmakers that such restrictions would border
on class legislation, it was deemed advisable to
refrain from undue coercion in this matter.

Passing then to one or two features of the

Council's work, I w ill draw your attention to tht^

step taken by that body in recommending that the

Registrar make a tour of the Province, calling

upon as many members as possible, straightening

out any infringement of the Act, and determining

where existing anj- feeling of discontent among
the members, and I might say that I firmly be-

lieve it was one of the wisest moves made b}-

your Council. In many cases real wrongs were

righted, and where possiljle imaginarv misunder-

standings were dispelled, every possible effort

also being made to acquaint the members re-

garding the working of the Pharmaceutical Act
as it particularly pertains to our Province, also

as to the intent of the Proprietary Act, and
gladly giving any information desired along
these lines.

One other good feature brought about by this

trip, was the bringing together of the Registrar

with the dillerent members, too many having

concluded somehow or other that the Registrar

was either too far away, too mythical, or too

indifferent, to trouble himself regarding any such

information, and I am glad to say that many
have already spoken to me in approval of the

move, and I believe much good was indirectly ac-

complished. For while our Registrar may be a

man of few words, if the members will but take

the trouble to address him at any time, I am
sure that they will find that he is ever willing

to supply, or to see that you are supplied, \\ ith

the information desired.

It was found necessary- to revise the By-Laws

of our Association to comply with the recent

amendments to our Act. This expense was un-

dertaken and accomplished to our satisfaction, so

that now we have our Act and By-L,aws in good

form.

At the last meeting of the Council, the matter

of the inauguration of a preliminary exaixiination

was brought up, and will be open to you shortly

for discussion.

Also a motion proposed by Mr. Leonard that

no diploma be granted to a graduate until the

age of twenty-one years be reached; this also is

a matter which shortly you will be asked to dis-

cuss.

Regarding the finances of your Association, I

am pleased to have had placed before you at this

time a statement of the financial j'ear ending

May 31st, 1909, and in order that you might

more clearly criticize this statement, I would

draw your attention to the fact that in it there

appears the business transacted during the past

fifteen months, due to the changing of the end of

our fiscal year from March ist to June ist. By
so doing we will hereafter be able to show a

much clearer statement, as all the funds at our

disposal for the year will have by that time been

received and all disbursements allotted, the

closing of our l)ooks with the closing of the col-

lege doors, holding our annual meeting between
then and the opening of the college year in Sep-

tember, as we have done this time, making this

possible. The reasons for the wisdom of this move
are at once apparent, and I just mention them,

as in succeeding reports you will hereafter have a
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dear cut twuhe iiiuiUhs 1)usinc.s.s, instead of iif-

teen months, as actually appears in this year's

statement.

Having therefore this fact in mind, also the

fact that in this year's expenditure you will find

several unusual items, a repetition of which will

scarcely be called for during the coming year, so

I take it, that you are able to present a favor-

able showing, particularly in view of the fact

tliat the attend mce at the classes this last year

was much smaller than usual, thereby consider-

ablv lessening the revenue usually obtained from

this source.

You will be advised by your Auditor's report

of the wisdom of writing off a certain percentage

each year on the valuation set upon your college

building and appurtenances. This course, need-

less to say, is well advised. On the other hand

it would be well, to my mind, to have a yearly

valuation placed on our college property, if an

accurate estimate were to be sought, for we
have been particularly fortunate in possessing a

real estate asset of constantly increasing value.

In conclusion, gentlemen, I wish to thank the

members for their attention during mj- somewhat
lengthy report, and I can only assure you that it

is a great pleasure indeed to me to see so many
members here. Nor would I forget to express my
gratitude to your Vice-President, Mr. Nesbitt, in

his ever willingness to act in my behalf during

my necessary absence from the city, also to

your indefatigable Registrar, Mr. Macdougall,

whose grasp of clerical affairs in connection with

the workings of our organization is most thor-

ough and complete, also to the other officers and

my colleagues on the Council Board, whose de-

liberations are at all times most harmonious,

and who have at all times an e3'e single only to

"the best interests of pharmacists in general and

particularly to the betterment of pharmacy as it

exists in our Province of Manitoba, to these gen-

tlemen I would also bear witness of my indebted-

ness.

All of which I respectfully submit.

(Sgd.) W. Young,

President.

Moved by Mr. W. Pulford, seconded by Mr. E.

Casselman, that the President's address and re-

port of Council as presented to the meeting be

adopted. Carried imanimously.

The President and Mr. Leonard, having just re-

turned from the annual meeting of the C.P.A.,

the President requested Mr. Leonard to give a

cursory report of the proceedings.

iMr. Leonard addressed the meeting. After ex-

pressing the pleasure it gave him to attend the

pleasant entertainment accorded all the delegates

by the Territorial Association, the work of the

dillerent sections was reviewed. The following

vital points were elucidated:

PROGRESS OK I'U.AI^MACY

Canadian Formulary; its merits and its ex-

tended use and usefulness.

PliAR'MACEUTlCAL EDUCATION

The rearrangement of the college course.

The inauguration of a mail course to supply
the portions of the Dominion not now supplied
with college facilities. Any college at present re-

cognized may institute this course.

I/EGlSI,ATION

Nothing of importance in this section had oc-

curred (this year, though the benefit of last

year's Patent Medicine Act was more fullv ap-
preciated.

COMIMHRCIAI, SECTION

This was probably the most interesting and
most important at the present juncture of any
part of the proceedings, and the recommendation
of the C.P.A. as to the exclu.sion of patents was
viewed by the meeting in such a favorable way
that the following resolution was unanimously
passed. Moved by Jlr. Westaway, seconded by
Mr. A. T. Connell:

That this annual meeting of the Pharmaceut-
ical Association of the Province of Manitoba hav-
ing heard the report of our delegates to the Can-
adian Pharmaceutical Association, do heartily

endorse the reconuuendation of the exclusion pol-

icy re cut rates, and we further agree to adopt
this policj- in Manitoba. Carried unanimously.

The delegates felt that work of a permanent
nature had been accomplished this year, and that

the C.P.A. would fill a long felt want in Canad-
ian pharmacy. The future interests of the Mani-

toba College of Pharmacy were touched upon and

some of the possibilities were slightly outlined,

and the following recommendation was passed by
the meeting. Moved b^^ Mr. Andrews, seconded

by Mr. Westaway:

That this meeting having taken into considera-

tion the educational needs of Western Canada in

pharmacy, that the Council be recommended to

take such action as it may deem wise. Carried.

The meeting adjourned.

Mr. Leonard introduced Mr. Hawker, of St.

John, N.B., who was present as the appointed

delegate from the Canadian Pharmaceutical As-

sociation. Mr. Hawker addressed the meeting at

considerable length, and his remarks were much
appreciated.

Mr. Leonard replied on behalf of the Associa-

tion, and it was moved by Mr. Nesbitt, seconded

by 'Ms. Cranston, that a vote of thanks be ex-

tended to Mr, Hawker, Carried unanimously.
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Mr. Casselman proposed that the meeting .sing

"For He is a Jolly Good Fellow," which was re-

.sponded to with much spirit.

SILENT CONFECTIONERY SALESMEN

How many salespeople have you working for

you? Two? Three? If you are handling the New

England Confectionery line—Necco Sweets—you

have thousands upon thousands of salesmen

working for j'ou all over this broad land—sales-

men that penetrate everj' nook and corner of the

country—selling goods for you.

Every magazine in which a Necco advertise-

ment appears is a salesman. Thousands and

thousands of copies are circulated every month,

each telling its story of goodness and wholesome-

ness. Many go into the homes right around the

corner from your store and ask the folks to buy

Necco Sweets. Yes—and even those copies that

are being read in distant cities, miles and miles

away, are asking people to buy Necco Sweets,

and the wonderful thing about it is, that they

are just as likely as not |to sell some of your

Necco Sweets for you, even though you and your

store may be in a little out-of-the-way corner.

Howi"

Well—suppose you are keeping shop in a little

town by the sea somewhere—suppose 30U are

handling Necco Sweets—suppose a man and his

wife and his children way oil in some such place

as Chicago or Indianapolis, where it gets mighty
hot in sumjner, suppose they have been reading

the Necco advertising in the magazines all win-

ter—maybe they have bought some and know how
good they are, maybe the}' haven't—suppose they

decided to spend the hot months of summer in

your little town by the sea—and the children

want some confectionery—and their mother sees

the Necco sign in your window—will they look

around for some other kind they never heard of

before? Not much,—seeing that Necco sign is, like

seeing an; old friend. If they know how good Nec-
co Sweets are of course they'll buy—but the very

wonderful part of it is that even though they
never bought Necco Sweets before they will now
because they've been reading about them all win-
ter, and in strange .surroundings, in a wilderness

of new and questionable kinds of confectionerv

they will claim an acquaintance—maybe a rela-

tionship with Necco Sweets, and they'll buy of

you. You are going to make the sale because you
have Necco Sweets in stock, because Necco
Sweets have been advertised to every housewife
and mother and father in all this broad land, all

winter, in a most alluring manner, because Nec-
co Sweets are fine confections and the people who
buy confectionery know them by the sign and bv
the sign the}' buy them—but say! maybe }-ou

don't handle Necco Sweets—then you haven't any

such number of salespeople working for you.

You've got to depend upon your own efiort en-

tirely, while the man up the street who is selling

Necco Sweets gets this trade.

PHARMACY IN GERMANY

The dearth of apprentices and consequent long

felt want of cheap labor in Gotman pharmacies

have led to an agitation being instituted to ob-

tain permission to employ a lower grade of "per-

sonnel" to attend to the more general work, es-

pecially counter-sales, writing out bills, etc. As
the law stands, only pharm.acists in the truest

sense of the word may be employed, and all at-

tempts to introduce "druggists" or women as

sellers failed to obtain the sanction of the Gov-

ernment. The Prussian Minister for Medical Af-

fairs has, however, now issued a somewhat am-
biguous explanation to the paragraph in question.

According to the new decree it will be possible

to employ non-pharmaceutical employes in

pharmacies to attend to the "rougher" work not

requiring professional knowledge, provided that

this is done under supervision and sole responsi-

bility of the pharmaceutical employes. The lat-

ter paragraph is peculiar and contrary to the

provisions of the Civil Law, which assigns the

blame for any mishaps to the transgressor, and

to some extent to the proprietor of the business.

—Chemist and Druggist.

THE ACTION OF 'VERONAL ON MORPHINE

The unpleasant effects following an injection of

morphine are absent when veronal is administer-

ed one-half hour before. A dose of one-half gram
of veronal prevents the disturbances caused by

thirty milligrams of morphine without influenc-

ing the therapeutic action of the alkaloid. Sleep

follows rapidly upon the injection of morphine,

while if the alkaloid be given alone, the patient

does not fall asleep until three or four hours

later. The same effect has been observed uitli

sulphonal.—ly'LTnion Phannaceutique.

The Russian Minister of the Interior has issued

regulations entrusting the local medical author-

ities with the censorship of all advertisements

and publications regarding the practice of medi-

cine, dentistry, pharmacy, the sale of medicines,

remedies, and toilet and hygienic preparations,

health resorts and medicinal and table waters.

After the medical authorities have passed upon

an advertisement, such advertisement can be pub-

lished only in the paper appearing in the "gov-

ernments" or territory over which the respective

officials have jurisdiction.
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eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a position

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

E. G. West & Co. report trade for August as

slightly above average.

City trade inclined to be quiet, but outside

trade brisk.

Opium, bromides, iodides, are good purchases

at present prices.

Camphor market is strong. Prices advancing

slowly.

Glycerine—high, with every indication of still

higher prices.

MERCK'S ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1908

In view of the general interest that is taken in

the reports issued from the house of Ei. Merck,

Darmstadt, Germany, our readers will, no doubt,

appreciate from time to time some of the ar-

ticles which appeared in the Annual Report, ad-

vance sheets of -which have come to hand. .\s

anything which appears in the Report is the re-

sult of much careful and thorough investigation,

it will naturally appeal to our readers as being

authentic in every respect.

Elsewhere will be found some extracts from
the advance sheets.

(3) Pass a piece of lint around the neck of the

bottle, which rruust be held fast while two persons

pass the lint backward and forward.

(4) Warm the neck of the vessel before the fire,

and when it is nearly hot, the stopper can be re-

moved.

(5) Put a few drops of oil around the stopper
where it enters the bottle, which may then be

warmed before the fire. Then apply method No.
I if the stopper is immovable, and repeat the

foregoing process until it gives way, which it is

almost sure to do in the end.

(6) Take a steel pin or needle and run it

aroaind the top of the stopper in the angle form-
ed by it and the bottle. Then hold the vessel in

the left hand and give it a steady twist toward
you with the right, when it will soon be elle.c-

tual. If this does not succeed, try process 5,

which will be facilitated bv it.—National Drug-
gist.

TO LOOSEN JAMMED STOPPERS

Many a bottle whose glass stopper has been

tightly jammed in can be saved by taking the

following pirecautions in attempting to remove
the stopij)er:

(i) Hold the bottle firmly in the hand or be-

tween the knees and gently tap the stopper on
alternate sides, using for the purpose a small
piece of wood, and directing the strokes up-
ward.

(2) Plunge the neck of the vessel in hot water,
taking caje that the water is not hot enough to

split the glass. If the stopper is still fixed, use
the first method on the heated stopper.

BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY NOTICES
Fur Sale, Exchange, Heli) \\"anted, etc.. 50c. for 2.5 words or

less, .subsequent insertions 25?. Send cash -n-ith order.

r\RUG AND STATIONERY BUSINESS FOR
*-^ SALE, also Solid Brick Store and Dwelling
attached, in first-class condition. Easy teims. This
is an old-established business in Western Ontario
Village. Rare chance for Druggist, or for Doctor
wanting to carry on Drug business in connection
with practice.

Box C, Canadian Druggist.

J^RUG STORE.— Carrying a stock of $4,000.

Splendid profits; Prescription work of three

doctors. Apply

J. A. Gregory & Co.,

North Battleford,

Saskatchewan.

WANTED
SITUATION as clerk by lady graduate of O.C.P.

Box 2 Canadian Druggist.
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PRICES CURRENT AND INDEX OF NEW REMEDIES
Prices given below are aclual values for srrall

quantities ruling in the Canadian Ma.ket to-

day. "Otations are subjeC to change without

notice. Physicians must expect to pay an

advance on prices reported, since these values

arc actually charged to the trade, and do i.ot

cover expenses of any kind.

ACBTAMIDE, OZ $ O 6o
ACBTONB, C p., lb So

" Commercial, lb 30
Acid Acetic B. P., lb 15
" Acetic, 99;^ per cent, lb 50
" Acetyl Salic, 01 18
•' Arsenious (Arsenic), lb 15
" " (pure) 01 10
" " ( Red Lum[ ) ur 05
" Benzoic from gum, oz i ^" Benzoic from Toluol, oz lo
" Boracic Crystals, lb 12
" Boracic, Pulv., lb 12
" Butyric, oz 25
" Cacodylic, 5 grain bet,, each 20
•' Camphoric, oz 55" Capr nic, oz 2 50
" Carbolic, I lb. bots 35" Carbolic, 5 lb. tins, lb

5" Carbolic, 10 lb. tins, lb 3" Carbolic, Crude, opt., gal i o
" Carbolic, Crude Com'l gal 75" Cetraric, 15 grain bot., each 80
" Chloroacetic, oz 50" Chromic, Pure Cryst., oz 10
" " Highly Pure Crys'. oz. .. 25" Chrysophanic, oz 55" Cinnamic, oz 40
"

Citric, lb 53" Citric, Pulv., lb 57" Cresylin, oz 25" Dichloracitic, oz loo
" Fluoric, I Id. bots., each i 00
" Fluoric, yi lb. hols., each 60
• Fluoric, J lb. bots., each 15" Fluoric, oz 10

" C.P. lb I 40" Formic, I 20 oz 10
" Fumaric, oz 3 00
" Gallic, oz 12
" Glycerino phosphoric, oz 60
" Ilydiiodic, oz 30" Hydrobromic, lb 35" Hydio-Silico Fluoric 3 10
" Ilypophosphorus, oz 50" Iodic, oz 1 00
" Lactic Concent'd, oz 10
" MalHc, oz I 50
" Meconic, oz 200
" Molybdic, pure, oz 20" " extra pure 40" Monochlor, acetic, oz. . 30" Muriatic, Com'l, lb 6" Muriatic, C. P., lb 20
" Nitric, Com'l, lb 21"

Nit.ic, C.P., I lb 2?
" Nitrous, lb 30" Oleicoz \" Oimic I gramme tubes, crch 3 00" Oxalic, lb 12
" Oxalic, Pulv., lb 15" Oxalic, C.P., lb CO
"

Perchloric, oz 50" Peiosmic, '/i grn tubes, ea i 50" Phosphoric, Concent., 1500,1b. .. 45" Phosphoric, Dil., lb 16" Phosphoric, Glacial, oz 10" Phosphoric, Syrupy 1750, lb 50" Phosphorus, 1. 12, oz 25"
Picric, lb ;;. 80" Prussic, gs bots., doz i 25" Pyrogallic, Merck's, oz 30" Pyrogallic, Schering's, oz 32" Pyroligneous, lb 12"
Salicylic, lb .".'

55"
Salicylic, natural oz 50" Soda Phosphate, oz

1

5

" Silicic, natural, oz 20
" " wet process dried, 01 25

Aci D, Soda Phosphate, c z 8 o 20
" Succinic, oz 80
" Sulphoanilic, oz 45
" Sulph. Aromat., lb 65
" Sulph jcarbolic, oz 10
* Sulpho. sitinic, oz 50
" Sulpho. salicylic, cz 50
" Sulphl Com'l, lb 6
" Sulph C. P., lb 20
" Sulpho—Oleic, oz 350
" Sulphurous, lb 15
" Slearicoz 35
" Tannic, lb. 85
" Tartaric, Cryst., lb 30
'• Tartaric, Pulv., lb 32
" Tar aric, C.P., Cryst., lb 85
" Tartaric, C. P., Pulv., lb go
" Titanic, one-eighth oz. for 25
" Trichlorlactic, oz 200
" Trichloracetic, oz 35
" Tungslic, oz 50
" Uric, oz 60
" Valerianic, 01 25

AcoiN, I gramme, each 50
ACONITINK, Pure Amorph., grain. 40
Adeps Lanak, Hydrous, lb 30
Adurol, 25 gramme packets, each 75
Agathin, oz 3 00
A I ROL, oz I 00
ALBtJMEN, from egg, oz 15
Albumen, from blood, oz 10
Alcohol, gal 5 25

" Absolute, pint i 35
" Allylic, oz 75
" AmyllicC. P., lb I 50
" Benzylic Iso., oz 80
" Butylic, Iso., lb 125
" Columbian Spt., gal 265
" Et ylic Deodor, lb 125
•' MethyllicC. P., lb 1 25
" Methylated, gal i 10
" Wood, gal 90

Aldehyde, oz 20
Alkannin, oz 60
Almonds, Bitter, lb 50
Almond Meal, lb 50
Aloin, oz 20
Aloin, pure, oz 30
Alum, lb 3
" Ammoniated, lb 25
" Chrome, lb 35
" " Pure, lb 25
" Potash, lb 30
" Pulv. lb 4

Aluminium, coarse powder, cz 25
" Acetate, oz 15
" Acetotartrate, oz 20
" Bromide, oz 40
" Chloride, pure, oz 20
*' Hydrate, pure, oz 30
" Metal, cz 15
" Nitrate, pure, oz 15
" Oxide, pure, oz .. .... 50
" Salicylate, oz 50
" Sulphate, pure, oz 10
" Tartrate, oz 20

Alumnol, 25 grammes, ea 40
Alypin, 16 gr. bottle, ea 25
Amalgam, cu Soda, 10 per cent lb 3 35
Ambergris, gr 12
Amidol, oz 70
Ammonal, oz i 50
Ammonia, Acetate, cz.. 15

" Arseniate, oz 30
" Benzoate, 01 15
" Bichromate 12
" Borate, oz 20
" Bicarbonate, cz 25
" Bromide, lb 45
" Bisulphite, oz 25
" Carbonate, lb 14

" C P. Howard's., lb 60
" C.P. Merck's., lb 50

" Carbonate, Powd., lb 20
" Fluoride, oz 25
" Glycerophosphate, oz 50
" Hydrosulphide, lb 30
" Hydrosulphite, oz 25
" Hypopbosphiie, oz 30

10

Ammonia, Iodide, oz $03
" Liquor (on, lb ....
" Molybdate, oz
" Muriate, Lump, lb

" Gran., lb
" C.P., lb

" Nitrate, com'l, lb
•' C.P., oz

" Nitrite, oz
" Oxalate, oz
" Persulphate, cz
" Phosphate, pure, oz
" " extra pure, oz
" Picrate, oz
" Salicylate, oz
" Sesquichlor Solution, oz. .

Soluble, oz
" " Sublimed
" " .Succinate, oz ....
" " Sulphate, com'l, lb
" " Pure, oz 1

" Sulphate, oz 1

" Sulphide (So'ution), lb 5

" Sulphide, Pure Cryst, oz 6
" Sulphite, oz I

*' Sulphocarbolate, oz 2
" Sulphocyanide, oz it

" Sulphurated, oz 12
" Tartrate neutral, oz ji

" Thio cyanate. Pure, oz
" Valerianate, oz j
'

' Vandate, or 1 j
A myl. Acetate Oxide, oz
" Butyrate, oz
" Formate, oz
" Nitrate, oz
" Nitrite, oz. . .

" Valerianic, oz. . .

Amylene, Hydrate, oz

Anaesthesin, 25 gramme packages, each

Analgen, 25 grammes for

Ankmonine, (or I grain tube

Anethol, oz

Aniline, Pure, oz .

" Chloride, ot
" Sulphate, oz .-

Anisol, oz

Anthracene, purified, oz

Anthkarobin, oz

Antifebrine, lb

Antikamnia, oz
" Vest Pocket Box, doz

Antimony, metal, oz
" Pulv. pure, lb 2fj

" Pulv. com., lb 151

" Arsenate, oz 4c|

" Chloride, oz 2«

" Liver (crocus), lb jj

" Oxysulph (Sulph. Precip.nb S\\
" Oxide White (Acid ^atimonic), rz ac]

" Sulphate, oz ajl

" Sulphide (Black) lb 50I

" " (Golden), oz Ilj

" Tart. Pulv. (Tartar Emetic), lb... 40;

Antinosin, oz

Antipyrine, Knorrs, oz
" Salicate, 25 grammes for
" Swiss, oz

Antisposmine, 15 gramme bots., each.

Antitoxine, Neuralgic, oz

Antithyreodine, bots. 10 c.c. each...

Apiol, Green, oz

Apocodeine, Ilydrrchlor, I grain bo's.

each »5

Apolysine, oz 90

Apomorphia, Muriate, J oz for 1*0
Arbutin, Crystals, oz IS"
Areca, Nuts, lb Jj

" Pulv., lb

Arecoline, Hydrobromate, 15 grain

bot , each

Argentamine, oz .. .

Argentum Crude (Collargolum), oz

Argonine, oz. 90

Argyrol, oz 2 '0

Aristochin (Bayers) 3*5
Aristol( Bayers), oz » 'O

Arrowroot, Bermuda.lb ^
" Com., lb M

35

3 5c
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ARsaNic (Metal), <z $0 15
" Bromide, oz 30
" Chloride, 01 ....:.. 40
" loJide, oz 60
" Sulphide Red (Realgar), oz 12

AsAPROL, oz 2 00
AsBPTOL, oz 25
ASHKS, Pearl, lb I2
" Pot, lb 12

ASPARAGIN, J oz. each 20
A'JPHALTUM, lb n
Aspirin, oz 65
Atropia, Pure, oz 7 50

•' Sulphate, Jth, each I 00
" Valerianate, J each I 60
" Methylbromide, 15 gr. tube, lach i 00

Atoxyl, oz j 75
Balsam, Canada, lb 70
" Copaiba, Eng., lb i 00
" Copaiba, Amer., lb 85
" Peru, oz 25
•• Sulphur, lb 30
" Tolu, oz

5
Bark, Ash Prickly, lb 40
" Angustura, lb 75
" Bayberry, lb 25
" Canella, lb 25
" Cascara, lb 20
" Cucarilla, lb 30
" Cherry Black, lb 15
" Coto, lb I 40
" Coiion Root, lb 20
" Condurango, lb 65
" Elm, lb 25
" Hemlock, lb 10
" Mezeroen, lb 25
" Peruvian, Red, lb 40

" Yellow, lb 20
" Pomegranate, lb 45
" Poplar, lb 13
" Sassafras, lb 20
" Soap, lb 14
" Tamarac, lb 15
" Wahoo, lb -ic

" Witch. Hazel 15
" White Pine, lb 12

Bariom, Acetate, oz 10
'* Bromide, oz 20
" Carbonate, Pure, lb.. 40
" " C.P.,lb 75" Chlorate, oz 20
" Chloride, Coml., lb 30
" " Pure, lb 40
" Hydrate.oz ,8

I'

Hypophos, oz 30
Nitrate, oz 10
Oxide Hydrate, Com'l, oz 15
" ' Pure Crystals, oz . 25

" Peroxide Anhydrous, Pure, oz 5" Peroxide, Com.., lb 50
" Phosphate, oz 25
" Sulph Precip,, oz c
" Sulphide, Pi re, oz 6
KANS, Calabar, oz

5" Locust, ground, lb 6
I Tonquin Angustura, lb i 71;

I ;; ;;
Para, ib ; . 'I
Surinam,. Ib I 10

" Vaniila, Mexican, oz 35" Bourbon, oz 25
SRBKRINE, Muriate, oz

'

". i 60
:" Sulph, oz

I
yr

'.NZANILIDE, oz
'

12?
:N20LB, Ib ro
I'-NZOINAL, Ib

'"
lie

:nzosol, 0! I 00
;nzyl. Chloride, com., oz •. . .

.

35
" pure, oz 60

;nzylamidk, oz 6 00
•RRIES, Buckthorn, lb 60
" Coculus Indicus, lb ic
" Cubebs, lb 2^
''

French, lb .'.'.'..'.'..'.
20

' Juniber, Ib
"

"

,0
' Laurel, Ib ' n
' Ptickly Ash, lb

.'."

25
Poke, Ib '.....;;.

20
' Saw Palmetto, Ib 30

Hkioi. ,z

BiSMAI,, uz
Bismuth, Acetate, oz . . . . .

.'

'.'..'. "

.'

'

.' .'

.

40
" AmmonCit., oz. . . 30
" Benzoate, oz 40
" Belanapthol, oz 60
" Bromide, oz cr
" carb.ib ..:::::::: 2 »o

$ o 65 Calcium, Hippurate, } oz, ea.

Citrate, oz
" Lactate, oz
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Cobalt, Metallic Powder, oi $o 60

" Nitrate.oi 30

" Oxide.oz 45

•' " pure, oz '3

" Sulphate, 01 ?S

Cocaine, Alkaloid, ,^ 01., ea 00

" Carbolate, 15 grain bo(., ea 9°

" Muriate, J oz 45
" Nitrate, >^ 01. ea 60

" Oleate, 5%, 01 '5

" Salicylate, 5 R'- tubes, eich 40

•' Solution, 4%, 01 '
?o

Cochineal, lb °5

•• Pulv.,lb 70

Cocoa Bu nsR, lb 55

CoDEiA, Cryst.,01 4 40
•• Citrate, ; 8 oz.. ea » oo

" Hydrochlor., 'A oz., ea 75

" Phosphate, Js oz, ea 55
" Sulphaie. 's oz., ea 60

COLCHICIN, C.r. Cryst., is^iain bo'., ea. 2 |0
COLOCYNTH, Apple, lb oS

" Pulv.,lb 70

Collodion, lb "5
" Canthar., oz '°

" Flexible, oz 5

" Styptic, cz 10

Coloring, Brandy, lb '5

" Cochineal, lb 25

CoNFKCT, Aromat. , lb 00

" Opium, lb 75

" Roses, lb 70

" Senna, lb 35
" Sulphur, lb 40

CONIINE, Alkaloid, cz » 00
" Hydrobromate, 15 grain bot., ea.. 50

Convallamarine, 15 grain bot., ea 75

CoNVALLARiN, 15 grain bot., ea 75

Copper Acetate pure, oz 12

" Arseniate, oz 20

" Arsenite, oz 25

" Aluminated, ox 5
•' Ammoniated, oz 'O

" Ammonia Sulph., lb 75
'• Ashes, lb 35
" Bromide, oz 4°
" Carbonate, oz 'O

" Chloride Bi.,oz '2

" Citrate,oz 60

" Cyanide, oz 20

" Filings, oz '2

" Foil, oz '5

" Gauze, oz 20

" Iodide, oz 75
" Metal, oz 25

" Nitrate, oz 20

•• Oxalate, oz 20

" Oxide, black, oz 15

" " red, oz 25
" Oxyacetate, oz 'O

" Potass Chloride, oz '2

" Shot lb "25
" Silicate, Fluoride, oz 25
•• Sulphide, oz 20

'• Sulphate, Coml., lb 9
" Sulphate, pure, lb 35
'• Tartrate, oz '5

" Trimmings, lb 75
" Wire, pure, oz '°

CoRYFiN, oz ' SO

COTOINR, True, 5 grain bots , ea 30

COWHAGB, oz ' 'o

CORNAIINE, Citrate, 5 grain bots., ea. ..

.

5 00

Creosote, B.W., lb i lo

•' C.P. white, lb 80
" Carb.,oz 25
•' Valerianate, oz 40

Cresalol, Para, oz.. I 75

Crocus, Martis, lb .
20

Croton, Chloral, oz 40

CUBEBINE, oz 500
CUMARIN, oz 40

Cottle Fish Bone, lb 30
" Powd., lb 40

CvsTOGEN, powder, oz 00
'• Tablets, oz 10

Curare, with active principle, i grain

bot., ea ••. 2 so

Daturninb, pure, SR'""''^'''^ $° |°
" Hydrochlor., " °"

'• Sulphate, " " °°

Decoct. Aloes Co., lb 4°

" Sarsac, lb 40

Dei.phinine, 15 grain bot., ea '25

DlABETiN, 100 grammes for 2 00

Diacetvl, Morphine, oz 4 5=

DiAPHTHERINE, OZ 75

DiAFENTE, lb 5

Diastase, oz ' °

" Malt,oz 90

Diastine, oz •••
Digitalin, Amorph., grain •••

s^
DIGITALIN, German, pure, % oz. bot. lor. 00

'• Digitine, pure, 5 grain tube, ea 4°

DIGITOXIN, Cryst., I grain tubes, ea I 25

" Tablets, 2^'i ea. ^o ; jn 50 s ea .

.

75

DlMEiHYLAMiDO AzoBENZoPure, (z.. I 25

DioNiN, 15 grain tube, ea 45

DiPHENYLAMlNF. C.P. White, oz 25

Di Thymol Di Iodide, oz 50

DiURETiN, Knoll, oz joj' '
°°

" Merck's (Theobromine and Soda

Salicyl) oz ' '°

DORMiOL, Solution, 100 gramme bot., ea. i 25

DuBoisiNE, Sulphate, 2 grain tube, ea. .

.

bo

Dui.ciN, cz ^5
Edinol, powd., oz 75

Eicon, Alpha, 20 gramme bot., ea i 00

" " and Sodium " ' °o

•• Beta, " ^^
ElKONOGEN, OZ y^

Elateriom, y% OZ. bot., ea 50

Elaterin, Cryst., 15 grain bot., ea i 20

Emetine, Alkaloid, 5 grain bot., ea 75

" Resinoid, >8 oz., ea I 25

Empyroform, 23 gramme ea 75

Epicarin, Veterinary, oz 0°

•• Pure,oz ' '°

Ergot, lb "5

• PuW.,lb ' °o

Ergotine, Bonjean, oz 50

Erythrol Tetranitrate Tablets,

bots. of 50, ea • • 2 00

Erythrosin, oz •••

ERYTHROrHLElNE, Hydrochlor., grain . 35

Eserine, C. p. , 5 grain tube, ea 55
" C. P., 2 " " • 50

" C. P., 3 '• " • 45
" Citrate, " " 75
" Hydromate, " " 75
•' Hydrochlorate, " " 75
" Nitrate, " " ••• 75
" Pilocarpine, 3 grain lubes, ea 65
" Salicylate, 5 grain lubes, ea 85
" Sulphate, " " •• 65

Eserine, Tartrate, 5 grain tubes, ea. . .

.

75

Ether, Sulph., German, lb 40
" " Squibbs, 100 grammes, tins

each 40
" Valerianic, oz 30

Ethylene, Bromide, oz 60

" Chloride, oz 50

Ethylidine Chloride, oz i 20

Ethyl, Bromide, oz 20

" Formate, oz 20

" Iodide, oz ' 00

EucAiNE, A, S gramme tube, ea 75

B, " " 75

EUCALYPIOL, Ot '5

Eudoxine, oz 2 25

Eugenol, oz 40

Eumenol, oz 40

Eumydbin, I grain tubes, ea 10

Euonymin, oz 90

Euphorin, cz ;
' 00

EuouiNlNE, 10 gram pckt , ea t 00

EURKSOL, 25 " " ' 00

EUROBIN, 25 " " ' 00

Europhen, cz 2 15

Exalgine, oz > 25

ExiDiN Tablets, '/z gramme each.

(Boxes of 10 tablets), box SO

Ferratin, oz '25
Ferropyrine, 25 gram pckt., ea i 35

Fibrolysin, tube, each 20

Flowers, Arnica, lb

" " Chamomile, German, lb $0
|

<• " Roman, lb |

" Calendula, lb

•' Elder, lb
" Lavender, lb

" Rose, or

Formaldehyde, lb

Formaline, Scherings, lb

" Pastilles, box of 20, ea .

•
' Lamps, Scherings, ea I

.

" Dusting powder in >^, lb Ii

FoRMiN, Merck's, oz
\

Formol, lb l;

Fluor Spar, powd., lb

Fluorescein, oz

Fluorescin, or

Fuller's Earth, lb

'• Powd
Gaduol, oz

Galena, oz

Gallanol, oz

Gallicin, oz '

Gallobromol, oz '

Galls, lb

Garlic, lb

Gelanthum, >4 kilos, ea

Gelatine, for Hypodermic use, 100

grammes, ea 1

" Coopers, lb
•' Cox's, per dcz
" French. Bronze label, lb

Gold "
" Red "

" " Silver " |i

Gentian Violet, oz ji

Gelsemine, oz 2 1

Gelseminine. C.P., 5 grain bot.,ea
j)

" Hydrobromate, " " !'

" Hydrochlorate, " "^ p

Gingerine, oz B

Glass Wool, oz ?

Glucose, lb 1'

" Pure, oz '>

Glutol, oz '

"

Glycerine, lb
•' Merck's, lb

" Price's, lb

Glycin, oz ^

Glycocoll, oz 4'

Glycoline, lb
Ij

Glvcosal, oz >
Glycozone, i bottles, each "
Glycvrrhizin, Ammon., oz

'>

Gold Bromide Mono, S grain bots., each 5

" Bromide Tri, 5 grain bottles, each. 5

" Chloride and Sodium, 1 5 grain bots.,

dor -15

" " " Solution, oz 3|>

" " Dry, 15 grain bottles, dcz .. K-'

'• Cyanide Mono, 5 grain bots., each. I '

" " Tri, 5 grain bottles, each I'

" Oxide, 5 grain bottles, each 5

Grain's Paradise, lb
^

Graliquine, oz '.

Guaiacol, or '

' Benroale, or '!»

" Carbonate, oz
" Salicylate, oz
'* Valerianate, oz

Guaiacum Raspid, lb 5

Guaialine, oz
^

GUAIAQUIN, 25 grammes, each

GUARANA Pulv.,OZ »

Guethol, oz
|(

Gum Aloes Barb, lb

" Aloes Barb Pulv., lb ^

" " Cape,lb
I" Fulv.,lb

" Socot, lb
I,

" Pulv., lb
5J" Ammoniac, lb

" Arabic Select, lb !

' 2ndSel.,Ib
I

" Sorts, lb
' Pulv. Opt., lb

I" Pulv. Sorts, lb
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THE FIRST HEAL ADVANCE
THAT HAS BEEN MADE IN YEARS
LOOKING TOWARDS IMPROVEMENT
OF THE RETAILER S POSITION. '

So said one of Ontario's prominent
men at a recent district meeting.

He had always been skeptical but
was convinced of the earnest determi-
nation to make the Nyal scheme of
profit protection a distinct success.

Neither you nor we can afford to
go backwards. All our resources are
at your service and it only remains for

you to make profit protection the
prominent feature in all trade matters.

You can do it.

Frederick Stearns
and Company

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

^
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3ax ©orr a (ipuartpr of a fflfuturij

HAVE GIVEN EVERY SATISFACTION TO A DISCRIMINAT-

ING PUBLIC AND EACH YEAR THE STEARNS ODORS
BECOME MORE POPULAR.

OUR SAMPLES OF BOXED GOODS FOR THE CHRISTMAS
TRADE ARE NOW BEING SHOWN BY OUR TRAVELLERS.
THE PERFUME USED IN OUR BOXED GOODS IS EXACTLY
THE SAME AS SOLD IN BULK. AND WHILE THE RANGE
IS NOT LARGE, EVERY PACKAGE SHOWN IS EXCEPTIONAL
VALUE FOR THE MONEY. IT WILL PAY YOU TO STOCK
THE STEARNS PERFUMES AND MAKE A LEADER OF
THEM

WE HAVE SOME SPECIALLY ATTRACTIVE OFFERS
ON QUANTITY LOTS OF BOTH BULK AND BOXED GOODS.
WRITE US FOR PARTICULARS.

s
pnEiDEnricK

C9 C3 IVI P^yOk.PM'^^
WINDSOR, ONT. DETROIT, MICH

8
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GuM.Assafoetida, lb

Assafoetida Ptilv., lb

Benzoin, lb

" Opt., lb

Calechu Com'l. (Japonica), lb.

• Cubes, lb

Pulv lb-

Copal, lb

Damar, lb

Elemi, lb

Euphorbium, lb
' Pulv., lb

Galbanum, lb

Gamboge, lb
" Pulv., lb

Guaiacum, Ordina y, lb

" Pulv., lb

" Opt., lb

Kino, lb
•' Pulv., lb

Maslic, lb

Myrrh, lb

" Pulv., lb

Olibanum, lb

Sagapenum, lb

Sandrac, lb

Sang Draconis, lb
" Pulv., lb

Scammony, or

,, Pulv., 0£

Seedlac, 01

Shellac, Orange, lb
" Bleached, lb
•' Powd., lb

Storax, lb

Spruce, lb

Substitute Yellow Dextrine, lb ....
" White, lb

Tamarac, lb

Thus. (Turpentine), lb

Tragacanth, Extra Select, lb

" Pulv., lb
" 2nd Select, lb
" 2nd Select Pulv., Id
" Sorts, lb

GuR Cotton, oz

Haematoxylin, oz

h aemogallol, oz

Haemoglobin, oz

Haemol, oz
" Arseno, oz
" Bromo, oz
" Cupro, oz
** Iodized, oz
" Zinc, OA

Hartshorn Shavings, lb

Hedonal, oz

Heibnin, 15 grain bottle, each
Heliotropin, oz ....

Hklmitoi., cz

Hkmatkin, I5grs.,ej
Hematin, 15 grs , ea
Heroin, 16 grain lubes, each
" Hydrochlor, 16 grain tubes, each .

.

HOLOCAINE, I gramme bottles, each
" Hydrochlor, I gramme bots,, each.

Homatropine Pure, 5 grain tube, e.ch.
" Hydrobromate, i grain tube, each .

" Salicylate, I grain lube, each
" Sulphate, l grain tube, each

Honey, lb

Hops, in packages, lb

Hydrastia, Wht. Alkaloid, 15 gr. tu.,ea
Hydrastin, Hydrochlor, 15 gr bots., ea.
" Sulphate, 15 grain botiles, each . .

Hydrastinine, 1 5 grain bottles, each . .

.

" Hydrochlor, each, 15 grain tubes. .

.

Hydric, Acetate, oz
Hydroquinone, oz
Hydroxlaminb Hydrochlor, % oz., e^ch
Hyoscine Hydrobrom i grain tubes, each

Hydrochlor, i grain tubes, each . .

.

Hydriodate, " each . .

.

Pure Amorphous " each . .

.

Sulphate, " each ...

Pure, I grain tubes, each
Hyoscyamine Pure, Cryet., i <jram

tube, each.
" True, from Hyoscyamine Pure

Hyoscyaminb, Ciya., 5 Ru\n tube, eauh$i 25
" Hydrob'mate, 5 gf lu's, ea 35
" Hydroiodate, " each 35
•' Hydroclor, " each 35
" Sulph Amoiphous, grains 35

Hypnone, oz 1 25
I atroi., 01 I 50
Ichthalbin, oz 70
Icthargan, id gramme pckts., each 121;
Icthyform, oz 140
Ichthyol, oz 45

** Sodium, oz 50
Inoluvin, oz I 25
Insect Powder, lb 30
Incense, lb 45
Iodine Brcmidp, rz 75
" Chloride Tri., cz 75
" Commercial, oz 40
" Resublimed, cz 30

lODOCHLORlDE, OZ 80
Iodoform, Cryst. or Powder, 11 30
" Bitumenized, oz 75
" Deodorized, oz 60

lODOMUTH, oz I 10

Iodoformogen, 25 grammes, each 60
lODOL, oz I 20
lODOPiN, 100 gramme pckt., each .... I lo
lODOPHENIN, oz ... 2 00
Iodothyrine. oz s 00
lODOPYRiNE, 10 gramme bottles, ea h . . . 50
lONONE, grain 5
Iridin, i CI. each 90
Iron Acetate, oz 20
" Albuminate Scale, cz 20
" " Powd., oz jO
" " Saccharated, or 25

" Solution, lb 50
" " Alum, oz 5
" Ammonia Sulph., oz.. 10
*' Ammoniated, lb 50
" Ammon Mur, lb 50
" Asenate, or 15
" Arseniate, oz 15
" Arsenite, oz 20
" Berzoate, oz 25
" Brortiide, oz 20
" by Hydrogen, or 10
" Carb Precip., lb 15
" " Sacch., lb. . 30
" Chloride (Ferric), oz 10
" " (Ferrous), oz . 12
" Chromate (Ferric) oz 30
" Citrate, or 10
" " Ammonia, lb 90
" Citrate and Quinine, 4 per cent., oz. 17
" " " 10 per cent., oz.

.

19
B.P., oz 22

" " " and Strjch., oz. .

.

25
" " " and Strychnine, ' r. 27
" Dialysed, lb 40
' • Ferrocyanide, Pure, or 6
" " Soluble, cz 12
" Filings, Iron, lb 20
" Glycerinophosphate, cr 3?
' Hypophos, or 20
" Iodide, or 40
" ' Saccharated, oz 3
" Lactate, oz 10
" Lacmoid, or I 00
" Lactophosphate, cr 20
" Malleate, or 150
" and Manganese Citrate, oz 20
" " Ferrous, 01 20

ed or 20
Solution, lb 65

Nitrate Crystals, oz 25
Oxalate, oz 15

" Ferric Scales, or 25
" and Ammonia 15
" " Potassium, oz 25
" Ferrous, oz 20
" Oxide Commercial, lb 25
" Black, or 20
" Brown Pure, lb 65
" Red Saccharated, b 50

Oxide, Brown B.P., oz 20
" Red, oz 10

Peptonized, oz 25
Perchloride, oz 5

Iron, Persulphate, cz $010
" Phosphate Scale, oz lO
" " lb 75
" Pyrites, lb 2$
" Pyrophos, 01 lO
" Pyrophos and Ammon Cit., lb . . . 80

" Soluble Scales, oz lO
' Rubigo, lb 20
" Salicylate, cz 20
" Sesquichloride, or 12
" Silicate, or 20
" Subsulphate, or lO
" Succinate, or 40
" Sulph., Exsic, lb i2
" Sulph. Pure, lb lO

" Extra Pure, lb 2$
" Sulphocarb, or 20
" Sulphocyanide, oz 30
" Sulphuret, lb 16
" Tannate, ir 25
" Tart and Potash, oz lO
•' Valerianate, oz 20
" Wire, 6ne, lb . 50
" Su'phide Lumps, lb 20
" " Sticks, lb 25

Isinglass, American Fish, oz lO
" Brazil, or 15
" Russian, or 40

Itrol, or .

.

175
Jalapin, or 75
Jalap Resin, or 4 oo
lOTHION, oz I 50
Juice Pawpaw, oz i 25
Kamala, oz 25
Kaolin, lb 10

Kefir, fungi, oz i 00
Keratin, Peptonized, oz 3 75
Kesselguhr, Natural, lb 50
Kola Nuts, lb 40
Kousso.oz 20
KOUSSEIN, oz 6 00
Kresol Cyst CP. oz 50

" Para, oz i 00
from Tar Oil 20

Kressaminb, oz I oo
Kryofine. oz I 10

Lactophenin, or I 00
Lactucarium, or 75
Laevulose, Diabetic, 100 gram, lin, ea. 75
" Syrupy, Microscopy, oz 75

Lanoline, lb 95
LaNTHUM NiTRICUM, or 50
Lard, Benroated, lb 30
Largin (25 gramme tubes), each 2 25
Lead, Acetate, C. P. Cryst., lb 30

•' lb 12
" " Powdered, lb 15
" Arsenate Com'l, lb 18
" Benroate, or 25
" Carbonate, Neutral, lb 5c
" Chlo.ide, Pure, ni 1,5

" Chromate fused, oz 20
" Dioxide, cz 10
" Foil, Assay, lb 30
" Iodide, or 30
" Monoxide, lb 50
" Nitrate, Pure, or 10

" Com., lb 12
" Oleate, oz 25
" Oxide, Black, or 10

" C.P.,lb 75
" Red, Pure, lb 50

" Oxalate, or 20
" Peroxide, oz 30
•' Powder, extra fine, lb 190
" Pro'oxide, nz 15
" Sesquioxide, oz 50
" Silicate, oz 10
" Sulphate, C. P., oz 16
" Sulphide, oz 15
" Tannate, or 25
*' Tartrate, or 15
" Test, lb 25
" Tetroxide, or 20

Leaves, Aconite, lb 15
" Bay, lb 15
" Belladonna, lb 25
" " Powdered, lb 30
" Buchu, lb 50
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Leaves, Chestnut, II) $020
•' Coca, II) 40
" Damiana, 11) 35
" Digitalis lb 20

•• Pulverized, 11) 25
" Eucalyptus, lb , 20
" Henbane, lb '5
" Henbane, Pulv rized, lb 3°
" Henne, lb «o
" Jaborandi, lb 3°
" Maiico, lb 60
" Savin, lb 15

" Senna, ordinary, lb 16

" Opt , lb 20
" " Pul»eriied, lb 25
" Slramony, lb 20

•' Pulverized, lb . . 25
" Uva Ursi, lb 20

Leavulose 100 grammes lor 75

Lecithin (60 grain tube), tach 75
" Tablets (100 in bottle), bot '75

Lebches, dot 100
Lenigai.i.OL (25 gramme pcki) each ' 65

Lenikobin (25 gramme pckt), each ' 00

Lemon Pkbi., lb 20

Leptandrin, oz 50

Lime, Carbolate. lb 'o

" Chloride, bulk, lb 4
" " lib. 6

•A\b 8

" Chloride % \b 'o
" free from Sulphur, oz 5

Liniment, Aconite.lb 9o
" Belladonr.a, lb 9o
" Campb. Co., pt 7$
" Cantharides, oz '2

" Chloroform, 01 5
" Croton, oz >o
" Iodine, oz >2

" Opii, pint I oo
" Pot. Iodide, oz lo

" Saponis Co., pt 5o
" Sinapis Co., pt 2 5°
" Terebinth, pt 60
" Terebinth Acet., pt 55

Liquor, Ammon. Acet., lb 3o

Citras. Fort., lb So
" Antim. Perchlor, lb >7
" Arsenici Hydrochlor., lb 20
" Arsenicalis, lb 12

" Alropia Sulph., oz 20
" Bismuth, lb 45
" Camphor Co, for B. P. Tincture, lb 13°
" Carbo Detergens, lb 50
" Donovani.lb 25
" Ferri, Acetas Fort., lb 65
" " Iodide, lb 240
" " Perchlor Fort., lb 12

" Pernit, lb 20
" " Persulph, lb 20
" " Phos., lb So
" Hydrarg Perchlor, lb 30
" " Nit. Acid, lb i O)
" Plumbi, Acetas, lb 12
" Potassac, lb 15
" Pot Citras, lb 40
" Santal Flav. Co., lb i 50
" Soda Chlor., lb 15
" Soda Ethylate, oz 25
" Strychnine, lb 40
" Zinci Chlor., lb 60
" Acetate, oz 55
" Benzoale, 01 25
" Bromide, 01 30

Liquorice, Paste, lb 25
" Powd. Extract, lb 40
•' Solazii. lb SO
" Y & S Sticks, 6 to pound, lb 30
" " Acme Pellets, 5 lb tins 2 00

LiTHiA, Benzoate, oz 20

" Bromide, oz 30
" Carbonate, 01 20
" Chlorate, pi 40
" Chloride, oz 30
" Citrate, oz 20
" Glycerinophos, oz . .

.

90
" Iodide, oz 50

LiTHiA Metal (15 grain bottles), each.
" Nit.ate, oz
" Salicylate, oz . . . ..

LiTHiA, Tartrate, oz

Litmus. Granular, lb

Litmus, Cubes, lb

Loretin (25 grammes), each.

LosoPHEN (25 grammes), each
LUPULIN, 01.

Lycopodium, lb

Lycetol, 02

LvsiDlNE (25 grammes), each

Lysol, I kilo, each

'4 " each
"

^(
•• each

" 100 grammes, each
Maonksium, A':etate, oz
" Ammonia Phosphate, i z
" Borocilraie, oz
" Bromide, oz
" Caib. (ounces), lb
'* ** ponderous), lb
" powdered), lb

Calcined, lb
" " (ponderous), lb
" Chloride, oz
" Citrate, lb
" Glycerophosphate, oz
" Hypophcisphite, oz

•' Nitrite, oz'.'.\y.'.'.'.'.[.
'.'..'.'.. '.'.'.

" Oxide, oz
" Phosphate, oz
" Powdered, oz
" Ribbon, oz
" Salicylate, oz
" Silicate, oz
" Sulphate, C. P. dried, lb

" " Commercial, lb
" Sulphite, oz
" Sulphocarb., oz

Wii
MAL IKIN, OZ .

Mallein (5 gramme tubes), each
Maltose, uz.

MANGANESE, Borate, oz
" Bromide, oz
" Carbonate, oz
" Chloride, oz
" Citrate, oz
" Glycerophos, oz
" Hypophos, oz
" Iodide, oz
** Metal, oz
" Oxide, pure heavy, oz
" " Commercial, lb

" Black, pure, lb

" " Black, granular, lb
'

' Peptonized, oz
'

' Peroxide, oz
" Phosphate, oz
" Phosphite, oz
" Sulphate, oz
" Sulphite, oz

Manganoos Chromate, cz
' Sulphat, oz

Manna, cz

Mannit, oz .

Mkdulladen, 25 grammes ea
Menthol, oz

Menthoxal, oz

Mkrcaptol, oz

Mercuro-iodo-hemol, oz

MercurThymol, Acetate, oz

Mercuric, Nitrate, pure, oz
" Sulphide, Red, oz

Mercurious, Nitrate, 02
" Sulphate, oz

Mercurous, Oxide Black, cz

Mercury, lb

Acetate, oz

Bichloride (Corrosive Sublimate), lb
" Pulv., lb

Biniodide, oz
Bisulphate, oz
Bromide, oz
With Chalk, oz

Chloride and Soda (Calomel) lb. . .

.

60

30
25

35

3

25
25
60

1 50
I 00

40

45

35
6

35
4 00

30
20

25
I 25

75
20
25

25

(White Precip.) (XlErRY.,Chlor. An
" Cyanide, oz
" Formate, oz
" Gallate, oz
" lood Chloride, oz
" lodo Viride, oz
" Nitrate Cryst, cz
'

'

Nitric Oxide (Red Precip. ), 11-.

" Oleate, 10%, oz

With Morphia, <

Oxide Flav., oz

Oxychloride, oz

Oxycyanide, oz

Oxycyanuret, oz

Salicylate, oz

Sulph. Flav. (Turpeth .Vlincrnl), oz
" With Sulph. (Ethiops Miii'l),

" Sulphate bi., oz
" Sulphocyanide, oz
" Tannate, oz

Mesotan, oz

Methacetin, oz

Mrthylal, oz

Methylene, Bichloiide, oz
" Iodide, oz

Metol, oz

Microcosmic Salts, oz

Migraenin, 25 grammes, ta

Milk Sugar, lb

MiSTURA, Ferii Co., lb

" Glycyrrhiz^Co. (U.S.P.), lb

Molybdenum, metal, pure, oz. . .

.

" Oxide, pure, oz
" Sulphide, oz

Morphia, Alkaloid, oz
" Acetate, oz
" Bromide, oz
*' Hydrobrjmate, oz
" Meconate, oz
" Muriate, oz
" Phtalate, oz
" Sulphate, oz
" Tartrate, oz
" Valerianate, oz

MOLLIN, 14 Itilo tins, ea

MONOCHLOROPHENOL, OZ

Moss, Iceland, lb

25

6c

I 55

I y
65

205
7c

'5

I 5c

K
35

5<:

I 7c

• 55
1 50

3 7c

2 90

37c
380
405
290
63c
-300

3 35!

5 30)

" " bleached, lb

Mulberry Juice, oz

Musk, Canton, cz i

" Pure grain, grain

Mydrine, I grain bots, grain

Myrtol, oz I

Naptha, Mineral, pt .

" Wood, pt

Napthaline, E. p. Cryst, oz
" E.P., Pulv.,oz
" Balls, lb
" Hake, lb

Napthol, Alpha, Recryst., Medicinal, oz
" Beta, Recryst., ^Iedicinal, oz
" Beta, Benzoate, oz

Narceine, Pure Cryst, "^ oz., ca t

" Hydrochlor, Is oz., ea 2

Narcotine, 3i oz., ea

Neurodin, 25 grammes, ea. . . . 2

Nickel, Metal, oz
'

' Bromide, oz
" Carbonate, oz
" Chloride, oz
'

' Iodide, oz
" Nitrate, oz
'• Oxide, oz
" Phosphate, oz
" Salt, lb
" Sheet, oz
" Sulphate, oz

NiTRO Benzene, oz

NOSOPHEN. oz J

Novaspirin, 01

Nux Vomica, powd., lb

Nylanders, Reagent, lb '

Oil, Amber, crude, lb

" " rectified, lb

^L
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, Anngdal Amara, pure, oz $0 60
" artificial, iz 10

" Persic, oz 45
" Dulc, lb 55

Angelica, ot 100
Aniline, 0? 1°

Anise, 01 2°

Apple, 01 55

Banana, oz 10

Bays Green, iz 5

Bay Rum oz 3°

Bergamot, oz 5°

Cade, oz 5

Cajeput, oz 12

Camphor, lb jo

Capsicum, oz 60

Carraway, oz 25

Cassia, oz 20

Caslor, English ists, lb 13
" 2nd5, lb 12

" Pharmaceutical, lb 17
" Italian, lb 25
•' French, lb ... ij^i

Cedar, pure, lb 85

Cedar, No. 2, lb 55
" Wood, lb 50

Cedrat, oz 60

Cedri Ligni for Microscopy, oz 50

Celery, oz i 00

Chaulmorgra, oz 12

Chamomile, cz i 50
Cinnamon, True, oz i 00
Cilronella, Coml, lb ... 60

Opt., lb 75
Cloves, oz 12

Cocoanut, lb io

Cod Liver, N.F., gal 1 50
" " Norway, gal I 75

Cognac, Green, oz I 75
" While, oz 5 50

Cologne, oz Bo

Copaiba, oz 10

Coriander, oz i 1 o
Cotton Seed, gall 80
Croton, oz 12

Cubebs, 01 25
Oleo Resin, oz 30

Cumin, oz 50
Dill, oz 30
Erigeron, oz 2C
Eucalyptus, cz lO

Fennel, oz 20
Fusel, pt 80
Geranii Rose, Opt. , cz 2 00

" " True, oz i 50
' " Turkish, cz 50

Gin, oz I 00
Golden Rod oz 50
Goose, lb ... 60
Hemlock, pure, lb I 20

No. 2, lb 65
Jasmine, oz So
Juniper Berries, oz 12

" Wood, lb 60
Lavender, English, t z 70

" Exotic, oz 12
" French, cz 30

Garden, tz 5
Lemon, Opt., lb 2 00

" Grass, oz 35
Linseed, Boiled, gall 68
" Raw, gall 64

Mace, Essential, oz . 20
Mace, Expressed, oz 12
Mullein, cz 50
Malelern, cz 20
Magnet, oz 75
M'lstard, Artificial, cz 31;

" Essential, oz 50
Myrbane, lb 20
Neatsfoot, gall i 30
Neroli, oz 425
Nutmegs, 02 . .

.'
15

Olive, green, gall i 75
" yellow, gall i 50

Orange, oz 20
" Bitter, cz 30
" Sweet, oz 20

Oil, 0;iganum, white, oz $0 20
" Originum, red, pure, lb 75

" No. 2, lb 50
" Palm, lb 20
" Palma Rose, oz 40
" Patchouli, oz i 00
" Pennyroyal, oz 25
'

' Pepper, black, oz 90
" " oleo re>in, oz 2 50
" Peppermint, American, cz 20
" " English, oz i 00

" Todds. oz 40
" Petit, gran., cz 75
" Petrolatum, gall i 50
" Phosphorated, oz 10
" Pimento, oz 30
" Pine needles, oz 20
" Pinus, pumilioo, oz 35
" Pinus, Sylvestris, cz 15
" Poppy, oz 10
" Rangoon, pure, lb 25
" Rhodii, 01 6
" Rose, Na. 2, >^ih, ea 90
" Rose, virgin, )4th, ea 150
" Rosemary, opt., oz 10
" " coml. lb 6:;

' Rue, cz 20
" Rum, oz 20
" Salad, pure, gall 3 00
" " patent, gall 90
" Santal, opt., oz 35

" W.I oz 20
" " Pear's, oz 40
" " Allen's, cz 35
" Sassafras, lb i 00
" Sassafras, Artificial, lb 65
" Savin, oz 12
" Sesame, gall i 75
" Skunk, lb 60
" Spearmint, oz 59
" Sperm, gal i 50
" Spike, Coml., lb 35
" " Fleur, cz i 50
" Spruce, lb i 25
" St. Johnswort, lb 50
" Tansy, oz 50
' Tar, lb 10
" " Birch, lb .' 10
" Wine, oz 20
" Wintergreen, cz 20
" •' Artificial, cz 5
' Wormseed, oz 25
" Wormwood, cz 35
'• Ylang Ylang, oz 6 50

Oakum, lb 12

Oil Cakb, ground, lb

OlNlMENls, Belladonna, lb 60
•' Blue, lb 65
" Boracic Acid, lb 50
" Calamine, lb 40
" Canthar, lb 75
" Garb ilic, lb 40
" Cetaceum, lb 75
" Conium, lb 80
" Elder Flower, lb 100
" Gallae, lb 35

" Co., lb So
" Hyd. Ammon. Chlor., lb 60
" " Biniodide, lb 75
" " Compd, lb I 25
" " Nilratis, lb 45
" " Oxide Flav, II) 90
" " Oxide Rub, lb 50
" Iodine, lb 70
" " Compd, lb 75
" Iodoform, lb i 00
" Picis, lb 45
' Plumbi Acelas, lb 45
" *' Iodide, lb i 20
" Resin, lb 30
" Simplex, lb 40
" Sulphur, lb 40
" Sulphur Compound, lb 20
" Veratrine, lb 200
" Zinci Oxide, lb 40

Olkocrkosote, oz I 50

OleoResin Capsicum, oz 50
" " Malefern, oz 25

569

Ofiom, lb $8 00
" Pulv., oz 70

Orange Peel 13
'
' Ground 15

Orexin, Basic, tz 3 ro
"' Tannate, cz 250

Orthoform, oz I 40
Oktol, cz I 00
OvARiN Powder, oz 360
OxYMEL Squills, lb 30
Oxysparteine Hydrocklorate, is

grain lube, ea 65
Palladiu.m, Chloride Crysl., i gramme

bots. , ea 4 00
" Chloride Dry, 15 grain bois., cj . .

.

1 CX)

Pananalid, 4 oz. bottle for, ea 100
Pancreatine, Pure Active, oz 3^
Papains, Finkler, cz 250

" Mercks,oz 05
Paracetphenetiuine, oz 10
Parachlorsalol, I z 100
Paracotoin. is griin biitile, ea 35
Paracrksol, oz 50
Paraformaldehyde, oz 25
" Merck's, oz 20

Paraldehyde, cz. ,0
Paranephrin, i/ioo bots. 10 c. c ca. .

.

65
AND Cocaine, Hydroch, lubes of

I gramme, each 35
Pelletikrine. Sulphate, 15 grain boule,

ea I 75
" Tannate, 15 grain bottle, ea 50

Pellotine, Hydrochlor, 5 grain bol., ea. 6 25
Pental, 10 gramme biltle, ea 75
Pepsins, Bniidaults, oz i 40
" Scale Pure Soluble, lb 375
" Pure Siluble Powder, oz 20

Peptone, Meat Dry, oz 30
Pepper, Long, lb 40
Perhvdrol, 51' K'-ifniiie bots , each.. .

.

i 35
Petrolatum, Yellow, lb 12
" White, lb 15
" Snowwhile, lb 25

Phknacetine, oz 35
Phenamid, Powd, cz I 10
Phenocoi.l, Hydrcchlorate, 5 gramme?.

ea 35
Phenalgine, Capsules, oz 1 40
" Powd, oz 140
" Tablets, oz 1 40

Phrnazone, oz 25
Phenol, Bismuth, oz.. . 85
" Chloride, oz 40

Phenophtalein, J^ oz. ea 10
Phenosalyl, oz 25
Phenylene, diamine meta hydrocb, oz.

.

i 20
' Diamine para pure, oz i 25

Phenylhydroxine, Hydrochlor, oz 55
Phloroglucin, "^ oz., ea 6o

" Vanillin, |g oz., ea 20
Phosphorus, lb 95
" Pentachloride, cz 25
" Pentoxide, 02 63
" Red, oz 10
" Trichloride, oz 55

PlCROTOXlN, 01 5 Go
Pilocarpine, Alkaloid, 5 grain hot., ea 50
" Hydrobromate, 5 grain boltle, ea.

.

50
" Muriate, " "

30
30
50
50

I 25
50
6

50

" Salicylate,
" Sulphate, " "
" Tannate, " "

" Valerianate, " "

Pipe Clay, in squares, lb

Piperazine, J oz., ea
" Tablets, 10 only, 16 grains ea

tube, tube 1 25
PiPERiNE, loz., ea 35
Pitch, Black, lb 5
" Burgundy, lb la

Platinic Chloride, 5 per ceni. sol. cz. i 50
Platinum, Bichloride, % oz boitle, ea.. 6 50
" Chloride, Solution cz 2 00
" Spongy, oz. ,

pieces 3 80
" and Barium Cyanide, 5 grain bots.,

each 75
" Foil, grain 16
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Platinum and Pet ash Chloride, oz. .. $25 00

" Wife, grain '°

Plumbago, lb
'°

PODOPHYLLIN. 01 3"

Poppv Heads, per ioo '
°o

Potassium, Pure, J oi., ea 3°

" Acetate, lb 5°

• Acetate, C.P., Ib^ 55

" Arsenate, oz '5

•' Arsenite, oz ^°

" Benzoate, oz ^°

.' Bicarb, lb 3°
" Pulv., lb '6

" " C.P., Cryst., lb 40

" Bichromate, lb '^

• < " C.P., lb 45

'• Bisiilphate, lb 5°

•' Bisulphite, lb 75
•• Bitart, Pulv., lb 27

C.P., lb 75

" Borate, oz 'O

" Boro Tan rale, oz oo

" Bromide, lb 35
" C.P..CZ lo

" Carbonate, lb '2

" C.P., lb. 40
" Caus'ic, Purif. by Alcohol, lb 85

" Pure Sticks, lb 55

" Caustic, Strictly C.P.. 01 20

" Chlorate, lb I4

• • " Pulv. lb »°

" Pulv. C. P.. lb 5°

" " C. P., lb, Crystal 45
" Chloride, lb 3"
" Chloroplalinate, l5gr.bot.,ea i 15

" Chromate Yellow, C. P., oz 10

" Citrate, lb 7°

" " Eff. Bishop's, I lb. bot., ea .

.

I 50

" and Cobalt Nitrite, oz i 25

" Cyanide, Coml, lb 22

" •' C.P.,lb 35
" Ferric Cyanide, Pure Cryst., oz .

.
. iS

" Ferri " " ... 10

" Ferro " " ... 10

" Fluoride, Pure, oz 2°

" Glycerophosphate, oz 25

" Hydrogen Sulphide, oz 25

" Hypophos, oz 10

" Hyposulphate, oz 5°
" Hyposulphide, oz 25

" lodate, oz 65
" Iodide, lb 2 40

C.P., oz 25

" Lactate, oz .5°

" And Mercury Iodide, oz 65
" Metabisulphile, 01 10

" Metal, 'soz., each 35
" Metantimoniate, cz 10

" Ni'rate, lb S

„ C.P., lb 35
" Nitrite, oz I5

" Oxalate Neutral, lb 50
" Perchlorale, oz 10

" Permanganate, lb 25
" " Large Crystals, pure, oz 10

" Picrate, oz 3°
" Phosphate, C. P., oz 12

" Prussiate Red, Crysl., lb 60
" Red, Pulv., lb 75
" Yellow, Ciyst , lb 25

• •• " Pulv., lb 30
" Pyrophosphate, oz 15
" Salicylate, oz 20

" Silicate, lb 25
" " Pure dry, oz 40
" Silicofluoode, (Z 20
" And Soda Borotarlrale, oz 20
" and Soda Tartrate, C.P., Cryts, lb. 65
" Sulphate, Cryst., lb IS

'• Pulv., lb 20
•' " for fertilizing, lb 6
" " C.P., Cryst., oz S
" " C.P., Powd., oz 6
•' Sulphite, lb 60
' Sulphocarb, oz 20
" Sulphocyanate, oz 12

" Sulphide, lb 60
" Sulphu'et, lb 25

POTASSIUM Tartrate, lb $0 70

Neutral, cz ^°

" Tellurate, 15 grain tub;F, ea 75

Propyi-aminR. oz 35

" Chlor.. oz 2 50

Protakgol, oz 70

Protan Powder, oz 5°

PUI.VIS, Aloes Co., lb 30

" Amygdal,lb °°

" AntimonCo.lb 60

" Aromatic or Cinnamon Co., lb 75

" Creta Aromat., lb 50

" Camph.,lb 2..

" C. Opii, lb 75
" For Mistura Creta, lb 35

'• Ipecac Co , oz '2

" Jalap Co., nz 5

" Kino Co., oz >o

" Licorice Co., lb 20

" Opii Co., oz J°

" RheiCo., lb 50

" Scammony Co., oz 3°
" Seidlitz, lb 20

" Tragacanth Co., lb 45
" Thompson's Competition, lb 25

Ptyalin, Active, oz '25
Putty Powder, lb 00

Pyoktannin, Blue, 10 grammes for 80

" Yellow, 10 grammes for 80

Pyramidon, oz ^^5
Pyrenal, oz 1 °5

Pyrocatkchin, oz 00

Pyridin, C.P., oz 25

Pyrodin. C.P., cz I 60

Pyrogallol, Bismuth, oz ' 35

Pyrolignine. oz 120
Pyrozone, 3%, doz 5 5°

Quartz, Cryst. oz S

Quassia Chips, lb 10

Quassin, Cryst.; C.P., 15 grain bot., ea. 2 25

QUINALGEN, oz ' 60

Qoinapthol, (z 300
QUINIDINE, Pure, Cryst., oz i 60

Quiniodine, Pure, Cryst., oz 30

Quinine, Acclosalicylate, oz 9°
" Acetate, oz 65
" Alkaloid, oz 85
" Arsenate, oz 6$
" Bisulphate, oz 65
" Borate, oz 75
" Bromate, oz 00
" Bromide, oz 65
" Cacodylate, oz 200
" Citrate, oz 70
" Dihydrochlorate, oz 125
" Feiro Cyanide Hydro, oz 75
" Glycerinophosphate, rz i 25
" Hydrobromate, oz 50
" Hvdrochlorate, oz 80
" Hydrochloride, oz 60
" Hydriodate, oz 75
" Hypophosphite, fz 70
" Iodide, oz 57
" And Iron Valerianate, oz i 00
" Lactate, oz 6S
" Phosphate, oz 65
" Salicylate, oz 60
' Sulphate, German, oz 32
" " Howards, oz 32
" Tannate, oz 40
" And Urea Hydiochlorate, oz 75
" Valerianate, oz 75

Qoinoline, oz 75

Rbsorcin, oz 20

" Recrystal., oz 15
" Resublimed, oz 40

Rhigoline, lb 75

RiCB Flour, lb 9

Rodin AL, 3 oz. bottle for 50

Root, Aconite, lb 2S
" Aconite, Pulv., lb 30
" Alkanet, lb ... 25
" Angelica, lb 30
" Arnica, lb 30
" Belladonna, lb 20

Powd, lb 30
" Blood, lb 20

" Pulv., lb 25

Root, Burdock, lb $c

" " cut, lb

" Calamus, lb 50.

" Colchici, lb w
" Columba, lb 15
" Curcuma, Pulv., lb 15

" Dandelion, lb 20

1

" Dock, Yellow, lb 16:

" Elecampane, lb 15
" Pulv., lb 25!

" Galangal, lb Joj

" Gentian, lb 15

1

'• Pulv., lb loj

" Ginseng, oz 55!
" Golden Seal, whole, lb 325:
•' " powdered, lb 3501
" Hellebore, While, Pulv., lb 151

" Ipecac, oz 22I

" lalap, lb 551
" Pulv., lb 60

" Leptandrin, lb ... JO
" Licorice, Extra Select, lb »

small sticks, lb. 18

" Pulv., lb 13
" Mandrake, lb li

Gr'd, lb 18

" Marshmallow, lb 4c

" Orris, lb K
" Pulv., lb 3c

" Pareira Brava, lb

" Pleurisy, lb
" Pyrethrum, lb.

" Rhalany, lb
" Rhei, E.I.,lb 6(

" Rhei, E.I. , Pulv., lb I «
" " Turkey(so called), lb 3 o(

Pulv., lb 3 l(

" Sarsaparilla, Honduras, lb 6(

" Sarsaparlla, Mexican, lb y
" Senega, lb . I 1<

" Serpentaria, lb 6
•' Sombul, lb 41

" Spigelia, lb I W
" Squills, white, lb 2

" Pu'v., lb 3

" Stone, lb *
" Tormentilla, lb 4'

" Pulv., lb 6
" Valerian, lb I

" Veratrum Viride, lb 2

Rosaniline, oz 6

Saccharine, oz '

Saffron, American, oz
" Spanish, oz 10

Sal Acetosella, lb '

" Carlsbad Artificial, lb '

'• Craborchard, lb i

" Epsom, lb
** '* Howard's, lb

" Glauber, lb
" Nitre (Potash), Crystal, lb

" " Gran., lb
'•

" (Soda) Crystal, lb

" " Gran., lb. ..

" Prunella, lb
" Rochelle, lb

Rochelle, Crystal, lb

" Rock, !b
" Soda, lb

Salicine, oz

Saligenin, 15 grain bots. each

Salol, oz

Salipyrine, 25 grammes, ea

Salophen, oz

Sanguinarine, Alkaloid, 5 grain bois
,

each '

" Nitrate, 5 grain bots., each ''

" Sulphate, 5 grain bots., each •I

Sanoform, oz ''

Santonins, oz

Saponin, J oz. bot., each

SciLLlPiCRiN, 15 grain bots., each

Scopolamine Hydroch'or", 5 grain bots.

each

Seeds, Angelica, lb. .
•

•

" Anise, lb
" Pulv., lb ,.

" Star, lb



I

:eds, Annatto, lb $o lo

" Burdock, lb 30
" Canary, lb 8
" Cardamon, Decort., lb 70

.
'< " Malabar, lb 90
" " Pulv., lb 90
" Carraway, lb 12

!•' Cariaway, Pulv., lb 15

I" Celery, lb 15
.' Colcbici, lb 35
<< " Pulv., lb 40
•' Conium, lb 30
• Coriander, lb 18
.< " Pulv., lb 20
" Croton, lb 25
" Cumin, lb 20
" " Pulv., lb 25

j" Dill, lb 20
'•' Fennel, lb 15

" Pulv,, lb 20
" Flax, lb 5
» " Pure ground, lb 4j4
" Foenugreek, Pulv 7
" Hemp, lb 6
" Hyoscyamus, lb 50
" Hyssop, lb 35
" Jambul, oz 15
" Lobelia,lb 75
" Maw, lb 20
" Mustard, while, lb 12

" Pumpkin, lb 20
" Quince, lb I 75
" Rape, lb 06
" Sabadilla, lb 35
"

.
" Pulv., lb 35

" Stavesacie, lb 34
" " Pulv., lb 50
" Stramonium, lb 30
" Stropanthus, oz 16
" Sunflower, lb 15
" Wormseed, lb 30
BLENIUM in slicks, oz i 50
ILICA, Powd., oz 20
ILVKR, Bromide, oz 2 00
" Chloride, oz 90
" Citrate, oz 250
" Cyanide, oz 2 00
" Iodide, oz I bo
" Metallic, Pulv., oz. I 50
" Nitrate, Crysl., oz 75
" " Fused, oz 90
LVER, Oxide oz I 50
" Precipitated, oz 3 5°
" Sulphate, oz I 50
" Wiie, oz 600
NUFF, Copenhagen, lb i 40
" Mace, lb 65
" Scotch, lb 65
" " Lorillards, lb 90
3AP, Arsenical, lb 40
" Barilla Ash, lb 25
" Castile, Conti lb IS

" Shell, lb 12
" Pulv., lb 18

" Curd, lb 25
" Cocoanut, lb

'

25
" Soft English, lb 8
" Viiide.lb 30
" Whale Oil, lb 12
3DA, Acetate, lb 20

;|
" C.P.,oz 5
" Pure fused, oz 13

" Aluminate, oz 15
" and Ammonia Phos. (Microcjsmi

Salts), lb 85
" Arsenate, Pure dry, oz 15
" Arseniate, Pure Cryst., oz 8
" Arsenite, Pure, oz 10
" Ash, lb 3
" Benzoate, oz 6

" from Benzoic acid, z . 35
'• Bicarb, lb 4
" " Chance's, lb lo
" " Crystals, lb 40
" " Howard's, lb 15
" Bichromate, fused, oz S" Biphosphate, oz 12

Bisulphate, pure cryst., lb 45

CANADIAN DRUGGIST.

Soda, Bisulphite, lb Jo 30
Coml.. Dry, lb 25

" " Pure dry, lb 40
" Bitarate, Cryst, oz 10
" Bromide and Caffeine Citraie, 11) .. i 00
" Bromide Gran, lb 45" Cacodylate, oz i 30
" " i oz 15
" Call)., C. P., Cryst.. lb 3c

" C.P. Dried, lb 35
" Carbolate, oz 25
" Caustic, lb 6
" " Gran., lb 10
" " Sticks, lb 4C" " " " Pure by Alcohol lb. 60
" Chlorate, lb 40
" Chloride, pure, oz j2
** Choleate, oz 20
" Cinnimate, oz jc
" Citrate, lb 90
" Dithio Salicylate Beta, oz i 25
" Ethylate, Dry, oz 100
" " Solution, oz . . . 25
** ** Richardson's, oz 75" Fluoride, oz 15
" Formate, oz 20
" Glycerinophosphate, cz 20
" Hippurate, oz i 00
" Hypochlorite Solution, oz 10
" Hypophosphite, cz 10
" " C.P., 01 50
" Hyposulphate, oz 30
" Hyposulphite, lb., C.P 20

Iodide, oz 45
" Lactate Syr., oz 25
'

' Meconate, oz 2 25
" Metaphosphate, cz 25
" Naptholale, oz 75
" Nitrate Crude, lb 5" " Pure Cryst., oz 10
" Nitro-prusside, oz 100
" Nitrite, lb go

" C.P. Sticks, oz 55
" Oleate, oz 25
" Oxalate, oz . . 02
" Paracreosote, oz 71" Sodium, Perborate Medicinal, cz.. 40
" Permanganate, oz 60
" Phosphate Gran., lb 10
" Phosphate, Pure, lb 20
" " C.P. Cryst., lb 35

" C.P. Pulv., lb 40
D'V. lb 55" Phosphite, oz 40

" Phosphomolybdate, cz 20
" Pyrophosphate, lb... 90
" " Pure, oz 15
" Salicylate, lb 65
" " Natural, oe 50
" Sastoninate, oz . . . 80
" Silicate, lb 6
" Silicate, natural, oz 40
" Siliciofluo'ide, oz 35
" Succinate 50
" Sulphate, C.P. Cryst., lb 25

C.P. Dried, lb. . . ... 35" Sulphite Cryst. or Granulated, lb .. 7

„ C.P., lb 25
„ Dried C.P., lb 50

" ,, Pure Recryst., oz 25
" Sulphocarb, oz 10
" Sulphosalicylate. oz 65
" Sulphovinate, oz 30
" Tannate, oz 20
" Tartrate, C. P., oz 55
" Neutral, oz 15
" Tellurate, 15 grains for 25
" Tetroborate, oz 25
" Tungstate, lb 55
'• C.P.,oz 20
" Uranate, oz 40
*' Valerianate, oz 45

Sodium, Metal, J oz. bots. , each 18
" Acetic Theocin, oz 3 25
" Fluoride, oz 20
" Glychollate, oz 200
" Iodide, oz 40
" Plumbate, oz 25

Sodium Stannate, rz
" Sulphohydraie, oz

SoLANiNK, 15 grain but., each
Solution Clemens (Arsenic Biomide) lb.

" D>beirs, lb ,

" Fehlings No. i, oz
" Fehlings No. 2, oz
" Hydiaig Bichlor, lb
" Nitroglycerine, I per cent., oz
" 10 per cent., oz
" 25 per cent., oz
" Potash Hydrosulphide, ll>

" Platit.ate, oz
" Soda Hypochlorate, oz
" VIemmicks '.Calcium Sulphide), \Vr
" Normal Volumetric Acid H)dro-

chlor, Wr
" Sulph.,Wr
" Potash, Wr

SOMATOSE, oz
" and Iron, oz

SO.MNAL, oz

Soy, Indian, gal

SoziODOL, Mercury
" Potassium, oz
'

' Sodium, oz
" Zinc, oz

Spartein, Sulphate, '/i oz. bot., ea
Spermaceti, lb

Spirits, Ammon. Aromat., lb
" Campbor, pt

" Chloroform, lb

Stannous Chloride, C.P., oz
" Nitrate, (solution) oz
" Sulphite, oz

Stannic, Chlorate C.P., oz
" Chloride, cz

Stannic, Sulphate, oz

Starch, Iodized, oz
" Powd., lb

Stkarine, lb

Stovaine, 25 gramme package, ea

Stronti a. Acetate, oz
'* Bromide, oz
" Carbonate, Oz
" Chlorate, oz
" Chloride, oz
" Iodide, oz
" Lactate, oz
" Muriate, oz
" Nitrate, lb

dry, lb
" Oxalate, oz
" Oxide Caustic Cryst., pure, oz ....
" Phosphate, oz
" Salicylate, oz
" Sulphide, oz

Stropanthin, oz

Strychnine, oz
" Acetate, oz
'* Arsenate, oz
'

' Arsenite, oz
" Citrate, oz
" Glycerophosphate, oz
" Hydrobromate, Jg cz, for

" Hydrochlorate, "
" Hypophos., J oz.. for
" Nitrate.

"

Strychnine, Phosphate, "
" Salicylate,

"

" Sulphate, oz
" Valerianate, Jg oz. lor

Stypticin, 15 grain hot., ea

Stypticin Tablets box. ea

Styptol Tablets, tubes of 20, ea

Styrone, Liq., cz

Succus Conium, lb

" Tarasc, cz

SUCROL. oz

Sdlfonal, oz. (Mercaptol)

Sulphamixol, oz

Sulphur, Chloride, oz
'• Iodide, oz
" Precipitated, lb. , pure
" "

ODt., lb
" Powdered, lb
" Sublimed, lb
" " extra, lb

$0 20
30

2 25
50

5

25
65

2 21;

2 25
2 25

57
60

65
75

I 50
I 25
I 25
I 60

25

1°
^5
85

65
«5

30

15
2 00

75
2 00
2 00
2 00
2 25

3 20

35
'5

40
25

25

75
75
40
35
45

I 50

75
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Sulphur Roll, lb fo 3
" Vivum, lb 6

Symphokal, 25 grammes (or 2 50
Tamarinds, lu 10

Ta.nnai BIN, oz SO
Tannigen, oz 6$
Tanncform, oz 40
Tannopink, oz So

Tar, Baibadoes, lb 15
" Stockholm, lb 15

Tartarux Borascatus, < z 20

Tbrehese, oz 12

Terpin, Hydrate, oz 10
" Peroxide, oz I oo

Terpinoi., Liquid, oz 40
Tetrarthyl, Ammonium Hydroxide,

^ oz (or i 50
Tetronal, 25 grammes for 3 50
Thalline, Tartrate, oz 3 25
Thallium, Sulphate, I oz , ea 60
Theine. oz 70
Theobromine, oz 125

" Salicylate, oz., 15
" and Soda Salicylate, oz 70

TiiEOCiNE, Soda Ace ate, oz 3 00

Thermodin, 25 grammei (or 2 00
Tkermol, oz I 00
Thiocarbamide, cz I Oi
Thiocin, oz 360
Thiocol, oz I 40
Thioform, oz 75
Thiol, 01 40
Thiosinamine, oz 90
Thorium, Nitrate, 01 50
Thymol, oz 30
Thyraden, 25 grammes (or i 30
Thyroidine, cz I 25
Thyriodin, 25 gram nes for i 25
Tin, Meial Sticks, rz 15
" Granulates, lb I 20
" Mono Sulphide, cz 25
" Powder, Fine, oz 20
" Rispei, oz 12

TiTANUM, oz 75
Toluene, lb 70

Tow. lb 30
" Carbolated, lb 40
" Styptic, lb 35

Tribromphenol, cz 160
" Bismuth, oz 65

TRIETHVr.ATK OZ 6c

Trifkrrin, oz I 20

Trikresol, oz 15

Trimethylamine, oz 55
TrIONAL, oz. 1 20

Triphenin, uz $065
Tropacoca; NE, 5 grains lor 20

Trumaticin, oz 20

Tumenol, 25 grammes for 55
Turpentine, Chian, oz 40
Tukpe.stine, Venice, lb 12

Unguentum, Crede, oz i 20

Uranium, Aceta'e, oz 100
" and Ammon. fluiiide, oz i 50
" Chloride, oz 60
" Iodide, oz 75
" Nitrate, oz 50
" Oxide, oz., BIk 60
" Sulphate, oz 60
" Sulphocarb.ilat-, lb 80

Urea Crystals, pure, oz 30
" Nitrate, oz 45

Urecidin, oz 60
Urethane, oz 50
Uroiropin, Schering's, rz 80
Valeriana! E, Merck's, 'Axha 5 30
Validol, 25 grammes each i 55
Vanillins, oz 90
Veratria, pure, ^.^'h oz. for 40
Verdigris, Balls, lb 20

" Pulverized, lb 30
Veronal, oz '

i 85
" Tablets, tubes of 10 each 70

Vinegar, Cantharides, lb 60
" Squills, lb 10

Water, Anise, lb 10
" Camphor, lb 10
" Cheriy Liuiel, lb 25
" Chlorine, lb 10
" Cinnamon, lb 8
" Dill, lb 10
" Distilled, gal 10
" Eldeiflower. lb 30
" Fennel, lb 10
" Lime, pt 7
" Orange Flower, lb 25
" Peppermint, lb 20
" Rose, lb 25

Wax, Bayberry, lb 35
" Brazil or Carnauba, lb 70
" Ceracine, lb 30
" Japan, ll> 20
" Paraffin Sterilized, 25 gramme pack-

ages, ea 65
•• Parafine, lb 20
" White, No. 1, lb 70

" No. 2, lb 50
" Yellow ( Beeswax), lb 45

Wine, Aloes B.I'., lb 60
" Antimony, lb 35

\Vi\K Colci.iri. Rad., lb $0 cd

Sem.,lb 5d
" Ergot, lb jc
" Ipecac, lb
" Iron, lb 4c(
" " Citrate, lb 50
" Opium, lb 90
" Orange, lb 2$

.Xylol, oz .

Yohimbine, Cryslal (3 grain tube>), each i 50
" Tablets (tubes ol '10), each 90

Zinc, Acetate, puie, oz
5

" Benzoate, oz 25
" Bromide, oz
" Carbolate, oz
" Carbonate, lb 30

Precip., oz
" Chlorate Fused, oz 15
" Chloride, Fused, oz
" " Granul., oz 15
" Cyanide, oz 25
" Ferrocyanide, oz 15
" Foil, oz 20
" Granulated, lb 15
'• " free from Ar.-enic, or

,

6
" Hypophosphite, oz - 65
'

' Iodide, oz 60
" Lactate, oz . 20
" Metal, pure, oz 10
" Nitrate, pure, oz 15
" Oleate, oz 5
" Oxide, lb 50
" " Pure, lb 20
" " Hubbuck's, lb 60
" " Dry process, lb 30
" " Wet process, lb 75
' Permanganate, oz 50
" Phosphate, oz 15
" Phosphide, oz 25
" Salicylate; oz . 30
" Stearate, oz jo
" " Comp., oz 50
" •• With Aristol, oz 300

" With Ichihyol, oz 80
" Sulphate, pure, lb 15

C.P. Ciyst., lb 20
" " C.P. Gran., lb 25
" " C.P. Dried, lb 50
" Sulphide, purs, oz 25
" Sulphite, oz. 25
" Sulphocarb, oz 15
" Sulph)drate, oz 35
" SuUuralum, oz 12

" Tannan, oz 10
" VaUrjteate, pulv., cz 2$
" " Cryst., oz 30

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

TORONTO.—Mr. W. N. Adams, 267 Oiicin

Struct West, has found it necessary to move on

account of the city having expropriated the

ground on which his old building stood. Mr.

Adams has moved into a new store a few doors

east of the old stand. After seeing the produc-

tion of the several makers, Mr. Adams decided to

place his order with The Toronto Show Ca.se Co.,

slating that he was satisfied to jmy their price

in order to receixe tluir <|nalitv.

LINDSAY.—Mr. IC. Gregory is making exten-

sive alterations and im|)r()\ements lo liis i)rem-

ises and after receiving quotations from all the

leading show case manufacturers decided to place

liis order with The Toronto Show Case Co. stat-

ing that their designs appealed to him as being

more practical than those of anj- other company.

Mr. Gregory also appreciates the fact that The

Toronto Show Case Co. refuses to substitute the

eoiiiiiion window glass and

in their cases. Nothing 1

riate t;iass is n.sed by this

cheaj) wavy mirrors

int the best British

firm.

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

VICTOUIAVIIJ,]';, I'.g.—Mr. Clias. St. .lean

is ordering a line of the jjatent "Trianon Cabin-

ets" from The Toronto Show Case Co. Mr. Si.

.Jean stated he wanted the genuine Trianon, pa-

tents for which are controlled l)v The Toronto
Show Case Co., and any other lixlnre representefl

as the siime is inerelv ;i cheap ";! ttempt ."

THE TORONTO SHOW CASE CO. AGAIN

WILKlb:, S.\SK.-^I\Ir. F. A. Sitter has order-

id a line of new lixttues from The Tortjnto Show
Case Co. These arc fitted with Plate Glass

throughout, as The Toronto Show Case Co. re-

fuse to cheapen their fixttires by sui)plying com-
iii<;n window glass and cheaj) \\ avy mirrors.
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THE SUNDAY CLOSING MOVEMENT

Following up the cointnunication which ap-

peared in our last issue from a druggist in Mani-

toba, there appeared recent!}- in a Winnipeg paper

an interview held with a leading druggist in that

city, who was in full sympathy with the move-

ment, and speaks of the efforts being made to se-

cure the most desired reform,

"I am always on duty," said the druggist,

"and besides getting up at all hours of the night,

I seldom have a meal on Sundav that I am not

called away to supply someone with something

that could just as easily have been purchased on

Saturday," He also intimated that a number of

owners of drug stores are getting together in or-

der to regulate matters, so that on Sundays, at

least, some of them might be free, and his projjo-

sition was to divide the city into seven or more
districts with a certain number of drug stores in

each district, and to arrange that oue drug store

ill each district shall be open each Sunday, thus

enabling four or five drug stores in each of the

districts to close up and spend Sunday with their

family, free from the demands and worry of busi-

ness.

He also suggested that outside places, namely,

Elmwood, St, Boniface, and Norwood should join

with Winnipeg in some such agreement.

It certainly is a hardship for druggists to have

to attend to their business every day in the year,

irrespective of any necessity which might make
such a course desirable. There is no reason what-
ever why an agreement should not be arrived at,

such as is suggested, in every town and city,

thus doing away with a portion, at least, of the

drudgery connected with the drug business and
giving some time for home life.

We trust that the movement, not only in Win-
nipeg but elsewhere throughout Canada, will meet
with the cordial co-operation of druggists, and
that Sunday will be a day of rest in reality to
many a tired principal and clerk.

TAKE TIME TO THINK

The notable successes in the business world are

usually attained by men who take time to think.

Many a merchant of real ability is so engrossed
in his dail}^ round of details as never to plan or
carry out the big things of which he is capable.

Such a man will frequently believe that he is too
bu.sy to read a trade paper, but will spend hours
each week over some trivial details of his busi-

ness which could just as well be delegated to

some bright clerk.

Again, there are merchants who are always go-
ing to put in a modern store front, up-to-date
show cases, or make other needed improvements
"some time," Year after year slips by, however,
and the merchant is always too busy even to

think seriously about doing a really vital thing
for his business.

It would pav almost any man so to plan his

work that he will spend at least half an hour

every day in thinking. Real, concentrated think-

ing, of course, is necessary—not a mere wander-
ing of 'the mind from one subject to another

without actuall}- arriving anywhere.

It was Emerson who pointed out that the

trouble with most of us is that the step from
thinking to doing is so rarely taken. The success-

ful merchant not only takes the time to think,

but also takes the time necessary to carry out

the results of his thinking. The most carefully

worked out plan will never build up a business if

the ideas are never allowed to escape from the .

brain that conceived them.
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COURTESY A BUSINESS ASSET
:)iib a Utile more dust."

vhole is sized up by

Na-
^vhat

Courtesy pavs. That may not be a very noble

sentiment' any xnore than "Honesty s the be

policv," but it is equally true Courtesy pajsn

Zn-^s aaxd cents. It pays with men- it pa s

particularly with women. A woman will ahs a^y^

go back to a store where she is well treated^ Iti

funerence is fatal- The increased -mpet tm, of

to-day ought to warn any merchant of the folU

of cSeleiness in this matter. If it's a choice

between his store and the one around the corner

the one where the greatest desire to please is

shown is going to get the trade.

A woman walked into a store recently uhere

three clerks were employed. They were engaged

in conversation when she entered a^d not one o

them stirred. The woman hesitated, then walked

up to the group and asked i there were not

someone who could wait on her One o t e

voung men leisurely separated hunseU from tie

group, got down a box containing some article

she wanted to see, put it in front of lier and con-

tinued his conversation. The woman turned and

walked out, and it is doubtful if she ever re-

turned to that store. The young clerk was stupid

enough to think it a joke, but he had lost his

emplover not only that sale but an unknown

number of future sales. It is not improbable

that that woman has frequently said to her

friends, "Don't go to B 's, they don't seem to

caxe whether you're waited on or not. Ill news

flies apace.

Manners and appearance are far more import-

ant factors in business success than most men

are apt to think. There are few people, rich or

poor, who do not object to being waited upon by

a slavenly clerk. Slovenly dress usually goes

with slovenly manners, and the two can give the

wrong tone to a whole establishment.

If only for the reason that competition com-

pels the business man of to-day to hold fast to

every possible advantage, don't let yoiurself fore-

go the advantage of courtesy. It costs you

nothing to have-it will cost you a great deal to

be without.

"Same old things

turally, the store

its show window tells.

As every one knows, the first object of a show

window is to attract attention. To make it ac-

complish this vou must arrange it scientifically.

Study the needs of your community and arrange

your'window with reference to them.

It's a great advantage to have someone talk-

ing for you all the lime, but stop and think of

the great disadvantage of having someone con-

tinuallv talking about you. Step outside a min-

ute and see what your windows are saying about

you.

CONCRETE OIL OF FLORENTINE ORRIS ROOT

We are in receipt of a sample of Concrete Oil of

Florentine Orris Root from Stafford Allen &

Sons, Ltd., London and Long Melford, manufac-

turers of essential and expressed oils.

This oil is largely used by the best manufac-

turers of high class perfumes in England. The

finest Florentine Orris Root is used in the manu-

facture of this oil, and in consequence the oil is

better in the long run than using an oil made

from a poor root because the "perfume value" in

the former is much higher.

The well known standard of Allen's Oils is a

proof that anything they offer the trade is of the

best, and can be depended upon either for manu-

facturers' purposes or for retail sale.

WINDOWS THAT TALK

THE COMMERCIAL STATUS OF ICHTHYOL

How great the interest taken in Ichlhyol still is

in spite of the length of time since it was intro-

duced, is seen from the fact that reports of con-

tinued investigations on this special preparation

are still being published in medical journals, and

also that the demand for the article does not in

any way diminish. This may also be the result

of the introduction of so many substitutes in the

trade, which have not fulfilled the promises

made for them, and which have hence necessarily

always drawn attention to the original article.

Furthermore, the Ichthyol Company won a law-

suit abroad last vear in a case where their trade

marks Ichthvol and Sulpho-ichthyolicum had

Longfellow once wrote a poem on the Talking been illegally used for a substitute, and in Berlin

LongteUONv once t „, •,_ „,,:.» .^„P thP^ were also successful in a second case before

Oak Why doesn't some gifted retailer write one

on the Talking Window? Show windows have

often been referred to as silent salesmen. Sales-

men they certainly are. As to silence, they may

not use English, but they speak an eloquent sign

language. They signal joyfully to the passei-

bv "Stop and look at me. See all these bright,

new articles!" or they mutter in lifeless tones,

they were also successful in a second case before

the Kammergericht, wherein it had been claimed

that Pisciol and Isarol were chemically identical

with Ichthyol. In all cases it was i^roved that

the preparations differed materially from the

specialty that the Ichthyol Company market un^

der the name Ammonium "Sulpho-ichthyolate"

or "Ichthyol."—Gehe's Handelbericht, 3909.
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..nu/'i^s^of".!, !;£'> ''"»""« "" "' "• »°" ""PO't... „„k.-a .. ,h. World i. ..cognized by ,h.

.he Wo,H. ..„„r„.„„di. En/a:d?.Tu?d'r^„'°7?r/d°a.rproJ^;XrwT^^^^^^^^^^^

A/alce sure by Specifyine,

HOWARDS'
CMBMICA^I^S

HOWARDS & SONS, LIMITED rStratforH T^„^^ i? n

Canada, so .hat you.
'

„Ho..a,2 "-"^t "fe^^ofdr/w'^r ^u'^S.-
HOWARDS- ACID BORIC HOWARDS' BISMUTHS
HOWARDS- SODII BICARB. HOWARDS' CAMPHOR

„^w
HOWARDS' MERCURIALS HOWARDS' POT. IODIDEHOWARDS' POT. ACETAS GRAN. HOWARDS' SEffiLITZ

HOWARDS' QUININE SALTS

Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris

ALLEN'S ^-^ly^
I

There are two different ways of distilling Orris Root, viz :—
(i) To get a good yield; and

^, - (2) To get a good oil.

almoJt Ly'price.'""'
"' '"'"'" '" "^ "'^^^^ '''' ^^ b°"g^^^ ->--h-e, and at

The second is more difficult, but it is ALLEN'S way. Thev have nerfectedthe special apparatus in which it is distilled, so that the charactSistic perfume of

adds
' unimpaired, and the oil is free from excess of valudess fatty

ATTKN-Q^"^"'^
Florentine root attainable is used because of its fine odour, andALLEN S have proved that good oil cannot be made from poor root.

As a natural consequence, "ALLEN'S" Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris is

s'ottTiN^ ''T
^°"^

r-,,^- -T when diluted to the same ' prS tstreng h "
as others, its "perfume value" is higher. ^

EstablishedStafford Allen & Sons, Limited "ISf" London, Em.
ALLEN'S PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Canadian Agents: CORNELL & SILLIG, Montreal
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Samples, Signs,Window
Displays or Fountain

Outfits will be shipped,

Free and Prepaid, to the

Trade, upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.

RACINE Orw.N.Kore 0/ WIS., U.S.A.

HorUcfs Malted MUH
HorUck's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets

HorUok's Food, HorUck's Dlastold. etc.

GILMOIR BROS, i CO. • 25 St. Peter Street

I
MONTREAL, CANADA

I SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

ANTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONS 1

'^ REGISTERED U.S.PAT.OFFICE.

ANTIKAMNIA 1

ANTIKAMNU& Codeine w

ANTiKAi^iA& Heroin I

lANTIKAh^^QUININEf

' ANTIKAMNIA^ SALOL '

I
ANTIKAMNI^gNE&SALOL

^^ LAXATIVE /^TIKAMNIA t

^^ LAXATIVE Al^piA&QUININE y

1
The ANTIKAMNIA CHEmCArCOMPANY. SxLOUlS. U.S.A.

For Infancy

Illness and

advancing

Age.

I Benger's Food is for

^' Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive powers

have become weakened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do

any work at all they should be given work to do lo

the extent of their powers. Exercise strengthens.

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Bengers

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Manufacturers: BENGERS FOOD, LTD., Manchester. England

• R,^^; Food .. ,M ,n Urn and can be oblaxnedthrouoh mo.l WhoU.ol.

he highest sense,

to you as a druggist

and to your custom-

ers, is obtained when

you sell

CILLETT'S CAUSTIC SODA,
CILLETT'S LYE,

CILLETT'S CREAM TARTAR, Etc.

If your wholesale house will not supply

you at List prices, send order to us, and

we will ship goods direct.

I
Awarded Gold Medal Toronto Exposition.
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PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From Our London Correspondent)

MARJCING TIME

Tliere has been a slump in affairs pharmaceut-

ical during the past few weeks. Everybody who
could get away has been out of town seeking rest

and refreshment by the silver sea, or enjoying

the balmy air of the mountains. As I write, how-
ever, the last of the holiday-makers begin to

wend their way back to their pharmacies again

and very soon this year's holiday season will be

a thing of the past. Meanwhile, local pharma-
ceutical associations are busily engaged prepar-

ing the work for the ensuing session, and princi-

pals of colleges are occupied in arranging their

winter courses of study. The advent of October

will no doubt witness a welcome revival of inter-

est in matters affecting the craft.

GOVERNMENT ANALYSES

An interesting report on the work done during

the past twelve months in the Government La-

boratory has been jniblished by Sir Thomas
Thorpe, F.R.S., Principal Government Chemist.

Few people realize how important the work of

this department is. In the year ending March 31,

1909, the number of samples examined in the La-

boratory was no less than 176,206, of which num-
ber II7,;379 were in the Excise branch; 53,206 in

the Customs, and 6,350 for non-revenue purposes.

Reckoning also the samples examined in the

eleven testing and chemical stations in the pro-

vinces we find that the total number of analyses

and examinations for the year was 329,649. The
articles anal3'zed were of the usual character and
included 1,749 samples of drugs and medicinal and
toilet preparations; 1,896 samples of flavoring es-

.sences, essential oils and perfumery; 303 samples
of soaps, fats, and oils, etc.

INDUSTRIAL ALCOHOL

While on the subject of the CTOvernment La-

lioratory, 'I may perhaps quote some of Sir

Thomas Thorpe's references to the question of in-

dustrial alcohol. You published last year a

statement that in 1908 the advantages of the

new methylated spirit were fully appreciated by

manufacturers, and that the new regulations

with regard to its use appeared to be generally

accepted as satisfactory by manufacturers. The
Principal Chemist reports to the same effect this

year, and gives figures to show that considering

trade depression manufacturers are using the in-

dustrial article more than ever. The quantity of

spirit made dtiring the year ending March 31,

19091 was as follows: Ordinary and industrial

methylated spirit for manufacturing purposes, 2,-

542,910 hulk gallons; mineralized methylated

spirit, mainly for domestic use, 1,628,190; total,

4,171,100. In analyzing samples of the .spirit a
few specimens were found to be illegal admix-
tures of industrial alcohol with mineralized spir-

it, but it was ascertained that these cases of ad-
mixture were accidental. The growth of the
work of the Government Laboratory is illustrat-

ed in the fact that the stall has increased from
sixty-four to ninety-one in fifteen years.

CARBON TETRACHLORIDE AND A FATAL SHAMPOO
As a sequel to the inquest on the body of a

lady who died in the hairdressing department of

Harrod's Stores, London, while being shampooed
with the aid of carbon tetrachloride, proceedings
are being taken against the manager and assist-

ant of the , department for manslaughter. The
Treasury is moving in the matter, and at pre-
sent the case stands adjourned. Professor Pepper,
of the Home Office, was one of the witnesses for
the prosecution. He regarded the use of carbon
tetrachloride in the form of a lotion for shampoo
purposes as distinctly dangerous. On the other
hand Harrod's maintain that they have used this
lotion thousands of times in the saloon with no
ill ellects.

PARLIAMENT AND QUACK JMEDICINES

A question in the House of Commons has again

directed public attention to the sale of quack
medicines and the mischief they cause. The sub-

ject was introduced by Captain Craig, who asked
the Secretarj^ of State for the Home Department
whether his attention had been called to the in-

crease in recent years oi the sale of quack medi-
cines; whether he was aware that it had been

proved that such nostrums frequently contained
nothing but harmless drugs, colored grease, col-

ored water, small quantities of aloes, pilules of

sugar, etc., though advertised to cure a multi-

tude of different maladies; whether he was aware
that the chief cost of such quack medicines was
in the advertising; and whether he would appoint

a small Commission to inquire into and report

upon the whole subject. Mr. Gladstone, in his re-

ply, said he understood inquiries were being made
at the instance of the Lord President of the

Council, as to whether the practice of medicine
by unqualified persons was extending; and as to
the effects produced by such practice. Those in-

quiries would no doubt throw some light on the

question of the use of quack medicines, and he
thought it would be advisable to await their re-

sult.

REPORT OF THE IRISH LOCAL GOVERNMENT BOARD

The annual statement on the quality of medi-
cines supplied to workhouses and dispensaries in

Ireland during the year ended March 31, reflects

the greatest credit on the chemists and druggists
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l)ractising there. The quality of the ineclicines is

described as "exceptionally good" and only i.f>2

of the 9,056 samples of drugs examined failed to

reach tlie required standard.

SACCHAVIN SMUGGLING

The heavy duty on saccharin api)ears to induce

certain traders to attempt to bring quantities of

the substance into the country without paying

the customs charges. A number of cases have re-

cently been heard in which severe penalties were

imposed. Three London men, charged with

smuggling 385 pounds of saccharin in pickle cases

were ordered to pay ^1,694, lieing the treble duty

on the substance, and also the costs. Defendants

took the case to the Appeal Court, but the appli-

cation was dismissed.

ONTARIO COLLEGE OF PHARMACY

ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

We are in receipt from the Ontario College of

Pharmacy of a copy of the Pharmacy Act and

amending Acts, combined with the By-Laws, an

extract from the Liquor License Act as elTecting

druggists. This is publi.shed by the O.C.P. for

the benefit of its members.

The Nyalist, published by the New York and

London Drug Co., has issued Volume 2, No. 3,

and it is a spicy little work, full of good tilings

for the retail druggist. The Nyal goods are

amongst the most popular in Canada to-day, and

this little journal is issued occasionally "with

the object of stimulating the selling enthusiasm

of all Nyalists throughout Canada and to secure

converts to the creed."

lODOPEPTID

A combination of iodine and peptone has been

prepared which is said to be capable of hypoder-

mic injection without causing any pain, and to be

very active. Ten gm. of pure egg albumin is

peptonized and made up to 100 mils with water.

This peptone solution is then acted on by iodine,

in the nascent condition, so as to obtain a ^^ellow

liquid with a distinct green fluorescence. This is

filled into 5 c.c. bottles, which are sterilized for

six to nine days at 50 degrees C. by Tyndall's

method. Tlie amount of iodine in different

batches is not constant, and must be determined.

It has been thus prepared h\ three strengths con-

taining 0.0875 gm., 0.123 gill-, ami 0.175 gm. of

iodine in 5 mils. lodopeptid has been based with

good results in the treatment of syphilis and tul>

erculosis.—A. Cecchini (Apoth. Zeit., 1908, 23,

850). Pharmaceutical Journal.

The formal college opening took place Sept.

7th. The students present were addressed by

Dean Heebner, Messrs. Gibbard, Hargreaves, and

Matters, of the O.C.P. , and J. E. Tremble, Presi-

dent of the Pharmaceutical Association of Que-

l)cc. All members of the teaching staff were pre-

sent, with the exception of Prof. Evans. Letters

of regret at not being able to be present were re-

ceived from the Lieut.-Governor of Ontario,

members of the Ontario Cabinet, and President

Falconer, of the University of Toronto.

There are eighty-three students in attendance,

including two ladies, Miss Richardson, of Tren-

ton, and Miss Davis, of Toronto. Of this num-

ber the Province of Ontario furnishes sixtj^-four;

British Columbia, eight; Alberta, four; Saskatch-

ewan and Nova Scotia, two each, and Quebec,

New Brunswick, and Manitoba one each.

Amongst the callers at the College during the

past month were: C. A. MacHaffie and wife,

Cornwall, Ontario; G. W. WiUoughby, Ottawa,

Ontario; O. E. Rennie and S. E. McKee, both of

Moncton, N.B.;E. A. Richards, Avlmer, Ontario;

Vj. a. Pooritt, Gravenhurst, Ontario; L. Gaten-

by, Hamilton, Ontario; J. A. Bowie, Oakland,

California; Jas. Brighty, St. Catharines, On-

tario; E. J. Mitchell, class '05 and '06, South-

ampton, Ontario; F. A. Clark, class 'oi-'o2, Mea-
ford, Ontario; J. deW. Randall, J. P., Mayor of

Niagara Falls, class '86; S. E. McGibbon, class

'03, Hawkesbur}^ Ontario; Wm. Crowe, class '87,

Truro, N.S.; R. R. Veitch, class '05-'o6, Detroit,

Mich.; Dr. V. Barber, class '92, Brooklyn; Mr.

and Mrs. Heeber Cook, of Hamilton, Ontario, the

latter being on their wedding tour.

The olTicial figures of the election of members
for the Council of the O.C.P., in the contested

Districts, are as follows:

District No. 5—John Hargreaves Toronto 60

G. D. Reid, Toronto 51

Maj. for Hargreaves 9

District No. 6r—C. T. Adams, Sault Ste.

Marie 83
J. R. Broughton, Newmarket.. 37

Maj. for Adams 46
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HIGHEST AWARD, JAMESTOWN, 1907

The Charles E. Sholes Company
Manufacturing Chemists and Perfumers

HAS THE PLEASURE TO PRESENT A VERY COMPLETE LIST OF NEW

SYNTHESSENCES
These are skilled compoandings to best French formulae, of best essentials, into finished,

alcohoI-free perfume bases.

YOU CAN NOW MAKE YOUR OWN PERFUMES
of a quality equal to best foreign productions, at a great saving of profits. Incidentally

you will be

EARNING A REPUTATION
for goods of your own make and label, which should become a valuable asset. All en-

quiries cheerfully and painstakingly attended.

THE CHARLES E. SHOLES COMPANY
164 FRONT STREET : NEW YORK

NA-DRU-CO,
Seasonnble Goods
FRUIT SALINE, FOOT POWDER,
WILD STRAWBERRY, RENNET TABLETS,
MOSQUITO OIL, TALCUM POWDER, BABY TABLETS

ARB NOW RBA.DY
The most handsome goods on the market, and the quality in keeping with the wrappers

COST NO MORE THAN OTHER LINES

TAKE UP THE NA-DRU-CO. LINE AND MAKE MONEY

The National Drud and Chemical Co.
OF CANADA, LIMITED

TORONTO, ONT.
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For rubbing, bathing, liniments and

external preparations,

Physicians are prescribing and

Hospitals are using

COLUMNIAN SPIRITS
FOR SALE BY

THE STANDARD CHEMICAL CO
MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

MR. RETAIL DRUGGIST: L7trwa!"^°"^'"i'l"'^''i^

DR. MARTEL'S PILLS with bonus, brought down to $2.40 per dozen !

teT^ BEAD THIS CAREFULLY BEAD THIS CAREFULLY -"S^

Ist Ofifer—With your purchase of I dozen Martel's Pills at $17 00
You receive from your Jobber, FREE

—

1/6 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $4 00
i/i2 •' Special Martel's Pills, netting you 6 00
7 pounds Assorted Herbs (112 ozs. at 5c)i netting you 5 60 — 14 60

Your investment of I17 thus brings you J38.60, or 227%. jj^j Cost $2 40
2iid^0fifer—If the above is too large, invest I8.50 for Half Dozen and receive through your Jobber—

1/2 dozen Regular Martel's Pills $8 50
1/6 " Regular Martel's Pills, FREE, netting you $4 00
4 pounds Assorted Herbs, FREE, netting you 3 20 — 7 20

Your investment of I8.50 thus brings yon $19 20, or 225%. j^gj Cost SlTSO

3rd Offer-With your purchase of 1/3 dozen Martel's Pills $5 67
You receive from your Jobber, FREE

—

1/12 dozen Regular Martel's Pills, netting you $2 00
2'4 pounds Assorted Herbs, netting you 2 00 — 4 00

Net C^st. .... .....$1 67
Goods cost you $5 67. Goods sell for $12 00. Your profit over 100%.

8®- NO MARTEL REMEDIES OR PREPARATIONS SOLD TO THE CONSUMER DIRECT -©a
They can be had ONLY OF THE RETAIL DRUGGISTS. You buy ONLY of the Jobber—
the People MUST BUY OF YOU. :: :: :: :: For medical purposes only

THE SPECIAL MARTEL'S PILLS, a New Product, SELL FOB $5.00 A BOX

KNICKERBOCKER REMEDY COMPANY, 36 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK, N.Y.

The Lyman Bros 6i Co., Limited c^DifTR^B^LTORs^ Toronto
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District No. 7—A. vStewart, Giu-lph 24 RKOISTUATION OK SPIRITUOUS LIQUORS .AND

T. K. Brown, SlK-llnirne ih ALCOHOL

Maj for Stewart ~S
-^" '''1"'"'^ ^"''' »« l>iandy, whisky, ruin, gin.

District No. 12—E. k'. Wijjle, Wi'artou.'
.'.'.'.'.".'.'.'.' .'.'..'50 ^^^'''>' *"'' P^''"'- ^'i''^'- '"^y ''^ sold in quantity

R. C. Crawford, Port Ivlgin 2.4
no*- exceeding 20 ounees, provided a certificate

— or order is ol)tained Iroin a physician if for
Maj. for Wigle 26 medicinal use, from a clergyman if for sacra-

PROSECUTIONS mental use, and from the purchaser and a justice

Inspector Grant, of the O.C.P., has been busy °^ ^^^ peace if for mechanical use. Such a certifi-

during the month in looking after delinquents. ^^^^ must be numbered and kept for reference,

Amongst those who received attention were the ^.nd an entry made in the Sale of Liquor Register

Harkness Drug Co., of Cochrane, Ontario, fined Book under every one of the six headings. Pur-

S20 and costs by the Police Magistrate for selling diaser's signature is not necessary,

poison without a license; Dr. Cooper, Charlton, Alcohol may l)e sold for medicinal, mechanical
Ontario, fined S20 and costs for keeping open or .scientific purposes in quantity not exceeding 20
shoj) without a license; T. M. Ferguson, of St. ounces without an order from a physician,
John & Ferguson, Niagara Falls, Ontario, fined clergyman, or justice of the peace, provided a
1:20 and costs for selling poisons without a li- registration of same is made, and to avoid a mul-
cense; Dr. Graham, Mono Road, Ontario, lined tiplicity of books, the Liquor Sales Register may
§20 and costs for keeping open shop at Caledon be used, utilizing the first four headings only.

East, without a graduate in charge; E. J. Madill, Purchaser's signature is not necessary,

in charge of Dr. Graham's branch store at Cale- Medicinal preparations containing alcohol sold
don East, fined I20 and costs for selling poison for medicinal use can be sold without any for-
without a licen.se; R. C. Cooper, Lion's Head, On- malities whatever.
tario, fined $20 and costs for selling i)t)ison w itli- ^r -r t)i„„^,„ „„c.f „„„.•

' ^ ' i^- H-—-riease post up notice in a conspicuous
out a license. plj^ce in your pharmacy, or paste in Sales Regis-

ter.

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE ^ours, etc.,

PROVINCE OF QUEBEC Jol"i E. Tremble,

President.

NEW SECRETARY-REGISTRAR
Owing to advancing age, Mr. E. Muir, for

jk about thirty years the Secretary-Registrar of the

IB Pharmaceutical Association of Quebec, has rc-V signed. The Council, at their regular meeting on

JP^ the 1st September, appointed Mr. S. Lachance,

:^^^oUt^^*^^^^' of Montreal, to fill the position. They also

granted Mr. Muir an annuity as an appreciation
of valuable services rendered.

Montreal August 2nd, 1909.

REGISTRATION OF SCHEDULE POISONS
.^>j^^ ,,^i^^ ^^-^-^^ ^j ^j^^ Hungarian Pharma-

A druggist may sell to any adult person, pro- copoeia is to appear soon. The number of

vided he knows him or her, or if personally changes made in the old edition is not very great.

identified by some one known to both, any poison A nmnber of galenical preparations have been

mentioned in Schedule "A" of the Quebec Phar- dropped, new preparations are admitted, like

iiiacy Act, provided a registration is made under syrup of albuminate of iron and acetyl-salicylic

the different headings in the Poison Register, acid. Distilled waters are directed to be made
The article must be distinctly labelled "Poison," with essential oils and not, as has heretofore

with the name of the drug and also the name been the case, by the distillation of the plants,

and address of the seller, preferably in red ink or The Latin names are given as chief titles, with

in black ink on a red background. The signature the Hungarian equivalents following. Descrip-

of the purchaser must be secured, also that oi tions are given in both languages. The second

the identifier, if purchaser is unknown. A pre- edition of the Hungarian Pharmacopoeia was
scription of a duly qualified medical practitioner, published in 188S, and a supplement was issued

dental surgeon or veterinary surgeon, which in 1896. Before the publication of the fiixst edi-

should be numbered and retained, takes the place tion, in 1871, the Austrian Pharmacopoeia was
of registration. official in Hungary.
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RAISE YOUR PRESCRIPTION PRICES

Some druggists look ui)oii tlie prcs>. riplioii ili-

partment as the onh- profitable one in tluir

stores; others relegate it to the background, re-

garding it as a mere side line, aJid an unprolit-

able one at that, which they are bomid to keep

if they wish to be regarded as pharmacists, Ijut

which they would not be sorry to djrop, provided

that, in doing so, they still retained a little

veneer of "professionalism." Whatever the atti-

tude of the druggist toward this subject may be,

there is no doubt that, even in drug stores with

a good jwescription business, this department

could be made more profitable than it is.

The average drug store has a scale of prices

something like the following: One-ounce mixture,

15 to 25 cents; 2-ounce mixture, 35 to 40 cents; 3-

oujice, 45 cents; 4-ounce, 50 cents; 6-onnce, 60

cents; 8-ounce, 75 cents. Powders: Six in a box,

25 cents; eight in a box, 35 cents; ten in a box,

40 cents; twelve in a box, 50 cents. Pills and

tablets go at about half the price for powders.

Ointments in quantities of one ounce are sold for

from 25 to 35 cents; in quantities of two ounces

for 40 and 50 cents, and four ounces for 60 to 65

cents.

Of course, all schedules are subject to varia-

tion, owing to the greater or less cost of the ar-

ticles used in the medicine prescribed, but ihe

foregoing is a fair estimate of what the drug-

gists charge on the prescriptions which form the

bulk of those presented for compounding.

Usually the schedule price pays the druggist

fairly well for the liquid medicines which he dis-

penses, but the average price charged for pow-

ders, pills and ointments is not what it should

be. Twenty pills (ready-made) ol iron, quinine

and strvichnine, one to be taken tliree times

daily, are cheap at 50 cents; and yet we have

met druggists who fill a prescription like this for

40 cents, 30 cents, and even a quarter.

Powders should easily bring 5 cents apiece, at

least 3 cents, except in unusual cases.

Ointments ;tre an item for which few druggists

are paid enough. How many druggists charge 50

cents for an ounce jar of an ointment? And yet

many patent "salves" on their shelves sell for

that sum. No class of preparations requires such

skill in manipulation as do ointments. We might

say, "Show me what ointments you turn out and
I'll tell you how much of a pharmacist you are;"

and then, considerable time is required in making
them; the jar in which they are placed costs sev-

eral cents. Fifty cents is seldom too much to

charge for an ounce.

The average drug store could easily stand an

increase of ten cents or more in every prescrip-

tion turned out. We read much in the comic

l)a.pers of the extravagant profits made by drug-

gists on their prescriptions, and are inclined to

think tliat these jokes reflect the attitude of the

pjiblic toward the druggist. The fact is—at least

as faf as our experience goes—that customers

rarely cjuarrel with the druggist on account oi

what thev are required to pay for the compound-

ing of a prescription. When it is a question of

restoration to health, or, perhaps, of life or

death, they are not inclined to murmur at what
the pliarmacist regards as just compensation for

his services. In spite of assertions to the con-

trary-, the public still look upon the drug store

as a place existing primariU- for the preparation

and selling of medicines, no matter how many
side lines may be carried to apparently obscure

the real functions of the shop, and they know
that when they deal with the pharmacist in his

professional capacity they are not paying too

niiuch for his professional services. The druggist

would, therefore, be perfectly safe in raising the

prices on his prescriptions. This increase, and

the greater profits resulting, would, perhaps, jus-

tify- many overworked druggists in hiring a good

prescription clerk, and thus secure for themselves

more time to think of other departments of the

store that could also be made profitable.

"The pharmacist will be restored to his profes-

sional plane," we heard, not long ago, from a

gentleman long and honorably connected with

the drug trade, "when he charges adequate prices

for his professional services instead of being con-

tent to accept the wages of a laborer."—Na-
tional Druggist.

MERCK'S LEUCOFERMANTIN

Merck's L,eucofermantin is a normal animal

serum the antiferment content of which has been

so far increased as to at least correspond to the

antitryptic index of normal human blood serum.

The antitryptic power of lyeucofermantin is de-

termined in the following manner: o.ooi gramme
of trypsin (iMerck) is added to varying amounts
of the serum to be tested, and sufficient normal
saline solution to make i c.c; one drop of each

solution is shown on a MuUer-Jochmann plate.

Numerous experiments have established that if

the solution containing 0.3 c.c. of serum does not

digest the albumin of the plate surface suificient-

\y to cause a visible depression, its antitrj^ptic

efHcac}-,—i.e., of the serum under examination,

corresponds to that of normal human serum.

This is expressed b}- the index 0.3.

W. J. P. Alexander, Lethbridge, Alta., has re-

fitted his pharmacy with New Century Display

Counter and cases from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, the old reliable drug store builders.
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SOUTHALLS^

SANITARY TOWELS
FOR LADIES-The Orlgrnal and Best.

Soutlialls' AGCOuchement Sets

Containing All Requisites, In Three Sizes.

Southalls' Sheets tor Accoucliement

And Other Sanitary Specialties.

SOUTHALL BROS. & BARCLAY
UMTTED

BIRMINQHAM, E^Q.

Agent for Canada—J. M. SCHBAK
OABLAW BUILDINOS. WelllnEton Street Weft, TOBONTO

Ounlop

Beauty

Brusli- "^feKi^

The trade will find this the best

seller among all the toilet articles in

its class. Made of fine soft rubber

with vacuum cups and inner pencils,

or articulators.

Write for prices and our catalog
of Druggists' Tubing and Rubber

Sundries

DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto >\ontrcal Winnipeg N'ancouxer
\ ictoria Calgarx St. John, N.B.

NOW IS THE TIME
to thoroughly examine your stock on

hand, and get out your orders for Rubber

Goods, Listerian Surgical Dressings and

General Sundries, and be ready for busi-

ness when the Fall trade opens up.

We guarantee our lines of Rubber

Goods and cheerfully exchange anything

defective. It will pay you to order Lis-

terian Brand Dressings, they show you

greater profit and your customers are

getting something good put up by a

Canadian House.

"Write OS for latest Catalogue

J. STEVENS & SONS CO.
145 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

Save Money on
Rubber Goods

\\/ E would like to prove to YOU how much
^ ^ we can save you on your rubber goods

wants. Lots of druggists who know values are

sending us their orders, simply because we supply

saleable, satisfactory goods, at lower prices than

they can buy elsewhere, hence we get business.

Let's have your order for Water Bottles, Foun=

tain Syringes, Nipples, Atomizers, Bulb Syringes

and all other rubber goods you require.

We guarantee to save you io%. Try us. We
pay express and freight. You are at liberty to

return the goods, if not satisfactory.

Selling Agents for Seamless Rubber Co., New flareo, Coon.

IDDRESS AI.L ORDERS ;d communications to the

Higsinbot>ham Rubber Goods Co.
* Millon, Ontario T^^T^^^TT^^^
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COUGH SYRUPS MM
Elegance of package without quality of contents may make one sale but repeats are difficult.

Quality of contents without attractiveness of package makes hard work for the druggists. In all our

Cough Syrups we have combined elegance of package with the highest quality of contents so that

everyone is pleased. We have some forty or fifty different kinds and styles of wrappers. See our samples

and get prices.

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY, LIMITED
Toronto ^Vinnipeg

PHARMACY, Highland Park College
Des Moines, Iowa

RESIDENT COURSES I. Regular Ph. Q. Course.
II. Special Course to prepare students for examination

before State Boards. The largest and best equipped College of Pharmacy in the United States. School the

entire year. Students present from almost every State in the Union. Expenses very reasonable.

The best Correspondence Course in Phar-

macy before the public. The Course is

complete in every detail, but easy to master. Students enrolled in all parts of the United States. We can
prepare you for your examination before any State Board of Examiners. Send for free catalogue. Mention
course in which you are interested. Address,

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, Des Moines, Iowa.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

*****#*********##****************** f

TOtMER'S PATENT ROUNO^CNO)

/ Physicians and dentists re-
' commend toothpicks as pro-
tecUon ajcainst dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They
preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Full size box sent tor

I Sc. postage and coupon below. We are the larg-;

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.

cintR TowiR CO.. '•'%f:^r bosmb, Mas'
Corresponacn.-c inv.ted with doaleri, hOtOl m

dontisH atid physicianB.
We want dealers and ageots everywhere. Agent*

are making (rem S3 to SIO a day. ,

CUTTEB Town CO., 184 Summer St.'. Boston.

:

[ _ Endoied find 15c. for which pleaM tend it.

300 JliomaUc Jlnllsefillc'Coothptcki'

Vo.»(n.fi,W.me)

Appearance Counts
EVEN IN PAPER ! !

!

Are you using a Drug Paper
that is

Attractive, Neat
Strong, Economical?

All these qualities are combined

CHECKERED DRUG
In White and Tints, Blue, Pink and Qreen

ROLLS AND SHEETS SAMPLES AND PRICES
ALL SIZES GLADLY GIVEN

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

415, 416, .419 King Street West
Branch at Montreal. TORONTO, CAN.
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"I WILL" CREED

Prof. William Hamilton Lamont, of the Com-
mercial Pharmacy Department of the St. Loviis

College Pharmacy, is introducing a "will power"

test into his lectures, illustrative of what deter-

mination and self-control mean, says a despatch

to the Pharmaceutical Era. His first test was a

four weeks non-smoking contest. Forty-eight of

the class 'of seventy-two were acknowledged

smokers. Following an example set by Mr. La-

inont they decided to stop smoking for four

weeks to indicate that they had full control of

appetite and body. Only nine were cigarette

smokers. No penalty is attached, only truthful

reports asked. While the test is not concluded,

it seems that reports will be very complimentary

to the self-control of the class.

In keeping with the determination test, an "I

Will" creed has been circulated. Kach member of

the class has signed it. The subject as presented

to the class follows:

Realizing the inestimable value of honest busi-

ness conduct and the strict appreciation of truth

in all my actions, deeds and thoughts;

Believing in the possibilities of self-advance-

ment and self-improvement through the acquis-

ition and proper development of the fundamental

essential to successful business, and feeling that

a permanent good will result from introduction

to, and retention in my business life, I herewith

subscribe my name to the

"I WILL" CREED

I WIIvL—respect my profession, my employer and

myself.

I WIIyL—Be honest and fair with my employer

and expect in return his implicit confidence

and support.

I WILL—Be loyal and just and never speak of

him disparagingly or criticize him publiclv.

I \VII,L—Enhance the value of his reputation by

my good work.

I WILL—Be a trustworthy custodian of his

goods and cash, and use every ellort to pre-

serve the dignity of the profession.

I WILL—Base my expectation of reward upon
the class of service rendered, and pay the

price of success in honest ellort.

I WILL—Meet my duties with a smile and enter

ujion my work with cheerfulness.

I ^^'ILL—Find time to do everj-thing needful by
never allowing time to find me unemployed.

I WILL—Earn money and .save it, by avoiding

expensive and unnecessary amusements.

I WII,L—Avoid dissipation in all forms and

guard iny health, because a healthy body

may acquire a healthy mind.

I WILL—Mix brains with my work and handle

the customers along correct and proper lines,

remembering that plenty of satisfied custom-
ers is the best evidence of good business.

I WILL—Make good business—clean business, by
following the golden rule, which makes me
just and honest and truthful to my fellow-

TEA AS A SIDE LINE IN THE DRUG STORE

We read in a recent issue of the Pharmaceut-
ische Post, published in Vienna, says the Nation-

al Druggist, that Hungarian pharmacists have
decided to take up as a side line the selling of

tea, and that the Central Pharmaceutical Depot
is at present buying in large quantities English

and Chinese teas on behalf of the pharmacists of

the countr3^ These teas will be sold to the pub-

lic in original packages, to be obtained in phar-

macies only.

Although American druggists have taken on,

and are still taking on, a large number of side

lines, they have not, so Jar as we are aware,

made any attempt to stock the finer brands of

tea, thinking, perhaps, that by so doing they

would encroach upon a trade belonging properlv

to the grocer, and not compatible with the dig-

nity of the pharmacist. History, however, shows
that the Hungarian pharmacists have simply de-

cided to put in stock an article that was former-

ly regarded as appertaining to the druggists and
not to the grocer.

In former times, and, indeed, until a com-
paratively recent date, the spices, condiments,

tea, coffee, and even sugar were a part of the

stock of every pharmacy in France and in Europ-

ean countries generally. Indeed, up to the time

of the splitting up of the guild of Apothicaires

cpiciers (apothecaryspicers) into two guilds, about

the middle of the sixteenth century, apothecaries

were the only persons who could lawfully sell

any of the articles named, except coffee. Sub.se-

quently, the guilds were further divided, and

there were "herbiers," who dealt in medicinal

herbs; "ciriers," who dealt in wax in its crude

form—"en pain," as it was called, or in loaf

(i.e., melted and cast in pans) and candles; "peve-

iers," who sold pepper, but not spices; "re-

grattiers," who sold a number of articles now
found in groceries, and who were later allowed

to deal in such spices only as arc used in cook-

ing. All the time, however, the sale of tea « as

legally reserved to the apothecaries.

There was a reason why the apothecaries alone

were permitted to sell tea. In a royal ordinance,

published about the close of the fifteenth century,

we find a recital of the dilficulties encountered in

the way of obtaining tea, spices, etc., in a pure

state. "Sometimes," we are told, "they are rare.
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even in the Orient. They are .so costly, even in

the countries where they grow, that inlidel

traders and nierchant.s fail to bring them to

Christian lands, because of tlie voyage, which is

so long that the}' (the merchants) may remain

two, or even three, years without return for their

nionev."

WINDOW DISPLAY INFORMATION

The nature and construi.tit)n of the window
practically defines the nature and extent of the

display, says an exchange.

A boxed-in window afiords opportunities for

more elaborate and extensive displays, and where

))ossible .should always be obtained. The boxing

should be constructed as tightly as ])ossible and

\entilation allorded from the outside, as that is

the only method by which the "sweating" of the

windows can be prevented. For the same reason,

when i)ossil)le, electric lights exclusively should

be used for illumination, but only a portion of

these lights should be mounted upon permanent
fixtures—the remainder simpl}' attached to long

flexible cords so that they can be arranged in

any portion of the display. The globes of these

lights can be stained as desired by dipping in a

solution of white shellac in wood alcohol colored

with aniline dyes. This stain can lie removed bv
washing with wood spirits.

There are two primary parts to every window
display. They are: The background and settings

and the article to be advertised.

As the sole idea of the background and set-

tings is to attract attention, they should be ar-

ranged upon the principle that the best is none
too good, and careful attention should be given'

to every little detail. Much of this work can and
should be prepared beforehand, and arranged so

that it can be set up in the window with the

least trouble and in the shortest time.

Frames and stands must be constructed, and
for this purpose a liberal .supply of light lumber
of various lengths should be procured. None of

this need l)e heavier than 2x2, while some should
be so thin that it can be bent in any direction.

Two or more artificial bottoms for the window
should be built, either in one or more sections,

depending upon the size of the window; by hav-
ing tliese extra ones, the ones for the next dis-

play can be arranged without disturbing the one
in the window.

The window trimmer's work-box should also

contain several bundles of wire of various gauges,

a liberal supply of nails, tacks, uud pins, needles

and threads, glue and mucilage pot, and a few

simple carpenter's tools, such as hammer, tack

hammer, saw, square, etc.

Cheesecloth or bunting is the most extensively

used article for forming backgrounds of windows,

and in many ways it is an ideal material, being

inexpensive, light, easily arranged, and obtain-

able in almost any color. To recei\e its full

value it should be either draped in graceful folds

or arranged in some fantastic form, such as

pleating (either horizontal or perpendicular),

puffing, padding, smocking, etc.

It requires some little practice to become jiro-

ficient in the art of making these dilTerent

arrangements, but the final results are so satis^

factory that they are well worth all the practice

necessary.

Other fabrics, such as muslins, silks, satins,

velvets, etc., are sometimes used, but are seldom

arranged in any other manner than that of drap-

ing. Next to cheesecloth, crepe tissue pajier is

the most extejisively used material in window
displays. It may be used solid or cut in strips

and twisted into fantastic forms.

A JUBILEE NUMBER

The Chemist and Druggist, of London, Eng-
land, has reached its silver jubilee, ha\ing been

published for fifty years, and in commemoration
of the event the issue of Juh^ 31st came to hand
embodying no less than 212 pages of advertise-

ments and 108 of reading matter, making one of

the largest is.sues of drug publications which has
ever been issued.

As a souvenir of the event a replica of the first

number of the Chemist and Druggist, published

Sept. 15th, T859, was presented to every sub-

scriber. We congratulate our contemporary on
the attainment of its fiftieth birthday and on the

very valuable work it is doing in connection with
pharmacy.

ANOTHER " JONES " DRUG STORE

The Harkness Drug Co., Cochrane, Out., have
installed the well-known New Century Silent

Salesman Cases from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto.

"Konataj Medicinaj Productoj," is the title of

a new booklet issued by Burroughes, Wellcome &
Co., London, England, who have decided "owing

to the universality of the firm's business" to

publish information concerning some of their pro-

minent medicinal preparations in the Esperanto

language.
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LYMAN'S LICORICE
BEST QUALITY

4-6-8-12 and 16 sticks to a pound. Packed in 5Ib. boxes. Special price in quantity.

Be ready for the demand.

GIBSON'S JUJUBES in 4Ib. G.S.W.M. jars with large gold label. Good
(SEVERAL KINDS) value.

LYMAN'S COLD CREAM
SNOW WHITE

Finest Cold Cream on the Market at any price. Highly Perfumed with finest Otto Rose.

Rouud opal pots, small at 8oc per dozen. Collapsible tubes, doz. in display carton, large at jti.50 per doz.

Round opal pots large at |i.20 " Decorated screw cover tin boxes, yi pound at I3.C0 per dozen.

Collapsible tubes, dozen in display carton, small at 75c per doz. Decorated screw cover tin boxes, I pound at J5.C0

The Lyman Bros. & Co. Limited, Toronto
Wholesale Druggists and Manufacturing Chemists

The Waterloo School & Office Furniture Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory at WATERLOO, ONT.

Manufacturers of High

Class Modern Interior

Hardwood Finish of

All Kinds 'M ^H 'M ^M %H

Our Specialties

:

BANK FITTINGS
OFFICE FITTINGS
STORE FITTINGS
HOTEL FITTINGS
POST OFFICE FITTINGS

Also Fittings and Furniture for

Public and Private Buildings of

every description. Estimates fur=

nished on application.

NOTE—We bave a large stock of

modern Show Cases, similar to cut, on

hand. These we will sell at a consider-

able reduction. List of sizes and prices

.sent on application.

THE WATERLOO SCHOOL & OFFICE FURNITURE CO., LTD.
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Trade Notes

Dr. Blackburn has opened a drug store at Bur-

dette, Alberta.

F. J. Long has started a drug business at

Gladsby, Alberta.

F. Richardson has opened a drug store at Ed-

monton, Alberta.

E. Anderson, druggist, Toronto, is advertising

his business for sale.

A. E. Brethour, druggist, at Blackfalds, Al-

berta, died last month.

Dr. Paddell has opened a new drug store at

Young, Saskatchewan.

W. J. Douglas has sold his drug business at

Collingwood, Ontario.

G. Gemmill has opened a drug store at Mer-

ritt, British Columbia.

K. J. O'Neill has started a drug business at

McLean, Saskatchewan.

W. J. Barker & Co. succeed the Rivers Drug

Co., at Rivers, Manitoba.

T. A. McGillivray has started a drug business

at Melville, Saskatchewan.

W. J. Vernon has opened a drug business at

Vancouver, British Columbia.

Dr. Geo. Cooper has taken out a license as a

druggist for Charlton, Ontario.

A. J. Bedard, druggist, at Richmond, Quebec,

suflered a loss by fire recently.

The drug store of J. A. Scott, Glencoe, On-

tario, was burned out recently.

J. A. Hallett has taken over the drug business

of J. M. Tamblyn, Oshawa, Ontario.

T. N. .Tarvis has purchased the drug business

of G. A. Sherrin, Dresden, Ontario.

E. Brooker has started a drug business in

South Vancouver, British Columbia.

The drug store of J. Patterson, Almonte, On-

tario, was damaged by fire recently.

W. E. Arens has purchased the Shoal Lake

Pharmacy, at Shoal Lake, Manitoba.

J. E. Chambers has opened a new drug busi-

ness in Vancouver, British Columbia.
The Pharmacie St. George has been registered

as doing business at Montreal, Quebec.

S. H. Nixon has taken over the drug business

of G. A. Ramsden, Georgel^own, Ontario.

W. F. Cantelon has opened a new drug sto''e at

987 Dovercourt Road, Toronto, Ontario.

W. H. C. Summerfeldt, druggist, at Toronto,

Ontario, suffered a loss bv fire recently.

J. T. Green has purchased the drug and sta-

tionery business of E. Grant, Roblin, Manitoba.

J. T. Green has purchased the drug and sta-

tionery business of E. Grant, Roblin, Manitoba.

The drug store of James Patterson, Almonte.

Ontario, was totallv destroyed bv fire Sept.

loth.

K. W. Roberts has taken over the drug business

of .7. A. Gallagher, King Street, Toronto, On-

tario.

W. n. Medley, formerly of Kingston, has pur-

chased the Scobell Drug Co., St. Catharines, On-

tario.

G. S. Metcalfe succeeds C. H. Gillanders in the

Cedar Cottage Drug Store, Vancouver, British

Columbia.

W. B. Walsh has purchased the College Street

branch of J. Albert Thompson, druggist, Toron-

to, Ontario.

The French Pharmaceutical Specialties Com-
pany have registered as doing business at ]Mon-

treal, Quebec.

R. C. & A. F. Humphrey, druggists and sta-

tioners, at Prince All)ert, Saskatchewan, have

given up business.

W. N. Braund has taken over the drug business

of A. P. Sieveright and Anson Burke, druggists,

of Huntsville, Ontario.

According to the Winnipeg Commercial, we are

advised that there is a good opening for a drug

store at Benito, Manitoba.

In the recent fire at Saskatoon, Saskatchewan,

the Saskatoon Drug & Stationery Company's
loss is estimated at Si2,ooo.

Thos. S. Beasley, formerly of Brantford, On-

tario, has purchased the drug business of W. A.

Twiddy, Eglinton, Ontario.

St. John & Ferguson, Niagara Falls, Ontario,

have dissolved partnership as druggists, Mr. St

John continuing the business.

A. B. Campbell, of Hosmer, British Columbia,

dealer in books, fancy goods, patent medicines,

etc., is adding a stock of drugs and engaging a

prescription clerk to take charge.

O.C.P. CLASS OFFICERS

Class oflicers for 1 909-19 10 at the Ontario Col-

lege of Pharmacy have been elected as follows:

Hon. President, Dean Heebner; Hon. First Vice-

President, Miss E. E. Davis; Hon. Second Vice-

President, Miss Maude Richardson; President, P.

Dunnigan; Vice-President, G. A. James; Secre-

tary, S. C. Cooper; Treasurer, C. R. Vail; Com-
mittee, W. L. Torrance, W. A. Harkness, F. M.

Haffev, J. F. C-assidv, G. N. Elwin.

E. D. Storey, Ottawa, Ont., has placed his or-

der with Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto, for a

complete outfit, which will be one of the finest in

that city.

Mr. Storey chose the beautiful Crystal Gem
style of Show Cases, the all glass case without

holes in the glass, and the New Century Display

Counter.
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INTERESTING EXHIBITS

The Canadian National Exhibition for 1909 \V'is

without doubt the most successful of any in the

history of the Association as regards many feat-

ures of interest to all classes of visitors. The at-

tendance was largely in excess of any other ytar,

and the entire exliibition was a success Iniancial-

ly from any point of Wew from the number of ex-

hibits and the amusements.
Amongst the exhibits of particular interest to

druggists, several were noticed both in the

iManufacturers' and in the Process Buildiufrs.

Sli,,\v e:isos vvt!>- cxliibitcd bv the Toronto Slmw

sentativcs from their iMontreal branch. There

were many interesting features in connection with

tliis exhibit which appealed very specially to' the

phvsicians from the most northerly districts ol

the Western Provinces. These doctors appreciate

the importance of having on hand "Tabloid" and

"Soloid" products, and also "Tabloid" Dress-

ings, which the}' can carry in large quantities,

owing to the compactness with which the goods

are packed.

There was on hand a large ^assortment of

"Tabloid" Medicine Chests and Cases, many of

which were similar to those which have been car-

ried b\- the greatest ex]ilorers of the present age

Ca.se Co., .loues Bros. .V Co., and Mclnlyre Fur-

niture Co.

The exhibit of the Macdoiiald IManufacturing

Co., consisting of an excellent displa}- of their

tin boxes, etc., was greatly admired, and we
])ublish here an illustration of this exhibit.

BURROUGHS, WELLCOME,' [& CO.'S EXHIBIT AT
THE C. M. A. MEETING

Among the exhibits at the recent meeting of

the Canadian Medical Association held in Winni-

peg, August 23rd to 55th, was one of Burroughs,

Wellcome & Co., under the supervision of reprc-

A special apparatus was constructed for de-

monstration of the solubility of "Soloid" Cor-

rosive Sublimate. The gr. 8.75 product was used,

and the visitors were surprised to learn that a

product of this size could be dissolved under ii

minute, in^ less than i oz. of water.
The' other products to which ])rominence was

given iwere asi follows: The B. W. & Co. All

Glass vSyringes, "Wellcome" Brand Chloroform
in sealed phials, dropper bottles, and the larger

containers, similar to those which the firm's

salesmen have been showing to the physicians for

a number of years; "Kepler" Malt product
"Wellcome" Brand Liquid Extract of Ergot,
and the new product "Ernutiu."

J
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Retailers Attention

!

Stock

CaBmentium
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, bHt is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Caementium is not

affected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY-
AU branches National Drug & Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. &'Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOB CANADA

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Agreeing Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Winchester carries our Slgaature-

JOHN COWAN COMPANT, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, C P , in cans and drums

BORIC ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMIVION. 5 lb and 10 lb cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMIVION., kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 DALHOUSIE STREET

MONTKEAL

OUR No. I BURNING OUTFIT
SEE THIS LIST OF OUR RETAIL PRICES

No. 1 complete $ 1.80

We are putting the best outfits on the market that

have ever been made and our prices are the lowest.

Send for catalogue and trade discount.

The Acme Supply Co.* Ltd.
118- 120 Dulce St. TOB.ONTO, Ont.

Did You Ever Notice
that the druggists throughout the country

who do the largest trade are always the fel-

lows who are not afraid to buy enough of any

good patent medicine in order to get a lot of

free advertising.

On the other hand did you ever notice the

shiney coat and frayed at the bottom pants on

the man who is always knocking patent

medicines and talking about the professional

aspect of the drug business.

That ought to be enough to convince you of

the wisdom of writing The Merrill Medical

Co., M'f'g Chemists, Toronto, regarding ex-

clusive advertising proposition for

MERRILL'S RELIABLE FAMILY REMEDIES

THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

Don't wait for a traveller. Write to-day

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Merrill Building, Toronto, Ont.
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The Innovation

SILENT SALESMAN WALL CASE
Tlie latest idea iu a Wall Case, a combination of Silent Salesman and Wall Case. The Case is

practically a Silent Salesman Show Case, but with sliding doors in front, with mirror back, plate

glass shelves, and bevelled plate glass top, above this is a section fitted with doors that lift up and

slide back and forms a convenient display space for small quick selling articles, while the top is a

regular wall case with sliding doors. The centre section is a special display case running to floor

with a hinged door and with a beautiful art glass panel at the top.

The design is entirely new, of the " Art Noveau " style, and the whole case is beautiful and

specially adapted to the display of high class goods. This case does away with the necessity of a line

of Silent Salesmen on one side of the store.

We manufacture the Innovation Tincture Shelving and Innovation Prescription Case to match
this beautiful fixture, and will be pleased to submit estimates on complete outfits.

SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE

JONES BROS. & COMPANY, Limited
H£AD OFFICE:

29=31 Adelaide St. West
TORONTO
Canada

DRUG STORE BUILDERS
TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCHES:
MONTREAL

OTTAWA
WINNIPEG

J
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CANADIAN NATIONAL EXHIBITION

The Sovereign rerfuines, I<ld., had a fine dis-

play of their Ideal Orchid Perfume, with the

other specialties, namely, the Ideal Orchid

Sachet, Cream, Toilet Water and Talcum Pow-
der, all of which proved very attractive, espe-

cially to the lady visitors. The exhibit was an
excellent one, and the policy of sampling the per-

fume by means of the atomizer gained many cn.s-

tomers for the Ideal Orchid I'crfumc.

Raphael Tuck & Co., of Montreal and New
York, had an excellent exhibit of pictorial post

cards and other high class products of their

manufactory.

ANOTHER "JONES" DRUG STORE

C. S. Prouse, Kingston, Out., has added to his

well-fitted pharmacy one of tlie latest ideas of

Jones Bros. & Co., lytd., of Toronto, the Cry.stal

Ca.sclct.

Of this perfume, Miss Mabel Taliferro, the

American actress, says: "1 fi.nd your Orchid Per-

fume a most delightful odor."

The Triangle Food Co., of Hamilton, exhibited

their infants' food to an interested number of

visitors.

Kerr Bros, had a display of their confectionery,

mostly comprising the boiled goods for drug-

gists' sale and their famous Butter Scotch.

SCIENTIFIC BOOKS

We are in receipt of a catalogue of medical and

pharmaceutical books which has just been issued

by Messrs. J. & A. Churchill, 7 Great Marl-

borough Street, London, W., England. The cata-

logue is a very complete one, the books having

been classified imder thirty-four heads, and a

complete index of the authors is given. The ar-

rangement of fthe book is such as to render it

easy for reference.

Cowan & Co. were to the front with their McMillan & Anderson, Gramme, Alta., have in-

Maple Buds, Nut Chocolate, Chocolate Parisienne stalled a line of New Century Cases from Jones

and other goods of their manufacture. Bros. & Co., Ltd., Toronto.
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VINOLIA AT THE CANADIAN NATIONAL

The disi)lay at llic Viiiolia stand was most ar-

tistically arranged, and with a % iew of ensuring

the attention of every visitor. Our illustration

gives but a faint idea of this exhibit. A full line

of Vinolia goods were on view, notably amongst

them being I.ait Vinolia Shaving Sticks, Vinolia

Lavender and Cologne Waters, and their new

specialties the Mylissin Soap and Perfume. Liril

Extract was also another product of this firm,

and is one of very high standard. The exhibit as

a whole displayed great taste, and w;>s liberally

patronized bv orders.

her of others that should readily suggest them-

selves. The following will serve as an example

of the process of making such a jar:

For the base, or bottom stratum, we will take

a blue, for which indigo sulphate dissolved in sul-

phuric acid will answer. For the second we will

take chloroform alone. The third layer may con-

sist of glvcerin tinted with caramel; the fourth,

castor oil colored with alkanet root; the fifth,

proof spirit tinted with anilin green; the sixth,

cod liver oil carrving one per cent, of oil of tur-

pentine; the .seventh, alcohol tinted with violet

anilin, and so on.

The licpiids must be introduced through a tube,

l!u- lo\^^•sl ])<iinl of which should approach the

A "RAINBOW" SHOW GLOBE

"Rainbow" show globes, that is to say, show
globes containing bands of liquids of different col-

ors, are very striking, and can l)e prepared l)v ob-

serving the following principles: (i) The liquids

must be introduced in the order of their specific

gravities, the heaviest first, the next heaviest

second, and so on. (2) Each stratum must be so

arranged that it will lie between strata of liquids

with which it is not mi.scible. (3) Care must be
taken that the coloring matter of each stratum
is insoluble in the media immediately above and
below it.

The liquids generally used as .solvents are oil

of turpentine, olive, cotton.seed, almond and cas-

tor oils, glycerin, chloroform, alcohol and a num-

surface of the layer previously introduced as

closely as possible without actual contact, and
tlie point directed against the side of the jar or

globe, so that the liquid may flow as gentlj- as

possible and spread 'itself over the surface with-
out disturbing the same.—National Druggist.

OBITUARY

The death is announced of Mr. John Albert

.Tohn.son, Governor of the State of Minnesota.

.Mr. Johnson \vas born in St. Peter, Minn., in

186 1, and served some time as a drug clerk in his

native town.

J
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CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. & S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Uqung s^Smyue'S

Stick Licorice.

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. Wafers, Softmints, Lozenges, Powdered
Extract and Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists* uses.

MANUFACTURED BY

N.B.—Place your orders now

with your wholesaler for

your winter requirements.

National Licorice Company
Montreal

<)^ox!^ox)^<:i^o^c^i:fo^o^^^

ROYAL After Dinner Mints
IN 25c. PACKAGES (PRICE PROTECTED) IN 25 lb. PAILS

ROYAL Cou^h Drops
AN ATTRACTIVE PACKAGE RETAILS FOR 5 CENTS

IN BOX CONTAINING 36 PACKAGES $\m

The MOYES CHEMICAL CO., Limited
84-96 Jarvis Street, TOROMO, CANADA
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Conditions for Selling

Dr. Pierce's Medicines
BY THE

Retail Druggists in the Dominion

Were Never Better

!

Owinn to tiiB Protection Afforded \ii

Our Serial Number Contract Plan

which has cost us a great deal of

money, the Druggist can get Full Price

for these old-time Favorite Remedies,

and he can make a fair legitimate profit,

because Dr. Pierce's are

THE ONLY POPULAR MEDICINES

which are not universally sold at cut

prices. We have done our best to

protect you. Why not push for Dr.

Pierce and the World's Dispensary ?

Can we send you a Window Display
or can you use our Memorandum Books
to advantage?

MM MMM
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Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of

these columns for anything of general interest to the trade.

ICditor The Canadian Druggist,

Toronto:

Gentlemen,—The September copy of Canadiiiii

Druggist, received yesterday, contains one very

good article—"A Much Needed Change." It is

correct on every point, except that the ajipren-

ticeship term would be "better cut down to two

vears," thus making the whole undergraduate

period four years, as is the case in most of the

professions.

As it stands now, one is almost a patriarch

after four years slavish apprenticeship, one year

crammed college course, and then a couple of

years' "experience" to finish oil. A year extra at

college should be equal to at least two years

apprenticeship. (In my case it would Ije worth

four). ^ ,

I am, vours sincerelj',

A. J. Hamilton,

O.C.P., 'o4-'05.

AMERICAN PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION

The fifty-seventh annual meeting of this Associ-

ation was held at Los Angeles, Cal., August i6th

to 2oth.

The attendance was fair, the extreme westerly

place of meeting evidently deterring many east-

ern pharmacists from attendance. President Os-

car Oldberg was unable to attend owing to ill-

ness, and the chair was occupied by First Vice-

President E. G. Eberle, of Dallas, Texas.

The President's address was read by Mr. H. B.

Mason, of Detroit. It contains a number of ex-

cellent recommendations and dealt with many
points of interest to pharmacy, notably "The

Nostrum Evil," "The Most Potent Cause of the

Pharmacist's Troubles," "The Campaign of Edu-

cation," "The Pharmacopoeia," "The National

Formulary, " etc.

We give the portion dealing with the last t\\ o

named matters, as being of special interest. In

speaking of the L^. S. Pharmacopoeia, the address

said:

"The Pharmacopoeia of the United States has

reached a high place among the pharmacopoeias

of the world. But while we have reason to be

well pleased with its scientific character, I have

become convinced that it might be made more

helpful to the pharmacist than it is. The fact

that it can be made so without in the least

degree detracting from its other merits, seems to

have escaped the attention of all of us.

"The pharmacopoeial directions, formulas and

methods can in many instances be so framed as

to encourage and facilitate the making of ofiicial

preparations and the performance of other tech-

nical pharmaceutical work by the pharmacists.

Little work of thai kind is now done, because the

official methods prescribed are less simple and

convenient than they might be, or because no

ofiicial directions are given. Formulas once in

the Pharmacopoeia have been dropped, a few at a

time, because they were not utilized to any con-

siderable extent, until there are scarcely any

working-formulas left except for the galenicals.

I believe that pharmacists' who have the ability

and ambition to make such chemical and phar-

maceutical preparations as do not require facil-

ities beyond their reach, should find the requisite

practical directions in the Pharmacopoeia.

"The pharmaceutical manufacturers have done

very much for the progress of American phar-

macy-. Let us fairly and freely acknowledge our in-

debtedness to them. Let us freely recognize the

fact that many chemical and pharmaceutical pro-

ducts of great value must of necessity always be

made by the manufacturing laboratories. Let us

go further and freely admit that the promising

'propaganda in favor of U.S. P. and N.F. prepar-

ations,' woiild be in great danger of utter defeat

if competent pharmacists permit themselves to

be held responsible for unfit products made and

dispensed by the incompetent. Any retail drug-

gist lacking the knowledge and skill required to

make satisfactory U.S. P. and N.F. preparations

will be sure to do infinite harm to his own busi-

ness as well as to the caiuse of pharmacy if he

has so little sense as to try to make those prep-

arations himself instead of procuring them from

some trustoworthy manufacturer.

"But let us see to it that a fair chance is given

also to the competent pharmacist.

"I am sure that the value of many preparations

which the pharmacist can not make has been

greatly exaggerated, and that we have not been

sufficiently on our guard to prevent an underesti-

mation of the value of such pharmaceuticals as

the pharmacist can readily prepare.

"It should be freely admitted that it is very

difficult for the pharmacist to manufacture fluid

extracts and that he rarely tries to do so. But

the value of that class of preparations is grossly

exaggerated, and it is a serious mistake to en-

courage the use of fluid extracts for making other

pi'eparations.

"Percolation is an exceedingly valuable and ef-

fective process for the extraction of the soluble

matter of plant drugs, and every properly-trained

pharmacist should know how to perform it and

should make use of it whenever the results sought

are best secured by its employment. But nearly

all pharmacopoeias have always ordered their

tinctures made by maceration and still continue
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to do so. No experienced pharmacist can ques-

tion the fact that any plant tincture of ten per

cent, strength can be far more conveniently pre-

pared by maceration than by percolation, and

just as eflectively.

"The conclusion of the Brussels conference with

regard to the employment of percolation must be

regarded as not justified by the facts.

"Numerous American retail druggists either

buy their tinctures already prepared, or make

them from fluid extracts, or prepare them by

maceration regardless of the official directions. I

am sure that a far greater number of our retail

druggists would prepare their own tinctures if the

Pharmacopoeia should order them made by ma-

ceration instead of percolation, and if that be

true, then it is sufficient reason for giving ma-

ceration the preference, or at least permitting it

as an alternative process. As uniform tinctures

as can be obtained have been made by European

pharmacists by the process of maceration for

generations.

"The foregoing statements illustrate what I

mean by seeking to encourage the rehabilitation

of practical pharmacy through the official pro-

cesses of the Pharmacopoeia, and I strongly re-

commend that a special committee be appointed

by the Council to investigate and report upon this

subject in time for the next revision, or that our

Committee on the United States Pharmacopoeia

be requested to give it attention."

In dealing with the National Formulary it

criticized the action of the United States Con-

gress in making the N.F. a legal standard, thus

putting it on a par with the Pharmacopoeia, a

criticism which drew forth a resolution couched

in strong language, and combatting the state-

ments made by the President.

The following is the portion of the President's

address on the National Formulary:
It is remarkable that the Congress of the

United States should have made a legal standard

of the National Formulary, prepared, owned and
published by an Association which has the power
to change its book any day, or to reduce its

scope or add to it, or suspend its publication al-

together. It was a ridiculous mistake which will,

of course, be corrected sooner or later.

"The National Formulary has been held up to

scorn on account of the ab.surd character of some
of its preparations, and the compilers have been

severely criticized. But it must not be forgotten

that these grotesque polypharmacal preparations
were included solely because they are prescribed

by many medical practitioners, and before the

book had become a legal standard. It is to be

hoped, however, that some limit will be placed

upon the extent to which complex preparations are

included on the sole ground that they are actual-

ly used. There should be no complex therapeutic

mixtures whatever in the Pharmacopoeia. All

preparations of that class now contained in it

should be transferred to the National Formulary,

if not excluded from both.

"I once heard a high authoritj' on pharmacy

describe the composition of compound cathartic

pills as a 'veritable poem.' Such a characteriz-

ation of that preparation seems to me to be a

new and unique species of poetic license. Is it a

spring poem! If the National Formulary retains

its authority as a national standard, the sole

control of it will jiass out of the hands of the

American Pharmaceutical Association. It will

then perhaps be considered as a supplement to

the Pharmacopoeia, and in that case will no

longer contain such inspirations as Warburg's

tincture, Plummer's pills, etc.

"But, whatever may be the fate of the Na-

tional Formulary, we shall always find a formu-

lary for unofficial preparations necessary, and

this Association will prepare and publish it."

The following officers were elected for the en-

suing year:

Honorary President—Enno Sander, St. I.,ouis.

President—Henry H. Rusby, of New York.

Vice-Presidents—C. B. L/Owe, of Philadelphia;

C. W. Johnson, af Seattle, and W. B. Day, of

Chicago.

Secretary—Charles Caspari, Jr., of Baltimore.

Treasurer—H. M. Whelpley, of St. Louis.

Reporter on the Progress of Pharmacy—C.

Lewis Diehl, of Louisville.

The officers elected by the sections are:

Commercial Interests—Chairman, W. M. Bow-
man, of Toledo, Ohio; Secretary, G.H. P. Licht-

hardt, of San Francisco; associates, W. B.

Philips, of Fruitvale, Cal.; H. G. Dean, of Santa

Anna, Cal.; and W. J. Frazier, of Wichita, Kan.

Scientific Papers—Chairman, Martin I. Wilbert,

of Washington, D.C.; Secretary, A. H. Clark, of

Chicago; these two to chose a third member as

associate.

Pharmaceutical Education and Legislation-

Chairman, C. H. LaWall, of Philadelphia; Secre-

tary, C. W. Johnson, of Seattle; associates,

Philip Asher, of New Orleans; C. Osseward, of

Seattle; and H. A. Peairs, of Los Angeles.

Practical Pharmacy and Dispensing—Chairman,

Otto Raubenheimer, of Brooklyn; Secretary, E.

H. Ladish, of Chicago; associate, W. R. White,

of Nashville.

Historical Pharmacy—Chairman, E. G. Eberle,

of Dallas, Tex.; Secretary, J. A. Dunn, of Brook-

lyn, N.Y.; Historian, E. Kremers, Madison, Wis.

It was decided to hold the next annual meeting

at Richmond, Va., beginning May i6th, 1910, be-

ing the week following the meeting of the Phar-

macopoeial Convention at Washington.
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for- t'oV

inerly made it only in Flint, Amber and i
"

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in |
','.

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes, |
'.'.

}4oz. to 4 oz. sizes.
'^

FOE SALE BY JOBBERS

T. C. WHEATON CO
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
Per Gros

% 6.3.1

6.25
7.60

39.50 1

Discount to the Trade 60",

Millville, N.J., U.S.A.

ESTABLISHED 1840

The NORDHEIMER Co., Limited
CAN SUPPLY

Everything in MUSIC and MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Victor and Berliner Gramophones

HOHNER HARMONICAS GUITARS STRINGS AND FITTINGS
MANDOLINS BANJOS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

dSend For Catalogue

The NORDHEIMER PIANO ^ MUSIC CO., Limited
15 Kin^ St., East, TORONTO

THANKSGIVING DAY-Octobcr 25th
We are all ready with

Thanksgiving Assortment No. I

For $i.oo we will send, postage paid, lOo

Thanksgiving Cards to sell at 2 for 5c. 67

varieties. Cost you $1.00, sells for $2.50.

Thanl^sgiving Assortment No. 2

For $2.00 we will send, postage paid, 200

Thanksgiving Cards to sell at 2 for 5c. 121

varieties. Cost you $2.00, sells for $5.00.

Picture Post Cards

Thanl<sgiving Assortment No. 3
For $2.00 we will send, postage paid, i88

Thanksgiving Cards to sell at 2 for 5c., and 10

Thanksgiving Cards to sell at 5c. 131 varie-

ties. Cost you $2.00, sells for $5.20.

Send Your Order In Now
The trade for Thanksgiving Cards will

be large for those who show them early.

HALLOWE'EN, OCTOBER 31st

For $i.oo we will send postage paid, lOO

Hallowe'en Cards to sell 2 for 5c. 54 varie-

ties. Cost you $1.00, sells for $2.50.

For I2.00 we will send postage paid, 182

Hallowe'en Cards to sell 2 for 5c, 10 to sell at

5c. 54 varieties. Cost you 5 2.00, sells for

Drop a card for our latest 32 pa^e Illustrated Catalogue

THE PUQH MANUFACTURING CO., 1&3 Jarvis St., TORONTO, CAN.
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NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF RETAILlDRUGGISTS

The eleventh annual convention of the National

Association of Retail Druggists was held at

l/ouisville, Ky., Sept. 6th to yth, and was at-

tended by over one thousand members and visit-

ors.

The Secretary's report showed a slight falling

oil in membership, while a number of the State

Associations have ceased to be aililiated.

In October, 1908, the total number of State A.s-

sociations in alhliation with the N.A.R.D. was

1,070, while in September, 1909, the number has

fallen to 9759, ninety-eight ha\ing dropped during

the year and seven joined.

The American Druggists' Syndicate appear to

have marshalled their forces and captured the

oflices, the following being the officers elected for

the ensuing year:

President—Charles H. Huhn, of Minneapolis,

Minn.

First Vice-President—II. B. Guilford, of Ro-

chester, N.Y. (re-named).

Second Vice-President—J. D. Humphrey, of

Alabama.

Executive Coiiunittee—W. S. Elkiu, Jr., of At-

lanta, Ga.; C. H. Ladish, of Chicago, 111.; Ed-

ward E. Williams, of Madison, Wis.; Charles F.

Mann, of Detroit, Mich.; Charles A. Renner, of

St. Louis, Mo.; George W. McDuff, of New Or-

leans, La.; Secretary, T. H. Potts, of Phila-

delphia, Pa.; Treasurer, John Coleman, of Wheel-

ing, W. Va.

At tire final session, the following report of the

Committee on Resolutions was adopted:

"That all parcel post bills continue to receive

the vigorous opposition of the retail drug trade

and members of Congress be pledged previous to

their election to defeat this proposed measure.

"That we give our support to a bill that will

prohibit the sale of narcotic habit-forming drugs,

exce]pt through proper and legitimate channels

under proper supervision, protecting the public

with as little hardship as possible to the drug-

gist.

"That efforts toward the amendment of the

Sherman anti-trust law be continued as previou.s-

ly recommended by this As.sociation.

"That the sale of intoxicating liquors, whether
medicinal or compounded for beverage purposes,
should be entirely divorced from the practice of

pharmacy, and that it is the duty of members of

the N.A.R.D. to give their efforts to the accom-
plishment of this end.

"That we recognize the propriety and justice of

such proper regulative measures as may be neces-

sary to prevent the surreptitious sale of alcoholic

liquids for beverage purposes under the disguise

of medicinal or pharmaceutical compounds, and

that the members of the N.A.R.D. give their aid

and support toward the enactment and enforce-

ment of all just laws for this purpose.

"That the annual dues of this Association, in-

cluding one annual subscription for Notes, shall

be fixed by this convention, and the subscription

price of Notes be fixed by the incoming Execu-

tive Committee.

"That it is the sense of the Association that

co-operative buying in both a local and more ex-

tensive way with respect to all goods not price

protected at the full price, thereby insuring the

retailer his rightful profit, is the only just and

effective means of securing advantages that will

result in the benefit to the retailer.

"That the U.S. P. and N.F. propaganda work

be continued in the most aggressive manner pos-

sible, that at least 2q per' cent, of the annual

dues be devoted to this purpose and that the Na-

tional Committee on U.S. P. and N.F. propa-

ganda encourage the formation of a similar com-

mittee in each state and territory and co-operate

with them in making most ellective this import-

ant and valuable work.

"That tliis Association appreciates the neces-

sity for and importance of a central bureau on

drug store telephone service and earnestly re-

quests the National Telephone Companies to es-

tablish such a bureau as soon as possible.

"That the National Association of Retail Drug-
gists will do all in its power to assist in perfect-

ing the iSfational Formulary and thus make it

fully representative of the best that American
pharmacy can offer in the way of extra pharma-
copoeial preparations."

THE GOLDEN RULE IN SALESMANSHIP

The Golden Rule applied to salesmanship is a
sound ibusiness principle which brings results.

The salesman owes a duty to his customer as

well as to his employer. The customer depends
to some extent upon the salesman, and if tht

latter creates false impressions, or in any way
makes a sale which he knows is not to the best

advantage of tlie customer, he is betraying a
trust.

The customer has a right to the benefit of the

salesman's knowledge and experience. It may
not be merely confirming the opinion of the cus-

tomer, but talking him out of a wrong idea and
selling him what he really needs. Failure to do
this is not cleverness, but dishonesty.

By putting yourself in the other person's place

you are giving satisfactory service both to your
employer and customer.
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THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, li...^

STRATFORD, I^ONDON. E N G.

EXCELLENCE Stevlino" RELIABILITY

cT^a SECOND TO NONE =^^
PHARMACEUTICAL CbCnilCalS INDUSTRIAL

MERCURIALS HYPOPHOSPHITES
SCALE PREPARAT ONS BISMUTH SALTS ETHERS

PHOSPHORIC ACID
ESSENCES SICCATIVES ACIDS COLLODIONS

The Largest Import House in HoUa7id in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AMSTERDAM

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edition used

Willing to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

THE "OLD RELIABLE"
PLANTEN'S

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINGE 1836

The Formula of our tale Mr. H. Ptanien

JBt. x> X. .A. xv M? xi iv ^s sons'
93 HENRY ST. Established 1S36 B ROOKLYN, N.Y.

" The Pioneer American Capsule House "

PURE FOOD RULINGS FAVOR THE

Bohner's Patent Grnsbed Frolt Bovi
Became it Is constricted in accord
with the pure food lawi. It is im-

mune against fiies. bugs, dust and
other contaminating iutiuences and
makes for cleanliness, purity, the

preservation of your product It pro-

your fountain and your patron,

and builds conttdence for you in the

minds of an intelligent public Bettor

be safe and serve from a

Bohn'er Patent Crushed Fruit Bowl

ALL jobbers; have it

BOHNER MANUFACTURING CO , 42 State St., Chicago

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir, PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Artlolas: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega berb,
French Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and
alkaloids (Eserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & 8ILLIG, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited

MACOOMB, Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

mxe

Limit

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

RICHMOND ST. TORONTO. CANADA

u^^m

forMarkinff Lmcn. Silk & Cotton.

;\&^mH A. COJdOJf TE5,

THE OLDEST THE BEST
Recsived Medal and Diploma s

Quebec Expositii

Trftde supplied by all leadiDg Drag Hoaaes i

Dominion

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

Small size, perdoz. $2.85
Medium " " 6 80
Large " " 14.50
$20.00 lots less 6% trade discount
60.00 '• •• 10% ••

Terms, B% St days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
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DRUGGISTS

TORONTO SHOW
5, 7» 9» "i I3» <5» I7» '

WRITE FOR C/tTAL0GtfE-—-^^

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R. W. Mcclain, Ben. Manager (late Gowans, Kent

.
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iTALL eASES

^ASE CO., Limited
DEFRIES STREET

E OUTFIT A DRUG STORE FROM THE FRONT WINDOW TO THE BACK DOOR

W. M. PErERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) HARRY GHINN, Superintendint
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Holiday ro3T

Lines

VALEiSTlNEi? SER1E&

CARDa

'ii'oiaS>

Now
Ready

HALLOWE'EN
THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS
NEW YEAR Post Cards

CHRISTMAS BOOKLETS
CHILDREN'S TOY BOOKS and MERRY TIMES ANNUAL

SCOTTISH SONG BOOKS
Bound in Silk Clan Tartan

IRISH SONG BOOKS
Bound in Green SilK

The Valentine & Sons United Publishing Co. Limited
I CORISTINE BUILDING, MONTREAL 77 BAY STREET, TORONTO

),>>r^f CANADIAN Oi-'FICE «SCHOOL
N FURNITURE CO -LIMITED.

MAJVt'f-A.C Tl/ME^ffS Of

SC/UJOl.. Lf//i/i.'\nY

,* jTSiSEAf/iLrC/ZA/m

«^^^^v.
\'LL >.

Chocolates for the fine retail
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CHEMISTRY IN CHINA

At the recent meeting held in London, Eng., of

the International Congress of Applied Chemistry

the progress made by China in the study of chem-

istry, for the present position and future develop-

ment of chemical industries in the country was
described by Yu Tung-Kwai in a paper read be-

fore the Law Section.

According to their historical records, he said,

alchemy was known in their country at least 2,-

700 years before Christ. The chief object of such

practice at that time was to cure diseases and to

try to prepare a sort of medicine under the name
of "Gold Pills" somewhat analogous in nature

to the well-known Philosopher's Stone. Metal-

lurgical work and dyeing carried them back to

time immemorial, and he need scarcely mention
that the processes of making gunpowder, paper,

glass, and porcelain were all originated in his

country. The Chinese, too, had already a clear

knowledge of oxygen in the seventh centiiry. They
knew that by burning sulphur or charcoal these

substances combined with oxygen in the air to

form new bodies, and they had also prepared

o.xygen from saltpetre. He was ready to admit
that China had been kept far behind during the

last hundred years in the development of modern
science, due to the fact that most of the Chinese

were led to concentrate their life.'^ attention

simply on a kind of most difficult literary work,

and not to any lack of a scientific bent among
his countrymen. However, obstacles to scientific

study had now been removed. Since China had

been known for thousands of years as an agricul-

tural country and also possessed an enormous
undeveloped wealth of minerals attention was na-

Uiralh- directed first of all to the study of these

two branches of applied science, agricultural

chemistry and metallurgy. These works had

been carried out by three distinct bodies. First,

a new Board of Agriculture had been instituted,

composed of different bureaux, which managed
their own affairs, such as land surveying, mine
surveying, irrigation work, etc. The headquarters

were at Pekin, but there was in each province

an executive committee which directly controlled

the provincial affairs. The establishment of Gov-

ernment experimental stations in the various

parts of the country had been discussed, and he

believed the proposal would be carried out very

soon. Secondlv, the work of local societies was
also worthy of m.ention. At present the majority

of young Chinese quite realized the value of

science to the welfare of their country. A chem-

ical society had been formed in which the pro-

vincial societies would form sectional branches.

Agricultural societies were more numerous, and
what were known in China as commercial guilds

were giving their financial support. These so-

cieties at present were mainly exercising an indi-

rect influence, and tried to show the best use that

could be made of natural resources by reports to

the Government and the people. Research work
had not yet become an important object of these

societies, but he ventured to say that the time
was not far off when it would be. Thirdly, the

students in China also exercised considerable in-

fluence. In regard to the institutions for study-
ing these subjects, besides the universities and
colleges in which chemistry, both pure and ap-
plied, was taught, each province had to be pro-
vided with at least one higher technical college.

A scheme for establishing technical schools in

each district had been proposed, but owing to
financial embarrassment it was impossible to
carry it out at once all over the country. A char-
acteristic feature about the teaching system in

China was that chemistry and mathematics were
compulsory subjects in the elementary schools
for the purpose not only of training the minds of
the young students, but also of making them ac-
quire some elementary knowledge of natural
phenomena

'
and of realizing the importance of

and the intimate connection between chemistry
and the necessities of daily life. By the efforts

and through the rudimentary knowledge of these
students, their fathers and other relati\-es were
usually enlightened in turn and their money was
thus willingly given for many industrial enter-
prises. As to the situation of chemical indus-
tries in China at present, it was, of course, still

comparatively poor. However, there existed al-

ready several large chemical and metallurgical
works along the Yang-tze and in some other pro-

vinces, and he might mention that a svndicate
had been formed to explore a new Chinese pe-

troleum field, the area of which had been esti-

mated as one of the largest petroleum-producing
regions of the world. He considered that the de-

velopment of China would be of considerable
benefit to the world, because as there was a vast
unexplored field in China the future contributions
from that country to the science of the world
would be enormous, and because the commercial
interests between China and the West would in-

crease enormously, for though thej^ could produce
some goods themselves they could never exclude
foreign merchandise—on the contrary, the con-

sumption of foreign goods would be undoubtedly
increased proportionately to the home produc-
tion. That was obvious, because the consump-
tion of European goods would increase as
the people became more subject to the

Western influences, and as the people be-

came more rich the better customers
would they be. In conclusion, he pointed out
that the relations between China and the rest of
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the world were so intimate that unless China de-

veloped the peace of the world would not be as-

sured, and he was therefore glad to say tliat tlie

development of China had now begun

PHARMACY IN SOUTH AMERICA

Mr. T. H. W. Idris, M.P., on his return from a

trip abroad, during which time, after leaving

Southampton, he visited vSpain, Portugal, St.

Vincent, and from thence went to Pernambuco,

Rio de Janeiro, Santos, Montevideo, and Buenos

Ayres, gave an interview to a representative of

the British and Colonial Druggist.

As might be expected, while out there he made

extensive enquiries as to pharmacy legislation in

that part of the New World with a view to see-

ing, by compa^rison with the laws on these

islands, if our legislation was on a correct basis.

In Argentine, there is a protective system and

an extensive curriculuui for all professions, with

the result that the pharmacist is a well recog-

nized member of a branch of the medical profes-

sion. He has to go through a five j'ears' course

after leaving an elementary school, and to satis-

fy his tutors as to his progress every year. He
must then spend three years applying himself to

pharmacy, being engaged for a certain period of

this time in actual pharmaceutical processes.

After this, if he wishes, he may go through fur-

ther courses and qualify as a medical practition-

er. If he does not choose to go on he is a Phar-

maceutico.

An Idoneo, Mr. Idris explained, is an assistant

to a pharmaceutico. He is allowed to make up

prescriptions under supervision of a pharmaceut-

ico, but as he does not undergo the whole train-

ing of his better qualified confrere, he cannot

graduate to the higher qualification. In the strict

interpretation of the law, no one, other than a

pharmaceutico, can own a pharmacy, 5but in

practice this is evaded by a medico—or rather

one who lias passed the pharmaceutical portion,

and aspires to the "noble profession"—lending

his name. An analyst must go tlirough the same
course as the pharmacist as a preliminary to fur-

ther study. Mr. Idris soon discovered that the

pharmaceutico is a man 'of high standing in

South America. There is nothing of the trading

clement or ".shop" character about his place of

business. It is strictly a professional auditori-

um with n;he workshop behind. This man can
only sell poisons for medicinal purposes. There
is a special class of druggist who may sell poi-

sons for technical and other uses. These he can
vend with few restrictions.

A prescription in Knglish must be vised by an
Argentine i)ractitioner. It must be re-written in-

to either Spanish or Latin, and it is retained by

the pharmacist. A medical man is not allowed

to dispense his own prescriptions without the

supervision of a pharmaceutico, in spite of the

fact that he has undergone the training of his

supervisor. This, Mr. Idris thinks, should be the

case in this country.

The law in Uruguay is very much the same ex-

cept that the ownership of the shop is open to

anyone so long as the qualified man is in charge.

In Brazil similar laws prevail, but they are evad-

ed to such an extent that the authorities take no

action so long as they know that a qualified man
undertakes the responsible work.

Generally speaking, Mr. Idris found that all

these laws were too rigid to be properly work-

able, and that evasions were accomplished wher-

ever technical difficulties in interpretation arose.

A Council of Pharmacists acts as a sort of ad-

visory committee to the authorities as to whe-

ther a prosecution should, or should not, be tak-

en against one of their craft, and frequentljy a

deadlock arises between this Council and the au-

thorities, the former sometimes demanding a

prosecution which the latter will not take up,

and conversely.

VARYING STRENGTH OF MEDICINAL
PREPARATIONS

The variations in strength of many medicinal

preparations, according to the country in which

they are prepared, formed a subject of inquiry in

the section for pharmaceutical chemistry of the

International Congress of Applied Chemistry.

The variations, it was pointed out, were due to

two sets of causes—first, to variation in the

strength of the roots, leaves, etc., employed, and,

secondly, to the medicinal preparations being or-

dered in the various national pharmacopoeias to

be made to contain dillerent proportions of the

drug. Variations due to the former set of causes

were dealt with by Messrs. P. McEwan and G. P.

Forrester. The meeting afterwards passed a re-

commendation to the Congress to appoint an in-

ternational committee to investigate the subject,

and report to the next Congress, in 1912.

Messrs. P. W. Squire and C. M. Caines jointly

dealt with the variations in the strength of medi-

cines due to differences in the national pharma-

copoeias, and showed how far the international

agreement entered into between the Governments
of the countries of Europe in 1906, had influnced

the pharmacopoeias which had been published

since. In a communication by an Austrian chem-

ist, the formation of an international commi.s-

sion was recommended, for the purpo.se of arriv-

ing at uniform methods of testing all medicinal

substances.
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THE(iENDRON flfCCQlTD
TorONTO,C7\NADA

MAKER& OFAU KINDS ,_,

OUR GATAXOGUE
GRADE C

SHOWS THE ENTIRE LINE

THIS DOT-
TRADE MARK IS YOUR GUARANTEE

Made in Canada

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and
finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

==^=== Established 1895===^
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURQ

ESTABLISHED If

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

-TWO KINDS-
NO SMELL

Bed-bugs

IT DEIE8 THEM UP

Most iafallible remedy known Retains its strength for years
Sold in every Country in the World

Sold by all Jobbers : TORONTO, Ont. BUFFALO, N.Y., LONDON, Eng

"Anti=Splash"
THEMAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms :: Agents Wanted

FILTERS THE WATER
PREVENTS SPLASHING

Polished Brass, 15c; Nickel plated, 20c

OWEN SOUND
Anti-Splash Filter Co. ^ ?:T/taTo^

GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM

\one qeau/nevit/toul tfu^ jignaaire of

SoUPmnnvtor^ Ulijutribtilorv for tha,

US & CANADA CLEVELANO.O.

THE GREATEST VETERINARY REMEDY OF THE AGE
Also an absolutely safe I,ininient for

At Wholesale Dealers, $12.00 doz. Retails at $1.50
per Bottle.

THE LAWRENCE WILLIAMS CO.
TORONTO, ONT. CLEVELAND, 0.

ASK FOR
«CRUSADER99

(kegistp;red)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for

medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.

For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Branttord

WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTEES FOR CANADA

LONDON DIRECTORY
(PUBLISHED ANNUALLY)

ENABLES traders throughout the World to

communicate direct with English

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
in each class of goods. Besides being a com-
plete commercial guide to London and its

suburbs, the Directory contains lists of

EXPORT MERCHANTS
with the goods they ship, and the Colonial and
Foreign Markets they supply ;

STEAMSHIP LINES

arranged under the Ports to which they sail,

and indicating the approximate sailings
;

PROVINCIAL TRADE NOTICES
of leading Jlanufacturers Jlerchants, etc., in

the principal provincial towns and industrial

centres of the United Kingdom.
A copy of the current edition will be for-

warded, freight paid, on receipt of Postal Order

for 20s.
Dealers seeking Agencies can advertise their

trade cards for £1, or larger advertisements

from £3.

THE LONDON DIRECTORY CO., Limited

25 Abchurch Lane, London, E.C.
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ARGO PAPER

VULCAN

PLATES

Best Quality
Best Prices

MEAN

Satisfied Customers
and Increased Profits

Defender Photo Supply Co.
ROCHESTER and PHILADELPHIA 131 Bay Street, ToFOlltO
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LEAKS ALCOHOL FROM PEAT

The making up of a larger quantity of a pre-

paration than will be sold before deterioration

constitutes a leak.

The clerk's time is paid for. It should be used

in the interest of the house that employs him

—

he is wasting his opportunity for advancement,

the proprietor is losing his time—both represent

money.

Needless waste of bottles, corks, labels, twine

and paper constitute waste.

An item not charged means that the next sale

nmst make up for this loss.

The public have been educated to exact free

service from druggists they would not expect

from other dealers. Your telephone can be made
a source of revenue to you instead of losing the

patronage of a customer who endeavors to con-

nect with your store while a visitor is holding a

lengthy con^•ersation over your 'phone—if you

will instal a pay service 'phone.

A jobber ships a customer at a distant point

two gallons of distilled water, which he has not

ordered. He returns same by express. True, the

jobber ought not to have shipped it, but likely

he would have given it to the retailer for the

price of the jug, rather than have a double leak.

A wrong shipment is made of a cheap commer-

cial article under like conditions. Adjustment

should be made by awaiting the jobber's version.

It may redound to the retailer's advantage and

save him money. The co-operation of all branches

of business eliminate much loss and bring about

the most satisfactory results.

In a wholesale house and manufacturing estab-

lishment, the doing of work by high-priced em-

ployes which could have been done as well and as

quickly by an apprentice, constitutes during the

year a large leakage.

Mutilated goods, when cut up for use as

samples, eliminate loss that is larger than at

first appears.

Jobbers should exercise judgment in the pack-

ing of goods. A leakv container may only slight-

ly damage a package in the same box, but a

careful druggist desires to have his stock clean,

for cleanliness and accuracy are the outward evi-

dences of a careful and successful pharmacist.

Asafetida packed in the same box with toilet

soaps deteriorates the latter. An improper con-

tainer may create loss. Ammonia easily affects

cork and gives color to it.

Using the same scoop for a white powder after

using it for one that has color, or of an odorless

one after use with a drug of strong odor, may
ruin the drug. This applies to both wholesaler

and retailer.—Southern Pharmaceutical Journal.

Although the normal cvcle of plant life is to

return to the soil the elements taken from it,

there exist certain conditions under which this

process of restitution mav be suspended indefin-

itely, and the remains of countless generations of

plant life preserved in a state of arrested decav.

Deposits of vegetable matter formed in this wav
are known as peat bogs, and they can exist only

where the subsoil is capable of retaining water,

the climate humid, and the mean temperature

sufficiently high to stimulate a rapid growth of

the aquatic plants to which the peat owes its for-

mation The result of such a combination of

conditions is that the decaying sedge in the earlv

stages of its decomposition becomes pickled, as

Mr. T. L. White explains in the Engineering

Magazine, the "pickle" being furnished by the

deCa5-ing vegetation itself, in the form of certain

peat acids of an antiseptic character which act

as a preservative. The important point to the

alcohol manufacturer is that the decav of the

peat-forming plant life is arrested before its

qualities as an alcohol base have become impair-

ed, and the early recognition of this fact led a

number of investigators to trv to turn it to prac-

tical use. Thev were all, however, unable to

surmount certain difficulties, the character of

which thev failed to understand rightlv, and it

seems to have been reserved for Lagerheim and

Frestadius to be the first to work out a satis-

factorv process. Their discoveries have been cor-

roborated by the investieations of Sir William

Ramsav, and if all that is claimed for them is

true, thev can be compared in importance onlv

to such epoch-makine inventions as the Bessemer
process for making steel.

ANOTHER FORMULA FOR COMPOUND SOLU-
TION OF CRESOL

Cresol, 500 Gm.; linseed oil, 350 Gm.; caustic

potash, 80 Gm.; alcohol ("methylated), 90 per

cent., ,^5 mils; water, sufTicient to make 1,000

Gm. Dissolve the caustic potash in 50 mils of

the water in a tarred dish; add the linseed oil,

mix thoroughlv, heat on a water or steam bath

to about 70 degrees C, add the alcohol and con-

tinue heating until saponification is complete.

Then add the cresol, stir well, cover the vessel

and allow to stand, stirring occasionally until a

perfectly clear solution is formed. Then make
up the weight to i.ooo Gm. by the addition of

water. This preparation mixes bright with wa-

ter.—F. W. Nitardv, in American Druggist.

Too manv men lay to a gentle heart the faults

of a soft head.
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PREPARATION OF OXYGEN IN THE
"WET WAY"

For this purpose polassiuiii nitrate (loo grams)

is melted in an iron capsule of two litres capa-

city, and to it added, slowly and under con-

stant stirring with an iron spatula, loo grams of

sodium peroxide and 25 grams of m.agnesium ox-

ide. The thick liquid formed must be constantly

stirred. Upon cooling it forms a hard cake,

which is broken up and the pieces preserved in an

air-tight container of metal. It is advisable to

coat them with paJallin in order to preserve them

for a considerable time against the action of

moisture.

Wihen oxygen is to be generated the pieces,

again broken, are placed in a gas generator of

the Kipp or other form, with diluted hydrochlor-

ic acid. Oxygen, mixed with some carbon diox-

ide, is evolved, ;ind can be i)urified by passing

through a solution of caustic potash and finally

over some dr\-ing agent.

CUCASA

Cucasa is a soluble saccharate of copper and

lime, coming into use in Europe in place of the

rather cumbersome Bordeaux Mixture. Such in-

stitutions and authorities as the Royal Institute

of Viticulture and Horticulture, Geisenheim, Ger-

man}'; the School for Viticulture and Horticul-

ture, Kreuznach, Germany, etc., report favorably

on its use.

Cucasa yields a solution of copper that has all

the fungicidal properties of Bordeaux Mixture,

but with the added advantages of affording a

clear solution in any dilution and of keeping

comparatively long. Being a clear solution, it

does not clog the nozzle of sprays; furthermore,

much less of it need be used than of the Bordeaux
Mixture, for eflicient protection.

A solution of cucasa is uniformly alkaline;

there can, therefore, be no copper sulphate pre-

sent in it that would injure the foliage.

When sprayed on the trees, the thin layer of

the solution is readily- changed by the atmo-
sphere, as in the case of Bordeaux Mixture, into

the insoluble film of copper compound that has

tiie sjjecific power to kill fungi. The thinness of

this film has the advantage of interfering all the

less with the important functions of the foliage,

and also of sticking very clo.se—which was found

in one case to be for three montlis after one

si)raying.

Cucasa consists of molecular proportions of

copper sulphate (CuSO'i.5H20), slaked lime

(Ca(0H)2), and cane sugar, thus being distin-

guished from other copper and sugar solutions hj

the proportions in which the constituents are

present in order to produce a clear, alkaline,

fungicidal solution. Its inventor is Dr. C.

Rumm, of Stuttgart, Germany.

It is put on the market ready for easy use, in

packages to make a stated number of gallons of

solution.

APPLICATIONS FOR PITYRIASIS OF THE FACE

The following ointment is prescribed by Unna
for seborrhoeic eczema, which often occurs round

the nose or on the forehead. Precipitated sul-

phur, 15 grains; resorciu, 15 grains; vaseline, 3

drachms; lanoline, 3 drachms; cod liver oil, 1

drachm; liquid tar, i drachm; olive oil, 20 drops. *

Applied at night, and removed in the morning

with soap and water. Pityriasis in children is

often derived from impetigo contagiosa. The epi-

demic form is treated with tannin, 6 grains; calo-

mel, 6 grains; vaseline, 1 oz. In sporadic cases

the addition of the following solution, in the pro-

portion of a tablespoonful to a quart of water,

may be made to the water used for washing the

face. Zinc siilpliate, 2 drachms; copper sulphate,

I drachm; camphor water, 10 ozs. (Of course, no

soap must be used with this diluted wash).

—

Medical Press.

Eulatin is said to be dimethjlphenyl-pj-razolone

amidobromobenzoate, a white, almost odorless,

slightly acid powder. The dose is 1% to 7 grains

every three or four hours, either as a powder or

suspended in raspberry syrup. It is claimed to be

an excellent remedy for whooping cough, and is

prepared by L. Oestreicher, of Berlin.—L. Fried-

mann, Med. Klin., 190S, 1,649; Phann. Zentralh.,

190S, 49, 942. (Pharmaceutical Journal).

CEMENT FROM SOAP WASTE

It may be of interest to soap manufacturers to

know (says the Indian Trade Journal) that a

striking instance of the important bearing of ap-

plied science to industrj- has recently been fur-

nished at the factory of one of the largest Can-
adian soap manufacturers. In preparing soap an
immense quantity of various residues accumu-
late. Some of these can be turned to commer-
cial advantage, such as glycerine, but others

have hitherto resisted any profitable application.

Among the latter is carbonate of lime, which is

produced in large quantities. In the course of

prolonged experiments in the chemical labora-

tory searching for some means of utilizing the

waste, the above manufacturers succeeded in dis-

covering that it could be profitably employed in

the making of Portland cement, and the process

being commercially applicable, a large factory as

an adjunct to the soap refineries is being erected

capable of turning out over four hundred tons

of cement per week.
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Montreal, October, 1909

To the SHAREHOLDERS OF THE CANADIAN
DRUGGISTS SYNDICATE, Limited.

Gentlemen

:

At the last Annual Meeting in London, Ontario, in January, the
Montreal, Ottawa and Kingston members were represented, and they have
prepared a circular showing the condition of the Company. This circular
will be sent to every shareholder on the books at the time or who can
prove to have joined since.

able, your

conditions

At the next Annual your attendance is desirable, but, if impractic
)ur proxy is imperative if any change is to be made in existinjexistmg

Please sign and return at once to any of the names given and do
it immediately on receipt of report.

Yours truly.

J. E. TREMBLE,
Montreal.

"PYRALIN
Dressing Combs
and Fine Combs

Superior to any other combs

made. For strength and dura-

bility they have no equal. See

them before placing your orders.

»f

The Arlington Co., of Canada
LIMITED

AGENTS

:

East West

DUNCAN BELL JOHN A. CHANTLER & CO.

Montreal Toronto

SIGNS AND
SIGN LETTERS

CRIMSON or BLUE ENAMELLED
LETTERS on OPAL GLASS FRAMED
WHITE ENAMELLED LETTERS on
DARK BLUE GLASS FRAMED : :

CONVEX GOLD GLASS LETTERS on
BLUE (Torquois) OPALESCENT

GLASS FRAMED
BOSTON BRILLIANT LETTERS
(Gold) on BEVELLED PLATE GLASS

(not Framed)

BOSTON BRILLIANT LETTERS
on PLAIN GLASS with BLACK BACK-

GROUND FRAMED

J. E. Richardson & Co.
rs VICTORIA STREET TORONTO, ONTARIO
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NOTICE TO DRUGGISTS
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Correspondence
We do not hold ourselves responsible for the opinions of our

correspondents. All our readers are invited to make use of

these columns for anything of genera! interest to the trade.

ARE YOU AN " ADULLAMITE ?
"

A Reply to an Editorial Written by the President

of the Ontario College of Pharmacy, who
is also Editor of the Canadian

Pharmaceutical Journal

Toronto, Oct. ist, 1909.

Dear Mr. Editor:

Referring to the last election of the Ontario

College of Pharmacy in Electoral Territorial Di-

vision No. 5, the President of the College says:

"There was an element in the last election o£ the

Council" which "was an unholy combination of

about all the objectionable features afflicting

pharmacy," and in another paragraph he, the

President of the O.C.P., goes on to tell who com-
posed this company of "Adullamites."

"Every one who is a cutter and careth not for

his brother; everyone who is a company pharma-

cist (I presume he excepts our worthy respected

brother, Mr. J. P. Hennessey) who nominated

him, Mr. Gibbard, for Division No. 4).

"Everyone who is a Sunday trader, and every-

one who seeketh to enter the fold by the back way
of legislative enactment.

Now, ye "Adullamites," ye see ye are known.

The President holds up before you the polished

mirror of his intellect in which ye can see your-

selves.

Even the secrecy of the ballot, under the pro-

visions of the Pharmacy Act, is no protection to

you; his intimate connections (as President) with

the inner workings of the O.C.P. office are what

ye did not calculate on when ye thought to hide

yourselves in the "Cave of Adullam" (the ballot

box). Ye presumptuous members of an "unholy

combination, did ye think ye had a right to take

advantage of Section 4 of By-law 10 and nomi-

nate a candidate in opposition to the candidate

of the holy combination otherwise known as the

"Old Guard." No, ye "Adullamites," ye mem-
bers of an "unholy combination." No! The "Old

Guard" arrogates to itself, and to itself alone,

the right to select your representatives on the

Council of the O.C.P.

The new blood desired should course through

the veins of men of the calibre of Karn, Watters,

Hargreaves, Roberts, and their associates, accel-

erated by a hypodermic injection, compounded

and administered by the captain of the "Old

Guard."

No, "Adullamites," no, although the expenses of

the College have increased 24 per cent., and the

attendance of students has fallen off 40 per cent.

in five years, pay your annual fees regularly, and

thank God and the "Old Guard" that you are

permitted to do business for two dollars per an-

num, instead of four.

Yours, etc.,

Jno. F. Taylor (The Cutter).

PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

THE

The Pharmaceutical Association of the Pro-

vince of Quebec has just finished its semi-annual

examinations in Quebec, Sept. 28th to Oct i, in-

clusive, when thirty-six candidates presented

themselves, of Whom twenty-one were for the

major and fifteen for the minor, with the follow-

ing result according to merit:

—

For the I/icence—Messrs. A. E. Francoeur,

Thos. Dechenes, A Salvas, Arm. Belanger, and
Plenri Nadeau.

Certified Clerks— Messrs. V. Richmond, Harry
Singer, A. B. Doray, J. E. Picard, J.C. Mc-
Michael, and R. Tetreault.

The examiners were Messrs. John E. Tremble,

President; Alex. B. J. Moore, Henri Lanctot,

Achille Goyette, and Leo G. Ryan, of Montreal;

Henry Willis, of Quebec, and 0. St. Amour, of

St. Agathe des Monts, with S. Lachance, Secre-

tary-Registrar.

JECORAL, A COD LIVER OIL EMULSION

Five grams of powdered tragacanth is rubbed

up with 150 grams of glycerin and the mixture

set aside for half an hour. Mucilage of acacia,

30 grams, and water, 281 grams, are added, and
mixed with the other ingredients until a smooth
paste is obtained. To this is added 500 grams of

cod liver oil, in small portions, each portion be-

ing completely emulsified before the following one

is added. The emulsion may be flavored as de-

sired.

Mr. Thos. A. Spence, of W. A. Becker & Co.,

Newark, N. J., spent his holidays in Toronto, On-

tario. Mr. Spence met with an unfortunate acci-

dent, spraining his ankle in Toronto.
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DUTCH FABRIK STATIONERY

The 'illustration shows a recent display of

Dutch Fabrik Stationery in the window of a pro-

uiinent Hamilton dealer. Dutch Fabrik is be-

cow become pampered, dciuanding finer tooth-

brushes and tastier powders as time goes on.-"

Will she stop at the brushing of teeth, or go

further and insist upon shampooing and manicur-

ing ? We are opposed to any law that will

:oming more popular every day, and is sold by change the liberty-loving, independent farmer in-

to a private secretary to a cow.—Success Maga-
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^^^ DOVA f STANDARD^
t\SJ I r\ i^ TYPEWRITER

$83 For Druggists and Physicians $83

EQUIPPED with medical keyboard^ containing all special

^^ characters used in Pharmacy, ^ Write labels^ prescriptions^

cards^ bills^ letters— all with equal facility and satisfaction,

^ While peculiarly adapted to the requirements of druggists

and physicians, this machine is equally serviceable for ALL
LINES OF WORK,

John B. Oldtimer
PHARAIACIST

2 Slow St., TORONTO

PRESCEIPTIONS OUR SPECIALTY

Modern Drug Co.

Yonge St., TORONTO

Five (5) drops In water three

times a day after meals
Ten (10) drops before retir-
ing. SHAKE WELL.

No. 2756.

UNSIGHTLY AND DANGEROUS BUSINESSLIKE AND SAFE

The Royal Standard Typewriter is now acknowledged the most Complete,

Practical and Durable Typewriter on the market. An examination and trial

will demonstrate and prove its exceptional merit.

Yo« have heard of

the Royal Standard
Typewriter. It is the

machine that has re-

volutionized the type-
writer industry by
establishing a new
standard of quality
and price.

Eighty-five Doiiars

You can PAY more,
but you cannot BUY

more.

Sign and Maii this Coupon

Learn why hundreds of ^<^

progressive druggists ^I^ ^-if

and physicians are «§•' "^-^^

using the Royal ^^j/'-"'^^'

Standard Type- ^-^ ^>''!^i?'

^^'^

writer, and why il* ^''Ics^V

use it.

MAIL THE ;?-''<s <<^i^i
COUPON -<f ^^A^V
NOW.

^^Vo<-''Vt* -•
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THE IMPORTANCE OF HOLIDAY GOODS

EMULSIO OLEI OWVAE, B.P.C.

(Emulsion of Olive Oil.)

Olive Oil 12.50 2% fl. ounces

Acacia, in powder.... 5.00 1 ounce

Distilled Water, to.... 100.00 to 20 fl. ounces

Proceed as in the case of Emulsio Olei Amyg-

dalae, B.P.C, but substituting olive oil for al-

mond oil.

Dose.—S to 30 mils (or 2 to 8 fluid drachms).

EMULSIO OLEI OLIVAE COMPOSITA, B.P.C.

(Compound Emulsion of Olive Oil.)

Olive Oil 50.00 10 fl. ounces

Yolk of Egg, by vol-

ume 6.57 630 minims
Tragacanth, in pow-

der 0.23 20 grains

Elixir of Gluside 0.78 75 minims
Tincture of Benzoin. 0.78 75 minims
Spirit of Chloroform. 3.125 300 minims
Oil of Bitter Almond. 0.105 10 minims

Distilled Water, to... 100.00 to 20 fl. ounces

Proceed as in the case of Emulsio Olei

Morrhuae Compo-sita, B.P.C, but substituting

olive oil for cod liver oil.

Dose.—'8 to 30 mils (or 2 to 8 fluid drachms).

EMULSIO SOLPHURIS. B.P.C.

(Emulsion of Sulphur.)

Sulphur, Precipitated 25.00 109^^ grains

Alcohol, a sufficient quantity.

Carbolic Acid, by weight... i.oo 4'^ grains
Sterilized Glycerin, by

weight 74.00 113^4 grains

Triturate the precipitated sulphur with the car-

bolic acid and sufficient alcohol to make a smooth
paste, using a mortar and pestle which have been

sterilized hy washing them with alcohol and
burning off the excess; then add the freshly ster-

ilized glycerin whilst hot, so as to drive off the

alcohol. The product should weigh 100 (or i

ounce). This preparation is used for injection in-

to sinuses.

HURTFUL TO THE PROPAGANDA

Several Denver druggists, says the Rocky Moun-
tain Druggist, in their enthusiasm for U.S. P. and
N.F. preparations have been supplying the official

essence of pepsin when a well-known proprietary

brand was ordered. It adds that this is not fair

in a business way, nor is it helpful to the propa-

ganda; that the physician still has the unques-

tioned right to exercise his choice of brands, and
wise pharmacists will respect that right.

The importance of the holiday goods line dur-

ing the next few months will engage the drug-

gists of Canada to a very considerable extent,

for when we look over the field of dealers in Can-

ada who distribute the large bulk of presentation

fancy goods, dolls, toys and gift specialties, it

needs only a cursory glance for one to realize

that in a very large measure this falls to the

druggist. The interest, therefore, of the druggist

in the holiday trade is a very keen one, if, indeed,

it is not paramount to all his other interests for

the time being.

Many have no doubt already placed a large

part of their orders for these holiday lines, but

the general return of the entire country to a con-

dition of active prosperity brings to the front the

early necessitj' of securing a line, if not yet

bought, and of augmenting earlier buying so as

to anticipate the demand, which should be of an

unprecedented volume.

Presentation articles are so generally and easily

to be combined with the up-to-date department
of sundries that it probably holds first place in

the interest of the druggist in making his holiday

goods selection.

Many stop here, but stop too soon. Dolls and

toys form a holiday trade attraction of most
considerable value, therefore the druggist must
be alive in his holiday-goods-buying to the im-

portance of dolls and toys if the handling of

these lines are within the range of possibility.

Dolls are now to be had in such profusion of

taste and beautj^ that they provide in the finest

surrounding of holiday display a fitting climax.

Toys, while not favored by some dealers, are

to-day nothing less than the industrial adapta-
tions of scientific discovery made over into mini-

ature for the instruction and entertainment of the

children.

Magic lanterns, cinematographs, steam engines,

fire appliances, trains and railways, animals,

boats, mechanical creations are all clean, quick

sellers, while blocks, books, paints, kindergarten

sets, plasticine and games are bright, saleable

attractions.

The general consensus of opinion in the trade

seems to grant the palm to The Fancy Goods
Company of Canada, Limited, the up-to-date yet

historical concern, whose advertising claims
"The House with New Things," the most im-
portant source of supply for holiday goods," are

familiar to the eye of the druggist of Canada, as

they are evidently the belief of those who have
orders to place.

With all the traditions of fifty-one }'ears of con-

tinuous and successful merchandising in holiday

goods and druggist's sundries the Fancy Goods
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CANADA'S GREATEST MUSIC HOUSE"

WHALEY ROYCE COMPANY, limited

REMOVING from 158 to 237 YONGE ST. TORONTO
on November 1st, 1909

The continued increase in our business forced us to secure larger quarters. Our new premises

are being fitted after the most modern and up-to-date plans, which will enable us to better handle our

enormous output. We shall be pleased to meet our friends in the trade at our new premises, when

they visit Toronto. :: :: :: :: :: :: :: - - -

^ REX CHOCOLATES
MAflK

REGISTERED

50c., 60c., 75c. and $1.00 per lb.

Distinctive Chocolates for those who discriminate.

WILL SATISFY THE MOST EXACTING.

Phone M. 4339 341 Queen St. West Toronto

VALENTINES
THE BIGGEST range of valentines ever carried—from the best

known makers right here convenient for your inspection. Valen-

tines to suit every taste and requirement. From the cheapest penny

comic styles up to the highest grade $4.00 lines whose beautiful designs

aud artistic treatment will compel your keenest admiration.

VALENTINE POST CARDS
A fine line of fancy silk post cards—good, saleable stock. When

you visit us have a look at them or get our traveler to show you. They

contain a variety of striking designs suitable for the occasion and are

likely to be popular sellers. You won't go astray if you order a line of

these.

EASTER NOVELTIES
Don't overlook our range of Easter Novelties—among which are included about 30

artistic novelties made of cardboard, etc. and about loo different popular designs of Easter

Post Cards.

These lines are now being shown by the travellers for

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER, limited
' MANUTACTUUING STATIONEES

TORONTO
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Company are filliug a conliiuially more import-

ant place in the trade of the Canadian druggists

and fancy goods retailers.

An examination of their well arranged sample

rooms, replete with all the staple requirements in

Brushes, Combs, Mirrors, Leather Goods, Sta-

tioner}^ Sundries, as well as the departments of

Gift China, Presentation Fancy Goods, Blocks,

(iames, Toy Tea Sets, etc., on their ground floor,

and of their brilliant Doll showing and extensive

Toy exhibition, is calculated to impress one at

once with the truth of The Fancy Goods Com-
pany's claim to be "The House with New Things"

and "The most important source of supply for

such lines as they handle."

Enquiry among the trade generally elicits one

point, viz.. The Fancy Goods Company are serv-

ing their customers in such a way as to deserve

an ever-increasing support.

Tlie druggists in Ontario feel very favorably

toward this concern, while in the Kast their suc-

cess has been phenomenal.

The West, with its yearly new-born towns, af-

fords, however, the most striking example of this

company's foresight, progressiveness, and the ex-

cellence of their service. It's about like this, once

a Fancy Goods Company's customer always their

loyal supporter.

Arrangements for future business and for new
goods and new programmes is doubtless one lead-

lys

A Toronto firm of

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
is open to act as represent-

atives in Canada for a few

leading houses in lines adapt-

ed to the DRUG, STATION-
ERY and FANCY GOODS
trades, also a few other lines

for'other branches of trade.

Excellent connection and

long experience. Address

MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS
Co. Canadian Druggist

TORONTO :: :: CANADA

ing factor in their success in showing alw;

something distinctive and "everything" new.

Thus it is that consideration of "The Import-

ance of Holiday Goods" naturally tends the fur-

ther thought to "The most important source of

supply," The Fancy Goods Company of Canada,

Limited.

INCOMPATIBILITIES OF SOME OF THE NEWER
REMEDIES

The Hochst Farbwerke have recently published

the following list of incompatibilities of some of

the newer remedies which have been brought to

their attention:

Acetylsalicylic acid with free acids and iron

salts and alkalis.

Antipyrinc with tannin, iodine, quinine, iron

salts, calomel and spirit of nitrous ether.

Albargin with chlorides and tannin.

Antipyrine salicylate with free acids, see also

antip3-rine.

Argonin, sec albargin.

Artcrenol with alkalis and solutions of iron

chloride.

Beuzosol with alkalis.

Dermatol with alkaline .sulphur compounds.

Ferripyrin with salicj-lic acid.

Guaiasanol with alkalis.

Holocain with alkalis.

Homorenon Ts incompatible with alkalis, solu-

tion of iron chloride and sodium acetate.

Hypnal is incompatible with amyl nitrate.

Isoform with reducing substances, such as tan-

nin.

Migrainin has the same incompatibilities as

antipyrine.

Methylene blue with caustic alkalis.

Novocaine with alkalis, tannin, calomel, potas-

sium dichromate, potassium permanganate and

silver salts. The latter may be dispensed with no-

vocaine nitrate.

Pyramidon witli amyl nitrite, apomorphine
and acacia.

Tumenol ammonium with salts and acids.

Tussol has the same incompatibilities as anti-

jjyrine.

Urethane with alkalis.—American Druggist.

A. Dulmage, Saskatoon, Sask., found the Crys-

tal Gem All Glass Cases that he purchased a year

ago from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd., of Toronto, so

satisfactory in every respect that he has fitted up

the balance of his display space with the same
case, and will now have eighty feet of this hand-

some case.
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Xmas Papeterie Assortments

No. 905 contains 17 different boxes to retail from 2Gc. to $1.25. Costs, $5.50.

No. 910 contains 31 different boxes to retail from 20c. to $1.50. Costs, $10.

These assortments are made op of our very best selling patterns, and

each box contains an Embossed Xmas Greeting Card with space for name.

Goods can be shipped any time after October the First. Terms : net

First of January, 19 10.

Place your order at once as we cannot guarantee to fill orders com-

plete unless placed early.

W. J. GAGE & COMPANY, LTD. - TORONTO, ONT.
Warehouse and Factories, 82-94 Spadlna Avenue. Toronto, Ont. Paper Mills at St. Catherines, Ont.
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A FATAL ERROR

There has been a great deal said in trade publi-

cations of recent months about the merchant's

part in selling advertised commodities.

Every dealer has the choice of pushing the un-

advertised lines or stocking the advertised goods

that practicallj' sell themselves. That there

should be any choice is the conundrum, the an-

swer to which is, there is generally a little more

profit in the unknown, unadvertised brands. On

the face of it this would appear conclusive, but

it is a shallow conception of good business to

draw such a conclusion without first reasoning

on the other side of the question. While the deal-

er may make a little more profit on each sale of

unadvertised wares does he make as many sales?

He who has not pushed the advertised kinds will

never know the difference in the volume of sales

that advertising makes, consequently he cannot

in justice draw a fair comparison.

Take confectionery, for instance. How many

dealers appreciate the value of the trade mark

established by the New England Confectionery

Co., of Boston, the Necco Seal. That this mark

and the goods it represents, Necco Sweets, are

known practically in everj' city and town in this

country is due to the large investment the New
England Confectionery Co. has made in adver-

tising. Undeniably this money is spent to make

business for the owners of this trade mark, but

undeniably, too, this same investment must bring

retailers everywhere an immense increase in

trade, for the dealer is the only outlet for their

goods.

Why ignore advertised goods? Why wait to

take hold till popular demand insists on being

supplied. Necco Sweets are selling to-day in

thousands of stores without apparent effort on

the part of the retailers, and where dealers are

devoting some of their attention and a part of

their window display to the promotion of these

goods, a fine high class business is being built

up.

Advertising is the great lever for prying loose

the consumer's dollar. It is bound to fall into

the pocket of the rnan who has the advertised

goods in stock. It's the large point of view. It's

the large way of carrying on a business, and the

manufacturer who is willing to spend in publicity

a large, large share of his profits in promotion

work that the retailer unquestionably gets the

benefit of, deserves the co-operation he is ex-

tending with such a free hand.

Getting dowm to brass tacks, the whole propo-

sition sizes up in the question, is the retailer in

business for dollars or dimes, which ever way he

plays he will get back in proportion the stakes

he puts in.

Team work between manufacturer and dealer,

as the New England Confectionery Co. say in a

current trade advertisement, nets bigger results

than a lone hand.

PAPE'S SPENDING A HALF MILLION

Enormous Advertising Campaign for their Diuretic

and Diapepsin, which are Both Meritorious

Preparations which will Pay

Druggists to Push Hard

The two Pape preparations, both the Diuretic

and the Diapepsin, will without doubt be the

heavy sellers this year and for many years to

come. They are etheral preparations which have

real curative properties and the public is about

to be informed in so effective and extensive a

manner that many druggists are going to disap-

point some of their patrons unless a good stock

is always kept on hand.

Enormous newspaper contracts have been made,

covering fifteen and twenty thousand lines. Near-

ly every daily publication will contain these large

announcements, also the street cars will be used

in almost every city in the United States and

Canada.

Most druggists carry Pape's Diapepsin, which,

though barely one year old, has proved a reliable

seller as staple as any proprietary on the market.

However, the advertising for the coming season

will be twice as heavy as last season.

Their new preparation, Pape's Diuretic, will,

they say, receive the greatest amount of publi-

city, owing to its real intrinsic merit, which will

keep it in constant demand, and no doubt grow

to extensive proportions before the next few

months have passed.

The Pape, Thompson & Pape Co. deserve the

good-will and co-operation of every reader of the

Canadian Druggist because of their clean and

honest business methods, as well as the class and

merit of their preparation.

They particularly request you to buy both

Pape's Diuretic and Pape's Diapepsin from your

wholesaler in such quantities which get for you

the best discounts.

They want their druggist friends to feel and

know that this suggestion is not meant to load

up your Ishelves, but that, with the enormous

advertising about to be done, it would be really

wasteful to not buy to get the best prices, as

these products will always sell and be as staple

as anything else in stock.

The price of Pape's Diuretic is $4.00 per dozen,

and Diapepsin the same.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE IN
PHARMACY TO THE PHARMACOPOEIA

COMMITTEE

( Continued from page 298.

)

Cafieinae Citras.—This preparation is more

conveniently made as follows:

CalTeine 100 parts

Citric acid 100 parts

Water 16 parts

Mix the caffeine with the citric acid, moisten

the mixture with the water, and dry on a water-

bath. This process should therefore be substi-

tuted for the present one. CaJfeine citrate should

not lose more than i per cent, of moisture wheti

dried at 90 degrees to 100 degrees C. It is sol-

uble in four parts of hot water, dissociates on

the further addition of water with separation of

caffeine, but completely redissolves when thirty

parts of water have been added.

Calcii Hypophosphis.—The assay process

should be replaced by one based upon Jowett's

work. When tested for lead according to the

quantitative colorimetric test described in the

Appendix (but with the addition of acetic acid to

each solution before making alkaline with am-
monia) using 7 Gm. in the primary solution, not

more than 5 c.c. of the dilute lead solution should

be required in the dummy solution, showing that

the proportion of lead present does not exceed

10 parts per million.

Calcii Carbonas Praecipitatus.—When tested

for lead according to the quantitative colorimet-

ric test described in the Appendix (the solution

being prepared by dissolving the substance in ex-

cess of acetic acid, boiling in order to expel car-

bon dioxide, and then making alkaline with am-
monia and adding potassium cyanide), using 7

gm. for the primary solution, not more than 5

c.c.' of the dilute lead solution should be required

in the dummy solution, showing that the propor-

tion of lead present does not exceed 10 parts per

million.

Calcii Chloridum.—The anhydrous salt should

be the official one, and the amoimt of moisture
permitted -should be stated. When tested for

lead according to the quantitativ^e colorimetric

test described in the Appendix (but with the ad-

dition of acetic acid to each solution before mak-
ing alkaline with ammonia), using 7 gm.. in the

primary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing tliat the proportion of

lead present does not exceed 20 parts per mil-

lion.

Calcii Hydras.'—When tested for lead according

to the quantitative colorimetric test described in

the Appendix (the solutions being prepared by

dissolving the substance in excess of acetic acid.

boiling in order to expel carbon dioxide, and
then making alkaline with ammonia and adding
potassium^ cyanide), using 7 gm. for the

primary solution, not more than 10 c.c. of the

dilute lead solution should be required in the

dummy solution, showing that the proportion of

lead present does not exceed 20 parts per mil-
lion.

Calumbae Radix.—The following monograph is

more accurate than the present, and should be

substituted for it; the introduction of an ash

limit excludes sandy samples of the drug as well

as portions of the stem:

CALUMBAE RADIX.
CALUMBA ROOT.

The dried transver.se slices of the root of

Jateorhiza Columba, Miers.

Characters.—In irregular, flattish, circular ->i

oval slices depressed towards the centre, from 2.5

to 5 centimetres or more in diameter and from

3 to 12 millimetres or more in thickness. The
cork is thin, brownish and wrinkled; the cortex

is thick, yellowish in color, and separated by a

dark line from the greyish wood, in which the

parenchymatous tissue is largeh- developed and

the vessels arranged in narrow elongated groups.

When examined under the microscope numerous

isolated sclerenchymatous cells, with yellow ir-

regularly thickened walls enclosing small pris-

matic crystals cf calcium oxalate, are to bt seen

in the cortex. The vessels in the wood have yel-

low reticulated walls, and the parenchymatous

cells of both wood and cortex are filled with

starch grains. The latter are irregularly ovid in

outline, from 20 to 70 in. in length, and exhibit

a conspicuous, eccentric, radiate or cleft hilum.

The drug breaks with a short fracture, has a

feeble odor and bitter taste. It should not yield

more than 8 per cent, of ash on incineration.

Calx.—Only lime made from marble should be

official. It is purer and more suitable for making
liquor calcis saccharatus than that made from
chalk or limestone.

Calx Sulphurata.—The assay should be made
in a stoppered flask to avoid loss of hydrogen

sulphide, and the mixture should be heated and

well shaken for ten minutes. Not less than 50 per

cent of calcium sulphide should be present.

Camphora.—Synthetic camphor should not at

present be admitted, as it is not identical with

the natural. (In order to exclude the synthetic

drug the requirement should be made that cam-

phor should melt at 175 degrees C, and that a

solution of 25 gm. in sufficient alcohol (90 per

cent.) to produce 100 c.c. at 16 degrees C. should

exhibit an optical rotation of about —10 degrees

when examined in a tube 100 mm. long.

Cannabis Indica.—In view of the potency of

this drug and the inferior quality of much that
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is imported from other countries than India, the

oflicial drug should be restricted to the Indian

variety, as at present. It should possess a

marked, characteristic odor, should yield not less

than u per cent, of extract to 90 per cent, alco-

hol and not more than 15 per cent, of ash when

incinerated. It should be completely dried and

kept in air-tight containers.

Cantharis.—The following assay process should

be introduced:

Moisten 20 gm. of finely powdered cantharides

with 3 c.c. of hydrochloric acid, transfer to a

So.xhlet apparatus, and exhaust with benzene.

Recover the bcny.enc by distillation, and boil the

residual fatty mixture with 105 c.c. of water,

acidulated with hydrochloric acid, for ten min-

utes, using a reversed condenser. Transfer the

hot aqueous solution to a capacious separator,

and repeat the boiling with four successive por-

tions of 50 c.c. of water for five minutes. Unite

the aqueous solutions, and shake with successive

portions of 30, 30, 20, and 20 c.c. of chloroform.

Recover the chloroform by distillation from a

tared flask, dry the residue at 60 degrees C, and

wash first with 10 c.c. of a mixture of equal

volumes of petroleum spirit and absolute alco-

hol, and finally with petroleum spirit until the

latter leaves no appreciable residue on evapora-

tion. Dry at 60 degrees C. and weigh. It should

not weigh less than 0.1 gm., corresponding to

0.5 per cent, of cantharidin in the drug.

Capsici Fnictus.—As the powdered fruit of

capsicum minimum can be distinguished from
the powdered fruits of other species of capsicum

by the microscopical characters only, the follow-

ing details .should be added to the official de-

scription: "The outer epidermis of the pericarp

is composed of cells which possess moderately
thick walls, are often arranged in rows of five

to seven, and exhibit a uniformly striated cuti-

cule (distinction from the fruits of other species

of capsicum.)"

Carbo Ligni.—The ash limit should be raised

to 10 per cent., as the best qualities in commerce
may contain more than 7.5 per cent. A test with
solution of potassium hj-droxide should be intro-

duced to guard against insufficient carbonization.

Carbonis Bisulphidum.—The official name
should be "Carbon Disulphidum," and Bisulphide

of Carbon should be given as a sjnonym. In view
of the uses to wliich bisulphide of carbon is offi-

cially put it is not necessary that it should be

chemically pure. The words "very soluble ....
moistened with water" should therefore be omit-
ted, and the lead test also deleted.

Cardamom! Semima.—As the fruits of genuine

cardamoms are more easily identified than the

seeds, the fruits should be made official. To ex-

clude lean and shrivelled fruits the words

"plump" and "or nearly smooth" should be in-

troduced into the description. In the descriutinii

of tile seeds the following details should be in-

troduced: "Kxamined under the microscope the

powdered seeds exhibit abundant, minute, an-

gular starch grains, often compacted into masses,

but no spiral vessels, sclerench3inatous fibres, 01

strongly elongated sclerenchymatous cells (dis-

tinction from powdered fruits)."

The ash limit .should be raised from 4 to 6 per

cent.

Cascara Sagrada.—Only the [bark that has

been kept at least twelve months should be used.

The following monograph should be substituted

for the present one:

CASCAKA SAGRADA
CASCAKA SAGRADA

Synonym, Rhamni purshiani Cortex.

The dried bark of Rliamnus purshianus, DC,
collected at least one year before being used.

Characters.—In quilled, channelled, or nearly

flat pieces from one to two mm. thick, but vary-

ing in length and width. It possesses a nearly

smooth, dark purplish brown cork marked with

scattered transversely elongated lenticels but

usually more or less covered with patches of sil-

very grey lichen. The inner surface is reddish

brown, with faint transverse corrugations and

longitudinal striations. The fracture is short,

and near the inner surface somewhat fibrous. A
transverse section exhibits under the microscope

scattered groups of sclerenchj-matous cells in

both cortex and bast; the parenchymatous cells

contain a yellow substance that is colored violet

by solution of potassium hydroxide. The bark

has a characteristic but not powerful odor, and

a persistent nauseous and bitter taste.

Cascarillae Cortex.—An ash limit should be in-

troduced. The following monograph might re-

place the present one:

CASCARILLA
CASCARILLA

The dried bark of Croton eleuteria, J. J. Ben-

net.

Characters.— In tiuills usually from 3 to To cm.

in length and t to 12 mm. in diameter, or in

small curved pieces. The cork is greyish wliUe

and easilj- detached, and is often more or less

completely removed disclosing a dull brown cor-

tex. Both cork and cortex are frequently marked

with numerous longitudinal and transverse-

cracks. Fracture short, the fractures surface ex-

hibiting under a lens a dark, reddish-brown bast

traversed by numerous thin whitish meduUaix'

rays. In a transverse section examined under tin-

microscope the cork cells are seen to possess

strongly thickened outer walls, but thin inner

walls in which numerous minute crystals of cal-
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The Special Bonus Offers on

Zymole
Trokeys
make it more than ever worth your while

to make a leader of this line.

There is nothing else which seems to reach

the spot and stay there quite so well and quickly

as Zymole Trokeys.

Make an attractive window with the gen-

erous supply of advertising matter we send with

orders for three dozen or over and you won't

need to worry about the sales. They just nat-

urally happen and keep on happening.

Better get prepared for the fall demand for

Zymole Trokeys and let us have that gross order

by first mail. Write it out now while the sub-

ject is fresh in your mind.

Windsor, Ontario ,009 Detroit, Michigan
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" THE NYAL PROPOSITION
" IS A BEAUTIFUL PIECE OF
" MACHINERY, BUT THE MAN
" BEHIND THE COUNTER MUST
" SUPPLY MOST OF THE POWER."

This expression from a retailer puts

the v/hole matter in a nutshell.

We supply the machinery, tools and

some power, but that alone would

never turn out very much profit.

You are paid a good price for the

power you supply.

True co-operation in every sense of

the word.

Keep up your Nyal steam.

Frederick Stearns
and Company

SELLING AGENTS FOR CANADA

^
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ENSIGN
CAMERAS and

FILMS

Ensign Goods Hu^e Success
Properly placed on the market our Agents and Dealers have fonnd •

perfect satisfaction and good profits.

INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS—PROFITABLE TO YOURSELF
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

; been such a success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMII.L,, M.D.. Oouliat

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begir
students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

J^anea Building, TORONTO

iwi
NATIONAL
PHOTO

.BULLETIN

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

graphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal
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cium oxalate are imbedded. Both cortex and bast

are free from sclerenchymatous celLs. The bark

has an aromatic odor, especially when burned,

and an aromatic bitter taste. It should not yield

more than lo per cent, of ash.

Cas'siae Fructus; Cassiae Pulpa.—As cassia

pulp is not simply the pulp mechanically separ-

ated from the fruits but rather a galenical prep-

aration of the fruits, there should be separate

monographs for the fruit and the pulp. The fol-

lowing two monographs should therefore replace

the present monograph for "Cassiae pulpa:"

CASSIAE FRUCTUS
CASSIA PODS

The ripe fruits of Cassia fistula, L,inn.

Characters.—Long, narrow, cylinderical, short-

ly stalked fruits about 35 to 50 cm. in length,

and 15 to 25 mm. in diameter. The pericarp is

nearly smooth, dark chocolate-brown in color,

thin and hard. Internally the fruit is divided by

thin transverse dissepiments into numerous com-

partments, each of which contains a smooth oval

reddish-brown seed surrounded by a nearly black,

sweet pulp.

CASSIAE PUI/PA
CASSIA PULP

Exhaust cassia pods, lightl}' crushed, with dis-

tilled water by percolation, strain the percolate

through a hair sieve and evaporate on a water

bath to the consistence of a soft extract.

Catechu.—As good samples of catechu yield

more than 70 per cent, to 90 per cent, alcohol

this figure should be raised from 70 to 80 per

cent. The ash limit should remain as at present.

The microscopical examination should be con-

ducted on a sample mounted in water; this should

show numerous acicular crystals but no starch

grains. The following test to distinguish catechu
from cutch should be added: "5 c.c. of the alco-

holic solution (obtained in determining the alco-

holic extract) made strongly alkaline with solu-

tion of potash and shaken with petroleum spirit

should impart to the latter a brilliant green
fluorescence (distinction from cutch)."

Cera Alba.—As chemical methods of bleaching
wax are now so commonly employed that com-
paratively little wax is bleached by other me-
thods, white wax should be described as "yellow
wax, bleached."

Cera Flara.—The following monograph should
be substituted for the present one:

CERA FLAVA
YELLOW BEESWAX

Prepared from the honeycomb of the hive bee.
Apis mellifica, Linn.

Characters and Tests.—A yellowish brown
solid, having an agreeable honey-like odor; some-
what brittle when cold but becoming plastic by

the heat of the hand. Fracture granular, not

crystalline. Soluble in chloroform and in the fix-

ed and volatile oils. Not more than i per cent,

should be soluble in boiling water (absence of

honey). Specific gravity 0.958 to 0.970. Melting

point 61 degrees to 64 degrees C. (to be deter-

mined by the present official method).

5 gm. heated with i2o c.c. of 96 per cent.

10 per cent, aqueous solution of sodium hydrox-

ide, the loss by evaporation being replaced,

should not, when cooled and filtered through a

plug of asbestos, become turbid on the addition

of an excess of hydrochloric acid (absence of fats,

fatty acids, Japan wax, resin).

5 gm. heated with 20 c.c. of 96 per cent, alco-

hol until uniformly distributed, should require

for neutralization not less than 1.6 c.c. of normal
alcoholic solution of potassium hydroxide, using

phenolphthalein as indicator. Care must be tak-

en that the wax remains in a melted condition.

Upon the further addition of 20 c.c. of normal
alcoholic solution of potassium hydroxide and
well boiling for an hour and a quarter under a

reflux condenser, not less than 6.2 or more than

6.8 c.c. should, on titrating back with normal
sulphuric acid, be found to have been used in the

saponification of the wax.

5 gm. saponified with 25 c.c. of semi-normal
alcoholic solution of potassium hydroxide, the

(Continued on page 628.)

WELLINGTON

Photographic Plates, Papers and Films
are acknowledged the best

OOOD PROFITS—Carry them as a side line

IPORT AGENTS MONTREAL
Advertmng Matter on application
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THE MARTIN, BOYLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS • WINNIPEG, MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a positior

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, Sept. 28, 1909.

Business during the past month has been fairly

active.

Insect Powder, on account of the failure of the

crop of flowers, hasi doubled in price, and will

likely still go higher. It behooves one, when an

advance of this kind takes place of an article of

this nature, to be very careful that they get pure

powder.

Santonine has more than doubled in price, and

will likely go higher still.

Celery Seed is higher.

Alcohol, on account of competition among
manufacturers, has been reduced 35c. a gallon.

This has reference only to Sugar Spirits; there is

no change in the price of Grain Spirits. What is

generally sold and used by the trade is that de-

rived from sugar.

Glycerine still maintains its high price, and no

appearance of it coming down.
Buchu Leaves are still advancing.

Jalap root is higher.

A. Advanced. D. Declined.

D. Alcohol Gal. S4.90

A. Glycerine Lb. .35

A. Insect Powder Lb. .45

A. Jalap Root Lb. .70

A. Jalap Root, Powdered Lb. .75

A. Pyoktannin, Blue Oz. 2.25

A. Santonine Oz. j.oo

A. Celerv Seed Lb. .20

BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY NOTICES
For Sale, Exchan2:e, Help Wanted, etc., 50c. for 25 words i

less, subsequent insertions 25c. Send cash with order.

AGENCIES WANTED
A FIRM thoroughly acquainted with the drug trade,

with a long established connection and employ-
ing a number of travellers, is open to act as Canadian
representatives for a few leading houses in specialties.

Address in first place,

Box 26, Canadian Druggist,

Toronto, Canada.

BUSINESS OPENINGS
r^RUGGISTS AND PHYSICIANS, contemplating

going West or looking for an opening for busi-

ness, will find it greatly to their advantage to write to

The Canadian Druggists Syndicate Limited

London, Canada.

CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE
WANTED

REPRESENTATIVE WANTED to call on Chem-
•^ ists. Connection and knowledge of the Drug
Trade essential. State experience and full details.

Ayrton, Saunders & Co.,

Wholesale Druggists,

Liverpool, England.

SITUATION VACANT
rXRUG CLERK WANTED—One year's experi-^ ence. Ten dollars per month with board and
room. Address

R. E. Cooke, Fillmore, Sask.

SITUATION WANTED
CITUATION WANTED, in Western Canada by

„.=.* ™ 1V4. f - T^ ,, • 7°^ a Pharmacist having six years' experience. Apply

Ti^ n rf^'^^^r-
F'-^e-:^^/oposi»o°s«"y^'h"e

for particulars to
desired m U S or Canada.-- Estab. 1904.

^

NOTICE
Do not buy a Drug Store in Canada or U.S. till

F. V.^Kniest, R. P.

Omaha, Neb. U.S.A.

A. Nuttall,

Room 12, Williams Chambers,
Regina, Sask.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF REFERENCE LIQUOR CRESOLIS COMPOSITUS, U. S.

(Continued from pajje 626.)

alcohol evaporated aiul the residue dissolved in

20 c.c. of glycerin by means of a water bath,

should yield a clear or translucent solution on

the addition of 80 c.c. of boiling distilled water

(absence of ceresin, paraffin, and other waxes).

Note.—The alcoholic solution of potash must

be prepared with 96 per cent, alcohol.

Cerii Oxalas.—If this preparation is retained it

is necessary to know whether pure cerium oxalate

or the commercial salt containing indefinite

quantities of lanthanum and didymium is re-

quired.

Cetaceuin.—The following monograph should be

substituted for the one at present oflicial:

CETACEUM
SPERMACETI

A concrete fatt^- substance obtained from the

head of the sperm whale, I'hyseter macrocep-

lialus, Linn.

Characters and Tests.—In translucent pearl)-

white glistening masses, with a leafy-crystalline

structure; slightly unctuous to the touch. Melt-

ing point 42 degrees to 50 degrees C. when tested

by the method described under Cera Flava. It is

reducible to powder by the aid of a little 90 per

cent, alcohol. Insoluble in water and almost in-

soluble in cold 90 per cent, alcohol, but soluble

in ether, chloroform, carbon di.sulphide, volatile

oils, and boiling 90 per cent, alcohol. It is also

soluble in hot fats and fixed oils, but on cooling

the greater portion separates in thin laminae.

5 Gm. melted with 20 c.c. of hot alcohol and
two drops of test-solution of phenolphthalein
should not require more than one drop of normal
solution of sodium hydroxide to produce a per-
manent red color (limit of acidity).

If I gm. be boiled with 10 c.c. of 90 per cent,
alcohol for one minute and the mixture cooled
and filtered at o degree C, the filtrate may be-
come opalescent, but should not afford a precipi-
tate on the addition of glacial acetic acia (ab-
sence of stearic acid).

Charta Sinapis.—If this preparation is retain-
ed the formula must be revised.

Chirata.—Add to the description "the root is
oblique."

Chloral Hydras.—As the purity of chloral hyd-
rate is sufficiently indicated by its physical ap-
pearance, melting point, &c., an assay process is

not necessary. The melting point, boiling point,
and isontrile test are being controlled.

The faults most generally found with the U.

S. P. preparation are (Bulletin of the A. Ph. A.)

that it does not produce a clear mixture with

water, that it varies too much in color, and that

it ma}^ be too alkaline.

It is found that the U.S. P. preparation as or-

dinaril)- made contains unsaponified linseed oil,

which of course would cause a turbid mixture

with water. The reason that all of the oil is not

usually saponified is due, possibly, to the use of

raw oil containing some "boiled" oil—i.e., a por-

tion of the raw oil is changed by the heat used

in the process of extraction or by exposure to

air. Therefore a pure fresh raw oil should be

used. Saponification inay be completed by heat-

ing the oil and potash solution instead of allow-

ing them to remain cold. The principal difficulty

with saponification is. however, due to a lack of

water, and if more water be added the desired

result is qiiickly attained. In fact the U.S. P.

fornmla calls for too much soap. If the quantity

of alkali and oil provided for 1,000 cc. of finished

product be used for making three pints of the

preparation, the dillerence being made up of

equal parts of water and cresol so as to maintain

50 per cent, cresol, a very bright, handsome pro-

duct results which is freely miscible with water.

It was found by experiment that cottonseed oil

substituted for linseed oil in the U.S. P. formula
saponified perfectly. Castor oil completely sap-

onified almost immediately, and the fini.shcd

preparation could be made in fi\e minutes.

In the discussion which followed the commit-
tee's report on this preparation, Mr. F. W. Nit-

ardy offered an improved formula in which sap-

onification is completed by heat and the addition

of a little alcohol (35 cc. for 1,000 gm.).

Samples of the U.S. P. preparation and the tur-

bid appearance when mixed with water, and of

this improved preparation which caused no tur-

bidity in water, were shown.
Mr. Becker stated that he made large quan-

tities of a preparation closely resembling the

proprietary preparation by mixing cresol in com-
mercial soft soap of good quality'. As the soap
contained much water it was not possible to dis-

solve more than 47 per cent, of cresol in it.

Mr. S. K. Sass added thirtv per cent, of water
to the soap of the official formula and then

thirty per cent additional of cresol. This gave a

clear preparation perfectlv miscible with water.

—

Bulletin Pharmacv.

W. ,T. P. Alexander, I.ethbridge, Alta., has re-

fitted his pharmacy with New Century Display

Counter and cases from Jones Bros. & Co., Ltd.,

Toronto, the old reliable drug store builders.
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Our DECEMBER issue will be pub-

lished before the first of the month in

order that it may be in the hands of

our readers some weeks before Christ-

mas.

We must, therefore, ask our adver-

tisers to send in any copy for a change

or new advertisements by November

1 5th.

The same also applies to communi-

cations for insertion in our columns.

HOLIDAY GOOD.S

With Uk' near approach of the holiday season

the retail druggist should see to it that his stock

is complete with such goods as will be in demand
for the holiday trade. The fact is generally re-

cognized that the merchant who not only best

satisfies the demand by the variety of goods, but

also who is timely in his display of articles suit-

able for present giving, is the one who stands thie

best chance of securing the largest portion of the

business.

First and foremost, the selection of goods must
be such as will cater to the various tastes of the
customers witli whom the retailer has to deal,

and these are so varied that care has to be exer-
cised in the purchase of goods, as "fancy goods,"
left over after the Christmas buying, depreciate
very largely in values, so that it is essential that
more than ordinary care be made in the selection
of the lines which are handled. Then sufficient

publicity should be given to the fact that the
wants of the customers can be supplied through
having a large variety, both as to class of goods
and price of the articles, this publicity to include
both newspaper advertising and careful window
display, for at no time of the year possibly are
the show windows so carefully watched as in the

two months before Christmas.
It goes without saying that the display of per-

fumes and toilet goods in an extensive variety

should be the leading articles with the retail

d^ogist. After that fancy stationery in papeter-
ies, etc., Christmas and New Year's cards, as
well as pictorial post cards, fountain pens and
mail}' other articles which are ajjiirojjriate as

well as profitable side lines.

Then we have leather goods, such as pocket-

books, purses, wallets, card cases, etc., all in

great demand at this season, and of which a

.splendid variety may be had. Optical goods also

are an excellent line to bring well forward at this

time, and spectacles, eyeglasses, opera glasses,

microscopes, etc., all make very suitable pre-

sents.

In photographic goods also there are many ar-

ticles which are .splendid for Christmas giving, so

that there is no lack of goods in the well assort-

ed drug stock to place before a buying public.

We have only dealt with a few of the many
lines which the retail druggists can handle to ad-

vantage at this season, as locality of the store

and the tastes of the customers have much to do
with the class of goods to Ije kept in stock. How-
ever, no single druggist should miss the opjxjt-

tunity which presents itself at this time of se-

curing his share of the holiday trade. All other

classes of dealers will be after it "hot-haste,"

but none have better opportunities than the drug-

gist for making a handsome display and exhibit-

ing his goods to advantage.
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PROMPTNESS

Promptness is an essential L-k-inent in llu- lon-

dnct of business, as well as in every calling in

lile. "Delays are dangerous," and especially in

the case of illness, where the immediate attention

of a physician is required, and the expeditious

filling and delivery of pnscriplions by Hie drug-

gist is so essential.

With the druggist promptness should be a prime

consideration. Prompt attendance to the cus-

tomer, as soon as entering the store, the lilliug

of prescriptions and having them completed at

the time promised, and the delivery should be at

the earliest possible moment. This ensures not

only justice to the physician and to the custom-

er, but also repetition of sales from a pleased

public.

The man who puts off or delays action in busi-

ness is very apt to find himself very frequently

in a tangle, not only from non-attention to finan-

cial affairs, but also from neglected work which

delays business and the consequent poor atten-

tion to the customers' wants.

The wholesale trade make a special point of

calling attention of retailers jto their prompt de-

livery of orders, thereby emphasizing this im-

portant feature in connection with the drug trade,

and this prompt attention to the wants of their

customers has gained many a friend from

amongst retailers iwho appreciate the desire of

the wholesaler to exhilarate business.

While dealing with promptness in business we
would also suggest that the advertiser should be

equally prompt in his relation with the publisher.

Too frequently we have been obliged to hold our

issues back several days after the date of publi-

cation by delays of advertisers in not having

copy of their advertisement in promised time,

or having proofs returned as promptly as

they should be. Our rule in future will be to

have our journal published on the day named for

its publication, and we must ask advertisers to

remember that promptness is equally as essential

in the publishing of a trade-paper as it is in any-

other sphere of business.

THE PRIVACY OF THE DISPENSING COUNTER

Those members of our calling who respect the

time-honored ethics which have become almost a
\rt of their being, no doubt think that there is

'ecessity for this article, but those who go
-imong the drug stores of the city and

see many cases of laxity in preserving

<^ies and the rights of tho.se who en-

°scriptions with the profes.sion.

The species, so well-known, of the regular drug

.store loafer who takes up time and talks inces-

santly while the dispenser is doling out danger-

ous poisons and trying to think of the best way
to go about his task, should be fired, along with

the man who wants to know what is the matter

with "Miss Smith" and why did she employ Dr.

Jones, and while the firing is going on it is well

to get rid of the other fellow, the one who makes
remarks in a loud voice "on what is used in dis-

pensing."

All these matters seem funny, but they are

deadly to the business. There is another man
whom you can disix;nse with, or rather you can

dispense Iietter without, and that is the one who
comes in with a cheap cigar and fills the place

with smoke, he generally peaks at the waiting

customer, and takes a quite unnecessary interest

in all that is going on.

If there is any jjlace in the world where quiet-

ness and privacy are required, it is at the dis-

[icnsing counter while work is going on, and if it

is impossible to be alone at that time the dis-

penser should, in justice to himself and the lives

ill his care, demand freedom from everything

w hich is liable to detract his attention or endan-

ger the secrec}^ of the prescription, the knowledge
of the contents of which in strict ethics belongs to

the doctor and dispen.ser only.

There are a few medical inen who so far for-

get themselves as to look over the prescription

file to see what their confreres are doing, and as

there are many ways of preventing this without
giving offence, the practice should not be al-

lowed. Of course, it is unnecessary to actually

"fire" the offenders mentioned, they may be good
customers, but the dispensing department should

be arranged so that it is absolutely private, and
it is with that end that we write this article.

READING THE ADVERTISEMENTS

Do all our readers go carefully over the adver-

tisements in each issue of the Canadian Drug-

gist? We know that a large proportion of them
do, but to any who do not make a real study ol

the advertising pages we would say that they

lose a great deal, not only in the information

they would obtain as to new goods being put on

the market and special offers made by various

firms, but they also fail to keep in touch with

the general trend of business. The trade journal

is the medium through which the wholesaler talks

regularly to the retail dealers.

The very fact that a very large proportion of

our advertisers change their advertisements each

month should show the great value placed upon

our journal as a business bringer, and also indi-
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That CANADA is rapidly becoming one of the most important markets of the World is recoenized bv
ufacturers of all nations. * -^manufacturers

Americans, Germans, and other foreigners are doing their utmost to flood the Dominion with their goods.

u ^t^^a""^
^°'°/ !° ^"^' Foreign Chemicals when you can obtain the finest Pharmaceutical Preparations in

the World, manufactured m England and laid down in Canada at prices to compete with all rivals ?

Make sure by Specifying,

HOWARDS'
CHBMICA.I.S

HOWARDS & SONS, LIMITED (Stratford, London, Eng.), now have a Depot in
Canada, so that your wholesaler need never keep you waiting when you order—

HOWARDS' ACID BORIC HOWARDS' BISMUTHS
HOWARDS' SODII BICARB. HOWARDS' CAMPHOR
HOWARDS' MERCURIALS HOWARDS' POT. IODIDE

HOWARDS' POT. ACETAS GRAN. HOWARDS' SEIDLITZ

HOWARDS' QUININE SALTS

Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris

ALLEN'Sc^^?*^^ <^^'^:>

There are two different ways of distilling Orris Root, viz :

—

(i) To get a good yield; and

(2) To get a good oil.

The first is easy, and produces an oil which can be bought anywhere, and at

almost any price.

The second is more difficult, but it is ALLEN'S way. They have perfected

the special apparatus in which it is distilled, so that the characteristic perfume of

the root is retained unimpaired, and the oil is free from excess of valueless, fatty

acids.

The finest Florentine root attainable is used because of its fine odour, and
ALLEN'S have proved that good oil cannot be made from poor root.

As a natural consequence, " ALLEN'S " Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris is

the cheapest in the long run, for even when diluted to the same " price-strength "

as others, its " perfume value '" is higher.

Stafford Allen & Sons, Limited ^'"l^'tr London, Eng.
ALLEN'S PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Canadian Agents: CORNELL & SILLIQ, Montreal
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HO RUCK'S

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain
OutiFits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade, upon request.

HORUCK'S MALTED MILK CO.
CINE On;/i„a(or.v- of WIS., U.S.A.

Horllck's Malted Milk
HorUok's Malted Milk Lunch Tablets
HorUck'8 Food, HorUok't Dlastold, etc.

GILMOIR BROS. S CO. - 25 St. Peter Street
MONTREAL. CANADA

SOLE AGENTS FOR CANADA

ANTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONS
REGISTERED U.S. PAT. orriCE. '*'

®€3M2iEEIE3Egn3ia3il ^^Antikamni aH*
ANTiKAMN^& Codeine I

^-ANTiKA^iA& Heroin ^^
ANTIKAh^^ QUININE^^

i ANTIKAI^^SALOL ^§
S ANTIKAMNIAJUININE&SALOL ^P

^^ lAXATIVE^TIKAMNIA ^^

P LAXATIVE AN^plA&QUININE

iNTiKAMNiA Chemical Company, srim,

'C/ie food that

"Assists U^alure."

Benger's Food can be prepared to

suit any degree of digestion. Old
and young, weak and strong, enjoy
and benefit by it, and leading
physicians prescribe it :

—

A Doctor's Testimony.
" I am a ihorough believer in the food,

I

and have had many years' experience

of its excellence."

Qrought up on Benger's.

^^ " 1 am sendmg you a photo of my
ihree children brought up on your

food, and I am greatly thankful tor the

benefit 1 have received from it."

Bengrer's Food prepared with milk '

is a complete food.

Manufacturers: BENGER'S Food.Ltd.. Manchester, Ens,

'^ GILLETT'S LYE
HAS MANY USES.

It makes soap. It clean.s

baths, sinks, jjans, cans,

dishes, drains, closets, etc.,

and eventhing pertaining

to the home. It's a fine

disinfectant.

GILLETT'S CAUSTIC SODA.

GILLETT'S CREAM TARTAR.
(Chemically Pure.)

Should be sold by every druggist in Canada.

If your wholesale house will not supply you at list

prices, send order to us, and wc will

ship goods direct.
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cates the interest taken by the retail trade in the

advertisements displayed there.

The reading of the advertisements, however,

should not be the end or aim of the retailer, but

he should follow up the matter by communicat-
ing with the advertiser in any special proposition

lie may oiler or anything out of the ordinary

which appears in his ad\ertisement. In this way
new goods, which, it may be, the advertiser is

showing for the first time on the market can be

secured at once, and thus your competitor can

have no advantage over you if you respond

quicklj- to the appeal of the wholesaler, and in

this day of keen competition, every merchant in

no matter what business he maj' be engaged, re-

quires to be up-to-date in everything that he

ofiers.

Let the advertisements all be as carefully read

as other parts of the journal, and the reader will

be equall)- profited by it.

THE EARLY CLOSING MOVEMENT

It is obviousl}^ true that, if all the retail stores

in a given community would close lat a given

liour, the total business done in the course of a

week or a j'ear would be approximately as great

as though the closing time were two or three

hours later. Reports from various cities indicate

an increasing tendency to earlier closing—a move-

ment which ever3- progressive merchant should

encourage. More hours of leisure both for em-

ployer and clerks will usually result in more

ellicient and enthusiastic work during the hours

of business.

The druggists of Belleville, 111., have set a

splendid 'example to their confreres in other

places in coming to an agreement to shorten

their hours on week days and Sundays, and as a

further proof of their intention have published

the following notice in their local papers, signed

bv all druggists in the place:

To our friends and patrons: To conform with

the spirit of the times, we, the undersigned drug-

gists of Belleville, have decided to reduce the

hours of labor in our stores, in order that our

employees and ourselves may have a little time

for rest and recreation.

We will, however, be prepared to accommodate

our respective patrons in case of accident or real

emergency.

The following will be our time schedule after

.Tuly II, 1909:

Week days, 7 a.m. to 8.30 p.m., except Satur-

days.

Saturdays, 7 a.m. to 10.30 p.m.

Sundays, 8 a.m. to 12 noon, and 6 p.m. to 8

p.m.

CHARTER UPHELD

An instance of the vigilance of the Ontario
Medical Council has just come to our notice in

the efiorts put forth by them to secure a cancel-

lation of the charter granted the Kmpire College

of Ophthalmology in 1904.

A hearing was granted by the Ontario Govern-
ment in Council, on Thursday, October X4th, and
the College of Physicians and Surgeons was re-

presented by the President, Registrar and Attor-

ney and the Kmpire College of Ophthalmology by
the President of that College.

It was advanced by the claimants that the

powers granted the defendants to teach anatomy,
physics, chemistry and physiology were unusual,

and should be held onlj' by a regular medical col-

lege teaching the complete medical science. That
it was contrary to the Medical Act and general

precedent to allow other institutions to teach

those subjects. That the diplomas granted by
this College gave a doctor degree without the

graduates being qualified to practise or licensed

in medicine.

It was shown by the defendant that the powers
granted were necessarj-to enable the College to

impart a proper knowledge of optometrical sci-

ence and to know when not to, as well as when
to give glasses. The Attornej-General held that

they were entirely within their rights and exer-

cising their proper function.

ASPIRIN DECISION

The aspirin case in which a decision was recent-

ly handed down by Judge A. L. Sanborn, in the

United States Circuit Court of Illinois, has been

appealed to the L^nited States Appellate Court,

and the appeal has been allowed by the judge. A
reversal of the decision is looked for by the de-

fendant druggists.

The points at issue which are expected to be

argued are substantially as follows: i. Was pure

acetyl salicylic acid known in chemistry before

the application of the patent or not? 2. Would
the purification by means of chloroform be con-

sidered in the case of acetyl salicylic acid, in pre-

ference to any other means of purification? 3.

Would it, thus purified by chloroform, materially

diange the properties and characteristics of the

alreadv known chemical?

DISPLAYING RUBBER GLOVES

An exchange suggests the following methods of

displaying rubber gloves in order that they may
look more natural:
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The method employed is to take samples of dif-

ferent kinds of glo\cs and inflate them while

drawing the wrist portion over the base of a

tumbler. The inflation is for the purpose of mak-

ing the gloves look more natural and can be ac-

com,plished by using a glass medicine tube or a

straw.

The gloves should only be inflated enough to

make them set down in an inverted position, thus

holding the extended gloves upright. The ad-

hesion of the rubber to the glass will continue for

an almost indefinite period, consequently the

gloves so arranged can be practically displayed

in window exhibits, on counters or elsewhere.

CHLOROFORM

Chloroform is now being produced by electro-

lysis of a solution of 50 parts of calcium chloride

in 100 parts of water, to which 0.6 part of alco-

hol is added. The electromotive force used is 3

or 4 volts and the current density is % amipere per

square inch. The solution is kept at a temper-

ature of between 136 and 145 degrees Fahrenheit

and the chloroform distils over and is condensed

and collected. The process has not long been dis-

covered, and it adds one more to the many and

varied uses to which electricity can be and is

being put.

PUBLICATIONS RECEIVED

E. Merck's Annual Report, Vol. XIII. (1908)

has come to hand. This report, as usual, treats

of recent advances in pharmaceutical chemistry

and thera])eutics. A very important part of the

Report is that on organotherapy and organothera-

peutic preparations, dealing with the use of ani-

mal organs for curative purposes, and the pre-

parations used.

The Western Canadian Pharmacist, the first

number of which has just appeared, is intended
to deal with "Pharanaceutical thought as per-

tains to central Canadian pharmacv." We wel-
come our confrere, and wish the new venture
every success.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From Our London Correspondent)

THE IIANBURY MEDAL

The most interesting event in the pharma-
ceutical world, since I last wrote, has been the

presentation of the Hanbury gold medal, which

is awarded biennially for high excellence in the

promotion of original research in the chemistry

and natural history of drugs. This valuable

trophy is given in memory of the late Daniel

Hanbury, the well known botanist, chemist and

philologist, and it is awarded by the Presidents

of the Pharmaceutical, Chemical, and Linnean

Societies, and the British Pharmaceutical Confer-

ence, and one pharmaceutical chemist. The medal

has on this occasion been won by a Swiss profes-

sor whose name you will at once recognize

—

Alexander Tschirch, Ph.D., Rector of the Univer-

sity of Bern, and Director of the Pharmaceutical

Institute. Professor Tschirch is probably the

most distinguished living worker on the chem-

istry and natural history of drugs. His whole

life has been devoted to the solution of the many
intricate problems connected with that science.

He was a contemporary of the celebrated Fluck-

iger and of Daniel Hanbury himself. His pub-

lished works testify to the valuable discoveries

he has made in the domain of pharmacognosy.

The selection of Dr. Tschirch as the recipient of

the Hanbury medal has been heartily approved

by all, and when he was greeted so enthusiastic-

ally at the presentation ceremony in London, on

September 29, Dr. Tschirch must have been im-

pressed with the cordiality of his welcome. The
sum of ;^5o accompanied the medal as an ex-

pression of the desire of the late Sir Thomas
Hanbury to be associated with the memorial

GONE TO CHINA

E. N. Meuser, Phm.B., of Regina, Saskatch-
ewan, an old subscriber to the Canadian Drug-
gist, sailed Oct. 20th, by way of San Francisco
to West China. Mr. Meuser is taking up duty as
missionary pharmacist in the General Hospital,
at Chunking, West China.

trophy.

THE FUTURE OF PHARMACOGNOSY

Advantage was taken of the presence of Dr.

Tschirch in London to inaugurate the winter ses-

sion of the Pharmaceutical Society. In the course

of an extremely original address on "The Future
of Pharmacognosy," Dr. Tschirch predicted that

medicine, when it had thoroughly ruined its di-

gestion with synthetical remedies, and tested all

the organs of the animal body, would return once
more to drugs, and would employ them to a

greater extent than it did at present. It would
return once more to the most ancient remedies of

mankind—to the medicinal plants and drugs, for

the utility of which the experience of thousands
of years vouched. Not indeed in the simple way
in which they were regarded not only in ancient

Babylon and in Galen's time, but even in the fif-

teenth century, when nothing was known of the
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E. MERCKS
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For rubbing, bathing, liniments and

external preparations,
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manifold nature of their constituents and when

the drug was regarded as a whole. Kven to-day

they took a totally dillerent view of drugs. To
retain Leibnitz's illustration, they were a little

farther in the spiral. Every day enlarged their

range of vision and increased their insight into

the methods of Ithe animal and vegetable cells

and into the constitution of the substances they

formed. Already chemistry, in its mighty on-

ward rush, had succeeded in artificially producing

a number of vegetable and animal substances;

nay, more, it was now celebrating its greatest

triumph in the field of pharmaco-chcmistrj-. Not

only oxalic acid, simple in its constitution, which

c\eii Scheele artificially prepared, or urea, of no

more complex composition, which Wohler ob-

tained from inorganic materials; no, molecules oi

far more complicated structure, with numerous

rings and chains, were built up by chemical syn-

thesis without dilTiculty in the retort; nay, more,

the chemist was often able even to surpass na-

ture, and to produce something more useful for

medicinal purposes than was formed by the cell.

. . . That the results of pharmaco-physiological

experiments, he proceeded, could be turned to

direct account in practice was shown by what

had actually taken place in resin-collecting. The

experiments which he conducted with the colla-

boration of Nottberg and Falier resulted in the

discovery of the conditions regulating the How of

turpentine. The truth of the propositions he ad-

vanced was tested by Herty on the largest scale

in the enormous turpentine districts in North

America. As the principles involved were .shown

to be correct they were made available for the

turpentine collectors by altering the methods of

producing the turpentine in an apparently small

detail. The result, as communicated to him by

Herty, was that in a single district in a single

j-ear the company concerned increased their re-

turns by §100,000.

MEUICINKvS AND THE SPIRIT DUTY

The agitation for a reduction of the duty on

spirit used for medicinal purposes was renewed

in the House of Commons on vSeptember 23, al-

though the Pharmaceutical Society has decided

to take no further action in the matter. During

the discussion on the Finance (Budget) Bill, Sir

William Bull appealed to the Chancellor of the

Exchequer to reconsider the question of the tax-

ation of spirits used for medicine. This was not

a question of luxury, he said, it was a question

of taxing a commodity which people could not

do without. Spirits of this particular kind would

be always wanted, and he thought the tax would

weigh very heavily indeed upon people who were

ill able to bear it. There were a large number

of hospitals struggling along with great diffi-

culty, and the increase in their expenditure owing

to tlie imposition of this taxation would in many
cases amount to /^i,ooo, ^(^2,000, and even /^3,-

000 a year. He had been in comnmnication with

chemists throughout the country, and he had re-

ceived a letter from one of them, a very large

chemist, who said he did not trouble about the

tax because he intended to put it on the consum-

er, who would have to pay. Another chemist

told him that this particular spirit duty would

cost him over ^3,500 a year. Taking the London

hospitals alone, this tax would mean an addition

"^ iiso.ooo a year to their expenditure. The ofli-

cial reply to the plea was not favorable owing
to practical difficulties which stood in the way of

accepting the .suggestion.

PAUUAMENTAKY UEI'KESENTATION KOR PIIAKMA-
CISTS

The movement, which has for its object the di-

rect representation of pharmacy in the House of

Coimnons, is making considerable progress. A
committee composed of the most prominent

pharmacists in the country had pledged itself to

promote the candidature of Mr. W. S. Glyn

•Tones, who, I understand, will shortly be invited

to become prospective candidate for the Stepney

Division of London. At the time of writing the

political atmosphere is full of rumors of a gen-

eral election, and Mr. Glyn Jones may possibly

liave an early opportunity of appealing for the

sufirages of the electorate of Stepney. The pre-

sent member had a majority of over 1,000 at the

last election, so that the fight will be a keen

one.

ILLEGAI, SALE OF STRYCHMXE

On October 6, at Ellesmere Port police court,

a pharmacist named William Roberts appeared

to answer a charge of selling poison contrary to

the provisions of Section 17 of the Pharmacy

Act, 1868, namely, strychnine contained in a ver-

min killer which was not distinctl}- labelled with

the name and address of the seller. The defence

raised was that Roberts labelled all poisons when

received from the wholesale dealers, and in this

case there must have been an oversight or the

labels had fallen off. The Chairman of the Bench

and 'the magistrates thought that the public

ought to be protected and the law observed. De-

fendant would be fined £1 and £5 5s. costs, and

i,;s. 6(1. court costs.

DRIG AND CHEMICAL IIARKKTS

A city friend informs mc that in spite of hopes

to the contrary the drug and chemical markets

during the last few weeks have been exceptionally

(|uiet and uninteresting. On the whole prices have

been fairly well maintained. The article w^hich

has been watched with the keenest interest is

opium, but so conflicting are the reports which

reach us from the growing districts that buyers
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here are very cautious in their dealings and, con-

sequently, are unwilling to buy more than is neces-

sary for their immediate requirements. Morphine

and codeine are very firm, but the future of these

articles actually depends on the trend of the

opium market. A small but interesting article

at the present moment is santonin, the position

of which has been unsettled for some time. The

last price asked by the Turkestan factory was 9s.

per pound, but it is so long since they have been

in a position to supply the article that buyers

have been depending upon second-hand holders

who have gradually raised the prices. A week or

so ago 35s. per pound was asked for this article,

but the Russo-Turkestan Syndicate now ap-

pears to have properly grasped the situation and

has fixed the price at 30s. per pound for the time

being. It seems likely, continued my correspon-

dent, that for the future the Syndicate will keep

a better hold on the market, and will in all prob-

ability be able to push) prices up to any fictitious

amount. Glycerin continues firm, consequent up-

on the steadily growing demand for commercial

purposes. Camphor has been stationary for some

time past. American peppermint oil was an out-

standing feature a short while back. Prices ad-

vanced 2s. per pound, and now that prices are

maintained at the advanced level the demand is

very quiet. Menthol fluctuated between 8s. 3d.

and 8s. gd., and after the recent unfortunate ex-

periences of speculators few are disposed to try

their luck with this article. The best German
brand of quinine can be obtained at yd. per ounce,

and speculation in this article is dead.

WASTE AND EXPENSE

"I may be somewhat finiky," said a merchant,

"but while I do not mind spending money or

time although there may not seem to be any di-

rect return in traced profits from either, I make
it a point to eliminate as much as possible all

waste of money or time, because I believe there

is the greatest possible difference and distinction

between waste and expense.

"To illustrate just wliat I mean, I might put,

say, twenty dollars more into some window fix-

tures than I could possibly get for that while not

suiting me so well were none the less attractive

and correct. I do not regard this as a waste. It

is expense, to be sure, but I am getting some-
thing for my twenty dollars. But if I let a
couple of Idoz.en of some article that have not

been good sellers, stick and stick until they are

almost or quite unsaleable, and when I do get rid

of them have to stand a twenty dollar actual loss

in addition ,to the time I had my money tied up
in that stock, I regard that as an actual waste.

.•\nd the reason is this. My store fixture excess

cost me twenty dollars, but 1 got twenty dol-

lars' worth of (extra value; but for the twenty

dollar loss t>n the stock, I got back absolutely

nothing, land wastes like these count."—Ex-

change.

THE SUPPLY OF OLIVE OIL

The American Vice-Consul-General at Constan-

tinople, in his report to Washington, asserts that

the entire export of olive oil from Turkey will

not exceed 50,000 tons (900,000 quintals). The

crop is said to be below the average, and will be

therefore relatively insufficient to meet the local

requirements as well as foreign demands.

He also states that the olive oil crop in Greece,

Crete, Italy, and Morocco has completely failed,

and in Tunis the prospect is estimated at only

about one-quarter of its average yield, or about

10,000 tons.

As far as Spain is concerned opinion is divided,

but it is believed that the country possesses a

very considerable stock of last season's oil, and

that the present cro,p will reach about one-third

of that of a good year. Spain is the largest olive

oil producing country in Kurope. A good harvest

gives about 500,000 tons of oil. Its home con-

sumption is very considerable, and it is probable

that the high home market price will prevent its

exportation. If next spring the olive groves give

hopes of a large crop, the prices of Spain will

drop, affecting foreign markets, the American in-

cluded.

The crop of Turkey alone gives any hopes what-

ever of export. Southern Russia, Roumania,

Bulgaria, Northern Asia Minor, Egypt, Tripoli,

etc., draw their supplies from the Levant, which

includes Greece and the Island of Crete.

A SURGERY IN A CIGARETTE CASE

A remarkable little first aid outfit is exhibited

at the Exposition Internationale de l/ocomotion

Aerienne, now being held in Paris. It is intended

for the use of aviators who recognize the wisdom
of providing for first aid treatment in the event

of a mishap, and it may almost be described as

a surgey in a cigarette case, for the whole equip-

ment can be carried in the waistcoat pocket. The

case, which is made of aluminum, bears the in-

scription, "Tabloid First Aid." The contents are

skilfully arranged so as to be instantly available,

and provide first aid requisites for the treatment

of burns, contusions, lacerations, etc. There is

included an ingenious device for obtaining am-

monia vapor for inhalation as a restorative. A
tiny glass tube of aromatic ammonia is contained
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sOUTHALLCSANITARY TOWELS 5
Modern science and the spread

of Hygiene made the invention

and manufacture of Southalls'

Sanitary Towels possible. Since

1880 they have become widely

known and appreciated as an
indispensable article for ladies'

use, possessing advantages which
recommend them to every woman.

Every Canadian Drussist should apply for

full particulars and samples to the Agent for the

Dominion, J. M. SCHEAK, Carlaw Buildings,

Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

Soiithalls' Sanitary Towels
(The original and best).

Southalls' Accouchement Sets
(Containing all Requisites, in Three Sizes).

Southalls' Sheets for Accouchement
And other Sanitary Specialities.
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Southall Bros.^ Barclay, L^^

Birmingham, Eng,

Dunlop

The trade will find this the best

seller among all the toilet articles in

its class. Made of fine soft rubber

with vacuum cups and inner pencils,

or articulators.
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of Druesists' Tubing and Rubber
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DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg Vancouver
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I

Good Sales

PVERY DRUGGIST who stocks our

lines of goods is making GOOD
SALES and gaining the people's confid-

ence, the two necessities of business.

A FEW GOOD SELLING LINES

Llsterlan Surgical Dressings

English Clinical Th«rmometers

Surgical St»Bl Razors

Manicure Scissors, Files, etc.

Nurses and Surgical Supplies

Electric Batteries, Bolts and Insoles

Complete Line of Rubber Goods

Write for Catalogue

J. STEVENS &SONECO.
145 Wellington St. West, TORONTO

CASH WITH ORDER
Look here, Mr. Druggist 1 Your Oppoi^unity.

We have in stock some forty dozen CLINICAL
THERMOMETERS,the"Qualitair" Line. No better made-

GUARANTEED against everything except breakage. Spec-

ially well made, tested and seasoned.

The stock is assorted, }4, i and 2 minute. While

they last we will give them away at the following prices:

2 min. regular $ 5.00, to clear J3.10

I " "
7.50. " " 3S5

^ " " 10.00, " •' 6.50

THIS is the BEST OPPORTUNITY to purchase

Clinicals you ever had. It will pay you to send your order

High Grade Clinicals at Low Grade Prices.

Cash must accompany orders. N« discount.

Any rubber goods required we will be pleased to send,

charges paid.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS .^ND COMMUNICATIONS TO THE

Higginbot.ham Rubber Goods Co.
* Milton, Ontario ^T^^^^^T^^T^
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APOLOGY \Mm
Xotwithstanding the fact that we have recently built a large addition to our laboratory and warehouse,

and increased our facilities and that our staff has been working overtime, we have not been able to ship

all our orders as promptly as we would like. We extremely regret that so many of our valued friends should

be inconvenienced by the delay. In order to place ourselves in a better position to take care of the increased

business we are installing an up-to-date paper box plant, which in conjunction with our large printing outfit will

put us in a much better position to meet the demands of our many friends throught the Dominion,

THE TORONTO PHARMACAL COMPANY. LIMITED
Toronto >^innipeg

PHARMACY, Highland Park College
Des Moines, Iowa

RESIDENT COURSES I. Regular Ph. Q. Course.
II. Special Course to prepare students for examination

before State Boards. The largest and best equipped College of Pharmacy in the United States. School the

entire year. Students present from almost every State in the Union. Expenses very reasonable.

The best Correspondence Course in Phar-

macy before the public. The Course is

complete in every detail, but easy to master. Students enrolled in all parts of the United States. We can

prepare you for your examination before any State Board of Examiners. Send for free catalogue. Mention
course ^n which you are interested. Address,

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, Des Moines, Iowa.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

***********************************

TOWER'S PATENT ROUND

Physicians and dentists re-
commend toothpicks as pro-
tection against dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They
preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Fullsizetraxsenttor

I Sc. postage and coupon below. We are the Iarg-1

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country.

ClintR TOWIR CO., '''*^^T" BOSIOB. ""S"
Correspondence invitt^l With dealori, hOt«l m

dentists and physicians.
We want dealtri tnd agents everywhere. Agents

aking from S3 to $10 a day. ,

CUniH TOWER C8,, 18-1 S

300 JJmmatU Jjniaepti

y^^^^9^^^^^^^^^9^^^^^9^^^^^^^^^^^^^9^9^^»

Appearance Counts
EVEN IN PAPER 1 1

!

Are you using a Drug Paper
that is

Attractive, Neat
Strong, Economical?

All these qualities are combined
in our

CHECKERED DRUG
In White and Tints, Blue, Pink and Green

ROLLS AND SHEETS
ALL SIZES

SAMPLES AND PRICES
GLADLY GIVEN

Victoria Paper and Twine Co.
LIMITED

415, 416, 419 King Street West
Branch at Montreal. TORONTO, CAN.
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in a little silken bag. On crushing it by pressure

between the fingers the fluid is released and pro-

vides the vapor for inhalation.

CONFUSION BETWEEN DROPS AND MINIMS

A too common error is based on the assump-

tion that drops and minims are identical units.

Physicians frequently and perhaps usually make
this assumption in writing prescriptions. Their

calculations are based on 60 minims to the

drachm of fluid, and if they desire to give five or

ten or fifteen-sixtieths of a drachm, they will or-

dinarily indicate a dose of 5 or 10 or 15 drops.

Now every careful dispenser knows that drops

and minims are not at all alike. As a inatter of

fact, they are alike in practically but one in-

stance—that of water. A drachm of water has 60

drops; it of course has 60 minims; but a drachm

of alcohol, for instance, has approximately 146

drops. Thus it happens that tinctures, fluid ex-

tracts, and other galenicals made up largely of

alcohol have from, no to 150 drops to the

drachm. Ether has 176 drops to the drachm.

Many of the oils have 120 or 130 drops, and even

castor oil has 77. On the other hand, the tl.S.P.

"liquors," containing water as the solvent, aver-

age from 60 to 70 and 80 drops.

Some of the text-books on pharmacy, notably

Remington's, have suggestive tables indicating

the number of drops in a fluid drachm of different

liquids, and 'a mere glance at one of these

schedules' will at once exhibit the supreme fallacy

of a.s.suniing that a drop is the equivalent of a

minim. It is more generally, indeed, the equiv-

alent of half a minim.

That danger has "not more frequently arisen

from this confusion may probably be ascribed to

the fact that the error is always made on the

safe side—that is to say, by reason of the mi.s-

take the patient gets a smaller dose than the

phvsician really intends. If the reverse were the

truth, we might expect trouble quite frequently.

P'urthermore, it has been shown by investigat-

ors, notably Dr. George F. Payne, in a series of

experiments carried on some years ago, that a

drop of even the same liquid is an exceedingly

variable quantity. Payne found, for instance,

that it was quite easy to get from 33 to 120 drops

from a drachm of distilled water by the use of

different dropper devices and by the employment

of water at different temperatures. The moral of

this investigation was that physicians should so

dilute their prescriptions as to direct the admin-

istration of teaspoonful doses.—Bulletin of Phar-

macy.

INCOMPATIBILITIES OF NEW REMEDIES

The following list of some of the incompatibil-

ities of some of the newer remedies is published

by the Hochst Color Works:

-Vcetylsalicylic acid with free acids and iron

salts and alkalies.

Albargin with chlorides and tannin.

Antipyrine with tannin, iodine, quinine, iron

salts, calomel, and spirit of nitrous ether.

Antipyrine salicylate with free acids (see also

antipyrine).

Argonin, see albargin.

Arterenol with alkalies and solutions of iron

chloride.

Benzosol with alkalies.

Dermatol with alkaline sulphure compounds.

Ferripyrin with salicylic acid.

Guaiasanol with alkalies.

Holocain with alkalies.

Homorenon is incompatible with alkalies, solu-

tion of iron chloride and sodium acetate.

Hypnal is incompatible with amyl nitrite.

Isoform with reducing substances, such as tan-

nin.

aiigrainin has the same incompatibilities as an-

tipyrine.

Methylene blue with caustic alkalies.

Novocaine with alkalies, tannin, calomel, po-

tassium, potassium bichromate, permanganate,

and silver salts. The last named may be dis-

pensed with novocaine nitrate.

Pyramidon with amyl nitrite, apomorphine and

acacia.

Suprarenine with alkalies and solutions of iron

chloride.

Tumenol ammonium with salts and acids.

Tussol has the same incompatibilities as anti-

pyrine.

Urethane with alkalies.—National Druggist.

As a South .Jersey country physician was dri\-

ing through a village he saw a man amusing a

crowd with the antics of his trick dog. The doc-

tor pulled up and said: "My dear man, how do

you manage to train your dog that way? I can't

teach mine a single trick?" The man looked up,

with a simple rustic look, and replied: "Well,

you see it's this way: You have to know more'n

the dog, or you can't learn him nothin'."—Chris-

tian P'ndeavor World.

No one was ever left sad by giving happiness

away.

"English is a funny language, kfter all, isn't

it?" "Why so?" "I heard a man talking of a po-

litical candidate the other day, say: 'If he only

takes this stand when he nms he'll have a \Nalk-

over.' "—Baltimore American.
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WHO OWNS THE PRESCRIPTION IN GREAT
BRITAIN

By A. Bond, London

The undisjmted owner of the prescription in

Great Britain is the patientf It is trne that, so

far back as one can remember, the snbject has

been made a question for academic discussion,

but up to the present time no one l^as come for-

ward to test in the courts the legal rights with

the claims to the ownership of the prescription.

Not only is it the sole property of the patient,

but he has the right to use it or to dispose of it

in just the same unrestricted manner in which he

can use or dispose of anything else for which he

has paid. That the liberty of the subject in this

respect is capable of frequent abuse is unfortun-

ately true, but it is equally certain that any at-

tempt to interfere with a person's rights in a

property which he has lawfully secured would be

stubbornl)' resisted, even though it were clearly

sliown that such interference was in the interest

of such a person's personal safety.

In spite of our boasted education, the British

public is still obsessed with mediaeval ideas of

matters medical, and, indeed, is alarmingly ig-

norant on every subject which is off the beaten

track of stereotyped instructions. As ai matter of

fact, the average citizen regards the actual pre-

.scription as the merchandise which he gets in re-

turn for the physician's fee. I can imagine no

English court, as the law is at present, delivering

the same common-sense judgment which Judge

Gaynor, of Brooklyn, gave, four years ago. As
readers will probably recall, the Judge, in decid-

ing a case which involved the question as to

whether a dispenser had the right to alter a pre-

scription, said a prescription was an order by a

physician given to a druggist to supply his pa-

tient with a certain drug. It should therefore be

sent to the pharmacist under seal, and after it

had been dispensed should be held by the phar-

macist as his warrant for having made up the

particular mixture. It should always be acces-

sible to the doctor, but to no one else. The
Judge then went on to say, "The patient pays
the doctor for what he knows and is able to do
for him, at the time of the consultation. He
does not pay for a visible and tangible prescrip-

tion itself, or to any knowledge to be derived

from it, neither he nor anyone else, now or here-

after, has the slightest right."

What makes matters worse in Great Britain is

that there is no limit to the life of a prescrip-

tion, and once it is written, it may be dispensed

an unlimited number of times, and for an unlim-

ited number of persons, even though it contains

such seductive narcotics as morphine- and cocaine.

Thousands of cocaine habitues and morphine

maniacs have acquired these pernicious habits

through the absence of regulations to restrict the

number of times a prescription may be dis-

pensed, and yet no really noteworthy effort has

been made to remedy this defect. Without a pre-

scription it is illegal for a pharmacist to sell co-

caine, morphine, and other poisons to a person

with whom he is not acquainted, but with a pre-

scription a person may obtain these poisons from

any one of the ten thousand chemists' shops in

the country time after time. It is, of course,

o])en to a medical man to endorse his prescrip-

tion, "Not to be repeated," or "Repeat once or

twicQ only," as the case may be; the British

Medical Association has several times discussed

this question and has recommended its members
to endorse their prescriptions in this manner, but

in practice it is rarely done. Some fifteen years

ago at the annual meeting of this body it was
moved "That, owing to the unrestricted dispen-

sing by chemists of prescriptions by medical

practitioners on more than one occasion which

contain poisons and other dangerous drugs, hav-

ing regard toi the eWls arising therefrom, and

following the law in other countries, this Associ-

ation recommends its members to write across

the face of such prescriptions the words 'Not to

be repeated,' and 'To be returned by the chemist

to the practitioner,' duly stamped and dated.

And that if the chemists refuse to adopt this

rule, the members residing in cities and towns

are recormnended to establish, own and manage
imder their exclusive control, depots at which all

their prescriptions shall be dispensed." This reso-

lution, it need hardly be said, was not adopted;

in the first place, in the present state of English

law, it is questionable whether it would be law-

ful for a chemist to return the property of the

patient to someone else, while as to the latter

part of the resolution, tliis was too silly for dis-

cussion.

On the continent of Europe the regulations

vary in different countries, but speaking general-

ly, in Western Europe the prescription is given

back to the ^patient and may be repeated, but in

Germany and Austria not unless "repetatur" is

written across it. In actual experience, however,

the law is not strictly observed. In France pre-

scriptions containing poison may not be repeated,

while in Russia the prescription is filled by the

pharmacist. If in Great Britain physicians

would make a regular practice of endorsing their

prescriptions in the manner that has been sug-

gested, they would find pharmacists very willing

to co-operate with them to prevent the wholesale

abuse which at present exists.—National Drug-

gist.
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"^•'TABLOID

.^•'KEPLER'"

"A-'ENULE'-

"^•'YALULE'-

-'YALOID'"
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'--'SOLOID'—

i^^^'HAZELINE'

"

ii;".''ELIXOID' -

"ir'YAPOROLE'-

"^-'WELLCOME'-

The products bearing these Trade Marks art

issued by :

—

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & Co., London (Enc
Branches: Sydney Cape Town Shanghai

101-104, CoRisTiNE Building
St. Nicholas & St. Paul Sts., Montreal

AND 45, Lafayette Street, New York City

nufac
IS an infringement and unlawfuL

Full stocks of these and other B. W. & Co.
products are held at the firm's Branches, and at

the following depots :

—

St. John, N.B.—A. Cliipman-Smith & Co.

Toronto—W.
J. A. & H. Carnalian, Cor. Yonge and Bloor

Streets and cor. Carlton and Church Streets

Vancouver, B.C.—W. M. Harrison & Co.

Winnipeg, Man.—W. F. C. Brathwaite

„ „ The Gordon Mitchell Drug Co.

Depots in all frincipal cities throughout Canada & U.S.A.

LEVERS BROS. LTD,

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IN CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
561b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEX FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELLING AGENTS

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chamicol Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Montreal

DISTINCTIVENESS
Is a conspicuous feature of

PARFUMS MADE FROM SYNTHESSENCES

YOU CAN MAKE

One Hundred to Two Hundred Per Cent. Profit

and build up an enviable reputation

WRITE FOR CATALOGUE

The CHARLES E, SHOLES COMPANY
Manufacturing Chemists and Parfumeurs

n CITE TREVIS 164 FRONT STREET
PARIS Highest Award, Jamestown, 1907 NEW YORK
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FREEZABLES
BELOW is a list of articles which from their nature should not be shipped in cold weather. We will be pleased

to receive requisition for winter supplies of these articles, as during the winter months they can only be

shipped by EXPRESS.
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Trade Notes

G. L. Brown is opening a drug store at Castor,

Alberta.

Bruce Armstrong is commencing a drug busi-

ness at Irma, Alberta.

J. E. Long has opened a drug and stationery

business at Gadsbv, Alberta.

A. C. Whitmore is starting a drug business at

Acme, Alberta.

J. R. lyee, druggist, Toronto, Ontario, died

October 1st.

Wright & Co., druggists, at St. John's, Que-

bec, have given up business.

J. F. Boylan & Co. have purchased the Caron
Drug Company, of Caron, Saskatchewan.

C. L. Smith has taken over the drug business

of J. G. MacFarlane, Esterhazy, Saskatchewan.

A. Mitchell, of Winnipeg, has purchased the

drug business of James Green, at Roblin, Mani-

toba.

W. N. Robertson, druggist, at Dunchurch, On-

tario, has moved to Sellwood, Ontario.

Dr. W. E. Pratt has opened a new drug store

in Revelstoke, British Columbia, with his daugh-

ter in charge.

E. K. Mahon has taken over the interest for-

merly held by M. J. Vigueaux, in the Poole Drug

Co., Ltd., Nelson, British Columbia.

M. McCallum, of Owen Sound, Ontario, has

opened a new drug store at Edmonton, Alberta.

Dr. Blackburn is opening a drug store at Bur-

dett. Alberta.

The drug stock of G. S. Merryfield, Victoria,

British Columbia, was damaged by fire to the ex-

tent of about S500.

H. A. Rowland, Toronto, has sold his branch

drug store.

Wm. Whitehead, druggist, Toronto, is advertis-

ing his business for sale.

aicMillan & Anderson, druggists, at Granuin,

Alberta, have given up business.

Dr. J. Fvfe has purchased the drug business of

C. H. Lunimis, at Bladworth, Saskatchewan.

C. H. Orne has purchased the drug business of

Harrison, Campbell & Mills, at Prince Rupert,

British Columbia.

Golden & Co., druggists, at Cardinal, Ontario,

have given up business.

The drug business of Geo. B. McConnell, Port

Burwell, Ontario, is advertised for sale.

L. McEwen & Co. are authorized to carry on a

wholesale drug business; stock $75,000.

The Mackay Cure has registere' s doing busi-

ness in Montreal, Quebec.

J. P. McPhee has taken over the drug business

of Harrison, Campbell, Mills & Co., Ltd., Port

Issington, British Columbia.

Drs. H. R. and G. W. Ross have taken over the

branch drug store of W. A. Rife, at Wynyard,
Saskatchewan.

Dr. Gibbs has opened a drug store in Carievale,

Manitoba.

C. H. Maddox has commenced a drug business

at Beausejour, Manitoba.

The Gladstone Drug Co. succeed the Red Cross
Pharmacy, at Gladstone, Manitoba.

J. F. Taylor has opened a new drug business at

tlie corner of Palmerston Avenue and College

Street, Toronto, Ontario.

H. A. Davidson, druggist, has registered as do-

ing business at Moosejaw, Saskatchewan.

J. D. Higginbotham & Co. have opened a
branch drug store in the north part of the town
of Lethbridge, Alberta.

A. L. Geen, BelleWlle, Ontario, who has been in

the drug business in that city since 1845 has gone
actively into the sale of books and stationery,

and is vigorously pushing that part of his busi-

ness.

W. G. Tamblj-n has purchased the drug business

of F. A. Gray, corner McDonnell Avenue and
Queen Street West, Toronto, Ontario.

John S. McCallum has opened a drug business

at Calgary, Alberta.

McMillan & Anderson, druggists, and station-

ers, at Granum, Alberta, have given up business.

The Provost Drug Co. has started a drug and
stationery business at Provost, Alberta.

W. R. Brown has purchased the drug business

of C. O. Dinsmore & Co., at Fort William, On-
tario.

TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The regular monthly meetings of the Toronto

Drug Section of the Retail Merchants' Associa-

tion were closed on Sept. 30th, with President

Struthers in the chair, and Mr. G. M. Petrie act-

ing as Secretary.

A cotrununication was received from Mr. W. H.
Cox, Secretary- of the Association, stating that

he had retired from active connection with the re-

tail trade, and consequently wished to resign his

position as Secretary. On motion the resignation

was accepted.

A proposition was received from the Dr. Miles

Medical Co., who are placing their goods in the

Canadian market. A resolution was passed wel-

coming the Dr. Miles Medical Co., and congratu-

lating them on the fight which they had made in

the United States for price protection, and re-

commended that druggists sign the contract of

this company and support the company in its ef-

forts to obtain full prices.
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PERSONAL

Mr.

J. R. LEE.

J. R. Lee, one of the pioneer druggists of

Toronto, died at his residence in this city, aged

65 years, after a life of close attention to the

drug business. The deceased was born in Toron-

to, in 1845, and was of Irish descent. He was

educated at Upper Canada College, and then com-

menced his pharmaceutical career as an appren-

tice to Dr. Hewson, and on the completion of his

apprenticeship opened a business for himself in

1868, at 409 King Street Ivist, win- re he has been

engaged in business ever (since. Later on he

opened a branch store at 266 Queen Street East.

Mr. Lee was one of the charter members iof the

O.C.P., and has always taken a very great inter-

est in his profession. He was a memlier of the

Trinity Church (Church of England), and also a

member of the Toronto Board of Trade.

Mr. lyce was married in 1870. His wife pre-

deceased him in I9(k). He leaves a family of five

children, Mr. W. H. Lee, Church and Wellcsley

Streets, with a branch store on Avenue Road,

being one of his sons.

.1. W. Kemp, M.D., of Indian Head, Sask., is

I)ursniiig a course of studies at the Em,pirc Col-

lege of ophthalmology preparatory to entering

the o])lithalmic field of practice. The wide range

of successful operations on the eye attended by
him during his general practice is an assurance

of success when he devotes his entire time to

oculist's practice.

.1. W. Morris, Strathcona, Alta., has completed

a course of studies with the Empire College of

Ophthalmology, and graduated as a refracting

and dispensing optician.

The following, clipped from an exchange, refers

to our druggist friend, Mr. W. R. Cosgrove, of

Xapinka, Manitoba. We congratulate the par-

ents:

I'm a little baby boy. I arrived at the home

of Mr. and Mrs. AV. R. Cosgrove last Wednesday.

Although I have only been in the world a few

days, I'll have you know that I'm the boss at

our house. Whenever I want anything all I have

to do is to raise my voice; then everyone works

over-time to find out what I want. I'll lose my
guess if I don't give my papa cold feet before the

winter is over by making him get up in the

middle of the night for the paregoric.

We acknowledge with great pleasure the receipt

of the card of Master Harry Alexander Brown,

who came into this happy world Oct. 20th, 1909.

We congratulate the happy parents, and may the

young son prove as worthy a druggist as his

father, Mr. A.. T. Brown, of Acton, Ont.

THE HANDY LAMP

A 300 candle power shadowless light that can

be turned u]} or down at will same as gas and is

so constructed that it can be burned day and

night almost without cost and at an almost in-

visible pilot flame, which can be turned up in-

stantl)- to a dazzling 300 candle power white

light without regenerating. The change from one

candle to 300 candle power or any degree between

is produced by one simple turn of the regulating

lever to left or right. Good clean gasoline and

proper pressure (25 to 30 pounds) in the tank are

the only requisites to insure ]icrfcct light with

the Handy Lamp.
One gallon of good clean common stove gaso-

line will last forty or fifty hours burning at full

300 candle power, and longer in proportion to the

amount of light required. One lamp will flood a

thirty ft. room with a soft mellow light bright

as day, at an expense of less than Jic. an hour,

and will save five times its cost in a year ovei

any other artificial light. It is free from smoke,

smell or danger. Anyone can operate it, can be

used anywhere, and regulated at will from one to

300 candle power.—See advt.

She—"Richard! Why on earth are you cutting

your pie with a knife?"

He—"Because, darling—now, understand, I'm

not finding anj' fault for I know that these little

oversights will occur—because you forgot to give

me a can-opener."—Cleveland Leader.
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WE COULD SELL

TOOTH AND TOILET PREPARATIONS
MUCH CHEAPER—BUT NOT AS

In the manufacture of the various Sanitol

Products there are numerous individual compli-

cations arising which have an immense influence

on the finished article.

TO MAKEiOR MAR ITS QUALITY

Said a Druggist

:

" Yes, I believe the Sanitol Products to be

'^ the best ever. But I can make more money

" from a cheaper line. Fix the price, and I'll

" fix the sales."

Well, we could " Fix the Price"—sell

SANITOL cheaper, ever so much

cheaper. How ?

By cheapening SANITOL.

If we "saved" in buying "cheap" raw

materials, by putting them up under unsanitary

conditions, in inferior packages, and by stopping

our advertising—your advertising—we could sell

SANITOL maybe $5 a gross less.

And it would sell like hot cakes at the

"reduction." Why?

Because of Past Performances, when it cost

more—when it was worth more ;
when it was

really SANITOL, not a Tooth Paste or a Face

Cream as the case may be.

And we'd never get another order.

You'd never get another customer.

We'd both be living on a Lost Reputation.

We'd no longer be there with " the goods."

Is quality going to be

Price Competition ?

your business, or

That's why the SANITOL Standard can't be

lowered

—

Because the confidence of our Retailers

and the Consumer in SANITOL'S

stability is worth more to us than

Introductory Sales, which could not

be backed up with Results.

Immediate Profit holds no Compensation for

Lost Trade, any more than a preparation,

lacking the objective remedial needs of oral

disease and catering solely to the senses of taste

or smell will satisfy your customers.

You are not tempted by a Cut in Price due

to a Cut in quality.

It gives you " a selling argument " in

talking quality—the primal factor of business

success.

You have lost money and confidence by

not selling SANITOL sooner.

But it is not too late to catch up. Now is it?

Sanitol Chemical Laboratory Co.

663 King Street West, Toronto, Ont.
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The

Innovation Prescription Case
(Front View)

Our Latest Idea for Labor Saving in the Modern Pharmacy.

The Innovation Prescription Case consists of a complete Dispensing Connter, that stands

out in the front store, the front of which consists of handsome perfume cases and mirrors, and of

sufficient height to prevent the customer looking over top of same.

The Dispenser stands on a raised platform and has a full view of the store while at work-

The advantages of this are manifest, it prevents pilfering, keeps the waiting customer patient, and

in a store doing a large dispensing trade, practically saves employing an extra clerk.

See interior arrangements on next page.

JONES BROS. & COMPANY, limited
H£AD OFFICE:]

29-31 Adelaide St. West
TORONTO
Canada

DRUG STORE BUILDERS
TORONTO, ONT.

BRANCHES:
MONTREAL

OTTAWA
WINNIPEG
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PHARMACEUTICAL ASSOCIATION OF THE
PROVINCE OF QUEBEC

The preliminary Board of Examiners of the

Pharmaceutical Association of the Province of

Quebec, held their quarterly examinations in

Montreal and Quebec, on October 7th, 1909, when
twenty-three candidates presented themselves,

and of these the following passed and are named
in order of merit, namely: Messrs. H. W. Kin-
near, Emile Smith, A. Larose, J. O. DeCotret,

L. Dussault, Frederic Chopin, L. G. Hilborn, N.

F. Jensen, T- Peauuoyer, Armiand Roy, Miss

Sarah Masse, A. Pernin, Nicolas Cleroux, and

Romeo Martel.

The following passed on all subjects but one,

namely: Messrs. Chs. Emerj-, failed on arithme-

tic; Antoine Brossard and Paul Chouinard, fail-

ed on history. These gentlemen will be required

to be examined again on these subjects at the

January examination.

The examiners were Professors J. N. Casse-

grain, of the Jacques Cartier Normal School,

and Isaac Gamjnell, of the High School of Mon-
treal, with Mr. A. J. L,aureuce as General Super-

visor and Mr. Victor Giroux, Supervisor for

Quebec and vicinity.

The next examination will take place on

January 6th, 1910.

MARKET REPORT

E. G. West & Co., wholesale druggists, furnish

the following:

Advanced: Cotton seed oil, gum opium, oxalic

acid, morphine, codeia, absorbent cotton,

chamois skins.

Declined: Alcohol, sugar of milk, pot. perman-

ganate.

SHOW CASES AND THEIR CARE

Numbers of glass cases are ruined yearly from

lack of proper attention, says an exchange.

Small cracks appear, caused by heat or contact

with hard, heavy bodies, and if these cracks are

not at once attended to they soon spread. An ex-

cellent method to prevent a crack from spreading

is to draw a short scratch at right angles with a

diamond or a glass cutter; this will prevent a

crack from spreading in every case. Cases should
be set perfectly level on the floor, especially the
new all-glass variety, which, if this is not done,
are certain to warp. The legs of the case should
be propped to the required height from the floor

to ensure their sitting true. If these methods on
the care of show cases are followed out they will
likely repay owners for the care taken by retain-
ing a better appearance for a considerable time.
The following is suggested as a practical me-

thod to remove scratches from show cases: Dis-
solve I oz. of white wax in a pint of pure turpen-
tine. To dissolve the wax place the vessel con-
taining the turpentine over a burner and warm,
and apply with a soft cloth. This will in every
sense greatly improve the surface. For cleaning
glass a good method is as follows: Mix i oz. of
whiting, I oz. of alcohol, and 1 oz. of water of

anunonia in a pint of water. Apply with a soft
cloth, allow to dry and then wipe off.

JOINT STOCK DRUG COMPANY

Letters patent have been issued incorporating
J. E. Livernois, Ltd., with a total capital of

5300,000, divided into 3,000 shares of Sioo each,

$250,000 being paid up.

The object of the company is "to carry on
wholesale, retail or on commission a pharmacy
business comprising, without exception, all the
articles that may be sold or manufactured in a
pharmacy in Canada," etc.

The incorporators are Leandre Renaud, drug-
gist; Paul Livernois, physician; Jules Dion, ac-

countant; Jules Livernois, N. E. Pelelat, ac-

countants, and Jules Ernest Livernois, trader, of

city of Quebec.

The head office of the company will be in Que-
bec city.

EXPENSES OF DELEGATES

In reply to a correspondent in New Brunswick,
who asks us to name the "amount of ca.sh paid

to each delegate on expenses, etc., to Canadian
Pharmaceutical Association gathering at Banff.

Also amoimt paid to J. E. Tremble since organ-
ization, also to G. E. Gibbard, and the list of

contributors," would sa}-, that we understand,

that some time this month a full financial state-

ment will appear in the published account of the

proceedings, which will be mailed to every drug-

gist in the Dominion.

The drug store of W. T. Strong, London, On-
tario, was entered by burglars October 19th, and
a large sum of money taken. The store was also

ransacked, and probably a quantity of goods
stolen at the same time.
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DRUGGISTS' ADVERTISING

Under this heading we would be pleased to in-

sert any mention of special plans of advertising

or copies of advertisements, either those appear-

ing in newspapers or any other form.

The following is from an English druggist, who

caters specially for family trade. He publishes

the matter in the form of a neat 4-page folder of

light cardboard:

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE
CARE OF THE SICK AND
THE GIVING OF MEDICINE

(Name and Address)

TlIK DOCTOR'S OKn?:RS.

OHKV the doctor's orders careftdly in every miu-

iile detail relaJling to the care of the patient and

tile giving of medicines. Otherwise you may uninten-Oth(

effort

jf medicines

tionally defeat hi.s best

MEDICINES.

1st.—All extiTnul applications and poisonous remedies

shoidd be kept apart from other medicines,

and the poisonous articles should, of course,

be lal>elled "poison."

2n(l.—Carefully read directions on the bottle before

giving the dose,

ud.—Thoroughly shake the bottle, twhether there

seejTLs to be any sediment or not.

.|th.—Always carehUly measure the amount to be

taken in a measuring glass.

Sth.—A.lways pour awav from the label, so that no
drops run down and render it illegible.

6th.—Wash the medicine glass after each dose given.

7th.—Be particidar to give medicine punctually at the

time ordered.

8th.—In many cases it is well to keep medicine out

of reach of the patient. This applies especially

to sleeping draughts.

EQUIVALENT DOSES.

60 drops equal i tea-spoonful.

2 tea-spoonfids " i dessert-spoon.

2 dessert-spoonfuls " I table-spoon.

4 table-spoonfiUs " i wine-glass.

2 wine-glassfuls " I tea-cup.

2 tea-cupfuls " I tumbler.

TIMES FOR GIVING MEDICINE.

(Unless otherwi.se ordered by the physician.)

"Three times a day," usually means at eleven,

three and seven.

"Four times a day," usually means at ten, two, and
six, and once during the night.

"Every six hours," usuall}' means at twelve and
six, night and day.

"Every four hours," usually means at elevfU, three,

and seven, both night and day.

"Every three hours," usually means at three, six,

nine, and twelve, night and day.

DEGKEES OF FEVER.

The normal temperature of the body is 98.60 F.

When it is raised above this there is said to be fever.

Degrees of fever have been recognized as follows:

Tenuperajture under 101 degrees F. is a slight fever.

Temperature imder 10^ degrees F. is a moderate
fever.

Temjiprature under 105 degrees F. is a high fever.

Temperature at 106 degrees F. is tailed h3'perpy-

re.xia.

BATHS.

The physician often .prescribes Baths, ordering a
"cold bath," a "hot bath," &c. The temperature de-

sired is given in the following table, and should al-

ways be detennined by means of a bath thermometer:
Cold bath 33 degrees to 65 degrees F.
Cool bath 65 degrees to 80 degrees F.
Tepid bath 80 degrees to 90 degrees F.

Warm bath 690 degrees to 100 degrees F.

Hot bath 100 degrees to 112 degrees F.

ALL MEDICINES
Prepared in our Prescription Department can be

relied on ito be skilfully and conscientiously

compounded from the finest and highest qual-

ity material—exactly as prescribed by the doc-

tor. No unreasonable charges. ...

SICK-ROOM NECESSITIES.

We supply Hot Water Bottles, Bed Pans, Ice

Caps, Enema Syringes, Feeding Cups, Ther-

mometers, Surgical Dressings, Waterproof
Sheetings; in fact, everything for the Sick-

Room.
Erin's Oxygen in cylinders.

Invalids' Foods, Beef Essences, &c., all kinds

at lowest prices.

ATTENDANCE.
Medlicines can be obtained at all times, day and

night, Sundays and Bank Holidays. Medicines
ordered bv Telephone or Telegraph ]xromptly
despatched.

Telegrams: "A\'inter, Chemist, Llandudno "

Telephone 40.
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Cream of Rose and Almonds

Cream of Violets and Witch Hazel

Cream of Rose and Witch Hazel

ATTRACTIVE LABEL DELICATE PERFUME

Buyer's name inserted free in 3 dozen lots,

SEND FOR SAMPLE

The MOYES CHEMICAL CO.
MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS

84-96 Jarvis Street, TORONTO, CANADA

ARE YOU
handling a line of Chocolates

that is giving yoo a good profit and

giving yo«r customers good satis-

faction?

NASMITH'S CHOCOLATES
will do that and more.

THE NASMITH CO., Limited,

66 Jarvis St. TORONTO

LONDON OIRECTORY
(PUBLISHED ANNUALLY)

ENABLES traders throughout the World to

communicate direct with English

MANUFACTURERS & DEALERS
in each class of goods. Besides being a com-
plete commercial guide to London and its

suburbs, the Directory contains lists of

EXPORT MERCHANTS
with the goods they ship, and the Colonial and
Foreign Markets they supply

;

STEAMSHIP LINES
arranged under the Ports to which they sail,

and indicating the approximate sailings
;

PROVINCIAL TRADE NOTICES
of leading Manufacturers Merchants, etc., in

the principal provincial towns and industrial

centres of the L^nited Kingdom.
A copy of the current edition will be for-

warded, freight paid, on receipt of Postal Order
for 208.

Dealers seeking Agencies can advertise their

trade cards for £1, or larger adTertisenients

from £3.

THE LONDON DIRECTORY CO., Limited
25 Abchurch Lane, London, E.C.
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^V& ^V& ^V& ^V&

Conditions for Selling

Dr. Pierce's Medicines
BY THE

Retail Druggists in the Dominion
Were Never Better!

Owins to the Protection Afforded l)x

Our Serial Numlier Contract Plan

which has cost us a great deal of
money, the Druggist can get Full Price
for these old-time Favorite Remedies,
and he can make a fair legitimate profit,

because Dr. Pierce's are

THE ONLY POPULAR MEDICINES

which are not universally sold at cut
prices. We have done our best to
Protect you. Why not push for Dr.
Pierce and the World's Dispensary?

Can we send you a Window Display
or can you use our Memorandum Books
to advantage?

MM MMMxMmMmM mmM
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MEXICAN MEDICINE*

By J. F. Llewellyn, Mexico

"Most of the additions to the world's stock of

remedies, since the sixteenth century, were indi-

genous to tropical America. Philip II. sent a

physician to Mexico to report—the result was
tw-enty-four books of text and eleven books of

plates. Another Spaniard gives page after page
of native receipts for every ailment. A Spanish

author (1580) states that the inhabitants of New-

Spain had an extensive knowledge of medicinal

herbs.

"Southern Mexicans had an excellent know-
ledge of medicinal plants."

"Men, women and children had a great know-
ledge of herbs, and their use was general."

Wandering collectors of herbs sold them in the

market places, and from house to house.

A medicine man was arrested as a quack. He
had the judges smell a powder which produced a

hemorrhage. The Spaniards could not arrest the

hemorrhage, so he gave a powder that cured.

Cortes hung him as he refused to reveal his se-

crets, and acknowledged their skill in healing

wounds.

There was a royal botanical garden, from it

herbs were distributed to doctors, who had or-

ders to report on their use.

Hospitals were established in all the large

cities, endowed with ample revenue, where pa-

tients were cared for by experienced doctors,

surgeons and nurses, well versed in all the native

healing arts. The Tarahumanes had a public

asylum for the sick and helpless, and for orphans,

who were cared for by male and female officials.

Medical practitioners were numerous, who at-

tended patients for a small sum, or an annual fee

for treating the family.

They had a traditional Esculapius, who was
the inv-entor of medicine and the first herbalist.

There was also a goddess of medicine and

herbs, w^orshiped by doctors, surgeons, and

blood-letters, and a black-faced god who cured

children by using a "black draught."

The healing profession w'as highly honored, and

its followers constituted a regular faculty, hand-

ing down their knowledge generally from father

to son.

This system of education, with the botanical

garden and the numerous subjects from human
sacrifice gave abundant opporttmity for acquiring

knowledge.

Nearly all houses were provided with vapor

baths and cold water for fever.

* Read at the meeting of the Missouri Pharma-
ceutical Association.

Medicines were given in draught powders, oint-

ment, ])lasters and injection, for this using a de-

coction of herbs and a heron leg.

Many of the remedies were as absurd as those
in u.se in Eurojje, but the people attained to old

age.

Prisonous herbs were tied around children's

nei-ks to keep off disease.

A wash of urine, soot and black clay was used
for the scalp.

Morning dew cured catarrh.

The leaves of "Olcoran" was applied to a sore;

if it adhered the patient would recover; if it fell

oil the patient would die.

Honey was used for hoarseness, with a plaster

of India rubber.

A pounded insect and red pepper was used for

toothache.

For infant diarrhoea the nur.sc and child were
treated.

They had herbal purgatives, diuretics and
emetics.

The white of eggs was applied to bruises.

Tobacco was used for the pains of colds,

rheumatism, and asthma, and broth of fowl for

convalescents.

Meteoric stones powdered cured heartburn and
inward fever, the bones of giants an^ cacao cured

diarrhoea and dysentery.

Grains of maguacate was a purge, and thev had
an efficient febrifuge.

Snake bites were scarified, sucked and rubbed
with snuff; also with wdllow leaves, leaf and root

of guaco.

A ligature was used until remedies could be

had.

A divine medicine obtainable only from the

priests was made from narcotic seeds, india rub-

ber, resin, tobacco, and sacred water.

The Tlascaltecs did not hesitate to kill a pa-

tient who was slow in recovering—an arrow
thrust down the throat determined the matter.

Malted maize was used to make a fermented

drink.

They had an arrow poison that killed a tiger

in four or five minutes; the slaves who prepared

it generally died.

Pequine, a vine, was used as a fish poison to

catch fish.

The Mosquito Indians had a poisonous wooden
sword that caused madness and death.

Bleeding was as much in vogue as with us 100

years ago; they used obsidian lances, quills and
thorns, one tribe shot small arrows into the pa-

tient until results were had.

Weary feet were scarified.

The Nicaraguans were skilful in blood-letting,

making a small incision and applving a pinch of
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salt at the eiul of the operation; they cauterized

tile wounds to prevent innanimation.

A eataract was rasped, for l)lood-.shot eyes the

ineinbranc was cut, raised with a thorn and

Avaslied with milk.

Arrow wounds were sucked and peyote powder

put in the wound. This was used two days, fol-

lowed by powdered "Icchugilla" root and the

wound healed.

Leaves of maguey, leehugilla, date palm, and

rosemary were api^lied to wounds.

Fractures were treated with herbs, gums, and

splinls, if not healing ([uiekly tlic l)one was scrap-

ed.

For painful operations Ihey used a narcotic

|)<)wder and drink.

P.nt in the eleventh century a plague destroyed

marly the entire Toltec Kmpire.

.\n Indian healer cnrfd an .American miner poi-

soned with iinicUsilver, after pliysiciaiis had fail-

ed; he was snccissfiil in many cases but could

not cnre gont.

.\t the St. Louis I^xjjosition two jihysicians ad-

vised an oi)eralion on a Cocopos lM)y, his father

lied with liim to tluir camp; tluTi' a song and

(Liiici.- and native treatment cund him.

CHINESE PHARMACY

.Mthongii the Chinese materia medica contains

much trash, writes F"r. Berger in the Journal

Snisse de Chiniie et de Phaniiaeie, there are also

in it certain medicaments that are not to be

despised even by the most advanced of Occidental

therapeutists. A. Theinart, an article by whom
in the Deutsche Kolonial Zeitung is quoted by
Berger, states that he became acquainted with

one of these remedies during his residence in Can-

ton. A Chinese physician. Dr. Mong, who had
studied in Edinburgh, adtuiiiistered a febrifuge to

a European patient, which, he declared, had not

its equal in Europe. The results which he ob-

tained therefrom were surprising. Theinart was
not able to secure information as to the compo-
sition of the remedy.

.\ medicament prescribed for all kindj of dis-

eases, a universal panacea in China, is ginseng.

The most valued variety of this drug, and that
fetching the highest price, is that which grows
in Manchuria. The variety imported from San
I'lancisco is much cheaper. When a Chinese dig-

nitary becomes ill the Emperor 'sends him a
]uinnd of the Manchurian plant, so highly is it

esteemed. The drug, however, possesses little, if

any medicinal value. Theinart says that he tried

it on himself in a ca.se of neuralgia without any
beneficial effects.

.An "eye powder" famed throughcmt China is

Ijrejjared in the town of Wan-Tshau. It produces

DRUGGIST.

a grateful, cooling eflect in the treatment of in-

flamed eyelids, when mixed with milk and honey

and introduced in the corners of the eyes with

the blunt end of a wooden needle. Chinese lacquer

workers suffer from a disease of the eyes, caused

b}- the material in which they work, and there-

fore eye remedies of various kinds are an article

of staple importance in the materia medica of the

country.

The itch is not regarded seriously in China.

"When you itch, scratch yourself." In the more

acute cases, however, a remedy made by boiling

powdered oyster shells with the fruit of "melia

a/.edarach" is sometimes used.

The Ijulb of the lil)' is regarded as a specific in

diseases of the lungs. Powdered salt-water crabs

are given in cardiac diseases. Inunction with oil

of peppermint is recommended for headache, a

jjractice which reminds us of the use of methol

cones for the same purpose in other parts of the

world.

Tlieinart gives the following recipe for a prep-

aration \ahie(l in the treatment of s])oradic

ciiolcra:

Aconitnm variegatum 6 drachms
Carica papaya 6 drachms
.luslicia b drachms
Convolvulus 3 drachms
Artemisia pauciflora 5 drachms
Powdered licorice extract 3 drachms

The ingredients are stirred up in rice brandy,

the mixture then boiled with about a decilitre of

water and the decoction drunk hot.

Tiger bones are regarded as a talisman against

all kinds of attacks, and a powder obtained by

scraping the rhinoceros horn is also highly prized.

The effects of snake bites are guarded against by

making the bitten person drink water through

the tobacco juice saturated stem of an old pipe;

in addition the wound is sucked and cauterized.

The favorite poison for suicidal purposes is

opium. Arsenic is used only to expedite the de-

parture of other persons from this world. Those

who desire to put an end to themselves in a

"genteel" way .swallow little pieces of gold. Ju.st

how the gold acts in this case is not known. Ac-

cording to one theory the pieces of metal,

through their weight, perforate the stomach,

while another view has it that the gold swells in

the stomach, and thus cavises it to rupture. It is

needless to say that there is not the slightest evi-

dence for the latter view.—National Druggist.

A PROFITABLE LINE

The Oskamp-Nolting Co., Cincinnati, Ohio, are

offering a profitable side line for druggists. Write

them at once, mentioning The Canadian Druggist.

Their advt. appears in this issue.
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
,

. .
1 i TT7 r S''= P" Grois Original Package

popular jars on the market. We for- i o^.. t & 3* 5 ««»•

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and 1
"

^.'so
| ;;

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in \
'.'. i|J^ I

'.'.

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,
I

",'.

^-^l }
"

>^oz. to 40Z. sizes. '^ ••

^.
^"^^ ^ ' '

FOR SALE BY JOBBERS Discount to the Trade 60 ,

T. C. WHEATON CO. Millville, N.J., U.S.A.
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

ESTABLISHED 1840

The NORDHEIMER Co., Limited
CAN SUPPLY

Everything in MUSIC and MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS
Victor and Berliner Gramophones

HOHNER HARMONICAS GUITARS STRINGS AND FITTINGS
MANDOLINS BANJOS FOR ALL INSTRUMENTS

s cTiri For Catalogues

The NORDHEIMER PIANO & MUSIC CO., Limited
13 King St., East, TORONTO

SPIRITS ^THERIS NITROSl B.R

MAKE YOUR OWN BY USING

VANCO
BRAND

=

Concentrated Nitrous Ether 1-20
GUARANTEED STRENGTH MADE IN CANADA

PRICES:
4 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.40 8 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.20 16 oz. bottles, per lb., $ 1.10

CHEMICAL LABORATORIES LIMITED
148 Van Home Street Toronto, Ontario
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SHOW CARDS AND PRICE TICKETS FOR THE
DRUG STORE*

Demand for Inisincss-biingiiig show cards and

])rice tickets is on the increase. The pjeneral

competition in the improvement of store adver-

tising is responsible for this. Original and prac-

tical ideas that will increase business are always

rich in opportunity for the alert. From a drug-

gist's standpoint, card .signs and price tickets

call attention to and sell goods that otherwise,

\ery often, would lie on the shelf.

Neat show cards are assistant clerks. An ar-

tistic card sign in the window speaks more loud-

ly than words.

The ability to do jiractical lettering for show

cards, etc., can be acquired by any one with a

reasonable amount of patience and plenty oi

practice, and will be found a valuable business

accompli.shmcnt for any druggist, clerk or win-

dow trimmer to possess. The only qualifications

really necessary for good, practical show-card

lettering are a correct eye, a steady hand, and a

moderate portion of common sense; the last be-

ing, after all, perhaps the most useful, for the

two former may be not only improved, but even

acfjuired by careful jiractice.

The show-card writer is an iiiiuortant factoi

in the comiuercial world to-day; he goes, or

sliould go, hand-in-hand with the advertising

man, or, better still, be a combination of the

two.

Tlie show window and the interior of the store

represent valnable advertising si)ace for the show-
card writer. This fact a great many druggists

o\erb)ok and a|)parently do not realize the un-

limited ])ossibilili(s lo increase Inisiness.

Till'; SHOW CARD SliOlJM) lUCKIJCCT Tllli INIJI-
VIDUAMTY OK THE STOUIC.

A sliow card, like a new sjiaper ad verliseuient,

should reflect the individuality of the store.

People on the street judge the character of the

diiterent departments of the store by what
reaches their eyes. In every city and town there

are advertising pos.sibilitics in the window card.

I'eoiile who ])ronivnade up and down the side-

walks will buy, if their attention is drawn to a
line of goods witii a neat card sign conveying in-

teresting points on (piality and price in a few ef-

fective words. Many more will see and l)e .so im-
Ijressed as to be insensibly influenced in their fu-

ture purcha.ses. A good busines.s-bringing show
card, like a good rule, works both wavs. It

.serves to remind one of something he needs and
has forgotten or neglected to purcha.se, and tells

*Rcacl at the March meeting of the New York Branch (if

the American rharniaceutical Association, Ijy W. A.
Thompson.

ol something good at so low a i)rKc that those

who come to look remain to buy.

Pen I^ettering.—For the beginner in lettering a

No. I marking pen is recommended, which makes
a solid line % of an inch wide. The marking pen

is a strong and perfect device for rapid and clean-

cut lettering. The use of these pens—different

size.S'— 1-16 to 'X inch wide, will enable the learner

to acquire a substantial and easy method of

rapid and uniform lettering.

A good ink is verj' important for neat work.

Common writing fluid is too thin to produce a

dcej) color or brilliant letter. Ink, strong in col-

or, is needed with enough acacia in it to be about
tile consistency of simple syrup or mucilage. This

will kee]) the ink from flowing too freely.

INK FOR LETTERING CARDS.

A good ink may be made by dissolving soluble

aniline color in water and adding a small amount
of acacia. The druggist will find it convenient

to keep several concentrated .solutions of such

colors as are desired, nigrosine for black, methy-
lene blue (commercial) for blue; an orange, a red

and a green, in small bottles. A few drops of

this concentrated solution may be added to a few

drachms 'of mucilage of acacia as needed, this

nii.xtnre forming a very satisfactory lettering

ink. It may be that in some cases it will be

found desirable to dilute the mucilage with wa-
ter.

Brush lyettering.—For brush lettering the cartl

writer should have the best red sable show card

l)rushes. Four special sizes are recoiumeudcd,

\i/,.: Nos. 5, 7, 9 and 12. Many beginners make
a mistake by using camel's hair brushes which do
not have the required elasticity for good, clean

lettering. Red sable brushes are the best to use

and will give entire satisfaction. They retail at

from 12 to 40 cents each.

Il(nv to Hold the Brush.—The brush should be

held somewhat as a lead pencil is held, except

that the brush should be held more upright.

Show Card Paint for Brush Lettering.—For
general card and ticket work, water colors are

the best to use. Prepared colors are recommend-
ed whenever obtainable. They are put up in jars

ready for immediate use and all colors can be

had in this form. A very good and serviceable

show-card paint may be made from dry water
colors, which can be had at any druggists' or

pamt -supply hou.se. Vermilion, ultramarine blue,

flake white are the staple colors. A good mucil-

age of acacia should be used as a binder.

Mixing Show Card Paints.—First mix the de-

sired color with water to give it the consistency

of chrome yellow, lampblack, or drop black and
of thick dough, and then add a little mucilage for

a binder. Comtnon writing or flake white added
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THOMAS TYRER & GO'Y, u.im

STRATFORD. LONDON. E N G.

EXCELLENCE ^'Stevlino"

r^ SECOND TO NONE ^J?

PHARMACEUTICAL CbCmiCalS INDUSTRIAL

MERCURIALS HYPOPHOSPHITES

SCALE PREPARAT GNS BISMUTH SALTS ETHERS

PHOSPHORIC ACID

ESSENCES SICCATIVES ACIDSg COLLODIONS

T/ie Largest Import House in Holland in

Patent Specialties

Firma, van Dijk van Laethem
DEN HAAQ LEIDEN AMSTERDAAt

Head Office : Den Haag, Holland
ABC Code, 4th Edltloo used

Willing to place all new Medical Specialties

on the Market

HE "OLD RELIABLE
PLANTEN'S

Black
CAPSULES
POPULAR SINCE 1836

TEL. I»X..A.Iff^riaBfl' ^z; SOBB-
93 HENRY ST. Established 1S36 BROOKLYN, N.Y.

" The Pioneer American CapsiUe House "

ESTABLISHED If

Common Sense
Vermin Exterminators

-TWO KINDS-
NO SMELL

IT DRIES THEM DP

Most infallible remedy known Retains its strength for years

Sold in ever}- Country in the World

Sold by all Jobbers : TORONTO, Ont. BUFFALO, H.Y.,IL0ND0H, Eng

PROFITABLE SIDE LINES

SEND FOR OUR 800 PAGE CATALOGUE

The OSKAMP=NOLTINQ Co.
41I=41.?-4I5 lilm St.,

CINCINNATI, Ohio

H. SALLE & CO.
4 Rue Elzevir, PARIS

Exporters and Importers of Crude
Drugs.

Growers of French Herbs.

Specialty of Irish Moss.

Leading Articles: Chamomiles, Red Roses, Galega herb,

French Cannabis Indicus, as well as all kinds of drugs and

alkaloids (Eserine, Pilocarpine, Cocaine, Sparteine, etc.)

CORNELL & 8ILL1G, MONTREAL, Agents
Offers for American Drugs Solicited

\ ha, h^ h<«m>, KikfTfidi

PATSON'9
for Markinc Lrnen. Silk S: Coui

<U\\o\v\ atiFpaia'

THE OLDEST
ived Medal and Diploma at

THE BEST

Qatbec Exposition, Montreal. 1897.

Trade lupplied by all leading Dme Hoa»e» in the

SAL HEPATICA
REVISED PRICES FOR CANADA.

Small size, Per doz. $2.85

Medium " " 6 80

Large " " 14.50

$20.00 lots less 6% trade discount

60.00 '• " 10% "
Terms. 6% 3» days.

BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
277-279 Gneixe Av».

BROOKLYN - NEW YORK

LYMAN, SONS & CO ,
Montreal

THE LTKAN BROS. » CO.. Ltd.. Toronto
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GAGE'S PAPETERIE ASSORTMENTS

No. 912. 100 Boxes, 12 Different styles, cost $12.00, retail at $22.00 or over.

•.u
'^^P'?°<^''l^^'^f''°"°f'^'ie newest and best lines of our Papeteries for this season. To retail from loc. to 35c. each

with a handsome profit. Each box (in either assoitment) contains 24 sheets and 24 envelopes to match of Fine Correspond-
ence Stationery. Handsome Show Card with each assortment.

W. J. GAGE & COMPANY, LTD.
MANUFACTUKING STATIONERS.

TORONTO, ONT.
Paper Mills at St. Catherines, Ont.
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to any color will produce a lighter tint or shade.

In preparing paint, grind the pigment by using

a palette knife or spatula. A square piece of

glass or large dinner plate makes a good sub-

stitute for a marble slab on which to grind and
mix the colors. After mixing thoroughly to a

thick liquid paste it will be ready for use. For
paint receptacle use tin cups, round tin ointment
boxes or small saucers. Paints prepared in this

way will get hard when set aside if not covered

with water, so when you are through it is best

to add a little water to keep the paint moist and
have in good working order at a moment's no-

tice. In this way when you wish to commence
lettering you simply pour the water ofi and
everything is ready. Distemper colors put up in

glass jars can also be used to good advantage,

and in many cases are to be preferred. These col-

ors can be made ready for use by adding water
and a little gum mucilage. Very little mucilage

is required, in fact too much will interefere with

the easy flowing qualities necessary for good let-

tering.

For success in brush lettering always use round

show card brushes with square ends. Flat brushes

do not give the best results, although they are

quite commonly used by beginners, who general-

I5' have the impression that ilat brushes are re-

quired for broad lines. Show card brushes that

are round with square ends are admirably adapt-

ed to all styles of lettering, with either broad

or narrow one-stroke work. When charged with

color, they can be made to retain a fine point or

brought to a flat chisel edge at will. They are

sensitive to touch, elastic in stroke, and give

ready response and clean-cut lettering.

THE MAKING OP THE SHOW CARD.

Practice Paper.—Any paper of a smooth and
firm surface will answer; wrapping pa|>er of this

quality will give good results. Don't use paper

with a glazed surface for either pen or brush

practice.

Cardboard.—The choice of the right cardboard,

right as to size, color, thickness and surface, is

often half the battle in making an effective show

card. The inexperienced card writer labors over

a window sign with a marking pen on a card-

board with a hard, glazed surface, will grumble

at the result and wonder what the matter may
be. He may blame the pens for not putting on

the ink properly. He may blame the ink for not

working evenly and not staying where it is put

He ma}- blame himself as incompetent, become

discouraged and give up. The fault is really in

himself for not knowing that ink will ordinarily

not work on a hard, smooth surface. There is

nothing in the glassy finish of the cardboard for

it to grip on and it spreads out inartistically.

The card writer who knows selects a board with
softer, unfinished surface, for this pen work, and
has no dilliculty at all in speedily making a neat,

artistic show card.

In brush lettering tins dilliculty is not encoun-
tered. Good show card paint of a heavy body
will work equally well on a soft or on a hard
surface, if in proper condition. However, moder-
atel}' soft surface cardboard is generally preferred
for all around work.
The use of colored cardboard frequently pro-

duces very attractive window signs. "Show card"
cardboard, manufactured especially for show card
writers, is an excellent article for general use. It

is coated on one side and comes in a number of

beautiful shades, black, green, blue, red, brown,
and maroon. Colored cardboard co.sts from S3. 50
to S4 per hundred sheets. Common white stock,

4, 6 or 8 ply, ranges from S2.25 to S3. 75 per hun-
dred sheets. These prices apply to full sheets,

22 x 28 inches in size. These sheets are usually
cut, for show card purposes, into the following
-sizes: Half sheet, 14 by 22 inches; quarter sheet,

II by 14 inches; eighth sheet, 7 by 11 inches; six-

teenth sheet, 2>% by 5% inches. These are all good
sizes for show cards and allow the full sheet to
be cut up without waste.

Show Card Practice.—The beginner should

adopt a style of alphabet that is simple in con-

struction and uniform in style. A plain letter

well made is far superior to a fancy letter poor-
ly done. Be sure to practice on one size until

you have it thoroughh- mastered, then increase

or decrease the size uniformly in order that you
may develop confidence in your ability to make
each stroke in harmou}-, be the letters of any de-

sired size. The amount or form of composition
on a card will suggest what is best fitted for a

layout to produce a neat finish. A card with let-

tering of uniform size and considerable space out-

side of the lettering will present a neat and tidy

appearance without marginal lines or ornamental
dashes. When the lettering varies in size and
spaces between the lines are not uniform, the use

of ornamentation and border line will make the

card api)ear more compact and add to its appear-

ance.

White cards may be made very neat with a

simple scroll and background tinted with drv col-

or before lettering. To do this, take a little piece

of plush and dip it into a dry color of any de-

sired shade, then rub on the centre of the card

and extend outward in a circular motion. Scroll

designs filled in this way will produce results

that seem wonderful to one unaccustomed to this

class of work. The same method of tinting may
be used outside of scroll designs, leaving the cen-

tre white for lettering. A large variety of pretty

show cards for all purposes can be done in this

I
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way at a fraction of a cent above the cost of

common cardboard.

The use of "metallics" or Hitters in scroll de-

signs on colored cardboard with white lettering

produces a rich and striking elTect. Acacia mu-

cilage with a few drops of glycerin added will be

found an excellent adhesive for metallic and flit-

ter work. This may be used the same as paint

in outlining designs, the flitters or "metallics"

being j)oured on before the mucilage dries. This

adhesive will hold metallics, flitters, bronze and

diamond dust securely and make a very effective

finish.

HOME-MADE RACKS AND STANDS

From his inspection of dry goods, jewelry and

other stores, the druggist has learned that an al-

most endless variety of novel and beautiful racks

and stands for the exhibition of goods in in-

teriors las well as windows may be purchased.

Much as he would like to possess them, the aver-

age druggist feels that they are beyond his

means. However, a little cheap material, in-

genuity land a little labor may produce home-
made substitutes which will answer every pur-

po.se.

PYRAMID BASES

.Vs an aid in the erection of pyramids of bottles

either in windows or upon counters or floor, the

following simple contrivance will be found of

great use. From a good, nnwarped 1 2-inch

board, one-half inch in thickness, cut triangles

with i2-inch sides. To keep these from warping
after being put to use, glue to each side a cleat

of sufficient length and one-half by one-quarter

inch thick. The triangular forms may be finished

to match the store fixtures by sand-papering and
staining. Or, they may he covered with gold

paint or even temporarily covered for each separ-

ate use with crepe paper. In the same wav,
make other triangles with nine and six inch

sides. To use, place three bottles so as to serve

as legs for the largest triangular shelf. Upon this

shelf place three bottles as legs for the nine-inch

triangular shelf, and again on the latter stand
three bottles to support the smallest or six-inch

triangular shelf. Of course, the spaces between
the bottle legs may be filled with other bottles
of the same size, with smaller bottles, or with
other goods. Two of these wood triangles placed
edge to edge will form a diamond-shaped pyra-
mid. Three of tliem placed around a fourth will
form a three-pointed star pyramid, and so on in

endle.ss variety and size.

For malts, mineral waters and other heavy,
round bottle goods a very firm and attractive
pyramid may be made by boring in each corner

of each triangle a hole large enough to admit the

neck of the bottle and thus permit the triangles

to rest upon the shoulders of the bottles. In bor-

ing the holes in triangles of various sizes they

should be so placed that when pyramided the

bases of the second tier of bottles will stand

within the necks of the first tier and the third

within the second.

A MUSHROOM RACK

Take a lo-inch piece of broom-stick or wood of

about the same dimensions. Round ofi the ends

and sand-paper carefully. Lengthwise around

this stick fasten eight pieces of one-eighth inch

brass or coppered iron wire. Do not use copper

wire. For appearance sake brass wire is prefer-

able; but if it is not procurable use copper-

coated, stiff iron wire. If the latter cannot be

procured, plain iron wire may be used and gilded.

These strips of wire should be thirty inches long

and fastened around the stick at equal intervals

with small wire staples. The wires should ex-

tend six inches beyond one end of the stick and

fourteen inches beyond the other end. Bend the

six-inch ends outwardly in one-quarter circles so

as to form feet which collectively form a firm

stand for the rack. Bend the 14-inch ends out-

wardly in one-half circles and turn the points

upward so as to form small hooks. Either

gild or bronze the stick to match the

wires. Brushes, combs, cutlery and other

light articles may be suspended from the

hooks to produce a most attractive dis-

play. If considered desirable the number of wires

may be increased until the stick is covered, and
by making them of different lengths, two or even

more tiers of the hanging arms may be made.
When not in use the wires may be turned in the

staples and brought close together, thereby per-

mitting tlie stand to be stored in a small space.

AN ADJUSTABIyE STAND

Take a piece of broom-stick eight inches long

or au}- other length suitable for the purpose.

Take a disk of wood one inch thick and five

inches in diameter. Fasten the stick to the centre

of the disk with a single screw or glue, prefer-

ably both. The disk forms the base of the stand.

To the other end of the stick screw a washer of

the same diameter as the stick. Sandpaper and

paint, stain or gild the whole. Take several

pieces of one-eighth inch copper wire, about eight

inches long. Bend each wire one-quarter of an

inch from one end so as to form a square or

right-angled hook. Loosen the screw in the

washer just enough to permit two or more wires

being passed beneath the washer and the end of

the stick; when the wires are properly adjusted

tighten the screw so as to hold them firmly in

place. To hold a box of stationery extend one
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The Gillette Dealer's Harvest

The Gillette has proved aa all-the

ive druggist always keeps to the front

But there's one season that is s

md that is from now to Christmas

-round seller—a specialty that the

special harvest time for the Gillette dealer,

Everybody is hunting Christmas gifts—and the hardest to find are those for

"ipn. The Gillette exactly fills the bill—in attractiveness, in everyday useful-

ness and comfort, and in price. The Gillette is in line with the drug store

stock. Nearly every man buys his personal toilet articles there—shaving .soap,

brush and such things. Women look there for gifts for men.

Make your showing of Qillettes in window and counter more attractive than
ever. The Standard Set, the New Pocket Editions, in their handsome gold
and silver plated and gunmetal finished cases, and your Gillette signs can easily

be worked up into some mighty fine displays—displays that will pay in hard
cash, many times over, for the work of arranging them, because they will bring

to you the benefit of our constant advertising, which directs buyers to the stores

Displaying Gillette signs.

Don't delay your orders. We are already oversold, but are working night and day to catch up, and booked
orders of course have the preference. If you have ordered, but have not yet received the goods, please accept our
sincere apology for the delay, with our assurance that we will ship your order in its turn at the earliest po.ssible

moment.

The Gillette Safety Razor Company of Canada^ Limited
Office and Factory :'' :• :• 63 St. Alexander St., Montreal

KYLE'S "MISSIONARY" No.
A true " Missionary "—nothing composite about our designing of mission work.

top with poHshed edges, plate front and
ends. Doors on steel track on ball

bearing sheaves and fitted with either

clear glass or mirrors as required.

Can supply with either plate glass

shelves, wood shelves, or nickel plated

rods or bars on adjustable brackets.

Has polished plate
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DRUGGISTS

FRONT VIEW
Showing display space in front and top

TRIANON CRYSTAI

This is a combination of Silent Salesn

Everything right at your hand when
]

We outfit a Drug Store from the Side^

TORONTO SUOV^
5, 7» 9» "» I3» <5» I7»

j

JAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R. w. Mcclain, Gen. Manager (late Gowans, KentS
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>H©W eASES

w
k Section

DRAWERS AND SUB=DIVISIONS

:OUNTER CABINET
ED

dling Counter and Stock Cabinet,

istomer says the word,

the back door.

^ASE CO., Limited
I, DEFRIES STREET

W. M. PEIERKIN, Sec.-Treas. (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) HARRY CHINN, SuDerintendint
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^ REX CHOCOLATES
50c., 60c., 75c. and $1.00 per lb.

Distinctive Chocolates for those who discriminate.

WILL SATISFY THE MOST EXACTING.
REGISTERED

Phone M. 4339 341 Queen Si. West Toronto

GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM

S'aneqfDulneviUnnuthejifiuiiarr

S & CANADA. CLEVELAND.O.

THE GREATEST VETERINARY REMEDY OF THE AGE

At Wholesale Dealers, $12.00 doz. Retails at $1.50

per Bottle.

THE LAWRENCE WILLIAMS CO.
TORONTO, ONT. .... CLEVELAND, O.

ASK FOR

"CRUSADER9f

(REGISTERED)

I
The Choicest Invalid Port

|

Its PURITY and AGE commend it for
medicinal purposes. Sold only in bottles.
For sale in cases, 12 quarts and 24 pints.

J. S. HAMILTON & COMPANY, Branltord
WHOLESALE DISTRIBUTEES FOR CANADA

MACOOMB, Manager Telephone MAIN 2377

Limit

PRINTERS
Publishers, Bookbinders

44 RICHMOND ST. W. TORONTO, CANADA

Tt1E(l[NDR0Nl1rC..(oLTp
Toronto,Canada

MAKER& OF ALL KINDS

PS
Made in Canada

OUR GATALOGUE
GRADE C

SHOWS THE ENTIRE LINE
THIS itlir- ^

TRADE MARK 15 YOUR GUARANTEE

For forecasting market conditions in

drugs and chemicals, makes it worth while
for our customers to act on our advice

regarding purchases.

We will be pleased to advise any
druggist, whether customer or not. who
wishes to know probable market changes
in any .'Jtaple lines.

A druggist writes us that we saved
him 8c. per pound on Glycerine by buying
on our advice some months ago, and lay-

ing in a big stock.

We do not wait till the goods are

at the top prices, but try to help our cus-

tomers to get in on the low price.

To-day we advise the purchases of

—

ABSORBENT COTTON, OPIUM,
MORPHINE, CARBOLIC ACID

E, G, WEST & CO.
Wholesale Druggists and Manufacturing Chemists

176 KING STREET E. - = TORONTO
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wire from one side of the stick and two wires

from tile opposite side, in sucii a manner that

their hook ends will be about four inches apart.

Before tightening the screw see that the distance

between the hook of the single wire and the hooks

of the other two wires arc the same as the

length of the box to be held. When the screw is

tightened the box may be put in place by spring-

ing the hooks over its upper and lower ends.

The copper wires may be bent so as to hold the

exhibited articles at any desired angle, or so as

to face the glass of the window or outside edges

of the show-case. When properly adjusted the

wire hooks may be snapped around circular or

rectangular slabs of glass or pieces of cardboard

or wood 'to hold them in horizontal position,

thereby forming small tables or shelves upon
which small articles may be exhibited.

ADJUSTABI^E SHEIvVES

Get from a blacksmith a four-foot iron rod,

one-half inch in diameter. For this make a heavy

base as follows: Take or make a circular card-

board box or mould, its inside dimensions being

eight inches across and four inches deep. Place

this mould on a level surface and then swing the

rod above it so that it hangs in a perfectly per-

pendicular position, with its lower end just over

and close to the exact centre of the bottom of

the mould. Carefully pour in plaster of paris

paste and allow to set so that it will hold the

rod in proper position; allow the base to become
perfectly dry before moving the rod or tearing

away the mould.

Cut six or more shehes of the desired dimen-

sions from half-inch wood, and preferably in

graduated sizes. The largest may be 12 x 18

inches and the smallest 4x6 inches. Across the

grain of each of these shelves glue two thin cleats

to strengthen and keep them from warping.

In the exact centre of each shelf bore a hole an

inch in diameter. Make a number of hardwood
wedges an inch long and tapering from a sharp

edge to a half inch base. Slip the top of the iron

rod through the hole in the largest shelf. Hold

the shelf at the desired height from the base and

wedge it into position with two of the wedges,

one on either side of the rod and inside of the

hole. The wedges should point upward and the

shelf be forced down upon them by alternately

tapping the sides with a hammer. It is not ne-

cessary to use great force in fixing the wedges be-

cause the weight of the exhibited goods, when
properly distributed upon the shelf, will main-

tain the nressure upon the wedges. Above the

first shelf arrange other shelves in graduated

sizes and at such distances apart as may be ne-

cessary to admit the goods to be exhibited. Paint

or gild the whole contrivance.

With a single rod and base a variation of the

display may be eflected by having circular as

well as square shelves. An arm rack also may be

made by causing small, hardwood disks to take

the place of shelves and attaching to them ex-

tending wire or wooden arms.—Pharmaceutical

Era.

PRACTICAL SUGGESTIONS FOR DRUGGISTS

Keeping ground flaxseed in a drawer or barrel

is not a good custom, as the wood absorbs the

oil. Flaxseed should be kept in either tin, glass

or earthenware containers.

Prevention of breakage in glassware by heat.

Test tubes, flasks, watch glasses and leakers can
he made almost unbreakable if they be boiled in

water and allowed to stand in the boiling water

until cold.

Cleaning greasy utensils has been a hard nut to

crack in this business. The average pharmacist
usually uses sawdust, which is good, but bran is

far better. Bran is softer and has more absorb-

ent properties than any other thing in this line.

Keeping Seidlitz Powders.—Many pharmacists

keep single doses of Seidlitz powders in a drawer

where the air affects them. To have your Seid-

litz powders strong, fresh and fizzy, keep them in

a chewing gum jar, and set the jar on a show-

case, and notice how they sell, too.

When the drainage pipe clogs, which is a fre-

quent occurrence about the drug store, proceed as

follows: Force a tight fitting rubber hose down
into the drain pipe, being sure that it is perfectly

tight, and let the water run full force. This will

force the dirt and muck out of the waste pipe.

Preserving Alcohol.—Many pharmacists pur-

chase their alcohol in one-half and one-barrel lots

at a time, and draw it off as wanted. When alco-

hol is allowed to stand in a barrel the evapora-

tion and absorption by the wood amounts to con-

siderable. When a barrel of alcohol arrives it

should be syphoned into five-gallon glass demi-

johns and thus avoid evaporation and absorp-

tion.

Removing glass stoppers which are stuck is a

frequent and almost daily occurrence. If friction

and immersion in hot water is of no avail, pour

a few drops of machine oil around the stopper; it

will easily work loose. It is well to instruct the

boy, when wiping shelf bottles, to loosen each

stopper as he wipes the bottles. This prevents

the stoppers from standing long enough to settle.

New mortars and pestles should not be used in

compounding medicines until after thej^ are prop-

erly treated. When they come out of the factory

they are rough inside and might contain some
soluble alkali on the surface. New mortars and
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pestles should be allowed to stand filled with di-

lute acid for ^t least one hour; after this the

mortar should be filled with water and triturated

until both inside of the mortar and the pestle are

smooth.

Care of Water Bags.—In selling hot water bags

and fountain syringes, it becomes necessary- at

times to give customers a little instruction as to

their proper handling; they should receive the

following instructions: The bags should first be

filled with cold water, and then emptied before

being filled with hot water. It is advisable to

leave a small quantity, say two ounces, of cold

water in the bag. This forms a cushion which

prevents the hot water striking the rubber di-

rectly, and also prevents the melting of seams.

A little space should be left at the neck of the

bag and the water settled to come to the mouth,

and thus expel steam. A vacuum is made and

the pressure reduced upon the bag.

Two Kinds of Drugs.—When the pharmacist re-

ceives a prescription calling for quinine pills, he

should dispense a different kind of pill than he

sells by the five cents worth; indeed, they should

be of a different shape and coating, and not yel-

low like most quinine pills. Two kinds of sul-

phur should be kept in the drug store. Take com-

mercial powdered sulphur; it is full of free sul-

phuric acid and should never be used for interna)

use. On opening a barrel of epsom salts, the por-

tion through the centre is clean, white and crj'S-

talline, and should be kept in glass, and sold for

medicinal use at a higher price. That portion

which is yellow, specky and dried out should be

sold for horse and cattle at a lower price.

Keeping gummed labels, such as "Shaie Well,"

"External Use" and "Poison," is rather trouble-

some in some climates, as they stick together,

and bend like a bow. The writer has spent valu-

able time in separating these labels, to get one in

a hurry. The best method to keep these small

labels is the following: Select small salt mouth
bottles with stoppers, and put these labels in

these bottles and set on the desk. A label may
be pasted on the outside of the bottle. By thus
keeping these labels in glass, and free from air,

they will not stick together. Other advantages
in this method are: That the pharmacist can tell

at a glance when his supply is getting low, and
each label is in a separate bottle. Chewing gum
jars are excellent for storing away the larger

gummed labels.

A Stand for Round Isabels.—When round labels

are not properly kept they soon become dirty and
wrinkled. The writer has devised a much better

method for keeping round labels, as follows: Se-
lect four wooden cylinders of different sizes,

make a slit from top to bottom in each one, and
then nail or glue them to a heavy board. This

slit is made in the compartments in order that

the operator may get his thmiib under the label

when removing one. This stand should be sand-

papered and painted.—G. W. Hague, in Meyer
Bros. Druggist.

COMPRESSED TABLETS AND SUPPOSITORIES

By A. Schleimer, in the National Druggist.

It frequently happens that the retail druggist

gets a prescription or a call for a compressed

tablet of an unusual formula, or for one that is

carried in stock, but that is temporarily "out."

It is not only a matter of great convenience,

accommodation and saving of time, to be able

to make the tablets when called for, but a

home-made tablet, properly made, is often better

than the one ordinarily found on the market, for

reasons that will be explained.

COMPRESSED TABLETS.

The main difference in the manufacture of table

triturates and compressed tablets is that an ex-

cipient is used in the compressed tablet, while an

inert liquid is used in the triturate to produce

granulation.

In weighing out the ingredients for the tablet,

replace three per cent, of the vehicle (in most
cases sugar of milk) with cocoa butter. Place

the cocoa butter in the mortar first and triturate

imtil soft to the consistency of a paste. Gradual-

ly add the stigar of milk imtil it has entirely ab-

sorbed the fat, then add the other ingredients

and incorporate thoroughly.

The best apparatus that I have found for

moulding the tablet is the steel compressor

stocked by the simdry houses consisting of a

small steel cylinder several inches in length, with

an elongated plunger and a small base.

To use the machine dust the cylinder, the end

of the plunger and the base with fine talcum

powder, and weigh out the amount for one tab-

let. Insert the base in the cylinder and pour the

powder into it. Strike the cylinder sharply on

the side with the spatula in order to settle the

powder in the cylinder, holding it firm so as not

to dislodge the base. Place the plunger in the

cylinder, and when it rests on the powder, turn

it lightly without pressure. Hold the cylinder

firm and strike the head of the plunger with a

hammer very lightly. This is where you general-

ly have trouble, as the blow must be so adjust-

ed that the tablet will just be compressed, a

greater force causing the tablet to stick and

making it impossible to remove without break-

ing. Too hard a blow will not only result in the

loss of the tablet, but the compressor will have

to be thoroughly cleaned again, necessitating a

great loss of time. Little more than the weight
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Ty
Money =Making Music

Lines for the Druggist

EVERY druggist during his business experi-

ence is repeatedly asked for Mouth Organs.

It makes no difference whether you make a

pretence of carrying them in stock or not. If

you are not carrjang them, why not ? There

is a big and continuous demand for them, a

good margin of profit, quick turn-overs and no dead stock. We carry

all the leading makes and supply the trade only. If you have not our

trade catalogue on all our lines write us to-day. We would be glad to

send you a copy, charges prepaid.

Some quick=selling lines that the druggist would find profitable to handle are:

ACCORDEONS AUTOHARPS JEWS' HARPS KAZOOS
PHONOGRAPHS TIN WHISTLES VIOLINS

Bows, Bridges, Cases, Resins. Strings for Violin,' Banjo, Mandolin and Guitar

THE
R.S. WILLIAMS & SONS CO.

LIMITED
Winnipeg, Manitoba Toronto, Ontario

"Anti=Splash"
THE MAGIC FILTER

Write for Terms Agents Wanted

FILTERS THE WATER
PREVENTS SPLASHING

Polished Brass, 15c; Nickel plated, 20c

Anti-Splash Filter Co. ^ ^^o^^tII^

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored
Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and
finest German novelties at wholesale rates.===== Established 1895=====
VERLAQ ANT. QER5TENK0RN

HAMBURQ

\ 'WCANAOIAN Olr'FICEiSCHOOL
FURNITURE CO-LIMITED.

& oi^/^/cz^ f/XTC/at:s,
SC//001.. msfiAtrr
& COAfAfjEfiC/A./^

& ASSEAfBLY^C/fA/m& /ArrS/t/Ofi
//AffDWOOZ? f/N/SH

GEA^JEftALLY:
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of the lia miner is needed in order to make ;i per-

fect tablet. Nothing Ijut experience can tell you
just how heavy a stroke to use, but it is best in

experimenting to see how light a stroke you can

use, instead of how heavy a one, and it will not

l)e long before you have* it just right.

Once you have acquired the "knack," you can

turn out tablets continually without any trouble,

and you can make twenty-five or fifty in less

time than it takes to make the same number of

pills, without having a single miss or a broken

one.

Now I know that many readers who have tried

tablet-making on a small scale and have given it

up in disgust, after finding it a troublesome and
unsatisfactory task, will think that I am exagger-

ating, but I have been through the same experi-

ence that you have, and know that you will get

results if you will set aside your tablet machine
and follow instructions. When the ineredients

are bulky, like quinine, or granular, such as salol

or camphor, they should be powdered or reduced

in bulk by rubbing them up in a mortar with al-

cohol or some suitable solvent, using only

enough of the liquid to make a fine powder, and

then letting them dry thoroughly before incor-

porating. The finished tablet will be smooth and
neat in appearance. It will stand any ordinary

handling, yet be so friable as to be crushed un-

der pressure of the fingers. It has the further ad-

vantage of being more moisture-proof than the

ordinary tablet, on account of the cocoa butter,

which in uianv cases is a decided advantage.

vSUPPOSITORIES.

In making suppositories, the cold process is

vastly superior to the old process of heating

and melting, because the old fusion method pro-

duces suppositories not quite correct in strength,

and, moreover, where the active ingredients are

insoluble in the cocoa butter, as is often the case,

the last ones made are likelv to contain the

greater part of the drug intended to be given in

even doses; and while this is not likely to result

seriousl}-, the effect would naturallv be different

from what was expected.

The cocoa butter should be grated with an or-

dinary grater such as used in the kitchen. This

is easily accomplished by placing both the butter

and grater on ice and leaving them there for at

least fifteen minutes. It is an easv matter then

to handle the butter, as the colder it is the more
brittle it becomes. It is easy to keep a quantity

of the grated material on hand by keeping it in

the ice-box in the summer time, and in a cold

place in the winter. It will easily remain loose

and not run together as long as it is kept cool,

and then you always have it ready when requir-

ed. When wanted for use, weigh out the desired

amount and after placing it in the mortar add

about live per cent, of castor oil and then the

powdered ingredients. Work it up t(j a mass just

as you would for pills, and, if necessary, heat

the pe.stle to facilitate matters. When the mass
is about the same consistencv as a soft pill

mass, it can be taken out, rolled on a pill ma-
chine to the proper length, divided with the ma-
chine or with a spatula, and each one pressed

into the mould. The best and handiest mould
for the purpose is the hinged brass mould usually

made for six or twelve suppositories.

After the mass is once cut into pieces of the

proper length, it is a simple matter to finish

them at your leisure, as each one can easily be

softened to the proper consistencv by the heat of

the hand. Thus there is no time lost in the op-

eration in case the dispenser is interru])ted by
other work. The addition of castor oil makcK
them more plastic, easier to work, and is also of

value medicinallv-

THE SALES OF CAMERAS

As a' large projiortion of the druggists of Can-
ada now handle cameras and photographic goods
generally, the following article by K. D. Cass-

morc, in the Bulletin of Pharmacy, will be found

of interest:

"Wh)' don't you buy a camera?" remarked a

customer to his friend. "Why should I?" came
the reply. "I would not know how to operate

one if I had it; one must have a dark room and
enough paraphernalia to fill a house. No, thank

you, I don't wish a camera."
In the above conversation lies a business sug-

gestion for every druggist or for every retail

merchant handling cameras. It only proves the

opinion that I have long held: That to increase

the sales of cameras we must first educate the

public as to what a camera really is. The ma-
jority of people do not understand how extremely

simple it is to take a picture, nor do they reali/.c

that tile work of developing tiie negative has be-

come so simple that a child can understand how
it is done. The greater number of the customers

of the store do not know that the dark room,

formerly so essential, is no longer necessary.

Thej^ are not aware that the manufacturers have

experimented imtil the amateur possessing no

technical skill can produce a picture almost equal

to the best.

The druggist who properly appreciates what a

little education along these lines can accomplish

will be able to increase the sales of his camera

•iepartment noticeably. What the situation de-

mands is a campaign along educational lines,

this to be accompanied by strong, telling adver-

tisements.

I
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SO!«E IvKKONEOUS IJUPREvSSIONS COKJiECTHD

That the manufactturers have long ago observed

the need for this is evidenced by a brief reading

of any one of their catalogues, and the druggist

is wise who will co-operate and aid in the dis-

semination of such knowledge. On every page ap-

pears the suggestion that the camera is no longer

a complicated instrument requiring a multitude

of supplies, but rather a simple, easily operated

affair, and not, as so many have thought and still

believe, merely the plaything of the wealthy. The

kodak is a source of real delight, and the cost is

comparatively insignificant.

Then another impression apparently held by a

great many druggists is that cameras can be sold

only during certain seasons of the year. In some

cases this may be spring, and some think that

they can be sold only during the fall and winter

months, but be that as it may, they should bear

this in mind: That the camera can be sold every

month, every week, and every day in the year.

Too many consider the display of the camera a

yearly event, and then they are placed away in

the back of the store or in the basement, to

await their next annual appearance.

Still another reason why more cameras are not

sold than there are is the ignorance of the drug-

gist and his assistants about them. The simplest

questions concerning them, the method of opera-

tion, or practically anything concerning their use

will usually elicit a look of bewilderment and the

not very enlightening answer: "I guess so." The

clerk usually fails in his sales for two reasons:

The first, that about nine times out of ten he is

not a salesman, and the second, because he knows

comparatively nothing about the goods.

Now, a druggist, if he handles cameras, shoiild

be as thoroughly conversant with everything con-

nected with them as with other departments of

the store. It should be his aim to know the

camera as thoroughly as the prescription counter.

Bvery week ho should have a "Camera Day,"

and should have it on the same day of each week.

vSRUJNG HINTS

I would use strong newspaper copy, and I

would get away, far away, from the common
stereotyped expressions so much in vogue with
those who are so busy selling a five-cent cake of

soap that they have not time to prepare their

advertising properly. I would put lots of study,

care, and preparation into this advertising, but I

would not get The idea that a fanciful juggling of

words constitutes good advertising.

I would use copy suitable for the majority of

the people, those who spend their money care-

fully, but who spend it nevertheless when they
can plainly see that they are getting the worth
of their money, whether it be in pleasure or ser-

\ice. I would prove that the camera is not an

expensive luxury, only for the wealthy, by giving

a description, briefly, of the cheaper ones, with

prices, for where one or two are sold at S20 or

§30 eight or ten go for $8 or Sio or 515.

I would also demonstrttte that it is not diffi-

cult to operate one by showing how simply they

are made, and how easy it is to use one. I would

also show that the supplies needed are not ex-

pensive by giving the prices.

More important still, with this advertising each

week in the newspaper I would show some views

taken in the near locality, giving the size of the

camera used in taking the picture and the price

of this particular instrument. A newspaper cut

such as this would not cost much, and it would

serve greatly to enliven the interest in the ad-

vertisement. Every week on a certain day I

would advertise in this manner, and on some

particular page of the paper, and in same place

on this page each time.

LEARN THE ART YOURSELF

Then I would instruct the clerk who had charge

of the cameras to train himself in their use and

sale, not, mind you, from a theoretical view-

point, but from a practical one. I would have

him, if needs be, secure a camera from the regu-

lar stock and take several views until he under-

stood all about their working, and could talk in-

telligently concerning them, their operation, the

supplies needed, and everything connected with

them. I would have him practice his selliug ar-

guments, taking careful note that he made no re-

marks misleading or exaggerated.

I would see that the window displays were

tastefully arranged and original. I would .see

that the window was washed—washed, mind you,

not merely wiped. In putting in a display, I

would not ask to have it put in in ten minutes

or half an hour, but let the clerk take all day if

necessary in order that it be done right. In this

window I would arrange nicely a number of local

views, showing alongside of them the camera

that would take this size picture. I would have

neat cards in the window giving the price of each

camera with supplies, all ready to take a picture.

I would have the window arranged neatly and

attractively, no matter how long it took.

READLVG CUSTOMERS

I would also use all printed matter sent me
from the manufacturers, especially their cata-

logues. These I would distribute, through the

mails, to a carefully selected list of names, get-

ting as manjf young men and women in this list

as possible. If there were a college in the town,

I would make a special effort to reach the college

boys, and if not, I would get a list of those in

the high school who were twenty years old or
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VALENTINE'S
SERIES FOR

CHRISTMAS
AND NEW YEAR

XMAS POST CARDS
ONE HUNDRED NEW DESIGNS

INCLUDING4S ^^^l^r^

of special Canadian Subjects
ALSO

New Year Cards and Christmas Folders

^^MERRY TIMES ANNUAL '^

is the title of a new book for children, profusely illustrated in color and exceptionally

well got up. This is the first of these annuals, with many more to come. :: :: :: ::

Our new line of toy books, shown in the j A Child's Game, educative of the differ-

shapesof dolls' houses, automobiles, anim-

als, etc., retail at 5cts. They are suit-

able for hanging on Christmas trees or

putting in children's stockings.

ent animals, is entitled "Do You Know
the Animals at the Zoo?" It is also to

be had in "Flowers," "Birds" and other

series.

THE VALENTINE & SONS
UNITED PUBLISHING CO., Limited
60 Front St., West « Coristine Building

TORONTO MONTREAL
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Holiday Stationery
Our range of Fancy Papeteries for the

season contains the most attractive

floral and other Holiday designs we
have yet produced, the line being partic-

ularly strong in the cheaper numbers.

We will send a sample set on receipt of

a post card.

Fountain Pens
The sale in Canada for the

NEW LINCOLN FOUNTAIN PEN
made by A. A. Waterman & Co., has

enormously increased during the past

year owing to the guaranteed satisfac-

tion the pens give the users and the

guaranteed satisfaction in handling we
give the dealer. Write for list and dis-

counts. No. 103 retails for $1.50 each.

WARWICK BROS. & RUTTER, Limited

Wholesale Manufacturing Stationers

TORONTO

^
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o\'er. 1 would have a list kept of those who
called at the store and inquired or seemed to be

interested in cameras, and from time to time I

would send them literature as it came from the

wholesaler.

These, I believe, are the main points in the pro-

motion and sale of cameras. Other plans will

suggest themselves to any wide-awake druggist,

but if a druggist will follow out these schemes as

his circumstances allow a great deal of good will

result. The manufacturers cannot do it all, and
only by a close co-operation between manufac-
Uirer and agent can there come the best results.

It requires on the part of the druggist only a

little ingenuity and a display of executive ability

Lo develop a nice, profitable business along these

TERPENELESS AND SESQUITERPENELESS
ESSENTIAL OILS " SACHSSE "

Ciuided by the conviction that even the best

commodities need some testimony as to their

merits, we venture, in the following brief ac-

count, to direct your attention to our special-

ties, which appear to us destined to play a lead-

ing part in the Essential Oil industry.

I. WHAT IS AIMED AT IN THE PRODUCTION OF
TERPENIvESS AND SESQUITERPENELESS OILS ?

It is a very general opinion lamong experts

tnat essential oils embody the odoriferous or

aromatic jjfinciple of the vegetable material from
which, by distillation, expression or extraction,

these oils are derived. This view is erroneous. It

is more correct to state that only part of the

constituents of an essential oil embody the

aroma of the respective raw material, the re-

mainder being indiflerent or at any rate of less

value as regards aromatic properties. As an ex-

amjple may be cited the delicately scented flavor-

ing principle of lemon peel; this is not the essen-

tial oil of lemon itself, but only a small fraction

of it, as a matter of fact only some foux or live

per cent, of the total. This means that 95 or 96

per cent, of natural oil of lemon is quite miim-

portant as regards scent and flavor! In the case

of oil of orange, only one or two per cent, are

thus active, the remaining 98 or 99 per cent, be-

ing to all intent and purpose ineffective. The
same apjplies to a greater or less extent to al-

most all the essential oils. It is only in quite

isolated and exceptional instances, as, for ex-

ample, the essential oil of bitter almonds, that

the essential oil as a whole embodies the aro-

matic and flavoring principle of the vegetable

substance.

Which tlien, from this point of view, are the

active substances in Essential Oils and which the

inactive?

Science furnishes an answer to this question: It

is almost invariably the oxygen-containing chem-
ical comipQunds which have the characteristic

smell and taste of an essential oil, while, in the
same manner, it is almost invariably the oxygen-
free compounds which form those portions which
are indiflerent or of inferior value in these re-

spects. A simple example of this may again be cit-

ed; in oil of caraway the active aromatic constit-
uent is an oxygen-containing chemical body, i.e.

carvol, while the indiflerent constituent is an
oxygen-free compound, a terpeue called carvene.
Wihereas the oxygen-containing bodies found in
essential oils are recruited from a nmnerous
class of chemical compounds, the further discus-
sion of which here would lead us too far afield,

the oxygen-free constituents belong chiefly to
only two classes, viz.: to the terpenes and the
sesquiterpenes.

Thus, the importance of the designation "ter-
peue and sesquiterpeneless essential oils" will be
readily understood; they are essential oils which
have been freed from all constituents which are
indiflerent or of inferior value as regartis aroma
and flavjor; in other words, they represent the
pure odoriferous and aromatic principles of the
vegetable kingdom released from all unimportant
contaminations.

II. WHAT PROPERTIES ARE POSSESSED BY THE
TERPENEIvESS AND SESQUITERPENELESS ES-
SENTIAL OILS "SACHSSE" ?

The removal of the terpenes and sesquiterpenes

naturally results in an increased richness of the

oil thus refined: This is the case with the vari-

ous essential oils in a degree proportionate to
the amount of terpenes and sesquiterpenes pre-

sent in the natm'al oil. For example, the in-

creased richness or degree of concentration of

terpene and sesqmterpeneless oil of lemon
"Sachsse" is twenty-five fold, i.e., one part of

this oil corresponds to twenty-five parts of the

natural oil of lemon. This high degree of con-

centration results from the circumstance, al-

ready mentioned, that natural oil of lemon con-

tains only four or five per cent, of active sub-

stances.

Aqcompanying this greater concentration of

terpene and sesquiterpeneless essential oils

"Saclisse'" is to be found greater delicacj' of

aroma, since it is perfectly clear that an essen-

tial oil must gain in delicacy of aroma in pro-

portion as the odorless and tasteless constituents

are removed.

A further and very important advantage of ihe

"Sachsse'" essential oils is their great stabilitv.

It is, as a matter of fact, the terpenes in essen-

tial oils which, imder the action of air and liglU,

become resinous, whereby the delicacy of aroma
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.if the oil is irretrievably impaired. A note-

worthy exception to this rule is formed by the

terpene aud sesquiterpeneless oil of juniper

"Sachsse." This oil imdergoes changes mider the

action of air and light in a very short time, and

the only, but absolutely certain remedy against

the occurrence of this change is the solution of

the quite freshly prepared terpene and sesquiter-

peneless oil in alcohol. The solution thus formed

can be kept indefinitely. We therefore always re-

commend the keeping of oil of juniper "Sachsse"

in alcoholic solution.

The particular property of our terpene and ses-

qiiiterpeneless essential oils, upon which we
pride ourselves, and which has raised them well

above the level of all competing ones, is that of

their "very great solubility in dilute alcohol."

The great majority of our oils are soluble in the

proportion of i : 2 or 3 of 69 per cent, (about 22

over-proof) alcohol; dilute alcoholic solutions of

them are soluble in water! This high degree of

solubility is the criterion of their absolute i,)ur-

ity and of the complete absence of terpenes and

sesquiterpenes, for, in addition to their other

inconvenient properties, terpenes and sesquiter-

penes possess that of being but little soluble or

completely insoluble in dilute alcohol. For this

reason even a trifling percentage of terpenes and

especially of sesquiterpenes will be betrayed by

diminished solubility in alcohol of the respective

product. Ready solubility in dilute alcohol is

the touchstone which our products will with-

stand but upon wliich, without exception, com-
peting products may dash to pieces.

Finally, as regards the economic aspect of the

use of our terpene and sesquiterpeneless essential

oils, their cost, thanks to our perfected methods
of production, is so low that their use in the

place of natural essential oils constitutes a pe-

cuniary advantage.

lU. HOW ARE TERPENELESS AND SESQUITERPENE-
LESS OIIvS "SACHSSE" USED ?

Upon this subject, naturally', only information

of a general character can be given; this, hovv-

ever, in view of the wide range of application

they enjoy in consequence of their great solubility

in alcohol, will be found quite sufficient. The de-

gree of concentration represented by each of the

terpene and sesquiterpeneless essential oils as

compared with the natural oils is stated in opti-

mum values in our price list. The possibility is

thus afforded of employing our terpene and ses-

quiterpeneleiss essential oils in the place of the

corresponding natural oils. Very dilute spirit

may be used for dissol\-ing our oils. Thus, in the

majority of cases, 100 parts of 60 per cent,

(about 7 over-proof) or often even of 50 per

cent, (^about 11 under-proof) spirit suffices for

the solution of one part of the oils. Detailed

information on the subject of the solubility of

our oils is likewise to be foimd in our price list

.

It is easy to convince oneself of their water-

solubility by preparing a i per cent, solution of

any one of the oils in 60—70 per cent, alcohol

and pouring a small part of this solution into

ordinary water; the essence forms a clear solu-

tion without sediment and will be found to ren-

der the water intensely aromatic.

We should not omit to add to our previous re-

marks the assurance that only first-class natural

oils form the raw material of our terpene and

sesquiterpeneless essential oils "Sachsse." As a

matter of fact, the manifold experiments which

we have been able to make in the course of the

evolution of these oils have only served to place

us in the position of being able to make use of

the advantages offered to consumers by the uni-

form, quality and richness which characteri.-.es

nothing but the finest varieties of natural oils.

Our terpene and sesquiterpeneless essential oils

will, we trust, be the means of securing your

patronage.
^ ^^^^^^^ ^ ^^ _

^^^.^^.^

HANDLING CHAMOIS SKIN

Those who handle chamois skin are familiar

with the disadvantages of having to openly dis-

play such merchandise, whereby at least a por-

tion of the stock presents a soiled appearance be-

fore it is all disposed of. They are also aware of

the fact that complaints arise from time to time

from customers who have endeavored to success-

fully wash a chemically tanned chamois, only to

find that it stiffens or becomes practically useless

for the purpose it was originally purchased. That
these difficulties exist is well evidenced by the

numerous substitutes for chamois, in the form of

cleaning cloths, etc.

Under such circumstances, retailers will doubt-

less welcome a new method of selling merchan-

dise of this character. This consists of putting

the skins, cut to a uniform shape, in original

sealed packages and guaranteeing they will not

get stiff, crack or break when washed, but will

continue soft until worn out.

The chamois thus put up is tanned in pure New-
foundland cod oil by the old French hand pro-

cess, and chamois thus tanned, it is said, will

withstand the hardest usage.

A thorough oil tannage excludes the possibil-

ities of decomposition as it removes by oxidation

every particle of animal tissue from the fibre of

the hide. In other words, the combining of the

oil with the animal matter, and the application

of a heating process causes the tissue to pass off

as a gas.
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I
A Sample of our Values in Christmas Post Cards

\D Line.—Our Leader. 90 designs, all good ones beautifully colored and embossed, 80c. per 100. $6.00 per 1,000.

"We are showing a magnificent line of Christmas and New Year Post Cards. Book-

lets, Little Cards and Toys, etc.

Drop a post card for our Christmas catalogue. It will save you money.

THE PUGH MANUFACTURING CO.,
1 and 3 Jarvis St;. Toronto, Canada.
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WYETM'S

STANDARD

Powdered Extracts

Will be found entirely divested of the slightest evi=

dence of oxidation, possessing the well=defined physi=

cal characteristics of the respective drugs from which

they are derived, such as odor, taste and color, and

retaining in a concentrated condition

the original proximate principles of the

drugs* Too much stress cannot be

laid upon the importance of exercising

the utmost discrimination on the part

'£^S2E:'St^ of the apothecary in the selection of

Powdered Extracts; if not made by

I j the vacuum process, they must neces=

sarily suffer much deterioration.

JOHN WYETH & BROTHER
PHIUADEUPHIA, PEININSVUVArVIA

ILYMANS, LIMITED, Canadian Factors, Montreal, Canada
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I

SUGGESTION,

WINDOW DISPLAYS

The value of attractive and artistic window
displays as a means of creating new trade and

regular customers is too ol)vious to the present

daywide-awakedruggist for comment at this time.

On this page we show a window display of the

well-known Sanitol line of tooth and toilet pre-

parations, the screen at the background being sup-

plied, we understand, to all druggists on reciuest

free of charge from the Canadian Branch in To-

ronto.

Photography

B B B B B IN HIS BONNET

Oh, tradesiman, in thine hour of e ef e e

If on this paper you should c c c c,

Take our advice and now be y y y y,

Go straight ahead and advert i i i i.

You'll find the project of some u u u u.

Neglect can offer no ex q q q q.

Be wise at once, prolong your da a a a a,

A silent business soon de k k k k.

—Success Magazine.

He—"You're the only girl I ever loved!"

vShe—"That's interesting but immaterial. What

I want to know is, am I the only girl you're ever

going to love?"—Chicago I^eader.

DEVELOPING BROMIDE PRINTS WITH A BRUSH

According to the Bulletin of Photography, the

following method will be found effective. The

print, after exposure, should be placed in a dish

a trifle larger than Stself, and then soaked in

water until it is limp. It is then drained, and

the surface moisture removed with a clean blot-

ter. The de\eloper is made as follows:

A.
Hydrokinone 320 grains

Kikonogen 320 grains

Sodium sulphite 4 ounces
Citric acid i dram
Water 64 ounces

B.

Water 64 ounces
Potassium carbonate 8 ounces
Sodium sulphite 2 ounces

Equal parts of A and B are taken and mixed

with their own bulk of water with one-eighth of

their bulk of glycerine. The dish is tilted at an

angle of 30 degrees, and the print is rapidly

brushed over with the developer. The image ap-

])ears slowly, and it is quite easy to bring out or

to keep back portions as desired by the applica-

tion of more or less of the developer.
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CONCENTRATED DEVELOPERS as usual. The plates best adapted for use are the

— ordinary Agfa plates. The illumination should be

Concentrated Metol-Hydrokiuone Single Solution soflicient. As a transfer bag, an ordinary sleeve

^. r „ ,
I^«^''-'1"P^'^-

,. , , . ^, .

.
will answer. The iodide solution may be used

The following chemicals are dissolved in hirty-
^^^ ^^^^ developer should be mixed

three ounces of water in the order given, taking
^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

care that each is dissolved before the next i.s
. , ,

'
, j 'ru t • ;_

_,j J „, , 1, J 4. f If (o also be frequently renewed. The faxing requires a
added. The water may be wanned to facilitate

, ^, \.- ^, i t?
•^ somewhat longer time than usual. For copying,

^° \^°^'
, . •. .1 it is best to use a very hard copying paper, as

Sodium sulphite crystals 5 ounces
, ^ ,, X ^

Metol 75 grains tlie negatives are somewhat tluuner than usual.

Hydrokinone 150 grains If properly carried out, perfectly flawless pic-

rotassium carbonate 3 ounces tures may be obtained.—Chem. Zeitung.

Potassium bromide 15 grains

For developing plates one part of this develop- TRANSMITTING PHOTOGRAPHS TO A DISTANCE

er and three or four parts of water are taken, for
, , r . ,,• .^ ix

,. , ^ . f 1 1 , i , t
A new method of transmitting photographs to

gaslight papers one part of developer to two ol
. , • , a 1 ^•

. . a distance has recently been devised. A gelatine

, , . , ,
negative is used, in which the picture is formed

Two-Solution Metol-Hyclrokmonc Developer.
.^^ ^^^.^^ ^ ^^^^^ ^^^^,^^^ ^^.^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^^^ ^^^.^^^^

Water ... i quart of the negative and operates a rheostat in

Sodium sulphite crystals 6 ounces the main line. At the receiving station a lum-

Hydrokinone 3 drams inous ray plays over a sensitized plate, and the
Metol 95 grains

intensity of its light is varied by the rheostat.

B. The reliefs and hollows of the original are thus
^^'s-*-^'" ^

quart reproduced in light and shadow on the sensitized
Pota.ssium carbonate 4 ounces

^^^^.^^^ ^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ p.^^^^^ ,^j^.^ ^^^^^^^^ ^^
For plates, one part of A, one part of B, and transmitting pictures was recently tried with

six parts of water are taken. For gaslight
sm,j.gss ^j, the line between Paris and Lyons.-

papers, the developer is made up by taking one
Scientific American.

part of A, one part of B, and two parts of water,

sufTicient potassium bromide being added to keep VARNISH FOR CELLULOID NEGATIVES
the whites clear.—Photographische Industrie. —

A varnish that answers well for this purpose is

AKTINAL PROCESS FOR DEVELOPING IN DAY- the following: White lac or pale orange lac, four

LIGHT
^

ounces, is dissolved in methylated spirit, eight

— ounces. Six ounces of ammonia water, one-half
The following process permits photographic de- ^.^^ ^^ ^^.^-^^ ^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^^ one-half

velopment to be conducted in the daylight. The drachms of glycerin are then added. The solution
process is based upon the fact that when a dry

^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ .^ ^^^^, ,^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^
plate, after exposure, is placed in a potassium-

^^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^1^^^ ^^^^^^^ decanted. It will
iodide bath, the silver bromide is converted into

g^.^^rally have a somewhat opalescent or turbid
non-sensitive silver iodide, which then may be de-

^ppe^.^^ee, which may,however, be disregarded,
veloped by means of the aktinal developer. For

^^ ^j^^ negative will not be affected thereby,
this, the following solutions are required:

^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ .^ ^^ ^^^^^^^ ^j^^^. ^^^

lut'ion'^

A 4 per cent, potassium-iodide so-
,,,g^tive is fixed and washed it is thoroughly

drained. The varnish is then poured into a dish,
2. Developer: (a) 600 gm. water; 2« gm. .sodi- ^^^ ^^^ negative immersed and allowed to soak

uin sulphite (anhydrous); 1 gm. metol; 8 gm. hy-
^^^. ^ ^^^^ i^inutes. It is then taken out and

droquinone, and 40 gm. potassium bromide, (b) .^^^^ ^^^ ^^^^^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^ ^l^^U ^^
6c« cc. of 3.,^ per cent, potassium-hydroxide solu-

^^j^^^ conveneint article to dry.

This varnish may also be applied to negatives
In use, the equal parts of a and b are to be

^^^ j^ ^^ ^^^^.^^ ^j^.j^ ^j^^ ^-^^^^ .^ ^^-^^

mixed, and the process carried out as follows:
^^^^.^^ ^^^ negatives, however, a good

The plate is introduced into the aktinal solu- ^^.^.^ ^.^^^.^j^ .^ ^^ ^^ preferred.
tion in the dark by means of a transfer bag, and .

allowed to remain in the solution two minutes. NOTTrTI"
The other operations may then be carried out in ^ ^ , ^ „^ r^ , tt c *n „,.,,,,,. ,^ , ,

• 1 4. 1 1- ,,4 ^u Do not buy a Drug Store lu Canada or U.S. till you
subdued daylight or by bright lamplight. The

^et my list of snaps. Free. Also positions anywhere
plate is briefly washed, then introduced into the desired in U.S. or Canada. Estab. 1904.

freshly made developing mixture, and allowed to F. v. Kniest, R. P. m
develop for about five minutes. It is then fixed Omaha, Neb. U.S.A. fl
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ENSIGN
CAMERAS and

FILMS

E]nsi^n Qoods H^^e S^iccess
Properly placed on the market our Agents and Dealers have found

perfect satisfaction and good profits.

INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS—PROFITABLE TO YOURSELF

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
MONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

i been such a success that we would like you to know what those
any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMII^L, M.D., Oouliat
>//ffkSTiX X St

COURSE IN OPTICS
have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can begin

students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

Janea BuUdins, TOROJKTO

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free of charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

graphic goods increase.

[National Drug and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal
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CHRISTMAS
MEANS A BUSY TIME AMONG

AMATEUR PHOTOGRAPHERS

ARGQ
PAPERS AND :

:

POSTAL CARDS

Are Right in Quality and
Price. Get your Stock in

now

Defender Photo Supply Co.
ROCHESTER and PHILADELPHIA 131 Bay StrCCt, ToFOIltO
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BRILLIANT LETTER SIGNS

These signs are made up by attaching our Bos-

ton Brilliant Letters (which are concave and

gilded with the best gold leaf) to the back of a

sheet of either bevelled plate or plain glass, the

letters being hermetically sealed to the glass,

and cannot ^tarnish. These make a high class

sign and are very attractive and durable, and

can be had either framed in polished oak or have

holes made in the glass to be suspended by a

chain.

J. K. Richardson & Co., Toronto, carry a

large stock of letters, in the neighborhood of

8,000. See their advt. in this issue.

A gentleman in an address to a graduating

class told the following story of the president of

an ocean steamship company, who was taking a

journey across the water. When the ship was in

a dangerous channel he became engaged in con-

versation with the pilot, an elderly man, who

had spent most of his life on the water. The pre-

sident of the coinpanv remarked: "1 suppose you

CRIMSON
ENAMELLED LETTERS

Crimson and blue enamelled letters on opal

glass, with black frame, make a very striking

sign and are quite new. The letters are enamelled

by a new process in solid color on stout coppei

blanks, and it is impossible for them to fade in

tlie least.

Another style consists of convex gold glass let-

ters on blue (turquoise) opalescent glass. This

makes an exceedingly conspicuous sign. The gold

letters on the light blue glass make a very unique

combination.

know all about the dangerous places in this chan-

nel?" "Nope," replied the pilot. "You don't!"

exclaimed the president. "Then why are you in

charge of that wheel?" "Because I know where

the bad places ain't,"—Pliiladelphia Ledger.

CHRISTMAS PAPETERIES

The illustration shows a few leaders from the

Christmas papeteries line of Buntin, Gillies &
Co., Ltd., Hamilton. The range for 1909 is the

White and crimson enamelled letters on blue

(turquoise) opalescent glass; black frame, make

another very attractive sign.

White enamelled letters on dark blue glass;

white frames. A sign that shows up well, and

can be read from a long distance away.

best ever shown b\- this house. The boxes are

new in shape and design, all filled with high

grade white linen finish stock. It will pay deal-

ers who have not already ordered, to write for

illustrated circular which describes the complete

range.
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POST CARD CATALOGUE YOUR STORE A PERSONALITY

We are in receipt of No. 3 catalogue, issued by

the Pugh Manufacturing Co., who are now lo-

cated at Nos. I and 3 Jarvis Street, Toronto. On
account of the very large increase in business this

firm have been obliged to move into more exten-

sive quarters, and are now in the large building

shown in the accompanying illustration.

We are informed that the pictorial post card

business, instead of showing a decrease, has grow^n

wonderfully, and at the present time this firm

are doing double the amount of business they did

last year. Probalily tins is not to be wondered

Kvery store has a personality. Each customer

who enters it is impressed favorably or other-

wise. It is, therefore, an important task of tlie

proprietor so to direct the development of llu-

store's personality that the most favorable im-

pressions are created.

Waldo Pondraj- Warren has written something

on the composite personality of cities, which is

perhaps also true of stores, though to a lesser

degree:

"Anyone who has had occasion to compare dif-

ferent cities has doubtless wondered at the com-

al when they show such an array of samples,
which certainly commend themselves to dealers.

The catalogue before us contains illustrations

of a very large assortment of post cards, but is

especially devoted to Christmas and New Year's
post cards, as well as Christmas booklets, calen-

dars, etc. They are also ofiering some excellent

post card calendars and racks for display of these
goods.

Do not fail to write them at once for their

special offers, so as to be well prepared for the

demand of the holiday trade.

You will be well satisfied both with their as-

sortment and prices.

pletene.ss with which a certain spirit often seems

to dominate a whole cominimity. It is as if each

city were a separate personality, embodying cer-

tain ideas, beliefs, theories, opinions and temper-

amental qualities. In one city there will be cor-

diality of unusual warmth and cheerfulness, and

in another there will be noticed a cold indiffer-

ence. In one will be a spirit of progressive activ-

ity and in another a spirit of negligent leisure.

In one a spirit of crudeness and lack of taste, and

in another a spirit of refinement and esthetic

care."

What sort of a spirit pre\ ails in your store?
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Filling the Dropper

The Dropper in Use

This little contrivence

makes an ideal combina-

tion Dropper and contain-

er. We are introducing

it to all theEye Specialists

in Canada, and it has

met with a ready recog-

nition wherever shown
and will be generally pre-

scribed as a container for

Eye Washes.

You are selling plenty

of Eye Droppers so why
not introduce this one. It

is new,—does the work and is not expensive.

Introduce it to your physicians and sell Eye Washes and Solu-

tions prescribed in drop doses in it. Many prescription pharmacies

readily saw the value of using the Stearns Dropper whether

specified or not.

Offered in two sizes, 1-2 oz. and i oz.

Prices, $1.00 and $1.25 the dozen, respectively.

Sample sent on request.

Windsor,
Ontario 6

miesK

jotjofivi S3>j<stweii?^s Detroit,
Michigan
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Something Different

A couple of weeks ago a Vancouver druggist

had a note handed to him which explains why

Kasagra is something different. It's too good to

keep to ourselves so we pass it on to you.

Mr.

" Give Ralphie a bottle of cascara.

*' I want the kind called Kasagra.

** Water would do as much good as the

" other stuff.

(Signed)

Mrs. ."

It pays to push Kasagra. Buy it on our

Contract plan. If you don't know about the

Contract proposition, we will be glad to explain

it to you. Write us.

Frederick Stearns & Co.
WINDSOR. ONTARIO DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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HANDY LAMP
Gasoline Lighting

System
The most practi-

cal invention since

the introduction
of Gasoline for

lighting purposes,

satisf3'ing a necessity and overcom-
ing obstacles to its use never before
successfully accomplished.

A SHADOWLESS 300=CAN=
DLE POWER LIGHT

sgas can bff left burning

tly to a dazzling,
ill flood a 30-foot

IT WILL SAVE FIVE TIMES ITS COST
- over Kerosene, Gas or Electricity. The Handy Lamp System is

II smoke, smell or danger. One gallon of gasoline will last from 40
to 60 hours. It is the Simplest and safest system ever devised, and it is

equally attractive and appropriate for use in yuur Home, Drug Stores,

'/e^c

lly attract!'

ch or wherever good Itpht is needed.
If you knew from actual experience ho
ow satisfactory this system is yon would nc

BRILLIANT GAS LAMP CO., Dept.

42 State Street, CHICAGO, ILL.

Christmas and New Year

Post Cards

A selection of 12 assortments containing

a range of 500 Designs, arranged in pleasing

and tasteful combinations appropriate to the

Season.

PEICES :

50c., 75c., $1.00, $3.00, $6.50 per 100.

THE
COPP, CLARK CO., LIMITED
64=66 Front St., West Toronto.

The Waterloo School & Office Furniture Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory at W.ATERLOO, ONT.

Manufacturers of High
Class Modern Interior

Hardwood Finish of

All Kinds -^ -^ -jt -j< -m

Our Specialties

:

BANK FITTINGS
OFFICE FITTINGS
STORE FITTINGS
HOTEL FITTINGS
POST OFFICE FITTINGS

Also Fittings and Furniture for
Public and Private Buildings of
every description. Estimates fur-

nished on application.

NOTE—We have a large stock of
modern Sliow Cases, similar to cut, 011

hand. Tliese we n-ill sell at a consider-
able reduction. List of sizes and prices
sent on application.

THE WATERLOO SCHOOL & OFFICE FURNITURE CO., LTD.
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CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. & S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

UOUNG &SMYU£'S
J^^ Pure

SrrcK Licorice.

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. Wafers, Softmints, Lozenges, Powdered

Extract and Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists' uses.

MANUFACTURED BY

N.B.-piace your orders now ]\ational LlcoFice Companv
witn your wholesaler for ••,«'
your winter requirements. iTlODirGal

STEVENS' OINTMENT

50 YEARS SUCCESS
Ask your wholesale house for " Lameness in
the Horse." It is beautifully illustrated on

art paper

212 Westminster Bridge Road, London, Eng.

For Sale by all Jobbers

National Drug and Chemical Co. of Canada
MONTREAL

m

URING the past few years we

I

J

have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and books.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service

and for your need of it ?

R. G. DUN & CO,

Dose Table B.P. 1898
This table, which appeared originally in The Canadian DRUG-

GIST, has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet form on
heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, class room or study.

It has betn found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as a ready reference. The drugs and
preparations of the British Pnaimacopoeia 1898 are all classified under

the dose designated by the Pharmacopoeia and are sn arranged as to be

seen at a glance. A copy of the table will be mailed to any address on

receipt of 10 Oents.

CANADIAN DRUaaiST, Toronto, Out.
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Formulary

TOILET CREAMS AND LOTIONS

HAZOMA CREAM
Powdered tragacaiith 9 1-3 drs.

Glycerin 8 ozs.
Alcohol 5 ozs.

Tincture benzoin i oz.

Oil neroli 30 mins.
Oil bergamot So mins.
Oil geranium 80 mins.
Distilled water 48 ozs.

Oil sweet almonds 2 ozs.

Rub the tragacanth with the alcohol, add the

benzoin, then the glycerin, and the oils, and
lastly the water.

A MAGNESIA KACIAI, CKEAM
Magnesium sulphate
Powdered tragacanth
(jlycerin

Tincture of benzoin
Tincture of myrrh
Water ..,, q.s.

To the powdered tragacanth add the glycerin

and about 3 ounces of water. Triturate the mix-
ture until it becomes smooth and then add the

tinctures. Dissolve the magnesium sulphate in

enough water to make 6 or 8 ounces. Add the

mucilage and enough water to make 16 ounces.

Finally, pass the cream through cheesecloth.

FIvORATELLO CREAM
Irish moss i oz.

Water 32 ozs.

Wash the moss with cold water, put in a suit-

able vessel and add the water, heat to boiling in

a water bath for ten to twenty minutes, strain

and add enough water to make up 32 ounces,

then add to this

Glycerite starch 7 ozs.

Benzoate soda % dr.

Carbolic acid 25 mins.
Essence Jasmine % oz.

Lavender water, q.s % oz.

Mix all well and strain through muslin.

GLVCERIN-HONEY-GEIvATINE

Gelatine 150 grams
Distilled water 2,800 grams
Glycerin 6,000 grams
Honey 500 grams
Extract of lily of the valley.. 100 grams

The gelatine is allowed to soak two hours in

1,800 grams of water. The glycerin is added,

and the mixture heated in a steam bath until so-

lution has taken place. The honey is in the

meantime dissolved in 1,000 grams of warm
water, mixed with the gelatine and the mixture

strained. After partial cooling of the mass the

perfume is added.—Pharmaceutical Post.

MENTHOL TOILET CREAM
Tragacanth 6 parts
Warm water 576 parts

Mix, stand for several hours, strain, add
Glycerin 18 parts
Alcohol 24 parts
Menthol i part

Dissove menthol in alcohol, add glycerin, and
mix with tragacanth mucilage, strain and per-
lume.

IIAIR-CURLING CREAM
The Pharmazeutische Zeitung gives the follow-

ing formula which, it says, is to be found in

ilann's "Moderne Perfuuierie:"

White Castile soap 700 parts
Gum acacia .' 700 parts
Japan wax 500 parts
Glycerin 300 parts
Tallow 1,500 parts

The soap and gum acacia are separately dis-

solved in 1,500 parts of hot distilled water each,

and the solutions mixed and kept hot on the

water bath. The Japan wax is then added and
in order the glycerin and tallow. A small amount
of salicylic acid may be added if desired. As soon
as the fats have melted the mixture is removed
from the water bath and rubbed to a homogen-
eous, cream-like consistence.

FOAMING BAY RUM
The Drogisten Zeitung gives the following:

Oil of pimenta
Oil of lemon
Oil of mace
Oil of cloves

Oil of orange, sweet.
Essence of rum

16 grams
I gram
I gram
I gram
I gram

75 grams
Alcohol 2,650 grams

2.

Ammonium carbonate, i per
cent. 90 grains, or 2 per
cent 45 grams

Distilled water, sufficient to
make 4,500 grams

The ammoniimij carbonate is dissolved in the

distilled water without heating and the solution

added to mixture No. i. The whole is allowed to

stand one week, and finally filtered through as-
bestos.

WANTED IT FULL SIZE

A little Scotch boy's grandmother was packing
his luncheon for him to take to school one morn-
ing. Suddenly looking up in the old lady's face,

he said:

"Grandmother, does yer specs magnify?"
"A little, my child," she answered.

"Aweel, then," said the boy, "I wad juist like

it if ye wad tak' them oil when ve're packin' my
loonch."—Reader Magazine.
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Optical Notes

SOME HINTS ON "BIFOCALS"

By Hugh McEwan

Some years ago, when 1 lirst started iu optical

work, I used to try to sell bifocals occasionally.

Souiptimes they would give satisfaction and

sometimes not. The "sometimes not" became so

frequent that I came to the point where 1 did not

push tlie double lenses, but would sell the two

pairs when they were needed, believing that 1

was doing the best thing for my customer and

myself. I imagine that other opticians had the

same troubles that I did, and I have often found

that Ur. So-and-So did not advise bifocals cither.

In my practice I met customers who had worn
bifocals and liked them, and their eyes seemed to

be in good condition. This set me to thinking

tliat others knew more about fitting glasses than

1 did. This is always a sore spot to touch when
a person has been in the business a short time

and thinks he knows it all, so I made up my
uiind to decipher the bifocal problem.

I found that the first part of the problem was
to get the customer to think that he wanted the

double glass. As most people who have reached
the presbyopic period think that they only need
the glasses for close work and that their distant

vision is not at fault, they sometimes require

considerable persuasion, especially when the ac-

commodation still acts and their vision is only a
little below normal, but in cases where the im-
provement in vision is marked, a very little ex-

planation is usually all that is necessary.

There are few people who really understand
that the distant lenses are not only to see with,
but to rest the eye as well, and that it is as ne-

cessary to give the eye a rest as to give any
other part of the body a rest. I usually fit the
patient with a distant lens, adjusting it on the
face comfortably. I give the patients a chance to
test the resting quality of the lenses, and I im-
press this upon their mind.s—that I do not care
so much about the improvement in their vision
as that the lens does something for the eye; that
it is a restful glass, and that the natural
strength of the muscles will be reserved for close
work, as nature intended that it should be.

There are few persons at the presbyopic period
who do not see somewhat better with correction,
if they are hypermetropic; if we make this better
vision a secondary consideration, and the resting
of the eye the most important feature, then they
will naturally attach importance to it them-
selves. I believe that the rest secured in many

cases when bifocals are used is of more import-

ance than the vision through the distant lenses.

When the single lens is prescribed in presbyopic

cases and two pairs of glasses worn, most of the

strain is caused by the fact that the natural ten-

dency of a person is to do all that he can with

the one glass that he happens to wear at the mo-
ment. If the distant lens is being worn, and the

attention is called to something at the reading

point, an etiort is made to see without putting

on the reading lenses; when the reading glasses

are worn the wearer will try to see distant ob-

jects without changing glasses. If the vision is

too much blurred through the close glasses, then

the eyes are directed over them and they are de-

prived of the help that the distance lenses should

give. All this has a tendency to tire the ej'es

and to make the patients complain of a misfit.

In cases when the distant vision is not impair-

ed and the patient does not complain of any in-

convenience in seeing, but the eyes accept a slight

correction either hypermetropic or astigmatic, 1

advise bifocals, to be used in the same manner
that a reading class would be prescribed. This

glass will be most used probably while the pa-

tient is sitting down, and so the lower segment

can be fitted higher, giving a more natural posi-

tion to the head and a larger field for close work.

At the same time, this allows the patient to lift

his eyes from his work and glance around the

room, and does not necessitate the tipping of the

head to look over the lens.

When the distant vision is aided by lenses, it is

not much of a difficulty to convince the wearer

that he should have the two corrections, but the

trouble is to get them in front of the eye so that

the correct lens will be used at tlie proper time.

This is accomplished by adjusting the frame so

as to bring the lenses as close to the eye as pos-

sible, and by raising or lowering the bridge so

that the dividing line of the two is at a point

where the patient can avoid it.

I find that this is hard to accomplish the first

time that the bifocals are worn, since everyone

has peculiarities of his own in the way of hold-

ing the head, consequently a few different adjust-

ments are usually necessary- before the most sat-

isfactory position is reached.

By giving the patient a few instructions, he

can learn to use the glasses much more easily

than if we allow him to find these things out for

himself. The patient should hold the head in a

steady position and move the eyes from one ob-

ject to another, with the chin elevated a little

higher than is usual in reading. This gi\es a

chance to avoid the dividing line, while the rais-

ing and lowering of the e}^es brings the line of

vision full through the centre of each lens; in the
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The

Signature

of

Is on

Every Wrapper

of

If
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CASTOR I

A

i)

Jobbers sell less than dozen at $3.00 per dozen.

Jobbers sell 3 dozen or over at $2.80 per dozen.
fi

Send for

Cards, Cartons, and Counter
Wrappers,

Genuine CASTORIA Always

Bears the Signature of

THE CENTAUR COMPANY
77 MURRAY STREET, NEW YORK CITY.
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source whence we derived their use, such as kam-
phur, zafrane, kermes, senane (senna), kebbaba

(cubebs), &c. Vegetable tar guetrare or "goud-

ron" vegetale) is highly popular among the

Arabs for coughs and colds; and asafetida, bor-

age, cod liver and castor oils, cummin, corian-

der, cardamoms, fennel, black and cayenne pep-

per, rhubarb, are all well known. 01 peppermint,

curiously enough, they onlj- know the external

use, while cubebs are exclusively emjyloyed as a

stimulant and stomachic. Pomegranate rind

they use (tonic and astringent) but not the root.

Poppj^ seeds, mixed with honey—honey largely

replaces sugar in Arab, as in mediaeval phar-

macy—are used as a soporific; but opium (often

terribly adulterated, and consequently without

great virtue) seems only known to them in the

form of haschisch. Another article sold in an

to the wearers of .single lenses, the fused bifocals adulterated state is fuchsine. This is used to col-

distant vision, this helps materially in avoiding

the blur of the lower lens, so noticeable at first.

It will be found that the reading segment, in

most cases, is best placed a little in, towards the

nose, as the convergence in reading narrows the

pupillary distance. The closer the .lens can be

placed to the eye, the smaller the reading seg-

ment can be made, thus allowing more space to

be used for the distance glass.

In adjusting bifocals, you will find that the

glass must be tipped so that the downward turn

of the eyes will bring the line of vision .straight

through the lower kns without making too much

of an angle in the upper lens. This matter is eas-

ily arranged when toric lenses are used,

curve of the glass gives the proper angles

seems as though the toric shape of lens

ls the

and it

was a

greater advantage to those wearing bifocals than

do away with much of the trouble experienced in

fitting "cements."

Glasses were formerly the mark of age. By

hard work in the general education of the public,

that feeling has been overcome to some extent,

but the wearing of bifocals is a difierent thing.

There is no mistake there. The young may have

to put on glasses as much as their elders, but

when bifocals are worn "it is age," and there is

no use trying to deny it. For people who object

to showing their age the invisible bifocal is cer-

tainly a boon. People who would hold up their

hands in horror at the glasses that have a crack

across the centre, usually say, "Oh, you cannot

see that at all; well, that is not so bad." And if

the price is satisfactory a sale follows.—The Op-

tician and Photographic Trade .Tournal.

ARAB PHARMACY

an assistant pharmacist-

iriny, publishes some notes

ai. M. Iv. Vaunier,

major of the French

on the pharmacology of the natives of Algeria

and Tunis in a local medical magazine. The par-

ticular interest of such an investigation resides,

of course, in the fact that the Arabs were the

fathers of modern pharmacy, as the figure on the

P.S.G.B. diploma reminds each of its holders.

But the descendants of Gheber, Al Kendi, Al

Faribi, Avicenna, and Avcrroes have fallen from

their high estate. The "tolba," or modern medi-

cine men, often ex-pupils of the famous Moham-
edan University of Karouin, are frequently mere

charlatans, who rely principally on the faith of

their customers in amulets and incantations.

Their "magic" is, however, in certain cases

founded on modern chemistry; witness their use

of "invisible ink" and other devices to impress

the simple natives.

A certain number of names of drugs, verv simi-

lar in Arabic and European languages, attest the

or the "couscous" (the natural dish of the Arab
as porridge is of the Scot), and accidents some-

times result from its use; santonin and liyoscy-

amus are also responsible for some such cases.

An anti-ophthalmic pomade is prepared from

cloves, butter and kohl; but this latter substance,

like "hanna" (henna), is principally used by the

native beauties. Other aims of the Oriental fe-

male arsenal are starch (for face powder), ver-

milion for "rouge" (used by the Ouled-Nail wo-

men), almond powder, fuller's earth (employed

as soap), and essence of geranium for the hair.

The popular perfume is civet; musk and benzoin

are also used. The essence of "Boswelia carteri"

is the incense of the mosque; cafe and the Narg-

hileh are perfumed with rose-water. Lavender, be-

ing cheap, is mixed with tobacco for smoking.

Gum adraganth is the Arab medium for pill

mass, and camels' hump fat and mutton fat are

utilized; suet is, of course, an abomination to

the- Mussulman mind. The aphrodisiac drugs are

eagerly sought for, and numerous. Ambergris

(often much adulterated), Judea bitumen (from

mummies), civet, and cantharides mixed with

honey are a few of the popular preparations.

Chemicals, it will be remarked, figure but sel-

dom in the above list. It is curious to note that

M. Vannier has been unable to trace the use of

corrosive sublimate, the invention of which is

ascribed to the Arab chemist, Gheber.

The French occupation of the country has

naturally placed manj' modern remedies within

the reach of the natives; quinine, santonine,

iodide of potassium, and a few other medica-

ments are now commonl}- known and used, but

this purely French side of Algerian medication

is, of course, only alluded to parenthetically in

M. Vannier's little pamphlet.—British and Colon-

ial Druggist. 7'T-T-f.T:.>-sf -
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
^HOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to
•^engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a positior
as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of ser\-ice to any one, desir-
ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

Drug Report

Toronto, Oct. 26, 1909.

Business during the last month has been fairly

good. There have been uo changes in price to

speak of at all; values remain very steady.

Rubber goods of all kinds are advancing in

ijrice, and it would be well for druggists to an-

ticipate their wants.

Insect powder, pure, maintains the high price.

Druggists should be on the look out against

spurious powders.

BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY NOTICES
For Sale, Exchange, Help Wanted, etc., 50c. for 2.5 words or

less, subsequent insertions 25^. Send c;!sh with order

ARTICLES FOR SALE
Electric Sign "Drugs" 6 ft. by 2^ ft. about 60

Ughts, used six months, sell cheap.

Chemist, C|o Canadian Druggist, Toronto.

BUSINESS FOR SALE
Drug Business—Toronto—Established—Good Cor-

ner Location—Business Section—Excellent Prospects
—Stock, Four Thousand—Sell Thirty-Four Himdred.

Chemist. C|o Canadian Druggist, Toronto.

'TpHE largest grain crop ever harvested in

Canada was that of 1909. The greatest

amount of money available for purchases in

consequence of the large yield of grain, as

well as of the other products of the Soil, the

Mine, the Fisheries, etc., will be that of

t90940.

The opportune time for Manufacturers

to establish the sale of their Goods in tliis

market is NOW ( "The early bird catches

the worm" ). The medium through which

to reach the Druggists of Canada is:

THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST

The Home of the Canadian Druggist

The only publication covering the entire field in all Provinces.

Write us for Sample Copy and advertising rates.

THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST
TORONTO, CANADA
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AN IMPROVED NEAR POINT TEST OBJECT
Dr. Alexander Duane

We have no standard test object for measuring

accommodation such as we have for measuring

vision. Yet it takes but very little experience to

show the necessity of such a test object. Fine

print as ordinarily used is much too coarse, for

nearly everyone with good sight can read the let-

ters within the real near point of distinct vision.

Hence, if we measure the range of accommoda-

tion with fine print we get a value which is too

jrioat—in the case of young persons, much too

great.

The same is true of a good many other objects

which suggest themselves or which have been em-

ployed.

For two years past I have been experimenting

with various tests. It first seemed as if a pair of

dots set close together would answer. When these

are brought within the near point they hluv into

one, so that our question is simply, "Tell me just

when you see one dot and Avhen you see two?"

This, however, proved not quite satisfactory,

since there was an appreciable range between the

point where the dots began to blur and the point

where they blended into one. Then congeries of

dots, lines, double lines, crosses, and other

geometrical figures were tried and rejected after

laborious experimentation. As a result of a good

many trials, the following principles were found

to hold good:

( i) The test object must be very fine and sharp.

(2) There imist be very little white about it,

otherwise the sight becomes dazzled quickly.

(3) For the same reason there also must be no

shin}- surface about the object. The background

on which it is placed should be dead black. Vel-

vet, being almost the only surface which gives a

dee]) black free from shine, is an ideal back-

ground.

(4) In the test object itself, to secure the best

results, there must l)e a definite relation between
the areas of the black and white portions.

The outcome of my experimentation is the fol-

lowing test object, which seems to answer the

reciuirements fully:

A disc, 38 mm. in dianieler and covered with
velvet, is set in a ring like that in which the

glasses of the trial case are mounted. The ring

and its handle are blackened. On the centre of

the disc is glued a white card 3 mm. by 1.25
mm., which is exactly bi.sected by an engraved
black line 3 mm. long and 0.2 mm. thick. This
line must be very sharp, even, and free from any
slight irregularities. To determine this, it should
be examined with a strong magnifying glass, and
any sample even slightly defective, should be re-

jected.

The test is employed in conjunction with a rule,

which should have a dull dark surface instead of

being polished, as usual. The card is brought up

until the engraved line blurs, then withdrawn un-

til it is clear, then carried back and forward once

or twice, until we ascertain the precise point at

which blurring just begins. This will Ije the near

point. The corresponding accommodation in D is

taken oil from the rule. Usually several tests are

required. Of course, to get at the true finding, it

is necessary that the refraction should be accur-

ately and fully corrected. In the case of presby-

opia a convex glass of i or 2 D must be added to

the distance correction, and the near point de-

termined with this addition. From the corres-

ponding value, read oil from the scale, must be

subtracted the value of the glass we have added.

The test should be made by daylight. The pa-

tient, with one eye covered, is placed with his

back to the window, in such a way that a dif-

fuse but not a dazzling light falls on the object.

Care should be taken that there are no dazzling

lights in front of or alongside the test object. In

looking steadily at the latter the eye readily

tires. If it does so, a moment's rest should be

allowed.

It is particularly important that the patient

should be told precisely what he is to see and

that he should be urged to concentrate his gaze

upon the test line, so as to accommodate with

all his might. It is important also that measure-

ment should always be made from the same
point. I prefer to make the measurement from
the anterior focus of the eye (or from a point 13

mm. in front of the cornea).

If the test line is held alternately parallel and

at right angles to the axis of the patient's astig-

matism, some idea may be obtained whether the

astigmatism is perfectly corrected or not. If not,

his near point for one position of the line should

be slightly dillerent from the near point for the

other.

I have with some success used the test line as

a means of exercising the accommodation. In

neurasthenics and others with subnormal accom-

modation, systematic practice in approximating
the line until the nearest possible point of dis-

tinct vision has been reached has caused pro-

gressive approximation of the near point and an

improvement in asthenopic symptoms. Such ex-

ercise should be done several times a day or at

frequent and convenient intervals.

The test object is confidently recommended as a

serviceable one. We should certainly have some
uniform test; otherwise our results will not be

comparable. Until a better object is devised, I

would strongly advise the employment of the (>ne

here suggested.—The Optician and Photographic

Trade Journal.
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Before another issue of this Journal

is received by our readers, Christmas

1 909 will be a thing of the past and the

holiday season with its pleasures and

reunions of friends will also have fled,

only too quickly for most of us.

The '* Holiday Rush," as it is usually

termed, will be over and business will

again settle down to normal conditions.

Our best wishes go out to all our

readers, trusting that not only will they

enjoy an excellent "holiday trade" but

also that the season will be to them one

of foy and happiness. To one and all

we extend our wishes for

A m^rrg QII}rt0tma0

PRESCRIPTION PRICING

There .should be a unanimity' amongst druggists

ill reference to the prices to be charged for pre-

scriptions. Nothing, we believe, has done more
injury to the drug trade as a whole and to many
individual druggists than the fact that there is

such a diversity of charges made for dispensing

prescriptions. If there were no repetition of pre-

.scriptions or no copy given to the customer there

would be comparatively little reason for com-
])Iaint on their part, but the various prices

charged liy druggists leaves the impression on

the mind of the customer that the prices charged

arc in their estimation, at least, exorbitant, and
that the man who charges the most for the pre-

scription is getting more than he should do.

The prescription .should be charged for at a

jjrice which would reward the druggist not only

for the materials, but also for his skill and time,

while at the same time acting fairly to the cus-

tomer, from the latter's standpoint.

The drug departmental store has done much to

unsettle prices and to create dissatisfaction with

the retail druggists' figures, but their figures are

based on those charged on all lines throughout

the store, and should not V)e recognized by the

reputable druggist.

In the first place a general price mark should

be used by druggists, and it would be well, if the

same word was adopted that is recognized by

the N.A.R.D. of the United States, and is used to

a large extent there, namely the word "Pharma-

cist," thus ha\-ing a uniform word in both coun-

tries tending also to have uniformity of prices.

As to prices for prescriptions there will natur-

ally be a diversity of opinion, consequent upon

the heavier expense in some stores than in others,

but we are of the opinion that all prescription

])rices should be uniform, not only in justice to

each individual member of the trade, but also to

inspire a greater degree of confidence in the pur-

chasing public.

From statistics gathered from various sources

in the United States, as well as in Canada, the

average prices appear to be as follows: A two

oz. mixture, 35 cents; three oz., 40 cents; four

oz., 50 cents, and eight oz., 75 cents. On pills,

powders and capstilef; the price should range at
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about six for 20 cents, twelve for 40 cents. These

prices cannot be considered at all out of the way
for the ordinary prescription, as prescribed by

doctors to-day, and the druggist will naturally

have to take his risk of expensive preparations

being used.

The foregoing are altogether the writer's per-

sonal views on the subject, but we believe that

this is a matter which should be taken up by

the trade generally, and uniformity agreed upon

as much as possible. Our colimins are open for a

discussion of this and any other matters of in-

terest to the craft, and we hope that our readers

generally will avail themselves of it, as an inter-

change of ideas cannot but be of benefit, both in-

dividually and collectively.

PRICE OF RUBBER

The continued advance in the price of rubber is

one which is of more than usual interest to drug-

gists, and the fact that there appears to be no

prospect of a decline should make druggists

thoughtful about their purchases.

The cause for the steady advance is attributed,

for the most part, to the decrease in production

and the manner of obtaining the rubber has been

so wasteful that the forests of rubber trees have

been very much depleted without giving the ac-

tual production, which should have been obtained

from them. This, together with the unu.sual de-

mand for rubber, notably in the manufacture of

automobile tires, etc., emphasizes the fact that

still higher prices may be looked for instead of a

decline.

The demand for rubber has grown steadily and

the production is now below the world's demands

for this material, consequently the use of the

many substitutes which are now on the market.

THE DRUG BUYING CLUB

There are always two sides to every question

and the National Association of Retail Druggists,

at their annual meeting at l/ouisville, by resolu-

tion favored the operation of co-operative buying

organizations for the drug trade.

On the other hand, the National Wholesale

Druggists' Association, at their annual meeting,

passed a resolution deprecating the action of cer-

tain members of the retail trade in striving to

create an antagonism between the jobber and the

retailer, and passed the following resolution.

Resolved, that we recommend that wholesale

druggists individually protest against the action

of those manufacturers who sell buying clubs.

The services of the jobber are indispensable to the

manufacturer. It is clearly good business policy

for the manufacturer to deal fairly and not fos-

ter a movement which tends to deprive the job-

ber of a considerable part of his best trade, while

at the same time using him as a convenience to

supplj' the remainder of the retailers.

Resolved, That we deprecate the efforts of a

certain part of the retail trade to eliminate the

jobber, which action is in contradiction of the

principle of the N.A.R.D. as enunciated in their

motto, "Live and let live."

The President, Mr. F. L. Carter, of Boston, in

his address probably voiced the opinion of the

wholesalers in the following words, commenting
on the action of the N.A.R.D.:

This is a radical departure from the wise and

conservative policy heretofore pursued by the

N.A.R.D. in this respect, and we can only regret

that the retailers have thus determined to an-

tagonize both the wholesale druggists and the

manufacturers. I fully believe that this move-
ment will not be successful to any great extent,

because several co-operative concerns composed of

retail druggists have gone out of business during

the last few years in this country, and we can

only judge of the future by the past.

Whatever the outcome may be, it is, of course,

incumbent upon each wholesale drtiggist to keep

himself thoroughly alive to the situation and

protect his own interest in every lawful way.
Notwithstanding all the efforts which have

been or may be made to eliminate the middle-

man, the dnig jobber is an absolute necessity to

both the retailer and manufacturer, and he is here

to stay. Let us therefore calmly pursue the even

tenor of our way, confident in the strength of our

position, "with malice towards none, with char-

ity for all."

There is no question biit there will always have

to be the middle-man, whether it be the jobbers,

as we now have them, or the drug buying con-

cern, which is another form of the jobbing trade.

It has yet to be proven that the jobber can be

dispensed with, and we see no reasonable possi-

bility of such an event happening in the drug

trade, at any rate. No buying club, that we are

aware of, can offer the same facilities to the re-

tailer for his purchases, either in the way of com-
plete stock from which orders can be imsmediately

filled, nor in the manv accommodations which

have been granted, and are still being granted,

by the jobber to the retail dealer.

The fact that many of these buying clubs have

gone out of existence, because of financial inabil-

ity to cope with the jobbing house, shows that

the plan has yet to be evolved which will do

away with the middle-man, as we have him at

present.
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INSTANT DELIVERY OF
HOWARDS' Quinine

HOWARDS' Bismuth

HOWARDS' Camphor

HOWARDS' Pot. Acetas

Gran., etc.

HOWARDS' Sodii Bicarb.

HOWARDS' Mercurials

HOWARDS' Pot. Iodide

HOWARDS' Acid Boric
etc.

When you specify any of the above, your Jobber can get them

immediately from our Canadian Depot, so you need never wait.

FINEST QUALITY BEST RESULTS

Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris

ALLEN'S <^^S=^5^

There are two different ways of distilling Orris Root, viz :

—

(i) To get a good yield; and

(2) To get a good oil.

The first is easy, and produces an oil which can be bought anywhere, and at

almost any price.

The second is more difficult, but it is ALLEN'S way. They have perfected

the special apparatus in which it is distilled, so that the characteristic perfume of

the root is retained unimpaired, and the oil is free from excess of valueless fatty

acids.

The finest Florentine root attainable is used because of its fine odour, and

ALLEN'S have proved that good oil cannot be made from poor root.

As a natural consequence, " ALLEN'S " Concrete Oil of Florentine Orris is

the cheapest in the long run, for even when diluted to the same "price-strength"

as others, its "perfume value" is higher.

Stafford Allen & Sons, Limited ^fsir London, Eng.
ALLEN'S PRODUCTS ARE RECOGNIZED EVERYWHERE AS OF EXCEPTIONAL EXCELLENCE

Canadian Agents: CORNELL & SILLIQ, Montreal
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Retailers Attention

!

Stock

CaBmentiuHi
Regd.

"Sticks Everything, but is not sticky"

Absolutely insoluble Cement. It is not only

new—it is unique. It will repair everything from

a cup or saucer to a motor-car exhaust pipe. In

the case of china or pottery, it not only repairs

but replaces missing parts. Csementium is not

aflected by either water or heat. Should be

stocked by all retailers. It is not a fish glue.

STOCKED BY-

All branches National Drug & Chemical Co.

Lyman Bros. & Co., Limited

DILLONS LIMITED
455 St. Paul Street - - Montreal

SOLE AGENTS FOB CANADA

For Infancy,

Illness and
advancing

Age.

Banger's Food is for

Infants and Invalids and for

those whose digestive powers
have become weakened by illness

or advancing age.

If the digestive functions, however weak, can do

any work at all they should be given work to do to

the extent of their poivers. Exercise strengthens,

but over exercise defeats its purpose. It is here

that Benger's Food is so admirable. In the easy

process of its preparation the digestibility of Benger's

can be regulated to a degree of extreme nicety.

Manufacturers : BENGER'S FOOD, LTD., Manchester, England
WhoUtaU

ANTIKAMNIA PREPARATIONS
REGISTERED U.S. PAT. OFFICE.
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DEATH OF TWO PROMINENT PHARMACISTS

Tlie death of Prof. W. M. Searby, of San Fraii-

cisio, California, removed from American phar-

iiiucy one of its mo.st conspicnous figure.s.

Professor Searby was almost 75 years of age,

liaving been born in Lincolnshire, Kngland. He
was an apprentice at Guildford, Surrey, about

thirty miles from London, and after having serv-

ed his apprenticeship took a three months' course

at the School of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain, and at the age of twenty-one

passed his major examinations.

In i860 he left England, taking with him a

complete stock of drugs, and set out for Vic-

toria, British Columbia, but unfortunateh^ the

vessel which carried his stock went down in "Vic-

toria Harbor. He, however, went into business,

and remained there until 1866, after which he

left for San Francisco, and embarked in business

there, where he has remained ever since.

Prof. Searby was President of the American

Pharmaceutical Association in 1907, and was al-

ways regarded as one of the foremost men in the

ranks of the' Association. In 1873, after the es-

tablishment of the California College of Phar-

macy, Prof. Searby was installed as Lecturer of

aiateria Medica, in which position he continued

until 1881, and in 1884 he again joined the staff

of the college in his former position, until in

1 887 , when he assumed the Professorship of Phar-

macy and Director of the Pharmaceutical La-

boratory.

Another prominent figure who has passed away

is that of Mr. Alpheus P. Sharp, one of the

founders of the well-known house of manufactur-

ing chemists, Me.ssrs. Sharp & Dohme, of Balti-

more and New York.

Mr. Sharp was eighty-six years old at the

time of his death, which occurred at the home of

liis son, in Baltimore. Mr. Sharp was born in

Winchester, Virginia, and began his pharma-

ceutical career when fourteen years of age.

In 1S417, when twenty-three years old, he

oi)ened a drug store at the corner of Howard and

Pratt Streets, Baltimore, and in i860 entered in-

to partnership with Mr. Louis Dohme, thus

founding the house of Sharp & Dohme. Mr. Sharp

withdrew from active participation in the busi-

ness in 1885.

"Before we were married you said you'd lay

down your life for me," she .sobbed.

"I know it," he returned, solemnly; "but this

confounded Hat js so tiny there's no place to lay

anything down."—Harper's Bazaar.

PHARMACY IN GREAT BRITAIN

(From our London Correspondent)

THE DESCRIPTION "PHARMACY"

Great disappointment has been caused among
the pharmacists of this country bj- the refusal of

the High Court to regard the description "phar-

macy" as applied to a place of business as a term
which can only be used by registered chemists.

The question came before Mr. Justice Darling and
Mr. Justice Bucknill in the King's Bench Di-

visional Court, on October 28, and the facts,

briefly, are as follows: On March 31 last the

Pharmaceutical Society brought an action at St.

Helen's County Court against the proprietor of

a drug store named Richard Mercer, of Hay-
dock, to recover a penalty of £^ under Section

12 of the Pharmacy Act, 1852, for applying the

description, "The Pharmacj-," to his premises,

lie being an unregistered person. The judge de-

cided in favor of the Society, and imposed the

penalty claimed. Defendant appealed against the

decision to the High Court, and, after a long

legal argument, the Court gave judgment in his

favor, with costs against the Society. The de-

cision raises a veiy important point, as if un-

registered drug store keepers are to be allowed

to freely use the description "pharmacy" over

their premises, the value of the registered and

dul}' examined person's title will be greatly di-

minished. The public, who are not noted for

their discrimination in the matter of pharma-

ceutical titles, will not easily distinguish between

"John Blank, Pharmacist," and "John Jones,"

The Blank Pharmacy." It remains to be seen

what the effect of the decision will be.

PHARMACISTS AND PARWAJVIENT

There seems a universal agreement in political

circles that the general election which was re-

garded as iininent a short while ago will now

not take place until the New Year. In one re-

spect this arrangement is welcomed by pharma-

cists, as it will give Mr. Glyn Jones, who is con-

testing a division as the direct representative of

pharmacy, more time to win the support, and,

let us hope, the prospective votes of tl?" electors.

I understand that the candidature of Mr. Glyn

Jones is proceeding very well, and he has held a

number of successful public meetings

NKW ENTERPRISES

For several months the pharmaceutical atmo-

sphere has been full of rumors of a body of chem-

ists proposing to do great things in the direction

of "pharmacy for thi» pharmacist," and in favor

of running preparations to be sold and produced

by pharmacists only. The proposals have result-

ed in the formation of two new companies—Ucal,
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Ltd. (United Chemists' Association, Ltd.), and

Cupal, Ltd. (Chemists' United Proprietaries As-

sociation, Ltd.). The first company has a regis-

tered olhce at Vulcan Chambers, St. .Tames

Street, Sheffield, with Messrs. H. Miller, C. C.

H. Cadger, A. E. Bolshaw, J. G. Jackson, and

L. M. Parry, pharmacists, as director.s, and

Cupal, Ltd., has a capital of ;(^25,ooo, with offices

at Phoenix Mills, King Street, Blackburn, and

Messrs. William Woolley and L. S. Selle as direc-

tors. The idea in each case appears to be to serve

the interests of chemists in business for them-

selves, to develop the sale of their own prepara-

tions, and to secure better profits.

AN INTERESTING BANQUET
The Hyde Park Hotel, London, was the scene

of an interesting banquet on October 14, when
Mr. Samuel W. Fairchild, of the firm of Fair-

child Bros. & Foster, New York, entertained the

Trustees of the Fairchild Scholarship. Among the

select company invited to meet the Trustees were
the President of the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain (Mr. J. F. Harrington), the Presi-

dent of the Pharmaceutical Society of Ireland

((Mr. John Smith), Mr. T. H. W. Idris, M.P.,
Mr. R. A. Robinson, L-C.C, Professor A. W.
Crossley, F.R.S., Professor H. G. Greenish, Dr.

F. B. Power, Mr. F. M. Fisk (Parke, Davis &
Co.), Mr. E. S. Peck, Mr. James Grier, Mr.
John Humphrey, Mr. P. MacEwan, Mr. W. P.

Want, with Mr. P. Boa (Edinburgh), Mr. W. E.
Kirkby (.Manchester), Mr. W. F. Wells (Dublin),

Trustees, and Mr. E. A. Holden (Secretary).

Several speeches were delivered during the even-
ing, and a report was presented showing tha L in

the last five years nearly 300 students had en-

tered for the competition. The health of "Our
Host" was honored with enthusiasm.

THE DRY SHAMPOO FATAUTY

After a protracted hearing the charge of man-
slaughter against two employees of Harrod's
Stores, Ltd., which has already been referred to
in the Canadian Druggist, ended in the prosecu-
tion being dropped. The charge arose as the re-

sult of a lady's death in the hairdressing depart-
ment of Harrod's Stores, after a dry shampoo
with carbon tetrachloride. It was suggested
that owing to the publicity given to the case,

and as Harrod's, Ltd., had decided that carbon
tetrachloride was not to be used again as far as
they were concerned, the object of the prosecution
had been attained, and the proceedings should be
withdrawn. Counsel for the Treasury and the
magistrate agreed to this course being adopted.

A SHAVING SOAP DISPUTE

In the Court of Appeal the Master of the Rolls
and Lord Justices Moulton and Farwell heard an
appeal on behalf of the plaintiffs from a judg-

ment in the cases of the J. B. Williams Company
and H. Bronnley & Co., Ltd., and J. B. Williams

& Co., and H. J. Williams. It was explained

that these were passing oil actions and related to

the plaintiffs well-known shaving soap. The J.

B. Williams Company claimed that they were

the first people to place upon the market shaving

soap in dome-shaped boxes with the maroon col-

or. The lower Court held that the charges of

passing off alleged against defendants were un-

founded, and plaintiffs could not have a monop-
oly of color and shape. The Master of the Rolls

said the appeal would be dismissed. Lord Jus-

tice Moulton concurred, and said there was no
distinctive get up in the legal sense of the cases^.

Lord Justice Farwell also concurred, and said

there was no ground for imputation of dishonesty

against Bronnley & Co. The appeal was there-

fore dismissed with costs.

DRUG STORE SYNDICATES

Our friends in the United States when they at-

tempt anything go into it on a very large scale,

and this is applicable to the drug trade, as well

as all other conditions.

The last few weeks has witnessed the forma-

tion of two large drug store syndicates, which

probably will surpass anything in existence. One
of these syndicates is known as the United Drug
Consumers' Co., which has recently been incor-

porated in the State of New York, with a nom-
inal capital of $1,000, but the capitalization will

be increased to $1,000,000, as soon as sufficient

progress has been made. It is proposed to estab-

lish a chain of drug stores in New York city,

Philadelphia, and other large centres in the East-

ern cities of the United States. The jilan is not

to open many additional drug stores, but to pur-

chase those already in existence paying the pro-

prietor for them in 7 per cent, preferred stock of

the company, and engaging the present propriet-

ors as managers at stated salaries.

The other concern is known as the Lauer Drug
Co., but to be conducted later on by the United

Chemists' Co., incorporated some time ago. This

latter company has an authorized capital of §20,-

000,000, and it is understood that behind it are

the American Tobacco Co., and its auxiliary the

United Cigar Stores' Co.

The President, Mr. Lauer, is a practical drug-

gist, and one of considerable experience. He ex-

pects eventually to have a chain of drug stores

reaching from coast to coast.

After putting up a bluff a man is apt to stum-

ble over it.
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FLUID EXTRACT ERGOT
We wish to draw your attention to this product. Fluid Extract of Ergot, unlike most other

Fluid Extracts cannot be standardized by the usual methods, the result is doubt and disappoint-
ment, unless the greatest care is observed in the selection of the crude drug, and proper methods
employed in the manufacture.

The only reliable test of the Drug is the physical appearance of the Ergot itself, and even
this is often misleading unless the age and source of Supply is known. Our first care is to get
Ergot from the most reliable sources, make sure that it is of proper age, and Physically perfect,
and by the time it gets into our Laboratory every point in its history and appearance be absolutely
right, otherwise it is rejected.

Commencing then with the Crude Drug of undoubted quality we apply our methods of
manufactaring and the result is one hundred out of one hundred, National Fluid Extract of Ergot
will meet the expectations of the physician.

Knowing the failures so frequently following the use of Fluid Extract of Ergot, and having
satisfied ourselves beyond a doubt of the quality of our National Brand, we commend this product
with confidence to the Medical and Pharmaceutical professions of Canada and ask your co-operation
in securing its use when a really reliable preparation of Ergot is desired.

The National Dru^ and Chemical Co.
TORONTO, ONT.

OF CANADA, LIMITED

THE NEW "TWINS" just arrived IN THE SANITDL FAMILY

Sanitol
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For rubbing, bathing, liniments and

external preparations,

Physicians are prescribing and

Hospitals are using

COLUMNIAN SPIRITS
FOR SALE BY

THE STANDARD CHEMICAL CO
MANUFACTURERS

TORONTO AND MONTREAL

Mr. Retail Drud^ist :

Standing Bonus Offer for 19 JO, Your Profit on our Goods 75%
We will always protect yoo. We want your co-operation. We are the
only Patent Medicine Company in the world who create a demand for our
goods and allow the Retailer to make 75 per cent, profit. Advertise-
ments in all the leading Canadian papers are sure to move the goods.

ALL OTHER OFFERS VOID AFTER DECEMBER 31st, 1909.

BIRST OFI^BR THIS IS IT SBCOAD OFFER
Your investment of $17.00 for : doz. Dr. Martels Your investment of S8.50 for A doz. Dr. Martel's

Female Pills brings back to you : Female Pills brings back to you :

I doz. Pills $24 00 i doz. Pills J12 00
I doz. Dr. .Martel's Soap 3 00 J Soap i 00
96 doz. best assorted Herbs 4 80 48 oz. Herbs 2 40

$31 80 |I5 40
Cost you 17 CO Cost you 8 50

Your NET profit (on i doz. ) $14 80 Your net profit on i doz |6 90

USE THIS SLIP. SEND IT TO YOUR JOBBER.
NAME QUANTITY
TOWN JOBBER

KNICKERBOCKER REMEDY COMPANY, 36 East 23rd Street, NEW YORK.
Sole distributors various Dr. Martel Remedies.

The Lyman Bros& Co., Limited, ^"a^'e'^nVIT Toronto, Can,
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THE MANITOBA ASSOCIATION OF OPTICIANS

The opticians of Manitoba, prominent amongst
w honi are some of the leading druggists of that

Province, have in view the securing of an Act

dealing with opticians in that Province.

At the recent meeting of the Association, the

new Optometry L,aw was full}' discussed, as well

as other matters of importance. The address of

the retiring. President, which we give below, is

one which would be of interest to our readers,

not only in Manitoba, but in the other provinces

where legislation looking to the incorporation of

o|)ticians has become a live question.

Tile following is the address:

THE MANITOBA OPTOMin'RY I<AW

Optometry may well be called a new science

when comparison is made of the knowledge and

practice of refraction and muscular imbalance

twent}-, or even ten years ago, and to-da}*. It is

probable that no science, not even surgery, has

made such rapid strides in a decade, as has op-

tometry.

As an illustration, I can recall the fact that

when I first started in the work, seventeen 3-ears

ago, the refracting opticians of Canada could al-

most be counted on one hand, and very few

medical refractionists were practising.

To-da}' the oculists are in hundreds and the

opticians in thousands, while two provinces have

optometrj- laws on their statutes and the rest

are getting ready. Our province has the honor

of leading the movement in Canada.

This progress must continue. The earnest stu-

dent must by constant reading and practice raise

tlie standard of knowledge, while the man who
wishes "just enough knowledge to enable him to

sell gla.sses for the money's sake" must, and will,

in due time, be eliminated. Then the optometrist

will take his rightful place among the profes-

sions.

A favorite argument among the opponents of

optometry bills has been that this high standard

should be reached before protective laws are

given, but historj^ has proven that, in all profes-

sions, legislation has not only been of immense

benefit and protection to the general public by

eliminating the dishonest and incompetent but

has, at the same time, forced a higher standard

of efficiency among the remainder not only by re-

(juiring examinations but also by tangible en-

couragement given, and by diverting the large

amount of money formerly iibsorbed by the

swindler to legitimate channels. This will mean

much to us in this Province, which has been in

the past such a rich field for the travelling fakir.

A practical illustration of this is the fact that at

tlie Winnipeg Industrial Exhibition of 1908, sev-

eral fakirs sold hundreds of pairs of glasses, gen-

erally ])lus .25s, in allo}' frames, for prices rang-

ing from three to six dollars. This year not a
()air of glasses were sold on the grounds and one
\\inni])eg firm reports an increa.se of cash re-

eeijjts over la.st year, sufficient in it.self to pay
the tt)tal cost of .securing legislation. This is the

experience to a greater or lesser extent, of all the

city opticians and will be throughout Manitoba
when the annual fairs are held. The first two
weeks under optometry law can, therefore, be

pronounced a success, not only by opticians but
by the public, which in past years have been so

unmercifully swindled.

We are well equipped by this law, to prove to

the people of Manitoba, that it is of benefit to

lliem as well as to ourselves and it now rests

w ilh us individually and collectively to fulfill the

promise made liy me, as your representative, be-

fore the Committee of the House that "we would
make good." A brief review of the work leading

up to the passage of the bill, its provisions and
w hat is required of each of us for its proper en-

forcement, is what I desire to place before you in

the time allotted to me.

The city niembers of yont Executive Commit-
tee decided that the time was opportune for se-

curing such a law in tliis Province and that a
sliarp, short campaign was likely to prove most
elTective, which proved to be the case. We sent

letters to all practising in the Province to as-

certain their feelings in the matter and finding

that support would prove strong, spent a month
in hard, earnest work, with the triumphant re-

sults known to you all. The bill was passed

])ractically word for word as submitted, with
the unfortunate change in the last half dozen
words, which has proved a great drawback to us

in the .substitution of the words "shall come in-

to force on .July 1st," instead of "on the day it

is assented to," a.s originallj- submitted. A board
of examiners were appointed and when this

change was discovered the appointment was can-

celled, as it was ruled that the}- could not legally

l)e appointed until the law was in force, or in

other words, it was not a law until it was in

force.

This simply meant that the machinery of the

law had to stand still until after the 1st of July

w hen the appointment could be legallj- made. The

five members first appointed, namely, myself for

i\\a years, H. A. Nott and J. W'. Fleming for

four years, and K. T. Butchart and J. H. Bart-

lett were the choice by ballot of the opticians of

tlie Province, the Association throwing its doors

ol)en, for the time, to non-members. \Miile the

bulk of the work of preparing and submitting the

law fell on the then Secretary and President of the

Association, Mr. Nott and myself, we received
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considerable help from the other city members of

the Executive Committee and promise of financial

help from many of the opticians who had been

appealed to. We had to stand good for a con-

siderable amount of money most of which, how-

ever, has been received from those contributing,

but there is still about seventy-five dollars to

raise, and wie would be glad to receive five dollar

subscriptions from any who have not, as yet, con-

tributed. This is a short history of the bill, the

chief points of which I will now review.

After providing for a Board of Examiners, the

bill defines who may receive a certificate of ex-

emption, the qualifications, proof of character,

and competency being satisfactory, and having

practised continuously in the Province for a year

prior to the passage of the Act.

Everyone wishing exemi)tion was required to

apply for the same before July ist, 1909, and on

its being granted pay the sum of five dollars for

tlie same.

Those holding this certificate of exemption are

entitled to try the examinations at any time they

are held without any other qualification, Ijy pay-

ing the examination fee, and receive the certifi-

cate of registration on passing such examination,

in exchange for his exemption certificate.

Let me here impress upon you the fact that

there is no honor in holding this certificate of ex-

emption, nor is it in any way proof of com-

petency. While it must be in evidence on the walls

of your examination room in obedience to the

Act you will not point to it witli pride, for it is

but a certificate that you are practising on suffer-

ance, because you happened to be using a test

case in Manitoba for a year preceding the first of

July, 1909. You are in no way distinguished

from the poorest spectacle seller in the Province

who has succeeded in qualifying under the Act,

unless you pass the examination and receive the

certificate of registration and the right to the

title "Optometri.st."

The title "Optometrist" cannot be lawfully

used l)y anyone not passing the examination and,

in time, the public will be educated to regard

this title as a stamp of proficiency. Every per-

son practising must display this certificate in a

conspicuous place in the oflice where he practises.

This certificate has his photo allixed to it, thus

preventing fraudulent use of certificates, and fur-

nishing evidence in case of malpractice or fraud,

a further provision being the recording of certifi-

cate number with the clerk of every municipality

wherein he practises.

The sum of four dollars is required annually for

renewal of either exemption or registration cer-

tificates.

Certificates may be revoked for various rea-

sons, such as violation of the law, incompetency.

inebriety, fraud, misrepresentation, or failure to

pay for yearly renewal of certificate. No one may
use titles such as Dr., professor or other titles

calculated to mislead or deceive the public.

Practising or offering to practise, or the public

representation of being qualified to practise op-

tometry, is a violation of the law unless a cer-

tificate is held.

Anyone can sell glasses as merchandise provid-

ing they do not use test lenses or trial frames,

but they must be sold from permanent places of

business.

These are the principal points of our law and

it behooves us all to study them.

The important fact now is, that we must

"make good." This law must be enforced and

how are we to do so?

All moneys received by the board are available

for the working of the law. There are several

duties incumbent on each one of us. We have

first our duties toward this Act. Every man do-

ing legitimate, lawful refraction work in the

Province must consider himself a committee of

one in seeing that the law is not violated. As I

said before, he must know the Act and he must
also immediately take action against offenders

(getting sure proof of violation first) feeling that

the Board and its funds are behind him. I sug-

gest a deputy being appointed in every municipal-

ity where there is an optician to appoint, and in

cities and towns where there are several opticians

one of their number shall be the deputy, and any
of the others upon discovering violations shall re-

port to him, as the man authorized to act.

Our next duty is to support the Association,

which with not too generous support in the past,

has done things worthy of the heartiest .support.

We must all become and continue inembers, at-

tend all conventions and do our best to make
them instructive and helpful to each other.

Our duty to our brother refractionist is to care-

fully observe the code of ethics, to remember

that in this great West there is room for us all;

to cultivate feelings of friendship and let the most
strenuous rivalry be friendly.

Our duty toward the public is to let them see

that the confidence reposed in us by their repre-

sentatives is not misplaced; to be fair and square

in all our dealings, to not take advantage of the

Act in any sense by charging any but fair aver-

age prices that have ruled prev^ious to the pas-

sage of the Act. To see that the fraudulent

man (whether a holder of a certificate or not)

does not go unpunished.

Our duty to ourselves is to not rest satisfied

until we have demonstrated our efficiency by

passing the examination and becoming registered

optometrists, to take the best journals and read

them and constantly search after knowledge, for
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sOUTHALLC'SANITARY TOWELS s
Modern science and the spread

of Hygiene made the invention
and manufacture of Southalls'

Sanitary Towels possible. Since
1880 they have become widely
known and appreciated as an
indispensable article for ladies'

use, possessing advantages which
recommend them to every woman.

Every Canadian Druggist should apply for
full particulars and samples to the Agent for the
Dominion, J. M. SCHEAK, Carlaw Buildmgs,
Wellington Street West, TORONTO.

Southalls' Sanitary Towels
(The original and best).

Southalls' Accouchement Sets
(Containing all Requisites, in Three Sizes).

Southalls' Sheets for Accouchement
And other Sanitary Specialities.

Manufactured by

Southall Bros.^ Barclay, V^:
Birmingham, Eng

COWAN'S
LIQ. AMMON. FORT,

PURE
Aereeine Fully with all the
Requirements of the B. P.

See that every Wlncheiter carriei our Slpiatur

JOHN COWAN COMFAmr, LIMITED

GLYCERINE, CP., in cans and drums

BORIC. ACID, Merck and English.

CARB. AMMON. 5 lb and 10 lb. cans, kegs
and casks

CHLOR. AMMON., kegs and casks.

JOHN COWAN COMPANY, LIMITED
3 DAI1HOUSIS..8TSEET

MONTBEAL

The trade will find this the best

seller among all the toilet articles in

its class. Made of fine soft rubber

with vacuum cups and inner pencils,

or articulators.

Write -for prices and our catalogs
of Druggists' Tubing and Rubber

Sundries

DUNLOP TIRE & RUBBER GOODS COMPANY
LIMITED

Toronto Montreal Winnipeg
Calgary

Vancouver
St. John, N.B.

CASH WITH ORDER
Look here, Mr. Druggist! Your Opportunity.

We have in stock some forty dozen CLINICAL
THERMOMETERS, the "Qualitair" Line. No better made.

GU.^R.^NTEED against everything except breakage. Spec-

ially well made, tested and seasoned.

The stock is assorted, }i, 1 and 2 minute. While
they last we will give them away at the following prices:

2 min. regular $ 5.00, to clear J3.10
I " '

7.50. " " 385
;4 " " 10.00, " " 6.50

THIS is the BEST OPPORTUNITY to purchase

Clinicals you ever had. It will pay you to send your order

at once.

High Grade Clinicals at Low Grade Prices.

Cash must accompany orders. N* disconnt.

Any rubber goods required we will be pleased to send,

charges paid.

ADDRESS ALL ORDERS AND COMMUNICATIONS TO THE
HigginboLham Rubber Goods Co.

' Milton, Ontario '
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THANKS mm
To oar many friends, the Druggists, throughout the Dominion of Canada. We desire

to express our appreciation of the generous treatment we have received at their hands,

which has been the means of enabling us to report a year of splendid progress. We
make a fresh start with a stronger determination than ever to merit a continuance of

these favors.

THE TORONTO
Toronto

PHARMACAL
Montreal

COMPANY. LIMITED
>Vinnipeg

PHARMACY, Highland Park College
Des Moines, Iowa

RESIDENT COURSES I. Regular Ph. G. Course.
II. Special Course to prepare students for examination

before State Boards. The largest and best equipped College of Pharmacy in the United States. School the
entire year. Students present from almost every State in the Union. Expenses very reasonable.

The best Correspondence Course in Phar-

macy before the public. The Course is

complete in every detail, but easy to master. Students enrolled in all parts of the United States. We can
prepare you for your examination before any State Board of Examiners. Send for free catalogue. Mention
course ^n which you are interested. Address,

HIGHLAND PARK COLLEGE OF PHARMACY, Des Moines, Iowa.

CORRESPONDENCE COURSE

i***********AA***#**A***************

TOtMER'S PATENT^BOUND-CNO>

Physicians and dentists re-
commend toothpicks as pro-
tection against dental decay.
Our patent aromatic antiseptic
picks are the best made. They
preserve the teeth, sweeten
the breath and increase the
flow of saliva. Flavors are
cinnamon, sassafras and pep-
permint. Full size box sent for

I Sc. postage and coupon below. We are the larg-^

est manufacturers of toothpicks in the country..

CUntR TOWIR CO.. '"s,f."" BOStOB, MaS'
Correspondence invited with dealers, hotel m

dentists and physicians.
We want dealers and agents everywhere. Agent*
nakiuK from $3 to SIO a day. ,

My gmcer'a name h

My Jrugshl'i name

Youn truhlNamt) .

I*^#*********«^**^*******^?^****^^*««

Did You Ever Notice
that the druggists throughout the country

who do the largest trade are always the fel-

lows who are not afraid to bu}- enough of any

good patent medicine in order to get a lot of

free advertising.

On the other hand did you ever notice the

shiney coat and frayed at the bottom pants on

the man who is always knocking patent

medicines and talking about the professional

aspect of the drug business.

That ought to be enough to convince you of

the wisdom of writing The Merrill Medical

Co., M'f'g Chemists, Toronto, regarding ex-

clusive advertising proposition for

MERRILL'S RELIABLE FAMILY REMEDIES

THE ROYAL ENGLISH TOILET PREPARATIONS

MERRILL'S HOUSEHOLD NECESSITIES

Don't wait for a traveller. Write to-day

The MERRILL MEDICAL CO.
Merrill Building, Toronto, Ont.
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new profession is yet in its infancy. Many
struggle for the top place and if some do

back, do not he at the foot of the ladder or

will surely be crushed.

hope, as one who has for j-ears taken an ac-

interest in Association ,work and who has

It so much time and labor over this Act, to

it in the years to come one of the honorable

itutions of our Province, enjoying the re-

t of the refractionist as well as of the gen-

public.

THE RED CROSS TRADE-MARK

In an application made by the Trustees of the

new hospital in the town of Cobalt for permis-

sion to designate it the "Cobalt Red Cross Hos-

])ital," the fact was revealed that under the

TreatV of Geneva, which was confirmed by an Act

of the Dominion Parliament, it is forbidden, un-

der the penalty of a Hne to use the name of "Red

Cross," except with the ollicial Red Cross So-

ciety or its branches.

As numbers of druggists throughout the coun-

trv have been using these words pretty freely,

this should serve as a warning before any prose-

cutions might be taken bv the Attorney-General

against violation of the Act.

BOOKS

"Inorganic Chemistry," Part I., by F. Stanley

Kipping, Ph.D., D.S.C., F.R.S., and W. H. Pcr-

ken, Ph.D., X.S.C, F.R.S., published by W. & K.

Chambers, Ltd., Kdinburgh and London.

This is a new text hook on the elements of in-

organic chemistry, which has been issued by the

jjuhlishers in the belief that the present text

liook leaves something to be desired, particularly

in the arrangement of the subject matter.

The volume before us, Part 1., deals more esjie-

ciallv with the chemical changes, solution and de-

termination of solubility and treats on some

common substances and others, dealing with the

fundamental principles, lea\-ing the study of the

atmosphere and the current gaseous element for

a later consideration.

The authors tell us that the subject matter ot

this work "is essentiallv the same as that of the

Chemists' Syllabus of the London University for

the External Matriculation Examinations."

This volume is exhaustixe of the portion of

which it treats and should commend itself to

students of cliemistrv.

OBITUARY

IMr. Charles Lyman, one of Montreal's promin-

ent business men, died Nov. 13th, his death being

quite unexpected. Mr. Lyman was .seated in his

study when he was seized with heart failure, and
expired almost immediately.

Deceased was born in Montreal, in 1849, and
spent the greater part of his sixty years in his

native city. He was educated in the High
School, Hopkins' tirammar School, of New
Haven, Conn., and subsequently entered Yale

University, where he received his degree of M.A.
Upon his return to Montreal he entered the

lirm of Lyman, Clare & Co., wholesale druggists,

which firm later was known as Lyman, Sons &
Co.

Some years later Mr. Lyman retired from the

firm and established a wholesale drug business,

under the firm name of Lyman, Knox & Co., he

being the chief ])artner in the firm. This firm was
afterwards merged into the National Drug &
ChemLcal Co., Ltd., and Mr. Lyman became Sec-

retar}^, which position he held until his retire-

ment, a few years ago.

Deceased was married to Miss Kate Dean, a

daughter of the late Henry Dean, of New Y'ork.

^Ir. Lvman was an ardent college man, was a

member of the Psi Uplison Fraternity, and also

of the Scroll and Key of Yale University. He
leaves a widow and three children.

MR. .lOIIN LKWIS

.Xnolher of Montreal's leading druggists and

One who is well-lnown throughout the greater

|)art of Canada, has passed away in the person

of Mr. .lohn Lewis, who died No', fttli.

i\Ir. Lewis was liorn in lUanlford, Ontario, and

coniniunccd his drug career in the store of ?dr.

.1. A. I'arl in Montreal, some forty years ago.

I'Mve years later he o]iened bnsiiuss for himself in

Victoria Square, Montreal, where he remained

for twcntv vears, afterwards nio\ing to his new

stand on St. Catherine street, where he continued

until his retirement from business some three

xears ago, when continued ill-health comi.elled

Iiim to give up active work.

l\Ir. T,ew is was recognized as one of the leaders

in his i)rofcssion in Montreal, and was very high-

]\ esteemed bv all his confreres, as well as all

those with whom he came in contact. ...

It's easier to be sensitive than it is to be .sen-

sible.

A TEN THOUSAND DOLLAR DRESSING CASE

A report comes to hand from the Continent in

which the enormous sum of Sio,ooo was recently

given for a dressing case. Mrs. Potter Palmer,

during her last visit to Paris, purchased for this
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sum from an agent of a French countess, a dress-

ing case of the period of Louis XV. containing

seventy-five exquisite toilet articles, each beauti-

fully ornamented. The tops of bottles and jars

are solid gold; on the powder boxes are works of

true art in miniature. It is said the treasure has

been valued at fully three times the price paid by

Mrs. Palmer. The case and fittings were exhibit-

ed at 5 Rue Chaus.se d'Antin, Paris, and, it is

said, set every woman wild with envy.

THE RAPIDITY OF VOLATILIZATION OF
CAMPHOR

By Charles H. LaWall

"Manufacturers of such preparations as cam-

phorated oil and spirits of camphor, whose pro-

ducts are found to be below strength, frequently

attempt to defend themselves against the charge

of wilfully violating the law by claiming that the

deficicnc}' in strength has been caused by volatili-

zation of the camphor in the preparation, owing

to its having stood on the shelves for a long

time." The author states that in order to deter-

mine if the foregoing is true he undertook a few

experiments for determining the rapidity of the

volatilization of camphor and preparations of it.

Cattiiphor, both powdered and lump, was exposed

to the atmosphere in a large closet. The follow-

ing tabulation gives the results :

Lump Camphor—Amount taken, 3.S53 Gin.

Loss after 24 hours, 0.060 Gm., or 1.56 p.c.

Loss after 4 days, 0.337 Gm., or 8.74 p.c.

Loss after 14 days, o.qo4 Gm., or 23.46 p.c.

Loss after 28 days, 1.670 Gm., or 43.34 pic.

Loss after 45 days, 2.387 Gm., or 61.95 pe.

Powdered Camphor—Amount taken, 2.00 Gm.

I/Oss after 24 hours, 0.176 Gm., or 8.8 p.c.

Loss after 4 days, 0.666 Gm., or 33.3 p.c.

Loss after»i4 days, 1. 674 Gm., or 83.7 p.c.

Loss after 20 day.s, 1.998 Gm., or 99.9 pc.

This shows that powdered is much more rapid-

ly volatilized than lump camphor. Official cam-
phor liniment, verilied by a polariscope examina-

tion, was subjected in an uncorked bottle to a

temperature of 40 degrees C. After fourteen days

the strength was estimated to be 19.75 per cent,

and at the end of a month 19.21 per cent. A part

of the preparation expo.sed to ordinary room
temperature in an uncorked bottle for a month
showed a loss of less than 0.25 per cent. Official

spirit of camphor, the strength having also been
verified with the aid of the polariscope, showed
at the expiration of fourteen days an increase of

camphor content from 10 Gm. in 100 c.c. to 11.47

Gm. in 100 c.c. At the end of one month it

showed an increase of 12.04 Gm. in 100 c.c.

The above results, the author states, indicate

that, while camphor itself is rapidly volatilized,

the preparations of it are not sufficiently altered

to justify a manufacturer resorting to such a

defense.—N. J. Pharm. Assoc.

CONFLICT OF AUTHORITY

A case of interest to druggists was held before

the Court of Appeal, in Montreal, Nov. 17th. It

was that of the Pharmaceutical Association of

the Province of Quebec vs. the Modern Drug
Store, Limited, of Hull, Quebec. The action was
to recover ^10,500 fines for alleged infringement

of the Quebec Pharmacy Act, which was a pen-

alty of S25.00 for each shop kept open and oper-

ated in defiance of the law.

The Pharmacy Act forbids anyone to keep a

drug store unless he is a duly registered member
of the College of Physicians and Surgeons, or un-

less he holds a license and is registered as a

pharmacist.

The company defendant, a dul}- incorporated

company, kept two shops open in Hull, where it

retailed drugs, and the present action was insti-

tuted on the ground that it could not do so, being

neither a member of the College of Physicians,

nor the holder of a pharmacist's license.

The company confessed judgment for S50, plead-

ing at the same time that it had the right to re-

tail drugs under its letters patent, and the Su-

perior Court found this confession of judgment
sufficient. Hence the present appeal, where the

question to decide is whether an incorporated

company can open a shop for the jnirpose of re-

tailing drugs.

It was argued on behalf of the j)harmaceutical

.Vssociation that the law provides that every

drug shop must be kept under the name of the

l)ona fide proprietor, who must be a duly register-

druggist or a doctor of medicine. Therefore, if a

corporation cannot be registered as a druggist, it

cannot keep a drug store.

The company argut-s that the selling of drugs

is an act of trade and commerce, that the provin-

cial statutes cannot affect it, as it has a Domin-
ion charter empowering it to sell drugs. The law
forbids a shop to be kei)t open and drugs sold ex-

cept by a licensed pharmacist. The company has

two pharmacists, duly licensed, one of whom
manages each of its two shops.

After argument, the court took the case "en

delibre."

When a man is in love all of the rules are sus-

pended.

A '-oung man seldom begins to rise in the

world until after he settles down.
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"^"'SOLOID'—

i-'HAZELINE'-

rr'ELIXOID'—

"A^'VAPOROLE'-

:^"'WELLCOME'»-

""'TABLOID'

"-"^KEPLER'"

r/'ENULE'—
-'VALULE'-

"."'VALOID'-

The products bearing these Trade Marks arc

issued by :

—

BURROUGHS WELLCOME & Co., London (Em.
Branches: Sydney Cape Town Shanghai

101-104, CoRiSTiNE Building

St. Nicholas & St. Paul Sts., Montreal
AND 45, Lafayette Street, New York City

The sale of articles of other manufacture when any of these
brands are specified in ordering is an .infringement and unlawful.

Full stocks of these and other B. W. & Co.

products are held at the firm's Branches, and at

the following depots :

—

St. John, N B.—A. Chipman-Smith & Co.

Toronto—W. J. A. & H. Carnalian, Cor. Yonge and Bloor
Streets and cor. Carlton and Church Streets

Vancouver, B.C.—W. M. Harrison & Co.

Winnipeg, Man.—W. F. C. Brathwaite

> „ „ The Gordon Mitchell Drug Co.

Depots in all principal cities tltroughout Canaita & U.S.A.

LEVERS BROS. LTD.

Chemically Pure

Refined Glycerine
(MADE IK CANADA)

In Half Ton Drums
561b. Cans, 281b. Cans and

Winchester Quarts

QUOTATIONS GIVEX FOR ANY QUANTITY

SELUNQ AOENT8

John Cowan Co. Ltd.
Montreal Chemical Works

3 Dalhousie Street - Mont»reaI

CHOCOLATES
Distinctive in quality and delicacy of flavor;

but unless you have tried them we couldn't
begin to tell you how really good Hunt's
Chocolates are. Drop us a card to-day for

samples.

We have a complete line of Package
Goods for the Drug Trade, ready sellers

that are sure to please your Customers.

We furnish advertising matter, dummy
boxes for display, and tasting samples, and
give exclusive agencies to hustling repre-

sentatives.

WEITE TO-DAY FOE SAMPLES AND PEICES

successor..

g^^^^ ^ ^^^^ ^^
LIMITED

= = Toronto = =

"IDEAL"
ORCHID PERFUME

Is proving itself to be the most

popular of all Perfumes.

IDEAL"
ORCHID TALCUM

(PRICE protected)

Having an immense sale. t It

pays to sell it.

Sovereign Perfumes Limited
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WE WISH OUR PATRONS AND FRIENDS

H /llberi? Cbiietmae
Enb a

Ibapp^ IRew lear
THANKING ALL FOR FAVORS SHOWN

US DURING THE YEAR

THE LYMAN BROS. COMPANY, LTD.
TORONTO

S/GiVS A.N n SIGN T^ B T TB R S

CRIMSON
ENAMELLED LETTERS

CRIMSON or BLUE ENAMELLED
LETTERS on Oi>AL GLASS FRAMED
WHITE ENAMELLED I ETTERS on

DARK BLUE GLASS FRAMED
CONVEX GOLD GLASS LETTERS on
BLUE (Turquoise) OPALESCENT GLASS

FRAMED
BOSTON BRILLLANT LETTERS (Gold)

on BEVELLED PLATE GLASS (not
Framed)

J-, u. x&xo:^.A.xcx>Etosr Se cjo., a.^ vicsMToiti.A. stp., tfoxcozo'^zto, oivrr.

Special Export
'House for OLIVE OILS of the Province

and of Italy
Registered Trade Ma ' LA MABIE LAtJKE '

Ancient firm, CH. SABATIER & CIE. Established 1876.

Successor, - - CH. BENABEN, at Salon (France).

The firm guarantees their oils absolutely pure and furnishes a certificate of the Laboratory for each shipment.

Sole Agent for Canada THOMAS REID : 9 St. Nicholas St., MONTREAL
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Trade Notes

R.J. Barrett has opened a drug and stationery

business at Osage, Saskatchewan.

Calvert & Forsyth have purchased the drujjj

1)nsiness of Dr. King, Guernsey, Saskatchewan.

The Red Cross Phannacy has opened at New
Norway, Alberta.

J. H. Stiles has opened a drug and stationery

business at Bassano, Alberta.

A. W. Dowsley has opened a drug and station-

ery business at Coleridge, Alberta.

Dr. T. R. Ross has opened a drug and station-

ery business at Bow Island, Alberta.

Will. Fitzgerald has disposed of his drug busi-

ness at Acton, Ontario.

Golding & Co., druggists, of Tottenham, On-

tario, have moved to Toronto.

The Gladstone Drug Co., of Gladstone, Mani-

toba, suffered a loss by fire recently.

Williams & Williams have started a drug and

stationery business at Buchanan, Saskatchewan.

W. G. H. Gibbs has taken over the drug busi-

ness of L. Mills, Carievale, Saskatchewan.

C. H. Stewart has purchased the branch drug

and stationery store of the Love & Campbell

Drug Co. at Nutana, Saskatchewan.

The Sutiimerland Drug Co. at Summerland,

British Columbia, haive added stationery, books,

and jewelry to their stock.

R. H. Nixon has sold his drug business at Ac-

ton, Ontario.

.T. A. Ziiiimerman, druggist, has sold his

Cannon street branch store in Hamilton, Ontario.

Dr. Tugham has sold his drug business at

(irassy Lake, Alberta.

T. V. Woolrich has purchased the drug business

of Brown Bros. & Co., Halifax, Nova Scotia.

.T. F. McCallum has opened a drug store at

ICdmonton, Alberta.

.T. D. McCrostie has purcha.sed the drug busi-

ness of B. G. Tugham, Grassy Lake, Alberta'.

.Toseph Faye has purchased the business of the

Altona Drug Co. at Altona, Manitoba.

F. K. Doidge has purchased the drug and sta-

tionery business of W. C. Smith, Winnipeg,

Manitoba.

The National Drug & Chemical Co. will erect a

large warehouse in Regina, Saskatchewan, in the

sin-ing.

R. .T. Eley has purchased the drug business of

.1. Fyfe, Bladworth, Saskatchewan.

J. M. Hargreaves has purchased the drug busi-

ness of R. T. Hoskin, Winnipeg, Manitoba.

W. P. Peters has taken over the drug bi'isiuess

of L. Roy, Hebert, Saskatchewan.

Ross Bros, has purchased the branch drug store

of W. A. Rife at Wynyard, Saskatchewan.

T. C. Ilatton, druggist, at Owen Sound, On-

tario, died recently.

F. St. Onge & Cie, druggists, at Roxton Falls,

Ouel)ec, have given up business.

It is reported that W. F. Garland has purchased

tlie branch drug store of Beattie & Argue, at

Ilintonburg, Ontario.

G. Tambl3'n will shortly open his fifth drug
store on Yonge Street, opposite Shuter, Toron-
to. He promises to have one of the 6nest fitted

drug stores in the city.

E. Chandler, druggi.st, of Springfield, Ontario,

(lied in November.

The Pharmacie St. Louis, of Montreal, has

been registered.

J. B. Hardy has purchased the drug business of

Clark & McEachren, West Fort Williaiii, On-
tario.

Frank Smith, of the firm of Smith & Carson,

druggists, at St. Stephen, New Brunswick, died

recently.

E. G. Moxon has taken over the drug business

of E. J. Colwell, Truro, Nova Scotia.

R. S. McDonald has taken over the drug busi-

ness of J. McD. Taylor, Halifax, Nova Scotia.

Will. Hines has purchased the drug business of

Copelaud & Co., North Sj'dney, Nova Scotia.

The Raineau Pharmaceutical Co., of Montreal,

lias been registered.

The Dru King Medicine Co., of Toronto, has

been registered with a capital stock of $40,000.

E. B. Mealy has purchased the drug business of

Hawkins, Ltd., King Street Branch, Hamilton,

Ontario.

A. P. Sieveright has purchased the .drug busi-

ness of W. D. Wodehouse, Walkerton, Ontario.

F. E. Morgan succeeds W. H. Chapman in the

drug business at Guy and St. Catherine Streets,

Montreal, Quebec.

Chas. E. Reynolds has purchased the branch

drug store of J. A. Zimmerman, on Cannon

Street, Hamilton, Ontario.

The Canadian Analines and Chemicals Co., To-

ronto, has been incorporated.

J. E. Livernois, Ltd., Quebec, has been incor-

l)orated, with a capital of S8oo,ooo. They will

carry on a wholesale and retail commission and

pharmacy business.

The Formofume Co. have opened a factory in

Michigan City, Indiana, which will be devoted to

the manufacture of their special lines of disin-

fectants, air moisteners, etc.
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CORRECTION

In our last issue, under "Trade Notes," there

appeared the followino : "Wm. Whitehead, To-

ronto, is advertising his business for sale."

Mr. Whitehead informs us that this is not cor-

rect and he is not seeking to dispose of his busi-

ness, and we regret publication of the item.

ON THE USE OF PURIFIED TALCUM.

You can have too much of a good thing, and

that is what the National Formulary gives us iu

the free use of purified talcum.

For example, the elixir cinchonae, in which

they direct the use of it needs no such treatment.

It needs a .filter after the alkaloidal salts are

brought into solution, and scarcely that.

How absurd after one has taken the trouble

and time to clarify his aromatic elixir to muddle

it up again with talcum.

Elixirs containing resinods tinctures are better

treated without talcum if given a week or more

to settle.

One trouble with the purified talcum Is the

amount of impalpable powder present in it. This

powder will sometimes pass through a double

filter, causing much annoyance to the operator.

Its presence could have been entirely avoided if

in the preparation of the i)urified talcum a liberal

amount had been washed awaj'.

The article is cheap and should be washed reck-

lessly in order to secure a powder suitable for

laboratory purposes.

But the greatest trouble with talcum is its

affinity for the inside surface of ai clean glass

bottle and to remain there in a quantity so small

as to be (vinobserved, but to come away at some
later period in a quantity sufficient to destroy

the beauty of some carefully prepared elixir.

The finer particles of talcum can form with oils

and grease an insoluble, indestrtictible cement-

like silicate soap that defies acids, alkalies, hot

water and the brush.

The only easy remedy seems to be when a bot-

tle has once been used for shaking talcum in to

retain it always after lor that purpose.—Rocky
Mountain Druggist.

TORONTO DRUG SECTION

The monthly meeting of the Toronto Drug Sec-

tion of the Retail Merchants' Association was
held Nov. 4th, with a small attendance. Mr.
Struthers in the chair.

Little more than the routine business was done.

The chairman of the Telephone committee asked

for an extension of time in order to .secure proper

information and report.

The question of a manufacturing house supply-

ing merchants other than druggists in towns

where there were drug stores was also brought

up.

The discussion on the condition of affairs in

Toronto in regard to cutting prices created con-

siderable discussion, and it appeared to be the

opinion of those present that a general resort to

cutting of i>riccs of patent medicines particularly

would have to be undertaken in order to meet

the situation.

FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY

The fortieth anniversary of the business known

as the Paterson Drug Store, Wiarton, Ontario,

was recently celebrated. This business was es-

tablished in 1869 by the late Mr. James Pater-

son, who received his pharmaceutical training in

the Apothecaries' Hall, Glasgow, Scotland.

In 1857, Mr. Paterson came to Toronto, and

was engaged in the laboratory of what is known
now as the firm of Lyman Bros. & Co. In 1869,

he opened a drug business on the south-west cor-

ner of Gould and George Streets, Wiarton, occu-

pying it for several years, afterwards moving to

a more suitable location on Berford Street. In

1881, his son, Mr. James Paterson, .Junior,

graduated from the Ontario College of Pliar-

macv', and succeeded the father in business, the

latter dying in 1886.

Mr. James F. Paterson, a graduate of the O.

C.P., 1901, is also connected with the biisiness,

thus making the third in direct line of druggi.sts.

In 1907, the store was entirely rebuilt.

THE LONDON MEDICAL EXHIBITION

Kxceptionallv interesting from a pharmaceu-

tical point of view was the stand of Messrs.

Biurroughs, Wellcome & Co. at the recent London
Medical Exhibition. In addition to a compre-

hensive display of their well-known "Tabloid,"

"Soloid" and "Vaporole" products, the firm ex-

hibited ai number of new products which are the

outcome of recent chemical research and experi-

ment. Of the latter, "Soamin" and "Orsudan"
are the most important. These organic salts of

arsenic are tolerated in much larger doses than

arsenious acid, and are being successfully pre-

scribed for syphilis, malaria, and sleeping sick-

ness.

A series of "Vaporole" Hypodermic products

in hermetically sealed glass containers of special

design was shown. An expanded foot beneath

the bulb keeps each container in an upright posi-
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E. MERCK'S

CHLOROFORM
for Anesthesia

The Chemist's Safeguard

;

Purity and reliability guaranteed by

specifying the " MERCK *' Brand

The

Original

and

Only

Genuine

BEWARB
OF
IMITATIONS

SOLD
ON THE
MERITS OF

MINARD'S

LINIMENT

Ml. wiTCANADIAN OrFICE &SCHO0L
FURNITURE CO -LIMITED.

^=

MA/v€/FA.cri/HEf;fS of
M/GH GaA.DE BA^Vf<

SC//00/:.. LiGfi.xfrk^
& coAfjvrEnciA.t.

Sc ASSEAfBLi C/iA/m

//AJfDH OOD F/N/SN
, GEJVEflALLY.
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The
Innovation Prescription Case

Our Latest Idea for Labor Saving in the Modern Pharmacy.

The Innovation Prescription Case consists of a complete Dispensing Counter, that stands

out in the front store, the front of which consists of handsome perfume cases and mirrors, and of

sufficient height to prevent the customer looking over top of same.

The Dispenser stands on a raised platform and has a full view of the store while at work.

The advantages of this are manifest, it prevents pilfering, keeps the waiting customer patient, and

in a store doing a large dispensing trade, practically saves employing an extra clerk.

Send for Catalogue and special circulars which give full descriptions.

JONES BROS. & COMPANY, Limited
HEAD OFFICE:]

29-3 1 Adelaide St. West
TORONTO
Canada

DRUG STORE BUILDERS
TORONTO, ONT.

BBAl^CHES:
MONTREAL'

OTTAWA
WINNIPEG

i^
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tion ; the neck can be broken ofi easily at the

point indicated by the file mark, and the hypo-

dermic needle introduced so that the whole of the

contents may be drawn up into the syringe.

Pituitary (Infundibulaar) Extract is one of the

latest additions to this series, while "Hemi-
sine" and "Ernutin" are also supplied in boxes

of six containers.

In handling these products the pharmacist has

the satisfaction of knowing that he is supplying

his medical customer with a perectly sterile and

stable product of constant activity. .

B|urroughs, Wellcome & Co. have alwaj's held a

pioneer position in regard to the pharmacy of

Thyroid gland. They have again taken a for-

ward step of great importance by standardising

"Tabloid" Thyroid Gland by chemical ineans

controlled by physiological test, so as to ensure

that the disiccated gland substance, of which each

product represents a definite amount, contains

not less than 0.2 per cent, of iodine in organic

combination.

"Wellcome" Brand Chloroform, beloved of the

anaesthetists for its pure and uniform composi-

tion, was well to the fore, and is now packed in

amber-coloured glass tubes, so constructed that

the thin drawn end can be easily broken aff. The

tube cam then be used as a drop bottle, the point-

ed end being closed by einbed'ding in the cork.

These tubes are issued in 30 cc, 60 cc, and /4-lb.

and loo-gm. bottles are now fitted with drop

stoppers.

"Tabloid" First-Aid was to be .seen in a great

variety of metal and leather cases of fascinating

appearance and ingenious design. We have heard

of ladies who are annually worried by the prob-

lem of what to give their men folk as Christmas

presents ; the enterprising pharmacist who brings

forward the "Tabloid" First-Aid solution of the

problem may do so with profit to himself and ad-

vantage to his clients.

"Nizin," a zinc salt of sulphanilic acid, was

exhibited. It is a new antiseptic which is gain-

ing many admirers owing to its stimulating and

healing properties. In the strength recommended

for lotions it is non-irritating and non-poisonous,

two great desiderata in a ]ireparation of this

kind.

The "Tabloid" Brand Laxative Fruit Pastilles

are verv attractive in appearance, and have an

agreeable flavour. They are packed in neat

alumini,nm and blue metal boxes of two sizes,

suitable for the pocket.

The man who foots the bills always has a kick

coming.

The village gossip never feels the need of a

vacation:

CASSELL'S PUBLICATIONS

The November is.sue of Cassell's Magazine con-

tains many excellent things, amongst others,

"The Last Grand Round-Up, " adventures with

the buffalo in the far West, by Newton McTavish;

"The Confessions of a Rebellious Woman" ; "A
Holiday in Algiers" ; "Lady Molly of Scotland

Yard," etc.

The December issue, the Christmas number,
promises to be one of unusual excellence, the con-

tributions being from well-known authors. There
will also be presented with this number, eight

l)lates in colours, being eight of the most season-

able Royal Academy pictures.

"The Quiver" for November contains the com-
mencement of a new serial story by Annie S.

Swan.

"The New Magaz.ine" for November is full of

interesting stories by good authors. It is an

excellent 15-cent magazine and is deservedly

I'opular.

PERSISTENT ADVERTISER

The constant drop of water
Wears awaj- the hardest stone;

The constant gnaw of Towser
Alasticates the toughest bone;

The constant cooing lover

Carries off the blushing maid;

.\nd the constant advertiser

Is the one who gets the trade.

DR. MARSHALL'S CATARRH SNUFF

Everv retailer knows that the increase in sales

made last vear was due either directly, or in-

directlv, to selling articles that were advertised

and on which a demand had been, or was beijng

crearted.

Dr. Marshall's Catarrh Snuff has been on the

market for 75 years and every druggist knows

about it, but they don't know that it is now put

up in cartons, containing one dozen and one-half

dozen bottles, respectively. These cartons placed

on the show case will sell the snuff rapidly with-

out solicitation, and often to customers who
might not think to ask for it.

It is now being advertised extensively in the

leading newspapers of the United States and

Canada, which is bound to create a large demand

for it, and by displaying it on your coimter you

will get the customers the advertising brings in,

and make 50 per cent, on every, bottle.
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TIME-SAVERS IN THE DRUG STORE

By Byron Ott

Most of us fellows are in the drug business be-

cause we like it. Some of us couldn't do any-

thing else. Many of us like it because we are

making good money out of it. It is the most at-

tractive of all retail businesses. It has, however,

one objectionable feature, and that is the number

of hours a man must give to the business every

day in order to make it a success.

So here comes the question of short cuts and

time-savers in the drug business. Time-saving is

a vital question with us—not alone that we may
reduce our hours, so that we may have some time

for recreation and pleasure, but that we may re-

duce the labor of conducting our business to the

minimum, thereby lessening the expense.

Most druggists find themselves daily at the

grind, doing many things that they have hired

clerks to do, and feeling all the time that their

best interest demands that they be always in the

foreground, and thereby they deprive themselves

of the time that they .should give to the things

that count so much for business.

The only way for us druggists to save time,

and to reduce our labor to the minimum, is to

have a perfect system about every branch of our

business.

The first important step toward saving time in

the drug business should be taken at your desk

or in the office, as the case may be. There must
be system about your bookkeeping. Don't let

your books get behind. Have proper files for

letters and invoices. Don't let your invoices ac-

cumulate on the files after the goods are checked

off, but enter them on your books at once. In

case of error on an invoice, make note of it on

V'our "want book," so that your attention will

be called to it later.

Have some means of knowing when you .should

pay a bill, without taxing your memory with it.

You have enough on your mind without this. I

say again, don't let your books get behind. Be
able to know at all times just where your busi-

ness stands. You will be surprised at the time
saved if you give this important branch of the

business the proper attention.

Every druggist has a system of taking care of

his ca.sh. : Some of us have verv little to take

care of, but whatever you have, gentlemen, take

care of it in a systematic manner.
The second important point is in the classifica-

tion of stock, and it must be so arranged that

the least possible time will be consumed in wait-

ing on the trade.

All drawers in the store should be labeled or

numbered, and a list made of their contents.

Have your laboratory well equipped. Have
enough graduates, mortars, spatulas, etc., to

work with, and see that a graduate or mortar

doesn't have to be washed every time you arc in

need of one. Classify everything in the labora-

tory, and have everything as handy as possible.

It is a big time-saver.

Get that "want book" in a handy place, and if

necessary, have two or three of them, and talk

want book to the clerks until they dream about

it o' nights. It is a worry and a great loss of

time to find out that you are out of about every

fourth thing called for.

Get your orders as nearly ready as possible for

the travelling salesman. His time is money as

well as yours.

There is that mailing list. Have you one? Well,

one isn't enough. Take carbon copies of it, and

have a half-dozen of them always on hand. You
haven't the time to copy one every time it is

called for. Write across the face of them: "Re-

turn" to YOU, and you'll never be out of a mail-

ing list.

Another and very important matter in the sav-

ing of time is the proper supervision of our

clerks.

The clerks are the source of much worrj^ to

most of us. We spend too much time in trying

to keep them bu.sy, and we do too much of their

work.

Have talks with your clerks. Give them a full

understanding as to their duties around the

store. Teach them how to meet and handle the

trade, and you'll soon find that they can handle

it as well as you would ^-ourself. Don't he one

of those conscientious egotists who cannot rid

themselves of the idea that no one can be trusjted

to carry out the simplest details of routine

work without their personal supervision.

One of these fellows who sailed for England
left in his brother'si care a parrot of which he

was very fond. All the way across the Atlantic

he worried alx)ut the bird, and no sooner had he

reached Southampton than he rushed over this

cablegram to his brother: "Be sure and feed par-

rot. " And the brother cabled back: "Have fed

him, but he's himgry again. What shall I do?"

Put some of the responsibility upon your clerks,

and don't keep a clerk that shows no improve-

ment when 3'ou have done all you can to improve
him.

See that they utilize their spare moments in

cleaning and re-arranging stock, filling stock

bottles, and preparing goods for the sales coun-

ter.

And right here is a time-saver that miist not

be overlooked.

It is a great saving of time to have the heavy

drugs, such as epsom salts, sulphur, borax, salt-

petre, alum, etc., put up in the 5 and lo-cent

packages, ready for the trade; likewise glycerin.
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CHOCOLATES

LAST MINUTE
ORDERS

Will Receive Quick and Careful Attention.

We wish our many Costomcrs

in the Drag Trade

A MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND

PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

THE NASMITH CO., Limited,

66 Jarvis St. TORONTO

LOOK!
Below is one of our advs., H'liich will run

continuously for the next six months in the leading

newspapers of the United States and Canada.

V-zatarrh
Heada-iad

USE

Our Display Carton on your show case will

sell it quickly.

Order of your jobber NOW

Musical Instruments
& Talking Machines

Now is the
Time

TO ORDER

Violins, Mandolins,

Guitars, Banjos, Hohner

Mouth Organs and Ac-

|\ cordeons. Victor Talk-

ing Machines. Oiympia

Music Boxes :: :: ::

Christmas Trade
CATAL,OGUES SENT CHARGES PREPAID

THE NORDHEIMER PIANO
AND MUSIC CO., LIMITED
15 EAST KING ST., TORONTO

"ARLINGTON
"Pyralin" Combs
Dressing and Fine

»»

See our range of these goods before

ordering elsewhere. We ha\e a nice assort-

ment at A I value, and are unsurpassed for

durability. We also manufacture infant's

teething rings.

The Arlington Co., of Canada
LLMITED

East
Duncan Bell
Montreal.

West
John A. Chantler & Co

Toronto.
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MONEY
TWrORE MONEY can be made by investment in good Cobalt stock secar-
J.YX ities than in any other way. The greatest opportunities are presented
trom tmie to time whereby a small investment will return an independence.

One Thousand Dollars invested in Crown Reserve Mining Stock at the
start is now worth One Hundred and Twenty Thousand Dollars, and is pav-
ing bixty Per Cent, per annum.

* *t,^"!
^"^^'^'^ Dollars invested in Temiskaming & Hudson Bay shares

at the start has paid over Twelve Thousand Per Cent, profit and is today
worth SIX hundred times the price asked at the start.

\Y/ 9^" y°"/"^^^ ™°"«y faster ? Good judgment is all that is necessary,we claim to have this. Let us act for you.

We deal in all the listed securities, including New York stocks andChicago gram, but make our specialty in Cobalt stocks.

CANADIAN CENTRAL MINES is the opportunity of the moment.

luOOelTr"'^
$1,000,000 charter is divided into onVmillion shades of

Gnw r'/n^T^r^ °7"' 1^" '^''^' P'*°P^'-ti«s situated near Logan Lake,

are fu^v nid f '"f
°" '^' T' ^'"^ °^ *^". ^°"*^^^^ ^^^^- These claimare tuUy paid for and a gang of men are pushing development.

They also own 390 acres of the best oil and gas leases in Tilbury EastTownship, with a production of $4,000 per month from ten well Drimng
oil hnM-^^f^

ahead and at least $1.00 per share will be realized from the

RftvtefnT^\ ^^' '*°'?. '^°/^ f" "* 5^-00 a share within three years!i^itty Thousand Shares are offered at 60c. per share unless withdrawn.

ed delTlopmeT'
°''^''" °" '^"~'^' ^^'^ ^'" ^^^""^^ *° 75c. with increas-

The Directors all paid for their stock and there is no promotion stock.

A.hJ^^ *°\^^,f
'"^' covering all the above properties fully paid, and nodebts against the Company, is Four Hundred and Seventy Fi?e Thousand

WRITE US TO=DAY. We carry Cobalt Stocks on Margin. WRITE US.

PATRIARCHE & COMPANY
STOCK DEALERS

Patriarche Block, Scott St. - TORONTO, Can.
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rose water, castor oil, turpentine, gasoline, car-

bolic acid, paregoric, bay rum, etc. Many of us

do this more or less, but we do not give it the

attention we should.

Carry a scratch pad in your pocket, and make
a note of the things that need doing as they come
to your attention, and place the slip where the

clerks may see it.

There are many short cuts that you can take

in the drug business, gentlemen, but be careful

that these short cuts do not in the end cut down
your cash sales, or cause you trouble in the fu-

ture. Don't be like Bill Thompson, whose dog
got his head stuck in a pitcher. Bill cut ofi the

dog's head to save the pitcher, and then had to

break the pitcher to get the dog's head out.

There are perhaps many time-savers that

might be applicable to the city stores, but not to

the drug stores in the smaller towns, and vice

versa.

During the last Christmas holidays I was
sliort of help, and had to arrange things so that

I could handle the business during the rush hours,

and I will mention just one of the many little

things that I did to save time. My perfmnes

were at the frfJnt of the store, and as my wrap-
ping counter was at the rear, I placed bottles,

small piece of wrapping paper, and a box of rub-

ber bands at the perfume case, so that I could

liandle that part of the business without leaving

the front of the store.

There are many legitimate time-savers in the

drug business, but in order to reduce the labor to

tlie minimum, there must be perfect system

about every brunch of the business.—Western

Druggist. .

CONVICTION QUASHED .

The con\-iction entered against W. H. I,ee,

druggist, Toronto, who was fined in the police

court under the provision of the Lord's Day Act

for selling cigars on Sunda}% has been quashed by
Judge Morson, before whom the case was
brought on Nov. 22nd.

The principal witnesses on behalf of Mr. Lee

were Dean Heebner, of the O.C.I'., Dr. Graham
Chambers, Professor of the O.C.P., and Dr. R.

.T. Dwyer, of St. Michael's Hospital, all of whom
claimed tobacoo to be a drug, and also when in

tlie form of a cigar.

Judge Morson's finding was: "On the evidence

I find that tobacco is clearly a drug, frequently

prescribed by physicians in the form of a smoke,

and therefore conviction on the ground that to-

bacco is not a drug is wrong. If it could be

shown that a cigar was sold by a druggist, not

as a drug, but for the pleasure of a smoke only,

I think that it would be an offence under the

Lord's Day Act. But it is the duty of the Crown
to prove this. There is no duty, in my opinion,

imposed upon the druggist to inquire for what
purpose the cigar is sold, any more than in the

sale of any other drug."

We understand that the case will be taken to a
higher court.

NOVELTIES IN HAND BAGS

Amongst the numerous novelties in ladies' bags
recently introduced by English manufacturers is

the "Girdlet" bag, which is now selling rapidly.

'I'his is made in dilTercnt shades and designs in

embroidered silk and sueded calf, with or with-
out a half-belt attachment. This can be worn
from the shoulder or the waist. Another dainty
bag is stjded the "Summer Girl." This is of

mercerized watered silk, richly embroidered with
a beautifully worked floral design. The "Mar-
ketiere" is an attractive and useful shopping bag
in assdrted colors with a chrome finish, and is

eminently suitable for the purpose for which it is

intended. Tasselled Dorothies are also shown by
this firm in all shades and qualities of leather.

They are provided with silk cords, and look very

smart indeed. The "Promenade" embroidered

pocket to wear in the same manner as the "Gird-

let" is a useful article for lady shoppers, and fills

a long-felt want. It is supplied in watered silk,

with silk cord and leather tassels. The "Nek-il"

is another novelty. This is a dainty necklet for a
lady to wear over the .ordinary collar. It is manu-
factured in twenty-one different shades of leather,

and is studded with pretty beads, wliilst the

buckles are of gilt. We recently noticed a num-
ber of improvements in regard to travelling kit

made by this firm. Prominent among these was
the patent "Non-sag" bag. This is provided with

a spring frame which renders it impossible for

the bag to lose its shape under any circum-

stances. This is an advantage which will be ap-

preciated by travellers, especially with regard to

kit and square bags, which have usually a ten-

dency to sag, especially when exposed to wet
weather.

A SEVERE PENALTY

A correspondent having written the National

Druggist, as to whether "in making a wash for

veterinary use containing denatured alcohol, he

nmst state on the label the kind and quantity of

such alcohol used," the editor of that journal in

reply gives the wording of the Act, and also

strongly emphasizes the fact that druggists

should ever bear in mind that the use of de-

natured alcohol in the manufacture of liquid
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medicines of any kind, whether for internal or

external use, is expressly forbidden by the law.

The law declares that any person who uses it

"for manufacturing any beverage or liquid medi-

cinal preparation, or knowingly sells any

be%erage or liquid medicinal preparation

made, in whole or in part, from such

alcohol, shall on con\dction for each of-

fence be fined not more than §5,000 or be im-

prisoned not more than five years, or both, and

.shall in addition forfeit to the United States all

personal property used in connection with his

business, together with the buildings and lots or

])arcels of ground constituting the ])remises on

which said unlawful acts are performed or per-

mitted to l>e performed."

DECISION AGAINST PROTECTED PRICES

\V. D. Freeman, of the Freeman Perfume Co.,

Cincinnati, Ijrought suit against K. AV. Miller in

the Courts of the Common Pleas, and sought to

recover damages to the amount of $21,600W al-

leged violation of the price protection contract of

the Freeman goods.

The defendant it appears had signed a contract

not to sell the products below the stipulated fig-

ures and also not to supply aU3-one else who
would sell below that figure, and it was claimed

that the contract was violated by furnishing a

"cutter" with a quantity of the goods. The

courts held, however, that "a secret process is

merely the Secret of the manufacturer and is for

all times, so long as he can keep it concealed,

but that the Government only grants monopoly

to a patent or article up to its statutory limita-

tions," and also held that the contract was a

violation of the Common Law and the State

Anti-Trust Law, and the plaintifl could not re-

cover damages.

We understand that the Freeman Perfume Co.

intend appealing against this decision.

USED BY ROYALTY

"Mothersill's "Seasick Remedy" is now kept

on the royal yacht, "Victoria and Albert," and

is used by ro3alty. It is also purchased by the

British War Oflicc for benefit of the troops when
transferring from one station to another. In

connection with tliis we have recently received a

splendid testimonial from Bishop Taylor Smith,

Chaplain General of the Forces. The great Poly-

technic Society of London supply and recommend
it on all their tours. Tlie Salvation Army sup-

ply it to their officers and emigrants for sea-

going journeys. Colonel Roosevelt and party •

used it on their trip to South Africa, with .splen-

did results. They haive names and testimonials

of many others almost equally as famous, who
have used it with the same uniform irood results.

NOTES ON DISPENSING

By A. Schleimer, Rutherford, N. J.

There are numerous ways by which the exiieit

dispenser overcomes many of the difficulties of

every-day dispensing, not only saving time and

labor, but, what is far more important, gaining

an intimate knowledge of, and familiarity with,

the nature of the goods he handles, that could

not be obtained in any other manner.

It is surprising to the novice to see the man of

older experience turn out a product with ease

and promptness that he has found not only diffi-

cult but sometimes impossible.

I will oiler a few suggestions that I have found

serviceable.

THE METRIC SYSTEM

For some reason or other the metric or French

system still seems confusing to many dispensers.

The average store is not equipped with the

weights and measures of the system, and the only

thing possible, therefore, is conversion. There is

a good reason for this state of affairs, though at

first glance it would seem that it would be a

simple matter to equip oneself with the proper

weights and mea.sures and use them wherever

specified.

The trouble is that our containers are not made
according to the metric system. It would not be

so bad to dispense 100 cc. in a .4-oz. vial, or even

250 cc. in a 12-oz., but a 500 cc. or a i,ooo-cc.

mixture would have to be put into a quart and

half-gallon bottle, respectively.

This applies not only to the prescription coun-

ter but to the laboratory, and until custom de-

mands that containers be made according to the

French system, its use as a whole will l)e imprac-

tical.

In converting from one system to another, the

plan generally used is to refer to a printed com-
parison table. This method is not only compli-

cated and consumes a great deal of time, but is

not exact.

The only proper way is to figure on a percent-

age basis. This is not only exact, but takes little

time. For in.stance, take 5 cc. of a salt in a 100-

cc. mixture; if you are going to make an ounce

of the mixture, the amount of salt required is 5

per cent, of 480, or 24 grains. If one will only

bear it in mind, there is no dilTerence between the

metric and our own monetary .system.

It frequently happens that a formula calls for

parts by weight, where one or more of the in-

gredients are considerably lighter or heavier than

water. In cases of this kind the specific gravity

must be taken into consideration. Let us take,

for example, diluted sulphuric acid. The formula

calls for 100 grammes of acid and 823 grammes
of water. As there are very few stores that have
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The Eureka Ointment Pot.
REDUCTION IN PRICE

is now well known and is one of the most

popular jars on the market. We for-

merly made it only in Flint, Amber and

Emerald Green. We now furnish it in

Opal as well, in the dispensing sizes,

^oz. to 4 oz. sizes.
FOK SAI^ BY JOBBEBS

T. C. WHEATON CO.
EXPERT BOTTLE BLOWERS

EUREKA OINTMENT POT LIST
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a scale that can be used for this purpose, it is

necessary to convert the weight of the acid to its

equivalent in liquid measure.

In order to find what one pound of liquid will

measure, divide I by the specific gravity, and

nmltiply by i6. The result will be the measure-

ment in ounces. This greatly simplifies the mak-

ing of solutions where weighed quantities are

specified.

Sulphuric acid, for instance, will be found to

measure approximately 8.75 ounces (liquid) to

tiie pound.

TINCTURE IODINE

The tincture of iodine i.s another annoying pre-

I)aration of the U.S. P. Made the way it gener-

ally is, by adding the iodine and iodide to the

proper amount of alcohol and setting aside, so-

lution never completely takes place.

According to the U.S. P., potassium iodide is

soluble in alcohol to the extent of i in 12. This,

however, is not so. It is barely soluble i in 20,

which is the j^roportion tailed for in tincture of

iodine.

Rub the potassimn iodide in a mortar with suc-

cessive portions of alcohol until all is taken up.

Then place the iodine in a perforated test-tube

and allow it to hang just beneath the surface of

the liquid. By this method the tincture can be

I)repared in half a day in any quantity.

If you have not a perforated testrtul)e, an open

tube will answer as well. Take a piece of wide
tubing, partially close it at one end, and tliue it

at the other. Then simply close the narrow end

witli glass wool, to hold the iodine. Just why
I his formula has been adopted by the U.S. P. I

could never understand, when the addition of 5
])er cent, of water would make a more satisfac-

tory product.

There are two reasons given for adopting this

particular form.ula: One is that it allows the-

tincture to be mixed with "water; and the other

is that the iodide makes a more stable prepara-
tion, by preventing a too rapid volatilization of

the iodine. Allowing the reasons to be correct,

tliere could be no objection to the addition of the
water, and it would greatly simplify the pre-

paration of the tincture. The fact of the matter
is, however, that the alcohol is much more vola-
tile than the iodine, and there is no necessity
therefore of "preserving" the iodine.

While on the subject of iodides, it may be well
to note that there is no such solution of potas-
sium iodide as i in i. Not only doctors but
druggists generally seem to think that it can be
made into loo-per cent, solutions. Prescriptions
for this are frequently written, on which satirra'ted

solutions are generally given. The U.S. P. states
that the salt is soluble in 0.7 parts of water.'
The best that I have been able to obtain at ordin-

ary temperature is i in 0.8, which is considerably

mider 100 per cent.

SYR. FERROUS IODIDE

First place your filings or card-teeth in a Flor-

ence flask, add about one-half the full quantity of

water, then the iodine. Plug the flask with some
absorbent cotton, and set aside in a place a little

cooler than normal temperature, so that the re-

action takes place slowly. I^et it stand about 12

hours, when the reaction will be complete. Heat
to boiling, and when cool enough filter, adding

the balance of the water through the filter. Place

tile liquor to which the proper amount of sugar

has been added in an evaporating dish over a gas-

stove flame turned very low. Add a few filings,

or, better still, place an ordinary steel spatula in

the dish, taking care to see that the spatula is

perfectly clean and free from grease Stir occa.-

sionally over this low heat until the sugar is

completely dissolved. Add the hypophosphorous

acid, and bottle. This will give you a beautiful

light-green syrup that will keep under all ordin-

arj' conditions without change of color.

AlvKALOIDS

The alkaloids of quinine, codeine, strychnine,

etc., are not generally to be found in stock in the

ordinary store, for the reason that they are sel-

dom called for. Occasionally, however, one will

get a call for them, and it will be necessary to

prepare them from the salt that is on hand. The
only objection to making them extemporaneously
is the fact tliat when you want them, you want
them at once, and in a dry condition, and the

ordinary method of preparing them consumes too

much time. Dissolve your salt in water, using

the necessary amount of acid where needed for

completing solution. Precipitate the alkaloid

with ammonia (it is best to do this in a bottle),

and then add .suifficient ether to take up the alka-

loid. By means of a small separatory funnel run

the ether solution into a small evaporating dish,

where it will evaporate and leave the alkaloid

ready for use in a perfectly dry state, in a short

while.

STOCK SOLUTIONS

There are a number of stock solutions that are

always in use, such as Dobell's, lead and opium,

etc. The most convenient way to keep these is to

make them up double strength, and dilute them
with an equal amount of water when dispensed.

Most stores have stock solutions of different salts

that they use frequently as a matter of conven-

ience, such as the bromides, iodides, etc. In mak-
ing the.se, the solution is first made and then fil-

tered. A simpler method is to pour the salt on

a filter and add the proper amount of water, al-

lowing it to filter and dissolve right into the
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stock bottle. There is no way of figuring how
much space a salt will take up in solution. The
only way is to measure the amount of liquid it

takes to make a certain amount of solution, and
make a note of it for future reference. Do not for-

get that no two salts are alike in this respect.

BLAUD PILLS

I doubt if there is a greater bugbear in thePhar-
iiiacopoeia than these pills. The main objection

to this foriiuila is the use of tragacanth as an ex-

cipienl. In using this the resultant mass is

spongy and elastic, and almost impossible to

handle. By using the same quantity of acacia in-

stead, then adding suifficient glycerin and water
(mixed in proportion of glycerin i, water 7), a

good mass will result that can be turned out in

as .short a time as any other pill.

SCALE SALTS

It is frequently necessary to dissolve small

amounts of scale salts for prescriptions, such as

iron citrate, argyrol, etc. Wherever permissible,

these salts may be placed in a mortar with a

little granulated sugar and triturated and dis-

solved easily. Very often this cannot be done,

however; then the easiest way is to pour a little

cold water in a test-tube, then carefully pour the

salt on to the water. Apply a gentle heat, and
the salt will dissolve at once. Be careful to pour

the water dowm one side of the tube and the salt

down the other, or dry side; also to add the salt

to the water. If the water is poured on the salt

it will be sure to "gum."

MUCILAGE OF ACACIA

In making mucilage of acacia, measure the con-

tainer and take sufficient quantities to fill it up
to the cork, so that there will be as little air

space as possible. Place the gum in the bottle

and wash with cold water and drain. Add to the

gum the proper amount of water which has been

heated as hot as possible without danger of

breaking the bottle. Set aside and allow to cool,

without shaking. After it is thoroughly cool add

the lime water, and cork. Carefully invert the

bottle, and the gum will dissolve in a reasonably

short time. The object in using hot water is to

"set" the gum so that it will stick together and

adhere to the bottom of the bottle "en masse."

Care should be taken to see that it is thoroughly

cooled before adding the lime water.

OLEATES

Occasionally it is necessary to make an oleate

for a waiting customer. If the alkaloid is rubbed

up in a mortar with a little ether and then the

acid added, it can be dispensed at once after

warming sufficiently to drive off the ether.

MTJCILAGE OF TRAGACANTH

Rub the gum in a mortar with a little alcohol,

in which it is not soluble. Add the glycerin and

the water, then heat moderately to drive oil the

alcohol. The U.S. P. preparation takes 24 hours

to make. It can be made this way in a few min-
utes, and the product will be far better than

when made according to the U.S. P.

POWDERED CAMPHOR

When camphor is wanted on the prescription

counter it is a great convenience to have it in

po\\dered form. When powdered by the ordinary

method it soon cakes and is as inconvenient to

handle as the gum. If it is first dissolved in al-

cohol and the solution then poured into water,

the precipitate can be dried on a filter paper at

ordinary temperature, and will stay powdered in-

definitely.

TINCTURE BENZOIN COMPOUND

Take a salt-mouth bottle that will hold more
than the quantity you want to make. The or-

dinary Gibson candy bottle answers very well for

a half-gallon quantity. Take an ordinary sugar

bag (the ordinary cheese cloth used for straining

will answer) and insert it in the bottle, tying the

top firmJy to the neck of the bottle. With a

spatula put the storax in the bag, then the bal-

ance of the' ingredients. Then add the required

amount of alcohol. Draw the bag up and tie it

firmly, so that the contents cannot spill by acci-

dent, and lower so that it lies just below the

surface of the liquid. The tincture will be ready

for use in two days' time, and will not require

filtering.

CARBOLIC ACID

Carbolic acid is generally received in bottles of

one or five pounds. The resolving of the crystals

to the liquid state is a very annoying process. If

done cold it takes too long, and if heat is used

there is always danger of breaking the bottle,

with the attending loss, and filling the store with

the odor of the acid. The simplest method is to

add to the crystals in the bottle the necessary

amount of water, or diluted glycerin, as the case

may be; then add sufficient liquefied carbolic from

stock to fill up to within an inch or two of the

lip, leaving just enough room to insert a good

cork. Stand the bottle aside in an inverted posi-

tion, and in a reasonably short time the solution

will be complete.

The really great man is great because of the

force within. One who has hewed and cut his

own wav is always admired because from small

beginnings he arrives at great endings. The great-

ness is enhanced when a man sacrifices his own

interests for those of the multitude of his fellows

whom he seeks to serve. Posterity bows to those

illustrious dead who "tried to leave the world

better than thev found it."
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ABSTRACTS FROM THE SQUIBB LABORATORY
NOTEBOOK*

By John A. Dunn, of E. R. Squibb & Sons

The revival of interest in ollkial preparations

on the part of doctors and druggists has natur-

ally caused considerable activity among manu-

facturing pharmacists, most of whom felt not

only the desirability but the practical necessity

of presenting to the trade strictly ofhcial pre-

parations which would be in every way accept-

able. This has resulted in the publication oi

many criticisms of the official preparations and

many suggestions as to how they might be im-

proved. All of these criticisms and suggestions

that are made in the proper spirit must be wel-

comed by those who have the interest of the

Pharmacopoeia and National Formulary at heart.

These abstracts from our laboratory note books

are for the most part slight, but we think im-

portant, modifications of the original formulas

as found in the Eighth Edition of the U.S. Phar-

macopoeia, and the Third Edition of the Nation-

al Formul&rv. Most of them were worked out

during the past two years by diflerent members

of our laboratory force. A few of them have al-

ready appeared in print in the pages of the bul-

letin of our association, but we have thought it

best to include them in this brief abstract.

Before reading them 1 will pause for a moment

to say that the various formulas were carefully

tried in their original form and only when found

unsatisfactory was an attempt at modification

resorted to. And in this connection I would also

remind you that these are but a few of the many

formulas embodied in the pages of the works

mentioned, and that both works as a whole will

stand as a credit to all tho.se engaged in their

production and compilation.

Let us consider first prepairations of the Phar-

macopoeia.

ACID HYDRIODIC DILUTE

The following formula, while rather more trou-

ble to carry out, gives a much cleaner prepara-

tion than tile U.S. P.:

Solution of iron iodide, N.F Cc. 150

Barium hydrate crystals Gm. 125

Sulphuric acid, U.S. P., about. ..Gm. 42.2

(Diluted with water to 100 Gm.)
Acid, hypophosphorus, dil Gm. 50

Distilled water, q.s. to make 1,000 Gm.

To the solution of iron iodide add the barium

hvdrate crystals dissolved in 500 Cc. hot water.

Keep hot for one-half hour, drain on cloth and

wash magma till free from barium iodide. Con-

centrate solutions and washings to 400 Cc, add

enough hydrogen sulphide solution to remove all

*Read before the Section on Practical Pharmacy and
Dispensing of the American Pharmaceutical Association,

DRUGGIST.

iron, filter and feed in the sulphuric acid with

constant stirring until the solution contains a

very slight excess of suljjhuric acid. Let settle

six or eight hours, or over night, draw ofl clear

liquor, add 200 Cc. water, stir, and iet settle

again and draw off. Repeat washing of barium

sulphate once more in same way. Combine all

the washes, add the dilute hypophosphoric acid,

assav, and add sufficient water to make the pro-

duct assay 10 per cent.

ACID SUI/PHURIC AROMATIC

We still continue to adhere to our modification

of the U.S. P., i860, formula for this preparation

in preference to the present official preparation.

I will not take up time in comparing the two
formulas but get at once to the modification.

This consists in simply mixing the sulphuric acid

with a portion of the alcohol and percolating the

spices with the cooled mixture holding back just

enough of the ailcohol to displace the remaining

acid mixture from the spices. The process is a

sim]}le and easy one, and the product pharma-
ceutically unobjectionable and we believe thera-

peuticallv superior.

CATAPLASM KAOLIN

Bv the U.S. P. formula as it stands we are not

able to make a satisfactory preparation. The
preparation made by it is not smooth enough and

will separaite. The following formula gives an

easy way of introducing the boric acid, and when
mixing has been thorough, a \ery smooth pro-

duct results :

Kaolin Gm. 555
Glycerite boroglycerin Gm. 261

Glycerin Gm. 181

Methyl salicylate Gm. 2

Thymol Gm. 0.5

Oil peppermint Gm. 0.5

Proceed as directed in the U.S. P., except that

the glycerite of boroglycerin and glvcerin are

added at the same time.

CERATE CANTHARIDES

The formula pf the 1890 U.S. P., which uses oil

turpentine instead of the liquid petrolatum of the

1900 U.S. P. formula, gives a much more potent

preparation.

COLLODION

The formula we suggest gives a collodion which

is more contractile than the IT.S.P., due to a de-

crease in pyroxylin. We red|uce the pyroxylin 50

per cent. The formula is :

Pyroxylin Gm. 20

Ether" Cc. 750
Alcohol Cc. 250

In this preparation we omit the Canada turpen-

tine to avoid the possibility of irritation from

its use. We recommend the following formula :

Pyroxylin Gm. 50

Ether" Cc. 720
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PLANTEN'S
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CAPSULES
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BRISTOL-MYERS CO.
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EDISON PHONOGRAPHS
WITH CYGNET HORNS

Equipped to play Amberol Four=minute records,
play twice as long and give double the amount of pleas-

ure as before. With these added improvements the de-

mand has also doubled. The dealers handling Edison
goods are aware of these facts. The coming Holiday
Season it is almost impossible to anticipate the demand.
As we establish but one dealer in a town for the sale of

this popular and weU advertised make of Phonograph

YOU CAN CONTROL THE SALE OF THEM
by placing your order at once and agreeing to the con-
ditions of sale.

THE
R. S. WILLIAMS
WINNIPEG, MAN. TORONTO. ONT

& SONS CO
LIMITED

iMM DRUGGISTS and DISPENSERS
Practical Show Card Instructor

shons >ou how. \ou first read the way to do it and then see how it is done by the illustrations.

Everything is simple and easy to understand, showing how to
begin, use of materials, and inexpensive methods for making an
endltss variety of high class show cards designed expressly for
Drug Store and Soda Fountain use, and the same can be made at a
fraction above the cost of common, blank cardboard. <

nHllGCISrs' DISPFNSrRS

I*-", 'f INMI'KIIII S t_'
/ The book contains fifty full page lettering exercises and new

'

show card alphabet charts that are up-to-the-minute with practical
instruction. Over 200 show card and price ticket illustrations are
reproduced from plain rapid work to artistic designs. Many are
finished with scroll and background designs in air brush effect,
together with explicit instructions how to do the work in all
branches in a neat and satisfactory manner

space of unlimited possibilities, and neat show cards are assistant clerks.

Page size of book 6 by 9 inches,
direct from the Publishers.

show window represents valuable advertising

' pages. ORDER NOW and get a copy of this new book. Price $1.00, postpaid

Selling Agent^THE CANADIAN DRUGGIST, Toronto, Canada
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Alcohol Cc. 230
Castor oil Cc. 50

This jfives a very white and flexible film.

THE U.S.P. EFFERVESCENT SALTS

While the general principle underlying these

jireparations, that of fnrni.shing the moisture of

the formula from the materials in it, is a good
one, we found that in every case it was necessary

to maike some change to give a formula that not
only works Mell but a product that keeps well.

Moreover the clause in the working directions,

"bv the aid of careful manipulation with a wood-
en spatula," should be entirely omitted. The mix
ture should be allowed to acquire a soft, doughy
consistency without any manipulation and then

rubbed through a sieve. The formulas which fol-

low have all been tried and proved.

EFFERVESCENT CITRATED CAFFEINE

The formula of the F.S.P. furnishes too little

moisture and works badly particularly on a

small quantity. To obviate this defect we de-

creased the amount of tartaric acid and increased

the amount of citric acid which contains crystal

water and also substituted crvstallized sodium
carbonate for part of the bicarbonate. Our for-

mula follows :

Caffeine, citrated Gm. 40
Acid, tartaric, powdered Gm. 150
Acid, citric (No. 24, powder) Gm. 335
Soditim bicarb Gm. 510
vSodium carbonate, cryst. No. 24,

powder) Gm. 100

To maike about 1,000 Gm.

EFFERVESCENT MAGNESItnvr SULPHATE

When the magnesium sulphate is dried till it

ceases to lose weight it does not make a' clear

solution in the eflervescent mixture, moreover

when tartaric acid is used the solution of this

effervescent salt is not clear.

W'hen one proceeds as follows a nice preparation

respilts, completely and readily soluble :

Magnesitim sulphaite. No. 24 gran-
ule Gm. 500

Drv at moderate heat till it

weighs Gm. 41Q
Then add citric acid fresh powder

from uneffloresced crystals ...Gm. 365
f^odium bicarb Gm. 428
To make about 1,000 Gm.

EFFERVESCENT LITHIUM CITRATE

In this case also the formula of the U.S.P. fur-

nishes too little moisture and works badly, par-

ticularly on a small quantity'. W'e foimd it neces-

sary to decrease the amount of tartaric acid and

increase the amount of citric acid which contains

crvstal water and also to substitute crystallized

sodium carbonate for part of the bicarbonate.

Our formula follows:

Lithium citrate (No. 24, powder).Gm. 50
Sodium bicarb Gm. 575
Sodiimi carbonate, cryst. ("pow-

der to No. 24) Gm. 50
Acid, tartaric, powdered Gm. 17.S

.-Vcid, citric, uneffloresced crvstals
(.powder to No. 24) Gm. 341

To make about 1,000 Gm.

- EFFERVESCENT POTASSIUM CITRATE

The U.S.P. formula gives a product which does
not keep. W^e found it necessary to keep out the
tartaric acid entirely and u.se a small amount of
sugar to give a little hardness to the granule. It

is not necessarv to dr]i- the potassium citrate
first as the U.S.P. states. Our formula follows:

Potaissium citrate. No. 24 gran^
yle Gm. 200

Sodium bicarb Gm. 560
J^ii^ar Gm. '75

Acid, citric, uneffloresced crvstals
(powder to No. 24) Gm. 500

To make about r.noo Gm.

EFFERVESCENT SOniUM PHOSPHATE

W^e replaced some of the ex.siccated sodium
phosphate with granulated sodium phosphate to
supply additional water, also slightly increa.-^ed

the total acid to give a finished product which
would taste faintiv acid and not .so flat as that
which is obtained bv u.sing the U.S.P. formula.
Our formula follows :

Sodium phosphate. No. 24 gran-
ule Gm. 100

Sodium pho.sphate, exsic Gm. i6n
Sodium bicarb Gm. 480

Acid, tartaric, powdered Gm. 255
Acid, citric, uneffloresced Cpow-

der to No. 24) Gm. t8o

To make about 1,000 Gm.

EXTRACT OF COLCHFUM CORM

We use 10 per cent, acetic acid insteaid of 6 per

cent, acetic acid for the extraction of the drug,

for the reason that less menstmm is required and

the resultant product, while identical therapeu-

tically, makes a smoother and nicer extract.

FLUID EXTRACTS

The question of alcoholic strength in the men-

strmims of our various medicaments is an old

one. Those of lus who can go back forty or fifty

vears know what an important part it has play-

ed in the perfection of medicinal preparations. A

menstruum must be chosen which will dissolve

all the active principles of the driug in the quan-

tity of liquid that can be u.scd, but where there is

a choice between nienstruums of different

strengths, the weaker one should be chosen.
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FLUID EXTRACT OF ACONITE ROOT

We think the committee of revision took a step

in the right direction when it rednced the alco-

holic strength of the menstnuim for this prepara-

tion from 91 per cent, alcohol to 70 per cent,

alcohol, and we think it would have been still

better had they gone further and made it 41 per

cent, alcohol. This latter degree of strength ex-

hausts the drug completely and gives a fluid

extract that not only fully represents the drug,

but has this advantage as well, it mixes with

water and other simple diluents much better than

the more strongly alcoholic one, a ver}' desirable

thing with so potent a remedy.

FLUID EXTRACT OF CIMICIFUGA

We find a menstruum of 60 per cent, alcohol ex-

hausts the drug completelv when the repercola-

tion process is iised, and have therefore not

changed to the 92.3 per cent, alcohol adopted by
the last edition of the TJ.S.P.

FLUID EXTRACT OF DANDELION

We are not able to adopt the TJ.S.P. , iQoo, for-

mula for this preparation because experiments

showed that soon after the addition of the caustic

soda the .solution became cloudv and soon began

to deposit. After a comparatively short time a

voluminous deposit had formed which settled

very slowly. We were therefore obliged to con-

tinue with the fomiula of the TJ.S.P. , i8qo, u.sing

the cold repercolation process. We think it de-

cidedly better to leave the addition of the solu-

tion of sodium hydroxide, when needed, to the

pharmacist.

FLUID EXTRACT OF LICORICE ROOT

The process given in the TJ.S.P., 1890, is a good
one. It is in accord with the general method for

making TJ.S.P. fluid extracts and gives a good
product. The process of the U.S. P., 1900, is

cumbersome and somewhat troublesome, amd
after all does not yield a product which has anv
advantage over the 1890 preparation.

GLYCERITE OF, BOROGLYCERIN

The TJ.S.P. gives a preparation that is apt to

discolor during the process of making. By in-

creasing the boric acid we get a whiter prepara-
tion :

Boric acid, gramiular Gm. 350
Glycerin, q.s. to make 1,000 Gm.

Follow TJ.S.P. directions.

SOLUBLE FERRIC PHOSPHATE

When the 1890 TJ.S.P. was official it was im-
possible to make a green salt with the formula
given. We preferred to follow the formula and
get the salt that the formula gave rather than
the green salt described.

DRUGGIST.

When the eighth revision came out, no formula

w as given, but a green salt was described, so we

had no choice but to make the green salt amd a

formula which will yield such a salt is here given:

Solution iron tersulphate Gm. 135
Caustic soda, U.S.P Gm. 50
Citric acid Gm. 53%
Sodium phosphate Gm. 76

Water, sufficient to make 1,000 Gm.

Directions.—Dilute the iron tersulphate solution

with 300 Cc. of water. Dissolve the caustic soda

in 300 Cc. of water in a container which holds

about 2,000 Cc. Pour the diluted tersulphate of

iron solution into the diluted caustic soda solu-

tion rapidlv and with constant stirring, then fill

the container with water while stirring. When

settled decant and wash three times. Drain the

magma of most of its water. Dissolve the citric

acid and the sodium phosphate together in just

sufficient cold water, feed into' this gradually the

iron magma, let stand for about twenty-four

hours and warm it to about 60 degrees C. (140

degrees F.), and when the solution is complete,

bath at a temperature not exceeding 60 degrees

filter. • Concentrate the filtrate over a water

C. (140 degrees F.) to a syrupy consistency and

spread on plates so that when dried the salt may
be obtained in scales without heat.

BENZOATED LARD

We obtain better results by dissolving the ben-

zoin in just -sufficient alcohol and pouring this

solution into the melted lard, then completing

the preparation as directed by the U.S.P.

OINTIMENTS OF THE U.S.P.

Anhvdrons wool fat is of great service in the

preparation of ointments made with chemicals

which drv hard and gritty. It affords an oppor-

tuiiitv to use freshly-precipitated magmas drain-

ed as thoroughly as possible. For example—in
the case of the U.S.P. formula for ammoniated
mercur3r ointment it would be possible to leave

12 grammes of water in the magma by using 28

grammes anhydrous wool fat instead of 40

grammes h3-drous wool fat and still finish up
with a strictly U.S.P. ointment absol|Utely free

from grit. This also applies to ointments such

as ointment of iodide of potash where water is

necessary to dissolve a chemical in the formula.

OI,EORESINS

We continue to use ether in the preparation of

the oleoresins, as experiments have proven that

it gives a much smoother and nicer oleoresin. In

our hands the product viclded from male fern by
TT.S.P. acetone contained so much undesirable

extractive that we found it necessary to purify it

bv dissolving in ether. There is no more trouble

in handling ether than there is in handling the

official acetone, and now that the cost of ether
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Prospects Are Good

Brighten Up Your Store

It is not a bit too early to start the ball rolling and encourage

the "Early Shopping" idea by making some display yourself.

We would suggest a Holly window, it will remind your custom=

ers of the approaching Holiday Season. We have,—

Holly Crepe Streamers

Holly Crepe Tissue

Holly Crepe Napkins

Holly Boxed Papeteries

Holly Boxed Pen Holders

Holly Boxed Fountain Pens

There exists great scope and opportunity for the display of

good taste in a window that must influence the buying public.

We have a splendid line.

Warwick Bros. 6i Rutter, Limited
Manufacturing Stationers Toronto, Canada

J
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has fallen to about one-third what it was at the

time of its abandonment in favor of acetone, it

may be worth while to consider whether the

U.S. P. should not go back again to the use of

ether.

During the progress of the eighth revision of

the U.S. P. we advocated the use of cottonseed

oil instead of linseed. We have had no reason to

change our views and still think it would be more
desirable in every way, especially as to the keep-

ing qualities. Working with cottonseed oil we
find it is not iiecessar}- to use alcohol to hasten

the saponification if in its place a little soap is

used previously dissoh ed in twice its weight of

water. This will aid saponification even more
than the alcohol. About 50 grammes of soap is

sufficient for 400 grammes of oil.

SOLUTION IRON CHLORIDE

\\e find the U.S. P., 1900, test for oxychloride

of iron not safe to follow. When the loss of acid

which occurs in the manufacture of this prepara-

tion is made up so that the solution stands this

test it will not make a tincture without precipi-

tating a basic chloride of iron. We, therefore,

continue to make up this loss of acid to the point

when the solution stands the U.S.P., 1890, test

for oxychloride.

SBIPLE SYRUP

The best sugar to use for this purpose is what

is known in the market as "Crystal A" Confec-

tioner's Sugar. This fact has been mentioned by

many different people but still does not seem to

be taken advantage of by the pharmacists gener-

ally. The importance of it is shown up very

clearly in such syrups as syrup iodide of iron and

syrup of hydriodic acid which keep a much better

color when this sugar is used. We believe some
statement explaining the difference between the

ordinarv' granulated sugar and the above-men-

tioned \ariety would be of advantage to the

pharmacist.

SYRUP OF FERROUS IODIDE, U.S.P.

The diluted hypophosphorous acid used in this

formula to preserve the green color has been

found unsatisfactory in our experience. The use

of one-quarter of i per cent, of citric acid instead

of the diluted hypophosphorus acid has proved

very satisfactory. The sugar used in this as in

all syrups should be what is known as Confec-

tioner's "Crystal A Sugar."

TINCTUliE OF FERRIC CHLORIDE

The i860 formula by which the solution of iron

chloride is made with an excess of nitric acid,

.gives a product containing more volatile ethers.

consequently more aromatic and agreeable to the

patient. By the following slight modification of

the U.S.P. formula it is possible to practically

duplicate the i860 product :

Solution, ferric chloride, U.S.P...Cc. 350
Acid, nitric, U.S.P Cc. 0.5
Alcohol, q.s. to make 1,000 Cc.

Warm the solution iron chloride to about 40
degrees C, add the nitric acid and then the alco-

hol. Mix thoroughly, etc.

COLORS FOR PAINTING PHOTOGRAPHS

Complexions.—Dark : Venetian red and Roman
ochre, with a little rose madder. Fair : Scarlet
\ermilion or light red with pink madder, and
Indian yellow or yellow ochre. Shadow color
(for deeper tones) : Indian yellow or Venetian
red or rose madder, each color used separately
according to complexion. The neck must be
grayer than the face and slightly pink on the
collar bone ; arms, hands and elbows pinkish.

Hair.—Put the color on in masses, and if pos-

sible have a piece of the hair as guide. Brown :

Light purple hue, shadows sepia. Gray : Cobalt
Roman ochre and sepia

; a little scarlet may be

added. Auburn : High lights, little neutral tint

and lake
; shadows, burnt imiber. Chestnut :

High lights and very dark shadows, slightly pur-
ple

;
general, color, burnt amber and slake. Sepia

may be added. Red : Venetian red and lake, or
burnt sienna if not very red. Black : Indigo laike

and gamboge mixed, or lampblack modified with
lake or indigo according to color.—British Joum.
Phot.

SAGE HAIR TONIC

Fluid extract of sage 8 ounces
Tincture of green soap 7)^ ounces
Tincture of red cinchona 3 ounces
Tincture of cantharides i}^ ounces
Glycerin 4 ounces
Chloral hydrate 20 drachms
Cologne (good quality) 15 ounces
Oil of bergamot 4 drachms
Oil of sweet orange peel 4 drachm.s
Oil of neroli, P.G '.^ drachm
Alcohol 4 ounces
California brandy, enough to

make i gallon

ilix the first five ingredients together; dissolve

the chloral hydrate in the cologne; make a

mixture of the oils in the alcohol and add

to the cologne; then put all together and let

stand for a week or longer. Filter through pre-

cipitated phosphate of calcium.—P. H. Utech, in

Bulletin Pharmacy.
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Formulary SOAP POWDERS

EMULSION OF IODOFORM

Iodoform a suilicient quantity

Hydrous lanolin 2 ounces
Cottonseed oil, enough

to make i pint

Triturate the iodoform with enough cottonseed

oil to form a smooth paste. Add the lanolin,

rub the mass until it becomes smooth, and then

add the remainder of the oil with constant

trituration. The resulting product will be a per-

fect emulsion that will not separate.—P. J. Win-

ton, in Bulletin Pharmacy.

SOLUTION IRON ALBUMINATE

The following formula by Prof. Hemm, of St.

Ivouis, is said to afford a solution giving good

results. It is stated that it keeps any length of

time, and does not precipitate; and that it has a

pleasant and agreeable taste, withoiit astrin-

gency. Dose, i teaspoonful to tablespoonful.

Dialyzed iron 12 fl. dr.

Kgg albumen 12 fl. dr.

Cinnamon water 30 fl. dr.

Alcohol 30 fi. dr.

Hydrochloric acid 15 drops
Water, to make 18 fl. oz.

The white of egg is diluted with the cinnamon
water, and filtered. The iron, previously diluted

with water, 6 fl. oz., and containing the acid is

added to the filtered liquid and the two shaken

together; then add the alcohol, and lastly enough

water to make 18 oz.

FACE POWDERS

I.

White talc 6 pounds
Fine white kaolin 3 pounds
Powdered orris 1 pound
Extract of jasmine 100 minims
Oil of neroli 20 minims
Vanillin 5 grains
Artificial musk 30 grains
Heliotropin 30 grains
Coumarin i grain

II.

White talc 6 pounds
Fine white kaolin 3 pounds
Powdered orris i poimd
Carmine 250 grains

Perfume as in the foregoing.

III.

Talc 4 parts
Starch i part

BORAX SOAP POWDER •

Soap 5 pounds
Sodium hydroxide 3 pounds
vSodimn silicate 2 pounds
Sodium borate i pound

LONDON SOAP POWDER

Soap 6 pounds
Sodium hydroxide 2 pounds
Pearlash i pound
Sodium .sulphate i pound

CIIESnCAL SOAP POWDER

Equal parts of soap, sodium hj-droxide and

sodium borate, perfumed with oil of eucalyptus.

DRY SOAP POWDEG

Dessicated hard soap 28 parts
Sodium carbonate (crystals). 68 parts
Anhydrous boric acid i part
Boron nitride i part
Ammonium chloride i part

VETERINARY REMEDIES

CURES FOR SADDLE GALLS

Zinc oxide 1 ounce av.
Water i ounce av.
Salicylic acid

J^
ounce av.

Mutton tallow 2)^ ounces av.

I<ard 5 ounces av.

(2.)

Tannin i ounce av.
Powdered camphor 2 ounces av
Zinc oxide 3 otmces av.

Mix and sift through a fine sie\e.

Sprinkle on the raw or injured surfaces, after

having washed with tepid water and carbolic

soap.

^ •

^^-^
Tannin 1 ounce av.
Powdered camphor i ounce av.
Powdered golden seal % ounce av.
Compotind tincture of ben-

zoin 6 fl. ounces
Glycerin 10 fl. ounces

HORSE LINIMENT

Oil amber 2 fl. oz.

Camphor 4 fl. oz.

Carbolic acid 3 fl. oz.

Oil sassafras 4 fl. oz.
Oil tar 2 fl. oz.

Oil turpentine 2 pints
Crude petroleum 5 pints

Mix and dissolve.

A caterpillar each month eats food weighing

6000 times its own weight. So would the edi-

tor's "kid" if he could get it.
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Conditions for Selling

Dr. Pierce's Medicines
BY THE

Retail Druggists in the Dominion

Were Never Better!

Owinff to the Protection Afforded by

Our Serial Number Contract Plan

which has cost us a great deal of

money, the Druggist can get Full Price

for these old-time Favorite Remedies,

and he can make a fair legitimate profit,

because Dr. Pierce's are

IHE ONLY POPULAR MEDICINES

which are not universally sold at cut

prices. We have done our best to

protect you. Why not push for Dr.

Pierce and the World's Dispensary?

Can we send you a Window Display

or can you use our Memorandum Books

to advantage?

^Mm Mm MmMMMMM
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DRUGGISTS

FRONT VIEW
(Showing display space In front and top

BAC
Showli

TRIANON CRYSTAL
PATIt

This is a combination of Silent Salesman

Everything right at your hand when yom
We outfit a Drug Store from the Sidewalk

TORONTO SHOW
5, 7» 9» II, 13' 15, 17, 19.

IJAMES G. KENT, President (late Gowans, Kent & Co.) R. W. Mcclain, Gen. Manager (late Gowans. Kent & Co.)!
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HOW eASES
B R31 bs

V
Section

DRAWERS AND SUB=DIVISIONS

:OUNTER CABINET
ED

Uing Counter and Stock Cabinet,

stomer says the word,

the back door.

:ASE CO., Limited
, DEFRIES STREET

W, M. PEFERUN, Sic.-TiMS. (i>t= Gowans, Kent & Co

)

HABRY CHIHN, Suiieriiitendinl
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Photography

UNIFORM TONES ON "GASLIGHT" PAPER

The addition of tribasic sodium phosphate

(Na8P04) to the developer for "gaslight" photo-

graphic i>aper, says Haubeirisscr in Kder's Jar-

buch (through Brit. Jourii. Photog.), insures a

uniform black tone when a number of prints are

developed successively in the same solution. The

writer directs the use of from 3 to to drops of a

lo-per cent, solution to sufficient developer to

cover one print.

IMPROVED PHOTOGRAPHIC FIXING BATH

Xaiiiais after many ex])criiuents with photo-

grauhic lixing baths containing a hardening agent

reports (Atelier des Photog.) that he has found

that the addition of sodium acetate prevents the

decomposition of the sodium hvjiosulphite in

baths containing chrome alum. The following,

he says, is a great imi)roveinent on the usual

hardening fixing bath as it renders gelatin com-
pletely insoluble in about ten minutes, and re-

mains clear :

Sodium hyposulphite 250.0 grammes.
Chrome alum 7.5 grammes.
Sodium acetate 25.0 grammes.
Water, enough to make.. 1000.o c.c. (mils).

Dissolve the hypo and the chrome alum separate-

ly, each in sufficient water to make 500 c. c.

(mils.)
;
mix the two solutions and dissolve the

.sodium acetate in the mixture.

VIOLET-TONED PHOTOGRAPHIC PAPER

A French process for making a printing-out

photographic paper which tones to a very deli-

cate violet tint is described in the Photo-Era. In

this process a good paper stock i.s lirst floated

on the following salting solution :

Ammonium chloride i ounce.
Rock candy i ounce.
Water 20 ounces.
Ammonia water enough.

Dissolve the rock candy in half the water,
heating gently

; filter the solution. Dissolve the
ammomium chloride in the rest of the water,
and mix the two solutions. If the mixture is

acid, neutralize with ammonia water. The salt-

ed paper having been dried is sensitized by float-

ing it on the following bath, and dried in the
dark :

Silver nitrate 1 ounce.
Distilled water 8 ounces.

The printing is continued until the color is very
deep as it bleaches out in toning. The prints are

toned in a combined bath, or in a gold bath and

fixed in the ordinarj^ way Before toning, how
ever, they are moistened in a bath of

Ammonia water 10 drops
Water 20 ounces

The prints are toned until they are a deep purple

then washed in three or four changes of water-

color in the shadows. After the prints are fin-

ally washed and drained, but before they begin

to dry, they are coated with a mixture of equal

parts of white of egg and water applied with a

soft brush.

STOCK SULPHITE SOLUTION

As is well known, a solution of sulphite of soda
will not keep very long, but according to the

"British Photographic Journal" the following

solution will keep a long time :

Sulphite of soda 2 oz.

Potassium metabisulphite 2 drs.

Water 10 oz.

These should be dissolved in water of about 90

degrees F., and, when dissolved, the solution

should be raised to the boiling-point and then al-

lowed to cool. This solution is the one referred

to as the "neutral-sulphite solution" in the fol-

lowing amidol and pvro development formulae.

PHOTOGRAPHS ON LINEN

Photograjihic prints on fabric always seem to

possess a peculiar fascination for photographers,

and the following baths, which I have found to

work well with linen, will possibly prove useful

when inquiries are made of the photographic

dealer, says a contributor to the Chemist and

Druggist. The salting-solution is made by mix-

ing arrowroot 2 dr. with distilled water 7 oz. and

then adding common salt 2 dr. and acetic aicid

B.P. I oz. Next dissolve tannic acid 2 dr. in

distilled water 7 oz., and mix the two solutions.

The linen should be thoroughly washed to remove

the dressing and allowed to get nearly dry. It

should then be immersed in the salting-solution

for three minutes. Dry and immerse in the

sensitising-solution, made by dissolving silver

nitrate in the proportion of 50 grains to the

ounce, and slightly acidifying with nitric acid

(% minim to the ounce is ample). Dry the sensi-

tised fabric in the dark. Print deeply, wash, and
tone in a sulphocyanide bath; wash and fix as

usual. The process works easily, and the prints

should be fairly permanent.

Don't waste time hunting trouble; it will find

,ou soon enough.
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:^ REX CHOCOLATES

R[:G ISTEREO

50c., 60c., 75c. and $1.00 per lb.

Distinctive Chocolates for those who discriminate.

WILL SATISFY THE MOST EXACTING.

Phone M. 4359 341 Queen St. West Toronto

,^=^^

TORONTO,C7\NADA
MAKER&0FALLKIND5 ,,,

.^.yO, ROILING,

Made in Canada
OUR CATALOGUE

GRADE C
SHOWS TME ENTIRE LINE

THIS [C.?" «
TRADE MARK 15 YOUR GUARANTEE

HORUCK's

The Original and Only Genuine

Samples^ Signs^Window
Displays or Fountain
Outfits will be shipped^

Free and Prepaid^ to the

Trade, upon request.

HORLICK'S MALTED MILK CO.
RACINH Ot-u)matori< of WIS., U.S.A.

HorUck-s Malted Milk
HorUok'i Malted Milk Lunch Tablets
Horllck's Food, Horllck't Dlattold, etc.

GILMOIR BROS. S CO. 25 St. Peter Street

MONTREAL. CANADA
SOLE AQENTS FOR CANADA

NEW GOODS THIS MONTH
DISTILLED EXTRACT OF WITCH HAZEL

—this year's slock.

MILITARY HAIR BRUSHES in fancy leather

cases—from $2.50 to $4.50 pair.

TOILET PAPER— 5c. and 10c. Lines-
Special Value, $3.00 case upwards

FRENCH PERFUME m , o. b .tties $2..so

per bottle.

We also have some special job lots In
Sundries, previous to stocktaking.

En Wact Se Cf\ Wholesale 176 King St. East
. U. WeSl CC to., Druggists, TORONTO

iVierrij Xtnas!
WE take this opportunity of thanking

our many customers for their

esteemed patronage during the past year,

and solicit a continuance of same in the

coming NEW YEAR.

We hope that this New Year will be a

successful one, and this is practically

assured if you stock

LISTERIAN SURGICAL
DRESSINGS

STEVENS CLINICAL THER-
MOMETERS

and General Line of Sundries and
Rubber Goods.

Write for Latest Catalogue.

J. STEVENS & SON CO.
LIMITED

TORONTO
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YOUR STOCK OF PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES IS NOT COMPLETE

WITHOUT

VULCAN PLATES
AND

ARQQ
DEVELOPING PAPERS
AND POSTAL CARDS

THE DEFENDER TIPSTER TELLS YOU
ALL ABOUT THEM, A COPY FOR THE

ASKING

Defender Photo Supply Co.
ROCHESTER and PHILADELPHIA 131 Bay Street, ToFOIltO
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Optical Notes

ACCURACY IN REFRACTION
By Edward Jackson, M.D., before Philadelphia College

for Graduates

Many persons with ametropia of low or mod-
erate degree use their eyes freely and suffer no
inconvenience. From this it is often assumed
that to leave uncorrected a part of the refractive

error when prescribing len.ses will not seriously

lessen the benefit. This assumption involves two
errors. First, that all persons can overcome
ametropia without feeling the worse for it ; and,

second, that the altered amietropia created bv a
partial correction will be as well tolerated as the

same amount of ametropia arising during the

development of the eye, and to which the patient

has always been accustomed.

The fact is, those who do not suffer from their

ametropia do not come to pis for relief. Those

who do come do not endure with comfort the

strain which an error of refraction imposes. The
same error of refraction which will cause in one

person no discomfort whatever, will produce in

another continuqus aching of the eyes and head,

in a third terrific paroxysms of sick headache, in

a fourth conjunctivitis, in a fifth chronic inflam-

mations of the lid margins, and in a sixth dis-

turbances of digestion and general nutrition. Not
one of these persons may ever suffer from the

symptoms complained of by the others; and
doubling his ametropia or increasing the strain

by increased use of the eyes fails to produce the

other symptoms, even though the particular

symptom he does complain of be increased in

severity to the point of rendering the use of the

eyes impossible.

One patient with a dioptre of astigmia has a

chronic blepharitis of years' standing, but has

never had a headache in his life. Another patient

with the same amount of astigmi&j comes for

headaches that keep her in bed a day each week
;

but her lids appear, and have always been, abso-

lutely normal. Both are cured by the correcting

lenses. To reason that the one suffered no harm
from his astigmia because he never had headache;

or that the other suffered no harm because she

never had blepharitis, all would admit to be very

irrational. But to assume, because some people

tolerate a moderate hvperopia without symptoms
that therefore those who come with the symj*-

toms will be relieved, although we leave an equiv-

alent amount of their hyperopia uncorrected, is

at least equally irrational.

That patients will not tolerate an altered amc
tropia thrust upon them by an imperfect correc-

tion, as well as they will the ametropia that has
developed with their eyes, is a fact that may be
observed in many cases. An instance of it so
obvious that no one practising ophtlmiology can
i.gnore it, is shown by the over-correction of

iivperopia. We meet people withjlow myopia who
have never felt the slightest inconvenience from
it. Who have never realized that anvone could
see more clearly at/ a distance than themselves,
although such myopia might amount to 0.5 or
I D. But did anyone ever know a h}T>erope, ac-

customed to perfectly clear distant vision, to ac-

cept an over-correction for his hyperopia without
noticing the blurring of vision and complaining
of it, even though this over-correction were but
one-quarter or one-eighth of a dioptre ? If any
one thinks that this annovance from acquired

ametropia is confined to the over-correction of

hyperopia let him put on a one-quarter dioptre

concave lens, or one-quarter dioptre cylinder,

placed at such an axis that it shall change with-
out correcting his previous astigmia, or better
still, place—0.25 before one eye and a X 0.25 be-

fore the other. The wearing of such lenses for a
few hours will convince most persons that the

alteration of ametropia, even without any in-

crease in the amount, is annoying and harmful.
The effect of astigmia at a different angle, or of

an unaccustomed difference between the two eyes,

can develop headache in persons quite unaccus-
tomed to it.

Similar effects are produced through the eyes of

patients when we prescribe lenses in which the

cylinder is placed at the wrong axis, or the dif-

ference between the two lenses is not properly

adjusted to the refractive differences of the two
e^^es. Such harm and annoyance' is greater when
the error is made in the direction of an over-

correction ; so that the kind of ametropia is re-

versed. The common teaching to give partial

corrections is based, more than on anything else,

upon the inaccurate gi\ing of over-corrections for

what were intended to be full corrections. If you
cannot correct ametropia accurately, by all

means give only partiaJ corrections. They will

make a great deal less trouble than errors in the

opposite direction.

But over-correction is not the only error that

can make trouble. Every inaccuracy in the esti-

mation of ametropia will lessen the chance of

relieving the patient. Sevent\- \>er cent, of my
patients who come for refractive errors come

wearing lenses that have been given b}- some one

else. And most of the.se come because such lenses

have failed to give relief on account of inaccuracy

in the measurement ot ametropia. We meet some
patients who go from doctor to doctor unsatis-

fied when the fault is in the expectation or man-

jier of life of the patient ; but nine out of ten
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patients who seek a new correction for ametropia

do so because the preceding: measturenient of their

ametropia has been or has become inaccurate.

Everv j^atient that leaves one of you for s-uch a

cause, and gets relief b}- a more accurate correc-

tion from some one else, works an injury to your

repiytation more definite and pronounced than

other kinds of failure will produce.

One other fact noted by many observers bears

upon the importance of accuracy in the measure-

ment of refraction. The low or moderate degrees

of ametropia are more likely to cause chronic

and obstinate headaches, and other forms of ner-

vous disorder, than are the higher degrees of

ametropia. I recall the case of a phy.sitian over

6 feet in height and of heavy build, past 50 years

of age, in good general health, who suffered from

di/./.iness and nervous dy.spepsia : and who was

only relie\ed by the constant wearing of his cor-

recting lenses :

R. + 0.37 C + °-25 cy. : L. + 0.2!; Sph.

On two different occasions within four years he

tried leading off his distance glasses. Each time

there was comparative comfort for a few weeks,

then gradually increasing dizziness and disturb-

ance of digestion. These symptoms soon passed

away again with the renewed wearing of the

correcting lenses.

That such low ametropia may cause persistent

s\-mptoms suggests that any inaccuracy in the

measurement of the refraction that will leave

even this amount uncorrected is liable, in a cer-

tain proportion of patients, to prevent the relief

that they would get from accurately fitted

glasses. Were these reasons for accuracy in re-

fraction work better appreciated there would be

more attention to certain details of method
necessary to the attainment of accuracy.

The measurement of refraction, in so far as it

is work for a professional man, is chiefly a ques-

tion of exactness. Any person can stop at the

stand of a street peddler, hold a glass before his

eyes amd conclude that he sees better or worse

with it than he does without. And the peddler

can assist bv picking the glasses out of the case

or even by holding them before the eyes. It has

too often happened that something of this kind

slightly elaborated has passed as a measurement
of refraction in the rooms of the optometrist or

the office of the oculist. Between it and the

skilled diagnosis of ametropia th.ere is a long

interval. But the steps that lead from one to

the other are almost entirely improvements in

accuracy of method.

The first step toward the attainment of accur-

acy is the checking of results by measurement

with different methods. There are a dozen dif-

ferent practical ways of measuring the refraction

of the eve. Every one of them is liable to it.s

peculiar errors, onh' to be eliminated by com-
parisons with the results obtained by some radi-

cally different method.

Something additional might be learned regard-

ing the refraction of an eye by subjecting it in

succession to evers^ one of the different methods.
But by siicli a course other conditions of accuracy

would be violated. Not only will the patient

refuse to pay for the indefinite repetition of all

these measurements : the interest and endurance

of both patient and ophthalmologist fail after a

certain time ; so that the measurements become
])rogressively less accurate, and the latter would
only serve to confuse the more accurate results

obtained by the earlier tests.

Three methods of high possible accuracy that

differ most completely from each other, and

therefore tend to correct each other's deficiencies,

are the ophthalmometer, the shadow-test, and

the subjective test with len,ses and test letters.

The weak point with the ophthalmometer is that

it measures only cornea-l refraction. Both, of the

other methods measure the total refraction. The
weak point of skiascopy is that it shows too

many kinds of refraction at once, the ametropia
yar\'ing in different parts of the dilated pupil.

Both the other methods indicate the refraction of

only a j^art of the pupil. The subjective is weak
in that it is subjective, and especially in fixing

the meridians andt amount of astigmia. Both the

other methods are strictly objective and especial-

ly .siiited to the determination of astigmia.

I believe the habitual u.se of these three meth-

ods giyes the most accurate determination of

refraction. But either one of them can be re-

placed b}' some other method without greatlv

impairing the accuracy of the combined results.

The subjective method with test letters at 4 or 6

meters, and lenses, would be hardest to replace.

But even this could be replaced by the .simple

optometer, a convex lens giving an artificial far

l^oint, with small test objects that can be brought

near or ]ilaced farther from the eye.

A general condition of accuracy is this : ac-

curate i^hysical measurements are only possible

when the value or dimension to be measured is

fixed. That is the greatest reason for using a

cycloplegic. If a drug is not used to fix the state

of refraction, we may avail ourselves of the dis-

position to reduce the indistinctness of vision to

a minimum by the so-called "fogging method."

It is because the a.symmetry of the come&i is

constant during observation that the ophthal-

mometer gives such definite information ;
and

becau.se the total astigmia remains practically

unchanged under the conditions of the test that

skiascopy has peculiar value in fixing the meri-

dians and amount of the astigma, even without

a cycloplegic.
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o
OOK over your Nyal pur-

chases since you received

your last DIVIDEND.

You may be qualified to receive

another Dividend before the year end.

If you have earned it, or nearly so,

it is better to qualify and secure your

free goods before inventory time.

It makes your showing more satis-

factory for the year.

If you have earned your Dividend

we would rather you had the goods.

Frederick Stearns
WINDSOR J r^ DETROIT
ONTARIO and Company Michigan

o 'v_^
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THE SCIENCE OF OPTICS
A modern, scientific profession is thoroughly attained by taking a Course in our College.

The Science of Optics, as taught by us, extends from the anatomy of the eye, through the laws of
light and lenses, in their relation to the refractive error of sight, including diseases and abnormal con-
ditions of the Ocular System, so as a graduate is able to define abnormal conditions immediately.

With a little consideration on your part, you will agree that three months is none too long to acquire
a thorough and practical training in this profession. Regular three months' Course for Refractive and
Dispensing, or Doctor of Optics, $too oo each. Applicants can enter any time, and we direct studies
until Course commences. Private instructions by appointment.

EMPIRE COLLEGE OF OPHTHALMOLOGY, Limited, 358 Queen St. West, TORONTO

The Canadian College of Optics.
OUR CORRESPONDENCE

hat beeu such a success that we would like you to know what those

any time. The same diploma is given correspondence

W. B. HAMILL, M.D.. Oouliat

COURSE IN OPTICS
who have taken it have to say. Correspondence Course can beoii
students as class room students. Write for full particulars to

J^anea Building. TORONTO

TheWaterloo School & Office Furniture Co., Ltd.
Head Office and Factory at WATERLOO, ONT.

Manufacturers of High
Class Modern Interior

Hardwood Finish of

All Kinds •<*< -^ -m j< -j*

Our Specialties :

BANK FITTINGS
OFFICE FITTINGS
STORE FHTINGS
HOTEL FITTINGS
POST OFFICE FITTI.NGS

Also Fittings and Furniture for
Public and Private Buildings of
every description. Estimates fur«

nished on application.

NOIE—We have a larpe stock of

moJem Show Cases, similar to cut, on
hand. These we wfll sell at a consider-

aV'le reduction. List of sizes and prices

sent on application.

THE WATERLOO SCHOOL & OFFICE FURNITURE CO., LTD.
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f]nsi^n Qoods Hu^e Success
Properly placed on the market our Agents and Dealers have found

perfect satisfaction and good profits.

INTERESTING TO YOUR CUSTOMERS—PROFITABLE TO YOURSELF

SEND FOR CATALOGUE

The United Photographic Stores, Limited
AlONTREAL OTTAWA QUEBEC TORONTO

'Km

.^ URING the past few years we

I

J

have secured many increased

contracts from our old sub-

scribers, who are using larger

numbers of reports and books.

Can you imagine a stronger

argument for the quality of our service

and for your need of it ?

R. G. DUN & CO.

Dose Table B.R 1898
This table, which appesred originally in The Canadian Drug-

Gist, has been carefully compiled and is now published in sheet form on
heavy paper, suitable for tacking up in the laboratory, classroom or study.
It has been found very helpful for

Students in Pharmacy and Medicine

and should be in every dispensary as a ready reference. The drugs and
preparations of the British Phatmacopceia 1898 are all classified under
the dose designated by the Pharmacopreia and are so arranged as to be
seen at a glance. A copy of the table will be mailed to any address on
receipt of 10 Cents.

CANADIAN DRUaaiST, Toronto, Out.

The National Photo Bulletin
will sell Photographic Goods for You

If you are handling our photographic goods, and will send us a

list of names of those interested in photography in your town or

district, we will each month mail to them free cf charge a copy

of our Photo Bulletin. The Bulletin is crammed full of useful

information for photographers, including descriptions of the latest

applications and methods. With the first copy we will send a

letter stating that the Bulletin is sent at your request and that

you will be pleased to show any of the articles described in it.

Send in your list at once then note how your sales of photo-

graphic goods increase.

National Dru^ and Chemical Company
of Canada, Limited

Montreal
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The next j)i-iiicii)le to be observed is that the

contrast ninst be made as nearl}- simultaneous a«

poss.ible. Very few of us meeting two persons a

block apart, who were within an inch of the same
height, would be able to say with certainty

which was the taller. But stand the two side by
side and the dilTerence is perceived by every one.

The gradual rise of a line or surface may be en-

tirely imperceptible, although a very small frac-

tion of that rise made suddenly could not be

overlooked. So if you want the patient to choose

which is the better of the two lenses, his answer

will be more delinite and more sure to be correct

if the change is made instantly. This, and not

mere convenience or economy of time, is the rea-

son for using supplementary lenses before the eye;

an additional lens held before those already in

the trial frame, instead of taking one of these

out and substituting another. To pass from one

lens strength instantly to another, to pass from

one cyclinder axis to another instantly, is the

method by which we can learn with the greatest

certainty and the most minute exactness which

lens best corrects the ametropia present. Any
method or device that interferes with this imme-
diate contrast diminishes the accuracy of the

result.

Another essential principle is to arrive at the

correction from both sides. Make sure that any

increase or decrease in the strength, any turning

of the axis either way, makes vision worse ; or

brings out the linear appearance of light in the

pupil that indicates uncorrected astigmia ; or

causes the mires of the ophthalmometer to over-

lap or separate as the case may be. To follow the

rjule sometimes laid' down, of changing the lens a

certain way until it gives full vision, rarely gives

an accurate result. You nmst go on until you

have passed the point of full correction, before

you can be sure that it has been reached.

With the ophthalmometer accuracy depends on

seeing distinctly the images reflected from the

cornea. The instrmnent used by daylight has

been unsatisfactory jirincipally from failure to

properly adjust the illumination. Looking

through the telescope we see, along with the cor-

neal reflections of the mires, the iris stroma as a

background. If the iris be strongly illuminated

the light from it will overpower the light re-

flected from the cornea (the images of the mires),

which will appear faint or be entirely invisible.

To bring out the reflected images strongly, so

that they will be readily seen and their overlap-

ping estimated with certaint}-, we must haive the

mires strongly illuminated and the background

in comparative darkness. BjUt feeble light

should fall upon the patient's face and iris ;
as

he sits with his back to a window, from which

the direct light of the sky falls fully upon the

ophthalmometer. The oi)lithalmometer does not
lix the meridians of astigmia with great accur-
acy, but by sweeping the instrument back and
forth, and esi)ecially by carefully determining the
direction of both the jirincipal meridians, a fair

approacli to accuracy may be made.
With skiascopy we are watching as a test object

a little area of light on the patient's retina
;

seeing how changes of lens or changes of distance
influence its appearance and movements. Near
the point of reversal this test light area becomes
greatly magnilied, and correspondingly indelinite
at best. To attain aiccuracy it is necessary to
inake it bright, small, and as delinite as possible.
To make it bright we use a brilliant source of
light, the incandescent mantel, the acetylene
flame, or the electric light. To make it small,
amd also to give it a delinite edge, we use the
shade with an opening

; or use a very small elec-
tric lamp. The opening is made circular so that
astigmia may ha\e a chance to determine the
shape of the light seen in the patient's pupil.
The worst defect with the electric skiascope or
retinoscope is tha.t the light used coumionly does
not give you a point of light, but a line, so that
you see in the pupil an apjx-arace of astigmia
when no astigmia is present. Or, this line of
light overbalances the astigmia present, and you
see the appearance of a band in the pupil at an
angle dillerent from that which the astigmia
would properly give. You can, by turning your
skiascope to dillerent angles, cause the band in
the pupil to change its direction. By this
manoeuvre one can ascertain that the band he sees
is due to his electric lamp, and not due to astig-
mia. But the existence of such an appearance
adds greatly to the difliculty of using the electric
instrument and detracts from its accuracy.

With the incandescent mantel, or a flame used
through the opening in a shade, we can diminish
the size of tlie point of light on the retina by
diminishing the size of the opening in the shade.
But with an3' diliusion in the eye, as there al-

ways is, diminishing the size of the opening dim-
inishes the brightness of the rcctinal light area.

Then diminishing the size of the opening renders

necessary diminishing the size of the sight-hole

in the mirror
; and a very small sight-hole in the

mirror is dillicult to see through in the dark
room. 1 think the practical limits are : a sight-

hole in the mirror of 2 mm., or a little less, and
an opening in the shade 3 mm. in diameter.

But the smallness and the deliniteness of the

light area on the patient's retina do not depend

simply on the source of light and the opening in

the shade. Tliej- depend also upon the refraction

of the patient's eye. If this is irregular, or such

that a perfect image is not formed on the retina,

the light area is correspondingly blurred or dis-
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lorted. Kow in the dilated pupil we always liiid

the refraction near the periphery is irregular and

difiers materiailly from the refraction at the cen-

tre. Hence dilation of the pupil renders the light

area on the retina distorted, indellnite and con-

fusing,—impairs the accuracy of the test.

It is worth while to try skiascopy, before using

any mydriatic. In a great majority of eyes the

meridians and amount of astigmia can be deter-

mined more readilj- and definitely with the pupil

nndilated. The importance of this point may. be

appreciated when we bear in mind that the area

of the pupil admitting light varies as the square

of the diameter, so that in an 8 mm. piupil the

ring of space within 1.2 mm. of the periphery,

admits more light than all the rest of the pupil,

and this dillused light prevents the accuracy of

the test. When necessary the diffusion can be

cut down by the pupil stop that I have described.

But it is of practical importance to make the

determination of the astigmia with the pupil

undilated.

Of still greater importance are the methods of

obtaining accuracy with the test lenses and test

cards ; because the subjective test usually makes
the final deci-sion as to the lens required. Al-

though it is a subjective test it can be given

much of the significance of an objective test by
having a sufficient number of test cards, and re-

quiring the patient, when he says he can see

better, to read some additional letters. Follow-
ing this plan one may escape being misled by the
patient's impression that the sight is made bet-
ter or made worse bv a certain change of glass.

Accuracy is also facilitated by making such
decided changes with the lenses at first as to

make it absolutely certain that the error of re-

fraction lies within certain limits. Thus a pa-
tient with I D. hyperopis, even if of very moder-
ate intelligence, will answer promptly and posi-

tively that a convex lens is better than a concave,
and where a X 2 D. lens is placed before his eye
will, with equal certainty, choose a concave
rather than an additional convex held before it.

In this way it is established that he has hyper-

opia of less than 3 U. Most patients will answer
with equal confidence when a change of 0.5 D. is

made either way ; and thus show that the ame-
tropia lies between 0.5 and 1.5 D. Having deter-

mined this with certainty, we begin testing to see

whether the refraction is really i D. or 0.25 D.,

more or less. Having settled this point, it is

time enough, if the vision is normal, to see

whether an increase or decrease of one-eighth

dioptre is indicated.

In the case of astigmia the decisions of the

strength, and the direction for the cylinder are

best reached with the astigmic lens. Having
placed before the eye the cylindric lens that seems

indicated by the opthalmometer, skiascopy, or

other previous test, we proceeded to revise this

determination by. use of the astigmic lens held in

front of the lenses in the. trial frame. The astig-

mic lens is mounted in a ring attached to a
round handle, so that b}' a slight movement of

the tli|Umb and finger its effect cam be instantly

reversed. The strength of the cylindric correc-

tion is modified by holding the astigmic lens

with its axis parallel to the axis of the cylinder

in th'e trial frame. The handle makes an angle

of 45 degrees with the direction of the axis. A
slight rotation of the handle, reversing the faces

of the lens, changes the axis 90 degrees. In one

jiosition the astigmic lens adds its strength to

that of the cylinder before the eye. In the other

position it tends to neutralize the cylindric lens

before the eye. The patient, choosing between
the two, decides whether he sees better with the

cylinder increased or diminished in strength.

If, however, we place the astigmic lens with its

axis 45 degrees from that of the cylinder in the

trial frame, and then reverse its faces, we get the

effect of adding a cylindric lens turned first to one

side, and then to the other side. The cylinder in

the trial frame, with astigmic lens, gives a cer-

tain combined cylindric effect ; and the turning

of the astigmic lens from side to side, has the

effect of turning the axis of the combination (in-

stantly) from a certain number of degrees one

way, to a certain number of degrees the other

way. The patient, choosing which is preferred,

decides which way the axis of the cylinder should

be rotated.

These two uses of the astigmic lens : (a) to test

the appropriateness of the strength of the cylin-

der chosen, and (b) to determine the direction in

which its a'xis should be placed, are to be alter-

nated ; and the changes they indicate made in the

cylinder placed in the trial frames, until that

strength and direction ha\e been found, any

change in which will iinjiair the effect of the lens

combination, and will impair it about equally

whether the change be toward increased strength

or diminished strength ; or turning the axis in

one direction, or in the opposite direction.

The strength of the astigmic lens that can be

used with advantage depends on the acuteness of

vision that the patient obtains with the combin-

ation. With poor vision the changes made must
be great, if they are to be certainly recognized by
the patient. With better vision a smaller change

in the lens effect can be recognized with certainty,

and the limits of possible inaccuracy thus dimin-

ished. For vision of less than one-half the nor-

mal the astigmic lens convex 0.25 D. in one meri-

dian and concave 0.25 D. at right angles thereto

will be found most serviceable. When vision

rises to about normal, convex 0.12 in one meri-

I
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POSTAGE PREPAID. NO TWO

OUR SPECIAL ASSORTMENTS OP

lew Year F

CARDS ALIKE IN ANY ONE ASSORTMENT

OUR bPUv-i-^i- .-voow.v. - —

Christmas and New Year Post Cards

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 1
*>00

loo to sell 2 for 5
$l.oo

Costs you
2 50

Sells for '

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 2 $»-00

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 5 $3.00

300 to sell 2 for 5

Costs jou "'

Sells for ' ^

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 6 $3.00

60 to sell 2 for 5

20 to sell 5

Costs you
Sells for .

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 3 $2-00

200 to sell 2 for 5
|;2.oo

Costs you

Sells for
''"

200 to sell 2 for 5

50 to sell 5

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 4 S2.00

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 7 $5-00

500 to sell 2 for 5

Costs you . jj 50
Sells for

120 to sell 2 for 5

40 to sell 5

Costs you
Sells for .

.

.$2.00

. 500

$5.00

NEW YEAR ASSORTMENT No. 1 Sl.OO

100 to sell 2 for 5

Costs you
Sells for

$1.00

2.50

NEW YEAR ASSORTMENT No. 2 .
S2.00

160 to sell 2 for 5

20 to sell 5

Costs you c.oo

Sells for
;

XMAS ASSORTMENT No. 8..

400 to sell 2 for 5

50 to sell 5 j5„„
Costs you

1 2 50
Sells for

S3.00NEW YEAR ASSORTMENT No. 3

240 to sell 2 for 5

30 to sell 5

Costs you
Sells for .

NEW YEAR ASSORTMENT No. 4. .
$5.00

420 to sell 2 for 5

40 to sell 5 « r 00

Drop a post card for o«r Christmas catalogae.
^

, ^ 1 and 3 Jarvis Street,

The PUgh Manufacturing to., Toronto, Canada.

GOMBAULT'S CAUSTIC BALSAM
Mwavs eives satisfaction to the Consumer

and pay! the Retail Drnggist a good profit

Mnc qriu/nmit/iit the. jifnatare of

Soltl'npn,KK».a CLEVELAND.O.

THE GREATEST VETERINARY REMEDY OF THE AGE

Also an absolutely safe Lit

External Use on the Hu

At Wholesale Dealers, $J2.00 doz. Retails at $J.50

per Bottle.

THE LAWRENCE WILLIAMS CO.

SSnTCONT. - - - - CLEVEI.AND,0.

Illustrated Post Cards

Brown, Black and Colored

Birthday, Comic, Etc.

Please send five dollars for the newest and

finest German novelties at wholesale rates.

_____== Established 1895 ======
VERLAQ ANT. QERSTENKORN

HAMBURG J
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CANADIAN MADE LICORICE
(Y. ^ S. BRAND)

AS ADVERTISED IN ALL THE PROMINENT CITIES OF CANADA

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

UOUNG SSMYUE'S

StrcK Licorice.

FOR SALE BY ALL

WHOLESALE

DRUGGISTS

Acme Licorice Pellets, M. & R. Wafers, Softmints, Lozenges, Powdered

Extract and Root, &c., &c. Appropriate for Druggists' uses.

MANUFACTURED BY

N.B.—Place your orders now

with your wholesaler for

your winter requirements.

National Licorice Company
Montreal

diaii, and concave 0.12 in the other, may be used

to attain the greatest accuracy. But it is al-

ways better to make a change in the lens unneces-

sarily great, than to make a change so slight that

the patient becomes uncertain, and his answers

misleading.

The foregoing pages deal largely with details

that are minute, but far from unimportant. The

measurement of a refraction, more than most

other lines of professional work, illustrates the

truth of the saying : "Trifles make perfection,

but perfection is no trifle."—Annals of Ophthal-

mology.

Drug Report

IMPERIAL SEIDLITZ POWDER PAPERS

Mention is made, on the front cover of this

magazine, of Imperial Seidlitz Powder Papers,

•supijlied to the trade by Buntin, Gillies &. Co..

Limited, Hamilton and Montreal. On account of

the hard, waxed .surface of "Imperial" papers,

which makes them absolutely proof against

moisture, the contents are guaranteed to retain

their strength and medical properties for a great-

er length of time than in ordinary wrappers.

They are transparent and tough and are cut to

a convenient size for handling. Dealers who have

already used them recommend them highly.

Business during the past month has been very

good. There haive been several important changes

in the market. Mercury, Morphia, Codeia, Mer-

curials, Buchu Leaves, Digitalis Leaves, Patent

Salad Oil, American Saflron, Chamomile Leaves,

Vanilla Beans, and all rubber goods have ad-

\ anced in price.

Manganes Phosphate, Quinine Hydrochloride
;

Oil Lemon, Alcohol Amylic, Aluminum Chloride;

Calcium Chloride, Calcium Hippurate
;

Chloral

Hydrate ; Cochineal, Hydrokinone, have declined.

For special changes see Price List.

NEW GOODS

Ammonia Succinate Oz. Si. 80
Iron Cacodylate Oz. .55

Ransom's Hive Syrup is now put up in bottles

to retail at 35c. This is the same size that is

sold in the U.S. at that price.

CHANGES IN PRICES

A.—Advanced. D.—Declined.

A. Acetone C.P Lb. .85

A. Acid Pyrogallic-Mercks ... Oz. .25

A. Acid Succinic Oz. 1.40

D. Alcohol Amylic Lb. 1.45

D. Aluminum Chloride Oz. .11

D. Calcium Chloride Lb. 1.90
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THE MARTIN, BOLE & WYNNE CO.
WHOLESALE DRUGGISTS

AND IMPORTERS OF FINE DRUGGISTS' SUNDRIES

CORNER OF PRINCESS AND MARKET STREETS - WINNIPEG. MANITOBA

eOMING WEST?
SHOULD you desire to come to the great North-West, either to

engage in the drug business for yourself, or to take a positior

as a clerk, we may be able to assist you.

We are constantly in touch with every section of Western Can-
ada, and we shall be glad if we can be of service to any one, desir-

ing information, as to location, etc.

WRITE US

D. Calcium Hippurate '^ Oz.

D. Chloral Hj^drate Lb.
A. Chrj'sarobin 0/..

D. Cinchonidine Hydrochlor. Oz.

D. Cochineal Lb.
D. Cochineal Powdered Lb.
A. Codeiai Crystals Oz.

A. Codeia Citrate % Oz.

A. Codeia Phosphate % Oz.

A. Codeia Sulphate % Oz.
A. Ergotine "Boujean" Oz.
D. Hydrokinone -... Oz.
A. Hydrastia White Alka-

loid 15-gr. tube
A. Ichthyol Oz.

A. Leaves Digitalis Lb.
A. Leaves Digitalis Powder... Lb.
D. IManganese Phosishate Oz.

A. Morphia Acetate Oz.

A. Morphia Muriate Oz.

A. Morphia Sulphate Oz.

A. Morjihia Alkaloid Oz.

A. Morphia Bromide Oz.

A. Mor]}liia Hjdrobromatc... Oz.

A. Morphia Meconate Oz.

A. Morphia Pgtalate Oz.

A. Morjihia Tartrate Oz.

A. Moss, Irish Lb.
A. Oil Malefern Oz.

D. Oil Lemon Lb.
D. Quinine Hydrochloride ... Oz.

A. Seed Colchium Lb.
A. Seed Colchium Powd Lb.
A. Seed Cardamon Decorti-

cated Lb.
A. Uranium Nitrate Oz.

A. Vanilla Beans, Bourbon... Oz.

A. Vanilla Beans, Mtdican... Oz.

.20

1.05

•45

•55

•55

.60

4.90

1-75
.60

.70

•55

•15

•75

•50

•35

.40

.20

3^4o

.3.40

3^50
4.10

4-15
4.60

4.60

7.90

4-15
.16

•25

1.30

•55

.40

•45

.80

.60

.40

• ,SO

The busier some people are the more tliev are

to be deplored.

Little Xtphew : Auntie, did you marry an In-

dian ?

Aunt : Whv do you ask such silly questions,

Freddie ?

Little Nephew : Well, I saw some scalps on

your dressing-table.—Fliegende Blaetter.

BUSINESS-OPPORTUNITY NOTICES
For Sale, Exchange, Help Wanted, etc., 50c. for 2.5 words or

less, subsequent insertion,? 25c. Send cash with order.

ARTICLES FOR SALE
TO PRESCRIPTIONISTS. Bate's Automatic num-

bering machine. Consecutive duplicate, repeat-
ing. Guaranteed perfect condition. Cost $17.50.
Very little used. Accept $6.50. Bargain.

D.W.F., P.O. Box 697,
Victoria, B.C.

BUSINESS OPENINGS
r\RUG BUSINESS FOR SALE, established over
^^ thirty years in thriving village. No opposition,
full prices obtained. Furnace heating. Excellent
chance for party with small capital. For full par-
ticulars write

C— 587 Gilmour St
Peterborough, Ont.

NOTICE
Do not buy a Drug Store in Cauada or U.S. till you

get my list of '^snaps. Free. Also positions anywhere
desired in U.S. or Canada. Estab. 1904.

F. V. KxiEST, R. P.

Omaha, Neb. U.S.A.

STORE TO LEASE

TO LEASE, from February 4th,

1910, a store corner Queen and
Elizabeth Streets, Toronto. First

class stand for any live business man.
now occupied as a Drug business and
Branch Post Office. Not necessary to

purchase present stock or fixtures.

Apply to W. MiLLiCHAMP, 237 Poplar

Plains Road. Telephone College 5527
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CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOUR CONVENTION AT AGRA

In coiineetion with llie great Missionary Con-

vention at Agra, luuler the auspices of tlie India

Christian Endeavour Union, an exhibition is

being held which will be of considerable interest

to medical men. It consists of drugs, iiharma-

ceutical preparations, medicine cases and medi-

cal equipments arranged by Messrs. Burroughs,

Welkume & Co. of London, and primarily intend-

ed for medical missionaries who are delegates to

the Convention. The exhibit is also open for the

inspection of anv medical men who care to take

the opportunity of seeing it and will well repay

a visit.

In addition to a variety of medicine cases and

medical equipments containing the well-known

and reliable "Tabloid" and "vSoloid" products,

Burroughs, Wellcome & Co. exhibit some syn-

thetic substances new to medicine which are the

result of chemical research. Of these the most

interesting are the two important Arylarsonates,

"Soamin" and "Or.sudan." These organic salts

of arsenic have been shown to be of special value

in cases of svphillis, trypanosomiasis and ma-

laris. "Soamin," although containing 22.8 of

airsenium, is tolerated in much larger doses than

the inorganic salts of arsenic, and some remark-

able results have been obtained by its use.

A sterilised solution may readily be made by

boiling it in water (1 part in 5), and it is then

usually administered as an intramuscular injec-

tion. "Wellcome" Brand Quinine Sulphate is

shown in two varieties, namclv, the large flakes

and the compact crystals. The latter are cer-

tainly to be preferred as much more portable amd

convenient.

"Tabloid" Ouiniue Bisuljihate is made in main
different strengths, from ';-grain to to grains, and

])rcsents that admirable drug in an exceptionally

good condition.

The "Tabloid" Photographic Outfit, containing

all that is necessary for developing, toning, fix-

ing and intensifying, is a very compact and handy
equipment, which will appeal strongly to the

busy practitioner who is also an amateur ])hoto-

grapher.

Even bandages and dressings are now com-
pressed, and such necessities of tlic surgery as

lint and cotton wool, and double cyanide gauze
arc i)roduced in small, tightly-closed packages,
the contents of which remain aseptic till the
moment when they are required.

It is symptomatic of the growing interest in

organo-thcrapy to find that a prominent place is

assigned to examples of Sera, Vaccines and
Tuberculins.

The arrangements made for proper precautions
in the preparation of these new and potent fac-

tors in the control of disease arc matters of

grave import to the whole medical profession,

and it is therefore interesting to know that

Messrs. Burroughs, Wellcome & Co. have all their

sera, vaccines, etc., prepared under the superin-

tendence of a distinguished bacteriologist at the

Wellcome Physiological Research Laboratories at

Brockwell Hall, Heme Hill ; nor are these pro-

ducts allowed to be issued to the profession until

they have passed the most rigid tests for stan-

dardisation, sterility and toxicity.

"Wellcome" Anti-Dysentery Serum, from

horses immunised against a culture of bacillus

dvscnteriae obtained from several cases of dysen-

tery, .should prove useful in this climate.

"Wellcome" Anti-Typhoid Seriiim and Anti-

Venom Serum are others of the .series sjjecially

interesting medical men in India. The last is

prejiared from the serum of horses immunised
against the venom of a number of the more
poisonous snakes.

"Hemisine," the active principle of the medulla

of the supra-renal gland, is now prepared in

liquid form and sent out as one of the "Vapor-

ole" series. These "Vaporole" containers are

specially convenient for hypodermic injection,

each consists of a tube opening out to a bulbous

shape and supported by an expanded base, the

top cam readily be broken ofi at the file mark and
the contents of the bulb drawn up to the last

•drop into the syringe.

"Ernutin," a standardised solution of the ac-

tive principle of ergot and solution of Bihydro-

ehloride of Quinine are among the numerous items

now included in this "Vaporole" series.

DINNER

Dinner, in the primitive sense, savs Puck, is

something to eat ; but in the higher, social sense

it is something to sit over in uncomfortable
clothes, peck at with six kinds of forks, and be

altogether liored by. Dinner is often saved by
wine, because wine is a mocker and makes you
think of things to say which you wouldn't think

of saying otherwise.

There are men who know when wine has made
them just fools enough to dine ui'th grace, hut
tliey are not many. Most of us keei> <>" drinking

until we fancy we are witty, and tlien nothing

\\U\ kee]) us still.

If it is tiiue, as some suppose, that the prohi-

bition movement is largely due to a great people

having been lashed to fury by postprandial ora-

tory, then have dinners after all their moral sig-

nificance. It was inevitable.

Where there's

ed relations.

will there's a lot of disappoint-
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